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" Time ! I have never seen thee ; but 1 bave heard 
thy footsteps. Time ! in my sorrow thou creepest, 
in my joy thou runnest, in the hours of my patient 
waiting thou s~andrst still. Time l thou art the 
ocean, and every monlent of Life is thy wave." 

-INAVAT KHAN. 

-- 
Hook &p61 for Sufi Litrratucz-9. Above Bar. Southampton. 
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PREFACE 

This volume continues the series begun with the publication of Say- 
ings  P a r t  1 and Sayings P a r t  2, entitled Authent ic  Versions of 
t he  Teachings a f  Pir-o-Murshid Inaya t  Khan on Sufism. Since 
the present volume and those to follow are to contain Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan's lectures and other teachings, and are therefore of a different char- 
acter, it seems appropriate now to adjust the series' general t i t le from 
Authent ic  Versions, more relevant to  the Sayings, to Complete Works. 

The texts as presented are intended to answer such questions as: What 
happened to Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's words from the moment he spoke 
them until they were published for the first time? What alterations and 
changes of these words occurred, and by whom were they made? 

Background 

The possibility of preserving and passing on the teachings in the most 
authentic way was given by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan himself when he cre- 
ated a depository, which he named 'The Biographical Department', under 
the supervision of his disciple and secretary Sakina ~urn6e. This Biographical 
Department has since continued to function on the same premises, 34, Rue 
de la Tuilerie, Suresnes, France. It is here that, in addition to biographical 
documentation as such, Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's words, taken down in 
shorthand and longhand, as well as those he wrote down himself (as was 
often the case with the sayings), were gathered, kept and listed. During her 
lifetime (she continued working in the Biographical Department until her 
death in 1973), Sakina created and endowed the Nekbakht Foundation in 
order to provide the Biographical Department with a legal framework and a 
permanent housing for i t s  precious collection of Sufi documents and other 
items, and thus to ensure the continuation of i t s  activities. What gives these 
valuable archives particular importance is  Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's insis- 
tence, expressed on several occasions, that the wording of his oral teachings 
and extempore addresses be preserved exactly, and not modified for edito- 
rial purposes, as, for example: 

Do not change my words, form or phrase unless it i s  most 
necessary. Even so, most carefully avoid all changes which 
can be avoided. Otherwise you might lose the sense of my 
teaching.,. which is  as essential to the Message as the per- 
fume in the rose. I f  the form in which I give my teaching 
seems to you not as correct as it ought to be from a literary 
point of view, do not mind, let it be my own language. There 
will come a time when there will be a search for my own 



words. Just now i f  my words are not accepted as the current 
coin, they will always be valued as the antique. 

Sangita I, p. 32, Ta l im 

It has therefore long been the Biographical Department's aim to  publish Pir- 
o-Murshid lnayat Khan's teachings in an original version, following as closely 
as possible the basic reportings or records of the words pronounced by him, 
in chronological order. Where changes had occurred in early versions of the 
texts, Sakina proposed that these be preserved and noted alongside. 

This objective is  realized in this series by giving the oldest available 
version of Pir-o-Murshid's words as the basic text. Differences in other 
early versions are mentioned in notes at the bottom of each page in chrono- 
logical order (insofar as that can be determined from the available docu- 
ments). 

The lectures and other teachings contained in this volume were given 
during the second half of 1923 (2nd of July through 31st of December). Not 
all the words of Pir-o-Murshid found their way to the Biographical Depart- 
ment. Several lectures or other teachings are s t i l l  missing. Insofar as title, 
date and place have become known, mainly from early newspaper articles on 
the lectures, these are mentioned in the Contents of this book. 

Each volume appearing in this series (Sayings P a r t  1 and 2 excepted) 
will bear as a subtitle an indication of the period during which the lectures 
contained in it were given. 

Reasons for Alterations and Changes 

In the relatively small amount of material written personally by Pir-o- 
Murshid lnayat Khan, we sometimes find a word crossed out and replaced 
with another which might be more acceptable to the listener or easier to  
grasp for the reader. On the same principle, in the transcripts of the lec- 
tures, here and there we find that Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan changes a 
word, or begins a phrase and then, part way through, decides to replace it 
with another. 

A second source of alteration arose from words missed or misunder- 
stood by the shorthand reporters, and particularly from longhand records, 
where gaps were filled with the help of memory or by interpretation. 

The third major source of alteration came from preparing material for 
reproduction and publication. These changes took place for any number of 
reasons, presumably to make the meaning somehow clearer to the reader by 
correcting the English, omitting repetitions, and so on. 



When Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan occasionally saw the alterations of his 
words, he seldom changed them back to his own words, even i f  the full 
meaning of the idea expressed by him was no longer conveyed. It should, 
however, not be taken for granted that this meant he found the alterations 
an improvement; he apparently accepted that his words should be filtered 
through the understanding of his hearers. 

Particulars about the Basic Text 

The lectures and other teachings are given in the oldest version as 
taken down in shorthand by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's secretaries, Sakina 
FurnGe and Kismet Stam. I f  no such reporting of the original text is  to be 
found, the version considered the oldest available is used instead. Differ- 
ences and uncertainties in other early versions as compared to the basic text 
are mentioned in the notes at the bottom of each page. 

The main part of the lectures and teachings given in the second half of 
1923 was taken down in shorthand by Sakina. During the Summer School at 
Suresnes that same year, a second secretary, Kismet Stam, appointed by Pir- 
o-Murshid lnayat Khan, began to take part in the important task of report- 
ing his lectures as well. She used the shorthand system of ~ i m k  Paris, while 
Sakina followed Pont's system. On the whole, Sakina's reportings were very 
complete and exact, and she had also had more practice than Kismet. As a 
rule, Sakina used Kismet's reportings to f i l l  in her own when necessary 
before she made her transcription. It is  this text which may be considered 
to render Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's words most faithfully. No copies of 
Sakina's original transcripts of her reportings, which she sent to the admin- 
istrative office of all Sufi activities, the International Headquarters of the 
Sufi Movement in Geneva, have been found in the archives. Sakina only kept 
her shorthand notebooks. Of a considerable part of these she made a new 
transcription some thirty years later, since she held it of the utmost impor- 
tance that, even after the publication of the books, the text of her short- 
hand reportings should remain available. However, not surprisingly it some- 
times happened after so many years that Sakina did not succeed in correctly 
reading her own shorthand again. For this reason, the present compiler has 
made an exact new transcription of all Sakina's shorthand reportings. This is 
presented here as the basic text, and the heading 'Sakina's shorthand re- 
porting transcribed by the compiler' is added above each lecture and/or 
teaching. Also, in those cases where this process could not be followed, the 
origin of the text is  explained at the top of the page. 

Punctuation and paragraphing are not indicated in the shorthand. 
Differences in punctuation and in arranging paragraphs between the basic 
text and other early versions are mentioned in the notes only i f  thereby the 
meaning of a sentence is changed. In the cases where the original document 
is not a shorthand reporting but a longhand manuscript or typescript, the 
original spelling and paragraphing generally have been retained. In some 



cases the punctuation has been changed where this does not change the 
meaning of the sentence. 

As far as possible, the sequence in which the lectures were given has 
been maintained. This obviously shows best the unfolding of the various 
ideas in Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's teaching. In. Appendix A to this book 
it can be seen what lectures on a certain subject have been put together 
and published in book form, and/or made into a series for private distribu- 
tion by International Headquarters. 

The original documents of a minority of the lectures make mention of 
the time of day the lecture was given. As in most cases no time is  indicated, 
this detail has been omitted; the chronological order in which the lectures 
are presented renders it practically superfluous. During the Summer School 
of 1923, Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan often gave a lecture or address in the 
morning, then at 3:30 and 5:30. in the afternoon, and again sometimes in the 
evening as well. 

Questions and Answers 

When questions and answers followed a lecture, even i f  some of them 
refer to  a previous lecture, they are placed in this book immediately after 
the lecture as given by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan. I f  given on another 
occasion not immediately after the lecture, they are placed separately after 
the lecture to which they refer or seem to refer. In preparing new publica- 
tions from the original texts, a selection may have to be made from the 
questions and answers in order to include only those which, in the editor's 
opinion, refer to the lecture; there may be different points of view on this 
matter. 

The exact reporting of questions and answers often appears to have 
been more difficult than the reporting of the lectures. The questions from 
the audience were written down during or after the lecture and passed on to 
Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan, who read them aloud and answered them. Pre- 
sumably the questions were not always written very clearly. In any case, 
several omissions and uncertainties in Sakina's shorthand show that the re- 
porting of this part of Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's teaching was not an easy 
task. The questions do not, of course, represent the words of Pir-o-Murshid 
lnayat Khan; therefore, to make this evident, the questions have been 
printed in italics. 



Publication of the Teachings 

Murshida Sherifa Coodenough had already been Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan's secretary in London during the First World War. She also was author- 
ized by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan to take down his words. The special task 
entrusted to her, however, was to prepare the lectures for publication in 
book form and to prepare other teachings for multiplication to  be distributed 
among a limited number of mureeds (pupils initiated in the Sufi Order). As 
she had not learned any shorthand system, she used Sakina's and Kismet's 
reportings as the basis for the text to  be published, although after some re- 
vision, mainly of the English wording or style. 

In a letter to Munira van Voorst van Beest of 12 November 1972, 
Sakina writes: '... so in the many lectures of which 1 therefore handed over 
to Murshida Goodenough the typewritten transcript of my shorthand report- 
ing, she made minor changes.' 

At that time and also in later years Sakina often hesitated as to 
whether she should adopt Murshida Goodenough's changes, and those some- 
times made by other mureeds, or not. Again and again she came to the con- 
clusion that she had to restore the changed words back to those she had 
taken down in shorthand. This becomes clear also from her letters to  various 
mureeds and from notes she made. 

There are instances where Murshida Goodenough calls various texts 
copied by her from Sakina's shorthand transcriptions with a few alterations, 
'reportings* or even indicates them as 'reported by Murshida Coodenough.' 
This may seem somewhat confusing. In this series of original texts the word 
'reporting', although not an established English usage, denotes the lectures 
or other teachings taken down while Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan spoke them. 
This is  not the meaning which Murshida Goodenough sometimes gives to the 
word 'reporting.' 

As to the questions and answers, in several cases Murshida Goodenough 
also took down what she could in longhand, abbreviating many words. Even 
though the result was often very fragmentary, it sometimes helped to f i l l  in 
gaps in Sakina's shorthand. Besides that, Murshida Goodenough worked with 
the questions and answers, and they are found in her handwriting, copied, 
recopied and revised, partly to  be inserted in the lectures and partly for 
what appear to be her own compilations on certain subjects of Pir-o-Murshid 
lnayat Khan's teachings. 

Notes 

The guidelines designed and observed by the present compiler in draw- 
ing up the notes call for a somewhat more detailed explanation. The first 
thing taken into consideration was the value of the variant readings and da- 



ta regarding each lecture as collected in the Nekbakht Foundation archives. 
In the case of handwritten copies, for instance, answers are required to such 
questions as these: 'Whose handwriting i s  this?', ' Is  this a longhand report- 
ing or a copied text?', and i f  it is a copy, 'From what has this been copied 
and for what purpose?' And so on. By a thorough study of these documents 
it has proven possible, on the whole, to trace the history of the text of a 
lecture or other teaching: from the shorthand or longhand reportings of Pir- 
o-Murshid lnayat Khan's words, handwritten and typewritten copies, cyclo- 
styled copies (an early form of stencilling) and preparations for multiplica- 
tion and/or publication, up to  the Headquarters' copy for distribution among 
mureeds or the first edition of a book. Later versions have not been taken 
into consideration, as the object of this series of books is  to  present the 
source materials of Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's teaching in the words 
spoken by him and reported as such. Strictly speaking, of course, even the 
preparations for multiplication and distribution among mureeds by Interna- 
tional Headquarters, and the book preparations and first publication of a 
lecture in book form, do not belong to this object. However, for purposes of 
study and research, it clearly is important that the variants in these versions 
from the shorthand reportings, or other documents nearest to the source, 
should also be indicated in the notes. 

Not all the available documents have been mentioned in the notes, as 
this would create a needless confusion. Shorthand reportings made by those 
entrusted with this task by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan naturally represent a 
more exact and reliable rendering of the words spoken by him than longhand 
reportings. Sometimes a small group of mureeds would gather in the evening 
during the Summer School and, using their memories and longhand notes, try 
to reconstruct the lectures given on that same day; these again have less 
value, of course, than longhand reportings. The value of copies--handwritten 
or typewritten--made for the purpose of multiplication or publication, or 
other elaborations showing alterations or revisions, again varies greatly. 
Only i f  the shorthand reporting is missing, or if it shows omissions and 
uncertainties, do these other documents come to the fore. 

In.the notes some particulars regarding the texts are given. With the 
variant readings, it has been indicated what kind of document is  referred to 
and who produced it (see Explanation of Abbreviations). 

The numbers in the text indicating the notes have been repeated in the 
following instances: 

I 

1. when a word has been moved within a sentence; 
2. when the note refers to a set of words rather than just one; 
3. when the same information applies in more than one place. 



Purpose and Use of the Book 

A study of this book can serve various purposes, and not all the notes 
will be equally interesting to all readers. For instance, an editor, comparing 
the basic text with the text of the first edition of a book in order to decide 
i f  a new edition would be justified, need only consult the notes marked 
'Bk.'. 

For students of Sufism as taught by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan, and/or 
leaders of Sufi groups, a comparison between the basic text and the versions 
multiplied and distributed by International Headquarters ('hq.t.' or 
'hq.st.') may be of interest. 

Most researchers will probably wish to concentrate on the words as 
spoken by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan, or as near as we can come to the 
original words, to  be found in the basic text, and will probably wish to con- 
sult the notes only when this text is  unclear or incomplete. 

The extensive subject index may prove useful for private study, as well 
as for scholarly purposes in general. 

In conclusion, the objects of this book, and indeed of the whole series, 
may be summed up as threefold: 

-- to safeguard for posterity the teachings of Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan gathered in the Biographical Department; -- to serve as the basis of future publications and translations; 

-- to make the earliest source materials of Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan's words available to scholars, researchers, students and the 
many persons interested today in finding the sources of authen- 
t ic spirituality. 

Munira van Voorst van Beest 
Staff Member of the Foundation 
'Nekbakht Stichting' 

34, Rue de la Tuilerie 
92150 Suresnes, France 

Summer, 1983 



EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviations not standing for proper names are 'written with a capital in- 
itial only at the beginning of a sentence. In all other cases: o.t., s.e.t., 
e.t., and so on. 

Archives - archives of the Biographical Department, Suresnes, 
France. 

Bk. - book, first edition. 

Bk.p. - book preparation by Sherifa Goodenough, for which pur- 
pose she sometimes used the '0.t.' or the 'e.t.' or the 
'hq.st.' 

Corr. - correction, corrected. 

E.t. - an early typewritten copy of Sakina's shorthand tran- 
scription, not typewritten by her, and showing some al- 
terations and inaccuracies. Sometimes these copies were 
corrected by Sakina after comparison with her shorthand 
reporting. This early typewritten copy was used by 
Sherifa Goodenough as an initial preparation of the text 
to be used for multiplication and/or publication. 

E.tp. 

Gd. 

Cd.h. 

- an early typewritten copy which is not an 'e.t.' 

- Sherifa Goodenough. 

- Sherifa Goodenough's handwritten copy, taken down as 
dictated by Sakina from her shorthand reporting--in 
some cases by Kismet from her shorthand reporting--or 
a copy made by Sherifa Goodenough of Sakina's (or 
Kismet's) transcription of the shorthand reporting. 

Gd.hwr.copy - a copy in Sherifa Goodenough's abbreviated longhand of 
parts of some of the questions and answers. 

An asterlsk lndlcatas a document I l lustrated In Appendlx 8. 



xxviii 

Gd.t. 

Hwr. 

I bid. 

Kf. 

Kf.tp. 

Km. 

Lb. 

Lh. 

N. 

- a text copied on Sherifa Coodenough's typewriter, dis- 
tinguished by large type. I f  this document was appar- 
ently made by her for a book preparation, it is indicated 
as 'bk.p.' instead. 

- Sophia Saintsbury Green. 

- International Headquarters, Geneva, Switzerland, which 
was the administrative and coordinative centre for the 
different sections of the Sufi Order, which was named 
Sufi Movement in October, 1923. 

- preparation by Sherifa Goodenough of the text of a lec- 
ture or other teaching to be multiplied at Headquarters, 
and distributed among mureeds. 

- a stencilled copy made at Headquarters of a lecture or 
other teaching meant for distribution among mureeds, 
also prepared by Sherifa Coodenough. 

- a typewritten copy of a Catha, Gita, Catheka, Keligious 
Gatheka or Social Gatheka, made at Headquarters, of a 
lecture or other teaching meant for use by a limited 
number of mureeds, also prepared by Sherifa Good- 
enough. 

- handwritten, handwriting. 

- ibidem, meaning the same document(s) as just mention- 
ed. 

- Kefayat LLoyd, Kefayat LLoyd's copied text. 

- a typewritten copy, probably made of a reporting by 
Kefayat LLoyd. 

- Kismet Stam. 

- Mrs. E. Leembruggen. 

- longhand. 

* An asterlsk Indicates a document I l lustrated In Appendlx B. 



ox. 

Q.a. 

R. 

Rv . 
Sd. 

S.e.t. 

Sh. 

Sk. 

Sr. 

St. 

TP. 

Tr. 

After 1927 

- an old typewritten copy, being Kismet's shorthand tran- 
scription. In most cases it shows considerable differ- 
ences as compared with Sakina's shorthand reporting. 

- The Shorter English Dictionary (Oxford University 
Press, 1973). 

- question(s) and answer(s). 

- reporting. 

- revised. 

- Saida van .Tuyll van Seraoskerken-Willebeek Le Mair. 

- Substitute early type. A typewritten copy similar to  the 
early typewritten copy of Sakina's shorthand t ranscrip- 
tion (e.t.), but made of Kismet's transcription of her 
shorthand, when no shorthand reporting had been made 
by Sakina. 

- shorthand reporting. 

- Sakina ~urn&e, later named 'Nekbakht' by Pir-o- 
Murshid lnayat Khan. 

- a new transcript ion of Sakina's shorthand reportings, 
made by her at a much later date. 

- Sirdar van Tuyll van Serooskerken; 
Sirdar's copied text, made from notes taken down by him 
during the lecture, and by completing these notes with 
the reportings and records made by other mureeds. 

- stencilled (cyclostyled). 

- typewritten, typewritten copy. 

- transcription. 

- refers to a communication in the handwriting of Mahtab 
van Hogendorp in her capacity as secretary of Interna- 
tional Headquarters, Geneva. 

* An asterlsk lndlcates a document Illustrated In Appendlx B. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 2nd, 1923 

2 Towards the One1 

Christ ideal4 is  that which is5 inexplicable in words. The omnipotent 
intelligence, which is  in the rock, in the tree, in animal and man, shows its 
gradual unfoldment; it is  a fact accepted by science and metaphysics both. 
This intelligence shows i t s  culmination in a complete development of human 
personality. And i t  is  in this personality, such as that of Jesus, Christ was 
recognized by his followers. The followers of Buddha recognized the same 
fulfilment5 of the object of creation in Gautama Buddha and the Hindus saw 
the same in Shri Krishna. In Moses the followers of Moses recognized that, 
and maintained their belief for thousands of years. And the same culmination 
of the all-pervading intelligence was recognized in k4ahommed6 by his fol- 
lowers. 

Notes: 

The lecture "Christ" has become "Religious Gatheka" no. 21 and was f i r s t  pub- 
lished in t h e  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where "book" is  mentioned in the  notes, it re fe rs  t o  the  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

1. The words "Towards t h e  One" wr i t ten  by Sakina above t h e  lecture probably 
indicate t h a t  Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan rec i ted t h e  Sufi Invocation before 
beginning th is  lecture. 

2.  A t  a la ter  date Sk. added: "p. 197 Unity o f  Religious Ideals" in t h e  margin 
of her sh. 

3. Bk.: "Jesus" instead of "Christ" 
4. Sr.: "ideal1t, as in Sk.sh.; 

HP.~.: in Sk. hwr. tlspirit" is wr i t ten between btackets over the  word 
wtdealtt, as a non-accepted suggestion by Gd.; 
bk-p.: "ideal" replaced by "spirit"; 
bk.: "spir i t "  

5. Hq-t., bk-p., bk.: rewr i t ten  t o  read "unexplainable in words. The omni- 
present intelligence, which is in t h e  rock, in t h e  tree, in t h e  animal, in 
man shows i t s  gradual unfoldment; it is a f a c t  accepted by both science 
and metaphysics. This intelligence shows i t s  culmination in the  complete 
development o f  human personality, in t h e  personality such as t h a t  of 
Jesus Christ was recognized by his followers t o  be. The followers of Buddha 
recognized t h e  same unfoldment" 

6- Sk-sh.: "Mahommed" wr i t ten by Sk. in Ih. shows lnayat Khan's way of pro- 
nouncing th is  name, which is t h e  Arab way; 
bk.p., bk.: "Mohammed" 



No man has the right to  claim this stage of development,. nor anyone 
can very well compare the7 two persons recognized by their followers as the 
perfect Spirit of Cod. For a thoughtless person it is  easy to  express his opin- 
ion and compare two people, but a thoughtful person first thinks whether he 
has arrived to8 that stage where he can compare two such personalities. 

No doubt a question of belief is different.   either^ the belief of the 
Muslim cang be the same belief aslo of the Jewish people, nor1' the Chris- 
tian belief can1' be the same as that of the Buddhists. However, the wise12 

understands all beliefs, for he is  one with them all. 

And the question i f  a person was esteemed13 to be his14 complete per- 

sonality may be answered:15 there is  no person who is  not destined to be 
something. Every person has his life designed beforehand, and l6 the purpose 

that he is  born to accomplish in life, 17the light of that purpose,'7 has al- 
ready been kindled in his soul. Therefore, whatever be the grade of the18 
person's evolution;he is  certainly destined to be so.19 Discussion of 
the lives that the different prophets have lived, as to  a20 superiority of one 
over the other, but even this21 seems to be a primitive attempt on the part 

of a man who,22 not knowin the condition of that particular time when the 
prophet lived, nor knowinJ3 the psychology of the when the 

prophet existed, when25 he26 is ready to judge that personality by the stan- 
dard of ideas which he knows today, he27 does not give that personality jus- 
tice. And when a person compares from28 one particular teaching of a 

Hq.t., bk-p., bk.: **the1* omltted 
A l l  other documents: **to arrive atw; "arrive to1* Is an obsolete form of 
**arrive atw 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "canm placed after **neithern 
Ibid.: "thatn added 
Ibld.: **can1* placed after "norn 
Bk.: **manw added 
Sk.sh.: Sk. afterwards cancelled **esteemed" and replaced It by ndestlnedm 
in the margin; 
Sr.: "esteemed" changed to "destined1*; 
all other documents: "destinedn 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: **a1* instead of "his1* 
Ibld.: **that". lnstead of **:" 
Ibld.: **the light ofn added 
Ibid.: **the light of that purposen omitted 
Ibid.: "an instead of "the" 
Skosh.: an open space before ~Dlscusslonn; 
Sr.: "If he has discussed on1* instead of wDiscusslon ofn 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: **the" Instead of "a1*; 
Sk.sh.: a blank before "superiority" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "but even thisn omltted 
Ibid.: **whenn added 
Ibid.: **knowing** omitted 
Ibid.: **at the time1* added 
Ibid.: "when1* omltted 
Bk.: "he** omltted 
Hq.t., bk-p.: "he" omltted; 
bk.: "he1* replaced by **and" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: **from" omitted 



prophet with the teaching of another prophet, he also makes a great 
mistake, becausez9 the teachings of the prophets have not always30 been of 
the same kind. The teaching3' is31 like the composition of a composer who 

writes music in all different keys, and who puts the highest note and the 
lowest notes32 and notes of different octaves in his music. The teach- 

ings of the prophets are nothing but the answer to the demands of individual 
and collective souls. Sometimes a childlike soul comes and asks34 and an 
answer is given appropriate to  his understanding.35 An old soul 

comes .36 When two teachings are brought to- 
gether, 38a teaching which Krishna gave to a child and a teaching which 
Buddha gave to an old soul, one does not do37 justice to compare.38 It is  
easy to  say that39 'I do not like the music of Wagner, I simply hate it,' but 
I should think it would be better to  become40 Wagner first and then to hate 
i f  one likes. To weigh, to measure, t o  examine, to  pronounce an opinion on a 
great personality, one must rise to  that development first, otherwise the 

best thing is a respectful attitude. 41 is the way of the wise. 

Then there are simple people, who hear about miracles, who give all 
the importance to what they have read, perhaps in the traditions about the 
miracles performed by the great souls. But that is  the way how4* they limit 
the greatness of Cod to a certain miracle.43 God is  eternal; then His miracle 

i s  eternal. It i s  always there as44 no such a45 thing i ~ ~ ~ u n n a t u r a l  nor such a 
thing is46 impossible. Things seem unnatural because they are unusual; things 
seem impossible because they are beyond man's limited reason.  he^^ l i fe it- 

Bk.p.: "all" added 
Bk.p.: Ilalways" omitted; 
bk.: l@always" replaced by **allw 
Bk.p., bk.: "teachings are1* 
I bid.: "note1I 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: fvthet1 added 
Bk.p., bk.: added a comma after "asksg1 
Hq.t.: "Andw added; 
bk.p., bk.: "understanding; and" of which "and" was added 
Sk.sh.: an open space; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: added "and asks and he is given an answer suited to  his 
ev~lution~~; 
bk.: a n,s added after masks11 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l1it is not doing" instead of "one does not don 
Bk.: the sequence of the words in this phrase was changed 
A l l  other documents: llthatll omitted 
Bk.: "Ilke1I added t 

Sk.sh.: a blank; then she added in the margin:  respect In any formn; 
Sr.: added afterwards, "Respect in any forme1; 
all other documents: "Respect in any form11 
Bk.: "how" omitted 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: lllfm added 
Ibid.: llasw omitted, ". There Isv added 
Bk.p., bk.: "an1 omitted 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "asw instead of llisll 
Ibid.: "Them omitted 



self is  a phenomena,48 a miracle. The more one knows about it, the 
more one lives, being5' conscious of the wonderfulness of life, the more one 
realizes that i f  there is any phenomena48 or miracle, it is  man's birth- 
right. 51 It i s  man who can do it and who will do it. But what is  
most essential is  not a miracle; the most essential5* is the understanding of 
life. 

6 

The soul who realized before he claimed to be Alpha and Omega is  
Christ. To know intellectually that life is  eternal or that the whole life i s  
one is not sufficient, although it is  the first step in the direction towards 
perfection. The actual realization of this comes from the personality of the 
God-conscious a fragrance in his thought, speech and action, and 
proves in the world as incense when put on54 fire. 

There are beliefs, such as the salvation through Christ, and the man 
who i s  agitated against religion closes the doors of his heart before having 
the patience to understand what really it means. It only means that there is 
no liberation without an ideal before one. The ideal is a stepping-stone 
towards that attainment which is  called liberation. 

There are others who cannot conceive of55 the thought of Christ's di- 
vinity. The truth i s  that the soul of man is  divine, and that d i ~ i n e , ~ ~ ~ ~ '  with 
the unfoldment of the soul, when58 reaches the point of culmination, then 
it59 deserves being called divine. 

And there i s  a great difference in the beliefs of people who have vari- 
ous opinions about the immaculate birth of Jesus. And the truth is that when 
the soul arrives to8 the point of understanding the truth of life in i t s  collec- 
tive aspect, he realizes that there is only one Father and that i s  God; and 
this world, out of which all the names and forms have been created, is  the 
Mother; and the Son, who deserves6' by his recognizing the Mother and 
Father and by hisd1 serving his Mother and Father and by fulfilling the aim 
of creation, is the Son of God. 

Ibid.: wphenomenon"; as can be seen from the  sentence, t h e  singular form, 
"phenomenonn, was meant 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l'is" omitted 
I bid.: "being" omitted 
Sk.sh.: an open space; added by Sk. in the  margin: l1Who has done it?'; 
all o ther  documents: "Who has done it?" 
Bk.: "thingn added 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: Itas" added 
Bk.p., bk.: "them added 
All o ther  documents: l'of" omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: Ifspark" added 
All o ther  documents: "when" added 
Ibid.: llwhen" replaced by llitll 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "it" omitted 
"To deserve" used as an intransitive verb means: t o  be worthy; 
bk: "is worthy throughw instead of "deserves by hisw 
Bk.: "his" omitted 



And then the question of the forgiveness of sin. I s  not man the creator 
of sin? I f  he creates it, he can destroy it also. I f  one62 cannot destroy, his 
elder brother can. The one who is  capable of making, he is capable to de- 
~ t r o ~ . ~ ~  6 4 ~ h o  can write65 with his pen, he66 can rub it with his eraser 
from the surface of the paper. And when he cannot do it, then that person- 
ality has not yet arrived to8 completeness, to8 that perfection we67 all have 
to go. There is no end of68 faults in man's life, and i f  they were all recorded 
and there was no erasing of them, life would be terrible to live,69 impossible 
to live. The impression of sin in the terms70 of metaphysics may be called an 
illness, a mental illness, not physical.71 And as the doctor i s  able to cure the 
illness, so the doctor of the soul i s  able to heal. And if people have said that 
through Christ the72 sins are forgiven, that can be understood in this way, 
that love i s  that shower by which all is purified. No stain remains. What is  
Cod? Cod i s  love.73 His mercy, His compassion, tiis kindness, when73 
expressed through a Cod-realized personality, then the stains of one's 
faults, mistakes and wrongdoings are washed away, and the soul becomes as 
clear as it has always been. For in reality no sin nor virtue can be engraved 
or impressed upon us.74 It can75 cover the soul. The soul in itself i s  Divine 
Intelligence; and how can Divine Intelligence be engraved either 
with 76. For the time it becomes covered with impres- 
s i o n ~ ~ ~  of happiness or unhappiness, and when these clouds are cleared from 
it, then it is78 divine in i t s  essence. 

And the question of crucifixion of Christ, apart from his79 historical 
aspect, may be explaineds0 that the life of the wise i s  on the cross all the 
time. The wiser the soul will become, the more it will realize the cross, 
because it i s  the lack of wisdom which causes the soul do all actions, good 
or bad. The wiser it becomesIs1 the first thing i s  that i t s  action i s  sus- 
pended. And the picture of that suspension of action becomes a helpless pic- 

Ibid.: "hell instead o f  *lonett 
Bk.p., bk.: Itof destroying" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: tlHett added 
Bk.: llsomethinglt added 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: llhetl omitted 
Ibid.: ltwetl replaced by I t t o  whichw 
Bk.: " t o  the" instead of tloftl 
Bk.p., bk.: " te r r ib le  t o  live,I1 omitted 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l@terminologyw 
Ibid.: It, n o t  physical" omitted 
I bid.: flthefl omitted 
Ibid.: flWhentl added before ItHis m e r ~ y * ~ ,  and vwhenll replaced by 11are81 
before nlexpressedw 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ltusu replaced by "a soul1t 
Bk.: Igonly" added 
Sk.sh.: a blank; afterwards she added in sh.: "sin o r  virtue"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: added "sin o r  virtue, o r  happiness o r  unhappiness?I1 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: V h e  impressionw 
Bk.: "seen t o  betf added 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: flitsw instead o f  glhisgt 
Bk.: "inn added 
Hq.?., bk.p., bk.: "As it becomes wiset1 instead o f  "The wiser It becomes11 



turete2 the hands nailed ande3 feet nailed. Neither 84he can84*85 forward 
nor 84he can 84go backward, nor 84he cane4 act, nora4 he cane4 86 

And this inactiveness outwardly may show helplessness but in thee7 point of 
fact is  the picture of perfection. 

8 8 ~ ~ o  questions which come 89in my mind and eyes:89 What is then the 
meaning of the sacrament, which is said to be symbolical of the flesh and 
blood of Christ? It teaches that those who 'give importance to the flesh and 
blood of the Master are mistaken, that the true being of the Master was 
bread and wine. I f  he had any flesh and blood, it was the bread and wine. 
And what is bread and wine? The bread is that which is  soul's sustenance; 
the soul's sustenance i s  the knowledge of God; it is  by this knowledge that 
the soul lives the eternal life. And the blood of Christ is  the love element, 
the love principle,g0 the intoxication of which i s  a bliss; and i f  there is  any 
virtue, it all comes from that principle. 

And there i s  another question:91 Christ gave his l i fe to save the world. 
It only explains sacrifice, that no man in this world going toward the goal 
will escape from the testg2 that life will give him.92 And that test i s  sacri- 
fice. At every step towards the final goal to  the attainment, he will be 
asked a sacrifice which will be a greater and greater one as he will continue 
on the path, where he will arrive to8 a point where there is nothing, 
whether his body or mind, or action or thought or feeling that he keeps back 
from sacrifice for others. And it is  that by which man proves that realiza- 
tion of divine truth. In short, Christ-ideal in other words is the picture of 
the perfect man; and the explanation ofg3 perfect man andg3 possibility ofg3 
perfect man can be seen in the verse of the Bible: 'Be ye perfect as your 
Father in ~ e a v e n . ' ~ ~  

Bk.: "picture of helplessnessw instead of "helpless picture" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "them added 
I bid.: "can hen 
I bid.: "go1' added 
Sk.sh.: a blank In which afterwards she wrote "movef'; 
all other documents: "moven 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: '@the1' omitted 
Ibld.: "There arew added 
Ibid.: " to the mlndv instead of "In my mlnd and eyesn 
Bk.p., bk.: @'the love principle" omitted 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "that1' added 
Ibld.: "to whlch life w i l l  pu t  himn instead of " tha t  life w i l l  give himt'  
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew added 
Bk.: "1s Perfect" added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 2nd, 1923 

The Body. 

The word a k a s h a  in the language of the Hindus is expressive of a 
meaning and3 that explains i t s  object. Akasha  means accommodation, not 
necessarily4 the sky, although the sky is an accommodation. ~ n d ~  on the 
eanstraetian model of6 a k a s h a 7  the whole creation has been based. 

The organs of the senses--the ears, the eyes, the nostrils, the mouth-- 
%hey are all the8 different aspectsg of akasha and so is  the human body 
constructed. ~ n d l O  the purpose of this construction can be found in i t s  own 
nature; as the purpose of the ears i s  found in hearing, of the nostrils in 
breathing, of the eyes1 l in seeing, so is the purpose of the whole body. The 
purpose of the body is  ex~eriencelz life fully. For the intelligence the body 
becomes a vehicle by which the intelligence i s  enabled13 to experience14 
life fully. In order t o  make the15 sound16 more audible people build domes 

Notes: 

The lecture "I. Metaphysics. The Body" was f i r s t  published in the  book The  
Soul Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, chapter V (1  924). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p. 69 The Soul, Whence and Whither?" in the  
margin of her sh. 
Gd.h.: "Tassawufv instead of ttMetaphysics" 
E.t.: viandii crossed out by Gd.; 
Gd.h., bk.: "andv omitted 
Bk.: "what man calls" added 
Ibid.: "Andn omitted 
I bid.: "the" added 
Eat.: "the skyv instead of tlakashav 
Bk.: "all are" instead of "they are all .the" 
Ibid.: ffaspectll 
Ibid.: "And" omitted 
Ibid.: "eyew 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: " t o  experience1'; 
Gd.h., e.t.: "experiencing"; 
bk.: " t o  experience" 
Bk.: "it is ablem instead of "the intelligence is enabled" 
Gd.h.: "experimentv instead of "experience" 
Bk.: "thew omitted 
Gd.h.: wsoull~ instead of llsound" 



and17 places where the sound becomes more audible,18 where thelg reso- 
nance is  produced,20 the voice and word21 becomes more clear. So the con- 
struction of the body is  made to make all that is  perceptible clear, for22 by 
nature the body is the vehicle of the intelligence or of23 the soul by which 
it experiences life fully. But as man has lived for generations 24increasing 
the life24 of artificiality, he has moved further25 and further25 from nature. 
Therefore this vehicle, which was made a perfect instrument to experience 
life fully, has become more and more incapable of attaining that object. It 
i s  this incapability of experiencing life fully and that26 innate desire27 of 
experience of life28 which makes29 soul strive for spiritual attainment. 
What man does not know, he thinks it does not exist. In this is to  be found 
the reason of materialism. But the tendency towards spiritual realization 
remains there, as an innate desire which is consciously or unconsciously felt 
by every soul, whether spiritual or material. It i s  therefore that a material 
person has a silent craving in his heart to  probe the depth30 of the spiritual 
ideal which he disowns. 

The work of the senses is to  experience the taste, smell, touch, to hear 
and to see.31 But besides this32 the inner sense i s  one sense. It is  by exper- 
iencing through different organs of the senses that 33 one sense becomes 
many senses. It is  the same sense which34 hears, sees, smells,35 tastes35 and 
feels touch, but because it experiences life through different organs, one36 
divides the37 one sense into five senses. The depth of that sense which is  
the inner sense i s  more subtle than a person can imagine. When that38 sense 
finds a free expression, it does not only experience life39 more keenly40 by 

Bk.: "othern added 
Ibid.: "where the sound becomes more audible" omitted 
Ibid.: flthistl instead of "them 
Ibid.: "and" added 
Ibid.: "the words becomew instead of Itword becomes" 
Gd.h., bk.: ", for by" changed t o  ". By" 
Bk.: "oft1 omitted 
Ibid.: "an increasing life" instead of "increasing the life" 
Ibid.: t t farthern 
Gd.h.: v t h i s ~ ~ ;  
bk.: "theft 
Gd.h.: vdesire" is missing 
Bk.: " t o  experience ittn instead of "of experience of life" 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "thew added afterwards; 
Gd-h., e.t., bk.: "thev added 
Gd.h.: wdepths" 
Bk.: " to  taste, smell, touch, hear, and see" instead of "the taste, smell, 
touch, t o  hear and t o  seen 
Bk.: "these sensesft instead of "thisft 
Ibid.: "the" added 
Ibid.: " thatw instead of uwhichtt 
Gd-h.: "tastes, smellsw instead of wsmells, tastesw 
Bk.: "mantt instead of "one" 
I bid.: "then omitted 
Gd-h., e.t.: wthispl instead of " that lo 
Gd-h.: "lifev is missing 
E-t.: "clearlyN instead of tlkeenlylt 



the h d p  organs of41 senses,42 but it becomes independent of the organs 
of43 It penetrates through life deeply and as Kabir says, 'It sees 
without eyes and hears without ears.' The reason is this, that all that exists 
is contained in an accommodation, in the akasha. And by being in the45 
akasha the nature of all things is revealing.46 

Plainly speaking there is nothing in this world which does not speak. 
Every thing and47 being is  continually calling out i t s  nature,48 character and 
i t s  secret. And the more the inner sense is  open, the more it becomes capa- 
ble of hearing the voice of all things. In every person this sense is4' to a50 
greater part hidden, buried, and i t s  being buried gives it a51 discomfort, for 
it is  something which is living--the only living being there is. The idea of 
the 'lost words has i t s  secret in this. When once this52 inner sense has 
broken the walls around it which keep it closed, it breathes53 freedom, and 
the54 happiness which i s  the soul's own property, the soul attains. 

Every discomfort from whatever source it comes, it55 comes by56 the 
lack of understanding.57 More the-seat the inner sense is  covered, the more 
it58 finds itself in obscurity. It i s  therefore that the sign of the enlightened 
soul is that59 readiness to understand. Therefore they60 are easy to  recon- 
cile with.d1 When a person can ~ n d e r s t a n d ~ ~  himself better, he can make 
another person understand better also. But when a person i s  perplexed him- 
self,63 he, instead of making another person understand, confuses him. In 
this way differences are produced. 

Ibid.: "then added in Sk.hwr.; 
bk.: "the" added 
Gd.h.: "help of the  sensesf8 f i rst ,  then: "help of the organs of the  
sensesv 
Gd.h.: 8'thew added 
Bk.: "sensem 
Ibld.: "thef8 omitted 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., bk.: 81revealedw 
Bk.: "everyw added 
Ibid.: " i tst8 added 
Ibid.: "existsw instead of "isn 
Ibid.: *!for then instead of " t o  an 
Ibld.: "it am omitted 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "the" instead of I8thisw 
Bk.: "the8* added 
I bid.: "thef1 omitted 
Ibid.: 81it'8 omitted 
Ibid.: "throughw instead of "byw 
Sk-hwr-sh-tr., Gd.h., e.t., bk.: "Ther1 added 
Bk.: "the soulw instead of "it8' 
Gd-h.: "thisw instead of "thatw; 
bk.: " thatw omitted 
Bk.: "these souls8' instead of "theyn 
I bid.: I8withl1 omitted 
Gd-he: "understands1' instead of "can understand" 
Eat.: "himselfn omitted and again added In Sk.hwr. 



Si rdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'I. Metaphysics. The 
Body' of July 2nd, 1923, but given on 
another occasion. 

Quest ion:  I s  every  unhappiness a material  phenomenon? 

Answer: Yes. The greatest unhappiness that a person feels, comes1 
from lack of mastery.  his^ unhappiness comes when knowing 
his mastery, man3 yet cannot practise that which he knows. 
Sadness comes from limitation, limitation in different forms, 
lack of perception, lack of power over4 oneself or over4 one's5 
condition6 the lack of that substance which is hap- 
piness itself, which is love. 

Question: L€ a person has mastery,8 he still is8 unhappy by t h e  
unhappiness of others? 

Answer: There i s  ofteng a1° lack of understanding, though there may be 
love, and oftenll lack of love 12though no12 lack of under- 
standing. There may be 1310ve and understanding13 and yet14 
lack of power. 15unhappiness comes always from limitation.15 

Notes: 

The answers t o  the  three questions were inserted in the  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, Manifestation, chapter V, page 74, af ter the  lec- 
t u re  ."II. Metaphysics. The Organs of t he  Sensesn of July 3rd, 1923. 

Bk.: "is" 
Ibid.: "Thew instead of "This" 
I bid.: '*hem instead of "manm 
Ibid.: "uponw instead of "overw 
I bid.: none*sm omitted 
I bid.: "conditions" 
Sr.: a blank; 
bk.: "or from" added 
Sr.: afterwards Sr. cancelled "he st i l l  is" and wrote "is he not sti l l" in- 
stead 
Bk.: "oftenw omitted 
I bid.: "aw omitted 
Ibid.: "and often" omitted 
Ibid.: "throughw instead of "though now 
Ibid.: "both thingsw. instead o f  "love and understandingn 
Ibid.: "yetw omitted 
Ibid.: the last sentence of the  answer was omitted 



Question: Can there be 1 ove without understanding? 

Answer: I f  love has reached perfection, it wil l  obtain16 all these17 
three powers. When love becomes power, love1 13 becomes 
understanding. The nature of love is as the nature of water 
hiddentg in the depth of the earth. I f  one 20digs but20 does 
not dig deep enough, one finds mud,21 not water.22 When one 
digs deep enough, one23 finds water. h4a1-1~~~  lose patience, 
trust and hope; they have touched the mud25 and not reached 
the26 water. But when they dig27 deep enough, they find pure 
water. 

Ibid.: "attainn instead of "obtainw 
Ibid.: "thesen omitted 
Ibid.: "itw instead of "loven 
I bid.: "hiddenn omitted 
Ibid.: "digs but" omitted 
Ibid.: "sandn instead of "mudn 
Ibid.: "Butn added 
Ibid.: "het1 instead of "one" 
Ibid.: "lovers of God" added 
Ibid.: "sandn Instead of "the mudn 
Ibid.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: "have dugn instead of "dig" 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
one question and answer, referring to 
the lecture 'Christ' of July 2nd, 1923, 
but given on another occasion. 

Question: I£ a person can be happy by the power of his soul, 
this  means that he can wipe out his sins. B u t  how 
is it with the debt he has t o  pay sooner or 
later? 

Answer: There i s  a board and the board comes to an end after 100 
years, it wears out gradually, but i f you know how to end it, 
you may put it in the fire and finish it in one moment. Or by 
surrounding it with some chemical substance you may preserve 
it for a very long time. So with sins; all that has been made 
can be destroyed. I f  one individual has the power of destroy- 
ing, another has the power of creating. Creating i s  more diffi- 
cult than destroying. A great Sufi saint said, on hearing 'from 
his mureedsl problems of sin and virtue, reward and ~ i r t u e : ~  
'My mureeds, do not worry over problems of sin and virtue. 
They are things which man makes.' The difficulty i s  that man 
lives so much in the outer life, he thinks he can destroy a 
table or a chair because he holds it in his hand, but what he 
holds in thought and feeling, he is  not master but slave of. But 
i f  he can learn to be master of his3 feeling,4 he can destroy 
what he wishes. 

Notes: 

Sk-tp. here re fers  t o  Sakinats typewritten copy of Sr., with a few alterations. 

1. Sk-tp.: "from his mureedsgl changed in Sk.hwr. t o  "his mureeds discussing" 
2. Sk-tp.: wpunishment'l instead of "virtue" 
3. Ibid.: added in Sk.hwr.: "thoughts and" 
4. I bld.: "feelingsw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 3rd, 1923 

1 Buddha. 

Buddha was the tit le of Gautama. He was called Buddha because his 
spirit expressed the meaning of the word Buddh. The word Buddh in San- 
skrit means reason. ln2 Buddhistic terminology the Spirit of Guidance i s  
named Buddhi Sattva, which means the essence of reason. Reason in i t s  
essence is  of a liquid form, it is  the cream of3intelligence. When it is crys- 
tallized it becomes rigid. Very often intellectuality explains a knowledge 
formed by reasons, most of them of rigid character. The fine reason is  
subtle; the finer the reason, the less it can be expressed4 in words. It is  
therefore that the5 people with fine reason cannot very well put their 
reason into words. 

Reason in i t s  essence i s  the depth of intelligence. The intelligence 
knows, not because it has learned; it knows because it knows. In this higher 
reason the Spirit of Guidance is  conceived, and from that6 fountain of 
reason all the great prophets have drunk. 

In the teaching of true Buddhism Buddha has never been considered as 
an exclusive personality. Buddha has been known to the Buddhists who have 
understood his Message rightly, as a man who attained the realization of 
that essence of reason in which is the fulfilment of life's purpose. ln7 
worshipping Buddha it7 does not mean that a8 Buddhist worships the person- 
ality of his spiritual master. He only means by this worship that, i f  there is  

Notes: 

The lecture "Buddha" has become "Religious Gathekaw no. 22, and was first pub- 
lished in the book The U n i t y  o f  Re l ig ious  I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where I1bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book The U n i t y  o f  
Re l ig ious  Ideals, complied and prepared for publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

I .  A t  a later date Sk. added: I1p. 177 The Unity of Religious Ideals1' in the  
margin of her sh. 

2. E.t.: " thew added in Gd.hwr.; 
hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew added 

3. 0.t.: "the cream oft1 changed t o  "purew in Gd.hwr. 
4. E.t., Hq.t., bk.: l(expiainedll 
5. E.t.: "then crossed out by Gd.; 

O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
6. 0.t.: "thism instead of l'thatll 
7. E.t.: "Inm and " i t w  crossed out by Gd.; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: *'Inn and "itw omitted 
8. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew instead of "a1* 



any object that dese.rves worship is a human being, -a-lo the person 
from whose heart the essence of reason, ~uddh i ,  has risen as a spring. By 
this knowledge he recognizes the possibility11 of attainin toI2 that bliss 
for every soul, whatever be his grade of evolution, trusting$' thati4 the in- 
nermost being of every soul is divine. 

The honey of life is hope. I f  the knowledge of Cod does not give hope 
to attain the divine bliss which is  attain .I5 in life, that knowledge is of 
no use. Man may believe in Cod for years, and yet may not be benefited by 
the16spiritual bliss; for the spiritual bliss is  not only in believing, but it is  in 
knowing Cod. 

Buddhi, which is  subtle reasoning, is the path which leads to the goal. 
~ h e l '  absence of this18 keeps a person in obscurity. As the sun is  the source 
of light which shows outwardlg things in life, so Buddhi is  the inner source 
of light which enables the person to see life clearly inwardly and outwardly. 
The true aim of the disciples20 of Buddha has not been only2' to adhere22 
Buddha, his name or his but, by taking Buddha as an24 example 
before them, their idea 25was to become Buddha some day, and the vety 
same idea25 is  the secret of Sufism. 

E.t.: Gd. added llitn; 
O.t., hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l*it" added 
E.t.: "it isI1 with a question mark, added in Sk.hwr.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: Itit is11 added 
E.t.: Gd. changed the  sequence of the  words t o  "for every soul, whatever 
be his grade of evolution, of attaining t h a t  bliss, t rust ing ...ll; 
hq.t., bk.p., bk.: the  sequence of the  words is as in e.t. 
E.t.: ~l tofc crossed out by Gd.; 
hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ntoll omitted 
E.t.: "inw added by Gd.; 
hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "int1 added 
Bk.: "thatw added 
Skosh.: a small open space a f te r  llattainll; 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ~~attainedl~; 
0.t.: llattainablell 
0.t.: "this" instead of l@thell 
I bid.: "The" omitted 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ftthatlc instead of Ilthls" 
I bid.: 1~0utwardly~~ 
0.t.:  d disciple^^ 
0.t.. bk.p.: c@oniy been" instead of "been only11 
E.t., bk.p.: " tow added by Gd.; 
0.t.. bk.: IVofI added 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: llideaill instead of nidoll* 
0.t.: nthetl instead of "at1 
Hq.t.: "was t o  become Buddha some day, and the same ldean omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 3rd, 1923 

The Organs of the Senses. 

The organs of the senses are the akashas or accommodations of 
grosser and finer nature. The finer the organ, the more perceptible3 it is; 
the grossness takes away from the organ i t s  perceptibility.4 This shows that 
the body may be likened to  a glass house made of mirrors. ln5 Persian 
language the poets have called i t  ainah-e-khana, meaning the temple of 
mirrors. The eye stands as a mirror before all that is visible. It reflects all 
that it sees. The ears are the accommodation for the re-echo of every 
sound that falls upon them. 61n other words i t  i s  the mirror6 of every 
sound.6 The senses7 of touch and of taste are grosser in comparison to the 
senses8 of sight and hearing. At the same time their nature is the same. All 
theg sweet, sour and salt different savoursg and the feeling of warmlo and 
cold, i s l 1  perceived by them and they stand as mirrors in whichJ2 the taste 
and touch is1* reflected. Therefore, as in the mirror one sees oneself re- 
flected, so this body stands as a mirror in which every experience of the 
outer life is reflected and is made clear. I f  the mirror is dusty, it does not 

Notes: 

The lecture "11. Metaphysics. The Organs of the Senses" was first published in 
the book The Soul Whence and Whither?, Manifestation, chapter V (1924). 

Where 'fbookn is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Goode- 
nough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p.71 The Soul Whence and Whithern in the 
margin of her sh. 
Gd.h.: "Tassawuf" instead of "Metaphysics" 
Eat.: "perceptible", corr. in Sk.hwr. by nperclpientn In the margin; 
bk.: nperception it has" instead of "perceptible it is" 
E.t.: "perceptibiilty" corr. In Sk.hwr. by npercipience,n; 
Bk.: "power of perception" instead of ~perceptibillty~ 
Gd.h.: "them added 
E.t.: "hearer" instead of Itmirror''; 
bk.: "in other words it is the mirror of every sound" omitted 
E.t.: "sense" 
Gd.h., 8.t.: "sensem 
Bk.: "different sweet, sour and salt savoursl' 
E.t., bk.: "warmth" 
Bk.: "are" 
Ibld.: n~bJects aren instead of "the taste and touch Is" 



show the image clearly;13 so the experience of life is  not clear when the 
body is  not looked after according to the spiritual point of view. 

The sufis14 say that the body is the temple of Cod but the right in- 
terpretation of this saying l5 that the body is made to be the temple of 
Cod; a temple cannot be called a temple of Cod i f  Cod were16 not brought 
and placed there. So this17 is natural when a soul feels downhearted or18 
depressed, that there i s  something wrong with the vehicle. When the writer 
wishes to work and the pen is  not in order, it annoys him; there i s  nothing 
the matter with the writer, it is the pen which is not right. No discomfort 
comes from the soul; the soul is happy by nature, the soul i s  happiness 
itself. It becomes unhappy when something is  the matter with i t s  vehicle, 
which is i t s  instrument, i t s  tool, to experience life with.lg Care of the body, 
therefore, is the first and the20 most important principle of religion. Piety 
without thisz1 thought is of little significance. The soul manifests in this 
world in order that it may experience the different phases of the22 man- 
ifestation and yet may not lose i t s  way and be lost, but may attain'23 i t s  
original freedom in addition to  the experience and knowledge it has gained 
in this world. The different exercises that the Sufis and Yogis do in order to 
enable the mind and body to experience life more fully, exercises such as 
fasting, poseIz4 posture, movement, all these things help to train the body 
that it may become a fitting vehicle for the experience of life. 

  he*^ wonder-working such as psychometry, feeling the atmosphere of 
places, of objects, of people, all this comes when the body also26 is 
prepared for it. A person may be intelligent, clever, learned, good or27 
pious, and yet his sense of perception28 may not be fully awake. It must be 
remembered as the first principle of life that manifestation was destined for 
a keener29 observation of life within and without. 

Gd.h.: "clear In I t 1 1  lnstead of "clearly"; 
Sr., bk.: "reflected clearlyM 
Bk.: "Scriptures" instead of "Sufis" 
Sk.sh.: a small open space; 
Gd.h.: "would be"; 
E.t.: "isw; 
bk.: "would be" 
Gd.h., e.t.: "wasm; 
bk.: v*ls" 
Bk.: "it" Instead of SVhis" 
Ibid.: "downhearted or"  omitted 
Ibid.: "with which t o  experience life" instead of " t o  experience life with" 
E.t.: "theN omitted 
Ibid.: " thatn  instead of "thisw 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
Ibid.: "tow added 
E.t.: nposew omitted; Sk. added "polsew in the  margln 
Bk.: "TheN omitted 
Ibid.: "is alson instead of "also isn 
E.t.: wandw, corr. In Sk.hwr. by "or" in t h e  margln 
Ibid.: "perceptibilltyl~, corr. In Sk.hwr. by Nperclplence8~ In the  margln 
Gd.h.: "keener" changed t o  @lkeenll 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 4th, 1923 

1 Krishna. 

The life of Krishna is an ideal which gives the picture of the life of 
the2 perfect man. The real meaning of the word Krishna is Cod, and the 
man who was identified with this3 name was the God-conscious one, who 
fulfilled his Message in the period when4 he was destined to give his5 Mes- 
sage. 

The story of Krishna, apart from his6 historical value and interest, is  of 
a7 great importance to  the seeker after the8 truth. No one knows of9 the 
father and mother of Krishna. Some saylo he was of a1 l royal birth. It may 
mean thatt2 of the13 kingly origin,14 that King Who is the King of all. 

Notes: 

The lecture llKrishna" has become "Religious Gathekatl no. 23, and was f i r s t  
published in the book The  U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where llbooktt is mentioned in' the  notes, it re fe rs  t o  the  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "p. 169 The Unity of Religious IdealsIf in the 
margin of her sh. 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "a" instead of "thet1 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " that" instead of "thisw 
0.t.: "whichw instead of "whenf1, corr. by Gd. t o  "in which"; 
Hq.t.: lfwhentt omitted; 
Bk.p., bk.: "in which1# instead of "whenw 
0.t.: "thev instead of I1hisl1 
ibid.: "hisrt changed t o  "itstt by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: 11its8t instead of "hisw 
0.t.: "an cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "ag* omitted 
0.t.: "then cancelled by Gd.; 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thet1 omitted 
0.t.: "of11 omitted 
Eat.: omitted "he was of a royal birth. I t  may mean t ha t  of the kingly 
origin, t h a t  King Who is the  King of all. Then", and added again in Sk.hwr. 
Oat., Hq-t., bk.p., bk.: "aw omitted 
E.t.: in the sentence added in Sk-hwr. (see note 10) Gd. changed "It may 
mean thatt1 t o  lilt meansw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "It may mean t ha tw  changed t o  "It meanst1 
E.t.: in t he  sentence mentioned in note 10 Gd. cancelled "thew; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the1* omitted 
E.t.: Gd. added t o  the  sentence mentioned in note 10 I1fromv1; 
Hq-t., bk-p., bk.: "from1* added 



a hen lo he was given in15 the. care of Yashoda, who brought him up as his 
guardian mother. This i s  symbolical of the earthly parents, who are the 
guardians, the real Father and16 Mother being Cod. In the childhood of 
Krishna, it is said, he was fond of butter and he learnt as a child to  steal 
butter from everywhere.17 And the meaning is that wisdom is 
butter of the whole life. When thelg life is  churned through a wheel, then 
out of that comes butter: wisdom is gained by it. He was stealing it, which 
means, wherever he found wisdom he 20learned it, from everybody's experi- 
ence he benefited. That is stealing.20 

Plainly speaking there are two ways of learning wisdom. 2 1 ~ h e  one 
way of learning wisdom is that a person goes and 22drinks an excess22 and 
then falls down in the mud. And then the police takes23 him to the24 sta- 
tion. And when he recovers from his d runkenne~s~~ cannot Z6his clothes 
and27 his own appearance28 and searching in the 

28~29makes him realize.30 ~ h a t ~ l  is  one way of learning. 3 2 ~ a y  be32 
possible then33 he does not learn. The other way of learning is:34 a young 

E.t.: Gd. changed win" t o  "Into"; 
0.t.: "in" changed t o  lllntow 
0.t.: "Father Motherw, t o  which Gd. added a hyphen between the two words 
0.t.: "his mothern instead of lleverywherew 
A l l  other documents: "then added 
E.t.: "then crossed ou t  by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: VheV1 omitted 
0.t.: "gained it, he benefited from everyone's experience." instead of 
Illearned it, from everybody's experlence he benefited. That is stealing." 
0.t.: nearly the  ent i re th i rd  paragraph has a shortened version, very dlf- 
ferent from Skosh., and It runs as follows: I*: one way a person goes and 
drinks t o  excess and falls down and is taken t o  the  station, and when he 
recovers he realizes what he did; th is  Is one way of learning, but even 
then he may not learn. Another way Is by seeing the terr ib le condition of 
another, he learns from th ls  experlence, and this Is stealing wisdom." 
E.t.: "drinks excessesw, changed by Gd. t o  @*drinks t o  excessw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "drinks t o  excessm 
Bk.: "taken 
E.t.: "policen added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: npolicem added 
E.t.: "hen added by Gd. 
Sk.sh.: a small open space; 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "findn 
E.t.: "he is horrified a tn  added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "he i s  horrified atn added 
E.t.: instead of nand searching in t he  ", it reads nand is seeking 
fo r  his image." This sentence was cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "and searching in the " omitted. So t he  last 
word of thls sentence is "appearance.I1 
A l l  other documents: "Thism added 
E.t.: "what he has done" added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: added "what he has donew 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "This" Instead o f  '@Thatn 
E.t.: "It may be", changed by Gd. t o  ", and It Isn; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: and it Ise1 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thatll instead of "thenw 
E.t.: Gd. replaced ":" by "that"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " that" instead of ":" 



man is going in35 the  street. He s a d 6  a drunken man and sawM how terri- 
b le  it is to be in that37 position. He learns38 from that. That i s  steal ing t he  
butter.21 

But  then39 t he  l a t t e r  part of Krishna's l i f e  has two very  impor tant  
aspects. One aspect teaches us t ha t  l i f e  is a continual ba t t le  and the  
earth40 is the ba t t le f ie ld  where every soul has to struggle. And t he  one who 
will own t h e  kingdom of the41 earth40 must know very wel l  the law of war- 
fare. The secret of ~ f f e n c i n ~ , ~ ~  the  mystery  of defence, how to hold our43 
position, how to retreat, how to advance, how to change position, how to 
pro tec t  and control all that is how to l e t  go what  must be given up, 
the manner of sending45 ultimatum, t h e  way of making46 armistice, the 
method by  which peace is made,47a~~ this is to be48 learnt. I n  this49 l i fe's 
batt le50 man's posit ion is most difficult, for he has to fight a t  two fron- 
tiers51 a t  t he  same time. One is himself and t he  other  is another.52 If he is 
s u c c e ~ s f u l , ~ ~  and 54at t h e  o ther  frontier54 he proves .to have failed, then his 
success is  no t  complete. 

And the  ba t t l e  of each individual has a d i f ferent  character. The battle 
depends upon man's par t icu lar  grade of evolution. Therefore every person's '. 

Bk.: "alongm instead of "in1* 
E.t.: "sawn changed by Gd. t o  ltseesl*; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "seesw 
A l l  other documents: mthlsl* instead of "that1* 
E.t.: "learnedw, changed by Gd. t o  
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "learnsw 
0.t.: "then1* omitted 
E.t.: '*other'*, changed by Gd. t o  "earthw 
0.t.: "the" omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
E.t.: woffencingl* changed by Gd. t o  ''the offensiveM; 
0.t.: lloffensivew instead of woffencingll; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the offensiven 
0.t.: instead of l'ourl* 
E.t.: "is wonm changed by Gd. t o  "has been wonn; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk. "has been wonw 
E.t.: "settingn, changed by Gd. t o  "sending anw; 
all other documents: "sending an" 
E.t.: "an" added by Gd.; 
all other documents: "anN added 
0.t.: * * to  be made" instead of I1madew 
Ibid.: "must ben instead of "Is t o  bem 
I bid.: "this" omitted 
Skosh.: no new sentence a f te r  "battle1'; 
€.to, Hq.t.: a new sentence a f te r  "battlen 
E.t.: "a t  two frontiers" changed by Gd. t o  Iton two fronts1*; 
0.t.: Iton two frontiers"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: '*on two fronts1* 
O.t., bk.p.: "another" changed by Gd. t o  Itbefore onem; 
bk.: "before onew 
E.t.: added by Gd.: "on one front1*; 
0.t.: wsucceeds" Instead of "1s  successful^; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: added '*on one front1* 
E.t.: "at  the  other frontier1* changed by Gd. t o  "on the other frontn; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ''on t he  other frontw; 
0.t.: "frontierv omitted 



battle in life55 is  different, of a peculiar character, and no person in the 

world i s  free from this56 battle. Only one i s  more prepared for it, the other 

perhapss7 is ignorant of the law of warfare. And in the success of this 
battle there is  the fulfilment of life.58 Bhagavad ~ i t a , ~ ~  Song Celestial, 

from the beginning to the end is a teaching on the law of life's warfare. 

The other outlook 600f Krishna on life60 i s  that every soul i s  striving 

to attain God; but God, not as a Judge or a  in^,^' as a Beloved. And every 
soul seeks God, the God of love, in the form it i s  capable to imagineF2 and 

in this way the story of Krishna and the Gopis signifies God and the various 
souls seeking perfection. 

The life63 and teaching of Krishna has64 helped65 very much the 

people of ~ n d i a ~ ~  in broadening the thought of the pious.66 The religious 
man, full of dogmas, i s  often apt to  make dogmas67 too rigid and expects 

the godly or the God-conscious to fit in with hi@ standard of goodness.69 

I f  they do not fit in with his particular idea of piety, he is ready to criticize 
them. But the thought and life of Krishna was used by the artist and poet 

and70 musician and 'lmade out72 of it a new religion, a religion of recog- 

ni2i1-i~~~ divine in natural human life; and that idea of considering a spiritual 
person exclusive, remote, stonelike and lifeless, ceased to exist.74 The 

0.t.: l1in life" omitted 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: 'Ithat" instead of wthisl' 
0.t.: "perhaps" omitted 
E.t.: "Then added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l1Thel1 added 
A l l  other documents: "thew added 
0.t.: "on life of Krlshnan 
O.t., bk.: "butn1 added; 
E.t.: Gd. added a hyphen; 
Hq.t., bk.p.: a hyphen 
E.t.: Itto imaginew changed by Gd. to "of imagining1l; 
Hq.t.., bk.p., bk.: Itof imagining1' 
0.t.: "story" added 
Bk.: llhavem 
E.t.: Gd. changed the sequence of the words to "helped the people of 
India very much"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "helped the people of India very muchw 
0.t.: "pastm, changed by Gd. to  "piousn 
I bid.: "dogmaw 
Hq.t.: Intheln, instead of "his1'; 
bk.p.: "the" changed by Gd. to  "his" 
0.t.: "and" added 
E.t.: Gd. added "thew; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: llthel' added 
0.t.: "they" added; 
E.t.: Gd. crossed out I'madeln and added "was maden after 'tout of it"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: atout of it was made1' 
0.t.: wout*c omitted 
Al l  other documents: "them added 
E.t.: "beu, changed by Gd. to  "exist" 
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people of India became much more tolerant to75 different aspects of 
life, looking at the whole life at the same time as an77 immanence of Cod. 

75. Ibid.: "to" changed by Gd. t o  "towardn; 
Hq-t., bk-p., bk.: utoward" 

76. 0.t.: wallm omitted 
77. Ibid.: "singlen added 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'Krishna' of July 4th, 
1923, but given on another occasion. 

Question: I f  t h e  past can be des t royed ,  what happens t o  the  
akasha records? 

Answer: What is once created, manifests and goes on manifesting. It 
requires a tremendous power to destroy what one has created, 
but the idea of the mystic i s  hidden in the word 'annihilation,' 
which is  not generally understood. Annihilation is really the 
art of the mystic. Shiva is  called the destroyer, his power is 
considered greater than that of Brahma, the Creator. This sub- 
ject takes man in one of the greatest of mysteries. I f  there 
were no means of destroying, then the unharmoniousl elements 
would consume the whole creation. By means of destruction, 
creation is restored, but one must know what to  destroy. A 
Persian verse says: 'The master-mind is that which knows 
what to destroy and what to  restore.' The plants and trees 
have bugs and germs. These may be destroyed and the plant 
may be better. So in the character of man, in his mind and 
thought, are things that may be destroyed. Many people hold 
the thought of illness fast for many years and, in spite of many 
remedies, they are s t i l l  ill. Healing is the way of destroying 
these thoughts. True healing is  the destruction of these 
thoughts. 

Question: A s  t h e  whole l i f e  is based on des t roy ing ,  and t h e  
end, t h e  f u l f i l l m e n t  o f  a l l  crea t ion  w i l l  be  de- 
s t roy ing ,  what is meant by t h e  Buddhistic law 
"not t o  destroy." Why is t h i s  l a w  not in t h i s  form 
in o ther  rel igions? I s  "not t o  destroy" an incom- 
p l e t e  expression o f  a law? What is t h e  rea l  mean- 
ing o f  tha t  l a w  and how should be i t s  more bal- 
anced expression? 

Answer : The idea of the Buddhist in not to  destroy is  that which 
should be maintained should be protected. The people who are 
very destructive, they are destroying things which should be 
protected and preserved. So kindness and love is  taught to  the 

Note: 

1. Sk.tp. copy of Sr.: n inharmonio~s~~ 



people. They were taught to feel the pain of others, to  
sympathize with their sufferings. But one must remember that 
often by destroying one gives happiness. There are things 
which must be destroyed in order to produce happiness. There 
are sometimes thoughts, imaginations, feelings and impressions 
which must be destroyed. The master-mind knows clearly what 
to  destroy and what to protect. For to the master-mind the 
whole world becomes a kind of garden and, as the gardener 
knows what to destroy and what to keep, so the master-mind 
knows what to  be protected and what to  be destroyed. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 4th, 1923 

3 
'Creating is  more difficult than destroying,'4 

creation6 is difficult. creation6 takes a greater7 deal of patience and persis- 
tence. In order t o  make a building, so many people are busy to make all t l t ) ~ ~ 9 ~  

perfect. For destruction, what i s  needed? Just a l i t t le fire, and just put it on 
and burn it up. 

But at the same time thatg all the courage and the strength and the power that 
all the people'0 who have been building, that much power is needed to destroy. 
So it is power. Therefore the power of Shiva is  greater. 

Notes: 

In Sk.sh.tr. th is t e x t  appears as a question and answer, and two sen- 
tences were added in Sk.hwr. 
Sk.sh.tr,: Sk. added over it "Question and Answer af ter  'Krishna' (Relig- 
ious Gatheka no. 23)" 
Sk.sh.tr.: "0." added, and added in her hwr., "How do you explain t he  con- 
tradiction between your two sayingsu 
Sk.sh.tr.: added in her hwr.: 'land Shiva is the Destroyer, his power is 
considered greater than t h a t  of Brahma, t he  Creator?" 
Sk.sh.tr,: "Ae" added 
Ibid.: I1Sk. changed "Creationw t o  "Creatingw 
Ibid.: "great" instead of "greatern 
Sk. cancelled "thingsn in her sh.tr., as she had done in her sh. 
Sk.sh.tr.: " that"  omitted 
Ibid.: "had" added in her hwr. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 4th, 1923 

Centres. 

As there are different organs of senses, so there are the3 centres of 
inner perception.6 The Sufis have called the five centres of inner perception 
by4 terms5 #arsh, k u r s i ,  lauh, qa lam,  ' a r s h - u l - ' a ~ a m . ~  These cen- 
tres denote seats of7 intuitive faculties. Two among these centres are of 
great importance: the heart and the head. I f  the Sufi training differs from 
that of the Yogis, it is  in8 training9 both these centres together, by which 
the Sufi produces balance. The head withoutlo heart shows dry intellect; 
loheart without l O head represents1 unbalanced condition. ~ h e l  balance i s  
the use of both these faculties. The whole13 Sufi training i s  based on14 this 
principle. 

Notes: 

The lecture "Ill. Metaphysics: Centres1I was f i r s t  published in the book The 
S o u l  Whence and Whi ther? ,  chapter V, Manifestation (1924). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  S o u l  
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p. 74 The Soul Whence and Whitherm in the  
margin of her sh. 
Gd.h.: fiTassawufll instead of "Ill. Metaphysics1' 
I bid.: "thew omitted; 
bk.: "fiven instead of "thev 
E.t.: Sk. added "then in the  margin 
Gd.h.: "by termsu omitted 
Bk.: the  whole sentence "The Sufis ... farsh-ul fazam" omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: "thew added 
Bk.: "thew added 
Ibid.: wof'l added 
Ibid.: "them added 
E.t., bk.,: "anw added 
E.t.: "Thew cancelled; 
bk.: I1Then omitted 
Bk.: wwhole't omitted 
Ibid.: flupon'l instead of "onv 



The centres may be likened to a15 space that one finds in the apple. It 
is16 akasha, an accommodation, where not only17 smell,18 touch, seeinglg 
and hearing is  perceived,20 but even the thought and feeling of another is 
perceived,21 the condition in22 the atmosphere is perceived,23 the pleasure 
and displeasure of one's fellow man is24 perceived. And i f  the sense of per- 
ception is keener, then even the25 past, present and future can be per- 
~ e i v e d . ~ ~  When man does not perceive it by thist2' it does not mean that it 
is  foreign to man's28 nature. It only means29 the soul 30is not wakened to 
that perception.30 The absence of such fine perception naturally causes 
depression and confusion, for the soul longs for a keener31 perception and 
feels confused and at times agitated owing to  the32 lack of a fuller percep- 
tion, as a33 person who is blind feels nervous, agitated,34 because the inner 
longing i s  to  see, and when the organ of sight fails one,35 he36 becomes agi- 
tated. This is  the cause hidden generally in many souls who feel uncomfort- 
ablet3' and the life38 we39 livet40 a life of artificiality, i t41  works against 

ibid.: "then instead of "aw 
I bid.: "anu added 
Gd.h.: "the1' added 
Bk.: "scentn instead of wsmellll 
Gd-h., bk.: "sight" instead of mseeinglg; 
bk.: "hearing and sight" instead of "seeing and hearingw 
Gd. he: "is perceivedn omitted; 
bk.: "are perceived* 
Bk.: 'Iis perceivedw omitted 
E.t.: "oft@, corrected by Sk. in to  "in1'; 
Gd.h.: "of" instead of "inn, corr. by Gd. in to  "inm 
E.t.: llconcelvedll, corrected by Sk. in to  wpercelvedll; 
bk.: "is per~eived '~ omitted 
Bk.: "aren instead of "isg1 
I bid.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: 'lare revealedw instead of Wan be perceivedt1 
E.t.: "by thisw omitted; 
bk.: n i t  by thisn omitted, "in this wayw added 
Bk.: "his" instead of llmanlsw 
E.t., bk.: " thatw added 
Bk.: "has not  developed in his body t ha t  power of perceptionn instead of: 
"is not wakened t o  t h a t  perceptionw 
Bk. :. keenw 
ibid.: "av instead of "then 
Ibid.: "the1' instead of "a1' 
ibid.: "nervous agitationn instead of "nervous, agitatedn 
Gd.h.: "himm .instead of 'lonem; 
bk.: "onen omitted 
E.t.: instead of "he" 
Bk.: 'Irestlessn instead of nuncomfortablell 
E.t.: "as" added, changed by Sk. into "thatw; 
Gd.h.: "asw added 
Bk.: "man livesn instead of "we live," 
Bk.: "isM added 
Gd.h.: "itn omitted; 
E.t.: "itm cancelled 



it.42 We do not .need43 to read the ancient traditions to find out the truth 
about it. Today the people who live44 less artificial life, 44more simple45 
life, a life 46in47 the48 nature, their49 intuitive faculties are more 
keen50 and they show a greater happiness. 

These centres become blocked by a5' certain food,52 53by living a 
more mater ia~ is t i c~~ life. These centres are located in such55 places, 56as 
there are some plants in the caves57 of the58 mountains59 where the sun 
does not reach, where60 the air can6l not touch, and it i s  difficult for the 
plants to live there.62 ~ n d ~ ~  so are the centres of p e r ~ e p t i o n . ~ ~  The physi- 
ca165 body is nourished by the66 food but those67 centres remain without 
any nourishment. The physical body, which is made of matter, i t s  suste- 
n a n ~ e ~ ~  is  matter. But the centres of perception,69 located in the physical 

Bk.: "himw instead of "It" 
Gd.h.: "We don't need"; 
bk.: "It Is not  necessaryn instead of "We do not  need" 
A l l  other documents: "a" added 
E.t.: "more simplen changed by Sk. in to  "simpler"; 
Gd.h..: wsimplern lnstead of "more slmple~ 
Sk.sh.: one word Illegible; 
all other documents: omitted 
Bk.: "and nearn added 
E.t.: "then crossed out  by Sk.; 
Gd.h., bk.: "them omitted 
Bk.: "them instead of "theirn 
E.t.: "more keen1' corrected by Sk. in to  "keener" 
E.t., bk.: luau omltted 
Bk.: "foods" 
I bid.: "andn added 
E.t.: nMaterial ist lc~ changed by Sk. Into "material" 
Ibld.: "somew lnstead of nsuchm; 
bk.: %ertalnfl lnstead of nsuchf' 
Bk.: "andm added 
E.t.: "cave" 
Gd.h.: "thew omitted 
E.t.: nmountalnn 
Bk.: "andn instead of "wherew 
Ibid.: "does" instead of "canm 
I bid.: "there" omltted 
E.t.: "And" omltted 
Bk.: "located in the  physical bodyn added 
I bid.: nphyslcal" omitted 
E.t.: "then cancelled by Sk.; 
Gd.h., bk.: "then omltted 
Gd.h., bk.: "thesem instead of "thosem 
Bk.: "substance" 
Ibld.: "are of st i l l  finer matter, and though they aren added 



body where70 no nourishment can reach,71 can reachT2 which7=' is  drawn 
through the breath, the fine substance which is not even visible. In the 
language of the mystics it i s  called nur, which is74 light. 1 t75  does not 
want76 only the77 food but also breath, in other words, vibration, and that 
vibration78 is  given to it by the repetition of the79 sacred words; the sounds 
ands0 vowels, and the composition of the sacred words is chemical and it is 
this chemistrys1 which was called by the ancient philosophers chemia or 
a1  chemia . 

These centres are the akashas or domes where every sound has i t s  
re-echo and the re-echo, once produced in this akashaIs2 reaches all other 
akashass3 which exist within and without. Therefore'the repetition of a 
sacred word has not only to do with oneself and one's life, but it spreads 
and rises higher than wes4 can imagine and wider than mans5 can perceive. 
Verily, every mvement ha9 t ts  tnf+uenee upen evety atem ef the an)vetse 
action sets to movement every atom of the universe. 

Gd.h.: "there" instead of llwhere" 
Bk.: "themm added 
E.t.: Isbe reachedn instead of @Ireacht1; 
Gd.h., bk.: Itexcept thatn instead of t he  second "can reach" 
E.t.: "by what" instead of "whichN 
Gd.h., bk.: "means1* instead of llisll 
Bk.: "The bodyt1 instead of llltlt 
I bid.: "only wantw 
E.t.: "then1 cancelled by Sk.; 
Gd.h., bk.: "thew omitted 
E.t.: "and t ha t  ~ i b r a t i o n ~ ~  omitted. Added by Sk. in the margin: "and this 
v i b r a t i ~ n * ~  
Bk.: "thev omitted 
I bid.: "them instead of nandw 
I bid.: llprocessw instead of llchemistryl@ 
I bid.: "or Asmanll added 
Ibid.: vlAsmansl~ instead of " A k a ~ h a s ~ ~  
Ibid.: ltmanl* instead of llwew 
Ibid.: "we1# instead of "manta 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'Ill. Metaphysics. Cen- 
tres' of July 4th, 1923. 

1 Summer School Suresnes, July 1923 

Ques t ion:  As . the  S u f i  t r a i n i n g  d i f f e r s  f r o m  t h a t  of the 
Y o g i s  in t r a i n i n g  both c e n t r e s  f rom h e a r t  and 
head t o g e t h e r ,  there mus t  be t w o  ways of the Y o g i  
t r a i n i n g ,  i.e. t r a i n i n g  the h e a r t  more t h a n  the 
head and t r a i n i n g  the head more t h a n  the h e a r t .  
Is this r i g h t ?  W i l l  you t e l l  u s  more a b o u t  it? 

Answer: The Yogis of ancient times had one training only? the 
training of the head centrd to make the sight keen and the 
perception deep, but the training of the heart is  the Sufi 
method. Among the Yogis came from the time of Krishna the 
training of Bhakti. The Sufi has always considered that train- 
ing of head and heart gave balance in life. I f  one visits in 
India places of the great Yogis and of the great Sufis, the 
atmosphere and the impression that one gets in the presence 
of Yogi is very strong, the impression is  that everything i s  
worthless and nothing is worthwhile in life. Only one thing 
they desire and that i s  to  get away from it, and by getting 
away from it, to  get above it. This makes one feel that one 
does not wish to remain one moment in this world, one wants 
to go to the caves and forests and to pass one's whole l i fe in 
the eternal peace, the only true bliss and happiness there is. 
Then there i s  the feeling in the presence of the Yogi as i f  
nothing exists, not even trees, plants, birds. The overwhelming 
influence of the Yogi i s  such that the person feels for the 
moment that he is  blind and deatp to the whole world. He 
only feels the One Eternal Being, all else i s  non-existent w i t p  
him, and in his presence you may even come to the point 
where you do not know any existence at all. In the presence 
of the Sufi you feel the atmosphere of love, kindness, affec- 
tion, service, sociability, friendliness, because the central 

Notes 

1. These three q.a. are referr ing t o  the lecture "Ill. Metaphysics. Centres" 
of July 4th, 1923, but probably were given af ter  another lecture on t ha t  
same day or  a t  a later date. Sk. did not  repor t  any q.a. a f te r  the lec- 
ture. She made a tp. copy of Sr. t e x t  

2. Sk.tp.: 'lonlyll omitted 
3. Sr. may have understood "centra" for  ncentrell i f  he reported the  q.a. 
4. Although Sr. has "deathw, Sk.tp. changed it into "deaf" 
5. Sk.tp.: "forn instead of "withM 



theme of the Sufi i s  Cod, his Beloved. So he lives in the pres- 
ence of his Beloved and love he considers as life. So in his 
presence you have the feeling of fulness of joy and of the fra- 
grance of roses, of incense bringing ecstasy with the joy. Many 
in disappointment, heartbroken and in trouble, go in the pres- 
ence of the Sufi and from his word, his glance, his silence, his 
atmosphere, get encouraged to fight on, courage to look for- 
ward to  life, i f  it is not now good it will be better to-morrow, 
i f  he does not understand now, he will tomorrow. That which 
he cannot attain now, to-morrow will be attainable. A Sufi has 
always hope, because while the idea of the Yogi begins with 
the object to  lose his self and to  live in the perfection of Cod, 
the Sufi begins his journey to  perfection in the human soul 
first and in this the Sufi considers the fulfilment of coming 
upon earth. After accomplishing this, the other thing which 
the Yogi strives for, does not come so difficult, he can then 
easily attain that ideal, which is  one step further. In this way 
the Sufi fulfils the first step to experience the perfection of 
the human soul. A second step is  to  learn the perfection of the 
being of Cod. To one the Yogi part is more akin, but as far as 
I see I think that to  many the part of '  the Sufi appeals most. 
Imagine if all had to leave the world and go to  the caves and 
the forests in order to become wise, then what would the 
world be without any of the wise? The power of the Yogi is  
such that their presence i s  an intoxication. To the Indian tem- 
perament the Yogi method appeals much. Vairagya i s  very dear 
to the people of India. The very presence of the Yogi con- 
vinces many of the futility of life. 

Ques t ion:  What d o  you mean b y  say ing  t h a t  b r e a t h  g i v e s  food 
and b r e a t h  t o  the c e n t r e s ?  

Answer: Food and breath both, food taken into the breath and 
breath also in a symbolical sense, breath created by the power 
of vibration. Just as in an engine steam i s  necessary as well as 
the engineer, so in the working of the centres two things are 
necessary: nourishment of finer food' inhaled through the 
breath and vibrations of finer motions created by the repeti- 
tion of a certain word. This word sets certain atoms into 
motion; so they come into life again. 

Quest ion:  What i s  the proport ioned v a l u e  o f  the sacred  words 
s p o k e n  in the silence? 

Answer: Mind has i t s  own vibration. A person, f.i. in a chaotic 
state of mind comes into your presence and you feel it at 
once. Therefore thought has i t s  vibration, but thought and 
word together make the vibration more perfect and more 
powerful. 



Sakina's handwritten copied text;' it 
is not known if she also reported it. 

Suresnes, July Sth, 1923 

Beloved Ones of Cod, 
Friends and mureeds, 

The expression of your loving sentiments I appreciate very gratefully 
and words cannot explain how happy I feel t o  find in my life-long strife in 
this Cause some sincere mureeds and friends to2 stand so firm in the service 
of the great Cause. 

I contribute the3 sentiments, your devotion together with mine in the 
Cause and wish to bring to your consciousness once again our duty, our re- 
sponsibility, our life's mission. 

The Movement i s  but at the same time it is  an infant who 
can grow and will complete his work through life, and it is  the infant who 
needs care, and how very thankful I am that I have such workers for the 
Movement as just now I finde5 

I am blessed in my household by the presence and by the kind sympathy 
of our Siraja Fazal Mai Egeling, and I most gratefully appreciate the sincere 
devotion and the unceasing efforts in order6 to preserve the Message for the 
coming generation7 by our Khalifa Miss Goodenough. The continual efforts 
of Baroness d'Eichthal in furthering the Movement in France, have been 
admirable, and the enthusiasm Madame Lafitte has shown in keeping to- 
gether the Movement deserves thanks and . The devotional work of 
the Cause done by our Cheraga Madame Detraux has been very splendid. 

In Holland Baron van Tuyll has done a great deal of work and shown his 
interest and devotion for the Cause, and the endeavours of hlrs. van Coens 
in conducting the group in The Hague 

The work that has been done in America by Murshida Rabia Ada Martin: 
I was very happy to notice that the seed8 sown before 12 years,9 of the 
~essa~e: in the soil of America, that plant was reared and taken care of by 

Notes: 

1. This t e x t  is an address given by Pir-o-Murshld lnayat Khan on Vlladat Day 
2. Sk. changed "tow into "whon 
3. Sk. changed "thet1 into "yourm 
4. Gd. added: Itas ye t  an infantt@ 
5. Gd. corr.: "as I find j u s t  noww 
6. Gd. cancelled @@in ordern 
7. Gd. added: "madeu 
8. Gd. Inserted @'of the Message1@ after '@seedft 
9. Gd. changed "before 12 yearstt into "12 years 



our worthy ~urshidalO Martin, and now I am happy that in America we have 
good helpers, such as Mr. Lewis, ? , ~ r . l  l, and Mrs. Marya Cushing. 

And the most valuable help t o  the Cause that Baroness van Hogendorp 
has rendered at the Head Quarters I appreciate very greatly, and the 
endeavours of M. Dussaq and Countess Pieri at the Head Quarters in order 
t o  further the Movement have been great, and they really deserve great 
appreciation. 

The work has been12 done in England by our Khalifa Miss creen12 most 
remarkably.12 The responsibility of the Message in England has been carried 
out so capably by Miss Dowland, which I value very much, and I thank 
heartily for all the help that our friend and Cheraga Miss LLoyd has ren- 
de red. 

The object before us i s  indeed very great and it i s  only our trust in Him 
Whose Cause it is,13 Whom we have collected here to14 love, it is that 
strength which gives us the power to  stand in our life's15 .I5 And 
words cannot express how much I appreciate your and helping the 
Cause and thereby loving16 God. 

17~housand thanks again to  all those present and all those friends and 
mureeds who have sent their good wishes. 

Gd. added: "Mrs." 
Gd. added: "Connaughton" 
Afterwards Sk. changed th is  sentence and wrote: "The work done in Eng- 
land by our Khalifa Miss Green has been most remarkable" 
Gd. added: "and f o r N  
Gd. changed " tof8 i n t o  *tin*t 
Gd. cancelled: " l i f e ~ s v ~  and added: " s t r i f e  through lifev 
Gd. suggested: "serving" instead of nlovinglf 
Gd. added: "Av 



Sirdar's handwritten text, probably 
copied from his own longhand record. 

Suresnes, July Sth, 1923 

Address to My Mureeds. 

There are certain things2 most necessary in working for the Cause. The 
first thing is  to  keep in mind that our service i s  for the world and not for a3 
section of humanity, and therefore whatever be the particular part of the 
worker in the scheme of the working of the4 Movement, we5 must keep 
before ourselves6 the thought that we are working for the whole of human- 
ityI7 and in the workla thatg we are performing our particular part. 

'?he workers must understand the va'lue of the saying that 'l ife i s  
an1' opportunity.' Every moment that i s  wasted by not making the use12 of 
the opportunity, is  lost; it will never come again. 

  here fore'^ be on the look-out, that we may not lose the14 opportunity 
of rendering our service to the Cause which i s  our sacred ideal. 

The thing which i s  most necessary to consider in the working for our 
Cause, is  to  try and understand15 the psychology of the crowd and so to act 
fittingly in all different situations. 

Notes: 

1. The t e x t  of  a tp. copy by Sk. is the same as Sr. In Gd.hwr. a somewhat 
modlfled version under the  heading "For the Use of the Workers of the 
Movementll apparently was meant for  multiplication and spreading among a 
group of mureeds. 

Gd.hwr. verslon shows the  following differences: 

Added: " tha t  the workers of the Movement must realize, which arew 
Itone" instead of '*af1 
"the" changed into "ourw 
"hem instead of "wev 
"himw Instead of llourselvesw 
"worldw instead of "of humanityw 
tlwork-world" instead of "work1' 
" thatw omitted 
Added: nSecondly'l 
"theg1 instead of Walt 
"the best" instead of "the uset1 
Added: " tow 
"lose now instead of "may not lose the11 
Added: "human psychology, the  psychology of the individual andt1 



It must be understood by usi6 to act with such a hope and courage 
that no thought of pessimistic nature may enter into17 our minds, to keep 
them18 away as a germ of decay, absolutely trusting in that lg eternal truth, 
that success i s  Truth and Truth is success. 

We must know that the Message of God will be fulfilled, for it must be 
fulfilled, and we must think in contributing our service20 to the Message, it 
i s  our life's-privilege, and we must do everything in our power to avail our- 
selves of the privilege of serving God and humanity. 

16. Omitted th is  first p a r t  of the sentence 
17. ''in" instead of nlntou 
18. l'it" instead of "them1' 
19. '*then instead of tlthat(l 
20. "~ervices*~ instead of '*servicew 



Sakina's undated typewritten copy of 
a few lines under the heading 'Mes- 
sage,' of which no original document 
has been found in the archives.' 

Message. 

The influence of the Messenger has a power not only t o  attract every 
soul t o  Him, but also that in the light of His presence one soul is  attracted 
to another. 

Therefore the separated souls who are divided by the darkness around 
them, are brought together by His presence which takes away all darkness. 
They were looking for each other and were fitting for each other for some 
purpose, but could not find through the darkness. 

It is  not always distance which separates, but a veil of darkness in the 
form of2 understanding. They were waiting for a light to  bring them into 
closer touch. 

Notes: 

1. There is an indication t h a t  Sirdar possibly reported them. Sakina placed 
them a f t e r  the  "Address t o  my mureedst' of July 5th. 1923. 

2. Sk.tp.: Added in Sk.hwr. ltiack of o r  mis- ?)I' 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 6th, 1923 

1 Zarathushtra. 

The life and teaching of Zarathushtra give2 an example to  those who 
tread on3 the spiritual path, of the manner in which to begin it,4 the spiri- 
tual journey. Zarathushtra i s  said to have been born from the huma tree; 
the interpretation of this idea is that the Spirit of Guidance does not come 
directly5 from heaven, He is  born from the human family; the tree is the 
family. 

It has been6 a great error of some religious people, who7 out of their 
devotion for their Master, have8 placed him through their imagination on a 
pedestal, where they themselvesg could not lo prove himlo to be so1 l when 
it came to reasoning. can only stand in the horizon of faith. No 
doubt, faith i s  the foundation. Faith is  the lamp which lightens the path, but 
reason is  the globe over it to  make i t s  light appear.13 

Notes: 

The lecture "Zarathushtran has become llReligious Gathekaf1 no. 24, and was 
f i r s t  published in the book T h e  Unity of  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where "book1I is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the book The  Unity of 
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p. 188 The Unity of Religious Idealsv1 in the 
margin of her sh. 
O.t., bk.p.: "gives" 
E.t.: llonll cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "on1' omitted 
A l l  other documents: llitll omitted 
E.t.: "directly'* changed by Gd. in to  'Idirect"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "direct" 
E.t.: "is1' instead of "has beenw, corr. by Gd. into Ithas been1( 
E.t.: llwholl changed into "that1' by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l l that l l  instead of wwholl 
E.t.: suggested by Gd. t o  replace "havem by 'Ithey1l; 
Hq.?., bk.p., bk.: "theyw instead of "whot1 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added "themselvesw af ter  "they1' 
E.t.: "everI1 added a f te r  'Inotw by Gd. and cancelled by her a f te r  "himn; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "everm af ter  llhlmll; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: Itever'' inserted a f te r  "notI1 
E.t.: "sow cancelled by Gd.; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: 'IsoH omitted 
A l l  other documents: "itl1 instead of "Theyf1 
0.t.: wclearll instead of "appear1I 



The purpose of this whole creation i s  fulfilled in attaining that perfec- 
tion which i s  for a human being to attain. ~ 1 1 ' ~  the saints, sages, prophets 
and masters of humanity have a1114 been human beings; and divine perfec- 
tion they have shown in fulfilling the purpose of being human. 

Zarathushtra's spiritual attainment came by his communication with 
the15 nature first. He appreciated, adored and worshipped the sublimity of 
nature, and he saw wisdom hidden in the whole creation. He learned and 
recognized from that the Being of the Creator, 16acknowledged His perfect 
wisdom, and then devoted his whole l i fe in17 glorifying the Name of God. 
18~hose who followed him in the path of spiritual attainment, he showed 
them19 the different aspects of nature and asked them20 what they can2' 
see behind it.22 He pointed out to his followers that the form and line and 
colour and movement that they see23 before them and which attract24 them 
so much, it25 must have been accomplished by an expert artist. It can26 
not27 all mechanically28 work and be perfect. mechanism, however 

E.t.: t h e  second tlallll cancelled by Gd.; 
0.t.: llAilw a t  t h e  beginning o f  t h e  sentence was omitted; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: t h e  second llallll omitted 
All o ther  documents: "theM omitted 
0.t.: tthetl added 
E.t.: Gd. changed "int1 i n to  "ton; 
All o ther  documents: "tot1 
E.t.: olTov added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "To1f added 
E.t.: Itthem" cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: lIthemm omitted 
0.t.: I t t o  see" a f t e r  l'themll; 
Bk.p.: I f t o  seew added by Gd.; 
Bk.: " t o  see" 
E.t.: tlcann changed i n to  ttcould~l; 
All o ther  documents: 'lcouldw 
0.t.: "allw a f t e r  "itt1; 
Bk.p.: llallll added by Gd.; 
Bk.: flallu 
E.t.: I1seen changed i n to  "sawm by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "saw" 
E.t.: t la t t ractn changed i n t o  "a t t rac tedw by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: vlattractedll 
E.t.: "itt1 crossed o u t  by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: 1* i t1 '  omitted 
E.t.: I*canw changed i n t o  ltcouldtl by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p.: ttcouldn 
Hq.t., bk.p.: "nottt  omitted 
E.t.: lfwork*l cancelled by Gd. and placed before llmechanically'l; 
0.t.: 8twork" cancelled and placed a f t e r  ~mechan lca l ly~~;  
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "work mechanicallyw 
0.t.: tlThefl instead of "Now; 
8k.p.: *Inon changed by Gd. i n to  "Thew; 
Bk.: ttThett 



much30 perfect,31 can32 run without the help of an i nd i v idua~ .~~  Therefore 
he showed to them that Cod is not an object which the imagination has 
made, though He is  moulded by man's imagination outwardly. In reality Cod 
is  the Being; such a perfect Being that, i f  compared with other living beings 
of this world, He i s  beyond comparison. He is the Only Being. 

The way of worship taught by Zarathushtra was to worship Cod by 
offering homage to the34 nature. For the34 nature suggests to the soul the 
endless and unlimited Being hidden behind it all. 

30. E.t.: "much1' cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq,t,: "much11 omitted 

31. O.t., bk.p., bk.: tlperfected@l 
32. Ibid.: "cannotm instead of "cant' 
33. Ibid.: "engineer1' instead of l@individualm 
34. Al l  other documents: "the1@ omitted 



An undated typewritten copy in the 
archives of the Nekbakht Founda- 
tion.' 

Q u e s t i o n :  Did the Z o r o a s t r i a n s  worsh ip  n a t u r e  or the s p i r i t s  
of n a t u r e ?  

Answer: The worship of God as taught by Zarathushtra was not of- 
fered to the spirits of nature, but through nature to God. 
Nature was the object through which God can be communi- 
cated with. He taught his followers to think of God and bow 
to nature. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  you mean b y  n a t u r e  human n a t u r e  a s  w e l l  a s  the 
n a t u r e  surroundings? 

Answer: Human nature comes as a second or third step in spiritual 
development. First man learns to  see God through the sun, 
moon, stars, clouds, forests. There we see the endlessness of 
nature, that suggests that God is unlimited, endless. It is easy 
here to imagine the endless unlimited aspect of God. By seeing 
man, one sees his limitation until life has become clear. Then, 
when you consider a drop and see in that drop the ocean, that 
is  an advanced stage. To see the ocean and to realize the 
drop, that is  one step, but to see the ocean in the drop is  a 
very advanced step, because then he sees in the drop the 
ocean, the source of the drop. When a person is able to recog- 
nize through the limitation of the human being with all his 
errors, the God behind him, then his sight has become keen. 

Purity is  the main thing that Zoroaster had to teach, not fire worship. 
Fire was only the suggestion element. The interpretation of fire i s  light. Man 
by nature is attracted to  light. The sun gives such a joy; when the sun is  
covered by the cloud it causes depression. One likes to s i t  by the fire. Light 
as a jewel and in every form is appealing. The jewel only reflects the light. 
Gold is valuable because it reflects the light. So in all i t s  aspects earthly 
and heavenly 'light is attractive. 

Note: 

1. Referring t o  the lecture "Zarathushtral1 of July 6th. 1923, but given on 
another occasion. It is not known who reported these two questions and 
answers and the lines about purity and fire. 



An old typewritten copy made of Kis- 
met's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 6th, 1923 

IV. ~ e t a ~ h ~ s i c s . '  

When once the inner sense has become keen it shows i t s  development 
first by working through the organs of the senses. The vision becomes 
c ~ e a r , ~  3hearing becomes clearer: the sense of touch5 felt more keenly, the 
sense of taste clearer: the sense of7 smell8 also.9 Therefore among those 
who tread the mysticallo path one finds many who are sensitive and become 
more sensitive as they develop spiritually. As the standard of normal health 
known by the average person i s  much beneath the mystical ideal, often to 
the uninitiated the sensitiveness of a person of mystical temperament 
might l l seem peculiar. At the same time when it i s  developed by the12 spiri- 
tual training13 the14 sensitiveness i s  under control. m his l5 manifests as the 
first thing in the l i fe of a seer. The body which covers the soul, keeping16 it 
blind by depriving it of i t s  freedom of expression in17 keener perception.18 
It is  like a captivity for the soul. When the centres in19 the body are wak- 

Notes : 

The lecture " I V  Metaphysicsn was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestatlon, chapter V (1924). 

Where "bookt' is mentioned in the notes, It refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "Soul Whence and WhitherN p. 77 - 78 over the Sub- 
s t i t u t e  early type. 

Gd.h.: t'Tassawuf" instead of 'lMetaphysicsfl 
Bk.: 
Ibid.: "thew added 
Ibid.: "keener" instead of 'tclearerw 
Ibid.: Sk. added "isn in the margin 
I bid.: "clearerw omitted 
Ibid.: "the sense ofn omitted 
Ibid.: Sk. added "becomew In the  margin 
Ibid.: 'lclearerll instead of nalsow 
Ibld.: llmystic" instead of ftmysticalw 
Ibid.: t'mayn instead of "mightw 
I bid.: "the" omitted 
I bid.: "andt1 added 
Gd.h.: nthis" instead of "thew 
Bk.: 'I, it1* instead of "Thist1 
I bid.: "keepsw 
Ibid.: Sk. cancelled 'tin" and added In the margin Ifand oft1 instead 
S.e.t.: Sk.corr. I1perception, itm; 
Bk.: "perception. Ittt 
Ibid.: tlofn instead of "inw 



ened20 and at work, then the soul experiences l i fe more clearly and natural- 
ly clouds2' clear away21 which give depre~sion.~~ The soul begins to look 
forward to l i fe with hope andz2 trust and with courage, and thus attains 
that power and understanding which is needed 23to struggle through life.23 

When a l i t t le more advanced the intelligence begins to  see through the 
eyes what every eye cannot see, the finer forces of nature manifest24 in 
c o ~ o u r s ~ ~  and There are many who talk much about this and some 
who know but27 say little, for they do not see wisdom in telling28 about 
something which the other29 person standing next to  him does not see. 
~ n d ~ O  those who speak much about seeing many31 things which others do not 
see, there is  hardly among them32 one who really sees. There is no doubt 
that33 as the sight becomes keen first the finer34 colours of different ele- 
ments working in nature manifest to his35 view. ~ e x t l ~ ~ ~  the atmosphere 
that is  created around man, which i s  composed of semi-material atoms, 
becomes manifest to  their37 eyes. This is  what is  called38 aura. The differ- 
ent colours of the same denote the meaning of it,39 for there is  nothing in 
this world which is without meaning. The one who pursues the meaning of 
l i fe in all i t s  aspects hears again in the end40 the word which was once lost 
for him. 

No doubt the life of a sensitive person becomes difficult, especially 
when one has to  live amidst4l the crowd. It is therefore42 that43 the Brah- 
m a n ~ ~ ~  lived an exclusive life, which has been criticized now45 by some who 
do not know the meaning of it. Different practices of breathing become a 

20. I bid.: "awakened1! 
21. Ibid.: "which give depressionw follows af ter  ~cloudsn 
22. Ibid.: "withw instead of "andw 
23. Ibid.: Itin the  struggle of lifeN 
24. I bid.: "manifestingw 
25. ibid.: ncolourm 
26. I bid.: uformtl 
27. Ibid.: "andn instead of "butw 
28. Ibid.: "speakingw Instead of mtellingw 
29. Ibid.: "otherm omitted 
30. Ibid.: "amongw added 
31. Ibid.: "many1I omitted 
32. I bid.: "among themn omitted 
33. Ibid.: " that" omitted 
34. I bid.: "finerc1 omitted 
35. Ibid.: "the" instead of "hisw 
36. S.e.t.: corr. by Sk. into "Nextw; 

Bk.: wSecondly!l instead of "Nextiyn 
37. E.t.: Sk. changed "theiru into Ithis" 
38. Bk.: "thel1 added 
39. Ibid.: "of i t11 omitted 
40. Ibid.: "in them" instead of "in the endw 
4 1. I bid.: mamongstm 
42. Ibid.: "for this reasonm added 
43. Ibid.: "that11 omitted, but added again in the  margin by Sk. 
44. Gd.h., bk.: "Brahminsn 
45. Bk.: "noww omitted 



great help to46 training47 mind and body both,47 to make them more percep- 
tibIe48 in order that they may become fitting vehicles to fulfil the purpose 
of life. 

46. Ibid.: "invv instead of "tom 
47. Ibid.: **both8* was placed af ter  ntrainingll 
48. S.e.t.: Sk.corr. *vperceptivew 



An old typewritten copy which is  
Kismet's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 7th, 1923 

Moses. 

Moses i.9 the most shining prophet of the Old Testament, gave to the 
world the Divine Law, the Ten Commandments, which in reality was the in- 
terpretation of the Divine Law that he perceived, expressed in the words of 
those who stood before him at that time of the world's civilization. It is in- 
teresting to notice the Sufi-saying which comes from the ages, which says: 
'Be the follower of love and forget all distinction1'; for in this path of spir- 
itual attainment t o  claim that 'I am so and so* i s  meaningless. Moses was 
found by the riverside by a princess, who knew not what family he came 
from, or who was his father and mother. Only the Name of Cod came to the 
mind .of every thoughtful inquirer as to the Father and Mother of Moses. 
When people compare the teachings of different religions, and readily form 
their opinions upon them, they are often mistaken; it is  premature to make 
such distinctions. There comes a stage in the evolution of an illuminated soul 
who2 begins to  see the law hidden behind nature, the true psychology; t o  
him the whole life reveals the secrets of i t s  nature and character, and when 
he gives an interpretation of these secrets to others, they become limited, 
for they take the colour of his own personality and the form of the thought 
of those to whom the Message i s  given. The story of Moses, as told by Sufis, 
is most interesting and helpful t o  the traveller on the path. Moses has been 
the favourite character of the poets of Arabia and Persia, and in the poems 
of the Persian Sufis, Moses is3 often mentioned, as Krishna is  mentioned in 
the poetry of the Hindus. 

Moses was walking in the wilderness 4100king for some fire;4 he saw 
from a distance a5 smoke rising on the top of the6 mountain, so he climbed 

Notes: 

The lecture "Moses" has become llReiigious Gathekal' no. 33, and was first pub- 
lished in the book The Un i ty  of Re l ig ious  I d e a l s  (19291, pages 185-187 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book The Un i ty  of 
Re l ig ious  Ideals,  compiled and prepared for publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

1. 0.t.: Gd. added an "sl' to  f'distinctionn; 
Bk.: ~distinctionsl~ 

2. Bk.: "when he" instead of "who1' 
3. ibid.: nasll added 
4. Ibid.: "seeking the light" instead of niooking for some fire1' 
5. Bk.: "an omitted 
6. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "an instead of "then 



to  the top of the mountain in order to  find that fire. But on arriving at the 
top of the mountain, he saw a glimpse of the lightning, which was so power- 
ful that it went throughout his whole being. Moses fell down unconscious on 
the ground, and when he recovered his senses, he found himself with illumi- 
nation. From that time the7 Mount Sinai was the place where he often went 
and communicated with God. The story is very enlightening when one can 
think that it is  possible that all the illumination that is desired can come to 
a soul in a moment. fer ~ 1 3  te Many think that spiritual attainment can be 
achieved by a great labour. No, labour is necessary for material attainment; 
for spiritual attainment what one needs is the seeking soul like that of 
Moses. hioses8 falling down upon the ground, may be interpreted as the 
cross, which means: 'I am not, Thou art.' In order to  be, one must pass a 
stage of being nothing. In the Sufi terms it is called 'Fana,' when one 
thinks ' 1  am not' g(what I had always thought myself to  be).9 This i s  the 
true selfdenial which the Hindus called 'laya' and in Buddhism the termlo 
annihilation. It is the annihilation of the false self which gives rise to the 
true self. Once this is done, from that moment man approaches closer and 
closer t o  God and stands face to face with his Divine Ideal, with Whom he 
can communicate at every moment of his life. The Law of God is  endless, as 
limitless as Cod Himself, and once the eyes1' of the seeker penetrate11 
through the veil that hangs before them him, hiding from his eyes12 the real 
law of life, the mystery of the whole l i fe manifests to  him and happiness and 
peace become13 his own, for they are the birthright of every soul. 

7. 0.t.: "thet1 cancelled by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "the11 omitted 

8. Bk.: 81Moses'w 
9. 0.t.: Gd. crossed out the brackets and placed the quotation mark a f t e r  

"be" instead of after "not"; 
Bk.p.: without crossing out the  brackets, Gd. placed the quotation mark 
after "bew instead of after I1notf1 

10. Bk.p., bk.: "is termedN instead of "the termw 
11. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the eye of the seeker penetratesm 
12. Bk.: "eyew 
13. Hq.t., bk.p.: llbecomesw 



An undated typewritten copy of five 
questions and answers, which may 
have been given after the lecture 
'Moses' on July 7th, 1923, but more 
likely at a later date. 

Question: What i s  the meaning of Moses kiLling the Egyptians? 

Answer: There was a time when the prophet's work was not only t o  
give the Message, but the prophet was responsible for order 
and law of the people, and so at times he had to act as king, 
judge and lawgiver. And he had to  fulfil the particular office 
that at the time he was acting in the capacity of. 

Question: What i s  the symbol ogy  of the burning bush? 

Answer: When illumination comes, it seems to bring annihilation, but 
it does not bring annihilation, it is in reality illumination. 

Question: What i s  the symbology of Moses striking the rock? 

Answer: It is  the symbology of a heart. The heart is  a rock; where 
a cleft is  made in it, the spring of life pours out. 

Question: What i s  the meaning of Moses breaking the tables of 
stone? 

Answer: There are times that souls like Moses at one time they 
receive the Ten Commandments and give them to  the people, 
and at other times they see the endless laws before them, 
which a million commandments may not be enough to  express. 
So with us there are times of goodness and badness, times of 
joy and depression; all individuals have these changes. They 
are like the rising and falling of the waves; however advanced 
spiritually, the change s t i l l  comes, but the change is more 
subtle and of greater value and beauty as one advances spiri- 
tually. 



Question: Why i s  MOSeS sometimes pic tured w i t h  horns? 

Answer: With spirituality, kindness and wisdom one must possess 
horns also, in order to live the life of the world. Only the 
horns can protect and keep away those who like to take the 
best from the good, holy and wise. 



An old typewr i t ten  copy made of 
Kismet's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 7th, 1923 

2 ~ i n d  is not necessarily the brain. Mind is a capacity, an Akasha, 

which contains a l l  t h e  experiences w e  make3 in life. It has all the impres- 
sions w e  gain through our f i ve  senses. It i s  not in4 the body, it is5 around 
t he  body. But  the centres of percept ion re f lec t  every  thought and feeling, 
and thus6 man feels that7 mind i s  within him. In point of f a c t  t h e  body is 8in 
t h e  mind,8 within t he  mind, notg the mind within t he  body. As the eye sees 
an ob ject  before it loand ref lects it,lo so the centres of percept ion re f lec t  
every  thought and feeling. For instance, t h e  sensation of joy or1 depression 
one12 feels in the cen t re  cal led the13 solar plexus, but it does not mean t ha t  
joy or depression is there, 14~ha t15  centre i s  sensit ive to experience it.16 

17k ind for the sake of convenience may be ca l led a substance which i s  
not necessarily18 matter,lg a substance quite d i f fe ren t  from ma t t e r  in i t s  

Notes: 

The lecture "V. Metaphysicst1 was f i r s t  published in the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither? , Manifestation, chapter V i  ( 19241, pages 8 1-83. 

Where **booklf is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough, 

Gd.h.: llTassawufn instead of flMetaphysicsw 
Bk.: l1Thet1 added 
ibld.: "have" instead of @*makeu 
ibid.: Itonly within" instead of "in11 
Ibid.: "but alsov instead of "it isw 
Ibid.: "then11 instead of llthusll 
Ibld.: "the1# added 
I bid.: Itin the mindn omitted 
Ibid.: (land" instead of llnotll 
Ibid.: "and ref lects i t s *  omitted 
ibid.: 'and'' instead of "ore8 
ibid.: Itman" instead of "onet1 
I bid.: "the1' omitted 
I bid.: "but11 added 
Ibid.: "thisn added 
Ibid.: 'Isuch experiences1' instead of "experience it" 
I bid.: ''Then added 
ibld.: "physical" instead of "necessarily~l 
I bid.: "but" added 



nature and character. There arez0 objects which give more resonancez1 and 
there are other objects which respond less to the 23~onorous objects, 
such as metals of different kinds, which produce24 sound clearly, and then 
thez5 stone26 and solid wood, which does27 not respond to thez8 sound. Such 
is  the difference between mind and body.29 Mind is  a30 better vehicle for 
the intelligence than2' body. Therefore though29 mind experiences life even 
through the material organs of the senses, still the mind3' i s  more percep- 
tive and can experience l i fe and32 i t s  different aspects standing aside33 
from the body. In other words, 29mind can see for itself, it can hear34 even 
without 35the eyes and35 the ears, for the mind has i t s  own eyes and ears. 
Though the mind36 needs the physical eyes and ears to see and37 hear s t i l l  
there are things which 38the physical eyes cannot see,38 the physical39 ears 
cannot40 hear; the mind sees and hears them.41 The more independent the 
mind is made of the outer senses, the more freely the mind perceives life, 
and becomes capable of using the outer senses,42 the organs of the43 senses, 
to their best advantage. 

4 4 ~ h e  question, has the mind a form?, 45may be answered, the 
mind has the same form, the form47 with which the soul i s  most impressed'. 

Ibid.: "somew added 
ibid.: " to  soundm added 
S.e.t.: "soul" corr. by Sk. t o  ~*soundft; in Km.sh. @%.oundu may have been 
transcribed as msoul~*, as the sh. sign fo r  both words is part ly the  same; 
Gd-h., bk.: "soundw 
Bk.: "There arew added 
Ibid.: "reproduce" instead of "produce" 
Ibid.: "there arew instead of "thefg 
I bld.: tlstonesM 
Ibid.: "dow 
I bid.: "the1* omitted 
I bid.: "Then added 
I bid.: l1muchw added 
S.e.t.: "itselfl@ added by Sk. a f te r  l*mindw; 
Bk.: Itit i tsel fw Instead of "the mindw 
Bk.: "in" instead of nand" 
Ibid.: "apartn instead of I*asidew 
I bid.: "even hear" 
Ibid.: "the eyes and" omitted 
ibid.: "the mindn omitted, l*itm added 
S.0.t.: "tom added by Sk. in the  margin; 
Bk.: "to" added 
Bk.: "the physical eyes cannot seew omitted 
Ibid.: "eyes andn added 
Ibid.: "see andw added 
Ibld.: "theset1 instead of "themn 
Ibid.: "senses, thew omitted 
I bid.: Itthem omitted 
Ibid.: I*ToN added 
Ibid.: #*it" added 
Ibid.: tVhatl l  instead of "Yesw 
Ibld.: "as that@* instead of "the form** 



The question what form there is4' with which the soul i s  most impressed, 
may be answered:49 'One's own form'.50 That is  why when man says ' I ' ,  he 
identifies himself with the form which is  most impressed upon his mind and 
that i s  his own. But the mind is  a world in5I itself, a magic world, a world 
which can be more52 easily changed, quickly altered compared with 
the physical form.53 The phenomena54 of55 mind is great and such5' 
wonders can58 be performed if59 one had the key of55 mind in his60 hand. 
The difficulty i s  that man becomes so fixed in his physical body that he 
hardly realizes in his life that he has a mind. What man knows of himself is 
of the body, though the mind,61 which i s  called Mana in Sanskrit is at the 
root of the word 'man' .61*62 

Ibid.: "what is the formw instead of "what form there isw 
Ibid.: "with" instead of 11:" 

Ibid.: "form" omitted 
Ibid.: llwithin" instead of "inw 
Ibid.: "verym instead of "moren 
Ibid.: l*onem instead of "formn 
Ibid.: wphenomenon" 
I bid.: "thew added 
Ibid.: "sow omitted 
I bid.: Itsuch" omitted 
I bid.: tlcould@' 
Ibid.: manly" added 
Ibid.: wone'sl' instead of "hisw 
Ibid.: th is par t  of the sentence was omitted 
Ibid.: "Verily man is his own mind1' added 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'V. Metaphysics' of 
July 7th, 1923.' 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 1923 

Question: Is the form of mind character? 

Answer: No, the soul, the spirit of man is his character. The form 
of the mind is what the mind thinks about, and generally thinks 
about the body which i s  attached to it. So, when anything is  
wrong with the body, the mind feels: ' I am ill', while the pain 
and discomfort is not in the mind; it is  in the body. It i s  re- 
flected badi! in the mind. Mind has power to  hold everything in 
i t s  memory; so if the body is  cured by medicine, i f  the mind 
s t i l l  holds the thought of pain, the body cannot give up the ill- 
ness. 

The greatest difficulty in the spiritual path is  to  remove the 
false self from the intelligence; it stands in the way of the 
soul. It strives te-8ttai.n for all that pertains to the false self. 
So the soul is kept busy with something which in the end is  
nothing, and cannot see beyond it. 

Question: What is the  key of  the  mind? 

Answer: The key of the mind is  t o  open the house of the mind, to  
open all the doors and cupboards and see what is  hidden, what 
is  valuable, and what is worth keeping: what should be put 
out. The soul is like the crown-prince, he does not know the 
secrets of his kingdom, he knows he i s  the crown-prince and 
once he got the key enters in the possession. His kingdom is  
then before him. 

Notes: 

1. I t  Is not  certain whether Sr. reported in Ih. these questions and answers 
2. Probably this word was understood o r  copied Incorrectly 
3. in a tp. copy made by Sk. of S r . 1 ~  text :  nandw added 

Notes 4. - 40. r e fe r  t o  the  differences in t h e  t e x t  as published in. the  book 
The Soul Whence and Whither?, Manifestation, chapter Vi, pages 86-87 
( 1924). 



Question: Do you mean t o  s a y  that the key t o  the mind  is the 
wish that goes out for morality, in  other words 
l i e s  in the heart? 

Answer: No. The key to the mind is  the knowledge of life. There is  
only one real knowledge: it i s  learnt in one moment i f  one 
 remember^.^ But the nature of life i s  such that we forget. The 
key to  the mind is the knowledge of life, in other words it i s  
the psychology of life. very6 7rarely there is7 a person who 
knows the psychology of life profoundly. Man has the faculty 
of8 knowing, but9 is  so absorbed in life, that he does not give 
time to learnlo the psychology of life, which i s  more precious 
than anything in the world. I mean by psychology,11 i f  before 
uttering a word, if12 a man thought what effect upon13,14 at- 
mosphere, upon the person, upon13 the whole of life it has.15 
Every word is a materialisation of thought, it has a dynamic 
power. I f  one thinks,16 one finds17 every l i t t le thought, every 
l i t t le feeling, every l i t t let8 movement he19 makes, even a 
l i t t le la smile or a l i t t le la frown, such a littleZ0 thing, but21 i f  
we22 knew the effect of every cause before bringing that 
cause to23 thought, speech or action, one would become wise. 
Generally man does24 mechanically, influenced by the condi- 

"key" instead of "knowledgev 
"if one rememberst1 omitted 
"Very" omitted 
"And there is rarelyt1 
mforll instead of "ofw 
Ithen added 
" t o  practise" lnstead of " t o  learn" 
I1By psychology is meant tha tw  instead of "I mean by psychologyt1 
tlif" omitted 
nontl lnstead of tluponw 
"the1@ added 
lnstead of "it hast1: "it would haven, placed af ter  "effectw 
mconsideredm instead of wthinkstl 
"one would find thatt1 instead of "one findsm 
tllittle" omitted 
tlonem instead of "hem 
ltsrnallm lnstead of "l i t t let1 
"butn omitted 
"onett lnstead of tlwetl 
"inton instead of "tot1 
wallt1 added 



tions of the time. 25~nger:6 d~wnheartedness~~ 28did it, not 
he did it, but his broken spirit did it:8 as29 every man lives in 
life30 a life without control, in other words without mastery. 

What we gain in spiritual knowledge is  to  gain mastery, t o  
learn what consequences our actions will bring. A man cannot 
be perfect in this knowledge, all souls have their limitations, 
but it is  something to  strive after, in this is  the fulfilment of 
Cod's purpose. Even with this knowledge, knowledge alone 
does not make capable, practice is necessary and prac- 
tice takeg2 perhaps a whole life. Every day on$' seems to 
make more mistakes--this is not really so, but one'g3 sight 
becomes more keen. 

34 what of those who do not think of all this? Every change of 
mood or emotion changes their actions, words and thoughts, 
and so they can never accomplish the t hings35 that36 they 
have come to  accomplish. All their life is passed in failure and 
iG7 mistakes and in the end they gaid8 what they have made. 
So it is  always true that life is  an opportunity, andg every 
moment of life is valuable, to  be able to'handle oneself, and9 
i f  one has done this, one has accomplished a great deal. 

The key of the mind lays in cod-realizationPo 

", byw before "angern 
"orw added 
l * dep re~s ion~~  instead of lldownheartednessu 
Ildid it, no t  he did it, but his broken spir i t  did it," omitted 

instead of "ast1 
Itin life'' placed a f te r  "man1* 
flmanv instead of "onen 
''perhaps takest1 
"hisw instead of "one'sw 
'IBut" added 
"thing1' 

omitted 
"inM omitted 
"have gainedn instead of llgainw 
"andw omitted 
This sentence, as can be seen from Sr., did not immediately follow the  
answer but seems t o  have been added a t  another moment; 
it was omitted in the  book 



Sakinals shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 8th, 1923 

I Rama. 

Rama, the great prophet and ideal of the Hindus, was at the same time 
t h 2  example of a Godhead. The character of Rama is said to have been 
foretold by Valmiki. At the same time the training whicp was given to 
Rama by a great Rishi, whose name was Vasishtha, was a training to bring 
out that Kingdom of Cod which i s  hidden in the heart of man. In this re- 
spect Rama was not only an ideal for the Hindus of that particular age but 
was a model to  mould the character of those who tread the spiritual path 
in any age. 

Rama was a prince by birth, but was given to be trained unde? a sage, 
where6 he lived the l i fe in the solitude, the life of study and play both to- 
gether. He was not only taught to  read and write, but he was trained in7 
athletic exercises, in sports, and had a training of8 all theg manner of war- 
fare. This shows what education the ancient people had, thelo education in 
all directions of life. And being trained thus, Rama completed his course of 
study about the time of his primal youth.1 

Notes: 

The lecture "Raman has become "Religious Gathekall no. 25, and was f i r s t  pub- 
lished in the book The  U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where "bookn is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Unity o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared fo r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p. 163 The Unity of Religious Ideals" in the  
margin of her sh. 
0.t.: *lan instead of "the1' 
Ibid.: l1that" instead of "which" 
E.t.: "hold1I changed into llmouidll by Gd. 
Bk.: "by11 instead of "underll 
0.t.: llwhentl instead of llwherell 
E.t.: Itthe" crossed out  by Gd. 
E.t.: "of11 changed by Gd. Into Itin"; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "inti 
0.t.: Inthen omitted 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.: @law instead of "then; 
Bk.p.: "at1 crossed ou t  by Gd. 
E.t., 0.t.: "his primal youtht1 changed by Gd. into "the prime of his 
youths1; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the prime of his youthw 



The story of Rama has always12 been considered as the most sacred 
scripture for13 the Hindus; it i s  called 'Ramayana.' The 6rahman14 recites 
this story in aI5 poetic form which16 the devotees of the Master listen17 for 
hours without being tired of it, for they take it as their religious training. 

The most interesting part of Rama's l i fe i s  his marriage. In the18 
ancient times there was a custom whenlg the husband was elected?O thisz1 
custom came owing to the tendency of2' warfare. At every l i t t le trouble 
the princes of the time were up in arms, even in such matters as marriage. 
In order to  avoid war the father of Sita invited all the princes and poten- 
tates of his land and gave the c h o i d 3  ofz4 selection to  his daughter. There 
was a time appointed when they all gathered in the Royal Gallery, alp5 
adorned in their regaP6 ornaments?' decorations and garbs?8 ~ama" lived 
a simple life. He had not yet known what princely l i fe means?O for he was 
being trained under a sage?1 where he ate the same food as the sage did?2 
wore the same simple clothes33 as the sage and lived in the woods in the 
solitude. yeG4 the brightness of the soul shines out even without orna- 

E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "been alwaysm 
E.t., 0.t.: "of" instead of llforw 
0.t.: "Brahmin" 
I bid.: ma11 omitted 
0.t.: l'withl' instead of "which"; 
Bk.p., bk.: " t o  whichn 
0.t.: wlisteningw 
Ibid.: "thew omitted 
E.t., 0.t.: "when" changed by Gd. in to  Vhatf ' ;  
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " thatw 
E.t.: l'electedn changed into "chosen" by Gd.; 
0.t.: nselectedll; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "chosen" 
E.t.: " thatn changed by Gd. into Vhisl' 
E.t.: "ofw changed by Gd. into llton; 
0.t.: "forw changed by Gd. into llofw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: llton 
E.t.: wchoicew changed by Gd. Into "rightv; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "right" 
0.t.: "orw instead of "of" 
Bk.: "alln omitted 
E.t.: "royal" changed by Gd. into "regal11 
Bk.: "and" instead of "," 
ibid.: nand garbsw omitted 
0.t.: "hadm added 
Ibid.: "meantI1 instead of llmeansll 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: l*saint'l 
0.t.: "didw omitted; 
Bk.p.: "did" crossed out  by Gd. 
The sign in Skosh. for  ~c io thesw also means wcioths"; 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: w c l o t h s ~  
0.t.: "Butm instead of "Yet" 



ments. 35Sita, whd6 en te red7  this assembly with a garland of f lowers in 
her hands, her f i r s t  glance fe l l  upon Rama, a n d 8  could not l ift her glance 
from tha t  ideal of her  soul to anyone else, for her soul recognized t he  pearl  

oP9 its40 heart. Sita, wi thout  one4' moment's pause, came immediately and 
put the  garland in42 the  neck of this43 youth, so simplep4 unassuming, 

standing with an innocent expression behind a l l  the shining hosts. Many 

marvel led a t  this selectionP5 but many more became as46 glowing f i r e  byA7 
the  though@ of, envy and jealousy. Among them the  one who was most 
troubled was the King of Lanka, Ravana. For Sita was not only known as t he  
most beaut i ful  princess of the  time, but also was cal led Padmani, the ideal 
maiden. As Rama was an example in his character, so in Sita the ideal char- 
acter  was born. Then comes4' the  separation of the  two. Sita who had fol- 
lowed Rama in his twe lve  years' vanavasa ,  which means roaming in t he  
forest, was once50 left alone in the  woods a n B 1  Rama had gone to f e t c h  
some water. A t  that?* time Sita disappeared, and a f te r  23 great diffi- 
c u l t g 4  and 2 3  great grief, t he  t race was found. She was55 i.npti.sened 
taken g6 prisoner by Ravana. She steadily lived for Rama in this captivity, 
and would not y ie ld  to Ravana's temptations and threatenings. In t h e  end 

35. E.t.: wWhenll added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "When1' added 

36. E.t.: I1who" crossed out  by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "whof1 omitted 

37. E.t.: "amongw added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p.: "among1' 

38. E.t.: "she1' added by Gd.; 
A l l  other documents: *'shen 

39. E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "in1' instead of "ofn 
40. Hq.t.: "his" lnstead of 
41. E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "a1' instead of "onew 
42. E.t.: "inn changed by Gd. into "on1'; 

O.t., bk.: "onw 
43. E.t.: ''that", changed by Gd. into "thisI1; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: '@that1' 
44. O.t., bk.p., bk.: "and1' added 
45. E.t.: Gd. replaced Mselection" by llchoicen; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: flcholcell 
46. 0.t.: "a1' instead of "asn; 

Bk.p.: "aw added a f te r  llasl* 
47. E.t.: "by'l changed by Gd. into "with1'; 

0.t.: "throughn instead of "by"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "withn 

48. 0.t.: "thoughtsm Instead of 'Ithe thought" 
49. E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "cameM 
50. 0.t.: "once1' omitted 
51. Ibid.: "for" instead of "andw 
52. Ibid.: 'Ithe same1* instead of " thatw 
53. E.t.: "a" crossed out by Gd. 
54. 0.t.: f~difficulties" 
55. E.t.: "had been1' changed by Gd. into nwasll 
56. Oat., bk.: "a1' omitted; 

Bk.p.: "a" crossed out by Gd. 



victory was won; Rama fought th$7 battle with Ravana, and brought Sita 
back home. 

This story gives the picture58 of life being a struggle for everyone, in 
a small way or in a big5' way. The outer nature of the struggle may be dif- 
ferent for everyone, but at the same time no one can live in the midst of 
this world and be without a struggle. In this struggle the one who wins in 
the end has fulfilled the purpose of his life. whdO loses in the end, has 
lost.6' 

The l i fe of Rama suggests that, spiritual str i fd2 apart, the struggle in 
the world is  the first thing to face, and i f  one kepe3 to one's own ideal 
through everp4 trial in life, 650ne will no doubt arrive65 at a stage when 
he will be thg6 victorious. It does not matter how small be the struggle, 
bue7 victory won in the end of every struggle is the power that leads man 
furthefi8 on the path towards life's goal. 

The l i fe of man, however great and spiritual, has i t s  limitations. 
t3efore6' conditions of l i fe the greatest man on earth, the most powerful 
soul, will for a moment seem helpless. But it is not the beginning that 
counts, it is  the end. It is  the last note that a great soul strikes which 
proves that soul to  be real and true. 

E.t.: "thew changed by Gd. into Hal1; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "aw 
E.t.: "storyn, corr. by Sk. into ttpicture" 
0.t.: "greatw instead of ttbigl' 
Ibid.: "The one whoN instead of I1Whott 
Ibid.: Itit" added 
Ibid.: "strugglew instead of ttstrifetf 
E.t.: "keepsw 
Sk.sh.: added in the margin by Sk.: " t es t  andw; 
A l l  other documents: " tes t  and" 
0.t.: "no doubt one w i l l  arr ive" 
E.t.: "them cancelled by Gd.; 
A l l  other documents: "thew omitted 
0.t.: Itthet1 instead of "butw 
Bk.: llfarther" 
0.t.: "then added 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers, possibly 
referring to the lecture 'Rama' of 
July 8th, 1923 but given on another 
occasion. 

Question: What is history and what symbology about that  
s t o r y , 2  the monkeys building a bridge? 

Answer: Hanuman i s  the primitive set& man, and the monkeys also, 
they were not monkeys, but primitive men. Rama had no army, 
so he used an army of primitive men. This shows how to the 

unlettered primitive men the illuminated soul is born to 
give the Message. They were willing to  sacrifice life in the 
cause of Rama. It was not by his knowledge and wisdom that 
Rama attracted, but by the power of love and compassion and 
realization of God. He endeared to  him all who came in con- 
tact with him. There was a real bridge made in that place. 
Lanka was the country we call Ceylon. In a sense was4 all 
symbolical. Another part of the story of Rama tells how 
equipped in scientific knowledge they were in those days. 
When Rama returned with Sita, he came in a 'vima', which 
means aeroplane. 

Question: W i l l  you t e l l  us what is a Rakshasa? 

Answer: They were primitive men & also, but the ungodly and tyr- 
annous and cruel race. 

Question: Are they a peculiar race? 

Answer: When a multitude lives in tyranny and cruelty, you maybe 
call it a race. But in reality5 is a characteristic of man. There 
are many Rakshasas to-day. 6~ good explanation i s  given in 
the words of ~ a f a r : ~  'Who does not consider God during his 

Notes: 

1. On the tlO.t.w of the lecture "Ramagl appear two sentences of the answer 
to the th i rd  question, which may have been added afterwards 

2. Sk.tp. of Sr.: "of" instead of "," 
3. Sr.: one word illegible, omitted in Sk.tp. 
4. Sk.tp.: l'ail was" 
5. Ibid.: nit11 added 
6. 0.t.: "Zafar saidn instead of this sentence 



anger, has not yet arrived to7 what may be called human.' 
This shows that the condition of the one who i s  blinded by 
anger and passion, so that he forgets the existence of Cod, he 
has not yet arrived to  what may be called human. An example 
of this is the story of Ali: 

Ali was fighting in the battle-field, a hand to  hand fighting. 
The man who was fighting with Ali insulted him with spitting 
at him. That brought a changed condition. Though the man was 
under the grip of Ali, he let him loose. The man could not 
understand why he did this, when he could have killed him. He 
asked: 'what is the reason?' Ali said: 'Yes, I fight in war- 
fare, but not in anger. When anger comes, I suspend the activ- 
ities of my l i fe and think of God'. There can be no greater 
sign of spiritual development than control over temper and 
anger. I f  one can control these, one controls life. Anger rules 
man more than anything else. I f  one can control anger, one 
will always prove successful over one's8 adversaries. The one 
who fails in anger, he will find failure after failure. The rule 
of life is  that failure causes failure, success causes success. 
When one fails to  govern himself, he fails to  govern everything 
in life. So the l i fe ge-te of many go9 to  bits, they cannot con- 
trol their outer affairs because they cannot control them- 
selves. The one who struggles with himself, gains very great 
part. 

7. Ibid.: 'tat" instead of "tot'; 
nTo arrive tom is an obsolete form of I t to arrive a t w  (OX.) 

8. 0.t.: t'one'sw omitted 
9. Corr. compiler: tfgoesu 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 8th, 1923 

I VI. Metaphysics. 

The mind is  made after the body. It is  therefore that i t s  form is that 
of the body. We read in the Old Testament that2 heavens were made after 
the earth. The real place where the heavens are made i s  within man. 3 ~ i n d  
is  made of all one learns, one experiences, one loves and one remembers. It 
i s  therefore that man is  that which his mind contains. I f  his mind contains a 
sorrow, man is  s ~ r r o w ; ~  i f  his mind contains joy, he5 i s  joyous; i f  it contains 
success, he is  successful. I f  it contains failure, failure awaits him; every- 
where he may move,6 he will find7 failure. %ind is an accommodation in 
which man collects all that he learns and experiences in life. 

In short, man is  his mind. How true, therefore? the claim o f lo  der- 
vishesl l2sitting on the bare earth, cladded13 in rags; they address one 
another:I4 '0 King of Kings, 0 Monarch of Monarchsl' That is  their usual 
way of addressing one another. Their voice is  the voice of true democracy; 
for this claim of theirs is the expression of their being conscious of the 
Kingdom of Cod. 

Notes: 

The lecture **Vi. Metaphysicsn was first published in the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, Manifestation, chapter V i  (1924). 

Where "book** is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: f*p.79 The Soul Whence and Whither?8*, in the 
margin of her sh. 
E.t.: **thew added by Sk. in the  margin 
0.t.. bk.: "the" 
Eat.: t*sorrowfui** ("full* added by Sk. In the margin); 
0.t.: ms~rr~w*l; 
Bk.: "sorrowf ull* 
E.t.: *'man" instead of "he1* 
O.t., bk.: **moves" instead of **may moven 
Ibid.: "finds1* instead of * * w i l l  find1* 
I bid.: **The1* added 
E.t.: "is1* omitted; 
0.t.: "isw added after *@therefore1* and cancelled after vdervishes** 
0.t.. bk.: '*the" added 
0.t.: "Rishisl* instead of **dervishes1* 
O.t., bk.: **when" added 
I bid.: mcladl* 
0.t.: *Ias1* added instead of ":" . 



1 5 ~ i n d  is  not only the treasure-house of all one learns, but,16 creative 
by nature, the mind improvises upon what it learns, and creates not only in 
imagination but it finishes i t s  task when the imagination becomes material- 
ized. l7Iieavens or l8 the infernal regions, a1Il9 are20 the creations of mind 
and all are experienced in mind. But the question2', is  the body not born 
with22 mind, did23 mind not exist before the body?24*25 Yes, it did exist26 
as an akasha an27 accommodation. And the question28 how29 this accom- 
modation wasj9 formed, on any certain model or design130 The first design 
of that3' akasha i s  moulded upon the impression that falls deeply upon the 
soul, the soul c o m i n g . t o ~ a r d ~ ~  manifestation from the infinite Spirit. I f  we 
picture the infinite Spirit as the the soul is34 as i t s  ray. 3 5 ~ h e  nature 
of the soul i s  t o  gather on i t s  way all that it can gathei and it36 happens to 
gather and make37 a mould38 out of it. It is  this impression which has 
helped this39 first mould of mind to be formed, 40manifest41 i t s  original 
nature and character42 through the body with which it i s  connected and 
identified. 

The impression of the nature and character of the parents, of the 
ancestry, of the nation and43 race, follows after the first impression that 

15. O.t., bk.: !*Thew added 
16. Ibid.: "it isM added 
17. E.t.: Sk. added "Thew in the  margin; 

O.t., bk.: "Thet1 added 
18. O.t., bk,: Igandm instead of "orm 
19. Ibid.: "bothn instead of l@ailv 
20. Bk,: Itare both1* 
21. Bk.: "1s" added 
22. E.t., o.t., bk.: "at* added 
23. O.t., bk.: ttthell added 
24. E.t.: Sk. added "was formed" in the  margin 
25. Ibid.: "may be answeredn* added 
26. Bk.: "It existed" added 
27. Ibid.: 8*orw instead of !*an1* 
28. Ibid.: "ism added 
29. Ibid.: Itwas this accommodation formed8I instead of "how this accommodation 

was formedw 
30. E.t.: added by Sk. in the margin: Itmay be answered thusf1 
31. E.t., o.t., bk.: 18this1v instead of " thatu 
32. O.t., bk.: v*towards" 
33. 0.t.: "andw added 
34. Ibid.: visw omitted 
35. Ibid.: # * I t s  nature8* added 
36. O.t., bk.: "all thatn instead of "andw 
37. E.t.: nmakesll changed by Sk. into I t to  makew 
38. 0.t.: ltworidw instead of ~mou ld~ l  
39. E.t., o.t., bk.: **thef* instead of ltthist* 
40. E.t.: Sk. added I t that"  in the margin; 

O.t., bk.: "itw added 
41. E.t., o.t., bk.: **manifestsft 
42. ' E.t.: "carriedw, which was cancelled; 

Sk. corr. in the margin: "characterm 
43. 0.t.: instead of "andw 



the soul has taken on i t s  way. If it happens to be the impression of one44 
personality falling upon the mind goin towards45 manifestation, in the l i fe 
of that person the distinct character4%of a certain personality who4' lived 
in the past will show clearly. It is in this that the secret of the doctrine of 
reincarnation, which the Hindus have held, can be recognized. 

There are souls who48 come49 from the infinite to  the finite existence 
and there are spirits who return from the finite existence to the infinite. 
50~heir meeting-ground i s  on the way. 

It may be one impression or it may be several impressions which help 
to  mould this akasha which after it is  once connected with the body, 
becomes5' mind. For mind51 cannot be complete before it has gained 
knowledge and experience by the help of the52 physical body. 

53~he  question that 'those54 who leave the body and pass away from 
the earth, is  their mind not complete without the body?' may be 
answered55 that their mind i s  already completed by the experience56 they 
have57 made in their l i fe on earth by58 the medium of the physical body.53 

E.t.: "att instead of Inone" 
I bid.: "towardN 
O.t., bk.: ttcharacteristlc;tl instead of tlcharacterw 
Bk.: tlhasln added 
ibid.: llthatll instead of ltwhotl 
0.t.: ttcamen 
Bk.: *landn added 
O.t., bk.: ltthelt added 
0.t.: ttatl instead of "thett 
Bk.: th is l as t  paragraph was omitted 
E.t., 0.t.: " that t1 cancelled; 
0.t.: " tha t "  omitted 
E.t.: Sk. added in the margin "by sayingIt 
0.t.: "experiencesm 
Ibid.: "they havew omitted 
Ibid.: tlthroughw instead of I1bytt 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
five questions and answers, probably 
referring to the lecture 'VI. Meta- 
physics' of July 8th, 1923.' 

Quest ion:  What d o  you mean b y  the secret of r e i n c a r n a t i o n  a s  a 
d o c t r i n e  o f  Hindus? I t  did n o t  e x p l a i n  Karma. 

Answer: Karma is  another side of reincarnation. What I am saying 
is: why some are born as a genius for art, music, painting, etc. 
Why are they born like this? The Hindus say: it is reincarnation 
of a great genius. The child does not only inherit from the 
nation, the parents, the races, etc. Certain impressions gained 
by the soul from some spirit as he passes through. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is t h e r e  some l a w  when one comes on e a r t h ?  I t  d o e s  
n o t  happen i n  a haphazard way? 

Answer: This very subtle problem i s  very difficult to explain. We 
are helped by understanding the meaning of accident and in- 
tention. They are two things, distinct, one intention and one 
accident. It helps us whenever i f  we try to discover what is  
hidden behind accident. Then we come to the intention in the 
scheme of working of the whole. Everything has a purpose, 
nothing i s  an accident. But there is  accident to our mind, so 
accident exists for us like a shadow. Neither shadow has a 
real existence, nor accident. As the idea of accident goes on, 
it attracts accidents more and more, i.e. a person may wander 
for six months in Paris and he will not find a thief, but for a 
thief it will not take six hours to find one, for the law of 
attraction works. There i s  a verse in Qur'an, which explains 
this very well: 'Not one atom moves without the command of 
God'. Intention i s  behind every activity and intention which 
we do not know, we call accident. 

Quest ion:  Is the mind c o m p l e t e  when it n o  1 onger h a s  a body? 
Some peop le  d ied  v e r y  young. 

Answer: The mind is complete according to the experience it has. 
Then you can call it mind. As long as the mind is not formed, 

Notes: 

1. They may have been given the  followlng day. Sk. made a tp. of Sr. and 
made a few changes. 



the soul has not become individualized. It i s  not the body 
which becomes individualized, the mind becomes individualized 
through the mastery of the body. The mind as a record begins 
as soon as the child sees and hears. The body is like a machine 
that the soul takes and recalls2 every impression upon it. 

Question: Does the soul not come on earth then many times? 

Answer : It is  very difficult to define 'soul'. The best answer is:  
the, soul is  the ray of the sun, which i s  the infinite spirit. Ray 
is  an action of the sun, it is  the ray itself, it manifests and 
returns as man inhales and exhales. Man's breath is himself, 
the existence is the one whose action it is. So is the soul we 
speak of. 

Question: Does the soul retain the experiences gained on 
earth? 

Answer: This brings one to the ultimate truth. You see, the light in 
all i t s  forms is the light of the sun. In the gas, in the electric 
light, candle, star, planet, it i s  all a property of the sun, but 
we call it by different names. Soul i s  the life and light itself, 
it i s  God's own being. It manifests outwardly, and because of 
the smallness of the channels through which it comesI3 
becomes small. But it i s  louder4 than we can possibly imagine. 
When the light is put out, it is not lost, for it is the property of 
the sun. Every experience, even of animals, germs, are all col- 
lected and all remain i n  the one mind, which is  the mind of 
Cod. Distributed at the same time to different souls, the 
closer we are, the more we benefit. And so we all have the 
right to  make use of the storehouse of Cod. Therefore spiritual 
people have been inspirational physicians, scientists, kings 
judges, inventors, statesmen, because they get the key to this 4 
storehouse of knowledge. Scientists such as Edison may not 
appear to be spiritual, but their soul touched the storehouse of 
knowledge and they got inspiration. Solomon said there is 
nothing new under the sun. All the knowledge that ever was, is 
stored in the storehouse of God, and can be gained in accord- 
ance to our openness. 

2. Sk-tp.: flrecalls" changed into ttrecordstt 
3. Ibid.: "Itw added 
4. Ibid.: '*largern instead of "loudern 
5. Ibid.: 'tthett instead of wthlsfl 



A copied text in Sirdar's handwriting, 
probably made of his own longhand 
reporting of the lecture. 

Summer School Suresnes, 8th July, 
1923 

(Brotherhood ~ e c t u r e ) ~  

on3 the Problem of the Day. 
4 

There has been a great upset in the world, commencing from the time 
of the Reformation and culminating in5 the time of the great6 War. TO-day7 
it seems there i s  a continual unrest in all the directions8 of life. In theg dif- 
ferent departments of life there i s l o  a great turmoil. In spite of all the 
progress that1' has been madel2 during a number of years the civilisation 
has so to speak not settled.12 The difficulty13 has been14 the adjustment of 
15new ideas of democracy15 to the foundation of aristocracy on which it 

Notes: 

This lec ture  became Social Gatheka #15, and was f i r s t  published in t he  booklet 
The Solution of the Problem of the Day (1936). 

**All o the r  documents" re fer red t o  in these notes are: @*Hq.t.'* (of t h e  Social 
Gatheka), a f i r s t  and a second bk.p. and the  book The Solution of the 
Problem of the Day.  The *'Hq.st.*' and I1Hq.t.** a re  identical, so the  
former i s  n o t  mentioned in t h e  notes. 

A t  a l a te r  date Sr. added "Social Gatheka no. 151' over t he  lec ture  
"Brotherhood lecture8* may have been added by Sr. 
All o ther  documents: omitted **On1' 
Ibid.: I@Home and Reform1# added 
Ibid.: **att* 
I bid.: *@greatn omitted 
Ibid.: Ifto-day" omitted 
Ibid.: "in every directionf* instead of "in all t h e  directions" 
Hq.t.: *Ithe#* omitted; 
1s t  bk.p., bk.: *'alltt instead of "ther* 
All o the r  documents: ttseems t o  be*! instead o f  "is@* 
Ibid.: @*whicht* 
Hq.t., 1s t  bk.p.: @*the las t  years* civilization seems no t  t o  have suc- 
ceeded"; 
2nd bk.p.: " the  l as t  years, civilization seems no t  t o  have succeededf@; 
Bk.: **in t h e  l as t  years, civilization seems n o t  t o  have succeededm 
All o ther  documents: " t h a t  theren added 
Ibid.: *@isu 
Ibid.: " the  new idea, t h e  idea of d e m o ~ r a c y * ~  instead of "new ideas of de- 
mocracy" 



was based. The outcome16 i s  felt now after the war more than17 before. 
There seemed18 to be confusion and chaos rather than the understanding of 
living the l i fe t o  the best advantage. The reason is that the character of 
aristocracy and democracy is  not understood by all men from the point of 
view of the mystic. "As long as the l o d 0  understanding of this secret re- 
mains hiddenF1 a thousand aristocracieg2 or dem~crac ies~~  will always fail 
in the end. 

When we study nature we find the model of l i fe before us as a design 
to follow. The interdependence oP3 stars and planets 24upon one anotheG4 
and how they are sustained 25in the end by the magnetism of one anotherF5 
how the light of the sun functions in the moon and how the light of the sun 
26which all planets reflect? and at the same time how the27 planets differ 
in their light and character, and how every planet in the universe fulfils the 
scheme of nature, call it aristocracy or call it democracy, theiS8 is  the 
model of life that nature has produced before us. 

The word aristocracy very often, when not understood, becomes 
unpleasant t o  some earsF9 but the real meaning of30 aristocracy i s  not3I 
in32 the picture of i t s  abuse, it is33 degeneration. And what i s  democracy? 
Democracy is  the fulfilment of aristocracy, in other words: democracy 
means complete aristocracy. And4 when aristocracy is not35 ~nderstood:~ 
then democracS7 is not complete. Man is  born into the world8 ignorant of 
the kingdod9 within himself, and to attain to that kingdom within40 is the 

Hq.t., 1st bk.p., 2nd bk.p.: lgof t he  sametg added; 
Bk.: "of thisw added 
A l l  other documents: "everg1 added 
Ibid.: Igseemsgg 
Ibid.: "Andw added 
Ibid.: Itlack ofu Instead of gllowlg 
Ibid.: lthlddenl1 omitted 
Ibid.: mdemocracies o r  a r i s t o ~ r a c i e s ~ ~  
Ibid.: Itthe" added 
Ibid.: Itupon one anotherw omitted 
Ibid.: "in heaven by each other's magnetismw instead of l1in the end by 
the  magnetism of one anotherg1 
Ibid.: "Is reflected by all the different planetsg1 instead of "which all plan- 
e t s  ref lectn 
Ibid.: gtdifferentgt added 
Ibid.: Intheir" replaced by Igthereg1 
Ibid.: l g t o  the ears of somegg 
Ibid.: Itmeaning ofg1 omitted 
Ibid.: gtnecessarllyll added 
I bid.: **in" omitted 
Ibid.: tgltsgg instead of is1* 
Ibid.: "Butgt instead of tlAndlg 
Ibid.: Ithas not been" instead of Ills nottg 
Ibid.: Itand democracy is sought a f terw added 
Ibid.: "not understood fully, it isn added 
Ibid.: l1in this worldtg Instead of Iglnto the  worldg1 
Ibid.: I1which isw added 
Ibid.: nwhich Is within him" instead of "within" 



true aristocracy. To recognize that kingdom in anotheP1 is aristocracy, and 
to  see the possibility of that kingdom in oneself and to  try t o  fulfil that 
ideal in life, is  true democracy. Aristocracy means one king, democracy 
means all kings, but 420ne does not recognize one king, he can not recognize 
all kingsP2 4 3 ~ h e  object of l i fe is not in r e ~ o l t i n $ ~  against one45 more 
advanced than we areP6 and by this revolt to try to47 pull him downp8 that 
i s  not democracy. Democracy is  to see the possibility of advancing 49 to the 
same level of the ~ t h e r ? ~ ' ~ ~  ~ h i s ~ l  is the real democracy. 

The question of the day must be studied by all sections52 an83 classes 
of humanity. It seems that being absorbed in54 W r e  comfortable life many 
have neglected their part in55 different works of life; in the homg6 and 
outside and there are leisureB7 classes w a d 8  unawaie of certain workss9 
that l i fe demandsPO And the time6I has come when they meet with difficul- 
ties, because they find themselveP2 dependent on that63 which they have 
neglectedp4 things that seemed beneath their idea of dignity. Now the time 

Ibid.: "personw added 
Ibid.: Itwhen a person does not know one king, he does not know all kings" 
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Hq.t., 1st  bk.p., 2nd bk.p.: I t to one's own level11 added; 
Bk.: I t to  our own level8! added 
Al l  other documents: "as the  otherv1 instead of " t o  the same level of the 
other" 
Ibid.: "and trust ing in t ha t  possibility, t ry lng t o  advance t o  the same 
levelw added 
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Ibid.: Inmore" added 
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Hq.t., 2nd bk.p.: "in the i r  lives, and they have always shown unwillingness 
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Bk.: "in their  lives, and because they have always shown unwillingness t o  
do certain81 added 



has c m g 5  when humanity upset a d 7  one class is  going under 
anotherd8 classPg The place of 700ne class is being taken by another7' and 
7 1  thus chaos is  created7' and the way out of it would be to imitate some of 
the ideas of olden If they are not imitated perhaps life would74 
become subtle75 in a certain way, but the life would74 become77 
hotel-life and there will 78be no more78 the79 joy and pleasure of experi- 
encing 80the whole lif$O. The difficulties will bring th ia l  before 
along.83*84 In every district there will be some85 kind of hotel-lifQ6 and 
87so the culture and choice of the individual will become hampered.87 Man's 
individual choice will be sacrificed to the mechanism of living. 

The me thd8  thata9 may be followe&O was used ing1 ancient times 
byg1 Hindus and eve#2 now 93sorne of the methods exist among the ~ r a h -  
mins. A i3rahrnirg3 may be in a very high position and very rich, but he 
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Hq.t.: "in t ha t  way t ha t  individualistic progress, culture, joy w i l l  becomen; 
in Sk.hwr. Is added "hamperedn a f te r  wbecomell on the  Hq.t.; 
1s t  bk.p., 2nd bk.p.: "in t h a t  way t ha t  individualistic progress, culture 
and joy w l l l  be tampered with1'; 
Bk.: "In t ha t  way the  lndividuallstic progress, culture and joy w l l l  be tam- 
pered withn 
Hq.t.: "of which I was sayingn added 
Ibid.: "itn added 
Al l  other documents: "is a method whichn added 
Ibid.: "then added 
Ibld.: "tillw added 
Ibid.: "some of the method exists. Among the  community of Brahmans, the 
Brahmann instead of "some of the  methods exist among the Brahmins. A 
Brahmin" 



knows how to cook himself. 94 1 myself have seen the men in the house of 
the Prime A4inisterg4 attend to the kitchen themselves, there is  nothing in 
the home 95that they will not doP5 They were trainece6 to sewp7 knita7 
weave ance7 cook, ing8 keeping the house neat, 99decorating and painting 
itPg loO~ll could be doneloo by every person. Io1 No one possessed a horse 
who did not know anything of i t s  care, independent of the The 
perfection of l i fe i s  not onlylo2 perfecting oneselflo2 spiritually, but in 
al1103 aspects of life. The man who Io4cannot fulfillo4 all life's needs, is 
certainly ignorant of105 true freedom in life. 

The more we106 study the problem of the day, the more we shall 
knowlo7 that it i s  loathe distinction of life,lo8 that has made people help- 
less. log Into education should be introduced the Spirit of Providence, sup- 
plying all one's needslog and arranging for oneself all that i s  necessary.l10 
The mechanical l i fe of the dayll shows an l2 incomplete progress.1 l2 

Imagine 13a man in a factory all day and every day making part of one 

94. Ibld.: "The women in the household, in the  home of a Prime Ministerf1 In- 
stead of " 1  myself have seen the  men in the house of the Prime Mlnisterl' 

95. Ibid.: flwhich they do not like t o  don1 instead of " that  they w i l l  not do1' 
96. Hq.t., 1st bk.p., 2nd bk.p.: fgin t he  ancient times" added; 
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painting it" 
100. Ibid.: these things were acc~mplished'~ instead of "A l l  could be done1' 
101. Ibld.: l1no one possessed a house who did not  know a t  t h a t  time everything 

about taking care of the  house, Independently of  the housekeeperv1 instead 
of @'No one possessed a horse who did not  know anything of i t s  care, inde- 
pendent of the  groomw 

102. Ibld.: Ifnot o n l y ~ ~  placed a f te r  lloneselfu 
103. Ibid.: "differentIf added 
104. Ibid.: "Is not capable of attending tos1 instead of llcannot fulfil11 
105. Ibid.: "the" added 
106. Ibld.: "shall1' added 
107. Ibld.: "realizew instead of llknowll 
108. lbld.: "the division of work which is so distinctly made a t  the present 

time" instead of " the dlstinctlon of lifem 
109. lbid.: "What is most necessary to-day Is t o  Introduce in education the 

sp i r i t  of providing fo r  oneself all t h a t  one needs" instead of I1lnto educa- 
t ion should be introduced the  Spirit of  Providence, supplying all one's 
needsn 

110. Ibid.: Itin onels every-day life1' added 
111. Ibid.: "to-day, though*' instead of "of the  day" 
112. Ibld.: "progress, yet  is not a complete progresst1 lnstead of   incomplete 

progressw 
113. lbid.: *'a person being from morning t o  evening in a factory and making 

only needles. Perhaps he does this for twenty years and what does he 
know of Ilfe? Only how t o  make a needle" lnstead of man in a factory all 
day and every day making pa r t  of one needlew 



needle.l13 Rrhaps the benefit goes to  the head of the factory, but what 
14about the man who devoted all his life in making one need1e.l l4 

1 5 ~ h e  secret of the ideal of progress in life1 l5 is t o  become self -suf - 
ficient.ll6 The key t o  the secret of democracy i s  self-sufficiency. No doubt 
this' l7 is a vast subject, and it is1 l8 difficult to  explain1 l9 all its aspects in 
a few words. But at the same time spiritual perfection is the second step, 
and the one who has first made himself self-sufficient1 l6 is  entitled to120 
spiritual perfection in the end. 

114. ibid.:. "benefit goes t o  this man who has perhaps all his life been making 
needles" instead of **what about the  man who devoted ail his life in making 
one needie" 

115. Hq.t.: "The secret ideal of l i fe and i t s  progress" instead of *@The secret 
of the  ideal of progress in life"; 
1st bk.p., 2nd bk.p., bk.: "The sacred ideal of life and i t s  progressll 

116. Bk.: wself-sufficingll 
117. Al l  other documents: " i tn  instead of Itthis" 
118. Ibid.: "it is1I omitted 
119. ibid.: llinll added 
120. Hq.t.: "then added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed b y  t h e  compiler. 

Summer Sc hoot Suresnes, 

July loth, 1923 

1 Abraham. 

Abraham, whose name seems to come from the Sanskrit root 
'Brahma,' which means t h e  Creator, was t h e  Father of fourZ great  religions 

of the world, for it is3 from his descendants who were called Beni lsrae14 
came Judaism, Christ iani ty and5 ls lamiim besides6 zoroastrianisme7 

Abraham was t he  f i r s t  to bring t h e  knowledge of myst ic ism from 
Egypt, where he was in i t ia ted in the most ancient and the only8 Order of 
esotericism. And t h e  placeg on his return, whichg he chose to establishlo a 
centre, with the idea t ha t  some day l l  must be t he  world centre, was Mecca, 
where12 not only in the age of Islam people madet3 a14 pilgrimage, but a t  

Notes: 

The lecture "Abraham" has become ~Rellgious Gathekaw no. 26, and was f i r s t  
published in the  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where "bookm Is mentioned in the notes, It refers  t o  the book The  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared fo r  pubiicatlon by Murshlda Goo- 
denough. 

Sk-sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "p.182 Unity of  Religlous Idealsw In the 
margln of her sh. 
Bk.: "threen instead of "fourw; 
0.t.: "of thew inserted af ter  "fourw 
0.t.: "wasu instead of "1s" 
E.t.: " thatw added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk-p., bk.: "thatn* 
0.t.: "andw replaced by a comma 
Ibld.: "andnn instead of "besidesn 
Bk.p., bk.: "besides Zoroastrianism" omitted 
E-t.: instead of "onlym; then "and the  oldw was cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk-p., bk.: '*and the  onlyw omitted 
E-t.: wwhlchw placed by Gd. af ter  "place1* and cancelled a f t e r  "returnn; 
Hq-t., bk-p., bk.: **whichn* a f ter  "placen Instead of a f te r  "returnw 
0-t., Hq.t., bk-p., bk.: "asw added 
Sk.sh.: although **day" was written in she, Sk. wrote "placew over It In Ih. 
without cancelling "dayw; 
all other documents: **placew 
Eat.: "where" changed by Gd. in to  "whithern; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "whithern 
E.t.: "maden changed by Gd. in to  "did makem; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "did makenn 
E.t.: "an cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "a" omitted 



all times the sacred centre of Mecca was held with15 esteem by the pious 
who lived before Mohammed. The family of Jesus Christ is  traced in the 
ancient tradition from the family of lshad lsai,16 and ~ohammed" came 
from the family of Ishmael. 

The prophecies of Abraham have always been living words, though var- 
ious people madele their different interpretations according to  their own 
ideas, but t o  the mind of the Seer, the prophecies of Abraham have a very 
deep meaning. 

With his great knowledge of esotericism, he has been a great patriarch 
among his people; he was interested in everybody's trouble and difficulty. 
He was thrown in19 the midst of the world's20 responsibilities to learn all 
that he may2' learn from it, and then to teach his knowledge and experi- 
ence to  those who looked to him for the bread of knowledge. No doubt, 
to22 230ur modern ears23 the stories of the24 ancient times very often 

E.t.: "with" replaced by Gd. with "inw; 
~q.t., bk.p., bk.: "in" 
E.t.: "Ishad IsaiI1 replaced by Gd. with I1lsaacm; 
all other documents: Isaacw. 
"Ishad" couid be a t i t l e  of honour. "lsaiM is the  name of the  father of 
King David. See Old Testament Is. 1 1: 1, New Testament Rom. 15:12 and 
other t ex t s  from the Bible. It couid be t ha t  instead of mentioning Isaac, 
Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan here mentions one of Isaac's descendants: the  
father of King David, lsai 
0.t.: I1Mahomedn 
ibld.: "have" instead of "madew 
Ibid.: "onton, which is an obsolete form of I1unton; it may also be a typing 
error. 
E.t.: llworldiyw and 'Ithew cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "worldlyn and "them omitted 
Sk.sh.: t he  signs in Sk.sh. for  "mayn and "hast1 are very similar; 
E.t., Hq.t.: "has learned" instead of "may learnw; 
Bk.p.: "has learned" changed by Gd. ln to  "might learnm; 
Bk.: "might learn" 
E.t.: "Inn instead of "ton, f i r s t  changed by Gd. ln to  I1uponw, then both 
words were cancelled by her; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " tow omitted 
E.t.: Gd. placed "our modern earsw a f te r  llstrikew; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: Itour modern earsw af ter  "strikeg1 
0.t.: Itthen omitted 



strike23 to be25 most childish, but it is  the way they were told and 26to the 
people that they were told and by the 26--a11 that27 makes a great 
difference. In the first place there was such a scarcity of thez8 lettered 
people in those days; therefore the stories were told by the un~ettered,~' 
and certainly they must have improvised upon every legend they told, and 
pictured it according to the artistic development of their particular age. 
Nevertheless, 30~ru th  i s  there, i f  we only knew how to l i f t  the veil. 

Abraham's l i fe does not only make him a prophet, but a Murshid at the 
same time. He was a mystic, he gave counsels31 to those who came to him 
in need, he examined them, treated their minds, healed their souls, accord- 
ing to their needs. The most remarkable thing one notices in Abraham is  
that besides him32 being a prophet and a mystic, he lived a33 life of an or- 
dinary human being: one with his fellow men in their times of pleasure and 
sorrow. 

 he^^ one story of the l i fe of Abraham has been the source of great 
argument in the East, which i s  the sacrifice of the ~ s a i . ~ ~  It is  not only an 
argument in the East, but36 alarming to the37 Western mind. They can put a 
thousand questions to give a proper reason and justification to3' such an 

E.t.: I f t o  bem replaced by Gd. with ftasw; 
0.t.: "us as belngf* instead of I t to  bet1; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: tlasw instead of " t o  ben1 
Sk.sh.: Sk. afterwards cancelled '@tou and wrote "byw over it; she also 
cancelled Itand by the", then follows an open space. Al l  th is indicates t ha t  
Sk. missed pa r t  of the  sentence; 
E.t.: "and by people ' that they were toldu, t o  which Sk. again added lithes@ 
before ltpeoplell; 
0.t.: "for t he  people t o  whom they were told, and by the people t ha t  they 
were toldtt, which seems t o  give t he  complete sentence as originally said; 
Hq.t., bk.p.: "by t he  people t h a t  they were told"; 
Bk.: Itthe kind of people t ha t  told them" 
0.t.: "thisn instead of " thatw 
A l l  other documents: "the" omitted 
Sk.sh.: "unletteredw was written in Ih. and "1@*, also in Ih., was added by 
Sk. over wun*l; 
0.t.: fli l l iteratett 
0.t.: Itthew added 
6k.p.: ~ c o u n s e l s ~  changed by Gd. in to  wcounselm; 
Bk.: wcounsein 
0.t.: mhimn8 omltted; 
6k.p.: glhimn cancelled by Gd.; 
Bk.: 88himt1 omitted 
E.t.: "aw changed into "thew by Gd.; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: lfthe" 
E.t.: "Thett cancelled by Gd.; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Thew omitted 
E.t.: "IsaiU instead of "the Isain; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Isaacm (See also note 16) 
0.t.: "it isw added 
E.t., Hq.?., bk.: I1at1 instead of l@thet8; 
Bk.p.,: Gd. f i r s t  changed "aw into "thev1, then again replaced it with "aw 
0.t.: "forw instead of wtotl 



act. But at the same time, i f  we looked39 from the ideal point of view, no 
sacrifice for a beloved ideal can be too great. There are numberless souls 
whose dear ones, their love40 mates, husbands or sons have been sacrificed 
in this recent war;41 they could 42not do anything42 else, they had to sur- 
render their will to  the ideal of the nation, and offer the sacrifice for the 
cause of the nation, without thinking for one43 moment that it was unusual. 
When we think deeply on the problem of life, there is no path in the world-- 
whether spiritual or material--which we can tread successfully without a44 
sacrifice; sometimes the sacrifice is  great and45 sometimes small. Some- 
times the sacrifice is  made first, before achieving the success, and some- 
times afterwards. As sacrifice is  necessary in life, it is made by everyone in 
some form or the other.46 But when it i s  made willingly, it turns into a 
virtue. The greater the ideal, the greater47 sacrifice it demands; and i f  one 
saw wisely the process of advancement through life, in any direction of life, 
it is  nothing but a continual sacrifice. And happiness comes from the under- 
standing of this nature of l i fe and not being hurt or troubled by it, but by 
knowing that i t  i s  by sacrifice made to  the end that man attains to the 
desired .48 

Ibid.: wlookv 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "belovedw instead of "love" 
Here is meant the First World War, 1914-1918 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "do nothingn instead of "not do anything" 
E.t.: "av changed by Gd. into "onen 
0.t.: "an omitted 
I bid.: "andn omitted 
0.t.: wanother" instead of "the othern; 
6k.p.: "thew cancelled by Gd.; 
Bk.: "other" 
A l l  other documents: "thew added 
Bk.: the last paragraph on page 184 was added and does not belong to  the  
lecture. I t  is pa r t  of Gita Womparative Religion, MazahebM, Series II no. 8 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two passages, which may be answers 
to questions referring to the lecture 
'Abraham' of July loth, 1923, but 
given on another occasion.' 

Though from the point of view of the Absolute, truth is  one and the same, 
everywhere, the form differs greatly. The form given by the prophets of Ben 
lsrael is the form of Cod as Creator, Sustainer, Judge. The form in which 
Buddha gave it was more scientific and IogicaJ, appearing2 to the intellect 
of India. 

The. truth'does not differ, though the method of presenting it does. All the 
Hindu-religions originated from the esoteric school of Egypt, also the relig- 
ion of Ben lsrael came from Abraham, who was initiated in the same school. 
Therefore as the source and goal of all creation is one, so the source and 
goal of all religions is one. 

In the family of Abraham, Jesus Christ was born, also Mohammed, also 
Moses. The influence of Abraham's teaching travelled to Persia and moulded 
into the religion of Zoroaster with some Hindu ideals. So Zoroastrianism 
differs in some way with the religions of Ben lsrael but it has the influences 
of both.. 

One can 'find fault with any religion that is vastly spread. Because those 
who come to follow bring their own faults and merits and add these to the 
religion. We human beings have very few merits when we compare them 
with our faults. 

Notes: 

1. When copying his own Ih. repGtings or records af ter  comparison with 
those by other mureeds, Sr. used t o  place questions and answers with a 
lecture about more or less the same subject..This may well have been the 
case with these passages too. 

2. "Appearingw has probably been wrongly understood for "appealingn 



An old typewritten copy, made of 
Kismet's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 

July loth, 1923 

'VI I. Metaphys icsm. l  

The mind i s  not only t he  akasha which2 all3 one learns and experi-  
ences through life, but among4 five d i f fe ren t  aspects of the mind each 
having i t s  own work, there is5 one aspect which may be especially called t h e  
mind: which shows t he  power of t h e  Creator. ~ 1 1 ~  w e  see before our eyes,8 
a l l  theg objects made by t h e  sk i l l  of man, condit ionsI0 brought about in life, 

'favourable or unfavourable, they l2 are all the  creat ion of l3 human mind, 
of one mind or of many minds. Man's fai lures in life together with the 
impression of limitation which man14 has, keep him ignorant of that g rea t  

power which is hidden in the mind. Man's life is the phenomenon of his mind. 
Man's. happiness and success, man's15 sorrows and failures, are most ly  
brought about by his own mind, of which man14 knows so little. If th is  
secret had been known by all, no person in th is  world would have been 
unhappy, no soul would have had a16 failure. For unhappiness and fa i lure 

Notes: 

Although there is no Indication t ha t  this lecture was meant t o  form pa r t  of 
the  book The  Soul Whence and W h i t h e r ?  (19241, it appears there in 
chapter VI, Manifestation, Sk, did no t  add this lecture t o  t he  other lectures 
about metaphysics, given in 1923, and gave it a separate number. 

Where "book" is mentioned In the  notes, it refers  t o  the  book T h e  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. wrote over t he  s.8.t.: "Soul Whence and Whither p. 
83-85" 
S.e.t.: ncontainsn added by Sk.; 
Gd.t., bk.: vcontainsm 
Bk.: " that" added 
Gd.t.: "then added 
Bk.: "may ben instead of "1s" 
Ibid.: "andn added 
Ibid.: wthatf '  added 
Ibid.: 'landn added 
Ibid.: "the" omitted 
Ibid.: "every condltlonn instead of llconditions" 
Ibid.: "whethern added 
Ibid.: "theyn omitted 
Gd.t., bk.: "the" added 
Bk.: "hen Instead of "mann 
Ibid.: "hisn instead of "mantsW 
Ibid.: "an omitted 



both are unnatural. The natural i s  17all man wants and wishes to have.17 
1 8 ~ o  doubt first one must know what one wants, and18 the next lg question 
is  how t o  get it. The words of Emerson support this argument: 'Beware of 
what you want, for you will get it'. The whole life is  one continual learning, 
and for the one who really learns from life, the knowledge is never enough. 
The more he learns the more there is  t o  learn. The secret of this idea is  
saidz0 in the Qur'an: "Be' He said and thenz1 it became'.22 The seers and 
knowers of l i fe do not know this onlyz3 in theory but it is24 their life's own 
experience. 

25~here i s  a story told among Hindus about a magic tree. A man was 
travelling in the hot sun towards the woods. He became so tired that he felt 
like sitting under the shade of a tree. Then he thought: ' if there were a 
l i t t le mattress to s i t  on, it would be better than stones'; and as he looked, 
he saw the mattress already there; then he thought: 'the tree is  so hard to 
lean against', and when he turned, he saw there was a cushion already 
existing. Then he thought: 'this mattress is  too hard, i f  I had a cushion to 
sit on at the same time, now I am so tired'; and it was there. Then he 
thought: ' if I had some cooling syrup to drink, itz6 would be very nice'; and 
then he saw someone bringing him syrup. He was astonished and very glad. 
Then he thought: 'this tree is not enough, it would be nice to have a house'; 
and a beautiful l i t t le house was there. Then he thought: 'walking in the 
woods is  very tiring, I must have a chariot'; and the chariot and thez7 
horses were there. Then he was very astonished and could not understand. 
Then he thought: 'is this all true or is  it only imagination?' And then every- 
thing disappeared; only the hard stones remained and the tree above. 

That is  the story of the mindoz5 The mind has the power to create,28 it 
creates everything.29 But out of what does it create? Out of mazing rnaya, 
a substance subject t o  change, to  death and destruction. However, the 
power of the mind i s  beyond question. And 30does not this teach30 us that 
mostly our unhappiness and our31 failures are moreB2 caused by our own 

Ibld.: "what man desires" instead of "all man wants and wishes to havev 
Ibid.: thls pa r t  of the sentence was omitted 
Ibld.: wonlyw instead of "next" 
I bid.: "saidn omltted 
I bid.: "thenn omitted 
S.e.t.: "there it camem changed by Sk. into "then It becamen 
Bk.: "onlyw placed a f t e r  "not" 
Ibld.: "byn instead of "it is" 
Ibld.: thls story Is left out. In another context the same story told 
somewhat differently forms p a r t  of the lecture "The soul towards the  
goaln of 17th September 1923, published In "The Soul Whence and Whither?", 
Towards the goal, chapter V 
Gd.t.: "that1* instead of "it" 
I bid.: "the" omitted 
Bk.: "of creatingn 
Ibld.: "alln lnstead of neverythlngll 
Ibld.: "it teachesn lnstead of "does not this teachn 
Ibld.: "ourn omitted 
Ibid.: "moren placed a f te r  "minds" lnstead of before "causedn 



minds32 than by the mind of another, and i f  caused by the mind of another, 
then33 our mind33 i s  not in working order. 

The knowledge of the power of the34 mind i s  then worth knowing when 
the moral conception of life is understood better, when man knows what is 
right and what is  wrong, what i s  good and what is  bad,35 and judges himself 
only, and sees these two opposite things in his own life, person and36 char- 
acter. For man sees the folly of another, and wishes to judge another, 
when37 his sense of justice i s  not wide38 awake.   hose^^ whose personali- 
ties40 have40 brought comfort and healing to their fellowmen, were the 
ones4I who only used the faculty of justice42 to judge themselves, who tried 
to correct themselves of their own follies; and being engaged in correcting 
themselves had hardly time in their43 life to  judge another. The teaching of 
Christ: 'Judge ye44 not, lest ye be judged', will always prove the greatest 
example to be followed. 

The mind is a magic shell, a in which a design is  made by the 
imagination, and the same imagination i s  materialized on the surface. 4 6 ~ h e  
question 'then47 why does not all we think48 come true, 49why is  all we 
wish not always realized'49 may be answered that by our50 limitedness 
we,51 so to speak, bury5I the divine creative power in our52 mind. Life con- 
fuses us53 so much that there is hardly among a thousand, one person who 
really knows what he wants; and perhaps among a million there is one who 
knows why he wants it. 5 4 ~ n d  even among millions you will not find one 
with the knowledge why he55 should want it and why he55should not want 
it.54 With all the power of the mind one thing must be remembered:56 'Man 

Ibid.: "therew placed after "mind" instead of before "ourn 
I bld.: "then omitted 
Ibid.: nevllu instead of "badw 
S.e.t.: "," instead of "andl*; Sk. added "andn 
Bk.: "thenw lnstead of "whenw 
I bid.: "widew omitted 
Ibid.: "The great  onesm instead of "Thosen 
I bid.: "personality hasw 
Ibid.: "those" instead of "the onesn 
Gd.t.: "judglngW instead of wjusticem 
Gd.t., bk.: "their" omitted 
Bk.: @*yen omitted 
Ibid.: "a shell" omitted 
I bld.: "And thenw added 
Ibid.: "thenw omitted 
Ibid.: "man thlnksm lnstead of "we thinkn 
Ibid.: "why is not ail he wishes realized?" instead of "why is all we wish 
not always reallzed" 
Ibid.: wman's" instead of "ourn 
Ibid.: "he buries" instead of "we buryn 
Ibid.: nhlsn lnstead of "ourw 
Ibid.: "man" instead of 8*usm 
Gd.t.: this whole sentence was left out 
S.e.t., bk.: 8*should hen 
Bk.: " that "  instead of quotation marks 



proposes,57 God disposes'58 will always prove true, when man's desire59 

stands against the will of Cod Almighty. Therefore the path of the saints in 
l i fe has been to seek with resignation the will of Cod, and in this way to 
swim with the60 tide, so6! that with the accomplishment of their wish, the 
purpose of Cod may be fulfilled. 

57. Ibid.: "andm added 
58. I bid.: nthisll added 
59. Ibid.: "man" instead of "man's deslren 
60. Ibid.: "that greatn instead of "the1* 
61. Ibid.: "son omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July I l t h ,  1923 

Mahommed i s  the one among the prophets 3whose life's account3 is t o  
be found in the4 ,history. ~ e i n ~ ~  born of the family of Ishmael, Mahommed 
had in him6 prophetic heritage and before him that purpose to be fulfilled, 
the prophecy of which was7 made by Abraham, in the Old Testament. The 
Prophet became an orphan in his childhood and had known8 what it is in the 
world to be without the tender care of the mother and without the protec- 
tion of the father when a child; and thisg experience was the first prepara- 
tion for the child who was born to sympathize in the pain of others. He 
showed thelo traces of the sense of responsibility in his boyhood.'' When 

Notes: 

The lecture "MahommedW has become   religious Gathekaw no. 27, and was f i r s t  
published In the  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where "book" is mentioned In the notes, it refers  t o  the  book The  U n i t y  of 
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared fo r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added: "p.211 The Unity of  Religious Idealsn in the  
margin of her sh. 
Sk.sh. has "MahommedW written in Ih. over the  lecture. From this it can 
be seen how Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan pronounced this name: exactly as It 
Is pronounced by the  Arabs; 
E.t., Hq.t., bk-p., bk.: everywhere in each of these documents: 
"Mohammedm; 
0.t.: everywhere: V4ahomedn 
E.t.: "whose life's accountn changed by Gd. in to  "the account of whose 
life"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk,: "whose life's accountw 
E.t.: 'theu cancelled by Gd.; 
0.t.. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Beingn omitted 
E.t.: "thew added by Gd.; 
0.t.: "a" added; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the" added 
E,t.: "wasn replaced by Gd. by **had beenn; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "had beenw 
0.t.: "knewn; 
8k.p.: "had known" changed by Gd. in to  "knewt' 
E.t.: "that" corr, by Sk.: "thisn 
Ibld.: "then cancelled by Gd,; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "then omitted 
Skosh,: a l i t t l e  space af ter  "boyhoodn, which seems t o  indicate the  begin- 
ning of a new sentence; 
E.t., 0.t.: "boyhood,"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "boyhood." 



looking after .his cows a cowboy12 came and said: 'I will look after your 
herd and you may go to the town and have a good time l3 and then you 
14come andJ4 take charge of my cows and I will go there1$ for some time.' 

Young Mahommed said, 'No, I will take charge of your herd, you may go, 
but I will not leave my charge.' The same principle he showed throughout16 
his life. 

Some say one time,'' leanother says two tirnes,18 others saylg three 
times, a miracle happened that the breast of the prophetz0 was cut open by 

the angels and some sayz1 they took away and instantly his breast was 

healed. What isz2 it? It isz2 the poison whichz3 is to  be found in the sting 
of the scorpion andz4 the teeth of the serpent. It is the same poison which 
exists in the heart of man. All manner of prejudice, hatred, bitterness, in 
the form of envy and jealousy are- the small expressions of thatz5 poison 
which is  hidden in the heart of man. And when thatz5 poison is  takenZ6away 

by some form or the other,26 then itz7 is the serpent with i t s  beauty and 

wisdom, without i t s  poisonous teeth, and so it i s  with man. Man meets with 
hardships in life, sometimes too hard to stand for the moment, but often 
such experiences become as higher initiations in the life of the traveller on 

the path. The heart of man, which is  the shrine of Cod, once purified of 
that poison, becomes the holy abode where Cod Himself resides. 

E.t.: "cowboyw changed by Gd. into mcowherdlt; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ncowherdw 
E.t.: "have a good timew changed by Gd. into "enjoy yourselfw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "enjoy fm 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "come andw omitted 
0.t.: "to the townn instead of "therew 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.: I*throughw instead of ltthroughoutn; 
Bk.p.: Gd. added "out" to  "throughw 
E.t.: "one timew changed by Gd. into "oncew; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "oncem 
E.t.: Itanother says two timest1 changed by Gd. into: "others say twicew; 
0.t.: "some say twicew; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: aothers say twicew 
0.t.: "sayn omitted 
Ibid.: wMahomedtt instead of "the Prophetw 
Skosh.: "some sayn may have been wrongly understood for "somethingw; an 
illegible sign after "awayw; 
E.t.: added by Gd.: Itsomething~ after "tookn; 
0.t.: "some saytt omitted; "somethingn after "tookw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: nand some say they took something awayn 
O.t., bk.: "wasw instead of "istt; 
6k.p.: Gd. changed "is" into "wasw 
0.t.: Itthat" instead of "whichn 
I bid.: "inn added 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "this" instead of "thatm 
E.t.: "by some form or the otherw, changed by Gd. into: "in some form or 
othert1; 
0.t.: 'by some process or otherw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "in some form or othern 
Bk.: "there" instead of "itu 



As a youth Mahommed travelled with his uncle who went t o  Syria on a 
business trip, and kned8 the shortcomings of human nature, which have a 
large?' scope to play their role in the world of business. He knew what 
profit means, what loss means, what both mean in the end. This gave him a 
wider outlook on life, wherdO he saw how one is  eager to profit by the loss 
of another?' the human beings live in this world no better than the large 
and small fishes32 in the water, who live upon one another. 

When it33 came to defend the country against a powerful enemy, 

young Mahommed s t o o d  shoulder to  shoulder with the young men of his land 
to  defend his people in their most terrible34 strife. His sincerity in friend- 
ship and honesty in his dealings made h i d 5  endeare~$~ to all those far and 

near, who called him by the n a m 8  Ameen, which means trustee or trust- 
worthy. His marriage with Khatidja showed him3' a man of devotion, a man 

of affection, 38an honourable mat-? as a husband, as a father and as a cit- 
izen of the town he lived in. 

 her?^ came the40 time of contemplation, that4' time of the fulfil- 

ment of that promise which his soul had brought in42 the world. There came 
moments when life began to  seem t r i ~ t ~ ~  with all the beauty and comfort it 
could offer. He then sought refuge from this44 depression in the s o ~ i t u d e ~ ~  
sometimes for hours, sometimes for days, for weeks, sitting in the mount of 

28. E.t.: **heI8 added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: **hen added 

29. Hq.t., bk.~., bk.: "large" 
30. 0.t.: "then** instead of nuhere" 
31. Ibid.: *8hown added; 

Bk.: **thatn added 
32. 0.t.: "fish** 
33. Eat.: **itn changed by Gd. into **the timen; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: Itthe time1* 
34. 0.t.: "trouble andw added 
35. E.t.: Gd. cancelled @*made him1* and added "him1* after "endearedf8; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "endeared himt8 
36. 0.t.: "of1* added 
37. Ibld.: "to ben added 
38. Ibld.: whonourable8* instead of "an honourable man1* 
39. Ibid.: **there** added 
40. Ibld.: "at8 Instead of nthe** 
41. Ibld.: "the" Instead of **thatt8 
42. Ibid.: **Into*@ 
43. An obsolete or archaic word from the French triste, meaning sad, de- 

pressing (Ox.); 
E.t.: a blank; Gd. added: "sad**; 
0.t.: **tasteless"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "sadw 

44. E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: **thatn instead of **this** 
45. 0.t.: ~solltudes~ 



Cara ~ i r a ? ~  He tried to see i f  there was anything else to be seen; he tried 

to  hear i f  there was anything to be heard; he tried to  know if there was 

anything to be known. Patient as Mahommed was, he continued in the path 
of the search after Truth. In the end he began to  hear a word of inner 
guidance, 47a cry of the Sacred Name of divine48 , and as he began 

to  follow that advice, he found the re-echo of the word his heart repeated, 
in all things of nature; as if the wind repeated the same49 name as he didPg 
the sky, the earth, the moon and the planets, all said the samaO that he 
was saying. When once in tune with the Infinite, realizing his soul one 
within and without, the call came that?' 'Thou art the man. Go forward 
into the world and carry out Our command. Glorify the Name of God, unite 
them who are separated, wakd2 thod3  who are asleep and harmonize one 

with the otheP4 as in this55 i s  the happiness of man.' 

Often Khatidja found Mahommed coverinz6 himselfs7 with a mantle, 
that he mag8 not see himself tremblin at the sight of the responsibility 
that was thrown on .him. But she 55 tellin him: 'You are the man, a 
man so kind and true, so sincere and0 devoted%' forgiving and loving:' it 
i s  your part oP3 work to  perform. Fear not, you are destined to  it64 by the 
Almighty. Trust in His great power, in the end success will be yours.' 

The day when Mahommed gave his Message, to  his surprise not only the 
enemies, but the friends who were near and dear t o  the Prophet turned 

In Mohammed Rudats book on the llfe of the Prophet "Gare Hiraw is men- 
tioned, meaning the cave of Hira; 
E,t.: "mountain of Gara Hiraw, changed by Gd. into "mountain of Gare 
Hidan; 
0.t.: *tmountain of Galt, after which follows a small open space; 
Hq.t.,-bk.p., bk.: nmountains of Gare Hidan* 
E.t.: "a cry of the sacred name of Thy Lordw, changed by Gd. into: "Cry 
on the Sacred Name of Thy Lordn; 
0.t.: "Cry the sacred name of Thy Lordt*; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Cry on the Sacred Name of Thy Lordn 
Sksh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled ttdivinen and added **Thy Lordn in ih. in 
the space left open after "divinen 
0.t.: "the namew instead of "the same name as he didn 
Bk.: "namen added 
O.t., bk.: "that" omitted 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "waken1*; 
0.t.: *gawaken" 
0.t.: "themw instead of "thosen' 
Ibid,: "anothern instead of "the other" 
E.t.: "thatn, changed by Sk. into "thisn 
Ibid.: ncovered*t, changed by Gd. into "had covered*!; 
Hq.t., bk.p,, bk.: "had coveredn 
E.t.: added "himself** by Sk. 
Ibid.: "mayn changed into "mightn by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "might" 
Sksh.: an open space; 
0.t.: "But she telling him"; 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: #*keptn added after "shen 
O.t,: "andtt omitted 
E.t.: "devoten 
E.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "serving" 
0.t.: "then added 
Ibid.: "to itn omitted 



againstf5 would not listend6 a new taught. Through the insults and 

the harm and8 injury they caused him and those who listened to him, he 
s t i l l  continued in' spite of being69 exiled from home thrice?O and proved in 

the end as every real prophet must prove, that Truth alone is  the conqueror, 
and to Truth belongs all victory.71 

65. O.t., bk.p.: "himn added 
66. E.t.:. "tow added by Gd.; 

O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk,: "ton 
67. 0.t.: "the gospel" instead of "a new gospelw 
68. Ibid.: "then added 
69. I bid.: wsometlmes~ added 
70. E.t.: "thrice" changed by Gd. into "three timesn; 

O.t,: "thrice" omitted; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "three timesn 

71. E.t.: "virtue", corr. by Sk. into nvictorym 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
five questions and answers, referring 
to  the lecture 'Mahommed' of July 
I l t h ,  1923, but given on another 
occasion. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  the s p e c i a l  c h a r a c t e r  of Mohammed's Mes- 
sage? 

Answer: The unity or the oneness of God. At this time there were many 
gods worshipped in Arabia. Every family had their own god. 
The many wars of that time were mostly religious wars caused 
by the insults from the followers of the different gods. At that 
time a large part of the world worshipped idols of many gods. 
The main truth of life was forgotten, so the Message of the 
Prophet was to  teach the worship of one God. 

Ques t ion:  Why i s  it said  t h a t  the Message of Mohammed is the 
mos t  compl ete one? 

Answer: One finds in history no scripture so authentic as Qur'an has 
been kept. All the Prophet has said i s  to  be found there in his 
own words. The actual word preserved has a greater value 
than the interpretation of that which he taught, because man 
colours every interpretation with his own ideas. 

Ques t ion:  Has the Message of Mohammed a s p e c i a l  d e m o c r a t i c  
c h a r a c t e r ?  

Answer: The Prophet had a democratic idea in praying. In Islam king 
and servant stand shoulder t o  shoulder before the Almighty. 
When they go to Mecca the Moslems must wear one and the 
same H.,~ whether king or pauper. At the same time equality 
was taught in more pronounced way in Islam, so the priesthood 
was not allowed. 
When they travelled, three or four disciples with the Prophet, 
the desire of the disciples was to make the Prophet comfort- 
able and for them to do work and to bring food to him, but 

Notes: 

1. Sr.: over "H.I1 was wri t ten "dress" in an unidentified handwriting; 
Sk.tp.: I1tihramt (two  wrap^),^ instead of "dressw 

H. 



they could not keep him sitting, for he was the first volunteer 
to stand in their toil, and in so doing gave example of the 
democratic idea that all should work for themselves. 
So human and so democratic the Prophet was in his life, that 
when he desired to go back to Mecca, where he had been 
exiled and insulted, he had the only wish that he still wanted 
to bring the Message there in his lifetime. His disciples all said 
'Prophet, no one dare stand against you, we will stand with 
youm. Ten thousand people arrived with Mohammed at2 doors 
of Mecca. Many lives were lost, but the Prophet was success- 
ful and entered. Those who had insulted and killed his most 
beloved followers, they were arrested and brought before the 
Prophet. The Prophet said that they must be brought with re- 
spect. When before him, they said: What will you do with us? 
we are guilty. And the Prophet said: there is  nothing, I have 
forgiven all. They said: what shall we do? He asked his army: 
what do you want from them, money? or part of their country? 
They said: no Prophet, we have fought to  bring the Message, 
and we have brought it. All we want is to have our Prophet 
with us. And the Prophet said: I will renounce my home and 
country, and live all my life with you; and he blessed them the 
people of Mecca and left with them the Message. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Why d i d  Mohammed a l l  ow polygamy? 

Answer: Why has2 Creator created nature among animals and birds? 
That nature being given, shows that polygamy did not belong 
to the teaching of Mohammed, but to nature itself. Mohammed 
was the first prophet who spoke on that subject, and brought 
the number of wives to less than it had been. It was the wrong 
interpretation of his teaching that made his name molest. 

Quest ion:  Did you s a y  t h a t  Mohammed ordained no  p r i e s t s ?  

Answer: Yes. 

2. Sk.tp.: "them added 



An old typewritten copy made of 
Kismet's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July I l th,  1923 

VI  I I. Metaphysics. 

Mind. 

' ~ i n d  has five3 different aspects which are distinguished as the differ- 
ent departments of mindt4 which have their own work to do. 0net5 the 
heart, which feels and which contains6 four other aspects of mind in itself .6 
Second, 'mind which creates thought and imagination. Third, memory. 
Fourth, the will which holds the thought. ~ n d ~  fifth is8 the ego, that con- 
ception of mind which claimsg ' 1 ' .  There i s  no mind without lo body, for2 
body is a vehicle of2 mind, alsoll made by2 mind, not12 the same mind,13 by 
other minds. The child does not only inherit the form and feature of his par- 
ents and ancestors but their nature and character, in other words their mind, 
which moulds its mind and body. ' ~ i n d  is not only the creator of thought, 
but a14 receptacle of all that falls upon it. l 5 ~ i n d  performs i t s  part of work 
as ears, as eyes, as the mouth to taste, as the nostrils to smell, and as the 
skin to feel the touch.15 The awakened mind makes the body sensitive to 
a1116 different feelings.16 Sleeping mind makes the body drowsy.17 At the 
same time the fineness of the body has i t s  influence in making the mind finer 

Notes: 

The lecture 'WIII. Metaphyslcscl was f l r s t  published in the book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, chapter V I  (1924). 

When "book" is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the f i r s t  edition of the  
book T h e  Soul Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared fo r  publication mainly by 
Murshida Goodenough 

At a later date ~ k .  wrote over the  s.0.t.: "Soul Whence and Whither, p. 
87-89" 
Bk.: ccThew added 
I bid.: "five" omitted 
Ibid.: "of mind" omitted 
Ibid.: "Onen changed into ccFirstlc 
Ibid.: ccln i tsel fn added, and omitted a f te r  lcmindc* 
I bld.: IcAndw omitted 
Ibid.: cclsn replaced by a comma 
Ibid.: " t o  ben added 
Ibid.: "aw added 
Ibid.: "It Isn added 
Ibld.: "bym added 
Ibid.: "butn added 
Ibid.: "it is thetc Instead of 
Ibid.: This whole sentence was le f t  out  
Ibid.: "everym instead of malln, "feelingcc instead of nfeellngscc 
Ibid.: "dulln instead of "drowsycc 



and the denseness of the body makes the mind dense.  heref fore^ mind and 
body act and react upon one another. When there i s  harmony between2 mind 
and body, health is  secure and affairs will come right. It is the inharmony18 
between mind and body which most often causes sickness andlg affairs go 
wrong. when2 body goes South and the mind North then the soul is pulled 
asunder, then20 there i s  no happiness. The secret of mysticism, therefore, is  
t o  feel, think, say,21 speak and act at the same time, for then all that is  said 
or felt or done becomes perfect. 

The different minds in the world may be likened to various mirrors, 
capable of projecting reflections and subject t o  reflect all that falls upon 
them. No one, however great in wisdom and power can claim beingZ2 free 
from influences. It is  like the mirror claiming 'I reflect all that falls 
upon me'. Only the difference between the wise and foolish is  that the 
wise24 turns his back to what he must not reflect, the foolish does not only 
reflect the undesirable thought, but most proudly owns25 it. 

2 ~ i n d  is  creative and 2mind i s  destructive. It has both powers. No 
thought 26born of the mind, be it even for a second, i s  lost.  he^^ 
thought has i t s  birth and death as28 a living being and the life of the 
thought is  incomparably longer than that of the29 living beings30 in the 
physical body. 3 1 ~ h e  relation of the thought which i s  created by a certain 
mind to  the mind i s  that of the child to  i t s  parents.31 It is therefore that 
man i s  32responsible, not only32 for his action, but even33 for his thought. 
Souls would become frightened i f  they had a glimpse of the record of the 
thoughts they have created without meaning to  create them,34 under the 
spell of their everchanging moods. As the Prophet has said that35 this36 life 
of the world which 37has been so attractive once,37 will one day appear 
before them as a horrible witch, they will fly from it and will cry 'Peace, 
peace'. It would not be38 exaggeration i f  one called2 mind a world. It is  

Ibld.: "disharmony" instead of winharmony" 
Ibld.: "makesw added 
Ibid.: "andm instead of I1thenw 
Ibld.: "sayt1 omitted 
Ibid.: "to beg1 Instead of "being" 
Ibid.: "do not" instead of "don'tw 
Ibid.: "mann added 
Ibid.: "tot1 added 
Ibid.: "evern added; it had been added already in Gd.hwr. copy of the 
S.8.t. 
I bid.: "Then omitted 
Ibid.: "hasm added 
Ibid.: "anyn instead of "the" 
Ibid.: "beingn instead of "beingsw 
Ibid.: This whole sentence was left out 
Ibld.: "not only" placed after "isn instead of before "for his actionn 
Ibid.: 18alson instead of "evengg 
I bid.: "themn omitted 
I bid.: ggthatgg omitted 
S.e.t.: "then replaced by "thisn by Sk. 
Bk.: "once was so attractivew instead of "has been so attractive oncen 
I bid.: "ann added 



the world that man makes in which he will make his life in the hereafter, as 
a spider weaves i t s  web to  live in. Once a person thinks of this problem he 
begins to see the value of the spiritual path, the path in which the soul i s  
trained39 not to  be owned by the mind but to own it, not to  become a slave 
of2 mind, but to  master it. 

39. Ibid.: "isw added 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
seven questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'VI I I. Metaphysics' of 
July I l th ,  1923.' 

Quest ion:  Which p a r t  of the mind makes the dream? 

Answer : The mind itself, that which creates thought and imagination; 
but there are three functions which go together in ierrn 
making the dream: the memory, the imagination and the ego. 
In every dream there is the ego. The clearer the mind, the 
clearer the dream and the subtler the mind, the subtler the 
dream. Dream is an instrument which tells man in what condi- 
tion h e i s  his mind is. Why dream has i t s  influence upon life, it 
is because the mind has i t s  influence upon life. 

Quest ion:  What d o e s  mean: "Body i s  made b y  mind, not the same 
mind, b u t  b y  other minds"? 

Answer: This means: The mind before the body was made, was only an 
akasha,  the experience is  gained through the body as a vehi- 
cle, that has become i t s  knowledge and it is  knowledge, which 
makes it mind. The akasha which becomes mind after the soul 
was born on earth, has already gathered some indistinct 
knowledge from various minds with which it came in contact 
while coming on earth; perhaps more from one mind than from 
others, in that case it has won more character than of one 
soul, who passed from earth. Upon this that2 akasha (mind) 
has gained the knowledge or the mentality, from the parents, 
from their ancestors, its race and from the particular grade of 
evolution of that particular time of the whole humanity. 

Notes: 

1. Of these questions and answers, given on another occasion, Sk. made a tp. 
copy with a few alterations and an additional passage 

2. Sk.tp.: I1thatt1 omitted 



Quest ion:  Can our i l l n e s s e s 3  be produced by t h e  f a u l t  o f  
others? A r e  we f o r  instance a1 ways a t  f a u l t  when 
we f a l l  i l l ?  

Answer: Man i s  always at fault, at a thousand faults. 
Illness can have several causes. lnharmony between the mind 
and the body. lnharmony in life. Illness is inharmony. I f  one 
will avoid inharmony, one will be well. This is the key to life. 
The first i s  to make peace with oneself and that gives the 
strength of thousand. I f  falling down by trying to do good to 
others, one has done no good to others, but i f  he was so strong 
that he could stand alone, that would be good work. The idea 
is this: we must first concern with ourselves, make our 
thought, word and action harmonious, then we give example to 
every one, and this must sooner or later have its effect. I f  we 
only knew, there is no use troubling about others. 
We must try to  correct ourselves, because there is  no end to 
the correction we need in every thing. An awakened soul does 
not concern the faults of others, but concerns itself and takes 
itself to  task. 

Question: What is meant: by  f e e l i n g ,  thinking, eeC4-g-aind 
epee3&ag speaking and act ing a t  the  same time? 

Answer: For instance in our prayers, in the elevation service, when we 
say prayers we must realize i t s  meaning, feel i t s  effect, and 
perform the movements. It is  feeling, speaking, thinking and 
acting at the same time. It means all our activities devoted to 
one direction and this concentration of every form into one 
action has the perfect power.4 

3. I bid.: o i l l n e s ~ ~ ~  
4. Ibid.: added "In the East knowing this, they have a custom t o  make a 

certain f w d  wlth a certain colour for the sense of sight, also t o  give it 
a certain savour for the sense of taste, also t o  give a fragrance. Thus 
all the senses were given sustenance, fed, a t  the same time as the body 
was fed: tha t  may be called a perfect experience." 



Question: I s  thought only k i l l e d  o r  finished b y  another 
thought? 

Answer : Yes. 
A kind thought will kill a cruel thought. The thing is  that man 
always remains like a child, something of childness5 always 
remains. To be really grown-up i s  the ripening, and when the 
mind is not ripening, it is raw, unripe, that troubles a person 
6because t b i s  ripe fruit (created become) gives pleasure, hap- 
piness6n7 and i f  the person i s  becomes not ripe, the purpose of 
life is  not fulfilled. 
Many people say: I don't mind how I act in life, what people 
think. Then there is  no fulfilment of life. The fulfilment of 
life's purpose is  to  mind, not to  mind others but to mind our- 
se l ves - -~~  i f  we knew what to mind, we would only mind our- 
selves. 

Question: I s  t h e  mind t h e  world in which one w i l l  l ive in t h e  
herea f t e r?  

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Has l i f e  in t h e  h e r e a f t e r  development,  opportunity  
and he1 y? 

Answer: Yes, for mind is creative. It retains t h e  i t s  creative tendency 
all through, here and in the hereafter. Since mind is creative, 
it i s  progressive and so there is opportunity of progressing here 
and in the hereafter. 

5. Posslbly mchlldlinessn was said; 
Sk.tp.: nchildishnessn 

6. Sk.tp.: "because 4 p e  f ru i t  was created t o  become sweet and give pleasure 
and happiness," 

7. Sk.tp.: added "so a ripe personality does." 



A typewritten copy, probably made by 
Sakina. It is  not known who reported 
this address. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 12th, 1923 

Address to the rnureeds.' 

I would like to speak a few words to my mureeds on the question of 
the Message. There are some who are aware of the aspect of the Movement 
which i s  most important: the Message. No doubt the Sufi School has existed 
all the time, but the Sufi Message is  destined for this time. The School of 
Sufism has existed in the East as a School of esoteric studies, but that does 
not mean that our esoteric School differs from that of the Sufis. If it differs 
it is only that this is  the School of all Schools. The most important feature 
of the Sufi Movement now is  the Message. We call it Sufi Message because it 
i s  the Message of Wisdom, but in point of fact it i s  Divine Message, and since 
it is His Message God Himself is responsible for i t s  spread. This Message is 
the answer of Cod to the cry of humanity. As all things have to be small 
before they grow large, so the Message is  in its infancy, and it needs on the 
part of the mureeds a great struggle of faith to  feel confidence in the 
activity and strength of an infant. The crescent is not necessarily full moon, 
and those who are not acquainted with the nature of the crescent might say, 
this is not the moon which we know as full moon. 

The work of our Movement is  quiet working for God and humanity, and 
such mureeds who from their own feeling are convinced of the truth of the 
Message and those who do not require any claims made or any wonders per- 
formed, in order to  prove the genuineness of the Message, and in whose 
heart there is  no question as to the blessing and good tidings the Message 
brings, they think and feel as I do that we are all destined to play our part 
in this blessed Movement. And in this way we are united heart and soul one 
with another. The more we are conscious of this unity, the more we can 
realize the importance and the benefit of harmony, which is  the key note to 
life in the world. What is  wanted in the world is harmony and we, the work- 
ers for the Message, by our harmony with each other must prove to the 
world the central theme of the Message. We must show love and kindness to 
our fellow-workers in the Movement, we must be happy and proud i f  they do 
good work, and we must try to  shield their faults instead of trying to expose 
them in order to show our superiority over others. The spirit we should 
observe is the spirit of not only brotherhood, but of losing our self in 

Notes: 

1. This heading must have been added afterwards instead of mentioning the  
subject: "The Message1@ 



another; for this is the best expression of sympathy. There are many things 
to learn in order to  enable ourselves to be worthy of this great privilege of 
serving God's Message, and it is  a question of deep study. 

It is  not only the willingness to work which helps, it is knowing how to 
work. Success is the thing we must learn. Often one thinks that 'in order to  
work I must be appointed to a certain positionm, but my experience has 
given me the belief that whatever be one's position, the true worker will 
prove in the end worthy of whatever position he has. The worker need not 
follow the position, the position will pursue the worker. Always we must 
remember that there is so much work to be done, and that it is the workers 
which are needed, in spite of existing conditions in every direction in life; I 
always listen to what they say with pessimism when a person says there is 
no work to do. There i s  a work to do for every soul, but the workers are 
very few. There is no end to the demand, for unselfish workers in the Cause 
of God, in the path of truth, are so rarely to be found. 

At this moment our Movement needs workers more than anything, 
workers who are not only willing to do the work, but workers who know how 
to do it. In all aspects of life, spiritual or material, there is  a continual 
struggle, and we must remember that to  become a worker in the spiritual 
path even2 must be thorough in one's knowledge of the struggle of life. 1 
feel stronger and more hopeful to  find by my side souls who are earnestly 
desirous of helping the course3 to whatever extent they can, for which I 
feel thankful to Cod, and if I have anything more to say, it is only this: we 
must all try to  prepare ourselves to become such workers that we may be 
able to fulfil the Divine trust, which has been given to us in our lives. 

2. Sk.tp.: Sk. changed "evenw into ltwe'l 
3. Ibid.: Sk. changed wcourset' into vCausetl 



Sirdarls undated handwritten copy of 
one question and answer, possibly 
referring to the 'Address to the 
Mureeds' of July 12th, 1923, but given 
on another occasion. 

Quest ion:  How can be explained from a S u f i  point o f  view the 
express ion:  the Hessage from above? 
1 
Is a c e r t a i n  a s p e c t  of God thought  t o  be above 
and why? 
What does  mean God from the East  and the West? 
and why i s  n o t  added from the North and the 
South? 

Answer: 'The mystical conception of above is not always ' in  the sky, 
but above means higher, greater, beyond. But it i s  most 
wonderful to notice that the same tendency to  reach above 
can be found in all aspects of life. It is  the tendency of the 
tree to rise above. %he waves struggle2 continually to  rise. 
They fall because they cannot rise. The tendency of the earth 
beneath our feet is also the same, which is  shown by3 the 
mountain. It i s  as i f  the earth speaks through the mountain, ' i f  
I could I would also rise in the air.' The flame shows that the 
fire has the tendency of going upwards. The animals who are 
made so that they stand on their four legs, show in their evo- 
lution also the tendency to stand on their hind-legs; in that 
they express their4 aspiration to rise. The most beautiful thing 
in5 horse is when it rearsI6 showing i t s  desire to be man one 
day. Even heavy animals such as elephants show this. So there 
i s  no man in this world which7 does not desire to attain higher, 
he may not know it, but the desire is  hidden in his heart just 
the same. 

Notes: 

1. Gd.hwr.copy: I l ls God above or everywheret1 added 
2. Ibid.: "The waves in the  sea show as if they are struggling alongn 
3. Sr.: "shown by" crossed ou t  and changed by Sr. into "seen inn 
4. Gd.hwr.copy: "desire, the i r  higher aspirationt1 added 
5. Sk.corr. on a separate paper: "am added 
6. Gd.hwr.copy: '(stands on i t s  hindlegs" instead of Itrearsw 
7. Sk.corr. on a separate paper: tlwhom instead of ttwhichtt 



%he mystics have one meaning8 for East and West and above 
and below. Above the head of man, below his feet also means 
for the mystic North and South. He covers North and South by 
above and below. So only East and West remaiqg which is 
right and left. For in point of fact, there is  no such a thing as 
East or West, or North or South. There exists not such a thing 
as time. In order t o  make time intelligible man has made 
measures according to the lo pulsations of time, f rorn this 
measure he i s  able to see the measure of time in nature by l1 
rising and setting of the sun from which he made hours and 
days and months and years. But as soon as he sees beyond12 
these divisions of time made for his own convenience, he finds 
all that there is, is eternity. There is  not such a thing as time 
or as space, there is no such a thing as above or below. That 
difference i s  only made by the object before us. But as soon as 
you see behind life, there i s  no such a thing. So i f  there is  a 
trace of the true l3hature of l3 life to be found, it is  t o  be 
found by a keen insight into time and space. 

8. Sr.tp.: "The mystics therefore have a hidden meaningf1 instead of "The 
mystics have one meaningw 

9. Ibid.: the  comma omitted and " t o  explainu added 
10. Gd.hwr.copy: "hisff instead of "thew 
11. Sk.corr. on a separate paper: "thew added 
12. Gd.hwr.copy: " a t  the  back ofw instead of "beyondw 
13. Ibid.: "nature ofN omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 13th, 1923 

Breath i s  the medium between the outer life1 and2 inner life. By the 
help o f3  breath the elements necessary for the body can be attracted and by 
the help of the4 breath thoughts and inspiration can be gained. By the help 
of5 breath all that i s  undesirable in the body and mind can be expelled. The 
secret of telepathy, of reading the thought: has7 science of breath as i t s  
mystery. When one wishes to draw from within inspiration, the8 breath is  the 
key. Breath is  a. life current. I t s  value is  known to so few. Breath in itself 
i s  a phenomena.g But the phenomenag becomes manifest when once the 
breath is  fully mastered. 

The law of transmutation i s  also the secret of breath. What we 
and1 l gain from another without seeing or hearing, which we only realize as 
a result of the contact of some one, that is  the effect of breath. For by the 
medium of12 breath there i s  always something given and taken. So few are 
aware of it. In the presence of someone13 one feels an inclination to laugh, 
in the presence of another one has a desire to cry. ~ h e l ~  contact with one 
5makes a person feel l5 cheerful, with another sorrowful. Sometimes with-. 

Notes: 

This lecture was intended f i r s t  as "Metaphysics V I I t '  a f ter  'tMetaphysics V I  - 
The Mindn published in T h e  Soul W h e n c e  and W h i t h e r ? ,  Manifestation. 
Sakina added "Metaphysics V I I I t  in the  margln of her shorthand reporting af ter  
the  lecture was given, then cancelled it and wrote "Gatha Series I 1  no. 10, 
Breathw instead. 

The Hq. stencilled copy of this lecture and the Hq. typewritten Gatha are 
identical. 

E.t., Sk.l.tp. meant for  a compilation on the subject "breathw: "lifem 
omitted 
Hq.t., Sk.l.tp. ... : "thest added 
Sk.1.t~. ... : "the't added 
Hq.t.: "then omitted 
Sk.l.tp. ... : "the1' added 
Ibid.: wthoughtslt instead of 'Ithe thoughtm 
Hq.t., Sk.l.tp. ... : "thev1 added 
Hq.t.: ntthent omitted 
All  other documents: ltphenomenon". From the context it is clear t ha t  
'lphenomenon'n was meant 
Sk.l.tp. ... : "tov added 
Hq.t,: "orn instead of "andnt; 
Hq.st.: Sk. wrote "andw in the margin t o  replace Itor" 
Sk.l.tp. ... : "thew added 
Hq.t,: Itone personw instead of "some onew 
I bid.: "then omitted 
E.t.: Itperson feels't instead of "makes a person feelM 



out there being one16 word spoken between1' two people, thoughts and 
feelings are transferred18 without people knowing it, through the current 
of l9 breath. l g ~ r e a t h  i s  a link with20 which one individual is connected with 

another individual, and space does not make a2l difference i f  oncelg con- 
nection of19 breath is  established. The communication will be sure and clear 

i f  only the wire is  tied to the22 sympathetic hearts. There is  much in23 
common with24 the science of electricity and25 science of breath. The day 
is  not very far off when science and mysticism both will meet on the same 
ground in the realization of the electricity which is  hidden in the breath. 

16. Ibld.: "am instead of "onet1 
17. Sk.1.t~. ... : "thet1 added 
18. Sr., Sk.l.tp. ... : tltransferablew 
19. Sk.l.tp. ... : "then added 
20. Hq.t.: "through" instead of "withw 
21. Sk.1.t~. ... : "anyn instead of "au 
22. Ibid.: "thew omitted 
23. Hq.t.: "that isn Instead of l1lnw 
24. Ibid.: ttton instead of "withn 
25. A l l  other documents: "then added 



Sirdai's undated handwritten copy of 
six questions and answers, referring to 
the lecture ' Breath is  the medium of ...' of July 13th, 1923, but given on 
another occasion. 

Question: If through breath one can come in contact with 
another being, can one also come in contact with 
the dead? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Which i s  the mast important part of breath, the in- 
ha1 a t  ion or the exhalation? 

Answer: Both. 

Question: What i s  the link between the breath and the w i l l ?  

Answer: The will i s  as the rider and the breath the rein in his 
hand. 

Question: 33 breath i s  the vehicle of w i l l ,  in what way i s  the 
w i l l  the link between men? 

Answer: As one has to live in the midst of the world, so one has 
no other place to  breathe between sky and earth. In this way 
one cannot, however much he wishes, fully escape being con- 
nected with others. This i s  why I have often said that we are 
interdependent upon one another. One cannot get out of the 
situation. The action of speaking, hearing, seeing and being 
seen, they all have their medium of breath. No sooner has the 
breath ceased to  hold the organs of the body in perfect condi- 
tion, that man is  no longer living. 



Question: What is the r o l e  of  the w i l l  in  the interdependence 
of man? 

Answer: The will plays a most important part. By the power of will 
we master life, only if wisdom is at our side, if not, the same 
will may become injurious and harmful to us. 

Question: In healing, is not most of  the work done by breath? 

Answer: Yes. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 13th, 1923 

Majnun and ~ a i 1 i . l ~ ~  

The legend of the3 'Laili and Majnun' i s  a story which i s  known 
throughout the East and the Sufi poets have used the character4 of Laili and 
Majnun to express under5 this symbolical legend the philosophy of love. 

Laili and Majnun when young were schoolmates devoted to one 
another. Whenever the teacher saw the slate of ~ajnun,6 there was the pic- 
ture of Laili drawn on7 it and when the teacher asked Laili to  read from the 
book, she repeated the name of Majnun. So being8 disappointed in9 the 
school, the parents had to  get lo them back in their homes.' 

When difficulties arose owing to the caste differences that they could 
not be married to one another according to the caste ideas, in order to  make 
them both12 forget one another13 by changing the direction of their mind,14 
someone asked Majnun that15 'what is16 special17 in Laili that you love18 so 
much? There are many other maidens in the world.' Majnun answered: 'In 
order to  see Laili you must borrow Majnun's eyes.' 

Notes: 

The lecture "Majnun and Laill" has become '@Gatha@@, Nakshi Bandi, Symbology, 
Series Ill No. 1, as was added by Sakina afterwards in the  margin of her 
shorthand reporting. 

Where "Majnun@' and "Lalll" are mentioned in the notes, they are indicated by 
'@M.'@ and "L." 

Hq.t., Hq.st.: @lLeilil@ instead of @'Lalll1' 
Hq.t.: "Leili and Majnunt1; 
Hq.st.: "and Laill@' omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: @@thew omitted 
I bid.: "characters@* 
Ibid.: '@inw lnstead of "under1@ 
Ibld.: "looked a t  #.Is slate" instead of "saw the  slate of M.I1 
Ibid.: '@upon1* lnstead of "on1' 
I bid.: '@being" omitted 
Ibid.: nwithn lnstead of "inM 
Ibld.: '@to takem instead of '@to getw 
Ibid.: "home1@ instead of @@in their  homesw 
Ibld.: '@either" instead of '@them both1@ 
Ibid.: " the other1@ lnstead of "one another1@ 
I bid.: "mindsn 
Ibid.: '@that8' replaced by a comma 
Ibid.: I1theret@ added 
I bid.: "especial'@ 
Ibld.: "her1@ added 



With aI9 great difficulty oncez0 the people of ~ a i l i ~ l  consented, with a 
that ifz3 Majnun did not showz4 in his love peculiar25 but would 

act wisely.26 2 7 ~ h e  day whenz8 the m t t i a g e  visit wasz9 arranged for Laili's 
people to meet with30 Majnun, Majnun entered the d r a ~ i n ~ - ~ l r o o m  with his 
parents who had told him how to  act wisely.32 It happened that Laili's dog, 
which Majnun had known for years, entered33 the room. Majnun could not 
for one moment hold to his dignity. He bowed t 0 3 ~  the feet of the dog and 
kissed i t s  paws, and this35 visit became a failure. Disappointed with36 
Majnun's action, his parents took him to37 Ka'aba and told him to  pray as 
they would pray. He said: 'Yes.' The masses38 followed to see what prayer 
is39 going to take place40 on hearing the name of Majnun. Majnun's parents 
first prayed: 'Cod, take away the love of Laili from the heart of Majnun.' 
All the others listened. Then they asked Majnun to come and pray as they 
did. He said: 'Then shall I have Laili i f  I pray?' They urged him to come and 
pray. He said: 'Cod, give me Laili' and all present said 'Amen.' 

When the parents became h0~eless,4~ then they let Majnun roam about 
as he wished. Majnun in the end42 arrived near the town of ~ a i l i ~ ~  and 
441ived in an old devastated place out of the town,44 where nobody lived; 
being45 tired he was taking a46 shelter47 under that worn out roof. Laili, 

Ibid.: '*an omitted 
Ibid.: "oncen omitted 
Ibid.: *'L.'s people*' instead of "the people of L." 
Ibid.: "on condition" instead of '*with a promiseN 
Ibid.: *'if" omitted 
Ibid.: *'himself odd" added 
Ibid.: "peculiarw omitted 
Hq.t.: *'behave sensiblym instead of **would act  wiselym; 
Hq.st.: '*behavedt1 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "Onw added 
Ibld.: **for whichM instead of "whenn 
Ibid.: "had been*' instead of "wasw 
I bid.: "withm omitted 
Hq.t.: '*roomt* instead of Ndrawing-room*l 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: " t o  behave sensiblyw instead of "how t o  ac t  wiselyv 
Ibid.: "came into** instead of **entered1' 
Ibid.: "atv instead of "to** 
Ibid.: "thev instead of **thisv 
Ibid.: vat" instead of "withn 
Hq.t.: "the1* added 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: *'multitudew instead of *'massesu 
ibid.: *'wasw instead of *'isn 
Hq.t.: Full stop a f te r  "place1' 
Hq.st.: "heipless~ instead of *'hopeless*' 
Ibid.: ('at lastw instead of "in the  endm 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "L.'s town*' 
Hq.t.: "stayed outside the  town in a devastated placef* 
Here was added in Sk.hwr.: "In an old ruin"; 
Hq.st.: "stayed outside the town in an old ruin*' 
Hq.st.: *'as he was1' instead of ''beingu 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "a1* omitted 
Ibid.: **therew added 



on48 hearing that Ma'nun is49 near the town, sent some of the 50part of the 
food5' that was hers4' with a maid of confidence52 to5' carry it to  Majnun. 
When this54 maid came and looked in that place for the beloved of Laili 
there were two persons there, one a person thin and drowsy, another 55 

person rather good looking. The maid certainly thought56 this person must be 
the beloved of Laili. 5 7 ~ h e  basket of food in her hand, she asked this man: 
'Are you Majnun?' 'What i s  it you have brought?'58 She said: 'Some food 
for Majnun.' He said: 59'lt is  me, for me it is sent, it i s  sure.'59 He was 
glad to partake of it and said: ' I wi1160 be glad61 to have it every day.' So 
Laili starved for days sending her food and that food was given to this man 
who for the time became Majnun. Che day Laili asked: 'How i s  my Majnun?' 
The maid said: 'He i s  looking better every day.' ~ a i l i ~ ~  said: 'it cannot be.' 
The maid said: Laili said: today you need not take 
the food; take a knife and a saucer and Majnun that I need a drop of 
his blood.' When she came this66 man came with anxiety, with eagerness to 
have the dish. But there was a knife. He said: 'What is this?' She said: 
'Laili wants67 a drop of your blood.' He first looked perplexed;68 he said: ' I 
am not Majnun. 6g~ajnun is  the one69 who is sitting in the70 corner.' By 
this7' time Majnun had grown so thin; yet when she asked for a drop of 
blood, Majnun tried by striking the knife to72 different parts of the73 body, 
i f  he could get out a drop of blood to be sent to  Laili and74 he said: 'There 

I bid.: ltonl1 omitted 
Ibid.: "wasw instead of "istl 
Ibid.: "portion of foodtt instead of I tpart  of the foodtt 
Ibid.: l1that was hers1* omitted 
Ibld.: llconfidential maidn instead of "maid of ~on f l dence~~  
Ibid.: "who was toq1 instead of I1tolt 
Ibid.: Itthew instead of llthlsw 
Ibid.: " the other" instead of llanotherll 
Ibid.: Itthought certainlyl1 
I bid.: Itwith" added 
Ibld.: l1he askedt1 added 
Ibid.: "I am Majnun, give it t o  met1 instead of lilt is me, fo r  me it is 
sent, it is surew 
I bid.: "shallw 
Hq.st.: "gladdert1 
Ibid.: "shen instead of tlLailin 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "be sure of it. He is looking be t te r  every daym 
I bid.: mWell,ll omitted 
Ibid.: "myw added 
Ibid.: "them instead of ltthisl1 
Hq.st.: "askstl instead of I1wantsw 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "thentt instead of a semi-colon 
Ibid.: "het1 instead of ItMajnun Is the onew 
Ibid.: I t that l t  instead of "thew 
Ibid.: l1thatw instead of "thisw 
Ibld.: I1onlt instead of I1tov 
Ibid.: "hisw instead of I1thelt 
Ibid.: I1Ahl1 instead of Itandt1 



cannot be anything more delightful for Majnun than to give a drop75 of76 
blood when it i s  asked for by ~ a i l i . ' ~ ~  

7 8 ~ h e  end of the story of Majnun i s  that he sat a long time under the 
shade of a tree and he in time like the tree; being near the tree his 
body and the tree became one. And when a woodcutter came and instead of 
cutting the wood his axe struck Majnun, soa0 Majnun said: 'Laili,' for that 
was the only thought there. Laili on hearing this, when she had freedom for 
a moment, sheS1 by some way was drawna2 to Majnun at his last moment on 
the earth and called him: 'Majnunl' He answered: 'Lailil' She said: 'I am 
Laili,' but he said: 'I am Laili.' And so Majnun fell and died and Laili fol- 
lowed him instantly. 

8 3 ~ h e  path of the Sufi i s  the path of devotion and therefore ' ~ a i l i ~ ~  
and Majnun' i s  the symbol that a Sufi takes for Cod and man. The soul 
whose journey isa5 in the path of Cod, does not need much learning. What he 
writes on his slate is the name of Cod, what he reads in his book is  His 
name. That is  the only learning which i s  thea6 most essential in the path of 

.87 And no one can distract the mind of the godly towards88 anything, 
however attractive, though he may find not one reason to  give for his devo- 
tion to Cod, he can only say thata9 'in order to  become the lover of Cod 
you must borrow my eyes.' whengo people think of the differences of their 
religions and creeds, the godly heg1 bows before the humblest person, as 
Majnun to the dogg2 of Laili. And when the prayers of different people will 
be for themselves, the prayer of the godly is  only to  attain to the presence 
of Cod. And therefore whatever be his religion, his prayer will be followed 

Hq.st.: "a dropn omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "hlsn added 
Sk.sh.: The lecture continued, perhaps af ter  a short  break; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "The lecture ends here and " ( to  be c o n t i n ~ e d ) ~ ~  was added. 
It was made In to  "Gatha" Symbology, Nakshi Bandi, Series I l l  no. 1 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: The second half of the lecture, as from here t o  the end, 
was made into another Gatha: "Gathaw Symbology. Nakshi Bandl, Series Ill 
no. 2; 
Hq.t.: the headlngnLeili and Majnun  conclusion)^ added over it; 
Hq.st.: the heading "Majnun (Conclus l~n)~ added over it 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: *ggreww Instead of nturnedll 
I bid.: t*som omltted 
Ibid.: *lshelg omitted 
Ibid.: Itwas drawn by some wayu 
Sr. has only the  last  pa r t  of the lecture, from "The path of the Sufin t o  
the end, over which is written the heading wExplanatlon of Leila and 
Majnunm 
Sr.: flLeilan throughout the "Explanation of Lella and MaJnunI1 
Hq.?., Hq.st.: tlwho journeysI1 instead of "whose journey Ist1 
I bid.: "thew omltted 
Sk.sh.: an open space; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "Godt1 added 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: wtowardfl 
I bid.: 81thatt1 omitted 
Ibid.: wWhilen instead of l1Whenn 
Ibid.: "he1# omltted 
I bid.: wLeili's dogt1 



by every sincere soul. Besides the path of Cod andg3 love both, i f  sincerely 
trodden, theyg4 need sacrifice from theg5 beginning to theg5 end and the 
one who is not ready for sacrifice, is  like that pretended lover of Laili, who 
was ready for the food butg6 not willing to suffer.97 But to what gathe love 
of Cod leadstg8 991t leads to that peace and stillness which can be seen in 
the life of the tree, which bears fruit and flowers for others and expects no 
returnIIOO not even thanks in return. It serves and cares for nothing else, 
not even for appreciation. That is  the attitudelOl of the godly and the godly 
in the end of his attainment of God forgets himself, as Majnun said even to 
Laili: 'I am Laili.' And what happens then? lnstead of man 
God, God follows man. 

Verily who pursues103 the world will inherit the world, but the soul 
who104 pursues103 Cod will attain in the end to the presence of Cod. 

93. Ibid.: "ofw added 
94. Ibid.: "theyw omitted 
95. Ibid.: "then omitted 
96. Ibid.: "wasw added 
97. Ibid.: Here follows the sentence: "Verily who pursueth the world w i l l  inherit 

t he  world, but the  soul t h a t  pursueth God will at tain In the  end t o  the 
presence of GodN 

98. Ibid.: l1does lead" lnstead of llieadsm 
99. Sk-sh.: The sentence mentioned under note 97, was taken down by Sk. a t  

the  end of the lecture, a f ter  one open line, but afterwards she inserted 
this sentence a f te r  "But t o  what the love of God leads?" This must be a 
mlstake; probably it was meant t o  be inserted af ter  llnot willing t o  
suffer". See also notes 103 and 104; 
Sr.: th is sentence was also inserted af ter  "But t o  what the love of God 
leads?" 

100. Hq.t., Hq.st.: 9 - e t ~ r n s ~ ~  
101. Ibid.: f lattr ibute" instead of "att i tudeu 
102. Ibld.: "pursuingw lnstead of I1perceivingl1 
103. Ibid.: "pursuethw 
104. Ibid.: " thatw instead of l1whon 



Sirdar's handwritten copy of an addi- 
tional explanation following the 
' Explanation of Leila and Majnun ' of 
13th July, 1923.' 

The story comes, I think, from the Arabic poets first. Rumi puts it in beauti- 
ful form and uses the story in many places to express his philosophy. They 
have been characters for Sufi poets, as Krishna was for the poets of India. 
Majnun means absorption into a thought and Leila means the night of obscu- 
rity. 

The story is from beginning to end a teaching on the path of devotion, the 
experience of the soul in the search of Cod. 

Note: 

1. See note 83 on the lecture "Majnun and Laili'l 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 14th, 1923 

Saluk 

Graciousness. 

No sooner the soul has touched2 the inner kingdom, which is  the divine 
kingdom,3 the true nobility of the soul becomes manifest from that soul in 
the.form of graciousness. The kings and those belonging to the aristocratic 
families were trained in the manner of graciousness. But it i s  born in the 
heart of man. This means,4 every soul shows the aristocratic manner from 
the moment it touches the inner kingdom. This shows that the true aristoc- 
racy is the nobility of the soul, when the soul begins to express in every 
feeling, thought, word and action that graciousness which belongs to  God 
Himself. 

Graciousness i s  quite different from that wrong manner which i s  
termed in English patronising. The gracious one,5 before expressing that 
noble6 attribute, tries to hide himself even from his own eyes. The reason 
why the great ones are gracious, the truly noble people, is  because7 they are 
more sensitive to all the hurt or8 harm that comes to them by9 the unripe. 
And therefore out of their kindness they try t o  keep themselves back from 
doing it lo to  another, however small in position. 

Notes : 

The 110.t.81 was used by Gd. as a preparation for the  "Hq.t." It was made into 
a Gatheka after 1927. 

The llHq.t.n and the I1Hq.st." of this lecture are identical. nKhulkl' was added 
under the title. 

Sk.1.t~. seems t o  be a new tr. of her sh. a t  a much later date; she then 
added "Gatheka 37" t o  it and wrote "Khulkn under the  heading "Gracious- 
nessu 
O.t., Hq.t.: "has the soul touchedm 
Ibid.: "thanI1 added 
I bid.: *'thatn added 
Hq.t.: "A gracious personw instead of "The gracious onem 
0.t.: "wholen corr. by Gd. into "noble*@ 
ibid.: Gd. changed "because" into '*that1'; 
Hq.t.: " tha tn  
0.t.: "andt1 instead of "orI1; 
Hq.t.: "and" 
0.t.: "from" instead of "byn 
ibid.: "this hurt11 Instead of llitw 



There is  a story1 l of a dervish who was standing in the royal road at 
the moment when the procession of the king was passing. Happy in his rags 
as he was,12 he did not at all mind who was coming. He did not move an 
inch on the warnings of the people who were13 running before the proces- 
sion, till they pushed him away. Yet he did not move very far, only14 said: 
'That i s  why.'   her el^ came the body guards16 on the17 horseback; they did 
not push him but said: 'Away, away, dervish, do you not see the procession 
coming?'18 1 9 0 2 0 ~ .  did not move an inch, but only answered: 'That i s  why.' 
Then followed the noblemen. They saw the d. standing. They did not like to 
tell him to move; they moved their own horses instead.21 D. seeing that 
said: 'That is why.' Then arrived the chariot of the king. His eyes fell on 
the dervish standing in rags boldly in the middle22 of the road. lnstead of 
waiting for his bow, the king bowed himself, and the d. answered:23 'That is  
why.' There was a young man standing by his side. He could not understand 
the meaning of that word:24 'That is why' for.every treatment. And when 
he asked the d. to  kindly explain what. he meantz5 by the word:26 'That is 
why,' he said: ' It explains all I mean.' 

There is  a great truth in what Christ hasz7 said in the sermon on the 
mount, thatz8 'Blessed are the humble, for they willz9 inherit the kingdom 
of the earth.' This will always30 prove true whatever be the time and evo- 
lution of the world. Be it the time of aristocracy,31 be it the period32 of 
democracy, the value of that nobility of nature which i s  expressed in gra- 
ciousness, will always command i t s  price. It is  easy to know this word but 
most difficult t o  practise it through life, for there is  no end to the thought 

Ibld.: "toldv added, crossed out by Gd. 
Ibid.: "as he wasw omltted 
0.t.: "the men who ranw lnstead of *Ithe people who were runningll. Gd. 
crossed out  **men who*l and changed It ln to  "people runningw; 
Hq.t.: "people r ~ n n l n g * ~  
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "he" added 
0.t.: "Thenv1 changed by Gd. ln to  "There" 
Ibid.: "body guard1*, changed by Gd. into *Ibodyguards1l 
A l l  other documents: *@thef1 omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: **comet1 
O.t., Hq.t.: "Them added 
Skosh.: **D.I1 fo r  l*dervlshw 
O.t., Hq.t.: **The1* added 
I bid.: "midst1* 
Sk.l.tp.: *tsald** instead of wansweredl* 
0.t.: "the wordsw, changed by Gd. in to  Itthe wordw; 
Hq.t.: "the word1* 
Sk.l.tp.: **meansn 
0.t.: **the words1*, changed back by Gd. in to  *#the wordw; 
Hq.t.: "the words1* 
0.t.: "has1* omitted 
O.t., Hq.t.: "that1* replaced by I*:"; 

Hq.t.: "that" replaced by **,I1 

0.t.: nshall** 
Ibld.: **always** omltted but again added by Gd. 
Ibfd.: Itor** added 
Hq.t.: "timen lnstead of "period1* 



that it33 needs34 be given to every action in life. I t  wants judgement and 
the fair sense of weighing and measuring all one does. Besides that it needs 
the fine sense of art and beauty, for in making the personality finished, one 
attains to  the highest degree of art. making of the personality is 
the highest art there is. The Sufi whose life's object i s  to  cultivate 
humane36 attributes and37 in which lies the fulfilment of the purpose of his 
life?8 considers this as his religion.39 

4 0 ~  young man one day showed a l i t t le impatient4' to his aged father, 
who at his age could not hear very clearly, and had asked him three 
times to  tell him again. Seeing the disturbed expression in43 his face, the 
father said: 'My son, do you remember that there was a day when you were 
a l i t t le child and44 asked me what the bird was? And I said to  you: 'The 
sparrow.' You perhaps asked me a45 f i f ty times and I had the patience to 
repeat it t o  you again and again, without being hurt or troubled about it. 
Only I was pleased to tell you all I knew. Now, when I cannot hear you 
clearly, you can at least have patience with me if I did not hear you once, 
to  explain to me46 twice.' 

It seems that in order to  learn that noble manner of life, what is 
mostly47 needed i s  patience, sometimes in the form of endurance, sometimes 
in the form of consideration and sometimes in the form of forgiveness. 

0.t.: '*it1' omitted 
Hq.t.: '*tom added 
0.t.: "the1' added 
Hq.t.: "human" corr. by Sk. into tlhumanell 
0.t.: "and1' crossed out  by Gd.; 
Hq.t.: "and" omitted 
0.t.: "his life's purpose" 
Ibid.: The lecture ends here. In Sk.hwr. is written. over it: "incomplete, 
end missing" 
Hq.t.: "In additiont1 added 
I bid.: nimpatienceN 
Ibid.: "orw instead of If," 

I bid.: "on1' 
Ibid.: "youw added 
Ibid.: "an omitted 
Ibid.: " to  met1 omitted 
Sk.i.tp.: wmostiyn changed by Sk. into "mostw 



Sakinafs shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 14th, 1923 

In order to  do the service to  the Cause, it is not necessary that a 
person must wait until he was given a certain position. Everyone must do 
according to his capacity all he can in order t o  further the Cause. For in 
this path it is  the work which counts more than anything else. A quiet work- 
ing is  most necessary in the spiritual work; for noise spoi~s.~ Although noise 
is the expression of enthusiasm; but in the noise enthusiasm is  wasted. The 
rules and regulations are necessary but not of the greatest importance. They 
must not hinder the working by forcing3 them too much upon people. The 
spiritual work i s  the work of freedom; and that freedom must be given 
wisely, gently, not seeming to break the law, not trying to force the law. 
The spiritual working is  different from4 martial5 work, although the con- 
struction is the same. In one it is  rigid, in the other it is  fine. In short, for 
the spiritual working it must be remembered by the workers, whatever posi- 
tion they6 may occupy in the scheme of working, that they are the trustees 
of the Message, which is  to  be received, studied, followed, and preserved for 
the coming generat i~n.~ And as trustees they are responsible more or less 
for the Message, which is  their most secret and sacred trust. 

Notes: 

1. Hq.p.: flAdvlce t o  the Workersf1 added as a heading 
2. Ibld.: " the work11 added 
3. Ibid.: wenforclnglf instead of flforclngm 
4. I bid.: "thef1 added 
5. Sk.l.tp.: Ifmaterial?w added between brackets In Sk.hwr.; 

Sk. cancelled Ifmaterial?" and wrote finoff over It 
6. Hq.p.: "wen Instead of @Ithey" 
7. Sk.l.tp.: llgeneratlonsfl 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two questions and answers written 
down in his copy book after ' In' order 
t o  do the service to the Cause' of 
July 14th, 1923, but not referring to 
this Address. 

Question: I s  i n t e l l e c t u a l  knowledge loca t ed  i n  t h e  brain and 
wisdom loca ted  i n  t h e  heart? 

Answer: Neither of these are located in brain or heart, only intel- 
lectual knowledge has much to  do with brain and wisdom 
comes from within the heart. But in wisdom heart and head 
both work. 
Wisdom is spiritual knowledge. The best explanation of wisdom 
is perfect knowledge, that i s  the knowledge of life within and 
without . 
What i s  gained by intuition, the mind makes it clear, and yet 
often it is  the mind which spoils the intuition, for the mind in- 
terferes with the intuition. I f  the mind did not stand as a hin- 
drance to  intuition, every person would be intuitive, for intui- 
tion is more natural and more easy than the reasoning of the 
mind. The intuition by nature is clear, the characteristic of the 
mind is  confusion. I f  the intuition i s  disturbed, it is  because it 
has been confused by the mind. However, it is not necessary to 
give up reason for intuition. But naturally cultivate the fac- 
ulty of intuition without letting it stand in the way of reason. 
For instance i f  a person always did everything trusting to his 
intuition, he would have many difficulties, for very often the 
intuition will be wrong, for the reason that as a child he did 
not begin with intuition. So often reason disguised as intuition 
deceives him. While developing the faculty of intuition, we1 
did not mind being deceived, and risked, then in time the mind 
would not play its tricks and the intuition will be powerful 
enough t o  manifest clearly. In time a person of finer feelings 
will be able to perceive the voice of intuition and will learn to 
discriminate between intuition and reason. 
One thing must be remembered and that is  to  perceive the first 
suggestion that rises in the heart before it is disturbed by the 
action of the mind. I f  that opportunity is  lost, it will not take 
one moment for the reason to  attack the intuition and estab- 
lish i t s  own place there. 

Notes: 

1. Sr.tp.: nonen instead of "wew 



What comes from without i s  not intuition. Intuition is some- 
thing which rises from 2our own2 heart and brings satisfaction, 
ease and happiness. 

Question: D o  a l l  experiences3 reach t h e  brain through t h e  
nerve centres?  

Answer: Yes, mostly conveyed by the breath, but in this I do not 
mean .the breath we inhale through the nostrils. Through the 
pores of the skin we breathe also, though the main stream of 
breath is  that which we inhale through the nostrils and which 
i s  termed 'prana' in Vedantic terms. 

2. Ibid.: llonelsn instead of "our ownv 
3. Ibid.: nexpressionsw instead of "experiences" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Saluk. 

-ihergu,ar- Dar ~ u s a r . '  

July ISth, 1923 

There is a tendency which growingly manifests in a person advancing 
spiritually, and that tendency i s  overlooking. At times the same tendency 
might appear as negligence but in reality negligence is  not necessarily2 
overlooking.  everth he less^ negligence most often4 i s  not looking. Overlook- 
ing in other words may be said:5 rising beyond6 things. One has to rise in 
order to  overlook. The one who stands beneath life, he cannot overlook even 
i f  he wanted to. Overlooking is  a manner of graciousness; it is  looking and at 
the same time not looking. It i s  to see and not to  take notice of seeing. It is  
to  be hurt or harmed or disturbed by something and yet not mind it. It is  an 
attitude of nobleness of nature. It is  the sign of souls who are tuned to  a 
higher key. 

One may ask: is  i t  practical? I may not always be able to say that it i s  
practical but I mean it all the same. For in the end7 the one who overlooks 
will also realize the practicality of it. May be that he will realize in the 
long run, before8 he has met withg great many disadvantages of it. Nev- 
ertheless, that is  well which ends well. Very often by overlooking it costs 
less than by taking notice of something that could well be overlooked. In 
life there are things which matter and there are things which do not matter, 
and as one advances through life he finds that there are many things that do 
not matter, that one could just as well overlook them. The one who will take 

Notes: 

The Hq.t. and the Hq.st. of this lecture, which af ter  1929 became Gatheka 38, 
are identical. 

Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled wThergusarfl and replaced it by "Dar 
GusarW; 
Sk.i.tp.: f i r s t  "Dar Guzar", then "Darguzarw, and added in her hwr.: 
I1Gatheka 38"; 
Hq.t.: "Darguzar. Overio~king'~ 
Hq.t.: llnecessarily'l omitted 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "NeverthelessN omitted 
Hq.t.: "most often" omitted 
Ibid.: wcailedll instead of wsaid" 
ibid.: "above" instead of "beyond11 
ibid.: "in the end'' omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "beforew changed In her hwr. in to  wafter'l; 
then--it is not  known by whom--'Iafterm was put between brackets and 
"before" again inserted; 
Hq.t.: "af terN 
Hq.t.: "aH added 



notice of everything that came his way, will waste thelo time on a journey 
which will take all his life to  accomplish. While climbing thisl1 mountain of 
life, the purpose of which i s  t o  reach i t s  top, i f  a person will trouble about 
everything that comes along, he will perhaps never be able to reach the top. 
He will always be troubling at everything at the bottom of it. No soul after 
realizing that thelo life i s  only four days on this earth, will trouble about 
l i t t le things. He will trouble about things which really matter. In the strife 
of little thin s a person loses the opportunity of accomplishing great things 
in life. The1% one who troubles about small things, i s  small, the soul who 
thinks of great things is great. Overlooking is  the first lesson of forgiveness. 
This tendency comes out of love and sympathy; for whom12 one hates, one 
takes notice of his13 every l i t t le fault, but whom12 one loves14 one naturally 
overlooks his15 faults and very often tries to turn the faults of the one a 
person loves into merits. 

  he l6 life has endless things which suggest beauty and numberless l7 
which suggest ugliness. There is  no end of merits and no end of faults. And 
it i s  according to one's evolution in life that one's outlook on life is. The 
higher one has risen, the wider the horizon before his sight. It is  the ten- 
dency to sympathize which brings in l8 a person the desire to overlook, and 
it is19 analytical tendency which weighs and measures and takes a20 good 
notice of everything. 'Judge you21 not,' said Christ, 'lest you21 be judged.' 
The more one thinks of this22 lesson, the deeper it goes in his heart. And all 
he learns from it23 to try and overlook all that does not f i t  in with his own 
ideas as the24 things ought to  be in life, till he comes to a stage of realiza- 
tion where the whole l i fe becomes25 to him one sublime vision of the 
immanence of God. 

I bid.: "the1' omitted 
Ibid.: "then lnstead of "thisN 
Ibid.: "whenw instead of "whom" 
I bid.: "hism omltted 
I bid.: "another" added 
Ibid.: "the" instead of "his" 
I bid.: flThe'l omltted 
I bid.: nthlngsll added 
I bid.: l'inw omitted 
Ibld.: 'Ithe" added 
Ibid.: 'law omltted 
Ibld.: "yen lnstead of "youw 
Sk.l.tp.: "that" 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "1s" added 
I bid.: "them omitted 
Ha.?.: instead of wbecomesm 



Sakinals undated longhand reporting, 
which may be her shorthand tran- 
scription; the latter, however, has not 
been found in the archives. 

Summer 1923' 

2 ~ h e  Work o f  our Movement 30n the lines3 o f  Brotherhood. 

This line of work i s  really speaking the fulfilment of every activity of 
our Movement. 

One activity of our Movement is  the esoteric School in which people 
are initiated, and they4 advance grade by grade individually developing the5 
soul towards the attainment of spiritual real i~at ion.~ There is  another activ- 
i ty  which i s  7a devotional activity,7 which i s  called8 Church of All or the 
Universal Worship, andg it is  a religious activity; religion, not in lothe sense 
of a sectarian activity.10 0-1 the contrary, a religious activity which brings 
souls to that l l  true religion which stands above all sects. But whether we 
strive12 the path of religion or we journey through the path of mysticism, it 
is for one object: that we may be best fitted to live the ideal of brother- 
hood. I f  a person was I3such a great13 mystic that he was the greatest 
Master, or i f  a person was so pious and religious that he was the greatest 
saint and yet14 i f  he did15 not live the ideal6 of brotherhood, 1 7 i t  was of 

Notes: 

Sk.1h.r.: over it was added in Gd.hwr, "Summer 1923 (Rep. by S. Furnb)"; 
Sr.: "Sunday, July 15th 1923" 
Sr.: "Aboutw added 
Hq.t.: "in the Line" instead of "on the linesw 
Sr.: "theyM omitted 
Ibid.: "theirn instead of "then 
Ibid.:  perfection^ Instead of "realization" 
Ibid.: ndevotional andw instead of "a devotional activity1* 
Ibid.: nthen added 
I bid.: "andm omitted 
Ibld.: "a sectarian sensell instead of "the sense of a sectarlan activityn 
Sr.: "them instead of " thatw 
Ibid.: "inn added 
Ibid.: "so great  an instead of "such a greatn 
Ibld.: ", sti l lw instead of "and ye tw  
Hq.t.: "doesw 
Sr.: "idealM instead of "ideaw or vice versa 
Ibid.: "it would not avail much", lnstead of **it was of not great impor 
tance whether"; 
Hq.t.: "It Is not of great  importance if" 



not great  importance whether17 spir i tual  real izat ion is realized18 in t he l g  
practical20 l i f e  by observing t he  idea21 of brotherhood. A t  this t ime when 
t h e  world needs the idea2' of brotherhood more than 22at any other  t ime22 

in t he  history of the world, it is our pr iv i lege and dest iny to do all w e  can to 
bring about the23 ideal of b ro the rh~od~~  in our own lives f i r s t  and then25 to 
spread26 outside27 in t he  world. Any problem or28 theory or doct r ine in te l -  
l e c t u a l ~ ~ ~ ~  studied is of no value unless it is30 practised. Ten thousand 

people crying31 out 'brotherhood' and one person living it, equal or 
perhaps33*34 better. Brotherhood is not a mater ial ist ic it is a spiri- 
tua l  ideal. The mater ial istM cannot understand 37what brotherhood i s  in i t s  
real  sense of t he  word.37  or^^ the39 reason is40 t ha t  the m a t e r i a ~ i s t ~ ~  can 
41go as f a r  as saying41 'another brother42 is as good as me43 and therefore 

my happiness is in sharing a l l  the44 good with another'. But t he  spir i tual  
person says 'another45 person is me. His happiness is my happiness46,' and 
therefore this47 highest ideal of brotherhood which spir i tual  real izat ion can 
teach, mater ial ism cannot teach. Therefore 48inspite of that this49 ac- 
t ivity which is50 going on 51in the world just now51 to bring about a world 

18. Sr.: "is attainedw instead of "is realized"; 
Hq.t.: "1s not  realizedw 

19. Sr.: "thet1 omitted 
20. Hq.t.: ttdaiiytl instead of "practicaln 
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30. Ibid.: tlbetl instead of "istt 
31. Ibid.: tlcalling" instead of "crying" 
32. Hq.t.: "arew 
33. Sr.: "evenw instead of ttperhaps" 
34. Hq.t.: "the one ism added 
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36. Hq.t.: wmaterialistictt instead of mmateriallstw 
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the wordtl 
38. Hq.t.: ttForw omitted 
39. Sr.: "thew omitted 
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41. ibid.: "saym instead of Itgo as far  as sayingw 
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43. Ibid.: "Iw instead of tImelt 
44. Sr.: "myu instead of titheN 
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46. Ibid.: "minew instead of "my happiness" 
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50. Sr.: "nowt1 added 
51. Ibid.: "in the world j u s t  noww omitted 



brotherhood52 is  not53 being successful, because the life of brotherhood 
which is i t s  very breath, is  the realization of the same Cod in oneself as 
well as in another.54 The work of the spiritual man i s  to  forget his false self, 
and 55what does he realize by forgetting?55 5 6 ~ e  realizes the true self,57 
the realization of God, and that self is  not only in himself56 but in his neigh- 
bour also. 

There i s  no doubt, every man more or less loves the ideal16 of brother- 
hood. 5 8 ~  do not say58 of a person who i s  not 59in his right mind,59 but a 
normal person, he60 cannot deny6' the idea l6 of brotherhood being62 the 
only idea l6 which can be called 63religion or spirituality.63 6 4 ~ u t  the ques- 
tion is  in practising it. I t  i s  easy to  know it intellectually,64 65but when it 
comes to practise66 it, it becomes67 very difficult. It needs sacrifice, it 
needs humbling68, it needs endurance, it needs patience, it needs forgive- 
ness, it needs that brotherly sympathy for every soul who69 stands next to  
us, and65 it i s  the power of love alone which will raise man through the 
pettiness, 70smallness71 of human nature to rise to that 72high ideal of 
brotherhood which is72 the true aristocracy73 of the human soul. 

Hq.t.: "the attemptv added 
i bid.: "not" omitted 
Sr.: "the othersw instead of "anothert* 
ibid.: "what does he realize by forgetting?" omitted 
Ibid.: "And so t o  realize the t r ue  seif which is God, and this t r ue  seif not  
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Sr., Hq.t.: "hew omitted 
Sr.: " that" added 
Ibid.: Itis" instead of "being" 
I bid.: wreligious or  spiritual" 
Ibid.: "The question is how t o  practise this ideal which is easy t o  knowf1 
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Hq.t.: "them added 
Sr.: wsmallnessw omitted 
ibid.: "this idealw instead of " tha t  high ideal of brotherhood which ist1 
Ibid.: gtanswern in his hwr. copy; a blank in his tp. copy; 
instead of the blank, Sk. afterwards filled in Ifpurpose". As usual Sk. did 
not  keep herself a copy of her reporting, which she sent t o  Hq. Evidently 
she did no t  remember t ha t  she had taken down the  word waristocracyw in 
her 1h.r. and she added mpurposetl in Sr.tp. copy. 



7 4 ~ o ~  the question is  that75 how can we set to work about it? We 
have only taken our first step in this direction, many steps more we have to  
take. The first step is  that wherever our Movement is established, there we 
have one day or two days in a month when we have such meetings of World 
Brotherhood. In this meeting we have the lecture given by our own members 
or by our friends, a lecture on the problems of our every day life and i t s  
relation to spiritual ideal. Therefore this m e t + ~ g  platform gives scope to 
members and to friends who have some ideas to suggest for the well-fare of 
humanity, that they may bring their idea before their friends, and in this 
way by hearing the ideas of different friends and on these most important 
questions, we shall be able some day to make our thoughts more distinct as 
to the working of this idea and thus we shall be able to set forward our 
blessed Movement in order to  accomplish our sacred ideal, the service of 
man and ~ o d . 7 ~  

74. Ibid.: this last paragraph Is not included 
75. Hq.t.: I1thatt8 omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 16th, 1923 

Reconciliation. 

Any efforts made in developing the personality or character building, 
must be2 not for the sake of proving oneself superior to  others but in order 
t o  become more agreeable to those around one and to those with whom we 
come in contact. 

Reconciliation i s  not only the moral of the Sufi, but3 is  the sign of the 
Sufi. This virtue is  not only4 learned and5 practised easily, for it needs not 
only goodwill, but wisdom. The great talent of the diplomat i s  to  bring about 
such results as are desirable, with agreement.6 Disagreement is  easy. Among 
the lower creation one sees it so often. What is difficult i s  the7 agreement, 
for it wants8 a wider outlook, which is  the true sign of spirituality. Narrow- 
ness of theg outlook makes the horizon of man's visionlo small. That 
person l l cannot easily agree with another. There is  always a meeting ground 
for two people, however much they differ1* in their thought. But the meet- 
ing ground may be far off and13 man is not always willing to take the troub- 
le of going far enough, i f  it was required in order t o  make an agreement. 

Notes: 

This lecture, when prepared by Gd. for multiplication and distribution among 
mureeds by Hq., was made into a "Gatheka'f. I t  did, however, not get a number 
and has not  been included in the series of Gathekas. 

0.t.: llReconciliationll changed into llConciliationll; then again it became 
llReconciliationll; 
Hq.p.: 'ISuluk. 

Etefaq. Rec~nciliation'~; 
Sk.l.tp.: I1Saluk. Morals. 

Recon~iliation.~~; 
Hq.t.: "Etefaq. Con~i l iat ion.~~ 
0.t.: "done1' added 
Ibid.: nit11 added 
O.t., Hq.t.: "only" omitted 
0.t.: "or1' instead of 'land1' 
Ibid.: "everyonen instead of "agreementu, changed back by Gd. in to  
"agreementt1 
0.t.. Hq.p., Hq.t.: "thet1 omitted 
0.t.: "needsn 
O.t., Hq.t.: "the" omitted 
0.t.: lloutlookll 
Hq.t.: 'Ithe person with a narrow outlook11 instead of " that  personn 
Hq.p.: "different1' 
0.t.: "and1' omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 



Very often his patience does not allow him to go far enou h, where he can 
meet with14 another. In an ordinary case what happens) that everyone 
wants another16 to meet17 in the same place18 where he i s  standing. There 

is  no desire on his part t o  move from the place he stands.lg I do not mean20 
that a person, in order to  become a real Sufi, must give up his idea2' in 
order to  meet in agreement with another. ~ n d ~ ~  there is  23no benefit 

always being23 lenient to every thought that comes from another 24and 
there is  no24 25benefit always25 in erasing one's own idea from our26 own 
heart. ~ u t ~ ~  that i s  not reconci~iat ion.~~ The one who i s  able to listen to 
another, i s  the one who will make another listen to him. It i s  the one who 
easily agree with another, who will have the power of making another 
easily agree with him. Therefore in doing so one gains in spite of30 apparent 
loss which might occur sometimes. When man is  able to  see from one's31 own 
point of view as well as from the point of view of another, he has a com- 

plete vision and a clear insight. He so to speak sees with both eyes. No 
doubt friction produces light but light is  the agreement of the atoms. For 
the32 s t i m u ~ a n c e ~ ~  to the34 thought, i f  two people have their own ideas and 
argue upon their different35 ideas, it does not matter so much. But when a 
person argues for the sake of argument, the argument becomes his game.36 
He has no satisfaction in reconci~iat ion.~~ Words provide the means of dis- 

ibld.: *twith** omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: "isu added 
0.t.: '*the other t o  comen instead of 'lanother"; changed back into 
wanotherfl by Gd. 
O.t., Hq.t.: **hlmn added 
0.t.: "in the same placet1 omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: "where he isw instead of *'he stands1*; Gd. added "standing" after 
"is" 
Hq.t.: "it is not meantt1 instead of " 1  do not meanm 
0.t.: **ideas*g 
I bid.: *IAnd1* omitted 
Hq.p.: "no benefit always in being"; 
0.t.: "not always a benefit in being"; 
Hq.t.: Itno benefit in being always1* 
0.t.: **and there Is not1*, changed by Gd. into ''nor is therew; 
Hq.t.: "nor is therev 
0.t.: "always benefit" 
O.t., Hq.t.: instead of t*our** 
0.t.: vtfor** instead of '*Butv; 
Hq.t.: "Butn omitted 
Hq.t.: s8conciliation~ 
0.t.: l *w i l i  easilyln instead of '*easily 
Al l  other documents: lithe8' added 
O.t., Hq.t.: Ithis" instead of "one's*8 
0.t.: '*the1' omitted 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: l~stimulus~ 
I bid.: "thew omitted 
0.t.: ftownm instead of '*different1*, but changed back into "differentu by 
Gd. 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: 8tgaint1 instead of ngamev*. in the 0.t. Gd. changed 
"gainv into "game" 



agreement. 37~easons become the fuel for that38 fire. But wisdom is 
when39 the intelligence is pliable, it understands all things, the wrong of the 
right and the right of the wrong. 

The soul who arrives to40 the41 perfect knowledge, has risen above 
right and wrong. He knows them and yet knows not. He can say much and 
yet, what can he say? Then it becomes easy for him to reconcile with42 each 
and all. 

There is  a story that two Sufis met after 43many years, having trav- 
elled43 along their own lines. They were glad to meet each other after many 
years' separation, and for the reason that they were both mureeds of the 
same Murshid. One said to the other: 'Tell me please your life's experi- 
e n ~ e ~ ~ . '  'After all this time's45 study and practice of Sufism, I have 
learned one thing: how to  reconcile with42 another, and I can do it very 
well now. W i l l  you please tell me what 46you have46 learned? ' The other 
one said: 'After all this time's study and practice of Sufism, I have learned 
to know how4' to  master the48 life, and all that is there49 in this world i s  
for me and I am the master.50 All that happens, happens by my will.' 
 here^' came the Murshid whose mureeds were bothO5' And both spoke of 
their experience44 during this journey. The Murshid said: 'Both of you are 
right. In the case of the first, it was the53 self-denial in the right sense of 
the word which enabled him to  reconcile with4' others. In the case of the 
other now54 there was no more 55his will left,55 i f  there was any, it was the 
will of God.' 

0.t.: "thew added 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: tlthisll 
Hq.t.: ''wherew instead of "whenm 
Hq.p., Hq.t.: " a tw  instead of "toN; 
"to ar r ive  to1' is an obsolete form of " to ar r ive  a t w  (Ox.) 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: "thew omitted 
Hq.t.: " to  c ~ n c i i i a t e ~ ~  instead of " to reconcile withw 
0.t.: "after having travelled for many years1' instead of "after many 
years, having travelledt1 
0.t.: wexperiencesu 
ibid.: **time ofu instead of ntimetsw 
Hq.p., Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "have youn instead of "you have1' 
0.t.: "howm omitted 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: "thew omitted 
0.t.: "thereu omitted, but  reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: "of itw added, but again crossed out by Gd. 
O.t., Hq.t.: "thenn instead of "Therew 
0.t.: "they werew instead of "were both"; 
Hq.p.: "of themw added; 
Hq.t.: "both of them werev 
0.t.; Hq.p., Hq.t.: "the1' omitted 
0.t.: "noww omitted 
ibid.: "left his own w i l l m  instead of Ithis w i l l  left"; 
changed back by Gd. into "his w i l l  left" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 16th, 1923 

The most important thing in life is the opening of that clear vision 
which is opened by the help of insight. The effect of every emotion covers 
the insight just like2 clouds covering3 the sun. It is  therefore that most 
clever and qualified people often do things especially at the moment of pas- 
sion or anger, which they would not have done otherwise. The reason i s  that 
the mind loses i t s  rhythm under the strain of a passion or emotion and so it 
upsets the rhythm of4 body. It makes man perplexed and unable to  see any 
condition or situation clearly. It is therefore that the seers, the sages, try 
to  keep their tranquillity at every cost. For life in the world.brings up many 
things at5 every day and hour to disturb that tranquillity, which is  the secret 
of insight. Every little noise or disturbance in oneself and outside, can upset 
a person who keeps the rhythm of his whole being in the proper order. It is  
therefore that the sages have chosen solitude and a life away from the 
world. But the best way of keeping one's tranquillity is  to  keep this rhythm 
under the control of one's own will. By doing this one preserves one's tran- 
quillity in the midst of life's greatest turmoil. 

In the terms of Vedanta l i fe is likened to the sea, where there is  a 
continual rising and falling of the waves. Every man b nature seeks peace l and in peace alone6 i s  his7 satisfaction. But most often he seeks it 
wrongly. Therefore instead of producing peace, he creates more struggle in 
life. The secret of peace i s  in the willpower. Instead of resisting againstg 
the forces which jar and disturb one's life, i f  one would only stand firm 
against them, then one can attain to that tranquillity which is most neces- 
sary to have a greater insight inlo life. 

Man i s  made of atoms, gathered together around the intelligence, phy- 
sical atoms and mental atoms which make his body and mind. The power 

Notes: 

Afterwards Sk. added: "Gatha 111-10, Kashfw in the margin of her sh.; 
Hq.t.: heading "Insight - Kashfn; 
Hq.st.: heading "Kashf - Insightt1 
Hq,t., hq.st.: "as" instead of "like" 
I bid.: ncover" 
Hq.t.: "then added 
I bid.: "a tw omitted 
Hq.st.: "alone" o'mitted 
I bid.: Monly'l added 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "mostn omitted 
I bid.: "against" omitted 
I bid.: "into1' 



which has gathered them and which controls them and which uses them for 
their best purpose, is the willpower. When this power i s  absent, the body and 
mind both go to  pieces, broken by every jarring effect coming from what- 
ever direction. This is the reason hidden under most of the illnesses and 
weaknesses. Every mistake, failure and every disappointment in life has this 
reason behind it: the lack of control, the lack of steadiness and strength 
againstt1 d i~ turb in '~  influences which come from within and without. 

The great lesson that12 one learns, which helps most in keeping that 
tranquillity in life, which helps insight, is t o  be able to become like ebb and 
flow. When the first is  needed, then to become the13 ebb, when the next 
thing is needed,14 to make oneself in that way. When it is necessary to 
express, then to express,15 when it was16 necessary to respond,17 then to 
respond, at will. In this manner one will always manage to preserve thel8 
tranquillity in life. 

I bid.: "thew added 
Ibld.: "whichn instead of "thatt1 
Hq.t.: Itthew omitted; 
Hq.st.: " thatw instead of "the ebbm 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "then" added 
Hq.st.: "then t o  expresst1 left out 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "isn 
Hq.st.: " to  respond11 omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "the" omitted 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture ' Insight' of July 16th, 
1923, but given on another occasion. 

Question: To keep t r a n q u i l l i t y  o f  mind in presence o f  an angry 
person, is deep  breathing b e f o r e  answering a 
he1 p? 

Answer: One does not need to breathe deeply. When there is distur- 
bance it shows first in disturbance in rhythm of breath. The 
one in temper first loses the power over his breath. Therefo're 
breath is  the result, not the cause in this case. What is neces- 
sary is  willpower. 

Question: What is meant b y  saying t h a t  t h e  w i l l  has t o  become 
l i k e  ebb and f low? 

Answer: I did not say the will has to become like ebb and flow. I 
said we have to become like ebb and flow. It is  a symbolic 
expression. A thing that is  accomplished at one time by sym- 
pathy, is accomplished at certain time by indifference. We 
must meet one situation by taking interest in it and another 
situation by taking not interest in it, by disinterestness, not- 
concerning. I f  the sea always was ebb and not flow, or vice 
versa, then it would be dead sea. The sea has times of exhaling 
and inhaling. So in every thing we do we must have power 
over these two things. There are times you create a good 
result by saying a word and at times you better say nothing. 
One must train through l i fe how to  meet every situation and 
one must be able' to  meet them all with the manner and action 
that situation demands. 

Question: What is t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between soul and w i l l ?  

Answer: The will i s  the action of the soul, the soul i s  the self of 
the will. The difference between soul and will i s  as the differ- 
ence between the person and his action. 



A typewritten copy of Religious 
Catheka 'The Message' of July 16th, 
1923, prepared by Sherifa Goodenough 
for multiplication at Headquarters and 
meant for distribution among mu- 
reeds.1 

Religious Gatheka. 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the ~aster.2 

The Message. 

There are two distinct paths opposite to each other, those of the 
Master and of the Saint. 3The path of the Master is a path of war, war with 
outer influences which prevent one from making one's way through life.3 
The path of the Saint is also a path of battle, but it i s  a battle with oneself. 
No doubt in the path of the Master also battle with oneself is necessary, for 
i f  one did not fight with oneself one would not be able to make his way 
through life. But 4the path of the Saint has a constant battle with the self,4 
for the nature of the world is such that from the good person more good i s  
asked, from a kind person more kindness is  demanded, from a person who is  
patient more patience is  expected, from a person who i s  gentle more gentle- 
ness i s  asked. There is no end to the world's demands, all one gives to the 
world, and more i s  asked; and always do right, and, it is always wrong. 
Therefore there is no end to the battle in both the paths that the wise take, 
and it is  the warrior in life's path who in the end becomes victorious. Those 
who have not that power remain wandering about in the same place. 

5The work of the Master is  to  comfort individuals and comfort the 
world; the work of the Master is  to  keep away all disasters that might come 

Notes: 

This lecture has become wReiigious Gathekaw no. 12. P a r t s  of it were added t o  
the  lecture '*The Prophett1 of. 25th July, 1923, and were first published in the 
book The Unity of Religious Ideals (1929) In chapter IV of "The Spiri- 
tua l  Hierarchym: "The Master, the Saint, t he  Prophet." 

1. No reporting of this lecture has been found in the archives t o  date; only 
the Hq.t., t he  Hq.st., and the bk.p. of the iecture "The Prophetm of 25th 
July, 1923, to  which pa r t s  of "The Messagew were added. 

2. Hq.st.: It, the S p i r i t  of Guidance." added 
3. Bk.: This sentence was added to the iecture "The Prophetw of 25th July, 

1923 
4. ibid.: This sentence was added t o  t h e  iecture "The Prophettt of 25th July, 

1923 
5. Ibid.: This sentence was added t o  the iecture "The Prophettt of 25th July, 

1923 



about, caused by the inharmony of the nature of individuals and of the col- 
lectivity; the work of the Master is  t o  help the feeble but right, the weak 
but just, when he i s  in a situation where he i s  opposed by a powerful enemy. 
The work of the Saint is  to console the wretched, to take under the wings of 
mercy and compassion those left alone in life, to  bless the souls that come in 
their6 way.5 

But there i s  a third line of the wise in which there i s  a balance of the 
spirit of the Master and of the Saint. 7 ~ h i s  line is  called Kemal, or perfect, 
or balanced,' and it i s  on this line that the destiny of the Prophet leads him. 
For the Prophet's work i s  more difficult and complicated than that of the 
Master and of the Saint. To the souls who ask from him that compassion 
which they would ask from a Saint, he gives it: to  those who ask of him that 
power, that strength which i s  necessary to be able to stand through the 
sweeping waves of life, the Prophet gives that. But  beside^,^ gthe Prophet is 
the Message-bearer, the Prophet i s  thelo master and a servant at the same 
time, the Prophet is a teacher and at the same time a pupil, for there i s  a 
great deal that he must learn from his experience through life, not in order 
to make himself capable to receive the Message, but in order to  make him- 
self efficient enough to give the Message. For God speaks to the Prophet in 
His divine tongue, and the Prophet interprets it in his turn in the language of 
men, making it intelligible to  them, trying to put the finest ideas in the gross 
terms of worldly language. Therefore all ' ' i s  not given ' ' that the Prophet 
comes to give to the world1 l in words, but all that cannot be given in words 
is given without words. It i s  given through the atmosphere, it is given by the 
presence, it is  given by the great affection12 that gushes forth from his 
heart, it is given in his kind glance, and it is given in his benediction. And 
yet the most is given in silence that no earthly sense can perceive. The 
difference between human language and divine words i s  this, that a human 
word is  a pebble, it exists, but there is  nothing further; the divine word is  a 
living word, just like a grain of corn. One grain of corn i s  not one grain, in 
reality it is  hundreds and thousands. In the grain there is  an essence which 
i s  always multiplying and which will show the13 perfection in i t s e ~ f . ~  

To be read at the Service of the Universal Worship. 

6. Hq.p.: fltheirff changed by Gd. into "his1'; 
Bk.: "hisw 

7. Bk.: This line was added t o  the  lecture "The Prophet1' of 25th July, 1923 
8. Ibid.: "But besidesff omitted 
9. Ibid.: This passage was added t o  the  end of t h e  lecture !'The Prophetn of 

25th July, 1923 
10. Ibid.: t'thetl omitted 
11. Ibid.: f'is not  givenw placed a f te r  ffworldlf 
12. Ibid.: "loven instead of "affectiontt 
13. Ibid.: "thef1 omitted 



Sakinafs' shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 17th, 1923 

The Hindu Symbolical Form of worship.l 

p u j a  i s  the name of the ~ i n d u ~  form of worship which is  from the be- 
ginning to  the end a symbolical expression of what the seeker has to perform 
in3 the path of spiritual attainment. 

After bathing in the running stream of water which the Hindu calls4 
Ganges--whatever be the name of that5 river, he at that time believes that 
it is6 Ganges, the sacred river--he proceeds with flowers to the shrine of 
the deity. He puts on7 the deity the flowers and repeats the m a n t r a m s 8  
and stands greeting the d. with folded hands and prostratesg before the d., 
thenlo rings the bell and repeats the sacred word, thenlo takes rice in his 
hands and puts some1 l at the feet of the d. Then the red powder, kum- 

Notes : 

The lec ture  "The Hindu Symbolical Form o f  Worshipff has become Gatha: Nakshi 
Bandi - Symbology, Series II no. 10, and was f i r s t  published In t h e  book T h e  
U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where Itbook" i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t h e  book T h e  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  complled and prepared f o r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

ffBk.p.ff i s  only mentioned when al terat ions have been made in t h e  t e x t  o f  t h e  
"Hq.~t.~~, used as a book preparation. 

Afterwards Sk. added "Gatha 11-10 Nakshi Bandift in t h e  margin o f  her sh.; 
Hq.t.: ftSymbology. Nakshi Bandi. 

The Hindu Symbolical Form o f  Worship.If; 
Hq.st.:, "Nakshi Bandl. Symbology. 

The Brahman Symbolical Form o f  Worship."; 
Bk.: "The Brahmin Symbolical Form of Worship1( 
Hq.st.: I1Brahman"; 
Bk.p.: ffBrahmanicft; 
Bk.: "Brahmintf 
Bk.: Itonff 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: '*thetf added 
All o ther  documents (those mentioned under note  4): ftthefl instead of 
" t ha tw  
Ibid.: " thef f  added 
ibid.: " to f f  added 
Hq.st., bk.: ffmantramw 
Ail o ther  documents: whimselfll added 
Ibid.: "he'f added 
Ibid.: "itn instead o f  "someft 



kum,l2 he touches with the t ip of his finger and makes a mark of l3 it 
on the shrine of the d. and then on his14 forehead. (When) Then ( 3 )  l5 he 
touches the ointment16 the tip of his finger and after touching the d. he 
touches I7the same ointment to  his forehead.17 He then prostratesg and 
makes three circles around the shrine. Then he rings the bell and lait is  thus 
that l8 the Service is  finished. Afterwards he goes and stands before the sun 
and does his Igbreathings every day and performs hislg breathing exercises 
while adhering2' to the sun.21 That completes the next part of his worship. 

However primitive this form of worship, at the back of it there seems 
to be a great meaning. The meaning of the bath in6 Ganges i s  t o  become 
purified before one makes any effort of journeying in22 the spiritual path. 
The purification of the body and of6 mind, both are first23 necessary before 
one takes the first step towards6 God ideal. One must not approach24 deity 
before such purification, the outer purification as well as the inner purifica- 
tion. For then alone, when once a person i s  pure, he will find it easy to 
attain the desired Presence. 

The meaning of the flowers which he takes, i s  that God is  pleased with 
the offerings which are delicate, beautiful and fragrant. Delicacy means 
tenderness of heart, beautiful25 in colour i s  a26 fineness of character, fra- 
grant27 is  the virtue of the soul. This is  the offering with which God is  
pleased. He stands with a28 thought that his self i s  devoted in perfect dis- 
cipline to the Supreme W i l l  of God. 

His hands folded express no action on the part of himself, but complete 
surrender. The meaning of prostration i s  self-denial in the right sense of the 
word, which means: ' I am not, Thou art.' Whispering the words and ringing 
the bell is that the same word is rung in the bell of one's heart. 

Hq.t.: 88Kukumw; 
Hq.st., bk.: wcoucou88 
All o the r  documents: "wlthI8 instead o f  "off8 
I bid.: "ownn added 
I bid.: 81Thenf8 
I bid.: wwithfl added 
ibld.: "his forehead with t h e  same ointment88 instead o f  " the same olnt-  
ment t o  his foreheadw 
Ibid.: wthus8' instead o f  l8it is  thus  t h a t n  
Ibid.: "breathlngs every day and performs hisn was omitted 
Hq.t.: "(raising his hands)" added; 
Hq.st.: wraisingw instead o f  81adheringw; 
Bk.: 81arlsing88 instead of "adheringn 
All o ther  documents: @'andf1 instead of a ful l  s top  
Hq.t., bk.: f80nff instead o f  I8in8'; 
Hq.st.: flinw omitted 
A l l  o the r  documents: " f i r s t w  omitted 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: 88then added 
Sk.sh.: " a t  a l a te r  da te  she changed wbeautifulf8 in to  t8beautyfi 
All o the r  documents: "aN omit ted 
I bid.: "fragrance" 
Ibid.: #'then instead o f  "am 



48~hen making three circles around the shrine is  the sign that life i s  a 
journey and thatz9 journey is  made to attain this30 goal, which is  there:31 
Cod, that32 'every step I take in my life,' the ~ r a h m a n ~ ~  thinks, 
'will be in this30 direction, in the search of Cod.' 

48And then35 t h e n  he-eemes-eat -+tern-the-te+e-anel-+88k9-at -the 
3a~t, i t -exp+a+n9+~~ his touching the red powder means the36 touching the 
eternal l i fe and when he touches 37that powder to the deity,37 it means38 
from this source he is  to  gain the36 eternal life. When he touches 39it with 
his forehead,39 40he has gained it for himself. ~ n d ~ l  ointment means 
wisdom, and the touching of 42it to the and then to43 his forehead 
means:44 the36 true wisdom can be obtained from Cod alone and 45by 
touching it to his own head,45 it 46means that he has gained it.46 

4 7 ~ h e  second part of the Service, when he stands before the sun, by 
that he means that Cod is  to  be sought in the light, and by the breathing 
exercises he welds that link of inner communication between God and him- 
self. 

Bk.: "thett added 
All o the r  documents: "hisw instead o f  ttthisll 
I bid.: " theret t  omitted 
Bk.: " t ha tm omitted and a semi-colon instead o f  a comma a f t e r  ltGodtl 
All o the r  documents: omitted 
Hq.t., bk.: ltBrahminm 
All o the r  documents: "And thenw omitted. The sentence between brackets 
in Sk.sh. was crossed o u t  a t  a la ter  date 
I bid.: ltthelt omit ted 
Hq.t.: " t he  dei ty wlth t h a t  powder" instead of " t h a t  powder t o  t he  
deitygt; 
Hq.st., bk.: " the  dei ty with t h e  powdervt 
All o the r  documents: " t ha tN  added 
ibld.: "his forehead with itn instead o f  "it wlth his foreheadtt 
Ibid.: Itit meansn added 
Ibid.: "thet1 added 
Ibid.: " the  God with Itn Instead o f  "it t o  the  GodN 
I3k.p.: " tom crossed out; 
Bk.: lttolt omit ted 
All o the r  documents: " t ha tw  added 
Ibid.: "touching his own head with ittt instead of "by touching it t o  his own 
headn 
I bid.: "itw omit ted 
Ibid.: ltlntt added 
Hq.st., bk.: At  a l a te r  date Sk. indicated in her sh. a change in t h e  
sequence o f  t h e  two las t  bu t  one paragraphs. She then p u t  t h e  paragraph 
"And then, (when-ke-eemes-eu83~em-8ke-8em~e-e~d488k~-e8-8ke-su~48 
exp+&ns) his touching t h e  red  powder ....... t h a t  he has gained itw before 
t h e  paragraph "Then making t h r e e  circles ........ In the  search o f  God"; 
Hq.t.: t h e  sequence o f  Sk. original sh. 



Q u e s t i o n :  D o  the v.~' and Sh iva  f 011 o w e r s  and the worsh ippers  
o f  a l l  the d i f f e r e n t  d e i t i e s 5 0  the same 

? 50 

Answer: It is  almost the same. There may be l i t t le differences, not 
much, just some differences which will perhaps distinguish one 
from the other. But at the same time mostly this is  the form. 

Ques t ion:  Have t h e y  a l l  the same s a c r e d  words  and b r e a t h i n g  
exercises? 

Answer: No, perhaps the words of the v . ~ ~  differ from the fol- 
lowers of Shiva. Of course, the meaning i s  the same and 
breathing exercises do not differ much. For the reason that 
the Yoga i s  one Yoga for all the Hindus. There are four differ- 
ent Yogas, but one system. 

Quest ion:  Who g i v e s  t h e m  their words  and b r e a t h i n g  e.52? 
Priests, a r e  t h e y  Murshids? 

Answer: First of all Brahman is a priest by birth. B . ~ ~  is  a born 
priest. Therefore the first lesson he receives i s  in his own 
family of the sacred word, but when he takes an esoteric path, 
at that time he needs the guidance of a Murshid, what the 
B . ~ ~  calls Guru. And it may be the same word perhaps which 
he has learned from his parents. Sti l l ,  when that word is given 
by your54 Guru, that has a different value again. Perhaps he 
has repeated that word in his life, but when it is  given by the 
Guru, the value of the word i s  different. 

49. Skosh.: W."; 
Sr.: "Vaishnava"; 
Sk.tp.: "Vaishnavas" 

50. Sk.sh.: several words a re  missing; 
Sk.tp.: "worship in the same way?"; 
Sr.: "A l l  have the same form of w~rship?~l 

51. Skosh.: wV.t'; 
Sk.tp.: "Vedanta (Vishnu?)I1 

52. Skosh.: "e."; 
Sk.tp.: %xercises" 

53. Skosh.: "0."; 
Sk.tp.: wBrahmanl~; 
Sr.: nBrahmintl 

54. Sk.tp.: "the" 



Question: And f o r  t h e  n o t  ~ r . ~ ~ ?  

Answer: The manner of their worship i s  the same. But the worship of 
the other persons is  done by the mediumship of a B . , ~ ~  because 
B . ~ ~  was only entitled to perform the Service. B . ~ ~  was the 
community of priests and for Kshat r ias  and Vaishas and 
Shuddras, which are three different castes of55 the B . , ~ ~  the 
B . ~ ~  had to perform Services for them. They had no power to  
prepare57 the Service anywhere. 

58~indus are all those who live in India. They have to take 
as a medium; through B . ~ ~  they are entitled to have a 

Service. B . ~ ~  is the one who will perform the Service and they 
wil l  have to stand there and partake the Service. 

Question: Do they know t h e  meaning of a l l  t he  d i f f e r e n t  
ac t i ons  they per fo rm? 

Answer: Not everybody. An advanced B . ~ ~  knows it. 

Question: Has i t  n o t  changed the  customs f o r 5 9  the  o the r  
c l a s s e s ~ 6 0  

Answer: Yes; they do prostrate, but going near the d.61 and putting the 
red powder and the ointment, that they do not do. Sometimes 
they bring for the the red powder and the oil, and leave 
it there. But that i s  ~ . ~ ~ ~ s  work to do. 

They have many different marks of the caste. But the caste 
mark denotes the third eye, the inner sense. 

55. Ibid.: "fromt1 
56. Ibid.: "Brahmans"; it should probably read: wHinduslt 
57. Sk.tp., Sr.: "performm 
58. Skosh,: th is  seems t o  be an answer t o  another question, which has not 

been mentioned; 
Sk.tp.: just a new paragraph belonging to the prevlous answer 

59. Sk.tp.: I1ofn 
60. The question seems t o  be incomplete. 
61. Sr,: "deityt1 



Question: The Catholic Church . .. . . . . .? 
Answer: One thing is  very admirable in the Hindu religion. It is  so very 

vast in its ways of worship and in i t s  doctrines and ideal and 
forms and philosophy that it gives a scope for a person of 
every grade of evolution. He has an answer in the religion of 
the Hindus, whatever grade of evolution he has reached. For 
every person the6* Hinduism will give an answer because it is  
very vast. I f  a person will try in the philosophical field, he will 
find an answer; in worship, symbology. Therefore it is  some- 
thing which answers the demand of every individual's life. I f  
one takes the whole religion of the Hindus from the beginning 
to the end, so vast and deep and yet so simple, that it answers 
the need of every person. 

Hinduism is not one religion, Hinduism is  many religions itself. 

Question: Is  that  the reason that  the Jains and Sikhs have s o  
grown? 

Answer: The reli ion of the Jains is  Buddhistic and of the Sikhs 63is a 
reform. %3 

Question: But the ancient is ..... 64 
Answer: There i s  no direction of l i fe which is not expressed. 

Question: 65 

~ n s w e r : ~ ~  It isthespiritualeffectoftheword.Atthesametime,when 
the guru gave it, at that time the guru has charged this word 
with his own spiritual power. That is  the same thing in the 
Sufism. 

62. Sk.tp.: "theg1 omitted 
63. Sk.tp.: Itis of reformn; afterwards changed In Sk.hwr. Into: "1s modern 

reform of H ind~ lsm~~ ,  probably copied from Sr.; 
Sr.: "is modern reform of Hinduismn 

64. Sk.tp.: I1Does t h e  ancient ..... 7" 
65. No question appears, neither In Sk.sh. nor in Sr. 
66. Sk. added this last answer to  her sh. afterwards; she may have copied it 

from Sr. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 

scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 17th, 1923 

There are three important things to be considered in the development 

of insight. 3~teady gaze of the eyes and of4 mind, which helps one in pene- 
tration. Another thing is losing everything else from one's sight except the 

object 5that one wishes to penetrate through,5 and that comes by sufficient 

interest in the object of penetration. But the third thing which helps the 
most is  610sing for the moment6 the thought of one's self. When one's own7 
body and mind is not before one, it is then that one has the proper insight 
into things one wishes to know and understand. Sufis therefore have differ- 

ent concentrations, by which they are helped not only in keeping their gaze 
steady, but standing firm upon one thought. When a person cannot take in- 

terest in any object8 or a9 being, then his mind is  not steady, for there i s  
nothing that i t  'takes interest in. It is  the interest which makes4 mind 
steady. A certain thought which i s  inspiring or helping1' in some way, or a 

certain form which is inspiring when once one has concentrated upon it, 
then the mind becomes steady also. Then it can easily hold an object before 
it without wavering. 

The character of mind i s  exactly l l as12 the character of l3 the eyes. 
The eye5 which take in all that comes under their horizon. So the mind 

jumps from one thing to another, upon all thoughts which may be standing 

Notes: 

The lecture "Insight" of July 17th. 1923 has become Gatha Kashf - Insight, 
Series I I I No. 9. 

1. A t  a later date Sk. added "Gatha 111, 9, Kashfw In the margin of her sh. 
2. Hq.t.: "insight. Kashfw; 

Hq.st.: "Kashf. insight" ' 

3. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "Thew added 
4. Ibld.: "thew added 
5. Ibid.: "through which one wishes to penetrate" instead of "that one wishes 

to  penetrate throughv 
6. Hq.t.: wloslng for the momentw afterwards changed by Sk. Into: "for the 

moment losingm 
7. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "ownw omitted, but again Inserted by Sk. 
8. Hq.st.: "thing" instead of "object", but Sk. again wrote "objectw in the 

margin 
9. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "am1 omitted 
10. Ibld.: nhelpful~, but Sk. again wrote Mhelpingn in the margin 
11. Ibid.: wexactlyw omitted, but reinserted by Sk. In the Hq.st, 
12. Hq.st.: wlikelt instead of "asw, but Sk. again wrote "asm in the margln 
13. Ibld.: "the character ofw omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 



in14 i t s  horizon. And as it is  not always easy to keep the gaze steady, so it 
is15 with4 mind. To keep mind firm upon one thought, form or image, i s  not 
easy. 16~he third thing is  morel7 difficult: lethat i s  to  lose oneself in the 
thought of the object that i s  before one. In this way the self which stands 
in the way between the soul and i t s  object of penetration, is  lost to1' view 
for the time being. Thus the person is  enabled20 to penetrate through all 
things, knowing thereby the natureI2l character and secret of all things. 

There is no other cause of all depression and despair than the inability 
of seeing through life. There may be many reasons apparently seeming to be 
the different causes of unhappiness, but this one i s  the greatest reason, the 
reason of all reasons. Even animals in whose nature the tendency of fighting 
i s  pronounced, become friends22 when they come to know one another by 
association. 

Many troubles in4 life of the individual23 and of the multitude may24 
be avoided i f  keen sight was25 developed. For all confusion i s  caused by 
misunderstanding. Not only human beings, but all things of this world, which 
seem of use or of no use, which seem to be easy to use26 or difficult to  
obtain, all are for the use of man. Therefore penetration into things i s  the 
secret of the success of science, art, philosophy and religion, all. 

Hq.t., Hq.st.: "within" instead o f  l1in", bu t  Sk. pu t  l*withl* between brack- 
e t s  
Hq.st.: Itit is1* omitted, bu t  re inserted by Sk. 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: **Butn added; Sk. p u t  "But" between brackets in t h e  Hq.st. 
Hq.t.: " the most1* instead of "morew 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "andn added 
Ibid.: "fromm instead of "tow; 
on t h e  Hq.st. Sk. again wrote * * tow In t h e  margin 
Hq.t.: "able1* instead of *Ienabledw; 
Hq.st.: "enablew 
Hq.st.: **andw instead o f  a comma, bu t  p u t  between brackets by Sk. 
Ibid.: **become friendsm was l e f t  out, bu t  again inserted by Sk. 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: ** indi~lduais*~ instead o f  " the individual1* 
Hq.t.: **mayH afterwards changed by Sk. i n to  **might1*; 
Hq.st.: "mightn, p u t  back by Sk. t o  **maym 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: *lwerel* 
Ibid.: * * t o  usew omitted, bu t  again inserted by Sk. 



Q u e s t i o n :  What d o  you mean b y  Horizon of though t?  

Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you p l e a s e  e x p l a i n  what you sa id  y e s t e r d a y  
abou t  the t w o  p a t h s ,  the one who l e a d s  t o  s a i n t -  
liness and the other28 who l e a d s  t o  mas tersh ip?  

Answer: I had said of the two paths, one of the saint and the 
other of the  aster.^' One i s  the path of renunciation, abne- 
gation, resignation, self-denial from the beginning to  the end. 
And by doing this, one arrives to that meeting ground where 
one touches that divine perfection. And then there i s  the path 
of the master. The path of firmness and obstinacy, breaking 
and penetrating through every difficult situation that comes 
before.30 And so fighting all along from the beginning to the 
end. In this he has to fight with himself and with the life out- 
side. Therefore the struggle i s  both sides. And there i s  all the 
time the work of the willpower, and all through there is a 
battle and in this battle all the conditions that one has to  go 
through, are of the same character and nature as of the war- 
fare. To be wounded, and to cause wounds, and to be hurt and 
to  hurt another also. And in this way it is a constant struggle, 
but s t i l l  for the higher aim and for the greater gain. In the 
end he strikes the same note which 3'the saint has struck. 
Neither the path of the saint is  easy, neither32 of the Master. 
The place where they meet, both become one. For the resigna- 
tion brings the saint to the same realization of the harmony 
with the Infinite as the struggle brings the Master to  the same 
conviction in the end. 
There i s  a third temperament and that is the middle tempera- 
ment, in which temperament there i s  the saintly t.33 and the 

27. No answer was found, neither in Sk.sh. nor in the  other documents. In 
Sk.i.tp. also the question was omitted. 

28. Sk.l.tp.: "onem instead of ffotherm 
29. Here in Sr. the following sentences were found: "in one path the w i l l  is 

used in outward things, in the other path the w i l l  is mostly used t o  con- 
t r o l  oneself, in other words for the time being against oneseif. This is the 
saintly path. it is wise, before one knows the W i l l  of God, f i r s t  t o  handle 
one's own wi l l ,  and t o  use it knowing t ha t  it is given for  some great pur- 
pose in life." 

30. Sk.l.tp.: "himw added 
31. Sk.sh.: one sign illegible 
32. Sk.l.tp.: "norw 
33. Sk.sh.: wtemperamentu 



temperament of the Master, and that i s  that34 prophetic tem- 
perament. Because the prophet begins his l i fe with both: 
struggle and resignation. One moment struggle and another 
moment resignation, gain and resignation, continually going on. 
And therefore in the prophet one sees the saint and the Master 
both in one. 

Question: ~ u ~ ~ o s i n g ~ ~  a person has had for years some interest 
very near36 his heart, which has developed his 
power of concentration. And that interest ceases. 
Is that person more capable of strong concentra- 
tion on a new interest because of his previous 
experience? 

Answer: Yes, certainly. All of our experiences are nothing but prep- 
aration for something else. Nothing that belongs to this world, 
however precious, must hinder one's path o f .  progress. For 
every step in the direction to that spiritual gain must be the 
aim of every soul. And the concentration upon the object i s  
just a step. 

Question: A feeling of deadness seems t o  come ....... .? 

Answer: Here is the question of concentration and not of i t s  effect. 
The question of effect is quite a different subject again. Then 
the question comes: of what object? Something to steady the 
mind: it may be a tree, a flower, the sun or a star, of course 
according to the object, a reaction i s  produced. And according 
to the reaction, an object is produced. According to  the nature 
of the object, reaction i s  produced. Every belief and every 
experience for a wise person is a step of a staircase; he has 
taken this step, there i s  another step for him to take. The 
steps of the staircase are not made for one to stand there. 
They are just made for one to pass, to  go further. Because l i fe 
is progress. Where there i s  no progress, there is  no life. One 
should go on. 
Death and disappointment, two things, are one. And i f  there i s  
a hereafter, then the death was a passing stage, and so is dis- 
appointment. It only has made one more steady, more wise, 
more wise.37 

34. Sk.l.tp.: "the" instead of " that t '  
35. I bid.: llSuppose'g 
36. Ibid.: "ton added 
37. Ibid.: tlwisel* omitted and a space left open 



Question: Does the staircase never end? 

Answer: The end is not very desirable. The interest is in the staircase, 
in going on. 

Question: When a soul is perfection? 

Answer: After perfection there is no interest. If there is any38 self 
, there is no perfection.38 

38. Sk.sh.: "anyw, although not written very clearly. Just before and a f t e r  
"selfn a l i t t le  space was l e f t  open; 
Sk.l.tp.: I1now instead of "anyw, but  then the  last  p a r t  of the  sentence 
does no t  make sense. So Sk. changed this p a r t  into "there is no interest ,  
the re  Is perfection" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 18th, 1923 

Qaza and ~ a d r ?  

The-btlmn-ae)H-and-&*ne- The will, human and divine? 
W i U  

The question of the will, human and divine, may be seen from two 
points of view: from the 3wisdom point of v i e d  and from the point of view 
of the ultimate4 truth. I f  the5 words can explain 6something is6 from the 
former point of view. The latter point of view allows no words7 to  be 
spoken in the matter, for in the absolute truth two8 doesg not exist. There 
i s  no such a1° thing as two: there is  one alone. 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Gatha Tasawwuf - Metaphysics, Series Ill No. 4, and 
was f i r s t  published in the book The  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where "book1' is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared fo r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "Gatha ill. 4" in the margin of her sh. 
E.t.: llMetaphysicsw instead of "Tasawwuf 

Qaza and Qadr. The wi l l ,  human and divine."; 
0.t.: '*The WIII, Human and Dlvine.I1; 
Sr.: "Tassawuf. 

Kaza and Kadar. 
The human and divine will.11; 

Hq.t.: "Metaphysics. Tassawuf. 
Kaza and Kadr. The Wi l l ,  Human and Di~ine.~; 

Hq.st.: "Tassawuf. Metaphysics. 
Kaza and Kadr. The Wil l ,  Human and Divine."; 

Bk.p., bk.: I1Kaza and Kadr. The WIII, Human and Divine." 
0.t.: "point of view of wisdom1I instead of 18wisdom point of  viewn 
E.t.: nunlimitedll; corr.Gd.: llultlmateu 
ibid.: "the*' was crossed out  by Gd.; 
A l l  other documents: "the1' omitted 
0.t.: "it can only be1' instead of Ifsomething is1'; 
A l l  other documents: "itv1 added a f te r  "somethingw 
E.t.: "words" changed in to  "wordm by Gd.; 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: "word11 
0.t.: "duality" instead of "twon 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: "do1' instead of mdoesll 
O.t., Hq.st., bk.: "am omitted; 
Hq.t.: "a1' put  between brackets by Sk. 



From the l wisdom point of view1 one sees one weaker, one stronger 
and one has to  give in t o  the power of the other. This one sees in all 
aspects of the12 creation: the l i t t le fish is  eaten by the larger13 fish, but 
the l i t t le fish lives upon smaller fishes. So there i s  no one in this worldt4 so 
strong I6who has not got another one there15 who is16 stronger sti l l .  1 8 h d  
there i s  no one in this world so weak, 17who has not got another one who 
is17 weaker still.18 

 he'^ other thing one can think about:0 i s  the opposing conditions and 
situations which stand before a willing mind and a striving person as2' a 
stone wall, 22that with every wisp3 of doing something, of accomplishing 
something, one does not find hig4 way. It is  this experience which has 
made man say: man proposes~5 Cod disposes. 

The Hindu philosophers have called these26 two great powers 270ne 
power whicp7 is  as an intention, 28the other 29power which is29 the power 
of destruction. 30 ~ o t h  are ca11edO by the namdl.32 Brahma, the Creator, 

0.t.: "point of wisdomn Instead of 18wisdom point of view11 
Ibld.: "the" omitted 
E.t., 0.t.: lllargell 
0.t.: " tha t  isl1 added 
O.t., Hq.st., bk.: "theret1 omltted 
Hq.t.: Is that  there is not  another one there1!; Sk. crossed out  the words 
"one there"; 
Hq.st., bk.: ' I that he has not another8# 
0.t.: Itwho has no t  got  another who Isv1; 
Hq.t.: " tha t  there is no t  another one theret1; Sk. crossed out  the words 
I1one theret1 
Hq.st.: the  whole sentence #@And there is no one ..... weaker stillll was 
le f t  out; 
Bk.p., bk.: "And there Is no one In this world so weak t h a t  he has not 
another who is weaker ~ t l l l ~~  
E.t.: "An instead of "Them 
0.t.: llconsider" instead of llthink aboutg1 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: llllkell lnstead of llasll 
Ibld.: added 
0.t.: I t to  do something, t o  accomplish something"; 
Hq.t.: "of doing and accomplishing somethingt1; 
Hq.st., bk.: I t t o  do something and t o  acc~mp l i sh~~  
0.t.: "thet1 instead of "hisv; 
Hq.t.: wonelsll instead of l@hlsll 
0.t.: I1butw added 
Ibld.: llthemll instead of Itthesew 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: Itone of which" instead of "one power which1@ 
I bid.: "andn added 
Ibld.: "power which is11 omitted 
0.t.: "One is calledm instead of "Both are called"; 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: (@Both are called11 omitted 
€.to: "namew changed by Gd. into wnamesll; 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: mnameslt 
0.t.: I1ofw added 



an63 Shiva, the Destroyer. And the most wonderful part id4 this creation 
and destruction is that what Brahma creates in a35 thousand years, Shiva 
destroys it36 in one moment. 

Since God is  almighty, the wise see the Hand of God in the greater 
power manife~ted?~ either through an individual or by a certain condition 
or situation; and instead of struggling too much against the38 difficulty39 in 
l i fe and instead of moaning over the losses whicP0 cannot be helped, they 
are resigned to the W i l l  of God. 

In short, every plan that a person makes and he desires4' t o  accom- 
plish, that plan i s  often an outcome of his personal will. And when his 
is helped by every other will that he comes into contact with in the path of 
the43 attainment fof14 a certain object, then he is helped by God, as45 
every will goes in the direction of his will and5 so his will becomes 
strengthened. And often a person accomplishes something which perhaps a 
thousand people would6 not have been able to accomplish. 

Then there is  another person who has a plan47 ofl8 desire, and finds 
opposition from every side. Everything seems to go wrong and yet he has 
the inner urge which prompts him to  go on in the path of attainment. There 
also is4' the Hand of God behind his back pushin him on?0 forward in his 
path, even though there might5' seem oppositiorf2 in the beginning of his 
strife. ~ u t ! ' ~  all is54 well that ends well. 

Ibid.: I@the other by the  name oft1 instead of @@and@# 
Ibld.: llof" instead of f@inl* 
Ibid.: omitted 
E.t., oat., bk.: "it1@ omitted 
E.t.: llmanifestedw changed by Gd. into llmanifestingw; 
A l l  other documents: @lmanifestingm 
0.t.: "the" omitted 
A l l  other documents: @ldifficultiesw 
0.t.: " that l@ instead of "whichfl 
E.t.: Ithe desirest1 changed by Gd. lnto " w i l l  desiren; 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: "his desiret1 
E.t.: llplanf* changed by Gd. lnto @lwill" 
E.t., 0.t.: flthell omitted 
E.t.: *@fort1 changed by Gd. into "ofw; 
A l l  other documents: @@of" 
0.t.: "as1* replaced by l1andl1, and "and" before llson omitted 
Hq.st., bk.: "could" 
Ibid.: llthought" instead of "planf1 
E.t.: "orn changed by Gd. in to  I*, an; 
O.t., Hq.st., bk.: ", aV1 instead of "or"; 
Hq.t.: "or a" 
0.t.: Ills also" 
E.t.: l@onl@ omitted 
0.t.: "mays1 instead of "might1* 
E.t.: changed by Gd. into lloppositionsw; 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: lloppositionsN 
0.t.: "ButI1 changed by Gd. t o  l@Yetl@ 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: *falltsw instead of Itall Is11 



The saintly souls who consider it as their religion to seek the pleasure 
of Cod and to  be resigned to His Will, are really blessed; for their manner i s  
pleasing to  every one, for they are conscientious lest they might55 hurt the 
feeling of another. And i f  by somg6 mistake they unavoidablq7 happen to  
hurt someone's feeling?8 they feel they have hurt Cod, Whose pleasure they 
must constantly seek, for the happiness of their l i f a9  is  only in seeking the 
pleasure of Cod. They watch every person and every situation and condition 
and their heart becomes so trained by constantly observing l i fe keenly, as a 
lover of music whose ears become trained in timePo who distinguishes 
between the correct note6' and1 false note. So they begin to see in6* 
every desire that springs in their heart, i f  it i s  in accordance with the W i l l  
of Cod. Sometimes they know the moment the desire has sprung, sometimes 
they know when they have gone halfway in the path of i t s  pursuit, and 
sometimes they know at the end of63 strife. But even then, at the 
their65 willingness to  resign to the W i l l  of Cod becomes their consolation, 
even in the face of disappointment. 

The secret of seeking.the W i l l  of Cod, i s  in cultivating the faculty 660f 
sense of66 harmony. For harmony is  beauty and beauty i s  harmony. 6 7 ~ h e  
lover of beauty in his further progress becomes the seeker oa8 harmony. 
And by trying always t o  maintain harmony, man will tune his heart to  the 
W i l l  of Cod. 

Question: What is the meaning in the worship of  the Brahmans 
of  putting r i ce  a t  the f e e t  of the  deity? 

Answer: That all the love and light that they will gain from the 
d.P9 they will spread in the world, as the seeds thrown in the 
furr0w.7~ 

The name of the red powder symbolizes eternal life. 

O.t., Hq.st., bk.: nmayll instead of "might"; 
Hq.t.: nmight" replaced by Sk. by nshouldw 
Hq.t.: nsomett omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: tlunavoidablyw omitted 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: wfeelingsM 
0.t.: "lives" 
Ibid.: "tunen instead of "timem 
E.t.: ttnotew omitted, but reinserted by Sk.; 
Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: "notem omitted and "thew added 
Hq.st., bk.: "in" omitted 
0.t.: "them added 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st., bk.: "of itN added 
E.t.: "then instead of "their"; corr. Gd.: "theirn 
E.t.: "of the  sense ofn changed by Gd. into "of sensing1'; 
A i l  other documents: tiof sensingw 
0.t.: "Andm added 
Ibid.: "forn instead of "ofn 
Gd.hwr. elaboration of q.a.: udeityn 
Ibld.: "farmw instead of nfurrowu 



Ques t ion:  Is there a7' r e l a t i o n  i n  qaza and qadr, a d i f f e r e n c e  i n  
the p a t h  of the s a i n t  and the Master? 

Answer: Certainly. The saint i s  resigned to qaza and the Master 
has regard for qadr .  Qaza is the W i l l  of God and qadr  free 
will of an individual. 

Quest ion:  What is free w i l l ?  Can man in r e a l i t y  d o  a t h i n g  con- 
t r a r y  t o  the W i l l  of God? 

Answer: The answer is  expressed in the first part of my lecture. 
From the point of view of the absolute truth, all is the W i l l  of 
God. There is no such a thing as free will. But from the 
wisdom point of view, there is  a greater will, a mightier will, 
and a smaller will. That shows one side perfection of God; 
other side limitation--the fate of man. 

71. Sk.1.t~. and Gd. elaboration of q.a.: instead of laan 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 18th, 1923 

Insight. I 

Dervishes are those among Sufis who adopt a certain method of pro- 
gressing through the spiritual path and who try t o  live a l i fe as much away 
from the midst of the world as possible. Dervishes are called f a q i r s  and 
are most powerful in their power of wonderworking, and in the2 power of 
insight. They are dreamers and lovers of God; they worship God in nature, 
especially in human nature. Among the3many ways of spiritual development, 
they have one way which is  called sama, which is  listening to music. They 
listen to music in an assembly of  initiate^.^ No unititiate5 is  allowed to  
enter their assembly. 

They address one another, saying: '0 king of kings, 0 Sovereign of all 
sovereigns' and are mostly clad with the robes of patches or in rags. They 
never think of a6 tomorrow; their7 thought i s  only for that moment, t o  
quench the thirst of the moment and to satisfy the hunger of the time. The 
case of tomorrow they leave to the morrow. It i s  with just now that they 
are concerned, i f  they are at all concerned with life. They are the ones who 
are really entitled to enjoy the beauty of music, whose spirit and soul is  re- 
spondents with open centres, who make themselves as a medium of reso- 
nance of the music they hear. Therefore music touches them differently 
from any other person. Music touches the depthg of their being. So, moved 
by music, they manifest different conditions, termed by Sufis h a l ,  which 
means condition. 1°Among them who is moved by spirit may manifest the 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Gatheka No. 45, "SamaW. 

Skosh. shows the  following annotation, written by her in Ih. over it: "this one 
not Included In Gatha Kashfv. 

Sk.l.tp.: "Kashf. Insight.''; 
~q.t.: "Gatheka No. 45 

Samau . 
instead of "Kashf. Ins1 ht." 
Hq.t.: "theirw instead of "thea 
I bid.: "them omitted 
I bid.: "the initiatedN instead of "initiatesn 
I bid.: wuninitlatedm 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "a" omitted 
Hq.t.: "thev instead of "their" 
Ibid.: "are responsive" instead of "is respondentw 
Ibid.: "deepest1' instead of "depth" 
I bid.: "anyonen added 
Ibld.: "them added 



ecstasy which is  called wajd, in the form of tears, sighs l2 or in I3 dance. It 
i s  therefore that those who do not understand the meaning of their dance, 
call them howling dervishes or dancing dervishes. 

The gold of Heaven is  dust to the worldly man, and the gold of the 
earth is  as dust to  the heavenly man. l4 To both l5 the gold of one another l6 

means nothing but dust. Their coins are not interchangeable. Therefore the 
bliss of the dervish is  understood by very few. But something that one can 
learn from this, i s  the theory of the whole process of their spiritual develop- 
ment. By making God their beloved and by seeing God in the sublimity of 
nature, they create the presence of God. And as the whole day's affair in 
life constitutes joy and pain both, so the l i fe of the dervish i s  also filled with 
joy and pain both, in the presence of God. By the help of concentration, 
poetry and music, l1joy and pain both are felt more deeply. Therefore to 
him God becomes living, His Presence before him in all his moods. In the 
sama, their l7 musical ceremony, when once his ain l8 had an outlet in some 
form or the3 other, the condition that follows lgit i s  that of deeper insight 
into life. Upon any20 object or any person that he may cast his glance, it 
reveals21 to his soul its22 deepest nature, character and secret, thus 
2haking the whole life23 clear t o  his vision in the light of Cod. 

Question: What d o  you mean b y  j o y  and pain in t h e  presence o f  
God? Why shou ld  t h e r e  be  pain? 

Answer: I f  there was no pain, one would not enjoy the experience of 
joy. It i s  pain which helps one to experience joy. Everything is  
distinguished by i t s  opposite. The one who feels pain deeply, is  
more capable of experiencing joy, and personally, i f  you were 
to ask me about pain, I should say, i f  there was no pain, l i fe 
would be most uninteresting to me. For it i s  by the pain that 
the heart i s  penetrated and the sensation of the pain is a 
deeper joy. Without pain the great ones, the great musicians 
and poets and dreamers and thinkers, would not have reached 
that stage which they reached, and moved the world. I f  they 
always had had joy, they would not have touched the depth of 
life. But what is pain? Pain in the real sense of the word is  the 

I bid.: "sigh" 
Ibid.: "inn omitted 
I bid.: "man" omitted 
Ibid.: "eitherw instead of "bothn 
Ibid.: 'Ithe otheru instead of "one anothern 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "then instead of "their" 
Hq.t.: "hasw added 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: "comes fromn instead of Hfollowsn 
Hq.?.: "whatevervv instead of "anyv 
Ibid.: "of t h a t  object or  person is revealedm instead of "it revealsn 
Ibid.: "thew instead of nitsg1 
Ibid.: "the whole life is maden instead of "making the whole lifem 



deepest joy. I f  one has imagination, one can enjoy tragedy 
more than comedy. The comedy is for the children, tragedy i s  
for the grownup. It is by the pain that a person becomes an 
old soul. A person may be young in age but deeper in thought. 

Ques t ion:  You said  y e s t e r d a y :  S e l f - d e n i a l  in the r i g h t  s e n s e  
of the word is: "I  am not, Thou art." What i s  
s e l f - d e n i a l  in the wrong sense of the word? 

Answer: The right meaning is  always one and wrong meanings are 
many. And among many wrong meanings there i s  one which is 
mostly understood by .numberless, that self-denial is to deny 
oneself of the pleasures and happiness that the world can 
offer. 

Q u e s t i o n :  N o t  t h i n k i n g  on  tomorrow,  l i v i n g  in the though t  of 
the moment, is a l s o  t a u g h t  b y  Christ. But c a n  
t h a t  be a n  i d e a l  of a n a t i o n  whose l i f e  must  be 
b u i l t  upon organizat ion? 

Answer: The path of spiritual attainment is not to be journeyed by 
nations. Spiritual progress is  individual progress. Every individ- 
ual his own direction, and therefore the teaching of Christ also 
in this respect was individualistic. 

Ques t ion:  Are  the d e r v i s h e s  a l w a y s  in Chish t ia  School? 

Answer : No, not necessarily. They have their different orders, although 
Chishtis have a great interest in poetry and music. 



An old typewritten copy made of 
Kismet's shorthand transcription. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 19th, 1923 

The Message. 

The Message which has come in all ages and has been called and known 
by different names, this very Message is  now the Sufi Message, and there- 
fore the work that this Message has to accomplish is  not only with a section 
of the world, but2 the whole humanity. . 

The Message has two aspects as has been the case in all times, the eso- 
teric aspect and the exoteric. In the exoteric Message it has all that i s  nec- 
essary for that aspect, and yet it can not very well be compared with many 
other religions, for the reason that we have in our devotional services in the 
Church of All, the universal worshipt3 a form, and yet the form is taken from 
the form of all the different religions. We have scriptures, the scriptures of 
all religions. We adhere to the Teacher, but to the Teachers of all religions, 
4and thus4 shows from the democratic aspect that it is  the Message of the 
dayO5 That idea that every other religion has held of holding one's own par- 
ticular Teacher in high esteem and disregarding the other Teachers, consid- 
ering one's own scripture the only scripture and the others of no worth. 
Therefore this form introduced in our services proves by i t s  nature two 
things, i t s  democratic tone and at the same time it6 being the Message of 
the time. 

And as in all times there is need of the esoteric side, that need remains 
and will always remain. This aspect has been taught in the ancient schools 
of Sufis; it cannot be different. The only difference i s  the difference of the 
form in which it is presented with the consideration of the psychology of the 
time and the people to whom it is given. 

In this great work which has been the destiny of our Movement, the 
only thing that gives me strength, courage and consolation, in spite of diff i- 

Notes: 

1. Gd. first wrote "GathekaI1 over the o.t., then cancelled it and added 
"Advice to its Religious Workers" t o  the heading "The Message1'. She used 
the o.t. for her preparation of the text to be multiplied a t  Hq. for the  
workers 

2. Hq.p.: "withn added 
3. Sk.l.tp.: wUniversai WorshipM 
4. Hq.p.: "And this It" instead of "and thusm 
5. Sk.tp.: added "notw before "thatn and a comma after ''day" instead of a 

full stop 
6. Hq.p.: nits'c instead of "itn 



culties and troubles, is  to  find some sincere mureeds around me whose ear- 
nestness I feel and in whose faith I have not the slightest doubt. And having 
some few who are sincere in their faith and belief, and standing firm and 
steady with their Murshid in the strife, t o  them I would like to speak of our 
needs and wants. To-day what we greatly need is the field workers in the 
Cause, those who would be willing to travel i f  they were needed, and those 
who cannot travel, that they may work in the place where they are, the 
workers who will make, I am sure, a phenomena7 owing to their belief in the 
Message and what it is to  bring to humanity. They must remember that no 
Message, great or small, has been accepted by all and rejected by none. 
where there is  praise there is  blame. Neither do we care for praise or d 
blame, our ears are closed to  both, praise and blame. We do not need to  
think whether it will be a success or not; i f  so, we do not know what the 
Message is or Whose it is. We need not let that question enter our minds for 
one moment, for the success belongs to the One Whose Message it is, Who is  
the Owner of all success. We are the workers and we must work. 

During my tour through America I have felt more than ever this great 
need of field workers. I f  one thinks he is  not capable, he will be incapable 
and with all good intention not able to help; but the one who has trust and 
confidence in Murshid will see the reason behind Murshid's suggestions. 

(Here Murshid told the story of Guru and che~a.)~ 

The true Teacher is  the true pupil and the true pupil the true Teacher. 
The path of Teachership is  from beginning to end pupilship, and the path of 
the true pupil is all along a Teachership, whose heart becomes reflected by a 
Teacher, so that all he says,10 does andt1 is  what the teacher himself would 
say and do. And therefore every one of my mureeds, sincere and in12 ear- 
nest, must know he is  the channel of l3 Message, and must await patiently 
the call and answer it without doubt or hesitation, with courage and with 
hope. 

The other need just now is the need of a Temple for the Universal Wor- 
ship. There is no doubt that one day this will be accomplished, it is even 
possible that it will be before one can imagine. But now that destiny has 
made your Murshid settle here in Suresnes, not very far from here, in this 
vicinity a miniature Temple may be erected, and on such a model, however 
small, that it may be copied in the different countries. There are many ideas 
for this question, but when the outline is  engraved in our hearts the rest will 
follow. So I hope all my mureeds, with their devotion and sympathy, will 
think.of this whenever they can. 

7. I bid.: corr. wphenomenon'~ 
8. I bid.: "norw instead of worll 
9. This story was not reported here. 

Gd. cancelled the sentence 
10. Hq.p.: "andn instead of a comma 
11. I bid.: "andw omitted 
12. Sk.tp.: "inw omitted 
13. A l l  other documents: litheni added 



Besides this the consideration of the Message which is noticed14 on 
paper by now. My earnest mureeds are the trustees of what is given and will 
be given; to  collect it, to  guard it, to  protect it, and preserve it for future 
generations. Some may be published and given to humanity, and some of it 
must be preserved for a time, or perhaps for ever; that must be kept with 
great care. They must be discreet, considerate and careful about it, and the 
best way of serving the Message i s  to  make one's whole l i fe that Message; 
that one may become an example of the Message. The more conscious we 
become of our responsibility, the more we shall be enabled to accomplish our 
life's purpose successfully. 

14. Hq.p.: Itnoted" Instead of "noticed" 
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July 20th, 1923 

Opinion. 

Opinion is an outcome of3 mind. It i s  an outburst of i t s  reasoning and 
judging faculty. And so, according to the evolution of a particular mind, 
4there is  i t s  opinion.4 Opinions clash when two people of different stages of 
evolution express themselves. Therefore the wise are most5 reluctant in 
expressing6 their opinion,7 whereas for the unwise it is easy. A~ simpleton i s  
only too glad to ex ress his opinion without invitationOg In the ancient edu- 
cation of the  child,'^ that was the one thing that was taught from childhood 
in good families: ' 'the child must not be too ready to express his opinion. 

Very often in expressing one's opinion, rather than12 giving one's idea 
about another, one 13hirnself places l3 before others for examination.14 As 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Gatha Metaphysics - Tasawwuf, Opinion, Series Ill No. 5 

A t  a later date Sk. added "Gatha 111-5, Tassawuffl In the  margin of her 
sh. 
A l l  other documents: ttThoughtw omitted; 
0.t.: only t10pinionv8; 
~q.t.: "Metaphysics. Tassawuf. 

Oplni~n.~; 
~q.st.: "Tassawuf. Metaphysics. 

Opin l~n.~~ 
0.t.: "thet1 added 
Hq.t.: " i ts  opinion isw instead of " there is i t s  opinion"; 
Hq.st.: " i ts  opinion is" changed back by Sk. into "there is i t s  opinionm 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: tlmorett 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: I t to  expresst1 Instead of "in expressingt1 
0.t.: g10pinions81 
Hq.st.: wThell Instead of t8atv; Sk. replaced "The1! by "At1 
0.t.: "without invitationtt omitted; 
Hq.t.: vuninvitedll; 
Hq.st.: lfuninvltedn but changed back by Sk. in to  91without  invitation^^ 
Oat., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "childrenu instead of "the child" 
I bld.: " thatm added 
Ibld.: "inw instead of "thatt1 
Ibid.: wplaces himselfn 
0.t.: "andw added 



soon as a person has expressed his opinion, all others15 know what note of 
life he strikes, whete for16 thoset7 who have the knowledge to know la. 
This does not mean that one must not have an opinion. It would be like say- 
ing: l9 M One must not have a mind. Where there i s  a mind, there will be20 
an opinion. Does it not very often happen to an intelligent person that in- 
stantly2' after having expressed22 his opinion, he finds out23 k~~~ foolish 
he has been in expressing his opinion.25 26 Often by nervousness, by the 
lack of control over one's self or by the lack of patience, one26 expresses 
one's opinion. That opinion is valuable which comes by invitation, when 
someone has asked: please, tell me, 27what do you think?27 Then the opin- 
ion becomes the answer to a demand. Sometimes the opinion is  nothing but 
the voice of pride and sometimes one's opinion is coloured by one's favour 
or disfavour. ~ o r n e t i m e s ~ ~  opinion lacks knowledge of the object on29 which 
the opinion30 is  formed. The wise therefore 31asks a question to himself :31 
i f  he has the32 thorough knowledge on the subject upon which he expresses 

Ibid.: 'lthosew instead of "othersu 
Hq.t.: " that  is1' instead of "forv; afterwards Sk. changed the  sequence of 
these words into "those t ha t  isv; 
Hq.st.: "those, t ha t  ist1. Sk. put " that  isn between brackets 
0.t.: "for thosew omitted 
Skosh.: a l i t t l e  blank a f te r  wknowv; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "itt1 added 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: llthatt' added 
0.t.: "isw instead of w w l l l  bew 
0.t.: "directly" instead of "instantlyw; 
Hq.t.: "immediatelyn; 
Hq.st.: 'limmediatelyll, changed back by Sk. into "instantlyw 
Hq.st.: wexpressingm, changed back by Sk. in to  "having expressed" 
Hq.st.: noutll omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
0.t.: wveryl' added 
ibid.: "itw instead of I1his opinionw 
Ibid.: "often from nervousness, from lack of control over one's self, or  
from the lack of patience when onew; 
Hq.t.: "Often bya nervousness, bya lack of control over oneself, o r  bya 
lack of control over oneself, o r  bya lack of patience onew; 
Hq.st.: "Often throughb nervousness, throughb lack of control over one- 
self, orc  lack of patience onet1 
a. Sk. changed "byn in to  "throughn 
b. Sk. changed back "throughw into "byw 
c. Sk. reinserted "by thew 
0.t.: Itwhat you think about it?"; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "what do you think of it?"; 
In the  Hq.st. Sk. put  "of itN between brackets 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "thew added 
Hq.st.: "uponw; Sk. put  "upw between brackets 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "itw instead of !'the opinion*; 
in the Hq.st. Sk. changed back "itn into "the opinion" 
0.t.: "asks himself a question ifw; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "asks himself the question whether" 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "then omitted 



his opinion. 3 3 ~ n  expressing one's opinion if33 one does not know what 
effect it34 may produce in the mind of the hearer, what reaction it will 
have, desirable or undesirable, one would certainly think much before 35he 
expresses his opinion.35 

In the terms of the ~ e r s i a n s , ~ ~  there is a phrase: 37interference with 
the expert. For a nurse to tell something38 to the surgeon who i s  busy doing 
his work, for the clerk to advise the justice39 while he is taking a case, for 
the" student of41 violin to tell the composer what he must do in a certain 
composition, all these things are expressed42 by that phrase. I f  one consid- 
e r ~ ~ ~  to acquire a thorough knowledge in any line of work, what study, 
what44 practice and45,46 experience is  required, and i f  one would47 con- 
sider, by the time one48 comes to49 a certain age, what he had50 to pass 

Ibid.: " i f  one took in to  consideration t ha t  very oftenw instead of "In 
expressing one's opinion if" 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "the expression of opinion1* instead of 8tit1n 
0.t.: "one expressed one's opinionn; 
Hq.t.: "expressing an opinionw; 
Hq.st.: "expressing an opinionw changed back by Sk. into: "he expresses 
his opinionu 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: wSufisnl instead of tlPersianstl; 
In the  Hq,st. Sk. changed back *lSufis" into wPersiansvt 
O.t., Sr., Hq.t., Hq.st.: ttDa&i dar ma9qiilSt1f; 
0.t.: l t ~ rw  added 
0.t.: I t to  give an opinionn instead of: " t o  tel l  somethingw; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: " t o  attempt t o  directw; in the Hq.st. Sk. changed back " t o  
at tempt t o  directw into "tel l  something ton1 
0.t.. Hq.t.: "Judgem instead of lljustice"; 
Hq.st.: "justicev1 with Sk.1~ following annotation in the  margin: *Ijustice has 
been said, but should it not be judge?If 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "aw instead of llthetf; in the Hq.st. Sk. changed back "ag1 
in to  Ifthen 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: titheff added 
Ibid.: lnmeantgl instead of wexpressedw; 
In the  Hq-st. Sk. changed "meantn@ back in to  "expressedw 
0.t.: wthatgl added; 
Hq.t.: "considered, in order tol l  instead of "considers toN; 
Hq.st.: lfconsidered, in order tow; 
Sk. put Itin ordern1 between brackets 
0.t.: vlwhat" omitted; 
Hq.st.: "whattt omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
0.t.: 81andff omitted 
Hq.t.: lgwhat*l added 
0.t.: "you wi l ln  instead of "one wouldf1 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "a personN instead of "onen; 
In t he  Hq.st. Sk. changed "a person" back into wonell 
Skosh.: "Comes toll crossed out afterwards and replaced in sh. by "has 
reached" 
0.t.: "hasw instead of "hadu; 
Hq.t.: Ithas hadt1; 
Hq.st.: "has hadv1, but Sk. put I1hasm between brackets 



through and51 that what that person52 had to learn, one would certainly 
have consideration for the expert befete and for the53 age before express- 
ing54 opinion. 

No doubt there are minds which55 show from childhood that brilliance 
which55 another person may not acquire for56 the whole life, and58 there i s  
a57 genius,58 who 60from the59 youth might show60 a capability which can 
hardly be found among the6' experts.62 But even such gifted souls need a63 
consideration just the same.64 I have seen those who promised to be 
65really in life, who promised to accomplish something worth- 
while in their livesF6 in spite of all their energy 67and e n t h u ~ i a s m ~ ~  and 
knowledge, taking gentle steps in the path of life and halting at every other 
step lest they might68 do a wrong thing instead of a69 right. 

What i s  Sufism: It i s  wisdom; to learn70 wisdom at every step in the 
path of l i fe is the only work of the Sufi. 

51. 0.t.: "or** instead of "andu 
52. 0.t.. Hq.t., Hq.st.: Ithew instead of " tha t  persont1; in the Hq.st. Sk. 

changed "he1* back into " tha t  persont* 
53. O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: *ltheV8 omitted 
54. 0.t.: w o n e ~ s ~ ~  added; 
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57. 0.t.: **aw omitted 
58. Ibid.: Itagain" added; 

Hq.t., Hq.st.: "again1! added af ter  "andn1; 
In the  Hq.st. Sk. put Itagain** between brackets 

59. 0.t.. Hq.t., Hq.st.: Itthe*@ omitted 
60. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "might show from youthtt; 

In the Hq.st. Sk. changed the sequence back into: **from youth might 
show1* 

61. 0.t.: "the" omitted 
62. Hq.st.: I@expertw 
63. O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: I1a*l omitted 
64. Hq.st.: "none the lessm, changed back by Sk. in to  " jus t  the  samef* 
65. 0.t.: "something really greatt1 instead of **really something1I 
66. Ibid.: "in their i i v e s ~ ~  omitted 
67. 0.t.: *land enthusiasmg* omitted; 
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68. Hq.t.: "mightw changed by Sk. into ~*shouldw 
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Peacock   eat her 2. 

The peacock feathers are considered by the poets and mystics as a sign 
of beauty, as3 a sign of vanity. And they are included in all the kingly gran- 
deurs. And peacock i s  the bird upon which rode the goddess of music and 
literature, Saraswati. Also the peacock feathers are used at the tombs of 
the Sufis by the guardians of the tomb, also by the healers: that by the 
passes of the peacock feathers, which is  the pass of harmony and beauty, 
the bad influences may be turned4 away. Also in India they use peacock 
feathers in the necklace of a child and that is  a little psychological trick. A 
child who is  susceptible to evil eye, is  saved from i t s  severe/serious ( I )  in- 
fluence because it is natural that the first glance of a person instead of 
falling upon the child, will fall upon the peacock feather, because it attracts 
curiosity of every one. In that way the first severe/serious ( ? )  glance is  so 
to  speak shielded by the peacock feather. And the same thing i s  done by 
the lion's nails, which are put in the necklace of a l i t t le child. 

Notes : 

1. In Sk.sh.bk, an explanation of the meaning of the peacock feather is found 
between the  lecture '*Opinion1' of July 20th, 1923, and the  lecture '*Con- 
sciencem of the same date, not belonging, however, t o  the former 

2. Gd.1h.r. and Sr. have the explanatlon of the peacock feather in the form 
of a q.a., which does not resul t  from Sk.sh. 
Instead of the  heading "Peacock Feather1* in Sk.sh., Sr. has: **Question: 
What is the meaning of peacock feathers?** 
Sk.l.tp.: **Question (What is the meaning of the peacock feathers?)**, hesi- 
tatingly copied from Sr. 

3. Sk.i.tp.: "and*' 
4. Ibid.: "takenw 
5. Ibid.: "severew 
6. I bid.: flfeathersw 



Quest ion:  Why is it we c a n  o n l y  h a v e  the knowledge of God 
through  the h e a r t ?  What p a r t  of the mind d o e s  
h e a r t  r e p r e s e n t ?  

Answer: Heart is  the principal centre. Not the heart in the body, but 
the heart which is  the depth of mind. For the mind i s  the sur- 
face of the heart. The heart and mind are one--as one tree; 
the root is the heart and the branches and the fruits and the 
flowers and the leaves represent mind.7 

7. Sr.: the  answer. is three  times as long as in Sk.sh.; this added p a r t  
seems t o  be another answer on more o r  less t h e  same subject, given a t  
another time 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 20th, 1923 

Tasawwuf. 

Conscience. 

Conscience is not only a record of one's experiences and impressions 
gained in life, but it is a living voice of the heart which makes all that is  in 
the heart so to speak dance in the light of justice. Therefore conscience i s  a 
world in man, a world as living as this2 world in which we live, and even 
more living than this.3 For the world of conscience i s  durable whereas the 
outer4 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Gatha Metaphysics - Tasawwuf, Conscience, Series I I I 
NO. 6. 

The t e x t s  of the  Hq.t. and the  Hq.st. are identical. 

1. Afterwards Sk. added "Gatha 111, 6" in the  margin of her sh., and she 
added "Gatha 111, 6 Tassawufw over the  "0.t." which bears the heading 
tlConsciencett 01-11 y; 
Hq.t.: "Metaphysics. Tassawuf. 

Conscien~e.~; 
Hq.st.: "Tassawuf. Metaphysics. 

Cons~ience.~ 
2. Hq.t.: "then instead of "thism 
3. 0.t.: "than thist1 omitted 
4. Here Sk.sh. ends in the middle of a sentence; Lb. took over and continued 

t h e  r. in Ih. 



An old typewritten copy being a 
somewhat revised copy of Kismet's 
short hand transcription .5 

world i s  subject to destruction. The word hiding or covering of a certain 
thing is for our limited understanding, 6in front of the fact6 nothing can be 
covered, nothing can be hidden, since the nature of life is action and reac- 
tion; every outer experience has a reaction within, every inner experience 
has i t s  reaction in the outer7 life. In the Qur'an it i s  said:8 g '~he i r  hands 
and their feet will give the evidence of their  action^.'^ The idea from the 
point of view of metaphysics may belo explained that there i s  no action 
which has not a reaction: every outer action has reaction inwardly,ll every 
inner action outwardly.l l The finer the person the finer his conscience, and 
grossness 12makes the conscience gross or coarse;12 it i s  therefore that one 
person is  more conscientious about his doings than another13 person;14 one 
person 15repents more of his mistakes or failures15 than another person.14 
But the most interesting thing in the law of l i fe which one might watch, is 
that the scheme of nature i s  such,'6 that a conscientious person is  taken to 
task more seriously by the scheme of nature for his evil doings1' than an 
ordinary person who never thinks what he says or does. It might seem as 

For this par t  of the basic t e x t  the "0.t." is used, which seems t o  be a 
somewhat rv. copy of Km.sh.tr. and therefore Is a more complete r. than 
Lb.1h.r. with many omissions. The lat ter,  however, in several cases is a 
more exact rendering of Pir-o-Murshld lnayat Khan's words: comparison 
with Lb.1h.r. results in the notes; 
Sr. mainly follows Lb.ih.r., but afterwards he changed many words in it, 
following the  t e x t  of the  0.t. 
0.t.: Sk. changed "in f r on t  of the factw into "in point of factt1; 
Lb.1h.r.: "pointtt instead of tlfrontu; 
Sr.: l1in the point of fact"  
Lb.1h.r.: "in the outside of the  world"; 
Sr.: noutsidesw; 
Hq.t.: "in the outside of the life" 
Lb.1h.r.: '*thatn instead of a colon 
Hq.t.: "Their hands and feet  w i l l  give evidence of their  actionm 
Hq.t.: "thus" added 
Lb.1h.r. and Sr.: "and every inner reaction has action ~utward ly '~ ;  
Hq.t.: "and every inner action has a reaction outwardlyw 
Lb.1h.r.: "makes conscience gross"; 
Sr.: "makes conscience grossu, changed into "makes the conscience. gross 
o r  coarseI1, which could mean t h a t  "coarsew may have been said instead of 
l'grossn; 
Hq.t.: "makes the consclence grossM 
Lb.ih.r., Sr., Hq.t.: 'Ithe otherw instead of "anotherw 
Sr.: "personn added afterwards 
Lb.1h.r.: "depends more for his mistakes failurest1; afterwards she added 
"onu before wfailuresn; 
Sr.: f i r s t  Lb. version, which he changed into the version of the 0.t.; 
Hq.t.: "repents more fo r  his mistakes and failures" 
Lb.lh.r., Sr., Hq.t.: "so madew instead of "suchw; 
Sr. afterwards changed @'so maden into "suchn 
Hq.t.: Mevlldoing~ 



though18 even God did not take noticelg of his wrong doing. According to 
the metaphysical point of view, in the soul of the conscientious God is  more 
awake, in the soul of the other person God slumbers, He does not take a20 
serious notice of things. I f  one were to watch one's own conscience, one 
would no longer have a thirst for phenomena,21 for there is  no greater phe- 
n ~ r n e n a ~ ~  than what i s  going on within23 oneself, and the action and reac- 
tion of every experience in life which materializes and manifests to one's 
view in various ways and forms. ~ n d e e d ~ ~  a clear conscience gives one the 
strength of a lion, whereas a guilty conscience might turn a lion into a 
rabbit. But who is  it i n  the conscience who judges? In the spheres of con- 
science the soul of man and the spirit of meet and become one. 
Therefore to a soul wide awake26 t he27 Judgement Day .does not come after 
death, for his28 every day i s  a Judgement Day. No doubt the sense of right 
and wrong is different in every mind. The right of the29 one may be 30the 
wrong of30 another, 31the wrong of the one, may be the right of another.31 
The law of action is too complex to be put into words, for every step's 
advance32 gives a certain amount of freedom of action, and as one goes 
along further and further in the path of Truth, his freedom is greater and 
greater at every step. And yet no individual lives a life between the four 
walls of his individual self. Every person is33 connected with a thousand 
ties34 with others known and unknown 35to himself. Therefore 36soul need 
not have36 regard for themselves only, but for the Whole Being, since every 
soul is  a part of37 the whole scheme of nature, and conscience i s  the test 
which can voice that inner harmony in everything one thinks, says or does, 
38and this keeps the soul tuned to i t s  proper note.38 

Lb.ih.r., Hq.t.: "ifft instead of ltthoughll 
Lb.1h.r.: I1eePe take notice" 
Hq.t.: "aw omitted 
Lb.1h.r.: tlphenomenonw 
Lb.ih.r., Hq.t.: nphenomenon" 
Lb.1h.r.: qlinfl instead of "withintt 
Hq.t.: tllndeedfl omitted 
Lb.lh.r., Sr., Hq.t.: llboth" a f te r  I1GodM 
Lb.ih.r,, Sr.: tlawakenw; 
Hq.t.: llawakenedtl 
Lb.lh.r., Sr., Hq.t.: without "thel' 
Ibid.: Ithim" instead of "hisIt 
Lb.1h.r.. Hq.t.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: Itwrong t o w  instead of "the wrong of1' 
Lb.1h.r.: "and the wrong of another may be r ight  t o  one1'; 
Hq.t.: "and fo r  another the wrong of one may be righttt 
Lb.lh.r., Hq.t.: "step advanced*' instead of Itstep's advancew 
Lb.1h.r.. Sr., Hq.t.: Itrelated andw before llconnected!l 
Lb.1h.r.: "barriers" over which was written by her afterwards: "ties" 
Lb.ih.r., Sr., Hq.t.: "evenw before " t o  himselfn 
Lb.1h.r.: "the souls need now; 
Hq.t.: "the souls do not  needw 
Lb.lh.r., Sr., Hq.t.: "inV1 instead of "of" 
Lb.1h.r.: "and thus tuning the soul t o  i t s  proper notew; 
Hq.?.: *'thus keeping the soul tuned t o  i t s  proper notem 



Sherifa Goodenoughls undated report- 
ing in longhand with many abbreviated 
words, as read by the compiler, of six 
questions and answers referring to  the 
lecture 'Conscience,' 
Summer School Suresnes, 
July 20th, 1923. 

Quest ion:  Is not the disapp.' of c o n s c i e n c e  due  t o  the s o u l ' s  
memory of the unp leasan t  consequences  of a c t i o n  
in the p a s t ,  added t o  c o n v e n t i o n a l i t i e s  and 
accep ted  i d e a s  about  what i s  r i g h t  a t  the p r e s e n t  
t ime? 

Answer: Past means yesterday or day before yesterday, this l i fe or 
life before? And i f  no explanation given, I might say that 
the whole life of the world i s  built of conventionalities3 and 
accepted ideas and nothing else.4 Therefore I do not mean to  
say that conscience i s  truth. When we come to absolute truth, 
there i s  nothing to be said. But conscience is  made of 
accepted ideas .5 World i s  maya and noth- 
ing else. If we accept something as being right, to  another it 
i s  wrong. As the modern German philosopher6 7is saying about 
relativity7--the same thing which Hindus have called for many 
yearsmaya., the illusion, the illusion caused by relativity. For 
existence of everything i s  by an8 acceptance of it. We accept 
a certain thing to be right, good, beautiful. Once accepted 
that has become our nature, our individual self. It is all 
acceptance; i f  we don't accept it to  be, then it is not. A mis- 

Notes: 

1. Gd. elaboration of q.a.: lldisappointmentll; 
Sr., made with the help of his own Ih. record o r  annotations of the q.a.: 
lldisapproval't 

2. One word illegible: Gd. elaboration of q.a.: llmorell 
3. Sr.: I1on conventionality1' . 
4. Ibld.: I1conscience is made on thisn Instead of Itnothing elsew; 

Tp. of unknown origin: "Inconscience is made of this edificeIt 
5. Gd.1h.r.: "the sentence remained unfinished and a space was le f t  open 
6. Tp. of unknown origin: "scientist Einsteinn instead of llphilosopherw; 

Sr.: "Einsteint1 added a f te r  wphilosopher" 
7. Sr.: ndlscovered" instead of "is saying about relativityI1 
8. Sr.: llourll instead of "an1# 



take, if we don't accept it to be a mistake, but once 
accepted, it is  a mistake. 

Question: But we do not a1 ways know if a mistake? 

Answer: Do we not know from painful consequences l o  ? That 
also acceptance. 
There are dervishes who work against accepted fact, for in- 
stance that accepted fact that fire burns; he works against. 
He jumps in and comes out unharmed. That is where dervish 
gives proof to  religions. They say, 'hell fire, not for us. When 
we can prove that here for us does not exist, certainly in 
hereafter for us does not exist'. 

Answer : 12gest way of testing life to  have12 conscience as testing in- 
strument 13with everything, whether harmonious or inharmoni- 
ous. I f  inharmonious, then to  think it will upset whole environ- 
ment, i f  harmonious, then to think it is all right.13 

9. Gd.1h.r.: a few words seem t o  be missing; 
Sr.: "cannot be a mistaket1 

10. Gd.1h.r.: one word illegible; 
Gd. elaboration o f  q.a.: vensuingll, then cancelled by her 

11. Gd.1h.r.: t h e  question is  missing; 
Sr.: "Question: The ro le o f  conscience is  very d i f f icul tw 

12. Sr.: "Yes, bu t  t h e  best  thing is always t o  taket1 instead of I1Best way of 
tes t ing  l i fe t o  havell 

13. Sr.: "and t o  develop the  sense o f  st r lk ing a more harmonious path a t  
every s tep one goes. It is always t h e  looking fo r  harmony and avoiding as 
f a r  as possible, sometimes by pain and difficulties, anything  inharmonious^^ 
instead o f  t h e  second p a r t  o f  t h e  answer in Gd.1h.r. 



Question: Is not conscience really result of soul's respect 
for accepted ideas of a community? Left t o  one- 
s e l f ,  no reaction in one's conscience. 

Answer: There i s  action and reaction in oneself also. The reason i s  
that a human being has h.15 different phases of existence. In 
one. phase of existence l6 less wise, i f  dives deeper in him- 
self, wiser, i f  deeper st i l l ,  wiser sti l l .  What he does in one 
sphere,17 in another sphere he would reject. Therefore man 
has so much in himself to combat and to reject, lathat he has 
action and reaction even without contact with others.18 
Sometimes a person in his mood i s  sa+nt a devil, sometimes a 
saint. There are moods, hours, when a person quite out of 
reason, fits of goodness, fits of badness. l g ~ h a t  is human 
nature.19 Therefore one cannot say that an evil person has no 
good in him, a good person no evil. But what concerns con- 
science most is one's own conception of what i s  right and 
wrong, and what has secondary influence is concept of others. 
 heref fore^^ not free at all. 21~annot live in midst of people 
and not care for their conceptions. One may want not to  
regard,22 but one cannot help it. I f  we are regardless, then 
consequence is  there, reaction is there. 23 b e  cannot very 
well resist psychological law,24 scheme of working of whole. 

Sr.: l1Question: Must we, t o  c reate  harmonious atmosphere consider o the r  
people's opinion? 
Answer: The more one takes notice of t he  feelings o f  another, t h e  more 
harmony one can create. The work o f  reformation is  fighting fo r  a cer ta in  
idea. The f ight  gives s t reng th  and t h e  conscience does no t  take partt1; 
Gd.1h.r.: t h i s  q.a. does n o t  appear. It is  possible t h a t  Sr. added it t o  
t h e  o ther  q.a., bu t  t h a t  it was given a t  another occasion 
Gd. elaboration o f  q.a.: Ithad"; 
Sr.: "hisM 
Sr.: "he isw 
I bid.: Itof his own being" 
Ibid.: " t h a t  he is  n o t  always pleased with his own action1# instead o f  t h e  
sentence in Gd.1h.r. 
Sr.: "As human 4e)ftg nature  has t h e  capacity t o  become saint and sinnerf1 
instead o f  "That is human nature" 
Sr.: I1So man ist1 instead o f  "Thereforeu 
Gd.1h.r.: a blank; 
Sr.: "Life Is a strugglew 
Sr.: llothersw 
Gd.1h.r.: a blank; 
Sr.: "we a re  so interdependent on each o thern  
Sr.: " 1  do n o t  mean the  law o f  man, bu t  t h e  unwritten law of"  



We do not exist as separate being, but as a particle25 fitted 
into a scheme and we cannot very well be regardless of the 
fitting into which we are fitted. 

Question: How does it come that a feeling 26 before it has 
been control 1 ed b y  the conscience? 

Answer: Conscience is  as everything else. 27 I f  it has been accustomed 
to handle one's thought, speech or action, the stronger it 
becomes, i f  not accustomed, weaker and remains only as a tor- 
ture and not as a con t ro~ le r .~~  Conscience i s  faculty of heart 
as a whole, in it reason, thought, memory and heart. 

Question: ln  what manner do the soul of man and the spirit of 
God meet in the c.28 and become one? 

Answer: The heart in i t s  depth is  linked up with the divine mind, there- 
fore in the depth of the heart there is  a greater justice than 
on surface.29 And therefore there comes a kind of intuition, 
inspiration, knowledge as that inner light falling upon one's 
own individual conception of things and both come together 
then. And therefore in the conscience there is  throne30 of 
God, where Cod Himself s i t s  on throne of justice. 
In short, a person condemned by his conscience i s  more miser- 
able than the one condemned by the Court. A person whose 
conscience i s  clean and he is exiled from his country or sent to 
prison, s t i l l  remains lion, even in a cage for there is  inner hap- 
piness, even in a cage. But when conscience despi'ses someone, 
then that i s  bitter punishment, more than any the Court can 
give. Saadi says it very beautifully. He sees throne of God in 
conscience and says: 'Let me confess my faults t o  Thee alone, 
that I may not have to go before anyone in the world to hu- 
miliate myself '. 

25. Sr.: Itof nation, race, world, family" 
26. Gd.1h.r.: an open space; 

Gd. elaboration of q.a.: "come"; 
Sr.: th is question does not appear and the answer was combined by him 
with the  answer t o  the  previous question: "The role of conscience is very 
difficult" 

27. Sr.: '#By use it can become greater and greater master of one's lifef' in- 
stead of t he  sentence In Gd.1h.r. 

28. Gd. elaboration of q.a.: ~~Consciousness~; 
Sr.: wconscience~~. See also the lecture wConscienceM of July' 2Oth, 1923 

29. Sr.: "of our mindM 
30. ibid.: "Courtv1 instead of I1thronew 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 21st, 1923 

Conventionality is  no doubt man-made, as the3 art is man-made. Yet 
in fact 4in the3 art as nature i s  f in i~hed,~  so in5 conventionality there is  the 
finishing of civilization. Conventionality i s  no doubt acquired, not inherited. 
But at the same time the love of conventionality is inherited also. Children 
born in the6 families in which conventionality has existed for a long time, 
they7 have been8 born with a tendency to9 it and it becomes natural for 
them to learn it. Also while learning, they do not feel it to be foreign to 
their nature. No doubtlo llextreme of all good and bad things i s  avoid- 
able.'' Nature has helped as far as a'* soul i s  born on earth and then comes 
a long13 education, in which is  the fulfilment of the purpose of life. 

Conventionality i s  not the goal and yet this which makes civilization i s  
a bridge14 connected toI5 the goal of life. Conventionality loses i t s  virtue 

Notes: 

A t  a later date Sk. added "Gatha ill, 7, TassawufI1 in the margin of her 
sh. 
E.t.: "Metaphysics. Conventionality.~~; 
Hq.t.: "Metaphysics. Tassawuf. 

Con~entionality.~~ 
Hq.st.: "Tassawuf. Metaphysics. 

Conventionality." 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: lithefi omitted 
E.t.: "as nature is finished in the artn; 
0.t.: "in a r t  as nature is finishedv1, changed by Sk. lnto Itas in a r t  nature 
is finishedv1; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "as in a r t  is the finishing of naturew 
E.t.: "then instead of "int1, but replaced by Sk.: fllnlt 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: #*then omitted 
Ibid.: "theym omitted 
(I.*., Hq.t., Hq.st.: instead of "have been" 
Ibid.: fltowardsM instead of nltoll 
Hq.st.: "No doubt" omitted 
0.t.: "extremes of all things good o r  bad is a~oldable~~,  Sk. changed 
tlavoidablew lnto " t o  be avoidedI1; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "the extreme of all good and bad things is t o  be avoidedn 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: " tha t  thew instead of "au1 
Ibid.: "a long" omitted 
A l l  other documents: "which ist* added 
Hq.?., Hq.st.: "with" instead of "tol l  



as16 all things when they become void of sincerity. For sincerity i s  the soul 

of every virtue. 

Now coming to the question what is conventionality? I t  is a law of17 
manner which i s  used in l i fe for the convenience and comfort of man. ''AII 
that is man-made is  as imperfect as man.18 Therefore i f  one would try to  

find out the mistakes of conventionality, one canlg find them in every civi- 

lization, 'existing at any period of history. Nevertheless the most civilized 
at any period of thez0 history2' have been the most conventional people of 

the time. During the.age of aristocracy in the world,22 conventionality in 

every part of the world in~reased*~ and became the main part of education 
for that time. And when revolt arosez4 againstz5 the spirit of aristocracy, 

26every good and bad thingz6 that aristocracy possessed, was condemned. 

Whatever line of reform the people in the world may adoptIZ7 they28 cannot 

be free from conventionality and yet progress. ~hese" two things cannot 

be separate;30 only what can be done, is  to  break one form of conventional- 

i ty and build another form. Call the first form as the31 conventionality and 

the next Bohemian life. It all comes to the same. There i s  one thing 32that 
most be32 considered, that freedom is  soul's purpose and33 without hinder- 

ing the c o n v e n t i ~ n a l i t ~ , ~ ~  i f  one can rise above them35 36as to breathe the 

breath of freedom, that would be the true democracy. Democracy void of 

culture and refinement can very well be called anarchy. 3 7 ~ u t  there are 
two laws;37 38if one considers them deeply, they39 will become useful in 

O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: Sk. added "do't 
Eat.: "of" omitted, and a comma added 
0.t.: this sentence was omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: *lcould" instead of 'Ican'l 
0.t.: "them omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "of historyn omitted 
0.t.: Sk. put "in the world1' between brackets; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "In the worldn omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "increasedn placed after "conventionality" 
E.t.: marousedv' 
Ibid.: llagainstn omitted, but again inserted by Sk. 
0.t.: "every good and bad thingw, changed by Sk. into "everything good 
and badM; 
Hq.st.: "everything good and badn 
E.t.: "made, adopted," instead of "may adoptt1; 
0.t.: "madem, changed by Sk. into "may adoptg1 
E.t.: "itn instead of "theyt1, changed back by Sk. into 'Ithey1l 
0.t.: "Thet1 instead of "Thesen 
Oat., Hq.t., Hq.st.: 1Iseparatedm 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "as then omitted 
0.t.: "to bem instead of "that must be" 
Hqot., Hq.st.: "ifm added, and omitted after 'lconventionality" 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: ~conventionalitiesl~ 
0.t.: "itn instead of "themw 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: t'som added 
0.t.: @'For these two lawsN instead of I1But there are two lawsm 
Hq-t., Hq.st.: "whichn added 
Al l  other documents: "theyn omitted 



living the right life: 40to strive and4' 42make life beautiful, comfortable, 
happy and peaceful42 for oneself. 4*he other thing i s  sharing43 the above 
said things with the44 others. 45~ha t  is  where comes the necessity of46 
conventiona~ities.~~ 4 7 ~ h e  one who is4' slave to conventionality i s  a cap- 
t i ~ e , ~ ~  the one who i s  the master of conventionality is  the possessor of that 
kingdom of4' which 50is mentioned5' in the Bible: 'Blessed are the meek, 
51they will inherit the kingdom of the earth.'51 

Question: W i l l  you t e l l  us which has the most influence on the 
individual, heredity or environment? 

Answer: The heredity i s  the foundation of the house and the envi- 
ronment is  the building. And from this you can understand 
what is  more useful and what less and what has greater influ- 
ence and what has less. 

Question: The most civilized have been the most conventional 
people. How does it come that the art is t  gener- 
a l l y  i s  not conventional a t  al l? 

Answer: The artist lives in his own world. The greater the artist, 
52his own world he has. He does not live in the world. All 
those who live in their own world, they are out of the world. 
They have a civil.ization of their own. But when it comes to  
the question of the worldly life, life in the midst of the world, 
there comes the question of conventionality. He cannot ignore 
conventionality and at the same time live in the midst of the 
world. 

Hq.t., Hq.st.: "One thing isw added, changed by Sk. in the Hq.t. in to  "It 
is one thingn 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: " tow instead of "andu 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "achieve beauty, comfort, happiness and peace in lifew 
Hq.t.: "The other thing Is sharing", changed by Sk. into wand another 
thing t o  share"; 
Hq.st.: "the other is sharingw 
E.t.: "thew omitted, but reinserted by Sk.; 
0.t.: "them8 omitted 
E.t.: th is sentence was le f t  ou t  
0.t.: "form instead of tlofn 
E.t.: th is sentence was le f t  out  
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "a1, added 
E.t., 0.t.: (*ofw omitted 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "it is saidw instead of "is mentionedn 
E.t.: "for they shall inherit the  earth"; 
0.t.: "who w i l l  inherit the  Kingdom of t he  earthm, changed by Sk. into "for 
they shall inherit the  earthm; 
Hq.t.: "for they shall inherit the Kingdom of the earth"; 
Hq.st.: "for they shall Inherit the earthw 
Skosh.: "the moren added by her in Ih.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "the morem added by her 



Paderewski did not have time enough to comb his hair. That i s  
another thing. But 1 do not think that he could have come as a 
President, without brushing his hair. As an artist it i s  all right, 
but as a man in the midst of the world, he has a world to face. 

Question: Is  not conventionality very of ten the result of per- 
sonal taste and habits? How would it be possible 
t o  know what t o  change and what t o  keep when the 
conventionality of each person depends upon his 
environment? There would sure1 y a1 wa ys be people 
who disagreed in this. 

Answer: Of course this necessitates the exclusiveness of envi ron- 
ments. Also this is the cause of divisions of humanity and yet 
no civilization can avoid it very well, however greatly 
advanced in i t s  thoughts. The progress will create necessities 
of such kind. They will not admit it, but they will live it just 
the same. But I should think that the best way of understand- 
ing conventionality i s  the spiritual. Once a person understands 
the spiritual moral, he does not need to learn the man-made 
refinement. It will come by itself; as soon as man begins to 
regard the pleasure and displeasure of Cod in the feeling of 
every person he meets, he cannot be but most refined, what- 
ever be the position of his life. He may live in a cottage but 

' 

his manner will surpass the manner of palaces. Another thing, 
when man has begun to judge his own actions, the fairness will 
develop in his nature and therefore everything he will do, will 
be just and fair. He does not need very much the study of 
outer conventionalities; he naturally will become conventional. 
And the third thing is  that Sufi conception of God as the Be- 

. loved. When this conception is  practised in everyday life and 
one regarded53 in dealing with everyone that in everyone 
there is the divine spirit, more or less, one would regard54 
everyone with that devotion and respect, with that thought 
and consideration, which one would give to the Beloved, God. 
And in these three ways this spiritual l i fe teaches man the 
very best55 of conventionalities. And i f  a civilization was 
built, which no doubt will be built one day, on spiritual basis, 
the conventionalities of the world will become genuine and 
worth having. 

53. Sk.l.tp.: "regards itn1 instead of nlregardedll 
54. Ibid.: "reachv, changed back again by her into "regardn1 
55. Sk.l.tp.: l1depthIn; 

Gd.rv.1h.r.: I1best" 



Question: Do you think that conventionalities are f undamen- 
t a l l y  based on common sense? 

Answer: Sometimes based on common sense, sometimes on the super 
sense and sometimes beneath it. 

Question: How can one make people who were lacking education 
see a thing that does not exist in their eyes, 
where they think there is no such a t h i n g  as what 
the aristocratic people feel as necessary for 
their happiness? 

Answer: Civilization means a progress. Those who are not educated, 
they must be educated to  understand life better. There are 
only two things: either go forward or go backward. Either 
begin to think as everybody else without education thinks, or 
take the one who is not educated with you and go forward. 
One thing or 56As the inner inclination 
i s  to  go forward and to take the one who cannot understand 
just now 57gently 57that the beautiful things are for 
the benefit of humanity. I should think that an ordinary man in 
the street, he i s  neglected, man turns his back to him. I f  he 
was taken closer to  oneself, i f  he was taught with simplicity 
and good will, not showing that he was ignorant of beauty or 
culture, but showing him that in this is his real benefit, I am 
sure that the conditions, as bad as they are now, will not be 
and there will be a better understanding between the classes 
as they are just now. 

I will tell you a l i t t le example. When travelling in India, I was 
staying in a place near a Hindu temple and there were two 
porters who took care of that temple. They were of Afghanis- 
tan, proud and stiff, rough and rigid in their manner and yet in 
their expression there was honesty and goodness. 58 

I passed through that way, I saw them ignoring so to speak my 
entering and going out, lest they may have the trouble of ob- 
serving any conventionalities. One of them came to me with a 
message from his master. I got up from my seat and I received 
him most cordially. And since that time, every time I passed, 
even i f  five times in a day, I was very well received with 

56. Sk.sh., Gd.rv.1h.r.: an open space; 
Sk.l.tp.: " the  o therw added 

57. Sk.sh. and I.tp.: a blank; 
In Gd.rv.1h.r. this sentence IS Incomplete 

58. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: l1As*1 added; 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: "Oftenn 



smiles and with a very 59welcorne and there was no 
more ignoring, because education was given to that person 
without hurting his feelings. 60~ha t  gave him the pleasure, 
certainly he thought, that can give to another also.60 To force 
a virtue upon a person is pride, but to let him see the beauty 
of a good manner, that is education. The condition today 
would become much better i f  we would take that to  heart and 
know as our sacred task to approach the people who need rip- 
ening, in such a gentle way, with such sympathy and love, and 
to develop in their spirit that culture and beauty which will 
then be shared between us and them. 

59. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "warmw added; 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: wcordial" 

60. Gd.rv.1h.r.: " I f  t h a t  gave him pleasure, he thought, it would give pleasure 
t o  anotherw 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
July Zlst ,  7923 

1 Tasawwuf. 

Life. 

The life which we know is  from our own life. Therefore the nature and 
character of that life which is eternal, is  beyond man's comprehension. By 
this it does not mean2 that man i s  incapable of knowing the deeper life. It 
only means3 that what man knows of life, is  by knowing4 of his own life. 
The difference between the l i fe known to5 generality and the life which is 
unknown, i s  that of the6 illusion and of7 reality. Man mocks at the idea i f  
he was8 told thatg this i s  all9 illusion', until he dives deep and finds out by 
comparison that this life, which i s  subject to  birth and death and subject to  
changes, is a life and yet no life. This life is  as1O a bubble in the sea. 

l ~ubb le  i s  existent and yet in 12the point of l2 reality, non-existent when 
compared with the sea. And yet we cannot say that the bubble wasi3 non- 
existent, for it merges in the same sea in which it once appeared. So noth- 
ing takes it away but i t s  own source and its original being. 

The nature of this life of ours can be better understood by knowing i t s  
secret, and the knowledge of i t s  secret will certainly enable us to live the 

Notes: 

A t  a later date Sk. added "Gatha 111-8, Tassewuf'* in the margin of her 
sh.; 
Hq.t.: nMetaphysics. Tassawuf. 

Life."; 
Ha.st.: "Tassawuf. Meta~hvsics. . - . . 

Life." 
Hq.t., Hq.st,: "it is not meantn instead of "it does not meanf1 changed 
back bv Sk. in the Ha-st. into "it does not  mean1* 
Ibid.: onlyff instead of "it only means1*, changed back by Sk. In the 
Hq.st. into "it only means1* 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: f*from the knowledgew instead of Itby knowingtf, changed back 
by Sk. in the  Hq.st. into "by knowing*' 
Ibld,: "theu added, but in the Hq.st. Sk. put it between brackets 
Hq.t.: "the" omitted 
i bid.: '*off* omitted; 
Hq.st.: "ofn replaced by '*thew 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "bew instead of "wasw 
Ibid.: placed a f te r  ffthat'* 
Ibid.: "liken instead of '*ast' 
I bid.: '*The** added 
Ibid.: "the point off* omitted, but again added by Sk. in the Hq.st. 
Ibid.: "isw instead of "wasw 



life14 to i ts15 best advantage. What happens is  this: that16 man, ea er and 
anxious to get the best l7 of life, owing to his ignorance becomes thek8 loser 
in the end. In order to know the secret of life, one must understand the law 
of creation, the law of sustenance and the law of destruction. We must 
understand that destruction awaits every created thing and to save it from 
destruction there wastg one mystery to be solved and that is  the mystery of 
sustenance. What happens i s  this:20 that2' every activity which is directed 
toz2 a certain result, owing to one's anxiety and eagerness, one draws that 
result closer before the time; and in this way very often man brings about 
that destruction which 23he knew that it can be helped,24 he can put it25 
off  t o  a later time. By this knowledge one develops patience, for very often 
it i s  the lack of patience which becomes the cause of destruction. An impa- 
tient person tries to reach too soon to26 that culmination which causes de- 
struction. And by patience the27 one who is  able to control his activities in 
life, wil l  become the sustainer of life and will 28take the best advantagez8 
of life. In the Hindu mythology Vishnu is the Sustainer, in other words, the 
king of life. 

The science29 today, wakened to the same mystery, has been able to 
control matter to man's best advantage, more than 30ever before we have 
known30 in the history of the world. I f  the same mystery was31 used from a 
spiritual point of view in everything one does and one wishes to accomplish 
in life, success would surely be his32 own. In every l i t t le thing one does in 
life, this point of view must be understood. Even in such things as eating 
or33 drinking, i f  one does not sustain the rhythm, he cannot take the real 
benefit of the food he eats and the water that he drinks. The person who 
reaches before time t 0 3 ~  that culmination of appetite in eating, will always 
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I bid.: " thatw omitted 
I bid.: "out'( added 
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I bid.: "thisw omitted 
Ibid.: "inn added, but crossed out  by Sk. in the  Hq.st. 
ibid.: "towardn instead of "toN 
Ibid.: "if1' added, but put between brackets by Sk. in the Hq.st. 
ibid.: "warded off" instead of whelped", changed back by Sk. into "helpedw 
in the  Hq.st. 
Ibld.: "itw omitted, but reinserted by Sk. in the Hq.st. 
i bid.: "tof1 omitted 
Hq.st.: "thetf omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "make the  best" instead of "take the  best advantage", 
changed back by Sk. into "take the best advantageN 
ibid.: added, but put  between brackets by Sk. in the Hq.st. 
Ibid.: the sequence of the words was changed into: "we have ever known 
beforew 
Ibid.: "werem instead of wwasf' 
I bid,: instead of "hisf' 
ibid.: "andt1 instead of "orn 
Ibid.: "ton omitted, but reinserted by Sk. in the  Hq.st. 



complain about35 the lack of digestion. So in business, in36 industry, in36 
profession,37 in36 study, in36 meditation, in all affairs of life, whether the 
affair38 of39 heart or40 head, the consideration of controlling one's activ- 
ity,4' guiding it and proceeding gradually towards42 the43 culmination, is 
needed. 

Ques t ion:  In regard ing  the a c t i v i t y  in l i f e  of the Sh iva  s i d e  
o f  the d e i t y  ? 44 

Answer: It is a subject which is  very vast, and it is difficult t o  explain 
that subject in two words. But that aspect of destruction and 
knowing about destruction can easily45 be understood again by 
something which we see in the modern science, by the 
method46 of what they call inoculation. By putting that de- 
structive element in one's body, one makes one's body the47 
disease proof, that that particular disease is no longer a 
disease but the nature of that person. That is  the method of 
the mystic from a spiritual point of view: that the death is a 
death so long that48 man is  unacquainted with it. When man 
eats it up, then he has eaten death, death cannot eat him49. 
That i s  the mystery of the Message of Jesus Christ: to  seek 
eternal life from the beginning to the end. The mystery50 is  
that51 once a person has eaten death, then he is  eternal. 

In l i t t le things of life: 

Ibid.: "of lackm instead of "about the  lackm 
Ibid.: 'Iinw omitted, but reinserted by Sk. in the  Hq.st. 
I bid.: wprofessionsn 
Ibid.: "affairs" instead of 'Ithe affairw 
ibid.: "then added 
I bid.: "of the" added 
ibid.: 'landn added, but in the Hq.st. Sk. put '@andw between brackets 
ibid.: "towardw instead of "towardsw 
Ibid.: "aw instead of "thew, but changed back into "then by Sk. in the  
Hq.st. 
Sk.sh. and I-tp.: the  question remains unfinished; 
Sr. (probably taken from his own Ih. notes): "Please te l l  us something o f  
act iv i ty of the Shiva aspect of the Deity?I1 
Sk.i.tp.: "easiern instead of neasllym; 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: '~easiiyw 
Sk.i.tp.: mmediumw instead of "methodM; 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: wmethod'l 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: "asw instead of " thatn 
Sr.: 'I, then he knows the life eternalw 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "of eternal lifew in sh. 
Sk.l.tp.: "pastn instead of "thatu; Sk.sh. sign for  " thatw is not very 
clear and could mean npast/passedM 



One person says: 'I do not like to touch vinegar, it hurts my 
health'; one person says: ' I cannot bear to eat cream, I 
cannot digest itm; another person says: ' I cannot stand to have 
perhaps sugar in the tea, I do not like it.' For him the sugar is 
a poison. I f  he took the poison once, the same would become 
sugar for him. All things that one thinks that they are foreign 
to his nature, by this he makes his nature exclusive. And by 
becoming exclusive, he makes himself subject t o  them in a 
way. There comes a time when they rule him, a situation when 
he is under them. A person who says: 'bitter quinine, it is  too 
bitter, I cannot stand it'; he is  in fever, the doctor says he 
must have it. He dreads having it. At the same time he cannot 
help it. Therefore the way of the Shiva was always to work 
against one's weaknesses. He counted them as weaknesses, not 
as nature. Nature, all is my nature, but what I cannot have, 
that I make it foreign from my nature. I f  I have separated it, 
there comes a time perhaps that I become so weak that I 
cannot help having it. Would you believe that the snake 
charmers, I have found some of them, who have gradually by 
52the snake52 that when they go, they just catch the snake in 
their hand. I f  the snake bites them, it does not hurt them. 
Shiva i s  pictured with a cobra round his neck; out of death he 
has made a necklace. ~t~~ is no more a death to him. One can 
go to extremes, but s t i l l  it is a law that must be studied and 
known. The only mystery it teaches, is  not to consider any- 
thing in nature as foreign to one's nature. I f  it was not in us, 
one would not know it. By this one overcomes all the destruc- 
tion which is the source of fear and pain and disappointment. 

Question: Does it mean that if there is no poison, there is no 
moral, there is no good and 54 bad if there is no 
poison? 

Answer: No, it does not mean that. Good is good and bad i s  bad, 
but at the same time one can rise above bad, or one can be 
submitted to badness. One can become55 before the evil or 
become strong. The idea is  to  become strong before the evil 
instead of weak. 

52. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "making the  snakes bite them t l m e  after tlme developed so'# 
53. Sk.l.tp.: "Itm, omitted 
54. Ibid.: "no1@ added 
55. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "weak1' 



Question: 3 one s e e s  t h a t  a thing has begun wi th  re~i~...~~, 
what should one do? 

Answer: m e  should be sorry for having begun it too quickly and 
one should try to  regulaS7 the rhythm 58 A gradual 

59. As in the beginning there is a need of patience, 
so also in the end; patience should be all along. Patience is  the 
secret of the whole thing. There are many virtues, but no 
virtue can be compared with patience. For it is not only a 
virtue, it is a power within itself. 

Question: I s  it perhaps God's way o f  making us immune to  
sorrow, when H e  sends us  t roub le s  and d i f f i c u l -  
t i e s ?  

Answer: Every way is Cod's way. When He sends us troubles and 
difficulties, that is  Cod's way; neither there is  the law of Cod 
to  send only 60s. and t.P0 neither to  send us only 61. But i f  
we are thankful and see the hand of Cod in all, we would cer- 
tainly be 62grateful 62 and even after a sorrowF2 
and to  see in both the way of Cod. 

Very often there are people more impressed by the doctrine of 
karma, who say that i f  illness has come, 'Well, now it is our 
karma that we have to pay the due. Then we must take it 
patiently.' I think there is  a virtue in it also63 to see that it is 
from karma. But it is not sufficient. We must know that hap- 
piness is our birthright. In our happiness there is the happiness 
of Cod. In our sorrow there is not the pleasure of Cod. There- 
fore we must do everything in our power to  get out of that ill- 
ness instead of thinking that the karma had thrown that ill- 
ness, and we m u d 4  lie patiently65 like a rock over us and not 
try to  push it off, because it is karma. 

Sr.: npreclpltately~; 
Sk.l.tp.: "preclplta..." 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: Vegulatew 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: a full stop after "rhythm" 
Skosh. and I.tp.: an open space 
Sr.: "sorrows and troubles"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "sorrow and troublen 
Sr.: "joy and pleasure"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Joy and happinessn 
Skosh.: an open space after "grateful"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "grateful, - and even a f te r  a sorrow -," 
Sk.l.tp.: "andw added 
Ibld.: "let It?" Inserted 
Gd.rv.r.: "under It" added 



Q u e s t i o n :  Is it bad t o  be too i m p a t i e n t  e v e n  for s p i r i t u a l  de- 
vel opmen t 3 

Answer: 'Too' is always bad. I f  a person asked me: ' I s  it right to 
be too good?', it is  enough to be good.66 
67~atience does not necessarily mean sloth, negligence and 
laziness. 

Q u e s t i o n :  68~n our  sorrow,  not r e f l e c t e d  God's sorrow,  a s  in 
o u r  p l e a s u r e  it is? 69 

70 

~ n s w e r : ~ '  I f  Cod would not sorrow, man would be greater than God. For 
man is  capable of two things and God would only be capable of 
one. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Why did  you then s a y  t h a t  God is not pleased in our  
sorrow? 

Answer: God is  not pleased, as another man is sometimes pleased in 
causing sorrow to another man. 

'21t is inevitable to have life without sorrow. Life would not 
be very interesting.72 

66. Sr.: lllmpatience of every kind is t o  be avoided. One loses one's equilibri- 
um. There is no gain out  of impat ien~e.~~ 

67. Sk.l.tp.: th is sentence was considered by Sk. t o  be an answer t o  a missing 
question 

68. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: llls" added 
69. Sk.sh.: t he  question was cancelled 
70. Sr. has t he  following answer on the  question under note 69: llCertainly, as 

in our happiness God's happiness is reflected, so in our sorrow God's 
sorrow is reflected. I did not mean t o  say t ha t  in our sorrow there Is 
no t  God's sorrow, but I meant t o  say t h a t  God is not  pleased, as man is 
sometimes - in causing sorrow t o  man. It is impossible t o  have no sorrow, 
but  we want balance in sorrow and joy. When too  much joy and no sorrow, 
then l i fe becomes monotonous." 

71. This is the  answer t o  a question, found in Gd.rv.r.: "Question: Has God 
sor 

72. Sk.l.tp.: these two sentences omltted 



Question: After a l l ,  i s  it not a good plan for one t o  look for 
the cause of their sorrow or gladness in their 
own thought and action? 

Answer: 73~ometimes it so happens that it i s  not conditions which 
make a sorrow. We allow them to make us sorrow. It is not 
only on their part that it depends; it depends upon both: a part 
of the sorrow comes from life and a part one makes oneself. 
Therefore i f  there is  a response, one helps l i fe to give a l i t t le 
joy, then the life will give one a little joy also. But i f  one pre- 
vents the life to give a l i t t le joy, then the l i fe becomes help- 
less. 

74~here may be a 740ut of hundred things in everyday life 
that74 we take them too seriously. We may take perhaps one 
thing seriously and of the ninety-nine say: it matters little. 

73. Gd.rv.r.: "A much better plan" before ~lsometimes~ 
74. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: "There may be out of a hundred things in everyday life ninety- 
nine tha t "  



An old typewritten copy of unknown 
origin, with a few corrections made 
by Sakina. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 22nd, 1923 

The World Brotherhood. 

2~ few words I would like to say to explain to you a l i t t le more about 
this our activity which i s  called the World  roth her hood.^ 

~ o - d a ~ ~  it4 is  more than necessary that5 the activities in bringing 
about a brotherly feeling in humanity are of more value than any other 
activity in the line of culture. And although there are many societies and in- 
stitutions which are established and working along this line of Brotherhood, 
yet our contribution to this great service of God and humanity has i t s  pecu- 
liarity owing to  i t s  ideas being based on spiritual ideals. We believe that the 
brotherhood brought about by coming to an understanding of exchanging the 
good of one another in the interest of one another i s  not sufficient. The 
reason is  that the nature of life is changeable; where there is  a day there i s  
a night, and there is light and darkness and therefore the interest in life is  
not always even. I f  two persons are friends to6 one another and they make 
a condition that we shall be friends and we shall love one another, i f  each 
wishes to regard justice,' they will quarrel a thousand times a day. Because 
who is  to  be the judge? When two people quarrel both are just, both think 
they are on8 the right. And a third person has no right to  interfere. There- 
fore brotherhood cannot be brought about 9to satisfactory resultsg only by 
teaching the law of reciprocity based upon selfinterest. Because even i f  
they said: ' I will give you a pound in gold and you will give me in return a 
poundlo', and the exchange is  made, there is  a dispute. Because I gave you 
the pound in gold and you gave me the pound in notes1 A friendship which is 

Notes: 

This lecture has become "Social Gathekaw No. 40. 

The "Hq.t.n and the "Hq.st.(' are  Identical. As comparison was made with the 
Hq.t. only, this document is not mentioned agaln in the notes. 

Hq.t.: ((Our Activity which is called the World Brotherhoodv instead of "The 
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This f i rs t  sentence was omitted 
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wwithll instead of "tow 
"and fairness by the other's interestsw added 
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"satlsfactori ly~ instead of " to  satisfactory resultsn 
"in notes paper" added 



based upon selfishness is  not secure, it is  not dependable. Because seemingly 
they may be friends, in reality each is wanting for himself. They are not the 
friend of the other, they are the friendsll of themselves. However they12 
greatly show friendship to one another, in reality they are showing friend- 
ship to themselves. No, the brotherhood from13 spiritual point of view that 
may be learned, is  the brotherhood of rivalry 14in goodness, in kindness.I4 It 
is  not weighing: what good have theyi5 done to me, but it i s  trying to do 
more for another and not thinking what he will do for me. 

The ideas of the Sufis in all times have been different from16 the man 
in the world and yet not too different for a man to  practise. The Sufi ideas 
are that when one does an act of kindness to another, it is because he 
wishes to do it. Because the action itself i s  his satisfaction, not17 a return 
even in the form of appreciation. Any form of appreciation or any return he 
thinks consumes, takes away that act of goodness or kindness that one has 
done. And when one thinks that one does some good expecting that another 
must return it, then it is  a business. And a person who thinks thatt8 perhaps 
I shall do twice more good to another from whom I received half fromlg the 
good I do for him, he is in a very bad situation, for sooner or later he will be 
disappointed because he shares goodness which cannot be shared in this 
way. As soon as man begins to think that20 'has another person treated me 
like a brother, why should I treat him as a brother', he does not know what 
brotherhood is, he will never be able to act as a brother. The Sufi point of 
view is  that man must be concerned with himself, i f  he does right that is 
what he i s  concerned with and not whether another person takes it rightO2l 

The trouble of22 Brotherhood at this time when humanity is  so vastly 
divided, seems so very difficult to  bring in23 practice. And yet I do not think 
i f  we saw the idea of brotherhood in this light, that it would seem very dif- 
ficult. For no sooner man says:24 ' If another person will do as I wish', he 
creates his displeasure,25 but the one who says: ' I  will do what I think right 
and good and I am not concerned with the other person whether he takes it 
rightly, I have determined to do what I that is  quite sufficient. 
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July 23rd, 1923 

The word shame is  used in 3 a l ~  different languages3 and more or less 
the meaning of the word4 i s  the same, 4understood by different people.4 
But the question what really5 the word shame5 means could be answered6 
that the7 shame means8 want. A feeling gwhich one feels9 in himself lo of 
wanting something to make up one's ideal, llgives that feeling which one 
calls shame; or when one sees in another person something wanting, it is 
that which brings to one's mind that sense of want12, and one expresses 
that sense by the word shame. It is  interesting to notice that in13 Persian 
language there i s  a word kam which can also be pronounced as shame, the 
meaning of which i s  foolish. But the true meaning is  wanting. 

The question arises whether I4the idea of 14, the conception of shame 
is inherited15 or acquired. That is  where the point of view of the mystic 
differs from the conception of the modern psychology. When the7 modern 

Notes: 
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A t  a la ter  date Sk. added "Gatha 111-9, Tassawufw in the  margin of her 
sh. and over the  0.t. 
0.t.: "Tassawuf. Shame."; 
Hq.t.: flMetaphysics. Tassawuf. 

The Word tShame~*'; 
Hq.st.: ~Tassawuf. Metaphysics. 

The Word Ishame'." 
0.t.: "every different language" 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "understood by different peoplen, placed af ter  "wordn; 
Hq.t.: mas" added before "understoodn 
0.t.: tlreallyM placed a f te r  "the word shameM 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "by sayingw added 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "then omitted 
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Ibid.: " that  one has" instead of "which one feelsw 
A l l  other documents: "oneselfn 
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psychology16 that17 all this is acquired, the Sufi will say it is inherited. The 
springing of this sense in a child i s  worth noticing andi8 is of a19 very great 
interest to  a seer. But when one sees it20 from a spiritual point of view it 
opens up21 a very vast field of thought 21before one2I. One learns by 
thinking about this sense of wanting that l3 human soul by nature i s  perfect 
and22 the life of limitation on earth is  imperfection. Therefore the soul 
continually sees wanting23 in itself and24 want in others and becomes 
unhappy over it. The soul who sees the want in others becomes unhappy 
over others. Therefore there will be no end to the unhappiness of that soul, 
for there will always be the want in this life of limitation. But the soul who 
sees the want in oneself, no doubt has a chance to gain all that whichz5 is  
wanting, although the more a soul will advance26, the more it will find in 
itself wantingz7. It is  therefore that28 the nobler is29 the the more 
sense of shame it has, for that sense is wakened30 in it. And the lack of 
the7 nobleness31 of spirit i s  significant of32 the lack of that sense. There is  
one person who33 fights against that34 sense, which in time becomes 
blunted; and he might feel happier for the moment, having had that sense in 
him so blunted. However, the limitation will be35 there. The sense of shame 
i s  a channel which leads to that goal which is  called perfection, but no 
doubt the more it is  wakened30, the more one is  subject to unhappiness, and 
yet true happiness is  in the realization of perfection. And therefore in the 
end he does not lose much in spite of the apparent gain3' that comes37 
to the one who i s  shameless. In the7 practical l i fe in the midst of the world 
the shameless38 has apparently more ease of 39movement and action39. The 
one who has the sense of shame awakened, for him life is difficult. But the 
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sense of shame, living in the heart of man, is like a pearl in the shell and as 
long as it is in the shell, it may not bring40 i t s  price, but there" is a pearl 
just the same. Whatever price the pearl brought40, the market place i s  not 
the place of42 the pearl. I t s  real place is43 the crown of the king. So a 
person with44 real living quality may not always be appreciated, may have 
troubles in life, and yet sometime45 his qualities will fetch their proper 
price. And i f  they did46 not fetch the proper price, still there i s  no loss, for 
beauty in all i t s  aspects i s  beyond price. 

Where does man learn virtue? He learns it from the47 sense of shame. 
And what does develop48 in man49 that50 virtue? It is  again the same sense. 
Often this sense works as a sharp knife upon a feeling heart, but it only 
makes it5' a cut diamond. 

By this we come to a realization that what is most precious in life is 
the52 feeling and i f  the feeling sense loses i t s  sharpness, it is  like53 man, 
who is the salt of the earth, has54 lost the52 savour and there is  nothing55 
else from where it can be gained. In all times of the world56 history, when- 
ever a civilization has57 touched i t s  summit, this sense in58 generality59 was 
developed59. For the height60 of every civilization shows60 the fineness of 
the7 human feeling which i s  the highest in6! all aspects of culture. 

The manner of the saints has been to  approach God with this feeling. 
It is this feeling which62 made the Prophet ~ u h a m m a d ~ ~  cover himself with 
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a mantle every time when64 the thought of Cod came65. I t  i s  the same 
feeling which gives a person modesty. And all the different forms of prayer 
have come from this inner tendency of man in the presence of the God of 
perfection. 

64. 0.t.: llwhenm omitted 
65. Ibid.: " to  him1( added 
66. Sr.: the following sentence follows after the lecture, although separate 

from It: l1Shame Is a sense whlch realizes a lack, It as awaking t o  what my 
brother has and I lack, tha t  is shame.11 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
one question and answer, possibly re- 
ferring to the lecture 'Tasawwuf. The 
Word Shame' of July 23rd, 1923, but 
given on another occasion. 

Question: False  accusat ion f i l l s  a ch i l d  w i th  a sense  o f  
shame, though t h e r e  is no j u s t i f i c a t i o n .  

Answer : Anything wrongly suggested has always a wrong result. Some- 
times a person carries a sense of shame too far, but it has i t s  
own value when it is  used rightly.2 Often people have done 
great things, beyond their ordinary power, lbecause taken hold 
of l by their sense of shame. They get such a desire to amend 
that they are awakened from a sense of death, they make su- 
perhuman efforts and they live again. 
Repentance is  the outcome of shame. 
When the sense becomes more living, the person feels lack 
himself and so he respects the lack in others. So what he does 
is  t o  cover the lack of another instead of exposing it by criti- 
cism. When he develops further he sees other persons fa++ates 
exposing their own lacking. So the pain of the wise and of the 
saintly souls, they feel for others as themselves. They feel it 
like a knife; spiritual life means to feel the life of another as 
one feels one's own life. It looks so cruel on the part of man 
in exposing the lack of another. It may satisfy his vanity or 
bring him a moment's pleasure, but from the spiritual point of 
view it looks very cruel. One can overcome this by feeling the 
oneness of life, the same life in him and in me, so his pain, his 
sorrow, his pleasure I share, because his life is  my life. *So 
one cannot but be sympathetic all in life, have more or less 
love, but the difficulty is they do not know how to  use it to  
their best advantage.2 

Notes: 

The f irst q.a. of the "Question and Answer Class'l given on August 15th, 1923, 
refers t o  the lecture "Tasawwuf. The Word Shamew of July 23rd, 1923. 

Sk. made a tp. copy of Sr. with a few alterations, here indicated as 'lSk.tp." 

1. Sk.tp.: "taken holdw instead of "because taken hold oft1 
2. Sr.: f irst th i s  sentence occurs a t  t h e  end of the answer, then Sr. placed 

it after 'Irightlyn in the first p a r t  of the answer; 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 23rd, 1923 

1 2 ~ o d  Ideal. 

The existence of God is  a question which rises3 in every mind, either4 
in the mind of the believer in God or5 in the mind of the unbeliever. h d 6  
there are moments when the greatest believer in God questions His exis- 
tence, whether there really7 is  a God. He finds it at the second thought 8a 
notion such as that as sacrilege8 and he tries to get rid of it. But often this 
question rises in the heart of the unbeliever: i f  it i s  really true, i f  there is  
someg such a thing as Cod. 

The idea of God i s  inborn in man. loGod ideal is the flower of the 
human race and this flower blooms in the realization of Cod. 

As everything in the objective world has i t s  tendency to rise upward1', 
so the tendency of12 soul can be seen in human aspiration, which always 
soars upward1 l, whatever be the sphere of man's consciousness. The man 
who is only conscious of the material life, his aspirations reach as far as 
they can reach in13 material gains. And yet he proceeds higher and higher 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 48, and was f i r s t  published in the  
book The U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, It refers  t o  the book The  U n i t y  of 
R e 1  igious Ideals, compiled and prepared for pu bllcation by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added nReligious Gatheka no. 48, The God Idealw In the  
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Bk.: "Andn omitted 
Hq.t.: "is really" Instead of "really Is8* 
A l l  other documents: wsacrilegious t o  have a notion such as thism instead 
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A l l  other documents: "Thet( added 
I bid.: "upwards" 
I bid.: "then added 
0.t.: "toward" changed back by Gd. into "Inn 



and remains discontent14 with all that he achieves through life owing to the 
immensity of life in its every phase. This craving of attaining15 something 
which is unattainable gives the soul a longing to reach life's utmost heights. 
It is the nature of l2 soul to  try and discover what i s  behind the veil. It i s  
the soul's constant longing to climb such heights, which is16 beyond his17 
power. It is  the desire of soul to  see something whichl8 it has never seen. 
It is  the constant longing of the soul t o  know someone it has never known. 
But the most wonderful thing about it1' that the soul already2' knows to 
some extent21 that there is something behind this veil, the veil of perplex- 
ity; that there is  something to be sought22 in the highest spheres of life, 
that there is some beauty to be seen, that there is someone to be known 
who is  knowable. This desire, this longing is not acquired; this desire i s  a 
dim knowledge of the soul, which it has in itself. Therefore tmbe+ief disbe- 
lief in12 God ideal is nothing but a condition which i s  brought about by the 
vapours 22arising from the material l i fe of illusion and covering as clouds 
the light of the soul which is i t s  life. It is therefore that the unbeliever is 
not satisfied with his disbelief23. Yes, sometime his vanity i s  fed by it to 
think that he is wiser24 in not believing in someone whose existence is 
believed25 by numberless blind be~ ieve rs~~ .  So he begins to think that after 
all to  believe in God is  not a difficult thing. Any simpleton can reallyz7 
believe in l2 God ideal. He takes therefore the opposite direction, of refus- 
ing to believe. He is  honest, 28yet he is29 someone who stands before a wall 
which hinders his path to progress. 

I f  this world offered30 to one person all it possesses, even then the 
soul will not be satisfied, because i t s  satisfaction i s  in i t s  higher aspiration. 
And it is  this higher aspiration which leads to God. The question: man31 has 
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an aspiration because it is  his nature but32 in the end of the journey he may 
perhaps not find anything, may be answered that33 there is no question 
which has no answer and there is no desire, the object of which i s  a 34 . 
There i s  appetite and there is  a35 food; there i s  thirst and there i s  water; 
there is sight and there is something to be seen. So there is aspiration and 
there i s  God. Man knows not what he36 is not; there is  no such a37 thing 
which one knows and which does not exist, for one cannot know what does 
not exist. Something must exist first 3'in order that3' one may know3'. But 
there i s  a question that40 everybody4' does not know God, 42he only 
believes in some i d e a 1 ~ ~ 9 ~ ~ .  The answer is, what i s  the idea; the idea is44 
out of which all is  born. Science and46 art, 45rnusic and46 poetry, 45religion 
and nation, all is born of the idea. I f  the idea is the source from which all 
comes, then why is47 idea something insignificant and why4' God, Who i s  
the source and goal of all, be49 not found in the idea. 

~ h e ~ O  seeking for God is  a natural outcome of the maturity of5' soul. 
There i s  a time in life when a passion is  wakened52 in51 soul which gives the 
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soul53 longing for the unattainable, and i f  the soul does not take that direc- 
tion, then it certainly misses something in life54 which is  i t s  innate longing 
and in which lies i ts55 ultimate satisfaction. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Does t h a t  c o n s t a n t  1 onging for something una t ta in -  
a b l e  n o t  prcduce unba lancedness  in the s o u l ,  
which should  be avoided? 

Answer : It is the nature of the soul. Unbalancedness comes from 
doing something which is against the nature. I f  this brings 
disharmony, then satisfaction brings56 death. What is  after57 
satisfaction? Life is going on to  the goal which is  satisfac- 
t i ~ n . ~ ~  The balance i s  the normal state of individual progress 
and the consideration for the others. One cannot point out 
what may be called balance. There is  no such a thing that can 
be called balance. Because the idea of balance for an59 indi- 
vidual is another. The idea of balance when compared to 
another in relativity is  again another thing. 

For i.60 the features of the Chinese i s  a normal feature for 
China; the features of the Creek, they were normal for that 
time and for those people. Normality comes with relativity. 
What we call6' is what we call general, what everybody has. 
We can safely say that when it is a season of cold and coughs, 
that it i s  normal to  have a cold.62,63 
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The life goes in its rhythm of mobility and i t s  balance64 is  t o  
balance at the place where the consciousness is  65. 
The balance is a conception itself and it comes from relativity. 

Question: I s  it not  r ight  when we ge t  unbalanced if we seek  
t h e  unattainable  goal 66 

Answer: 6 6 ~ e  get the idea of the balance when we are not one-sided. 
One-sidedness is  the lack of balance. When we can compre- 
hend the idea' of another also, then there i s  the balance. 

Question: The God-denying people,  a r e  they  a lways  f a r  away 
from t h e  goal? 

Answer: It depends upon their consciousness. 67 
Most of them will find as a kind of wall which gives them the 
idea of limitation, which gives them the idea that there is  
nothing further.  heir^^ horizon will always give them a kind 
of discomfort. Just like a bird in a cage. He does not know 
that there i s  anything else; it is all closed up. 

I cannot say about all those who are unbelievers, because we 
often misjudge people. They may have a better belief than . One cannot judge it. 

Question: What f a c u l t y  is most he lpful  in the  progress  
towards God rea l i za t ion?  I s  it t h e  imagination? 

Answer: I should say aspiration. Aspiration cannot be considered as 
one of the faculties. It is behind all faculties. Therefore it is  
the soul of all the faculties. Aspiration is the chief thing. But 
my experience with great many people whom I have seen in 
the world, has brought me to acknowledge69 70 sometimes 
what happens? A very fine soul, whose tendency is to  aspire 
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upward7', is perhaps brought in a family and i s  reared among 
people who work against the Cod ideal, and therefore from the 
beginning he is made to  deny the existence72 of God. And at 
the same time, by having a conversation with that person, I 
have found that i f  he could find a help, a guidance which could 
not oppose his preconceived idea, but would guide him gently 
and would present to  him in the same realm in.which he is  
accustomed to 73 life, he would be very glad to come out 
of that cage which hinders his realization. Very often it has 
happened. The person i s  not ready to accept the existence72 
of Cod at once, but at the same time he is desirous to  find 
something. The desire is there just the same. 
There is a story of a scientist, who was a great unbeliever in 
God. All his l i fe he has been in this and the wife's only sorrow 
was that the husband did not believe in Cod. There came a 
time in his later part of life when he began to call her near 
him in his time of pain and suffering, and in answer to  her re- 
grets he would say: 'I share in your belief because you 
believe. Therefore that is  my strength.' In that way he 
unconsciously shared the religion of his wife. 

Question: 7%Y the idea of balance is a conception 

~ n s w e r : ~ ~  How many great people with their great ideas, but extraor- 
dinary at the time, were taken as peculiar and people thought 
that they were unbalanced. And after a long time, when the 
scientific discoveries attained the same, they saw he was 
right. But at the time they did not think that75 he was a bal- 
anced person. 

7 1. Sk.tp.: wupwardsm 
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Question: As man's power o f  comprehension increases, does n o t  
t h e  God I d e a l  76appear t o  become more and more 
i nde f i n i t e76  u n t i l  i t  i s  e n t i r e 1  y impossib le t o  
conceive? 

Answer : I think, as far as we can conceive, is  the Name of God. 
That i s  the only power that our conception77 has, not beyond 
that. God is beyond the power of conception and above man's 
comprehension. And we do not expect Cod to  be definite, 
because that is not our aim. Our aim is  that our conception 
may become more living. That i s  the aim. All objects which are 
limited are definite, because they are78 distinct and they can 
be compared. As Cod cannot be compared, He cannot be def- 
inite. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 24th, 1923 

The Spiritual Hierarchy. 

The idea of the spiritual hierarchy has been a 'question which has 
always been discussed in all ages and especially at this time when the2 
people have their conceptions much more separate and different3 along spir- 
itual lines than ever4 before. 

5~pir i tual  hierarchy is  not man's imaginationt6 is not only a poetry,7 
but it is as real as one's own being. when8 among hills and mountains, there 
are small mountains and there are big mountains, among theg rivers there 
are larger and smaller rivers and in all things of nature one finds the evi- 
dence of nature's hierarchy. What gives us the best picture of life, is the 
loheaven with i t s  stars and planets10. Sun apart as a light and life giver, 
12when we consider all13 stars and planets, including the moon, we shall find 

Notes: 
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they are all receptacles of light, they all reflect14 light of the sun according 
to their capacity. The moon functions15 the same light to the greatest 
degree. According to the mystic16 idea,17 i f  it were not for the moon, the 
whole cosmos would go to pieces for the reason that the central currents of 
the sun are functionsle in the moon which reflects the light of the sun in 
fullness. Only the difference i s  that, as it is19 reflection of the sun, although 
in i t s  fullness, it has finer currents of light. It is soft and cooling, attrac- 
tive, and i t s  light is  beautiful. Therefore the light of the sun i s  called j e l a l  
by the Sufis and the light of the moon jemal; the former expresses 
power,20 the latter beauty, the former creative, the latter2I responsive. 

Suppose then, i f  the sun 22is the knower, &en then the moon is  the 
one who knows nothing.22 I f  Cod is the Knower and23 All- Wise, the one who 
gives His Message 24knows nothing.24 What the moon may seem to give as 
light is  not i t s  own, it is25 light of the sun. 

So it is with the Messengers of all times. People have heard them speak 
and therefore they call it as the Message of Buddha or of Christ or of Moses, 
but really speaking the Message was of Cod. 
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All souls in the world are26 receptacles of Cod's ~ e s s a ~ e , ~ ~  not only 
the28 human beings but even all in the lower creation; all objects and all 
conditions convey to us the message of the One and the29 Only Being. But 
the difference is  that, although we al130 convey the Message of God, s t i l l  
they do not know it. They are not conscious of it.31 Not only the32 objects 
are unconscious, but even human beings are unconscious. I f  they only knew 
that there is nothing in this world which is  not the instrument of Cod. As 
there are more useful and less useful objects, so there are more or less 

human beings. I f  they were all equal, there would not have been 
the diversity of different ranks and positions in a state, there would not 
have been generals or colonels in the army--all soldiers--there would not 
have been 34high low34 notes in36 the piano, all one key, one note, one 
sound, there would not have been different rooms in the house, 38every 
room, but one37 room.38 But it shows that it is  the necessity of l i fe that 
there should be a hierarchy, hierarchy by election or hierarchy by appoint- 
ment, but the world cannot exist without it.39 

According to  the Sufi conception there are several degrees distin- 
guished as different stages of respondence,40 in other words of higher initia- 
tion, among them4' five principals:42 wal i, gaus, kut ub, nabi, rassou l  . 
The sign of rassou l  being the crescent43 which represents a respondent44 
heart. People call them Masters. But they in reality45 are pupils. For in 
the46 point of fact no one in the world i s  a Master save God. Man's great- 
er47 privilege i s  to  become a greater pupil. Therefore none of the great ones 
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have called themselves Masters, nor have48 they ever49 considered them- 
selves to be so. What they have known in their lives is  the privilege of open- 
ing their heart50 wider and wider, to reflect the light of the Master Who is 
God Himself. The progress of these high initiates i s  in their re~pondence,~~ 
for they never52 have connected themselves with what they have expressed. 
Very often the parents say something to their child in which there is a53 
voice of God. Very often a kind friend suggests something to  his friend out 
of his love and sympathy which happens to be a Message of God. Sometimes 
a teacher says an inspiring word which i s  as a word coming directly54 from 
Cod. Even from an innocent child a word comes which comes as a warning 
from God. For all faces are His faces and from all lips it is  His word that 
comes, whenever it comes. But those who can respond to Him, they become 
as His appointed servants. People call them Chosen Ones. Cod has chosen 
all, for all souls are dear and near55 to the Creator. But the soul who is  
attached to  the lips of Cod as a horn, becomes the herald of His Message 
and through his lips what comes is56 not his words but the Message itself.57 

Question: " I f  it were not for the moon, the whole cosmos would 
go t o  pieces ." Is this  onZ y spiritual or i s  it a1 so 
material ? 

Answer: The positive energy has always a destructive power and it 
only can become constructive when there is  a negative energy 
to respond to it. And therefore it is not only in a symbolic 
language that I have said - - - - - - - - - -58 but in reality 
the sun would become so hard59 that the world would become 
burnt to  pieces, nothing would be left of it. For no planet, no 
star haved0 that capacity to  function15 in themselves, what 
the moon can. 61 The same thing in human life can be 
seen.61 In the breathing we find also the significance of 
jelal and jemal. We have two kinds of breath, and when 
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j e l a l  comes then there is  jemal function;62 when the time 
of 63that I have given 64 

And i f  65 ceases in some way to exist, then a person either 
becomes mad or dies. Many illnesses come from it and insanity 
i s  born of it. Very often it happens that the physicians are 
more concerned with the brain, but what happens that 66is in 
good condition the brain.66 I f  the breath i s  closed in one nos- 
tril, then the breath cannot function in j e l a l  and jemal.  
Then a person loses i d7  life. 

6 8 ~  man on the verge of losing his mind: on that point he felt 
it would become like this. He came to me and he said, 'Now 
this is the time I must be saved, else my whole l i fe will go to 
ruin. It is  on the point 69 

In order to make it sure, I told him: ' Now you go to a doctor 
and show him your nostril.'70 This man was so surprised that 
he could not have thought that there could ever71 be any con- 
nection with the nostrils. 7 2 ~ o c t o r  said: 'something not in 
order'. I told him: 'no need of operation. What needs is  to 
make your breath regular.' The moment he began to work with 
his breath, his mind became every day different. Then he 
proved in his life to  be a very successful businessman. 

Ques t ion:  What about kemal? What is kemal in t h e  planet73? 

Answer: The kemal of the planet73 only comes in some degrees 
when there i s  what they call eclipse. Then the, two forces 
become confused. That is  a small degree of kemal .  A full 
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manifestation of kemal i s  what is  called in Sanskrit le i ja ,74  
the end of the world. Because jemal  goes into j e l a l  , neither 
j .75 has i t s  power neither j.76 The whole thing bursts to 
pieces. 

Question: The f i v e  d i f f e r e n t  i n i t i a t e s  . What the  d i f f e r e n c e  
i n c l  udes? 

Answer : 77 this I will make a lecture itself and therefore I will 
be giving that lecture as a complete idea. 

Question: 78 

Answer: The rhythm of every individual body changes in one hour; 
there are five elements which change. A person changes 
through five elements and every such change changes his 
mood. Therefore in an hour's time a person may be hot and 
cold, and calm and excited, and everything. And i f  a person 
tends to show his changes, he is  a79 moment in a spell of 
goodness, next 80. Therefore a self-controlled person 
controls all. One cannot help going through these five ele- 
ments every hour. Every element has i t s  influence upon a 
person. 

Question: I s  i t  t r u e  t h a t  t h e  moon, because i t  i s  a dead body, 
has a vampir is ing i n f l u e n c e  upon man? 

Answer : It is  not dead. It is living at the lifeB1 of the sun, so i t s  l i fe is 
greater. And vampirising--you may call it vampirising effect. 
Really speaking it is  magnetic effect. Its magnetism is more 
beautiful and greater because it is soft. The sun attracts, but 
its currents repel one. The soft currents of the moon have a 
soothing power. Therefore one is more attracted to the moon 
than the sun. The sun has a much greater attraction but the 
power of the sun i s  too great sometimes for a person to stand. 
The power of the moon is  soft. Therefore there is  a place of 
Mecca: Kalaba, where all the people of the Muslim world go 
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there82 for a82 pilgrimage because they worship Cod; there is 
a place which is  significant of .a place of Cod's pilgrim.83 But 
where their heart i s  attracted to, is Medina, where is  the tomb 
of the Prophet, rather than to make the pilgrimage to Cod. In 
one place he finds the human being where he has felt that 
attraction Cod. That has more attraction for him than 
even the place of Cod. ~ ~ a i n ~ ~  gives the aspect of the moon, 
the Prophet of all ages. That is the reason why many people 
forget the connection of Cod and remember the Prophet. 
Because,the Prophet's attraction was greater, although Cod is 
greater; but the Prophet i s  soft. There is  the attraction of the 
Prophet's person. There i s  something remaining there. 

Question: The magnetism o f  t h e  moon, has i t  a t r i p l e  power, 
t h r e e  d i s t i n c t  properties?86 

Answer: Since all the great power is  a divine power, without that 
power there is no power. When one thing is understood, then 
all different aspects of that power being87 reflected from 
another, may be used or abused. 

Question: 8 8 ~ e o p l  e d i s t i n c t  f r om s o l a r  dynasties8' and 1 unar 
d .89 

Answer: Every person has either a j e l a l  temperament or a jemal  
temperament. And every person is either of a j e l  a1 power or 
a jemal  The one of the j e l a l  power is of the solar, of the 
jemal  power is of the moon. 

Question: How does jemal f i r s t  come about? 

Answer: I will quote a saying in the Bible: 'Eve was formed of the rib 
of Adam.' That is  the reason. The reason is that it i s  the posi- 
tive power which makesg' i t s  own function. From it a kind of 
power goes from itself and becomes a kind of answer to  it, 
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because t he  source and goal of a l l  is t he  same. Therefore that 
one source, when it manifests, it becomes a kind of accornrno- 
dationg2 in which i t s  power functions. It is made of the same 
object  where it came from. 

9 3 ~ a v e  you seen sometimes t h e  smoke covering the fire? The 
smoke arises from the fire and then becomes a kind of cloud 
over it which covers the  fire. So itg4 is an element which 
comes from t h e  sun and then becomes a function and then re- 
f lec ts  it. The difficulty in explaining t he  process of creat ion i s  . 

t ha t  it i s  t he  self-same element which has changed i t s  aspect 

and becomesg5 something else. 96that97 can be studied 

very  well in t he  Vedanta. The mat te r  has come from spirit. 
Therefore the mat te r  is spirit. Only for our convenience of 
understanding, w e  say there is sp i r i t  and there is  matter. The 

same words in t he  terms of t h e  Sufi are called nur and zuhur, 
light and i ts  manifestation. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 24th, 1923 

1 The Cod   deal.^ 

There are different) conceptions of Cod existing in-various periods and 
known to different people. The people of4 all ages seeking for the Deity 
have pictu'red Him in some form or the other5. It is natural with man i f  he 
i s  told about somebody6 whom he has never seen or known. He makes a 
conception of that person and he holds that conception as his7 knowledge of 
that person till8 he sees him. There are some who make a conception in 
their mind of a person they have not seen, almost as real as the person. 
g~uman heart is an accommodation which conceives the idea of God and 
pictures Him according to his ownlo mentality. The Buddha of China has 
Chinese features andll of Japan has the eyes of Japan. The Buddha of India 
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has12 Indian likeness. Man cannot conceive of an angel being any different 
from a human being, except that he attaches two wings to the angel in 
order to  make it a l i t t le different. I f  the angel was13 not pictured as man, 
it would not be an attraction to a human being. Therefore it is natural that 
in every period people have conceived14 the personality of Cod as a human 
personality. ~ n d l ~  16no better conception could they have given l6 to it 17, 
for there i s  nothing in this world which is  a more finished personality than1' 
human personality. 

People have called God as1' 'He,' recognizing the might and power of 
the Deity. People have called Cod as l9 'She,' recognizing in the Deity that 
mother principle and beauty. And it is the differences of conception from 
which have come2' many ods and many2' goddesses. And it i s  true too, 
forZ2 as many conceptionsg, so many gods24, and yet many gods means2) 
many conceptions of26 One Only Cod. By the27 ignorance of this truth, 
many have fought over their different gods and yet26 wise men28 in every 
period of the world have2' understood Cod to be the One and Only Being. 
For the ordinary mind, to  feel the existence of someone in the idea is not 
sufficient. It is  too vague. One wants29 to feel the existence of someone 
with his own hands. Then 300nly he can3' acknowledge something to be 
existent. The wise have given therefore31 different objects to such mentali- 
ties and pointed them eat32 to the people as gods. Some said: 'see Cod in 
the sun'; 33the person unders t~od~~ .  He was not satisfied to think that God 
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is35 in the idea; he was much more pleased to know now that Cod is  seen by 
him, and Cod i s  u n ~ o m ~ a r a b l e ~ ~  even as the sun; and that t he27~od  is  not 
reachable. Some wise men have said 37that God is in the sea, some said:37 
'38in the fire'; some said to a simpleton who asked to see Cod to3' go in4' 
the forest and find' out a certain tree: 41that tree was God4'. The search 
for that tree gave something for that man to do which was the first essen- 
tial thing, and the patience with which he sought the tree, that also did 
something in his soul and the joy of finding a rare tree was also a pleasure. 
And in the end he found, for God i s  everywhere. Some have made the4' 
images of different ideas, such as love and justice and knowledge and 
power, and called them different goddesses, moulded them in43 different 
images and have given44 man to worship. Some wise man have said: 'the 
cow is  sacred.' Certainly it i s  sacred for a farmer whose whole45 farming 
depends upon the cow, his life's46 substance47 comes in every form from the 
cow. It i s  sacred. The wise have pointed48 to man4' different objects which 
will attract man's attention and will 50 become as the5' objects of concen- 
tration for man, which might52 s t i l l  his mind, as in the mind which is s t i l l ,  
God manifests. Then again the wise have presented the Cod Ideal to the 
peo le in the form of symbols. To the simple beings a symbol was 6ed noth- 
ing' and to the wakened54 minds the same symbol of Cod was a revealing 
factor of the secret of the Deity. I f  one could only see how marvellously 55 

I bid.: mwasll; 
Sr.: changed by Gd. i n t o  "was"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "was1' 
Sr.: wuncomparabiew; . 
O.t., bk.: tllncomparable~'; 
Hq.t., bk.p.: " i n~omparab l y~~  
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " t h a t  God is  in t h e  sea, some sald:" omitted 
Ibid.: "He ist1 added 
I bid.: I t to"  omitted 
0.t.: lflntov instead of "Inw 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "and t h a t  t r e e  Is Godn 
I bid.: "thet1 omitted 
0.t.: ninto'l; 
Sr.: Gd. changed 'tin'f i n t o  "intom; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: vlntof '  
0.t.: #'them tot1 added; 
Sr.: ''them t o n  added by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: I1them ton  added 
Sr.: ltwholetl crossed o u t  by Gd.; 
All o the r  documents: ltwholev omitted 
0.t.: l'lifefsn omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "sustenancew 
I bld.: "outn added 
Ibid.: " t o  mann placed a f t e r  "objects" 
i bid.: "wi l l t1 omitted 
Ibid.: "as thet1 omitted 
Ibid.: 'lwhich might1' replaced by "tof1 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Godn instead o f  "nothingw; 
Sr.: ntaughtl', afterwards replaced by him with 
0.t.. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "awakenedw instead o f  'Ithe wakenedn 
All o ther  documents: "int1 added 



the diversity of the conception of Divine ~ d e a ~ ~  the5' wisdom has played i t s  
role5', guiding the souls of all grades of evolution towards the same goal, 
which in the end 59is the5' spiritual attainment. 

---------- 

Question: The same goal which is  spiritual attainment? 

Answer: The same realization of life, the key to which is God. 

Question: What does a person mean when he says he does not 
believe in  God? Does he mean there is  nothing 
which creates th is  world, or what else? That God 
i s  not living in H i s  creation? 

Answer: Well, what generally one sees: every intellectual person 
sees the cause and effect. And as far as the mind reaches, it 
takes one to see that he goes to the atoms, electrons, and ra- 
diance, and in the end he comes to the movement. Now a ma- 
terialistic person says the movement i s  the cause; from the 
movement the matter has come. In the matter he includes 
what he calls atoms or electrons. But he thinks that behind it 
all it is  the movement, and a perpetual movement which gives 
a force to everything to come up. From one thing another 
thing comes, and in this way the consciousness of man is the 
outcome of matter. He thinks that the matter, as it evolves, 
the process of evolution continues, and a kind of consciousness 
is  produced: after the tree the animal, after the animal the 
human, always greater and greater. 

Question: What a religious person cal l s  disbelief i s  the d i s -  
belief  in God Ideal? We cannot be without any 
be1 i e f  . God a s  a deity 60 ? 

Answer: The unbeliever in that sense worships his own opinion. No one 
is  here without a purpose. But the more wide awake a person, 
the greater the purpose will become. 

56. Sr.: "ideaw afterwards changed by him into tlideaill; 
All other documents: ttideaitl 

57. Sr.: "thett crossed out by Gd.; 
Ail other documents: tithem omitted 

58. Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ttparttt instead of t8rolev 
59. O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ttbecomestt instead of Itis thett 
60. Sk.sh. and tp.: the  question is incomplete 



Question: The wise man is not misleading in some way the seek- 
i n g  person when he points out something as a God? 
Why not t o  point out himself? 

Answer: Does he want more fight? There is already enough fight in 
man. He would rather let the person fight with a Cod of stone, 
if he wants to fight. I t  is his preparation. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 25th, 1923 

1 The 

There are three roads to spiritual attainment, which meet in the end 
in3 one junction. One road i s  of the Master. There is4 another road4 which4 
comes from quite a different . it6 is the road of the saint. And 
the middle path, between the two, is of the prophet. 

7 ~ h e  path of the Master wants self-discipline and will power to make 
a8 headway through ~ i f e . ~ , ~ ~  It i s  thelo path of accomplishment. All that 
the Master takes up, he accomplishes. All that the Master desiresl1 attains 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals (1929). 

Where is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sakina wrote mincompletew over her shorthand reporting of the lecture. This 
may refer t o  various omissions in her shorthand reporting. 

Several years later Sk. added: "p.132 The Unity of Religious Idealsw in the  
margin of her sh. 
Sk.l.tp.: "The Spiritual Hierarchy I I1'; 
Bk.: "The Master, the  Saint, the  Prophet." 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: "a tw 
0.t.: "There istt and "which" omitted; 
Bk.p., bk.: "There ism, nwhichw and wroadl' omitted 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: I1pointw 
A l l  other documents: l'andlt instead of 'litw 
Bk.p., bk.: added "The path of the Master is a path of war; war with 
outer influences which prevent one from making one's way through life.l8 
This sentence was taken from the lecture "The Messagew, July 16th, 1923 
I bid.: "am omitted 
Ibid.: added "He conquers himself; he battles with life; he is a t  war with 
destiny; he invades* ail t ha t  seems wrong t o  him; he finds the  key t o  the 
secrets unknown t o  him; he turns all conditions, all things, all people in to  
the shape t h a t  he wishes, and moulds as he likes t he  personalities t h a t  
come in touch with him; he tunes personalities t o  the tone which would 
suit his  orchestration.^^ 
*Bk.: "crusades against" instead of winvadesl~ 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "an instead of "thew 
Ibid.: "hem8 added 



sooner or later. Yet the Master's one desire i s  thet2 spiritual attainment 
13to i t s  fullness13. Therefore all other attainments, spiritual or material, are 
nothing before him other than many steps on thelo staircase. The struggle 
in the path of the Master is great; he has struggle all along. ~ v e r ~ t h i n ~ l ~  
that meets him on the way to accomplishment l5 of l6 l7 to get through 
than the condition before. No doubt as he proceeds on the path of attain- 
ment, he gains power through struggle. The greater the struggle through 
life, the greater his power18'71. l g ~ h e  Master 20 gradually through the 
five principal stages of attainment and may even arrive at the stage of Ras- 
sulship21 in the end. 

The path of the saint is22 of love, of23 harmony, of23 beauty, ready to 
give, ready to sacrifice, ready to  renounce, ready to  give in to24 and to 
yield. The saintly soul takes all insults as one would take something as a 
purifying process. He resigns25 at every loss, that26 there is no loss which 
is27 without some gain and there i s  no gain which is  without any loss. There 
i s  always hidden a28 loss in the gain and a gain in the loss. Renunciation is  
not difficult for that soul, for in the29 renunciation that soul finds its free- 
dom. No sacrifice is  too great for the saintly soul, for i t  only30 gives31 hap- 
piness. Generosity that soul need not learn, it is i t s  nature, its character. 
Modesty, humility, tolerance, forgiveness are the part32 of his being. He 

I bld.: Itthem omltted 
0.t.: I tat  I t s  fullestw, changed by Gd. ln to  "in I t s  fullnessw; 
Bk.p.., bk.: Itat i t s  f u l l e ~ t . ~  
0.t.: "Every conditionw, changed back by Gd. in to  "Everythlng"; 
Bk.p., bk.: "Every conditionw 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Is hardern added 
Sk.l.tp,: "of" omitted 
Sk.sh. and tp.: a blank 
Bk.p., bk.: added l1He has command over objects; he produces effects In 
objects, which naturally are not  there. He can even rlse t o  a s ta te  where 
he can command nature, and the spiritual Hierarchy is made of the Mas- 
ters. For the  world is ruled, it Is governed, Although outward governments 
are different, inward government is the spiritual Hierarchy. in the  East 
such are called 'Wall', whose thought, whose feellng, whose glance, whose 
whole impulse can move the  u n i ~ e r s e . ~  
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Andw added 
Sk.sh. and tp.: a blank; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "may advancew added 
Bk.: wRassouln instead of uRassulshipN 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "onew added 
Bk.p., bk,: "ofw omltted 
A l l  other documents: " tow omltted 
0.t.: Inis resigned atg1 instead of nreslgnsll; 
Bk.p., Bk,: "1s resigned ton  
O.t., bk.p., bk.: '*for" lnstead of " thatn 
0.t.: "which Ism omltted, but reinserted by Gd.; 
Bk.p.,' bk.: "which 1s" omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: "aw placed before flhiddenw 
0.t.: "the1' cancelled by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "them omltted 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: ('only1* omitted 
Ibld.: "himl' added 
0.t.: "partsw instead of "the partv; Gd. changed "partsm lnto Itpart"; 
Bk.p., bk.: "partw lnstead of "the par tw 



cannot do otherwise, for he does not know33 differently. Through this path 
no doubt in the beginning the saintly soul finds d i f f i c ~ l t i e s ~ ~ ,  35for there is  
no end to the world's demands. In this world no one can be too good or too 
kind. The more good36 one is, the more goodness is  asked of him.37 The 
more kind38 one is, the more kindness is expected from him.37 And it so39 
goes on a1140 through the4' life. The happiness42 through all the continual 
sacrifice43 that 44a saintly makes as he goes through life, he finds45 
is in his will gradually becoming harmonized to the W i l l  of Cod, so that 
Cod's W i l l  and his will in time become one. And46 no one can imagine 
except the souls who have experienced the feeling of resignation through all 
the crosses that one has to pass47 through48 life.49*71*50 

0.t.: ttknows non, changed back by Gd. in to  "does not known; 
Bk.p., bk.: Itknows now 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: ~ ~ d l f f l c u l t y ~ ~  
Bk.p., bk.: added "The path of the Saint has a constant batt le with the  
self,"; This addition was taken from the lecture "The Messagen, July 16th, 
1923 
Ibid,: "better11 instead of tlmore goodw 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "onew lnstead of 
Bk.p., bk.: "klnderl' lnstead of "more kindw 
A l l  other documents: "so i t t l  instead of "It so" 
0.t.: "allm omitted but reinserted by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: omltted 
Al l  other documents: "thew omltted 
Bk.p., bk.: "a saintly soul findsvt added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.:   sacrifice^'^ 
Bk.p., bk.: "he" instead of "a saintly souln 
Ibid.: Ithe findsn omltted 
I bid.: " that  happinesstt added 
0.t.: " t o  beartt, changed back by Gd. in to  " t o  pass1'; 
Bk.p., bk.: " t o  meetw 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: 'tin" Instead of Itthroughtt 
Bk.p., bk.: added "The sp i r i t  of a saint results in being tuned t o  t he  
whole universe. He Is In tune wlth the climates, with the weather, with 
nature, wlth anlmals and birds; he becomes In tune with the  t rees and 
plants, in tune with all atmospheres, with all human beings of various 
natures, because he becomes the  keynote t o  the  whole universe. A l l  har- 
monize with him, the virtuous souls, the wicked souls, angels and devils, all 
become In tune. He becomes In harmony with every object, with every ele- 
ment; with those who have passed from this earth he Is In tune; with 
those in the  atmosphere he Is in tune and In tune wlth those who live on 
earth. The moral of the  saint Is very difficult, but the spir i t  of the  saint 
Is a benedictlon t o  himself and blessing t o  others." 
Ibid.: added "The work of the  Master is * to  comfort indlvlduals and com- 
f o r t  the world.* The work of the  Master Is t o  keep away all disasters 
t ha t  mlght come about, caused by the Inharmony of the nature of individu- 
als and of the collectivity. The work of the  Master Is t o  help the feeble 
but right, the weak but just, when he is in a situation where he is 
opposed by a powerful enemy. The work of the  Saint Is t o  console the  
wretched, t o  take under the  wings of mercy and compassion those l e f t  
alone In life, t o  bless the  souls t ha t  come In his way."; This paragraph 
was taken from the lecture "The Messagett of July 16th 1923 
*Bk.: " t o  protect  lndlvlduals and protect  the world.t1 



The way of the prophet i s  a more balanced way, for in the life of the 
prophet there i s  51 the balance of both of these attributes51 : the power of 
attainment and the patience to resign to the W i l l  of God. So the prophet is 
a warrior and a peacemaker both at the same time.52,53854 The work55 of 
the prophet is  not only his own spiritual attainment but56 some certain ser- 
vice of great importance to perform.54 And57 as the prophet goes through 

above said five stages, so59 he acts on thed0 way of61 the fulfilment 
of his life's mission as a Warner, as a healer, as a reformer, as a as 

!5 a teacher, as a priest, as a preacher. Therefore such services6 keep the 
prophet away from what his soul always craves for and that i s  the64 soli- 
tude in the wilderness. He longs for65 one place and he i s  put id6 another 
place. The soul who yearns constantly to fly away from the crowd, is put, 
owing to his mission, in the very midst of the crowd. In this way the work 
of the prophet in the world becomes as hard as if a person were asked to 
jump into the water and then come out dry. He must live in the world 
and not be of the world. However, it i s  the prophetic soul whose life's in- 

Bk.p., bk.: "a balance of these two attr ibutesn 
Ibid.: added tlThis line Is called Kemal; o r *  perfect, o r  balan~ed.~'; th is 
addition was taken from the lecture "The Messagen of July 16th 1923 
*Bk.: "thew instead of "oru 
E3k.p.: **The Prophet's work is more difficult and complicated than than of 
the  Master o r  the SaintM inserted but then cancelled; This sentence was 
taken from the  lecture "The Messagev of July 16th 1923 
Ibid.: Gd. suggested t o  replace the sentence in note 53 with the following 
sentence taken from the lecture "The Messagew of July 16th 1923: "To the 
souls who ask from him t ha t  compassion which they would ask from a Saint, 
he gives it: t o  those who ask of him t ha t  power, t ha t  strength which is 
necessary t o  be able t o  stand through the  sweeping waves of life, the 
Prophet gives that.lt 
Afterwards Gd. omitted this addltionai sentence and put back the  original 
one (v. Sk.sh.tr.1 
0.t.: mworldtl, changed back by Gd. into 'lworktl 
Bk.p., bk.: "he hasn added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Andw omitted 
Ibid.: "thew instead of 
I bid.: "sow omitted 
Ibid.: "his" instead of "then 
Ibid.: tttowardsm instead of "of't 
Ibid.: "lawyerw instead of 'tjudgetl 
Ibid.: "service keepsw instead of wservlces keepw 
0.t.: "thew, crossed out by Gd. 
Ibid.: " t o  be Int1, changed back by Gd. into "fort1 
I bid.: ninto'l 
Ibid.: @'all" omltted but reinserted by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "allt* omitted 



junction68 very often i s  to  serve humanity in the time of i t s  need. And it is 
the fulfilment of this69 service which makes him Rassul, the ~ e s s e n ~ e r . ~ ~  

68. 0.t.: wlmissionw, changed back by Gd. into winjunctionn; 
Bk.p., bk.: wmissiontt 

69. Sk.i.tp.: " thatww instead of wwthisn 
70. Bk.p., bk,: added "The Prophet is the Message-bearer,, the Prophet is 

master and a servant a t  the  same time, the  Prophet is a teacher and a t  
the same time a pupil, for  there is a great deal t h a t  he must learn from 
his experience through life, not in order t o  make himself capable t o  
receive the Message, but in order t o  make himself efficient enough t o  give 
the Message. For God speaks t o  the  Prophet in his divine tongue, and the  
Prophet interprets it in his tu rn  in the language of men, making it intelli- 
gible t o  them, try ing t o  put the  finest ideas in the  gross terms of 
worldly language. Therefore all t ha t  the Prophet comes t o  give t o  the  
world, is not given in words, but all t ha t  cannot be given in words is given 
without words. it is given through the atmosphere, it is given by the  
presence, it is given by the great affection* t ha t  gushes fo r th  from his 
heart, it is given in his kind glance and it is given in his benediction. And 
yet the most is given in silence t h a t  no earthly sense can perceive. The 
difference between human language and divine words is this, t ha t  a human 
word is a pebble, it exists, but there is nothing further; the divine word 
is a living word, j u s t  like a grain of corn. One grain of corn is not one 
grain, in reality it is hundreds and thousands. In the  grain there is an 
essence which is always multiplying and which w i l l  show perfection in 
This paragraph was taken from the lecture #*The Messagetw of July 16th, 
1923 
*Bk.: wwlovew instead of wwaffectionww 

71. The origin of the  added sentences in notes 9, 18 and 49 is not  known. 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
eight questions and answers, referring 
to the lecture 'The Prophet' of July 
25th, 1923, but given on another oc- 
casion. 

Question: Does every one evolve a1 ong one of these lines? 

Answer: Yes, the souls who take up the spiritual path have one of these 
three temperaments. 

Question: Does one change one's way many times? 

Answer: Never. 

Question: Can you also call the way of the Master the way of 
Shiva, the way of the saint the way of Vishnu, 
and the way of the Prophet the way of Brahma? 

Answer: To a certain degree it is  true. 

Question: To what degree is it not true? 

Answer: l ~ a k e  i.e. the life of Vishnu, it is  the life of a king, and 2a 
saintly life is not necessarily a kingly lifeO2 

Notes: 

1. Gd.rv.1h.r.: The answer begins "It cannot be most fitting." 
2. Ibld.: "life of klng cannot be necessarily saintly Ilfe. Therefore t r ue  t o  a 

great extent, but not t o  the fullest.", Instead of "a saintly life is not  
necessarily a kingly life." 



Quest ion:  Can a person  know which i s  his path? 

Answer: As one goes on in the spiritual path, it may become more 
clear. Jemal temperament is  the path of the saint, Jelal tem- 
perament is  the path of the master, and the Kemal tempera- 
ment is of the prophet. This cannot be clearly seen in the l i fe 
of every one, it becomes clear when the character has become 
settled. Then it is not difficult to distinguish, but before it is 
settled the person's life i s  e~usive;~ sometimes the way seems 
gentle, forgiving, etc., and at another quite opposite$ When 
the life is settled he shows a l i t t le difference but not much. 

Ques t ion:  D o  these three p a t h s  a l w a y s  end in Rassu l sh ip?  

Answer : No, they may end in it. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can one s a y  t h a t  the a r t i s t  be1 ongs  t o  one of those 
three paths? 

Answer: No, he may belong to either of them. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it e s p e c i a l l y  on the s a i n t l y  p a t h  t h a t  a s c e t i c  
q u a l i t i e s  a r e  requ i red?  

Answer: Asceticism is a tendency and you will find it more or less in 
every person who is striving to lead the spiritual life. The 
ascetic tendency is  in the soul that i s  seeking spiritual attain- 
ment. Every extreme has to be avoided. 

3. Gd.rv.1h.r.: (tan illusionn instead of loelusiven 
4. Ibid.: "But there is a time becomes settled on a road. It Is f i r s t  like a 

chlld t ha t  grows tall and then no more. So character also becomes set- 
tled." 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 25th, 1923 

1 Cod Ideal.2 

The conception of many gods has come from two3 sources. One was 
the idea of the wise to make every kind of power and attribute in a4 form 
of deity and to  call it a certain god. It was done in order to  give the ordi- 
nary mind the most needed thought that Cod i s  in everything and that 5 Cod 
i s  all power. Many afterwards have6 misunderstood the idea and the wisdom 
behind it became obscure'. Therefore some wise men had to fight against 
the ideas of the other wise men and8 yet they did not fight with the idea. 
They have9 fought with the misconception of it. But now, at the present 
time, that 10 there exists no such idea in Europe of many gods, llmany have 
lost their faith after the recent war, saying: 'if Cod i s  all goodness, all jus- 
tice and all powerful 12, why 13 such a dreadful thing as war has 13 have 14 

allowed to take place?' I f  the same 15 people were accustomed to see 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 50, and was f i r s t  published in the 
book T h e  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals  (1929). 

Where I*bookw is mentioned In the notes, it refers t o  the book The U n i t y  of 
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

The versions of the Headquarters' typewritten and stencllled copies of the Re- 
ligious Gatheka are identical. In these notes only the  former is mentioned. 

Several years later Sk. added llReiiglous Gatheka no. 50 - The God ideal 
Illv In the  margin of her sh. 
0.t.: "The God-Ideal."; 
Hq.t.: "The God-Ideal I I I."; 
Bk.p.: "The God-Ideal 4."; 
Bk.: " V I I  The God-Ideal.'* 
0.t.: "manym, changed back by Gd. Into "twow 
I bid.: "the8* instead of "aq* 
Bk.: wthatnl omitted 
A l l  other documents: "havew omltted 
0.t.: mobscure'* changed by Gd. in to  llobscuredlt; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: nobs~ured .~  
Bk.: "andw omitted 
A l l  other documents: "havew omitted 
Ibld.: nwhenf' instead of " thatv  
0.t.: " that"  added, but crossed out  by Gd. 
Bk.: "powerm instead of npowerfulm 
A l l  other documents: *'hasw placed af ter  mwhyt* 
Ibld.: "beenn* instead of "haven 
0.t.: "same" omltted, but reinserted by Gd. 



among the 16 many gods as the Hindus have known 17 and17 worshipped for 
generations Kali, the goddess of war, it would not have been a new thing 
for them to know that i f  all i s  from Cod, not only peace but even 18 war is 
from Cod 1 9. 

The mystics20 of all ages have therefore given Cod many names. The 
Sufi Schools of esotericism have possessed these21 different Names of Cod 
with their nature and secret, and have used them in different meditations 
along the path of spiritual attainment. Therefore22 Sufis have not many 
gods, but many Names of Cod, each expressive of23 certain attribute.24 
Suppose if25 these Names which the Sufis have used were not the Names of 
God, i f  they had only held in thought words such as mercy, compassion, pa- 
tience, it would have been a merit, not a person. Merit is not creative and 
merit is only something which is possessed. Therefore attribute26 is  not 
important. The important one is the possessor of the attribute. Therefore 
instead of thinking of success, the Sufi calls upon the Cod of success. For 
him the Cod of success is not a different Cod--27the One and Only God27-- 
but only by calling28 that Name of Cod which is  expressive of success, he 
attaches his soul to that perfect Spirit of success. The other source 2sfrom 
where29 the idea of many gods has come, is  the deep thinkers and philoso- 
phers who have seen Cod in every soul and every soul making a god of i t s  
own according to i t s  stage of evolution. Therefore there is a saying among 
the Hindus: 'There are as many gods as30 are the31 strains of music', in 
other words, there are numerous imaginations and numberless gods. And if 
ever this idea was taught to the people, it was to break that ignorance in32 
some people who made Cod confined to Heaven and kept the earth free 
from His divine Presence, 33waited for death to come when they may34 be 
taken in35 the Presence of Cod, Who was sitting on the Throne of Justice in 

Sk.sh.: the signs fo r  "the" and Vheir f1 are very similar; 
A i l  other documents: "theirm 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "known andw omitted 
0.t.: "even" omitted 
Ibid.: "Himtt instead of ItGod.lt 
Ibid.: ltmysteriesft, corr. by Gd.: mmysticsfl 
Al l  other documents: "their" 
Ibid.: "thew added 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "agg added 
0.t.: uat t r ibutes.~ 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: wiflt omitted 
0.t.: "at tr ibutes arett, changed back by Gd. into "a t t r ibute istt; 
Hq.t.: "at tr ibutes Istt; 
Bk.: "the at t r ibute is" 
A l l  other documents: "there is only one Godtt instead of "the One and Only 
God" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: I1uponw added 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p.,: "from whencen Instead of "from wherew; 
Bk.: vlwhencem instead of Itfrom where" 
A l l  other documents: "therem added 
I bid.: "the" omitted 
Ibid.: "ofn instead of "in" 
I bid.: "They" added 
Ibid.: "mightw instead of *tmayV 
I bid.: ltinto" 



the hereafter. By this they tried to show to the people that God is in every 

soul; and so, as many souls, so many gods, some not36 advanced, some36 

advanced and37 some advanced further,38 39/et all God.40 I f  there is a 
struggle, it i s  a conflict41 between gods. I f  there is42 harmony it is43 

friendship between gods. By these simple44 terms they wished45 to make 
man realize the most essential idea46, that God is  in47 all. No doubt, those 
who misunderstand will always misunderstand. This idea brought about cor- 

ruption also and made people48 regard many gods, interested in the legends 
of the past which narrated the wars and battles which took place 
between49 gods. Therefore the wise had50 to come again50 to their rescue 
and teach them again51 the One God, that by this teaching they may again 
come to the realization of the oneness of life, which i s  best realized in the 

God Ideal. 

Answer:53 There are many processes that a fruit has to go through in 

order to  become ripe and sweet. Through warm currents of the 

sun, i t  has to receive the rain pouring on it. Therefore war and 
peace both make the fruit ripe. That shows that in the nature 
there is  the hand of wisdom, which i s  making everything ripe. 
And so i t  is in the hands of God. Only the difficulty is with us; 
with our limitation and limitate54 knowledge we are not 

always able to see the justice of God. I f  a man were to live in 
this world for thousand years and have all the experience of 

36. Ibid.: "some advanced, some not advanced," 
37. Ibid.: Wand" omitted 
38. I bid.: "further advanced," 
39. Ibid.: "andw added 
40. I bid.: "godsn instead of "God." 
41. 0.t.: wstrugglew, changed back by Gd. into nconflictw 
42. ibid.: "there ism omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
43. Ibid.: "it isw omitted; Gd. added: "it is a"; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "aw added 
44. A l l  other documents: ccsimplem omitted 
45. 0.t.: Ictriedw, changed back by Gd. into "wishedw 
46. 0.t.: "truthw lnstead of "ideaw; 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "truthm 
47. A i l  other documents: ninw omitted 
48. Ibid.: "whon added 
49. Ibid.: "amongn instead of ccbetween" 
50. Ibid.: "againn placed after "hadm 
51. ibid.: "ofm added 
52. Skosh.: the question is missing; 

Sr.: "Question: Please explain how war comes from God?" 
53. Sr., Gd.rv.1h.r.: The answer begins: "in the same way as peace comes from 

God ." 
54. The word wiimitate" exists as an obsolete form of the past participle cclim- 

1ted.W (Oxford Dictionary) 



the world of different civilizations, his way of thinking will 
become quite different from the way of thinking from the man 
of today. For he knows the idea of the man of today and of 
thousand years before. So he knows the situation more fully. 
So i s  with Cod, with His divine knowledge of numberless years 
of this creation. Here we come up. in this world these few 
years and when we want to  try t o  see the justice of Cod, we 
cannot always see it. We can imagine it, but we are too lim- 
ited to see the like. 

Quest ion:  55 

Answer: Worship is a resignation, an acknowledgement, an acquain- 
tance.56 By worship you acquaint yourself with a certain 
power. You acknowledge that power to be so and so, that it is 
no more a strange power to you. Acquaintance is an under- 
standing and understanding is  a great thing. We very often 
suffer because we do not understand many things. People 
become difficult to  tolerate because we do not understand 
them. 

Question: Will the war-god a1 ways remain on this earth? 

Answer: This i s  the idea of God. But we do not need to remain on 
that high ideal. We must stand on the earth and we see the 
bad sides of the earth. We must try to overcome, but where 
the power can be be57 overcome, we must resign to that 
power . 

Question: What i s  a mantram? 

Answer: Mantram i s  a powerful word, by the repetition of which 
the desired object is attained. 

55. Sk.sh.: The question Is missing; 
Sr.: "Question: To understand t h a t  war comes from God, does not mean to  
worship God In his aspect of war-god?" 

56. Sr., Gd.rv.1h.r.: nrecognitionw instead of "acq~aintance.~ 
57. Skosh.: by mistake Sk. twice wrote "ben; 

Sk.tp.: f1can+ne8.) be ove r~ome?~  



Question: 58 

Answer: They have learned it 59 

Question: 60 merit i s  not creative? 

Answer: Merit is  like the flesh, and as Jesus Christ has said: ' It is 
spirit that quickeneth, flesh profits61 nothing.' Therefore it i s  
not the merit, it is the spirit behind it, because living thing is  
the spirit. Merit has no existence without spirit.62 It is  the 
life itself which produces merit. Behind the resignation63 
there is the spirit, the life which is working. A globe on the 
electric light, it produces a beautiful colour, it is not light. 

Question: "As many gods as strains of music." Why are the 
Names of G o d  restricted t o  ninety-nine? 

Answer: 64Restrictions are distinctions, restrictions do not restrict 
the number of 65 Cod.64 In the Sufi method the ninety- 
nine Names of Cod are distinct.66 They are mostly used; that 
does not mean that it is the limited number of Names of Cod. 
The wonder i s  that sometimes the soul, the spirit, i s  in a condi- 
tion where a person speaks about a friend whom he has not 
seen for some time. It happens that the person goes in the 
street and the first thing he meets is  the friend. Nhen a 

Sk.sh.: The question is missing; 
Sr., Gd.rv.1h.r.: l1Who has taught the Sufis the different names of God?" 
Sk.sh.: Besides the f i r s t  four words, the  answer is missing; 
Sk.tp. (taken from Sr. annotations): "They have learned it by inspiration 
and taught it t o  their mureeds. So by this time there is a kind of 
language of the names of God which is taught in the  Sufi  school^.^' 
Sr.,' Sk.tp. (taken from Sr. annotations): "What do you mean by saying 
merit is no t  creative?" 
Sk.tp.: l@profitethl* 
Sr.: added "The merit is only an attribute." 
Sr., Sk.tp. (taken from Sr. annotations): "all meritl* instead of "the 
resignationn 
Sr.: "These are not restrictions of God, but  distinction^.^ 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.tp.: "names ofw added 
Sr., Sk.tp. (taken from Sr. annotations): "They are names born of inspira- 
tiont1; 
Gd.rv.1h.r.: "It is born of inspiration and according t o  depth of inspiration 
t ha t  pr. is? (or t ha t  name Is)ll 



person will call 'success, success, success,' he is calling a 
success but something dead. But success is not a person, suc- 
cess i s  a condition. What i s  living will come sooner than what 
is dead. So when he calls upon the god of success, he calls on 
something living. 

Answer: We each have our freedom and owing to that free will we are 
responsible for our action. That free will gives us a certain 
power to contribute to the scheme of the whole nature. I f  our 
conscience says: this i s  not a good thing, that not do. It all 
sums up according to our free will what all the conditions will 
create though.68 

67. Sk.sh.: The question is missing; 
Sr.: **Question: What is f ree 

68. Sr.: Added "We each have free w i l l  and the free w i l l  gives us the  power t o  
contribute t o  good. We must use our judgement, what even we do accord- 
ing t o  our individual evoiution. This w i l l  resul t  into the W i l l  o f  God. We have 
our individual w i l l  and justice, and we are responsible for  our actions, and 
must do what we feel is right. 
i f  you know the power of water, it is different from the power of earth, 
fire, air. Behind all is God. The soul of every individual is God, but he has 
his mind, his body, and according t o  his evolution God manifests in him. 
Happiness means only one thing, and t ha t  is the  realization of God. In the  
end there is perfect justice.1* 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 27th, 1923 

1 The Attributes of the Five Great Degrees of Initiates. 

Wali  i s  the initiate whose will has come close to the Divine W i l l  and 
he shows it by3 the harmony which reigns in his own life, harmony with the4 
friends and he himself is5 in harmony with the adversary also. He shows 
harmony with the changing weather and i t s  different influences and6 in har- 
mony with all he eats and drinks, he i s  in harmony with the place he lives 
and moves about7, and he harmonizes with all atmosphere8 and so his will 
becomes the W i l l  of God, in other words, the W i l l  of God becomes his will.' 
He does that work for which he is appointed, mostly in an unknown way. 
The greater a person is  10spiritually advancedlO, the less assuming he 
becomes and1 avoids every show of piety or spirituality. 

Ghous i s  the next grade of the initiate.12 The influence of the ghous 
i s  wider. He gives up his personality fully13 to the Divine Guidance. 
Therefore in the district, wherever the14 ghous may be, an atmosphere 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The Unity o f  Re l ig ious  
I d e a l s  (1929). 

Where lvbooktl is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The Unity o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 

Several years later Sk. added "The Unity of Religious Ideals p.129" in the 
margin of her sh. 
Sk.l.tp.: "The Spiritual Hierarchy Ill." added; 
6k.p.: "The Spiritual Hierarchyl8 added; 
Bk.: 'lIIi. The Attr ibutes of the Five Great Degrees of Initlates.tl 
Bk.p., bk.: "in8' instead of "byt' 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: @'thew omitted 
Ibid.: llwill be" instead of l'isw 
Ibid.: l'ls'l added 
Ibid.: "in" added 
Ibid.: llatmospheres~' 
0.t.: Added by Gd.: "He controls a community, keeping it on the r lght  
track."; 
Bk.p., bk.: added "He controls a community, keeping it on the r lght  
track.I1 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: "in spiritual advancementI1 
Ibid.: llhe*' added 
I bid.: " in l t iate~.~'  
Ibid.: 'lwhollyw Instead of l'fully*' 
Ibid.: "this" instead of 'lthell 



wi1115 be created of protection from all kind16 of dangers, caused by floods 
and storms and by plagues and famines. ' 

Qutub i s  the third degree of a Master of18 s t i l l  higher grade, who19 
becomes focused to the Divine Mind and who has to a smaller or greater 
extent power upon20 all elements and2' influence22 upon life. There is  23an 
area given23 under his domain24 in which he is  responsible for the order and 
peace of 

Nabi is  the apostle whose spirit reflects the Spirit of Guidance, 26in 
Sanskrit words27 ~ u d d h i ~ ~  Sattwa, whose29 w r k  mainly i s  the giving of 
the Message in the form of warning, wakening30, preaching, teaching and 
inspiring those to whom he ma be sent. He comes in3' the lives of those 
who are meant to be guided in3$ the spiritual path. He is  sent to the nations 
when the nations are meant to  change their conditions. He is  sent to  a com- 
munity or a33 race to give warnin s34. He is  meant to be a reformer in the 
times when a reform35 is needed. 3% 

Rassul is the world Messenger, who comes to the world for all the 
people in the time of the world's need, and brings along3' with him that in- 
spiration, influence and power which will harmonize humanity. He may be a 

0.t.: "mayw, corr. by Gd.: ~ w i l l w  
O.t., bk.p., bk.: ltklndsn 
0.t.: added by Gd.: "And he helps the  spiritual well-being of a comm~nity.~; 
Bk.p., bk.: added "And he helps the  spiritual well-being of a comm~ni ty .~ 
O.t., Bk.p., bk.: "an added 
Sk.sh.: Afterwards changed by her in to  "whose mindw, perhaps af ter  having 
consulted Km.sh. 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "overn lnstead of "uponw 
0.t.: "has a greatm added, but crossed out  by Gd. 
Sk.l.tp.: winfluencesll; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: uinfluencem 
Bk.p.: "an area givenw omitted; 
Bk.: As Itan area givenn was missing, the sentence was adjusted as follows: 
"There is under him a dominion ...." 
Sk.sh.: f i rst :  ~tdomalnl', then changed into ~domlnion~; 
Sk.l.tp.: "domainI1; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: udominion'l 
0.t.: added by Gd.: "He governs spiritually a country or  a nation."; 
Bk.p., bk.: added "He governs spiritually a country o r  a nation.I1 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: 'Icalledw added 
Ibld.: "words" omitted, but reinserted by Gd. in 0.t. 
0.t.: mBuddhlw omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: "His" lnstead of "whose" 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: 'lawakenlngn 
I bid.: "intom 
Ibld.: "alongw instead of "Inl1 
Ibid.: "aw omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: ltwarningm 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "reformern 
0.t.: added by Gd.: "He elevates Individuals and bears a divine Message."; 
Bk.p., bk.: added: "He elevates individuals and bears a divine Message." 
Al l  other documents: 'lalongll omitted 



king or a pauper, he38 in all conditions38 will fulfil the purpose of his 
coming on earth; answering to39 the cry of humanity, he fulfils the purpose 
of his mission on earth. 411n40 Sanskrit language the very same name i s  
called maitreya, which means the friend, the friend of God who i s  the 
friend of a11.41*42 

The question, where does one receive the initiation of the higher 
order43, may be answered that no man in the world has the power to give 
the above said higher initiations.   he^^^ are initiated by God Himself and 
they prove their initiations, not in their claims but in their works.45 

Question: Has man t o  g o  through t h e  stages wali, 46ghous, qutub, 
nabi,47 t o  reach h i s  goal? 

Answer: Not at all. These are not the stages of human perfection, 
they are the stages of the servers48 of humanity. For an in- 
stance there may be a person who has reached the goal, yet 
who had never been a wal i ,  ghous, qutub 49 . And 
yet he i s  further than a ghous, qutub, 50,51 he has 

O.t., bk.p., bk.: Ifhe" placed af ter  "conditionsw 
0.t.: I1ton, crossed out  by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "tow omitted 
0.t.: "thew added 
Ibid.: This whole-sentence was cancelled by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: This sentence was omitted 
0.t.: F i rs t  Gd. added: "He is the  one who has fulfilled the divine Message 
he has borne.I1 Then she cancelled this additlonal sentence 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "orders" 
0.t.: "The great onesm, crossed out  by Gd. and replaced with "These" 
Bk.p., bk.: added "The soul t ha t  rises t o  t ha t  stage where manhood fin- 
ishes and Godhead beglns, enters the  lnlt iatlon of the spiritual Hlerarchy. 
But the soul, which has risen t o  t h a t  stage, is neither man nor God. He is 
not  God, because he is limited man; and he is not  man, because he is God- 
 conscious.^ 
Sk.l.tp.: "oftr added 
I bid.: tlRassuiw added; 
Gd.1h.r.: identical t o  Sk.sh. 
Sk.sh.: The words "serverst1 and "service" are rendered by the same sign 
In sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "serversn; 
Gd.lh.r., Sr.: "servicew 
Sk.sh.: An open space; 
Sk.l.tp.: "or RassulIt added; 
Sr.: I1Nabi o r  RassulI1 added; 
Gd.1h.r.: "Nabill added 
Sk.sh.: A small blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "any of themu instead of "a ghous, qutub,I1; 
Gd.1h.r.: "Ghous o r  Kutubm crossed ou t  and replaced by her with "Nab1 or  
Rassul" 
Sk.l.tp.: ttforlr added 



reached that perfection as Christ has said: 'Be ye perfect ... 
...52' Any soul can reach that perfection without having been 
a ghous, .........., because there are only two things, the53 
imperfection and perfection 54 rise from imperfection to 
perfection. I f  it had not been possible, it would not have been 
mentioned by Christ. 

Question: 55~a l i ,  must he  

Answer: No doubt, the whole world is progressive, every soul is pro- 
gressive. It may be, one person goes as far as the wal i ,  
another goes as far as the qutub, that are the grades of the 
servers5', not of the perfection. Perfection is something from 
which God has not deprived of58 any soul unless that soul de- 
prives himself of that perfection. God does not deprive any 
soul of it. 

Question: How does one reccrgnize t h e  d i f f e r e n t  grades o f  in- 
i t i a t e s ,  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  Masters? 

Answer: This is  a question which is difficult to answer and by 
giving an example it will not be difficult. I f  a person wants to 
know the difference between Handel, Bach, Wagner, Beetho- 
ven, he must study them, play their music, become one with 
their composition. When his soul i s  charged with that, it will 
be easy for him to  find it out, because he has become the in- 
strument to find59 out. But no third person can say that Bach 
i s  greater than Beethoven. 
No doubt the initiates they know it themselves and they know 
one another also. They do not need to speak in order to  know 
another. They know one another by the meeting of their 
glance. They know one another by the words they have said, 
also they know 'one another by just their name mentioned. 
Their soul touches the other soul. It takes them no time, when 
the name of one initiate is  taken before another. I f  that initi- 

Ibid.: "as your Father in Heaven is perfectw added 
I bid.: "thelf omitted 
Skosh.: a blank 
Ibld.: An illegible sign; 
Sk.l.tp.: ltAfs added 
Sk.sh. and I.tp.: The question Is incomplete 
Sk.sh.: the  words ltservers" and "service" are rendered by the  same sign 
in sh.; 
Kf.: I1Service" 
Sk.l.tp.: ttof" omitted 
Ibld.: tlitlc added 



ate is  a true 60 , the other knows. He may not be aware 
of that person, but he instantly knows on the higher planes; he 
becomes conscious of it. 
610ne day I was going in a l i t t le horse carriage with a person 
who was62 very great adept. He was an initiate. He was a 
preacher and thousands of people were impressed by every 
word he said. His word was a living word, and we passed 
through the district of the poor where among some ragged 
people who were sitting in the street and laughing and chat- 
ting, there was one person sitting there among them, no outer 
form of piety or spirituality or learning or anything--one 
among all the others in rags. And this one who was sitting in 
the carriage, he at once noted63, greeted him gently and 
called out in the terms of the mystic, asking for a word of 
help, in other words, for benediction. I turned at him, I saw it 
also. This man said to  me: 'Don't you see the king in his 
eyes? ' The glance proved it. 
And i f  I were to tell you a l i t t le further: What is the reason? 
What is it of a wonderful character there? The souls of all are 
one, from the same source, but a soul which becomes unveiled 
shines out, i t s  whole character and nature become different, 
that there is  nothing that stands before it.64 If  the clouds 
stand before it, it will break it, it will shine out by itself. The 
clouds for the time may cover the sun, but the nature of the 
sun is to break it. The light and the love which come from 
such souls spontaneously 65 . 
You do not recognize such person by his learning, argument or 
by his claim. The recognition i s  the love and light; all that i s  
divine is love and light, and that is  living. You do not need 
proof for it; it i s  the only thing living; all else i s  dead in com- 
par ison. 

Question: Are there always66 wali, ghous and qutub in the di f fer-  
ent parts of the earth? 

Answer: Yes, certainly there are, i f  our eyes were open to see 
them and to recognize them. There is no part of the earth 
whether East or West where real souls are not to  be found. 

60. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "one8l added; 
Sr.: I1initiatew added 

61. Kf.: added "A l i t t l e  s tory  t h a t  happened in Calcutta.ll 
62. Sk.l.tp.: "at1 added 
63. Gd.1h.r.: llnoticedll; 

Sk.i.tp.: "noddedv1 
64. Gd.1h.r.: "If there is  a wali before It," added 
65. Sk.sh. and I.tp.: An open space 
66. Sr.: "these five gradest1 added; 

Sk.l.tp.: "these five gradesN f i r s t  added, bu t  then crossed out 



But the more real soul, the more unassuming; living perhaps in 
a humble guise without any noise of greatness or spirituality. 
Therefore it is difficult to  find and say which is  which, unless 
our heart is open to find them. Because the thing is that the 
very thing which makes a person claim or be known or seen, 
which is  the false ego, it is the very thing which i s  not there. 
The more spiritual the less egoistic; i f  there is  any sign of spir- 
ituality, the more dead is the false ego, the greater is the 
soul. That is why Christ has said: 'Blessed are the poor in 
spirit,' whose false ego has been so crushed and mashed that 
nothing i s  left except God. What they do 67as67 existent is67 
God alone, they do not exist. They are quite different from 
our everyday attitude: 'that person insulted me, I cannot for- 
give all my life.' They are ready to forgive a thousand times. 
Without asking they forgive, for goodness is theirs; there i s  no 
bitterness there. There is no desire for revenge there, there is  
no desire for benefit there. They cannot stand the harm and 
hurt to  another person, even the worst person in the world. It 
is not their pleasure to see anyone suffer, even the worst 
person. They have the love of the mother and father towards 
the children; so their love is for the whole humanity and it68 
can even reach that perfection where they love every l i t t le 
insect and worm, that their love goes out to  the trees and 
plants. They do not care what people call them, wal i ,  ghous 
or qutub, that does not increase their honour. It is no 
pride to them to be anything. The false ego i s  dead. Only one 
thing they know and that i s  God. And i f  there is  such an initi- 
ation, it i s  put on them in order to  make use of them. Their 
only desire i s  the consciousness of God, that is  sufficient for 
them. 

Question: What d i d  you mean by  r e a l  sou l?  

Answer: 'Real' I said in this way: there i s  a real gold and imita- 
tion gold. Gilt will turn out t o  be not the same. But the real 
will prove in the end to be real, as we say 'the real friend.' A 
person may be a friend one day and turn out different next 
time. Just think how man has always loved real, although man 
lives in the midst of the world and has to meet with falseness. 
Yet he has that innate love of reality. Even in a false thing, as 
earthly treasure, he seeks for the real gold. He is not satisfied 
with the gilt. I f  one becomes conscious of the reality which is  
in oneself, one does not need to strive for anything else in 
life. I f  once a person has got hold of the real, he needs noth- 
ing else, for that is  the seeking of every soul. 

67. Skosh.: a word may have been omitted; it is not always easy to distinguish 
the signs for vlas" and vlisw in Skosh. 

68. Sk.l.tp.: vvtheyw instead of "itvv 



Question: Are there also five stages of human initiation? 

Answer: In the initiations which are given in the esoteric School, 
69there are five  initiation^^^. They are the human initiations. 

Question: Who 1 eads the soul 70 when there is no nabi on earth? 

Answer: A nabi. is always on earth, only the nabi appears when 
there was a need of appearing. 

69. Ibid.: Itare the five stagesgg instead of "there are  five initiationsw 
70. I bid.: wsoulsw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 27th, 1923 

1 The Cod   deal.^ 

Very often many who are ready to accept the Cod Ideal ate-eppsed 
ee question the personality of Cod. Some say that3 if all is Cod, then Cod is  
not a person, for 'all' i s  not a person. 'All' i s  what i s  expressed in4 the 
word 'all'. This question can be answered that though the seed does not 
show the flower in it, though5 the seed culminates into6 a flower and there- 
fore the flower has already existed in the seed. And if one were to say that 
in the image of the seed the flower was made, it would not be wrong, for 
the only image of the seed i s  the flower. I f  Cod has no personality, how can 
we, the7 human beings, have a personality, who come from Him, out of His 
own Being and we, who can express7 divine in the perfection of our soul8? 
I f  the bubble is water, certainly the sea is water. How can the bubble be 
water and not the seag belo water? Only the difference between human 
personality and1 l divine12, Cod's Personality, is  that the human personality 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 51, and was f i r s t  published in the  
book The U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s .  (1929). 

Where tlbookl' is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  U n i t y  of 
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

The versions of the Headquartersf typewritten and stencllled copies of the  Re- 
ligious Gatheka are identical. In these notes only the former is mentioned. 

Several years later Sk. added ltReliglous Gatheka 51. The God-Ideal IV1' in 
the margin of her sh. 
Oat., Hq.t.: "The God-Ideal IVm; 
Hq.p.: "The God-Ideal 5"; 
Bk.: w V I i I  The God-ideal." 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t., bk.: " thatn omitted 
0.t.: @'byg1, changed back by Gd. in to  "inN; 
A l l  other documents: *'byf1 
A l l  other documents: "yett1 instead of llthough@a 
Skosh.: Sk. afterwards, hesitatingly crossed out winton and wrote over it 
rl in l l .  

0.t.: "inton, changed by Gd. into "inn; 
Hq.p. Hq.t., bk.: "inw 
Ai l  other documents: "then omitted 
I bid.: llsouls~ 
Ibid.: @Ithe seal1 placed before "notu 
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A l l  other documents: "thew added 
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can be compared; Cod's Personality has no comparison. Human personality 
can be compared because of i t s  opposite. God has no opposite, so His Per- 
sonality cannot be compared. To call God a i l  is like saying: a number of 
objects, 13all of l3 which exist somewhere together. The word 'all' does not 
give that meaning which can explain the Cod Ideal. The proper expression 
for Cod i s  'the Only Being.' 

The God Ideal i s  so enormous that man can never comprehend it fully 
and14 therefore the best method15 the wise have adopted is  to  allow every 
man to make his own God. By this 160nly het6 makes a conception which he 
is  capable to  make 17. He makes Him the King of the Heavens and of the 
earth, he makes Him Judge, greater than all judges, he makes ~ i m "  Al- 
mighty, Who has all the7 power, he makes Him the Possessor of all thelg 
grace and glory there is20, he makes ~ i m ~ '  Beloved God, Merciful and Com- 
passionate. He recognizes 22in ~ i m ~ ~  the providence, the support, the pro- 
tection and he recognizes in Him all perfection. This ideal becomes as a23 
stepping-stone to the higher knowledge of God. 

 he^^ man who has no imagination to make a God and the.one who is  
not open to  the picture of God that the other man presents to him, he re- 
mains without one.25 He finds no stepping-stone26 to reach that knowledge 
which his soul longs for but his doubts deny. Many would ask i f  it would not 
be deceiving oneself 27by making27 a God of one's imagination, someone 
who i s  not seen in the objective world. The answer is that 28we are the 
germs of imagination.28 Our whole l i fe i s  based and constructed on imagina- 
tion and 29all that i s  in this objective world, i f  it is30 put together, there i s  
one thing which i s  more lasting in life, which is  imagination.29 The one in- 
capable of imagination3I, who has no value of32 imagination, i s  void of art 

0.t.: "all o fu  omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Bk.: "andt1 omitted 
All o the r  documents: Nwhichw added 
I bid.: "he onlyu 
Ibid.: "of making1' instead o f  " t o  makew 
Hq.t.: "Himw omitted, bu t  re inserted by Sk. 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
Ibid.: " there  isw omitted 
I bid.: "thet1 added 
0.t.: "in Himw omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: "the1' instead of "a", bu t  crossed o u t  by Gd. and replaced with "am 
Ibid.: "The1' omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Hq.p., Hq.t., bk.: ", fo r "  instead of full s top 
0.t.: "stonen omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Bk.: " t o  maket1 instead of "by making'1 
Ibid.: This p a r t  o f  t h e  sentence was omitted 
Ibid.: "if t h e r e  is  one thing in t h i s  object ive world which is  lasting, it is  
imaginationw instead o f  t he  sentence I1ail t h a t  i s  .... which is  imagination." 
O.t., Hq.p., Hq.t.: l'were'l instead o f  "isw 
Hq.p., Hq.t.: "of imagination" omitted; 
Bk.: "imagination" omit ted 
Ail o the r  documents: " for"  



and poetry, of music, manner33 and culture. He can very well be compared 
with34 a rock, who35 never troubles to imagine. 

Man is not capable of picturing Cod36 other than a person, a person 
with best qualities, the ideal person. lt38 does not mean that all that 
i s  ugly and evil does not belong to the universe of Cod or, in other words, i s  
not in Cod Himself. But the water of the ocean is  ever pure in spite of all3' 
things that may be thrown into it. The pure40 consumes all impurity41 and 
turns them all into purity. Evil and ugliness is42 to man's limited conception; 
in Cod's great Being these have no existence. Therefore he is not wrong 
who makes Cod ,in his imagination43 Cod of all beauty, free from ugliness, 
4 3 ~ o d  of best qualities, free from all evil. For by that imagination he 
is drawn nearer and nearer every moment of his life to  that divine ideal 
which is 45the seeking of his And once he has touched divine per- 
fection in it he will find the fulfilment of his life. 

Question: What do you mean by "God has no opposite"? 

Answer: There i s  the sun and there i s  the moon. There is  man and 
woman. There is night and day. The colours are distinguished 
by their variety and so are the forms. Therefore to distinguish 
anything there must be the opposite to distinguish46. When 
there is no opposite you can not distinguish. There must be 
health to distinguish illness. I f  there was no health and only 
illness, then it would not have been illness. Furthermore many 
have tried in the ancient times to help the imagination of the 
Cod-seekers by giving them a belief of a Satan: that Cod i s  all 
goodness and the Satan all badness. But it was to answer those 
who could not understand better. In reality the badness is only 
the shadow of goodness, as shadow4': non-existent; so is evil 

Bk.: "manners1' 
All o ther  documents: " tom instead o f  "withft 
I bid.: "which" 
Bk.: "as1' added 
All o ther  documents: "thew added 
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Sk.sh.: t h i s  sh. sign is  n o t  very clear, bu t  seems t o  stand f o r  "distin- 
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non-existent. is  always going forward. What is  left back- 
ward that i s  less good; what is  gained in the journey forward is  
more good. When we compare them, we call one thing evil, the 
other good. 49~herefore people have said that the devilI5O 
towards whom one should turn one's back and God all goodness 
which one should take before oneself.49 It was a convenient 
method to teach the people of those times. In reality God has 
no comparison. No doubt God can have a comparison i f  we 
make5', as many do, 'good'. But i f  we have a wider concep- 
tion of God, then we cannot even confine God to what we call 
'goodness'. What is our idea of goodness? It i s  very small. 
Perhaps it is  good for us. But it is  not something to  judge God 
with. 

Ques t ion:  lZ evil is o n l y  a shadow, then in r e a l i t y  God might 
be said  t o  be the one t h i n g  which i s  a l l  good, and 
no bad? 

Answer: That is Good is natural, evil unnatural; good existent, 
evil non-existent. Good is reality, evil unreal. 

Q u e s t i o n :  May a s o u l  be s e r v i n g  in the s p i r i t u a l  c a p a c i t y  of a 
wali and y e t  not be aware of it? 

Answer: No. A soul may be as great and as spiritual and as evolved 
as a w a l i  and may not be aware. But w a l i  is not a grade of 
spirituality alone. Wal i  i s  a special service and a servant cer- 
tainly knows for what work he is appointed. I f  he was 
unaware of it, he can53 not perform his duties. It i s  the 
knowledge of the purpose which gives him all the strength 
with which he stands in the midst of all the opposing forces of 
life. 

48. Sr.: "There1* instead of wltll 
49. Sk.l.tp.: "Therefore people were told t o  tu rn  their back t o  the devil and 

t o  put God before their  facen, which is Sr.'s version. Contrary t o  Sk.Is 
usual way of putt ing it, in this case Sk.1.t~. has S r . 1 ~  version, and her 
own sh. following it between brackets. This may be a mistake. 

50. Gd. copied 1h.r.: ''all evil1* added 
51. Ibid.: '*call Godn instead of "make1'; 

Sr.: '*make God" 
52. Sr.: '*God is beyond good and bad, but st i l l  you can say that1' added 
53. Ibid.: Mcouidll instead of ncanll 



Quest ion:  Is p e r s o n a l i t y  not a n  iZ lus ion?  Therefore how God 
can  have  a p e r s o n a l i t y ?  

Answer: Yes, to the person54 the personality i s  an illusion, for him 
even the personality of Cod is  an illusion. But the one who 
accepts the human personality and rejects God's personality, 
he does not know what he says. 

Quest ion:  P e r s o n a l i t y  is d i s t i n c t i o n  and God h a s  no d i s t i n c -  
t i o n s .  T h e r e f o r e  one c a n  v e r y  w e l l  s a y  "God is", 
b u t  not "God has"? 

Answer: Yes, 'God is '  i s  more true than 'God has' because all 
that Cod has is Cod Himself. The only thing i s  that there is a 
part of one's being55 which controls, possesses. Only in that 
capacity56 one can say 'Cod has', but in reality it is  true that 
God ' is '  and that is sufficient. 

Quest ion:  Are  a l l  the p r o p h e t s  mentioned in the Salat nabi? Are  
t h e y  a l l  rassuls? Are  there qutubs and ghous 
among them? 

Answer: No, n a b i s  and r a s s u l s ,  most of them r a s s u l s .  

Quest ion:  Can you g i v e  u s  a n  example  o f  a wali, ghous, qutub, 
nabi, rassul? 

Answer: I can give, but I must not give for the reason that we 
Sufis who must bring the reconciliation between religions, must 
avoid comparing 58 not only the Teachers, but their fol- 
lowers, for our motive is  not only in respecting and adhering59 
all the great Teachers, but our motive is  to  harmonize with our 
fellow men in whatever part of the world and whatever be 
their religion. It is  not only respecting the Teachers but also 
respecting their Faith and therefore I have always tried and I 
hope my mureeds will try their very best to  avoid comparison 

54. Sk.l.tp.: "for whom" added; 
Gd. copied 1h.r.: " to whom" added 

55. Sr.: wwhlch is intelligentn added 
56. Gd. copied 1h.r.: "sensew instead of mcapacityw 
57. Sk.l.tp.: "also" instead of wailw 
58. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Gd. copied 1h.r.: " the Teachers of humanity" 
59. Sr.: "to revere." 



between the great Teachers of the world. 60 Furthermore 
there is a person who has Jesus Christ as his ~eacher at heart, 
who feels that 'there may be great ones and small ones, but 
there was One I had all the affection and devotion for.' It is 
not his fault, it i s  his devotion, his love. By wanting to pull 
down his ideal, what he has made out of his love and devotion 
to the Master 61. 62 62 the greatest 
idea born on earth. I have all the devotion for him', i f  one 
goes and will impose63 upon him that 'you are not right, the 
One that I have adored is  the only One worth one 
will do no good to that Buddhist, one will do better letting him 
keep his devotion for his Master. For behind all i s  that One 
Spirit of Guidance. People have seen that outer personality. In 
the65 truth it is  One. Therefore best that discussion on that 
subject is avoided. 
One day I was very struck by seeing:66 a girl was working in a 
factory, a girl who was not educated but she had a great feel- 
ing for Jesus Christ. Her love and devotion for the Master was 
the only thing that she lived for. She had not read philosophy 
or anything. And the manager of that factory whose thought 
has been saturated with many different ideas, he had recently 
read one book which said that Jesus the Christ is  an ideal, not 
a man of history, that he never existed. He, being so enthusi- 
astic, he wanted to talk about that philosophical idea to some- 
one and he happened to come to this girl, who was simply 
working in the factory, with her devotion. And the listening to 
that idea shocked this6' girl so much that she cried for days 
together, thinking that her whole religion was broken, that 
there was nothing for her to live for, for68 here and in the 
hereafter, that it was all broken. So a friend of h e d 9  seeing 
her so unhappy brought her to me and she came with the same 
thought that somebody had told her. And when I told her dif- 
ferently, then there was no end to her happiness. Her heart 
was again full with something that was lost. It was just like 
the soul that was lost and came again to  her. Her belief came 
again to her. Her devotion, her idea70 of devotion was neces- 
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sary for her life. I t  was a kind of medicine for her to go on in 
life, and when it was broken she was upset. 
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1 The S p i r i t  of -~uidance. 

The Spirit of Guidance, in other words may be called the Divine Mind. 
And as3 human mind is  finished after his4 coming on earth, so the Divine 
Mind becomes completed after the manifestation. Plainly speaking, the 
Creator's Mnd7 i s  made of His own creation. The experience of every soul 

. , . ,. becomes .the experience of the Divine Mind. Therefore the Divine Mind has 
. the knowledge of all beings. It is  a storehouse of perfect wisdom. It is  the 
soul of Christ and the spirit of prophecy.   he^ intuition, inspiration, vision 
or9 revelation, all have lo Divine Mind as their source, from which l2 every 
kind of revelation comes. 

There are some who receive the knowledge from the Divine mind indi- 
rectly and some receive l3 directly. Souls who happen to receive the central 
current of the Spirit of Guidance, in such souls the spirit of prophecy is 
conceived. The Messengers of all times of whom we hear in the histories 
and traditions of the world, have been the l4 souls in whom the central cur- 
rent of the Divine Light has functioned, in other words the prophets of all 
ages have been the reflections of the Divine Mind on earth. No one has 
ever seen Cod and i f  the evidence of Cod has ever been manifest 15, it was 

Notes: 

This. iecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals (1929). 

Where wbookll is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Several years later Sk. added "The Unity of Religious ideals p.143" in the 
margin of her sh. 
Sk.l.tp.: "The Spiritual Hierarchy I V w  added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "then added 
ibid.: " i tsm instead of llhisw 
0.t.: wcompietell, changed back by Gd. into wcompietedw 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.': "thew omitted 
0.t.: "Mind of the Creatorn, changed 'back by Gd. into "Creatorts Mindn 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Thew omitted 
Sk.i.tp.: "andt1 instead of "or11 
Bk.p., bk.: "thew added 
A l l  other 'documents: 'Ithew instead of 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "whence" instead of "whichw . 
Bk.p., bk.: "itn added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
ibid.: "manifestedm instead of "manifest" 



in man who reflected God. Beside l6 all the prophets have taught, it is  l7 the 
personality of the prophets which proved their prophetship 19. In their 
thought, speech and work20 they reflected God, which was more than 
morals, doctrines and teachings could do. Every inspired person reflects in 
his own way some divine spark, hidden in his soul, which wins the world. A 
musician may show the21 inspiration in music, a poet may show it in his 
poetry and22 artist may show his inspiration in his art, but the central ray 
of light which the prophets reflect, falling upon every plane and every 
aspect of life, makesz3 all things clear to  their sight. Therefore their pres- 
ence clears away perplexity from the minds of the confused ones. A person 
in the presence of aZ4 prophet can feel and think more clearly even without 
having spoken to a25 prophet. Many forget theirz6 questions27 before a 
prophet, for the light falling upon their heartz8 brings beforez9 them the 
answer and they find out that the answer was in themselves--something 
that they have already known. No doubt it i s  true that the question and 
answer both are in the soul. The first step of the soul's progress raises 
questions and the second step is  the answer. It is  therefore that a pro- 
phetic30 soul is a physician at the same time. A prophetic soul is a scientist, 
i s  an artist, i s  capable of commerce, industryI3l business, qualified in war- 
fare and competent in peacemaking. 

33he Spirit of Guidance i s  like33 a searchlight. Upon any object 34 the 
searchlight is  thrown, it shows the object clearly. So the Spirit of Guidance, 
thrown upon any aspect of life, gives one a keen insight into it. In the 
Spirit of Guidance one finds a living God, active in the heart of every 
person. ~ h e ~ ~ o n e  who depends upon the Spirit of Guidance to guide his life, 
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Bk.p., bk.: Added: "The Spir i t  of Guldance i s  as t h e  yeast  which is  used t o  
make bread, t o  prepare humanity f o r  t h e  purpose for  whlch It was cre-  
ated. The Spir i t  of Guidance is  a plant t h a t  grows and blossoms when It 
receives response and care; and when it Is watered by the  rainfal l  of 
divine inspiration, it blooms in t h e  l ight  o f  t he  Divine Sun. The Spir i t  of 
Guidance is  t h e  Light of God, which may be likened t o  a lantern t h a t  t h e  
farmer carr ies when walking on t h e  farm in t he  darkness o f  night." 
0.t.: vlikev omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Bk.: "on whichw added 
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i s  guided aright, will 36 always have a counsellor 37 with them 38. But the one 
who ignores the existence of some39such a thing as the Spirit of Guidance, 
is  left alone for some time by the Spirit of Cuidance to look out for them- 
selves40. It is like41 mother and the dependent child who tries to hold42 the 
hand of the mother at every step it takes. So the mother's whole attention 
is  drawn to every step of her child. But when the child tries to move about 
by his own will and tries to keep away, then the attention of the mother to  
some extent becomes released. It 43 does not mean that the mother 
entirely44 gives up44 the care of the child; it only means that the mother 
allows the child to have i t s  own way to some extent, and feels sorry when 
the child has fallen and hurt 45 itself. In point of fact all souls are children 
of Cod, but such souls who46 are conscious of their relation to Cod as 
between 47 child and his parents, certainly deserve being48 called children of 
Cod. They are especially cared for. They are eenti.nuaHy always guided 
because they ask for guidance. 44'he soul of the prophet therefore shows 
the innocence of the child. 5"What i s  known about Jesus Christ and his life 
to  the world, the most lovable attribute of the Master was his innocence in 
spite of 51 perfect wisdom. Certainly he deserves to be called 'the only 
begotten son' who has all his life depended for everything he said or did 
upon the guidance from ~ o d .  49 

Question: From whom d o  s o u l s  get insp i ra t ion?  52 

Answer: From the outer life, from another person. In all names and 
forms there i s  a source of inspiration, i f  one only knows how 
to get it. 

Ibld.: %el1 lnstead of u w i l l w  
I bid.: wcounsel~ instead of flcounsellor" 
0.t.: "with themw changed by Gd. Into "within them"; 
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Question: From whom t h e  s o u l s  ge t  it d i r e c t 1  y, from within or 
from God? 

Answer: In point of fact whether inspiration i s  received from out- 
side or from within, it is all from God. Only the difference is 
that when it is  received from within, it i s  more direct. When it 
i s  received from without, that is the first step. Next step i s  t o  
receive directly. All those who begin to receive the inspira- 
tion, they first receive from the outer life.   he^^ man is cre- 
ated so that the first he looks is  outside, then he turns within, 
when he i s  disappointed, when he cannot find all that he wants 
to  find in the outer life. He turns within to  see i f  he can find 
something which he is seeking and something which he 
cannot 54 find in the outer life. And thus he becomes directly 
connected with the real source of inspiration, which is the 
Spirit of Guidance. 

Question: I s  t h e  one tha t  once found the  Sp i r i t  of Guidance 
a lways  a b l e  t o  find it again? 

Answer: Who keeps close to the Spirit of Guidance after having 
found it once. But who goes astray when he makes his way 
himself through life, he wanders away from the Spirit of Gui- 
dance. 

53. Sk.l.tp.: "The1, omitted 
54. Ibld.: "could not" instead of "cannotw 
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The God ideal? 

3 ~ h e  Self and the Mer i t  of God. 

In the terms of the Sufis the Self of God i s  called zath4 and His qual- 
ities, His merits, are named s i f a t d .  The Hindus call the former aspect of 
God purusha and the latter aspect6 prakrut i7 ,  which can be translate8 
in9 English by the wordlo spirit and nature1 l . 

zath4, the Spirit of Cod, is incomprehensible. The reason is1* that 
that which comprehends itself i s  intelligence, Cod's real Being. So compre- 
hension 13itself cannot comprehendt3 i t s  own being. No doubt in our usual 
terms it i s  the comprehending faculty in us which we call comprehension, 
but in this it is not meant14 so, for intelligence i s  not necessarily intellect. 

Notes: 

This lec ture  has become Religious Gatheka no. 52, and was f i r s t  published in t h e  
book The Un i t y  o f  Re l ig ious  Idea ls .  (1929). 

Where "bookw is  mentioned in t he  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t h e  book The Un i ty  o f  
Re l ig ious  Ideals, compiled and prepared fo r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

The versions o f  t h e  Headquarters' typewri t ten and stencilled copies o f  t h e  Re- 
ligious Gatheka a re  identical. In these notes only t h e  former is mentioned. 
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t h e  added vowel in t h e  second syllable is  an Indist inct sound which is heard 
in pronouncing " k r t t 1  bu t  does n o t  exist  in t h e  word i tself:  Prakrt i .  
Hq-t., bk.p., bk.: wrendered't instead of ' 'translatedM 
0.t.: " intow instead o f  lIinn 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ulwordsl' 
Bk.: "mat terw instead o f  "naturew 
0.t.: "beingw, changed back by Gd. i n to  "isu 
Ibid.: changed by Gd. i n t o  "has nothing t o  comprehend int'; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: ''has nothing t o  comprehend inm 
0.t.: "meantn omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 



Merit i s  something which is comprehensible. It is something which is 
clear and distinct, sol5 it can be made intelligent16. But intelligence i s  not 
intelligible except to i t s  own self. Intelligence knows17 'I am' butla does 
not know 'what 1 am.' Such i s  the nature of God l9 . Intelligence 
would not have known i t s  own power and existence i f  it had not known 
something beside20 itself. So God knows Himself by the21 manifestation. 
  he^^ manifestation is the Self of God, but a self which is  limited, a self 
whicG3 makes Him know that He is  perfect whed4 He compares His own 
Being with that25 limited self which we call nature. Therefore the purpose 
of the whole creation is  the realization that Cod Himself gains by discover- 
ing His own perfection through this26 manifestation. 

Then the idea thatz7 existed in Christianity is  also a riddle to solve in 
order tG8 find out the truth of life. It i s  the idea of29 Trinity. What keeps 
the soul in perplexity is  the threefold aspect of manifestation. ~ i 1 1 ~ O  the 
soul remains in this puzzle, it cannot arrive tdl the knowledge of the One. 
These three aspects are the seer, sight a d 2  seen, the knower, knowledge 
and2 known. Plainly explained I would say, there33 are three aspects of 
life: one aspect i s  the person who sees; the other aspect is  the sight or the 
eyes by the help of which he sees; and the third aspect is  that which he 
sees. One therefore cannot readily accept the idea that 'what I see is  the 
same as myself,' nor can he believe for a moment 'that b g 4  the medium 
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A l l  other documents: Itthew added 
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Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thesell instead of "therew 
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op5 which I see, is  myself.' For the threG6 above said aspects seem to 
be standing separate and looking at one another's face as the first person, 
second person and third person of Brahma. When this riddle is  solved by 
knowing that the three are one, then the purpose of37 God Ideal is fulfilled, 
for the three veils which cover the one are lifted up; then they 38no longer 
remaid8 three, thed9 there i s  One, the Only Being. As Hegel says: I f  you 
believe in one God, you are right; i f  you believe in two.Gods, that is true; 
but i f  you believe in three Gods, that is  right also, for the nature of unity i s  
realized b#O variety. 

Question: Why should God wish t o  rea l i ze  H i s  own p r f e c t i o n ?  

Answer: For it is His nature. I f  it is an artist, his wish i s  to  bring 
out the best that is in him. I f  a musician, the same idea; there 
i s  his satisfaction. In every soul there is that longing of bring- 
ing out to  culmination what is  waiting there. And the moment 
it has realized the culmination of that, there comes that fulfil- 
ment of the purpose of that soul's birth on the earth. As is  the 
nature of the creatures, so is the nature of the Creator. His 
satisfaction i s  also in the realization of His own perfection. It 
i s  towards that end that all this universe was created, that by 
going through all that process in the end He may realize the 
perfection wherein is  the fulfilment of His own desire. 
All that is  in our nature, i s  in the nature of God. Only the 
difference is:4' we are limited, God is unlimited. 

Question: I s  God evolving through us? 

Answer: God cannot be compared exactly with our lives as God i s  
unlimited. 

35. Ibid.: I1byw instead of "of" 
36. 0.t.: "For each three of thew; @leachw changed back by Gd. Into llthel' 
37. Al l  other documents:. "then added 
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41. Gd.1h.r.: added' " that  God Is great, we are small,11; 
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Question: The growing of evo lu t ion  a s  a whole42 

Answer: Cod has two aspects: one aspect is  the merit of Cod, that 
merit of s i f a t .  I f  you call that merit as Cod, that merit 
evolves, because that merit is limited. But as you call Cod as 
I t s  Being, It remains Itself. It i s  perfect43. Only through His 
merit He realizes His perfection. That does not mean that He 
is not perfect; He is  always perfect. It i s  the king who comes 
into his army. He takes the salutation. He knows that he is  a 
king, but that gives him the realization. 

Question: 4 4 ~ h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between i n t e l l e c t  and in t e l l i ge l i ce  
a s  t h e  words a re  used b y  you? 

Answer: Intelligence is the knowing quality. We cannot very well 
call it quality--45the self in us which knows. And.intellect is  
the mould which is  made of all we have learned and experi- 
enced. And through this mould intelligence works. Intelligence 
represents the soul itself. 

Question: When by  manifestat ion God is rea l i z ing  H i m s e l f ,  what 
is happening in a period o f  no crea t ion ,  c a l l e d  
"the night of Brahma"? I s  God during tha t  period 
unconscious of Himself ? 

Answer : Yes, it is so46. All that is in our nature i s  in the nature of 
Cod, but only in perfection. We represent limitation. Cod rep- 
resents perfection. I f  we sleep, there is  a sleep also; i f  we can 
be unconscious, there is unconscious47 also. ~ e c a u s e ~ ~  we 
borrow our nature from Cod. 

The phrase in the Bible: 'We have created man o d g  Our Own 
Image.' I f  you wish to study Cod, study man. 

Sk.sh.: This question was cancelled by herself; 
Sk.tp.: "...?" added 
Sk.tp.: "perfection" instead of Ilperfect" 
Ibid.: "What isn added 
Ibid.: "it ism added in the margln 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 30th, 1923 

The Spirit of ~u idance .~  

3 ~ h e  Form in which the Message is Received by the prophets4. 

This i s  a question which is  always asked: How the prophetic soul 
5receives the ~ e s s a ~ e ~  of God, in what form. Does the angel Gabriel bring 
this6, as7 said in the school8 of Ben lsraelg? Does it come as a voice? Does 
it come in thelo form which is  visible? And the answer i s  that everythingl1 
said in the ancient Scriptures regarding it, has so much truth in it, though 
very often some symbolical ideas are misinterpreted by the uninitiated. 
Gabriel ''is a Messenger of l2 imagination. The real Gabriel i s  that Spirit of 
Guidance which is  the soul of the prophets. I t s  voice i s  intuition. But to the 
attentive mind of the prophet sometimes this voice is  so distinct that it 
becomes much louder than what one hears through the ears. For in their 
hearts a capacity i s  produced, in other words, their hearts become as 
domes, which give echo to13 every word. The heart of the ordinary person 
does not give that echo. So the inner voice becomes inaudible to one's own 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals ( 1929). 

Where nbook" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared fo r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Several years later Sk. added "The Unity of Religious Ideals page 147'* in 
the  margin of her sh. 
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Sk.l.tp.: added as a f i r s t  heading '*The Spiritual Hierarchy Vtl; 
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Bk.: i*Prophetlc soul" instead of *'Prophetsw 
Sk.l.tp.: IQls the  Messenger1' 
0.t.: "itn changed back by Gd. into "this*' 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: " i tn added 
0.t.: llSchooitt cancelled and replaced by Gd. with wscripturesll; 
Bk.p., bk.: wScriptures'* instead of "Schoolw 
0.t.: '*Ben Israelitesn 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "atg instead of "the1' 
O.t., bk.p.: " tha t  has been saidtt instead of tlsaidll; 
Bk.: "which has been saidn 
O.t., bk.p.: "as a messenger Isn instead of 'Iis a Messenger ofw; 
Bk.: "as a Messenger is In part"  
0.t.: *'re-echo1', changed back by Gd. in to  tlgive echo tont 



soul. voice i s  necessary, x: hearing i s  necessary also. without15 hear- 
ing the voice i s  inaudible. ~ h h t ' ~  hearing i s  the capacity of17 the heart. 
When the heart becomes as an ear, then it begins to hear the voice that 
comes from within. 

And now the whether a Gabriel manifested to the prophets 
in a certain form. That is  true also. There is nothing in this world which is  
void of form except Cod, Who is  formless. The form of some things is visible 
and of other things invisible. Even thoughtlg and feelings have forms20. You 
may call them as their2' results, but form is  always a result. The heart 
which can hear the inner voice louder than the spoken word22, can certainly 
see the form, even23 the form which is  not seen by every soul. The question 
if24 the eyes of the prophets25 see a form, may be answered: yes. For what 
the heart sees fully, that26 becomes reflected in the eyes also. It is  not 
seen from without, but from within, and yet it is  seen. Every person cannot 
conceive of 27an idea such27 as this28, who is  only2' accustomed to see and 
hear all that comes from outside30. But it is  as clear as the day for the 
wise to know that the eyes and the ears are not only the organs in which 
the impressions from the outer life are reflected, but even the impressions 
from the life within are also reflected3'. It matters l i t t le to a prophet 
whether his ears hear it32 or his heart hears it32, whether his eyes see or 
his heart sees. He knows that he knows33 and he34 sees. And that is  suffi- 
~ i e n t ~ ~  for him as the evidence35 of a living Cod. One may ask: 'Do you 
mean by this that Cod is  so personal as to speak and manifest as a phantom 
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t o  a certain soul? ' I f  it was36 so, it would be nothing but limiting ~ o d . ~ ~  In 
answer to  this I would say that the limitless Cod cannot be made3' intelli- 
gible to our limited self unless He was3' first made limited. That limited 
ideal becomes as an instrument, as a medium of Cod, Who is perfect and 
Who i s  limitless. 

Question: I s  t h e  form in which Gabriel is, seen by  t h e  mind of 
t h e  prophet and is4' general? 

Answer: Yes, it is  made by the mind of the prophet. Yes, also in 
general, because every power and condition has also a form. 
Therefore inspirational and intuitional power has also a form. 
Every illumination has i t s  own form. There is nothing without a 
form. 

Question: Are t h e  forms man s e e s  sometimes made b y  t h e i r  own 
minds? 

Answer: Not always, but often. 

Question: The world we see has no r e a l i t y ,  it is an i l l u s i o n .  
But why d o  we see t h a t  i l lu s ion;  what is t h e  
cause o f  this which torments  us? 

Answer: The word illusion is  used by the wise for the convenience, 
and the truth of this word is only realized when the reality of 
l i fe is  compared after the innermost l i fe or the eternal life is  
realized. But when you compare it, then it seems an illusion 
because illusion is  something which appears to be something, 
but in the end disappoints. And so is  the nature of things 
which are subject to  change and destruction. For they exist 
and they do not exist. Their existence is momentary. But the 
effect produced by them upon our soul is  to  a certain extent 
intoxicating, that we are so hypnotized by all things that we 
see that we forget for that4' moment that it i s  momentary. 
We see the reality of it. And therefore the way that the mys- 
tics have always adopted is of closing the eyes, in other words, 
of closing the heart, also from things which are subject to  
change and destruction; that they may have the chance of re- 

36. O.t., bk.p., bk.: 'wereg1 Instead of 18was11 
37. 0.t.: "andm added 
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alizing that there is a life, a l i fe which is  not subject to  
change and destruction and that you can find only by keeping 
away this life's intoxication for a few moments every day. And 
every kind of concentration or meditation is practised by them 
for this purpose: to  relieve their mind for a moment of all 
that4* intoxicating influence which is  continually coming in 
one's everyday life and which absorbs every attention, and 
effort i s  spent in gaining it, and in the end it results to  nothing 
but disappointment. 

Question: W e  cannot claim such a thing that  there  is no j o y  and 
no suffering? 

Answer: As soon as we claim it, we defeat our own argument. 
Many say there is no such a thing as illness. They are right and 
at the same time putting this idea to  words makes them feeble 
before people who are not ready to  see from their point of 
view. Even they themselves do not know what they are saying. 
Therefore i t  is realizing what43 is necessary, not claiming. It 
is  to strengthen oneself which is necessary. 

Question: 44 

Answer: I would45 not think that it is  our duty. I think it is  our seek- 
ing. Because we are always seeking for happiness; and we seek 
for happiness in something which is  disappointing, and there- 
fore to find happiness where it belongs, where one can get 
i tO46 

42. Ibld.: wthism Instead of " thatw 
43. Ibld.: "which" instead of "whatm 
44. Skosh.: The question Is missing 
45. Gd.lh.r., Sk.l.tp.: "don instead of uwouldw 
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and what Is bet ter  for  one, is perhaps no t  be t te r  for  another. Nature Is 
always perfect. I f  human belng kept closer t o  nature, he would be more 
perfect. Both physical and moral pain ac t  and react. 
Real v ir tue is learnt by the  realizations of reality. 
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Q u e s t i o n :  When a n  a r t i s t  sees c l e a r l y  before his e y e s  of imag- 
i n a t i o n  a p i c t u r e  in f u l l  c o l o u r s ,  i s  it then in 
the h e a r t  t h a t  he sees it? 

Answer: Yes, it depends. If the artist's imagination has become so 
developed that i t  has become a living reality, then certainly i t  
is his mind's creation. Or i t  is created by some other source 
before him. 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
a few lines, referring to the lecture 
'The Spirit of Guidance' of July 30th, 
1923, but given on another occasion. 

The Prophets received messages from the angels. When a person is evolving, 
he sometimes receives messages and inspirations, but he does not know who 
gives them, because his eyes are here. His consciousness is  on that plane, 
but his eyes are here. 

Murshida Goodenough's undated hand- 
written copy of one question and an- 
swer, referring to the lecture 'The 
Spirit of Guidance' of July 30th, 1923, 
but given on another occasion. 

Question: 3 the ange l  Gabrie l?  

Answer: Life is such a phenomenon that the intuition and inspiration 
always come, although from within, yet often as i f  someone 
brought to  us a message. It may come in the form, or in2 an 
overwhelming presence, but it gives happiness, for it clears 
confusion and doubts. And when there i s  a series of such inspi- 
rations coming time after time, then i t  is  named Gabriel, the 
Angel of God. 

1. Sr.: added "Will you explain more about" 
2. Ibid.: "ofn instead of "or inw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 30th, 1923 

The God ldeaL2 

Why is  God called the Creator? Because the creation itself i s  the evi- 
dence of some wisdom working behind it3. No mechanical arrangement cre- 
ation could result into4 such perfection as is  the5 nature; all the machines 
of the s~ient is ts ,~ built on the model of nature's mechanism. And every in- 
spiration that an7 artist gets8, he receives it from nature. Nature i s  so per- 
fect in itself, that in reality it needs no scientific or artistic improvement 
upon it9 excepti0 to satisfy thel i  limited human fancies that l2 man devel- 
ops: science and art. And yet it is s t i l l  the creation of God, expressed in 
thei3 art and science through man, as in man God is not absent but more 
able in some ways to finish His creation, which necessitates I 4 ~ i m  to 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 53, and was f i r s t  published in the 
book T h e  U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the  book The U n i t y  o f  
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enough. 

The versions of the Headquarterst typewritten and stencilled coples of the Re- 
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finish14 i t 1 5  as man. No better evidence i s  needed for a sincere inquirer 
into the Creator, God. I f  he only concentrates his mind upon the16 nature, 
he certainly l7 must sooner or later get la an insight into the perfect wisdom 
which is hidden behind it . The soul that comes into the world is nothing 
but19 a divine ray. The impressions it gets on i t s  way while coming on20 the 
earth, also are from Cod, for no movement is  possible without the command 
of Cod. And2' therefore in all creation, in i t s  every aspect, in the end of 
search and examination God alone proves to  be the only22 Creator. 

the word Sustainer is  attached to His name. Jesus Christ has24 
said: 'Consider the lilies of the field that25 toil not neither do they spin, 
yet even Solomon in all his glory was26 not arrayed as one of these.' And 
Rumi explains it further in27 'Masnavi,' that28 even the spider i s  not ne- 
glected by God, but 29is supplied with i t s  3 0 ~ h e n  we3' think 
how30,32 the smallest germ and worm, so33 insignificant as it is, that, i f  it34 
had depended 36upon man36 to35 supply, who cannot even always supply 
himself, how would the creation have gone on? It seems, the creatures who 
do not worry for their supply, in37,38 their mouth the food is  conveyed.38 
Man's struggle, it seems, for his supply is  greater than3g all other living40 
beings41 in the lower creation. But what 42makes it42,43? It is  not God, it 
i s  man himself who i s  selfish and who is unfair to his brother, absorbed in 
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his own interests in life. In spite of all the44 famines the world still has 

sufficient supply45, but imagine the amount of food which46 has been 
thrown47 in the sea and how many years the earth in which man's food is  
prepared was neglected by man48, busy in49 killing one another. I f  the 
result of this causes hunger and greater50 strife, is  it5' Cod to  be blamed? 

I t  is  man who deserves all blame. Saadi very subtly explains the52 human 
nature in regard to Providence ( i t  is a53 beautiful expression 5 4 ~  ever 
heard54): 'The Creator is always busy in55 preparing for me the supply, but 
my anxiety for my supply i s  my natural illness.' Life is  such a phenomena56. 
570nIy i f  we dive57 deep into it, that58 no question is  wasted59, without60 
answer. It isd1 n e ~ e r ~ l r ~ ~  that we need something and that we63 are not 

provided with it. Only the difference is between what we think we need and 
what we really need.  or^^ the supply is always greater than our need 
and65 therefore Providence i s  always a phenomena56. Sometimes we look 
upon66 it with smiles, 670ther times with tears, but it i s  something real and 
living and more real it68 will prove to be i f  we looked69 at i t  by climbing 
on70 the top of our reason. 

God as Judge is spoken71 by many prophets, and the man of reason and 

logic has tried to attribute justice to the law. But justice is  not law, justice 
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A l l  other documents: "itw omitted 
I bid.: I1thel8 omitted 
Ibid.: "the mostf1 instead of 'la" 
Ibid.: omitted 111 ever heard" 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "inw omitted 
0.t.: corr. by Gd. into "phenomenonN; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "phenomenonIt; 
From the sentence it is clear that the singular, phenomenon, was meant 
0.t.: "only by diving" changed back by Gd. into "only we divet1; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "if only we divew 
A l l  other documents: "we find1' added 
I bid.: wwastedtl omitted 
I bid.: "an" added 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: '#isM placed after Itnever" 
I bid.: ttso" added 
A l l  other documents: "that we" omitted 
Bk.: "for" omitted 
I bid.: "andm omitted 
A l l  other documents: "atv8 instead of Ituponm 
Ibid.: "attt added 
0.t.: after nwi l lw,  replaced by Gd. before vlwll ln 
A i l  other documents: Itlook" 
0.t.: "onl1, changed into "to" by Gd.; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "tow 
Al l  other documents: "of11 added 



i s  above the law. Very often to our limited view things in the world appear 
unjust and often it seems that there i s  man's law: what he wishes he does, 
i f  he has72 power to do it. But behind this illusive73 appearance there cer- 
tainly i s  a strict justice and a real law. No sooner the heart becomes74 
living 75and that law has m a n i f e ~ t e d ~ ~ .  One cannot but marvel at life and 
nature to see that76 how great i s  the Justice of God that 77it is78 
with the right hand and t a k e ( n ~ ~ ~  with the left, all you give and80 all you 
take. And no soul has to wait for days or weeks or years or for thes1 death 
to come for the law to manifest. Every day is  a Judgement Day and every 
hour is the Hour of Justice. A criminal will escape82 the prison bars but83 
cannot go from under the sky. There is the judge within and without. When 
his eyes are closed he is  being judged within, when they are open he is  
being judged without. We are always in a Court of Justice. I f  we do not 
realize it, it i s  because we are intoxicated by life and we become like a 
drunken man in the Court who does not see84 the judge nor85 justice. But 
what we can marvel most86 in life is  to  know that in spite of His great jus- 
tice God is87,88 Forgiver. He forgives even more than He judges. For justice 
comes from His intelligence but forgiveness comes from His divine Love. 
When His divine Love rises as a wave, it washes away the sin89 of a whole 
life in a moment. For law has no power to stand before love. The stream of 
love sweeps it away. When before Christ the woman was brought who was 
accused by everyone forg0 her crime: and what cameg1, what arose 
throughg2 the heart of the Masterl The law? No. It was love in the form of 
mercy and compassion. Even the thought of the Love of God fills the heart 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "theN added 
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Ibid.: "has the heart  becomew, changed back by Gd. in to  "the heart  
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with joy and makes it lightenedg3 of its burden. And if, as the religionsg4 
have always 95said that once in a person's life he has asked whole-heart- 
edly for forgiveness, in spite of his whole life's sins, he will certainly be 
forgiven. 

93. 0.t.: nllghtm,changed back by Gd. into "lightenedw 
94. Ail other documents: mreligiousm instead of ~rei igionsw 
95. Bk.: "taughtw instead of "saidw 



hlurshida Goodenough's handwritten 
copy of two questions and answers 
dated July 31st, 1923, referring to the 
lecture 'The God Ideal' of July 30, 
1923. 

Quest ion:  "God f o r g i v e s  even more t h a n  H e  judges." How d o  we 
know t h a t  God forg ives?  

Answer: In the first place, justice is born and love has never been born, 
it always has been and will be. Justice is  born of what? It is 
born of the sense of fairness2, and there is  a sense in man, and 
as this sense becomes matured, it3 begins to seek for the4 
evenness. What is not even, it5 does not like.6 7 ~ u t  all must 
exist first to inspire this sense to deve~op.~ Justice is  the out- 
come of what we see, not love; love is spontaneous, it is 
always there. As in Bible, God is love. And therefore justice is  
God's nature, but love is God's very being. And therefore He 
forgives, because He is  forgiveness Himself. He judges because 
it i s  His nature to  judge. 

Q u e s t i o n :  J u s t i c e  comes  f r o m  God's i n t e l l i g e n c e  and f o r g i v e -  
ness f r o m  H i s  d i v i n e  1 ove? 

Answer: God's intelligence in this world of illusion has limited 
expression, because when you judge limited things, your intel- 
ligence becomes limited also. One is as limited as the object 
before one. The greater the object, the greater becomes the 
vision. But forgiveness does not judge, it only is the feeling of 
love. And therefore whatever be the fault of another person, 
once a person has forgiven, the happiness and joy are shared 

Notes: 

1. Sr.: "You said:" added 
2. Ibid.: Itin man'' added 
3. Ibid.: "mant1 instead of "it 
4. Ibid.: "them omitted 
5. Ibld.: "het1 Instead of "itn 
6. Ibid.: added " I f  t h e  carpet  winds up, there  is the  tendency of the  child 

t o  smoothe it." 
7. Sr.: ItAs this sense develops, it brings man t o  justice1' instead of tlBut all 

must exist f i r s t  t o  inspire this sense t o  developf1 



by both8. Justice has not that joy. The one who judges too 
much is himself unhappy and makes the one whom he judges 
unhappy also. The one who forgives is happy, he does not keep 
any grudge in his heart. He makes his heart pure and free from 
it. Therefore Cod's greatest attribute i s  forgiveness. 

Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
one question and answer, referring to 
the lecture 'The Cod Ideal' of July 
30th, 1923, but given on another 
occasion. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What did you mean b y  say ing ,  speaking f rom t h e  jus- 
tice of God, ' I t  is g i v e n  w i t h  the r i g h t  hand,  and 
t a k e n  w i t h  t h e  l e f t 1 ?  

Answer: I only meant by saying that the one hand gives and the 
other takes, that it is  an immediate result of action. It takes 
only the time of taking with the one hand and giving with the 
other. 

8. Sr.: "the one who forgives, and by the  one who is forgivent' instead of 
"both" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 31st, 1923 

%he Nature and the Character of the Prophetic 

We find in the %aditions of the old4 that there were many among the 
prophets of the past who e n - t  be-sense-ef -a-wet+d)y-persen-er-rat her j 
in a worldly sense were not educated. Among them the Prophet h4ahommed6, 
who was clad7 with the name 0 m i 8  by which many called him, which i s 9  
'unlettered.' Though lo according to the idea of education l1 at that time 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published in the book T h e  Unity of R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals ( 1929). 

Where nbook'l is mentioned In the notes, it refers t o  the book T h e  Unity of  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared fo r  publlcatlon by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 
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Plr-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's pronunciation of this name can be seen from 
the  way Sk. took It down in her sh., exactly as she heart  it. (See also 
0.t. and Sr.) It shows a strong stress on the second syllable, while the 
vowel sound In the  f i r s t  syllable is a short, indistinct one, rendered by 
dlfferent persons in dlfferent ways (as I1aw, I1uw o r  "ow) 
Sk.sh.: the  sign for "cl' would be taken for  a "gW; 
S k.l.tp.: mgladll; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "given" instead of "glad withm 
0.t.: nOmlll, corr. by Gd.: YJmrnlw; 
Bk.p., bk.: nUmmlll 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "means" Instead of l11s" 
I bid.: nAlthoughll 
Bk.p., bk.: "of education" omitted 



the Prophet was well versed in l2 Arabic language, This shows that the l3 
worldly education does not make one a14 prophet. No doubt it helps to 
express the spiritual Message which their l5 heart l6 receives, in a more in- 
telligible form possible 17. We see in the worldi8 Scriptures four different 
forms in which the prophetic Message was given. The ancient Hinduistic l9 
form, which can be traced in the Scriptures of India, and which was contin- 
ued by Buddha. The other form of the 20children of 20 Ben Israel which is  to 
be found in the Old Testament from the time of Abraham to  the time of 
~ahommed~. The third form is the form of Zoroaster 2i, which shows in it 22 
two aspects: i t s  23 one aspect is  the gaya t r i  24 of 25 Hindus and another 26 
aspect is  the prayer of the2' Ben Israel. And the fourth form i s  the form of 
the New Testament, which gives the legend and interpretation of the teach- 
ing of Jesus Christ and which was made at every new version more intelligi- 
ble to the mind of the people in the West. 

But the moment a soul dives deeper into these Scriptures, he28 begins 
to  realize2' one voice within all these outer forms and30 the same voice 
which 31 has adopted these different forms to answer the need of every age. 
What the prophet says is  much less than what really32 he hears and the 
sense in33 what he says is much deeper than what his outer words mean. 
For the work of the prophet is a most difficult one. It is trying to present 
to  the world the whole34 ocean in a bottle. No one has ever been able to do 
it; yet they have all tried, for that has been their destiny. People have 
taken this bottle35 given to  them, and have said: 'Look here3q here is the 
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ocean, I have got37 the ocean in my pocket.' But by what the prophets 
have taught in the Scriptures, they have only tried to point out the way, but 
they have not pictured the goal. For no one can put the goal into a 
pitcher38. The goal is above all form39 and beyond the power of the40 
words to be explained4'. Those who have benefited by the life and the Mes- 
sage of the divine Message bearers, are not necessarily the followers of 
their Message, but the imitators of their life. For they have not followed 
the teaching only but followed the Teacher, who i s  the living42 example of 
his teaching. All the ancient traditions of 43 religious evolution tell us how 
those around the prophets have benefited by the imitation rather than by 
following the strict laws and by arguing upon the  difference^^^ between the 
laws. 

There is no Scripture in which contradiction does not exist. It i s  the 
contradiction which makes the music of the Message. The Message +theat 
would be rigid like pebbles i f  there was45 no contradiction. Even all pebbles 
are not alike; how 46all words should46 mean the same? The Message is  
nothing but an answer to every condition4! every question, every need and 
desire48 of the individual life49 and of 50 collective life. Rumi has tried to 
explain in5' Masnavi from the beginning to the end the nature and the52 
character of the heart 530f the prophet. And by this he has given the key to 
the door which opens to the prophetic path. Therefore in reading any Scrip- 
ture we must remember first that it is  not the words which54 we read which 
is55 so important, as what i s  hidden behind them5q To the ordinary mind 
who57 only sees on the surface, the words of the Scriptures are nothing but 
simple phrases. And sometimes the ideas appear simple, even childish, but 
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the one who tries to know what is behind it58, he59 will find out in time 
that there is a vast field of thought hidden behind every word that has 
come out of 60 the lips of the prophet 61. Verily the words of the prophets 
are as seals upon the secret of Cod. 

58. O.t., bk.p., bk.: "themI1 instead of "itm 
59. All o ther  documents: "he" omitted 
60. O.t., bk.p., bk.: "fromff instead of ofn 
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Murshida Coodenough's undated hand- 
written copy, possibly copied from her 
own reporting, of one question and 
answer, referring to the lecture 'The 
Nature and the Character of the Pro- 
phetic Soul' of July 31st, 1923, but 
given on another occasion. 

Question: 'the words of the prophet are as seals upon the 
secret of God? 

Answer: 'AS the seal is  a kind of protection of the matter which is 
in a letter, and that seal i s  taken off, then there is  enclosed 
the matter which one wants to read. And so it i s  with the 
words of the prophet. The seal is not always a letter, i t  is only 
a seal, and so are the words of the prophet. And again, there 
is a moment in one's life when one i s  able to open that seal. A 
seal may be opened after one month, five months, five years, 
ten years, there comes a time. And when that seal i s  opened, 
then the whole i s  opened just like an open letter. 
'a verse of a very inspired poet of Persia, I was very fond of. 
I had put i t  in music and I sang i t  with a great joy. Of course 
the words had a meaning; at the same time I always had a 
feeling: it has a meaning and yet I don't know it. There was a 
distinct idea that there something is sealed and yet hidden. 
And after fifteen years there came a moment: My mind was 
looking for a simile, for a certain revelation, and that verse 
came as a simile for that revelation. And there was no end of 
my joy to open that seal that was there for fifteen years. 
For everything there is an appointed time, and when that 
appointed time comes, i t  becomes revealed. And therefore on 
one side we must have the eagerness to attain to that revela- 

Notes: 

1. Sr.: added ''What do you mean by sayingt1 
2. Ibld.: "Justu added 
3. Kf.: added ItTell you m y  l i t t l e  experience1' 



tion and on the other hand we must have patience to await the 
moment of its coming.4 

4. Sr.: added "The appointed time is the time of fulfilment. Our eagerness 
must not  be inactive, it must work as a living enthusiasm. We must not be 
resigned t o  wait, only one must be aware of the fact  t ha t  there is a time 
fo r  every thing. This must teach us patience, 1.0. if a cook w i l l  allow a 
l i t t l e  more heat for  a certain thing t o  cook, it w i l l  make time shorter, 
but a t  the same time the cook by her impatience may burn it." 



Sa kina's longhand reporting. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 31st, 1923, after the lecture 'The 
Nature and Character of the Pro- 
phetic Soul' given at 3:30 p.m. and 
before the lecture 'The Cod Ideal' 
given at 5:30 p.m. 

Question: ' IS*  motive greater or the m e  person who has i t ? '  

Notes: 

1. Kf. wrote down this same question in one of her copy books adding over 
it: "Murshid's question for mureeds t o  answer." 

2. Sk.sh.: one illegible sign 
3. Answers by mureeds t o  this question have not been found in the  archives 

t o  date. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
July 31st, 1923 

3 ~ h e  God   deal.^ 

God i s  called as4 'the5 King of the6 Heaven and of the earth and of 
the seen and unseen beings,' only because we have no better words than 
the words we use for all7 things of this world. To call God a8 King does not 
raise Him in any way higher than the position He has. I t  only helps us to 
make His power and glory more intelligible to ourg mind. And yet there are 
certain characters which are kingly characters and such characters may be 
seen in God to lo their perfection. It does not mean that every person has 
not got11 that character. It only means that from a higher position a soul 
shows out that character more perhaps than in an ordinary capacity and1* 
that character is:  love, hidden behind indifference. 13Sufi terms this char- 
acter13 by a Persian word binayaz, which means hidden. It does not mean 
that l4 hidden God; it means hidden beauty. Love expressed is  one thing and 

Notes: 

This lec ture  has become Religious Gatheka no. 54, and was f i r s t  published in t h e  
book The Un i ty  o f  Re1 ig ious  I d e a l s  ( 1929). 

Where @tbookll i s  'mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t h e  book The Un i ty  o f  
Re l ig ious  I d e a l s  (page 93), compiled and prepared fo r  publication by 
Murshida Goodenough. 

The versions o f  t h e  Headquarters' typewri t ten and stencilled copies of t he  Re- 
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margin of her sh. 
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love hidden i s  another thing, Under the veil of the15 indifference i t 1 6  i s  
often hidden and the Sufi poets have pictured17 most beautifully in their 
verses which are nothing but the15 pictures of human life and nature. There 
are examples in the history l8 of the Kings which show this character. 
Sometimes a person whom the King favoured the most was kept back from 
being the Prime Minister. l t 1 9  did not mean that it was not the wish of the 
King. It only meant that the King considered the sympathy and admiration 
that he had for the person more thant5 Prime Ministership. In other aspects 
one sees it. The King did not speak to a person for a long time. l t 1 9  did not 
mean that the King disfavoured him so. It only meant that the King knew 
that he wi1120 understand. There are instances when the patience of thez1 
saints and sages has been tried to the utmostz2. The pain and suffering 
23that these23 spiritual souls have sometimes gone through, has been great- 
er than every24 average person25. Behind this indifference there are many 
reasons andz6 whenz7 one sees the other part of kingdom28, that those 
who29 sometimes the King cares30 little30, were graciously received and 
favourably31 rewarded, and32 the33 ordinary mind could not33 conceivew 
the reason behind it35. The one who i s  responsible 36for his subjects as a 
 in^^^, he understood rightly like a gardener who knows which plants37 to 
rear and which tree 38be better put out38 of the garden. In spite of all op- 
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positions39 from all around, 40the King has held an idea40, conscious of 
their4' duty. So is with God. 

4 2 ~ i n g  apart, even the manner and method of a responsible person is 
not always understood by another, whose responsibility i s  not the same. So 
how can man always understand the ways of Cod, the only King in the true 
sense of the word, before Whom all other Kings are nothing but imita- 
t i o n ~ ~ ~ ?  ~ n d ~ ~  it i s  the kingship of Cod which45 manifests in the blooming46 
of every soul. When a soul arrives to47 i t s  full bloom, it begins to show the 
colour and spread the.fragrance of the divine Spirit of God. 

A l l  other documents: wopposition8f 
0.t.: "the klngs have held their idea" Instead of "the Klng has held an 
Ideam; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "the kings have held t o  their  ideaw 
0.t.: "this", changed back by Gd. into "theirM 
A l l  other documents: "But" added 
0.t.: mimitatorsm, changed back by Gd. into nimitationsll 
Bk.: "Andgg omitted 
0.t.: "thatN, changed back by Gd. into uwhlch18 
I bid.: ~blossomlng~~, changed back by Gd. Into wblooming"; 
Bk.: wblossoming~ 
A l l  other documents: "arrives at"; 
"To arr ive t ow  is an obsolete form of " to  arr ive a tn  (Ox.) 



Murshida Goodenough's abbreviated 
longhand reporting of a l i t t le story, 
referring to 'The Cod-Ideal' of July 
31st, 1923, but given on another oc- 
casion, as read by the compiler. 

I remember an amusing instance. Once I had been for a relative to the 
house of a Physician, an Indian Physician, whose method has been of the 
most ancient kind: to  write prescription(s) which took him about five 
or ten minutes. In a small room where fifteen or twenty persons were al- 
ready sitting, among them I went and sat also. He came to write prescrip- 
tions for everyone who came. And when those who were before me went 
finally, then he began to write prescriptions for those who came after. 
Having thought that Physician as friend of family, should have seen me per- 
haps before the others. And so went on until he had seen everyone ( I  was 
last person) and then said: 'Now tell me what you have to say'. I two 
hours he had been writing out prescriptions, was at ease, quiet, and when I 
was going away he said: 'I hope you understood that I did not want to  see 
you when the other people would s t i l l  stay. I wanted to see you at leisure.' 
It was a favour which had tried all my patience. But s t i l l  a majestic 
sort of favour. 

This gave me a very good example of love in the form of indifference. 

Note: 

1. One word Illegible 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August I s t ,  1923 

The Soul. 

It has been asked to3 the sages and the thinkers of all times by the 
seekers after truth to4 explain the meaning of the word soul. Some have 
tried to explain5 and some have given an answer6 which may be7 difficult 
for everyone8 to understand. In the meaning of the word soul many 9 

man of the lo thinkers differ, although all mystics ' 'arrive to ' the same 
understanding of the idea of l2 soul. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence and 
Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, f i r s t  pa r t  of chapter V I I  (1924). 

Where "bookIv is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a la ter  date Sk. added "page 89 The Soul Whence and Whither1' in the 
margin of her sh. 
Bk.: '#The Soul1' instead of "Metaphysics. The Soulw 
Ibld.: "ofn instead of "to1' 
Ibid.: " that they should11 instead of "tow 
Ibid.: wit11 added 
Ibid.: "answers1' instead of "an answerw 
Ibid.: "are1' instead of "may bew 
E.t.: "everybodyw, changed back by Sk. into "everyonet1 
Sk.sh.: a small blank before "manvc, where Sk. added the  sh. sign for  "st1' 
( s t  man); 
Gd.h.: nstatementsw; 
E.t.: the  word was omitted, but Gd. wrote "statementsw in the  margin; 
Bk.: "statementsw 
Bk.: "the1' omitted 
Ibid.: "arrive at "  instead of "arrive to1'; "To arr ive tom exists as an 
obsolete form of " t o  ar r ive at1@ 
Ibid.: "thet1 added 



As the air, by being caught in the water, becomes a bubble for the 
moment, and as the wave13 of the earth14 being caught in a hollow15 vessel 
becomes13 a sound, so intelligence16 caught by the mind and body becomes 
the soul. Therefore intelligence and soul are not two things; I7it is  only a 
condition of the intelligence which i s  the soul.17   he" intelligence in i t s  
original aspect i s  the essence of life, the spirit of19 God. But when this0 
intelligence i s  caught in an accommodation such as body and mind, i t s  
pteelispm+t+en-ef -kne+ng original nature 21 of knowing2' then knows and 
t haG2 24 knowing  SOU?^,^^ becomes consciousness. 

The difference between consciousness and the soul is that the soul i s  
like a mirror?5 the consciousness i s  the-sed a mirror which shows a re- 
flection in it. The Persian word ruh an@ Sanskrit word atma mean the 
samg7, thaG8 means7 : soul. ~ h e r g ~  is another word0 id1 English lan- 
guage which means one or single; although different in spelling, yet it i s  
expressive of the same idea, 32that the soul is that part of our being in 
which we realize 330ur being33 to be ond4 single being. When one thinks of 
the body it has many organs. When one thinks of the mind it has various 
thoughts. When one thinks of the heart it has many feelings. But when one 

Gd.h.: "waves ... becomeft; 
E.t.: Itwave ... becomesIt changed i n to  "waves ... becomew by Gd.; 
Bk.: "waves ... becomett 
Sk.sh.: "earthm may have been understood f o r  "airm; 
Gd.h.: "airn; 
E.t.: "earthw changed by Gd. in to  "airw; 
Bk.: l1air1# 
E.t.: wholioww omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Bk.: llbeinggl added 
ibid.: omitted "it is only a condition o f  t h e  intelligence which is  t h e  soul" 
Gd.h.: afterwards Gd. crossed o u t  "Them 
Gd-h., e.t., bk.: "orw instead o f  laof" 
E.t.: Itthew instead of "this", bu t  changed back by Gd. i n to  It this" 
Ibld.: "of k n ~ w l n g ~ ~  omitted, bu t  re inserted by Gd. 
Gd.h.: tithe*i instead of I1thatl1 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled wsoulll and wrote ltintelligencew In t h e  
margin 
Gd.h.: ~~inte l i igence" instead o f  "knowing soulll 
Ibid.: "andm instead of a semi-colon; 
E.t.: "andt1 added by Gd.; 
Bk.: "andw 
E.t., bk.: fVheIf added 
Bk.: "thing" added, " t ha t  meansw omitted 
Gd.h.: I1itl1 instead of Itthat"; 
E.t.: I t tha t "  changed by Gd. i n to  "itw 
Gd.h.: "itw instead o f  "Therew; 
Eat.: llTherelt changed by Gd. in to  
Gd.h.: wsolew added; 
E.t.: wsoletl added by Gd.; 
Bk.: msolen added 
Gd.h.: Itthew added 
Bk.: glnamely*l added 
ibid.: ~ourse lvesn instead of Itour being" 
E.t.: tlatl, changed back by Sk. i n to  "oneIt 



thinks of the soul in the right sense of the word it i s  one single being. It i s  
above division and therefore it is the soul which really can be called an35 
individual. Very often the lo philosophers have used this name for the body, 
mind and consciousness, 36all three. 

Sufism originally comes from the word safi, which means purity. This 
purity is  attained by purifying the soul from all foreign attributes that it has 
acquired, thereby discovering the 37 real nature and character 380f the 

Pure water means something which is  in i t s  original element 39and 
no sugar or milk mixed with it 39. I f  it happens that there i s  sugar and milk 
in the water, then the one who wishes to analyse 40n41 i t  must separate 
them40 and will try to  see42 water in i t s  pure condition. Sufism therefore i s  
the analysing of the self, 31self which has for the43 moment become a mix- 
ture of three44 things, of body, mind and soul. By separating the two45 
outer garments of the soul, the Sufi discovers the real nature and character 
of the soul, and in this discovery lies the secret of the whole life. Rumi has 
said in the Masnavi that l i fe on the46 earth is  a captivity of the soul. When 
one looks at the 47air being47 caught by the water, one sees the meaning of 
~ u m i ~ ~ ,  that something which is  free to move about, becomes captive by 
the atoms of water for a time and loses i t s  freedom for that moment. 

Man in all conditions of life, whatever be his rank, position or posses- 
sion 4q has troubles 50, pains, 51 difficulties. Where do these 52 come from? 
From his  imitation^^. But i f  limitation 53 were54 natural, why should he not 
be contented with his troubles? Because it 55 is not natural to  the soul. The 

Gd.h., e.t.: '*anv changed into "the" by Gd.; 
Bk.: "thew 
Bk.: " forw added 
Ibid.: "Itsw instead of "thetf 
Ibid.: Ifof the souln omitted 
Ibid.: Itand no sugar o r  milk mixed with itm omitted 
Gd.h.: Itit w i l l  separate the  elements" instead of "it must separate themw; 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled w i t  must separate themw and wrote in the 
margin: " w i l l  separate the elements" instead; 
Bk.: l8it w i l l  separate the elements1* 
E.t.: "itN omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
Gd.h.: "thet1 added; 
E.t.: "thet1 added by Gd.; 
Bk.: "the" 
E.t.: 9*aw, changed back by Sk. in to  "thef1 
Gd.h.: "thesen instead of f8three1* 
Bk.: l*twon omitted 
I bid.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: Itbubble in which the air has been*! instead of "air being" 
Ibid.: wRumifs wordsg* instead of llRumil* 
I bid.: ~possess ions~~ 
I bid.: "trouble" 
I bid.: "andw added 
E.t.: "theym, changed back by Gd. in to  llthesel* 
Bk.: l*limitationsw 
Gd.h.: "wasm instead of "werew 
Bk.: tllimitation** instead of "it" 



soul who is  by nature free, feels uncomfortable in the life of ~ i m i t a t i o n s ~ ~  in 
spite of all that this57 world can offer. When the soul experiences the high- 
est degree of pain, it refuses 58all that this world can offer 58,59 in order to  
f ly from the spheres of the earth and seek the spheres of liberty, 60the 
freedom of which60 i s  the soul's 6'previous possession6'. There i s  a longing 
hidden beneath all other longings62 man has, and that longing is63 freedom. 
This longing is sometimes satisfied by a walk64 in the solitude, in the woods, 
when one i s  left alone 65to be by himself65 for a time, when one i s  fast 
asleep, even dreams do not trouble him, and when one is  in meditation, in 
which for the moment the activities of body and mind both are suspended. 
Therefore the sages have preferred solitude and have always shown66 love 
for nature. 6 7 ~ n d  meditation they have adopted67 as the method of attain- 
ing that goal which is the freedom of the soul. 

Question: 68 

Answer: 691n Dutch the word adem and in German the word Atem 
means breath. I think this word comes from the same 
origin as atma. But in Persian language dum means breath and 
adam means when the breath begins to move, when the l i fe 
begins to move. 

I bid.: niimitationu 
E.t.: "thet*, changed back by Sk. into "this1* 
Bk.: "everythingw instead of **all t h a t  th is  world can offer1* 
Gd.h.: I t to  itm added; 
E.t.: " t o  itw added by Gd. 
Bk.: "and t ha t  freedom whicht' instead of "the freedom of whichn 
Gd.h.: wpredlspositionw instead of "previous possesslon~; 
E.t.: "precious possession1' instead of wprevious  possession^ crossed ou t  
by Gd. and replaced by '*predispositionn. Sk. changed back nprecious" t o  
t l p rev i~u~ f l  
Bk.: "whicht* added 
I bid.: " forw added 
ibid.: wwaikingw instead of "a walkm 
ibid.: I t to  be by himselfu omitted 
Gd.h.: "showedn instead of "shownw; 
E.t.: "shown" changed in to  nshowedw by Gd.; 
Bk.: vlshown~ 
Bk.: Itand they have adopted meditation" instead of "And meditation they 
have adopted1' 
Sk.sh.: no question has been reported 
Gd.hwr.copy: the  f i r s t  pa r t  of the  answer: "In Dutch .... as Atmat' was 
taken t o  be the  question, and the second part: "But in Persian .... begins 
t o  movem the answer; 
Sk.i.tp.: no question; over the answer was added by Sk. "Murshidn t o  make 
it clear t ha t  these were entirely Murshidts words 



Question: Does this  mean70 there is a relation bet ween breath 
and soul? W i Z l  you explain the relation? 

Answer: Someone asked the Prophet the meaning of the soul and 
the Prophet said: lmray, activity of breath' 71. I f  I would give 
an interpretation to this: an action7* of life, a movement of 
life. When the life moved it turned into breath. But if I were 
to say in my words what this creation is, I would also say, it is 
the breath of Cod. And if one asked: what i s  the end of i t? I 
would only 73 say: the indrawing breath (nothing i s  lost) 74, it is 
only inhaling and exhaling. The creation and what is called the 
annihilation in the end, it is  only the breath of Cod. 

Question: How the S u f i  separates the two outer garments of 
the75 soul? 

Answer: I explained76 through all my teaching, from the beginning 
to the end, in practices, concentrations, meditations; this is 
the only explanation that I give. Because that i s  the object 
which the soul has to realize in the end and our every effort in 
the spiritual path is  towards God-realization. 

Question: IT you believe in the S u f i  point of view of reincar- 
nation, how do you explain that feeling we some- 
t i m e ~ ~ ~  have upon meeting a person for the f i rs t  
time, of having known that person before? In the 
same way one sometimes has the feeling of having 
seen a certain landscape or place before. 

Answer: The Sufi point of view of reincarnation has been fully 
explained in a book called The Phenomenon of the 
Yet one cannot explain this idea, which is an abstract idea and 
which has many complexities, more briefly 79. Although the 
soul that comes on the earth does not only inherit the qualities 
of the parents and ancestors, but also it brings with it a 

Sk.l.tp.: "thatn added 
Gd.hwr.copy: "an activity of God"; 
Sr.: "Breath is an activity of the  soulw; 
Sk.l.tp.: Itan activity of breathn 
Gd.hwr.copy: 
Sk.l.tp.: wonlytl omitted 
ibid.: "nothing is lostIt without brackets 
Ibid.: llhlslf instead of #*the" 
i bid.: " I  explaint1 
Ibid.: "have sometimes" 
This book, by Sherifa Lucy Goodenough, was published in 1919 
Gd.hwr.copy: llfullyn instead of 11briefiy18 



knowledge that it has gained on its way. But this can be 
morea0 understood by reading the ten lectures given this 
summer on the subject of metaphysics. 

80. Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: "understood morew 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August I st, 1923 

X. Metaphys ics.  

The Soul. 

The intelligence2 becomes captive 3t0 t h d  knowledge. That which i s  
its sustenance limits it, reduces it and 4al1 the4 pain and pleasure, birth and 
death, is5 experienced by the intelligence in this captivitf which we call 
life. Death in point of fact does not belong to  the soul and so it does not 
belong to the person. Death comes to what the person knows, not to the 
person. Life lives, death dies. But the mind which has not probed the depth7 
of the secret of life, becomes per lexed and unhappy ovea the idea of 
death. A persong went to  a Sufi 'and asked him: 'What happens after 
death?'1° He said: 'Ask this1' question to12 someone who 13is to13 die, 
to14 some mortal being, which I am not.' 

Notes: 

This iecfure was f i r s t  published in the  book The Soul Whence and 
Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, second pa r t  of chapter V i  I (1924). 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ?  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Gd.h.: The lecture was dictated t o  Gd. by Sk. from her sh., but the  dictated 
t e x t  of  the  last sentences Is missing, and Gd. added her book preparation of 
these sentences instead (see notes 52-67). 

A t  a la ter  date Sk. added "page 92 The Soul Whence and Whitherw In the  
margin of her sh. 
Bk.: "The Zat, the  primal IntelligenceM instead of "The i n t e l l i gen~e~~  
Bk.: win81 instead of " t o  thew 
I bid.: "all the" omitted 
Ibid.: "arew instead of "isw 
Ibld.: "capacityn instead of wcaptivityw 
Gd.h.,. e.t., bk.: "depths1' 
E.t.: "att1, changed back by Gd. into "overn 
Bk.: "oncem added 
Ibld.: "and asked him what happened af ter  deathw instead of "and asked 
him: 'What happens af ter  death?'" 
E.t.: " that"  instead of "thisw 
Gd.h., bk.: "of" instead of " tow 
Bk.: w w i l l m  instead of "is t ow  
Ibid.: "ofw instead of " tow 



Intelligence i s  not only a knowing faculty, but creative at the same 
time. The whole15 manifestation is  the creation of the intelligence. Time 
and space both are nothing but the knowledge of the intelligence. The in- 
telligence, confined to this knowledge, becomes limited, but when it 
becomes16 free from all knowledge, then it experiences i t s  own essence, i t s  
own being. It is this which the sufis17 call the process of unlearning, which 
purifies orl8 makeslg intelligence free from knowledge. It is20 the glimpses 
of that2' experience which are called ecstasy; for then the intelligence has 
an independent joy which is  thez2 true happiness. The 23soul is happiness23 
in itself, nothing elsez4 can makG5 soul fully happy but self-realization. 
~ h $ ~  phenomena26 which the intelligence creates by i t s  creative power 
becomesz6 as a source of i t s  own delusion, as the spider becomes 16 

caught in i t s  own web, so the soul becomes16 imprisoned in all it has cre- 
ated. This picture we see in the lives of19 individuals and oP8 the multi- 
tude. 

Motive gives power and at the same time it i s  motive which limits 
power. For the power of the soul i s  greater than any motive. But it is the 
consciousness of the motive which stimulates the power and yet robs it of 
i t s  power. 

The Hindus have called the whole phenomena29 of life by the name 
maya,  which means a puzzl$O, and once the true nature and character of 
this puzzle i s  realized, the meaning of every word of t h22  language 
becomes untrue, except one Truth which words cannot explain. Therefore 
the soul may be e&ed considered to be a condition of Cod; a condition 
which makes the Only Being limited for a time; and the experience gained in 
this time with i t s  ever-changing joy and pain is  interesting and the fuller 
the experience, the greater wider becomes the vision of life. And what one 
has to  experience in life, is  i t s  true being. The l i fe which everyone knows, is  

I bid.: "ofw added 
Ibid.: "lsvl lnstead of *lbecomesw 
Ibid.: "Sufi callsn instead of "Sufis callm 
Ibid.: "andn lnstead of I1ort8 
Gd.h.: "thew added 
E.t.: "aret1, changed back by Sk. Into 811st1 
Gd.h.: "this" instead of "thatm; 
E.t.: " tha t "  crossed out by Gd. and replaced with "thisw; 
Bk.: tlthlstl 
Bk.: "then omitted 
Gd.h.: wSoul's happiness Is" instead of "The soul Is happines~~~; afterwards 
Gd. added "Then before wsoul~sn; 
E.t., bk.: "The soul~s happiness istt 
Bk.: "elseN omitted 
Gd.h., e.t.: "thet1 added; 
Bk.: "the" 
As can be seen from the verb wbecomesw, the singular form was meant; 
Bk.: "become" instead of wbecomesw 
Bk.: "andw omitted 
E.t.: "ofw omitted 
Bk.: "phenomenonw 
Ibid.: will us ion^ instead of "a puzzlet1 



this momentary period of the soul's captivity. Beyond this he knows noth- 
ing. Therefore every seeming change that takes lace, he calls it death or 
decay. Once the soul has risen above this illusiv eJ phase of life by climbing 
or?' the top of all that i s  besides the-sad itself, it experiences in the end 
that happiness for which this whole creation took place. 33Discovering of 
the soul is uncovering of ~ o d . ~ ~  

3 4 ~ h e  word intelligence as35 is known b us og6 spoken in everyday 1 language, does not give a full idea. speciall9 the word i n t e l 1 i ~ e n c 2 ~  used 
by thG2 modern science, will only convey to  us something which i s  the out- 
come of th2' matter or energy. But according to the mystic, intelligence i s  
the primal element or the cause as well as the effect. While t hdg  science 
acknowledges it as the effect, the mystic sees in this the cause. 

One will question, how can intelligence create this dense earth which 
is matter? There must be energy behind. But this question comes because 
we separate intelligence from energy or matter. In point of fact it i s  the2' 
spirit which is matter and matter which i s  spirit. The denseness of th2' 
spirit i s  matter and the fineness of th2' matter is spirit. Intelligence 
becomes intelligible by turning into denseness; that denseness being mani- 
fest to  i t s  own view, creates two objects, 40the self and1 what i s  known by 
the self; and there4' comes of necessity a third object, the medium with43 
which the person44 knows what he45 knowsP6 47su~h  as47 the sight or the 
mind. 4 8 ~ n d  it is these three aspects of life which is4' at the root of the 
idea of Trinity. The moment these three are realized as one, th2' life's 
purpose is  fulfilled. 

Eat.: ~i l lusiven changed by Gd. into willusionaryN 
Bk.: " tow added 
ibid.: "The uncovering of the soul is the  discovering of Godw instead of 
wDiscovering of the soul Is uncovering of God." 
Sk.sh., Gd.h.: wcontlnuationn added over this last  pa r t  of the lecture 
E.t.: "itw added by Gd.; 
Bk.: "itn added 
Bk.: "andn instead of "or" 
E.t., bk.: wespeciailyw 
Bk.: "asw added 
Gd.h.: "theM omitted; 
E.t.: "thew crossed out  by Gd.; 
Bk: "thew omitted 
Bk.: "Zat," added 
I bid.: wSifatn added 
Ibld.: "thenw instead of '@theren 
Ibid.: "byw instead of "withm 
Ibid.: "Self" instead of "personw 
Ibid.: "itu instead of "hem 
I bid.: "NazarW added 
Ibid.: "such asm omitted 
ibid.: added "The Sufi poets have pictured these three in their  verse as 
Bagh, Bahar, and Bulbul, the garden, the  Spring, and the 
Gd.h., bk.: "arew instead of "1s" 



As matte?O evolves, so it beeons shows intelligence and when one 
studies the growing evolution of the material5I world, one will find that at 
each step of evolution the materiaP1 world has showrS2 itself t o  be more 
intelli ibld3, 55which i s  finished in the 54evolution of54,55 human race. But 
this 5Boutcome of the 56development of thd8 is only the pre- 
disposition of what we call matter which i s  manifested in the end. And 
60everything in t hd9  nature60 6 3 i ~  the evidence of this6' truth even in 
62the ve etable world2, when we see that it is the seed which is  the 9 root.63 And therefore it is the intelligence which comes as the v e g 4  
effectP5 aP6 the cause.67 

E.t.: "naturew instead of llmattern 
Bk.: "naturalw instead of I1materialm 
6k.p.: nshowedll instead of "shown" 
Bk.p., bk.: "intelligent" instead of ~~intell igiblem 
0k.p.: "evolution of1# omitted; 
E.t.: l~evolutlon ofn crossed out  by Gd. 
Bk.: "reaching I t s  height in thew instead of I8which is finished in the  evolu- 
tion ofm 
0k.p.: f i r s t  a blank after "of"; afterwards Gd. added Itthe development of 
mattern 
Bk.: omitted lloutcome of the development of the  matter." 
E.t.: "thelo omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: "the" omitted 
E.t.: "energy in the matter", changed back by Gd. into "everything in the  
naturew 
ibid.: "thatu, changed back by Gd. in to  81thisv 
6k.p.: llnature" instead of "the vegetable worldn 
Bk.: "even in the vegetable world, when we see it, is the seed of which 
the  roo t  is the evidencen instead of "is the evidence .... is t he  root"  
6k.p.: "veryw omitted; 
E.t.: "veryw crossed out  by Gd. 
E.t.: "and" instead of a comma 
Bk.p.: Itthe very ef fect isn instead of "asN; 
E.t.: Gd. changed "asw into "the very effect Isn 
Bk.: ", and then the Intelligence, which is the  Effect, is also t he  Causew 
instead of "And therefore .... as the cause." 



Q u e s t i o n :  D o e s  m o t i v e  l i m i t  t h e  i n t e n s i t y  o f  p o w e r  as w e l l  
a s 6 8  

Answer: Certainly. Motive i s  a shadow upon the intelligence. It might 
seem that it increases the ower, but no doubt at the end one 
finds out that it robs, ' , although the higher the motive, 
the higher i s  the soul. The greater i s  the motive, the greater 
the person. When the motive is  beneath one's ideal, then it is  
the fall of man, and when the motive is7' his ideal, it i s  his 
rise. According to the width of motive man's vision is wide and 
according to the power of the motive man's strength i s  great. 

68. Skosh.: the end of the question is missing; 
Sr.: "Does motlve want the intensity of the power?'*; 
Gd.: "Does motlve l i m i t  the intensity of power as well as its width?l'; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Does motive l i m i t  the intensity of power, as well as give power?'I 

69. Skosh.: a blank; 
Sr., Gd.: "the power1' added; 
Sk.l.tp.: the wordts) omitted in Skosh. is/are not indicated by a blank 

70. Sr.: ''greater than" added 



A typewritten copy, being the oldest 
available document, and nearest to  
Miss LLoydts ( 1 )  longhand reporting 
which is missing in the archives.' 

Summer School Suresnes, 
Thursday August 2nd, 1923 

The Law of nature more or less 4works in the l i fe of an individual and 
in the life of a5 multitude4 in the same way. When one sees this law and 
finds out i t s  secret, one admits the truth of both the opposite doctrines, fate 
and free will. There is  such a thing as fate and there i s  such a .thing as free 
will; sometimes they clash and sometimes they work harmoniously, and 
sometimes one overpowers the other. Every nation has i t s  destiny, every 
race has its life designed, every individual and every Message that has ever 
come to humanity. 

The prophets have brought the divine Message from time to time. It 
took so many years for them to deliver it to  the world; so many years for it 
to  spread after those who brought it have6 passed. So many years it took for 
the people to practise it and to get the benefit out of it. And many more 
,years it took for the same to become corrupted, which has always caused 
the declination7 of religions. No doubt that ended the8 cycle, and a new 
cycle began with the same process all over again. History repeats itself, and 
the wonderful thing in this that is t o  be noticed i s  that no sooner was Cod's 
Message declared, than even the nearest and dearest friends of the deliverer 
of that Message became his worst enemies. No doubt he at the same time 
appeals9 to the souls standing far off from him, who were drawn much closer 
to  him than his own people, although the difficulty of the prophet remained 
just the same. As Rumi says: 'Many sympathise and become my friends, yet 
they know not the secret of my pain nor can they understand why they are 
drawn to me.' 

The Sufi Message, besides i t s  philosophical, religious and mystical 
aspect, is the Message, His Message Who has always sent His Message to  the 

Notes: 

Over the lecture is wri t ten in Gd.hwr.: "Reported by (? Miss LLoyd1.W 
The additions and alterations mentioned in these notes, have all been 
found in Gd.hwr. on the  same document, of which the t e x t  is presented 
here. They are referred to as "Hq.peN 
Hq.p.: "Advice to  the Religious Workers. The Messagew added over t he  lec- 
t u re  
Ibid.: tlmore or less" cancelled after "naturet' and inserted after "mul t i -  
tude" 
Ibid.: "an changed into "them 
I bid.: "hadt1 
I bid.: ttdeclinev 
I bid.: tlthatv 
I bid.: tlappealedu 



world whenever it was needed, and the fulfilment of this Message is  certain, 
there is not the slightest doubt about it. Among us who serve this Movement, 
i f  there were few or i f  there were many, the Message will surely spread and 
answer its purpose; only when we think of the free will in which we share 
the part of the Creator, then we realize the responsibility of our lives; that 
by reason of having free will we, to  a great extent, are responsible for i t s  
fulfilment. 

Now the question i s  what must we do in helping the Message towards 
fulfilment? We can do a great deal i f  we balance our willingness with 
wisdom. For it has often happened that, adversaries apart, friends with their 
goodwill and devotion may cause difficulties in the furtherance of the 
Cause, only by lack of prudence. Therefore, besides enthusiasm and willing- 
ness to work in the Cause, it is  necessary that a wider outlook must be de- 
veloped; and there is  one way of developing it and that is by forgetting the 
self. There is only one condition for becoming the real server and that i s  to  
forget the self, for it is the thought of the self which blocks one's own path 
and the way of that Movement the fulfilment of which will be a blessing 
for lo humanity. 

Besides this, the deeper we think, the more we shall realize that every 
moment of our life, especially in the work of the World Cause, i s  beyond 
price, and every next moment that follows, becomes more valuable. Once 
this i s  realised, we shall not say that 'I will do to-morrow what can be done 
to-day', and we shall not say: 'I will not do it for there are many others 
who can', but we shall consider it our greatest privilege in life to use our 
l i fe and effort to i t s  best advantage in the service of Cod and humanity. 

10. Ibld.: "the wholen added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 3rd, 1923 

The Prophet's 

The soul of the prophet represents both3 human and4 divine. His feet 
on the earth and5 head in6 Heaven, he has to journey in7 the path of life, 
8to respect and regard theg reason, and yet to cling to that rope which 
hangs down from Heaven, which he calls faith: one thing contrary to the 
other. The world of variety with i t s  numberless changes, compels him to 
reason out things, and the world of unity promises to i t s l o  unwavering 
faitht1 every demand of life. In the Sufi terms there is a word12: akh lak  
Al lah,  which means the manner of Cod. This manner i s  seen in the 
prophetic soul, for no one knows the manner of Cod, as God is not seen by 
all and i f  there i s  any sign of Cod seen, it i s  in the Cod-consci~us~~. And it 
is  the fulness of14 Cod-consciousness which makes one15 a prophetic soul. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published in the book The Un i ty  o f  Re l ig ious  
I d e a l s  ( 1929). 

Where llbookll is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the book The Un i t y  of 
Re l ig ious  Idea ls ,  compiled and prepared for publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "page 152 The Unity of Religious Idealsw in the 
margin of her sh. 
8k.p.: "The Spirit of Guidancem added over the heading "The Prophetls 
Soul"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "The Spiritual Hierarchy VII .  

The Unity of Religious Ideals p. 152-154" added over the  head- 
ing "The Prophetic Soult1; 
Bk.: n t IVm added t o  "The Prophetls Soul1' 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: @Ithem added 
Bk.p., bk.: 'Vhe11 added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: ~ ~ h i s l l  added 
0.t.: lithefi added 
Ibid.: changed by Gd. into "onn; 
Bk.p., bk.: vlonfl 
0.t.: "He hasw added, but cancelled by Gd. 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
Ibld.: "his" instead of "itst1 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. inserted "the answer tow; 
O.t., bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "the answer tom 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "called" added 
Ibld.: "onev1 added 
0.t.: "them added, but crossed ou t  by Gd. 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: none11 omitted 



The l i fe of the prophet i s  like16 someone walking upon the17 wire: 
matter on one side Isspirit on the other; Heaven on one side and theg earth 

5 on the other; with imperfect self journeying towards perfection, 18at the 
same time holding uponlg oneself20 the burden of numberless souls, many 
among 21them who2' have not yet learnt to walk even on22 the earth. 

In the history of the prophets, in whatever period23 they have come 
on earth, one reads24 their struggle being fourfold: struggle with self, 
struggle with the world25, struggle with friends and struggle with foes. And 
yet many wonder, why should a prophet be a warrior? Many know24 the 
Prophet h4ahommedP6 being a warrior, but27 ignore28 the fact that Moses 
had the same experience, and so29 few know30 the lives of the prophets of 
~ n d i a , ~ l  whose whole 321ives were32 nothing but a war33 from3 beginning to 
end. Their Scriptures are full with34 the35 wars and battles through 
their lives. And i f  some37 who38 did not apparently37 have a war, they had 
some other form of war39 40they had40 to go through. The blood of the 
martyrs was the foundation of the church41. The seers and saints who live a 

Bk.: " tha t  ofw added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "au instead of Itthen 
I bid.: "andt1 added 
0.t.: "onw, changed back by Gd. in to  "uponn 
Bk.: "itself" instead of noneself" 
0.t.: Gd. changed "them whon into flwhomv; 
Bk.p., bk.: "whomn 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "uponw instead of "onw 
Bk.p., bk.: "tlmen instead of llperiodn 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "ofn added 
0.t.: "workw, changed back by Gd. into wworldw 
I bld.: "Mahorned", changed by Gd. ln to  "Mohammedw; 
Bk.p., bk.: mMohammedw 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "arew added 
Skosh.: Afterwards Sk. hesitatlngiy added "antm t o  wignorev; 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "ignorant of" 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "veryn lnstead of "sow 
0.t.: " thatn added; 
6k.p.: "that", crossed out  
Skosh.: "Rams and Krishnaw inserted by Sk. in her sh.; it Is not clear i f  
th is happened while taklng down the  sentence, or  afterwards; 
0.t.: Gd. added "Rams and Krishnan in the margin; 
Bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "Rama and Krishnan 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed ~ l l v e s  wereH in to  "life wasN; 
O.t., bk.p., Sk.i.tp.: "life wasm 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "warfarew instead of "a war" 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed "with" into "of"; 
A l l  other documents: "of" 
Sk.l.tp.: "the" omitted 
0.t.: mthroughoutfl Instead of "through alln 
Bk.p., bk.: "apparentlyn placed af ter  "someI1 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: '(whou omitted 
IMd.: "warfare" instead of "warw 
Ibld.: "they hadM omitted 
0.t.: wChurchesw, changed back by Gd. lnto wChurchw 



l ife of seclusion, are c ~ m f o r t a b l e ~ ~ , ~ ~  compared to the life of the prophet 
whose life's work i s  in the midst of the crowd. When he i s  known to be a 
prophet, the44 jealousy and prejudice rise45. If he is not known, he can do 
but a46 little. When he goes in47 the world, the world absorbs him; when he 
thinks of God, God attracts him. One spirit pulled from both sides and it is 
this which4%he picture49 of the cross signifies. 5 0 ~ h e  prophet representing 
God and His Message, is  tested and tried and examined by ever soul;50 51a 
thousand searchlightsS2 thrown upon him. And he is  not ,udgedr3 under one 
judge; 54numberless judges, every soul is  a judge and has its55 own law to 
judge56 with. 

The mystic i s  free to say and act; what does he care what people think 
of him? 5 7 ~ h e  prophet must care, not for himself, but for those whom he 
serves, what they think of him.57 Besides all difficulties in the end he finds 
no comprehension of his ideal or service in the world, except in Cod, 
which58 alone i s  his consolation. Many follow the prophets59 but very few 
comprehend his ideal. It is  this which60 made h4ahommed61 say: ' 1  am the62 
knowledge, AC i s  the door.' In the first place to express a high thought in 
words or action, is  the most difficult thing, because what is  expressed in 
words or63 actiond4 i s  always65 the thought the surface. To express 

Bk.: lIhappyl1 instead of  comforta able^ 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: I1when" added 
A l l  other documents: Itthew omitted 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "arise" instead of '*risew; 
Sk.l.tp.: w r i ~ e ~ w  
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "a'l omitted 
ibid.: "intof1 instead of "in'' 
Bk.p., bk.: "thatI1 lnstead of I1whichM 
0.t.: "figurew, changed back by Gd. in to  "pictureu 
Sk.i.tp.: "The prophet represents God; and his Message is tested and 
t r ied and examined by every 
Ibid.: 'land" instead of "aw 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "arew added 
0.t.: "tried", changed back by Gd. into "Judged" 
Bk.: "butI1 added 
Oat., bk.p., bk.: "his" instead of " i tsw 
0.t.: whimw added by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: whimw added 
0.t.: "The prophet must care what people think of him, not fo r  hfmself, 
but for  those whom he servesn changed by Gd. into "The Prophet must 
care what they think of him, not for  himself, but for  those who follow 
him."; 
Bk.p., bk.: "The Prophet must care what they think of him, not for  him- 
self, but for  those who follow him." 
0.t.: I'WhoI1, changed back by Gd. into "whicht1; 
Bk.: "Who" 
Oat., bk.p., bk.: "ProphetH 
Ibid.: " thatt1 instead of wwhlchw 
0.t.: "MohametW; 
Bk.p., bk.: flMohammed" 
Bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "andM instead of "or" 
I bid.: wac t ions~  
Bk.p., bk.: "alwaysN omitted 
Sk.i.tp.: "ofw lnstead of "onw 



the67 deep feeling in or63 action i s  69in the same way69 difficult. 
And so is  the Message of the prophet. It i s  often difficult 70to be put in70 
words. The best way of following a prophetic Message, which has been 
known to very few, is to  adopt the outlook of the prophet, for the point of 
view of every person one can fully understand by seeing it7' from that 
person's point of view. 

Question: 72 

Answer: By adopting the outlook of the prophet, is by following the 
way how he looks at things, by trying to understand, that73 
one reaches the ideal of the prophet sooner than by any other 
method. But this.can be seen even with everyday affairs, when 
two people differ in their thought. I t  means that each one of 
them stands in their omopinion and they have a certain point 
of view. And the one who is more pliable, he i s  able to adopt 
the other person's point of view. Then his knowledge becomes 
more perfect, because he knows already from his point of view 
and i s  74 

I f  the follower of the prophet is able to look the prophet's 
point of view, then he has risen where he can understand the 
Message. But I think not only in the case of the prophet one 
should try, but in every case, with every person. Life would 
become much more harmonious i f  one tr.ied with every person 
one meets. One always sees from one point of view, one 
cannot help. By seeing from another point of view, one does 
not lose, because one sees already from one's own point of 
view. Only by seeing from the other point of view, one has a 
double knowledge. It i s  like hearing from both ears and seeing 
from both eyes. 

O.t., bk.p., bk.: "the" omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "wordw 
0.t.: "veryn instead of "in the same way", but changed back by Gd. in to  
"in the same wayn 
ibid.: " t o  put it intof1 instead of " to  be put inw, but changed by Gd. in to  
" t o  be put inton; 
Bk.p., bk.: " t o  be put intov 
Bk.p., bk.: "it" omitted 
Sk.sh.: No question has been taken down by Sk.; 
Sr.: "What do you mean by adopting the outlook of the  prophet?I1; 
Gd.hwr.copy: 'I?" instead of the question; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied the question from Sr. 
St-.: " in this wayt1 instead of "thatlt 
Sk.sh., Sk.i.tp.: an open line 



Quest ion:  Why is it t h a t  if so v e r y  f e w  unders tand  the proph- 
e t ,  he  stiZl mus t  come on e a r t h ?  How c a n  t h e y  be 
he lped  by  him? Is it on1 y unconscious1 y t h a t  the 
m u l t i t u d e  p r o f i t s  b y  his being o n  e a r t h ?  

Answer: Whether a person understands more or less, 75they are all 
more or less profited by it75. And therefore the purpose of the 
prophetic mission i s  fulfilled all the same. Of course it can be 
better fulfilled if more should understand and i f  those who 
understand, would understand more. 

Ques t ion:  Is j e a l o u s y  i n s e p a r a b l e  f rom human 1 ove? 

Answer: 761s shadow separable from body77? 7 8 ~ h e r e  there is  
human love, there is  jealousy. 

Quest ion:  Should n o t  a t r u e  f o l l o w e r  of a prophet  have  abso- 
l u t e  f a i t h  in  79what the prophet  c o n s i d e r s  i s  best 
t o  be done79 a t  a l l  times? 

No, he should not, but he may. I f  not all times, sometimes. Answer : 

75. Sr.: "ail more o r  less benefit" 
76. Sr., Gd.: added "it is like sayingtt 
77. St.: Itformt1 instead of "bodyt1; 

Sk.l.tp.: "formw added between brackets, which means: copied from Sr.; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "body" 

78. Sr.: added "Where there Is form, there is shadow, som; 
Sk.l.tp.: added "Where there is form, there Is shadow, sow, copied from 
Sr. 

79. Sr.: "in judgement of the prophet?" instead of "what the prophet .... be 
donem 



Sakina's longhand reporting. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 3 rd, 1 923, 
after the 'lecture 'The Prophet's Soul' 
but not belonging to it. 

The Sensibility of Human ~ ~ 0 . l ~ ~  

Notes: 

1. Sk. took down the  subject on which Pir-o-Murshid asked his mureeds t o  
write something. 

2. Kf.: also a f te r  t h e  lecture ''The Prophet's Soulw of August 3rd, 1923: 
''Write paper on the  psychology of the  sensibility of the  human ego, short  
o r  long." 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 3rd, 1923 

I The Cod  deal.^ 

The reason why the soul seeks for3 God ideal is because4 it is dissatis- 
fied with all that momentarily satisfies it. All beauty goodness and 
greatness which man attributes to  God, 6is something6 he admires and seeks 
through life. He admires these things in others, and strives to attain them 
for himself; and when at the end of the7 examination he finds that all that 
he touches as good, great or beautiful falls short of that perfection which i s  
his soul's seeking, he then raises his eyes towards the sky, and seeks for the 
One Who has that8 beauty, goodness and greatness, 'and thatg is  God. The 
one who does not seek for ~irnl', he has in the end of his journey of illusion 
a disappointment, for through the whole journey he 'did not find1' the 
perfection of beauty, goodness and greatness on the earth, and 12neither 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 55, and was f i r s t  published In the  
book The  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929). page 95. 

Where mbookll is mentioned in the  notes, It refers t o  the book The  U n i t y  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publlcatlon by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added ~Rellglous Gatheka 55. The God-Ideal V I I I w  in the 
margin of her sh. 
0.t.: "(8)" added by Gd.; 
Hq.t.: " V I  I In added; 
6k.p.: I19l1 added; 
Bk.: nXIIm added before "The God-Idealw 
A l l  other documents: "thew added 
0.t.: "becausen changed by Gd. ln to  "that"; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " thatn 
Sk.sh.: "andn crossed out and replaced by a comma; 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p.: "andn added 
0.t.: "are the things" instead of l'is somethingw, changed back by Gd. lnto 
"is something" 
O.t., Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
A l l  other documents: " thatw omitted 
Bk.: nwhichm Instead of Itand tha t "  
0.t.: "God" instead of nHlmll; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "Godm 
0.t.: "has not found" instead of "did not findn, but changed back by Gd. 
lnto "did not  findn 
Ibld.: "he does not believe in o r  expectm, changed by Gd. ln to  "he neither 
believed nor expectedn; 
Hq.?., bk.p., bk.: "he neither believed nor expectedn 



believed nor expectedi2 I3such an ideal to meet in ~ e a v e n ' ~ .  All disap- 
pointments which are the natural outcome of this life of illusion, disappear 
when once a person lias touched the God ideal, for what one seeks14 in life, 
one finds that8 in God. 

Now the question i s  that15 all beauty, goodness and greatness, how- 
ever small and limited, can be found on the earth, but where can the same 
be found in3 perfection 16which is16 called God? This may be answered that 
'what is  first necessary i s  the belief that there is some17 such a Being as 
Cod in Whom all la goodness, beauty and greatness is19 perfect.' In the 
beginning it will seem nothing but a belief, but in time, i f  the belief was2' 
kept in sincerity and faith, that belief will become like the egg of the phoe- 
nix, out of which the magic bird is born. It is  the birth of Cod which is the 
birth of the soul. Every soul seeks for happiness, and after running after 
all2' objects that22, for the moment, 23seem to be the source23, 24seem to 
be happiness-giving24, finds out that nowhere is25 perfect happiness except 
in God. This happiness cannot come by merely believing in God; believing i s  
a process; by this process the Cod within is wakened26 and made living..lt 
i s  the living of God which gives happiness. When one sees the injustice, the 
falsehood, the unfriendliness of human nature, and to the27 degree that28 
this nature develops, and29 culminates in tyrannies30 of which individuals 
and the multitude become victims, there seems to be only one source, and 
that is the centre of the whole life, 31which is31 God, in Whom there is  the 
place of safety32 and the source of peace which is  the longing of every 
soul. 

A l l  other documents: " t o  meet such an ideal in Heavenw 
0.t.: " forw added; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "afteru added 
0.t.: !!thatw replaced by a comma; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: " thatn replaced by a colon 
A l l  other documents: "which Ism omitted 
I bid.: nsomew omitted 
I bid.: wallm omltted 
Hq.t.: "isn changed by Sk. Into "aren; 
Bk.: "arem 
A l l  other documents: @*is" 
0.t.: "thew added, but crossed out by Gd. 
A l l  other documents: I t ~ h i c h ~ ~  Instead of " that" 
Ibid.: omltted "seem t o  be the sourcell 
Ibid.: "seem t o  give happinessw lnstead of "seem t o  be happlness-givlngll 
I bid.: "therew added 
Ibid.: "awakenedm instead of uwakened*l 
Ibid.: "what11 instead of "thet1 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "thatt1 omltted 
A l l  other documents: " that  itN added 
Ibid.: "tyranny" 
0.t.: "which Ism omitted, but reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: added by Gd.: flfrom it allw; 
Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: I1from It alln added 



Answer: Nanak has pictured the flour-mill made of stone, which the 
women turn round and round, and grinds the corn. He says: 
'The grains which take refuge in the centre of the millstone 
are saved.' He has pictured the whole life as a mill, grinding. 
The safety of the soul is in going in the centre; there it is  
safe. I was once very interested in the advice of a sailor, 
when sailing in the boat. I asked him: ' I s  there not any medi- 
cine for the sea-sickness?' He said: 'No, for a long time doc- 
tors have tried, but nothing i s  really successful. 1 will tell you 
one experience: you must fix your eyes on the horizon; that 
will keep you from sea-sickness.' On following that example I 
was benefitted. It was an example as a stimulus34 to my imag- 
ination, that the wider the outlook, the less i s  your troubles in 
life. I f  one fixes one's eyes on the horizon, as far as one can 
see, then one is saved from the l i t t le things and troubles of 
every day which make it unhappy. God is  that horizon. Why? 
Because neither can you touch the horizon, nor God. The hori- 
zon i s  as far as you can see, and so is Cod. 

Question: What is  the use of a l l  philosophers who contradict 
each other? 

Answer: Someone asked the Prophet, on hearing from the Prophet 
that all things were created for a certain purpose: 'I cannot 
understand why mosquitos were created.' The Prophet 
answered: 'They were created because you may get up quickly 
at night for your vigil, and not sleep all night.' Everything has 
i t s  purpose, only the knowledge of that purpose makes us able 
to utilize it. It is the ignorance of that knowledge which keeps 
us back from that benefit which we could realize. And so 
every person 35 . Saadi says that every soul i s  created 
for a certain purpose, and the light of that purpose has been 
kindled in that soul. As we need goldsmiths and blacksmiths, 
and farmers and gardeners, all sorts of different people, so we 
need philosophers, mystics, thinkers, believers and unbelievers. 
That makes the harmony of the whole thing. Just as in music, 
we want sharp and flat, high notes and low notes. Beauty is 
created from variety. 

33. Sk.sh.: No question has been reported 
34. Sr.: llstlrnulancen 
35. Skosh.: a blank 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
an answer to a question, which seems 
to refer to the lecture 'The Cod 
Ideal' of August 3rd, 1923 

Question: 

~ n s w e r : ~  

Every child is  born with the tendency to belief, i.e. to  believe 
his mother, that water is  water etc. 
Belief in Cod apart, belief in disease and cure shows a great 
phenomenon in life. Many cannot be cured, because they hold 
fast the idea that they are ill. In 50 years the psychology will 
be more important than medicine in the curement of the sick. 
Man does not seek3 Cod before4 it is a virtue, but man 
believes in Cod because he is  seeking Him, and in the realiza- 
tion of Cod i s  his perfect satisfaction. 
The religion of the Hindus was based on philosophy, the relig- 
ion of Beni Israel on faith. 
The scientific thought of the Hindus developed in the thought 
of Buddha. 
The worship of the Hindus culminated in science and philoso- 
phy, that of Beni Israel in faith. 
Out of human perception arose an idea of the ideal. 
Also now will spring a new religion, merely a realization out of 
science. 

Notes: 

1. No question was found in Sr. 
2. Gd.hwr.copy: *'Question: There must be some minds who find it impossible t o  

believe in God? 
Answer: For one It is easier than for another. But a t  the same time it is 
natural. I f  Columbus .................... And a t  the  same time every soul is 
born with the tendency t o  belief. ....... Child learning language. But then, 
disbelief comes afterwards as a reaction of t ha t  belief." 

3. Ibid.: *Ibelieve In*' instead of '*seekw 
4. Ibid.: "because** instead of "before1' 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 4th, 1923 

Tolerance is the sign of an evolved soul, that3 a soul shows the proof 
of i t s  evolution in the degree of the4 tolerance it shows. The life in the 
lower creation shows the lack of tolerance. The tendency of fighting with 
one another which one sees among beasts and birds shows the reason at the 
back of it, that intolerance is born in their nature. By a psychological study 
of the4 nature and the tendency5 of the lower creation one will find that 
the evolution that takes place among birds and beasts shows this tendency 
of6 intolerance becoming less and less. It is the love element developing in 
their nature which brings them together to form flocks and herds. The same 
tendency of intolerance sometimes manifests in a more distinct and pro- 
nounced form in man. The reason is that man's responsibility in life i s  great- 
er, his difficulties are many, and he lives in a crowd which i s  larger than a 
flock or a' herd. 

At the back of this tendency there is8 a most wonderful secret hidden, 
the depths of which are fathomed by the mystic. The gmystics who seeg 
God within and without bothlo, who recognize12 Cod in unity and variety 
both1', the mystics realize13 that it is the One Who has known Himself t o  be 
One, Who does not know of two, Who feels uncomfortable and agitated, and 
shows a revolt on knowing that 'there exists another besides Me.' And it i s  
therefore that the birds have the14 tendency to fight with their own 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Gatha Tasawwuf, series Ill no. 10. 

Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "Gatha ill, 10 Tassawufm In the margin of her 
sh. 
Hq.t.: wMetaphysics. Tassawufn added over the heading "Tolerancen; 
Hq.st.: "Tassawuf - Metaphysics" added over the  heading "Tolerance" 
0.t.: " thatw omitted; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "for" instead of 'Ithat'' 
0.t.: 'Ithe" omitted 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: ntendenciesn 
0.t.: 'ltoll instead of "ofw 
Ibld.: "an omltted 
Ibld.: "Isu placed before '*hidden11 instead of a f ter  "therev 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "The mystic who seesf1 
Ibid.: "bothw placed before nwithinw instead of a f te r  "without" 
Ibid.: "bothn placed before "in unity" instead of a f ter  wvariety'l 
I bid.: wrecognizes" 
Ibld.: "mystic realizes" 
0.t.: "aw instead of "them 



15 , and 16, the same thing one finds among the beasts 16. Among men 
man is the enemy of man, and woman of woman. The rivalry18 between pro- 
fessions and between the17 people of the same position Igand between 
nations19 lethat existsl8, shows the same20, that one principle that the 
nature of the ego, through every name and form, revolts against another, 
especially of the same name or2I form; in some way or the17 other. One 
may give a thousand reasons for intolerance. They exist too, but the inner 
reason is  one and the same in all aspects, of intolerance. The Sufis 
have called it kibria, which means vanity23, vanity23 of24 the Whom 
alone it belongs. 

As one evolves spiritually so a person seems to rise above this natural 
tendency:26 intolerance, for the reason that he begins to see, besides him- 
self and the second person, Cod; and he unites himself with the other person 
in Cod. It is  the third person whose love or27 devotion makes two people 
unite. For an28 instance, the children of the same parents, they29 love one 
another in realization of the idea that they are of the same parents; 
3opeople of one nation, they31 love one another in the thought that they 
belong to one nation. And when two people tolerate one another with the 
thought of Cod as their Creator and as32 their Support, then they are more 
evolved, because then33 they can tolerate anyone of any country or race, 
340f whatever name or27 qaee form. 

"(ele ent)I1 
Sk.sh.: f i r s t  a blank, then Sk. wrote ? over the  blank; 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "elementw 
0.t.: "one finds the same thing among beastsw lnstead of "so the same 
thing one finds among beasts." 
O.t., Hq.?., Hq.st.: "them omitted 
0.t.: " that  existsn omitted; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: " that  existsw inserted af ter  llrivalryw lnstead of a f ter  
nnationsm 
Hq.st.: "and between nations" omitted 
0.t.. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "thingw added 
ibid.: "andt1 lnstead of "or" 
I bid.: ~ a i i ~  omitted 
0.t.: "varietyn, changed back by Sk. into nvanityll 
ibld.: "tow, changed back by Sk. into "of"; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "ofw 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: IIto" added 
Ibid.: "ofm instead of a colon 
0.t.: "andn lnstead of "orw 
ibld.: "ann crossed out by Sk.; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "anw omitted 
O.t., Hq.t., Hq.st.: "theyn omitted 
I bid.: "thew added 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: lltheyll omitted 
0.t.: I1asw omitted 
I bid.: "thenm omitted 
ibid.: "andN added 



But when %till more a soul has evolved, tolerance becomes the 
natural thing for him36. Because the highly evolved soul then begins to 
realize that37 'Another38 person i s  not separate from me, but the other 
person i s  myself; the39 separation i s  on the surface of life, but in the depth 
of life I and the other person are one.' 

Therefore tolerance is  not learned fully by trying to follow it as a 
good principle. It i s  learned by having the love of God, by attaining40 the 
knowledge of self, and by understanding the truth of life. 41 You do not 
need41 ask further to42 a person who 43you think43 is spiritual; once he says 
'I tolerate all,' he44 is  certainly trttly-a-s*s)+)ttrd-persen the proof of his 
spirituality. 

Question: Does the law of a t t rac t ion  work on a sc ien t i f ic  
basis, according t o  the 45 vibration? 

Answer: Yes, there i s  a law hidden under every activity; and there- 
fore certainly there is a law of vibration in every activity. No 
movement i s  free from the law of vibration. Therefore in 
attraction and repulsion also. 

Mastery comes from the evolution of the soul. And the sign of 
mastery is to conquer everything that revolts one. And that is 
tolerance. And the souls who have attained to some degree 
that spiritual mastery 46 you will see with them, not only 
with people but even with the food, that where one47 person 
will say: 'This I do not like, that I will not eat,' the soul who 
has gained the mastery, nothing it rejects; it may not approve 

0.t.: "sti l l  moren placed before "evolvedw; 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "sti l l  more" placed after llevolvedw 
0.t.: llthemll lnstead of whim11, changed back by Sk. into "himI1 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: I8thatf1 omitted 
0.t.: "the other" lnstead of "Anotherw 
Ibld.: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: llton added 
Hq-t., Hq-st.: "There is no need to "  instead of "you do not needt1 
Oat., Hq.st.: "of instead 'of "to"; 
Hq-t.: llaboutll lnstead of "to" 
0.t.: "thinks he isu, changed by Sk. into "one thinks, Is"; 
Hq.st.: "one thinks, isw 
O.t., Hq.st.: "itn instead of "he"; 
Hq.t.: lnstead of "he1* 
Sk.sh.: a blank; afterwards Sk. added "ra..." in she; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "ratew; 
Sk.l.tp.: wlawll 
Sk-sh.: a small blank 
Sk.l.tp.: "an lnstead of "one" 



of it, it may not be especially attracted to it 48 . And then 
with the weather, the masterly soul will not say: 'It is  too 
hot, 500r too damp, or too dry."49n50 We do not tolerate 
what is before us. It is hard to tolerate, but we cannot help to 
meet it; the difference is in tolerating it 51 . The whole 
system of the Yogis, especially of the 52 is  based53 
making oneself acquainted with something what the nature 
revolts against. In this way they could go too far54, in tor- 
menting themselves. The extremity in all things is  not right. At 
the same time that is  the principle. 55 

It is  not the food, but how the person accepts it 56 i f  he 
ate it. 57 with medicine 58 thought works with 
simple words; i f  he says: 'It will do me well' it can cure. 
There are Yogis just now who will drink poison and not die, or 
jump into the fire and not be burnt 59 . It is a practice 
to see that even the elements such as fire 6O because you 
will find the intolerant souls most unhappy; everything hurts 
them, food, water, air, the change of the weather, every 
person they see, it hurts them. Where should they be? Uncom- 
fortable in the house, and restless outside. 

Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "but there 1s nothlng It will not touch" added; 
Sk.l.tp.: no blank 1s shown 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: no blank 1s shown 
Gd.hwr.copy: "or too cold o r  scalding hot o r  freezing cold o r  anything like 
tha t "  lnstead of Itor t oo  damp, o r  too  dryw 
Sk.sh.: one line le f t  open; 
Sk.l.tp.: no line le f t  open 
Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "Hatha Yogisw 
Sk.l.tp.: llonw added 
Gd.hwr.copy: "in tortur ingn added 
Sk-sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: no blank is shown; 
Gd.hwr.copy: added "It is not the  heat t ha t  kllls a person, but accepting 
t he  heat. With food the  same." 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: no blank 1s shown 
Gd.hwr.copy: llWlth food," added 
Ibld.: added "Because with food and medlclne and everythlng there 1s 
thought wlth It." 
Sk-sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: no blank is shown 
Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 



~ u e s t i o n :  What t o  s a y  t o  s u c h  a one? 

Answer: It is very difficult. Therefore that tendency of rejecting, dis- 
like61, prejudice62, it is  that tendency which must be con- 
quered. It gives such a mastery. 

I remember my own experience once, that in the school my 
teacher said that there was a tree, that the leaves of that 
tree are very good for a person. They purify the blood. That 
did not interest me. 'But,' he said, 'it is so bitter that you 
cannot drink it, nor taste it, nor touch it' 63 . ' 1 think I 
can! ' 63 1 did not care for the medicine, only I thought: 
'Cannot ......, no one can...' I went home and gathered 
leaves and everybody could not understand why I was gather- 
ing the leaves. It is more bitter than the water in the sea. 641 
drank it, and my satisfaction was that I did not even make a 
face. I was not tired of it, I continued for five or65 six days 
and then 66 . It is  a demand on the part of a person 
if he wants to fight against all things. That gives the mastery. 
One does not fight mostly. One always fights against things 
that prevent getting what he wants. I f  one would fight with 
oneself, then one would fight against the tendency of reject- 
ing; that leads in the end to mastery. 

Ques t ion :  I t h o u g h t  it was  no u s e  t r y i n g  t o  f o r c e  y o u r s e l f .  

Answer: As a general principle in life there is no use to force. But 
to  train oneself i s  another thing. 671t is  a method.67 

61. Sk-I-tp.: wdislikesw 
62. I bid.: vlprejudIcesw 
63. Skesh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: no blank is shown 
64- Gd.hwr.copy: added "And then I brought them andv 
65. Sk.l.tp.: "orv1 Instead of a comma 
66. Sk-she: an open line; 

Sk.l.tp.: "and thenn omitted and no blank shown; 
67. Gd.hwr.copy: "It is a process, not a principle" instead of "It is a 

method." 
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Resignation. 

Resignation is the outcome of the soul's evolution, for it is the result 
of either love or wisdom. In the first place man has a free will, but i t s  
power i s  too small in comparison to the 2all-powerful will2 of Cod, which 
stands as more powerful individuals, or as conditions which cannot be 
helped, or as many other things. Resignation does not mean to give up a 
thing. Resignation means to be content3 in giving up; to  be resigned means a 
satisfaction in self-denial. That self-denial cannot be a virtue which comes 
eat as a result of helplessness and culminates into4 dissatisfaction. The 
nature of an unevolved ego i s  to resent against5 everything that comes up in 
l i fe as a hindrance on the path of accomplishing a certain object. And when 
one6 accepts to become7 resigned in the face of a difficulty, and which8 at 
the same time gives one9 satisfaction, he, without having accomplishedi0 has 
risen1', resigned. ~ n d ' ~  in this way even a defeat of a truly resigned soul is  
13success in truth13. 

Resignation i s  a quality of the saintly souls. It i s  bitter in taste, but 
sweet in result. Whatever be the power and position of a person, he has 
always to meet with a more powerful will in whatever form it manifests, 
and12 which in truth i s  divine Wil l .  By standing against the divine W i l l  one 
may break oneself, but by being resigned to the divine W i l l  one makes a way, 
for the14 resignation i s  the manner of the water. I f  there i s  anything stand- 

Notes: 

This lec ture  has become Gatheka no. 43. 

Sk.l.tp,: *'Metaphysics** added; 
Hq.t.: *'Tasawwuf. Metaphysicst* omitted, added: "Gatheka 43" 
Sk.l.tp.: "all-mighty powerm instead o f  nall-powerful w i l l N  
Sr., Hq.t.: **contented1' instead o f  '*content1' 
Hq.t.: flln'l instead o f  '*Into" 
I bid.: uagalnstfl omitted 
Ibld.: "a personw instead o f  "one** 
Ibid.: '*becomingw instead of " t o  become" 
Ibld.: '*itf* instead o f  wwhich" 
Ibid.: '*him*' instead o f  "onen 
Sr., Hq.t.: "his purpose1* added 
Ibid.: *'above it'' added 
Hq.t.: '*And1* omit ted 
Sr., Hq.t.: "in t r u t h  success*' 
Hq.t.: " thew omitted 



ing in i t s  way it takes another path, and yet it runs along, makes its way, 
15as to meet the sea ocean in the end. Such is the way of the saintly souls 
who tread the path of resignation, and yet keep the14 self-will alive. That 
will which16 has the power to make i t s  way. A person who is  resigned by 
nature becomes in the end a consolation to the17 self and a happiness to  the 
others18. Resignation is not necessarily weakness or laziness or coward- 
nesslg or lack of enthusiasm. Resignation i s  only the expression of the14 
mastery over oneself. The tendency to resign to the will of another or to  
conditions does not always work to the disadvantage of the resigned one. It 
sometimes may prove to be profitless, but the benefit of such a virtue is 
realized in the end. It is  the lack of the power of endurance which is the 
cause when souls e\ri.H-~et-be-resi.g~ed are not ready to resign; for they 
cannot endure their pain, they cannot sustain their loss. Resigned ones prac- 
tise resignation even in small things of everyday life. They avoid giving20 
unnecessarily the power of will in every l i t t le thing they do. Resignation is 
passivity, and it shows sometimes21 disadvantageous in the life of an active 
person, who has an object before him to accomplish. But it may be under- 
stood that a continual activity with power and energy given to it very often 
results into22 a disaster. Every activity is  balanced by passivity. One must 
be active when there23 is  a24 time 25to be active25; and one must become 
passive when the conditions present26 to be passive27. It i s  in this manner 
that success in life is  attained, and happiness which is  the seeking of every 
soul is  gained. 28~he  truth of this can be seen in the life of the child and 
that of the grown-up person. As soon as the child becomes attracted to 
objects29, what it knows is that it wants it. And i f  it is denied of30 that 
object the child i s  dissatisfied. And as ene-gtew the child grows it learns, 
with i t s  evolution in life, resignation. That i s  the difference between an un- 

Ibid.: llsow added 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  "which"; 
Sk.l.tp., Hq.t.: llwhichw omitted 
Hq-t.: "himn instead of "thew 
Sr., Hq.t.: "then omitted 
I bid.: Ncowardicew 
Sk-sh.: Sk. cancelled "giving" and wrote l@usingll in the  margin instead; 
Sk.l.tp., Sr., Hq-t.: nusingll 
Sk.l.tp.: " to  ben added; 
Hq-to: "as beingn added 
Sr., Hq-t.: "inn lnstead of "inton 
Hq.t.: llitw instead of "therev1 
Sr., Hq-t.: "the" instead of "aw 
Sr.: "for activityn instead of " t o  be activen 
Hqet.: "necessitaten instead of "presentn; 
Sr.: "the necessityn added 
Sr.: "for passivityw lnstead of " t o  be passivew; 
Hq-t-: npassivityn instead of " to  be passivew 
Hq-t.: the  last pa r t  of the lecture (from "The t r u t hn  up t o  "developsg1) 
was omitted a t  t he  end and inserted a t  the  beginning of t he  lecture a f te r  
the  f i r s t  sentence 
Ibid.: "an objectn 
Ibid-: "of" omitted 



ripened31 soul and a soul advanced in the path of wisdom. For the riper32 
the33 soul shows in his nature, 34resignation d e v e ~ o ~ s ~ ~ . * ~  

Question: Too much ...?36 

Answer: Suppose a person is going on a cycle in the streets of Paris, 
and he says: ' I will go on straight, because my object is just 
to  keep the line I have taken. I f  a motor comes, I do not mind, 
I will just go on.' He will come against something which is 
more powerful, and will destroy himself.'Therefore the wise 
cyclist will see that there i s  some wagon3' before him, or that 
the way is blocked; he will take another way. It is just a l i t t le 
hindrance at the time, but s t i l l  that resignation makes him safe 
from disaster and gives him a chance to  strike another line by 
which he will come to the same destiny38. 

Very often people who are strong-headed, they will not be 
resigned, and very often they will find in their lives that by 
not being resigned they get what they want, and that gives 
them a proof of the beneficial nature of the strong-headed- 
ness, that means the lack of resignation. But what happens in 
the end? Their own power sometimes strikes them so hard, that 
it breaks them to pieces. Because there is no passivity. After 
all man is Ijmited; and there is  an unlimited power before him. 
And i f  he always wishes to fight, he must of necessity break 
himself. As in English: 'Man proposes, God disposes.' I f  man is 
conscious of that, he will know when to  try and make his way, 
and when to strike a different way. 

Question: In the B i b 1  e it is said: "If a person wants you t o  go 
one mile, go two miles with him." 

Answer: It is  another subject ..... 

31. Sk.sh.: over the  sh. sign Sk. wrote wunripened" in Ih.; 
Sk.l.tp., Sr.: "unripev1 

32. Hq.t.: "ripened" 
33. Ibid.: "thet1 omitted 
34. Sk.sh.: lethe power ofm added by Sk. in the  margin 
35. Sk.l.tp., Sr., Hq-t.: wdevelopedll instead of wdevelopsw 
36. Sr.: wQuestion: What do you mean by using t oo  much a ~ t i v l t y ? ~ ;  

Sk.l.tp.: added in Sk.hwr.: "What do you mean by t oo  much activity?", 
probably copled by her from Sr. t o  complete the  question ,in her she 

37. Sk.l.tp.: "vehicle" instead of "wagonn 
38. Ibid.: "destiny" changed by Sk. Into lldestinatlonw 



Answer: Resignation is  a self-denial. In our everyday l i fe we come per- 
haps when we see people, there are twenty times or a hundred 
times, that we happen to come in a position where we, our 
feeling, i s  struck by somebody40 has said something, and we 
want to  answer. That is  a natural tendency, which goes out 
spontaneously to answer. And i f  the wisdom at that time was 
wakened: ' Is  it necessary to answer? I f  we did not answer?' 
That is  to  become resigned to the W i l l  41 . Spontaneously 
is  to  just to give the answer. But kindness, or the feeling per- 
haps the person does not understand, or the person has perhaps 
a l i t t le more experience, that tendency when it comes, keeps 
the tendency to speak back; and there is  the mastery. There- 
fore it is bitter for the time, it shakes one; that force which 
will come out is  controlled. By being able to sustain that, one 
has gained a certain mastery over oneself. 

Question: In your example it is stopping f o r  a moment, but 
most ly  i n  l i f e  it means going qu i t e  another way. 

Answer: It is  both. By resignation only is meant to be resigned to 
one's own wisdom, or one's own feeling of kindness or dignity, 
or to be resigned to the person whose will is perhaps better or 
greater. 

Question: 4 2 ~ h e r e  are  natures who deve lop  quite43 contrary t o  
resignation.  They deve lop  t h a t ,  even i f  they  wish 

Answer: We very often give an unnecessary strain to our will which 
exhausts very much. It is a consideration which is wanted. In 

39. Sk-sh.: no question has been reported; 
Sr.: "Question: I s  resignation t he  same word as self-denial?" 

40. Sk-l.tp.: "whow added 
41. Ibid.: "of Godn added 
42. Sk-sh.: th is question is incomplete and therefore Sk. cancelled it; 

Sk.l.tp.: the  incomplete question agaln appears 
43. Sk.l.tp.: "the" added 



every day come f i f ty  things like that which we can avoid by 
not giving so much will power by resisting 45when is not 
n e c e ~ s a r ~ ~ 5 . ~ ~  

44. Sk-sh.: I1r." probably stands for  wreslstlngw; 
Sk.l.tp.: flreslgnationw 

45. Sr.: "when resisting is of no profitn1 
46. Ibid.: added "The llon seems t o  be very willful and lacks the  power of 

resignation, and with all i t s  power there is no animal in the wooda so 
restless and so dlssatlsfled. The deer with I t s  beautiful form, living on 
grass and herbs, Is happy. It has not the restlessness of the  lion, whose 
power is so developed by gett ing what he wills, t ha t  he Is hard on himself. 
It Is diff icult for  the llon t o  live, i t s  l i fe Is very short. His outer l i fe 
becomes the  ruler of Inner life, the  very opposite of what man should 
desire. It lives a whole l i fe of terror.  The elephant is a contented and 
happy animal." 
a. Sr. (typewritten): %vorldnn Instead of "woodn1 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
August 6th, 1923 

I The Message. 

What is  the Message? Where does it come from? How is  it received by 
the souls who deliver it? These questions often arise in %he inquiring mind2. 
And the answer is that the Message is as3 the rain and the rain falls where 
it is needed and when it is needed. But does the rain come from above? It 
seems to come from above but it rises from below first4: 5the vapours 
which rise from the sea first5 and6 turn into clouds. so7 every knedeeige 
aspect of knowledge gained by all beings rises upwards as vapours8 forming 
into clouds as the idea is9, and again falling from above as the rain. There 
are so many names loof the rivers and seaslo and streams, but they all 
contain water. And there are various names of l l religions but they all con- 
tain 12the truth, spoken in different forms and different ways1*. There is 

Notes: 

The f i r s t  pa r t  of the f i r s t  paragraph of this lecture ("What Is the Message? - 
the  time of peacev) was published In the book The Unity o f  R e l i g i o u s  
I d e a l s  (1929) Part  VI :  The Message, page 269, and the last paragraph was 
published In the  same book on page 276. 

Where "book" Is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The Unity o f  
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added uSplrltual Hierarchy p. 270 The Unity of Relig- 
ious Idealsm in the  margin of her sh. 
0.t.: flenqulring mindsu, changed by Gd. into "the enquiring mindm; 
Bk.p.: ltinquIrlng mindstt; 
Bk.: "enquiring minds1* 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: l'likell Instead of ."as1# 
O.t., bk.: " f l rs t t t  placed af ter  I1rlsesw 
0.t.: @I, as the vapours r ise f i r s t  from the seaft; 
Bk.p.: It, as the vapours, which r ise from the sea f i rstm; 
Bk.: "As the  vapours r ise f i r s t  from the  seat1 
6k.p.: tland'f omitted 
O.t., bk.: ", sow instead of It. Soft 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: ftvapour'l 
Ibid.: llldeasll instead of Itthe Idea is1# (Sk. may have taken the plural ttsN 
for  ftI~ll; 
Sk.l.tp.: "the idea" instead of Itthe idea Ist1 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: f f for the  seas and rivers1t instead of "of the r ivers  and 
seast1 
0.t.: Itforl1, changed back by Gd. into "offt 
Ibid.: *@the Truth spoken in different forms in dlfferent ways", changed by 
Gd. in to  "the wisdom spoken a t  dlfferent times in dlfferent ways"; 
Bk.: "the Wisdom spoken a t  dlfferent times in different waysm 



ai3 lightning, there i s  &hunder, when14 the rain falls; and there are wars 
and disasters before the Message comes. Storms are very often the 
warners15 of what follows. And so are different kinds of battles and revolu- 
tions as the16 warnings before the coming l70f the time17 of peace. ~ n d "  
often a person says: ' I f  it is  the same water, then I have no need of 
receiving a new Message, I already hold a certain faith or belief; i s  i t  not 
the same?' Certainly it is the same, and yet it i s  not quite the same. The 
water of last week which has been in the jug, compared with the fresh 
water is different, and yet it is water. 20And one does not reject'the water 
of last week by drinking the fresh water. For it i s  water alli9 the same.20 
Every element turns into its own element, and comes again afresh. When the 
fire i s  extinguished i t  has become21 absorbed in22 i t s  own element. It has 
gone and 23met with the24 heat23. So is water and earth so i s  the air. 
Every element 25goes into i t s  own element in the end2*, and comes26 
afresh. And such i s  the law of27 Divine Message. Numberless religions have 
been taught, various prophets and Masters have come to waken2' humanity. 
And some2' of them which30 we know are only a few, which we could count 
on3' fingers. But where are the other religions gone? What about all32 

sther  teachers? I t  would be like asking: 3 3 ' ~ h e r e  is  all the water that fell, 
when the rain has gone? '33 34 I t  has gone nowheretW it has gone to its own 
source; only to come afresh again with new life, with new magnetism, with 
new strength and will 35 . And yet it i s  the same water of life, the drink- 
ing of which gives36 souls immortality. 

O.t., bk.: tlatl omitted 
Ibid.:  and^^ instead o f  *lwhenft 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: nwarningslt instead o f  " the  warnerstl 
Ibid.: "as the" omitted 
0.t.: Itof t h e  timelt crossed out; 
Bk.: Itof t h e  timef1 omitted 
Bk.p.: "Andw omitted 
0.t.: "allt1 changed by Gd. i n to  f t jus tM 
Ibid.: "And one does ..... t h e  samew was cancelled 
Ibid.: "been" instead of "becomett 
Ibid.: v intof l  instead of f8intt 
Bk.p.: "joined t h e  'heat" instead o f  Itmet with t h e  heat" 
0.t.: " thew omitted 
O.t., bk.p.: Itgoes in t he  end back t o  i t s  own elementtf instead of "goes 
i n t o  i t s  own element in t he  endn 
I bid.: ftagainft added 
Ibid.: "them added 
0.t.: ftawakenn instead o f  lfwakentl 
O.t., bk.p.: *!thosew instead o f  t1some*8 
I bid.: ltwhichw omitted 
Sk.sh.: ltthelt added by Sk. afterwards 
Sk.i.tp.: "all1* omitted 
0.t.: "Where is  all t he  water gone t h a t  fel l  in t h e  rain?"; 
Bk.p.: "Where is  ail t h e  water t h a t  fell? Where t h e  ra in has gone?" 
0.t.: "it has gone nowherenf omitted 
Skosh.: over t h e  sh. sign f o r  l n w i l l t ~  Sk. wrote llvigourfl in Ih. 
Ibid.: ttthe8@ added by Sk. afterwards; 
Sk.l.tp.: " thew added 



Many intellectual people with their very many37 ideas differ from one 
another in their opinion38, 39in their way of looking at things, in their spec- 
ulations. But do the prophets differ from one another? No, they cannot 
differ. The reason is that it is the various minds which differ, not40 souls. 
The one who lives in his mind, he41 is  conscious of42 mind; the one who lives 
in his soul is conscious of his43 soul. What does the word spiritual44 mean? 
It means 45soul-conscious, or 45spirit-conscious. There is a line of a song: 
' 4 6 ~ i g h t  has a thousand eyes; 46day has47 but one.' When a person lives48 
in his mind, he i s  living in49 the darkness of50 night. The moment one51 rises 
above one's52 mind and wakens in the light of the soul, he53 becomes spiri- 
tual. And i f  0ne5~ thousand spiritual people speak, they will55 say the 
same thing; perhaps in different words but56 one meaning. 5 8 ~ o r  they have 
one sight of57 the same self58. It is therefore that the59 spiritual realiza- 
tion is  called the truth. There are many facts but dothere is60 one truth. 
The facts can be put into words, 61not the truth, for Cod is  Truth, the soul 
is  Truth, the real self of man is Truth, since62 Truth is unlimited and incom- 
parable. Therefore Truth alone knows, enjoys and realizes i t s  own exis- 
tence. 

Bk.: instead of "very many" 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: glopinlonsgl 
O.t., bk.p.: llandw added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "then added 
I bid.: "hen omitted 
O.t., bk.: whlsll added 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled glhis" and wrote "the" instead; 
All other documents: "then 
Sk.l.tp.: lgspiritm instead of wspiritualgl 
0.t.: l g ~ ~ ~ I - ~ ~ n ~ ~ i o ~ ~ ,  o rw  cancelled; 
Bk.: wsoul-conscious, o r "  omitted 
0-t., bk.: *!thew added 
I bid.: "hasw omitted 
Ibid.: l1is livingg1 instead of "lives" 
Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled win11 and wrote glthroughn over It 
O.t., bk.: "then added 
I bid.: llhell instead of "onew 
Ibid.: "hisn instead of "one'sg1 
Bk.p.: "one" instead of Ithen 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "a" instead of "one" 
0-t., bk.: nw i l l g f  omltted 
0-t., bk-p., bk.: lgwith" added 
Sk-sh.: Sk. changed "of1@ into "on11 a t  a later date; 
Sk.l.tp.: "onV1 
O.t., bk-p.: "for they have one sight, the  same sight" instead of "For 
they have one sight of t he  same self"; 
Bk.: **for they have one and the same sight" 
O.t., bk-p., bk.: "theu omitted 
O.t., bk.: "there isw omitted 
O.t., bk-p., bk.: I1butw added 
Bk-p.: "since" omitted 



Ques t ion:  You a l w a y s  s p e a k  of the s u n  a s  the centre or God, . 
and of the moon a s  the me ' s ,  a s  t h e  63,64 

Answer: I f  the sun was one, then the sun itself would have been God. 
For Cod alone is One and all else has i t s  dualist65 63. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What i s  the p r o f i t  66 f rom His making the 
who1 e c r e a t i o n ?  

Answer: The only real profit is  a true realization of the meaning of 
profit. God realizes that meaning, and for that reason he made 
the creation. 

Q u e s t i o n :  As wars  and b a t t l e s  a r e  the warners  o f  the new,  
coming m., the q u e s t i o n  rises if wars  and b a t t l e s  
therefore w i l l  a1 ways remain.  

Answer: I f  not battles, then quarrels 63. I f  there will not be 
fights, then wrestlings--in some form or other--it is the 
answer to  the struggles67. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Are  the f a c t s  p a r t  o f  t r u t h ,  or a r e  t h e y  o p p o s i t e  
o f t  en? 

Answer: I would call facts shadows of the truth. They are not 
opposite but they are not the truth. For truth is something 
which equally establishes the truth of a certain fact and at the 
same time which uproots every fact. It is therefore that the 
knowers of the truth close their lips for they cannot say one 
way or the other. According to the point of view of the abso- 
lute truth, they cannot mention one thing or the other. 

63. Sk-she: a blank 
64. Ibld.: afterwards Sk. added In she: "Are there  so many suns?" 
65. Sr.: "dual aspectm 
66. Sk-sh.: a blank; 

Sr.: " t o  God" 
67. Sr.: wdisturbancem instead of " s t r ~ g g l e s * ~  



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 6th, 1923 

. The God-  deal.^ 

4 ~ h r e e  Steps to Spiritual ~ e m o c r a c y . ~  

The God-Ideal is meant to  waken in the soul God, that he5 may realize 
His ~ i n ~ s h i p ~ .  It is this which is  suggestive7 in the prayer of Christ where it 
is  said: 'Thy Kingdom come, Thy W i l l  be done.' It is  on this realization that 
the Kingdom af God comes, and what follows is that His W i l l  %hen is6 done. 
But when a person does not know what9 is the King, he does not know what 
is  the Kingdom. 

The kingdoms of the earth from the time man has evolved10 as to 
understand his affairs, have been established, where man learntl1 the first 
lesson, l2 he first knew what a king means, what a kingdom l3 . 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheks no. 56 and was f i r s t  published in t he  
book The  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals (1929), Par t  II The God-Ideal, 
chapter X l l l  "Three Steps t o  Spiritual Democracyn. 

Where "bookn is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  to t he  book The  Unity o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk-sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added nReligious Gatheka 56, The God Ideal lXw 
In the  margin of her sh. 
0.t.: "(9)" added by Gd.; 
Gd.t.: "10" added; 
Hq.t.: "IXn added 
Hq-t.: "Three Steps t o  Spiritual Democracyn omltted 
Bk.: nXI I In  added 
0.t.: "Hen instead of "hen 
Ibid.: "his kingshipn Instead of "His Kingshipn 
Oat., Gdet., Hq-t.: "suggestedn instead of nsuggestlven 
A l l  other documents: '1s thenw 
Ibld.: "whow instead of "whatn 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added "son in t he  margin of her she; 
All other documents: "son added 
Gd.t., Hq.t., bk.: "has learnedn instead of "learntn 
Sk-she: a blank; 
All other documents: "whenn 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
A l l  o ther  documents: "meansn 



He knew that there is 14sorneone whose command is14 obeyed by all, the15 
great and small, in the kingdom; who 17his16 judge and his16 upraiser17 of18 
those who deserve honour and respect, who possesses1g a treasure 20and 
a20 kingdom, who .is as a mother and father of his subjects. Once this was 
learnt, it gave the person an education to understand the meaning21, what22 
king means, as a child after playing with her dolls begins to understand the 
cares of the household. 

The next step was23 taken in the spiritual path23, when the spiritual 
hierarchy was recognized. The prophet or the high priest was recognized 
representing the spiritual ftierareky Head. Then there was24 hierarchy. And 
in this way the next step was taken with the realization that it is  not the25 
outer environments, money and  possession^^^ 27which make a king27, but 
28it is28 the spiritual realization which can make a person 29a king, and 
even29 greater than a king with all his kingly surroundings. And0 this was 
proved to the31 people when the king who was accepted as the principal 
and t h d l  head of the community, went before the high priest with bent 
head, and knelt down in the place of the3l prayer. This gave the next 
lesson, that thG1 kingship is  not in the3I outer wealth but in spirituality, 
that even the king stands humbly at the door of the Cod-realized man. 

When once that32 step was taken, then there was33 the third step, and 
34the third step34 was to see that the high priest, c0nsidered3~ such even 
by the king, knelt down and bent his head low to  the Lord an& King of 

All o ther  documents: "was" instead of wlsll 
I bid.: "thew omitted 
Sk.sh.: here Sk. may have understood "hisw fo r  "isn 
All o ther  documents: "1s the  upraiser and the  Judgew 
Ibid.: "alln added 
Sk.sh.: t he  sh. sign for  llpossessesn is t he  same as for  wpossessll; 
All o ther  documents: "possess" 
All other documents: "in the  klngdomw 
I bid.: "the meaningn omltted 
Ibid.: "an added 
Oat.: llwas" omitted before "taken" and placed a f te r  "path", changed back 
by Gd. ln to  "was taken ..., when11 
All other documents: "thew added 
0.t.: "theN omitted but relnserted by Gd. 
All other documents: wpossessionll 
0.t.: "which make a king" omltted but  relnserted by Gd.; 
Gd.t., hq.t., bk.: "which make a king" added 
0.t.: "It Isv1 omitted but reinserted by Gd. 
All other documents: "a king, and evenn omitted 
Bk.: "Andw omitted 
All other documents: "thew omitted 
Ibid.: "hisn lnstead of "thatn 
0.t.: vcame91 lnstead of "wasw, changed back by Gd. lnto 
All o ther  documents: " thatn lnstead of "the th i rd  stepn 
Ibid.: "asn added 
0.t.: "andw omitted; 
Gd.t., hq.t., bk.: a comma instead of "andn 



humanity, showing his greatness as a37 dust before Cod, 38Who alone de- 
serves38 all greatness. When the Greatness of God was realized, God was 
glorified and the purpose of the31 aristocracy was fulfilled. For it was 
nothing but a rehearsal before the battle. Once man realized that 'it is God 
alone 40before Whom should bow40, it is God alone Who really4' is rich, 
and all are poor, it is  God alone Whose Wisdom and Justice is42 perfect,' 
then before him the kingship43 of the king and the holiness of the high 
priest became44 faded away; before whom45 remained that46 only one King, 
the King of kings. On Him he depended and under Him he sought refuge 
under a1148 different circumstances in life. 

AfXer one had taken the49 three steps towards the goal, he found the 
goal to  be quite different from the way that he had taken and the goal was 
the finding out the trace50 of that King within oneself, a spark of that 
divine light which is  the illumination of one's own heart, a ray of that Sun 
which5' is the light of the whole universe. And so 52developed self-realiza- 
tion5*, in which the soul found that wisdom, illumination and peace, which 
wasr3 the purpose of the God- Ideal. 

Oat.: "then instead of "aw; 
Gdet., hq-t., bk.: "a" omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. changed "Who ... deservesn into "to Whom ... belongsn in her 
sh.; probably Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan corrected himself while speaking 
Ibld.: Sk. changed "I" into "man" In sh. 
0.t.: "before he must bown, changed by Gd. in to  "before Whom man should 
boyn; 
Gd-t., hq.t., bk.: "before Whom man should boww 
0.t.: "reallyn omitted but  reinserted by Gd. 
All other documents: "aren 
Sk-she: afterwards Sk. crossed out nkingshIpw and wrote "highnessn in t h e  
margin Instead 
Ibld.: afterwards Sk. crossed ou t  "becameW in her sh. 
Ibid.: Sk. may have understood "whomn for  "himn; 
A l l  other documents: "himn 
All other documents: " thatn omitted 
Gd-to, hqot., bk.: "alln omitted 
All o ther  documents: "then added 
Skesh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  "then; 
All o ther  documents: "thesen instead of "then 
All other documents: "tracesn 
0.t.: "Whon instead of "whichn, changed back by Gd. into "whichn 
All other documents: nself-realization developedn 
0.t.: "Is" instead of "wasn, changed back by Gd. Into "wasn 



Question: An example on   re destination.^^ 

Answer: 55 When an artist wants to make a landscape or a 
picture, he makes a design first in his mind. He has something 
in his mind already. And it is with that design that he begins 
his work. But once he has begun his work, then his work 
begins to inspire him and56 change his design. That design 
which was first made by the artist was the predestination, and 
that change which took place while he was doing, i s  what we 
may call free will. 57 . 58This gives a key to this prob- 
lern58. By thinking more about it, it will become more and 
more clear. The difficulty is, to separate Cod from man and 
man from Cod is the most difficult point. There is no separa- 
tion between Cod and man. Therefore one cannot say 59 

that Cod designs and man has his free will. No, Cod designs 
and Cod changes; and60 man designs and man changes6'. 
620nly Cod's action is  perfect, man's action is limited. For an 
instance a band is playing, the flute is playing. There is  a part 
that the flute is playing. 6 3 ~ t  the same time the band is  play- 
ing as the composer has made it. When the flute player makes 
a mistake, he would play differently. At the same time the 
composer has made a composition; he will feel bad. The flute 
player may be scolded or put out .63 

Sr.: " W i l l  you explain Predest lnat i~n?~;  
Sk.l.tp.: "Would you please give an example of p rede~t ina t ion?~  
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "This is a vast subject, but I w i l l  glve one example so as to explain 
it shortlyn 
Sk.l.tp.: " ton added 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "Taken as a whole, God Himself predestined, and then changed His 
designn 
Gd.: "In these few words I give you a key t o  this vast subject" instead 
of "This gives a key t o  this problemw 
Sk-sh.: one sign illegible; 
Sk.l.tp.: "distinctlyn added 
Sr.: "within Godn added 
Ibid.: "his designn added 
Gd.: "God's action and man's action is the samew added 
Sr.: instead of the  t e x t  In Sk.sh.: "When fo r  instance a musical band plays 
as the  composer wishes it, then there is here t he  predestination. But a 
player, t h e  f lu te  player, can play be t te r  o r  less good accordlng t o  hls 
capacity; and his condition a t  the  time is his f ree wil l .  For he can be 
praised o r  blamed by the  director of the band, and even be put  out." 



Question: What i s  64the best t o  be done64 with the dead 
body? 

Answer : Human body represents five elements; and the 65 nature's 
law is that every element returns to its own origin. Naturally 
therefore the breath which is  the air part, it turns into air, 
and the heat i s  absorbed by the heat. After the body is dead 
there is no heat any longer; so the fire element has left al- 
ready. Then what the body belongs to, either t o  the earth or 
to  the water; these two elements remain. But the body was 
born on the earth, not in the water, and 66he i t s  
comfort in the earth, not in the water. And the body which 
was always afraid of being drowned in the water, an element 
which has always been foreign to it, better be saved from 
that67 element also, and be buried into the earth. 

Question: That explains the reason why the Roman Catholic 
Church forbids cremation? 

Answer: There-are-peep)@-te-be Everybody has his own idea, 
better respect their idea. 68 sometimes one's nearest 
relation 69 . From psychological point of view70 I have 
said. Now there i s  another point of view. Every living 
being, either man or animal, has the fear of fire. A powerful 
animal like the lion is  afraid of the fire. The elephant with all 
i t s  large body and strength runs away from the sight of the 
fire. I f  that i s  the nature of all living beings, that fire is 
frightening, then imagine for a person who is not yet dead, for 
him to know that when he is dead his body will be put into 
fire. I f  he still retains in his mind that fear, although the mind 
becomes disconnected from the body, the mind will have a 
shock just the same. The elephant should not be put into the 
fire to make it afraid; just the sight makes it run. So with man 
also. For man to feel that 'the body which is72 always saved 
from being burnt - - -,' it has a shock upon the spirit73. But 
at the same time i f  a person is  willing, he may just as well be. 

Ibid.: "the best thing to dow 
Sk-sh-: afterwards Sk. crossed out  I1theI1 
Sk-I-tp.: so many years later  Sk. erroneously read "had alson for "he 
soughtn 
Ibid.: "this11 Instead of "that1* 
Skesh.: e blank; 
Sr-: "and carry ou t  t h e  will of t h e  indivIdualn added 
Sk-sh-: a blank 
Sr.: "asw added 
Skesh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "it Is be t te r  t o  bury t h e  bodyn 
Sk.l.tp.: " Iw instead of wis" 
Sr*: "mind" instead of "spiritn 



I cannot understand that there will be a large number of 
people who will prefer fire to  the earth. Only from a scientific 
point of view, that the dead body remaining, afterwards cre- 
ates the gasses and worms, which is not good for the hygi- 
e n i ~ ~ ~  or the health; that is another point, I am not touching 
that. 

I would prefer that it was put in the bare earth. It will con- 
sume in time the germs of disease. 

Question: I s  i t  n o t  b e t t e r  t o  have no g r a ~ e ~ ~ ~ a r d s ?  Have they a 
bad infl uence? 

Answer: I do not think so. A place where the dead bodies are 
buried, where there is no religious ceremony, no spiritual 
atmosphere spread, that place must become not much worth. 
In a graveyard where there is  a church and a ceremonial per- 
formed--because it is  the heart of those who are doing the 
religious ceremony - 77the dead ones feel it77--reflects the 
same thing which they are doing there. Therefore it is good; in 
every place, what has been done there, the atmosphere 
becomes clear, and to  the person who i s  dead a kind of peace 

78 . When nothing is  done, then there is  no sympathy. 
There should be a sympathy, a kind of link of love and friendli- 

74. Sk.l.tp.: "hygienen instead of llhyglenicw 
75. Sr.: added nQuestion: Then a dead body is be t te r  pu t  in the  earth without 

a coffin? Answer: Though the  coffin Is from metal and wood, and therefore 
belongs t o  the  earth, Is from t he  nature of earth, it is be t te r  t o  pu t  
the  dead body straight Into the  ear th  wlthout a coffin. I t  is the  natural 
and preferable thing t o  be burled without a cofflnw 

76. Sk-she: Sk. wrote "churchn in Ih. over "graven 
77. Ibld.: Sk. added "the dead ones feel itw in the margin of her she 
78. Ibid.: an open space 



ness, that they send their love; i t  must be continued from the 
beginning to the end.79 
8*hat i s  a natural thing, and preferable i f  one is  buried with- 
out coffine80 

Question: Some say that if one prays for the passed ones, 
it keeps them nearer t o  the earth. 

Answer: I do not think so. Only i f  one cries for them; it i s  by 
crying that one puts a pressure on them. A loving thought and 
sympathy does not put a pressure. 
For an instance: two people who are real friends, their pleas- 
ure and displeasure, i f  they feel at a distance, the same thing 
it is afterwards because in the hereafter they are not sent in 
another country. They are with us, only there is  a veil of this 
material manifestation. People say: they have gone to another 
world. It is not so. They are with us, among us. Every thought 
brings us nearer than8' the persons living here 82because there 
also is the body which is  separate82. The mind is  not subject to  
physical law. Just like a person going in the airship goes much 
quicker than journeyinge3 in the train. 
The dead are not taken away from us 84 all the time 
moving, living among us. 
By pulling back 85 even the living beings we pull back 
from their progress: 'Just stop, I have not yet gone so far; 
now you just also stop herelmB6 

Sr.: an alternative of the previous answer: "A. I should say not t o  have 
burial-places, with no religious ceremonles, where the  name of God Is not  
mentioned, where there are no rellglous ceremonies; It is not good. The 
prayers and the ceremonles purify the air and do good t o  those who are 
dead, because the heart  of those dolng the ceremonles is reflected on t o  
the  soul of those who have passed, and a great peace is sent t o  them. 
There should be a link of love and friendliness sent t o  those who have 
passed. Friendliness should be continued from the  beginning till the end." 
Sk-sh.: here follows In Sk.sh. the  last sentence of note 75 
Sk.l.tp.: "(to)" added 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled the par t  of the sentence I1because ..... 
is separatew 
Sk.l.tp.: njourneym 
Skosh.: a small blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "they are" added 
Skosh.: a blank 
Sr.: "We pull them back, retain them from their  path. But It is not  only 
the  so-called dead, the  living also we are pulling, backw 



Quest ion:  Do the dead l o o k  a t  us? 

Answer: Yes. 

Ques t ion:  Can a l l  s o u l s  o n  higher  planes  see o n  a l l  p lanes  
l o w e r  t h a n  they? 

Answer: Yes. But at the same time there i s  no plane in which we 
do not exist. The only difficulty is that i f  we close the door of 
that plane ourselves, then nobody is  to  be blamed. It is  we 
who have closed the door. For an instance, our senses, 
thoughts, imagination, all centre upon the outward life, and 
that itself makes us bound to the outer life. Because the law 
of nature i s  such that we are bound by every object to which 
we respond. Everything that our eyes see we are bound by. 
And therefore all the external l i fe binds our attention. And 
therefore attention is so bound from every side, it keeps the 
soul drawn to one plane. The soul who i s  capable 87 of 
other planes 88 . Meditation is the path by which we 
make a habit of closing ourselves to the outer world for a 
moment, and experience what we can. Once we are able to set 
the soul free, then there is no plane that the soul will not 
experience, because all planes are a natural experience of the 
soul. It is not what the soul need adopt, it is for the soul to  
find itself in i t s  free condition. There it can move about and 
feel 89 . Of course, many would lose balance over it, by 
trying too much to dabble with phenomena, which is so much 
done in the world. But at the same time, i f  there is  a higher 
motive to raise the soul--not for the sake of phenomenag0-- 
there is no experience of whatever character or kind which 
will not come in the notice of the soul. 

87. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: nexperIencIngl~ 

88. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "Is kept  t o  t h e  external lifem 

89. Sk.sh.: a small blank 
90. Sr.: "but to f r ee  Itn added 



Sakinafs shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 7th, 1923 

2 ~ h e  Prophet. 

What I s  Asked of a 

The prophetic soul must of necessity rise so high that it may hear the 
voice of Cod, and at the same time it must bend so low that it may hear 
4every little4 whisper of the5 human beings 6at the same time6. Every l i t t le 
lack of consideration or regard for all those who wish to  call the attention 
of the prophets has been noticed and remarked in the lives of all7 the 
prophets. It means to live in the8 tkaven and to  liveg on the earth at the 
same time. The heart of the prophet is meant to be the harp, every string of 
whichlo to  be l l  tuned in i t s  proper pitch, 12that Cod may play upon it His 
music. And it is that celestial music which is called the divine Message. It is  
therefore that all the ancient Scriptures were named G i t a s  or Gathas ,  
which means the same13, music. 'The Song Celestial' of Krishna is  called 
'Bhagavad Cita,' which means the Song of Cod, and14 Parsees call their 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals (19291, Par t  IV, The Spirit of Guidance, chapter V "The Prophet". 

Where "book" is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the book The  Unity  o f  
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added Vp.155 The Unity of Religious Ideals" in 
t he  margin of her sh. 
Bk.p.: "The Spirit of Guidancef1 added; 
Sk.i.tp.: added "The Spiritual Hierarchy IX. 

The Unity of  Religious ideals p. 155-157."; 
Bk.: "The Spirit of Guidancef1 added as a t i t l e  t o  Par t  I V  
O.t., bk.p., bk.: th is sub-title appears as the f i r s t  sentence of the iec- 
t u re  
0.t.: "the softestn, cancelled and changed back by Gd. into "every l i t t le f f  
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: ffthem omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: "at  the same timew omitted 
I bid.: fialim omitted 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "thev omitted 
0.t.: wliefl instead of I f to  livef1, changed back by Gd. Into " to  livew 
Ibid.: "whichn changed by Gd. into "itf1; 
Bk.p., bk.: "itn instead of llwhichff 
0.t.: "must be", changed back by Gd. in to  " to  ben; 
Bk.p., bk.: l f t o  be" 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "so" added 
I bid.: "thing11 added 
Ibid.: lethen added 



sacred Scripture Gatha. The Jewish Scriptures are sung15 when recited; 
also the Qur'an is recited in the form of singing. Every musician knows how 
difficult it is to  keep his violin in tune, especially when it is  knocked about 
wheneveri6 he has to move in the crowd. The heart therefore i s  uncornpa- 
rably17 more susceptible to get out of tune andl8 it is therefore that the 
seers and mystics sought solitude, and kept themselves away from the 
crowd. But the prophet, by his natural mission, i s  placed in the midst of the 
crowd. It is the problem of the5 life in the crowd which he has to solve, 
and yet not solve it intellectually, as everyone wishes to do, but spiritually, 
by keeping that instrument, the heart, in proper tune to the Infinite, that he 
may get the answer for all questions arising19 every moment of the day. It 
is therefore that even the presence of the prophet is  the answer to every 
question; without having spoken one word the prophet gives the answer, but 
i f  a mind restless and confused cannot .hear it, then that mind receives the 
answer in words. The answer of the prophet uproots every question, but the 
answer always comes from the heart of the prophet without20 even2' 
having22 asked the23 question. For the prophet 240nly the medium 
between God and man, therefore the answer is from Cod. It i s  not true that 
the prophet answers a question because he reads the mind; it is the mind of 
the one who asks the question striking25 in the inner plane the divine bell, 
which is  the heart of the prophet, and God, hearing this26 bell, answers. 
The answer comes in a manner as i f  words were put in27 the mouth of the 
prophet. The prophet, therefore, need not think on the question he is asked, 
it 28a11 automatically works28, so that the question, 29spoken or unspoken2', 
draws30 out of him the answer. This rule 31is applied not only3I with32 indi- 
viduals but with32 the multitude. A thousand people listening to a prophet 
at 

0.t.: "sungm changed by Gd. into "chantedm; 
Bk.p., Bk.: "chantedw 
0.t.. bk.p., bk.: wwhereveru lnstead of "wheneverw 
O.t., bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: "IncomparablyM 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "andw omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: "atn added 
0.t.: "hisw added by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "hisn added 
0.t.: "evern, changed back by Gd. into "evenw 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added "beenn in sh.; 
A l l  other documents: **been" added 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "a1' instead of Vhe" 
Ibld.: "is only1* 
Ibld.: " tha t  strikes"; 
Sk.l.tp.: wstrikes" 
0.t.: "the1*, changed by Gd. into "that"; 
Bk.p., bk.: "them 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Into" instead of "inn 
6k.p.: "worksn omitted; 
Bk.: "is all  automatic^ 
Bk.p., bk.: "spoken or unspoken1* omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "brought" instead of "draws". The sh. sign for these two words 
is very slmllar. 
0.t.: "is not only appliedw Instead of '*is applled not onlyt*; 
Bk.p., bk.: "is not applled only" 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: **tom instead of wwithw 



the same time, and each having 33different questions33 in their34 mind35, 
that36 the question of everyone of them has been37 answered. So the true 
character of the sacred Scriptures is that even the Book answers the ques- 
tion, i f  a person opens it automatically in order to  find out38 a39 solution to 
a certain problem. Imagine, i f  the Book answers, then one could expect 
more from the prophet, for the soul of the prophet is the living Book, his 
heart the sacred Scripture. 

What is religion? In the outer sense of the word, a form given to wor- 
ship Cod, and a law given to a community to  live harmoniously. And what 
does religion mean in the inner sense of the word? It means a staircase 
made for the soul to climb, and reach that plane where the5 Truth is real- 
ized. Both these aspects of religion may be found in the words and in the 
soul of the prophet: his words the law, his Message the wisdom, and his40 
being that peace which is  the seeking of every soul. 

Cod has never manifested as Himself in this world of variety where 
everything and4' being is a divine expression, yet with i t s  limitations. And if 
the world has been able to believe in Cod and to recognize God in a being, 
it is  in the godly, it is  in the soul which reflected42 Cod. With all the argu- 
ments for and against the idea of the divinity of Christ, no43 sincere Cod- 
believer44 can deny that Cod reflects45 through the personality of the 
Master. 

Question: How must one set about getting an answer from the 
Book? 

Answer: You first think of the question, and in the thought of that 
question you open automatically a page on which is t o  be 
found an answer to that question. 

Question: AS it is the  bes t  thing t o  bury the body in the 
earth,  f o r  what reason then have the Egyptians, 
who were s o  highly evolved,  made mummies? 

Bkmp., bk.: "a different question" instead of "different questionsl@ 
Bk-pa, bk.: llhis" instead of l*their" 
0.t.: Instead of *lmindn 
0-to, bk-p., bk.: "that1* omitted 
0.t.: "is1*, changed back by Gd. into "has beenn 
Ibid.: "outn omitted but reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: "certain" added, but cancelled by Gd. 
Sk.l.tp.: "hen1 instead of 
Oat*, bkep., bk.: Itevery" added 
0-t*: "ref lectsn, changed back by Gd. into "ref lectedn; 
Bk-p-, bk.: nreflectsll 
Skosh-: afterwards Sk. changed "non into "not anyn in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "no anyn 
0-t-, bk-p., bk.: "believer In Godn instead of nGod-believern 
0.t.: "reflectedn, changed back by Gd. into nreflectsn 



Answer: In the first place they had the art of keeping the dead 
bodies for a longer time than we can keep now. And that art 
was used in keeping the bodies and yet not allowing them to 
decay. And now, why did they keep them? As to suggest that 
i f  the body can be kept longer, which is dead, then life which 
is a real life, is eternal. That the one who i s  dead, i f  his body 
can be preserved, then he cannot be dead, but is alive s t i l l  and 
can live long. There was a custom among the old Egyptians; in 
the East that custom does not exist, but the tendency exists, 
that in every banquet or feast, when everybody was inclined 
to be happy, a mummy was brought; and it was just brought for 
a moment, and then taken away, in order t o  waken man in the 
midst of his joy and pleasure, for him to see the other side of 
things. That there i s  something like that4q, and that it cannot 
be escaped. That he must know in the midst of his pleasure, 
that there is something waiting that he must not keep ignorant 
of that truth, being absorbed in all these pleasures of the 
earth. But at the same time they put them in the graves all 
the same. The mummies also. 

Question: What i s  the inner manner of the giving of the answer 
by the Book? 

Answer: One must have an intuitive knowledge to interpret symboli- 
cal expressions; then it becomes easy. Therefore there are 
some certain people who have studied the Scriptures thorough- 
ly, and are intuitive at the same time; they can give a right 
interpretation. 

Question: Is there above God Whom we worship a s t i l l  higher 
be* which i s  called the Infinite or the Abse 
l u t e ,  but Whom our intelligence cannot grasp? 

Answer: Cod, the Infinite or the Absolute, i s  the Cod Whom our in- 
telligence cannot grasp. And in order to  make that47 Cod in- 
telligible we first make a Cod of our imagination, and worship 
Him. And as we worship Him, so our 48imaginations become" a 
kind of step to lead to the real Cod, Who is the lnfinite and 
the Absolute. When once the real Cod is attained, one i s  not 
disappointed to feel that He is not what my imagination did 
make of Him, but one is  satisfied to feel that He i s  all my im- 
agination had pictured Him to be, and s t i l l  more, where my 
imagination could not reach. 

46. Sk.l.tp.: "deathn 
47. I bid.: u t h i ~ f t  
48. I bid.: witnagination becomesw 
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%od, the Infinite. 

The Infinite Cod is the Self of Cod, and all that has manifested in4 
name and form i s  the outward aspect of Cod. When we take all5 forms 
existing and all5 names6, it will become7 one form which is  the form of 
cod8. In other words, names are lothe names of Codlo and all forms 
are the form of Codg. But as Cod is One, His form is also one. And that is 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Religious Gatheka no. 60, and was f i r s t  published in the  
book The Un i t y  o f  Rel ig ious I d e a l s  (1929), Part  II The God-Ideal, 
chapter X I V  ItGod the  Infinite11. 

Where nbooklg Is mentioned in the  notes, It refers  t o  the  book The Un i t y  of 
Re l ig ious  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

1. Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added glReligious Gatheka 60, God Ideal Xm in 
t he  margin of her sh. 

2. 0.t.: ll(lO)lg added by Gd.; 
Bk.p.: I1I Igg added; 
Hq.t.: glIIgg added, then changed in to  I1Xg1 and llRellglous Gatheka no. 60" 
added 

3. Bk.: llXIVw added 

As the  t ex t s  of hq-t. and of bk.p. of this lecture are identical, only hq.t. is 
mentioned in the  following notes. 

4. 0-t., hq.t., bk.: "under" instead of "inn; 
Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. changed "inw Into Itunder" In sh. 

5. 0-t., hqet., bk.: I1thelg added 
6. 0.t.: added by Gd.: "put together"; 

Hq-t., bk.: "put togethern added; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "put togetherg1 in she 

7. 0-t., Hq.t., bk.: instead of llwill becomen 
8. 0.t.: "and all names pu t  together become t he  name of God" added, bu t  

cancelled by Gd.; 
Hq-t., bk.: "and all names Godg1 omitted 

9. 0.t.: "all the names and forms are the  names and forms of God", changed 
back by Gd. in to  Igall names are the  names of God and all forms are the  
form of Godn 

10. Hq-t., bk.: "the Namen instead of "the names of God1* 



lithe sum-up of all the forms or the sum total of all namesll. There is no 
I2being or thing12 which is  not the Being of God. In order to  teach this the 
wise have said there i s  God in everything, God is  in every being. h d 1 3  
many have wondered, i f  He i s  in every thing, how does He live in every 
thing and as what, and14 i f  He is  in man, where is He to be found and what 
part of man's being is  to  be considered God? Many answers may be given 
and yet no answer will satisfy, for the true answer is that all is God and 
God i s  all, none exists save He. And the question what are we then, may be 
answered by the phrase of the Bible, that 'we live and move and maket5 
our being in God.' God is usI6 but we are not Gods. The difference 
between God and our being is not of the Being; in Being, God and we are 
one. The difference is of our limitation andla the perfection of God. 

How are we to conceive19 the idea of God the Absolute? We are not 
made20 to conceivelg that21. We as limited beings are not able to know 
perfection, but perfection itself knows perfection. We can imagine and 
make a God of our own, t o  make God intelligible to us, to  make it easy for 
us to advance in22 the spiritual path, and as we advance, the unlimited 
Being working through us, makes His own way and realizes His perfection. 
For in this realization He only realizes Himself, which is  not at all difficult 
for Him. 

Man thinks that religion or philosophy or mysticism, all this he has 
learned as he has evolved. Yes, it23 is true, but the result of all this learn- 
ing and evolution is realized in24 a certain degree, not only by unevolved 
human beings, but even by the animals and birds. They all have their relig- 
ion and they all worship God in their own way. The Gnging birds by 25 sing- 
ing in the forest, feel that exaltation even more than man feels26 after he 
has worshipped God, for all men who join in the prayers may not be so sin- 

11. 0-t., hq-t., bk.: Itthe sum-total of  all names and formsv instead of "the 
sum-up of all the  forms o r  the  sum to ta l  of all namest1. In Sk.sh. the  sign 
for  llsumtl could also mean wsummfngtl 
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18. 0-t., hq-t., bk.: "inn added 
19. Bk.: "ofn added 
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meant?"; 
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21. 0.t.: " that  Idean, bu t  tlldean was crossed out  by Gd. 
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24. O.t., hqet., bk.: *'ton lnstead of "inn 
25. Ibid.: ltwhilelt lnstead of "byn 
26. Ibid.: 'litn added 



cere as27 birds in the forest; not one amongz8 them says i t s  prayers without 
sincerity. I f  a soul were wakened29 to feel what they feel when singing in 
the forest at the30 dawn, he would know that their prayer is  even more 
exalting than his own, for their prayer is  more natural. The godly therefore 
worship their God with the3' nature and in this manner of worship they 
experience the31 perfect exaltation as the result of their prayer. Man 
thinks he is able to meditate and32 he can concentrate, but he cannot do 
better meditation and concentration than the animals and birds in the 
forest. The cobra attracts i t s  food by a thought; there are certain cobras 
whose food comes and falls33 in34 their mouth. They fast patiently for a 
long time, not worrying about the food of the morrow. 3 5 ~ a n  on the con- 
trary is  anxiously busy; after his breakfast35 36he i s  not even certain of his 
lunch36. 3 8 ~  has no faith37 in his own power38, nor faith in the providence 
of God. 

In short spirituality is attained by all beings, not only by man but by 
27beasts andz7 birds and each 39have their39*40 religion, their principle, 
their law and41 morals. For instance i f  a bird whose honour it i s  to  fly over 
the heads of those who walk on the earth, feels42 beneath i t s  dignity to  be 
touched by an earthly being, it feels it i s  43 ; and i f  a bird is  touched 
once by a human being i t s  fellow creatures will not rest they will kill 
it, for it is an45 outcast for them. They dwell in the air and it i s  their dig- 
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nity t o  be46 so. The study of nature i s  not only of interest for the student 
of science; the one who treads the path of spirituality, for him the study of 
nature is of immense interest. Man will find in the end of his search in47 the 
spiritual line that all beings including trees and plants, rocks and mountains 
48and the rivers and the ocean48, all are prayerful, and all attain to that 
spiritual perfection which is the only longing of all souls. 

Question: You said: "this is a l l  the world there is."49 Are 
there no other worlds in what the scientists call 
the universe, which are inhabited by beings in 
physical form? 

Answer: VJhen I said the world, I meant the universe. Very often 
we mix these two words. 

Question: D o  there exist eCkef beings on other planets? 

Answer: Yes, they do exist and even more so, which science has not yet 
discovered. 

Question: How far are plants s e l f  -conscious? 

Answer: A scientist from lndia50 was here and lecturing on the subject 
of the trees and plants breathing. No doubt compared with the 
birds and insects, the plants are less wakened. But at the same 
time, when from a mystical point of view one looks at them, 
one finds that as the animals and birds are more intuitive and 
capable of feeling more deeply, the plants and trees are even 
more so. I f  one knew the intuitive power of the plants and the 
feeling that they have, one would feel that they feel and they 
know some things even better than a human being. An illness 
or a death in a family, pleasure and displeasure of the ones 
who are around a plant, and the condition of the life of a 
person who waters the plants, is felt more than his most dear 
friend, a human being. For the reason that man is most selfish 
and so he is absorbed in his own interest in life; and in the 

46. 0.t.: I s to  don, changed back by Gd. in to  " to  bess 
47. Ibid.: s*onn Instead of "inw 
48. Ibid.: "oceans and riversn instead of "and the  r lvers  and t he  oceann; 
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plants and trees you will find less selfishness. They only feel 
the sympathy and love, and therefore they are connected with 
another person by the current of sympathy and they feel the 
pleasure and displeasure of the person who goes near it. And 
sometimes a great sorrow coming in the life of a person, has 
such an effect upon the plants or trees that he is connected 
with, that the plants cannot bear it and they die, even before 
the effect had fully manifested upon that person's life. 
When once a person comes to this realization, then he attains 
to that state which is called universal consciousness; not only 
the brotherhood of humanity but of all. Even the trees and 
plants, he begins to  feel that even there is life and feeling and 
sympathy. 

Question: Does t h e  v i b r a t i o n  o f  music make i n f l u e n c e  on 
p l a n t s ~ 5 1  

Answer: 521f electric vibrations can 53make a difference in plants53, 
then the finer vibrations such as music must make a greater 
influence because they are finer than the vibrations of elec- 
tricity. I f  only one had the patience of playing violin t o  a 
tree. 

Question: A1 s o  ob jec ts  a r e  in f luenced? 

Answer: Glasses can break. 

Question: Why d o  animalsw a s  dogs and horses l i k e  i t  s o  much 
t o  b e  touched by  man55? 

Answer: The birds dwell in the air, above man's head, and the dogs 
and cats are moving about, near man's feet. Therefore their 
dignity i s  different. They admire man and try to imitate man. 

51. Ibid.: "Can music affect  plants?" 
52. Ibid.: added "Music certainly can affect  them" 
53. Ibid.: "affect them" instead of "make a difference in plantsn 
54. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "suchn in sh. 
55. Sr.: "while birds do not like ittt added 



58Trees do not like to be touched59 because they60 are more 
holy and spiritual than man. Their life is not so corrupt as 
man's life. They are purposed to give some 61 . They 
are continually busy doing their service and that is all. No 
doubt they feel that exaltation and happiness all the same, 
which is not man's share 62unless man reaches that pa- 
t i e n ~ e ~ ~ .  Man is  evolved but man's evolution will be when he 
has reached to serve and do his duty63; then he will experi- 
ence that holiness and peace. 

Answer: We must not observe a principle connected with such things in 
picking flowers or killing animals which are harmful or injuri- 
ous. But one must consult with one's own principle and idea 
individually. And i f  one will do it, always one will find that 
one progresses through l i fe every day and one's action and 
attitude will every day change and one will always find oneself 
further in life's path. 

Ibid.: "Question: How with the birds who came and sat  on Franciscus 
d'Assisi? Answer: As man dwells in Heaven, it is another thing again, *for 
then his place is beyond t ha t  of the  birds who are located in the  air*" 
*Sr.tp.copy: "for then his plane is beyond t ha t  of the  birds who are Iim- 
i ted t o  the  air" 
Sk.sh.: t he  question is missing; 
Sr.: "Do flowers like t o  be plcked and trees t o  be touched?" 
Sr.: added "Flowers do not  like t o  be picked andv 
Ibid.: added "It disturbs their  meditation" 
I bid.: "TreesM instead of "because theyt1 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: wcontribution in life, worship God is t o  serven added 
Sr.: "until he attains t o  their  stage of stillness and peace and indiffer- 
ence t o  all appreciation1* 
I bid.: "without appreciationn added 
Skosh.: the  question is mlssing; 
Sr.: "May we kill insects?" 
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2 ~ h e  Spirit of Guidance. 

There are two different conceptions of the prophetic souls3. 40ne as i s  
held4 among the Hindus; they call5 the prophe@ an ~ v a t a r a ~ ,  which means 
Godhead. They have also distinguished the characters of their Avataras 
from their claims. Some claim8 to be the Avatara, or the incarnation 
of Vishnu; some claim8 to be the incarnation of Shiva. It was easy for the 
people in9 India to grasp the idea of a prophet being a God incarnatelo, 
rather than accepting a prophet t o  be as every other human1 l being. 

Among the Ben lsraell the long line of prophets were1 not called in- 
carnat ion~'~. They were only called the godly, or the ones who were con- 
nected with God. And i f  there are any distinctions, four such distinctions 
are known: Abraham was called Habib Ullah15, the friend of God; Moses 
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O.t., bk.p., bk.: "Avataras" instead of "an Avataran 
Bkep., bk.: llclaimedn 
Ibid.: "oft1 instead of 
Sk.l.tp.: "Incarnationn instead of "incarnate1* 
Bk-p-, bk.: "humant1 omitted 
0.t.: "Ben Israelitesw, changed by Gd. in to  "Ben1 Israeln 
Bk.: "was" instead of "werew 
0.t.: "of Godn added, but  crossed ou t  by Gd. 
Ibid.: "Habib Allahn, changed back by Gd. in to  "Hablb Ullahn; 
Bk.p., bk.: llHabib Allahvv 



was distinguished as Kal im ~ l l a h l 6 ,  the17 communicator ofla God; Jesus 
was called19 Ruh A l lah ,  meaningz0 Z1spirit of God; h4ahomrneb2 was 
calledlg Rassoul Al lah,  which means23 the Messenger of God. 

The difference between the prophets among24 Hindus and among the 
Ben lsrael12 that can be noticed i s  one. The Hindu prophets claim as25 God 
themselves. The reason was that the people in India, owing to  their philo- 
sophical evolution, were ready to accept24 divine in man. But on the con- 
trary in Arabia and Palestine even the claim of prophetship26 aroused such 
a d 7  opposition against the prophets that their lives have been28 in danger, 
and their mission became most difficult for them to perform. After the 
~ l a i m i n ~ s ~ ~  of Godhead there have been many reformers in India to whom 
people responded without much difficulty. But in the Near East it has 
always been difficult, and will always be so. It is for this reason that the 
ancient of esotericism, 31 the ancient 0rder30 of the Sufis, 32had 
d i f f i ~ u l t i e s ~ ~  to exist under the reign of orthodoxy. The lives of many great 
Sufis have been made a victim33 to34 the orthodox powers which reigned. 
Sufism thereford5, which was as a mother of the coming reform in the re- 
ligious world, was protected by Persia, and in the end found a greater free- 
dom in the land of ~ i n d u s ~ ~ ,  where37 Hindus respected it and Mohammedans 
followed it without the slightest hesitation. In the houses of the Sufis the 
followers of all religions met together in fr iend~iness~~, in the feeling of 

0.t.: "Kalim Allahw, changed by Gd. ln to  "Halim Allahw; 
Bk-p., bk-: "Kallm Allahn 
0-t., bk-p., bk.: llall instead of llthell 
0.t.: l1ofl1 changed by Gd. in to  wwithll; 
Bk-p., bk.: "with" 
0.t.: "named", changed back by Gd. into llcalledll 
O.t., bk-p., bk.: "meaningn omitted 
All other documents: "then added 
0-t., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "M~hammed~~; 
6k.p.: llMuhammedn 
Oat., bkep., bk.: "which meansn omitted 
Ibld.: "theI1 added 
Ibld.: llto bew instead of "asn 
Bk.: "Prophetic claimw instead of "claim of prophetship1I 
O.t., bk.p., bk.: "ann omitted 
Ibld.: "weren instead of "have beenw 
I bid.: nclaimantsm instead of mclaimingsll 
Sk.l.tp.: "sn added 
0.t.: "withw added, but  cancelled by Gd. 
Ibld.: "found It difficultn, changed back by Gd. in to  "had difficultiesn; 
Bkep., bk.: "found it difficultm 
Oat.: "victims", changed back by Gd. into "a vlctlmn; 
Bkep.: nvictimn instead of "a victlm1I; 
Bk.: llvictimsM 
O.t., bk-p., bk.: "of1* instead of "tog1 
0.t.: "thereforen omitted, bu t  reinserted by Gd. 
Ibld.: lllndlall, changed back by Gd. lnto llHlndusw; 
Bk-p., bk.: nIndian 
0-t.: "the" added by Gd.; 
Bkep., bk.: "then added 
O.t., bkep., bk.: "andn added 



brotherhood. The Sufi Message which is  now being given in the Western 
world is the child of that mother, who has been known for many years as 
Sufism. The Sufi Message which i s  being given to the world just now there- 
fore connects the two lines of the prophetic mission: the ~ indu is t i c3~ line 
and that of Ben Israel; in order that it40 may become the medium to unite 
in God and truth both parts of the world, East and West. It is the same 
truth, the same religion, the same ideal which the wise of all ages have 
held. I f  there is anything different i t  i s  only the difference of the form. The 
Sufi Message given now has adopted the form suitable for the age. It is 
Message without claim. 41The group of the42 workers of43 this Message, and 
those who follow it, are named the Sufi whose work it i s  to  tread 
the spiritual path quietly, unassumingly, and45 serve God and humanity, in 
which46 is the fulfilment of the Message. 

Question: Under what name were the Sufis known in the world 
in the time of a l l  the prophets you have mention- 
ed? D i d  they belong t o  the S u f i  Order? 

Answer: Under various names the Sufis were known to the world. 
Sometimes by the word Sufi and sometimes by a word quite 
near to it. Even a word like K u f i  was the name of the Sufis 
once. But the essence of religions was always the ideal of the 
Sufis. 

Bkop., bk.: llHlndull instead of ~Hinduisticn 
0.t.: changed by Gd. into "theyn; 
Bk.p., bk.: "theyw 
0-t., bk-p., bk.: "andw added 
I bid.: "thev1 omitted 
Ibid.: "int1 instead of "ofg1 
0.t.: llOrderw changed by Gd. in to  llMovementm; 
Bk-p., bk.: llMovementll; 
In October 1923 Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan replaced the  word "OrderN wlth 
IIMovementn. Only the  esoteric School of the  Sufi Movement was then named 
"The Sufi Ordern 
O.t., bk-p., bk.: " tow added 
0-t.: vservlcew added, crossed ou t  by Gd. 



Q u e s t i o n :  Were there first g r e a t  human b e i n g s ,  who were  then 
47 a s  gods  w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  c h a r a c t e r s ,  or 

were  t h e  gods  der ived  f rom the p l a n e t s  w i t h  char- 
a c t e r i s t i c s  of the p l a n e t ?  

Answer: The idea of many gods has first come from the planets. 
For it was the outcome of human evolution, when man recog- 
nized divine in man. But he was always looking for a Cod, and 
was willing to recognize in something which he cannot touch, 
such as the sun, the moon, the planets. 

Q u e s t i o n :  T h e  p r o p h e t s  of  the Old T e s t a m e n t  a s  A l i 4 8 ,  E l i s a ,  
what a r e  they?  Are  t h e y  walis, ghous, kutubs? 

Answer: Certainly they are. 

Ques t ion:  Do o n e  o f  the d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  Avataras 
49 and the p r o p h e t s  o f  the School  of Ben 

I s r a e l  n o t  t h a t  the.  Avataras showed wonders and 
phenomena a s  ? 49 

Answer: An advanced soul always shows wonders. He shows to those 
who see, and he does not show to those who do not know50. 
51Lives of Avataras  were full of phenomena; and yet the true 
souls have never the desire or inclination to see52 wonders. It 
manifests; and those who could53 see, see. He in whom the 
wonder is performed, he becomes a wonder himself. 

47. Sk-sh.: an Illegible sign, more likely standing fo r  "veneratedw than for  
"namedw; 
Sr.: "veneratedn; 
Sk.l.tp.: "named1* 

48. Sr.: "ElyahW lnstead of "Alln 
49. Sk.sh.: The question Is incomplete; 

Sr.: "1s one difference between the Avatars of  Hindus and the  Prophets of 
Ben Israel t h a t  the  f i r s t  ones showed wonders?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: llls one of the differences between the  Avataras and the  Proph- 
e t s  of  the  School of Ben Israel no t  t h a t  the  Avataras showed wonders and 
phenomena?" 

50. Sr.: "seen Instead of "known 
51. Sk.sh.: an open line 
52. Sr.: "of showing" lnstead of " to  seew; 

Sk-l-tp.: "show" 
.53. Sk.l.tp.: "canw 



Quest ion:  Was the School  of the Essenes, t o  which J e s u s  be- 
l o n g e d ,  a S u f i  School? 

Answer: Certainly. Sufi School has been the School of all prophets, and 
especially those of the Ben Israel. In Rrsian language 
'essene' means 'from them' (came all the prophets). 
Essene m.ean.5; 'es' = from; 'sene' means S. 
Just li ke now they have Theosophical Society: T . s .~~  

Question:   id Vishnu and Shiva e x i s t  a s  man, or were  t h e y  
imaginary  c o n c e p t i o n s  of  the peop le  who worship  
them? 

Answer: To begin with they were imaginary conceptions55 but on 
these three imaginary conceptions those who were born, they 
were personif ied56. Personification comes afterwards. 

54. In a separate annotation In Sk.hwr., she asks t o  add the  following sen- 
tence, between brackets, a f ter  "T.S.": "(essene = S: S standing fo r  
'Sufi'. 
The coming of the  Prophets was always t o  f l t  In with the  conditions of the  
world.)" 

55. Sr.: "such as the  Trinity1' added 
56. Gd.lh.annotatlons: "in this way. Just like the  three persons of t h e  Deityw 

added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 8th, 1923 

Question Class. 

Ques t ion:  What is the a t t i t u d e  o f  t r u e  prayer? 

Answer: The attitude of one1 prayerful person towards Cod is that of a 
lover towards his beloved, of a child to his parents, of a ser- 
vant t o  his master, of a pupil to his teacher, and of a soldier 
to  his commander. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can you te l l  u s  something about  the g r e a t  S u f i  S a i n t  
shamstabrez2? 

Answer: I f  I were to tell his story, I would3 not answer any other 
questions. But in short I can say that Shamstabrez was an 
example of a soul who had fully attained Cod-consciousness, 
who had arrived to4 a stage that even mentioning the name of 
Cod limited His power, as name limits Cod. And his life proved 
that the realization of truth stands above words. People say he 
experienced ecstasy. But I say he himself was ecstasy. And to 
the seekers of the truth, even today his words move to ecsta- 
sy* 

Notes: 

Where "Gd.copyoo is mentioned, this refers to a copied t e x t  in Gdeos handwrit- 
ing, either made from her own longhand reporting of the questions and answers, 
or from Sakinaos shorthand transcription. 

1. Sk.l.tp., Gd.copy, Sr.: Itan instead of "onen 
2. Gd.copy, Sr.: "Shams Tabrizw 
3. Gd-copy, Sr., Sk.i.tp.: llcouldw instead of "wouldn 
4. Sr., Gd.copy: "atn instead of "tog1; 

"To arr ive tow Is an obsolete form of "to arr ive at1' (Oxford Dictionary) 



Question: How does it come that saints bleed out of the wounds 
where Jesus was crucified? 

Answer: 3That were on5 the result of concentration, then6 what did 
concentration mean, and what was the use of concentration? 
It seems to everybody out of ordinary, for the reason that 
everybody does not know what real concentration means. Con- 
centration is  to  turn oneself into the object of concentration, 
which i s  not within the power of everyone. A person who has 
once mastered concentration he has not very far to  go. Then 
his next step will be the realization of the purpose for which 
he concentrates. 

Question: iY one would ask you if the Message is given in plain 
words, or in symbols, or something else, what 
would you answer? 

Answer: 71n all things, in all manner7. 

Question: W i l l  you8 t e l l  us something about the condition of 
the soul when it f i r s t  leaves the body? 

Answer: The condition of the ordinary soul is confusion. For before 
death it has realized that it is dying, and after death it real- 
izes that it lives. And the condition is  as a person who9 lives, 
and says: 'I am dead.' Until this confusion remains the soul 
goes no further. It is  this state which I would call purgatory. 
When the soul has recovered itself, and realizes it is  living 
sti l l ,  then the clouds of confusion are broken, and the soul 
finds itself in the atmosphere which belongs to  it. 

5. Gdecopy: " I f  t h a t  was notn; 
Sr.: " I f  t h a t  were notw; 
Sk.l.tp.: "That was onw 

6. Sk.l.tp.: "Thatn Instead of "thenw 
7. Sr.: "The Message is given in all things, In all mannersn 
8. Sk.l.tp.: wpleasen added 
9. Skesh.: "who livesw afterwards changed by Sk. Into "who is llving stlllw; 

Sk.l.tp.: "who Is still Ilvingn 



Question: Is the Roman Catholic Church with their knowledge 
of symbols nearer t o  the truth than the Protes- 
tants? 

Answer: 101 think the knower of the truth will find in the symbols 
of the Catholic Church, and will find the same truth in the 
absence of the symbols of the Protestant Church. 

Question: Can we blame those who do not see the wonderl1, 
mystery , because it i s  ign~rance?~ 

Answer: We can blame no one, blameless or blameworthy. 

Question: W i l l  you explain t o  us the meaning of the di f ferent  
signs of the Zodiac and the special influence of 
each one12? 

Answer: In order to  know the meaning of the signs of Zodiac, and 
the special influence each one has, one must study astrology. 
It is  a science itself. But i f  I have to say anything about it, I 
shall only say that the soul is light, the mind is  light, the body 
is  light. It is the light of different grades. And it is  this reali- 
zation which connects man with the stars and planets. And the 
influence of the stars and planets works upon the person, for 
the reason that the person is  connected with that planet, by 
the reason of the time, and i t s  influence upon the planets and 
souls. Plainly speaking, there are certain times when a certain 
planet has i t s  influence; at that time a child is born. Then the 
child is born under that planet. Then the child has that char- 
acter. The signs of13 Zodiac are expressive of the symbolical 
meaning of the influence14. There is  a special science of as- 
trology, known to the Sufis, a science which i s  called rZml, 
and the study of it gives one insight into that question. 

10. Gd-copy: added "That question wants t o  pu t  me In a terr ib le positIonw 
1 1 .  Sk-I-tp.: "and mystery of life because of theIr Ignorancew 
12. Ibld-: "of themn instead of "onew 
13. Ibid.: "then added 
14. Sr-, Gd.copy: "of the  planet1* added 



Question: What is  t h e  b e s t  way t o  p ro t ec t  onese l f  not t o  be 
d is turbed .  i n  s i l e n c e  15? 

Answer: This is a question of esoteric teaching. When a person 
allows oneself16 to be disturbed this shows that his concentra- 
tion is not good. And i f  the concentration is  not good, that 
shows that his will power fails him. The best way therefore i s  
to  develop the power of concentration, so naturally the will 
power will develop, and one will stand against all disturbances, 
which naturally come up, when one has to  live in the midst of 
the crowd. 

Question: Do p lan t s  and animals and mountains, s t reams,  have 
a being or  an apparent individual ex is tence  i n  t h e  
higher planes,  a s  human s o u l s  do? 

Answer: All that exists in the lower plane has i t s  existence in the 
higher plane17 also. ~ u t l ~  word individual, this word itself is  a 
puzzle. Every thing and being which stands distinctly separate 
may be called an entity. But what we call individual, it is  a 
conception in our imagination. And the truth of that concep- 
tion i s  realized on the day when the ultimate truth will throw 
i t s  light upon life. And then I9no one will speaki9 about indi- 
vidual. He will say 'Cod,' and no more. There are beings, but 
there is  One Being. There are many, but there is only One. 
Therefore, i f  one says: are all objects such as the streams and 
the mountains, and the plants and .animals, are they all 
living20? Yes, it is  true, they are all living20. Have they sepa- 
rate existence? Yes, only to our21 vision. But i f  our inner 
vision is  open, the separate22 is gone. The separateness i s  a 
veil. Then there is  one vision, and that is  the single immanence 
of cod. 

15. Sk.l.tp.: "sllences@~ 
16. Gd-copy, Sr.: llhlmselfn instead of l@oneselfl@ 
17. Sk.l.tp.: "planes" 
18. Sk-sh.: l@thel* added by Sk. afterwards 
19. Ibid.: afterwards Sk. changed "no one w l i l  speakn into "he w l l l  no more 

speak1*; 
Sk.l.tp.: "one w i l l  no more speakn 

20. Sk.l.tp.: l@belngs" added 
21. I bid.: nouterl* added 
22. I bid.: "separatenessn 



Q u e s t i o n :  What happens t o  a n i m a l s ,  s u c h  a s  d o g s ,  when t h e y  
d ie?  Lf t h e y  r e t a i n  their i n d i v i d u a l i t y  
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Answer: Yes, they do retain their individuality until they reach a 
point. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What i s  o u t s i d e  the akasha in which the u n i v e r s e  is 
contained? 

Answer: Intelligence, which is24 the life of life, which is  the 
essence of the Whole Being. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is t i m e  a n  a s p e c t  of space? 

Answer: It is. By the space time becomes intelligible, and by time 
space becomes intelligible. But when one has insight into life, 
neither time stands before him, nor space, for these both have 
created this illusion which we call life. Rhythm cannot exist 
without tone, nor tone can exist without rhythm. They are in- 
terdependent for their existence; and so time and space. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can 1 me exceed wisdom, or c a n  wisdom exceed 1 me? 
What happens i n  either case?  Is love measured 
according t o  or is wisdom measured 
according t o  1 me? 

Answer: It is  true that wise is  loving, and loving is truly wise. 
Although in one person wisdom may be predominant, in another 
person love may be predominant. But both love and wisdom 
are te+ati.ve needed26. The cold-hearted man i s  never wise, 
and a really warm-hearted person is never foolish. Yet, both 
these qualities, love and wisdom are distinct and separate; and 
it is possible that a person may be loving, but lacking wisdom, 
and it happens that a person who is  wise may be lacking to 
some extent love. But no one can be wise i f  love i s  absent. 
Call him clever. And no one will be truly loving i f  wisdom has 

23. Sk.sh.: The question remained incomplete 
24. Sk.l.tp.: Itis t h e  Light of lifew, probably copied from Sr. 
25. Sr., Gd.copy: wwisdomw instead of "love"; 

Sk.l.tp.: nwisdomll 
26. Gd.copy, Sr.: "relatedw instead of Itneededw 



not illuminated his heart. For love comes from wisdom, and 
wisdom comes from love. 

Question: What i s  the meaning of Joseph being put in the well? 

Answer: The meaning is a trial. For every promising soul, every27 
soul will have opposition and envy and jealousy. And the 
righteous and good, wise and beautiful will shine out someday. 

Question: What i s  the meaning of Moses raising the serpent's 
image t o  cure the people from a plague? 

Answer: Serpent i s  also the sign of death. When death is controlled, 
when the serpent is  controlled, then one has risen above the 
plague. It is only the sign of conquering death. 

Question: Why are some people more liable t o  have accidents 
than others? 

Answer: Because their life is not rhythmic. 

Question: And why are some warned beforehand and others not? 

Answer: They are warned from above who look for warning. And 
they naturally do not seem to  have any warning who do not 
care for it. 

Question: What i s  the relation between the devas and the 
nature? 

Answer: Devas are at home with nature. 

Question: Where there is a beautiful and peaceful feeling, i s  
a deva there? 

Answer: The soul of the deva i s  creative of beauty and peace. 

27. I bid.: ttrighteoustt added 



Ques t ion:  What i s  deva's p a r t  in the c o n t r i b u t i o n  in 1 i fe? 

Answer: Deva's part in the scheme of life is  loving, forgiving, and 
serving28 God and humanity. 

Q u e s t i o n :  But I ask29 ,  what i s  deva? 

Answer: The divine soul. 

Q u e s t i o n :  I n  one of your books you said  t h a t  the mineral  king- 
dom deve loped  into the v e g e t a b l e ;  the v e g e t a b l e  
in to  the animal;  the animal into t h e  human. T h i s  
was much c o n t r a d i c t e d  b y  b i d q y  - and theoso- 
p h i s t  s t u d e n t s .  Can you te l l  about  it? 30~t  w i l l  
be c o n t r a d i c t e d  e v e n  more.30 

Answer: There are two aspects of this question which must be consid- 
ered. One aspect is biological aspect. One sees how from the 
vegetable kingdom the animal kingdom i s  born in the insects, in 
the germs and worms. Then one sees the primitive man. As the 
scientist today cannot find the link between man and the 
monkey, the missing link, but many races have come and been 
destroyed, and several races even now live in places which the 
geographical society has not yet found. Therefore i f  the geo- 
graphical society has failed to find the missing link, it i s  not 
that it does not exist. The difference31, the mystic puts it in a 
beautiful form, the scientist writes it naturally. A mystic 
vaguely tells, without presenting a natural history museum to 
see. But when we read the traditions, and when we read at 
the time of Hanuman, and his army went to  help Rama, the 
monkey word was used, because we have no word for that 
missing link between man and animal. C)1-the-ee~ttary -peegCe 
nedd-beeerne It is  a very bad thought that man has come 
from animal. But at the same time yesterday is  not today. 
But that is not the only process. Another aspect of this ques- 
tion must be looked at32 from quite a different point of view. 
And unless this question is seen from a different point of view, 
it will always be difficult to understand it fully. I f  one 
watches the work of the potter, he kneads the clay, and out of 

Sk.l.tp.: Although In Sk.sh. was written nserving'l, erroneously she took 
for wlovinall 

29. I bid.: " I  &kll omitted 
30. Ibid.: This last  p a r t  of the  question was omitted 
3 1. I bid.: "Isw added 
32. Ibld.: "IfN added 



that 33clay he got 33 , and then out of those differ- 
ent c o ~ o u r s ~ ~  the different cups and saucers he makes. As long 
as the different coloured clays are before him, he does not 
need to begin his work from the first process. He has already 
something to  go on with. And so one sees that from vegetable 
comes the animal, from the animal man. Every living being or 
object has as i t s  source a certain material. And when one sees 
from this point of view, the other point of view looks differ- 
ent. By looking at the question from that point of view, one 
sees that this i s  natural also, when the different colours were 
not ready to make out of it a substance to make something. 
But when he has made the substance, then he has different 
substances to  work with. For instance, the work of the chem- 
i s t  and the artist. The work of the chemist is  to  m k e  take dif- 
ferent 35 , the artist does not have to W F I ~  make that pro- 
cess. He just goes to the chemist and takes them. He does not 
need to work again as the chemist. 
It is  not necessary that every person must come through as the 
stone, vegetable and animal, all the different aspects. There- 
fore there is no reason for a distress. 

33. Sk.sh.: A blank; 
Sr.: "different cups he takes different colours t o  colour the  clay11 instead 
of " tha t  clay he got" 

34. Sr.: fncoloured claysv1 Instead of ncolours" 
35. Sk.sh.: A blank; 

Gd.copy: ltsubstances and t o  mix and produce dist inct  coloursm added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August loth, 1923 

There is  a custom 3in the Western world3 prevalent everywhere3, of 
proposing toasts, which is significant of a psychological truth behind it, 
which is  to  wish for a certain thing to happen at the4 time when one's own 
wish i s  being granted in a smaller5 or greater form. This shows that the 
moment when one's wish i s  granted is that moment, is6 when one is  satis- 
fied. We should not therefore wonder why people go to spiritual souls for 
their blessing. Those who are spiritually blessed, their innermost wish has 
been satisfied, and a wish made by them acts as a quick blessing in the life 
of everyone. But this also teaches one to catch the opportunity of getting 
the good wish of every person at the moment when his wish is  being 
granted. Having known this psychological law, the people in the East look 
for such an opportunity of offering food to the hungry or a gift to  the one 
who needed it, that7, awhile accepting ita, the wish that naturally rises 
from the heart of theg persona will certainly be granted. 

Very few in thislo world know what great power is hidden in the wish 
of a person whose heart is in the state of dancing, so to speak full of joy. 
We read in the legends of the1 l old of sages calling upon their friends, 
pupils or followers at a certain time and asking them to  make a wish, for 
they knew the moment when the wish could be granted. There i s  a story of 
Hafiz, that near the home of the Shaikh there were eleven pupils whose 
name was Hafiz, but among them there was only one who used to engage 

Notes: 

Where vlGd.copyw is mentioned, t h i s  re fe rs  t o  a copied t e x t  in Gd.8~ handwrit- 
ing, e i ther  made from her own longhand repor t ing  o f  t h e  questions and answers, 
o r  from Sakina's shorthand transcript ion. 

A t  a l a te r  date Sk. added "Gatha Ill, Etekad, Rasm u Ravajfl in t h e  margin 
o f  her sh. 
Hq.t.: Added over t h e  lec ture  "Superstitions, Customs and Beliefs. Etekad, 
Rasm u Ravaj. Toasts"; 
Hq.st.: Added over t h e  lec ture  "Etekad, Rasm u Ravaj. Superstitions, Cus- 
toms and Beliefs. Toasts1' 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "in t h e  Western world11 placed a f t e r  weverywherefl 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: "am instead of llthe" 
Hq.st.: "some other1! instead o f  "a smallerw 
Hq.t., Hq.st.: wislf omitted 
Ibid.: " forn instead o f  " t ha t "  
Ibid.: "while accepting itn placed a f t e r  npersonll 
Ibid.: I'aw instead o f  l'thel' 
Ibid.: "then instead o f  "thist1 
I bid.: llthe'l omltted 



himself with12 his night vigils, and others used to rest all night. One eve- 
ning13 Shaikh called: 'Hafizl' There was only one Hafiz awake, all others 
asleep. The Shaikh was holding the bowl with the thought of the wish to  be 
granted. With his eyes closed he gave it to Hafiz. But then as he knew 
there were ten more, he again called: 'Hafizl' And as all others were 
asleep, the same Hafiz came again and received the bowl. Eleven times the 
teacher called, and the same Hafiz went again and again. In the morning 
ten were disappointed, and that one Hafiz was14 blessed with elevenfold 
blessings. 

It would not be an exaggeration i f  one said that even Cod has a time 
when He grants wishes. And i f  one knows that time one certainly becomes 
benefited and blessed. Since Sufism teaches that15 'look for God in the 
heart of man,' the wise mureeds therefore look for16 the pleasure and dis- 
pleasure of God in everyone they meet, and they carefully regard the pleas- 
ure and displeasure of every person17 they come lainto contacti8, knowing 
that in this manner19 they regard the pleasure and displeasure of God. 

Besides having one's wish granted, the joy of giving another happiness, 
that itself i s  greater20 a wish granted, i f  one had21 risen to that plane of 
human evolution when one can enjoy pleasure with the pleasure of another, 
when one can feel satisfaction in the satisfaction of another, when one can 
be happy in bringing happiness to another. No one will give another happi- 
ness and will not have the same come to him a thousandfold. There comes a 
stage of evolution in the life of man when he feels more satisfied by seeing 
another person satisfied with food than he22 himself23 having eaten it23, 
when he feels comfortable in seeing another person comfortable, when he 
feels richly adorned by seeing ,another person clothed nicely; for this stage 
is  a24 stepping-stone to the realization of God. 

12. Ibid.: "Inn instead of "withw 
13. Ibid.: "then added 
14. Sk.sh.: Aferwards Sk. added "foundn In her sh.; 

Hq.t., Hq.st.: 
15. Hq.t., Hq.st.: " thatn omitted 
16. Sk-sh.: Sk. afterwards added "see" over the  words "look for11, wlthout 

cancelling "look forn; 
Hq-t., Hq.st.: llseell lnstead of "look forn 

17. Hq.t., Hq.st.: "thosew instead of "every personn 
18. Ibid.: "In contact with" instead of "into contactw 
19. Ibid.: "In doing son instead of "In th is  mannern 
20. Ibld.: "thann added 
21. Ibid.: "hasI1 lnstead of 
22. Ibid.: "by hisw instead of "hen 
23. Ibid.: whimself" placed after "eaten itw 
24. Hq.st.: "then lnstead of "an 



Question: Would we receive the curses of people as well as the 
blessings? 

Answer: Yes. One should always think that life is an opportunity. 
Every moment i s  an opportunity25. Sometimes one can do good 
by not troubling much oneself; it i s  just by seizing the oppor- 
tunity. I f  one is  attentive and brings some pleasure and happi- 
ness, i t  is not always that it costs. What it costs is attention, 
i f  one keeps one's attention fixed upon that idea, and one is  
constantly seeking where one can do some litt le good to 
another. By giving one's place in a bus or tramcar; by just 
having a l i t t le consideration for the aged, a little consideration 
for someone who i s  perhaps 27honoured or 26 or respect- 
edZ7, i f  one can offer what a person is  lacking in his life, 
without him knowing, that is  always a great 28 . To do 
good i s  the work of the sage. Sometimes people become over- 
enthusiastic, which does harm. It is  a spell, a f i t  of goodness. 
That does no good. The real goodness is  which comes spon- 
taneously. A thief i s  always on the lookout to rob something; 
so a good person is always looking for an opportunity; he will 
always find. 

Question: Can you t e l l  something more of the time that God 
grants wishes? 

Answer: That Cod grants wishes at two times. h e  time i s  when 
your heart is free from every thought, or feeling, or emotion; 
in the most peaceful and tranquil condition; at that time every 
wish that is  sown is  just like a seed sown in fertile soil2'. I f  
one had the 30patience to wait, in the great power of Cod3', 
whatever be the wish, it will certainly be granted.31 

25. Sr.: added "of doing some good1' 
26. Sk.sh.: one illegible sign 
27. Sr.: I1older or  lacking in somethingn instead of "honoured o r  o r  re- 

spected" 
28. Sk.sh.: a blank 
29. Gd.copy, Sr.: "a t  the  r ight  seasonm added 
30. Sr.: "faith and patience t o  wait on the  great  power of God1'; 

Gd.copy: "patience and power t o  wait, in great  power of Godw; the  
word "faithn may have been said where Gd.copy shows a blank; in a la ter  
copy of this q.a. In Gd.hwr.: Itfaith in the  power of God1* 

31. The second p a r t  of t h e  answer was given a f t e r  the  following question and 
answer 



Question: Has one t h e  r ight  t o  wish for yourse l f?  

Answer: Yes, as long as the conscience says that the wish is right. 
But there is another stage, when a person has so advanced 
spiritually that he thinks: 'God's wish is  my wish. God knows 
better than me. I may wish something wr0n~.3~' The one who 
gives his life in this33 way in the hands of God i s  34 . 

Answer: The other time when the wish is granted is when somebody is  
satisfied, has been made happy by you, and naturally, out of 
his heart springs a kind of fountain which pours upon you a 
kind of blessing.35 It will be just like rain from above, which 
in time will bring i t s  fruits and flowers. 

Question: When a man is poor, but can jus t  live w i th  t h e  means 
he has,  is it then good when he gives  away mate- 
rial things,  and s o  makes himself dependent upon 
others? 

Answer: You see, the question what i s  good is a very difficult 
question to decide. Good is  peculiar to a person. It all depends 
upon what that person thinks. When he thinks it is right, it is 
good. That is  the only question. 

The story of36 Saint Aias3': he was an ascetic, and for his 
food only a loaf of bread was enough every day and perhags 
mete than-that he would not keep anything for tomorrow. I f  
he was given four people's food in one day he would distribute 
it. I f  he had s t i l l  more, he shared it all. Next day he was 
without. I f  one said, why did he make himself dependent upon 
people for the next day? He would say that 'we live in this 
life interdependent. As long as I do not go to anybody, not 
force upon anybody, only people brought it, what does it 
matter? It is from Him. It is  not depending upon others. It all 
comes from God. It all goes to the creatures of God. What 
does it matter?' It all depends upon the person, and how the 
person looks at it. 

32. Gd-copy: "God knows what Is r ight "  added 
33. Sk.l.tp.: " thatw Instead of tlthIsn 
34. Sk-sh.: The sentence Is Incomplete. A separate annotation In Sk.hwr.: "To 

be added 'greater st i l lgn 
35. Gd.copy: added "Whatever wish Is yours a t  t h a t  time, t h a t  wish Is 

grantedn 
36. IbId.: added "our very great composern 
37. See "Biography of PIr-o-MurshId Inayat Khann, page 30. 



Ques t ion:  T h e  g r e a t  c r e a t i v e  s p i r i t s ,  which a t  this moment a r e  
so n e c e s s a r y  f o r  working in  the w o r l d ,  if t h e y  
h a v e  in their s o u l  a l o n g i n g  for s p i r i t u a l i t y ,  how 
c a n  t h e y  k e e p  b a l a n c e  b e t w e e n  their b u s y  l i f e  and 
the c o n c e n t r a t i o n  which is a n e c e s s i t y  for the 
s p i r i t u a l  path? What mus t  t h e y  s a c r i f i c e ?  

Answer: In the first place I should say that i f  one object is  the 
seeking of one's soul, and the other object is  life's necessity, 
and i f  one object is  to  be sacrificed, it is better the one which 
is  necessary, but keep to the soul's seeking. There is another 
point of view; in order to become spiritual, we should not 
become unworldly. We can just as well38 in the world and yet 
not be of the world. We can be active in our everyday life, 
and yet be concentrative. A person who can concentrate well 
can manage the affairs of the world better. Those who have 
attained success in business, in worldly affairs, they had their 
concentration better. Therefore concentration is  in no way a 
hindrance. A 39 gained through the power of spirituality 
is  more secure and has a stronger foundation. Furthermore, 
there is one rule of life, which must be understood. That the 
success is gained by two ways: by the right way and by the 
wrong way. Wrong way means which i s  against spiritual idea. 
And when a person has started by one path, he must keep to 
that path in order to  be successful. And i f  he finds that per- 
haps the other path will be better for the success, he will lose. 
A person who is going the wrong way, i f  he thinks that the 
right way will be better, he will lose. The person who is going 
in the right way, he will not lose. His success will perhaps be 
slow, but it i s  secure, and he will all through be successful. 
The other has no danger, but his greatest danger is :  going into 
the right path; that is his loss. 

38. Sk.1.t~-: "be" added; 
Gd-copy: "live" added 

39. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: nsuccessn added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 10t h, 1923 

Tasawwuf. 

The Soul towards2 Manifestation. 

The divine spirit is known by the mystics of all ages as the sun and 
therefore in all ancient mystical symbols the sun has been pictured as the 
sign of God. This conception gives one3 a4 help in the further knowledge of 
metaphysics.   his^ sun is  that aspect of6 absolute God in which God7 begins 
to manifest and His8 first step towardsg manifestation is  Hislo contraction, 
that contraction which1 l i s  seen in all living beings and in all objects. I t  is  
first contraction that takes place and next expansion12. The former ten- 
dency is the desire of inhalation and the latter of13 exhalation. The con- 
traction and expansion which i s  seen in all aspects of life, comes from God 
Himself. 

The Omnipotent   if el^ by this tendency became15 concentrated and it 
is  this concentrated Light of Intelligence which i s  the Sun recognized by the 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence and 
Wh i t he r? ,  Toward Manifestation, Chapter 1 (1924). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whither?" in the margin of 
her sh. 
Gd.h., bk.: fVowardw 
Bk.: llonew omitted 
Gd.h.: afterwards she added I1furthern before l1help1l and cancelled it 
before wknowiedge8g; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. copied the sequence as changed by Gd., by adding 
vllll under "furtherI1, 11211 under llhelpft and "3" under "in the" 
Bk.: "The1@ instead of 
I bid.: "thew added 
ibid.: "Hell instead of ItGod" 
Ibid.: "the" instead of I I H ~ s ~ ~  
Gd.h.: wtowardll 
Bk.: "Hism omitted 
I bid.: llwhichll omitted 
ibid.: added tlwhich comes as a matter of course, as a reactionn 
Gd.h., bk.: "ofm omitted 
Sr.: f i r s t  ftLlfell, then changed into "Lightn; 
Gd.h., bk.: I1Light" instead of "Lifen 
Bk.: "becomes" 



mystics. I7shamstabrez mentions this in his verses16. He says17 : 'When the 
Sun of His countenance became manifestla, the atoms of both worlds began 
to  appear as ~ i s l ~  Light fell, and20 every atom adorned2I a name and a 
form.' The Hindus have called22 in Vedanta Chaitanya the Spirit or the 
Light of God. In the Qur'an it is mentioned: 'We have made thy light out of 
Our Light and from23 that Light We have made the whole24 universe.' In 
plain words this explains that, when there was nothing, no form, no name, 
no person, no object, there was Intelligence and i t  is  the contraction of that 
Intelligence which brought Its essence into a form of light, which is  called 
the Divine Spirit. 2 5 ~ h e  expansionz6 of the same Light has been the cause 
of the whole manifestation. 271n plain words27 the m a n i f e ~ t a t i o n ~ ~  is the 
exhalation of God and what is  called ~ a y a ~ ~ ,  destruction 300r the end of 
the world30, is  the inhalation of God. The Divine Spirit spreads Itself, 
which31 we call the man i fe~ ta t ion~~,  32containing of32 various names and 
forms33; 35and God contracts Himself of34 which humanity dreads and calls 
d e s t r u ~ t i o n . ~ ~  For this many blame God, many judge Him and many think36 
unfair on the part of Cod to create and37 destroy. But for God, Who is the 
only Being, this is the natural condition, by which He eternally lives. The 
beginning and the end of the world is only His one breath, the duration of 
which is numberless years. Between this one breath myriads of lives38 have 

Gd.h.: wversetl 
Bk.: "As Shamstabrlz has saidw instead of "Shamstabrez mentions this in 
his verses. He saysm 
Gd.h.: wmanifestedn 
Ibid.: tlltslt, changed by her into Wiisw 
Bk.: "andn omitted 
Ibid.: "donnedw instead of I1adornedtt 
Ibid.: tlitm added 
Gd.h.: "fromv cancelled and replaced with "of"; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  "fromw In her sh. and wrote "out ofv 
over It 
Bk.: "wholew omltted 
Ibid.: ttandfi added 
Ibld.: mexpressionw instead of wexpanslontt 
Ibid.: " in plain words" omltted 
Ibid.: "Creatlontf instead of "the manifestation" 
Ibid.: "Layan omitted 
Ibid.: "1s absorption, whichn instead of "or the  end of the worldtt 
Ibid.: wthlsn instead of wwhichw 
Gd.h.: "ofN omitted; 
Bk.: "and it consists oftt instead of "containing oftt 
Bk.: added "there arises a conflicting condition o r  entanglement of the  
Breath of God, disorder in i t s  rhythm, which manifests in destruction, and 
culminates in what is called by Hindus 'Pralaya', the end of the  world.tt 
Gd.h.: "ofw omitted 
Bk.: omitted "and God contracts Himself of  which humanity dreads and calls 
d e s t r u ~ t i o n . ~  
Gd.h.: "itt1 added; 
Bk.: l1it isw added 
Gd.h., bk.: "tott added 
Bk.: "beingsw instead of l@llvesft 



been born, lived and died and experienced9 this world and that world0, 
4lthe Heaven and the contrary place, 

Souls therefore are the rays of this which is  called in Sanskrit 
~ r a h m a n i ~ ~ ,  and3 the nature of the ray i s  to extend and withdraw, to  
appear and disappear, and the duration of i t s  existence is  incomparably44 
short when considered5 with the d u r a b i ~ i t y ~ ~  of the Eternal Cod, the 
Divine Spirit. There are living creatures, small germs, and43 worms and in- 
sects, 47who do not live longer47 than a moment; and there are other beings 
whose life i s  of48 hundred years and some 49creatures who49 live longer 
st i l l ;  and yet it is a moment, even i f  it were a thousand years, compared 
with eternity. Time that man knows is  in the first place learned50 by the 
knowledge of his own physical constitution. 5 1 ~ h e  Sanskrit word ~ a l a  
which means moment, has come from51 52.the pulse which beats; it comes 
from pulsation.52 This knowledge has been completed to some-extent by the 
study of nature: the changes of the season53 and the rounds54 that55 the 
world makes around56 the .sun; 57man has completed his idea of time57. 
Many wish to  limit divine law t o  this man-made conception of time and 
make speculations about it. But the tendency of the mystic is to  bend his 
head low in worship as the thought of the Eternal Life of Cod, the Only 
Being, comes to his mind. Instead of questioning why and what about it, he 
contemplates upon the Being of God, and so raises his consciousness above 
the limitations of time and space, s 6 8  liberating his soul by lifting it to  the 
divine spheres. 

I bid.: "bothm added 
Ibid.: "the nextw lnstead of " tha t  worldn 
Ibid.: omitted "the heaven and t he  contrary place, all." 
Sk-sh.: afterwards she added In t he  margin of her sh.: "which Is called in 
Sanskrit lBrahmanil.w; 
Gdeh.: added afterwards "which Is called In Sanskrit 'Brahmananda."; 
Bk.: "Brahman instead of wBrahmanin 
Bk.: "andn omitted 
Ibid.: wcomparably'l instead of nincomparablyn 
I bid.: "compared11 instead of "cons1deredn 
I bld.: "durat1onn 
IbId.: "who live no longerw 
Gd-h., bk.: "a1@ added 
Bk.: "wh1chw instead of "creatures whon 
I bid.: "discernedn instead of "learnedn 
Ibid.: "Fromn added and omitted af ter  "comen 
IbId.: "the word Pulse - t h a t  which Is pulsationn instead of "the pulse 
which beats; it comes from pulsation." 
I bid.: "seasonsn 
I bid.: l'.Journeysll instead of "roundsn 
I bid.: "thatn omitted 
I bid.: "round" instead of "aroundw 
Ibid.: omitted "man has completed his Idea of timen 
Ibid.: "thusw instead of "son 



Q u e s t i o n :  What r e l a t i o n  h a s  the d e s t r u c t i o n  of form during t h e  
m a n i f e s t a t i o n  t o  the Great  Breath? Does it a f f e c t  
it a t  a l l ?  

Answer: No, it does not affect the great breath59. As the ebb and flow 
of the sea is not at all affected by the waves; whether the 
wave goes this way or that way. But the60 manifestation i s  
the same, all through the6' manifestation, from the beginning 
to the end and from Cod to  the smallest atom. For instance, as 
God breathes so we breathe, and so the animals and birds. 
Now the scientist has brought the proof that the trees 
breathe, 62the same breath in the ebb and flow 

63 . 
When one sees64 that contraction and expansion, which goes 
on in the whole universe in the same manner as it has begun, 
then one sees that the whole creation with its various aspects 
and all the difference there is of the nature and character of 
things and beings, there i s  one law and one manner in which 
the whole creation takes place and goes on to  its finish. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can you65 e x p l a i n  u s  more why God i n h a l e s  and 
e x h a l e s ?  

Answer: 661 could explain, i f  we would not inhale and exhale.66 The 
condition of existing is  inhaling and exhaling. So God exists 
also, only His inhaling is the end of the whole creation. But we 
say that it is a harm done to us. But is it unfair i f  we breathe? 
It may be unfair to  many little germs. Such lives are destroyed 
while we are breathing. Also there are lives that by our 

Sr.: added "except as a shadow which is reflected In the  Divine Sun and 
mlrrored upon every existing being. For an Instance, when one person dies, 
every soul in t h e  world feels it, some consciously, and most unconsciously, 
in accordance t o  thelr  closeness or  distance t o  t h a t  partlcular soul. But 
it does not  rob the  Divine Spirit of I t s  Power and Wisdom." 
Gd-copy, Sr.: "manner ofn added 
Sr., Sk.sh.tr.: lithen omltted 
Gdgcopy: "even plants breathe and sea breathes and alr breathesn 
Sk-sh.: one open line; 
Sk.sh.tr.: "of t h e  sean added 
Gd.copy: " that  action of breathn added 
Sk.sh.tr.: " W i l l  you please1* instead of "Can youn 
Skesh.: perhaps this should read: "I could not  explain ..." but  it is no t  
clear; 
Sr.: "Yes, if no t  we could not existn instead of "I could explaln, i f  we 
would not inhale and exhalen; 
Sk.sh.tr.: she pu t  the  sentence between brackets and added "Yes, if not  
we could not  exist," copied from Sr. 



breathing are created. There will come a time when science 
wil l  find out that the breath of man is creative, not only of 
atmosphere, but also of life. It is a living being. At the root of 
this secret one will find out the reason of all diseaseC7. It is 
creative as a living being. The science now finds out that 
behind every disease there is a germ of disease. W e r e  
tbatwas-fettndeat There will come a time when one will find 
out that it 68all from inhaling and exhaling. As God 
creates, so man creates by his breath. 

Question: What is t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between what God i nha les  and 
by what He exhales? 

Answer: The difference is of the character, of the nature. His 
exhaling is creative, His inhaling is destroying. His inhaling is 
Shiva, the exhaling Brahma. 

Question: I s  t h e  des t ruc t i on  which69 takes p l a c e  a t  t h e  end o f  
t h e  i n h a l i n g  sudden o r  gradua17O3 

Answer: It is gradual71, as we inhale and exhale. At the finishing of the 
breath the destruction is finished. But a little picture of this is 
the life of very large cobras. There are stories of some people 
having seen very large cobras, cobras72 in whose mouth even a 
cow or a buffalo could enter. In six months or a year's time, 
when they are hungry, only they have to open their mouth, and 
to take breath, and as there is a cow, it is attracted and goes 
into the mouth of the cobra. Then the cobra eats it and then 
sleeps for six months or a year. 
This is a legend or a story. I myself have noted a large cobra 
eating the chicken, not in part, all at once. One would 73never 
have73 thought that the cobra could eat the whole chicken. 
Then the cobra's power i s  great because it is meditative. In all 
mystical symbols the cobra has been made a mystical sign, 
because there is so much that one can learn from the life of a 
cobra. It fasts for a long time because it takes time to  assimi- 
late, not so greedy as a dog; does not run after its food, it 
attracts food. Then the patience of the cobra is wonderful. It 

67. Sk.sh.tr.: "diseases1* 
68. Ibid.: "they all comew 
69. Ibld.: " thatw Instead of wwhichw 
70. Ibld.: "suddenly or graduallyw 
71 I bid.: "graduallyn 
72. I bid.: mcobrasn omitted 
73. Ibid.: "have never" 



is the same picture. Therefore mystics have given in the 
ancient mysticism the cobra in all their symbols. The whole 
manifestation i s  attracted to that divine spirit. In the Qur'an 
it is said that 'All has come from God and to Him all will 
return.' 

Answer: When the serpent has the tail in i t s  mouth, it means perfec- 
tion. Man and God are the two ends of the line. 

Question: 7 5 ~ h e  rea l  s ignif icance of  the  word nirvana? 

Answer: The word nirvana means no vana, which means difference, 
distinction. When there is  no difference, no distinction, that is 
nirvana. When one has risen above. 

Question: You named contrac t ion and inhalat ion toge ther ,  but 
physical 1 y spoken, i s  ? 76 

Answer: The effect of inhaling has an effect upon the heart to expand, 
and when one exhales the effect is to contract. But really 
speaking, the effect is  the outcome, not the action. It is  the 
action of the contraction which produces that 77 of the 

78 , and it i s  the expansion 79 ; it i s  on the 
contrary. 
We see this tendency in all beings, in the octopus, in the in- 
sects. When the sheeps0 fight, they also contract themselves 
first, then manifestation comes. The same tendency in the ele- 
phants, they first contract, then all strength is  79 . 
We exhale what we inhale. I f  we inhale and keep ourselves in 
a better state, our exhaling would also become a healing. For 

74. Skosh., Sk.sh.tr.: no question has been taken down 
75. Sk.sh.tr.: "What is'' added 
76. Skosh., Sk.sh.tr.: t he  question is incomplete 
77. Skosh.: a blank; 

Sk.sh.tr.: llexhaling" instead of "that" 
78. Skosh.: a blank; 

Sk.sh.tr.: "breath" 
79. Sk.sh., Sk.sh.tr.: a blank 
80. Sk.sh.tr.: omitted '*sheep1' and le f t  a blank 



instance, a person who wants to take revenge, who wants to 
harm another, when he inhales the breath becomes poison; in 
his breath he has already created numberless germs of illness, 
which will disturb8' his own life and those who come into his 
atmosphere. Also think of those who are inclined to kindness 
and love, of whose aspiration 82 . Their inhaling and 
exhaling will be uplifting and healing; wherever the vibrations 
are moving it will all be his healing atmosphere. 
Breath is not only physical; it touches the deepest of our 
being. What we know i s  only inhaling and exhaling, what we 
feel through the nostrils. That i s  not breath. Breath is that 
power which makes 830ur Iives, which connects body with soul, 
mind. Breath in point of fact is a rosary. 

81. ibid.: "destroy" instead of wdisturbm 
82. Sk.sh.: the sentence is incomplete; 

Sk.sh.tr.: afterwards she crossed out "of whose aspirationw and replaced 
it with the sentence from a copied record in t he  hwr. of Kamiia van 
Spengier: *Iwho have aspiration for goodness and have good thoughts." 
Then Sk. changed uaspiratlonw in to  flinsplratlonw 

83. Sr.: l*us live and which connects our body with our mind, and our mind with 
our soul, and our soul with Godtt instead of "our lives, which connects 
body with soul, mind"; 
Sk.sh.tr.: she afterwards completed the  sentence with Sr.'s additions. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 

scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 

August I1 th, 1923 

Character ~u i l d i n~ . '  

The will-power plays a great part in character building. And the will- 

power becomes feeble when a person yields to every little tendency, inclina- 
tion and fancy he has. And when a person fights against every little fancy 
and tendency and inclination one2 learns to fight with oneself3; and in this 
way one2 develops will-power. When once a person's inclinations, fancies, 

tendencies have grown stronger than his will-power, then one2 experiences 

in one's4 life5 several enemies existing in one's4 own self, and one2 finds it 
difficult to combat with6 them; for inclinations, fancies and tendencies when 

powerful do not let  will-power work against them. If there is  anything7 like 

self-denial i t  is this practice; and by this practice in time one attains to a 

power which may be called mastery over one's self. In small things of 
everyday life one neglects this8 consideration for the reason that one thinks 

that 'these are my tendencies, my fancies, my inclinations, and by respect- 

ing them I respect myself, by considering them I consider myself.' But one 

forgets that what one calls 'mem9 i s  not oneselflo. It is what wills1' is  one- 

self. Therefore in the Christian prayer it is  taught 'Thy will be done,' which 
means, Thy will when i t  works through me, will be done, in other words 'my 

will which is  Thy will, be done.' It i s  this illusion of muddling13 one's 

Notes: 

This lecture was first published in the book Character-Bui ld ing.  The  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter I of the first part. 

Where "book1' is mentioned In the notes, it refers to the book Character-  
Buildirig. The A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

The abbreviation "Gd.hwr.copyt' stands for a copy in Gd. abbreviated Ih. of 
parts of some of the q.a. 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "I1' added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "he" instead of "onen 
Ibid.: Nhlmselfw Instead of "oneselfn 
Ibid.: "his" instead of "oriels" 
Gd.h.: 'tlivesw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: "wlth" omitted 
Bk.: wsuchu added 
Sk.l.tp.: *'thatm instead of "thlsn 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "myw instead of "mef1 
Gd.h.: "his self1' instead of 'toneselft'; 
Hwr.bk.p.: ''his self", afterwards changed by Gd. into "onets selfn 
Bk.: "that1' added 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "w i l l "  omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: nconfusingtt instead of "muddlingw 



possession with oneself that creates all illusion and keeps man from self- 
realization. 

Life i s  a continual battle. Man struggles with things which14 are out- 
side of him, and so he gives15 chance to the foes who exist in his own being. 
Therefore the first thing necessary in life is16 to make peace for aI7 time 
being with the outside world in order to  prepare for the war which is to  be 
fought within oneself. Once peace is  made within, one will gain by that suf- 
ficient strength and power to be used through the struggle of life within and 
without. 

Self-pity is  worse18 poverty. When a person says 'I am' with pity, 
before he has said anything more, he has diminished to half to19 what he is, 
and what is said further diminishes him totally. Nothing more is  left20 of him 
20afterwards. There is  so much in the world which21 we can pity and which 
would be right for us to take pity on22, but i f  we had no time free from our 
own self we cannot give23 mind te-the-emditten-& to others in the world. 
Life i s  one long journey and the more24 behind we have left ourselves25, the 
further we have progressed toward the goal. Verily when the false self i s  
lost, the true self is  discovered. 

Question: Why do we find a  s a t i s f a c t i o n  in s e l f - p i t y ?  

Answer: The reason i s  that by nature we find satisfaction in love. 
And when we are confined to ourselves, we begin to love our- 
selves; of26 our limitations we have self-pity. But therefore 
the love of self always brings dis 27, because the self is 
made to love28 and therefore when we love, the first condition 
of love is that we forget our self. We cannot love another 
person by loving our self at the same time. The condition of 
love is to forget oneself; then one knows how to love. I f  one 
said: 'give me a sixpence and I will give you a shilling,' that 
i s  another kind of love.29 

Ibid.: "thatu1 instead of llwhichm 
Ibid.: "a" added 
Gd-h.: omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the" Instead of "aw 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itthe worstt1 instead of "worse" 
Ibid.: "of" instead of "ton 
I bid.: "is left" placed before '@afterwardsw 
Ibid.: " that" instead of ttwhichw 
I bid.: "uponI1 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "ourv1 added 
I bid.: I1furthern lnstead of llmoren 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lloneselfw 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: "overI1 instead of 
Skesh.: a f ter  "dism follows a small blank; 
Sr.: "d i ssa t i~ fac t lon~~ 
Sr.: "but not t o  be lovedn added 
Gd.hwr.copy: " tha t  Is more a businessn added 



Question: D o  you mean by false se l f  the ego? 

Answer: Yes, by the false self I mean30 false ego, the deluding ego, 
someone who has guisedl himself as the ego. The reason is 
that man's ego is false ego. What is  ego? It is that line which 
connects God and man, that line, one end of which is man, the 
other is Cod. Therefore that end which is man's ego is false, 
because man has covered it with false ego. The ego is true, it 

' 

is divine, it cannot be anything else. But man covers it with 
illusions and calls it 'me,' 'self3*.' When that33 wrong con- 
ception is broken by knowledge, love, wisdom or meditation, 
then it is  just like the clouds which are broken, which cover 
the sun, and the true ego comes out, the only ego there is. 

Answer: There are two ways of looking at it: the way of the Master 
and of the saint. The way of the saint is: 'Thy will be done'; 
the way of the Master is: 'my will be done.' 35111 the end 
both things become one. But t o  say: 'Thy will be done' is a 
resignation. 

Question: Is it possible for an ego36 t o  come on earth and 
never be covered by clouds of illusion? 

Answer: No, the beauty is  to come out of that illusion. If one 
came wise, there was no joy of coming out of it. The joy is in 
the unveiling. 
The question is, what is the ego? It is  the ego in us which says 
'I,' 'this is mine.' What is it? It i s  that ego which says: 'this 
is  mine.' When a person says 'I am sorry,' what i s  it in him 
that says ' I am sorry'? It i s  his ego; not his hand, his eye, his 
ear. 

30. Sk.l.tp.: "the1' added 
31. " t o  guisew is an older form of " to  disguisew (Oxford Dict.) 
32. Sk.i.tp.: "myselfn 
33. Ibid.: "thisn 
34. Sk-she: t he  question is mlssing; 

Sr.: "Is it easy t o  say: 'Thy W i l l  be done?I1l; 
Sk-I-tp.: "(?I I s  It easy t o  say: 'Thy W i l l  be done?'I1 

35. Sr.: added "When there Is no more self left, he cannot any more say 'my 
w i l l '  f o r  then there is only God's W i l l n  

36. Sk-I-tp.: "a soul" Instead of "an egon 



Question: The d i f ference  between the f a l s e  and real ego is3' 
se l f i shness  and unselfishness? 

Answer: Yes, the result of the manifestation of the real ego i s  
unselfishness. It i s  a natural outcome of it and the more one is  
absorbed in the false ego, the more selfish that person is. 

Answer: The real ego does not know sorrow; it is happiness. We long for 
happiness because our true being is happiness. Cod is happi- 
ness. There are many people who do not long for God but they 
long for happiness. It is the same thing. For instance an athe- 
ist, he says there is no Cod, but he longs for happiness. God is  
happiness. 

Question: What is real1 y the character? 

Answer : Character is  so to speak a picture with lines and colours 
we make within ourselves. And it i s  wonderful to  see that 
'how the tendency of character building springs up from child- 
hood just like one sees the instinct of building a nest in a 
bird.'  he^^ little child begins to note everything in the 
grown-up people and begins to adopt all that seems to it the 
best: the word, the manner, the movement, the idea, every- 
thing that it grasps from the grownup, whatever seems to i t s  
own mind best. It attracts it and it builds so to speak a build- 
ing which i s  i t s  character. It i s  being built all through the life. 
By this we understand that when a person is  absorbed in the 
self, one has no time to see the other, then there is no other. 
But when one forgets oneself, one has the time to see here 
and there and add naturally to  one's character. So the charac- 
ter is  built. One need not make an effort in building the char- 
acter. I f  one only forgets oneself. For instance the great 
actors and actresses40 with great qualifications, i f  they do not 
forget their selves, they cannot act; they may have all capa- 
bility. So a musician, when he cannot forget at the time when 
he is playing, he cannot perform music to  satisfaction. So with 
the poet, the artist. Think then the whole work of building 

37. Ibid.: Illsw placed before 'Ithe differencet1 
38. Sk.sh.: the question Is missing; 

Sr.: "To say I am sorry is an act of compassion. How then can the false 
ego say this?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied Sr.'s version of the question 

39. Sk.l.tp.: "A1' instead of "The1' 
40. I bid.: ncomposers~~ instead of "actresses1' 



oneself and everything else, which41 all depends how much one 
is  able to forget oneself, which is the key of the whole life, 
material and spiritual life, and success. I t  seems such a simple 
thing and yet it is  so difficult. 

The wonderful thing is that during my travels whenever I have 
met very great people in anything, art, science, thought, relig- 
ion, philosophy, whatever be their work, I found that they 
have touched that greatness with this quality, the quality of 
forgetting themselves, always, everywhere the same. And I 
have again seen people with great qualification, but they re- 
member themselves so much that they cannot do the best of 
their lives. I have known a vina player, he tried so much to 
play his instrument, for six, nine hours a day, but whenever he 
used to go in the assembly, he used to become so nervous 
because he thought of himself, and all the impressions of the 
people would fall upon him. And he used to take his instrument 
and cover it and run away, and had never a chance of being 
great, with all his qualifications. 

Self-confidence is a great thing but forgetting oneself is 
greater st i l l .  

I have seen Sara Bernard. She was singing a very simple song: 
the National Hymn of France. When she used to come on the 
stage she used to win every person there. At the time she was 
the nation; that sentiment in the feeling and the words, she 
was France at that time, because of her concentration4*. 

41. lbid.: "itw instead of wwhich" 
42. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "forgot herself"; 

Gd.hwr.copy: "forgetting herselfw; 
Sk.l.tp.: "she forgot herselfw 



Sakinals shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August l l t h ,  1923 

The Soul towards2 Manifestation. 

The soul, which is  the ray of the divine Sun in one sphere, the sphere 
in which it does not touch any earthly being, i s  called3 angel. Therefore 
every soul passes through the angelic plane4. In other words, every soul is 
an angel before it touches the earthly plane. It is angels5 who become 
human beings, and6 who do not become human beings they7 remain angels. 
8~uman being therefore is a grown-up angel. 9 ~ n g e l  thereforeg is  a soul 
who lonever grew uplo. Infants who come on earth with their angelic qual- 
ities and sometimes pass away without having experienced the life of the 
grown-up man, show us the same1 l picture of the original condition of the 
soul. The idea that the angels are nearer to  cod12, according to  this doc- 
trine is  right12. Souls who have not journeyed further13, are naturally close 
to the Divine Spirit; they are angels. Someone asked the Prophet why man 
was greater than the angels, man who caused14 all the bloodshed on the 
earth 15and angels who always occupy16 themselves15 in the praise of Cod. 
1 7 ~ h e  answer was17 that the angels knew not anything of the earth. They 
knew Cod and so they occupied themselves with Cod. But man is  greater, 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the  book The  Soul Whence and 
Whi ther? ,  Toward Manlfestatlon, second p a r t  of Chapter 1 (1924). 

Where "book" Is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the  book The Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whitherw in the  margin of 
her sh. 
Gd.h.: lltowardtl 
Bk.: "Malak ort1 added 
I bid.: wHeavensll instead of 11plane8t 
Ibid.: "The Angels It Isfv instead of "It is angels" 
Ibld.: "thosew added 
I bid.: "they" omitted 
Gd.h.: ltHumanll changed Into I1The human1@ 
Bk.: "or an Angel1I lnstead of "Angel thereforen 
Ibld.: "has not grown sufflciently~@ lnstead of Itnever grew upt1 
I bid.: n@samell omitted 
Ibld.: "Is rlghtl l  placed a f te r  "God11 instead of a f ter  lldoctrlnell 
I bid.: l*farther1l 
I bid.: "causesw 
Ibld.: "while the  Angels are always occupied~@ 
Gd.h., Sr.: noccupiedn 
Bk.: "It is said In the Qurlann instead of "The answer wasl1 



for when he comes on earth, he has much l8to occupy with in the world18 
and s t i l l  he pursues a f te r '~od.  That angelic sphere is  pure of t9 passions or20 
emotions which are the source of all the21 wrong and sin; souls, pure of all 
greeds22 and desires that the denseness of earth gives, are angels who know 
nothing else but happiness, for happiness is the real nature of the soul. 
23~indus angels suras. Sura means breath also and breath means 
life. Suras therefore mean24 pure lives, lives that live long. 1n23 Hindu 
Scriptures there is  another word used: asura, meaning lifeless, in other 
words 26mortals25 whose life has been caught in the net of mortality26. 

Man may continue to retain angelic quality27 even in his life on the 
earth as a human being and it is the angelic quality which can be traced in 
some souls who show innocence and simplicity28 in their lives, which29 is  
not necessarily foolishnessg0. It only shows the delicacy of a flower in a31 
personality together with fragrance. Angelic soulsg2 are inclined to love, to  
be kind and3 to be dependent upon those who show them some34 love. They 
are ready to believe, willing to  learn, inclined to  follow that which seems to 
them for the moment good, beautiful and true. The picture of the angels 
35as we read35 in the Scriptures, 36~it t ing upon the37 clouds and playing 
on38 harps, is  but an expression of a mystic39 secret. Playing the harp i s  
vibrating harmoniously.40 h e  can see in a person who is  vibrating harmoni- 
ously, 41his presence becomes the inspiration of music and poetry. The 
person whose heart is  tuned to the pitch of the angelic spheres42, will show 

Ibid.: "in the world t o  be occupied withn instead of " t o  occupy with in the  
world" 
Ibid.: "from" instead of "of" 
Ibid.: "andn instead of "or" 
Ibid.: "then omitted 
I bid.: "greedn 
Ibid.: "Thew added 
Gd.h., Sr.: "meansn 
Sk.sh.: "mortalsn in sh. and Ih. put  between brackets 
Bk.: th is  p a r t  of t he  sentence was omitted and replaced with "not in tune 
with the  Infiniten 
I bid.: "qualities" 
Ibid.: "sympathyn instead of "simplicityn 
Ibid.: @*Thisn Instead of 
Ibid.: "weakness" instead of wfoolishnessw 
Ibid.: "thetg instead of "a" 
Ibid.: "on t he  earth-planen added 
I bid.: "and" omitted 
I bid.: "somen omitted 
Ibid.: " tha t  we read of " Instead of "as we read" 
Ibid.: "asn added 
I bid.: "thew omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: llonn omitted 
I bid.: "mysticalg1 
Bk.: added "Playing the  harp is vibrating harmoniously; the  Angels have no 
actual harps, they themselves are t he  harps; they are living vibrations; 
they are l i fe itself" 
Ibid.: " that" added 
I bid.: "Heavensw instead of "spheresn 



on earth the43 heavenly bliss. Therefore the wise seek the association of 
the43 spiritual beings. And sitting on the43 clouds 0111~44 means that the 
angels are above all clouds.   he^^ clouds are for the beings of the dense 
earth; they are free45 from the momentary46 pleasures and continued7 
spells of depression. Clouds do not touch48 them; 49they are above clouds. 
~ h d O  souls who are in direct touch with the spirit of God, an&' who have 
no knowledge of the false world which is full of illusions, who live and know 
not death, whose life52 is happiness, whose food is Divine Light - make 
around this53 divine spirit, 54which is called Nur by the ~ u f i s ? ~  an aura 
which is called the highest Heaven. 

Question: What about the angels who remain angels? 

Answer: They are in their55 highest glory. 

Question: Have the angels not any contribution o r  re la t ion t o  
human l i f e ?  

Answer: They have, as that of a little child and a grown-up person. 

Question: What is the meaning o f  the angels who i n  the s t o r i e s  
o f  the Old Testament appear t o  man; were they 
real apparitions? 

Answer: That angel is  called Farishta, 'who is sent,' and they are 
as real as they can be intelligible to those to  whom they are 
sent. 

Question: In how f a r  do angels help  the human being? 

Answer: As far as an infant can help a grown-up person. 

I bid.: "thee1 omitted 
I bid.: "only" omitted 
Ibid.: llbothn added 
Ibld.: "transitory" instead of "momentaryw 
Ibid.: "from the  constantn instead of "continuedn 
Ibld.: "surroundn instead of "touchn 
Ibld.: "forn added 
Ibid.: "Suchw instead of "Then 
Skash.: afterwards she crossed out  "andn and wrote "are thosew over it 
Bk.: "lives arev1 lnstead of "life Isn 
Ibld.: "Arsh, then Instead of "thisn 
Ibid.: "which is called 'Nurl by t he  Suflsw omitted 
Sr.: "the" Instead of "theirn 



Question: What causes some beings t o  become mortal, and some 
t o  remain angels? 

Answer: It is  the strength with which the mechanism was wound. 
One clock goes on for the whole month, and the other clock 
wants winding after twenty-four hours. There is  another clock 
which can go on for a whole year. So is the whole mechanism 
of the whole life. There are some beings, souls, which can go 
on much longer, because the winding i s  stronger; some shorter, 
because .the force that is  at the back of it i s  only that much. 
It does not mean that the angels were meant to be angels, not 
to  go further, but it happens that the soul who goes so far and 
only remains in that Heaven 56 . There are other souls 
who have a greater power to go further, they have gone to the 
angelic sphere, and go farther s t i l l  by the power by which they 
have first started. It is like the hoo of a child, it can go ten, 
twenty or more circles. It i s  their5'striking of the stick. That 
striking i s  the work of God, the inner working of that divine 
Spirit. 

Question: Hest-eve~g-set l4-ee~-seweC~~s What gives them the 
start? Why some have 58 ? 

Answer: I f  it i s  natural for a l i t t le child that every time he strikes 
his hoop it will not go as far as it went first, so it i s  that 
natural movement which comes from the divine Spirit that 
strikes one, to  go further than another. I f  we study the light, 
we shall find that all the rays do not go evenly; some go very 
far, others remain very near the flame. Every ray, large or 
small, has a different distance to which it reaches. 

Question: What causes some beings t o  become mortal and some 
t o  remain angels? 

Answer: It is  the mortal garb that they take and therefore it i s  the 
garb which is  mortal; they are not mortal. Upon the con- 
sciousness of the soul it becomes impressed. It i s  the garb 
which the soul has adopted for i t s  use. As every person begins 
by thinking: ' I am my body,' from that time the illness of the 
body thinks: ' I am ill,' and the death of the body means: ' l 
am dead' to that person, then he becomes his garb; he i s  not 
himself. I f  there is any illusion, it is  this. 

56. Sk.sh.: a blank 
57. Sk.sh.tr.: 'Ithen instead of Ittheirm 
58. Sk.sh., Sk.sh.tr.: the question Is incomplete 



Quest ion:  Are  s o u l s  a n g e l s  f r o m  the v e r y  beginning of t h e i r  
journey  t o w a r d s  m a n i f e s t a t i o n ?  

Answer: Yes, since all has come from Cod, then all has come from 
the divine Light. The first offshoot of the divine Light i s  angel. 

Ques t ion:  D o  t h e y  e x p e r i e n c e  l i f e  on e a c h  succeed ing  p l a n e  o f  
e x i s t e n c e  t o w a r d s  t h e  phys ica l  l i f e ?  

Answer: Yes, they do, but not all. For instance, imagine a picture 
of a thousand birds starting from Paris to  go to England. Some 
were able to go as far as Rouen. There they liked the place, 
they stayed there, they enjoyed it, they forgot all. Some went 
to Havre and they enjoyed the seashore, and just lived there 
and were happy. Some went s t i l l  further, crossed the Channel, 
and arrived in England. Those who stayed in Rouen, they had 
not a very long journey to come back to Paris again. Those 
who had crossed, for them it was a very long journey to come 
back. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  a n g e l s  h a v e  a form before t h e y  r e a c h  the physi-  
c a l  plane? 

Answer: It is a question which i s  very subtle, and most difficult to 
explain in words. The reason is  that every thing or being that 
has a name has a form. But we are accustomed only to call 
something which we can see a form, and what our eyes cannot 
see we do not call it a form. And to conceive the form of an 
angel, it wants to turn into an angel in order to conceive what 
the true angelic form is. But as we are accustomed to picture 
every one like us, and therefore whenever we think of fairies 
or angels, spirits or ghosts, we picture them very near us. The 
fairies of the Chinese have more the Chinese figure, and the 
fairies of the Russians have Russian hats5', because the mind 
will picture what it is accustomed. 

59. Sk.sh.tr.: lRusslan heads1#; 
Kf.: ItRussian crownsw; this would just i fy  t h e  word Ighatsw instead of 
I1headst1. The slgns for  these two words a r e  very similar in Sk.Sh. 



Q u e s t i o n :  When t h e y  appear  in vision? 

Answer: Yes, they always will put 60 . The vision 
itself will cover under that form in which man is accustomed 
to see. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Are  s o u l s  o n  their r e t u r n  f rom the phys ica l  p l a n e  
a1 so c a l l e d  ange l?  

Answer: No, they are called spirits. 

Q u e s t i o n :  On  r e t u r n i n g  the s o u l  a l s o  goes  t o  the a n g e l i c  
s p h e r e ?  

Answer: Yes, it does; in that case there are different names used for 
that. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  the o p p o s i t e  o f  the a n g e l s  which a r e  b y  some 
c a l l e d  evil s p i r i t s ?  Are t h e y  f a l l e n  ange l s?  

Answer: I f  the angels fell, they would not be an angel. Because the 
angel should fall on the earth. And as soon as it touched the 
earth, it would not be angel any longer. 

Evil spirits is quite a different thing. It is a word which is  
applied to a soul who has passed from the earth, who has col- 
lected through life all the evil. 

60. Sk.sh., Sk.sh.tr.: a small blank 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 13th, 1923 

~ h e l  Character ~ u i l d i n ~ . ~  

In character building it is most necessary that one must learn how to 
face the world, the world where one meets with sorrows and troubles and 
pleasures and pains. It i s  very difficult for one to hide3 from the world, and 
at the same time a wise person is not meant to  show all he feels, 4and at 
every moment4. ~n~ ordinary person, like a machine, %eacts in answer to 
every outer influence and inner impulse, and in this way he very often 
cannot keep to  the law of the music of life. 

Life to a wise person is  a music, and in that symphony he has to play a 
certain part. 91f in7 one's feeling one ms-se-+ed had dropped down so 
low9 that one's heart was sounding a lower pitch, and the demand of life at 
that moment was that one must voice the higher pitch, at that time one 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  pubilshed in t he  book C h a r a c t e r - B u i l d i n g .  T h e  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter II of t he  f i r s t  part. 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  T h e  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared fo r  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

The f i r s t  question and answer given af ter  this lecture, has been omitted in 
Sakina's later typewritten copy, because it refers  t o  another lecture. 

Gd.h., Sk.l.tp., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "The" omltted 
Sk.l.tp., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wIIn added 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "themn added 
Bk.: "nor t o  show a t  every moment what he feelsn instead o f  "and a t  
every momentf1 
Gd.h.: "Ann changed in to  "Then; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "Them 
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Sk-sh.: When dictating this lecture t o  Gd. it seems t ha t  the  three words 
"was so loww had not  yet been cancelled by Sk. while Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan was speaking and saying "had dropped down so lown instead. So Sk. 
f i r s t  dictated them t o  Gd. and then remembered they had t o  be cancelled, 
whlch she did; 
Gd.h.: "was so loww cancelled 
Gdah.: "If one's feeling one had dropped down so lown changed by her Into 
"If one's feeling had dropped down so low"; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "If one was feeling dropped down so low" 



finds10 that one has failedl1that musicll which one was meant to  play his 
part fittingly. This i s  the test by which you can distinguish the old soul and 
the child soul. The child soul will give a12 way to every feeling, the old soul 
wil l  strike the higher note in spite of a1113 difficulties14. There are moments 
when laughter must be kept back, and there are times when tears must be 
withdrawn. And those who have arrived at the15 stage where they can act 
the part that they are meant to  act in this life's drama 16rightly and16 effi- 
ciently, they have even power over the expression in their face. They even 
can turn their tears into smiles, or smiles into tears. One may ask: is  it not 
hypocrisy not to  be natural? 17who has control over his nature is  more 
natural. He is not only natural, but he is the master of nature. The one who 
lacks power over nature, in spite of his naturalness, is  weak. 

Besides, it must be understood that thela real civilization means the 
art of life. What lgthat art is19? It is the knowing of the music of life. Once 
a soul has awakened20 to the continual music of life, the21 soul will con- 
~ i d e r ~ ~  as i ts23 responsibility, as i ts23 duty, to  play his part in the outer life, 
even if i t  be contrary to his inner condition for the moment. It wants the 
knowledge.24 One must know at every moment in one's daily .life: 'What 
251ife demands25 of me, what does it ask of me, and how shall I answer the 
demand of my life?' This requires one to be wakened26 fully to  life's condi- 
tions. One must have insight in the27 human nature, and one must be able to 
know one's own condition fully we112~. If one says: 'I am as 1 am; i f  1 am 
sad, I am sad, i f  I am glad, I am glad,' that will not do. Even the earth will 
not bear that person who will not answer life's demands. The sky will not 
tolerate that person, and the space29 will not accommodate him who is  not 
ready to  give what life asks30 of him. If this is true, then it is best when it 
is  wisely31 done, and willingly done. In the orchestra there is a conductor 
and there are many who play music; and every player of the32 instrument 
has to f i l l  in his contribution in the performance. I f  he does not do it rightly 
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i t  is his fault. The conductor will not listen that33 he did not do i t  right 
because he was sad, or that34 he was too glad; the conductor35 is not con- 
cerned with his sadness or gladness. He is  concerned with the part that the 
particular musician must play in the whole symphony.   hat^^ is the nature of 
our lives. The further we advance37 our part in this orchestra 38is more dif- 
ficult and more important; and the more conscious we become of this re- 
~ p o n s i b i l i t ~ , ~ ~  the more efficient we become to  perform our part in life's 
symphony satisfactorily. 

In order to be able to have that39 control upon oneself, what i s  neces- 
sary? We must have control upon our inner self, because every outward 
manifestation is nothing but a reaction of the inner condition. Therefore the 
first control that 4%ve have40 to get, is 410ver oneself4I, one's inner self, 
which is done by strengthening the will, also by understanding life better. 

Question: The beings who l ive on the other planets, are they 
human or angels? 

Answer: On any part of the earth the human being lives, are human 
beings. Planet is the earth. No doubt there are differences in 
the evolution of the people living on different planets. Yet on 
all planets there are angelic people and those who are on the 
contrary. 

Question: How does the earth and the sky and the space not 
bear and accommodate the person who does not 
answer l i f e ' s  demands? 

Answer: Have you heard perhaps one person who has been perhaps 
exiled from five different countries, and perhaps went to  a 
sixth, and also exiled? The earth cannot bear him. They would 
like to put him in the water, to  burn him, because the earth 
does not want him to walk upon her. What is called the curse? 
The curse manifests in many forms. A person takes that with 
him. He may go from south pole to north pole, when the earth 
once does not want him, it does not want him wherever he 
goes. Among the primitive people they will want to eat him; 
because the earth cannot bear it. 
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With exceptional souls there i s  an exceptional law. It cannot 
be explained with ordinary terms of expression. ~ecause great 
souls also from one place to another. It is not that the 
earth does not bear them, but human beings. 

Question: What will be the future of those who have not f ul- 
filled the demand of life? Shall they come back 
to learn the lesson again? 

Answer : We must all learn our lesson just now. They may come 
back or not come back, that is another question. Before us the 
question is just now; life's demand is just now, not after the 
life. At every moment of our life we are asked to fulf i l  a cer- 
tain duty, a certain work, in everything we do. With every 
movement we are fulfilling a certain duty, consciously or 
unconsciously. To become conscious of it, and do it fittingly 
and rightly, that. is  the true religion. 

Question: What do you mean by older and younger souls? 

Answer: In this particular case I only meant ripened and unripened 
souls. The older soul i s  just like an older brother; the younger 
like a younger brother. 

Question: The last sentence was: ".... . also by understanding 
life bettei'. What is the wisest way to' under- 
stand? 

Answer: In this last sentence I meant that we understand life's 
demands by understanding life better. And i f  we do not under- 
stand life better, we cannot understand fully what life asks of 
us. There are some who do not answer life's demands because 
they do not know what life asks of them. There are others who 
know what life asks of them, but they have not yet advanced 
enough to do. In order to  know what life asks, one must 
understand l i fe better. 

Question: One may ask perhaps: When the outer life of us is 
quite different from what the inner life asks of 
us, where to listen to? 

42. Sk.l.tp.: "have gonen Instead of "gon 



Answer: In the Bible a beautiful answer43 to this question: 'Give 
unto Caesar what Caesar asks and to God what Cod 44 .' 
What outer life demands, those demands must be fulfilled, and 
what the inner l i fe demands, we must also fulfil. 
A Murshid was travelling with three, four r n ~ r e e d s ~ ~ ,  and 
during that season in the East when people have their fast- 
ings46 for so many days and every day they fast, this Murshid 
was visiting in a village a peasant's house. And the peasant 
was so happy that the Murshid had come with his pupils, that 
there was no end of joy. He went to  the market and bought all 
good things he could get and prepared a lunch, without asking 
the Murshid or the pupils. And the lunch was brought on the 
table. According to the religious law, also spiritual law, it i s  a 
very bad thing to break the law of fasting. It is a sacred law, 
a religious law. So every mureed refused. This peasant could 
not understand why they refused. They were too modest to say 
that they were fasting, but at the same time they did not 
break their vows. When he came to the Murshid, Murshid said: 
'Yes,' and very gladly sat at the table with the family. He 
was very pleased, and very sorry that all these young men did 
not eat. They thought: our Murshid has perhaps forgotten, he 
is perhaps in his dreams. After the dinner was finished, and the 
peasant was very glad, when they went out, one of the daring 
pupils came to the Murshid: 'Murshid, I am sorry to  say, per- 
haps you have forgotten that we are fasting.' He said: 'No, 
47child, I had not forgotten; I would rather break the fast, 
however sacred, than to  break the heart of the one who pre- 
pared that" 8 4 . .  for me.' That was the idea. It i s  to answer 
life's demands. At that time life had demanded to keep 
Murshid's word, though inwardly 49 

Ques t ion:  5%hen one  may not h o l d  l i g h t  t i g h t  t o  any or ig ina l  
p lane and g e t s  in to  a l l  sorts a€ unhappy c ircum- 
s t a n c e s ,  how t o  g e t  o u t  of  this best? 
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Answer: We do not need to wake51 ourselves to any particular 
plane. For we shall wake5' to every plane as we go on in life's 
journey. What is necessary is to be wide awake through life, 
and see what i s  asked of us, by our friend, by our neighbour, 
by our acquaintance, by a strange person who i s  travelling 
with us. It i s  just becoming more and more considerate and 
observing more clearly what another expects of us. Do we 
harm him, or do we serve him, are we kind to that person, or 
are we cruel? Because everyone through life has his motive 
before him, and in going towards that motive he is  often apt to 
forget whom he pushes away and whom he hurts, and on whom 
he treads, and to whom he becomes unjust, and to whom he 
becomes unkind. Who does not observe, does perhaps a hun- 
dred 52 mistakes, 53 . It does not mean that one can 
become without mistakes. S t i l l  i f  he can avoid nine hundred 
out of a thousand, it i s  something. 

Question: The greatest d i f f i cu l t y  seems t o  me not t o  accord 
with the sad and the joyful, but t o  go together 
with those who go in another direction and who 
will other things. 
What does wisdom teach 54in this  direction54, in  
order not t o  fight with them and still t o  go your  
own direction? 

Answer : To go in your own direction i s  good as long as one under- 
stands one's own direction and one's own 55 . 
Nothing, however much good it appears, is a virtue unless it is 
willingly done. Because in the willingness in doing a sacrifice, 
there one experiences the breath of freedom. A virtue which 
i s  forced upon oneself or another is not a virtue; it loses i t s  
beauty. We must do what seems good to us. I f  we think that it 
is a virtue to keep to our own idea, i f  we think that by giving 
up our idea and follow the idea of another, then it is a virtue 
when there i s  willingness. Virtue must not be forced. 
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An early typewritten text of a lec- 
ture, of which the original reporting, 
probably by Kefayat LLoyd, is  missing 
in the archives. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 13th, 1923 

Address to Cherags. ' 
2l wish to speak on the subject of2 our sacred task, 3what is  our 

sacred task3, not only as4 the members5 of the Order, but as the6 servers of 
the divine Cause. Our sacred task is to  awaken7 among those around us and 
among those whom we can reach in the first place the spirit of tolerance for 
the religion, Scripture, and the ideal of devotion of one another; our next 
task is to  make man understand8 people of different nations, races and com- 
munities, also of different classes. By this we do not mean to say that all 
races and nations must become one, nor that all classes must become one; 
only what we have to say i s  that whatever be our religion, nation, race or 
class, our most sacred duty i s  to work for one another, in one another's in- 
terest, and to consider that as the service of God. A spirit of reciprocity we 
must create among the people of different races and nations, different 
classes and communities, forg the happiness, prosperity and welfare of each 
depends upon the happiness, prosperity and welfare of all. 

Besides that, the central theme of the Sufi Message i s  one simple thing, 
and yet most difficult, and that is to bring about in the world the realization 
of the divinity of the human soul, which hitherto has been overlooked, for 
the reason that the time had not come. The principal thing that the Message 
has to accomplish in this era is to  create the realization of the divine spark 
in every soul, that every soul according to i t s  progress may begin to realize 
for itself the spark of divinity within. This i s  the task that i s  before us. 

Notes: 

This lec ture  has become Gatheka no. 23. 

I1Kf.tp." points t o  a typewri t ten copy, probably made o f  a repor t ing  by Kefayat 
LLoyd. 
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Now you may asklo, what is  the Message? The Message is  this: that the 
whole humanity is as one single body, and all nations and communities and 
races as the different organs, and the happiness and wellbeing of each of 
them is the happiness and wellbeing of the whole body. I f  there is one organ 
of the body in pain, the whole body has to sustain a share of the strain of it. 
That by this Message mankind may begin to think of ' '  his welfare and of his 
wellbeing is not12 int3 looking after himself, but it i s  in looking after others 
and when in all there will be reciprocity, love and goodness towards I 4 
another, the better time will come. 

Now the question is, how are we to set15 to work? It is  a difficult 
question to answer, because we all have our own way of working in the 
world and one form of work cannot be accepted16 by all. But it must be 
remembered that a great sacrifice on the part of the worker is  necessary. 
Without sacrifice a worker will not be able to fulfil his mission. You will 
have to stand opposition17 from your friends, from your acquaintances, there 
will be monetary sacrifices18 to be made if occasion arises. A great deal of 
time will have to  be sacrificed, action besides. Then you will have to sacri- 
fi.ce the desire for appreciation;lg work and the reward of the work is the 
satisfaction that 'I have done it.' You will be hindered by those who 
oppose, also by those who sympathize, by the bitterness of some and by 
the?O ignorance of some, and it will be easy, i f  you arez1 sensitive, to take 
the work upz2 one day and give it up onez3 day, and it will need a great 
deal of courage to go on with it against all sorts of opposition. But besides 
this, a great amount24 of prudence is necessary, and in the25 absence of 
that, the work cannot be successful; on the other hand it can26 suffer. Not 
prudence before strangers, opponents, but even prudence to  those near and 
dear to you, your best friends, even there you will have to use prudence. 
What is wanted most of the worker in the Cause is prudence. You will have 
to work quietly, unassumingly, for this task can not be accomplished and 
cannot be made known by the noise of drums; for that there are other 
Movements. The less we are known the better it is, our profit i s  in not being 
known. By being known we make27 more enemies and it is not our aim in life 
to  be known. Publicity is  not our reward. Our reward is  i f  Providence only 
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allows us to work quietly. I f  nobody in the world knows28 of our work, we 
do not mind. It is  His work, His Name be glorified, and in the glory of His 
Name is  our satisfaction. It is for the benefit of humanity, for the wellbeing 
of the world. What does it matter i f  we worked and others become29 known, 
if we sowed and others reaped the harvest? It is our work, our mission, t o  
sow and to leave the harvest to  others to gather. 

Therefore what forbearance you will need with those who will perse- 
cute you and the Message, who will say things against you3O1 You will need 
a great strength of will to  tolerate instead of defending. We are not here 
for fighting, to  argue and to defend, we are here quietly t o  work. I f  anyone 
says, 'yes31, you are right,' say, 'Yes, thank youW; i f  anyone says, 'You are 
wrong,' say, 'Yes, thank you.' I f  anyone says, 'You do good,' say, 'Yes, 
thank you,' i f  anyone says 'You do ill,' say, 'Yes, thank you.' That is  all, 
no defending. What i s  the use? Against how many people will you defend?32 
Against one person, against twenty people? I f  you will be answering those 
who blame you33, when will you be doing34 your work? It must be done qui- 
etly, no one must know that you are doing it, and the satisfaction must be 
only in the accomplishment of our sacred task. 

This I have told you to make things clear and easy for you. I f  it were a 
human enterprise, there could have been a doubt whether it will be accom- 
plished or not. It must be accomplished and it will be accomplished. Only 
those of us who are privileged to serve the Cause may just as well find an 
easier way, a better way, rather than strike a way of difficulty. Greatness 
i s  in humility, wisdom is in modesty, success i s  in sacrifice, truth is in si- 
lence. Therefore, the best way of doing the work is  to do all we can, do it 
thoroughly, do it wholeheartedly, and do it quietly. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 13th, 1923 

Tasawwuf. 

The Soul towards Manifestation. 

The souls in the angelic sphere2 have all goodness, and this proves3 
that goodness i s  natural and what i s  contrary to our nature, we call it4 bad- 
ness5. The anget+c souls in the angelic sphere2 are innocent. This also shows 
that innocence is the natural condition of the soul and the lack of inno- 
cence i s  a foreign element which the soul acquires after coming on6 earth. 
In the angelic sphere7 the souls are happy; this shows that unhappiness does 
not belong to souls8. 'lf it would belong to souls, they would not be 
unhappy.g It i s  something which is foreign to lothe souls10.   here fore" the 
discomfort coming out of it l2 is-catted gives unhappiness. 13~he souls on 
the earth have something of the angelic quality; therefore they readily re- 
spond and are attracted without resistance to the innocence, happiness and 
goodness of another person. I f  they know thatv4 because this i s  the original 
quality of their15 soul, they would develop the same in their own being. As 
Rumi has said: 'People are drawn towards16 me and they shed tears with 
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rnel7, cry, and yet they know not what it i s  in me that attracts them.' 
Seeking after goodness, innocence and happiness helps the angelic qualities 
to develop in a soul. Spirituality therefore i s  the development of the angelic 
quality and love of spirituality i s  the longing forl8 angelic sphereslg. It is  
homesickness. 

2 0 ~ o e s  death frighten20 the spiritual beings2'? No, death for the spir- 
itual souls22 is only a gate-door23, through which they enter24 into that25 
sphere which every soul has known26 to be i t s  home. Souls who become 
conscious of the angelic sphere2 even to27 the smallest degree2', they29 
hear the callin 30 of that sphere and i f  they have any discomfort in this 
world, it is ofA that3' hamesickness which the call of the angelic beings 
mkes sphere2 gives. 

The souls32 may be likened to a ray of the sun; so the sods-a+ 
33angel~, being33 not adorned with34 physical garbs35, are lights, are36 
flames themselves. The Scriptures therefore say37 the angels are made of 
381ight, NU$'. Nur i s  especially that light which comes from the Divine 
Sun, the Spirit of God. In short39, all souls are made of that essence which 
i s  the essence of the whole manifestation 40and in every soul there exists 
some part of that essence, however little?O and the quality of that essence 
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is4'  to  absorb all else 42whi~h is4* around i t  in time, and to develop, so that 
i t  would immerge4' into its own element, which is43 divine. 

Q u e s t i o n :  The  s o u l  coming on e a r t h  i s  the a n g e l ;  if a  s o u l  
coming on e a r t h  i s  a f f e c t e d  b y  the s p i r i t s ,  f r o m  
the r e t u r n i n g  s p i r i t s ,  why a r e  not a l l  the a n g e l s  
a f f e c t e d  b y  those s p i r i t s ?  

Answer: A sphere means a certain limit, a certain horizon, that in 
that horizon nothing dense or earthly can enter. Before it 
enters i t  must become melted. And therefore the souls in those 
spheres are not touched by any souls coming from the earth. 
No souls coming from the earth are allowed to enter that 
sphere before they were purified by all elements of denseness. 
As an example very well known in India: the story of Indra. It 
is a story which has been made into dramas and operas, and 
produced for ages. The people of India have never become 
tired of it. It is always new and very interesting, because it 
has interest for the ordinary mind and for a thinking mind, 
both. The story i s  that a prince was taken up in Heaven by a 
fairy who loved him, and the prince urged upon the fairy to  
take him to the court of Indra, where she was appointed to 
dance every day. The fairy refused, because, she said: 'No 
earthly being i s  allowed to  enter in Heaven. I have already 
done something against the rule. To bring you in the court of 
lndra will be the end of your life.' He said: 'I will not listen. 
I must see where you go.' She said: ' I f  you wish it, I will 
take you.' She took him to the court of Indra, where she was 
appointed to dance. She told him to  hide behind her wings. But 
the wings could not cover, and those who saw, they told lndra 
that a man from the dense earth44 was not allowed to come to 
Heaven, was brought by this fairy. And the wrath of lndra 
arose, and he said: 'I will cast you down, the fairy who was 
privileged to be in Heaven, that you should live a life in a 
wilderness, a life of loneliness for many years to come. And 
for this man another sphere of wilderness. And until you will 
not be purified of five elements, you will not be able to  enter 
the spheres of Heaven.' 
Well, it is an allegorical story. The fairy was the soul, and the 
man is the body. They were separated, because in Heaven 

41. ibld.: " tha t  it absorbs all t h a t  Is around it, and in time develops so t h a t  
it will emergen Instead of " t o  absorb all else which Is around it In time, 
and t o  develop, so t h a t  it would immerge"; 
"To immerge, t o  immersen, a r e  obsolete forms of " to  mergen (Oxford Dic- 
tionary) 

42. E.t.: llwhIch isn omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
43. Bk.: "then added 
44. Sk.l.tp.: "whon added 



there is  no place for both, body and soul. The place of the 
body is  only on the earth, it has no place there. And how much 
the soul tried to take body to Heaven, there i s  no place there. 
The soul was also cast out, because it loves the body so much. 
Then they were urified of five elements: no longer of fire, 
earth, water, aira. Then only the angel remains. Human went 
away; what remains? The angel only. 

Ques t ion:  T h e  s o u l  t h a t  g o e s  b a c k ,  d o e s  it g o  back rich? Does 
it d e v e l o p  s p i r i t u a l  1 y? 

Answer: It i s  spiritual already. Why has it come? To get the expe- 
rience of the earthly spheres. 4 6 ~ n d  then to lose it? Yes, 
there is  nothing in it. I t  is. to  come from innocence41 to virtue, 
and to be purified from it, from virtue to innocence41 again. 46 

Ques t ion:  W i l l  you g i v e  u s  a d e f i n i t i o n  of what i n i t i a t i o n  is, 
and what of ordinat ion? A l s o  e x p l a i n  more48 about  
the t w o  d i f f e r e n t  ways o f  working? 

Answer: The initiation is which i s  given in the Sufi Movement, in 
the circle which is  called the Sufi Order. The ordination is  
which i s  given in the Sufi Movement, in the circle which i s  
called Church of All, or the Universal Worship. By this ordina- 
tion a person is made Cherag, whose responsibility it is  to  
serve God and humanity in the path of religion. 
It i s  a question which can be answered in many volumes, the 
ways of working. In short one can say that the devotion and 
love is  the most desirable path, which welcomes every soul, 
and by which every soul is  blessed. That is the work of the 
Cherag. The path of initiation has i t s  many aspects. The pa- 
tient soul going through different aspects attains to the 
desired goal. 

45. Ibld.: "ethertt added 
46. Ibld.: this p a r t  of the  answer, up t o  the  end, was made Into a new ques- 

tion and answer 
47. Ibld.: llessenceN Instead of llinnocencelt 
48. I bid.: tfmoren omitted 



Question: Why i s  there 1 ess of the essence of the spirit of G d  
in one soul than in another? Do we not a l l  come 
on earth with the same quantity of that essence? 

Answer: No, God i s  not so inartistic. Even in the tree every fruit is  
different, every flower on the same plant is  different. And i f  
there was no difference there would have been no joy in life. 
Life is interesting because of the differences. 

Question: Then the soul who has l ess  t o  begin with, ie9 i s  
handicapped? 

Answer: No one i s  handicapped in life. Life i s  progressing. Some 
have more to  begin with and less in the end. 

Question: When one is purged of the five elements, are al l  the 
souls then equal? 

Answer: S t i l l  there i s  a variation. Where there i s  duality there i s  
variation. Where there is two there is variation. When there 
are two flames5' they are not alike though-they-are-of-the 
same-demnt. In truth there is  one, but in fact there are 
two. 

Question: iT the soul keeps i t s  angelic qualities on earth, and 
does not experience eart hl y passions and other 
experiences of the earth, why does it come on 
earth? Is it on1 y t o  be an example t o  others? 

Answer: I f  you think so, yes. No one lives without action; and 
every action has i t s  meaning. And therefore no one has come 
here without a purpose. I f  the meaning of his life and action 
we cannot understand, it does not mean that that person has 
not come for a purpose. And therefore in sum total, of the 
whole working of the universe every individual seems to  have 
filled a certain place which was meant for him, and has been 
of a certain use in the whole working of the universe. No one 
in this world is  useless. A person who sits in the midst of the 
crowd, and is  busy the whole day, and another person who has 

49. I bid.: w i t "  omitted 
50. Ibid.: "planesn Instead of  nflamesw 



gone in the world5' and no one has seen him, even he, they all 
ares2 busy. The most occupied and the most lazy, the most 
useful and the most useless, they all have their part to  perform 
in this drama of life. Only the difference between the wise 
and everyone i s  this: that everyone does not know the secret, 
the meaning of life. The wise learns his wisdom in learning to 
understand the meaning of life. 

Question: What does initiation mean? 

Answer: Initiation means entering53 a vow, a trust and confidence, 
in order to know and understand the life which i s  beyond the 
conception of everybody. Of course, as one goes further in the 
path of initiation, the higher one reaches in one's understand- 
ing. Every soul after having reached a certain stage receives 
an initiation. Some initiation which the soul does not know, 
and yet it is  a step further in life. But the real initiations 
begin when the soul knows that it is  being initiated. 
Ordination i s  the service of Cod. When Cod wishes a soul to 
serve in His path, an ordination comes. 
One thing54 is  the unfoldment of the soul, the other thing55 is 
the utilizing of the life, using the life to  i t s  best purpose. 

51. Ibid.: wworldn cancelled by Sk., who added flwildernessu in t h e  margin 
between brackets 

52. Ibid.: "are all1I instead of "all arew 
53. Ibid.: ", taking" added by Sk. 
54. Ibid.: fl(inltiatlon)ll added by Sk. 
55. Ibid.: n(ordlnatlon)n added by Sk. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 14th, 1923 

Character ~ui lding.1 

In everyday2 during speech and action what is most necessary is  to  
have a control of3 speech and action, for one automatically gives away4 to a 
word prompted by an inner impulse. Afterwards one finds that one should 
not have said it or perhaps one would5 have said it differently. The same 
thing is with the6 action. One feels ' I should not have done so' after having 
done something, or one thinks ' I should have done differently', but once it 
is done it is too late to  do it otherwise. In human nature there is an inner 
urge to  express oneself and that urge so to  speak pushes out a word out of 
oneself before one has thought over7 it. And this all shows the sign of lack 
of control over oneself. I t  also is a sign of nervousness. Very often a person 
tries to answer somebody who has not yet finished speaking. Before a sen- 
tence is completed the answer is given. such8 answer given to an incom- 
plete idea i s  often not right. What generally happens in such cases, gthat 
one takes all things that come from outside in lifelo too much to heart and 
allows the outer things and influences to  go into oneself deeper than they 
arel1 due. In this way one becomes sensitive and out of it rises nervousness. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book Charac te r -Bu i ld ing .  T h e  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931 ), chapter I II of t he  f i r s t  part. 

Where "book" is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the book Charac te r -  
B u d d i n g .  T h e  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared fo r  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Par ts  of Sirdar1s reconstructed t e x t  of t he  questions and answers (="Sr.") 
appear In his copybook In t h e  handwritings of Mrs. E. Leembruggen and Saida 
van Tuyll, t o  whom he dlctated them from his annotations written down when 
the  lecture was glven. 

Sk-I.*., bk-p., bk.: vlIII" added 
E.t.: mlifevl added by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: gllifell added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "control overw instead of "a control of1* 
Sk.l.tp., bk-p., bk.: "waym lnstead of "awayn (perhaps "a way" was said) 
E.t., bk.: "shouldn lnstead of wwouldw 
Bk.: llthew omitted 
Eat.: llton changed by Gd. into "ofI1; 
Bk-p., bk.: "of" 
E.t.: "answer", t o  which Gd. added 
Bk.p., bk.: "anv1 added 
A l l  other documents: lllsll added 
E.t.: "In lifew omitted, but  reinserted by Sk. 
Ibid.: "they are" crossed ou t  by Gd. and replaced by "isn; 
Bk-p., bk.: "is" 



In order to practise self-control in everything one does in everyday 
life, the best thing is to  develop int2 nature a certain amount of indiffer- 
ence. Every word that is said to  one need not be taken to be so important 
that it should upset one's whole being, disturb one's balance and rob one of 
one's will power. There are things the13 matter but there are many things in 
one's everyday life which do not matter much and one often i s  apt t o  give14 
an undue stress upon them. 

Independence is achieved by indifference. It does not mean that one 
should take no heed of what another15 does or says. It only means to dis- 
criminate between important and unimportant things of everyday life, that 
every necessary and unnecessary thing must not demand so much of one's 
attention, thought and feeling. 

Political economy has become a subject of education. but spiritual 
economy is  the main thing in religion. All one says and does and all that one 
thinks and feels, makes a certain strain upon one's spirit. It is wise to avoid 
every chance of losing one's equilibrium. One must stand peacefully but 
firmly against all influences that disturb one's life. The natural inclination i s  
to  answer in defence to every offence that comes from outside; by that one 
loses one's equilibrium. Self-control therefore is  the key to all success and 
happiness. Besides this16 there are17 many who feel urged and obliged to 
say or do because someone asks of them, and in this way get weaker and 
weaker. There are others who roughly fight against it; and in this way both 
are in the18 error. The one who is able to keep his equilibrium without being 
annoyed, without being troubled about it, gains that mastery which is 
neededlg in the evolution of life. No principle must be blindly followed. 
Spiritual economy is not always a virtue i f  that disturbs harmony, i f  that in 
any way keeps one back from progressing20 if that puts one in a worse con- 
dition. However, it is  most necessary to  know the science of spiritual econ- 
omy, how to guard against all influences in one's21 everyday life which come 
to disturb our tranquillity, the peace of our soul. 

Question: What is the meaning of the symbol of the fish? 

Answer: The symbol of the fish i s  the sign of heart and as the fish 
out of water finds itself out of place and experiences discom- 
fort, so the heart when it is not living and moving and making 

Bk.: llonelsll added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: 'Ithat" lnstead of "the1'; 
Sk.l.tp.: "w hich" 
Skesh.: she cancelled "givev, and wrote Itput" over It Instead; 
All other documents: "put1' 
Al l  other documents: "anyone" lnstead of I1another1' 
E.t., bk-p., bk.: "thisn omitted 
E-t.: "aren omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "hidden1' instead of "neededw 
E-t., bkep., bk.: '~progressw instead of "progressing" 
Bk.: "our" instead of llone'sw 



its life in love, it feels out of place and all discomfort of life 
comes from it . 

Quest ion:  P l e a s e  e x p l a i n  the belief t h a t  one is t a u g h t  in the 
Church, t h a t  C h r i s t  d i ed  t o  s a v e  u s .  

Answer: Yes, there are many apart from those who do not follow 
the Christian Faith, but those who are Christian question 
whether there is  some truth in this. And yet it is so simple to 
understand that the soul of the God-conscious who truly lived 
and moved and made his life in God, his every word, every 
thought, every action was directed to the service of humanity, 
who kept nothing back from sacrificing that for humanity, 
even his life. And therefore no appreciative heart who looked 
at this question in this way would ever deny the fact that 
Christ gave his life to  save humanity. This can be the best 
expression of that appreciation which one can have of that 
self-sacrif icing soul who proved through his life divinity. 

Ques t ion:  What d o e s  the s o u l  a t  n i g h t  when the body s l e e p s ?  

Answer: Poor soul, upon the poor soul there are so many demands. 
When the M y  is awake, then it must wander with the body, 
wherever it will take it. The-sane it22 when the body is 
asleep23 must go with mind where mind takes it go24. Often 

25 . Of course in this connection one must think of 
that sentence in the Bible: 'Where your treasure is, there your 
heart will be also.' It is  not the heart, it i s  soul there where 
the treasure is. I s  it in Heaven, then it is in Heaven; i s  it on 
earth, then it is  on earth. I f  the treasure is in the purse, then 
the soul is in the purse, i f  it i s  in music, poetry, philosophy, 
thought, then the soul is with26 thought. All one admires, 
values, loves in life, the soul is with it. I f  one loves sadness, 
then the soul i s  in sadness; i f  one loves to  experience joy, then 
the soul is  joyous. What one seeks after, that is where the soul 
goes. Yet the soul touches all spheres from the lowest to the 
highest. Even the soul of the most wicked person, it touches 
all spheres. Only he does not experience the benefit of it 
because when he is conscious he is  tasting2' wickedness. But 
when the soul is unconscious and touches the highest, what is 

22. Sk.l.tp.: "it" omitted 
23. IbId.: nitu added 
24. I bid.: "gon1 omitted 
25. Sk-she: a blank -after wO?tenn; 

Sr.: added "Often fur ther  than t he  body can1' added 
26. Sk.1.i-p.: " thatw instead of "thoughtn1 
27. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "touchingw Instead of "tastingn 



the use? Therefore as it i s  mentioned in The Message af 
S p i r i t u a l  L ibe r t y ,  there are many paths, even one could 
never imagine28 that a person could arrive 
at the same goal. S t i l l  the thing is  this, that the blessing of 
life i s  in the consciousness of thatz9 blessing. When one is  not 
conscious of that blessing, it i s  nothing. I f  a kitten is  privi- 
leged to s i t  on the sofa of the king and i s  dwelling all the time 
at30 Buckingham Palace, it i s  not privileged when it i s  not 
conscious of the privilege. 

Question: Would you t e l l  us  how f a r  i t  i s  right t o  take  t h e  in- 
d i v idua l  temper3' i n t o  account in t r y i n g  t o  b u i l d  
character? 

Answer: I would really, i f  I were to devise to myself personally I 
would take extreme measures in keeping individuality pliable, 
not set to a certain temper31. No doubt individuality i s  made 
of a certain temper32, but I would not allow personally to  set 
it to a certain temper32. For another person 1 would not 
advise towards an extreme measure. I will tell you an33 
experience of my own life. Once I began my musical work and 
having that sensitiveness of an artist, i f  there was among my 
audience of five, ten, twenty people one person lacking under- 
standing or antagonistic to it, it would choke my breast and I 
would not be able to do anything. I saw it one, two, three 
times, but how shall 1 do my work? Next day 1 said: 'I shall 
shake it off, not take it to account. I shall sing for myself; i f  
no one shall enjoy it, I shall s t i l l  sing. If I was pleased, it is  
quite enough.' Since that feeling came that artistic temper31 
went to pieces. It never came again. It i s  fighting against 
temper32. What is  temper3'? I t  is a nature we make. What 
makes a nature34? We have something of it; in making it we 
enjoy it. By saying I hate it, I cannot stand, tolerate it, he 
does not know what he i s  doing. he has confined35 himself a 
limitation, a weakness. Why can I not tolerate? Then I cannot 
tolerate myself. I cannot bear it. Then there will come a day 
that one cannot bear oneself. I t  is a terrible fight because the 
self begins to cry for nights and days. The self says: 'You are 

Sk.sh.: afterwards she added in the  margin: Itone would be horrified if one 
knew t h e  different ways"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "one would be horrified i f  one knew the  different waysft added 
between dashes 
Sk.l.tp.: tlthislt instead of tlthatll 
Ibid.: "inn instead of l@atl1 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: lltemperamentM instead of lftemperll 
Sk.l.tp.: ntemperamentll instead of "temperI1 
I bid.: vlone" 
Ibid.: "We make a naturef1 instead of "What makes a nature?" 
The transit ive form of " t o  confinew is an obsolete form (Oxford Diction- 
ary). 



my worst enemy in the world, you are so cruel, you have no 
pity on me'; because i t  feels crushed. But when it is once 
crushed and has come under the control of will power, then 
one begins to feel that the Kingdom of God begins to come. 
Sometimes one feels that it is unjust, unfair, too cruel upon 
oneself and the difficulty is that the neighbours also say that 
you are too cruel upon yourself. No one wants you to encour- 
age you in that direction. 

Question: 

Answer: 37 

36 temperament. 

Question: 3 8 ~  think that there is a person who is a born 
fighter and his fight i s  i f l  with his se l f?  

Answer : There i s  a story of the spiritual pride39. Once a dervish 
was sitting in the wilderness on a rock in a comfortable posi- 
tion. Akbar the emperor of ~ e l h i ~ O  went to  pay his homage to 
this dervish. The dervish saw that the emperor has41 come and 
there was his minister also with him. But he did not change his 
position. Of course Akbar did not feel uncomfortable about it. 
But the one who went with Akbar, he did not see from the 
point of view of the emperor. He felt that when I have to bow 

36. Sk.sh.: temperamentn. Afterwards Sk. added nAscetlcw before 
"temperamentm; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Ascetic temperament ..... ?If 

37. Sr.: "Answer: One must not go against one's happiness, but there are 
some ascetic temperaments who fight wlth themselves. There Is a great 
gain in it, because there are not  many who do it. One must not even make 
principles, soa t ha t  one cannot bearb them. There are people who are 
born f ighters and thelr  f ight is with themselves" 
a. Ibid.: Itset" added; 

Sk.l.tp.: "setw omitted 
b. Sr.: "break"; 

Sk.l.tp.: "bearw 
38. Sr. seems t o  put this question as the last sentence of the previous 

answer (note 37). 
39. Sr.: added wSpiritual pride acquires bliss in the r ight  senseft 
40. Ibid.: added Ifvery fond of visiting spiritual soulsft 
41. Ibid.: Ithad" instead of "hasw 



a thousand times to the king, why this man 42 . He told 
him in a very polite way: 'how long is it that you have 
stretched these legs?' He wanted to turn it into a kind of 
vow. The dervish: 'since I have he+$-~lp-+eg9 withdrawn my 
hands. When the hands were the hands of greed, since I was in 
want; when I had taken 43all the want43 of the world, nothing 
I want now; now my legs are stretched. I f  the emperor comes, 
it is  all the same to me.' That i s  a spiritual pride. But the 
spiritual pride is a very delicate thing to understand. At-the 
netes-ef -the-anstraek-m9te But the pride that: ' l am so 
spiritual' has nothing spiritual about it. It is personal pride, 
because where there is  spirituality, there is  no 'I am.' 

42. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: Itwhy not thls man?" instead of "why this man tt 

43. Sk.l.tp.: "everythlngn Instead of "all the  wantw 
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Tasawwuf. 

The Soul towards Manifestation. 

The soul towards manifestation, which is  s t i l l  in the angelic spheres2, 
i s  free from all3 differences and distinctions which are the conditions of the 
soul's l i fe on earth. 5 ~ r e  angels male and4 female?   his^ question can be 
answered that5*7 dual aspect starts even from7 angelic spheres2. Cod alone 
i s  above this aspect8 butg in all other conditions and aspects of life, this 
aspect i s  to  be seen, though this differencelo i s  more distinct on the earth 
plane. In the angelic plane1 l it is  not distinguishable. 

1 2 ~ n d  now there is  another question12: i f  the angels are in touch with 
people13 on earth. And the answer is  that their life does not necessitate 
any communication with human life on earth, except14 some who are des- 
tined to perform a certain duty on the earth.   her el^ is  mentioned in the 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f i r s t  published in t h e  book 2'he Soul Whence and 
Whither? Toward Manifestation, second p a r t  of chapter 11 (1924). 

Where "bookw is  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t he  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared f o r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a l a te r  date Sk. added "page 19" in t h e  margin o f  her sh., re fer r ing  
t o  .the book The Soul Whence and Whither? 
Bk.: ~'Heavenst1 instead of "spheresw 
I bid.: "theW added 
E.t.:  h or^^ instead o f  "and" 
Bk.: omitted "Are angels male and female? This question can be answered 
that1' 
E.t.: "Thatl' instead o f  "This't 
Bk.: "the" added 
Ibid.: lrdualityfl instead o f  " th is aspectm1 
i bid.: "butw omitted 
Ibid.: wit'f instead of " th is differencet8 
Ibid.: "Heavensf' instead o f  l'planefl 
ibid.: "People of ten questionv instead o f  "And now the re  i s  another ques- 
t ion" 
Bk.: '8those11 instead of "people" 
Ibid.: "in t h e  case ofH added 
I bid.: "I t1# instead of "Therev 



ancient Scriptures that an angel16 came with a message17 to the prophets 
of Ben Israel. But the explanation of this from the metaphysical point of 
view i s  quite different from what an ordinary person could18 imagine. No 
man on earth is  capable of communicating with the angels in Heaven, l9nor 
an angel of the Heaven is able to communicate with man. But in the excep- 
tional lives of the prophets, what ha pens i s  that they rise above all the 
planes which keep man removed from26)angelic plane11 and by doing so they 
are able to touch 22that ange121 plane22 and, being charged byZ3 the ever- 
glowing fire of inspiration from the spheres, where they come in25 
touch with angels, they descend on26 the plane of the earth and it is  then 
that their words become tongues of flame, as spoken of in the Scriptures, 
which27 means28 every word of theirs becomes a torch29 in30 the hands of 
those who listen, to  illuminate their path31 through life. Especially in the 
lives of the Great Ones, who have given a divine Message, a32 religion to 
the world, 33their has never been disconnected in any form35 with 
the world and it is  this current which linked their soul with those36 
of the angels, 37always kept them in contact with3g the Heaven and the38 
earth both.39 

The soul of the prophet therefore is  a link between Heaven and the 
earth; it i s  a medium by which Cod's Message can be received40. Then there 

Ibid.: "angels" instead o f  "an angelt* 
Ibid.: "messagesnf instead o f  *a messagen 
Ibid.: l'would'~ instead o f  'lcouldnn 
Ibid.: '*nor is an Angel from Heaven inclinedM instead of "nor an angel o f  
t h e  Heaven Is able" 
I bid.: I t thew added 
E.t.: '*angelicn* instead o f  "angelm 
Bk.: "these Heavenst1 instead of " t h a t  angel planef' 
Ibid.: "with" instead o f  "by" 
E.t., bk.: "angelic" instead o f  n*angeln' 
Bk.: nlntofl 
Ibid.: '*toIn instead of "onw 
Ibid.: nlthlsm instead o f  "whichw 
I bid.: " t ha tw  added 
I bid.: "givenm added 
I bid.: winton* 
Ibid.: nheartsln instead o f  Ifpath" 
E.t.: "ofn lnstead o f  I*, an 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added " tha t "  between brackets in sh. 
Bk.: '*souls have" instead o f  Insoul hasm 
Ibid.: "wayn instead o f  '*form" 
Sk.sh.: Sk. afterwards cancelled Inthosen and wrote 'Ithe soulsw in t h e  
margin of her sh.; 
E.t., bk.: " the souls" instead of "those" 
Bk.: " t ha tw  added 
I bid.: "then omitted 
Ibid.: Inboth" placed a f t e r  **wlthu instead of placing it a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  
sentence 
E.t.: wperceivedu, changed back by Sk. i n t o  'nreceivedm 



are some pious41 souls who have42 the43 experience in their lives of having 
been 44warned or helped44 by an angel. I t  is  such souls who have kept a 
thread unbroken, which they had45 brought with them from the angelz4 
world. They may be conscious of i t  or not, but there is  a telegraphic wire 
which connects their with the souls of the angels and they are con- 
scious of having had a47 contact with the 

Common disease is  called normal health; when many cannot experi- 
e n ~ e ~ ~  something which i s  rare, they think the person who 50experiences 
has gone crazy50. Therefore it is the law of the mystics to see all things, to  
experience all things either of 51 the earth or of ~ e a v e n ~ l  and yet say little; 
for the souls incapable of understanding the possibility of their reach, will 
520nly mock at52 them. 

There i s  another aspect of the contact with the angel48 and that is at 
the time of death. Many have seen in their lives the angel48 of death but at 
the53 time when death1s call comes, some have seen them in a54 human 
form. Some have not seen them but55 heard them speak. The reason i s  that 
there are some souls who have already departed from the earth plane, 
though56 breath i s  s t i l l  there57, connecting the soul with the body, and such 
souls experience while s t i l l  on56 earth the sphere58 at the time of 
their death. They see angels garbed in the form of their own imagination 
and hear their words59 in their own language. The reason i s  that it i s  neces- 
sary for a person who has lived on the earthly60 plane, t o  clothe a being 
on61 the higher planes in earthly garments and to interpret immediately62 

Bk.: ~ s p i r l t u a l f l  lnstead o f  * ~ p l o u s ~  
Ibld.: "had" added 
E.t.: "them1 omitted, bu t  re inserted by Sk. 
Ibid.: "helped o r  warnedm1 
I bld.: "hadtf omltted 
I bid.: f lsouls~ 
Ibid.: "aw omltted 
I bid.: "angelsl1 
I bld.: "expressw 
Ibld.: "can experience such a thing has become madn lnstead o f  "experi- 
ences has gone crazyw 
Ibid.: "Heaven o r  earthf1 lnstead of *Ithe ea r th  o r  o f  HeavenIf 
Ibld.: wrldlcule a t "  instead o f  "only mock a tmf  
I bid.: flsamell added 
I bid.: "a8* omltted 
I bld.: "haven added 
I bid.: lithemm added 
I bid.: " therew omltted 
E.t., bk.: "spheres" 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed " their  wordsm1 in to  It the words o f  t he  
angelsn In sh.; 
E.t., bk.: " the words of t h e  angelsm1 
E.t.: "earthM instead o f  "earthlym 
E.t., bk.: "ofm1 instead o f  "onw 
Bk.: mlreadllyll lnstead o f  wlmmedlately~ 



the language of the higher sphere63 in his own words. For instance64 angel 
Gabriel spoke to Moses id5 Hebrew language and to ~ a h o m m e d ~ ~  in Arabic. 
One would ask, what67 was the language of the68 Gabriel, Arabic or 
Hebrew? Neither Arabic nor Hebrew was the language of Gabriel. His 
language was the language of the soul and the soul knows the language of 
the soul. I t  is  when the interprets what i t70 hears even to itself7I, 
72then i t  garbs72 the words73 into74 his own language. 75~here i s  a story in 
the when the spirit descended upon the twelve Apostles and they 
began to speak all languages. 7 6 ~ h e  interpretation of the story is quite dif- 
ferent.76 The meaning of this77 is that when the Apostles78 were inspired 
by the angelz4 world, by that79 Divine Sun or the Holy Ghost, they knew 
80the language ofe0 all languages for i t  was the language of the soul, which 
means8' they heard mana2 before mans3 spoke to them, in othera4 words, 
they were able to hear the voice of every soul on having that inspiration. It 
would note5 give credit to  the Apostles i f  one said they knew all the 
languages 86that86 are in the world instantly, for there are people justs7 
now to be found, whose genius 88in being linguist88 is  so great that they 
89happen toa9 know more than 30 or 4og0 languages even then they 
do not know all languagesg1. There is  only one language which may be 
called 'all languages' and that is the language of the soul. Before the 
illuminated souls all souls stand as written letters. 
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Question: What i s  imagination, i s  it something unreal? Is there 
one angel of death? 

Answer: The imagination i s  everything. To the real all i s  real; to 
the unreal all is unreal. 

Question: Has it nothing t o  do with spiritual truth? 

Answer: Nothing. 

Question: What i s  it then? 

Answer: The angels are souls purely. 

Question: What part of the soul i s  i t ?  

Answer: It is  not the part of the soul; it i s  part of mind. Imagina- 
tion is  the work of mind. 

Question: Is there one angel of death? 

Answer: There is one and there are many. And yet in many there i s  
one, and in one there are many. 

Question: W i l l  you t e l l  u s  something of the asuras, whose l i f e  
has been caught in  the net of mortality? 

Answer: Asuras are those who have lost their souls. And the ques- 
tion: how can one lose one's soul which is the very life, and 
yet live, I do not mean to say that they lost their soul means 
that the soul left them. But they lost consciousness of their 
soul. The one who is  not conscious of his soul, his spirit has 
lost it, at least from his consciousness. It is  just like a person 
who buried a large sum of money in his farm in the ground and 
when he went to another country and somebody came and 
said: 'All the money has been taken away,' this person 
became very unhappy. Now really speaking that person does 



not tell the truth; he has his money where it i s  buried. 9 2 ~ u t  
just now he is  conscious of the loss, so for the moment he has 
lost.92 When he will go and dig it up and find that it is there, 
but for the time, till he has dug it up, it is lost. So the soul is  
not lost in reality. But for the sake of convenience we say: 
the soul i s  lost. 

Quest ion:  Why d o e s  the Roman C a t h o l i c  Church d i v i d e  the a n g e l s  
in to  n i n e  grades? They  s a y  the Seraph ins  a r e  
n e a r e s t  t o  God, the a r c h a n g e l s  and a n g e l s  a r e  
n e a r e s t  t o  man? 

Answer: The variety always exists. Where there is  a number of en- 
tities there will be a variety; and in the variety there will be a 
difference. And it is  quite true, among human beings we find 
the same. Some are attracted to the earth, some to Heaven, so 
among angels also the same tendency. One tendency is to be 
attracted to those who have gone further, which is  man. 
Others are content in being in Heaven, in enjoying the Heav- 
enly bliss. 

92. Sk.l.tp.: this sentence ("But Just .... he has lostt1) has been omitted 
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Questions and ~nswers.' 

Ques t ion:  W i l l  you p l e a s e  e x p l  a i n  f rom a2  1 e s s o n  on "shame":3 
T h e  sense of shame i s  like a pearl  in a s h e l l .  
The  p r i c e  canno t  be g i v e n  in the m a r k e t p l a c e .  T h e  
p l a c e  of t h a t  pear l  i s  the crown of the king? 

Answer: That means that a virtue like this is appreciated and un- 
derstood and rewarded fully in i t s  right place. That is why it is  
said: in the crown of the king. A person with this virtue is not 
appreciated by everybody. The person who has not got that4 
virtue, he cannot appreciate it. Therefore for a greater person 
a greater place i s  required. 

Ques t ion:  In t h e  c a s e s  of obsession, d o e s  the body of the 
obsessed  become r e a l  1 y en feeb led?  

Answer : I t  depends upon the obsession. It must turn otherwise i f  
the obsession was different. 

Ques t ion:  Can you t e l l  me if a s o u l  who h a s  passed away young 
and who h a s  been what we should  c a l l  a pure  s o u l  
on e a r t h ,  d o e s  s u c h  a s o u l  h e l p  more i n  a h i g h e r  
p lane  t h a n  he would on e a r t h ?  

Answer : Every soul inclined to help has a scope in every plane. On 
this plane as well as on the higher plane. Who i s  able to help in 
this plane is able to help in the higher plane even more. And a 
pure soul can help here, and in the higher plane even more. 

Notes: 

1. Sk.l.tp.: 'IQuestlon and Answer ClassIt 
2. Ibid.: Itthen instead of "aIt 
3. I bid.: "(Gatha I I I, no. 9, Tassaw~f)~~ added 
4. I bid.: llthlsu instead of "thatIQ 



Question: Can you help5 body more as a human being or on a 
higher plane? 

Answer: In some ways and in some things you can help more as a 
human being, and in some other ways one can help more with- 
out . There are limitations of the human body. It 
cannot arrive in a certain place earlier than in due time. But 
once he has passed from this plane, he can reach much sooner. 
The one who is  living in the physical body has many more fa- 
cilities also. Because when a person i s  face to face with his 
friend, he can help that friend much more than being hidden 
from the sight of the friend, who does not see him. 

Question: Do angels who come t o  experience l i f e  on the physi- 
cal plane do so from choice, or i s  it predestined 
for them? 

Answer: 7 ~ a n  only be answered by8: i f  a person will read some of 
my writings on the subject of fate and free will, which are so 
interwoven, that, whichg seems free will on one point of view 
lo is  fate on the other on the contrary lo. But at the same time 
as the soul goes on, so it i s  building i t s  destiny, i t  is  making it. 
Therefore fate and free will both are woven together. You 
cannot separate one from the other. 

Question: .When one has the intention t o  do a thing, and a 
friend wants not t o  do i t ,  i s  it best t o  l i s t en  t o  
one's own intuition or t o  follow the friend's 
advice? 

Answer: The answer depends upon which friend, whether a wise or 
a foolish friend, whether a true or a false friend, and what 
understanding that friend has, compared with one's own. 
Whether his intuition is greater as one's own. One cannot take 
it as a principle to always follow a person's advice. It might 
seem a virtue, but sometimes it will prove to be otherwise. 

5. Ibid.: wwsomebodyn instead of wlbodyu 
6. Skosh.: a small blank; 

Sr.: !la bodyw1; 
Sk.l.tp.: the  sentence ends with wwithoutll 

7. Sk.l.tp.: " I t w w  added 
8. Ibid.: "byw omitted 
9. Ibld.: " tha t  it" instead of wlwhichww 
10. Ibid.: 'land on the  other, on the  contrarym, changed by Sk. into lait Is 

f a t e  on other and on the  contraryw 



Q u e s t i o n :  Can s p i r i t u a l  r e a l i z a t i o n  be a t t a i n e d  i n  one moment, 
or must  there a1 ways be a t i m e  a f  preparing? 

Answer : Yes, spiritual realization can be attained in one moment in 
rare cases. But mostly a time of preparation is  needed. 

Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you g i v e  more  p a r t i c u l a r s  abou t  the s o u l ' s  
journey  dur ing  ' ' the  body i s  a s l e e p ?  l 1  

Answer: Either soul is caught in the mind during12 sleep, and it experi- 
ences the condition of mind, or the soul enters into spiritual 
spheres, where it becomes charged with inspirations, power 
and a new life. And so when a person i s  waked13, he feels 
more inspired, rested and invigorated, and very often blessed. 
A great load of his mind has been removed. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Has the s o u l  s o m e t i m e s  dur ing  t h e  s l e e p  o f  t h e  body ,  
visits? Is it p o s s i b l e  f o r  a s o u l  dur ing the s l e e p  
of the body t o  visit a n o t h e r  s o u l  who 

l 4  ? Is  t h a t  i n  the power o f  the mind? 

Answer: It is  the soul of the other person being reflected in the 
soul of this person. Then two persons have the some experi- 
ence, and the knowledge of the other's condition. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it p o s s i b l e  f o r  one  o f  these s o u l s  t o  h e l p  the 
other? 

Answer: Yes, mostly one of those souls is advanced and has the 
power of help. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  you c o n s i d e r  t h e  s c i e n t i f i c  or i n v e n t i v e  gen ius  
s tand  i n  the same r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  the a n g e l ' s  
s p h e r e  a s  p r o p h e t i c  genius? 

Answer: Yes, certainly. Although prophetic genius is  all-embracing. 
But at the same time scientific or inventive genius also has the 
same source of inspiration, and all that depends upon inspira- 
tion has much to do with the angel spheres. 

11.  Sr.: ' I the body's sleep?" instead of " t h e  body is asleep?" 
12. Sk.l.tp.: "the1' added 
13. Ibld.: Mawake" instead of 'lwaked'l 
14. Sk.sh.: A blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: nis" added, then a blank 



Question: W i l l  you15 t e l l  us if angels, devas and na tu re  spirits 
a r e  d i f f e r e n t  and if so, in what way? 

Answer: Angels are the inhabitants of the angel16 sphere. &was 
are among men, such as Wali, Ghous, Kutub, Nabi and 
Rassul, who have, although l 7  come on the earth and yet as a 
fruit, dropped on the earth, yet connected with the branch. 
The branch has bent and the fruit i s  touching the earth, but at 
the same time, it is  still in 1 8 ,  it has not yet lost the 
connection with the stem. It i s  that soul which i s  called deva. 
And the nature spirits, as human beings have souls, so also 
have the birds and beasts and insects. Not only the living 
creatures but also trees and plants, and planets and stars, 
everything that exists has a spirit at the back of it, and that 
spirit i s  i t s  soul. 

Question: How can we know t h a t  i t  i s  t h e  angel o f  death we 
see, if we c l o t h e  t h e  angel w i t h  our  imaginat ion? 

Answer: But what is our imagination? Very often our imagination i s  
inspiration, intuition; especially at1' the time of death a 
person is pitched to a very high state of being and therefore 
even a person who did not have much inspiration during his 
lifetime, has at that time, when he i s  lifted up already before 
the breath has left the body, closer to the higher sphere. And 
therefore though he garbs the angels with his imagination, s t i l l  
his intuition tells him that it i s  the angel of death. 

Question: W i l l  you p lease t e l l  us about t h e  guardian angels? 

Answer Guardian angels are nothing but extra light on the path, 
one's own light and the light from above one i s  seeking. The 
person who holds himself closer to  Heaven, he had20 a guid- 
ance from Heaven, he is always guided2'. The one who discon- 
nects himself from his original abode which is  Heaven, then he 
becomes worldly, earthly. Just like a fruit which has broken 
from the tree and has fallen on the earth. But the one who 
still clings to the light of Heaven, that person has s t i l l  a light 

15. Sk.l.tp.: 'lpleasem added 
16. Ibld.: "angelic11 Instead of "angelm 
17. Sk.sh.: the  sh. sign for tlalthoughw; but this word could have been under- 

stood for "alsow 
18. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 
19. Sk.l.tp.: "inw instead of "atf t  
20. Ibld.: "has" 
2 1. Sr.: "guardedf' instead of "guided" 



with him, about him, to guide him. And at every step that light 
comes, warns him, guides him, in accordance to his desire of 
being guided. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can coming volcanic e r u p t i o n s  and earth 22 

o f  na ture  be f e l t  b y  sensitive peop le  in advance? 
What i s  it t h a t  23 3 

~ n s w e r  Yes, there is an action and reaction, the action of nature 
upon people, and the action of people 24 . 

25 .   hat^^ storm and wind has 
a certain effect upon us, in our word and speech 27 . But 
this is  also caused in some ways as a reaction of the conditions 
of the people. And therefore all wars and storms and floods 
and volcanic eruptions very often they are caused by human 
beings, by the action or attitude or condition of humanity in 
general. 

Ques t ion:  Somet imes  in o l d  S c r i p t u r e s  there is spoken  about 
the t win-saviours? 

Answer: I have not heard about it, but i f  I would give an interpre- 
tation, I would say the first twin-saviours were Adam and Eve. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What d id  you s a y  yes terday:  "The Holy Ghost  i s  the 
Divine Sun," 28whether the sun or t h e  son?28 

Answer: I meant both. 

22. Sk.l.tp.: I1quakes, andf1 added; then a blank 
23. Sk.sh., Sk.i.tp.: t h e  remaining p a r t  o f  t h e  question is missing 
24. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sk.i.tp.: "upon nature1# added 
25. Sk.sh.: one line l e f t  open, where a whole sentence seems t o  be missing 
26. Sk.l.tp.: llThisfl instead o f  ltThat1l 
27. Skosh.: A blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: "and actionn added 
28. Sk.l.tp.: "or Son? ('The Soul Whence and Whither! page 22)" instead of 

"whether t h e  sun o r  t h e  son?" 
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Tasawwuf. 

The Soul towards Manifestation. 

2~here  i s  a word known to many: 'the guardian angelm2.   his^ 
angel's4 protection comes to some souls on earth, such souls who are walk- 
ing on the earth and yet are linked in some way or the5 other to6 the heav- 
enly spheres. Often one sees an innocent child being saved from 7several 
accidents7; and8 often a person i s  warned to save a child at the moment 
when the child wasg in danger. This guardian angel also appears in the same 
form aslo angels sent to  people on different duties. 

There are recording angels, who take a record of one's1' good actions 
and of12 bad actions; but13 the most interesting thing i s  that those who 
keep a14 record of lo good action15, do not keeplo record of lo bad 
actions 16. Those who keep l record of lo bad actions are other angels; and 
there is a further explanation given by the Prophet on this subject, that 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f i r s t  published in t he  book T h e  Soul Whence and W h i t h -  
e r ? ,  Toward Manifestation, las t  p a r t  o f  chapter 1 1  (1924). 

Where "book1' i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t he  book T h e  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ? ,  prepared f o r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a l a te r  date Sk. added "page 22-25 The Soul Whence and Whitherf1 in 
t h e  margin of her sh. 
Bk.: '''The Guardian Angel' is a te rm known t o  manyn 
E.t.: " tha t "  instead o f  l*Thisll 
E.t., Sr., bk.: "angelic11 instead o f  "angel's11 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
Sr., bk.: 'Iwithw instead of In tow 
Bk.: "an accidentw instead o f  "several accidents1' 
E.t.: *landw omitted 
Bk.: "isu instead o f  "wasw 
I bid.: *'thew added 
Ibld.: f lourt~ instead o f  uone'sf' 
I bid.: 'lof'l omitted 
Ibld.: "and" instead of "but" 
ibid.: I f the" instead o f  "aN 
E.t.: tlthingsll instead o f  "action", crossed o u t  by Sk. and replaced with 
llactlons'l in t h e  margin 
E.t.: llthlngs" instead o f  llactionsll, crossed o u t  by Sk. and replaced with 
'lactlonsw in t h e  margin 
Ibld.: *'aw added 



often a discussion takes place between those who l8take good record and 
the ones who take the record of man's bad things18. The former do not 
believe in the latter, because they are only conscious of man's goodness. 
They cannot believe that one who i s  good can be bad also. ~es ides '~ ,  those 
who record the good points want their record to be filled and the other 
angels want their recordzd to be filled; 21so there i s  a great rivalry 
between them. I s  this not the condition which we see in thez2 human 
nature? There is no person living on earth of whom all say good things 23and 
no one says bad thingsz3. soz4 there i s  no person living, about whom all say 
bad things and no one says any good; and the most interesting part25 for a 
keen observer of life is  how each tries to prove his argument to be correct. 

In thez6 sufi2' terms these two are called the angels of k h a i r  andz8 
khar, and the difference is  very l i t t le in theirz9 spelling: one is khair and 
the other i s  khar.  30~ha t  shows how30 little difference there is between 
goodness and badness31. The ancient belief i s  that immediately after a 
person32 is  buried, these33 two parties of angels come on34 his grave with 
their records and dispute about him. But do we not see in human nature the 
same thing? People wait not even until after death; they begin to say 
35good things and bad35 things about the person they know, about their 
friends and foes and dispute over36 them37. 38~here i s  also an ancient 

Bk.: "keep t h e  record  of t he  good deeds and those who record  the  evil 
deedsw instead o f  " take good record  and t h e  ones who take  t h e  record  of 
man's bad things" 
I bid.: llAlsoll instead o f  "Besides" 
E.t.: "recordsw 
Bk.: viandii added 
Ibid.: llthell omit ted 
Ibid.: t h i s  p a r t  o f  t he  sentence was omitted 
E.t.: uAisoll instead of flSo"; 
Bk.: l1andn instead o f  wSoll 
Bk.: vlpointw instead o f  "par tn  
Sk.sh.: "thel1 crossed o u t  by Sk.; 
Bk.: "the" omit ted 
Bk.: lvSuf1cv1 instead of "Sufiw 
E.t., bk.: "ofv1 added 
Bk.: vlthen instead o f  "theirI1 
Ibid.: "This suggests what a" instead of I1That shows howl8 
Ibld.: added "as Ornar Khayyam says: 

'A hair divides perhaps t h e  false and true, 
Yes, and a single alif were the  clue, 
Could you b u t  find it, t o  t h e  Treasure House, 
And per adventure t o  t he  Master too. 

- Quatrain 1."' 
E.t.: " the  deadt1 instead o f  I1a persont1; 
Bk.: l1the dead personv1 
E.t.: " tha tv1  instead o f  llthesell, changed back by Sk. i n to  I1thesew 
Bk.: " tot1 instead o f  "onI1 
Ibld.: l1good things and badN omitted 
Ibid.: "aboutf1 instead o f  Ivoverl1 
Ibid.: added I1even during the i r  life-time11 
Ibid.: "The ancient belief wasf1 instead of IvThere is also an ancient beliefvl 



belief38 that after the dead is39 in40 his grave and buried, 41there come 
two angels4' to  ask him questions and by this cross-e~aminat ion~~ prove 
their43 contrary arguments true43. Their names are munkir  and n a k i r ;  4 4 ~  

think44 there i s  very l i t t le difference in their names.44 There i s  a story in 
the Bible that Jacob wrestled with the45 angel all night and +n-rke-enel 
before the breaking of the morn46 Jacob won him and the angel asked his 
name and47 blessed him48. The interpretation of this i s  that the illuminated 
souls of49 the angels coming in50 contact with the51 earthly beings, are in 
conflict and that52 conflict ends when man had53 given up the earthly point 
of view and had adopted54 the heavenly point of view. Then there i s  no 
more55 conflict, but a blessing; and the asking the name i s  the56 paradox.57 
When once the false ego i s  crushed, the soul really58 does not know what 
59is his name59, for the60 name belongs to the false ego61. 

62~here i s  an old conception of nine kinds of angels62; in reality there 
is one kind of angel but their relation with human beings and their desire to 
experience life through human beings divides them into nine Then 
there i s  a belief that there are angels who are the inhabitants of the64 

Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added Ifputl f  in her sh.; 
E.t., bk.: ffputfl 
Bk.: l f intoff instead o f  ffinm 
Ibld.: Iftwo Angels comef1 instead of I f there  come two angelsw 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added I f to l l  in her sh. 
Bk.: flarguments f o r  and againstI1 lnstead of "contrary arguments t rue t f  
E.t.: " 1  thinkw, cancelled by Sk.; 
Bk.: t h e  whole sentence was omitted 
Ibld.: "anw instead o f  l f thef f  
Ibid.: "dawnf1 instead o f  Ifmornf1 
Ibid.: I1andff replaced by a comma 
Ibid.: added "and gave him a new nametf 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed Ifoff1 i n to  Ifandf1 In her sh.; 
E.t.: l1andn,; 
B k. : "of" 
Bk.: " intom lnstead o f  flinw 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed o u t  f l the" in her sh. 
E.t.: f f thefl  instead of " tha t t f  
E.t., bk.: "hastf instead o f  "had" 
E.t.: flhas" instead o f  "hadf1; then Sk. changed "has adoptedf1 i n to  Ifhe 
adopts"; 
Bk.: "has1# 
Bk.: "aw added 
E.t., bk.: "aff instead o f  flthen 
Bk.: flform added 
I bid.: 9-eallyn omitted 
Ibid.: real  name Istf lnstead of lfls his namew 
Ibld.: " tha t f1  instead o f  "thew 
Ibid.: added Ifand he Is given t h e  t r u e  Name, as Israel, t h e  Great Name o f  
God." 
Ibid.: omitted "There Is an old conception o f  nine kinds of angelsf1 
Ibid.: "degreesf1 instead o f  "klndsff 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed o u t  "thef1 in her sh.; 
E.t., bk.: f f the" omltted 



Heaven and others who live in the contrary place; 65those of the66 Heaven 
are called n u r  and of the other place are called67 nar.65' This i s  an 
extreme point of view. In reality they can be distinguished as two kinds: 
j e l a l  and j e r n a ~ ~ ~ ,  the69 angels70 of power and the69 angels70 of beauty. 
A question arises7' why the angels who descend on earth as an els, 72not 
come as human beings, for every human being 73was ~ r i g i n a l l y ~ ~ a n  angel. 
7 4 ~ h e  answer is that74 the angels who are related with human beings, are 
human75 souls now in the world, and who keep connection with 
human beings because of their wish; and now that they have come back77 
from78 earthly regions to the world79, they s t i l l  keep in touch with 
the earth, either being on a certain duty or because of their own pleasure. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Are  the names o f  the a n g e l s ,  g i v e n  b y  you, Arabic  
words? 

Answer: Yes, they are. 

Ques t ion:  T h e  g r e a t  a n g e l s  of whom we read in the S c r i p t u r e ,  
s u c h  a s  G a b r i e l ,  were  never in human l i f e ,  were  
t h e y ?  

Answer: Gabriel is  the chief angel of inspiration, of 'prophetic Mes- 
sage, of revelation. And therefore this is the central ray, the 
ray of the prophets, of the Messengers. The inspirer of the 
great beings of the world; and therefore Gabriel is of his own 
kind. 

Sk.sh.: th is sentence: "those of ... nar." was inserted by Sk. af ter-  
wards, perhaps a f te r  comparison with Km.sh.; 
in Sr.8~ copied t e x t  which he dictated t o  Saida, this sentence appears in 
the  text. 
E.t.: "thett omitted 
I bid.: "are calledw omitted; 
Bk.: "the others" instead of "of the other place are calledn 
E.t.: I1Jemai and Jelalm 
Bk.: "thew omitted 
E.t.: "angelw 
Bk.: Itas to"  added 
I bid.: "dom added 
E.t.: tlorlginally wasn 
Bk.: "The answer is that"  omitted 
ibid.: "human" omitted 
E.t., bk.: "angelictt instead of "angelw 
Bk.: tlreturnedw instead of "come backm 
E.t., bk.: "thev added 
Bk.: nHeavensw 



Question: Why a r e  t h e r e  nine kinds o f  angels? 

Answer: There are nine kinds because they are delighted in nine 
things. 

Question: A r e  the  recording angels  and the  examinating ange l s  
symbolical? 

Answer: Why symbolical, when their existence i s  a separate exis- 
tence. They are angels0. What is  on the earth i s  in the 
Heaven. The nature and character of the earth is  in ~eaven. I f  
human nature have the same tendency, in Heaven they show 
the same tendency. And as men are concerned with good and 
evil of one another, and so are angels. 

Question: Was it symbalical tha t  they  came t o  the  grave and 
dispute8l i t ?  

Answer: Yes, that i s  to some extent symbolical. 

Question: In everye2 case  they  a r e  no angels ,  f o r  they  d o  not  
l ive in the  angel 83 sphere? 

Answer: You may call them no angels, but they are no human 
beings. You may call them by some other names, but they are 
angels just the same. Angels mean84 souls, and souls who have 
not adorned a human, earthly body, and yet have come to  
experience life on the earth, are called s t i l l  angel. I f  they had 
had a human body, they would have been called human beings. 

80. Sk.l.tp.: tlangelsv 
81. Ibid.: "overn added 
82. Sk.sh.: t he  sh. sign for "everyn may have been written by mistake for 

"anyu; 
Sk.l.tp.: (*any" 

83. Sk.l.tp.: wangellcw 
84. Ibid.: "means" 



Q u e s t i o n :  I t h o u g h t  t h e y  were  not c a l l e d  a n g e l s ,  those who 
came b a c k  f rom e a r t h ,  b u t  s p i r i t s .  Did you not 
s a y  l a s t  t i m e  t h a t  a n g e l s  had n o  c o n t a c t  w i t h  
human beings? 

Answer: There are two kinds of angels: one is  called Malak, the 
other F a r i s h t a .  Malak i s  not in contact with human beings 
and not comes on the earth. But F a r i s h t a s  are those human 
beings who have risen aboves5 spirits and have entered 

86and have liberty to experience earthly 86 .  lt is  
contrary to what they call Deva, who has come on earth, but 
yet linked with Heaven, and has always the connection. So 
even the angel who is s t i l l  linked, the connection has not gone. 
Since the angel-word is  only used just now, and had to use for 
Malik and F a r i s h t a  the word angel. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Do  the a n g e l s  who have  descended o n  e a r t h  f o l l o w  
the lives of human s o u l s ,  and t a k e  r e a l  interest 
in their a f f a i r s ,  much the same a s  human s o u l s  d o  
among t h e m s e l v e s ?  

Answer: No, angels are not interested in the same way as human 
beings. Because the kind changes, and there is  a great gap 
between them. Their interests are not the same. Therefore i f  
ever angels came on the earth, either they are in touch with 
the innocent souls of the children, because they are closer, or 
the interest is in the illuminated soul, the spiritual soul. Then 
they are interested in the being who is now passing away from 
the earth, going to their country. 

85. Sr.: added "what may be called" 
86. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two questions and answers referring 
to the lecture 'Tasawwuf. The Soul 
towarcis Manifestation' of August 
15th, 1923, but given on another oc- 
casion. 

Quest ion:  It  s e e m s  t o  me t h a t  the record ing  a n g e l s  s u p p o r t  
the t h e o r y  of  Karma. 

Answer: Yes, some one must support it. 

Quest ion:  As the record ing  a n g e l s  w r i t e  down the good and the 
bad a c t i o n s ,  there m u s t  be a judge,  f o r  who would 
te l l  them what i s  good and what is bad? 

Answer: The judge lies in man's heart. It is from man's heart that 
the angels read what they have to notice as his good and as 
his bad actions. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 17th, 1923 

Character Building. 

It is  a most important thing in character building to become conscious 
of one's relation, obligation2 and duty to each person in the world and not to  
mix that link and connection which is established between oneself and 
another with a third person. One must think everything that is  trusted to 
him by every person in l i fe as3 his trust and one must know that to  prove 
true 4to the confidence4 of every person in the world, 5one's sacred obliga- 
tion. In this manner6,' harmonious connection i s  established with every 
person and it is the harmony established with every person which tunes the 
soul with the Infinite. I t  requires a great study of human nature together 
with tact to  keep on harmonious terms with every person in life. I f  one has8 
admiration for someone or8 grudge against someone, i t  i s  better to express it 
directly instead of mixing it up with many connections and relations in the 
world. ~ r i e n d s h i ~ ~  apart, even in an acquaintancelo this1 l consideration is  
necessary to  guard carefully that thin thread that connects two souls in 
whatever relation or capacity. Dharma in the language of the Hindus means 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r  Bui ld ing .  The  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter I V  of the f i r s t  part. 

Where "bookt8 is mentioned in the  nofes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  The A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Gwdenough. 

Sk.i.tp., bk.p., bk.: nliVw added 
E.t.: ~~obi igat ions~~,  changed back by Sk. into wobiigation~l 
Ibid.: flasfl, changed by Gd. into vlstl; 
Bk.p., bk.: nislg 
Sk.sh.: " t rue confidencen; afterwards Sk. inserted " t o  thew before "confi- 
dence"; 
E.t.: " t r u s t  t o  the  confidence", changed by Gd. into " t rue t o  the confi- 
dence"; 
Sk.i.tp., bk.p., bk.: " t rue  t o  the confidencew 
E.t.: "asm added, but crossed out  by Sk.; 
Sr.: I1asw added; 
Sk.l.tp., bk.p., bk.: tlisw added 
E.t.: wwayft, changed back by Sk. in to  tfmannertt 
A i l  other documents: "a" added 
Bk.: t1a(n)8* added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "Friendst1 instead of flFriendshipf* 
E.t.: wacquaintancen, changed by Gd. into ~acquaintanceshipl~; 
Bk.p., bk.: "acquaintance~hip~~ 
E.?., bk.p., bk.: " thatw instead of wthisfl 



religion but the verbal meaning of this word is duty. It suggests that one's 
relation to every person in the world i s  one's religion and the morel2 consci- 
entiously one follows it, the more keen he13 proves in following his14 relig- 
ion. 

To keep the secret of our friend, our acquaintance, even of someone 
with whom for a time being one has been vexed, i s  the most sacred obliga- 
tion. The one who thus realizes his religion, would ever15 consider it right to 
tell another of any harm or hurt he has received of l6 his friend? l7 ~ e v e r l ~ .  
It i s  in this, self-denial i s  learned; not always by fastingslg and retirements 
in the wilderness. Man, conscientious of his duty, of his obligations to his 
friends, i s  more pious than someone sitting alone in a solitude. The one in 
the solitude does not serve Cod; he only helps himself by enjoying the pleas- 
ure of solitude. But the one who proves to be trustworthy to every soul he 
meets, and considers his relation and connection, small or great, as some- 
thing sacred, certainly observes the spiritual law of that religion which is  
the religion of20 religions. 

Faults, everyone has faults, oneself2 l, one's friend and one's enemy, all 
are subject to faults. The one who wishes that his own faults may not be22 
disclosed, must necessarily consider the same for the other23 he meets. I f  
one only knew what the relation of friendship is  between one24 soul and 
another, the tenderness of this25 connection, i t s  delicacy, i t s  beauty and i t s  
sacredness, he can enjoy life to i t s  fullness, for he i s  living and he in this 
manner must someday communicate with Cod. It is the same bridge which 
connects two souls in the world, 26when once stretched27 becomes the path 
to Cod. There i s  no greater virtue in this world than proving kind and trust- 
worthy to one's friend, worthy of his confidence. The difference between 
the old soul and the young soul i s  to be found in this particular principle. 
The young soul only knows himself and what he wants, absorbed in his own 

E.t.: "moret1 omitted, bu t  re inserted by Sk. 
Bk.p., bk.: '*onen instead o f  "hew 
Ibid.: "one's'' instead of '*hisw 
Ibid.: "never" instead of "everw 
E.t.: "of" changed by Gd. in to  '*fromN; 
Bk.p., bk.: '*fromn 
E.t.: t h e  question mark was crossed o u t  by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: t h e  question mark omit ted 
E.t.: "Now, changed back by Sk. i n to  "Never**, then crossed o u t  by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "Never1' omitted 
Ail o ther  documents: "fastingn 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "alln added 
Bk.p., bk.: "one's self1' instead of "oneself" 
E.t.: "be not1' instead o f  "not be'' 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: '*othersw 
E.t.: "arn, changed back by Sk. i n t o  "oneu 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: " t ha tw  
E.t.: added ''which" by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: *lwhichm added 
E.?.: "stretchedm, crossed o u t  by Gd. and replaced by her with '*built'*; 
Bk.p., bk.: "bui l tw 



pleasures and displeasures and obsessed28 by his ever-changing moods. The 
old soul regards his relation to every soul, he keenly observes his obligations 
towards everyone he knows in the world. He covers his wounds i f  he hap- 
pened to have them, from the sight of the others and endures all things in 
order to  fulf i l  his duty as best29 h'e can towards everyone in the world. 

30*31~tory of '32~rabian Nights', which in some way is  incomprehensi- 
ble, yet i t  explains in an exaggerated form the subject I have 33 . once 
a king was on a tour in the woods. 3 4 ~ a s  camping, and there lived some 
robbers. And a robber happened to go in the tent, where the king was 
asleep, and tried to get from under his pillow a ring. And when he was 
taking away that ring, the king got up and he looked at the thief and said: 
'Who are you?' He said: ' l am a robber.' 'Why have you come here?' 'To 
find i f  I can get something from you.' 'What did you find?' 'I found your 
ring; here it is, shall I give it back to you?' The king said: 'No, take it.' 
The robber-said: 'Then do not tell it to anyone.' 'Certainly not35,' said the 
king. 

Question: Can you p lease t e l l  us why t h e r e  is a 1 egend36 in t he  
Talmud, t h a t  Moses d ied  from the k i s s  o f  God? 

Answer : I should say that anyone should37 die of the kiss of Cod. 
3 9 ~ n  the note38 it is said why39.40 

The condition of God and His true lover is  only one, and that 
is, either the beloved lives or the lover. Therefore Rumi says: 

Sk.l.tp.: "absorbedtt, changed back by Sk. into mobsessedtt . 
E.t., Sr., bk.p.,: ttasm added; 
Bk.: Ifas t o  the best of  his abilitytf instead of "as best he canff 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: th is s to ry  was omitted; 
Sr.: "About not giving away a personn added over the s tory  
Skosh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: ItThere is atf added 
Sk.l.tp.: "Thett added 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "spoken onm added 
Sk.l.tp.: "Hen added 
I bid.: "nottf omitted 
ibld.: "sentenceff instead of tflegend" 
I bid.: "wouldN 
Skosh.: " in the noteff crossed out  by Sk.; then follows a blank; 
Sr.: Itln Gayantf instead of f f in  t he  notef1 
Sk.l.tp.: omltted Itln the  note It is said whyff 
Skosh.: an open line; 
Sr.: ftwhym replaced with wlSundew, what Is It t ha t  every insect t ha t  
kisses you dies instan>lv?f 'I love him so t h a t  I eat him up.' The explana- 
t lon is the same.If 



Beloved is  all in all; 4110ver a dead thing, 
lover only veils Him; Love all that lives4'; lover a dead thing.' 

Question: What must we do if others do not consider our 
friendship and do not wish t o  reyard our views i n  
l i f e ?  Must we always go on t o  see them and try  
t o  come into contact with them if we are in some 
way  related t o  them? 

Answer: I would never say to anybody: go and consider the friend 
who has ill-treated you. But do what you consider the best. 
There cannot be one principle for all to follow; for each there 
is a particular principle. But by considering the main principles 
of character building, then one will be helped. It does not 
mean that one should follow exactly these principles which are 
spoken as character building. But by knowing them, they can 
be a great help in choosing the best way in dealing with life. 
For the one who observes this principle certainly is on the 
saintly path. Because such a principle requires a great sacri- 
fice, renunciation, a great deal of self-denial. It wants an 
unselfish person, who could follow this. 

Question: You spoke of covering the faults  of others, but even 
of our own? 

Answer: Yes, this is a still higher form. 

Question: 4 2 ~ a n  l i f e  be symbolized as a ladder? 

Answer : 43~es. 

Question: Was it the ladder that Jacob saw?44 

Answer: Yes, life's evolution45. Every person i s  on a different step. 

41. Sk.i.tp.: this pa r t  of t h e  sentence was replaced by Sk. wlth: "lover only 
veils him; love Is all t h a t  ilvesw 

42. Ibid.: this question was added t o  the  next one 
43. Ibid.: the  answer was combined wlth t h e  answer t o  the  following question 
44. ibid.: this question was comblned with the  previous one 
45. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "is as a ladderw; 

Sk.l.tp.: "is as a laddert1 added 



Quest ion:  How i s  it t o  be understood t h a t  bo th  Jesus and 
Buddha broke o f f  a l l  r e l a t i o n s  o f  f r i ends  and o f  
t h e i r  parents ,  and came back from s o l i t u d e  a s  a  
s tranger? Buddha espec ia l1  y says  t h a t  no one can 
a t t a i n  Nirvana who has still human r e l a t i o n s .  

Answer: Yes, but this question i s  a question of renunciation. The 
question of character building is  a different question: Life is  
like a ladder. The principle of one is  not 46 . On 
each step there is  a particular principle. At the same time 
those who have risen above all relations, they observe the law 
of relation more than anybody else. They become so conscious 
of their obligation, not only to their relation, but to every 
l i t t le insect and germ. Their relation is only more wide and 
stronger. 

The idea i s  that claim of relationship is  one thing, and the 
observing of relationship of all, i s  another stage. They have 
passed that stage of character building; they are above it, 
they cannot be compared. 

46. Skosh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "the prlnclple of another"; 
Sk.l.tp.: added Inthe prlnclple of another" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 17th, 1923 

2 ~ h e  Soul towards Manifestation. 

~ n ~ e l ~  spheres, the highest heavens, are the spheres of light which is4 
called Nur; and that5 current of power which runs through the Divine Sun 
causes rays to spread, each ray being an angel or a soul. It is this6 divine 
current which really speaking i s  nufs, which means7p8 breath or the ego. 
Breath is  the ego and ego i s  the breath. When the breath has left the body, 
the ego has gone. The nature of this current which spreads as a ray and 
which is a life-current, i s  to  collect and to create. It collects the atoms of 
the sphere in which i t  i s  running and i t  creates out of itself all that it can 
create. Therefore in the angelg spherelo which i s  the sphere of radiance, 
the soul collects the atoms of radiance. A Sufi poet of Persia has given a 
most beautiful expression in a verset1 of this ideai1. He says: 'A glow 
garbed with a flame came.' 1 2 ~ o  better picture of an angel can one make 
than this.12 Before the angels were drawn l3 by the14 artists in the form of 
human beings, they were symbolized as burning lamps; from this comes the 
custom of lighting candles in religious services, showing thereby to  some 
extent what the angels were like before they became human souls. In thei5 
Scriptures it is mentioned that human beings produced by their virtues 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Toward Manlfestation, chapter 1 1  1 ( 1924). 

Where "bookl* is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for  publication by Murshida Goodenough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "page 26 The Soul Whence and Whithern in t he  
margin of her sh. 
E.t.: ~Tassawuf~ added over the  lecture 
ibid.: "Angelic" instead of "Angelw; 
Sr., bk.: "The Angelicn 
Bk.: "arew lnstead of *(Ist* 
E.t.: I*thisw instead of " that" 
Bk.: "them instead of "thisn 
I bid.: "which meansw omitted 
I bid.: "the1( added 
E.t., Sr., bk.: **angelicn 
Bk.: "Heavens" instead of Itsphere" 
ibid.: "in a verse1* was placed af ter  "idea" 
Ibid.: th is sentence was omitted 
ibld.: nconceivedm lnstead of "drawnm 
I bid.: I*then omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added "ancientn in the  margin; 
E.t., bk.: "ancient" added; 
Sr.: vancienttt inserted afterwards 



angels and this is only a symbolical expression; it i s  not that16 human beings 
produced angels by their virtues but17 their virtues lifted their souls 18to 
find angels or connected them with the angels18. 190ne may ask: '20~he 
souls who have settled in the angelg world21 are angels? Then what makes 
them come on22 the earth? lg 2 4 ~ o ~  can they experience the23 life on the 
earth?'24 The answer i s  that it i s  not the angels who have settledz5 come 
on22 the earth. 2 6 ~ h e  reason i s  that they26 have finished their creative 
power in manifesting as angels. I f  they had a greater power, they 27cer- 
tainly wouldz7 have gone further28 29into the physical spheres29 and would 
have30 manifested as human beings; for the desire of every soul is  to  
reach31 culmination in manifestation and that culmination i s  a32 stage of33 
human plane. 

3 4 ~ h e  souls who return from the earth, 35it is  their part35 to commu- 
nicate with the earth very often and it i s  such angels who are36 known to 
man.37 angels who have never manifested as man39 on earth, i f  they 

E.t.: " thatm omitted 
Bk.: " thatm added 
Ibld.: " t o  the  angelstt lnstead of I t to  find angels o r  connected them with 
the  angelsw 
E.t.: This whole sentence had f i r s t  been omitted, but was added a t  the 
bottom of t he  page 
Skosh.: "ifn added in her sh.; 
Sr.: "if" added afterwards; 
Bk.: "if" added 
Bk.: "Heavensn lnstead of "world" 
Ibid.: tttott lnstead of "onn 
E.t.: "the" omltted 
Bk.: This sentence was omitted 
Ibid.: added "in the  Angelic Heaven whott 
Ibid.: "for these raysw lnstead of "The reason is t ha t  theyw 
Ibid.: "would certainly" 
I bid.: " fartherN 
Ibid.: "even t o  the  physical plane" lnstead of "into the physical spheresn 
Sk.sh.: Afterwards Sk. added "preferably" in the margin; 
Sr.: "preferablytl added; 
E.t., bk.: "preferablytt 
Bk.: "the ultimateu added 
Ibid.: Itthem instead of "an 
I bid.: "thew added 
Ibld.: "It Is t he  work ofn added 
Ibid.: "it is  their  par tm omitted 
I bid.: "generallyN added 
Sk-sh.: Here probably Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan paused a moment; Sk. took 
thls t o  be the end of the lecture and the  beginning of the  questions and 
answers, but then the  lecture went on; 
E.t.: The lecture ends here; the last pa r t  of the lecture, however, was 
added a t  the  bottom of the page. 
Bk.: "The" omitted 
I bid.: "mentt 



ever experience life on the earth, 40is only40 by the medium of4' minds and 
bodies who4* by their evolution come closer to  the angelg spheres43. They 
take them44 as their instruments and at times reflect themselves in them 
and at times have them be45 reflected in themse~ves.~~ 

Question: H nufs exists as far back as the plane, how 
can human beings hope t o  get free from i t ?  

Answer: Human beings do not need to get free from it. Only they 
need to distinguish between true nufs and false. 

Question: Is the nufs the word you give t o  the false ego? 

Answer: Yes, it is; it is  ego. 

Question: How long did Prophet Mahommed's mission last? What 
age was he when he died? 

Answer: I think sixty, I am not sure. His mission lasted for .about 
twenty years. 

Question: When angels experience l i f e  on the earth by the 
medium of m i n d  and body of human beings, i s  this  
obsession and must it be avoided? 

Answer: Certainly, it is obsession48. But at the same time, in the 
case of an angel, it is  not necessary to avoid it. Because from 
there one gets nothing but light.49 

Ibid.: "only experience it1@ instead of "1s onlyn 
I bid.: "other11 added 
Ibid.: nwhlchn instead of nuhow 
Ibld.: "Heavensf1 instead of "spheresv 
Ibld.: I1these" Instead of llthemn 
I bid.: "bell omitted 
Ibld.: added IIThis is not obsession, but Insplrationm 
Sk.l.tp.: ~ange l l c t~  
Sr.: added Itbut In case of an angel it could be t te r  be named inspirationn 
Ibld.: added llAll Inspiration comes from the  angelic spherest1 



Q u e s t i o n :  One would be v e r y  f o r t u n a t e  t o  g e t  i t ,  no? 

Answer: Yes, I should think so. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Are  there any d i s t i n c t i o n s  or d i f f e r e n c e s  of r a c e ,  
n a t i o n a l i t y  or r e l i g i o n  b e t w e e n  the s o u l s  who 
h a v e  passed f rom the phys ica l  plane? 

Answer: The differences and distinctions remain still. It i s  not so 
very easy to get rid of them. Wherever there is a world of 
variety, there are differences. Yes, one can say that in the 
higher plane there are less distinctions; in the lower plane 
there are more. Even among human beings we find the more 
evolved the less distinctions, and the less evolved the more 
distinctions. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  you mean t h a t  a n g e l s  who have n o t  mani fes ted  
obsess human beings? 

Answer: Yes, it i s  so. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Could you u s e  a more b e a u t i f u l  word, because  obses- 
sion a1 ways connec t s50  w i t h  1 ess good t h i n g s ;  per- 
haps  insp i red?  

Answer: Yes, inspired. 

When the 5'force emanates from the5I divine source, 52man- 
ifestation 53 . 

50. Sk.l.tp.: "1s connectedf8 
51. Ibld.: "then omitted 
52. Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added "going to" 
53. Ibid.: afterwards Sk. added "projects raysw; 

Sk.l.tp.: "it projects rays, going towards manifestationn 



Ques t ion:  Does e a c h  r a y  spread  in all d i r e c t i o n s ,  Pe-ee-e 
9ay?54 

Answer: Yes. The nature of the rays i s  the same in the divine spheres 
as in the physical 55~phere we see55 by studying the rays of 
the sun. 

Ques t ion:  How d o  you a c c o u n t  t h a t  the s o u l  is c e n t r e d  in the 
p a r t i c u l a r  point  where the physical  body i s  

56 the person exper ienc ing  l i f e  on57 the 
phys ica l  body57? 

Answer: It is in the body in one way. It functions .in the body, 
although the soul is incomparably larger than the body. Just a 
l i t t le point of the soul has functioned itself in the body. 5 8 ~ o r  
the impression that one has is  the soul being centred in the 
body, when, as a matter of fact, it extends throughout the 
universe.58 

Ques t ion:  Are the a n g e l s  you s p o k e  of in your t h i r d  l e c t u r e ,  
who live o n  the e a r t h ,  not the jinns? 

Answer: No. I have not yet come as far as the world of jinns. 

Ques t ion:  D o  the a n g e l s  of the s p h e r e  also e x p e r i e n c e  
birth and d e a t h ,  you th  and o ld  age? 

Answer: Not in the sense that we are accustomed to understand. 
But at the same time there is only one being, which is Cod, 
Who is  above birth and death. But all the manifestation, from 
the point of duality t o  the myriads of beings, they are all sub- 
ject to the law of birth and death. Only the difference 
between59 the birth and death i s  very great between the plane 

54. Skosh.: The question may be incomplete 
55. Sk.l.tp.: "sphere. We see thisn 
56. Skosh.: a blank 
57. Ibld.: "onI1, as f i r s t  may have been said "the physical plane" instead of 

"the physical body"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "on t h e  physical planen, then "planem crossed out  and replaced 
with "bodym In Sk. hwr. 

58. Skosh.: This whole sentence was added afterwards by Sk. in sh. 
59. Sk.l.tp.: flof" Instead of "betweenn 



of human being and the lanes60 of angels. And at the same 
time the youth and age g,to each thing we see, to the plant 
and fruitI6' there is  a time when they are raw and a time 
when they are ripe. So it is with the an els, but there is no 

68 comparison to62 the life of angels to the life of human 
being. Human life is  too limited to64 the life of angels. Even 
the birth of thought and idea i s  incomparably small to  the life 
of angels. 

Q u e s t i o n :  As man is judged b y  the God in his own h e a r t ,  I d o  
not unders tand what the u s e  is of this o u t s i d e  
record ing  of our  a c t i o d 5 ?  

Answer: But it all goes on in the plane of our life66, even67 of the 
angels. We are accustomed to  put outside, but i t  all i s  in our 
heart, and therefore it is not outside at all; it i s  in the heart. 
The heart is a mirror which has two sides. It reflects all that 
is  outside and all that i s  within. And therefore God and angels, 
and all that is within, i s  reflected in the heart, and all that is 
outside is  also reflected, because it has two sides. It i s  not 
necessarily a piece of flesh. The heart of flesh is only that 
part of .the body which was first made, and upon6' the whole 
body was .formed. And therefore as it was first made, it is 
more sensitive to the heart which is  within than any other 
organ. And therefore when there is  a depression 69 I 
every l i t t le excitement or little" feeling has a feeling in the 
heart. 'And because man does not see the heart which is  the 
mirror, but feels it in the heart, even that piece of flesh which 
one calls the heart, there i s  the seat of the function, though 
the soul i s  incomparably greater than the body. But the body 
i s  the seat of it. Therefore man gives a great importance to 
his body. 

I bid.: "planen 
Ibld.: "are In each thing. We see the  plants and fruits," instead of I t to  
each thing we see, t o  t h e  plant and frult,a 
Ibid.: "betweenn lnstead of Itto" 
Ibid.: "andw instead of "tot1 
Ibld.: "compare wlthw added by Sk. 
Sr.: added "(by the  angels)" 
Ibld.: "the hear tw lnstead of "our lifetn; 
Sk.l.tp.: "lifen changed by Sk. Into "heartn 
Sk.l.tp.: "If it Ism added 
I bid.: ~ w h l c h ~  added 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "or Joy or  pleasurev added 



Question: Can every atom of manifestation be said to have a 
 SOU^? 

Answer: Certainly, because the manifestation has begun, has com- 
menced from the heavenly source, from divine spheres. And 
therefore every atom of this universe, mental or material, is  
an outcome of that. And therefore it cannot exist without a 
part of that heavenly radiance with it. Even an atom of the 
dust, it has behind i t  a radiance. And i f  it were not a radiance, 
it would not have manifested to our view. We see it because it 
has light in it. It is  i t s  own light that shows i t  t o  us, that is its 
soul. What seems to be void of intelligence i s  not in reality 
void of it. Only, intelligence is buried in i t s  heart. I t  is so to 
speak: intelligence has projected itself, and then i t s  own out- 
come has covered it, and buried intelligence in itself. But the 
intelligence must come out someday. Therefore through all 
these phases of life it is trying to break out. You can see this 
in volcanic eruptions, this power, working through the floods, 
lightning, planets, stars, its desire i s  to  burst out where it is  in 
a way captive. And i t s  chance of rising itself is  in the human 
life. And therefore the spirituality i s  the only object in the 
fulfilment of human evolution. 

Question: Is that what is sometimes meant in the phrase: the 
spiritual realization of matter? 

Answer: Yes. 



Sakina's shorthhnd reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 18th, 1923 

Character 6uilding.l 

Subtlety of nature is the sign of the intelligent. I f  a person takes the 
right direction, he does good with this wealth of intelligence. A person who 
is on a wrong direction may abuse this great faculty. When a person who is  
subtle by nature is compared to the personality which is void of it, it is like 
the river and the mountain. The subtle personality is as pliable as the2 run- 
ning water; everything that comes before that personality is reflected in it 
as clearly as the image in the pure3 water. The rock-like personality, void 
of subtlety, is like a mountain, it reflects nothing. Many admire plain speak- 
ing, but the4 reason is  the lack of understanding the fine subtlety. Can all 
things be put into words? Is there not anything more fine, more subtle than 
spoken words? The person who can read between5 lines makes a book6 out 
of one7 letter. Subtlety of perception and subtlety of expression are the 
signs of the wise. Wise and foolish are distinguished by fineness on the part 
of the one, and rigidness on the part of the other. A person void of subtlety 
wants truth to  be turned into a stone; and the subtle one8 will even turn a 
stone into truth. In order to  acquire spiritual knowledge, order to9 
receive inspiration, gin order to9 prepare one's heart for innerlo revelation, 

one must try and make one's mentality pliable like water, rather than a 

Notes: 

This lecture was f irst published in the book Character-Building. The A r t  
of P e r s o n a l i t y  (19311, chapter v of the  first part. 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book Character- 
Bui ld ing.  The A r t  of Personal i ty ,  prepared for publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Sk.l.tp., bk,p., bk.: "V" added 
Bk.: "then omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "pool of" instead of "pure" 
E.t.: "their", changed back by Sk. into "thew; 
Sk.l.tp.: wtheir" 
Bk.p., bk,: "the" added 
Sk.l,tp.: "beauty" instead of "book" 
E.t.: "an, changed back by Sk. into "onew 
Ibld.: "onen omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
8k.p.: "in order tow was cancelled afterwards; 
Bk.: "in order to" omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: "innerw omit ted 



rock. For asll further in the path of life's mystery a person will sojourn12, 
the more subtle he will have to  become in order to  perceive and to  express 
the mystery of life. Cod is a mystery; His knowledge is a mystery. Life is a 
mystery; human nature is a mystery. In short, depth of all knowledge is a 
mystery. Even the13 science or art, all that is more mysterious is more deep. 
What all the Prophets and Masters have done in all ages is14 t o  express that 
mystery in words, in deeds, in thoughts, in feelings; but most of the mystery 
is expressed by them in silence. For then the mystery is in i t s  place. To 
bring down the mystery to  the ground is like pulling down a king on to  the 
ground from his throne. But allowing the mystery to remain in its own place 
in the silent spheres, is like giving homage to  the King to  whom all homage is 
due. 

Life's mysteries15 apart, in little things of everyday life, the less words 
used the more profitable it is. Do you think more words explain more? No, 
not at all. It is  only a16 nervousness on1' the part of those who wish to say 
a hundred words to explain a thing which can quite well be explained in two 
words. And on the part of the listener it is the18 lack of intelligence when 
he wants a hundred words in order to  understand something which can just 
as well be explained in one word. Many think that more words explain things 
better. But they do not know that most often as many moretg words spoken, 
so many veils wrapped around the idea. In the end you go by the same door 
by which you have entered. 

Respect, consideration, reverence, kindness, compassion and sympathy, 
forgiveness and gratefulness, all these virtues can be best adorned by sub- 
tlety20 of expression. 240ne need not dance in thanksgiving. One word of 
thanks is quite sufficient21. One need not play drums that ' I have forgiven 
somebody.' One need not cry out loud23 that ' I sympathize with you, 22my 
dear friend22.'24 Such things are fine, subtle, they are to be felt; no noise 
can express them, noise only spoils their beauty and enhanen takes from 

E.t., bk.p., bk.: 'lthet1 instead of "as" 
E.t.: "sojourn" changed by Gd. into mjourneyll, then changed back by her 
t o  lfsoJourn"; 
Bk.: "Journey" 
E.t.: "then crossed out  by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: "theft omitted 
E.t.: nisll omltted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Ibid.: "mysteryw, changed by Gd. into wmysteriesn; 
Sk.l.tp., bk.p., bk.: nmysteriesw 
A l l  other documents: "an omitted 
Sk.i.tp.: flin" instead of "onw 
I bid.: "then omitted 
Bk.: "moren omitted 
E.t.: "subtle+y oft*, where the typist, a f te r  deleting Vyn, must have for- 
gotten t o  cross out  "ofw 
Ibld.: Menoughll instead of  sufficient^ 
Ibid.: th is pa r t  of the  sentence was omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: maloudll 
E.t.: The sequence of the sentences In this passage is as follows: "One 
need not  dance in thanksgiving. One need not  c ry  ou t  loudly t h a t  : I sym- 
pathise with you. One word of thanks is quite enough. One need not play 
drums that: I have forgiven somebodyv 



their value. In spiritual ideas and thoughts subtlety is  more needed than in 
anything else. I f  a spiritual person were to bring his realizations at 25 the 
marketplace and dispute with everyone that came along about his beliefs 
and disbeliefs, where would he end? What does make a spiritual person har- 
monize with all people in the world? The key to the art of reconciliation 
that a spiritual souI26 has, i s  subtlety in both perception and expression. Is  
it lack of frankness? Is  it hypocrisy to be subtle? Not in the least. There are 
many people who are outspoken, 27ready to tell the truth as hitting the head 
of another person, who proudly support their frankness by saying: ' I do not 
mind i f  it makes anybody sorry or angry. I only tell the truth.' I f  the truth 
is as hard as a hammer, may truth be never spoken! May no one in the world 
follow such 28 truth! Then, what 29 i s  that truth which is peace-giving, which 
i s  healing, which i s  comforting30 every heart and soul? That truth which3' 

32 the soul, that truth which is creative of harmony and33 beauty, 
where i s  that truth born? That truth is born in subtlety of intelligence, in 
thought, speech and action, of 34 fineness which brings pleasure, comfort, 
beauty, harmony and peace. 

Ques t ion:  W i l l  t~ou35 e x p l a i n  t h a t  the hear t  o f  man i s  the hear t  
of the universe? 

Answer: In the heart of man the whole universe i s  reflected, and as 
the whole universe is reflected in the heart of man, it may be 
called the heart of the universe. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  the hear t  and what i s  the soul? 

Answer: Suppose, i f  we take a lamp, a burning lamp as a picture of 
human being. The flame i s  the soul, and the globe i s  the heart. 
The inner part of the globe is  called heart, the outer part is  
the mind, and the shade over the lamp is the body. 

Ibld.: "atv1 changed by Gd. Into flln"; 
Bk.p., bk.: lllnw 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "personI1 lnstead of I1soul" 
All other documents: llasll added 
Bk.: #laM added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "wherew lnstead of I1whatl1 
Bk.: "ton added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: llthatcl lnstead of llwhlchm 
Sk.sh.: f i r s t  a blank; afterwards Sk. filled In ~ ( ~ p l l f t s ) ~  
E.t.: a comma instead of "andw, but Sk. reinserted Itandm 
Sk.l.tp.: lllnw lnstead of "of" 
Sr.: wplease"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "pleasew added 



Ques t ion:  W i l l  you e x p l a i n  the d i f f e r e n c e  bet ween a c h i l d  s o u l  
and a grown-up s o u l ?  

Answer: The difference i s  that of a ripe fruit and an unripened36 
fruit. It i s  just like a grown-up man who has more experience 
compared with the child, and by his experience he has learned 
and understood more. So is a soul who may be a young person 
and yet he may have a greater understanding because of37 his 
soul being ripe. 

Quest ion:  How c a n  one c u l t i v a t e  this s ~ b t l e n e s s ~ ~ ;  I t h o u g h t  
one was born w i t h  it, and cou ld  n o t  a c q u i r e  it? 

Answer : I f  one knows how wonderful is  the life of man, of whom 
God says that ' I have created man on My own Image'; i s  
there anything which i s  not in Cod? I f  all things are in God, 
then all things are in man, whom He has made on His own 
image. No doubt, the things that he tries to acquire he i s  able 
to acquire them better; the things that he neglects, he does 
not 39 often seen4' people with intelligence, with 
brain, yet unwilling to trouble their brain very much; for they 
do not want t o  trouble, it i s  not that they cannot understand. 
I f  they can get it easily explained by someone, they do not 
want to trouble. Very often one sees that. And therefore 
subtlety is a fineness. Such fineness can be acquired by the 
love of fineness. Not only in human character, but in every- 
thing. An artist, i f  an artist has not the love of subtlety, it wil l  
only be on the surface. It wil l  become living i f  he has subtlety 
in his nature. So with poetry. I f  the poet only writes words, 
nothing behind it, that does not give life, that is  only the 
structure. What makes a verse beautiful? Twist. A person 
could write five lines and make the soul dance at i t s  fineness, 
subtlety. Another person will write41 hundred letters, it means 
nothing; too many words, only tiredness is the result of it. The 
book of Rumi has lived hundreds of years, the interest is 
always growing. Why? Because there is  subtlety from the be- 
ginning to the end. When one does not take the trouble to cul- 
tivate fineness in nature and subtlety in perception and 
expression, i t  i s  just like a stubborn4* child, who wants his 

36. Sk.l.tp.: llunrlpell 
37. Ibid.: "ofn omitted 
38. Sr.: llsubtlety" instead of "subtleness" 
39. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 
40. Sk.l.tp.: Itoften we seew instead of Itoften see1# 
41. Ibid.: llwritesn instead of "will writem 
42. Skosh.: wstubbornu was added by Sk. in 'lh. la ter  on, with a question mark 

in the  margin 



food to be put in his mouth. He does not want to  take the 
trouble of eating himself. A subtle person is only a conscien- 
tious person; a person on his guard, who has taken the life as a 
horse, he has the rein in his hand; who makes it dance when he 
wants it to  dance, lets it go slowly when he wants. A dancer, 
a poet, a singer, in every aspect, in all one does, subtlety pro- 
duces beauty. 

Subtlety i s  the curl of the beloved, used by Omar Khayyam and 
most of the Sufi poets. 

Q u e s t i o n :  How i s  the per iod ic  coming and going of events, 
c a t a c l y s m s ,  wars ,  e t ~ . ~ ~  t o  be e x p l a i n e d ,  a s  w e l l  
a s  the f a c t  o f  the p o s s i b i l i t y  of p u r e l y  mathe- 
m a t i c a l  reading of a l l  l i f e  in a s t r o l o g y ?  These 
t h i n g s  seem t o  speak  in f a v o u r  of the idea t h a t  
a l l  l i f e  is a n  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  running clock, and 
t h a t  there i s  no l i b e r t y  o f  a c t i o n  and t h o u g h t .  
(Dea th  of44 babe or ch i ld . )  What i s  the s e n s e  o f  a  
human being dying before it h a s  reached a  c e r t a i n  
deve lopment?  I t  seems  a  g r e a t  w a s t e  o f  e n e r g y ,  
and a g r e a t  s u f f e r a n c e  in v a i n .  

Answer : The first question in which it is  asked i f  the whole uni- 
verse is  going on automatically and there is no free will, the 
answer is  that: yes, a man i s  born in a universe which i s  going 
on automatically, and he is born helpless. Therefore it i s  true 
that the condition is such. But what the child is  born with? He 
is born with a desire to do as he wills. This desire is the proof 
of there being a free will. A free will which is put to test 
under all opposing conditions and influences, which the soul 
meets with through life. And to rise above all the opposing in- 
f ~ u e n c e ~ ~  and to give the fullest expression to the free will 
brings about that result of life which is the fulfilment of the 
soul's coming on earth. 

The second question. The reason of many things having sprung 
out of this automatically working universe, such as the birth of 
a babe who has passed soon after, and one does not see the 
reason behind it. But in this case we must understand that 
although outwardly it is  automatically working, inwardly there 
is Cod. There is no mechanism without an engineer. Only the 

43. Sk.l.tp.: na.~.o.~ instead of lletc.ff 
44. Ibid.: "atf added 
45. I bid.: uinfluencesfl 



engineer does not seem to be standing by the side of46 ma- 
chine. And he is not claiming that he i s  the engineer. One 
thinks that there is  a machine is  going on and there is no en- 
gineer. I f  one knew that there is  an engineer 47 . What a 
l i t t le part of machine48 can understand about the scheme and 
plan which i s  made for the working of the whole universe. And 
i f  anybody understands, it is the wakened49 soul, but how 
much does he understand? Very l i t t le does he understand. And 
how does he, and what? He only can say what he can about it. 
That all justice or50 injustice which may seem to us on the 
surface will all f i t  in, and be perfect at the finish where there 
is the sum up of the working of the whole universe. There is  a 
saying in support to this in 'wadan51.' 

46. Ibld.: tithett added 
47. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: t h e  sentence remained unflnlshed; 
Sr.: 'Iyou would know" added 

48. Sk.l.tp.: nmachines" 
49. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: I1awakenedu 
50. Sk.l.tp.: "andt1 instead of ttorw 
51. Ibld.: t8Vadanm 
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Tasawwuf. 

The S o u l  towards Manifestation. 

  he* souls in the angel3 spheres4 live as a breath. The soul in i t s  
nature i s  a current, a current the nature of which is5  envelop in6 itself all 
that might come along and meet7 it on i t s  way. The soul therefore collects 
all that comes to it; therefore it becomes different from i t s  original condi- 
tion; yet in i ts8 real being the soul is a vibration, the soul is a breath, gthe 
soul i s  the essenceg, the soul is  intelligencelo and the soul is  the essence of 
personality. The question very often rises1 l, i f  an angel camel2 from above, 
does it descend outward13 before a person or l4 within a person in his heart? 
15~his question may be answered that15 l7the l i f t  for16 the soul is situated 
within, not without, which brings the soul down on earth and takes it back 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the book The  Soul Whence and 
Whi the r? ,  Toward Manifestation, second par t  of chapter 1 1  i (1924). 

Where '*book1' is mentioned in the notes, It refers t o  the  book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added Itpage 27 The Soul Whence and Whithern In the 
margin of her sh. 
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O.t., bk.: 'Itow added 
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0.t.: llmeetslt, changed back by Sk. into "meetN 
Ibld.: 'Ithe" instead of Itits" 
Sr.: th is pa r t  of  the sentence was cancelled; 
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0.t.: an open space; Sk. added "the Intelllgencel'; 
Sr.: I t the intelligencet1 
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i bld.: noutwardlyll 
I bid.: llmanlfestll added 
Ibid.: th is pa r t  of the  sentence was omitted 
0.t.: "oft' Instead of ''for" 
Bk.: I1The l i f t  which brlngs a soul down and takes it back t o  Heaven is s i t -  
uated within.11 



towards heaven.17  hat" l i f t  is the breath. The soul comes with the breath 
on earthlg and with the same it returns. Those among human beings who are 
not even aware of their own breath, how can they know who came20 within 
themselves and who went2' away? Many seem wide awake to the life with- 
out but asleep22 within; and though the chamber of23 heart i s  continually 
visited by the hosts of heaven, but24 they do not know theirz5 heart, they 
are not there. 

There i s  a very interesting story told in the Arabic Scriptures, 26that 
Cod made lblis the head-ef-u++-ange+l chief among angels and then 
told him to bring some clay, that He might make out of it an image28. The 
angels29 under the direction of lblis brought the clay and made an image28. 
Then Cod breathed into that imagez8 and asked the angels to bow before 
him30. ~ 1 1 ~ '  angels bowed, but ~ b l i s ~ ~ ,  he said: 'Lord, Thou hast made me 
the chief of all angels and I have brought the33 clay at Thy command and 
made with my own hands this image, with34 Thou commandest me to bow 
before.' The displeasure of Cod arose and fell in35 his neck as the sign of 
the outcast. 361t is  by that3' story that we learn what Jesus Christ has said 
in the ~ i b l e : ~ ~  'Blessed are the meek, 38who inherit the Kingdom of 
the earth.' What lblis denied was the reflection of Cod in man; and 39that 
law one can observe39 in everything in life. A person may be rich with40 
wealth or high in position, but 41he must listen to the policeman41, for42 it 

0.t.: "Thisvv instead of ttthatv, changed back by Sk. into " that" 
Bk.: vv to  earth", placed a f te r  fkomesw instead of a f ter  "breathN 
I bid.: ~comesvr 
Ibid.: "goes out" instead of lvwent away1! 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. inserted l v to  the  lifen in sh.; 
0.t.. bk.: " t o  the lifem added 
Bk.: "theirm added 
I bid.: "butvv omitted 
Ibid.: vrownm added 
Ibid.: "it Ism added 
Ibld.: vrthew instead of tfallvv 
0.t.: "angelvv instead of "image" 
I bid.: "angel" 
Bk.: "itw instead of vthimn 
I bid.: "the" added 
0.t.: ", but iblis. He saidw; 
Sr.: ", but iblls, he said"; 
Bk.: "but iblls saidw 
Bk.: "thisw lnstead of "then 
Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out  vrwithn and wrote Nwhichvt under it in Ih. 
Bk.: vtonvr Instead of vrintv 
Ibid.: "This s tory  helps us t o  understand what Jesus Christ meant when he 
said:" 
0.t.: "thisn instead of " thatvr 
O.t., bk.: "for they shallv instead of "who w i l l t r  
Bk.: !lone can observe the same lawvv instead of I f that  law one can 
o bser verr 
Ibid.: "inn instead of "withn 
Ibid.: "he st i l l  must obey the policemanvv instead of "he must listen t o  the  
policeman" 
I bid.: "form omitted 



i s  not the rank or43 wealth which44 he45 has, but in him is  reflected the 
power of the mi hty46 government and when one47 takes no heed of 48what 
the police says4! one4' refuses to obey the law of the State. In everything, 
small or big5', it is  the same law; and in every person there is a spark of 
511blis-tendency51, the tendency which we know by52 egotism, that53 ten- 
dency of saying: 'No, I wil l  not listen, I will not give in, I will not con- 
sider.' Because of what? Because of 'I,' 540f55 'I am.' But there is  only 
one 'I,' the perfect 'I,' is Cod, Whose power is mightier than any 
power existing in the world, whose position i s  greater than57 any one, and 
He shows it in answer to that58 egoistic tendency of man, who is  limited, 
which59 is expressed in that58 ~ n ~ l i s h ~ ~  saying: 'hian proposes but Cod dis- 
poses.' It i s  this idea6I which teaches man the virtue of resignation, which 
shows mad2 that 63' 1' that he is a much smaller 'I' and64 there 
i s  no comparison between his65 'I' and the 'I' of the great Ego, Cod. 

6 6 ~ n d  there is66 another story, the story which67 tells how frightened 
the soul was when it was commanded to enter the body of clay. It was most 
unwilling, not from pride but with68 fear. The soul whose nature is  freedom, 

Ibld.: "andw lnstead of worll 
0.t.: "which" omitted 
Bk.: "the la t te r "  lnstead of "he" 
I bid.: "mightyw omitted 
Ibid.: "a manm instead of "onen 
Ibid.: "the policeman~l lnstead of "what the  police saysu 
Ibid.: "hew instead of "onew 
Ibld.: vgreatfl lnstead of nbigfl 
I bid.: *tthis tendency of I blisw instead of "1 blls-tendencyg1 
Ibld.: "asw instead of "byn 
O.t., bk.: "the" instead of "thatt1 
Sk.sh.: "because" added afterwards in sh. 
Bk.: "ofw omitted 
Ibid.: "Hew Instead of "Whot1 
Ibid.: ' I that ofn added 
I bid.: "then lnstead of " thatn 
Ibld.: "ThlsW instead of "whichn 
I bid.: ~ E n g l i s h ~  omitted 
Ibid.: "thoughtw instead of "ideaw 
Ibld.: tlhimn lnstead of "manw 
Ibid.: "the ( 1 '  he creates" instead of "'1' t h a t  he claimsw 
I bid.: " thatm added 
Ibid.: "thisn lnstead of whisn 
I bid.: "And there is" omitted 
0.t.: I f that "  instead of "whichw; 
Bk.: wwhichw omitted 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  "with" and wrote "from" over it in- 
stead 



whose dwelling69 i s  heavens70, whose comfort71 i s  to  be free72 to dwell in 
all the spheres of existence--for that soul 73to go and sit73 in a house made 
of clay, was most horrifying. Then God asked the angels 74to play and 
sing74, and the ecstasy that was produced in the soul by hearing the sing- 
ing75, made it enter into76 that77 body of clay, where it was78 captive to  
death.  NOW^^ the interpretation of this idea is  that the soul which is  pure 
intelligence and angels0 in i t s  bein had not the least interest to  dwells1 in 
the physical spherese2, which rob8f;t of i t s  freedom and makea4 it limited. 
But what interested the soul and made it come into the body, is what this 
physical world offers to85 senses, whiche6 produces such an i n t o x i ~ a t i o n ~ ~  
that takes away the thought of heavens88 8 9 f ~ r  the momentSg from the soul 
and so itg0 becomes captive intog1 the physical body. 

What i s  Cupid? I s  not Cupid the soul? It is  the soul, 92it i s  the angelg2, 
the angelg3 towards manifestation, the angel whog4 has arrived tog5 his 
destinyg6, 9 7 ~ h i ~ h  isg7 the human plane; 98before it has manifested as such, 
he is  cupidg8. 

Bk.: lldwelllng-placel~ 
I bid.: "Heaven1* 
Ibld.: nit11 added 
I bid.: "and11 added 
Ibid.: " t o  dwell11 lnstead of I1to go and sitt1 
O.t,: " t o  sing and playn 
Bk.: " that  musicn lnstead of "the slngingll 
I bid.: #*inton omitted 
O.t., bk.: "the1* instead of " that" 
I bid.: becamet1 
Bk.: wNowll omitted 
Ibid.: lbngellc" instead of llangelc* 
Ibid.: llln dwellingn instead of (@to  dwelln 
Ibid.: llplanefl instead of llspheresll 
O.t,: "robbed"; 
Bk.: "robs11 
0.t.: "made"; 
Bk.: ~lmakesl~ 
Bk.: "then added 
Ibid.: "and this" instead of llwhlchfl 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "it"; 
Bk.: ~~itl* 
Bk.: "Heaven" 
Ibid.: "for the  momentn placed af ter  "takes awaym 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "the souln in the margin of her sh.; 
O.t., bk.: "the soul" 
Bk.: "in" instead of l f i n t o ~ ~  
Ibid.: "it is the angel," omitted 
I bid.: llgoingn added 
Ibid.: "which" lnstead of "who1* 
Ibld.: "arrived at"; " t o  arr ive ton1 is an obsolete form of " t o  ar r ive a t "  
(Oxford Dictionary) 
Ibid.: " i ts  destinationw instead of llhis destinyn 
Ibid.: I1which is" omitted 
Ibid.: "and before it manifests there it Is Cupid" lnstead of "before it has 
manifested as such, he is Cupidn 



Question: You said that enjoyment through the senses made the 
soul w i l l i n g  t o  remain in the body. Does it get 
more enjoyment in the senses on earth than it 
would without them in Heaven? 

Answer: No, I did not say that the enjoyment in the senses made 
the soul willing to remain in the body. I have said that the 
enjoyment through the senses made the soul come into the 
body. It would not have entered otherwise. Because through 
the senses the physical life became intelligible to the soul, and 
therefore thisg9 intoxicated the soul so that it entered the 
body. But there is one question: that before entering the body, 
how did it experience the senses? First it experienced the 
senses through the sense of other mediums, those who are in 
the body; as the child shares the food of mother before birth, 
so it experiences through the senses before its own senses 
have developed. 

Question: Then the desire is t o  have for i t s e l f  
100 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Does it get more enjoyment b y  the senses on earth 
than it would without them in Heaven? 

Answer: Certainly. Because the enjoyment that the soul gets here 
on earth by the medium of senses i s  just like the wine touched 
to the lips. It i s  an illusion, it i s  no wine. As the world is  illu- 
sive, so enjoyment is  the same. They have never made one 
happy, nor will they ever make one happy forever. The pleas- 
ure of the world comes and goes, for the moment they are 
pleasant. Afterwards it is  nothing. There i s  only one pleasure 
which is real happiness. It does not belong to earth. I f  on the 
earth the person who i s  living, he i s  happy, he i s  not happy 
with earthly things, only with realization of Heaven, when he 
connects his soul with the Heavenly spheres. But in the things 
of the earth there is  no happiness, except the pleasure which 
i s  illusive. 

99. Sk.l.tp.: " I t t1 instead of "this" 
100. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: t h e  question seems t o  be incomplete 



Ques t ion:  lo' 

Answer: A soul which i s  in the body, although connected with Heaven, 
i s  s t i l l  open to thelo' influences toio3 the earth. Not only 
open, but dependent for i t s  external life on104 the food of the 
earth and the water. As i t s l o 5  life depends upon the things of 
the earth, it s t i l l  seeks for the pleasures of the earth. The 
more close to Heaven a person i s  drawn, the less important the 
pleasures of the earth become. All that seems to be pleasure 
fades away; it has no colour, no taste any more. Therefore the 
religions have taught self -denial by denying all the pleasures 
of the earth. But I think a soul which naturally rises towards 
Heaven does not need to  practise self-denial. It comes by 
itself as the soul grows and rises towards Heavens. 

Ques t ion:  Was not the q u e s t i o n  of a s o u l  who had n o t  y e t  mani- 
f e s t e d ?  Why a s o u l  shou ld  l e a v e  the g r e a t e r  hap- 
p i n e s s  of Heaven for e a r t h 1  y p leasures - -  lo6which 
i s  so much g r e a t e r 1 0 6 ?  

Answer: The idea is that the tendency of every motive i s  to  go to 
the utmost point, forlo7 the farthest point, whether in i t s  
result it gives happiness or unhappiness. The tendency of the 
one who has every motive, will experience it to its final 
result. For instance a singer sings. He very comfortably sings 
on the lower note. His heart's desire is  t o  go as high as he can 
go. He may take a chance of breaking his voice, lo8 but his 
tendency is to go to the highest note. It i s  the same tendency 
which cravelog the people whol10 go to the North Pole. I f  
their life was taken away, or whatever suffering, but they will 
go to the extreme end of the world. I f  there was not that ten- 
dency there would not have been this manifestation. Even at 
the cost of all the happiness the soul touches 111  . 
Human evolution comes to that great fulfilment which even 

101. Sk.sh.: the  question has not been taken down by Sk.; 
Sk.l.tp.: the  question was omitted 

102. Sk.sh.: one sh. sign Incomprehensible; 
Sk.l.tp.: omitted 

103. Sr.: 'lexperIence oft8 added; 
Sk.l.tp.: "of8I Instead of "tof1 

104. Sk.l.tp.: "ofw instead of "onI8 
105. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "outerf1 In sh. 
106. Sk.l.tp.: "which Is so much greater1' omitted 
107. Ibld.: Iffor" omitted 
108. Sk.sh,: a blank 
109. Sk.i.tp.: "gavew instead of 'krave1I 
110. Ibld.: lltof' instead of "who1' 
1 I I. Sk.sh., sk.l.tp.: a blank 



angels are not blessed with. Therefore there i s  advantage in 
every loss. There is  a loss for the time being, but there is a 
greater benefit in the end. 

Question: This includes the lower kingdom near every stage of 
the 112 7 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: A human being who goes home i s  further than an angel 
~ h o  never comes1 l3 on earth? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: The soul as a part of the who1 e consciousness car- 
ries with it the same tendency which God has, t~ 
see Himself in His manifestation? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: What does mean the sign of outcast which that angel 
received? 

Answer: 1 have interpreted by the sign of outcast. In Arabic word 
it i s  called tok; it means the same, that something was taken 
away from him which made him chief, which was the secret of 
evolution, of progress. But plainly speaking the soul who has 
not yet realized the almighty power of God, and the perfect 
wisdom of God, and has not compared one's114 own limited 
power and wisdom with the almighty power and wisdom of 
God, i s  in the same place where lblis was. Every soul to some 
extent is  l5 . But the moment1 l6 the soul1 l7 compares 
one's1 l8 limitation to the perfection of God, it is  already on 
the way of progress, because it realizes. And by becoming 
conscious of one's imperfection, this gives him the tendency to 
go forward. 

112. Ibid.: a blank 
113. Sk.sh.: ncomesf~ afterwards changed by Sk. into "camew 
114. Sr.: ffhisll 
115. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sk,l.tp.: "i bllsf* 
116. Sk.l.tp.: "man,'* instead of "momentfl 
117. Ibid.: "whoM added 
118. Sr.: l ~ l t s w  



Q u e s t i o n :  Is f e a r  inherent t o  soul? W h e n  it f e a r s  being born in 
human b e i n g ,  d o e s l l g  a l s o 1 2 0  b e f o r e  d e a t h ?  

Answer: Fear is  a shadow cast upon the light of the soul. And of 
what is that shadow? That shadow is of something that the 
soul does not know, something that i s  strange to the soul. For 
instance take a person who has never learned to swim, near 
the water; he is  not acquainted with the water, he i s  not at 
ease there. There is his fear. Another person gets rid of that 
strange feeling, knows his own power over the water; he has 
no more fear. Therefore fear comes by ignorance. As everyone 
fears to go in the dark room, he does not know what i s  there, 
so the soul in121 entering the body of clay naturally it is  
frightened. 

Q u e s t i o n :  In d e a t h  i s  it the f e a r  o f  the soul or o f  the b o d y ,  
o f  a1 1 22 the p h y s i c a l  b o d y ,  t o  be broken up? 

Answer: The soul which does not know what death is, that is the 
strangeness. When one has become acquainted with death 

123 . 

Q u e s t i o n :  I€ a person is o b s e s s e d  t o  w r i t e  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  i n  
normal s t a t e  o f  m i n d  or in trance, s h a l l  he d o  
so, or resist this t e n d e n c y ?  E v e n  if it s e e m s 1 2 4  
i n s p i r e d  b y  an e n l i g h t e n e d  g u i d i n g  125 s p i r i t ?  I f  he 
i s  t o  f o l l o w  the c a l l ,  h o w  can he te l l  if he126 
c o m e s  f r o m  a g o o d  or evil p o w e r ?  

Answer: Every soul must not take upon itself such a risk of 
attempting anything'27 in the line of phenomena. Because it is  
full of danger for a soul unacquainted with such things. And i f  
they ever want to have any experience in that way, they must 
first of all find a teacher in whom they have full trust, and 
then ask him i f  they are f i t  for it. 

119. Sk.sh., Sk.i.tp.: "itn added 
120. ibid.: ##fearm added 
121. Sk.l.tp.: R1istl instead of "in1# 
122. ibid.: omitted 
123. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: t h e  answer remains unfinished; 

Sr.: See t h e  last  q.a. of glQuestlons and Answersw of August 22nd, 1923 
124. Sk.l.tp.: lfseemed#l 
125. I bid.: "guiding" omitted 
126. Ibid.: "itt1 instead of llhelf 
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Murshida Green's longhand reporting. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 20th, 1923 

Address to Sirajas and cheragas.l 

A few words of advice I wantec? to give to my Cherags. Your work in 
the world in some way3 i s  more difficult than the work of the other two 
activities of the Sufi order4, for this reason that you have to work before 
the world in the midst of the crowd. There are certain things which for psy- 
chological reasons you must not unveil and yet by this5 you may6 not hinder 
the spreading of the Movement which must be done at this time, for every 
moment of the h40vement7 i s  most precious, and i t s  value must ( ? 1 8  

Your responsibility is great for this reason that you are privileged in life to  
become the ( ? 1 9  foundation stones of the Church of All. The church, when it 
will be built, then many wil l  come and worship with facility, but yours is the 
work of difficulty. 

Your friends may disapprove of it; your nearest friends and relativesl0 
may oppose 'it, no end of difficult situations that1 ' you will have to pass 
through in life. But in spite of it all your blessing is as great as your trou- 
bles. What i s  most necessary just now are the things which now I will tell 
you. 

Notes: 

One o f  t h e  old documents, a copy in Sd.1~ hwr., was most probably d ictated t o  
her by Sr. from his oldest copybook, and is  indicated in t h e  notes as fvSr.tl; 
ItSr.tp." means: a tp. copy of it with several alterations. 

Gr.1h.r.: "Address t o  Sirajas and Cheragasn afterwards added by Gr. over 
t h e  address; 
Sr.: ~ ~ l n s t r u c t l o n s  t o  t h e  Cherags"; 
Sr.tp.: "Address t o  Cherags" 
Sr., Sr.tp.: "wantt1 
Sr.:  ways^ 
Sr., Sr.tp.: tfSufi Movement" instead o f  "Sufi Order" 
I bid.: "not doing son instead of *VhisW 
I bid.: *fmustll 
I bid.: q* jus t  nowm added 
Gr.1h.r.: a question mark and a blank; 
Sr., Sr.tp.: added Itis on t h e  increase as t h e  t ime is  passingl1 instead of 
"must (?)It 
Sr., Sr.tp.: " the foundation stonesn 
I bid.: g8relationsn 
I bld.: " tha t t f  omitted 



12The first is12 to  strengthen your faith in God, in His Message and in 
His servant who i s  intended to give His Message to the world. According to  
the strength of your faith, your power will increase, your words wil l  become 
effective and your personality will become suitable for the giving of the 
Message. 

second13. Remember that the Message which i s  being given just now, is 
the real interpretation of all Scriptures, many of which, by various versions 
and translations and by14 very many reasons, have not remained the same. 
Therefore 15receiving and 15preserving of the Message which is  now being 
given, and the spreading of it, i s  like giving the Messages of al l t6 Prophets 
and17 teaching17 all religions. 

Thirdly18. TheIg activity of15 Church of All i s  organized to make a 
facility, that the Message may reach to all the people, whatever be their 
stage of evolution, that the lack of religion which is  felt at the present 
moment may be supplied and at the same time all the bias of faiths and nar- 
rowness of view and the20 prejudice against one another's religion may be 
rooted out. 

Fourth. You will remember that your piety, personality and spirituality 
will help you and enable you to deliver the Message in your capacity, there- 
fore this you will esteem as the greatest boon in your life, to  live such a l i fe 
that it could2' be an example for the20 others to follow. 

~ i f t h l ~ ~ ~ .  In your dealings with the2' others the23 people of different 
religions, faiths and belief24, with the people of different ideas25, you will 
hold the Sufi ideal, the ideal of tolerance, of overlooking, of forgiving, of 
having friendly inclinations, you will not lose your poise, your balance, i f  you 
are insulted or persecuted. You will maintain your tranquility and will stand 
firm on your feet and26 show in your thoughts, 27word and deed27 that Sufi 
spirit which will win all in the end. 

Sr.: "1st thing is"; 
Sr.tp.: "1 st1' 
Sr.: "2dN; 
Sr.tp.: "2nd" 
Sr., Sr.tp.: 'Ifor" instead of ,'byn 
I bld.: "the11 added 
Sr.tp.: "thet1 added 
Sr., Sr.tp.: '*the teaching ofw instead of "teaching" 
Sr.: "3dm; 
Sr.tp,: "3rd" 
Sr., Sr.tp.: "Thlst1 instead of "Thet1 
I bid.: "thef1 omitted 
Ibld.: "mayI1 Instead of "could" 
Sr.: "5dI1; 
Sr.tp.: "5th" 
Sr., Sr.tp.: I ' ~ i t h ' ~  lnstead of "thef1 
I bid.: "bellefs'f 
I bid.: "ideals'~ 
I bid.: w w l l l w  added 
Ibid.: "speech and deedsN 



Besides these five28, i f  I have to say29 anything more, it is  for you to 
have a firm belief in the thought that it i s  the Message of cod and that it 
cannot but spread, and 30there is30 nothing in the world which3' will hinder 

it from spreading, and it will be fulfilled as the promise of God. 

28. Ibid.: "thingsH added 
29. Ibid.: "to saym placed after "anything morew 
30. Ibid.: "there isw omitted 
31. Ibid.: wwhichv omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August ZOth, 1923 

Character Building. ' 
There are two attitudes which divide people into two sections. The one 

attitude is  an ever-complaining attitude, and the other attitude is  an ever- 
smiling attitude. Life is  the same, call it good, call i t  bad, call it right or 
call it wrong. It i s  what it is, it cannot be otherwise. A person in order to  
get the sympathy of others, and in order to  show his good points to others, 
sometimes in order to  show himself more just, more intelligent and on2 the 
right, he3 complains. He complains about everything, about friends and about 
foes, about those he loves and much more so4 about those he hates. He com- 
plains from morning till evening, and there is never an end to his complaint. 
It can increase to such an extent that the weather is  not good, and the air 
is not good, and the atmosphere is  not good. He is against earth and sky 
both. Everything everybody does is wron . Until it develops to such a stage 
that man begins to dislike his own wordsf and it culminates when he dislikes 
himself. In this way one6 becomes against others, against conditions, and in 
the end against himself. Do not imagine that this is  a character rarely t o  be 
found in the world; it is a character you frequently meet with. And certainly 
the one who has this attitude is his worst enemy. The person with a right 
attitude of7 mind tries to  make wrong even right, but the one with a wrong 
attitude of mind will turn even right into wrong. 

Besides, magnetism is  something which i s  the need of every soul. The 
lack of it makes life burdensome. The tendency of seeing wrong in every- 

Notes: 

This lecture was f irst published in the book Character-Buading. The A r t  
o f  Pe rsona l i t y  (1931), chapter V I  of the f irst part. 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book Character- 
Bui lding. The A r t  of Personal i ty ,  prepared for publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

1. Sk.l.tp., bk.p., bk.: Vi" added 
2. E.t.: "onn changed into "inm by Gd.; 

Bk.p., bk.: "inw 
3. E.t.: "hen crossed out by Gd.; 

Bk.p., bk.: "hem omitted 
4. Bk.p.: %.o" crossed out by Gd.; 

Bk.: "som omitted 
5. E.t., bk.p., bk.: "worksu instead of "wordsm 
6. Ibid.: "hem instead of "onew 
7. E.t.: ", his" instead of "ofm, changed back by Sk. into "of" 



thing robs one greatly of that magnetism which i s  needed very much in life. 
For the nature of life i s  such that by nature the life of the multitude 
repdses throws out everyone and accepts only those who enter the multi- 
tude with the power of magnetism. In other words, the world is a place 
where you cannot enter without a pass of admission; and that pass of admis- 
sion is  magnetism. The one who does not possess it, will be refused every- 
where. 

Besides, many you will find who complain always about their health. 
There may be a reason, and sometimes there may be a very l i t t le reason, too 
l i t t le indeed to speak of. And when once a person has become accustomed to 
answer in the negative, when sympathetically asked: 'How are you?', he 
certainly waters the plant of illness in himself by the complaining tendency. 
Our life of limitation in the world, and the nature of this world's comforts 
and pleasures which are so changeable8 and unreliable, and the falsehoodg 
that one finds in everything, everywhere, i f  one complained about it all the 
life time1' would be too short to complain about it fully. Every moment of 
our life would become filled with complaints. But the way out of i t  i s  to  
look at the cheerful side of it, the bright side of it. Especially those who 
seek Cod and truth, for them there is something else to think about. They 
need not think how bad the person is; when they think who is  behind this 
person, who is inll the heart of the person, then they will look at life 
hepe+d+y with hope. When we see things wrong, i f  we only give thought12 
that behind all workings there is Cod, Who i s  just and perfect, we certainly 
then will become hopeful. The attitude of looking at everything with a smile 
i s  the sign of the saintly soul. A smile given to a friend, a smile given even 
to an enemy will win him over in the end; for that13 is the key to the heart 
of man. As the sunshine from without lights the whole world, so the sunshine 
from within, i f  it was raised, would illuminate the whole life, in spite of all 
the seem'ing wrongs and in spite of all limitations. Cod i s  happiness, soul i s  
happiness, 14spirituality15 is  happiness14. There i s  no place for sadness in 
the kingdom of Cod. That which deprives man of happiness, deprives him 
fromi6 Cod and from16 truth. 

One can begin to learn to smile by appreciating every l i t t le good thing 
that comes in one's way throu h life, and by overlooking every bad thing 
that one does not like to see; '$by not troubling1' too much about unneces- 

Sk.sh.: the  sh. sign for "~hangeable'~ was p u t  between brackets by Sk. 
together with the same word in Ih.; 
A i l  other documents: '~changeablev 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "faisenesst~ 
I bid.: '~llfetlmeu 
E.t.: "inN omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Bk.: " to thist1 added 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "this" instead of t'thattl 
E.t.: l~splr i tual i ty is happlnessn omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
0k.p.. bk.: wsplrit" instead of ~spiritualityt~ 
E.t.: "fromw changed into "of" by Gd.; 
Bk.p., bk.: wofll 
E.t., bk.p., bk.: "be not troubledw instead of Itby not troubling~ 



sary things in life, which give nothing but displeasure, and byt8 looking at 
life with a hopeful attitude of mind, with an optimistic view. It is  this which 
will give one the power of turning wrong into right, and bringing light in the 
place where there is all darkness. Cheerfulness is life, sulkiness is death. 
Life attracts; death repulses. The sunshine which comes from the soul, rises 
through the heart, and manifests in man's smile, is  indeed the light fromlg 
Heavens. In that light many flowers grow and many fruits become ripe. 

Question: "Thou shalt not k i l l ,  and2' love thy neighbour a s  
thysel f" ,  i s  written in the Bible. Has then2' 
State the right t o  condemn someone t o  death? 

Answer: This was not said to the State it was said to the individu- 
al. The law is not the same. 21~tate is responsible for many 
individuals. 23~herefore as the State i s  responsible 

23 . 2 4 ~ r o m  the point of one ind iv idua~~~,  25 i t ~  right and 
law is  different.25 Suppose, if26 it was possible in the Chris- 
tian countries to obey this l a d 7 ,  there would not have been 
war or any kind of killing. And suppose that the government 
allowed i f  anybody killed 28a thief or robber28, and the State 
said: 'We are told not to kill.' What would happen? The killing 
will increase, it will always increase. Besides that2', human 
nature is  such that it comes from animal nature; every man 
does not live by the law of a scripture30. Every man is  born 
selfish, every man wants to  get all he wants, even at the sac- 

Bk.p., bk.: ffbyw omlt ted 
Bk.: "then added 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: flbuttf lnstead o f  "andtf 
E.t., Sr., Sk.l.tp.: flthef' added 
E.t., Sr.: "Thew added 
Sk.sh.: t h i s  sentence seems t o  be incomplete; 
E.t., Sr., Sk.l.tp.: omitted 
E.t., Sr.: t h i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  sentence was omitted; 
Sk.l.tp.: ffFrom there fore  and one Individualw, then cancelled by her. Sev- 
eral  years l a te r  Sk. read f f there fore  and1' f o r  lathe polnt off1, which Is  
understandable, as her sh. signs co r rec t l y  following Pont ls sh. system 
would mean f1therefore andw; t he re  a r e  instances, however, t h a t  Sk. uses 
these same signs fo r  " the  point ofw. Apparently she did n o t  remember t h i s  
a t  t h e  time of re- t ranscr ipt ion o f  t h e  t e x t  from her sh. 
E.t.: t h i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  sentence was omitted together  with t h e  previous 
part ,  bu t  re inserted by Sk.; 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: ffSo i t s  r i g h t  and i t s  law Is 
E.T.: "ifu omitted 
Sr.: flsaylng of Christ1' lnstead o f  wlawfl 
E.t.: robber, a th ief"  
I bid.: 'fthlsf' lnstead o f  f f t ha t f f  
Ibid.: nChrlstianf' instead o f  'fScripturell 



rifice of the life of anotheS1. I f  the revolver or sword were 
not used at all, it is a beautiful thing, but what would happen? 
All human beings should think as a saint thinks? The law given 
by Christ to his disciples was given to  those who were seeking 
God and truth. Is  it everybody who i s  trying to find God and 
truth? Everybody is living for the struggle of life. Therefore in 
all cases the law that is  given for an individual is  not appliable 
for all, although one cannot deny the beauty of the teaching, 
which will certainly help those who take the path of truth in 
the search of love and kindness. 
But then I wi1P2 tell you another thing. In this place i t  i s  
said: 'Thou shalt not kill.'33 In another place Christ had said 
to  unshield the sword. I f  the sword was not for any use, 0g4 
to  be condemned, there would not have been that sugges- 
t iod5. But besides this, I ask: i f  the religion of Christ 
existed in td '  the world38, one cannot take away the credit of 
the sword. I f  it had not been39 for the sword, 

40 . The blood of the martyrs is  the foundation of the 
Church, those who expose4' themselves for the Cause, for the 
Message.  hen^^ the world would not have known the Message 
of Christ; few would have known and3 it would have extin- 
guished. I t  was meant that i t  should be44. 45~word  has i t s  
place in bringing the Message of the Master; not only in the 
l i fe and mission of Christ, but in the mission of the great Hindu 
Teachers, Rama, Krishna. Moses, who was before Christ, he 

Ibid.: "others", changed back into "anotherm by Sk. 
Sk.l.tp.: wshallw instead of w w i i l w  
E.t.: "butm instead of a full stop 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed ou t  Iforl l  and wrote wandH over it instead; 
E.t., Sk.l.tp.: "andw lnstead of "orn 
Sk.l.tp.: "sentencew instead of wsuggestionw 
E.t.: "would have" lnstead of "hasw 
Ibld.: "ton instead of "intow 
Ibid.: uwithout the swordw added 
Sk.l.tp.: "those who gave their lives and tookv added 
Sk.sh.: Sk. missed the  r e s t  of the  sentence; 
E.t.: "the religion of Christ would not  have spreadu added 
E.t.: "have exposedn instead of "exposew 
Ibld.: wWithoutm, t o  which Sk. added "themw, instead of "ThenN 
I bid.: "thenw added 
Sk.sh.: it Is not  clear If the sentence ends with !'bew o r  i f  there Is a 
small blank a f te r  "bem; 
E.t.: "sow added; 
Sk.i.tp.: flknown" added 
E.t.: "Thef1 added 



had to take the sword.   here fore^^ 45sword is  something 
which today we do not need so much for religion, but it could 
not have been condemned at the time when i t  was necessary. 
Even today, i f  all the nations decided that there should be no47 
arms, 48police will have to have swords4' just the same. The 
condition of the world and human nature wil l  not allow for the 
world to exist without a sworBO at51 the present time. We 
must hope that in future man may evolve, that there is52 n d 3  
necessity for the sword. But now it cannot be practical. 

Psychology must not be forgotten when discussing moral prin- 
ciples.  oral^^ principle teaches us that we55 should be kind, 
forgiving, we should give our life even, i f  it was asked for 
love, truth, kindness. But would that mean that we should go 
before a lion and 'Here my life is  a prey for you, please 
come and eat me.' For the lion will never understand the prin- 

he wil l  on1 be too glad to eat you. There are human 
beings worse than$ lion. ~ v e n ~ '  lion will understand the59 
moral principle, but not man and0 many men like this. What 
will you do with them?  heyd dl will take 621ife and2 all that63 
you have besides. 5 8 ~ i o n  will leave the bones64, but the human 
being will not. He will even use65 the skin, every bit of one. 
Balance is the great thing: to understand morals and to under- 

Sk.l.tp.: llThoughtl instead of lnThereforew 
E.t.: l1more soldiers, now added 
ibld.: "then st i l l  the" added 
Ibid.: It; it ism added 
ibid.: If, notn added 
ibld.: t*forv, changed back by Sk. into "atm 
I bid.: w w i l l  be" instead of wisll 
I bid.: gtmorell added 
ibid.: *INorn instead of wMoralw 
ibld.: glwhata, changed back by Sk. into "wew 
I bid.: "himw added 
ibid.: "phrasew, changed back by Sk. into tlprlnclple~ 
ibld.: "the" added 
Sk.l.tp.: in Sk.sh. the  compiler reads the sign for "thew, Sk. read l1yourfl 
instead 
E.t., Sk.l.tp.: " there arer1 added 
E.t.: "Thatl*, changed back by Sk. Into "Theyw 
E.t., Sk.l.tp.: "your l i fe and not only your life butv instead of "life and" 
E.t.: t8thatl l  omitted 
ibld.: *lbonelI 
ibld.: "the body," added; 
Sk.i.tp.: "(body, bones?) andt1 added 



stand psychology. When there is a divergence66 between these 
two things, then the religion becomes unbalanced. Religion is  
not only for saints. Saints do not need it. Religion must have a 
balance67, which is  sent68 by the ~ e s s a ~ e ~ ~  from time to time 
in order to  give the same religion which is given before all 76 

man to understand7' what i s  truly asked of him by Cod. 

Q u e s t i o n :  When a  person  w i t h  c h e e r f u l  a t t i t u d e  lives w i t h  a  
person  w i t h  a  s u l k y  a t t i t u d e  of mind, and sees 
t h a t  his own c h e e r f u l n e s s  even i r r i t a t e s ,  what 
h a s  he t o  do; i s  t a c t  o n l y  the7* thing? 

Answer: You see, sulkiness eemes-item i s  the attribute73 of a child 
soul. The sad soul is not a grown-up soul. Treat the child soul 
like a DO not take it to  heart, do not take i t  too seri- 
ously. Even the tears of such a person, take them as flowers 
dropping from the plant. A child cries easily, also such a 
person. Only l i f t  that person up for that time. But when you 
will try to  sympathize, you will produce gloom 
Never sympathize at that time. Only say: it i s  nothing. 
76~here i s  something else. Just to l i f t  that person's conscious- 
ness. It is a kind of net in which the consciousness is  caught. 
Lift it up. It i s  just like a bird caught. Lift i t  out of that net. 
Do not let your own mind be impressed. I f  you allow it, then 
you have taken the germ of the disease; then gradually and 
slowly that disease will grow into you. The way of fighting 
against it is  always to deny such a thing as sadness, depression 
in yourself and in another. 

66. Sk.sh.: 'ldivergence", but Sk. fe l t  uncertain about it when transcribing her 
she; 
E.t.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: w(mlsunderstanding ?, difference ?)It, then she cancelled these 
words and wrote 8'divergencew instead 

67. E.t.: a blank; Sk. added '*balancew 
68. Sk.i.tp.: "(given)" before "sentw 
69. E.t.: wmessengersll instead of nMessage'* 
70. E.t., Sk.l.tp.: n'to'l instead of wall't 
71. Sk.sh.: added by Sk. afterwards in the margin: "what is r ight  for  him and" 

No E.t. of  the  remaining four q.a. has been found in the  archives t o  date. 

72. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out "the"; 
Sk.i.tp.: "thew placed before voniyl* 

73. Sr.: "attitude"; 
Sk.l.tp.: added "(att i tude)" a f ter  "attr ibuten, then crossed out  by Sk. 

74. Sr.: added "When the  child cries, say *don't c ry  and look a t  the spar- 
r o w ~ * ~ '  

75. Sk.i.tp.: "more1' 
76. Sr.: "Think of1@ instead of "There is"; 

Sk.l.tp.: added before "There is*': "(Think of)", copied from Sr. 



Ques t ion:  Why d o e s  t h e  peasant  s a y  t h a t  one  mus t  sow t h e  s e e d  
w h i l e  the moon is  growing,  and n o t  when it is 
waning? Has the moon r e a l l y  a n y  i n f l u e n c e ,  and 
why? 

Answer: Sufis also say as the peasants say: do every new enterprise 
in life when there is a new moon, not in the waning moon. 
Because in that way you are in harmony with nature. In the 
new moon the nature i s  progressive, 77the waning moon, 
78declining. The new moon is the day of nature, the waning 
moon i s  the night. Work during day, rest during night. 

Ques t ion:  Can you g i v e  u s  the s i g n i f i c a t i o n  of this p a r t  o f  the 
Chris t -pra yer:  "Lead u s  n o t  into tempta t ion"?  D o e s  
God ever 1 ead in to  t e m p t a t i o n ?  

Answer: It i s  only a matter of interpretation. You can quite see 
that the words of the Lord, given three hundred years before 
Saint Paul and then brought to him, and then different versions 
and interpretations in different languages, all these things we 
must take into consideration. I f  I were to give an interpreta- 
tion of this, I should say: 'Let us not be led into temptation.' 

Quest ion:  How mus t  we e x p l a i n :  "Forgive  u s  o u r  t r e s p a s s e s  a s  
we f o r g i v e  t h o s e  who have t r e s p a s s e d  a g a i n s t  us"? 
And if we d o  not forg ive?  

Answer: This is a suggestion that 'forgive us our trespasses as we 
forgive those,' it only means that we are trying to forgive 
others for their trespasses, and so we expect that You will 
forgive us also. It does not mean that we have done it. It only 
means that we are trying to do it. We must remember that we 
cannot expect the forgiveness of God i f  forgiveness 79 . 
The psychology is that the forgiveness of Cod is  attracted by 
the spirit of forgiveness awakened in our heart. For instance, 
the relation between Cod and man apart, a person who has 
practised forgiveness in his life, i f  he happens to do something 
wrong, you will feel ready to forgive. Because what he has 

77. Sk.l.tp.: " inl  added 
78. I bid.: "it lsll added 
79. Sk.sh.: t h e  sentence remains unfinished; 

Sr.: "has not  awakened In our heart"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "(has not wakened In our hear t  - 

we a re  not able t o  forgive - 
forglveness is no t  awakened In our hear t )"  



practised you 80 . Another person who has not 
practised this, with all your desire, you will feel a kind of dif- 
ficulty, because this person does not help toe1. 
Does it not explain that even cod2? 

80. Sk.sh.: the  remaining pa r t  of the  sentence is missing; 
Sk.l.tp.: "youn omitted, and added "one w l l l  gladly do the  same thlngm; 
then Sk. crossed out ltthingtl and wrote I t to  himtt over it 

81. Sk.sh.: th is sentence is incomplete; 
Sk.l.tp.: added Itmake It easy fo r  you t o  forglvett 

82. Sk.sh.: th is sentence is incomplete; 
Sr.: added ltWe help God t o  forgive us by forgiving ourselvesn; 
Sk.l.tp.: ##(We help God t o  forgive us by forgiving ourselves)~, copied from 
Sr. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August ZOth, 1923 

The Soul towards Manifestation. 

The soul which has passed through the angel2 plane3 4comes in the 
plane4 of the jinn5. 61t is  the plane6 of mind and this7 plane8 may be 
calledg spiritual planelo for it i s  mind and soul which make spirit. The souls 
who halt in this planelo, being attracted l l to the beauty of this planell, 
settle there; also the souls who have rio morel2 power to go further13 into 
thet4 outer manifestation, become the inhabitants of that15 planelo. There- 
foret6 there are three kinds of souls who l8rneet on1' this plane18 onI9 
their way to manifestation: the souls who are attracted to this planelo and 
who decide20 to remain here2I; the souls who are unable to go further13 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence and 
Whi ther?,  Toward Manifestation, f i r s t  pa r t  of  chapter I V  (1924). 

Where Itbook" Is mentioned In the  notes, it refers t o  the  book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added Itpage 30 The Soul Whence and Whitherm in the  
margin of her sh. 
E.t., Sr., bk.: ttangelictt 
Bk.: ttHeavenstl lnstead of "planett 
Ibid.: ttln i t s  descent t o  earth comes next on t o  the  spheren instead of 
"comes In the  planett 
Ibld.: "or Geniusn added 
Ibid.: "This is the spheren instead of "It is the plane" 
E.t.: **that" instead of t t t h i ~ t t  
Bk.: atthis plane" omitted 
Sr., bk.: ttthetl added 
Bk.: "sphere" instead of **plane" 
Ibld.: Itby i t s  beautytt lnstead of " t o  the  beauty of this planett 
I bid.: ttmoret* omitted 
I bid.: ttfarthertt 
I bid.: stthe" omitted 
E.t., Sr., bk.: "this" instead of t t thatt t  
E.t.: ttThereforetl omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Ibld.: "intt, changed back by Sk. into Iton" 
Bk.: "touch this spherett lnstead of "meet on this planett 
E.t.: ttandft lnstead of "ont1 
Bk.: ttdesire" lnstead of "decidem 
Sr., bk.: l1there" instead of "herett 



and they22 have 23to be settled in this plane23; and the souls who are con- 
tinuing their journey towards the earthly plane, and 24that they24 are on 
their way to  the earth through this plane. 

 inn^^ i s  an entity with26 mind but not27 such26 mind as that of man, 
but28 a mind more pure, more clear and which i s  illuminated by the light of 
intelligence. The mind of the jind5 is  deeper in perception and in29 con- 
ception because it is  empty, not filled up30 with thoughts and imaginations 
as3' that of man. It i s  the mind of the which may be called the 
empty cup, a cup in32 which knowledge can be poured eat, in which there i s  
accommodation. It is  therefore33 that the teachers on the spiritual path 
appreciate the j i . r ~ n - ~ u a l i t ~ ~ ~  in the mind of their pupils, in which they find 
accommodation for knowledge. A cup which is  already filled, or even some- 
what35 filled, does not give the14 free accommodation to36 that knowledge, 
which37 the teacher wishes to pour eat38 in the heart of his pupil. As 
39jinn keen in perception and conception, so40 "it i s 4 I  keen in 
expression either through42 word or deed. The action of jinn25 extends as 
far as the mind can reach43. The word of the jinn44 45reaches much46 
further13 thang voice, for it has-+ts takes as its route47 9mental sphere 
which is above the air-waves. 

  in^?^ comes closer to man than an48 angel for in the jinn there i s  
something as49 mind, which of course i s  complete in man. All the intuitive 

Ibid.: "whom instead of i;theyw 
Sr.: " t o  set t le  on this planeM instead of " t o  be settled in this planell; 
Bk.: " t o  se t t l e  thereo 
Sr., bk.: "whom instead of " that  theym 
Bk.: 'The Genius" lnstead of "JinnW 
I bid.: "an added 
E.t.: "nom lnstead of "not" 
Bk.: "butn omitted 
E.t.: winw omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Bk.: "upn omitted 
Ibid.: "ism added 
I bid.: "inton 
ibid.: "for this reasonw instead of "thereforew 
Ibid.: "quality of the Geniusw instead of fijinn-qualityw 
Ibld.: "partly" instead of %ornewhat" 
I bid.: l l forw lnstead of "tou 
E.t.: " that"  instead of %hlchw 
E.t., Sr.: "outn restored 
Bk.: "the Genii arew instead of lljinn isw 
E.t.: "also" instead of "sow 
Bk.: "they aren instead of w i t  is" 
Ibld.: "Inn lnstead of "throughH 
Ibid.: "andn instead of full stop 
Ibid.: "Geniusn lnstead of "jinnn 
I bid.: "evenw added 
I bid.: "muchn omitted 
Sr., bk.: "root" instead of "route" 
Bk,: "then instead of "ann 
Ibid.: "like thew instead of "asw 



and inspirational properties 50are pessessed owneds0 by the jinn44 because 
that is  the only source that jM5 has of5' receiving i t s  knowledge. Sub- 
jects such as poetry, music, art, inventive science, philosophy and morals, 
are akin to  the nature of52 jinn25. 5%he artist therefore, and the poet, 
also a musician and a philosopher show in their gift the jinn-heritage, 
which proves them through life to be genius53. The word jinn44 comes from 
a Sanskrit word jnanan, meaning54 knowled e. ~ i n n s ~  therefore are the 
beings of knowledge, whose hunger is  for thef4 knowledge, whose joy is  inS5 
learning, in understanding, and whose work is56 inspiring and bringing joy 
and lights7 to the14 others. In every kind of knowledge that exists, the 
most58 favourite knowledge to a jinn44 is the knowledge of Truth, in which 
is  the fulfilment of its life's purpose. 

Question: Can t h e  l ight o f  t h e  sou l  be  s o  g r e a t  t h a t  i t  i l l u m i -  
na tes  t h e  room i n  darkness? I know5' a c h i l d  who 
a lways saw c l e a r l y  i n  a p e r f e c t l y  d a r k  room. What 
is i t ?  

Answer: Certainly, the illuminated soul finds i t s  way through the 
darkness within and without, both. 

Question: Is t h e  aura p a r t  o f  t h e  soul, o r  t h e  sou l  i t s e l f ,  o r  
what i s  i t ?  

Answer: It i s  the reflection of the soul in an ethereal plane. 

Question: Are t h e r e  good and bad jinns? 

Answer: Where there is  good there is  bad. Good cannot exist with- 
out bad. I f  jinns are good, so the jinns must be bad also. 

Sr.: "are possessed, are ownedn; 
Bk.: "are possessedw 
E.t.: "forw instead of "ofw 
Ibid.: "thew added 
Bk.: "The ar t is t ,  the poet, the musician and the philosopher show in their 
gifts throughout their lives the heritage of the Genius1* 
E.t., bk.: "which meansn instead of "meaning" 
E.t.: "inr omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 
Bk.: "in1* added 
Ibid.: "light and joy" 
I bid.: "mostv omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: mofl* added 



Q u e s t i o n :  Are  there good and bad ange l s?  

Answer: I f  there are good angels, then there6' are bad also. The 
question is only i f  they are good. They cannot be good if there 
was no bad. They can only be good on the condition that some 
of them are bad. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Would you te l l  u s  if s o u l s  remain a v e r y  l o n g  t i m e  
on the angel-61 and jinn-plane on the r e t u r n  jour- 
n e y ,  a s  t h e y  d o  on the way t o  m a n i f e s t a t i o n ?  

Answer: Yes, certainly. Free will is the basis of the whole life. In 
spite of all limitations and helplessness that man meets through 
life there is a wonderful power in man's soul i f  it was discov- 
ered. That what makes man .helpless is the ignorance of the 
power of free will in him. It i s  Cod-power. Therefore.it i s  
most wonderful power. It i s  the ignorance of this which keeps 
man "in darkness as regard to his divine heritage; and every 
difficulty he meets with through life, owing to the life's limi- 
tations, covers that divine spark of free will which i s  in him, 
and in time it becomes obscure to his view, which culminates 
into the tragedy of life. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What i s  meant b y  the age  of Aquarius? 

Answer: That is  a new word to me. 

Q u e s t i o n :  A book is  c a l l e d  The Age of Aquarius. I t  is what we 
h a v e  t o  e x p e c t .  

Answer: I really do not know. I know what we expect, but I do 
not know what he expects. 

Ques t ion:  Can these jinn s o u l s  a l s o  a t t a i n  m a s t e r s h i p  or,62 
t h r o u g h  one of the other r e a c h  s p i r i t u a l  
a t ta inment62?  

60. Ibld.: "they" instead of 'Ithere" 
6 1. I bid.: llangellcw 
62. Ibld.: Sk. crossed out the  comma after "orv and placed "reach splrltual 

attainmentt1 after tlorll, adding a questlon mark after "paths" 



Answer: Yes, they all do. Some do more than the others. But as I 
have said, I shall repeat it a thousand times: 'Not only the 
souls, 63angel's, jinn's souls, human being63, but even the 

and birds, trees and plants, and the smallest germ and 
insect, they all have a spiritual fulfilment in their life. And i f  
that would not have been in their life, the life would have 
been a waste. No creature that has ever been born on earth 
will be deprived of that spiritual bliss, however bad or wrong 
that person may seem to be. It is  only a matter of time, and a 
difference of process through which one has to touch it. As I 
have said that, as human beings with their different plane65 of 
evolution wil l  have a moment, a day, when they will touch that 
spiritual bliss, so even the animals, carnivorous or herbivorous, 
birds or insects, they all have a moment, a moment of promise. 
And that promise i s  the fulfilment of the promise of their life. 
Even i f  an insect has been born for one moment, but the pur- 
pose of that moment has been accomplished. And by this we 
understand that there is  nothing in this world which is here 
without a purpose. And by this we learn that although our 
place in the scheme of life and our work in this plan of the 
whole universe may seem different one from the other, yet in 
the sum total of things we all, as the lower creation, together 
with j h s  and angels, have one and the same result, and that 
result i s  the realization of truth, in greater or smaller degree, 
and which comes to all in the form of bliss. 

Ques t ion:  Is it t r u e  t h a t  a n i m a l s  h a v e  a group s o u l ?  Not e a c h  
a sou l?  

Answer: That i s  a conception of some people, but there is  one and 
there are many. These two things must be understood. In the 
manifestation there are many, in truth there i s  one. In fact 
there are many, in truth there is  one. For instance, there is  a 
rise and fall of a nation; and there i s  a prosperity and declin- 
ing of a race; and so there is also the birth and death of a 
world. But at the same time with all these grou souls we all 
are individual entities, and so with the animal6'. And at the 
same time we are one; we become one as race, as the whole 
world. In this sense i f  a person will make a speculation of the 
animals having a group soul, he may. But in the point of fact 
every animal, tree, plant has i t s  own soul and spirit. They may 
call it by a different name. One might see in the form of a 
group soul, as France as a nation has i t s  good or bad 66 . 

63. Ibld.: Sk. afterwards changed this part of the' sentence into "as angels, 
djlnns, human beings11 

64. I bid.: llanlmals" 
65. I bid.: llplanesll 
66. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 



That is another thing. I f  we admit that the animals have a 
group soul, then we must admit that human beings have a 
group soul also. Neither by speculating that67 we produce a 
new doctrine or theory68, nor by not admitting it we show a 
greater wisdom. Both are right. We can be group69 and we can 
be one. As our body is  a group, and yet every part is a sepa- 
rate thing. As70 the hand is  hurt, one separate thing has been 
hurt. I f  we go into this matter more deeply, we shall find a 
most wonderful phenomena71 working through 72 when73 
the whole being shall unveil itself, and we shall be able to see 
nothing but Cod. 

Question: Can a soul a f ter  death see conditions which were 
hidden from it during earth l i f e?  

Answer: Certainly. Death i s  a-eever the opening of a cover, after 
which there are many things which will be known to the soul, 
which have been so far hidden from it, in regard to his own 
life and in regard to the whole world. 

67. Sk.l.tp.: "thIsl1 Instead of " thatm 
68. Ibld.: llspIritll instead of "theory" 
69. I bid.: llgroupedll 
70. I bid.: lllfm Instead of llAsll 
71. As results from the  sentence, the  singular: phenomenon, was meant 
72. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank; 

Sr.: added llllfe, and we shall come t o  a placew 
73. Sr.: IQuherel1 Instead of l*whenll 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 21st, 1923 

Character ~ u i l d i n ~ . '  

The best way of working in all directions of life, at home or outside, i s  
the noiseless working: a thing which so l i t t le is2 thought of by many and 
which is  so much3 necessary in creating order, harmony and peace in life. 
Very often a person does4 little and speaks much about it. In doing every 
l i t t le thing one makes noise and thereby very often, instead of finishing a 
thing successfully, one attracts difficulties. The first thing that is t o  be 
remembered in character building is to  understand the nature-and secret 
and character of human nature. We must know that every person in the 
world has his own object in life, his own interest, and his own5 point of 
view,, and he i s  concerned with himself. His peace is disturbed when you 
wish to  interest him in your object of interest, i f  you wish to force upon him 
your point of view. However near and dear he may be to you, he is not 
pleased with it. Very few consider this, and6 wish to pour out their own 
troubles and difficulties upon someone, standing next to  them, thinking that7 
'everyone has the same interest in my object8 as I myself,' and thatg 
'everyone has the same point of view as 11° myself,' lithat 'everyone will 
be glad to hear meI2 8 . 

There is  a story told that a person began to speak before his13 new 
acquaintance about his ancestors. He continued so long that the patience of 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book C h a r a c t e r  Bui ld ing .  The  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter V I I  of the f i r s t  part. 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
Bui ld ing .  The A r t  of Personality, prepared for publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., Sk.i.tp., bk.: w V i i m  added 
Hwr,bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "is1I placed af ter  "whichw 
I bid.: mmuchw omitted 
I bid.: "aw added 
I bid.: wownw omitted 
Ibid.: "they" added 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: " thatf1 replaced by a comma 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: msubjectm instead of ''objectw 
Ibid.: " thatf i  omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "Iw omitted 
Ibid.: "andc1 added 
Sk.sh.: a blank a f te r  "men; 
A l l  other documents: "men omitted, and added: "my legendn 
Bk.: wa" instead of "hisw 



the14 hearer was thoroughly exhausted. He in the end finished the story by 
telling the person who spoke to him that15 'When I do not care to know 
about my own ancestors, what do I care to know about your ancestors?' 
There are many who are very enthusiastic to  let their neighbours know about 
every cold and cough they had6; every l i t t le gain or loss, however small, 
they would be glad to announce with drums and bugles. This i s  a17 child- 
like18 quality. This tendency shows a child soul. Sometimes such a tendency 
frightens away friends and helps the foes. People with noisy working accom- 
plish little. For 19being attracted9 by their noise ten more people to come 
and interfere and spoil the work which one person could have easily fin- 
ished. Noisiness comes from restlessness. And restlessness is the sign of 
tamas, the destructive rhythm. Those who have made any success in life, in 
whatever direction, it is by their quiet working. In business, in industry, in 
art, in science, in education, in politics, in all directions of life, a wise 
worker is the quiet worker. He tells about thedo wher?l time comes, not 
before. The one who talks about things before he has accomplished thed2 is  
like a cook who is  announcing abouG3 dishes before they are cooked, 
through the whole 24 . 

There is a story told in the East of an enthusiastic servant. The master 
had a headache, and he told the servant to go and fetch a medicine from the 
chemist. The servant thought it would not be sufficient only to bring25 a 
medicine, on1g6 from the chemist. So he made also an appointment with the 
doctor, and on his way home he visited the undertaker. The master asked: 
'Why are you so late?' The servant said: 'Sir, I haveZ7 arranged every- 
thing.' Enthusiasm is a great thing in life. It is creative, and it is a key to  
success. But too much of it sometimes spoils things. The more wise a person, 
the more gentle he is  in everything he does. Gentleman i d 8  English 
language is the quiet man. + t is -s&d There is a fable that a donkey went to 
the camel and said: 'Uncle, we shall be friends; we shall go fo69 grazing 
together.' The camel said: 'Child, I enjoy my walks alone.' Said the 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: mhisw instead of "thew 
Ibid.: vtthatv* replaced by a comma 
Bk.: "may havew instead of "hadn 
Skash.: "an may have been added by Sk. afterwards; 
Gd-h.: "an omitted; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "an added 
Ibid-: "chIldishn instead of wchildliken 
Gd-he, hwr.bk.p., tp-bk-pa, bk.: "they a t t r ac tn  instead of "being 
at t ractedn 
Bk.: "things" instead of "themvv 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thevv added 
Gd-h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: "themw omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "aboutn omitted 
Sk-sh.: a small blank; 
Gdeh., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wneighbourhoodw; 
Sk.l.tp.: "housew 
Hwr.bk.p., tp-bk-p., bk-: " to fetchw instead of "to bringm 
Gdah., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "onlyn omitted 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "havev omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "then added 
Sk-I-tp.: "for" omitted 



donkey: 'I am most eager 30to walk with you30 .' The good-natured camel 
consente81; and they both went together. Long before the camel finished 
grazing, the donkey had finished and was eager to  express itself. He said: 
'Uncle, 1 would like to sing, if you do not mind.' The camel said: 'Do not 
do such a thing, it will be a terrible thing for you and me both. I have not 
yet finished my dinner.' ~ u t ~ ~  the donkey had no patience. He could not 
control his joy and began to  sing. The husbandman, attracted by i t s  singing 
came with a long bamboo. The donkey ran away, and all the thrashing fell 
upon thd3 camel. When next morning the donkey went again to invite the 
cameP4, he35 said: 'I am too ill, 36my way is too different from your 
wa96, from today we shall part.' 

There is  such a great difference between the quiet person and a noisy 
person. One is like a restless child, the other like a grown-up person. One 
constructs, the other destroys. A quiet working must be practised +n-eve~y 
m y  in everything. By doing37 too much ado about nothing one creates com- 
motion, disturbance in the atmosphere, useless activity, without any result. 
Noise also one sees in the tendency of exaggeration, when one wants to  
make a mountaiG8 of a mole hill. Modesty, humility, gentleness, meekness, 
all such virtues manifest in the person who works through life quietly. 

Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: f l to  accompany you, uncle" lnstead of I t to 
walk with youN 
Ibid.: " t o  Itu added 
I bid.: I1Butw omitted 
Skosh.: Afterwards Sk. added "back of the" In her sh.; 
A l l  other documents: "back of the11 added 
Sk.sh.: Sk. cancelled "the camelw and wrote "his unclen over it instead; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: I1Uncle Cameln; 
Sk.l.tp.: "his uncle" 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the camelM lnstead of "hew 
Ibid.: "and your way Is different and my way is dlfferentI1 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "makingm lnstead of "doing" 
Sk.sh.: Sk. afterwards added "outt1; 
A l l  other documents: I1outn added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 21st, 1923 

The Soul towards Manifestation. 

The jinn world is  a world of minds1. It may be called a mental world 
and yet the soul i s  with the mind. %oul with the mind i s  called spirit and3 

Mrs. E. Leembruggents longhand re- 
porting 

therefore it may be called a spiritual world4. The questions what the jinns 
are like5, what6 they look like, 7l will answer7 in the same way as I 
have8 in explaining the forms of angekg Things are not always as they are, 
but also as we see them. Man always pictureslo beings he imagines and 
cannot see with his physical eyes "something like himself, or man's imagi- 
nation may gather different forms, for an l 2  instance wings from the birds 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence and 
Whi ther? ,  Toward Manifestation, second pa r t  of chapter I V  ( 1924). 

Where ttbookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

"Gd.h.t .may have been dictated t o  Gd. by Kismet, o r  taken from Mrs. Leem- 
bruggen's longhand reporting and completed by Gd. 

"Lb.1h.r." is a copy made by Lb. of her original reporting which must have 
shown several incomplete sentences. As it seems, she completed her copy as 
far  as possible a f te r  comparison wlth other mureeds' records of the lecture 
and perhaps wlth Kismetts shorthand reporting. 

Bk.: "The sphere of the genius Is the  universe of mindsw 
I bid.: "Thew added 
Only these few lines have been reported by Sk. Then Lb. took over in Ih. 
Gd.h.: "alsow added; 
Sr., bk.: walsotl added af ter  "may" 
Bk.: "what are the  Genii like?" 
Ibld.: ttdow added 
Ibid.: tfmay be answeredtt instead of "I w i l l  answern 
Ibid.: "I have1' omitted 
ibid.: "that1* instead of a full stop 
Sr., bk.: "then added 
ibid.: "ast1 added 
Gd.h., bk.: "anv omitted 



and horns I3,l4 and paws from tigers. He puts them all together and makes a 
new form. It is  beyond possibility t o  exactly explain howI5j inn l6 looks like, 
and yet there is  no existing17 being who lives without l8 form. In support 
to  l9 man's imagination which pictures20 angels 21  or j i n n ~ ~ ~  more or less in 
the form of man, there i s  much that can be said. For everything in the world 
proves at the end of examination that it i s  striving to culminate into23 the 
form of man. 2*he rocks and the trees, fruits and flowers24, mountains and 
clouds, all show 25to be developing gradually 25 towards 26 the image of man. 
A keen observer of nature will prove this a thousand times; there is every- 
thing in the world to support this argument. every form28 either a 
part of human form or an undeveloped outline29. As it i s  with material 
things, so30 it is30 with the lower creation and3I in the same way it i s  
towards 26 the 32 human form33 340f the angel and of the j i n 2 1 ~ ~  i s  growing. 
It is this idea which i s  spoken35 in the Scriptures that36 'We have created 
man on Our Own image37.' I f  I were to add a word of explanation, I would 
say, to  make3' the image of man, We have made all forms38. 

The world of j i n r ~ s ~ ~  which is  the world of minds, yet the minds of 
jinns40 are not so developed as the minds of men. The reason4' is that the 
experience of life on the earth completes the making of mind. In the jinn 

Gd.h., Sr.: "from animalsn added; 
Bk.: fafrom the oxenm added 
Gd-h., bk.: *Ihoofs from horsesfl added 
Bk.: "what" instead of llhowfl 
Ibld.: "the geniusn instead of fljlnn" 
I bid.: wexisting" omitted 
I bid.: "aw added 
Sr., bk.: "off1 lnstead of " tow 
Bk.: "thew added 
Gd.h., bk.: "angelv 
Bk.: "Genlusn instead of "jinnsff 
Gd.h.: winf1 
Bk.: "Rocks, trees, fruits, flowers11 
Ibld.: "a gradual developmentn instead of " to  be developing graduallyf1 
Gd.h.: utowardfl 
Bk.: "Howw omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: wshowsw added 
I bid.: Itof Itu added 
Gd.h.: "It ist1 added afterwards; 
Bk.: "andff instead of ffso It isw 
Bk.: nsoff Instead of "and" 
Gd.h.: Ifthelf omitted 
Gd.h., Sr., bk.: " that  even the  formw added 
Bk.: "of the  Genius and the Angelff 
Gd.h.: Gd. crossed out  l1spokenW and put llwrlttenv Instead; 
Sr., bk.: "spoken off1 
Bk.: "In the  wordsn lnstead of " thatw 
Ibld.: "We have made man in our own imagev 
Gd.h.: Gd. crossed out  "make" and wrote f~flnlshfl over it; 
Bk.: "We have made all forms in order t o  complete the  Image of manm 
Bk.: ffGenii" instead of wjlnnsll 
Ibid.: I f the Genll" lnstead of "jlnnsn 
Ibid.: "for thisn added 



world42 the mind i s  only a design, an outline, a design which i s  not yet 
embroidered. The question43 what i s  the occupation of jinns40, what44 the 
world of jinns40 looks like: one may give a thousand explanations, but 
nothing explain i t  fully. For an12 instance when46 a person would47 
ask me what China looks like I would 49tell him48.49: most wonderful, most 
interesting. But i f  they ask5$ what is  wonderful and interesting5' 52 . 
go and 53 in order to  see it fully. We have not sufficient words to  
explain what jinn54 i s  like and55 what the world of j i . 1 1 ~ 2 ~ ~  is. But what 
l i t t le can be said about it, is  that it is  a world of music, 57a world of art, 
560f poetry57, a world of intelligence, cheerfulness and joy, a world of 
thought, imagination and a 58 sentiment 59, a world that 6%ould approve 
of60, 61a musician would crave to experience62. The life vd+eh-is-(tee 
+tern-a++-i-C+ness of the jinn63 is  the64 ideal life for a thinker to be in65, a 
life which i s  free from ail i~lnesses~~, pure from all bitterness from67 human 
nature, free to move about %4thout any hindrance through the space and 
most joyful68, where the sun of intelligence shines, 69the trouble of birth 

42. Ibid.: Itthe world of the Geniim 
43. Ibid.: "The q ~ e s t i o n ~ ~  omitted 
44. Ibid.: tldoesn added 
45. Ibid.: f8canm instead of flwilltl 
46. Gd.h., Sr., bk.: "if11 instead of Ifwhen" 
47. Gd.h., bk.: "were tot1 instead of wwouldll 
48. Gd.h.: ttthem" 
49. Bk.: "say" instead of l l tel l  himtt 
50. Gd.h.: "they saidw; 

Sr.: "they sayft; 
Bk.: "he said1# 

51. Bk.: "in Chinaw instead of "and interestingf1 
52. Lb.1h.r.: a blank; 

Gd.h.: "there? I would sayw added; 
Bk.: "I would sayw added 

53. Lb.1h.r.: a blank; 
Gd.h., bk.: "take a tour  through Chinae1; 
Sr.: "take a t r i p  t o  Chinaw 

54. Bk.: "the Geniustf lnstead of "jlnn1* 
55. Ibid.: t80rft lnstead of "andf1 
56. Gd.h.: "a worldm added 
57. Bk.: "art, poetry1@ instead of *a world of  art, a world of poetryn 
58. Gd.h., bk.: "am omitted 
59. Sr.: "sympathyw instead of "sentiment" 
60. Gd.h., bk.: "a poet would long forw lnstead of llwould approve ofn 
61. Bk.: t8and1t added 
62. Ibid.: I t to  dwell int1 instead of " to  experiencet1 
63. Ibld.: t8Genlusm instead of "jinnW 
64. Ibid.: "ant1 Instead of titheti 
65. Gd.h.: Gd. cancelled " to  be inf8 and wrote " to  have" instead 
66. Bk.: t8illness8f 
67. Gd.h., bk.: "ofw lnstead of flfromt8 
68. Bk.: "in through space without any hindrance; a most joyful place," 
69. Ibid.: "where" added 



and death70, the7l life not so short as on the earth. I f  there i s  any paradise, 
it is  the world of j i x ~ n s ~ ~ .  Hindus have called i t  I nd ra  Loka and i ~ t u r e d ~ ~  
Gandharvas and Apsaras to be there 74 was P4 and the 

74 a paradise75 which every prophet has spoken to his followers in the 
way that 76 they could understand 77. 

The question how does a prophet know78, may be answered79 that the 
soul of the prophet i s  like a fruit, which by i t s  weight i s  touchings0 the 
ground; it has not dropped onai earthe2, i t  i s  s t i l l  connected witha3 branch 
to  which i t  is attached, the branch which comesa4 through alla5 planes86. 
 heref fore^^ he, in his experiencesa8 so to speak touches differenta9 worlds. 
And it i s  this mystery which i s  hiddeng0 glprophetic genius and prophetic in- 
spiration9 I. It is  through this current 92 that itsg3 fruit i s  connected with the 
stem. Therefore though on theg4 earthg5 9%rophet speaks of 95 tieavensg6, 
though on theg4 earth he calls aloud the Name of codg7, to  many Cod 

98 is  an imagination, t o  him Cod i s  ag9 reality. 

Gd.h.: "is not  so severet@; 
Bk.: "1s not  so serious** 
Bk.: @*the" omitted 
Gd.h.: "the angels" afterwards changed into @#the Jinns1*; 
Bk.: "the Geniusw instead of **jinnsn 
Bk.: **picture** 
Lb.1h.r.: a blank 
Ibld.: Lb. afterwards added @@ofw 
Bk.: **in which1* lnstead of @@that1@ 
I bid.: @@It1* added 
Ibld.: "of this@@ added 
Ibld.: @*by saying1* added 
Ibld.: @*touches@* instead of *@Is touchingu 
Ibld.: * * to  then added 
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Gd.h., bk.: **behind the" added 
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Ibld.: **branch1@ instead of *@current" 
Gd.h., bk.: "the1* instead of wits** 
Bk.: "the1* omitted 
Gd.h.: "them added 
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Lb.1h.r.: a blank 
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One question and answer in Murshida 
Goodenough's handwriting, dated 
August 21st, 1923, and probably given 
after the lecture 'The Soul towards 
Manifestation' of that same day. 

Question: What do jinns 1 ook 1 ike t o  each other? 
What do human beings look l ike  t o  jinns? 
What do angels look l ike t o  jinns? 

Answer: That the jinn must answer. 

Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
six questions and answers, probably 
given after the lecture 'The Soul to- 
wards Manifestation' of August 21st, 
1923. 

Question: Do angels inspire men as well as the jinns? 

Answer: Certainly, they both inspire men. 

Question: Are jinns' sent t o  the earth with messages, l ike  the 
angels? 

Answer: Certainly they are. 

Question: Do the jinns know their own imagination as imagina- 
tion or as external things? 

Answer: The ego i s  at the back of everything. Their mind is  more 
capable of knowing2. They have more innocence and less 
wisdom. 

Notes: 

1. Gd.hwr.copy: nsometimesm added 
2. Ibid.: "as their  mlnd is clearer than t h a t  of manw added 



Question: should3 people l i ve  longer than they do if condi- 
tions were better? 

Answer: There have been times when man lived much longer than 
now. Life is  not meant to  be painful and yet in human life one 
experiences pain in everything, pain in birth and in death. It 
should not be, it comes from artificial life, from unnatural 
state of living; he has gone far beyond the normal state of 
living. 

Question: Do jinns communicate with spirits returned from 
experiencing the earth? 

Answer: Yes, sometimes they do communicate, 4but they are in 
their own surroundings much happier. They do not like it, it 
destroys their knowledge and their peace, it i s  not agreeable 
to  them.4 

Question: What i s  meant by the Greek saying: "Those the Gods 
1 ove die young"? 

Answer: It is  5an exaggeration; saying5 it only means that even in 
the death of young people there is  the love of Cod, there is  
something better for them, which those at this side do not 
know. 

3. Sk.l.tp.: mWouldw instead of nShouidfl 
4. Gd.hwr.copy: Itbut a t  the  same time the  inhabitants of a certain country 

who are pure from the knowledge of other countries, are much happier in 
their  own country and in thelr  own way, but if some go out  and bring 
knowledge of other countries, it is not agreeable t o  them. And the same 
way with them." instead of "but they are in their  own surroundings ..... 
agreeable t o  them." 

5. Sk.i.tp.: "an exaggerated saying,l~ instead of Itan exaggeration; saying" 



Questions: 

Satva 
Raja 
Tamas 

Sakina's longhand reporting of one 
question and answer referring to  the 
lecture 'Character Building' of 
August 21st, 1923, but given on 
another occasion. 

Jemal 
Jelal 
~ema1.l 

Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
three questions and answers referring 
to the lecture 'Character Building' of 
August 2lst, 1923, but given on an- 
other occasion. 

Question: Have they not the slightest difference? 

Answer: There is  a difference, but it is very ~ i t t l e . ~  

Question: I f  ~ e m a l ~  is inertia, does everything have a 
moment of rest constantly, and if so how often? 

Answer: Rest between life and the hereafter is  what i s  called pur- 
gatory. So there is  always a gap between the actions4. 5 ~ l s o  
between exhaling and inhaling. 

Notes: 

1. Sr.: A more complete version of the same q.a.: 
wQuestion: Are Jelal, Jemal and Kemal the  same as Rajas, Sattva and 
Tamas? 
Answer: Yes, Jelal Is Rajas, Jemal Is Sattva, and Kemal Is Tamas." 

2. Gd.hwr.copy: "Yes, there is a difference, but t h a t  is only a very l i t t l e  
difference." 

3. Ibid.: "Tammas" Instead of "KemalW 
4. Ibld.: It Is not clear If was written ~ac t lonsw or  mactlvltles~l 
5. Ibld.: added "For Instance when a person takes two steps, there i s  a gap 

between themn 



Therefore in every moment in every breath there is  a moment 
of Kemal. In breathing after every 3/4 of an hour there 
comes a short time when breath changes and then there also is  
Kemal. So certain time in a day a person feels lazy, depressed 
or confused, for that is  the outcome of Kemal. Kemal has no 
tendency to action4. Certain days come in the week when a 
person with all his enthusiasm does not wish to work, that is  
Kemal. In some people's life Kemal obsesses them6, they 
don't see the way, they feel the whole life as a stillness, eve- 
rything seems so s t i l l  and without movement. This is a deplor- 
able state, and it results in a kind of insanity, he wants to 
commit suicide. In other forms of insanity there is  an inclina- 
tion to  fight (another); there is  hope because there is  action. 
The cause of this insanity i s  disorder of breath; i f  that person 
would breathe rightly, he would be cured. He requires balance 
in breath. There is  a good type of Kemal also, and that is  in 
equilibrium, which i s  to  be seen in the sage. When the switch 
is closed, the electric light goes out. So when the sage brings 
out the Kemal, he closes the switch, that means closes the 
action of mind for that time. He does it by his will, he needs 
the time of quiet. When one feels this inertia (the ordinary 
person) must not give way, for it is like death of mind. 

Question: Must one n o t  g o  against  this i n e r t i a ?  

Answer: No, it is no use to fight it. But give them some interest. 
The world has so many beautiful things in poetry, music, 
nature. 

6. Ibld.: added "They feel that they are against an iron wall." 



Sakinats shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 22nd, 1923 

Character ~ u i l d i n ~ . '  

There i s  one thing which belongs to human nature and i t s  origin i s  in 
the2 curiosity, the2 curiosity which gives a desire for knowledge. When this3 
tendency is abused it develops into inquisitiveness. It i s  wonderful to  think4 
that the-eti.gin-a+-& at5 the root of all defects is a right tendency. And it 
i s  the abuse6 which turns it into a 7wrong tendency7. 8 ~ h e n  we consider8 
how litt le time we have to live on this earth, 9we would see findg that 
every moment of our life is precious and that it should be given to  something 
which i s  really worthwhile. When thislo time i s  given to inquisitiveness, 
wanting to  know about lthe affairs of anotherll, one has wasted that time 
which could have been used for a much better purpose. Life has so many 
responsibilities, and so many duties, and there i s  so much that one has to 
correct in oneself, there is  so much that one has to undo in what one has 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r  B u i l d i n g .  The A r t  
o f  Personal i ty (1931), chapter V i i i  of the  f i r s t  part. 

Where Itbook" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r  
B u i l d i n g .  The  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: v V i I I n  added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "them omitted 
ibld.: "thew instead of "thistt 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: I t to  thinktt omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "at fv omitted 
Sk.sh.: a l i t t l e  cross a f te r  "abusett in Sk.sh. may indicate t h a t  she had 
missed one or  more words; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itof t h a t  r ight  tendencyu added; 
Sk.i.tp., however, does not add these words 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "defectw instead of "wrong tendencytt 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: " i f  we consideredw instead of "When we considerw 
Gd.h.: "we would see or would findtt; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "we would seen instead of Itwe would findw 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thatt1 instead of "thisn 
Gd.h.: "the affairs of anothertt changed by her into "the affairs of  
o t  hersn; 
Hwr.bk.p.,: Itthe affairs of otherstt, changed back by Gd. into Itthe affairs 
of anotherv; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "the affair of anothern 



done, 12there i s  so much l3to attain to in13 one's affairs and make one's l i fe 

right, that it seems as if a person were intoxicated who, leaving all his re- 

sponsibilities and duties, 140ccupies his mind and engages his ears in inquisi- 

tiveness. Free will i s  given to attain15 to one's own duties, to  gain one's own 

objects, t o  attend to one's own affairs. And when that16 free will is used in 
trying to find out about others, the weakness17 of others, the lacks of 

others, the faults of others, l8then hel8 certainly abuses the free will. 

Sometimes a person is  inquisitive because lgthere is  lghis interest in the 
lives of others. But very often a person i s  inquisitive because it is  his ill- 
ness. He may have no interest in the matter at all, only because he wants to 

satisfy himself by hearing and knowing about others. Self-knowledge is the 

ideal of the philoiophers, not the knowledge 200f the lives of20 the21 others. 

There are two phases in the development of man; one phase when he 

looks at others; another phase when he looks at himself. When the first 

phase has ceased, and the next phase begun, then one starts his journey to 

the desired goal. Rumi says: 'Trouble not about others, for there i s  much for 

you to think for yourself.' Besides this22, this i s  a sign of great respect to 

the aged and to those one wishes to respect, to show no tendency of know- 

ing more than one i s  allowed to know. Even in such close relationship23 as 

parents and as24 children, when they respect the privacy of one another 

they certainly show there a great virtue. To want to know about another is  
very often a lack of trust.  he^^ one who trusts does not need to unveil, 

does not need to uncover26 what is  covered. He who wishes to unveil some- 

thing, he27 wishes to discover it. I f  there i s  anything that should be first 

discovered, it i s  the self. The time that one28 spends in discovering others, 

their lives, their faults, their weakness1', one could 29have just as well 

29 in discovering one's soul. The desire to know i s  born in the soul. Only, 

Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "andm added 
Gd.h.: "to attend tott instead of Ifto attain to inv; 
Hwr.bk.p.: "that one has to attend to in"; then Gd. crossed out "that 
one hast1; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "to attend to inn 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: woccuples himselfw added 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itto attend" instead of Itto attain" 
Sk.i.tp.: "thisw lnstead of "that'1 
A l l  other documents: 81weaknesseso 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: f80nef' instead of "then he8' 
Bk.: "of1' instead of "there istt 
Hwr.bk.p.: "about", changed back by Gd. into "of the lives oft' 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
Sk.i.tp.: 'Vhat" instead of wthis" 
Gd.h.: vrelationships'f 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "asff omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: 'lThef' omitted 
Gd.h.: tl(un)cover't lnstead of "uncovert'; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: l'dlscover" 
Bk.: "hew omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: *Ihet' instead of "onen' 
Sk.sh.: "have just as well (a blank)"; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "just as well spendtt; 
Sk.i.tp.: "have just as well usedf1 



man should discern what must 30he do30, what is worth knowing? There are 
many things not worth troubling about. When one devotes one's time and 
thought in trying to know what he3' need not know, one loses that oppor- 
tunity which life offers, to  discover the nature and secret of the soul, in 
which lies the p a t p e - o f  -Hfe fulfilment of the purpose of life. 

30. Gd.h.: Ifhe knowsf*; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itbe known1' 

31. Tp.bk.p., bk.: ffone'l instead of ffhetf 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 22nd, 1923 

Q u e s t i o n :  What  is a n  e l e m e n t a l ?  

Answer:  hat is, there are the beings of water and earth, who live 
in the water and live in the water2, so there are the beings 
who live in the elements, in the air and . It is such 
beings who are called elementak4 
The visible things we do not call them elementals, only those 
who have no physical body. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What  d o  you mean b y  the f e e l i n g  a f  5 ?  

Answer: The cause of it is  expressive of a very great secret. The 
secret why there are many people who are afraid of the spiri- 
tual truth. They would like to run away from the place where 
the spiritual truth is  spoken. I do not mean that they do not 
like the Church or Cod mentioned before them, but i f  you tell 
them some secret of God, they want to  run away. They get 
the same feeling as a person who stands on the top of the 
mountain and looks below. Because they see such a gulf be- 

Notes: 

1. These five questions and answers were given in between t h e  lectures 
"Character BuildingIt and "The Soul towards Manifestation1' o f  August 22nd, 
1923 

2. Sk.sh.: erroneously "in t h e  water" was repeated; 
Sk.i.tp.: Iton the  ear th"  

3. Sk.sh.: one illegible sh. sign, crossed o u t  by Sk.; 
Sk.l.tp.: a blank 

4. Sk.: added "By breathing we o f ten  inhale beings i n t o  our being, beings who 
do n o t  agreeu 

5. Sk.sh.: The end of t h e  question Is missing; afterwards Sk. added' udlzzl- 
nessI1 in Ih.; 
Sr.: "Question: What is  t h e  meaning of t he  dizziness one feels standing on 
a height7'1; 
Sk.l.tp,: Sk. afterwards added "dizziness one feels standing on a height?I1, 
copied from Sr, 



tween them6 and are afraid, because they feel attraction. Why 
does the dizziness come? Because the earth attracts one7. It 
is  quite possible that that attraction would become so great 
that they would be without control or resistance8 and would 
jump down. Because it is  a kind of magnet which is attracting 
him with power. Then a man holds himself back from it, with 
force, not t o  jump. Wherever there is a gap and there i s  an 
attraction, there i s  that feeling. I have very often met people 
who, as soon as the philosophical ideas began, and the relation 
between God and man, that person gets so afraid, there comes 
that feeling of dizziness. Because he cannot deny the truth of 
it. But he wants to save his life from the attraction. It is  the 
fear of a gap, of a wide horizon which a person is  not accus- 
tomed to see. But it i s  a matter of getting accustomed. There 
are builders of houses, they stand on the highest top of the 
house, especially in America; there they are working and from 
there look down and move about; they do not fearg, they have 
become accustomed. It i s  exactly the same with the sage, the 
thinkers. The picture of the workers on the high.10 houses i s  
the same picture of the sage who looks at what may be called 
the life on the surface and the eternal life. What people call 
death becomes a bridge for him. The more he thinks of it, the 
less fear he has. There is  a saying of a Sufi: ' W a l i  has no fear 
of death,' he loses the fear of death. 

Question: The col our of flame is red or yell ow? l2 

Answer: Flame is  not heat. It is the glow which is  heat. Flame is  only a 
light. The real heat is  in the glow. I f  one catches the glow the 
hand burns, not i f  one touches the flame. In other words, one 
may say: the red fire covered by yellow. 

Question: And the blue in the flame? 

Answer: Blue i s  the breath in the flame, The day when the science 
will discover the secret of electricity fully, on that day the 
science will also, discover l3 of the soul. Because the 

6. Sr.: "themselves and Godnt instead o f  ttthemtt 
7. Sk.l.tp.: "himw instead of ttoneo 
8. Ibid.: although in sh. Sk. wrote I t re  stancett, a f t e r  many years she did n o t  

recognize t h e  word ttresistancew in it 
9. Ibid.: ttfeelll instead of ttfeartt; 

Sr.: Itfeartt 
10. Sk.l.tp.: t t l ightn instead o f  "hightt 
11. Ibid.: t h e  quotation mark is placed a f t e r  ttdeathtt a t  t h e  end of t he  

answer, which does n o t  seem t o  be c o r r e c t  
12. Ibid.: "1s t h e  colour o f  flame red o r  yellow?tt 
13. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sr., Sk.l.tp.: I t the  secre t "  added 



secret of the soul is not very far from the secret of electric- 
ity. For instance, let earth help: What14 the current of an15 
electricity l6 and what forms into flame is  not necessarily 
electricity. Electricity is that power which is hidden there, in 
the current, not that which is  manifest. I f  that i s  understood, 
then the l 7  explanation of the soul will be the soul la. The body 
is  composed by the atoms from l 9  which the body exists; in the 
physical world, physical atoms, attracted by some secret cur- 
rent. That secret current is  the soul. There is, in one globe 
there is  another globe. There is something within the body but 
at the same time it is all collected and gathered by20 that 
current which is within. That current is  the soul, the ray of 
the divine Sun. And one can also understand that this current 
in the heavenly spheres2', in the sphere, it attracts 

atoms, 21heavenly atoms2'. In another sphere it 
attracts other atoms. In the physical sphere it attracts physi- 
cal atoms. Therefore mankind i s  already dressed in the 
dress, over the dress of the jinn he has put the dress of the 
human being. He really has all three dresses, one over the 
other. 

Question: When you speak t o  ? 23 

Answer : In interest there i s  a very high blessing. When the first 
24 . The story in Arabian Nights 24.  There was a 

wall that was called a wall of mystery. Many people used to 
24,25. 

Sk.l.tp.: Ifforms" added with a question mark 
I bid.: "anff omitted 
Sr.: " a t t r a c t s  t o  itu added 
Sk.l.tp.: flthereforeff read f o r  "then 
Gd.1h.n.: samew instead o f  ffsoulff; 
Sk.l.tp.: Ifa current f1 instead o f  " the soulm suggested by Sk. 
Sr.: " a t t r ac ted  of t h e  world inff instead o f  f f fromff 
Sk.i.tp.: flaboutlf instead o f  "byw, bu t  changed back by Sk. t o  @Ibyw 
Ibid.: added " a t t r a c t s  heavenly atomsff instead o f  Itheavenly atomsn a t  t h e  
end o f  t h e  sentence 
I bid.: flangeiic" 
Sk.sh.: t h e  question remains incomplete 
Ibld.: an open space 
Sr.: added Ifwhether a person i s  a t t r a c t e d  by God now o r  not, t he re  w i l l  
come a day when he w i l l  be a t t rac ted,  fo r  everyone has t o  r e t u r n  t o  Godf1 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
one question and answer, probably 
given in between the lectures 'Char- 
acter ~ u i l d i n ~ '  and 'The Soul towards 
Manifestation' of August 22nd, 1923. 

Question: From where the fear of death comes? 

~nswer: '  Ignorance of the self gives the fear of death. The more 
one learns from the self, the less fear of death there is. The 
more one lives in his soul, the less hold one has upon the body. 
The body has fear according to the consciousness it has in 
itself. 
Man is not only dependent upon his mind for thought, but every 
atom of the body is  to  some extent conscious, and it protects 
itself. Man must learn to control his consciousness and then he 
can raise it. When a person is conscious of headache, he feels 
headache, but when asleep, then he is not conscious of head- 
ache and does not feel it. I f  a person could collect his con- 
sciousness automatically and raise it step by step by the power 
of will, he would rise above pain. The degree of consciousness 
in the atoms is dependent upon the soul. 

Note: 

1. This could well be the answer t o  the  last but one question a f te r  the lec- 
t u r e  llTasawwuf. The Soul towards Manlfestationw of August 18th, 1923, 
which was not completed 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 22nd, 1923 

The Sou l  t o w a r d s  Man i f es ta t i on .  

The soul i s  a current-Jcall it an electris--4unlike the electric, cur- 
rent whicp we know on this physical plane, different from this-+# i t s  
power and influence7; a current which runs more speedily than anything we 
know, a current which is beyond time and space, a current which runs 
through ale planes of life. 

I f  theg manifestation i s  the breath of Cod, lothe souls are breaths of 
Codlo. According to the Yogi conception1 l there is  one breath and there 
are many breaths. The one breath which i s  called12 the central breath, i s  
called by theg Yogis p r a n a  and 13every other breath which has13 a certain 
part to play in the mechanism of the human body, 14all such breaths, are 
called breathst4; and again, prana and all other breaths, when put to- 
gether, make one breath which 15we call16 life. ~ h g  souls therefore are 

Notes: 

Thls lecture was f l r s t  published In the  book The  Soul  Whence and Whither, 
Toward Manlfestatlon, chapter V (1924). 

Where "book" Is mentloned in the notes, It refers t o  the book T h e  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther ,  prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "page 35 The Soul Whence and Whitherm In the  
margin of her sh. 
Bk.: "we mayM added 
Gd.h., bk.: "current" added 
Bk.: Ityet one1@ added 
I bld.: l@whichn omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: l1it Inm 
Ibid.: lnstead of ninfluencen 
Bk.: "thew added 
Ibld.: l * the l  omltted 
Ibid.: th is par t  of the sentence was omltted 
Gd.h.: vYoglls conceptionw; 
Bk.: wconceptlon of the  Yogiw 
Gd.h., bk.: llcalledn omltted 
Bk.: llall other breaths which havew 
Ibld.: "are lesser breaths" instead of "all such breaths are called 
breathsw 
Bk.: "man callsw lnstead of l1we callm 
Gd.h.: "an lnstead of "thew 



different breaths of God 17and all different breaths put together make one 
breath, the16 Divine Breath, which i s  life.17 

The elements of every sphere are different, suchl8 as the air of every 
part of the world i s  differentlg, the water is  different?O i t s  effect upon21 
human being is  different. So the atoms of every plane are different. Their 
nature and character is22 as different as their effect. Therefore the form of 
the angel need not be compared in any way with the form of the jinG3; 
neither24 the form of the jinn23 can24 be compared with the form of man, 
for the atoms with which the jinG3 is made, belong to another sphere. A 
man who i s  accustomed to the25 physical forms, cannot very well grasp the 
idea of the forms of the j i n n ~ ~ ~ .  This shows us that the27 soul shoots forth 
itself28 and functions into29 a body which that particular sphere offers30. 
31~eavens for instance offer that luminous body to  the soul, which in the 
~ u f i ~ ~  terms is  called Nur, because heaven is  made33 of the luminous 
atoms--it is  all illumination. It is  the recognition of that angel34 body id5 
Buddha which madd6 his disciples37 make the statue of Buddha in gold. Of - 
ten artists have38 the conception of40 an39 angel to  be painted40 in gold, 
for it41 represents light. 

Bk.: "This idea mab be pictured as a Tree which has a stem and various 
branches; each branch in i t s  place representing a stem.!! instead of Itand 
all different breaths put together make one breath, the  Divine Breath, 
whlch is 
Gd.h., Sr.: nssuchm changed into "justtt; 
Bk.: " just tn 
Sr.: * " the f i re  Is differentw added 
Gd.h.: added "the ear th  is differentss; 
Sr.: added Itthe ear th  of every pa r t  of the  world is differentst; 
Bk.: added "and the  ear th  of every pa r t  of the  world inm 
Gd.h., bk.: ttthess added 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed ssisss into tnaresn.ln sh.; 
Bk.: "arenn 
Bk.: ttgenlusts lnstead of ntjinnss 
Ibid.: sscann placed af ter  tsneithern instead of a f ter  ssJinnw 
I bid.: "thets omitted 
Ibid.: ffGenilss instead of "jinnsts 
Gd.h.: ssthess omitted 
Bk.: "itselfss omitted 
Ibid.: *sinss instead of "intots 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added s n i t t t  in sh.; 
Gd.h., bk.: "itss added 
Bk.: "Thetn added 
Gd.h., bk.: wSuficsn instead of ltSufitn 
Bk.: wcons is ts~  instead of tsis madett 
Gd.h., bk.: stangelicss 
Bk.: stthess added 
Ibid.: fscausedst instead of Itmadets 
Ibid.: "ton added 
Gd.h.: sshadtt instead of tshavest; 
Bk.: "have hadst 
Gd.h.: omitted 
Bk.: sspalnting Angelsn instead of Itan angel t o  be paintedft 
Ibid.: tngoldu Instead of ssitw 



The soul that goes as far as the spheres of the jing3, as a current 
coming heavens, it42 functions into29 a body of the 43jinn world3. 
The question is:  but44 a soul which comes fromz1 heavens, from45 the world 
of angels, does it come to the 46jinn world46 without a body? 4 7 ~ h e  answer 
is :  no,47 it comes with a body, 48an angel body48; yet it becomes necessary 
for the soul coming with 49the angel body49 into the 50jinn world50, to 
adorn51 a body of that particular world in order to  stand52 the weather of 
that plane.  he^^ animals which live in cold countries, have a different skin 
from those that live in 53tropical countries53. That is the condition 0 f 5 ~  
going in55 any other sphere. Even i f  a person was56 journeying, g&ng 
corning57 from a tropical country going to a58 cold 58 but59 on the 
way, i f  he had0 to pass through 61 a climate which is  cold1, he wi1P2 need 
suitable garments for that climate. 63 what is  body?63 3 5 ~ o d y  i s  a garment 
of the soul. The soul wears this garment in order to  stand the weathefi4 of 
that particular sphere.  he^^ souls which are passing through the jinn 
sphere65 towards66 21  physical planes67, and who do not stop in 68the 
jinn plane68, they69 meet with the70 travellers71 on their journey back 

I bid.: l t 1 t H  omitted 
Bk.: I1sphere of Geniust* instead o f  "jlnn worldtt 
Gd.h., bk.: t fbutw omitted 
Bk.: tlthroughll instead o f  nfromll 
Ibid.: "world of t h e  Genii" instead o f  "jinn world11 
Ibid.: "The answer is: no," omitted 
Gd.h.: ftangelic body" instead o f  Itan angel body8!; 
Bk.: " the  angelic body" 
Gd.h.: "angelic body" lnstead o f  I t the angel body"; 
Bk.: " the  Angelic bodyt1 
Bk.: tlworld o f  Geniifl lnstead o f  "jinn world18 
Ibid.: I t t o  adoptu instead of I t t o  adorn" 
Ibid.: I t t o  w l t h ~ t a n d ~ ~  instead o f  I t t o  standft 
Ibid.: "a t ropical  climate" instead o f  l ~ t rop i ca l  countriesIf 
Ibid.: wfor f t  instead o f  "oftt 
Ibid.: "into** instead of I1intt 
Ibid.: ftwerett instead of *twasff 
Gd.h., bk.: "goingw instead o f  tfcomlngtl 
Sk.sh.: a f t e r  t he  incomplete sh. sign fo r  wcoldfl, Sk.sh. shows a blank; 
Gd.h.: l f troplcal countryf*  instead of "cold 11. . 
Bk.: "another tropical countryf t  
Bk.: "andu instead o f  Itbut" 
Gd.h., bk.: "hadIt instead of "hast1 
Bk.: "a cold climateft 
Ibid.: flwouldtl instead of f * w l l l t *  
Ibid.: omitted "What is  body?" 
Ibid.: ltconditionstl instead o f  "weather11 
Ibid.: "sphere o f  t h e  Genii" instead o f  lWjinn spherew 
Gd.h.: lltoward*l 
Bk.: ftplanelt 
Ibid.: " t h a t  spheren instead o f  I f the  j inn planet1 
I bid.: "they1# added 
Ibid.: $lother" instead of I t then 
I bid.: "who are" added 



home72. They learn from them a great many things. There i s  a73 give and 
take, there is buying and selling, there is  learning and teaching; but who 
teaches the most? The one with more experience, the one who is74 back 
home.  his^^ gives the map of the journey to the travelling76 soul towards 
manifestation. I t  is  from that77 map that the travelling soul strikes his path, 
rightly or wrongly. soul may have one79 instruction; another soul may 
have Bornore instructione0. Onee1 may be clear; another may be puzzled82. 
Yet they all go forward as the travellers of a caravan, taking with them all 
the precious in f~rmat ion@~ 84 and things84*85 learned from the othersa6. It 
is  thereforg7 that every child born on ear tv8 besides what he has inher- 
ited from his parents and ancestors, hea9 possesses88 a power and knowl- 
edge quite peculiar to  himself,gO different to  whatg1 his parents org2 ances- 
tors.possessed. Yet he knows not whereg3 he received it, 94who gave him 
thatg5 knowledge, but he shows from the beginning of his life on earth signs 
of having known things which 96have never been taught to himg6. One soul 
i s  more impressiveg7 than another soup8; one soul is perhaps more impressed 
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by the angel plane99 and that impression has remained loodeeper in that 
soul1 O0 throughoutlo the whole Oourney. lo2There i s  another 
who103 is  more impressed by the 1°'jinn worldlo4 and that impression lasts 
lo5with the soul a11105 through thelo6 journey. lo7There i s  another soul who 
lo8 has not got that impression from the angellog world or from th27 jinn 
world.lo8 1°That soul does not know either of heaven or of the27 
jinn plane, what it knows i s  from112 the earth, and113 is  only inter- 
ested in the things of the earth.l l l 

One generally f indsl l4 among artists, poets, musicians, l5 thinkers, 
writers, philosophers, also among inventors, administrators, among great 
politicians, jinn souls115 who have brought with them on116 earth some 
deep impression which proves them in their lives to  be1 l7 great geniuses. 

Impression i s  a great phenomena118*119 itself; 120rnan is  as he think- 
eth120 and what 121 man thinksl*l ? He thinks122 that with which he i s  most 
i n t e r e ~ t e d ' ~ ~ ;  and what he i s  most interested124 in, that he himself is. Do 
we not see in our life on earth 125some deeply impressed with a 
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things of t he  e a r t h  when he reaches It." instead of "either of heaven o r  
of t h e  jinn plane, what It knows Is from t h e  earth, and Is only In teres ted 
in t h e  things o f  t h e  earth.11 
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certain personality, thought or feeling, having127 become the same 
in tirnelz8? I f  that129 is true, what i s  man? Man i s  his impression. The soul, 
impressed deeply in the 46jinn world6 by some personality coming back 
from the earth, an impression deeply engraved u n that soul, which the 
soul can never throw away, ce;tainly becomeslg that personalit itself 
with which it is impressed. SLppose a soul impressed in the y3'jinn 
world131 with the personality of Beethoven, when born on earth132 is 
Beethoven in thought, in133 feeling, in133 tendency, in133 inclination, in134 
knowledge; only in addition to that personality he has the heritage of his 
parents and of his ancestors. As the son of a certain family i s  called by the 
name of the same135 family, so the impression of certain personality 
may137 rightfully be called by 138the name of the same personality138. 
Therefore i f  Shankaracharya claimed13' to be the reincarnation of Krishna, 
there i s  every reason to140 his claim, as this theory stands in support to 
this14' . 

The life frord5 beginning to the27 end i s  a mystery. The deeper one 
dives in order to investigate the Truth, the more difficulty he142 finds in 
distinguishing what is called personality143. But it is  not the aim of the wise 
144 to  distinguish personality144 ; 146 their145 wisdom is  in the understanding 
of the secret of personality146, i t s  composition147 and148 i t s  decomposi- 
ti or^^^^, which resolves in the end 150 in one personality150. 

'There i s  one God; none exists bat save He.' 
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Question: Do witchests2 and vampires develop their power by 
intuition? From where do they get their knowl- 
edge? 153~here  have their souls been impressed by 
this tendency, going towards manifestation? 

Answer: Sometimes; but sometimes they have learned these traits 
after coming on the earth. Mostly the bad traits belong on the 
earth. 

Question: Is it not an impure intuition? 

Answer: No, intuition is never impure. 

Question: An instinct? 

Answer: No. Impurity belongs to the earth. Intuition is  a heavenly 
bliss. 

Question: Does it happen that there is a tendency in a f a m i l y  
154 7 

Answer: Like attracts like. 

151. This f i r s t  q.a. does not appear In Sk.sh. of the q.a. given a f te r  the  lec- 
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Question: If a soul meets Beethoven in the angel world, and 
another soul meets Beethoven in the jinn world, i s  
the impression dif ferent ,  and i s  the result in 
these souls' l i f e  on earth different? 

Answer: 155~es,  they will be different155. 

Question: So there may be many incarnations of Beethoven? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Is the matter of the different spheres, which have 
been used t o  make the body of a great personal- 
i t y ,  s t i l l  in the universe? Would it be used in 
the body of another person, who were impressed by 
t h a t  personal it y? 

Answer: Yes, it will. 

Question: Do the souls on their way t o  manifestation know 
t h a t  they are t o  experience l i f e  on the physical 
plane, i f  that happens t o  be their destiny, and do 
they 1 ook forward t o  that experience? 

Answer: They do not distinctly know. They know and they do not 
know. There is  an156 impulse to go forward, and to experience 
what they may be able to experience and to know what they 
will be able to know, .and to reach the place which they may 
be able to reach. It is  that power which15' those who are able 
to  advance enough to reach the physical sphere, they manifest 
as human being. 

Question: Please explain how t o  understand why elephant has 
such a thick skin in tropical country. 

155. Sr.: "Certainly it is different, for a f t e r  manifestation one wlll show the  
soul of Beethoven, and another his mindt1, instead of "Yes, they wlll be 
dlfferenttl 
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Answer: In order to protect from the hot sun, and against the wear 
and tear in the forests. 

Question: Z t h e  jinn plane is s o  beaut i fu l  and pure, how is it 
t h a t  any jinn coming t o  e a r t h  could be deeply  
impressed wi th  evi l ,  s o  t h a t  he became on e a r t h  
what we might term a dev i l?  Where does the  jinn 
l e a r n  t h e  e v i l ?  

Answer: The path of the jinn is the path of beauty. But it is  not 
only the path of jinn; but the path of every soul is the path of 
beauty. Every good soul and bad soul is seeking after beauty. 
When it steps wrongly in the pursuit of beauty, we call it 
wrong158, and c0nt rar~ l5~.  As said in Qur'an: 'Cod i s  beauti- 
ful, and He loves beauty.' 

158. Ibld.: after "wrong," Sk. wrote "and contrary" In Ih.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "and when It steps r lght  In the pursuit of beauty we call It 
r lghtt8 instead of "and contrarym 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
August 23rd, 1923 

2 ~ y  mureeds, 

1 would like to speak on the subject of our mi~sion.~ Our mission, 
besides all i t s  ideals and duties, i t3 is intended to work for unity. And what 
i s  the result of unity? The result of unity is  equality. No sooner 4the unity 
has4 illuminated the heart of man, realizes equality. Therefore before us 
there i s  a task to perform and that taskI6 to give in our lives the example of 
that equality which we wish may be spread throughout the world. No doubt 
to arrive to7 this ideal the process we take i s  different from the process of 
those who do not tread our path. when8 people wish to bring about the idea 
of equality with the idea of individuality, we want t o  bring about this idea 
of equality with the idea of unity. Therefore the idea is  the same, the 
method is different. But the first thing i s  that this idea must be realized and 
used in our own circle, and in9 this ideal it must be practised, thatlo it gives 
the example which is  needed at present in the world. How l lthe others 
are1 l practising12 mostly ? Violently, crudely, thoughtlessly. The manner that 
we have adopted is the manner of art, beauty, love, harmony, and the unity 
of God. 

Now coming to the Message. Wherever the Message of God has been 
given to the world, at whatever period, the central theme of the Message 
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was human brotherhood. The religion or the form or the Scripture or any- 
thing else was secondary. The teaching of Jesus Christ was, 'love your 
neighbur, love your fellowman'; and it is this principle that we must cling 
to, because this i s  the central theme of every divine Message, whenever 
and13 whatever period it has come to the world. 

Now, our difficulties in bringing it 14abut to  practise14 are number- 
less. I5Our own methods may seem to be different in our Cause. But this 
difficulty will always remain tilli6 the idea i s  not understood clearly. Now, 
for instance, havingi7 different grades of those who are ordained and initi- 
ated, and18 who are given different names. We have the distinctionlg of the 
robes given to them. But it must be understood that a robe or a name is not 
given to any soul in order to distinguish themz0 as superior to the others. 
Not at all. We are all equal, and we shall all stand equal before Cod, the 
humblest among us and someone among us who i s  full of faults and errors. 
We have the same place to standz1 and the same Cod to face and we shall 
stand shoulder to  shoulder. Every mureed of the Sufi Order, everyone who is 
there, with all his faults and errors, whatever i s  his stage or degree out- 
wardly, his soul, his heart, it all makes us equal. We all stand before Cod 
with our love for one another as brothers and sisters. I f  the robes and22 
names make any distinction, it is the distinction of the office, it is  the duty, 
it is the service that they have to  perform. Remember therefore that it 
would not be right on our part to distinguish among such grades or degrees 
or names or robes which is  which, who i s  higher, who i s  lower, who is great- 
er, who is smaller. For in the eyes of Cod there is no one superior, no one 
inferior, and His one glance of favour can raise a person from the depth of 
the earth to the highest Heavens, and His displeasure, the slightest displeas- 
ure can cloud all man's goodness and piety and spirituality. What i s  it? It is  
nothing before Cod. Therefore the humblest of us, the most modest among 
us, the most insignificant, we must not think that because he has no robe, he 
is  not spiritual. Perhaps he is  the most spiritual among us. What do we 
know? The spiritual idea i s  too sacred to talk about, and it is  a subject 
which is  too delicate to discuss. And those who tread the spiritual path, for 
them the first lesson to learn is  that humility and that respect for every 
soul, however backward in spiritual evolution apparently he seems. It does 
not matter.23 
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Now the question, is  that24 why25 should we have these distinctions 
and grades26 recognitions? We would27 have preferred not to  have it28, i f  
only29 our Order was intended29 for the spiritual development of some few. 
But this is destined to be a World Movement; however small just now in its 
infancy, it is born with the promise that3' every 30 part of the earth31it 
must touch31 and bring the Message of Cod in that land and among that 
people, and as such32 need organisation. When we have to cross the ocean, 
we must build a ship to journey33. Even for the soul, which i s  divine, that 
soul had34 to experience life on the earth, it35 had to adopt an earthly body, 
it i s  a necessity. Therefore by our Movement in the world 36we are not 
building a ,36 we are building an organisation which is  necessary, and 
yet we ought t o  be careful that the organisation may not blind us, and veil 
our eyes from the Truth which is  before us. And when there is  an organisa- 
tion of the workers, of the servers, it is necessary that those who are ap- 
pointed on37 certain duties they ought to  be recognised as such. This is  the 
army to  serve humanity and God. But all different distinctions that appear 
in our organisation, one must not divide them as spiritual grades; one must 
consider them the responsibilities, greater responsibilities or smaller respon- 
sibilities as it has happened or as it has38 meant, that 39someone has39 been 
given in order to lead the Movement through the world. Therefore i f  we 
understand that clearly, then there will be no need that4' any feeling of r i- 
valry, or envy, or jealousy, or pride, or superiority, or inferiority is41 among 
us. We are as one; we stand in the same place before God, our Lord and 
Master. And we all together, as brothers and sisters, will work sharing the 
sorrows and the joys of one another through life. 

It is  this ideal that I wish my mureeds to think and think and think42 as 
much as they can, and that they purify their minds and o en their minds to 
one another, as brothers and sisters to one another. every one of us, 
whatever be our duty or work in the Movement, we44 should be content to 
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work, we should not think what 45 we are in; we must only think what 
work is  given to us; i f  that work we 46shall faithfully do46 we do our duty. 
For our organisation is not a business, it is not an industry4$, it is not politi- 
cal. Organisation for us i s  only a 48 which we cannot get on without. 
But in reality my every mureed is  my representative, and every mureed has 
a part of the Message to give to the world, and every mureed is  responsible 
for the Movement, for the dignity of the Movement, for the work of the 
Movement and for the duty and responsibility of our Movement. And 49the 
more and more49 my mureeds will become conscious of that50 and will work, 
certainly there will be the help of Cod and all prophets, since we are not 
serving any particular religion; 51p52that means52: the religion of Cod, 
which is meant for this time. We must remember that every difficulty, every 
pain, every trouble, every insult, everything that one of us has to go 
through, that53 means we all have to  go through; and it is  this consciousness 
which will strengthen our Movement and which will lead us to that success 
which has been promised by Cod. 
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The Soul toward Manifestation. 

~ h e l  souls who are impressed in the 2jinn world2 by the personalities 
of those they meet on their way toward3 manifestation, 4have different 
nature of the impressions they receive4. Some are deeply impressed by one 
personality and some are slightly impressed5, some souls have6 many impres- 
sions in7 that plane and it is  hardly distinguishable which impression 'is 
more8 and which less. However, 'one thing i s  trueg: thatlo one impression i s  
predominant in every soul. ' l~oul,  so to speak, conceives this impression, an 
impression which is not only the outline of the personality which impresses 
it, but12 the very essence of that13 personality 14which this soul has 
absorbed. ~esides, '~ a soul may not be compared with an object, for the soul 
i s  all the life there is. Therefore it does not only take an impression like a 
photographic plate, 1 5 i t  becomes 16nurtured with16 it. The soul i s  crea- 
tive17, therefore it expresses all that it has absorbed on i t s  way. 
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The question I8if a jinn is  sent l8 on some mission to the1 human 
beings 190n earthlg, may be answered:20 yes,21 whether angel or22 j i r ~ n ~ ~  
or man, all are intended to play a24 part in the scheme of the working of the 
whole universe and all are used by the wisdom of God for that25 purpose for 
which they are26 created. No doubt the angels are27 for the angelic 
plane28, jinr1.5~~ for the 30plane of j inn30, yet3l the inhabitants of the 
second and2 third floor also33 are sometimes sent o d 4  the ground floor on 
an errand whenever it has been35 necessary. The most remarkable thing that 
one 36can notice36 in all these37 planes of existence, i s  that the beings of 

these distinct39 planes are not imprisoned there by the Creator. They 
become captive themselves, just 401ike there is4' a man who lives in a vil- 
lage and41 passes his whole life in the same village42, and3 the story44 of 
the neighbouring country45 46for him is  like telling him about a new 
world.46 He never tries to leave his village and the neighbouring country45 
is too47 foreign to him; 48he has all through life heard the name of the 
country but has never made for himself possible to visit it48. It is  this 
nature of the soul which 49comes out of i t s  ignorance that limits it, the soul 
which in point of fact i s  limitless.49 

ibid.: " is a Genius sent" lnstead of "if a jinn Is sentt1 
I bid.: Iton earth" omitted 
Ibid.: "that1( instead of a colon 
I bid.: "yes," omitted 
Ibid.: a comma instead of "or!# 
ibid.: "Genius" lnstead of wjinnlt 
Ibld.: "their" instead of l1aw 
Ibid.: litheft instead of "that11 
ibid.: "werew instead of "arew 
Ibid.: ~~pr imar l ly~ l  added 
Ibld.: Weavensn instead of (@planew 
Ibid.: Inthe Geniiw instead of l(jinnsw 
ibid.: "sphere of the Geniust8 instead of "plane of the Jinnct 
Ibid.: Itin a housew added 
ibid.: norn1 instead of "andw 
I bid.: llaison omitted 
ibid.: VoI8 instead of "onn 
Ibid.: flisH instead of "has been" 
ibid.: nnoticesn instead of "can noticefl 
I bid.: Itthosew 
I bid.: "alll@ omitted 
Ibid.: wseparatefl instead of v1distinct81 
Ibid.: instead of Itlike there is" 
Ibld.: "andw omitted 
ibid.: "placef1 instead of nvlllagew 
Ibid.: added "when he is told oftt 
Ibid.: nhistorym lnstead of Mstoryf t  
Ibid.: "countym instead of wcountryn 
Ibid.: "it is for  him as another instead of Itfor him is like telling 
him about a new world." 
I bid.: tltooll omltted 
Ibld.: I1He has heard the name of the next village ail through his life, but 
he has never made it possible t o  vis i t  itm instead of "he has all through 
life ..... t o  visit i t l t  

Ibid.: "arises from i t s  ignorance t h a t  limits t ha t  which is, in point of  
fact, I imit iess~ instead of "comes ou t  ..... is Iimitiess.~ 



How does 50a j inn soul50 communicate with human beings on earth? It 
focusses itself on5' the heart of man and experiences all that the man 
experiences, and knows all that the man knows. It is  easy for a j i r ~ n ~ ~  to do 
it53 because i t s  mind is  clear like crystal and it can accommodate and re- 
flect all that falls within i t s  range of vision. One might ask, 54the souls on 
their return journey from55 earth give their experience to the souls coming 
from above, but56 what do the souls coming from above give to the souls on 
their return 'ourney? They can do a great deal too, for the know the for- 
gotten waysJ7 which they have recently travelled through5'. and the b~~~ 
and the1 custom59 of the way that the souls on the return journey need60 
learn. Besides that6' they give62 them that light and life which i s  necessary 
to those worn out and withered souls who have probably given most of 
themselves to the ever robbing and consuming plane of the earth. In this 
way man i s  helped onward63 toward64 his goal by the 65souls whom he meets 
on his way to  his return journey65. The question in what manner 66the jinn 
can66 help man on the earth, may be answered67 that 68it capable 
of inspiring man, not with a definite knowledge of things, but with the sense 
of the knowledge, especially69 the knowledge of art and7' beauty, of 71 tone 
and rhythm, the knowledge of inventive nature, and sometimes that72 
knowledge which73 might help 74in accomplishing74 great things in life.75 

Ibid.: lethe soul of a Gen i~s *~  instead of "a jinn soul" 
Ibid.: "uponn Instead of nonlt 
I bid.: "Geniuslf instead of "jinn1I 
I bid.: "thisH 
Ibid.: "if" added 
Ibid.: Itthe" added 
Ibid.: "butI1 omitted 
Ibid.: "throughn placed af ter  
I bid.: ltlawsN 
I bid.: ncustomsn 
I bid.: "ton added 
Ibid.: instead of " thatw 
Ibid.: Itto" added 
I bid.: "onwardsw 
I bid.: 
Ibid.: "soul he meets on the way in his own re tu rn  journeyn instead of 
"souls whom he meets on his way t o  his re tu rn  journeyw 
Ibid.: "can the  Genliw instead of "the jinn canv1 
Ibid.: "by saying11 added 
Ibid.: "they are* instead of "it ism 
Ibid.: "of" added 
Ibid.: a comma instead of *tandm 
I bid.: "ofrn omitted 
Ibid.: "with a sense ofn1 instead of l l that"  
Ibid.: " thatn instead o f  "whichll 
Ibid.: " t o  accomplish1t instead of "in accomplishingm 
Ibid.: added "But though they meet as inhabitants of different countries 
who know not  the language, it is the language of the heart  which becomes 
the  medium of communication; heart  talks t o  heart, and soul speaks t o  
soul." 



Murshida Goodenough's longhand re- 
porting of twelve questions and an- 
swers, with differences appearing in a 
copy of Sirdar's longhand reporting 
given in the notes. 

Question: How can s o u l ,  t h e  divine rays76 

Answer: It is not the soul which gets worn out and withered, but it is 
what i t  has gathered around it on the earth, what it has imag- 
ined itself to be 77 All that it has taken from the lower 
planes78, that is withered and worn out, not i t s  real self, but 
i t s  false self. 

Question: Can a soul 79coming out toward earth7' a sk  f o r  h e l p  
and advice from any soul tha t  par t i cu lar l y  i n t e r -  
ests i t ,  o r  is it passive? 

Answer: No, he cannot ask for advice or help. His mind is  not yet 
made like human beingss0, but he is  passive, that i s  why he 
gets it without asking. For child in infancy does not ask for 
anything. It only wants to  have it.81 

Question: Does a soul on e a r t h  who has a grea t  d e s i r e  t o  
accomplish something a t t r a c t  a jinn t o  h e l p  i t ?  
And can jinn make use of  him 82 t o  accom- 
pl i s h  something? 

Answer : Yes, both things are possible. A soul may attract jinn to 
be helped on earth and jinn may attract a soul t o  accomplish 
something that i t  wants to accomplish. 

76. Gd.1h.r.: t he  question is Incomplete; 
Sr.: "How can the  soul which is the divine ray get worn ou t  and withered?" 

7 7 .  Gd.1h.r.: a small blank 
78. Sr.: "is subJect t o  the law of the lower plane1' added 
79.  Ibld.: f i r s t  'fcorning t o  the earth" then Sr. replaced this by "going t o  

manifestation" 
80. Ibid.: "mindt1 instead of "beings11 
81. Ibid.: added "It learns t o  ask later. It takes whatever it sees and feels 

a t  f lrst, t ha t  is the nature of the soulm 
82. Gd.1h.r.: one word illegible 



Answer: There is  noa4 interest for a jinn to accomplish anything on 
earth. But when it sees what is going on on earth, he becomes 
interested. A person who does not go out of house, has no in- 
terest in out of house, but i f  window open, he has interest 

85 . 

Question: What v i s i b l e  d i f f e r e n c e  between jinn sent  on e a r t h  
and a j inn-l ike human being? 

Answer: 8 6 ~ o  resemblance there; jinn who is in jinn plane i s  quite 
distinct as a jinne6, but one thing i s  true, that a soul who i s  
most impressed by the jinn plane, that soul has much of the 
jinn plane. When that soul has come on earth, even in the 
face and features that soul will show something of the jinn, 
even on earth. 
Even a soul coming from angelic plane, most impressed by an- 
gelic plane87, that soul will have in his form and nature and 
character something about jinn i f  it be jinn, or something of 
angel i f  i t  be angel 88 there is something common in 
human face and features and when there i s  something out of 
common, just some l i tt le thing, that i s  a sign of another world. 
Also in the nature and character; i f  that nature and character 
common, it is just like every human being. I f  there is some- 
thing uncommon, then that is the sign of the jinn plane or of 
the angelic plane. In short, the face, features, voice, word, 
character, nature, that shows something uncommon, something 
out of ordinary. 

83. ibid.: the  question is missing; 
Sr.: "Why is t h e  djinn sufficiently Interested In the  thing he is going t o  
accompllsh on t h e  earth?" 

84. Sr.: vspeclailt added 
85. Gd.1h.r.: a blank 
86. Sr.: "No, the re  is no resemblance between the  two: the  real djinn is in 

t h e  djlnn plane and t h e  djlnn being a human being Is no more a djlnn but a 
human beingfl instead of "No resemblance the re  ..... as a jinn" 

87. Ibld.: added "when born on earthn 
88. Gd.1h.r.: a blank 



Ques t ion:  Can we s a y  "higher" or " lower"  of  planes?89 

Answer : ' ~ i ~ h e r ~ ~ '  we may say for our convenience but 'higher' as 
preferable we cannot say. We not know what is preferable. I 
should say that human plane is  preferable to all, because there 
is the sum total of all, the fulfilment of all. Therefore the 
person who shows a ripened human personality, that i s  a thing 
which is  desirable. " ~ u t  at the same time neglect 
(uncommon things)g1. There i s  something very beautiful in it, 
something to admire and observe. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Does n o t  i d e a  t h a t  w o r l d s  of ange l  and jinn 92are  
enr iched  b y  e x p e r i e n c e  rising up  f rom l i f e  on 
e a r t h g 2  s u g g e s t  t h a t  the being of God a l s o  may be 
a f f e c t e d  and r e c r e a t e d  this way? 

Answer : The Being of God is a perfect Being. The riches that the 
souls bring from the earth by knowledge or by anything is no 
addition to God, for God it i s  only that something which is  in 
the hand has come to the elbow. What difference does it 
make? It is the same. On the other 93 it i s  better that 
the things of the hand be in the hand, not in the elbow. As it 
is  said in the Qur'an that all the treasure of the earth and the 
Heaven belongs to God, it already exists, 94it i s  already in 
~ i m ' ~ ,  the Perfect Being. 

Q u e s t i o n :  The r e a s o n  of a l l  m a n i f e s t a t i o n g 5  

Answer: It is His nature. By this it brings Him His satisfaction from the 
fulfilment of the purpose of the whole creation. But satisfac- 
tion is  not knowledge, it is  something which belongs to Him 
(but is  brought to fulfilment). tn-ether-veerel9, joy i s  some- 

89. Sr.: I t is any plane higher o r  lower than the other?I1 
90. ibid.: "and lowerw added 
91. Gd.1h.r.: several words in this sentence are illegible; 

Sr.: I1though everything uncommon has some attraction." 
92. Sr.: "gain experience from the  souls who are on their  return-journeyn in- 

stead of "are enriched by experience rising up from life on earthw 
93. Gd.1h.r.: one word illegible 
94. Sr.: llail is already within God," instead of Itit is already in Himv 
95. Gd.1h.r.: the question is incomplete; 

Sr.: "What then is the reason why God moves the soul from the one plane 
t o  the other?" 



thing which belongs to us but it 9 7 i ~  aroused by certain 
a certain actiong7. i s  the whole creation a crea- 

tiong8 which is  99 and action which brings that satisfac- 
tion to  Cod for which it was created. 

Question: 

Answer: This creation does not bring something new to Cod, only it 
makes Him conscious of what He is  . It i s  most inter- 
esting to watch how that nature of Cod works in man. For in- 
stance sometimes a person begins to walk in the room or to 
play the drum or look up and down, and there is  no need for it. 
Why he does i t ?  Because the absence of action has an effect 
of paralysing the activity of mind and when the absence of 
activity has paralysed mind, then the soul begins to feel lonely, 
it begins to  wonder whether it is  living or not living. And when 
i t  begins to tap or to  walk, then i t  realizes: 'No, no, I am 
livingl', because it lives in the outward consciousness of life. 
I f  we think about this more, it opens up a vast field of knowl- 
edge (a field that gives the knowledge of 101 ).lo2 

96. Gd.1h.r.: one word iiieglble 
97. Sr.: tlmanifests t o  us as a resul t  of a certain action. It is not brought 

by t h a t  action, it is in us, It belongs t o  us, but the  action brings us the 
realization" instead of "is aroused by a certain a certain actionn 

98. Ibid.: g8So the whole creation is an actionw instead of l1So is the whole 
creation a creation" 

99. Gd.1h.r.: one o r  two words illegible 
100. ibid.: t he  question Is missing; 

Sr.: "When God is not creative, does t ha t  mean t h a t  He is unconscious? 
Why God wants t o  be consc i~us?~  

101. Gd.1h.r.: a blank 
102. Sr.: a version so different from the one In Gd.ih.r., t ha t  it Is quoted 

here in full: 
"The consciousness must have something t o  become conscious of, otherwise 
it is conscience in essence. A man who is in a dark room with his eyes 
open--that does not mean t ha t  he does not see because his eyes are In- 
capable of seeing, but it means t ha t  there is nothing t o  be seen then. 
Though the  eyes have the capability of seeing, there is nothing t o  become 
conscious of seeing. So creation makes God conscious of what He is, con- 
scious of Himself. it is most interesting t o  see how the  nature of God 
works in man. Sometimes a person walks without reason o r  plays with his 
fingers a drum on the table o r  rubs himself without there is a need fo r  
it. Why does he do i t ?  Because the absence of action has an effect of 
paralyzing the  act iv i ty of the mind. So the  soul begins t o  feel lonely and 
t o  wonder whether it is living .or not, and wants t o  be sure of i t s  iife. So 
by some l i t t l e  action it knows it lives In outward sensation and i t s  out- 
ward sensation gives it consciousness of i t s  iife. This thought w i l l  give the 
deepest knowledge possible. God's desire is t o  feel Himself." 



Question: Is it rest1 essness? lo3 

Answer: lo4 

Question: lo5 

Answer: There are two things, there i s  weakness and there is strength. 
lo6when a person is weak, his body once put in motion acts 
and acts without any control. But there i s  another side, that i s  
strength. These two things are quite different.lo6 

Question: When God is not conscious, is He nothing? 

Answer: Why nothing? How can anything come out of nothing? When 
we are not doing some active work, we are doing a s t i l l  great- 
er work. In sleep we are sometimes conscious in our own 
being. When Cod is unconscious, He is conscious in His own 
Being. 

103. Ibld.: "But do these activit ies not  show rest lessness?~ 
104. Gd.1h.r.: the  answer is missing; 

Sr.:  restlessness is the case of man, but i f  it is God, it is activity." 
105. Gd.1h.r.: t he  question is misslng; 

Sr.: **Is it t r ue  t ha t  how more clviiised a man is, the more restless he 
is?" 

106. Sr.: "both make a person active. Weakness can make a person always 
keeping some activity, but also strength and inspiration make one t o  do 
something, t o  accomplish somethingw instead of "When a person ..... are 
quite different.I1 

107. In Gd.1h.r. of the q.a. appear the following lines: 
"then one becomes able t o  add and thus t o  t u rn  everything in to  beauty, 
which Is the  contemplation of the soul." It is not  clear t o  which answer 
these lines belong. 

108. In Sr.'s copybook there is one more q.a. dated 24th August 1923, in Sd.'s 
hwr.: 
"Question: Could the consciousness of the soul raise the atoms of the 
body t o  such a degree t ha t  the body could be maintained beyond man's 
present belief? 
Answer: Yes." 



Seventeen questions and answers from 
Kefayat LLoyd's copybook; they are 
dated August 24th, 1923. The answers 
are in Kefayat's handwriting, the 
questions--one excepted--in Sirdar's 
handwriting. 

Questions and Answers. 

Q u e s t i o n :  As mus ic  p l a y s  a n  i m p o r t a n t  p a r t  in the h i g h e r  
s p h e r e s ,  shou ld  it n o t  be good t o  h a v e  mus ic  i n  
the e d u c a t i o n  and to  t e a c h  it e v e r y  day ,  b e f o r e  
the beginning o f  e v e r y  other th ing?  

Answer : I believe so. I think music can be the foundation in train- 
ing of children and on that foundation, whatever is built will 
stand firm. Life is rhythm and life is  tone. What is music? 
Music is rhythm and tone, and if a child learns music, he learns 
the divine language. And i f1  child has intuition later2 in life 
whatever work he does, he will express in some way that 
which has been the foundation of his character, in other words 
his life will become music. 

Ques t ion:  Why m u s t  c e r t a i n  t h i n g s  abou t  the Message and the 
S u f i  Movement n o t  be t a l k e d  about?  Why this se- 
cretness? 

Answer: The time when Wagner was told3s4 his music did not appeal 
to5 people, it would have been better if Wagner had waited 
till6 king of Bavaria had selected appreciative7 people. For 
everything there is a time. There will come8 day when gworld 

Notes: 

The version in Sirdarts copybook (Sr.) is written by Salda, and was copled by 
her from Kf., with many alterations and additions in Sirdarts and in Saidals 
handwriting. 

Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: "at1 added 
Sr.: "takes" instead of "laterw 
Gd.hwr.copy: "stoned becausew instead of wtoldw 
Sr.: " thatw added 
St., Gd.hwr.copy: "thew added 
Sr.: "thew added 
Ibid.: tlappreciatlngtl 
Kf., Sr.: "an added 
Ibid.: "the" added 



will appreciate9 Messagelo Sufi Movement has to give. Then, 
llno secrecy. We do not tell our l i t t le children12 everything. 
Every stage prepares growing9 child to appreciate, 13under- 
stand and 14use certain things rightly. So with15 secrecy of9 
Sufi Movement we must practise16 ourselves and give others 
the benefit. Then they will say, where have you got it, what is 
i t? 7~hen18 tell them, for when19 not ready, z0no use21 tell- 
ing22. They would only laugh and you would be discouraged 
and downhearted. There are many in9 Order, 23those who have 
just come24, 25and they25 talk with26 friends27 not ready to 
understand, anb8 they were29 frightened and could30 not 
stand it. When these friends were31 against it, they could0 
not stand firm. So in every thing of value there is1 certain 
amount of secrecy32. You do not put your jewels in6 street, 
you keep them safely33, it is something you value. So all that 
is precious is  kept treasured and valued. Besides secrecy has a 
great blessing. Suppose a person had idea that he would invent 
something wonderful and he saw35 possibility of36 invention 
and he talks to his family; they37 couldO not understand, they 

10. Sr.: wwhichll added; 
Gd.hwr.copy: " that  thew added 

11. Kf., Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: " there w i l l  be" added 
12. Sr.: wchildlf 
13. Ibld.: " tow added 
14. Ibid.: "tom added 
15. Kf., Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: "thev1 added 
16. Kf., Sr.: " i ts  principlesu 
17. Kf.: "what secret?" added 
18. Kf., Sr.: wwevl added 
19. Ibid.: Ifwe arev1 added 
20. Ibld.: "there Isv1 added 
21. Ibid.: *%tn added 
22. Ibid.: "themt1 added 
23. Ibid.: "evenm added 
24. Ibid.: "inw added 
25. Sr.: mwholl instead of "and they" 
26. Kf., Sr.: lfthelrft added 
27. Ibid.: "who are" 
28. Sr.: "thenw added 
29. Ibid.: muill bev instead of "were" 
30. Ibid.: vcouldll changed into "can" 
31. Ibld.: nwerew changed into "arev1 
32. Ibid.: " t o  be considered" added 
33. Ibid.: "in safetyv instead of "safely" 
34. Ibld.: llthev added; 

Gd.hwr.copy: "an1! added 
35. Sr.: "a" added 
36. Kf.: " thatw added; 

Sr.: "for tha t "  instead of "ofw 
37. Sr.: "they1! changed in to  "who" 



laughed38 at it39, then40 thoughtsl, this man is mad. Then he 
talked42 to friends and they thought43 the same. He was44 
discouraged again45; 46acquaintances also47. He had an idea in 
advance of his age, but in the end he was48 so impressed byd 
idea of madness that he could0 not realize, if49 mad or not. 
50~here51 many pessimistic people, many discouraging people, 
52envy, jealousy52, many53 cannot understand, 54too proud, 
too vain to stand any one doing anything better55. Human 
nature has i t s  weak side.56 So wise people do not talk about 
what they value, they giveg seeds chance to take root and 
come up, and when it bears its fruit, then let57 people see it. 
Secrecy works like a fence rouna little plants. When they are 
small, chickens will eat them, dogs and c a d 8  root them up, 
but the fence will protect them till the stem is strong. Now 
our Movement is delicate59 like an infant it must be protected 
from everyd0 even from the evil eye that may fall upon the 

Ibid.: lllaughedll changed in to  lllaughw 
Ibid.: "itw changed into 
Ibld.: "thenv1 omitted 
Ibid.: "thoughtw changed in to  nthinklngw 
Ibid.: "talked" changed Into fltalksn 
Ibid.: "thoughtn changed in to  
Ibid.: "was" changed into "ist1 
I bid.: "againw omitted 
Ibid.: "by hisw added 
Gd.hwr.copy: added "thought, what an impossible thingn 
Sr.: "wasn changed in to  nbecomesll 
Gd.hwr.copy: "whether he wasw lnstead of "Iff1; 
Sr.: "it was" added a f te r  "if1* 
Gd.hwr.copy: added "This very often happensm 
Sr.: "arew added 
Ibid.: "many who are envious and jealous11 Instead of "envy, jealousy11; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "who have envy and jealousyn 
Sr.: "whov1 added 
Kf.: "they aren added; 
Sr.:. "many who arew 
Kf.: "than themselvesw; 
Sr.: "than they themselvesw 
Gd.hwr.copy: added "And If you bring your desire before human beings 
before it Is accomplished, t h a t  w i l l  tear  it t o  piecesm 
Sr.: "the" instead of "let1* 
Kf.: " w i l l n  added 
Kf., Sr.: ", it isn added 
I bld.: "thingt1 added 



l ittle infant i f  it is61 not protected. ln6 past 62great Masters, 
how their works62 have been spoilt. Even before6 coming of 
Jesus Christ the prophesies spoilt his mission. ~ e r o & ~  fright- 
ened and before the Master could m r k  he was put out of6 
country; no chance was given to him. When something valu- 
able64 done, always65 criticism, jea1ous~6~. 6 ~ e s t  way of pro- 
tection is 67the noiseless worker. What do we care i f  anyone 
recognises us? only care i f  we are able to  do our sacred 
duty, our sacred work, unknown. We should be most thankful i f  
no one knew us and we69 accomplish our work70. 71 Have there 
not come great people, artists, musicians etc.171 Are there not 
72many more than those whose names we know?72 What a 
great beauty there is in being unknown. 73~emembrance of 
the unknown soldier, everyone goes. with flowers for unknown 
soldier, that73 ideal we should cherish in our hearts, that is  
what we are concerned with, and the less noise we make the 
more we shall accomplish. 

Question: You t o l d  the other day74 there is not such a thing a s  
sadness. But why did Christ say "my soul is f u l l  
o f  sadness" and a l so  "my Father, why hast Thou 
abandoned mel" Is t h i s  not a tragedy? And i s  there 
not a tragedy in l i f e ?  

Sr.: llisw changed in to  "were1* 
Ibid.: "we see how t he  works of great Masters" instead of "great Masters 
have the i r  worksn 
Ibid.: "because" added 
Ibid.: glisll added 
Ibid.: "always" placed af ter  lljealousyn 
Ibid.: added llcome t o  destroyw 
Ibid.: "doing the  work noiselesslyn instead of "the noiseless worker" 
I bid.: wshouldll added 
Ibid.: "couldn added 
Ibld.: llnoiselesslyll added 
Ibid.: This sentence ("Have there .... musicians etc.?") was replaced by 
"Many people got known and famous" 
Ibid.: "Incomparably more whose names never were known?" lnstead of 
"many more than those whose names we know?" 
Ibid.: "The ideal of t he  unknown soldier who Is remembered with flowers by 
everyone, is thew instead of "Remembrance .... soldier, that "  
"the other day" Is August 20th, 1923 and refers  t o  the  lecture "Charac- 
t e r  BuildlngV1 



Answer: We must know above and beyond all the Master's human 
side of life, his divine side apart, and i f  the75 human side76 not 

then78 why has God sent79 a80 Message to human 
beings by a man? Why should he not send it by angels? Because 
a human being knows human beings, because he knows human 
limitation. That is  most6 beautiful side of6 Master's life. If he 
did not feel sadness, how could he sympathize with others? I f  
all8' perfect, why82 born on earth? The purpose is  that from 
limitation we grow towards perfection. lf83 from childhood all 
wise, why did we come? Beauty i s  in acquiring84 wisdom 85by 
failure, mistake. All suffering in life, all worth while and all 
accomplish purpose of our coming on earthe5. 

Quest ion:  D o  other p l a n e t s  g e t  their ~ e s s e n g e r ? ~ ~ , ~ ~  

Answer: Yes, they do. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Lf music  is r h y t h m ,  why a r e  so many music ians  so 
unbalanced in t e m p e r  and in temperament?  

Answer: I s  it not beautiful to have a l i t t le temper? Temper i s  a 
rhythm. 8 8 ~  person who does not fight at least once a week, 
he does not live88; it i s  human to have faults, the joy i s  in 
overcoming. Music i s  not all sadness or all joy, music is  earth 
and heaven. ~ u s i c ~ ~  i s  greater than heaven because it takes in 
earth and heaven too. 

Sr.: "hisw lnstead of "thew 
I bid.: tvwast* added 
Ibid.: f8 therew instead o f  I8human1l 
Ibld.: **thenw placed a f t e r  lfGodll 
Ibid.: ltwouid send" instead o f  "has sent" 
Ibid.: "thef1 instead o f  "av 
ibid.: "men werew instead o f  
ibld.: "should he bew added 
ibld.: "we were wiset1 added instead o f  I1ali wisev a f t e r  ftchildhoodlf 
ibid.: I t the  acquirement o fw lnstead of "in acqulring1l 
ibld.: vtAli suffering In l i fe comes by fai lure and by mistake, and all t h a t  i s  
worth while i s  t h e  accomplishment of t h e  purpose o f  our coming on ear th"  
instead o f  "by fai lure ..... on ear th"  
This question was wr i t ten  down by Kf., n o t  by Sr. 
Sr.: "Messengers tooqt lnstead o f  l1Messengern 
Ibld.: omit ted "A person .... n o t  live** 
ibld.: "The music of l i few lnstead of tlMusicl* 



Q u e s t i o n :  An o c c u l t i s t  sa id :  N o  o c c u l t i s t  c a n  be w i t h o u t  a 
s e n s e  of humour. D o  you a g r e e  w i t h  this, and what 
i s  t h e  meaning of humour? 

Answer: I quite agree. Humour i s  the sign of light, light from 
above. When that light touches the mind, it tickles it and it is  
the tickling of the mind that produces humour. 

Ques t ion:  What d o  you mean b y  the evil eye? 

Answer: Evil eye is  the eye of bitterness, jealousy, opposition; goeye 
that looks 91at objects with6 thoughtg' : may this object be 
destroyed, or: why does it exist? It is  an eye behind which i s  
ag2 mind 93and that mind is  poisonous93. And you must know 
that everything that i s  good, valuable and precious, 94there 
isg4 always some evil eye to look at it. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Does it make any  d i f f e r e n c e  where  t h e  s o u l  going 
t o w a r d s  m a n i f e s t a  t i o n  m e e t s  w i t h  t h e  r e t u r n i n g  
s o u l ?  Is it i n  t h e  a n g e l i c  p l a n e  impressed  b y  
f e e l i n g s g 5  and in the djinn p l a n e  more p a r t i c u l a r l y  
byg6 mind and i n t e l l i g e n c e ?  

Answer: Yes, it is impressed by both, 97in d j i n n  world and angelic 
world, botheg7 

Q u e s t i o n :  Some peop le  canno t  e a t  meat  b e c a u s e  t h e y  think t h a t  
t o  k i l l  i s  a g a i n s t  the l a w  o f  l i f e .  Is this f e e l -  
ing  of them t r u e  o r  an  i l l u s i o n ?  

Answer: It is  true. It i s  an illusion as far as truth can be an illu- 
sion, but beyondg8 limit of illusion it is  true. 

Ibid.: " I t  is thett added 
Ibld.: tfwith +Re-eBjee*-end-*Re thoughttf instead of I tat  objects with 
thoughtf1 
I bid.: llpolsoned" added 
Ibid.: omitted Itand t h a t  mind is poisonoustf 
Ibid.: "hasft instead of I t there istf 
Ibid.: added Ifby the  returning souln 
Ibld.: Ifhis" added 
Ibid.: omitted Ifin djinn world and angelic world, both." 
Kf., Sr.: tlbeyondff changed into "as far  astt 



Q u e s t i o n :  How l o n g  d o e s  t h e  d e p a r t e d  s o u l  remain w i t h  his 
be loved  one? W i l l  a mother  be a b l e  t o  guide h e r  
young c h i l d r e n  till t h e y  a r e  grown-up? 

Answer : Yes, i f  she wants to. 

Quest ion:  Why a r e  women more a t t a c h e d g 9  b y  d e v o t i o n  t h a n  men? 

Answer : The mother nature of woman is more responsible for the 
human beings than man, naturally. I f  it were not for the love 
of the mother, the world could not go on, and it is that princi- 
ple which is devotion. So the quality of devotion in woman is 
the secret of the whole creation. 

Q u e s t i o n :  'Oldre women better t h a n  men? 

Answer: l o l l t  isvery di f f icu l t tomakea l ine .0nceapersonasked 
me: I have heard the loo believe that woman possesses 
no soul. I said: Yes, they have every reason for this belief, for 
they know that woman is soul itself. 

Ques t ion:  Does a sou l  who h a s  once touched t h e  e a r t h ,  g o  up 
and down f rom the e a r t h  t h r o u g h  t h e  djinn plane  t o  
t h e  a n g e l i c  p l a n e ,  and from the a n g e l i c  p lane  
t h r o u g h  the djinn plane  t o  t h e  e a r t h ?  

Answer : Yes, only it depends what evolution the soul has reached. 

Q u e s t i o n :  lo2ch i ldren  who d i e  young, g o  t h e y  t o  heaven or d o  
t h e y  r e t u r n  t o  e a r t h ?  

Answer: '021 have not yet spoken on subject of the soul's return, 
and it is  such a vast subject that I shall not touch it. 

99. Sr.: "attracted1* instead of l'attachedlf 
100. Kf.: one word illegible 
101. Sr.: th is question and answer has been omitted 
102. Ibid.: th is question and answer has been omitted 



Question: T h e  s o u l s  who m a n i f e s t  o n  e a r t h ,  mus t  t h e y  a t t a i n  
p e r f e c t i o n  on the e a r t h ,  or can  t h e y  a l s o  a t t a i n  
it on the journey t o w a r d s  the goal? 

Answer : Yes, it can be attained on6 journey to6 goal also, but 1 
should think that what is  done to-day is better than tomorrow; 
lo3if we can realize perfection to-day, it is  better than wait- 
ing to attain in6 hereafter. 

Ques t ion:  You s p o k e  of prana a s  the c e n t r a l  b r e a t h .  W i l l  you 
e x p l a i n  what t h a t  means? 

Answer: There is a river and there are many streams branching out 
fromlo4 river, lo5they are small rivers toolo5. And so i s  
breath: one central Breath and many other breaths. One 
breath keeps6 mechanism of6 whole body going, but there are 
many other breaths which for instance help in contraction107 
in expansion. Sneezing or yawning or blinkinglo8 eyes, logall 
theselog come from a certain direction of a l i t t le breath, a 
stream branching from the central Breath, which works as a 
battery behind all the mechanism, actions and movements in1 lo 
the body. 

Ques t ion:  Can a s o u l  choose i ts  p l a c e  of birth and i t s  f a m i l y ?  

Answer: Yes, it does choose nearly always. 

103. Ibid.: added Itlmagine the  man who is going t o  a foreign country and re- 
members in the  t ra in  t h a t  he will learn t h e  language.@* 

104. Ibid.: f t that f t  added 
105. Ibid.: omitted "they a re  small r ivers too" 
106. Ibid.: "There Istt added 
107. I bid.: "andtf added 
108. Ibid.: Itof the" added 
109. I bid.: "all thesen omitted 
110. Ibid.: I1ofn instead of tvinfl 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
August 25th, 1923 

Character ~ u i l d i n ~ . ~  

It must be remembered that one shows the2 lack of nobleness in the 
character by his love for gossip3. It is  so natural, and yet it is a great fault 
in the character to  cherish the tendency of talking about others. 41n the 
first place4 it i s  a great weakness one shows when one passes5 remarks 
about someone at6 his back. In the first place it is  against what may be 
called frankness, and besides it is  judging another, which is wrong according 
to  the teaching of Christ, who says: 'Judge ye not, lest ye be judged.' When 
one allows this tendency to  remain in one, one develops love of talking 
about others. It is a defect which commonly exists. And when two people 
meet who have the same tendency together they complete gossip. One helps 
the other, one encourages the other7. And when something is supported by 
two people, it of necessity becomes a virtue, even i f  it were for the time 
being. How often man forgets that, although he is talking about someone in 
his absence, but8 it is  spoken in the presence of God. Cod hears all things 
and knows all things. The Creator knows about His creatures, about their 
virtues and faults. God is as9 displeased by hearing about the fault of His 
creature as an artist would be displeased on hearing bad remarks made by 
anyone on his art. Even though he acknowledged the defect of his art, l o s t i l l  
he would prefer 9eeing finding1' himself and not anyone else. When a person 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r - B u i Z d i n g .  T h e  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter I X  of the f i r s t  part. 

Where llbookff is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  T h e  A r t  o f  p e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "IX" added 
Bk.: "thew omitted 
Gd-h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "gossiping" instead of "gossip" 
Hwr.bk.p.: Gd. crossed out  "in the  f i r s t  placep1 and replaced it with "To 
begin withv; 
Tp-bk-p., bk.: "To begin with" 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "makesw instead of "passes" 
Gd-h.: "inf1 instead of "at"; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "behind" 
Hwr=bk.p., tp.bk.p.,: "the othern omitted 
H~r.bk.p.,~~tp.bk.p., bk.: "yet" instead of "but" 
Ibid.: "as omitted 
Ibid.: "yet" added 
Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. added "itf1; 
Hwr-bk-p., tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "it" added 



speaks against someone, his words may not reach the person but his feelings 
reach him. I f  he is sensitive he knows of someone having talked against him, 
and when he sees the person who has been talking against him, he reads all 
he has said in his face, i f  he be sensitive and of a12 keen sight. 

This world is a house of mirrors. The reflection of one is mirrored upon 
anyone13. In this world where so many things seem hidden, in reality nothing 
remains hidden. lti4 some time or thet5 other rises on the surface and mani- 
fests to view. How few in this world know what effect it makes on one's 
own personality, talking ill of another, what influence it has on one's soul. 
Man's self within is  not only like a dome where everything he says has an 
echo. 171n man's self within16 there is an echo of all he says17; but that 
echo is creative, and productive of what has been said. Every good and bad 
thing in1* life one develops 19in one's naturetg by taking interest in it. 
Every fault one has, as long as it is small one does not 20note itz0, and so 
one develops the fault till it results i n t d l  a disappointment. Life is so pre- 
cious, and it becomes more and more valuable as one becomes more prudent, 
and every moment of life can be used for a much greater purpose. Life is an 
opportunity, and the more one realizes this, the more one will make the best 
of this opportunity which life offers. 

Sk.l.tp.: "a" omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "anotherw instead of ''anyonew 
Bk.: "everythingw instead of "itm 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "then omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: "wlthinW omitted 
Tp-bk-p.: Gd. crossed out "in man's self there Is an echo of all he saysw; 
Bk.: omitted "in man's self there is an echo of all he saysn 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "one'sw added 
I bid.: "in one's naturen omitted 
All other documents: wnotlcew instead of "note itn 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "In" instead of "intow 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 25th, 1923 

Sea+-tewutds-Man+Ce*tat+en The Manifested ~oul.2 

The Arr ival  o f  the  Soul 30n the Physical ~phere3. 

4As the soul passes through the plane of the jinn, it arrives in the 
physical spheres2 What helps this5 soul to  come on6 the physical plane? 
What opens the way for this newcorning soul to enter physical existence? 
8 ~ h e 7  souls on earthe. The coming soul enters on9 the physical spheresl0 by 
the channel of11 breath. Breath, which12 i s  the power at the back of every 
action, it works as a battery which keeps the physical mechanism of the 
human body going. The secret of birth and death is to  be found in the mys- 
tery of breath. What is Cupid? t f i t - i s  It is the soul which is being born13 
before it a ~ t i v e s  appears on the physical plane;i3 it is pictured by the wise 
as a cupid, an14 angel. It is an angel, for the soul15 is the angel. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the  book The  Soul Whence and 
Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, the  f i r s t  p a r t  of  chapter 1 (1924). 

Where nbooklg is mentioned In the  notes, it refers  t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

The document called "Gd.hwr.copyn may be a copy of her own longhand reporting 
of t he  questions and answers af ter  th is  lecture. 

At a later date Sk. added "34" In the  margin of her sh., referr ing t o  the 
page number in t h e  bk. Sk. wrote mincompletelt in the  margin of her sh., 
as she did not  take down the  q.a. given af ter  the  lecture. 
Gd-h.: "The Soul Manifested"; 
Bk.: wManifestatIonw 
Gd.h.: l1ln t h e  Physical Spheres"; 
Bk.: "on the  Physical Plane" 
Bk.: "After the  soul has passed through the sphere of the Genll, it 
arrlves on the  physical planen instead of "As the  soul ..... physical 
spheres." 
Gd.h.: "then Instead of "thisw 
Bk.: "ton added 
Gd.h.: "it isn instead of "Then 
Bk.: omitted "The souls on earth" 
Ibid.: "onn omitted 
Ibid.: "spheren 
Ibid.: titheti added 
Ibid.: nwhichw omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: a full stop af ter  "born", no semi-colon af ter  "plane"; 
Sr.: no full stop af ter  "bornn, a comma af ter  "planen 
Bk.: "orn instead of "anrn 
Ibid.:  itsel elf*' added 



Duality in every aspect of l i fe and inI6 whatever plane, is  creative 
and i t s  issue i s  the purpose, l7 the outcome of the dual aspect of nature. The 
affinity which brings about the fulfilment of the purpose, is the phe- 
nomenale of theI9 Cupid; in reality it i s  the ph.20 of the soul. 2bhe soul 
that2I i s  born on earth, i t s  first expression is22 cry. Why does it cry? 
Because it finds itself in a new place which is all strange to  it. It finds 
itself in a23 captivity which it 24did not experience24 before. Every person, 
every object, is  something25 new, 2%omething foreign to this soul, but soon 
this condition passes away. No sooner27 the senses of the infant become 
acquainted with the outer life, which so continually attracts i t s  attention it 
first becomes interested in breathing the air of the world; then ''it 
becomes i n t e r e ~ t e d ~ ~  in hearing the sounds, 29then 28it becomes inter- 
e ~ t e d ~ ~  in seeingl1 objects before it, then 28it becomes i n t e r e ~ t e d ~ ~  in 
touching30 and then 31develops i t s32  taste3'. The more familiar the soul 
becomes with this physical world, the more interested it becomes, though 
sometimes it shows homesickness in the fits of cry33 that it so often gets34 
during i t s  infancy. It is not always illness; it is not always that it is  cr ing 
for things outside. No doubt, as it grows, it bngs for things outside  of 
himself35, but i t  36i~ a36 feeling of having been removed from a place which 
was more pleasant and comfortable, and havin come to a foreign land of 
which it knows so little. It is  this which bringsn the infant38 fits of cry33. 

Ibid.: "onw instead of "Inft 
I bid.: ffand" instead of a comma 
Ibld.: "powerft instead of "phenomena"; from the sentence it Is clear t h a t  
the singular, phenomenon, was meant 
I bid.: "thew omltted 
Gd.h.: "phenomenaff; 
Bk.: uphenomenon"; 
From the sentence it Is clear t h a t  the singular, phenomenon, was meant 
Bk.: "When the soul" instead of "The soul tha tm 
Ibld.: "aw added 
Ibld.: @*aw omltted 
Ibid.: "has not experiencedn instead of "did not experience" 
I bid.: ~somethingw omitted 
Ibld.: Itand Isff added 
Ibld.: "Soon" instead of "No soonerm 
Ibld.: omltted "it becomes Interestedw 
Gd.h., bk.: Ifand" added 
Bk.: Itthem" added 
Ibid.: t t l ts tas te  developsw 
Skosh.: Sk. crossed ou t  "itsn and wrote over it: "the sense ofn; but then 
again she inserted lt l tsw instead 
Gd.h., bk.: tfcryingn; 
Sr.: Sr. afterwards changed "cryw Into "cryingw 
Bk.: Ifhas" Instead of "getsft 
I bid.: "itself" instead of "of himself" 
Ibid.: "often cries from theft instead of "is am 
Ibld.: ffcauses" instead of ftbrlngsn 
Ibld.: I t to  haven added 



The wisdom of nature is  pe;fect and there i s  no better vision of 
39divine  lendou our^^ than an infant in i t s  early infancy. lmapine4O, i f  the 
senses of an infant were developed as41 the senses of a42 grown-up person, 
it would have lost i t s  mind43 from the sudden pressure of the physical 
world, instantly upon it. I t s  delicate senses45 would not have been 
able to  withstand46 the pressure of so many and various and intense activi- 
ties of this world. t - 1 0 ~ ~ ~  the wisdom behind.it48, which i s  the .evidence of 
that49 divine Protector, Father and50 Mother, the Creator, 5 1 ~ h o  is  51 the 
support and protection of all, works, 52that gradually 53 the senses'54 of the 
child develop.55 ~s~~ more familiar 57the infant becomes57 with life,55 
54he more his senses are developed and so, more he knows, the ?re his 
mind develops5* and it cannot know more than i t s  mind can grasp, so that in 
every way the59 infant i s  protected, 60his body and his mind bothe60 

Murshida Coodenough's handwritten 
copy of eight questions and answers 
given after the lecture 'The Mani- 
fested Soul' of August 25th, 1923. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Twins? not a l w a y s  so u n i t e d  a s  was mean t ,  e spe -  
c i a l  1 y  t h r o u g h  the  breath^.^' 

Answer: 62 meant to be united. I f  twins are twins in real sense of 
word, i.e. 63if two twin souls have started the whole journey 

Ibid.: "the splendour of the divine Wlsdom for  the  thinker" instead of 
"divine splendourn 
ibid,: mimaginew omitted 
Ibld.: "aren added 
Gd.h., bk.: "thew lnstead of I1av1 
Bk.: "reasonm lnstead of ~fmindtl 
Gd.h., bk.: wfaliingw lnstead of flfalitt 
Gd.h.: n~ensell 
Bk.: " t o  standt1 lnstead of I f to  w i t h ~ t a n d ~ ~  
I bld.: 11marveiiousiy8t added 
I bld.: omitted 
Ibid.: Inthew lnstead of " thatt f  
I bld.: "andw omitted 
Ibld.: I1Who is" omitted 
I bid.: ttsow added 
Ibid.: vgraduallyn placed af ter  "developH 
I bid.: tlsensell 
Ibld.: instead of a full stop, the sentence continues, and a new sentence 
beglns with "The morelv 
ibld.: "it becomes" added . . 
I bid.: " the infant becomes" omitt'ttei'. 
Ibld.: rlThe more It knows the more i t s  mind expandst1 instead of "the more 
his senses .... developedw 
Gd.h., bk.: "au instead of "thet1 
Bk.: I1ln both mind and bodyN instead of t8hls body and hls mind, both." 
Sr.: ~~Questlon: Can you tel l  somethlng about twins? Why are they not 
always united on earth?" 
Ibld.: "They were meant t o  be united.If 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "if two friend-souls have stood together" instead of Itif two 
twin souls have s tar ted the whole journeym 



63 and have managed to come together on earth, they 
are most united. I have known two twins so united that64 if 
one had illness, other had illness, one happy, the other happy 
even i f  separated. But then there could be two persons walk- 
ing in the rain and finding some shelter; and happened to  
arrive in same place--that i s  another thing. 
But there may be two souls, born in different countries, 
brought up by different parents 65 and yet they would 
attract one another, would supply to one another what is  
needed in their lives. 6%hey can be best friends, they can be 
good partners or 67 be in capacity of master and servant.68 

. - 

- Question: Difference .bet ween magnetism and- el-ectric current? 

Answer: Not much difference because scientists have never been 
able to give answer what electricity is. I s  electricity magne- 
tism? Is  magnetism electricity? I f  anybody was to ask me, I 
would say, same thing. Power of attracting: magnetism; power 
that gives force and energy: electricity. But it i s  the same 
power. 

Question: Is af f ini ty  which brings two human beings in 1 ove, 
a1 ways soul working behind it? 

Answer: Certainly. 

64. Sr.: "if they a re  separated in spacew added 
65. Ibld.: Itand ye t  their  thought, mind, feeling, can be akin t o  each otherw 

added 
66. Ibld.: "They may be man and woman, or  man and man, o r  woman and womanw 

added 
67. Ibld.: "evenn added 
68. Ibld.: "They are  twin souls, the  real twin soulsn added 
69. I bid.: tltogetherw added 



Q u e s t i o n :  Why some s o u l s  born in m i s e r a b l e  surroundings? 

Answer: There is  always 70 a saying of Qur'an which even the MS. 71  
have misinterpreted: 'The creation has come out of darkness.' 
The soul is  not always coming with open eyes. It i s  coming 
with closed eyes, the picture of which the infant shows, whose 
eyes open afterwards. But at the same time to compare our 
condition with other condition needs that one is familiar with 
conditions and that time comes after being born. If this ques- 
tion will be considered more deeply, one will come to a very 
great realization of secret of life and especially of good for- 
tune and bad fortune 72 that it i s  not always a design in 
which soul is  so limited that it cannot get out of that, but that 
every soul makes for itself a condition, even after coming on 
earth. Are there not thousands who live in miserable, in bad 
conditions because they have known no better. I f  known 
better, would have mana ed to become better. This rule 
applies to (many persons)" in life . 74 Most of rea- 
sons of misery are in own ignorance. I f  they knew how to 
combat, how to get out of misery, there are many doors (many 
ways to  get out of it). To me--just now--it does not seem 
unfair 75 bad condition of person because I see that his 
gains have equal losses and his losses have equal gains. It sums 
up. Only we do not see how it costs and whether it costs first 
or last or in the middle. And outward conditions count little. 

Ques t ion:  A r e  men and women a1 ways s e p a r a t e  or a r e  t h e y  t w o  
h a l v e s  o f  a n  e n t i t y  which h a s  been s e p a r a t e d  and 
h a s  t o  be r e - e s t a b l i s h e d ?  76 

Answer: You may call them two parts of one soul, but really speaking 
we are all parts of one soul and all long to unite in one 

70. Gd.hwr.copy: *lalwaysw does n o t  seem t o  make sense here; 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: ltalwaysfl omltted 

71. Gd.hwr.copy: lfMs.tl I t Is n o t  clear f o r  whlch word th is  abbreviation stands; 
Sr. omlt ted it; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Masters" 

72. Gd.hwr.copy: a blank; 
Sr.: "one w l l l  knowlf 

73. Sr.: *Ievery s o r t  o f  person" 
74. Ibid.: "They say the re  a re  so many mlserles In (one word Illegible) life, 

butf1 added 
75. Gd.hwr.copy: one illegible word whlch could be llwhatevervl 
76. Sr.: "re-unlted before arr iv ing t o  t h e  goal?I1 
77. Ibid.: I f t o  meet In t h e  one soul, which Is t h e  ideal and goal.I1 



At the same time there are affinities, affinities of j inn  plane, 
of angel plane, of human plane, many different ties, many dif- 
ferent affinities of soul which attract them to one another. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Why d o e s  a s p i r i t i s t  g o  into t r a n c e ?  

Answer: He must die in order to  reach the dead. That is  the condi- 
tion. 

~. . . Q u e s t i o n :  - Child ~ o f  7 - c e n t r e  closes? 78 
. . - 

Answer: This is more definitely said. I would only say that as child 
grows, and loses that innocence of childhood, 79so seems to be 
removed from angelic world. 79 

Q u e s t i o n :  How e x p l a i n  t h a t  phys ica l  body shows  s i g n s  o f  evo- 
1 u t i o n  t h r o u g h  animal and 80 kingdom? 

Answer: In short, in this series I am trying to explain the human 
soul and i t s  connection with physical world. This subject wil l  
come afterwards also 8 1 

78. Kf.: "The centre In a child's head closes a t  7 years. Is it t r ue  t o  say 
t h a t  he loses sight of the  other spheres then?" 

79. ' lbld.: Ithe turns his back on the angelic world, and so his centre of vlsion 
close st^ Instead of "so seems t o  be removed from angelic world.1t 

80. Gd.hwr.copy: one illegible word 
81. Ibid.: a few words Illegible; the sentence Is le f t  Incomplete 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 27th, 1923 

Character ~ui ld in~. '  

The spirit of generosity in nature builds a path to God. For generosity 
i s  outgoing, is spontaneity. I t s  nature i s  to make i t s  way towards2 a wide 
horizon. Generosity, therefore, may be called charity of heart. It i s  not 
necessary that the spirit of generosity must be always shown by the spend- 
ing of money. In every l i t t le thing one can show it. Generosity is an att i- 
tude which one shows in every little action that he does towards2 people 
that he comes in contact3 in his everyday life. One can show generosity by a , 
smile, by a kind glance, by a warm handshake, by a patting the younger soul4 
5with a patting5 of encouragement, 6with the patting6 of showing appreci- 
ation, 7with that patting which7 expresses8 affection. Generosity one can 
show in accommodating one's fellow man, in welcoming one's fellow man, in 
bidding farewell to  one's friend; in thought, word and deed, in every manner 
and form one can show that generous spirit which is the sign of the W& 
godly. 

The Bible speaks of generosity by the word charity. But i f  I were to 
give an interpretation of the word generosity, I would call it nobility. No 
rank, position or power can prove one noble. Truly noble i s  he who is  gener- 
ous of heart. What is generosity? It is nobility, it is expansion of heart. As 
the heart expands, so the horizon becomes wide; and one finds greater and 
greater scope in which to  build the kingdom of God. Depression, despair and 
all manner of sorrow and sadness come from the lack of generosity. Where 

Notes: 

This l ec tu re  was f i r s t  published in t h e  book Character-Bui ld ing.  The A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (19311, chapter X o f  t h e  f i r s t  part. 

Where "bookn i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t he  book Character-  
Bu i ld ing .  The  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared f o r  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

"Gd.hwr.copym stands f o r  a copy in Gd. abbreviated Ih. o f  p a r t s  o f  t h e  q.a. 

1. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp., bk.: flX1l added 
2. Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "towardw 
3. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "withf1 added 
4. Bk.: "on t h e  shoulderN added 
5. Ibid.: "as a markv instead o f  ''with a pat t ing" 
6. Hwr.bk.p.,: Gd. crossed o u t  "with t h e  patting"; 

Tp.bk.p., bk.: "with t h e  pat t ingw omitted 
7. Hwr.bk.p.: Gd. crossed o u t  "with t h a t  pa t t ing  which"; 

Tp.bk.p., bk.: "with t h a t  pa t t ing  which" omit ted 
8. Hwr.bk.p.: Gd. changed uexpressesw in to  "of expressing1'; 

Tp.bk.p., bk.: "of e x p r e ~ s l n g ' ~  



does jealousy come from? 'where does aching of the heart come from? 
Where does envy come f ram?' It all comes from the lack of generosity. Man 
may not have one single coin to  his name, and yet he can be generous, he 
can be noble, i f  only he has a large heart ef  aI0 friendly feeling. The life in 
the world offers every opportunity to  man, whatever be his position in life, 
to  show i f  he has any spirit of generosity. The changeableness and falsehood 
of human nature, besides1' inconsideration and thoughtlessness that corne12 
out of those that13 he meets through life, and furthermore the selfishness 
and grabbing and grafting spirit that disturbs and troubles his soul, this situ- 
ation itself i s  a test and trial through which every soul has to pass in the 
midst of the worldly life. ,4nd14 through this test and trial one holds fast to  
his principle of charity and treads along towards2 his destination, not allow- 
ing the influences that come from the four corners of the world to  keep him 
back from his journey to the goal; he in the end becomes the king of life, i f  
in the end of his destination, i f  there was not left one single earthly -coin to  
his name. It is  not this15 earthly wealth that makes man rich. Riches 
comes16 by discovering that goldmine which is  hidden in the human heart, 
out of which r+ses comes the spirit of generosity. 

Someone asked the Prophet whose virtue was greater17, of the pious18 
who prays continually19 or of that traveller who travels fet-the-ke+y t o  
make20 the holy pilgrimage, or the one who fasts for nights and days, or the 
one who learns the Scripture by heart. 'None of them,' said the Prophet, ' i s  
so great as the soul who shows through life the2I charity of heart.' 

Hwr.bk.p.: stwhere does envy come from? Where does aching of the  heart  
come from?Is (The two sentences were put  in a reversed order); 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "Where does envy, aching of the heart come from?ss 
Sk.sh.: "ofn could have been changed in to  "as1 afterwards; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "ofts; 
Sk.l.tp.: Isaw 
Hwr.bk.p.: ls i ts unstabllitym added, but then Gd. crossed out Isunstabilltyns; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: 'nits" added 
Gd-h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: %omess1 
Ibid.: wwhomst instead of "thats1 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "when" added; 
Sk.l.tp.: nslfw added 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "thes1 instead of "this" 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: sncomenl instead of "comes" 
Gd.h., tp.bk.p.: "greats1; 
Hwr.bk.p.: ssgreaterss changed by Gd. into "greatsl; 
Bk.: " that  greatest" instead of t*greatersn 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wsoul" added 
Gd.h.: ~con t inuous ly~  lnstead of ncontinually~t 
Ibld.: "for thew, changed by Gd. in to  stto maken1 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the" omitted 



Question: Who is the greatest saint, the man who wills every- 
thing t h a t  Gcd wills,  or the one who has the 
greatest sympathy with his fellow man? 

Answer: The latter. 

Question: Is there the same idea in the ta le  of the angel Iblis 
and the angel Lucifer? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question: Is there any ~ ~ m b o l c g ~ ~ ~  veiled in the expression 
"influences that come from the four corners of 
the world"? What do you mean from23 this? 

Answer: From all sides. 

Question: If everything has i t s  meaning, i s  there any reason 
why the donkey's cry should be so terribly melan- 
chol y? 

Answer: It wants24 man that the sign of foolishness i s  noise, and 
sign of wisdom is  quietude25. 

Question: Is there any relation in the fact that the donkey 
has a cross on i t s  back? 

Answer: Yes, that is  why a donkey has to take all the burden on 
his back; 26shows his resignation by submitting his back to the 
will of his master. 

22. Sk.l.tp.: llsymboln instead of "symbologyw 
23. Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: "byw instead of wfrom81 
24. Skosh.: "wantsm may have been understood for "warnsN 
25. Ibid.: Sk. crossed out  wquietuden In her sh. and replaced it by "quiet- 

ness"; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: 'fquietnessn 

26. Sk.l.tp.: "it" added 



Question: And alsoz7 with the fac t  that  Christ rode on the 
back of a donkey going t o  Jerusalem on, Good 
Friday? 

Answer: That is the privilege of the server. The one who serves, 
however humble, he will have even the privilege of serving 
Cod. 
It i s  very difficult to  know what makes one entitled to privi- 
leges. Sometimes it seems that most undeserving become enti- 
tled to  a privilege. There i s  a story of the Prophet's passing to  
the other world. That the day when Mahornmed was leaving 
this world he went to  join the last prayers at the Mosque. And 
after the prayers were finished he gave an address. In that 
address he mentioned that the Call has come from above, that 
he had fulfilled his mission and that he had to leave. And it 
produced a great panic among his devotees. There were many 
who were greatly devoted to him. And he said, i f  he had ever 
spoken at any time in the slightest degree to the displeasure of 
a person, that person may return it in hundredfolds. Or i f  he 
has28 borrowed from anyone anything, they must ask him to  
return it to  them, that as he was on the journey. And if he 
ever had insulted anyone, that he asked them to please return 
it in hundredfolds and i f  he hasz8 in any way done any hurt or 
harm of any kind, that he would like it t o  be done to  him 
before he left. The devotion and respect that the disciples had 
for the Prophet was so great that, asking for anything like this 
apart, they were all choked up, they had no words to express 
to the Prophet their gratitude. But there was one man, unre- 
fined, and yet ambitious, stood up and said: 'Prophet, I re- 
member that one day yourself touched me with a whip; and as 
it is  your order, now I shall do it.' Prophet said: 'I do not re- 
member, but I am very glad, you may do it ten times more.' 
And the panic was s t i l l  greater in the Mosque. And this man 
came with his whip near the Prophet, and said: 'It was on my 
bare back.' So the Prophet had to remove his shirt. Instead of 
a whip he kissed the back of the Prophet, because he had 
believed that there was a seal of Prophetship on the back. It 
was his belief; and in order to  have that privilege, he had to 
make up that story. It was arrogance outwardly but devotion 
inwardly. There are many 29 that one attains by 
methods seemingly wrong, but that the devotion proves true, 
expressed in every form. 

27. Gd.hwr.copy: "any relationn added 
28. Sk.l.tp.: "hadw 
29. Skosh.: a blank; 

Gd.hwr.copy: wprlvllegesn; 
Sk.l.tp.: "examples (privileges) like this" 



Q u e s t i o n :  What is the meaning of the belief t h a t  when a g l a s s  
b r e a k s  w i t h o u t  any  visible c a u s e ,  it is the 
announcement of the d e a t h  of a d e a r  one ,  who is 
f a r  away? 

Answer: Very often it i s  true. Sometimes it is  a thought formed, 
sometimes it i s  a spirit influence, sometimes it is  the influence 
of death itself which has i t s  vibratory action3' through all 
things. And i f  the glass happens to  become the subject of such 
vibration, i f  the current falls upon that glass with intensity, 
certainly it breaks. But that does not mean that a person must 
always take that warning, i f  a glass is  broken. That would be 
terrible. 

Q u e s t i o n :  I t h o u g h t  it was a good l u c k .  

Answer: I would at least suppose that, when a glass was broken 
one thought it was very lucky, it would avoid much ill luck. 

30. Sk.l.tp.: " (e f fec t~?)~ l  added. Afterwards Sk. replaced glactiongl with %ffectfl 



Sakinals shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 27th, 1923 

+he-~eat-teward,-~ani6estati-en? 
The Manifested Soul. 

When the soul comes it? the physical world, it receives an offering, 
4an offering4 from the whole universe, 5an offering from the whole wor ld 
and that offering is  the body in which to function. It is not offered to  the 
soup by the parents but by the ancestors, by that7 nation, by that8 race 
it? which the soul is  born and by the whole human race. This body i s  not 
only an offering of the human race but it9 i s  an outcome of something that 
thelo world has produced for ages, a clay which has been l1 a thou- 
sand times over, a clay which was12 prepared so that in i t s  every13 devel- 
opment it has become more intelligent, more radiant and more living; a clay 
which appeared first in the mineral kingdom, which developed then14 in the 
vegetable kingdom, which then appeared as the animal kingdom15 and i t16 
was finished in the making of that body which i s  offered to the newcom- 
ing17 soul. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the book T h e  Soul Whence and 
Wh i t he r? ,  Manifestation, the second par t  of chapter 1 (1924). 

Where "bookn is mentloned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whlther 47" In the  margin 
of her sh., thereby denoting the  page number In t he  bk. 
Gd.h.: "The Soul toward Manife~tat ion.~~ changed by her into "The Mani- 
fested Soul.I1 
Bk.: tllntom 
Ibld.: "an offeringtl omitted 
Ibld.: omitted "an offering from the  whole worldw 
Ibld.: vonlylt added 
Ibid.: litheti instead of tIthatl1 
Ibld.: "andt1 instead of "by t ha tw  
I bld.: "itm omitted 
I bid.: wwholetl added 
Skosh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "neededt1; 
Gd.h., bk.: "kneadedft 
Bk.: "has been11 instead of llwasw 
Ibld.: "very" instead of l1everyU 
I bid.: "thenw omitted 
I bld.: "klngdom" omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: llwhichm Instead of "Itu 
Bk.: Ithuman" added 



One may ask thatl8 ' I9 is itI9 not true then, as some scientists say in 
their biological study, that man has risen f r o d o  animal kingdom?' Certainly 
it is  true, but true in the sense agl explained above. 22 In order to come to 
the world of human beings, a soul need not be an animal and then develop 
itself in man?2 We need not understand by this that every rock turned into 
a plant and every plant becamg3 an animal and every animal t ~ r n e 8 ~  
in td5  man. The soul is  direct from Heaven; it functions itself26 in a body 
and it i s  this body through which it experiences th$7 life on the earth more 
fully. Rocks and trees and animals therefore may not be considered as the 
ancestors of the soul. It is  the body which i s  the outcome of the working of 
all these different kingdoms which are the development of one another. 

A question arises, why must a soul function id5 human body? Why not 
in an animal, 28in a bird, in an insecP8? The answer is  that it doegg. Every 
soul i s  not the same ray, has not the same 30degree o?O illumination, 31 has 
noG1 the same far-reaching and therefore it is  true that t hg7  
souls do not a 1 w a ~ 2 ~  function id4 human body, but in all forms 35the souls 
have functioned, which seem living35, however insignificant and small. 
3 6 ~ h e  question, thed6 what about rockg7 and mountains and what about 
the sea and the rive?'? 3 8 ~ h e r e  have they come fromt3' Are they alp9 
not the outcome of the soul? the answer i s  that th$7 nature in gen- 
eral in i t s  different4' aspects is  the mater ia~izat ion~~ of that Light which is  

ibid.: a comma instead of " that f f  
Skosh.: the  same sh. sign is used for  "it ism and for  flis Itff 
Gd.h., bk.: Vhefl added 
Bk.: "asw omitted 
Ibid.: omitted the whole sentence ("in order t o  come .... in man.") 
Ibid.: "intow instead of "becamef1 
I bid.: "turnedu omitted 
I bid.: "aw added 
I bid.: mitselfff omitted 
Ibid.: "thev omitted 
Ibld.: "bird or  insect?" 
Ibid.: nlso functionf1 added 
Ibid.: "degree of" omitted 
Ibid.: Ifhas notf1 omitted 
Skosh.: Sk. inserted in her sh. Ithas not  the same volume of lightff, prob- 
ably copying it from Km. sh.; 
Gd.h.: added afterwards by Gd. Ithas not  the  same volume of lightfn; 
Bk.: "or the  same volume" added 
Bk.: "onlyn instead of maiwaysfl 
Gd.h., bk.: "an added 
Bk.: omitted I f the souls have functioned, which seem livingw 
Ibld.: "The question, then" omitted 
Ibld.: ", mountains, seas and rivers?ff instead of "and mountains and what 
about the  sea and the  river?" 
Ibid.: omitted "Where have they come from?f1 
I bid.: omitted 
Ibld.: "Andn omitted 
Ibid.: mvariousw Instead of "different" 
Ibid.: wnaturalisatlonfn instead of flmaterializationff 



called 43~pir i t ,  the43 divine Spirit. 4 4 ~ u t  has it a soul, has everything in 
the45 nature a soul? The answer is: not in the sense of the word we under- 
stand by soulP4 For we46 recognize that ray which has functioned7 in the 
human body as soul. We do not recognize the ray which has functioned in 
the lower creation to be the same, although it 48 is a ray which has come4' 
from the same source. There are two things: there ardlg rays and there i s  
lighSO. I f  the rays are the 5' souls of living beings5' , then the light of the?' 
same Divine Sun i s  the spirit of the w h o 1 2 ~  nature. It i s  the same Light, 
54it i s  the same spiriS4, onlg5 not divided and6 not distinct as57 the rays 
which we call souls. 

5 8 ~ u t  the question is?8 why nature has59 i t s  different aspects? 
60~here is  earth and there is  water and there are mountains and there i s  
seaPo If the spirit behind it is one, why i s  61 it all distinct6' and different? 
~ n d O  the answer i s  that thg7 creation is  a gradual evolution of that Light 
which is  the source and goal of all thin P2. For instance th27 plant life is  
a development of the mineral kingdom 650f the eartg3. Animal l i fe "is the 
development64 of the vegetable kingdomP5 Human life iP6 the culmination 
of this evolution. But thiP7 culmination i s  the finishing of that vehicle 
which the soul uses. By this evolution68 soul is  not evolved, by this evolu- 
tion itb9 i s  only meant that the soul has adopted a70 more finished instru- 

43. Ibld.: "spirit, thegg omitted 
44. Ibid.: "but not everything In nature has what man understands by soul,g1 

instead of "But has It a soul .... we understand by soul." 
45. Gd.h.: "the" omitted 
46. Bk.: "he recognizesgl 
47. Ibid.: wfunctions" instead of "has functionedw 
48. Ibid.: glcomesn instead of "1s a ray whlch has comeg1 
49. Ibid.: #*thew added 
50. Ibid.: "from whlch they springw added 
51. Ibid.: "Source of the soul of human beingsn instead of wsouis of  living 

beingsw 
52. Ibid.: "that" instead of *Ithew 
53. Ibid.: "ofll added 
54. Ibld.: omltted ggit is the same Spiritn 
55. I bid.: "but" instead of "onlyw 
56. Ibld.: a comma lnstead of "andw 
57. Ibid.: "are" added 
58. Ibid.: omltted "But the question is," 
59. Ibld.: "has" placed before "naturegg 
60. Ibid.: omitted the whole sentence "There is ear th  ..... there Is sea." 
61. Ibid.: "everything in nature separatev instead of "it all distlnctw 
62. Ibld.: wbelngsw instead of "thlngsn 
63. Ibid.: "of the earth" omitted 
64. Ibid.: "1s the developmentm omitted 
65. Ibld.: "andgg lnstead of a full stop 
66. Ibid.: "isw omltted 
67. Gd.h.: "thev instead of "thisw 
68. Gd.h., bk.: "thew added 
69. Bk.: "itw omitted 
70. Gd.h.: glan omitted 



ment to experience life more fully. No doubt, the better the instrument 
710f experience7', the greater is72 the satisfaction of the soul. When one 
looks from this point of view at the whole creation, one feels 731ike 
saying73 that not only man but the whole53 manifestation was created on74 
the image of Cod. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Why d o e s  p a r t  of the l i g h t  become r a y s  or human 
s o u l s  and other p a r t  remain  p l a n t s  and animals?  

Answer: No, I did not mean that the other part remains plants and 
animals. I have only said that where there is no individual 
appearance, a separate appearance, but where there i s  a mass 
of matter before us, as a lake or river, mountain, there we see 
the light of the same divine Sun 75 in i t s  radiant form, 
there is intelligence also. But the ray is  a kind of straight 
living current, and it is  this living current, functioning into76 
more developed body77 is  able to produce that experience 
which is  the fulfilment of the whole creation. As soon as the 
trees begin to appear as separate trees7', no doubt they7' are 
separate rays; it is most difficult t o  differentiate rays from 
the light, and light from the rays; it i s  more for our conven- 
ience. Through the rays it is more distinct, more separate; in 
the form of light it i s  more together. And therefore all that i s  
before our eyes as something connected together, that is  the 

of that light; and all that shows outs' as an 
entity, that is expressive of the ray. But at the same time one 
must remember that the truth cannot be put into words. What 
one can do is to  make as much as possible an effort to make 
the mystery of life more intelligible to the mind; therefore 
'light' and 'ray' and 'sun' are used. But it must be seen in 
the light of one's own intuition; then this problem will become 
clear to  one's sight. 

Bk.: "of experience" omitted 
I bid.: I1isfl omitted 
Ibid.: "it t o  be the  t r u t h w  instead of "like sayingn 
I bid.: "inw instead of lioni' 
Skosh.: one word illegible; 
Sk.l.tp.: "according", which does not correspond with her sh. sign of t h a t  
word 
Sk.l.tp.: "aw added 
Sr.: "itn added 
Ibid.: nentitlesll instead of "treesw; 
Sk.l.tp.: l1Sr.: (entities)?" 
Sk.l.tp.: "therem instead of "they1'. i t  is dlfflcult t o  distinguish the  sh. 
signs for  "theyw and lftheren 
Ibid.: "phenomenon"; I t  Is clear t h a t  the  singular, phenomenon, was meant 
In this sentence 
Sr.: tlltselfll instead of "out11 



Question: Why do some rays become trees, some human beings? 

Answer: Some rays fall having functioned upon the b o M 2 ,  and 
some rays not having functioned become the trees. Take for 
instance the example of the rain, why the raindrops must rear 
the poisonous plants and weeds? Why should it not only fall 
upon the corn and the plants and fruits and flowers? The rain 
falls on all things, on more useful and less useful plants. So are 
the rays from there. Some fall on the streets, some on the 
rock, some on the fertile soil and there it grows. I f  we picture 
it as a divine rain, then this divine rain falling in the form of 
light, takes in everything that is there, and raises out of it all 
that comes. 

Question: Can you83 explain when and how the difference in the 
development of the soul comes in the di f ferent  
kingdoms? 

Answer: I really cannota4 

Question: How can you see the kingdom of God in al l  the man- 
ifestation? 

Answer: I f  you develop your eyes to see, you can see. For instance 
what man thinks, he sees; all man sees is his own thought. Man 
can produce out of his thought a ghost or a satad5 or a devil. 
And out of his thought he can produce Cod, the most Merciful 
and Compassionate. When man has come to the realization 

82. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. inserted "which is the human bodyn In her sh. a f te r  
"bodyw; 
Sr.: "perfect body, and became human beings," instead of @*body" 

83. Sk.l.tp.: wpleasew added 
84. Sk.sh.: the  answer remains incomplete; 

Sr.: @*Answer: The body Is not  dead matter, it Is matter with spirlt. That 
spir l t  is light. 
One cannot make a very great dlstlnction between the differences and the  
grades of light. If the  degree of the  light of a soul was no t  developed t o  
a certain mark of the body, t ha t  it would meet on i t s  way t o  expression, 
It would not  take It and would only be at t racted t o  another body, with 
another mark. There are numerous differences between the  rays. Rays are 
f i r s t  expressed and then they fall upon all t h a t  meets them. The differ- 
ences of the rays are, they are not  of the same grade of intenseness, of 
Illumlnatlon, of expresslon. Souls are f i r s t  expressed, there Is nothing t o  
a t t r a c t  them. Then Influences come and the souls go where they are 
attracted, t o  the  mineral, the  vegetable, the animal o r  the  human king- 
dom. The ray t h a t  falls in the human kingdom Is more intense and direct.** 

85. Sk.l.tp.: @*saintn instead of @*Satan@* 



86that one iG6 the source and the goal, and all is  developing 
to  that goal, then he begins to  see that that goal is Cod; and 
in all things he begins to see that goal. Therefore he calls it 
Cod. Then it all becomes one; it i s  unity; it is Cod. There is  no 
more variety. 

86. Sr.: Ifof the  oneness oft1 instead of " that  one Ist1 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two questions and answers given on 
August 27th, 1923, after the questions 
and answers following the lecture 
'The Manifested Soul' of that same 
day. 

Question: Is the attraction from the body towards the ray or 
soul entirely by accident? Is there not an ele- 
ment of justice? ( g a p  of reincarnation) 

Answer: The idea of justice i s  based upon good and bad. Where 
there is justice, there i s  injustice, that means there are two. 
Truth is  only one. The idea of justice and injustice is  from 
man's conception. When a person rises above justice and injus- 
tice, which i s  subject to change in his every evolution, but 
when he gets above this, he wil l  reach the knowledge of truth. 
Fairness and unfairness belong to our particular evolution. The 
less intelligent, the more fairness and unfairness man sees and 
thinks about. A stupid person i s  always ready to judge. In 
Heaven there is only one truth, and truth is  one, and where 
there is  no comparison there is  no fairness and no unfairness. 
Something is  greater than fairness and unfairness and that i s  
the truth. It cannot be explained. l ~ r u t h  cannot be acquired, 
only disc0vered.l Man i s  not born with judging. 

Question: Is the doctrine of reincarnation not a missing link 
in the understanding of the attraction of the 
rays by the di f ferent  kingdoms? 

Answer: Sufism is not against any doctrine. A message which has 
come to  reconcile must it oppose any doctrine? In India you 
will hardly find a man speaking about reincarnation. He will 
only speak about the result of the karma. All we have learned 
about reincarnation comes from theosophical sides. I f  you ask 
a Yogi about it, he says: 'No, I am starving for mukti - for 
freedom, it is  you who wil l  be born again.' To whom he points 
you? The Buddhist also says that Buddha has never spoken 

Notes: 

1. Sk.sh.: "Truth cannot be acquired, only d is~overed.~ it is the only sen- 
tence of this q.a. written down by Sk. in sh., on the same page as the 
q.a. given af ter  "The Manifested Soulm of August 27th, 1923, but separate 
and obviously written down on another occasion. This sentence has been 
published in the "VadanW (1926) as Bola 66. 



about reincarnation. It i s  not that it is  a wrong doctrine, for I 
don't see the wrong of it, but where is  the right of i t? The 
purpose of life is realizing Cod and losing from its2 mind the 
false self. I f  that i s  the purpose then the theory of reincarna- 
tion i s  based upon the conception of the false ego. 
I t  i s  true that punishment comes from your bad actions. But 
what are you? And which action will bring which result? Who 
can tell i t? What is apparent i s  different from what is hidden. 
1 do not mean that the doctrine of reincarnation is wrong, but 
what is  the right of it? It is based upon the false ego. Where is 
the right of something which i s  based upon the false ego and 
against which all religions have taught? Jesus Christ taught the 
everlasting life. Mohammed taught hadya t=  liberation, and in 
Hinduism the m u k t i  seeks freedom from the falsehood of the 
soul. It i s  against my object, which i s  to wave it off  from your 
vision and to keep before your vision the idea of unity, in 
which we all unite and in which lies the fulfilment of life. 

2. Sk.l.tp.: Sk. crossed out llltsll and replaced It by 'lonelsl' 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 28th, 1923 

Character-Ba++d+ng The A r t  o f  ~ e r s o n a l i t ~ . ~  

Gratefulness in the character is  like a fragrance in a2 flower. A 
person, however much3 learned and qualified in his life's work, in whom 
gratefulness is  absent, i s  void of that beauty of character which makes a4 
personality fragrant. 5 1 t  is being conscious of5 every little deed thee-ene of 
kindness6 that one does to  us, i f  we answered it with appreciation, in this7 
way we develop that spirit in our nature. And by learning this we rise to 
that state when* we begin to realize God's goodness towards9 us, for which 
we can never be grateful enough to His divine compassion. ~he lO great 
poets11 among Sufis, Sa'adi teaches gratefulness 12to be12 the means of 
attracting that favour of13 forgiveness and mercy of God upon ourselves in 
which is the salvation14 of our soul. There is much in life that we can be 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book Character-Budding. The A r t  
o f  Pe rsona l i t y  (19311, chapter Ii of the second part. 

Where nbookl* is mentioned in the  notes, it refers t o  the book Character- 
Budding. The A r t  o f  Persona l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

"Gd.hwr.copyu stands for  a copy in Gd. abbreviated ih. of the  q.a. in a w. ver- 
sion. 

Gd.h.: "Character Buildingw afterwards changed by Gd. in to  "The A r t  of 
Personality". She added in pencil " 1 1 "  and wGratefuinessn; 
Hwr-bk-p.: "The A r t  of Personality" t o  which afterwards wIiw was added; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "The A r t  of  Personality 11"; 
Sk.i.tp.: "The A r t  of Personality I" 
Gd-h.: "thew replaced by Gd. with "av; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thew 
Hwr.bk.p., tp-bk-p., bk.: wmuchl' omitted 
I bid.: "an omitted 
Gd-h.: "It is being conscious oft1 cancelled by Gd.; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "It is being conscious ofn omitted 
Gdeh.: "of kindnesst1 f i r s t  missing, then Inserted by Gd. 
Gd-h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: ' 'thatm instead of "this" 
Ibid.: "wherew instead of llwhenw 
Ibid.: "towardn 
Sk.1.t~-: ''inw instead of "The" 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "poet" 
Bk.: "as beingw Instead of " to  be" 
Gd-h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: a comma instead of "ofw 
Sk-1-tp.: "elevation" instead of "salvationv. Sk. must have overlooked the  
she sign for  Itsn written in fading pencil 



grateful for, in spite of all the15 difficulties and troubles of life. Sa'adi 
says: 'The sun and moon, and the rain and clouds, all are busy to prepare 
your food for you.' And it is  unfair indeed i f  you do not appreciate it in 
thanksgiving. Cod's goodness i s  something that one cannot learn at once to 
know. It takes time to understand it. But l i t t le actions of kindness which we 
receive from those around us we can know, and we can be thankful, i f  we 
wanted to be. In this way man develops gratefulness in his nature, and 
expresses16 in his thought, speech and action, as an exquisite form of 
beauty. As long as one weighs and measures, and says: 'What I have done 
for you and what you have done for me' and 'how kind I have been to you 
and how good you have been to me,' he wastes his time17 en over something 
which is  inexpressible in words. Besides he closes by this that fountain of 
beauty which rises from the l8stream of gratefulness18. The first lesson in 
the path of thankfulness that we can learn is to forget absolutely what we 
do for anotherlg; remember only what the other person has done for us. 
Throughout the whole journey intoz0 the spiritual path the main thing 21that 
isz1 to be accomplished is the for etting of our false ego. That in this way 
we "might arrive in some way tof2 the realization of that Being Whom we 
call Cod. 

There i s  a story of a slave called Ayaz, who was brought before the23 
king with ninez4 others, and the king had to select one to be his personal 
attendant. The wise king gave in25 the hands of each of the ten a wine glass 
and commanded them to throw i t  down. Each one obeyed the command. 
Then the king asked toz6 each one of them: 'Why did you do such a thing? ' 
Each of them answered: 'Because your Majesty gave 11sZ7 the order,' the 
plain truth, cut and dryz8. And then came the tenth one near2', Ayaz. He 
said: ' Pardon king, 1 am sorry.' As he knew that the king already knows3' 

Gd.h.: lithe'* f i r s t  omitted, then reinserted by Gd. 
Ibid.: I1itl1 added by Gd.; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: l*itll added 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "disputingn added 
Gd.h.: Gd. cancelled *'stream of gratefulness1* and replaced it by '*depth of 
our heartw; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "depth of our heartn 
Tp.bk.p.: I'andlt added; 
Bk.: I*tom added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "inI1 instead of llintow 
Ibid.: " tha t  ist* omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itmay arrive some day a tM instead of 
I1mlght arr ive in some way tow; 
"To arr ive tom is an obsolete form of " t o  arr ive at1* (Oxford Dict.) 
Bk.: I1at1 instead of "thet* 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: 'Ininen omitted 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "into1* instead of "int1 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: " tov omitted 
Ibid.: "mef1 instead of 'Ius'~ 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: **driedt1 instead of "dryf1 
Gd.h.: l*thel1 instead of Itnear**. Probably Sk. read Itthew for  I1near'l in her 
sh.; these two sh. signs are only slightly different; 
A l l  other documents: llnearl* ("thet1 omitted) 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: llknewll instead of llknowsl* 



that it is31 his command, by telling him: 'because you told me,' there is32 
nothing new said to the king. ~his33 beauty of expression won the king so 
that he selected him to be his attendant. It was not long before he won the 
trust and confidence of the king, who gave him the charge of his treasure34, 
the treasure34 in which precious jewels were kept. This made many jealous 
of a35 sudden rise of Ayaz from a slave to a treasurer of the king, a position 
which many envied. No sooner people knew36 that Ayaz became37 a favour- 
i te of the king, 38they began to bring numerous stories about Ayaz, in order 
to  bring him 39to the disfavour 0 f 3 ~  the king. One of the stories was that 
Ayaz every day went in that roorn where the40 jewels were locked in4' the 
safe and tebkel-them that42 he was stealing43 them every day little by 
little. The king answered: 'No, I cannot believe such a thing.44 You have45 
to show me.' They brought the king as Ayaz entered in46 this room, and 
made him stand in a place where there was a hole, to  look47 through the 
roorn, and the king saw what was going on there. Ayaz entered in46 this 
room and opened the door of the safe. And what did he take out from it? His 
old ragged clothes which he was wearing48 as a slave. He kissed them and 
pressed them on49 his eyes and put them on the table. ~ h e r e ~ O  incense was 
burning, and this which51 he was doing was something sacred to him. He 
then put his clothes on himself, and looked at himself in the mirror and said 
to himself, as one might be saying a prayer: 'Listen,' he said, '0 Ayaz, see 
what you were before one day. It is the king who has52 given you the 
charge of this treasure. So regard this duty as your most sacred trust and 
this honour as your privilege and love and kindness of the king. Know that it 
i s  not your worthiness that has brought you to this position, know that it is 

Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lfwasff lnstead of Iflsfl 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "wasa instead of ~ ~ l s f ~  
Sk.l.tp.: "Thatm1 lnstead of wThlsfl 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: tftreasuryn; 
"Treasure" has also the  obsolete meaning of fftreasure house", "treasury" 
(Oxford Dlct.) 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "the" instead of "av 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: sfdid people known lnstead of "people kneww 
I bid.: "had becomew 
Ibld.: "thanff added 
Ibid.: "Into dlsfavour withf1 lnstead of I t to  the dlsfavour off1 
Ibid.: "then omitted 
Tp.bk.p, : wlntolf 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "that11 omitted 
Gd.h.: "robbedn, changed back by Gd. lnto fluas stealingm 
Tp.bk.p.: "andtt lnstead of a full stop 
Ibld.: n w l l l  havef1 lnstead of "have" 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "In" omitted 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed fflookw ln to  wlookingw; 
A l l  other documents: fllookingw 
Tp.bk.p.: "worew lnstead of "was wearingn 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: nton instead of flonff 
Sk.l.tp.: I1Then lnstead of "There" 
Gd.h.: "whatff lnstead of ffwhlchl*; 
Hwr.bk.p.: rfwhatfl, changed lnto llthatm; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "thatw 
Sk.sh.: added In sh. Itmade you, It is the king who hasw; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "made you, who has glven youo 



his greatness, his goodness, his generosity which has overlooked your faults, 
and which has bestowed that rank and position upon you by which now you 
are being honoured. Never forget therefore your first day, the day when you 
came to  this town. And it is the remembering of that day which will keep 
you in proper pitch.' He then took off the clothes and put them in the same 
place of safety, and came out. As he steps out, what does he see? He saw 
that the king, before whom he bowed, was waiting eagerly to  embrace him, 
who told him: lesson you have given me, ~ ~ a z . ' ~ ~  

It is  this lesson &a+55 we all must learn, whatever be our position. 
Because before that King, in Whose Presence we all are His slaves, that56 
nothing may make us forget that helplessness through which we were reared 
and we were raised and we were brought to life to m k e  do and to under- 
stand and to live a life 6 t h  of57 joy. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Will you p l e a s e  e x p l a i n  what you mean when you 
speak o f  l i s t e n i n g  t o  music s p i r i t u a l l y ?  Can one 
l isten t o  common music  such  a s  t u n e s  p layed on a 
street organ? 

Answer: But we do not s i t  and meditate in the street58. Besides, 
there is a technical stage; as a person develops in technique, 
in appreciating a better music, so he feels disturbed by a 

lower kind6O of music. But then there is a spiritual 
way which has nothing to do with technique. It i s  only to tune 
oneself with the music, and therefore the spiritual person does 
not see about i t s  grade. No doubt, the better the music, the 
more helpful it is to  a spiritual person; the higher the music 
the better. But at the same time you must remember that 
there are Lamas of Tibet who make their concentration or 

53. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "aw added 
54. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added in the margin of her sh. I1You were so long 

my treasurer, now you are my minister."; 
Gd.h.: afterwards Gd. added "You were so long my treasurer, now here- 
a f te r  you w i l l  be my minister.tt Then Gd. replaced this sentence with "The 
king said, 'People told me t ha t  you had stolen jewels from our treasure- 
house, but on coming here I have found t h a t  you have stolen my heart.'"; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: the  sentence "The king said, 'People told me .... 
stolen my heartltt was added af ter  I1a l i fe of joyf1 a t  the end of the lec- 
ture; 
Bk.: omitted "The king saidtt and added af ter  "a life of joylt a t  the end of 
the  lecture: ltPeople told me .... stolen my heart." 

55. Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: ttwhichlt added 
56. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thatt1 omitted 
57. Gd.h.: ttwithtt, changed back into ttofw 
58. Sk.sh.: "do we?tt inserted by Sk. afterwards in sh. 
59. Sk.i.tp.: "wrongm omitted 
60. Skosh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out "kindw and wrote "grade" over it. 



61 by moving a kind of rattle, the sound of which is not 
especially melodious. But at the same time they cultivate that 
sense of appreciation62,63 which raises a person by the help of 
vibrations on the higher planes. No doubt, there is nothing 
better than music64 for the upliftment of the soul. 

Question: What i s  the highest perception of freedom? 

Answer: The highest perception of freedom comes when a person 
has freed himself from the false ego, when he is no longer 
what he was. All different manner of freedom, for the moment 
that gives a sensation of freedom. The true freedom is  in one- 
self; when one's soul is free, then there is nothing in this world 
that binds  US^^. Everywhere one will breathe freedom, in the 
Heaven and on earth. 

Question: Is it66 

Answer: When we are developing our sense of beauty, then naturally we 
shall be critical to6' that which does not come up to our stan- 
dard of beauty. But as we have passed that stage, then the 
next cycle of our evolution shows us a different experience; in 
that the divine compassion is developed. And therefore one 
becomes able so to speak to  add to all that lacks beauty, and 
thus to turn all into perfection which is  the contemplation of 
the soul. 

Question: You said once that t o  repeat an expression of 
thanks68 d i d  not make it stronger. B u t  is it not a 
tendency of a grateful heart t o  repeat? 

Ibid.: by mistake Sk. here repeated the word 'Iconcentrationw instead of 
taking down the  word t h a t  was said; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.i.tp.: "meditationu 
Sr.: nperceptionll instead of " app re~ ia t i on~~  
Sk.sh.: " that  sensew1 added; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: " that  sensew 
Sk.sh.: I t to  use as a meansf1 afterwards inserted by Sk. in her sh.; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: added " t o  use as a meanss1 
Gd.hwr.copy: "mann instead of "us1'; 
Sk.l.tp.: I1onen 
Skosh.: the  question is incomplete; 
Sr.: I t is it ungenerous t o  be cr i t ical  in one's appreciation of things t ha t  
do not  agree with one's sense of beauty?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied the  question from Sr. 
Gd.hwr.copy: "of" instead of "tot1 
Sk.l.tp.: llthings'l instead of l'thanksll 



Answer: Certainly it is. I f  I had said, it was said in a sense that 
one may make it a kind of mechanical thing. Very often people 
use 'thank you' so bountifully that it almost loses i t s  meaning. 
But the meaning of the word namaz in Sufism, which means 
the prayer, it is the repeating of thankfulness. What it makes 
is that it brings to one's soul one's own voice, and the voice 
echoes once again before Cod, Who is within ourselves. There- 
fore the saying of the prayer is more powerful than only 
thinking on the subject. It is like thinking of a song and sing- 
ing it. There is a vast difference between 69. By singing 
there is a 70 appetite. Only by thinking there is71. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  the d i f f e r e n c e  bet ween thinking7* a me1 ody 
and b y  s inging it? 

Answer: Thinking the melody has its half effect upon the soul, and 
singing makes it complete, i t s  full effect. But singing with 
thought makes it ten times more; because there may be a 
person but his mind is somewhere else, he is not thinking of 
the song. 

Quest ion:  The d i f f i c u l t y  is t o  a1 ways s i n g  a melody t o  k e e p  
the t h o u g h t .  

Answer : By singing you can retain the thought more than by not 
singing, and just wanting to keep the thought. It helps the 
concentration a great deal. 

Quest ion:  Is it a d i s t i n c t  d i sadvan tage  for a human being t o  be 
born w i t h o u t  a good ear? 

Answer : It is, because what is received through the ears goes 
deeper into the soul than by any other form73. Neither by 
smelling or tasting or seeing, the beauty enters so deeply into 
oneself as by hearing. 

69. Sk.sh.: a small blank 
70. Ibld.: "(a blank) appetite"; 

Gd.hwr.copy: '%.ome appetite which is satisfied"; 
Sk.l.tp.: n(satisfactlon of the?) appetite.** 

71. Sk.sh.: the  sentence remains incomplete; 
Gd.l.tp.: n(whlch it is not) only by thinking" 

72. Sk.l.tp.: llofll added 
73. Gd.hwr.copy: nwayll Instead of wform'l 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 28th, 1923 

The Soul's Manifestation. 

The soul who2 has already brought with it from the angel3 plane4 a 
luminous body ftemthe upon5 the plane of jinns6, a body full of impres- 
sions, functions in the end in the human body which the physical plane 
offers it, and7 settles for some time in this abode. This completes as8 we 
understand by the word individuality. These three planes which are the 
principal planes of existence, are called in the terms of Vedanta t r i l o k a  9, 

lowhich means1° three worlds: bhu lok ,  meaningl1 physical world; gan- 
d h a r v a  l2 lok, meaning1 l the world of jinns 13; and deva l4 1 ok, the 
world of15 angels. The human being therefore has all three beings in him, 
the angel, the jinn l6 and man. 

What man acquires on the earth i s  the experience which he makes17 by 
the means of his senses, an experience which he himself makesla. And it i s  
this experience which man collects in that accommodation within himself 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  S o u l  Whence and 
W h i t h e r ? ,  Manifestation, the f i r s t  pa r t  of  chapter 1 1  (1924). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  S o u l  
Whence and W h i t h e r ? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whither, page 508' In the 
margin of her she 
Bk.: wwhichl@ instead of "who1' 
Gd.h., bk.: "angelic" instead of "angel1' 
Bk.: '@Heavens" Instead of @'plane1@ 
Gd.h., bk.: '@from" Instead of "upon1' 
Bk.: 'Ithe Genius'' instead of "jinns" 
Ibid.: "it" added 
Ibld.: "whatw instead of "asn 
Ibid.: I1Bhu-loka, Deva-loka, Svar-lokan instead of "triioka" 
ibid.: "meaning'@ instead of "which meansw 
I bld.: "meaning'@ omitted 
Ibid.: "Deval* instead of "gandharvaV 
ibid.: @'the Genil" instead of "jinnsW 
Ibid.: "SvarW instead of "deva" 
I bid.: @@then added 
Ibid.: nGenius" instead of wjinn@l 
Ibld.: "has gained" instead of "makes1@ 
Ibld.: "undergoes" instead of "makesm 



which he calls15 heart. l g ~ n d  after this is collected1g, that20 surface of the 
heart which i s  the collection of his knowledge, he calls15 mind. This word 
comes from 21mana in Sanskrit, which means mind21 and from this word22 
the word man has come. 2 4 ~ h e  question how far does he recollect the 
memory of the angel23 world and of the25 jinn world?24 ~e~~ shows the 
27memory of the world27 and 280f the jinn world28 by his tenden- 
cies, his tendency for light, 29for the29 truth, for30 love, for31 righteous- 
ness. His love of Cod, his seeking for the truth of life, this all shows the2' 
angel in him. In appreciating32 beauty, a33 drawing towards34 the35 art, 
3610ve for music, 36appreciation for37 poetry, 36tendency to produce, to  
create, to  express, 38all this shows in him the sign of the jinn world3'. The 
impressions which constitute his being, which he has brought as a heritage 
from the 39jinn world39, which have been imparted to him from40 the souls 
on their way back towards34 the goal, he shows also as something 41differ- 
ent and peculiar41 to what his people possess. No doubt it often happens 
that the42 child possesses qualities of his ancestors which were perhaps 
missing in his parents or even two,43 three generations back. However, this 
is  another heritage, a44 heritage which i s  known to us as such. 1 might 
45just as that the soul borrows a property, 47a property47 from 

Ibid.: omit ted "And a f t e r  t h l s  i s  collected11 
Ibid.: "The" instead o f  " tha tn  
Ibid.: " t he  Sanscrit  Manas, mindt1 instead o f  "mana in Sanskrit,. which 
means mind" 
I bid.: lfwordu omitted 
Gd.h.: "angelicft 
Bk.: t h i s  whole sentence ("The question .... jinn worldlfl) was omitted 
Gd.h.: "the11 omit ted 
Bk.: 81Manv instead o f  "Heu 
Ibid.: "signs o f  t h e  Angelic Heavenst1 instead o f  "memory o f  t he  angel 
world1@ 
Ibid.: " t he  sphere of t h e  Geniusm Instead o f  Itof t h e  j inn world" 
Ibid.: I t fo r  the" omitted 
i bid.: flforn omitted 
Ibid.: "and" instead o f  ", forf1 
Ibid.: I1his longing fo ru  instead of "appreciating" 
Ibid.: "in his" lnstead of "a1* 
Gd.h.: *@toward" 
Bk.: Itthem omltted 
I bid.: "in hist1 added 
Ibid.: l1ofV instead o f  " forn 
Ibid.: "he shows signs o f  t he  sphere of t h e  GenlusI1 instead of Itail t h l s  
shows in him t h e  sign o f  t h e  j inn worldw 
Ibid.: "sphere o f  t h e  Geniusw instead of "Jinn worldIf 
Ibid.: "byt1 instead o f  wfromll 
Ibld.: tlpeculiar and di f ferent f (  
Gd.h., bk.: "an instead of #*thew 
Ibid.: "o rw instead o f  a comma 
Gd.h.: "the11 instead o f  "aw 
Bk.: " j u s t  as welln omlt ted 
Ibid.: "express th i s  by sayingf1 instead of "sayw 
i bid.: "a propertyt1 omltted 



the 3q'inn world39 and a more concrete48 property from the physical 
world; and as it borrows this property together with this transaction, it 
takes upon itself the taxation and the obligations besides4' the responsibil- 
ity50 which is51 attached to this52 property. Very often the property i s  not 
in proper repair and damage has been done to it and it falls in53 his lot to 
repair it; and i f  there be a 54rnortgage on that property, that becomes his 
lot55. Together with the property he becomes the owner of the records and 
the contracts 56and the papers56 of that5' property which he owns. In this 
i s  to  be found the secret of what is  called 58in the language of the 
~ i n d u s ~ ~  : karma . 

What makes the soul know of i t s  own existence? Something with which 
it adorns itself, something which it adopts, possesses, owns and uses. For in- 
stance what makes the king know that he is  a king? His palace, his kingly 
 environment^^^, people standing before him in attendance. lf60 that was6' 
absent, the soul would be no king. Therefore the king is  a palace, 62it i s  the 
consciousness of the environment which makes the soul feel 'I am so and 
so.' What it adorns itself with, that63 makes it say that63 ' I  am this or 
that.' 64 1f not,64 by origin it i s  something nameless, formless. On the earth 
plane the personality develops out of15 individuality. The soul is  an individ- 
ual from the moment it has65 born on66 the earth, in the worldly sense of 
the word. But it becomes a person as it grows, for personality i s  the devel- 
opment of individuality and in personality, which is  built by character build- 
ing, is  born that spirit which is  the rebirth of the soul. 6 7 ~ i r s t  birth i s  the 
birth of man, the next68 birth i s  the birth of God. 

Gd.h.: f i r s t  @@evident@@, then she replaced it with @*concrete@@ 
Bk.: *@as well as*@ instead o f  **besidesf* 
I bid.: wresponsibilit iesw 
I bid.: *@aret@ 
Ibid.: " thew instead of " th isw 
Ibld.: *@to1* instead o f  "in1* 
Gd.h.: f i r s t  @@loan@*, then replaced by @*mortgagew 
Bk.: "duen instead of @*lot@@ 
Ibid.: "and the  papersw omitted 
Ibid.: " thew instead o f  @@that t *  
I bid.: "in t he  language of t he  Hindusw omitted 
I bid.: "environment*@ 
I bid.: @*all@@ added 
I bid.: @*weref* instead o f  @@wasf* 
Ibid.: Itand" added 
I bid.: @@that "  omitted 
Ibld.: wOtherwise~@ instead of * l i f  not," 
Gd.h.:  ti^@* 
Bk.: "upon1@ 
Gd.h., bk.: "The1@ added 
Bk.: @@secondw instead o f  @@nextn 



Question: Is there a likeness between the angel body, the jinn 
body and the physical body of a person? 

Answer: No definite design of that likeness may be made, but they 
are all developing towards the image of man, which i s  called in 
the Scriptures 'After the Image of God.' Only what may be 
said i s  this, that the physical body i s  most distinct and clear6'; 
70the jinn body i s  less distinct, more phantom-like; and the 
body of an angel is s t i l l  less distinct, but less distinct to the 
physical eyes. And therefore one cannot make a similarity 
between the things of the earth and the things of the other 
world. I f  there is  any similarity, that is  that the whole man- 
ifestation is  a development towards human image, and that 
truth can be found even in the study of natural science and 

. biology. 

Question: There is something peculiar1 y vivid about one's ear- 
l ier recollections of childhood. Is there any spe- 
cial reason for this? 

Answer: We repeat, after coming on earth, the same process 
through which the soul has passed: infancy is  expressive of 
angel7' world; then childhood is expressive of the jinn world; 
youth i s  expressive of human world; and when one passes on, 
so one closer7* gets again73 to the higher spheres. 

Question: Are the differences of the rays going t o  the di f fer-  
ent kingdoms not differences in the grade of indi- 
vidual iza tion? 

Answer: When they start from there they are not marked with indi- 
vidualization. But as they go further they are influenced in 
each step to take that particular direction. For instance, a 
child was born; then he went t o  see the play. He liked it so 
much that he became an artist. That was the second thing. 
That means one step helps another step; in this way the soul's 
direction becomes changed. 

69. Sk.l.tp.: Ifand clearw omitted 
70. Ibid.: flandfl instead of a semi-colon 
71. Gd.hwr.copy, Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "angelic" 
72. Sk.l.tp.: "gets closerff 
73. IbId.: "again" omitted 



Question: Are they not produced by differences of time, that 
means differences in age? 

Answer: Of course difference of time causes difference of age. 

Question: Are those differences produced by difference of 
time? The difference of evolution of the soul? A 
soul who is more individualized, i s  it a longer 
time ago that he came from God? 

Answer: 74 I t  is according to the strength and light and 
volume of the ray that the individuality is  more complete and 
more perfect.75 

Question: 77 

74. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "No, It has nothlng t o  do with timew precedes the sentence in Sk.sh. 

75. Sk.sh.: it Is not clear if the  answer ends here o r  if something more has 
been said; 
Sr.: added "The older soul Is the grown-up soul, the one who has absorbed 
the wisdom before it comes t o  this plane. Grown-up soul depends on the  
impression it got from the  jinn world, it depends on the properties it 
has."; 
Sk.l.tp.: added the sentence "The older soul ..... the properties it hast1, 
copied from Sr. 

76. The following q.a.s may both have been dictated by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan t o  Sr. a f ter  the  lecture, as Sk. did not take them down in sh.: 
"Question: I f  It has nothing t o  do with time, does t ha t  mean t ha t  time 
does not  exist? 
Answer: Yes, time does not exist, but here it means t ha t  the at t ract ion 
from the soul towards i t s  body of manifestation has nothlng t o  do with 
time. 
in the angelic world there is distinction of three kinds, of volume of radi- 
ance, of light, and of shortness and longness of life. In the  jlnn-world 
comes the at t ract ion t o  the form. From there evolution Is a different 
thing. The attract ion t o  the  forms is from the  jinn-world. I f  1.e. a man is 
a thief, t ha t  is because he became a thief in the jinn-world, there he was 
impressed by theft." 
"Question: But what makes a soul impressed by one thing and not by 
another? 
Answer: i t s  grade of evolution, i t s  volume, and i t s  light." 

77. Sk.sh.: no question was taken down; 
Sr.: "1s meditation t o  be compared with a hothouse?~l 



Answer: 7 8 ~ f  our soul were not so artificial we would not need medita- 
tion or religion. Every soul i s  born with the capacity that it 
can draw all the bliss that i s  necessary for it. Therefore in the 
time of the ancient people they had their way of drawing that 
ecstasy. The more artificial we become, the more there comes 
a need of religion and meditation, that we may connect our- 
selves with that object which i s  79 . If  it were 
not so it would be very unfair and unjust on the birds and ani- 
mals, that man should have that exaltation, and the birds and 
animals who have done nothing wrong should be deprived of it. 
But that is  not so. We are deprived of it because we have our- 
selves80 deprived of it. The nature gives all the bliss that is  
necessary for our soul. But having developed in ourselves such 
an unnatural way of nature and habits of living, that we 
cannot draw that bliss which the animals and birds can draw. 

78. Sr.: -added "Yes. Our life is so artificial, tha t  it gives us the need of 
meditationn 

79. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: the sentence remains incomplete; 
Sr.: added "needed for our evolutionm 

80. Sk.l.tp.: "deprived ourselvesw 



Sirdar's handwritten copy of seven 
questions and answers dated August 
28th, 1923. These may refer to 'The 
Soul's Manifestation' of the same day 
but were given on another occasion. 

Quest ion:  Does the i n d i v i d u a l i t y  end or d o e s  it improve? 

Answer: It improves. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Then God's gain  a f t e r  c r e a t i o n  is a g a i n  i n  ind iv idu-  
a l i t y ,  in power t o  c r e a t e ?  ( f o r  i n d i v i d u a l i t y  = 
v a n i t y  = power t o  e x p r e s s )  

Answer: Till some extent, but Cod is  perfect, you cannot say there 
is a gain for Cod. 

Quest ion:  Does a s o u l  t r a v e l  up-end-dewls f r o m  Che-me-p&else 
Ce-Cke-chef-e~d-hee-vefsa plane  t o  p l a n e  and 
vice v e r s a ?  

Answer: Yes, this is  true, but from spiritual point of view it is  not 
true, for the soul does not travel, the soul i s  always in Cod, 
soul itself is  Cod. Instead of saying that the soul travels, we 
can rightly say that God travels. Travelling means losing con- 
sciousness in one plane and awakening in another plane, but is  
not moving from the soul. The soul does not travel, the soul 
remains in God. f'fheagh-t he-pti.netp+e-ef -tndivtdaa+tsati.en 
ts-in-6ed) Though the individuality begins in the Divine Spirit, 
the oneness is  so great, that1 we cannot say it i s  the same 
soul, though1 it i s  the same I -ness. It is  also not the soul who 
reincarnates, it is the soul that gains and loses consciousness 
on the different planes, it is  i t s  vehicle of consciousness on the 
different planes, which reincarnates. 
The thing is: the whole puzzle i s  solved by solving the ques- 
tion: who is I? I is Cod Himself. 
With time it is  the same as with the bodily form. It does not 
exist. All here is  a play of shadows. 
The sentence: I slept in the mineral, I stirred in the vegetable, 
I dreamed in the animal, I awoke in man, who i s  I? It is Cod 
who says this. 
Now there i s  the question of time from the human point of 

Note: 

1. In a compilation about reincarnation, Sr. placed wthough" before wwel' and 
omitted nthough" before l'lt ist1 



view. Yes, from the human point of view there ,is time, but 
from the spiritual point of view there is not. The question that 
all souls have a sum total of difficulties which are the same, 
means the sum total of their difficulties in the shadows. The 
only living moment in this world of shadows is  the now. Past 
and future do not really exist. 
But can the past be changed? Yes, i t  can. The past can be 
changed. That i s  the whole key to the understanding of this 
illusion. Two things have to be understood in this: 

1. To utilize matter t o  i t s  best advantage. 
2. To raise above matter. 

Why the past i s  dead? Because dead is  that which does not 
have a real existence. The shadow i s  dead, not the light, the 
light has only disappeared. 
Why God lives only in the moment of now and not in the past 
and in the future? Because God is eternal, and the life of the 
moment is  his fullest experience. 
The past can be changed by making oneself independent from 
its horrible effect. The thing is  that one must deny what one 
does not want to  have. 
The secret is  that God's mind only 'lives, and not the minds of 
mankind, which are doing acts of shadows. To live means for 
man his only chance to focus his mind in God's Mind. 
The whole secret is that things which belong to the earth and 
things which belong to Heaven cannot be compared. 1.e. one 
moment of the j inn-world i s  equal to hundred years of this 
world, and hundred years of the j inn-world i s  equal to one 
moment of the angelic world. There is  no comparison. 

Ques t ion:  Is it p o s s i b l e  for a s o u l  t o  r e a c h  d i v i n e  p e r f e c t i o n  
a f t e r  having b e e n  o n l y  once on the e a r t h ?  

Answer: Yes. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Does this somet imes  happen? 

Answer: Very often. 

Ques t ion:  But is it not the way o f  the mu1 t i t u d e ?  

Answer: No, it i s  not everyone's way. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Can one change o n e ' s  way and g o  quicker? 

Answer: One can change, it only depends on oneself. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 29th, 1923 

The Art  of ~ e r s o n a l i t ~ . ~  

There is  one thing: to  be man; and there i s  another thing: to  be a 
person.2 3 ~ a n  4becomes a person by making a personality4, by completing 
the individuality in which is hidden the purpose of man's coming on earth. 
Angels were made to sing the praise of the Lord; jinns to imagine, to  
dream, to meditate; but man is created to show humanity in character. It is 
this which makes him a person. 

There are many things5 difficult in life, but the most difficult of6 all 
things is7 to  learn and to know and to practise the art of personality.   he* 
nature, people say, is created by God, and art by man. But really speaking in 
the making of personality it i s  God Who finishes His divine art. It is not 
what Christ has taught gwhich madeg his devotees love him. They dispute 
over theselo things in vain. It is what he himself was, it is that which is 
loved and admired by his devotees. When Jesus Christ said to the fishermen: 
'Come here, I will teach you to be fishers of men,' what does it mean? It 
means: I will teach you the art of personality which will become as a net in 
this life's sea. For every heart,.whatever be hisll grade of evolution, will be 
attracted by the beauty of the art of personality. What is the seeking of 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published in the book Character-Building. T h e  A r t  
o f  Personali ty  (19311, chapter I of the second part. 

Where "bookm is mentioned in the  notes, It refers  t o  the book Character- 
Budding. The A r t  o f  Personal i ty ,  prepared for  publication by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 

"Gd.hwr.copyW stands for  a copy in Gd. abbreviated Ih. of the q.a. in a rv. 
version. 

1. Gd.h.: added by Gd. in pencil over the  lecture: vI1' and llPersonallty - 
Humanityw; 
Hwt.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "In added; 
Sk.l.tp.: "I I" added 

2. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: a comma instead of a full stop 
3. Hwr.bk.p.: "an added 
4. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: omitted "becomes a person by making a personal- 

i tv"  
5. Bk.: "difficult thlngs" 
6. Gd.h.: win'c instead of "ofn 
7. Ibid.: omltted 
8. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "Thew omltted 
9. Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: " that  makes" instead of "which made" 
10. Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thosen instead of "theset1 
11. Ibid.: " i tsn instead of '@his" 



mankind in another person? 1 2 ~ h a t  one expects in one's friend123 He wants 
him rich, of a high position, of a great power, of wonderful qualifications, 
or13 wide influence; but beyond and above all he expects from his friend the 
human14 qualities, which is15 the art of personality. I f  one's friend lacks the 
art of personality, 16the allt6 above said things are but17 of l i t t le use and 
value t o  him. 

There is a question: how are we to learn it? We learn it by our love of 
art, by our love of beauty in all i t s  various aspects. The artist learns his art 
by his admiration of beauty. When a person gets an insight into the18 
beauty, then he learns the art of arts, which is the art of personality. Man 
may have a thousand qualifications or rankslg or position, man may possess 
all the good0 of the earth, but i f  he lacks the art of personality, he indeed 
is  poor. It is by this art that man shows that nobleness which belongs to the 
kingdom of Cod. The art of personality is  not a qualification. It is the pur- 
pose for which man was created, and it leads man to that purpose in the ful- 
filrrient of which is  his entire satisfaction. By this art man does not only 
satisfy himself, but he pleases Cod. This phantom play on the earth is pro- 
duced for the pleasure of that King of the Universe, Whom the Hindus have 
called Indra, before Whom Gandharvas sang and Upsaras danced. The in- 
terpretation of this story is  that every soul is purposed to  dance at the court 
of Indra. It is to  learn to dance in the court of lndra perfectly which is  
really speaking the art of personality. 2 1 ~ h e  one who says: 'But how can I 
dance, I do not know how to  dance,' he defeats his purpose. For no soul i s  
created to stand aside and look 22at it22. Every soul is  created to dance in 
the c0ur.t of Indra. The soul who refuses certainly shows i t s  ignorance t d 3  
the great purpose for which this24 whole play is produced on25 the earth. 

Tp.bk.p.: "what does one expect in one's friend1'; 
Bk.: "what does man expect ln his friend" 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "ofw instead of a ~ r o  
Gd.h.: l1humanW changed by her into tthumanem; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lthumanelt 
Bk.: "aret1 instead of ltisw 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., bk.: !tali theBt; 
Tp.bk.p.: tlall of thet1 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., bk.: "of butf1 instead of Itbut oft8 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the" omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: llrankll 
Bk.: ftgoodstl 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "Butt1 added 
Ibid.: *Ionn instead of "a t  itm 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: *'ofn instead of lltoll 
Ibid.: "thev1 instead of t1thist1 
Sk.sh.: " the stage ofn inserted in her sh.; 
A i l  other documents: "the stage ofgt added 



Question: W i l l  you p lease  t e l l  us if vaccinat ion is des i rab le?  

Answer: Well, all things are desirable if they are properly used, and 
all is  undesirable when they are abused. In the point of fact 
vaccination is  the same spirit26 which is  taught by Shiva, 
Mahadeva, as Hatha Yoga. It is  said of Mahadeva that he used 
to drink poison; and by drinking poison he got over the effect 
of poison. Mahadeva was the most venturous among the ascet- 
ics; that one can see by his wearing the serpent in27 his neck. 
Now, would you like to do it? If  one can be so friendly with a 
serpent as to keep it in28 the neck, I think one can s i t  com- 
fortably in the presence of someone one does not like; that 
hatredness, prejudice, nervousness in the presence of someone 
we do not like, will not come if one can take a serpent 

29 , if one can take the bitter bowl of poison and drink 
it, which is  against nature. When the soul has once fought i t s  
battle with all things that make it fear and tremble, shrink 
back and run away from it, that soul has conquered life, it has 
become the master of life, it has attained the king 30 . Of 
course, the methods Mahadeva has adopted are extreme meth- 
ods; no one can recommend them to his pupil 31 in this 
modern world, where there is a fear--and vaccination comes 
from there--it is  partaking that poison32 which we fear, which 
might come someday in some form, one might breathe it in the 
breath or take it in the water or from the food, the same 
germs might come and enter one's body. But now I have heard 
from a friend that a man in Switzerland has worked most part 
of his life in getting the germs of consumption, tuberculosis, in 
order to inject them in cases where they can be cured; and he 
has33 a great degree of success. Of course, such new methods 
may meet with a great deal of opposition, but at the same 
time the principle behind it has a very strong reason. This 
brings us to a much higher realization and a great conception 
of life; it causes us to think that even what we call death, i f  
that death were put into a cup and given to us to  drink, that 
would bring us to life. 

Sr.: "thing" changed in to  "theoryI1; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "theoryw; 
Sk-I-tp.: "principle"; then pu t  between brackets, and inserted "theoryn 
Gd.hwr.copy: "inv changed Into "onw; 
Sk.l.tp.: Nroundtf 
Gd.hwr.copy: "with" Instead o f  "in"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "inw crossed o u t  and replaced by "roundft 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: t h e  word(s) omitted in Sk-sh. is/are n o t  indicated by a blank 
Sk-sh.: a small blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sr.: tlkingdomw; 
Sk.l.tp.: " the  king ( the kingdom)" 
Sk-sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 
Gd.hwr.copy: "and be thought sane" added 
Sk-I-tp.: 'I, t h a t  poison" added 
Gd.hwr.copy: "attained t o w  added 



Quest ion:  The Vedanta speaks  o f  f o u r t e e n  lokas. What is a loka 
and what is pata loka? 

Answer: These fourteen planes of existence are a conception of 
metaphysics. The Sufi calls them chauda tabq ,  and they are 
the experience, fourteen different experiences which con- 
sciousness has by the help of meditation. And pata  l o k a  is 
the lower plane, or the lowest plane. 

Ques t ion:  Are  these lokas div ided oveS4 the seven planes? 

Answer: Not in the angeP5 or of the j i n r ~ ~ ~ .  But in the experience 
of these fourteen planes the j inn  and angeP5 lokas37 also38 
are touchedg. 

Ques t ion:  The Greek s a y  t h a t  somet imes  a s o u l ,  f i t t e d  f o r  a 
more p e r f e c t  i n s t r u m e n t ,  b y  a m i s t a k e  connec ted  
i t s e l f  w i t h  a n  animal body i n s t e a d  o f  w i t h  a 
human body.  Is t h a t  so? 

Answer: The mistake follows the soul everywhere, wherever i t  goes, 
41it never leaves it alone, it is there, whether on the earth or 
on the j inn  plane40p41. 

Ques t ion:  Is it not s t r a n g e  t h a t  God shou ld  c r e a t e  this whole  
u n i v e r s e  in o r d e r  t o  h e a r  his own praise? Is God 
not too g r e a t  t o  want t o  hear  his own praise? 

Answer: No, it is not the praise which Cod wishes to hear. The 
praise of God is the prescription for man, that by this pre- 
scription man comes to that sense which brings him nearer to  
God. In other words, by praising God man finishes that art in 
which is the fulfilment of the soul's coming on earth. 

Sk-I-tp.: "divided ton  instead o f  "divided over" 
Ibid.: "angelic" instead o f  "angelw 
Sr.: "plane" added 
Sk.l.tp.: "andw added 
Ibid.: " the human being," added 
Sr.: "attached"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "(attached?)" added a f te r  "touchedw 
Gd.hwr.copy: "or angelic planen added 
Sk-I-tp.: "whether on t h e  ea r th  o r  t he  q i n n  plane; it never leaves It 
alone, it is there" instead o f  t h e  sequence o f  t h e  words as taken down by 
Sk. in sh.: "it never leaves It ..... jinn plane" 



Question: What i s  t h e  bes t  manner f o r  an a r t i s t  t o  rece ive  in- 
sp i ra t ion ,  by waiting, b y  praying, o r  by c o n t i n u a l  
working t i l l  i n s p i r a t i o n  comes back? 

Answer: By doing all three things together, one can wait42 while 
doing the work just the same. One need not 43 and put 
the brushes aside and wait, but do the work at the same time. 
One need not go in a corner and pray for inspiration, but do it 
while working44, all at the same time. 

Question: Whom do you mean b y  ~ n d r a ? ~ ~  

4 6 ~ o r  every manvantara t h e r e  is a Bodhisattva and 
one ~ a n u  .46 

Answer: 47 In this respect it i s  God Himself. It is a ~ i c t u r e ~ ~ ; ~ ~ .  Bud- 
dh i sa t t va  is  Nabi, and ~ a n u ~ ~  is the ~ a s s u 1 ~ ~ .  ~hat50 
are names of man, although each of these words has51 a cer- 
tain significance. ~ a n u ~ ~  is the one who has touched the 
boundaries of human perfection. It is reaching the heights of 
man's perfection that i s  Rassul, and Maitreya; these names 
are very significant: the man who has proved in his52 life 

Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "for inspirationw in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "for inspiration" added 
Sk-sh.: here Sk. repeated the word I1needn instead of taking down the  
word t h a t  was said.; 
Sk.l.tp.: wsitll instead of "needn 
Gd.hwr.copy: "waiting" Instead of "working" 
Sr.: llQuestion: Whom do you mean by Indra? The Chief of  angels, o r  God?" 
Sk-sh.: although here th is  sentence is pa r t  of  the question, it could well 
have been said as a pa r t  of the anscer, following the  word llpicturell 
Sr.: "lndra in t he  sense I have mentioned is God Himself. God performs 
different functions, and in different capaclties He is called by different 
namesw instead of "In this respect it is God Himself. I t  is a pictureN 
Ibld.: llMaitreyaw instead of I1Manut1 
Gd.hwr.copy: It, Maitran added 
Sk.l.tp.: "Theret1 instead of "That" 
Ibid.: llhavew instead of "hasn 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sr.: I t t o  be thev added; 
Sk.l.tp.: " t o  be1# added 



friend to every man he has met. 53~he  next is to prove friend 
to ~ o d 5 ~ ,  that is  Rassul, the fulfilment, where he has proved 
to be friend to every soul. It is  the perfection of friendliness 
in54 which i s  all spiritual 55 . That the spirit of friendli- 
ness is  so developed that he is friend to all. He cannot say: 
'There is  one person in the world I cannot bear, I hate.' When 
he is56 past to  that stage, his name is on the spiritual records. 

Buddhisattva, the word signifies the wise, wisdom, which is  
the boundary of wisdom, which is  the perfection of wisdom 
where two opposite poles become one, where the serpent takes 
i t s  tail in i t s  mouth, which is the symbol of wisdom. It i s  
therefore that the wise agree to all, with the wise and foolish 
both. 

53. Gd.hwr.copy: "his next examination is t o  be the friend of Godt1 instead of 
"The next is t o  prove friend t o  Godtt; 
Sr.: "The next experience is t o  be the friend of Godtt 

54. Sk.l.tp.: It(in)lt instead of Itinn 
55. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Gd.hwr.copy, Sr.: "perfection"; 
Sk.l.tp.: ll(perfection).w 

56. Sk.sh.: I1isfl may have been understood by Sk. for "hastt, in which case 
I1pasttt should read Itpassedtt 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 29th, 1923 

The Soul's Man i f es ta t i on .  

The law that governs the soul's manifestation, may be divided into 
three parts: that of the angel2 world3, 40f the world of jinn4 5and of the 
world of man or of the physical world5. 

In the angel2 world3 there are no distinct impressions but there i s  a 
tune6. The soul is tuned to a certain pitch by the law of vibrations7, high or 
low, according to the impressionsB it receives from the souls coming back 
home. In this tuning it gets so to speak a tone and a9 rhythm which directs 
its path towardslo the world of the jinnl'. Souls in themselves are not dif- 
ferent in the angel2 world3 as i t  is12 immediately next to13 the Divine 
Being. I f  there is  a difference there14 of the15 souls, there16 in the angel2 
world3, it is  the difference of more or less radiance and a longer or a short- 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Manifestation, the  second pa r t  of  chapter. 1 1  (1924). 

Where @@bookn is mentioned In the notes, it refers t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "p.52 The Soul Whence and Whither" in 
the margin of her sh. 
Gd.h., bk.: 
Bk.: "Heavens1@ instead of wworid*@ 
Ibld.: "That of the  sphere of the  geniusf@ instead of @@of the world of  jinnl@ 
Gd.h.: @@world of manw afterwards changed by Gd. into "physical world@@ and 

of the  physical world1* omitted; 
Bk.: *#That of the world of man, o r  the physical plane1@ instead of "and of ..... worldn 
Gd.h., bk.: @*tuning1@ instead of @@tunen* 
Bk.: "vibrationw 
Gd.h., bk.: wimpresslon** 
Bk.: @*an omitted 
Gd.h.: utoward@@ 
I bld.: "jlnnsV; 
Bk,: "Genius1@ 
Bk.: **they aren instead of "it Ism 
ibid.: @@that  ofn added 
I bid.: **there1# omitted 
I bid.: "thev omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: **there@@ omitted 



er scope of their run17. 18~he law thatl8 attracts the15 souls from the 
lgjinn worldlg to the human world, i s  allz0 what they receive from the 
souls who are 21  bound homewardz1. In accordance toz2 this they take their 
direction towards the physical world. 

I f  I were to give this idea in a more expressive form, I would say it i s  
like a person whose heart i s  tuned to  love and light and to appreciate and 
to admirez3. He will certainly take a direction towardslo a greater beauty 
and will seek such friends to meet with and learn from, 24who wouldz4 seem 
to him in some way similar to his nature or ideal. This i s  thez5 example of 
the soul which i s  attracted from the angel2 world3 to the lgjinn worldlg. A 
person who has studied music, and practises26 through his life, will certainly 
seek the association of musical friends, the1 artists, the15 singers, the15 
composers, thez7 lovers of music. Among themz8 he will find his friends, his 
comrades. 2 9 ~ o  a soul from the lgjinn worldlg i s  directed according to i t s  
love for certain things30 31in the physical world31. This shows that God 
doe's not thrust certain conditions upon32 souls33 towards lo manifestation; 
but in this manner they choose them. 

A person may ask34, 35n0 soul must35 have chosen for itself 36a miser- 
able ~ o n d i t i o n ~ ~ .  3 7 ~ o w  then some souls happen to be born in miserable 
 condition^?^^ The answer of3' this we find before us in this world. Many 
39in this world often39 cause their own miseries. They may not know it, 
they may not admit it; nevertheless many of our40 joys and sorrows are 
caused by ourselves4 l. By this 42 1 do not mean to  say4* that this i s  the only 

Bk.: Itrangeft instead of tlrunll 
Ibid.: "That whlchtt instead of "The law tha t "  
Ibid.: "sphere of the  Genius" 
I bid.; wallf* omitted 
I bid.: "homeward boundf! 
Ibid.: "with" instead of tltotl 
Gd.h.: "thingsn added; 
Bk.: 8tbeautyt1 added 
Bk.: "ast1 instead of fQwho wouid~~ 
ibid.: "anw instead of "then 
Gd.h., bk.: "practisedtt 
Bk.: *fthesett instead of "them 
ibid.: "these" instead of l1themf@ 
I bid.: "Andtt added 
I bid.: " t o  find those thingsf1 added 
Ibid.: Iton t he  physical planem instead of "in the  physical world" 
I bid.: "thett added 
I bid.: "goingtt added 
ibid.: l1sayW instead of ttask" 
Ibid.: "But no soul canw instead of "no soul mustn 
I bid.: Itmisera ble conditionst1 
Ibid.: This sentence (I1How ..... conditions?") was omitted 
Ibid.: "tot1 instead of ttoftl 
ibid.: Ifhere" instead of "In this world often" 
Ibid.: *lmanfsfl instead of I1ourtt 
ibid.: t1himself18 instead of "ourselves@~ 
Ibid.: Itis no t  meant11 instead of "I do no t  mean t o  sayt1 



law that governs life.  NO,^^ this i s  a law in answer to the question that 
eems f r m  the rises out of the15 common sense. But i f  one raised his44 
head from this world of illusion and looked up and asked5: 'Tell me the 
secret and the mystery of 4 6 ~ o u r  creation46,' 47he hear the in 
answer that every thing and being i s  placed in its4' place and each is  busy4' 
t o  carry out50 that work which isS1 to  be done in this52 whole scheme of 
nature.  he'^ life i s  a symphony and the action of every person in this sym- 
phony i s  the playing of 53his part53, his particular part in this5* music.54 

I f  there i s  anything which will give55 peace56, it i s  the understanding 
of this. The thought that57 ' I am suffering now because of my sins in the5' 
past life' may bring an answer to the enquiring and reasoning mind, to5' 
stop it from dispute60 for the moment. But will this take away that61 irr i- 
tation that the misery is  causing in his62 heart? W i l l  that mind ever excuse 
God for having so severly judged him? 63~es, he own his mistakes of 
the past but will never64 believe in Cod as a God of love and compassion, as 
a Cod of 65kindness and65 mercy and66 as a Cod of forgiveness. 

I bld.: "No," omitted 
Ibld.: none'sw lnstead of "hisw 
I bld.: "Godw added 
Ibid.: "Thy Creationt1 
Ibid.: "one wouldu instead of "he w i l l m  
I bid.: tlownw added 
Gd.h.: "busiedf1 instead of "busy" 
Bk.: "carrying outw 
Ibid.: "hasm instead of "Ism 
I bid.: "them instead of nthis@l 
Ibid.: llhis part,t omitted 
Ibid.: the  following sentence, which is no t  found in Sk.sh. and Gd.h., was 
added in the  bk. only: "When the  war was going on all people were called t o  
arms, and were placed, regardless of their  profession, quallflcatlons o r  
moral standard, In places where they were needed; the reason was t h a t  
the lCall of the  Purpose1 was t o  be.the f i r s t   consideration^ 
Ibid.: "bringw instead of "givet1 
Ibid.: I1to the thinker" 
I bid.: l1thatw omitted 
Ibid.: "aw lnstead of "the" 
Ibid.: "andw instead of lltotl 
Ibld.: wrebelling" lnstead of "dispute" 
Ibid.: "then lnstead of I t that"  
Ibid.: "them instead of "hlsIt 
Ibld.: "He maym instead of "Yes, he wl l ln  
Gd.h., bk.: "he everm lnstead of l l n e ~ e r ~ ~ ,  and a question mark a t  the  end 
of the sentence a f te r  ~t forglveness~ 
Bk.: "kindness andH omitted 
Ibid.: "orw Instead of "andn 



Q u e s t i o n :  You said  once t h a t  t h e  sum t o t a l  of e v e r y  person ' s  
d i f f i c u l t i e s  is the same. F o r  what period o f  l i f e  
d id  you mean this, f o r  one e a r t h l y  l i f e ,  or f o r  
the t i m e  during the journey t o w a r d s  m a n i f e s t a -  
t i o n ,  and from one m a n i f e s t a t i o n  or from a  still 
g r e a t e r  pericd of e x i s t e n c e ?  

Answer: Sum total what we can call, i s  the horizon. But i f  we had 
to  point out which is  the horizon, and where it is, we cannot. 
But as we go to the horizon we find the diminishing of the 
cause and effect67 and sum it up68 in one life. The further we 
reach, the closer we come to that equilibrium, which is  shown 
by that sign: the tail of the serpent in i t s  mouth. Neither i s  
there tail nor mouth. &-+eng-a9-tkete  or^^ when the ser- 
pent has curled itself and put i t s  tail in i t s  mouth, then it is  
perfect 70 There is  North Pole and south7' as long as 

72 . For instance, there was a man who 
once hated his neighbour. He quarrelled and fought with him, 
and took revenge; there were fights and quarrels, and they 
exchanged their ill will towards one another, words against 
one another. In the end the heart of one person was melted, 
and he said: 'What are we quarrelling about? It i s  nothing, just 
a misunderstanding, I am so sorry.' The whole thing which was 
built in a mountain, dropped in a moment. Nothing of the past 
was left. They became friends, and loved one another. 

There comes a moment, and that moment is every moment, and 
as we go on, so there come moments when things sum up. 
There is  the finishing73 of it. As further we go, so more fin- 
ishes. All our disputes and arguments about the differences 
and distinctions and about high and low, good and bad, all fade 
away as we go further. They become so faded away the74 no 
colour i s  left. 75~hen there75 white light come which is  
the light of God. It is that attainment which Buddha has 
called Nirwana. Wana means colour; nir, no; means 'no 

Sk.sh.: Sk. added t h e  following words in t h e  margin: l'becoming more and 
more palew; 
Sk.i.tp.: "becoming more and more palew 
Sk.l.tp.: "summed upm instead of "sum it upw 
Ibid.: "ForM omitted 
Sk.sh.: t h e  sentence remained incomplete; 
Sk.l.tp.: wwisdom Is perfectedn added, copied by her from Sr. 
Sk.i.tp.: "Polen added 
Sk.sh.: one line was l e f t  open 
Sk.l.tp.: "finishn instead of mfinishingw 
Ibid.: " thatn  instead of "the11 
Ibid.: "Then therew has been considered as belonging t o  t h e  previous sen- 
tence 
I bld.: mwillm omitted 



colour'. What i s  colour?   hat^^ is  green, this is  blue, this is  
high, this i s  low, this i s  right, this is wrong. All colours for our 
common sense they become a property, a reality, but in the 
realm of truth they fade away, they have no existence. 
It i s  not an intellectual realization; it is  living it. I f  780ne runs 
away with one's hat, you run after him, and he says: 'It is  
mine, it is  not yours'; that is the test whether he has the 
Nirwana. But there are the blessed souls, the souls who are 
really satisfied, whose hunger is  really satisfied when they saw 
another person having eaten his dinner; their hunger i s  satis- 
fied. There are such souls living on earth who by seeing 
another person adorned in beautiful clothes, are satisfied. 
Their gladness is to see another person dressed beautifully. It 
might seem: what a renunciation, self-denial! It is not. They 
have risen above it. They have gone through a cross. They 
arrive to79 Nirwana. In such a stage it i s  no pain; it only 
gives them pleasure. But the spark of this Nirwana is  in every 
soul. Nirwana is the perfection of that, but the spark i s  in 
every soul. The other day I told a child, I said: 'Would you 
rather give your toy to the other poor child?' Now that child 
had just got i t s  toy, and had not yet played with it. I saw the 
face of the child. I said: 'Would you be really glad to see 
another child playing with your toy? You should not give the 
toy i f  you were not glad.' And I tell you, it was just like 
striking a match to a candle, that spark of Nirwana, even call 

80 . The child most willingly went and gave his toy to 
the poor child. His face was beaming with joy at the happiness 
of giving it. It was so happy to think that the other child was 
happy. There was no end to his happiness. Therefore it is not 
something which we must learn. It is  in us, but it becomes 
buried in us. I f  it was only dug up by our love for it. We need 
not look for . It i s  not something which we acquire. 
We must develop it, then it becomes brilliant. Then it consumes 
all the impurities of life. Call it sin or wrong or mistake of the 
past; it is  all consumed in that brilliant light. i tsa2 all eats it 
up, and turns it into that brilliant light which is  Divine Light. 

77. Ibid.: llThlsm 
78. Ibid.: "somew added 
79. "To ar r ive  tow Is an obsolete form of " to  arr ive a t n  (Oxford Dict.) 
80. Skosh.: a blank; 

Sr.: "even callf1 omitted and added "hidden in every soul, which was In the 
hear t  of the child" 

81. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a small blank 
82. Sk.sh.: probably by mistake Sk. wrote "Its" Instead of "Itw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 31st, 1923 

Question: W i l l  you please tell us the meaning of the play 'unan3? 

Answers: M i s s  G.~: The var ious  a t t r a c t i o n s  the world 
h o l d s  o u t  t o  the awakened s o u l ,  what 
each  person a t t r a c t s 5 ,  absorbs.  After 
passing these var ious  a t t r a c t i o n s  b y  
want ,  t h e  soul  sees this meaning is 
n o t  understood i n  . When it 
has  c rea t ed  i t s  idea l  and made it a 
r e a l i t y ,  absorbed in i ts  idea l  it 
1 o s e s  the consciousness  of' i t s  own 

and t he reby  becomes a l ov ing  be- 
ing, and a f t e r  the dea th ,  which i s  on- 
l y  apparen t ,  e n t e r s  into the t r u e  
l i f e .  P lease ,  w i l l  you t e l l  u s  what 
it r e a l l y  means? 

Fazal ~ a i ' :  I think t h a t  t r u e  l o v e  changes a l l  
t h i n g s ,  e ven  s t o n e s  into l i f e .  

Question: Someone wishes to know i f  it is  necessary for the soul to  
hold itself so entirely apart of the world while the God-ideal 
is  formed in the heart. 

Answers: Miss LLoyd: I t  seems t h a t  Una has  come i n t o  mani- 
f e s t a t i o n  bringing w i t h  her many of 

Notes: 

1. Sk.tp.: "Question Class. For mureeds11 
2. Ibld.: has the followlng annotation: llPir-o-Murshid asked those present 

each In t u rn  t o  give an interpretation of the play 'Unat. It was a few 
days af ter  t he  play had been performedfl 

3. For the  play *funam, see June 1923. 
4.  miss G.11 probably stands fo r  "Miss Sophia Salntsbury Greent1 
5. Skosh.: a sh. sign before llabsorbsn could mean ualsol* but It Is uncertain 
6. I bid.: a blank 
7. lfFazal Malt@ stands for  "Mrs. Fazal Hal EgellngN 



the angel qualities. She has passed 
from the jinn plane s t i l l  holding 
them, come into this  world di f f icul t -  
1 y ,  she has no place in the world1 y 
l i f e .  She holds herself aloof from 
them. When she realizes that the God- 
ideal can be attained by the absolute 
sacrifice of the ego, when she has 
drunk the cup of poison and has not 
died but risen a *  

P.O.M.~: I can see in her future. When she has found the 

God-ideal she wil l  no longer want to hold her- 
self entirely aloof, because she will find that 
God-ideal in everyone she meets. 

Question: What exactly, please, was the snake charmer? 

Answer: B.v.H.I0: What one fears when one conquers it, 
one can turn it into beauty. 

Answer: The meaning of the play is as in most of the answers 

given: the search of the ideal of beauty. What is the meaning 
of the play? One thing that we might12 remember is that Una, 
as a type of the soul, has reached a stage of the soul's devel- 
opment, and has come almost face to face with the ideal of 
God. Therefore we cannot take her as a type of all souls. 
Because all souls have not come to begin to fashion13 that. 
She is  a soul approaching the of the l4 , and 

coming face to face 6 .  
The statue says: 'By finishing me thou 

l5 .' When she takes the bowl of poison she i s  passing an in- 
itiation, not as an ordinary being, but as a disciple who tries to  
build up her own life. 

8. Sk.sh.: one sign illegible; moreover the sentence seems to be incomplete 
9. **P.o.M." stands for IsPir-o-Murshld lnayat Khanw, who completed Miss 

LLoydfs answer 
10. I1B.v.H." probably stands for "Baroness van Hogendorp" 
11. Sk.tp. has the following annotation: "After many views on the subject Pir- 

o-Murshid sald, t o  complete what had been said:" 
12. Sk.tp.: llmustfl instead of "mlghtl' 
13. Ibid.: "fathom (fashion)" 
14. Skosh.: two words illegible 
15. Ibid.: Sk. completed the sentence by adding the words of the play l@Unall: 

llfulflllest the purpose of thy Ilfefl 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
August 31st, 1923 

The Soul's Manifestation. 

The soul comes on earth, rich or poor, ripened or unripened, through 
three phases where 2either it is2 enriched or 3it has3 lost i t s  opportunity. It 
takes light from the angel4 world5, knowledge from the 6jinn world6 and7 
inherits qualities from8 parents and ancestorsg. 

Of these1' things that it has collected on i t s  way to i t s 1 '  manifesta- 
tion on the earth, 12is made12 that accommodation which i s  called1) mind. 
The body in which the soul functions in14 the hysical plane also contributes 
to the properties of all the worlds '?that it has belonged to16,17, 
180f the mineral kingdom, of the vegetable kingdom and of the animal king- 
dom''. It is  thereforelg that man is  called a universe itself2'; for man con- 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence a n d  
W h i t h e r ? ,  Manifestation, the f i r s t  pa r t  of chapter 1 1  1 ( 1924). 

Where "book" Is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Slrdarls copled t e x t  (= Sr,) of  this lecture, although found in Sr.Is copybook, 
was written down by Sd., probably from dictation by Sr. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a la ter  date Sk. added I1p. 55 The Soul Whence and Whitherw in 
the  margin of her sh. 
Bk.: 'lit has eitherf1 Instead of "either it isff 
Ibld.: "it hasw omltted 
Gd.h., bk.: 'Iangelicf1 instead of "angeln 
Bk.: flHeavenn instead of ffworldff 
Ibld.: Itsphere of the geniusf1 instead of Ifjinn worldm 
Ibld.: "itM added 
Ibld.: added 
Ibld.: "on the  ear th  planen added 
ibld.: "theI1 instead of "thesef1 
I bid.: "Itsm omitted 
Ibld.: "it has madef1 instead of ff is made" 
Ibld.: "thetf added 
Ibld.: wonw instead of fflnff 
Gd.h., bk.: "thef' added 
Gd.h.: Vof l  omitted 
Bk.: " t o  which it has belongedw 
ibld.: I f the mineral, the vegetable, and the  animal kingdomsf1 
ibld.: "for this reasonI1 instead of ffthereforen 
Ibld.: "in himself1* instead of n l t s e l f ~  



sists2l in himself22 all that is in Heaven and all that is  on the23 earth. 'We 
have made him Our khalif ,' says God in the Qur'an, pertaining24 to man, 
meaning: 'Our representative, Our chief, under25 whose care a universe i s  
given, 26for man himself is  a universe26.' 

Man shows in his life the23 traces of all13 conditions through which 
27the clay27 has gone28, the clay that makes his body. There are atoms of 
his body which represent15 mineral kingdom, 29there is29915 vegetable king- 
dom, 30there is30,15 animal kingdom, a1l3I represented in him. Not only his 
body, but his mind shows 32in it32 the reflection of all the kingdoms through 
which 33his body has gone33. For mind is  the medium between Heaven and 
earth. Man experiences Heaven when conscious of his soul; he experiences 
the earth when conscious of the34 body. Man experiences that plane which 
is  between Heaven and the23 earth when he i s  conscious of his mind. Man 
shows by his stupidity15 mineral kingdom which i s  in him, thick and hard. 
 an^^ shows37*15 vegetable kingdom in him36 37by his pliability37, by his 
inventive3' and creative faculties which bring forth the flowers and fruits 
of his life from his aet )en~  thoughts and deeds. Man shows the traces of the 
animal kingdom in him in3' his passion40, emotion,41 a t t a ~ h m e n t ~ ~ ,  in his 
willin ness in43 service and usefulness; and i f  one were to say what repre- 
sents! human in him, the answer is:  all things, all1' attributes of the2' 
earth and Heaven, 13stillness, hardness and strength of the stone, I3fighting 

"To consisttt was used as a transitive verb, meaning " t o  be composed ofn, 
whlch exists as an archaic form (Oxford Dict.) 
Gd.h., bk.: Itoftt added 
Bk.: "thew omitted 
I bid.: Itreferringt1 instead of "pertainlngm 
I bid.: wintolt 
ibid.: "Man verily is himself the  Universet1 instead of "for man himself is a 
universet1 
ibid.: "the clay" omitted 
ibid.: "has gonet1 placed a t  the  end of the  sentence, a f ter  ltbodyw 
ibid.: Itthere Is" omitted 
ibid.: "andtt instead of "there Isn 
ibid.: "these arew added 
ibid.: "in ittt omitted 
ibid.: "it has passedw instead of "his body has gonett 
Ibid.: "hisw instead of Itthen 
ibid.: "hen instead of "manu 
Ibid.: "in himm omitted 
Ibid.: "by his pliabilityw placed af ter  ~showsv 
Gd.h.: "inventive" afterwards changed by Gd. Into mproductivetl; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled winventivew and wrote wproducivett in t he  
margin instead; 
Bk.: nproductive~; 
See also the th i rd  questlon 
Bk.: "byw instead of "inw 
I bid.: ~ p a s s i o n s ~ ~  
I bid.: vemotions and" 
I bid.: "attachments" 
ibid.: ttforw instead of "in" 



nature and44 tendency to attachment from the t3fruitfulness and 
usefulness of the vegetable kingdom, 13inventive and46 artistic, poetical and 
musical genius of the 4 7 ~ o r l d  of j i n n ~ ~ ~ ;  13beauty and46 illumination, love, 
calm and peace of the angel4 planes, all these things put together make 
man. It i s  therefore that15 human soul consists21*22,48 all and thus culmi- 
nates into49 that purpose for which the whole creation has taken place. 

Question: Does the soul find the accommodation of mind when 
he arrives on earth, or does he make it after-  
wards? 

Answer: The soul brings on earth an accommodation already made in 
a very negative state from the world of jinns; that i s  the 
place where this50 gets the mould of i t s  mind. The body it gets 
after coming on the earth. But that accommodation is filled 
later on, after the soul's wakening on the earth plane. It is 
here that that accommodation completes itself, and becomes 
mind. 

Question: Is it on1 y a mould? 

Answer: Yes, a mould with impressions, that i s  the accommodation. 
For instance, there is  one child who very attentively hears 
music. There is  another child who runs away from it. The child 
who runs away from it, his mind has not got that mould, music 
is  not engraved there. He will learn it, as he will hear it; but 
another child where there is already there the mould, is musi- 
cal. He will be seeking for some music to come in and f i t  in 
that mould which is  there already. 

Question: 5 1 ~ o u  said that the inventive faculty and frui t fu l -  
ness show the vegetable kingdoms in man, but does 
that not come from his jinn faculty? 

Ibid.: 'Ithew instead of "and1' 
I bid.: vlanlmalsn 
I bid.: "and11 omitted 
Ibld.: "sphere of t h e  geniusw instead of "world of jinnsI1 
Gd.h.: nconstitutesm added by Gd. a f t e r  wconsists~;  
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled llconslstsl' and wrote l'constitutesgl under 
I t  
Gd.h.: l1in1' instead of "into" 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "itv1 instead of llthisf' 
Sk.sh.: this thlrd q.a. was crossed out 



Answer: I beg your pardon, 1 have not said inventive faculty comes 
from fruitfulness; inventive faculty from j inn  world. 

Ques t ion:  Can you e x p l a i n  what makes some s o u l s  n o t  a b l e  t o  
p r o g r e s s ,  a s  if t h e y  w e r e  dead? 

Answer: I should think the reflection of the mineral kingdom. 
Thickness. That is  the only convenient word I can find. For in- 
stance, i f  the sun is  thickly clouded, the light does not reach 
the earth. So with the soul which i s  divine and has all the 
light; i f  that is  thickly clouded, then man does not receive the 
light which is in himself. The light i s  there, but he does not 
receive it. What difference there i s  between52 diamond and an 
ordinary stone? The difference of a thickness. The diamond 
reflects the light which falls upon it, and the stone i s  so thick 
that it will not allow the light to  reflect in it. The diamond 
allows the light of the sun to reflect in it, and the stone would 
not. There is a story of a Murshid. A mureed went for a long 
time to the house of the Murshid, and teedved tried to devel- 
op spiritually. But with all his enthusiasm and desire to 
advance, he remained in the same place. Long time after he 
said,'Murshid, I have no more patience now. A long time 1 
have given under your guidance. I do not see any further. I 
am standing in the same place as before.' Murshid felt very 
embarrassed to hear those words from him, and most sad. He 
said: 'Look here, my son, come with me.' And there was, the 
first thing that they met in the street, was a mad dog, bark- 
ing53 and wanting to bite. Murshid looked at that dog, and in- 
stantly that dog became sane. He said: 'Look here, do you see 
the change? I f  the glance of Murshid can do that to  an animal 
who i s  not accustomed to wisdom, what must it do for5* human 
being like you? But i f  your doors are closed, what can 
Murshid's glance do? You are enthusiastic, you are eager, you 
are willing, but you are not open.' Therefore it is  the openness 
of heart, it i s  the response, respondent54 attitude, that is  the 
principal thing in pupilship. That is what makes one a disciple. 
That we can learn by seeing the difference between the pebble 
and the diamond. The pebble does not take the light of the 
sun, the diamond does. And the question 55whether ' is  it55 the 
favour or disfavour of the teacher which enlightens the 
mureed?' may be answered that that soul cannot be a Murshid 
who favours and disfavours. The first condition of being a 

52. Sk.l.tp.: "am added 
53. Sr.: "and howllngl' added; 

Sk.l.tp.: Itand howlingl*, probably copied from Sr. 
54. Sr.: llresponsivef~ instead of "respondent" 
55. Sk.l.tp.: flwhether it is1' 



Murshid i s  to  favour; to  favour the friend and enemy. There is  
no lack of favour if a person does not become enlightened; 
when the rain falls, it falls upon all trees, but according to the 
response of those trees, they grow and bear fruit. The sun 
shines upon all trees; it does not make distinction between this 
tree or that tree. But in accordance to the absorption56, 
which i s  falling upon it, in accordance to the response that the 
trees give to the sun, they get it. And remember at the same 
time, that very often a mureed is  an inspiration for the 
Murshid, because i t  i s  not the Murshid who teaches, it i s  Cod 
Who teaches. Murshid i s  only a medium. And as highly the re- 
sponse of the mureed reaches, so strong1 i t  attracts the Mes- 
sage of Cod. "~u reed  can inspire, and5' mureed can shut his 
inspiration too. I f  there was no response on his side, i f  there 
was58 antagony5' on his side, i f  there was a lack of interest 
on, his side, then the inspiration of Murshid becomes closed. 
Just like the clouds, when running over the desert, they cannot 
shower. It i s  the desert which affects them. And when the 
clouds come on the forests, the trees attract, and the rain 
falls. 

56. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: Ifof t h e  lightft added 
57. Sr.: "TheN added; 

Sk.l.tp.: l f A M  added 
58. Sk.l.tp.: "antf added 
59. tfAntagonyw is an obsolete word for oantagonlsrntt (Oxford Dlct.); 

Sr.: ftantagonlsmft 
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The Ar t  of ~e rsona1 i t y . l  

Summer School Suresnes, 
September I s t ,  1923 

Every impulse has i t s  influence upon the word and upon the action; 
and4 therefore naturally every impulse exerts i t s  full power through words 
and deeds, unless it was5 checked. There are two types of persons: those6 
who have acquired the power of checking their word and action, when 7it 
exerts i t s  full power and expresses itself7 into* abruptness. The other kind 
of persons are those who mechanically allow this natural course of impulse 
to show itself in their word and deed, without giving any thought to  it. The 
former therefore is gentle, and the latter is  man. 

Gentleness is the principal thing in the art of personality. One can see 
how gentleness works as the principal thing in every art: in painting, in 
drawing, in line and colour, it i s  theg gentleness which appeals theg most t o  
the soul. The same we shall see in music. A musician may be qualified 
enough to play rapidly and may know all the technique, but what produces 
beauty is his gentle touch. It is gentleness mainly which is all refinement. 
But where does it come from? It comes from consideration, and it is  prac- 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book Charac te r -Bu i ld ing .  T h e  A r t  
of P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931 ), chapter II I of t he  second part. 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d m g .  T h e  A r t  of Personality, prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

"Gd.hwr.copyn stands fo r  a copy in Gd. abbreviated Ih. of the  q.a. with some 
omissions. 

Gd.h.: 11(3)" added; 
Hwr.bk.p.: "3" added; 
Tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: "Illn added 
Gdeh.: "(1. A u ~ .  29) 

(2 .  Aug. 28)" added 
Ibid.: nGentlenessgl added as a subtit le over t he  lecture 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "and" omitted 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: wisn instead of llwasn 
Gdeh.: "those" omitted; 
Hwr.bk.p.,: "thosew relnserted by Gd. 
Bk.: "they exer t  their  full power and express themselvesn instead of Ifit 
exerts i t s  full power and expresses i tsel fw 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "in" instead of "into" 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 



tised by self-control. There is a saying in the ~ a s t l ~ :  'The weaker the 
person, the more ready to  be angry.' The reason is that he has no control 
over his nerves. It is often lack of control over oneself which i s  the cause 
of a l l  lack of gentleness. No doubt, one learns gentleness by consideration. 
One must learn to think before saying or doing. Besides 12e~e-mst-say-er 
ele, while saying or doing12 one must not forget the idea of beauty; one must 
know that it is not enough to  say or do, but it is necessary to say or do 
everything beautifully. It is the development of the nations and races which 
is expressed in gentleness; also it is the advancement of the soul's evolution 
which expresses itself in gentleness. Nations, races as well as individuals 
will show backwardness in their evolution i f  they show lack in gentleness. At 
this time of the world's condition it seems that the art of personality has 
been much neglected. Man intoxicated with the life of avariciou~ness~~ and 
 the^ the competitive spirit that exists, heldt4 by15 commercialism of the 
day, keeps man16 busy in the acquirement of the17 needs of one's18 every- 
day life; and the beauty which is  the need of the soul i s  lost to  view. Man's 
interest in all things of life, science, art, philosophy, remains unfinished in 
the absence of the art of personality. How rightly this19 distinction has been 
made in English language: man, and gentleman. 

Question: You spoke of Mahadeva as the chief of  the ascetics; 
was he not a divine incarnation? 

Answer : Certainly he was. 

Gd-h.: "Hindu languageg1 instead of "East"; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: tlHindustani languagem 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "a" omitted 
Gd.h.: "one must say o r  dog1 changed by her into "while saying o r  doing1'; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: " that  one must say or  dow added and "while 
saying o r  doing1' omitted 
Tpebk-p., bk.: "cupidityn instead of wavariciousness~ 
Sk.sh.: t he  same sign in sh. stands for "heldw and "helped1' 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the1' added 
Gd.h.: "keeps mann afterwards changed into "is keptn; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "is kept1', as a possibility t o  replace "keeps 
man" by it; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "is kept1' instead of "keeps manw; 
Sk.l.tp.: added ''(is kept)" 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. replaced ''of thew by "of his"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "of his" 
Gd.h.: "one's" changed into l1hisw; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "his1'; 
Sk.l.tp.: llone'sgl omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the9' instead of "this" 



Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you p l e a s e  t e l l  u s  what  we so a d m i r e  in the 
b e a u t y  o f  the lion and t i g e r ;  t h e y  a r e  not g e n t l e .  

Answer: We admire them when they are in the cage. We would not 
admire them i f  they were at liberty. You must remember that 
very often very good reports come in the newspapers about 
beautiful looking Zeppelin; they look so beautiful at night in 
the sky; also reports how nicely the German army marched0. 
They admire it. Were they only admired? So we admire the 
tiger and lion. But we would have admired them s t i l l  more i f  
they had been gentle. 

Q u e s t i o n :  IX the ange121 w o r l d  is the same what  is c a l l e d  
Buddhi in t e r m s  o f  V e d a n t a ,  what  is,22 the Vedan- 
tist c a l l s  Atma? 

Answer: Buddhi is quite another word. Buddhi i s  not necessarily a 
plane. Buddhi  is intelligence, reason, sense. Atma is the soul. 
The essential nature of the soul is Buddhi, the essence of 
reason, purest intelligence. Does the soul not pass 
world coming from the jinn world? Just now I am not giving 
the terms of other expressions. I have only used these terms 
jinn and ange121 in order to  simplify what I have to say about 
the manifestation. Therefore i t  would not be good to make24 
up these ideas which have been given to you with names of 
many different planes which can be afterwards explained to 
you. 

Ques t ion :  Is g e n t l e n e s s  not the g r e a t e s t  power? 

Answer: Yes, gentleness is a power like a power of the water. 
Water i s  powerful, and yet i f  there is  a rock on the way the 
stream of water is going, it will surround the rock, it will not 
break it. It will make i t s  way by the side; for the water is  pli- 
able, and so is gentleness. 

20. Gd.hwr.copy: "when it was entering Belgiumm added. This refers to the 
First World War. 

21. Sk.l.tp.: ~angellc~ 
22. Ibld.: "what" added 
23. Ibld.: "... (the angelic) ...I1 instead of t(astraiw 
24. Sk.sh.: Sk. wrote t he  sh. sign "mkn or "mxV. Possibly Mmix18 was said. 



Question: But  what if people w i l l  n o t  l i s t e n  t o  gent leness? 

Answer: Then we must talk to them in their own language. But only 
i f  i t  was necessary. If we can avoid, it is  still better. tn-the 
enel Gentleness in the long run will always prove the thing. 
But if we cannot manage, only in that case we can learn that 
language. There is no objection in learning a language, is 
there? 

Question: Whom does P a r v a t i  s tand fo r ,  a q u a l i t y  o r  was she a 
r e a l  woman? 

Answer : 2 5 ~ h e  was a real woman, Mahadeva's wife; she also stands 
for property, purusha--property. 

Question: W i l l  you t e l l  us something about t he  use o f  ascet i -  
c ism in t h e  s p i r i t u a l  l i f e ?  

Answer : I think that every person who is  spiritually inclined, and in 
whom spirituality is innate, and who i s  to accomplish some- 
thing worthwhile in the spiritual line26, is born with more or 
less ascetic inclination. There may be one person born with a 
greater inclination than another. But there is some inclination 
of asceticism in every soul born for spirituality. And now the 
question, what are the qualities of an ascetic? Independence, 
indifference, love of solitude, self-sufficient, stern, egoistic, 
retired, proud, celibate, contemplative, dreamy, visionary, re- 
tiring, thoughtful and wise. And these2', 1 have said all his 
good and bad qualities. 

Question: I s  e g o i s t i c  among t h e  bad q u a l i t i e s ?  

Answer: In the end it comes right just the same. 

25. Sr.: "Parvat1 stands fo r  consort, she was a real woman, bu t  also stands 
fo r  Prakriti"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Parvatl stands for  consort, she was a real woman, Mahadeva's 
wife, but she also stands for  Prakriti, property, the  property of Purusha 
( the soul)" 

26. Sr.: 811ife11; 
Gd.hwr.copy: wline81; 
Sk-1-tp.: "life", t o  which Sk. added in the  margin: 

27. Gd.hwr.copy: "in this1' instead of "And thesen; 
Sk.l.tp.: "And in thist8 Instead of #'And thesew 



Question: How can one be egoistic and wise both? 

Answer: Well, there are many kinds of egoistic people. There are 
good points and bad points. Egoistic is  selfish, and selfishness 
can produce cruelness28, tyranny and injustice, dishonesty. 
Another side to the egoistic is pride and independence and in- 
difference, which gives him contentment. And besides this the 
real egoistic before whom there is. his ego, when he watches 
that ego, that ego which is first a statue of rock, after some 
time becomes a living being. It comes to  life. It becomes the 
very object after which one is seeking. And therefore the right 
egoistic is  right; it i s  the wrong egoistic who is wrong. 

Question: Would you say that there is a time for everything in 
the spiritual 1 if e? 

Answer: Yes, a time for everything, that is so. 

Question: Someone who i s  egoistic is a1 wa ys hurting someone. 

Answer: That is the wrong side of the ego. There are different 
stages of the ego. In different stages different things are 
right. The same thing which i s  wrong once, is right another 
time. 

There are certain attributes which are spoken by a great poet 
and a composer, Alias, and which show the qualities of a great 
soul: continual contemplation, the dignity of name, and respect 
of the position and29 side of those who eeme-anel surrender. 
Lifting up those who are standing at the bottom of the earth; 
giving merit to those who are talentless; giving knowledge to 
those who are without30; providence for those who are with- 
out supply; as a medicine for the sick, whose presence clears 
away depressions; who gives honour to those whom no one 
would honour; protector of those who are without protection; 
constructive by influencing31 everything they touch; it is such 
souls in whom God may be found. 

28. Sk-sh.: which Is an obsolete word fo r  "crueltyw (Oxford Dict.); 
Sk-I-tp.: "coolnessn instead of vcruelness", as Sk. may have overlooked 
t he  sign for  llrll which is very small in sh. 

29. Sk.l.tp.: "takingA added 
30. Ibid.: "itn added 
31. Skesh.: the  words llinfluencen and " in f l~enc ing~~ need not  show a difference 

in sh.; 
Sk.1-tp.: "influence" instead of ninfluencingll 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
September I s t ,  1923 

I The Soul's Manifestation. 

The soul, manifested on the earth, is not at all disconnected with the 
higher s heres. It lives in all spheres but knows mostly one sphere, ignorant f' of the other spheres2 to3 which it turns i t s  back. Thus the soul becomes 
deprived of the heavenly bliss and conscious of the troubles and limitations 
of the life on the earth. It i s  not true4 that Adam was put out of the 
Garden of Eden; he only turned his back to3 it 7and it5 was like7 an exile 
from the6 Heaven. The souls of thea seers, of9 saints andlo masters and 
prophets are conscious of the different spheres. It is therefore that they 
are connected with the worlds of1' angels and jinnsl* and with the spirit 
of God. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The  Soul Whence a n d  
W h i t h e r ? ,  Manifestation, the  second par t  of chapter 1 1  1 ( 1924). 

Where "bookvf is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi the r? ,  prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sirdar1s copied t e x t  (= Sr.) of thls lecture, although found In Sr.1~ copybook, 
was written down by Sd., probably from dictation by Sr. 

Where the abbreviation "Grow is found with the notes, this refers t o  Murshida 
Green's .corrections, additions, etc. which she made in Kf.ls copybooks with 
reconstructed t ex t s  of Pir-o-Murshid inayat Khan's lectures. (See the  Preface, 
las t  paragraph but one under "Notesw.) 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added I1p. 57 The Soul Whence and Whithertt in 
the  margin of her sh. 
Bk.: "othersw instead of "other spheresl1 
Ibid.: "onw instead of ntovl 
ibid.: "the t ru th "  instead of "truelt 
Sr.: "it1! changed by Sr. in to  "hett 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  Itthew; 
Gd.h., Sr., Bk.: lithem omitted 
Gr., bk.: "which made him" instead of "and it was like" 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
I bid.: l fofW omitted 
I bid.: "andw omitted 
I bid.: "then added 
Gr., bk.: ltGenii8t instead of "jlnns" 



The condition of l3 one becomes like14 a captive 15who i s t 5  imprison- 
ed16 on the first17 floor of the house andt8 has no access to the other lg 
floors of the building, 20and of the latter is  that he has access to all the 
different floors of the building20 wherever he may wish to dwell. The secret 
of life i s  that every soul by i t s  nature i s  an2' akasha, an accommodation, 
and has in it an appetite; and22 all that it partakes, it creates 230f it23 a 
cover which surrounds it as a shell and the life of that shell becomes de- 
pendent upon the same substance of which it is  made. Therefore that24 shell 
becomes susceptible to all influences and subject to the laws of that sphere 
from which it seeks i t s  sustenance, 25which means25 the sustenance of the 
shell. The soul cannot see itself. It sees what is  round it; it sees26 in which 
it is  functioning27 and so it enjoys the comforts of that28 shell which is  
around it and experiences the pains and discomforts which belong to  that2' 
shell. In this way it becomes an exile from i t s  birthland which i s  the Being 
of God, which is29 Divine Spirit, and seeks consciously or unconsciously 
once again 30that happiness and peace30 of home. God therefore i s  not the 
goal, but the abode of the soul, i t s  real self, i t s  true being. 

There are five spheres of which the soul is  capable of being conscious. 
What are these spheres? These spheres are the different shells, each shell 
having i t s  own world31. 

320ne, N a ~ u t : ~ ~  a sphere which i s  commonly t e ~ a + t ~ ~  known as the 
physical sphere34. the comforts and discomforts of this sphere are35 
experienced? By the medium of the physical body and when there is  some- 
thing wrong with an organ 'lof the body36 orf7 of the senses, the soul 

Gd.h., bk.: "thew added 
Bk.: " that  ofv added 
Ibld.: tlwho istt omitted 
Sr.: win prison" instead of tllmprlsonedtt 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  " f i rs t t t  and wrote "groundt1 in the 
margin instead; 
Gd.h., bk.: "groundtt; 
Sr.: " f i rs t t t  changed In Sd. hwr. into Itground" 
Bk.: Ithew instead of "andtt 
Skosh., Gd.h., Sr.: uothertt added afterwards; 
Bk.: "otheru added 
Bk.: th is par t  of the  sentence ("and of the  la t te r  .... buildingt1) omitted 
Gr., bk.: "Asman o rn  added and "anw omitted 
Bk.: Itoftt added 
ibid.: "of it" omitted 
Ibld.: "thew instead of I1thatt1 
Ibld.: "or ra therm instead of tlwhich meanst1 
I bid.: ttthattt added 
Sk.sh.: "functionw and tlfunctlonlngw can be rendered by the same sh. sign; 
Gd.h.: "it is functionedtl; 
Bk.: "it functionsm 
Bk.: Itthew instead of ttthattl 
Gd.h.: "then added 
Bk.: "the peace and happinesstt 
I bid.: "war kw 
Gr., bk.: "The f i r s t  sphere of which man becomes conscious af ter  his b i r th  
on earth is Nasut,I1 instead of "One, Nasut:" 
Gd.h.: I t to  alltt crossed out by Gd. 
Gr., bk.: "planen instead of Itsphere" 
Bk.: "arew placed before ttthe comfortsw and omitted before "experiencedt1 
Gd.h.: "bodiesN 
Bk.: "of the body o rw omitted 



bec0mes3~ deprived of that particular experience that it would like to have 
of this physical sphere34. physical body,40 susceptible to all changes 
of c~imate,~'  becomes dependent in i t s  experience and expressions42, thus 
making the soul dependent and limited. all the riches that the 
world can give man who i s  only conscious of this sphere, is limited, Cod 
alone i s  rich and all souls living on earth are44 poor, 45say~ ~ u r l a n ~ ~ .  

4 6 ~ a l a k u t  is the next sphere, the sphere of thought and imagination, 
where there i s  a greater freedom and lesser47 limitation than one experi- 
ences on the physical sphere34. A man with thought and imagination can 
add to l i fe that comfort and beauty which lacks4'; and the more real his 
imagination becomes, the more conscious of that sphere of mind he proves 
to be. This sphere of mind i s  his world, not smaller than this world but much 
larger 4gthan this49, the50 world which can accommodate all that the uni- 
verse holds and yet there would be a place in it to  be filled. 

5 1 ~ h e n  there i s  a51 third sphere, Jabrut ,  a sphere of the soul in 
which the soul is  at home. 52~his sphere52, the soul of an53 average man 
touches52 a moment54: man does not know where he was55 at that moment, 
he calls it abstraction. Do they not say when a person is not listening that 
he is  not here? Every soul i s  lifted up to that sphere, even i f  it be for56 a 
moment and +th-the by5' the 581ight and life58 with which the soul i s  
charged in that sphere, the soul is enabled to live on this earth the life full 
of struggles and difficulties. Nothing in the world could give man the 
strength that i s  needed to live a life on the earth i f  there 59was no bless- 
ing59 from Heaven reaching him from time to  time, of which he i s  so l i t t le 
aware. 

The other two spheres are experienced in sleep but they are not dif- 
ferent spheres. They are only different because they are experienced in 

Ibld.: "Istv instead of nbecomesvl 
Ibid.: "The" instead of flThlslv 
Ibid.: vvism added instead of a comma 
Ibid.: ttandv* added instead of a comma 
I bid.: vvexpressionvt 
Gd.h.: afterwards Gd. added ttwithw, by which "limitedtt refers t o  "manvv and 
no t  t o  "the richesn; 
Bk.: uwithv and a comma af ter  mmanvl added 
Gd.h.: "arem omitted 
Gr., bk.: nsaysvt omitted and vvQurlanw between brackets 
Bk.: tvSecond Spherevv added 
I bid.: wlesstl 
Ibid.: "1s lasting on the  physical planet1 instead of vllacksw 
Ibid.: "than thisvt omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: "a" instead of "theft 
Bk.: "Then there is avv omitted 
Ibid.: "This spheren placed af ter  wtouchesu 
Gd.h., bk.: Ivthefv instead of vtatl 
Bk.: "for a moment a t  a timevv instead of I1a momentt1 
Ibid.: "ism instead of "wasw 
I bid.: "onlytv added 
Ibid.: "with" Instead of ((byw 
Ibid.: tllife and l ightw 
Ibid.: *Iwere no blessingsv1 



sleep. They are Malakut which is experienced in 60the dream6', the world 
of mind, of thought and imagination, and Jabrut,  the state of 61a deep 
slumberd1, when even62 mind i s  s t i l l :  a sleep which 63makes the suffering 
patients64 f ree63 from pain and65 to the prisoners66 f ree67 from their68 
prisons, that state of sleep which takes away from the mind the6' load of 
worries70 and anxieties7I, and removes from the body every exhaustion and 
tiredness, bringing to his72 mind and body that73 repose, rest and peace, 
74that, after man has waked75 from his deep sleep, he feels comfortable, 
rested, invigorated, as i f  a new life has come to him. One would give any- 
thing in the world to have a deep sleep, though so few 760f us76 know i t s  
value. That state of Malakut 77in the wakeful state7' i s  reached77 by the 
great thinkers, 62great inventive minds, by7' the gifted artists; and79 
experienced by the seers and sages. It is to  experience this that all the 
concentrations are given by thea0 spiritual teachers to "the adepts8'. This 
fuller experience is thena2 called Lahut. 8 3 ~ a h u t  i s  another experienceB3, 
a further stage which is experienced by souls who have attained the most 
high spiritual attainment which i s  called samadhi in Vedantic terms. In this 
experience a person is  conscious of ~ a b r u t ' ~  and this state he brings about 
at will. 

Ibid.: lldreamsft instead of V h e  dream" 
Ibid.: Itdeep sleepm instead o f  "a deep slumberfl 
I bid.: *VheIg added 
Ibid.: I1freesw instead o f  #*makes ... freet1 
I bid.: l*patientt* 
I bid.: llgivesw added 
I bid.: llprisonertt 
Ibid.: ~lfreedomff instead of "freen 
Ibid.: l lhis@f instead of " theirw 
I bid.: liltsw instead of "thet1 
I bid.: *lworrym 
I bid.: wanxietyw 
I bid.: "hisf1 omitted 
I bid.: I t tha t l t  omit ted 
I bid.: tfsow added 
Gd.h., bk.: "wakenedw instead o f  l*wakedll 
Bk.: "of usw omitted 
Ibld.: ltwhlle in t h e  waking s ta te"  instead of "In t he  wakeful s ta te "  and 
placed a f t e r  ttreachedll 
Ibid.: I1andt1 instead of tlbytl 
Ibid.: lllsw added 
I bid.: I t thew omitted 
Ibld.: " their  disclples*~ instead of I t the adepts1! 
Ibid.: ualson instead o f  l1thenft 
Ibid.: "Stil l another experience is HahutIt instead o f  "Hahut is  another 
experiencew 
Gr., bk.: ltwhile awakef1 added 



Though for the sake of c o n ~ e n i e n c e ~ ~ # ~ ~  are explained as five spheres, 
buta7 chiefly they are three spheres88: Nasut, the plane of the world of 
man, Malakut, the 89world of the jinnBg, and Jabrut,  the angelg0 world. 

Now there is  a question, i f  a soul by rising to all these spheres 
becomes conscious of the gljinn worldg1 and of the 92world of angelsg2 or 
i f  it only sees within itself i t s  owng3 made world of mind and the spheres of 
joy and peace ing4 itself. The answer is, yes95, first it sees i t s  own world by 
rising to the sphere called Malakut.  It experiences the joy and peace96. It 
belongsg6 to i t s  own heart, 970f i t s  own being. But that is  thes0 one part of 
spiritual attainment. This part of the attainment is the way of the yogig8. 
 hat^^ in which the Sufi differs from the Yogi, is  in his expansion, and i t  is  
theloo two sides of the journey which islO1 pictured by the two lines of the 
cross, lo2the perpendicular and the horizontal linelo3. The perpendicular 
line shows a progress straight within from Nasut to Malakut Io4, experi- 
encing one's own world 1050neself withinlo5, but that which the horizontal 
line denotes, is  expansion. The Sufi therefore tries to expand as he goes on 
progressing. For it i s  the largeness of the soul which will accommodate106 
and in the end wil l  become107 all-embracing. The man who will shut up 
himself from all men, howeverlo8 high spiritual log he may be, he will not be 
free in the Malakut, in the higher sphere. He will have a wall around him, 
keeping away jinnsl lo, even 12angels when in the angel1 l1 world1 12; and 
so his journey is113 exclusive. I t  is  therefore that Sufism does not only 
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teach concentration and meditation which help one to make onel14 one- 
sided1 15, but the love of Cod, which is expansion, 620pening of the heart to 
alll l6,117. 

114. Gd.h., bk.: "onett omitted 
115. Sk.sh.: a small blank, where afterwards Sk. hesitatingly filled In "road?tI; 

Gd.h., bk.: ttprogress" added 
116. Gd.h.: "beingt1 added; 

Gr.: "Beingn added; 
Bk.: ttbeingstl added 
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A text in Sirdar's handwriting, copied 
possibly from his own longhand re- 
porting or from a longhand reporting 
by Murshida Green. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 2nd, 1923 

Address of Pir-o-Murshid in the Church to the Public. 

I wish to speak a few words before the Service ~ornmences.~ 2 ~ h i s  
Service of the Church of All i s  a universal worship? 31n this service3 a 
Christian Service, a Muslim, a ~uddh is t~ ,  a Hindu Service, all Services are 
included. Therefore the blessing of Christ is given from the altar to the 
seeker of Jesus Christ's blessing. The one who seeks for the blessing of 
Moses, to him the blessing of Moses i s  given. The one who seeks the bene- 
diction of Buddha, for him there is  the benediction of Buddha. But those 
who seek the blessing from all of5 these great ones, who have come at dif- 
ferent times, they are blessed by all. 6 ~ h i s  service therefore i s  the fulfil- 
ment of the desire of Christ. This is therefore the Service which hloses 
would have had, i f  he could at those times. And this i s  the Service which 
Mohammed had intended, for Islam was meant for all religions in the world. 
No great teacher ever came on earth with the thought of dividing people 
into different sects and communitiese6 

Our Movement therefore7 i s  busy rendering our8 service to God and 
humanity this direction9, without any intention of forming an exclusive 
community, but to unite in this Service the people of all different religions. 
This Movement, in i t s  infancy, i s  commencing i t s  work, but i t s  culmination 
will be inlo a world Movement. It is  the World Message and that religion 
which will be the religion of the whole humanity. A religion which does not 
distract the mind of any person from his own religion, but makes it more 
firm and enlightened, more sympathetic to  his own religion. A religion which 

Notes: 

This lec ture  became "Religious Gatheka no. 37" and most o f  t h e  lecture was 
f i r s t  published in The U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, P a r t  VII in  chapter V 
The Sufi Movement and in chapter V i  The Symbol o f  t h e  Sufi Movement. 

Hq.t., bk.p., bk.: t h i s  sentence ("1 wish t o  speak ... cornmence~.~') was 
omitted 
Bk.p., bk.: t h i s  sentence was omitted 
Ibld.: "In t h e  service of t h e  Universal Worshlpft instead of " in t h i s  Ser- , 
vicev 
I bid.: tfBuddhlstict* 
I bid.: "of1* omitted 
Ibid.: t h i s  passage was no t  included 
I bid.: "therefore1* omitted 
Ibid.: wourf' omitted 
ibid.: "in t h i s  direction1' was l e f t  o u t  
Hq.?., bk.p., bk.: "Inn omitted 



teaches tolerance towards the faith of another, a religion which opens a 
person's heart to the words of wisdom, no matter what direction they come 
from. 

This is not only a Church, but this i s  a School for us to  learn1 l, to learn 
the lesson of tolerance, 12a lesson for us12 to learn to adhere to all Teach- 
ers and to respect all Scriptures. A lesson which teaches us that we need 
not give up ourt3 religion, but we must embrace all religions, in order to  
make the sacredness of religion perfect. 

11. Bk.p., bk.: "a lessonn added 
12. Ibid.: "a lesson for usn omitted 
13. Bk.: "ownm added 



Early typewritten copy of Sakina's 
shorthand transcription, in which the 
corrections by Sakina after compari- 
son with her shorthand reporting have 
been included by the c0m~i1er.l 

Summer School Suresnes, 
Sunday, September 2nd, 1923 

I would like to speak a few words to-day on the subject of idealism. 
Ideal seems to be something for the hope to hold, and in absence of the 
ideal the hope has nothing to look forward to. The present degeneration of 
humanity can be accounted for by the lack of ideal3, in spite of all the 
progress that humanity has made in all directions of life. There are many 
ideals, ideals such as principles, as virtues, as objects of devotion, but the 
greatest and highest of all ideals i s  the God ideal. And when this God ideal 
upon which all other ideals are based4, 5when this ideal5 is  ignored5, then6 

Notes: 

This l ec tu re  was f i r s t  published in The Sufi Record of 0ct.-Nov.-Dec., 1930. 

"Tp.copyfl points t o  a document which shows some revisions by Murshida Good- 
enough, pa r t l y  in Sakinals handwriting. 

1. As Sk.sh. Is missing in t h e  archives, annotations were made by Sakina and 
by Murshlda Goodenough s ta t ing  t h a t  t h e  lec ture  was repor ted  by Saklna. 
The oldest available document is  t he  "early typev wlth some correct ions in 
t h e  margin by Saklna a f t e r  she compared th i s  t ypewr i t t en  copy with her 
shorthand reporting. Nearest t o  Sk.sh. there fore  Is t h e  81e.t.11 with these 
cor rec t ions  given as t h e  original words. 

2. Tp.copy: added "Public Lecturew !'reported by Sakina, revised 
by Murshlda Gwdenoughl@ 

(in Sk.1~ hwr.) 
Idealism1'; 

Hwr.hq.p.: added "in handwriting Murshlda Goodenoughw 
(in Sk1s hwr.) 

'fSoclal GathekaI1 tlReported by Sakina Furnee@* 
(In Gd.1~ hwr.) 

"Revised by Murshida Goodenoughl' 
(in Sk.1~ hwr.) 

llldealismll 
Afterwards nSocial Gathekaw was cancelled; 
Tp.hq.p.: "added "The Invocationn 

'lldeallsmn 
Afterwards Sk. cancelled "The Invocationw and wrote "Public Lecture" over 
t h e  lecture. 

3. Tp.copy: "Ideal1' changed In to  widealism!'; 
Hwr.hq.p., tp.hq.p.: midealismw 

4. Tp.hq.p.: " is lostn added 
5. E.t.: 'lwhen th i s  Ideal1' crossed out; 

Tp.copy: "when th l s  idealw omitted; 
Hwr.hq.p., tp.hq.p.: "when th i s  ideal i s  Ignoredw omit ted 

6. Tp.hq.p.: " thew added 



ideal in7 itself i s  ignored, there i s  no ideal there. Man needs many things in 
life, but his greatest need is  the ideal. Without ideal %either can8 man ful- 
f i l l  the obligations at home, nor outside of6 home. A man with ideal whether 
in theg business or inlo profession or in politics, in whatever walk in l1  life, 
he12 will prove to be the person who will come 14up to13 the mark14 of 
every15 person. And when we look at life at the moment when we are sober 
of l6 life's intoxication which i s  continually intoxicating the mind, at that 
moment we see the futility of life, i t s  falsehood, its changeability, its illu- 
sionary17 character. Then we begin to see the same life which we always18 
considered through our intoxication so real and so important i t s  importance 

. fadelg away, i t s  reality lose20 i t s  colour. Something which during the intoxi- 
cation 21we saw was21 so beautiful, seems to be22 quite otherwise, quite 
different from what we had thought. At that moment of soberness man 
begins to realize that there i s  nothing in anything, neither in23 life nor in 
the hereafter. And i f  there is  anything that comes24 to his rescue at that 
moment of disappointment, it i s  the ideal, the ideal which he has made in his 
heart. It is  this ideal which fills all the gaps which keep beauty absent from 
one's vision. 2 5 ~ h e  person who has6 God ideal before him, the absence of 

this changeable world makes no difference for27 him; he has something 
before him which i s  greater than anything else.  or^' a small2' example, a 
person who has suffered a great loss in life in order t o  keep his principle, his 
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I bid.: 8*losesf1 
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Tp.hq.p.: **now81 added 
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Tp.copy, hwr.hq.p., tp.hq.p.: "can comen instead o f  !*comesm 
Tp.hq.p.: "Tow added 
I bid.: "allt* omltted 
Ibid.: l * toW lnstead of "forM 
E.t.: Sk. changed ItFor** i n to  I*To taket*; 
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sacrifice i s  not so hard for him to bear, because he has his principle30, which 
gives him strength to  stand31. There i s  no one 32in this world perfect32, 
and33 we always find 35in our friends35, in those whom we love, in 
those36 we adore,37 we respect, some lack, some (want. Think then i f  there 
i s  in every entity and38 every being aJ9 lack, and we have nothing to f i l l  
the" lack, what must be the consequence? Nothing but disappointment. I s  
this not the cause4' of the tragedy in the lives of thousands and thousands 
of people?  he^^ complaint is43: 'My brother, or my sister, or my wife, or 
my husband, or my child, or my parents, they do not come up to  my ideal, 
they are not as I wish them to be.' But how can they? They are different 
from you, your imagination has not made them, they are different entities. 
You have your imagination, you wish them to f i t  in with your imagination, it 
is not possible. And how many souls you will find in the world constantly 
sorrowing over this question. And i f  there was44 ideal, that ideal would add 
to every entity, to every person, all that the person lacks, and in this way 
all that we lack in our life, either4' money, or position, or power, or rank, 
all these lacks 46can be filled46, all these gaps can Be filled by the ideal, 
47and it i s  the which is  the strength of our hope. 4 8 ~ n d  what is  our 
hope?48 Our very life. 

But now 49there comes49 a50 question thats1 how 52shall we52 apply 
our ideal in the practical life? For sometimes the practical life seems to  be 
the other pole of the ideal, and while wanting53 to keep to the ideal we 
spoil our practical life, or while keeping to the practical life we lose the 
ideal. And what 54may be54 the solution of this? The answer i s  that no doubt 
it is very difficult to  apply our ideals in our practical life, because the ideal 
sometimes stands too far away from our practical needs of life. But one 
thing must be remembered, that in order that we may do55 our practical life 
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to  our best56, it i s  not necessary that we should forget our ideals57. We can 
sustain the ideal just the same in the tenderest spot of our heart and do our 
very best 58in the practical life58 59to put the ideal in application59; and i f  
we cannot do60, s t i l l  we can hold our6I ideal in our heart62, that will do63 a 
great deal of good to us63. The ideal must be taken as a lamp, as a torch, 
and all practical things in life are as the objects in the house. We do not 
need to burn these things with the torch, we only need to hold the torch. 
The idea64 i s  to  illuminate our lives, not to  paralyze the action. The ideal 
which paralyzes our action is not properly applied. It is not the fault of the 
ideal, it i s  our own fault, our own weakness when a person says, ' 1  am too 
good to do this.' It is  his weakness, it i s  not his goodness. I f  it happens to 
be his duty, then his goodness must be an illumination for it, but his duty 
must be performed. There must be a discrimination what may be done and 
how it may be done 65in everything we do in our practical life, and the ideal 
must not hinder what i s  to be done65. The ideal must only give the light on 
the path. Those who bring about a conflict about their action and the ideal, 
they are not clear in themselves. In reality the ideal and 66action are not 
made to confuse man's life, they are made to  perfect it. 

Now before humanity there i s  a question. How shall we live in this67 
world making the best of our life? ~ n d ~ ~  this question can be seen from two 
points of view. The first 69point of view6' is, 'How can I make the best of 
my individual life' and there is  another point of view, that 'How can I make 
the70 life to  be the7' best of72 those around me?' ~ n d ~ ~  the first question 
takes one as deep. as i s  one's soul. It is  not only the question 'How shall I 
73nicely clad myself?m73 or 'How shall I eat my dinner properly?'73 That is  
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not the question. The question is, 74'How shall I manage to keep my mind in 
a balanced and tranquil condition?74 How shall I find that happiness which i s  
hidden in my own heart, how shall I come to that light which is hidden in my 
own soul and which i s  divine?' But i f  one thinks of75 this question con- 
s t a n t ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  one will prepare the way for his own happiness, 77illumination and 
calm and peace and rest which his soul constantly longs for.  NOW^^ thinking 
of the next question, 'tiow shall I make the life of those around me happy? 
It i s  not only those around me, in my home, but those7' in my village, in my 
town, in my country, in the whole world, that I am responsible, however 
humble and small, to  produce happiness for all.' This takes man from his 
home to the other end of the world with his sympathy, with 'what can I do 
for mankind'. And i f  man becomes sostuck up ine0 his progress, either the 
progress within himself, working for the good of himself8', or for the good 
of others, then his progress i s  stopped. And it is  this inaction, 82ina~tivity, 
which i s  inertia. It is activity which ise3 life and i t s  absence is death. The 
ideal l i fe therefore begins with the ideal and becomes perfect in completing 
the journey ofe4 the progress through these two paths. 
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A text in Saidals handwriting, most 
probably dictated to her by Sirdar 
from his own longhand reporting or 
notes, or from Murshida Green's in- 
complete reporting in longhand. 

Suresnes, September 3rd, 1923 

Instructions to the ~ h e r a ~ s . 1  

Why must Buddha be called the Shiva on earth? Why must Christ be 
called Moses on earth? There is no reason, Buddha is Buddha, Christ i s  
Christ. It i s  God Who spoke and Who speaks in each. 2~here  is no reason 
why one must be anxious to  call the3 person by the name of another. Bee- 
thoven is Beethoven, *wagner is Wagner, all have their peculiar4 and yet it 
is one spirit, one5 voice which speaks6 is one and the same, %hat i s  the 
thing we must understand and preach. Those who think that they raise the 
rank of their Teacher by calling him so and so, they do not raise him, they 
only make him small. Why should the Teacher himself 'not be7 what he is?  
wagner8 is not greater by being called ~eethoven~;  if he is  greaterg, he is  
greater9 himself. Why must he be loso and sol0? Remember at the same 
time one of our ten principles: there is one Master. Why must that Master 
have1 this or that name; in whichever name he appears to  give to  the world 
12God's ~ e s s a ~ e l ~ ,  that i s  his name, he does not need a greater name or the 
name of another person13, however great. If the moon i s  crescent, call it 
not full moon, call it the14 moon, but it is  certain the crescent will some day 

Notes: 
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Grels hwr. Exceptionally th is  reporting is not glven as the  baslc text ,  as t oo  
many sentences and words are lacklng. 

The document marked "Sr.tp." is an old typewritten copy of Sd.hwr. with sev- 
eral alterations. 
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be15 the full moon. The different names Krishna or ~uddha,l6 Jesus or 
Moses, or such names as we may use in our language, by calling17 full moon 
of July, l8of October, of septemberlg, of January, it is stil120 the moon, we 
add names to  distinguish for our convenience, but names make no difference 
to the moon. 

My cherags21 must remember one thing, and that is you are the trus- 
tees of the Message and your responsibility is great, 22it is as great, s~~~ 
that yow'cannot realize how great it is. What has worked against Jesus 
Christ, the23 noise made by his ~ n m a t u r e ~ ~  disciples and before that the 
noise that was made by soothsayers. In the life of all the prophets and 
Teachers this one thing has been the cause of their sufferings, and the 
greatest pity is, when the Teacher gives the Message to the world and is 
taken away in the midst of it before he has fulfilled the Message. No doubt 
to  a great extent the life of the Teacher i s  in the hands of Cod, he is sup- 
ported and protected, and his Message and his workers; nevertheless we25 
are given free will and our discernment of right and wrong ways and meth- 
o d ~ ~ ~ ,  and i f  we fail to  accomplish our duties in some degree27, 28the fault 
i s  ours28. 

What i s  the work29 of the disciple? The disciple thinks that his Teacher 
is  greater than anyone else in the world, better than anyone else, that he is  
Cod living on the earth, at least, that is  what I believed with30 my Murshid; 
i f  I saw God in the form of man, it was in31 my ~ u r s h i d ~ ~ ,  but again there is  
the other side of the question. Human nature is egoistic and as soon as you 
say 'my friend i s  good', you will hear 'no, -he is bad too.' As soon as you 
say 'my friend i s  great', you will hear 'no, he is small also33'. As soon as 
you say ' I love my friend', you will always34 hear 'no, you must love me, I 
don't like you to  love your friend.' As soon as you say 'my friend is  to me 
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Ibid.: "and way of accomplishing1' added 
Ibid.: " t o  some extentn instead of "in some degree1!; 
Sr.tp.: "way" instead of "degreen 
Gr.: "the Message falls" instead of "the fault is ours'1 
Ibid.: "wayv1 instead of l'work" 
Ibid.: "with"; 
Sr.tp.: "of" instead of llwithll 
Sr.tp.: llin" omitted 
Ibid.: "I sawn added 
Ibid.: lftoo" instead of walso" 
Ibid.: llalwaysl* omitted 



as Codm another35 will say 'no.' I f  that is human nature, 36would it36 be 
wise to express one's ideal, one's devotion, one's opinion of one's Teacher 
before others, even for the good of the Cause, for in the end it would prove 
to  be37 the disadvantage of the If your friend does not understand, 
for39 he will not understand, therefore I would like to impress deeply upon 
my Cherags that no mention should be made of your ideal, your devotion for 
your Murshid, but only the Message, that i s  the one point. ~ h e ~ O  ideal for 
which we are working:' that ideal should4* be kept before the world and 
not Murshid. By that you will secure43 his life and his infant work, and the 
only fortification you can make for the Sufi Cause in i t s  utter infancy, is by 
your prudence, your faith and trust in your Teacher and in the Cause, and by 
your solidarity of purpose and by44 your singlemindedness. 

Question: What must be said in the Church about the prophet of 
our time? . 

Answer : When you give the high ideal of the Movement, then the 
world would accept it. In the heart it need not be divided, but 
for i t s  security it is better that the Message should be spoken 
of, not the Messenger; the Murshid's personality is for you who 
have devotion, faith and trust in your Murshid, but you must 
spread the Message as far and as wide as you can. You cannot 
make differences between the Message and the Messenger, but 
music and instrument, the music is heard, the instrument is  put 
on one side. You are serving the Cause, I am serving the 
Cause, there is no. need of distinguishing, we all give the Mes- 
sage, we all can be the instruments of. God. Do not put it on 
to one person if it is to  work for Cod and humanity. What does 
it matter who gives the Message. I again say, much more good 
is  done to  the Message by not putting before the world any 
particular personality. The personality has been useful for you 
in helping you to  understand the wisdom of Cod and to  
give it to  the world. We cannot fight ~ n w a r d l ~ ~ ~ ,  we are 
working for peace, we must create peace in our hearts and 
don't let our enthusiasm make trouble. Cover it with humility, 
gentleness, prudence, spread it as far as possible and know 
that every man, whether worthy or unworthy has to receive it, 
and if you can give him the Message that is your privilege. 

Ibid.: "theyw instead of "anotherw 
Ibid.: Sk. changed "would itn into "it would notw 
Ibid.: "for" added 
Gr.: "Your friend's ideal is not yours1' after "Causew 
Sr.tp.: "thenn instead of "for" 
Ibid-: ", the1' instead of Thew 
Ibid.: "andw instead of a comma 
Ibid.: "mustw Instead of nshouidw 
Gr.: 
Sr-tp.: "rescuen instead of "secure" 
Ibid.: "by1' omitted 
Ibid.: "onwardw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by. the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 3rd, 1923 

The Ar t  of ~ e r s o n a l i t ~ . '  

There i s  a tendency hidden behind human impulse which may be called2 
persuasive tendency; it may manifest in a crude form and it may be 
expressed in a fine form. In the former aspect it is  a fault, and in the latter 
aspect it is a mistake. When crudely expressed, one urges another to agree 
with him, or to  listen to him, or to  do as he wishes3 be done4 by fighting, by 
quarrelling, by being disagreeable. Often 'such a person by the strength of 
his will power or by the5 virtue of his better position in l i fe gets his wishes 
done. This encourages him t o  continue further6 in the same method, u ~ t t +  
till7 he finds8 a9 disappointing outcomelo of his method, i f  llhe evert1 
finds8 itt2. The other way of persuading i s  a gentler13 way, by putting pres- 
sure upon someone's kindness, goodness, and politeness, exhausting thereby 
his patience, and testing his sympathy to  the last. By this people achieve for 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published In the  book C h a r a c t e r - B u d d i n g .  The  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter I V  of the second part. 

Where vlbook" is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  The  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 

vlGd.hwr.copyw stands fo r  an incomplete copy in Gd.1~ abbreviated Ih. of the 
q.a. 

Gd.h.: 'IPersuasive tendency*' added as a subtitle; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: wIV1l added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: added 
Gd.h.: "it should'l added, then Gd. crossed out wshould*l and added "to" 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "be donevv omitted 
I bid.: "the" omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: " furthern omitted 
Gd.h.: "untilw, changed by her in to  ntillv; 
Hwr.bk.p.: vltilln 
Sk.l.tp.: *Ifoundtv instead of fvfindsvl 
Gd.h.: "aw omitted 
Ibid.: a f ter  vvdisappointing'* Gd. afterwards added *'resultn instead of I1out- 
comev1; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wresultw 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "ever heN 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p.: v'ltvv omitted 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "gentlem 



the moment what they wish to  achieve, but in the end 14 i t  effects into the 
annoyance of all those who are tried by their persuasive tendency. Does it 
not show that to  get something done is not so hard as to be considerate to15 
the feelings of others? I t  is so rare that one finds a person in the world who 
i s  considerate of another person's feeling, even at the sacrifice of getting 
his own desires done. Everyone seeks freedom, but for himself. I f  he sought 
the same for another he would be 16a much greater person.  he'^ persuasive 
tendency no doubt shows a great will power, and it plays18 upon the weak- 
ness of the others who yield and give in to it, owing to love, sympathy, 
goodness, kindness, politeness. But there is  a limit to  everything. There 
comes a time when the thread breaks. A" thread is  aZ0 thread, it i s  not a 
steel wire; even a wire breaks i f  it is  pulled too hard. The delicacy of the 
human heart i s  not21 comprehended by everyone. Human feeling i s  too fine 
to22 common perception. A soul who develops his personality, what i s  he 
like? He is  not like the root or the stem of the plant; nor like the branches 
or leaves; he is  like the flower, the flower with i t s  colour, fragrance and 
delicacy. 

Question: You t o l d  us on sa turdayZ3 of t h e  great  refreshment  
derived during s l e e p .  Many distinguished men, a s  
Napoleon a s  example, have performed 24 of 
work on v e r y  l i t t l e  s l e e p .  Is  this because of 
t h e i r  a b i l i t y  of  contac t  wi th  t h e  higher planes 
during t h e  waking s t a t e ?  

Answer: Yes, when a person i s  fast asleep, when his body i s  resting 
and mind still, his soul i s  able to  freely breathe, and absorbs in 
itself all the energy and vitality that is  necessary for his whole 
being. 

Sk-sh.: the  same sh. sign stands for  " t o  af fect"  and I t to  effect"; 
Gd.h., Sk.i.tp.: "it affects Intow; 
Hwr.bk.p.: " i ts  ef fect Ist1, changed by Gd, in to  I t i t  results in"; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: I t i t  results inw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "of" instead of "tot1 
Sk.sh.: "a much greaterm was crossed out  and replaced by "a really 
greatN in sh.; 
Gd.h.: "a much greater personf1 was crossed out and Gd. replaced it by "a 
real freemasonll; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "a real freemason"; 
Sk.i.tp.: "a really great personw 
Gd.h.: I1Thew omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "preysn instead of llpiaysm; 
Sk.l.tp.: "plays" 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: "A l l  omitted 
Tp.bk.p.: "am omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. inserted " to  ben in sh.; 
Gd.h.: I t to bew inserted; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: " t o  bem omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: #*form instead of Vo l t  
This re fers  t o  the lecture "The Soul's Manifestationn of Sept. l s t ,  1923 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "a great amount1@ added 



Question: How i s  it that one recognizes in a flash sometimes a 
place or a scene that 25are asz5 never visited 
before?. 

Answer: ~ u m a d  body is  a living wireless station. I f  only his senses, 
his mind were open to  receive, he would not only receive all 
that comes from the world around him, but also from the world 
above him, in other words within him. And so every such 
experience as hearing something, or seeing something, or a 
fragrance, perceiving26 a depression without reason or a 
laughter without a cause, all these are the phenomena, proving 
that man is the living wireless. 

Question: If the matter in bcdies i s  a1 ways changing2', would 
a person 28 feel 
anything when an accident happens t o  the f i r s t  
person? 

Answer: Not really, no connection in the matter. There would be 
only a kind of l i t t le attraction, such as there i s  a blood rela- 
tionship, there is  a kind of attraction. But even that does not 
manifest to  knowledge. It is a natural attraction, one does not 
know it. There i s  a very well-known story in 'Shahnamah' 
which explains this. There was a young man of whose ancestry 
the great king of Persia knew, an ancient king. And he brought 
outz9 this young man with a great care and made him a most 
qualified wrestler; and his name was Rustam. This wrestler 
became the champion of the country and was trying to be a 
world champion, and was very promising in his youth. He was 
kept by the king in reserve, he was not to  see people, talk 
with people, mix with people. There came many wrestlers, and 
he won, this youth. But the custom of that time was that a 
person must, among two wrestlers the one who is  defeated, 
must acknowledge his defeat. And i f  he does not acknowledge, 
then he must be killed. And there came a world champion, and 
this king wanted this young man to fight with this world cham- 
pion. And they fought. In the end the world champion brought 
this young man under him, and he was defeated. But the young 

25. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "one hasu instead of "are asm 
26. Ibid.: *lperceived," instead of ", perceivingu 
27. Sr.: nchanglng*f; 

Sk.l.tp.: nchanged** 
28. Skosh.: a blank; 

Sr.: added "A who had a body and matter  t h a t  had passed out of the  body 
of another person 8, and gone into the  body of A, would t h a t  person A 
feel connection with the  person 81"; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied the  sentence ("A who had .... with the  person 81") 
from Sr. 

29. Gd.hwr.copy: "up1 instead of **outw 



man was very proud; he would not acknowledge his defeat. 
And therefore this world champion had to  kill him. And when 
the knife was pierced through his throat, while bleeding he had 
a l i t t le sense and he said: 'Remember, you have killed me, but 
some day you will meet my father and certainly he will win 
success over you.' This world champion asked his name. He 
said: 'Rustam.' The world champion went mad when he heard 
his name30. This young man happened to be his son. All the 
time they fought there was an attraction; and yet the father 
did not know the son and the son did not know the father. To 
the mind there is a silent attraction, but it is not clear, 
because it is  matter. 

Question: What i s  it that accounts for when two people meet, 
when they meet the f i r s t  time they feel they 
know each other? Is it the same thing? 

Answer: Yes. The only difference between the spirit and matter is, 
the divine intelligence pouring out directly is the spirit, and 
radiated through a dense medium is matter. Therefore either in 
spirit or in matter there is divine intelligence just the same. 
There has been a talk about the excremation31 in Egypt, that 
they should have felt agitated and angry against this. It i s  not 
so. The souls have much better occupation than to think about 
their body. Just when one's nails are cut one does not think of 
the nails any more. There is  no link any more. If he keeps it 
all the time in his mind, there may be a l i t t le thought. It i s  the 
thought that keeps connection. But the possibility of the same 
kings who are being excavated is through the minds of those 
who do it32; that is  the medium, because they are conscious of 
what they are doing. And it is through that medium they can 
know that something is being done to their body. There are 
strange stories told in India about snakes guarding the place 
where money was buried. Because in the ancient times they 
used to dig up in their house, and put money there when going 
to travel. They did not want to  tell anybody about it. Then 
they died and the thought was with the thought of the person 
who was dead. In order to protect that when there was no 
other person to be there, 33 were inspired to  k-there and 
guard it. Because that guarding tendency of the man who is  

30. Sk.sh.: a blank, in which afterwards she wrote: "he was the father"; 
Gd.hwr.copy: llheld his head and criedn added 

31. Sk.sh.: Sk. apparently did not grasp th i s  word and wrote in sh. "excrema- 
tion"; 
Sr.: llexcavated (dug up)''; 
Sk.l.tp.: nexcavation" 

32. Sr.: "the work" 
33. Sk.sh.: a small blank; 

Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: "even the snakes1' 



gone is  s t i l l  in the serpent and the serpent is  guarding it: one 
thing reflected upon another. 
Then there are mothers, very often having left young children 
with the thought of protection. There has always been that 
reflection of the thought of protecting the children, that 
either among the relatives or friends, then at once as i f  an in- 
tuition or an innermost desire springs up in their heart to take 
charge of those children, and they have proved as kind as 
mothers. Because the mother's love. was reflecting upon the 
heart of someone capable of protecting, protects them. 

Answer: The prophetic idea rises above36 philosophical 36 
Because the Prophet says: it i s  Cod Who is  merciful and com- 
passionate; and all children are His children, either t o  mother 
or someone else they give their heart. Therefore there is no 
need to distinguish the motive, because in reality all motives 
belong to One, and that is Cod. But of course that is  the ideal 
side. In the philosophical side there i s  a distinction. But I 
should think that either guided by anybody or obsessed, an act 
of kindness and a service of love, it is always a virtue. 
Because after a study of metaphysics or philosophy, after 
reading or meditating, or after living like a saint, or after 
accomplishing all that a master may accomplish, in the end one 
thing a person learns out of all that he has studied, and that i s  
t o  serve another. There is all religion, philosophy and mysti- 
cism in it, and i f  one has not learned that, he has not learned 

37 . There are wealthy people with millions, and there are 
people of rank who are on high positions, and there are mighty 
magicians with great power, and yet they all will prove to be 
poor and useless in the end compared with the one who is 
always ready to  do what he can for his fellow man. In this i s  
the essence of the whole learning, the whole spirituality and 
mysticism. How we can be useful, how we can be serviceable 
to the person next to us. 

34. Sr.: added t h e  following q.a.: 
"Question: I s  t h e  serpent chosen t o  guard? 
Answer: No, the re  Is no choice, I t  j us t  happens, but in the  case of the  
mother the re  sometimes is c h ~ i c e ' ~ ;  
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied this q.a. from Sr. 

35. Sr.: "Question: Where does motive come from?" 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied t h e  q. from Sr. 

36. Skosh.: a blank; 
Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: ~phliosophic analysis"; 
Sk.l.tp.: llphilosophlcal.w 

37. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sr., Gd.hwr.copy, Sk.l.tp.: "anythinggt 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Soresnes, 
September 3rd, 1923 

The Soul's ~ a n i f e s t a t i o n . ~  

There arises a question, what i s  the cause of the different stages of 
evolution that one sees in the world of variety? The answer is that there 
are three principal causes. One--the heritage of the soul which it has 
brought from the and from the jinn-world5; second--the inher- 
ent6 qualities that a7 soul possesses, having receiveda from i t s  parents and 
ancestors9; third i s  what the soul acquires after coming on earth. It is  these 
three things which make what maylo be called individuality, which after, in 
i t s  result, culminates in to l l  a personality. 

There are five principal stages of evolution recognized by the Sufis, 
named as five a9peetg conditions12 of nufs13 14which means the ego14. 
Every condition of the ego shows i t s  pitch of evolution. As there are five 
elements and five notes recognized by the ancient musicians, so there are 
five egos, each showing a certain pitch. 

Notes: 

1. A t  a later date Sk. added "Sangatha I p. 54 and 55" in the margin of her 
sh. instead of being included in the book The S o u l ,  Whence and 
Whither? this lecture was made into a Sangatha. 

Tp.bk.p.: a t  the top of the f i r s t  page is written in Gd.hwr.: 'Ip.62. The 
Soul Whence and Whitherw, showing t ha t  Gd. intended or suggested t o  
insert  th is  lecture in the  book between @'The Soul's manlfestatlonn of Sep- 
tember Is t ,  1923, and "The Soul's Manifestationll of September 4th, 1923. 
'lOld hq.t.I1 which Is the I1hq.t." as f i r s t  distributed among a number of 
mureeds, bears the t i t le:  llTassawuf. The Soul's Manifestationw; 
Hq.t.: "Sangatha Iu 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: llangelicl' 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: wworldw added 
Tp.bk.p.: 
Sk.sh.: although in sh. is clearly written "inherentll, Sk. added "inheri- 
tan tw  in Ih.; 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: wlnheritedw 
Old hq.t.: n8Re a" 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: 'lthemll added 
Ibld.: "and theft added 

'Tp.bk.p., hq.t.: "canl' instead of "mayw 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: wintl instead of "intot1 
Tp.bk.p.: Gd. crossed out "aspectsw and replaced it with "conditionsl~; 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: vconditionsw 
Tp.bk.p.: "the ego conditionw added; 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: 'Ithe egow added 
A i l  other documents: "which means the  egov omitted 



Ammarah is the condition of the ego when it i s  blinded by passions. 
This shows the animal in man and it is i t s  fulness which i s  meant by the 
word 'devil.' Man, absorbed in his passions and emotions, i s  a kind of 
drunken person. He cannot always see the right, the right way in thinking, 
saying or doing. No doubt there are moments when every15 drunken person 
i s  sober, when he realizes his follies, but very often the longing for t6 being 
17intoxicated again17 sounds louder in his head, above the soft murmuring 
of his follies. 

19~he18 secondlg, lawwamah, is  the condition ofz0 mind which is  full 
of thoughts, good and bad, over which the ego reigns, self covering the 
truth. He has bitterness or spite against another, or he has his ways of get- 
ting all he desires cleverly, or he finds faults with the others. He is worried 
about himself, anxious over2' his affairs, troubled about unimportant things, 
22struggles along through life, being confused by life itself. It i s  not that 
his passions and emotions trouble him. What troubles him is  his own thoughts 
and his feelings. 

Then there i s  the23 third,24 mutmainah, the person who has after his 
troubles and struggles through life arrived toz5 a certain state of balance, 
of tranquillity, and26 is  beginning to enjoy, 26by having arrived at this 
stagez6, to  some degree withz7 the happiness which is  within. He then con- 
cernsZ8 l i t t le 29with the others forz9 his own happiness. He then troubles 
l i t t le with the others for their faults. He knows then how to throw off 
300f31 oneself30 the load of anxieties and worries32 that life in the world 
puts upon one's shoulders. He is then able to harmonize with others, to  
agree with others and thus he brings harmony in33 himself, Win his35 atmos- 

Tp.bk.p.: "anyn instead of "everyN 
Ibid.: ."ofN, changed back by Gd. into " forw 
I bid.: "agaln in tox lcated~ 
I bid.: "The" omltted 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "The second" omitted 
I bid.: "the" added 
Ibid.: "aboutw instead of I1overn 
Tp.bk.p.: "heN added 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t.: "an Instead of "then 
Hq.t.: comma omltted 
Skosh.: " t o  arrive tom is an obsolete form of I t to  arr lve a tn  (Oxford Dict.) 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "by having arrlved a t  thls stagef1, placed af ter  "andn 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: f*wlthtl omltted 
I bid.: "himself" added 
Tp.bk.p.: "as t o  the  others because ofw, changed back by Gd. in to  "with 
the others for" 
Ibid.: Itof oneselfm omitted 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "of" omitted 
Tp.bk.p.: ~ t ~ ~ r r ~ w ~ w  instead of wworriesw 
Tp.bk.p., old hq.t., hq.t.: "withlnV instead of "inw 
Tp.bk.p.: "in his atmosphereN omltted 
Old hq.t., hq.?.: "ownn added 



phere34 and spreads harmony around and a b u t  oneself36, thus37 harmoniz- 
ing the whole atmosphere. 

The fourth is  salimah, who has arrived at a point where though he be 
in the midst of the life of the world, yet he can rise above it. So life does 
not trouble him so much as it can trouble others. To him lif&simptwtanee 
+s-neti-itant i s  of no importance. Yet he fulfils his obligations, his 
duties in the world in the same way as everyone else. He i s  the one of 
whom it may be said that he i s  in the world but is  not of the world. His love 
embraces every soul that seeks refuge under his influence. His peace st i l l s  
the mind of all he meets, regulating it to the same rhythm as his own. When 
the soul has arrived to25 that38 point, it becomes a blessing to oneself3' and 
to the others. 

A ~ & O  there i s  the fifth, al imah, or God-conscious. His language 
becomes different. You cannot understand what his 'no' means, what his 
'yes' means. You cannot very well comprehend the meaning of his smiles or 
of his tears. He may be sitting before you but he i s  not there. He may be 
speaking with you and yet communicating somewhere else. He may be 
among all and yet absent. You may think you hold him; he is  not there. It i s  
this soul which proves the fulfilling of that purpose for which it came on 
earth. The soul has not come 410n the earth4' to die the death of helpless- 
ness or to42 c ~ n t i n u a l l ~ ~ ~ s u f f e r  43pains and miseries43. The soul has not 
come on earth that it may remain all through life44 perplexed and deluded. 
The purpose of the soul i s  that45 for which the whole creation has been 
busied46 and the fulfilling of that purpose it is, which i s  called Cod-con- 
sciousness. 

Question: 47z one o f  t h e  reasons o f  t he  d i f f e rences  o f  t h e  
sou ls  i s  caused by t h e  d i f f e r e n t  her i tages  f r o m  

Tp.bk.p.: mhimselfw instead of t*oneselfm; 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "himw 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "thusn omitted 
A l l  other documents: "thisI1 
Tp.bk.p.: witselfll instead of moneselfm 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: I1thenw added 
Tp.bk.p.: "on the  earthn omitted; 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "on eartht1 
Old hq.t., hq.t.: "tom placed before "suffer" 
Tp.bk.p.: "pein and miseryw; 
Old hq.?., hq.t.: "pain and miseriesn 
Old hq.t.: "lifew omitted 
Tp.bk.p.: "the samen instead of "that11 
Ibid.: "destinedn, changed back by Gd. into "busiedw 
Sr.: another version of .the question: I1lf differences in the soul's stage 
of evolution on ear th  are caused by differences which the soul brought 
with it from the angelic plane, the  question remains i f  the souls show 
already differences when arriving on the  angelic plane?" 



the  angel-world, the  question remains: what 
causes these  d i f ferences?  

Answer: There are many mechanical reasons. For instance, i f  a 
person is  bad natured, it is  because he has acquired that4', or 
because his position makes him so, or because the people make 
him so. But there i s  also a reason: because there is  something 
wrong with him physically, though no one knows. A person i s  
ill, at that time he will be irritable; a person i s  tired, at that 
time he will be disagreeable, besides his bad nature. But the 
reason i s  a mechanical, physical reason; not a moral reason. 
Therefore there is  a physical reason which can be seen from 
another point of view, which is :  vibrations. Every soul which 
starts from the divine Sun, vibrates differently. What makes 
the notes of the piano different? Because of their difference 
in vibration. Only when they are harmonious, they give us 
great pleasure. Even music can give us more pleasure than the 
spoken words. Therefore the vibrations with which these souls 
start from the angel world, they are of various kind. That i s  
the beginning, which harmonizes, co-ordinates, with all that 
comes in harmony with it. In this way by a vibratory law, that 
the souls in the first place attract and harmonize the equal 
vibrations. For instance, a person comes in the room, a strange 
person. You feel like welcoming that person, talking to him. 
There i s  something attracting you to him. Another person 
comes in the room; he repels, his personality i s  repellent; i f  
one thinks about it: even before that person has spoken one 
word. What i s  the cause? To me it i s  most amusing, who always 
does against the influence of the people; t o  me it i s  most in- 
teresting that 'I do not like that person, I hate that person.' 
That amuses me very much. They cannot understand whom49 
Murshid stands. ' I f  we cannot stand, he must stand even less 
than usl' It amuses me very much. What i s  in that person, 
without having talked to me, being repellent, having turned 
him against? What i s  it? It i s  the vibrations. When they do not 
harmonize with that person, that person feels a chill, even 
physically, mentally. He wants to run away. I f  that i s  true, 
then the souls who have started from the ange150 world, they 
are nothing but vibrations, as said in the Christian Scripture: 
the angels playing on the harp. They have not got the earthly 
harp, they are harps themselves, they are music, they are 
vibrations themselves. And therefore, in accordance to that 
they attract what first comes to them. And they are directed 
to that, because they are living vibrations, they are life itself. 

48. Ibld.: "natureI1 added 
49. Sk.l.tp.: llwhomn changed Into "how1# 
50. I bld.: llangellclt 



Ques t ion:  Is it p o s s i b l e  for c h i l d r e n  t o  be v e r y  unharmonious,  
and a f t e r w a r d s  t o  become v e r y  harmonious? 

Answer: I have seen the contrary case, harmonious first, unharmoni- 
ous afterwards. 5 1 ~ h i l d  is very susceptible to vibrations. This 
must be remembered, that a person with excitable vibrations 
may come in the house, and may not see the children. When 
that person has gone, the children are more naughty, they are 
tuned to that pitch. For they take up the conditions of the 
atmosphere. A person full of depression may come in the home, 
and the child will cry all night. Therefore in the East there is  a 
custom that52 first, forty days, the infant i s  not brought 
before anyone. Because at that time the infant is most sus- 
ceptible, and it is  kept in seclusion. 

Ques t ion:  When the s o u l  comes t o  the angel  p lane ,  i s  there 
a1 r e a d y  t e n d e n c y  t o  d i f f e r ?  

Answer: According to their own vibrations, they harmonize with 
those souls who are of the same harmony. For instance, there 
are different laws of harmony which I have given in the 'Mys- 
ticism of Sound.' I shall tell in short the two different kinds. 
The one law of vibrations and of harmony is: the similar ele- 
ment53 t 0 5 ~  the55 similar kind; that means a conceited person 
will become attracted to the conceited person, a humble 
person will be attracted to the humble, so good to the good, 
and bad to the bad. Just like the note c, i f  you play the note c 
on the piano, in six or seven octaves it will sound harrnoni- 
ously, because it is  the same note. Wherever there is the same 
note there is  attraction. There is another law: of contrast. 
And that law of contrast is  such, that sixty francs will be 
attracted to forty francs in order t o  make it hundred. Ninety- 
nine will be attracted to one, in order to  make it complete. 
What one lacks, that something attracts. And very often, what 
happens? That what one lacks may have much less value in 
comparison to what one has; and yet he will pay anything for 
what he lacks. That is another law, and that i s  the law of con- 
trast. Therefore you will always find, when a person says: 
'Why a serious person like this person seeks a friendship with a 
very childish person?' But that is what he lacks. All day with 
a long face, what must he do? He must have something to give 

51. I bid.: "Aw added 
52. Ibld.: "them added 
53. Sk.sh.: "attracts?", afterwards added by Sk. in Ih. 
54. Sk.l.tp.: "of" instead of "tov, then Sk. replaced "ofw by "a t t rac tsn  
55. Ibid.: Sk. pu t  "the" between brackets and wrote "itsm1 in the margin 



the other side. The monks and hermits, when56 they were 
brought to  a theatre, I am sure they would like it. It would 
benefit them. It is  a pity they are not brought. 

Q u e s t i o n :  A t  the beginning of a l l ,  the d i f f e r e n c e  of v i b r a t i o n  
o f  s o u l s  may seem u n j u s t .  B u t  if e v e r y t h i n g  vi- 
b r a t e d  i n  the same way there would be no har- 
mony. 

Answer: Rumi says: 'Suppose we find cause behind every cause; 
where shall we end?' Endless cause. There should be some 
end. The end i s  Cod. When we come to that end, there is no 
cause. God i s  the cause. That is  the impression of the Proph- 
ets, and their inspiration. And therefore they give the causes 
which are perhaps useful for the nourishment of the intelli- 
gence57, but at the same time they say that the cause of all 
cause i s  one, and that i s  God. Omar Khayyam, he58 treats that 
subject59 from the same point of view as Saint He 
explains it more briefly. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What i s  the e s s e n t i a l  d i f f e r e n c e  bet ween . . r 6 1 

Answer: Everything i s  in a circle. And where the circle- completes, 
there comes the same thing again. For instance, the infancy 
and the old age. The youth is  different, the middle age is  dif- 
ferent, But there comes that condition of infancy in-old age, 
where the innocence comes, and all the bad feelings and wrong 
thoughts and pride and conceit, and all that is bad, acquired, 
becomes forgotten. And those childish qualities with the help- 
lessness of the age begin to rise. And that is where the circle 
completes. For instance, there is  the morning and afternoon. 
But the circle becomes complete when it is  again morning. In 
the same thing the circle in the exhaling and inhaling. It is  the 
completing of the circle which is the completing of the octave 
in music. Because before us there is  a piano, but in reality it i s  
not so, it comes round in a spiral. 

56. Ibid.: Sk. changed "whent1 into "ifl' 
57. Ibid.: tflntelligencew changed into ttintellecttt 
58. Ibid.: "hew omitted 
59. Sr.: "in allegorical languagett added 
60. Ibid.: added W a t h  not the  pot ter  power over t h e  clay?t* (New Testament, 

Romans IX:21) 
61. Skosh.: a small blank; 

Sr.: "What Is t h e  essential quallty in note, whlch makes it always t h e  same 
though pronounced by different voices (which have different vibration, dif- 
ferent  breath)?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: a small blank 



There i s  a mechanical way, and the other i s  a natural.62 
The mechanical is  from mathematics, we can find which is  c, 
and from that we say: this particular note i s  c. But there is  a 
natural way, that is  that the ancient people recognized the 
sound of the nature: the lightning, the thunder, the running of 
the water, roaring of the sea, sound of animals and birds and 
human beings. And they made the seven notes, discerning them 
from the nature's tone. Then they saw the comparison from 
natural 63 . Therefore, even t i l l  now in the Sanskrit 
musical science there are notes which are nature's notes. And 
the tuning fork from which those notes can be compared and 
regulated, is  in nature: the sound of different animals; upon 
that 64they are64, c, d, f, are based. 

62. Sk.sh.: a blank 
63. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a small blank; 

Kf.: "with human beingsn added 
64. Sk.l.tp.: "they aren omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 4th, 1923 

The Art of ~ersonality? 

The whole manifestation i s  the expression of that spirit of the Logos 
which i s  called in the Sufi terms kibria. Through every being this spirit 
manifests in the form of vanity, pride or conceit. Had it not been for this 
spirit working in every being as the central theme of life, no good nor2 bad 
would have existed in the world, nor would there have been great no$ 
small; all virtues and every evil i3 the offspring of this spirit. The art of 
personality is  t o  cut the rough edges of this spirit of vanity which restrlted 
hurt5 and distur& those in life one meets7. The person who talks8 ' I,' as 
many times he talks about it, so much more he disturbs the mind of his lis- 
teners9. 

Vanity expressed in rigidity10 is called pride; when it i s  expressed 
nicely it is  termed vanity. often1 people are trained in politeness and they 
are taught a polished language and manner. Yet, i f  there be this spirit of 
vanity pronounced, it, in spite of all good manner and a12 beautiful language 
creeps up and sounds itself in a person's thought, speech or action, calling 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r - B u i l d i n g .  The  A r t  
of Personality (1931 1, chapter V of the  second part. 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  T h e  Art of P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Gdeh.: "Kibria" added by Gd. as a subtitle; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: "Vm added 
Hwr.bk.p.: Gd. changed "norn into "orw; 
Tp-bk-p., bk.: "orw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "arew instead of "isn 
Gd.h.: f i r s t  "results", then crossed ou t  
Gdeh-, hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "hurtsw 
I bid.: wdisturbsw 
Tp-bk-p., bk.: "one meets in lifew instead of "In life one meets" 
Hwr.bk.p.: "saysw, changed back by Gd. in to  "talksw; 
Tp-bkep., bk.: "says" 
Hwr.bk.p-: "listener", changed back by Gd. into "listeners" 
Sk-she: afterwards Sk. changed "in rigidityn in to  "crudelyw In sh.; 
Gd-he: ''In r lg ldi tyw changed by Gd. in to  f'crudelym; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: wcrudelyw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp-bk.p., bk.: "Many timesw instead of "Oftenw 
Bk.: "aw omitted 



aloud: ' I am, I am.' If a person be speechless, his vanity will leapt3 out 
14from his expression, from his glance14. It i s  something which i s  the hard- 
est thing to suppress and to control. The struggle in life with the1 adepts is  
not so great witht6 passions or17 emotions, which sooner or later by more or 
less effort can be controlled, but vanity, it is  always e ~ - t h e - e l e v d e g ~ l e ~ t ~ ~  
growing. If one cuts down i t s  stem, then hei9 one no more lives, for i t  i s  the 
very self, it i s  the 'I,' the ego, the soul or God within. I t  cannot be denied 
its existence. But onlgO struggling with it beautifies it more and more and 
makes iG1 m o d 2  tolerablg3, which in i t s  crude form is  intolerablg4. 

Vanity may be likened to a magic plant. If one saw it in the garden 
growing as a thorny plant, and i f  one cuG5 i t  off, it will grow in another 
place in the same garden as a tree of fruits. And when one cuts it away in 
another place in the same garden, it will spring up as a plant of fragrant 
roses. It exists just the same, but in a more beautiful form, which would 
give happiness to those who touch it. 2 6 ~ r t  of personality therefore does 
not teach to root ouG7 seed of vanity, which cannot be rooted out as long 
as man lives. But i t s  crude outer garb may be destroyed, that after dying 
several deaths it might manifest as the plant of desirG8. 

Question: Is there any other way of changing the object of 
desire than that of  satiety? I mean for the man 
in the world? 

Answer : Yes, which is  by rising above it. For instance that person 
has no virtue of fasting who is not hungry. Fasting is  the 
virtue for that person who feels inclined to eat, and who re- 
nounces food. 

Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. changed "leaptg into lvpeeptv in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "peepv1 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lvin the expresslon of his glancegv instead of "from 
his expression, from his glancegg 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lvthell omitted 
Ibid.: "thegg added 
Ibid.: "andgv instead of "orl1 
Gd-h.: Gd. crossed out  lvon t h e  developmentw; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp-bk-p., bk.: "on the developmentlv omitted 
Gd-he: "hetv crossed ou t  by Gd. and replaced with llonegg; 
A l l  other documents: llonelg 
Bk.: glonlyw omitted 
Ibld.: l1thatW instead of "itw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "and moreg1 added 
Sk.l.tp.: "toleratem 
Ibld.: "lntolerategv 
Ibld.: "cuts" 
Gdeh., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: lgThegv added 
Sk-she: Sk. added "thew; 
A l l  other documents: glthelv added 
Skesh.: Sk. crossed out  t he  plural ggslg of  gvdesirew; 
Gdeh.: Gd. crossed out the  plural "stv of "desirew; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: fldesiresll 



5 68 

Question: Might not vanity be call  ed s e l f  -admiration? 

Answer: ' certainlg9. 

Question: In "Mysticism of Sound" it is  said: I t  1s the reflec- 
tion of the sun in the moon which makes the moon 
appear round l ike  the sun. Do you mean by this33 
that34 moon is round because the sun is round? 

Answer: All celestial bodies are round, because they are the reflec- 
tions of the sun. If the sun were square.all would have been 
square. 

Question: W i l l  you please t e l l  us more about the relation, 
about35,34 sun and34 moon, and how they work to- 
get her? 

Answer: The moon is the complement to the sun, and contrary. One 
positive, one negative. One jel a l l  one jemal . The moon re- 

29. Sk.l.tp.: "Yesw instead of "Certainlyw 
30. Ibld.: a q.a. which does not  appear In Sk.sh. of the  q.a. a f ter  "The A r t  of 

PersonalltyI1 of September 4th, 1923, and seems t o  be a repetit ion of 
words from the  lecture itself; 
wQuestion: Can vanity be rooted out? 
Answer: Vanity is the life itself, and so i t s  existence cannot be denied." 

31. Ibid.: a q.a. whlch does not appear in Skosh. of the  q.a. a f ter  "The A r t  of  
P e r ~ o n a l l t y ~ ~  of September 4th. 1923: 
wQuestion: I f  man has reached perfection, has he rooted vanity out? 
Answer: If man has done with vanity, -he has reached the  goal, and the  
vanity whlch he borrowed, is given t o  Whom it belongs.11 

32. Only found in Sr.: mQuestion: What is the  Vedantic equivalent of Klbria? 
Answer: It is fOml.m 

33. Sk.l.tp.: " that" lnstead of "thisn 
34. Ibid.: llthell added 
35. Ibid.: "between" instead of "about" 



sponds, the sun expresses. And so it i s  the power of affinity 
between the sun and the moon which is  a power which holds 
the Cosmos. But the sun i s  again the reflection of the divine 
sun, a physical reflection; as the stars and planets are a re- 
flection of the sun, so the sun i s  a reflection of the divine sun, 
which is obscure to the physical eyes. 

Question: What you mean by reflection in that  sense. Do you 
mean it in the same sense that  they reflect  the 
l i g h t  of the sun? 

Answer: Yes, they are respondent bodies. For instance, the crystal 
is a body which i s  respondent to the light; so are the stars to  
the sun, and the sun to the divine manifestation. Therefore the 
sun in all ages has been taken as a sign for the worship of 
Cod. 

Question: W i l l  you t e l l  us please the difference between the 
Master and the Murshid? 

Answer: The Master or the saint are the paths of those who tread 
the spiritual path, the high initiates. The Murshid is what the 
Hindus call a Guru, a teacher, whom the pupils accept as their 
guide in the spiritual path, and in whose hands they take their 
initiation. 

Question: One being can also be a l l  these beings? 

Answer: Yes. 

~ n s w e r : ~ ~  What i s  the path? 

36. Skosh., Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: thls a. seems t o  contlnue the  answer before the  
previous one; 
Sk.l.tp.: a separate q. 



Path i s  the 37 . When a person 38 . 
As long as a person is stating39: 'I am,' so long he is a 
stone40. When he has removed himself, then he is the path, 
then he i s  the vacuum. What everyone is seeking is the true 
ego, which i s  God. When the false ego is removed then there 

41 end to what he becomes.42 

Question: I s  t h e  moon t h e  eye of ~ o d ? ~ ~  

Answer: Yes, it is  the left eye of God; the right eye is the sun! 

Question: Has t h e  arrangement o f  t h e  s t a r s  in t he  cons te l l a -  
t i o n s  any d e f i n i t e  purpose &-*he, any s p i r i t u a l  
purpose? 

Answer: Yes, they all have their part to  perform in the Cosmos. 
And the influence that each planet has upon different souls, 
that makes a great link between that condition of that star 
and the soul; and every move that that particular star makes 
has its influence on those connected with that star. This is  the 
key to see the secret of the spiritual hierarchy, that Wali, 
Ghous, Kut  ub, Nabi, Rassul, their influence is considered as 
the influence of the sun, of the moon, planets and stars. And 
that every change that takes place in all the planetary system, 
that change has much to do44 who represent here on the earth 
that particular planet. That is what makes the spiritual hierar- 
chy on the earth. And besides, as the stars and planets have 
their influence on the living beings, so the living45 who repre- 

Sk.sh.: a blank. Afterwards Sk. wrote over It in Ih.: *~vacuumw; 
Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: t~vacuumw 
Sk.sh.: an open space; 
Sr.: "has removed himself, then the re  is  t h e  path where all may enter"; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "has removed his person, then the re  is  a vacuumw; 
Sk.l.tp.: **has removed himself, then the re  Is t he  path where all may 
enter "  (copied from Sr.) 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read flstandingll Instead o f  "stat ingtg from her sh. 
Sr.: "in his own path" added 
Sk.sh.: a blank. Afterwards Sk. wrote **Is no" in sh.; 
Sr.: ttls now 
Sr.: added "and then t h e  vanity which we have borrowed is  gone t o  t h e  
One t o  Whom It belongs~l. See also note 31. 
Kf.: added 8~(Babullls question)" Pir-o-Murshld lnayat Khan's eldest 
daughter, Noorunnisa, was called ~ ~ B a b u l l ~  by the  family. She a t  t h a t  time 
was 10 years o f  age. 
Sr.: "with thosefg added; 
Sk.l.tp.: @#wlth thosell copied from St. 
Sr.: "human beings11 instead o f  wllvlngv; 
Sk.l.tp.: "living beings" 



sent the planets, their influence i s  working upon the 46human 
beings" just the same. 

The seer sees much more than the astrologer can. For the seer 
the present and past and future is written just like a letter. 
Every person, every person's soul, is  just like an open letter 
written. But if he would begin to say it, then the sight would 
become dim more and more every day, because it is  a trust 
from Cod. I f  he would disclose, this divine power would dimin- 
ish l i t t le by little. With the spiritual things, they are trusted to 
those who can keep secret. 

Question: Would it ever be possible fo r  a person for  the 1 w e  
af power t o  betray i t ?  

Answer: Yes, it is  possible. But that brings about terrible disasters. 
There is a story that there was a king, and he was travelling 
through different places, and it happened that he came into 
troubles, and he had to make a profession of a baker in order 
to  get along for some time until he again went to  his place. 
When serving in the house of the baker, he made a l i t t le money 
that he could go back to his kingdom, he was hiding for some 
difficulty. He told the baker one day: 'YOU have been so very 
kind, now I tell you that I am the king. But you must keep this 
as a secret.' But the moment the baker heard, he said: 'Halm 
And when he said 'ha' he got a kind of upset in his system; he 
was almost ill. He said: 'Take me to the doctors, there is  
something ill.' Because he had no power to keep the secret. 
His wife came, his children. He said: 'I am dying.' tie would 
not eat, he would not drink, not sleep, because there was no 
accommodation here48 to keep the secret. The secret was too 
great a secret for him to keep. The doctors could not do any- 
thing. He said: 'Well, take me somewhere in the woods, some- 
where.' They took him, and he said: 'Now go away.' Then he 

46. Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out "human beingsn and replaced it with "stars and 
planetsv in the margin; 
Sk.l.tp.: "stars and planetsw 

47. Sr.: added ''Question: Is It wise t o  study astrology? 
Answer: Study is always good, but it must not be so harmful as putting 
one's fai th in a limited condition. It is bet ter  for a sensitive person 
never t o  have hls horoscope taken. Either for  himself or  for  his children, 
for  the  warnings are so retained in mind, t ha t  they may become true. It 
is wise for astrologers never t o  say bad things and always good things. 
Psychologically it is always wrong t o  prognosticate bad things."; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. copied this q. and f i r s t  pa r t  of the a. from Sr. 

48. Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read "which1' for  "heren in her sh. 



came to the tree, then he said to the tree: ' I want to  tell you 
something, listen: the person who came to my house to wash 
my dishes was a king.' And as he said so he became better. 
Then the story goes on that on that tree there was a ghost 
who listened to it, who could not keep the secret in his heart. 
He had to tell it to  somebody. The ghost went in the same 
kingdom and obsessed someone, and the secret came out. And 
the king knew that nobody knew except the baker. He sent for 
the baker, and49 came before him. And he said: ' I  have never 
told any living being; I have only said in the forest, because I 
was ill.' But the king said, 'But how the secret came out?' 
Then they found that it was the ghost told'the secret. 
This story tells that it is  not everyone who can assimilate the 
drinking of the liquor of any intoxicating drink. Someone whom 
you just gave a l i t t le sip, he becomes drunken, another you can 
give one good glass. The one who becomes a seer, t o  him God 
trusts. The prophets and Messengers, they have first proved in 
their lives in keeping the secret of their friends. They have 
been the trust of all those, just like a safe. People came with 
their mistakes and difficulties, errors, sorrows they have 
poured out. It all went in their heart; it was safe, no one 
could look at it; more safe with the spiritual beings than with 
themselves. The spiritual being told them: 'Do not tell 
another, as you have told me.' They did not trust the person 
with their own secret. When that was the capacity of heart, 
then in the end God begins to trust: 'You have become the 
trust of my creatures, now I give you my trust.' It is the 
reward of that virtue. It shows the best quality in man who 
can keep ttie secret. 

49. lbld.: "hew added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 4th, 1923 

The Soul's Manifestation. 

Every shows from his earthly heritage a nature that divides men 
into four classes: 

~ s t . ~  The idealist, who lives in the world for his ideal3, with his ideal4, a 
man of principles, intelligent, modest, moderate in everything, patient, a 
man with manner 5and principle5, dreamy by nature or a deep thinker, a 
man of dignity, who guards his reputation as one would take care of a thin 
glass. His contact with the earth is  like that of a bird, who builds his6 nest 
upon the7 tree, in the air, descends on8 the earth to pick up a grain when 
hungry, then flies off, geven frightened with the flutter of the leavesg. He 
lives lo on the earth because he i s  born on the earth, but in reality he lives 
in his thoughts. The earth and all that belongs to the earth is his need, not 
his want. 

2nd. The artist; the l 2  artist not necessarily by profession, 13by nature. 
Artistic by temperament, whot4 shows choice in his love, 15distinct in his 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in t h e  book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Manifestation, t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  of chapter I V  (1924). 

Where "booktt i s  mentioned in t he  notes, It re fe rs  t o  t h e  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared f o r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

wGd.hwr.copyn stands f o r  a very incomplete copy in Gd.1~ abbreviated Ih. o f  t h e  
q.a. 

A t  a l a te r  date Sk. added I1p.62 The Soul Whence and Whither*! in t h e  
margin of her sh. 
Gd.h.: tll.w instead of ** l~t.~~; 
Bk.: "The f i r s t  i s  t h a t  of t t  Instead of *llst.l* 
Bk.: **idealst* 
Ibid.: t*with his idealIt omit ted 
Ibid.: "and principle*l omitted 
Ibid.: " i tsn instead of whislt 
Ibid.: !*a1* instead of " thew 
Ibld.: *Iton instead of f*ontt 
Ibid.: "even frightened with t he  f l u t t e r  of t h e  leaves1* omitted 
I bid.: tldwells*l instead o f  fliives1* 
Gd.h.: **2.1* instead of 112nd.81; 
Bk.: "The second class is t h a t  of1* added 
Bk.: "ant1 instead o f  **then 
I bid.: **butI1 added 
Ibid.: " th is man" instead of l*whotl 
I bid.: Ithe Is1* added 



likes and dislikes, subtle, clever witty, 160bserves l7 conventions and yet l8 
not bound by conventions 19, ~4uha notes2' everything and yet does not 
show himself fully, elusive by nature, yet tender and affectionate, fine and 
simple, 2%ociable and detachablez2, he shows 23the sign of 23 a deer in the 
woods, who is one moment in one part of the forest and 24at the otherz4 
moment you will find him at quite a distance 25from there. One may think 
by coming inz6 contact with him that one has got him, but at the next 
moment one will find him far27 from one's reach. This is the type of man of 
whom 280ne might 28 say: ' I cannot understand him.' 

3rd.29 Is  a30 material man, material in his outlooks31, void of the love of 
beauty, concerned only with he needs, clever but not wise. He lives all 
through life in the pursuit of earthly gains, ignorant of the beauty life can 
offer; looking from day to day with hope to that gain towards which he is  
working. In connection with this man one might say:33 'He i s  waiting for 
34that day to come34 when his ship35 will arrive.' 

4th.36 37~here i s  a fourth man37 with desires, 39enjoys his food and 
drink. What he knows40 is his bodily comfort, his momentary pleasures, his 
passing joy41. 42~lave of43 passions and captive to the things of the earth, 

Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "whot1; 
Gd.h.: "whoI1 added by Gd. 
Bk.: wobse rv lng~~  instead of ltobserveslt 
Gd.h.: nislf added by Gd. 
Bk.: vlthemsl instead of nconventionslf 
I bid.: "oneu added 
Gd.h., bk.: lInoticestf 
Bk.: wsoclal and y e t  detached1! 
I bid.: "a likeness t o "  instead of I t the  sign ofm 
I bid.: "another" instead of I t a t  t h e  o the rw  
I bid.: ttawaytl instead o f  "from therew 
I bid.: ffintoll lnstead o f  fninn 
I bid.: I1awayf1 added 
Ibid.: Ifmany" instead of *lone mightw 
Gd.h.: "3." instead of "3rd."; 
Bk.: "The th i rd"  
Bk.: l1thel1 instead of "an 
Gd.h.: Noutlookw 
Bk.: Itwhat" lnstead of f fai l f l  
Ibid.: " t h a t w  instead of a colon and quotation marks 
Ibld.: " the  day" instead of " t h a t  day t o  comem 
I bid.: "shipsw 
Gd.h.: I14.l1 lnstead of "4th."; 
Bk.: 114th.*v omitted 
Bk.: "The fou r th  Is a man" instead o f  I1There is a f ou r th  manw 
Sk.sh.: t h e r e  seems t o  be a small blank a f t e r  nallgl; 
Gd.h.: vmundanefl added; 
Bk.: wall11 omitted and "mundane" added 
Bk.: flwhov added 
Ibid.: I1thinks aboutt* instead of "knowst1 
I bid.: " joysw 
Ibld.: "Then added 
Ibid.: "hisw added 



he i s  d i ~ i n t e r e s t e d ~ ~  in everything but himself. He belongs to  no 
one, nor 46anyone belongs to him in reality46. He is  happy-go-lucky by 
nature, yet susceptible to depressions47 and despair. It i s  in4' his case that 
one might say that he eats49 ta lives to eat. 

These four different qualities belong to the body that the earth offers 
to the soul. The third and fourth qualities 50 more than the first and second. 
It is  by this that one can trace back the origin of this clay that the soul has 
adorned and called it 'myself,' that 5 1  this clay 5 1  has been 52 passed through 
so many different conditions while being kneaded: through the mineral, 
5%hrough the53 vegetable, through54 animal55 and then of it was made the 
image of man. Verily, in man i s  r e f ~ e c t e d , ~ ~  all that is  on the earth 
and in Heaven. 

Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you p l e a s e  t e l l  u s  if you i n c l u d e  the mind in 
this i n h e r i t e d  body? Is n o t  i d e a l i s m  more i n  the 
mind t h a n  i n  the bcdy? 

Answer: Yes, it i s  so. But at the same time the body could be so 
57 that it could stand against idealism, i f  it did not allow 

the mind to  express itself fully. It should be the body that is 
pliable to the ideal. 

Ques t ion:  As the m a t t e r  o f  the body changes  e v e r y  s e v e n  
y e a r s ,  d o  we a t t r a c t  finer and finer q u a l i t i e s  o f  
m a t t e r  a s  we d e v e l  op  s p i r i t u a l  1 y? 

Answer: Certainly. Spiritual advancement has etherealizing effect 
upon the body. 

I bid.: tlslmplett omitted 
Ibid.: ttuninterestedw Instead of ttdlsinterestedtl 
Ibld.: "does anyone in reality belong t o  himw 
I bid.: tldepressiontl 
I bid.: "Intt omitted 
Gd.h.: tteatsll crossed out and replaced by ltllvesw 
Bk.: wclassestl instead of wquailtieslt 
Ibld.: " thatM placed a f te r  tlclaym 
Gd.h.: Itbeen" crossed out by Gd. 
Bk.: Itthrough thet1 omltted 
Ibid.: ltthroughll replaced by Itand" 
Ibid.: tlkingdoms I t  developedtt added 
Gd.h., bk.: omitted ltalllt and t h e  comma a f te r  wreflectedlt 
Sk.sh.: a small blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sr.: "mundanem a f te r  tlsolt 



Q u e s t i o n :  Is it p o s s i b l e  t h a t  c o a r s e  food makes  c o a r s e  b c d y ,  
then c a n n o t  e x p r e s s  any th ing  b u t  c r u d e  t h o u g h t s ?  

Answer: Yes, i t  would be always attacking the mind with higher 
thought; there would be a conflict between the mind and the 
bodv. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What is  the h i g h e s t  m a n i f e s t a t i o n  of the s o u l  d u r i n g  
his passage on the e a r t h ?  

Answer: Of course this question must be more fully explained before 
I could answer.58 

Q u e s t i o n :  All s o u l s  s t a r t  f rom the angel  59 p l a n e  pure  o f  
f a u l t s ,  b e c a u s e  in60 the ange l  59 plarie is n o  
i m p u r i t y  and wickedness ,  and a l l  is p e r f e c t i o n ,  i s  
it not so? 

Answer: I t  i s  not so. There i s  purity, there is no wickedness, but 
there is no perfection. There is  only one perfection, and that 
is  Cod. There cannot be perfection where there is  duality. 
Where there is two, there is no perfection, there is  only a 
glimpse of perfection. Cod only i s  perfect when He rises above 
'one.' Even 'one' limits Him. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it then o n  e a r t h  t h a t  the sou l  l e a r n s  a l l  the 
i m p e r f e c t i o n s  which e v e r y  human being shows ,  or 
h a s  he l e a r n e d  this  on the jinn p lane  f rom the 
s p i r i t s  r e t u r n i n g  from the e a r t h ,  which he m e e t s  
when coming down t o  e a r t h ?  

Answer: Imperfection is  not learned. Imperfection i s  the state of 
being; it is the limitation which i s  imperfection. Limitation is  
the condition of life. I f  God i s  perfect, all others are imper- 
fect; however great, strong, mighty, they are all imperfect. All 
goes towards perfection. This whole manifestation i s  made 
that we all go towards perfection. The interest of life is going 
towards perfection. I f  we were born perfect, there was no joy 
in life, no interest. The whole beauty, we enjoy in our imper- 

58. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. cancelled this q.a.; 
Sk.l.tp.: this q.a. was omitted 

59. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: 
60. Sk.l.tp.: ttontt instead of t8in18 



fection: we admire something which i s  greater. I f  there was 
nothing to look up to, there was no purpose to live for. There- 
fore one must not make a great haste in spiritual attainment; 
it i s  too bad to be too impatient. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  these f o u r  t y p e s  c o r r e s p o n d  w i t h  t h e  e l e m e n t s ?  

Answer: We can make them correspond. They do not necessarily. 
One shows the earthly qualities, the other water qualities, the 
third the air element, and the fourth ether. 

Q u e s t i o n :  *s-tkefe-see-d+4efef)ee 61 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it p o s s i b l e  t o  change  t h a t  t y p e ?  

Answer: All is subject to change. One could change entirely from 
one type to another. Yes, even such a vast distance as there is 
between saint and sinner can be changed. For I have always 
been unwilling to admit when a person says: 'This person 
behaved very wickedly last month.' And i f  that person is 
brought to me, I will say: it is  last month; that is  gone, it may 
not be so today. Even i f  he is62 wicked yesterday63, today63 
there is a hope. 
An accusation of last month has no claim for me today. The 
reason i s  that man by nature is good. Goodness is his very self, 
his very being. Badness is  only a cloud over him. And the cloud 
is not such a thing which is pinned; i t  is the ever-floating- 
game: it i s  sometimes here, sometimes it has moved. Do the 
clouds remain in the same position? So badness, the evil, does 
not remain. Just a cloud that passes; it comes and goes. And i f  
we trust in the goodness of man, there may be a thousand 
clouds of wickedness, they may disappear one day. Our very 
trust wil l  break it. For the depth of every soul is  good. And it 
is  belief in this doctrine which can be the reason of the belief 
in the goodness of Cod. Cod cannot be good i f  man can always 
be wicked, for the origin of man is  in Cod. As God is  good, so 
man is good, wickedness is a passing phase. 

61. Sr.: added IIQuestion: Are the re  differences in these four types as t o  man 
and woman? Answer: No, they a r e  the  same for man and womanw; 
Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: l l + s - + b e ~ e - s e m e - M e ~ e ~  The q.a. were not 
completed 

62. Sr.: instead of "isfl 
63. Sk.l.tp.: "to-daym instead of llyesterdayll, and I1todayw a f t e r  llyesterday" 

omitted 



Question: WiZl you please64 t e l l  u s  what determines the choice 
of the four qualities that the earth o f fers  t o  
the soul? 

Answer: Really speaking, these distinct four qualities are also a 
speculation of human mind, as human mind distinguishes these 
four qualities. But in the point of fact there are myriads of 
qualities. Every quality has i t s  origin in the heritage. And it is 
a kind of mixture of different qualities, a kind of solution, just 
like a medicine is made of different drugs and herbs, and so 
one prescription is  not like another prescription. And so every 
person has a peculiar personality, has his peculiar qualities. 
And every person is unique in his way. And in this lies the 
secret of the Oneness of Cod. 65~hat  Cod i s  not only man65, 
but man is one; he is  one66. There Cod proves that He is  

Question: Then everyone has everything in him, but in di f fer-  
ent degrees? 

Answer: Yes, but it i s  not necessary to be discouraged68 or disap- 
pointed in life, because man has the key of his own life in his 
hand, i f  he only knew. And it is  absurd to say: 'I have not got 
this.' There is  nothing in this world that he has not got, either 
a good quality69 or a bad quality. Man has got everything. His 
denial of not having it makes him weak and ignorant of that 
key, which he has. And the most psychological secret i s  this: 
that what one thinks desirable, best attainable, one must 
affirm, and say one has in oneself. And what is  undesirable one 
must deny: ' It does not belong to me.' That is the key. 

Question: Is our standard of good and bad by our vanity? 

Answer: Not standard, but vanity itself is  a power behind every 
impulse which leads man to good or bad.70 

Question: Be yeu we.  

I bld.: I1pleasell omltted 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sr.: " tha t  not  only is God onen instead of "That God Is not 
only mant1 
Sr.: vlunlike ,anyone elsell 
Ibld.: l(God" Instead of (fOnem 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read mdlsgustedu for fldlscouragedw from her sh. 
I bid.: Ilquality" omltted 
Sr.: added I t i t  Is the llvlng spark of t h e  egow 
This q.a. remained Incomplete 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 6th, 1923 

The A r t  of ~ e r s o n a l i t ~ . ~  

The consideration of dignity, which in other words may be called self- 
respect, is  not something which can be left out when considering the art of 
personality. ~ u t ~  what i s  i t  and how3 this principle may3 be practised, may 
be answered that all manner of light-heartedness and tendency to  frivolity 
must be rooted out from the nature in order to hold that dignity which i s  
precious to one. The one who does not care for it, he does not need to  take 
trouble about it; it i s  only for the one who seessomething valuable4 in self- 
respect. A person with self-respect will be respected by others, even 
regardless of his power, 5position, possession5 or rank. In every position 
and6 situation of7 l i fe that person will command respect. 

There arises a question: Has light-heartedness then any place8 in life, 
or is  it not necessary in life at all? All is necessary, but everything has i t s  
time. Dignity is  not in making a long face; respect is  not in making cross 
brows. In frowning or9 stiffening of the body one does not get'0 honour. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r - B u d d i n g .  The  A r t  
o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  (19311, chapter V I  of  the  second part. 

Where "booktf is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u d d i n g .  The  A r t  & P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for publication by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 

tlGd.hwr.copy'l stands fo r  an incomplete copy in Gd.'s abbreviated ih. of the  
q.a. 

Gd.h.: tlSelfrespectn added by Gd. as a subtitle; 
Hwr.bk.p.: "6" added; 
Tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: i tV Iu  added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Itthe questionn added 
ibid.: "may1' was placed before "this prlnciplel' 
I bid.: nvaiuabien omltted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "possession, positionm; 
Sk.l.tp.: "of" inserted before wpossessiontl 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "orn instead of "andt1 
Ibld.: "Inn Instead of "ofw 
Hwr.bk.p.: f i r s t  ltposltiontl Instead of "place", then changed back by Gd. 
Into "piace" 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: ttorN replaced by a comma 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  'Iget1* and wrote nshowll over it In sh.; 
Gd.h.: "gett' changed by Gd. in to  wshowlt; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: nshowtt 



Dignity is  not in being sad or depressed. I t  is  only dividing1' one's activities 
to  their proper time. There are times for the12 laughter, there are times for 
seriousness. The person who i s  laughing all the time, his laughter loses i t s  
power. The person who is always light-hearted does not command that 
weight in society which is necessary. Besides, light-heartedness often makes 
man offend others, without meanin tt to do so. The one who has no respect 
for himself has no respect for t h J 3  others. He may think for the moment 
that he is  regardless of conventionalities and free in his expression and feel- 
ing, but he does not know that it makes him as light as a scrap of paper 15, 
moving hither and thither in the space, 15taken14 by the windt5. Life is as16 
a sea, and as1' further into1' the sea one travels, the lgmore heavylg ship 
one needs. So in this sea of life for a wise man to make life, there is a cer- 
tain amount of weight required which gives balance to personality. Wisdom 
gives that weight; i t s  absence is the mark of foolishness. The pitcher full of 
water is  heavy. It is the absence of water in the pitcher which makes it 
light, as man without wisdom he2' is light-hearted. The more one studies 
and' understands the art of personality, the more one finds that it is  the 
ennobling of the character which i s  going forward towards2' the purpose of 
creation. All the different virtues, beautiful22 manners and beautiful quali- 
ties, they are all the outcome of the23 nobleness of the character. But 
what24 is the25 nobleness of the23 character? It is  a26 wide outlook. 

Tp.bk.p.: I*di~iding'~ changed by Gd. Into vapportionlngll; 
Bk.: - l'apportioningn 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the" omitted 
A second tp.bk.p., Sk.l.tp.: "thew omitted 
Gd.h.: afterwards Gd. crossed out "takenw and wrote "blown11 lnstead; 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed "taken" into "blown11 In sh.; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wblownll; 
Sk.l.tp.: "takenw omitted without replacing it with llbiownll 
A second tp.bk.p.: "taken by the wlndll placed a f te r  "a scrap of paperw 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: l1asw omitted 
Ibid.: lfthe" instead of "ast1 
Ibid.: "in1' lnstead of "intoI1 
ibid.: I'heavierg1 instead of "more heavy" 
Gd.h.: "whon before "isw; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: llwholl 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.,: "towardw 
Gd.h.: llbeautifuill changed by Gd. into "refinedw; 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  llbeautifull* and wrote "refinedw over it 
in sh.; 
A l l  other documents: "refinedn 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  l*thel1; 
Sk.l.tp.: llthell omitted 
Skosh., Sk.l.tp.: llwherem lnstead of l'whatw, probably by mistake 
Bk.: 'Ithew omitted 
Gd.h.: "thet1 instead of I1aw added afterwards; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: llthell 



Answer: When a person i s  on the duty, 28it is better to follow the 
dutyz8. For instance, when the judge is  sitting upon29 the 
chair of the judge. There is  another person who i s  too weak to 
stand; he may just be as kind to say that a chair may be 
brought, not give his own chair; by that he wil l  not be fulfil- 
ling his duty properly. When he is  out of the court, then he can 
show his kindness. 

Question: W i l l  you please t e l l  us how it i s  that sometimes 
when people meet for the f i r s t  time there i s  in- 
stinctive repulsion in them and yet afterwards 
they m a y  become friends? 

Answer: I t  i s  not often so, perhaps sometimes. Because really those 
who are to  be friends they become friends at the first sight. 
The first impression is  really speaking a continual impression, 
and that becomes more and more. But i t  is  quite possible that 
sometimes something that had the-tnf+aenee a repellent influ- 
ence, i f  one has come over it one can bear i t  more easily; then 
one finds something more interesting in that person, then one 
gets friends. It is  only a matter of getting accustomed. A 
person who does not withstand because he i s  not accustomed 
to those vibrations, but by tolerance and endurance he may 
become accustomed; then he has conquered that weakness. It 
is the same as becoming accustomed to the poison. 

Question: "Unto the woman He said: ' I  w i l l  great1 y m u l t i p l y  
the load30 and the conception; in  sorrow thou 
shalt bring forth children.'" "And unto Adam H e  

27. Sk.sh.: t he  question is  missing; 
Sr.: " i s  dignity o f  position sometimes in opposition with kind  impulse^?^; 
Gd.hwr.copy: llSometimes dignity of opposition i s  a t  variance with kindness 
of disposition, which is  it r i gh t  t o  
Sk.i.tp.: It(?) i s  dignity of position n o t  sometimes in opposition with kind 
 impulse^?^^ (Sk. copied Sr.'s q., bu t  with a question mark) 

28. Sr.: "he must follow his dignity of positlonI1 instead o f  "it Is b e t t e r  t o  
follow the  dutym 

29. Sk.i.tp.: "uponn changed in to  "up11 
30. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed ou t  nioadfl and wrote wsorroww over it in- 

stead (= Old Testament, Genesis 111:16: "Unto t h e  woman He said, ' 1  w i l l  
g rea t ly  multiply t h y  sorrow and t h y  conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring 
f o r t h  children111); 
Sk.l.tp.: "sorrowm 



sa id :  ' In the s w e a t  of t h y  f a c e  s h a l t  thou3' 
bread."' But t h r o u g h  a l l  the a g e s  women, e x c e p t  a 
l i t t l e  p a r t  of the p r i v i l e g e d  ones, h a v e  had t o  
work a l s o  in the s w e a t  t o  gain  their bread;  so 
t h e y  h a v e  t o  b e a r  a d o u b l e  burden.  Is it not a n  
i n j u s t i c e ?  

Answer: There is  not one injustice, there are numberless injustices. 
Only it is  said long ago; now it would have been said differ- 
ently. It only shows as the duties of womanhood as existed 
before, that 32that is  pertained32 to that idea. And as the 
duties of man as existing before, that is pertained to  that. This 
does not belong to the present time. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Which i s  the q u i c k e s t  way t o  a t t a i n  d ign i t y?  Dign i t y ,  
b y  s e e k i n g  t o  be d i g n i f i e d ,  b y  seek ing  t r u t h  which 
w i l l  g i v e  d i g n i t y ,  330r may seek ing  d i g n i t y  t o  
t r u t h  the same thing?33 

Answer : 3 4 ~ y  learning to think one develops dignity in nature. The 
more thoughtful one becomes, naturally the more dignified one 
becomes. Because dignity springs from t h ~ u ~ h t f u l n e s s . ~ ~  A 
person who offends i s  light-hearted; and the one who is light- 
hearted is foolish. One may seem clever and yet be light- 
hearted; but he goes no further than the worldly cleverness, 
and very often that cleverness falls in35 his feet as an iron 
chain. As Saadi says: 'My cleverness, thou acts so often a- 
gainst me.' 

Ques t ion:  Somet imes  a n  e g o i s t i c  person is v e r y  d i g n i f i e d .  

Answer: The true dignity i s  always unconscious. I t  is  a natural out- 
come of thoughtfulness. It may be that a person has a dignity 
and at the same time he i s  egoistic. He is not yet risen above 
the ego, because it i s  the greatest difficulty to  conquer the 
ego.36 

31. Sk.sh.: a few words a re  missing (= Old Testament, Genesis iii:17,19: "And 
un to  Adam He said: 'in t h e  sweat of t h y  face shalt thou e a t  breadetff); 
Sk.i.tp.: "gainff added 

32. Sr.: "they pertainedw instead o f  I f t h a t  i s  pertainedff 
33. Sk.sh.: t h e  l as t  p a r t  o f  t h i s  question seems t o  be incomplete; 

Sk.i.tp.: f fo r  by seeking dignity t o  t r u th ,  i s  it the  same thing?" 
34. Gd.hwr.copy: "Bola. By learning t o  th ink one develops dignity in nature. 

The more one thinks, t h e  more dignified one becomes; dignity springs o u t  
o f  t hough t f~ lness .~~  This version was published in t he  IfVadanff as  Chala 84 

35. Sk.l.tp.: ffonn instead o f  ffinw 
36. Sk.sh.: an open line; 

Kf.: added ffEgolsm causes lack of love; love is  t he  f i r s t  and t h e  last, 
both, and all throughff 



Only the difference i s  that it i s  very difficult to  say what is  
love and how can39 be loving. I s  it that one should be embrac- 
ing or running after people or talking sweet 40 1 What 
is  it that one could4' show loving? Because every person has a 
different way of expressing his love, perhaps there i s  someone 
who has a love hidden in his heart; it does not manifest. By 
another it comes out in his words, action. Another perhaps, it 
rises just like the vapours and charges the whole atmosphere. 
Another, like a spark in the stone: outside the stone is  cold, 
inside there is  a spark. Therefore to judge who has love and 
who has not, it i s  not the power of every person. It is very 
difficult. For instance, love as a fire rising from a cracker, 
calling out 'I am love!' and burns up and then finishes. There 
i s  also a fire in the pebble which never manifests. I f  one holds 
the pebble, it is so cold; at the same time it is there, some day 
you can strike it, and it i s  there.42 And as many people there 
are, so many different qualities. One cannot judge the love of 
one person, of the other, because the manner of expressing 
love of every person is  different. For instance, when we ask 
the followers of other religions they have a thousand things to 
say against the religion of hi& adversaries. Not only about44 
religion, but also about the prophet. It is  not that they-&+- 
edy because they are of another religion, but they will find 
fault. The very prophet who is perhaps the prophet of milli- 
o n ~ ~ ~  people, easily a person can find fault with him, and may 
havgquite a reason to  find a fault. Therefore no man has ever 
been born on earth who may be called perfect in every way, 
except you can say it with regard to  someone who has gone 
already from this plane of the earth. Because he is not before 
you to be examined and tested again. And i f  man was perfect, 
then what was the difference between man and Cod? Man is  
limited, Cod is perfect. 

Sk.l.tp.: a separate question: flQ.(?) What is love, and how should one be 
loving?t1 
I bid.: fiAnswer:lf added 
Sk.sh.: a word omitted; 
Sk.l,tp.: lfonelf added 
Sk.sh.: a blank 
Sk.l.tp.: lfshouldfl, changed back Into mcouldtf by Sk. 
Gd.hwr.copy, Sk,l.tp.: I f l t  is dependable, it lastsff added 
Gd.hwr.copy: lftheirvf instead of ffhisff 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added I*thew; 
Sk.l.tp.: Itthe" added 
Sk.l.tp.: flofw added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 6th, 1923 

The Soul's Manifestation. 

The question2 why3 souls come on earth, why has this creation taken 
place, what i s  the purpose of this manifestation,. may be answered in one 
word: %he4 satisfaction5, for the satisfaction of Cod. Why is Cod not satis- 
fied without it? Because Cod is  the Only Being and the nature6 of being is  
t o  becomeconscious of one's being. t4nd7 this consciousness experiences life 
through various channels, names and forms and through8 man this conscious- 
ness of being reaches its culmination. Plainly speaking, through man Cod 
experiences l i fe to9 i t s  highest perfection. I f  anyone asked, then what is  
man's duty i f  that be the purpose, the answer is thatlo his sacred11 duty is  
to  attain to that perfect12 consciousness which is  his dharma, his true re- 
ligion. In order to  perform this13 duty, he wiI l l4 have to struggle with him- 
self, he wiI l l4 have to go through 15sufferings and painsl5, he wiI l l4 have16 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Manifestation, t he  second p a r t  of chapter I V  (1924). 

Where "bookff is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

A t  a later date Sk. added lfp.64 The Soul Whence and Whitherl1 in the  
margin of her sh. 
Bk.: llquestionslf 
I bid.: l'do'v added 
I bid.: lithevi omitted 
Gd-h.: Itthe satisfactionf' omitted 
Bk.: "desirew instead of llnature'l 
I bid.: "Andt1 omitted 
Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out llthroughfl and wrote 'lin'l over it; 
Gd-h.: *lthroughff replaced by "in"; 
Bk.: *'in" 
Bk.: "at" instead of "to" 
I bid.: " thatw omitted 
Sk-she: "sacred'l seems t o  have been added by Sk. afterwards; 
Gd-he: "sacredf' added by Gd.; 
Bk.: "most sacredw 
Gd-h.: tfperfedl' crossed out by Gd. 
Bk.: l'hislt instead of "thisIf 
Gd.h.: "may1' instead of lpwi l l f f  
Bk.: "suffering and painr1 
I bid.: " to  passw added 



many tests and trials 17to go through17 and18 by making many sacrifices 
and practising renunciation, he will attain that consciousness which i s  Cod- 
consciousness, in which resides all perfection. But why must man suffer and 
sacrifice for Cod? In the end of his suffering and sacrifice he will find 
thatlg he began to do so for Cod but20 in the end it 21turned out2' to  be 

for himself. It is  the foolishly23 selfish who i s  selfish, and the wisely24 
selfish proves to be selfless. 

 NOW^^ the question: how26 this consciousness may26 be attained? It is  
to  be attained by a27 self-realization. First man must analyze28*29 what he 
is composed of3'. He is composed of spirit and matter. He constitutes3' in 
himself 32the animal world, the mineral world, the vegetable world32, the 

and the angel, and it i s  his work to balance it34, knowing that nei- 
ther 35he has35 been created to be as spiritual as an angel nor 36he has 
been made36 to be as material as an animal. And when he strikes37 the 
happy medium, he will certainly tread the path which is meant for a human 
being to tread, the path which leads straight to the goal. 'Strait is  the gate 
and narrow i s  the way,' narrow 38 i~  the way38 because any steps39 taken 
on either side, will lead to some other street40. Balance i s  the keynote of 
spiritual attainment. In order t o  attain t o  Cod-consciousness, the first con- 
dition i s  to  make Cod a reality, 41that ~e~~ no longer is42 an imagination. 

Ibld.: " t o  go throughv omitted 
I bid.: "and" omitted 
I bid.: "thoughN added 
I bid.: I*butw omitted 
Ibid.: *#has proved" lnstead 'of "turned outw 
I bid.: wallM omitted 
Gd.h.: ~ f o o l l s h ~  
I bid.: "wise1I 
Bk.: I*comesn added 
Ibid.: "mayn placed af ter  nhoww 
Gd.h., bk.: "a" omltted 
Bk.: "realize** lnstead of "analyzew 
Sk.sh.: afterwards added in the margin by Sk. In sh.: "hlmself and flnd 
out"; 
Gd.h., bk.: whlmself and flnd outw added 
Bk.: "of" placed before "what*@ 
Ibid.: ficonslstsn lnstead of l*constitutesn , 

Ibld.: "of the  mineral, vegetable and animal worldsm lnstead of Itthe animal 
world, the mlneral world, the vegetable worldm 
Ibid.: nGenlus" instead of "JlnnW 
Ibld.: "all this" lnstead of "it** 
Ibld.: I1neithern placed af ter  "he has" 
Ibid.: "has he been made" omitted 
Gd.h.: ~ w l l l  str ike" 
Bk.: "1s the  way1* omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: **step1I 
Bk.: "pathw instead of 
I bid.: "som added 
I bid.: "is" placed af ter  l*Heu 



No sooner43 the Cod-ideal is43 brought to  life, 44the worshipper of Cod 
turns into Truth. There is  no reater religion than Truth. Then Truth no 
longer is  his seeking, then thedF Truth becomes his being and in the light of 
that absolute Truth he finds all knowledge. 

No question remains unanswered. That continual question that arises in 
the heart of man: 'why?', then becomes non-existent, for with46 every 
'why' rises i t s  answer the moment one4' has become the owner of the 
house.48 5 0 ~ o r  it is the difficulty for49 the stranger50 to find any room in 
the house, not the one who lives in it. He knows about the whole house. 
What is rooted out in the quest of Truth i s  the ignorance entirely removed 
from one's5' heart, and the outlook becomes52 wide, as wide as the eye of 
God. Therein is  born the Divine Spirit, the Spirit which is  called the53 Di- 
vinity. 

Question: Is it possible for every soul t o  attain God-con- 
sciousness? 

Answer: It is born for it. Every soul is  born for it. 

Question: Self-consciousness i s  higher than God-conscious- 
ness; how is that? 

Answer: The surface of the true self of all i s  Cod, but the depth 
of everyone's true self is the Self. When I said 'Self-con- 
sciousness' I have meant the Self. 

Question: That is why, that b y  God-realization one realizes 
oneself? 

Answer: Yes. 

Ibid.: llisn placed a f te r  "no sooner" 
I bid.: "thanm added 
I bid.: "thet1 omitted 
Ibid.: ''the rising oft1 added 
ibid.: "a manv instead of Nonet1 
ibid.: added "then he becomes acquainted with all there is in itw 
Gd.h.: "ofM instead of I1for" 
Bk.: "it is the  stranger who finds it difficult" instead of "For it is the 
diff iculty fo r  the  stranger1I 
I bid.: 'Ithem instead of "one'sw 
Gd.h.: f i r s t  "som added, then Gd. crossed It out  
Bk.: "them omitted 



Question: Does the rest of the manifestation reach that stage 
as human beings do? 

Answer: No. But it touches that stage without being conscious. 

Question: For the one who does not 54come t o  that realization 
of that l i fe ,54 does he come in the hereafter? Is 
here better? 

Answer: Perhaps more easily then, but at the same time one must 
try and do today what one dan do today than55 leaving it 
today. Nothing that one really values one will put off till to- 
morrow. One puts off because one does not value it enough. 

Question: Is it right t o  say t h a t  God becomes conscious of His 
own consciousness through man? 

Answer: Yes, man becomes the best instrument for His own purpose 
56 a certain satisfaction of57 having put it into an objec- 

tive form on another plane.59 It is  here 60 By 
taking part in the play 61 that what I had made in my 
mind, 62j.ou could62 accomplish it; you had to accomplish it by 
putting6 yourself away, you had to be different. That i s  the 
secret of the whole thing. When you are no more yourself, 
what you had thought yourself t o  be, that is  the secret. 

Sr.: "reach self-realization in his l i fe on earth," instead of "come t o  t h a t  
realization of t ha t  Iife,It 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. put "thanv between brackets and wrote "instead of" in the 
margin 
Sk.sh.: a blank 
Sr.: "comes from" instead of "of"; 
Sk.i.tp.: "comes fromlt, copied from Sr. 
Sr.: "andn omitted and added "from t h a t  which was ona; 
Sk.l.tp.: " tha t  which was onv, copied from Sr. 
Sr.: added T h e  inventor's greatest satisfaction Is t o  see his idea In 
form. This is the  way it works" 
Skosh.: th ls sentence remained incomplete; 
Sk.l.tp.: "It is here" omitted 
Skosh.: a blank; 
Sr.: added " that  was given last day, you produced before met1 
Sr.: "how could youw instead of "you couldn; 
Sk.l.tp.: "but how could youw Instead of "you couldw 
Sr.: wpulllnglt instead of wputtingw 



The journey is64 three steps, i f  one only knows65 how to 
accomplish it. Annihilation which is such a frightening word, is 
nothing but this, the same thing: when in the play you came in 
different form, the annihilation of the first self and appear- 
ance, of the name and that form, by adorning66 another form 
and appearance. But that annihilation never kills a person; it i s  
only a continuation. 

Question: If t h e  f i r s t  s t e p  i s  67 and the  second 67t 

what i s  t h e  t h i r d ?  

Answer: These are three steps of the path of annihilation: one step 
i s  in the ideal of form, and the other is in the ideal of name, 
and the third i s  in the nameless and formless, which in the Sufi 

68: Fana-fi-Sheikh, Fana-fi-Rassul , Fana-f i -A l l ah .  

64. Ibid.: *Ionlyn added 
65. Sk.l.tp.: Ilknew" 
66. Sr.: "doing"; 

Sk.l.tp.: "attainingn 
67. Skosh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: a blank. Over it Sk. wrote between brackets ff(What are the  
three steps of the  path of ann lh l l a t l~n?)~  

68. Ibid.: added "terms Is calledf1 



Sakinals shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 7th, 1923 

The Art of  Personality. 

A noble-minded person shows as something natural in his character an 
esteem of his word, which is  called the word of honour. For that person his 
word i s  himself. And it could increase even2 to such an extent that even his 
life could3 be sacrificed for his word. A person who has reached this stage i s  
not very far from God, for 6it i s  often mentioned4 in the scriptures5n6: ' I f  
you wish7 to see Us, see Us in Our Words.' I f  God can be seen in His Words, 
the true soul can be seen in his words8. Pleasure, displeasure, sweetness, 
bitterness, honesty, dishonesty, all these are to be discernedg in the words 
man speaks. For the word is the expression of the thought, and thought is 
the expression of the feeling. And what is man? Man i s  hislo thought and 
feeling. So what is  the word? The word is man's expression, the expression 
of his soul. The man on whose words8 you can rely upon 11, that man is de- 
pendable. No wealth of this world can be compared with one word of 
honour. 12h4an who says what he means proves in this virtue a l3 spirituality. 
To a real person to  go back on his words14, is worse than death, for it is  

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book C h a r a c t e r - B u i l d i n g .  The  A r t  
of P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter V I I  of  the second part. 

Where "bookn is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  The  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for publication by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 

Gd.h.: "The Word of Honourm added by Gd. as a subtitle; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.l.tp.: v V I I w  added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "evenw omitted 
Ibid.: vwouldn instead of wcouldm 
Gd.h.: "mentionedw omitted 
Ibld.: "it is mentionedn added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "many times in the Scriptures it is saidw instead 
of "it is often mentioned in the  Scriptures1' 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "wantw instead of nwishu 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wwordll instead of nwordsn; 
Sk.sk.: afterwards t he  "s '~  a f ter  wwordll was cancelled; 
Sk.l.tp.: wwordsll 
Tp.bk.p.: mdiscoveredm 
Ibid.: "thew instead of nhistl 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "uponw omitted 
Tp.bk.p.: "Then added; 
Bk.: l'Al1 added 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "a1* omitted 
Tp.bk.p.: llwordw 



going backward l 5  instead of going forward 16. Every soul is  going onward l7 

towards l8 his Ig goal. And the person who i s  really going onward17 shows it 
in his word. At the present time when i t  has been necessary20 to have so 
many courts, and so many lawyers, which has necessitated the keeping of so 
many prisons which are flourishing2' every day, this all shows the lack of 
that virtue which has been valued by the noble-minded ever since the begin- 
ning of c i ~ i l i z a t i o n ~ ~ .  For in this quality man shows his human virtue, a 
quality which neither belongs to  the animals, nor is23 attributed to the 
angels. What is the24 religion? Religion in the true sense of the word is  
beyond explanation. It i s  a delicate25 thread, delicate to  be touched, for it 
i s  too sacred to be touched. It is  the ideal which can be polluted i f  i t  was26 
touched, and that27 can be found in that sensitiveness which in other words 
may be called spirituality 28. 

The regard for the word, many in this world have gone through sacri- 
fices, sufferings and pains have been inflicted on them, but it was only to 
put their virtue29 to  the test. For every virtue has t o  prove itself by going 
through a 30fire of test 30. When it has passed31 i t s  trial it becomes a solid 
virtue. This can be practised in ever little thing one does in one's daily life. 
A person who 3%ays one moment 3' one thing, 33 another moment another 
thing, even his own heart begins to disbelieve him. The great ones who have 

Gd.h.: "sm added by Gd. 
I bid.: "forwardstt 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "onwardsm 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p.: tltowerdw 
Hwr.bk.p.: t'thlsm changed back by Gd. lnto *'hist*; 
Tp.bk.p.: " i tsw instead of vhlsw 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read "knowntt fo r  nnecessaryw from her sh. 
Bk.: "morew added 
Hwr.bk.p.: "creationm, crossed out by Gd. and changed back lnto "clvillza- 
tion" 
Tp.bk.p,, bk.: ltittt added 
Sk.sh.: Itthew crossed ou t  by Sk.; 
A l l  other documents: "the" omltted 
Gd.h.: ttdelicate" crossed ou t  and replaced by Gd. wlth "thinm; 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. replaced wdellcaten with "thin" in sh.; 
A l l  other documents: l1thinV 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "isn instead of "wasn 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read *'thisn for  I t that"  from her sh. 
Sk.sh.: a small blank af ter  wspirituallty" seems t o  Indicate t ha t  the sen- 
tence ends here; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the regard for  the wordtt added af ter  
wspiritualityw; 
Sk.l.tp.: the  sentence ends af ter  *tspirituality*l 
Hwr.bk.p.: I t t o  t he  wordw added; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "of the wordw added 
Tp.bk.p.: "a t e s t  of firew; 
Sk.l.tp.: Ita fire, a t es t t t  
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: *tprovedw instead of "passedM 
Tp.bk.p.: "one moment saysu 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "andm added 



come on the earth from time to time and who have shown34 man virtues, 
among them this virtue has been the most pronounced. MahommedJ5, before 
having come36 before the world as a prophet, was called 'Arnin' by his com- 
rades, which means 'trustworthy.' The story of Harish Chandra i s  known to 
the Hindus down the ages, the example that37 he has set is engraved upon 
the mind of the whole race. The story of Hatim, a Sufi among Zoroastrians, 
has been a great inspiration to the people of Persia. In whatever part of the 
world, and in whatever period, by the thoughtful and those with ideal the 
word of honour will be valued the most. 

3qhis39 i s  a man of history: it may be the name was Chava. It was a 
Rajput, 401 have forgotten40, a41 Maharaja. There was a battle between 
that4* Maharaja and the Mogul Emperor of Delhi, and this battle continued 
for a very long time. And while the emperor of Delhi made many other 
Maharajas come to his court and bow, it was only this one Maharaja, he had 
said that as long as he lives he will never bow, and therefore a great many 
sacrifices he had gone through. His power was decreasing, but his mind 
power was increasing. But he was of a very fine nature, and a very high 
ideal, and he was very fond of poetry. When this emperor became very dis- 
heartened after a long battle, he then asked the brave men of his court in 
confidence that there would be a very big prize43 given to the one who will 
bring the head of this Maharaja, for this Maharaja has44 caused a very great 
trouble and great expense. No one in the court seemed t o  take a vow read- 
ily that 'I will do it,' except a poet. He was a great poet of the court of 
the emperor. Everybody laughed at him, all the big warriors, they said they 
could not do with his army. This poet says: he wil l  do. This poet went to  the 
court of the45 Rajput and his great talent made such an impression upon the 
Rajput; and perhaps this was a moment of some planetary influence working, 
that he happened to say that 'Ask, o poet, I really do not know what to  give 
you. There seems to be nothing in my treasure46 that is equal to  your 
knowledge. Ask what do you want me to give you? What can please you? ' 
'No, king,' he said, 'do not promise that.' 'No, once promised i s  promised,' 
said the king. The poet said: ' W i l l  you keep i t?' He said: 'You do not need 
to ask, a promise is  a promise.' The poet said: 'I feel very embarrassed to 

Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "a great" added 
Gd.h., bk.: **Mohammedw; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p.: nMuhammed** 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wcomingn instead of "having come*' 
I bid.: * I that t*  omltted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: the lecture ends with the words *%slued 
the mostw and the following story was omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read "theret1 for "thlsW from her sh. 
Sk.sh.: "1 have forgottenw cancelled afterwards by Sk.; 
Sk.1.t~. * I 1  have forgotten1* omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: afterwards Sk. added "great1* 
Ibid.: "thisn instead of "that" 
Sk.sh.: the sh. sign could mean "pricen or "prizew; 
Sk.l.tp.: "price11 
Sk.l.tp.: "hadw Instead of "hasm 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed *Ithew Into I*thisn; 
Sk.l.tp.: "this" 
*ITreasurew has also the obsolete meaning of "treasure-houset1, *Itreasurym 
(Oxford Dict.) 



ask you, but it is your head that I want.' He at once unshielded his sword, 
gave it in the hand of the poet and said: 'Here it is, a very small thing you 
have asked; it i s  not greater than the word I have given.' His people, his 
children, his family, they were all upset. Ministers became very upset. He 
was not upset at all. He was in good spirit. He said: ' I have promised, it 
must be given; here it is.' The poet said: 'Now as you have promised me 
your head, what are you to do with your body?' Why not the body also? 
Come along with me.' He said : 'Yes.' He walked behind the poet, the poet 
first, he after. The poet brought him alive in the court of the emperor, and 
there was a great excitement in the whole court, thinking that for years and 
years they have had the battle, no one could bring him; here the poet brings 
him. In order t o  satisfy his vanity the emperor asked to bring him in the 
court. He should be brought as a prisoner. He was no prisoner, s t i l l  he went 
where the poet brought him. And the emperor looked at him, at that enemy 
with whom there was a war for so many, many years, And he said: 'You 
have come after all. But still it does not seem that your pride has gone, for 
you do not even think of bowing now that you have come to the court.' He 
said: 'Who must bow, a dead person? A dead person never bows. As long as 
he was living he never bowed. Now this is  the dead body, let anything be 
done with it. It is  nothing.' No doubt the iron-hearted king overlooked that 
beauty which was brought by this Maharaja and 47that he was beheaded47. 
But the poet said: 'No emperor, i f  he i s  t o  be beheaded, I am the first to be 
killed.' The emperor said: 'No, thisl' 'No,' the poet said, 'I also, for I will 
never find another soul who wil l  appreciate my merit 48 as he has done. He 
has given his life.' So the poet died with this Rajput. And the son of this 
poet, the whole family came, they were all so gifted and inspired, they were 
just like the salt4' of the soil. Everyone of them said one poem and died. 
The whole family of the poet was sacrificed for the sake of this Maharaja, in 
his appreciation to that merit and that great virtue that he had shown. And 
though he has passed through that suffering, and yet there was no suffering, 
his ideal went through the test; he died that death of honour which has 
made the record of his merit. It is not one case. In many cases you will find 
the noble souls who have proved themselves to be in the path of Cod and 
spirituality, they have shown it in the esteem of the word. Once the word 
was given, i f  the earth 50 was upset, 51 they will keep to it just the same. 

Question: W i l l  you please t e l l  us why in Islamic religion, 
which teaches the divine unity, God speaks of Him- 
s e l f  as "Us"? 

47. Sk.l.tp.: "he was t o  be beheadedw instead of " that  he was beheaded1# 
48. Ibid.: " a r t w  Instead of wmeritll 
49. Ibid.: Sk. read llsoulw for "saltn from her she 
50. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed "earthw Into wworldw 
51. Ibid.: afterwards Sk. added In the  margln Itthe ear th  above, and the  sky 

below,"; 
Sk.l.tp.: added Itthe ear th  above, and the  sky belowH 



Answer: In English 'language it can only be translated as 'We' and 
'Us', but it is the manner in which in ancient times the king 
spoke. And why? The king did not speak as a person, but as the 
nation; therefore God speaks as the whole being, the whole 
creation. In 'Us' it means all the souls that exist, including 
them all. 

Question: IS it better then t o  keep t o  one's word, even if one 
finds later that one was mistaken in  giving i t ?  

Answer: It depends upon what it is  discerning. A mistake i s  a mis- 
take. This question has nothing to do with the keeping of 
word. Keeping of word i s  more like a promise. Besides this, a 
person speaks without thought when he 52has to chan e52. But 
when a person makes the habit h , and if 
a person wil l  say, yes I spoke with a mistake, then next time 
he will make another mistake. But i f  he will always try to  
speak, whatever he speaks, to  speak without mistake, then in 
time he will be able to  do without a mistake. I mean, it is  not 
easy always not for everybody to become so thoughtful and 
wise that everything one says is without mistake. Mistake i s  in 
the nature of man. But try to  make it less and less; there must 
be the tendency of making less mistakes. But it all depends 
upon a person's evolution. There is  a certain state of evolution 
when a person can maintain his word; another, where he 
cannot maintain his word, he is  too weak to keep it. But by 
having the tendency, he will get that strength as he goes on, 
that desire and the esteem of the word. The more you alter, 
the more there i s  a tendency to alter. And the more one 
keeps, the more there is a tendency to keep it. 
There was a very wonderful story of a ma)d girl, she was a 
Rajput girl born in Kashmir. She was playing with the l i t t le 
girls, somewhere around her house. And the Maharaja, the king 
of that place, happened to be walking about in her54 street, 
disguised as an ordinary man, to see the condition of his sub- 
jects. He happened to  come near these girls talking to one 
another. They were very young. 5?his girl was55 about eight, 
nine years. And they were all talking about the doll's mar- 
riage. Then that conversation came to the Maharaja. One of 
the girls happened to say, just unconsciously, when they asked: 
'who are you going to marry,' she said: 'Maharaja,' who was 
standing there. He was very amused. He was like her grandfa- 

52. Sr.: Itchanges often" instead of "has to change" 
53. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank 
54. Sk.l.tp.: whisll Instead of l'herll 
55. Ibld.: Sk. read "These girls weren for "This g i r l  wasw from her sh. 



ther. Only he said to the parents of the child in a joke: 'Now 
note it down, that when the marriage of this child will take 
place, the dowry must be given of the State as a gift of the 
Maharaja.' Soon after that the Maharaja had56 died. And the 
girl became grown up, and the time came of her marriage. But 
whenever there came a question of marriage, her word was: 'I 
gave my word.' People said: 'The Maharaja has died, what do 
you say?' She said only: 'I have given my word.' That was all 
people heard from her, never another word. It seemed as i f  it 
was born with her, that honour of word. The word that was 
given was given. No doubt, ideal i s  such a thing that one could 
go to extremity, as i t  i s  said in Sanskrit language: 'The 
extremity of all things must always be avoided as undesir- 
able.' One might go in any kind of virtue too far. But at the 
same time ordinarily it is  not so. Ordinarily one does not con- 
sider enough. For instance one cannot be too good one 
cannot, or in the trueness one cannot be too true 51. The 
way how one can practise this is  in one's everyday life in 
every little thing one does, i f  one only thought that 'what I 
have said, I must do, even i f  it be a very small thing.' 
'First was the Word, and the Word was Cod,' so really, when 
breaking the word, one breaks Cod. For the one who realizes 
that, then every word one speaks one can see Cod 58 . 
When one sees Cod in it, then Cod begins to speak, because 
then59 Cod comes through the word of man. Then one begins 
to realize, then what he says becomes his religion. It i s  too 
sacred for him. 

56. Ibid.: "hadm omltted 
57. Skosh.: a small blank 
58. Ibid.: a small blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: "in itff added 
59. Sk.l.tp.: "thenff omitted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 7th, 1923 

The Soul towards ~ani festat ion.~ 

Has the 3world of the j inn3.4  many worlds, as5 planets in our6 uni- 
verse? Yes, 4many, and4 different from one another as7 planets in our6 uni- 
verse are different; yet not so far apart as in our6 universe, not so8 out of 
communication in our universe9. 

Is the Heaven of7 angels created on the same model? Yes, but loit i s l o  
on the model of the Heaven of7 angels that our universe has been moulded 
and' 1 that of the j i nn .12  

What i s  the life there? What is  it like? It i s  difficult to  explain and 
difficult to put inl3 words, but for an example one might see the difference 
in the life of the birds which can fly over seas and forests 14and f ly 
about14, over the15 hills and dales, and feel in tune with the16 nature and 
express their joy in song. Then the deer in the woods, dwelling in the caves 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Manifestation, t h e  th i rd  p a r t  of chapter I V  (1924). 

Where "bookn is mentioned in t he  notes, It refers  t o  the  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

"Gd.hwr.copyv stands fo r  an incomplete copy in Gd.'s abbreviated Ih. of t h e  
q-a. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "p.66 The Soul Whence and Whitherw In 
the  margin of her sh. 
Skosh., Gd.h.: ~ i k e - S ~ s - M e ~ e s ~ a 8 ) e ~  The Soul towards  manifestation^; 
Gd.h.: "towardn lnstead of ntowards" 
Bk.: "sphere of the Genlusw lnstead of "world of  the jinnn 
Ibld.: "asn added 
Ibld.: "there are'' added 
Ibid.: "thew instead of '*ourw 
Ibld.: "then added 
I bid.: "much" added 
Ibld.: "with each otherw instead of "as in our universe" 
Ibid.: "is it" 
I bld.: '*also8* added 
I bld.: "Genli?** instead of "jlnn.'* 
Ibid.: "intow instead of "In" 
Ibld.: "and fly about" omitted 
I bid.: "then omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: **then omitted 



of the mountains, drinking water at the natural spring17, moving about in 
the open spacel8, looking at the horizon19 morning a ~ e l  till evening, the sun 
their time-keeper and the moon -king serving as their torch; and then 
imagine our lives, the lives of human beings in crowded cities, days in the 
factories and nights indoors, away from Cod, away from nature, even away 
from self, 20fully absorbed in the struggle 210f life21; an ever increasing 
struggle 22and there i s  no end to it22. There is  the picture before us23 to 
imagine what 241ife the angels24 live25 in the highest heavens, what life26 
j i n n ~ ~ ~  have28 in the middle Heaven and 29compare with them our life of 
human being 30in the human 29,30 

Are there suns, are there moons in their world31 32as as we 
have in ours? Yes, this outer solar system i s  the reflection of the inner solar 
system. What difference 33there is33 between 34the15 time34, the concep- 
tion of time that35 we have and in the idea of time 36which there? 
There i s  an incomparable difference. No words will give the exact idea of 
the comparison between time, but for the sake of c ~ n v e n i e n c e ~ ~  that our 
year is 38their hour38 and the a39 moment of the ange140. Are there angels 
and j i n n . ~ ~ ~  of longer and shorter lives41 as men on earth? Certainly 
there42 are but 43the time of their life is not to  be compared with that of 
human beings43. 

Bk.: wspringsfl 
I bid.: nspacesft 
I bid.: "fromtt added 
Ibid.: "a life" added 
Ibid.: "for  existence^^ instead of "of life" 
Ibid.: "of which there is no endw instead of "and there is no end t o  It" 
Gd-h., bk.: "for us" added; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. inserted "for ustt In sh. 
Gd.h.: "life t he  angelsn omitted 
Ibid.: "in the  angelic sphere," added 
Gd.h., bk.: "then added 
Bk.: "GeniiW instead of fljinns't 
Ibid.: lvlivew instead of "havew 
Gd-h.: ftcompare with it what llfe the human beings have In our universen 
instead of "compare wlth them our llfe of human being in our universeH; 
Bk.: "compare with their  lives our llfe as human beings in the  universe" 
Sk-sh.: afterwards Sk. changed Itin t he  human in to  "our universen 
Gd.ti., bk.: wworldsw 
Bk.: "as wellw omitted 
Gd-h., bk.: "is there" 
Gd.h.: "the timew omitted 
Bk.: "such asn instead of t f that f f  
Ibid.: "they havett instead of "which isgt 
Ibld.: I t let  us saytt added 
Ibid.: " the hour of t he  Geniim instead of "their hourn 
Ibld.: "then instead of "all 
Gd-h., bk.: "angelsw 
Gd.h.: "lifen instead of "lives" 
Ibid.: "theyw instead of "theren 
Bk.: " there is no comparison between the  time of their  life and t h a t  of 
t he  human being" instead of "the time of their  llfe Is not  t o  be compared 
wlth t h a t  of human beingsn 



Are there differences between the jinnsZ7 and between44 the angels, 
as among men of different sort45? Indeed there are, but among7 jinnsZ7 
not as46 many as among men. S t i l l  less among the angels. 

What about the time that every soul spends in the ~ e a v e n ~ ~  of the 
angels and48 the ~ e a v e n ~ ~  of the j inns27? The speed of every soul is dif- 
ferent; it is  according to the speed with which they manifest; it is  a differ- 
ent dimension. The difference of speed is like travelling on the earth, 
50travelling in50 the water, and journeying51 through the air 52is differ- 
ent52. ~ h e l ~  difference of speed between different souls may be likened to 
one child advancing in his53 thought so that he may learn in ten years 
something which another one 54has not learned54 in a55 hundred years of 
life on7 earth. Nevertheless, as they say: '56slowly and surely56,' the15 
souls with a5' balance and rhythm through58 their manifestation, learn and 
experience much more than by a rapid run through the Heavens. 

Quest ion:  Quest ion:  D o  the jinn and ange l  w o r l d s  occupy  what we 
would c a l l  the same space  a s  o u r  w o r l d ,  and per-  
v a d e  it? 

Answer: The question of the space is a difficult one to answer very 
well in words, for the reason is that the space which we are 
accustomed to know as space, we only think of any other 
space in the same way as the space we are accustomed to. For 
instance, there is so l i t t le said about the space which is in the 
iris, in the pupils of the eye, so small and yet so 59vastly 
accommodating59. I f  the space is  accommodating that l i t t le 

60 of the eye, so little, i f  we can measure it according to 
our idea of the space, what is  the explanation of the space 
accommodation? I f  this is  so accommodating that thousands of 
miles can come in and it can accommodate, then there is 

Gd-h., bk.: glbetween*l omitted 
Bk.: 
Ibid.: "so" instead of llasfl 
Gd.h., bk.: "Heavens" 
Gd.h.: "inn added 
i bid.: wHeavensfl; 
Bk.: "spherew instead of "Heavens" 
Bk.: I1sailing on" instead of "travelling inn 
Ibld.: "flyingn instead of fljourneying" 
Ibid.: "1s different" omitted 
Ibid.: lsitssl 
Ibid.: wcould not learnf1 instead of "has not  learned" 
Ibid.: "onew instead of "a" 
Ibid-: "Slow and suret1 instead of "slowly and surelym 
Ibid.: "at1 omitted 
Ibid.: "throughout" instead of "throughw 
Sr.: "vast in  accommodation^; 
Sk.1-tp-: "vast accommodatingw 
Sk.sh.: a small blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "pupilw 



another space which i s  different from this space. And when 
this idea has become clear t o  man, then before him the vision 
of the Heavens is open. A Chinese philosopher, while answering 
the question: 'What i s  soul like?', answered: 'Like the iris,' 
the pupil of the eye, which means that it i s  accommodation, it 
accommodates. It i s  a6' space itself. And think of the heart. 
I f  there were a thousand universes it would accornm~date~~; it 
is so large. Although every person knows the name of the 
heart, he cannot realize what the heart is. I f  he only knew it, 
he would say as the mystic Nizam has said, that 'What is  this 
earth and the whole Cosmos? I f  the doors of the heart were 
open, the heart would prove63 larger than the whole uni- 
verse.' And what l i t t le one can say is  by showing the picture 
of the cross, that there i s  a horizontal space, and then there is 
the other kind of space, which can be pictured as a perpendic- 
ular line. It is  not the same space, it i s  quite a different 
space. And it is to  explain that space, the mystics and the 
seers have used the word 'withinm--to explain this space they 
have used the word 'without.' 

Question: Can an illuminated soul be conscious of all the past 
events in the evolution of man? 

Answer: To some extent. For I would ask: this eye, which is  so 
accommodating, does it collect within itself all that it sees? 
Besides, mind, which has got the most wonderful source of 
record, which i s  memory, does it always remember all that it 
sees and experiences through l i fe? No, certain things which 
have made a deeper impression upon it. I f  we remembered all 
the faces we have seen after one64 trip to  Parisl I do not 
know where a person would be! And if we remember all things, 
all the good and bad words that people have said, insult65 and 
bitterness, and foolish and crazy things, where would we be at 
the end? Human being, his mind, his body and i t s  health, it all 
depends upon all he takes in, and then puts it out. I f  it were 
not so, he would not live. 66 takes i t s  essence and then 

61. Sk.l.tp.: "thew, changed back by Sk. into "aw 
62. Ibid.: "themw added 
63. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added " t o  ben in the  margin; 

Sk.l.tp.: " t o  be" added 
64. Sk.l.tp.: *lam instead of l1onel1 
65. I bid.: wlnsultsm 
66. Sk.sh.: a small blank; 

Sr.: wlt'l; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Hen 



it67 is all thrown away. Therefore from the world or 
from the jinn world, i f  one takes, it is i t s  essence of experi- 
ence. I f  not, how would he live, how would he digest? 
But there i s  another thing. I think that person must not be 
very much complimented, the person who remembers every 
good and bad thing of the past. He ought to  be pitied. Because 
he must have many experiences of great remorse; it would only 
create in him bitterness. It is  the greatest relief to  forget. It 
i s  like bathing in Ganges. That i s  the meaning to be purified of 
the past. The present has so many beautiful things to offer us, 
i f  we opened ourselves to the beauty, that we do not need to 
look for beauty in the past. Beauty is  always there--only we 
have to open our heart to  it--ever new, and ever fresh. 

Question: Are the jinns conscious of the or the 
conscious of the jinns? 

Answer: Not all; as all human beings are not conscious of the 
angels and jinns, so the j ims are not conscious of the 
angels. But some are conscious. 

Question: Does the time a soul remains in angel or jinn Heaven 
depend from i t s  earth1 y l i f e ?  

Answer: I have not come yet t o  that subject, because this subject 
wil l  be given in the return journey. 

Question: T i l l  what extent i s  the difference of the speed of a 
soul a difference from his past? 

Answer: Difference of every Heaven i s  incomparable. The difference 
of journey in every Heaven i s  incomparable for the difference 
of the speed. The speed i s  much quicker in the higher world 
compared with the lower world; quickest in the Heaven of the 
angels. 

Question: When you compare two souls .together in the same70 
sphere? 

67. Sr.: " the res tn  instead of "Ittt; 
Sk.l.tp.: "itw put  between brackets by Sk. and Itthe resttt wr i t ten in the 
margin (copied by Sk. from Sr.) 

68. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: tlangelictt 
69. I bld.: t8angelsM 
70. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "onew 



Answer: There can be a very great difference, an immense differ- 
ence. The difference among the angels may be of thousands7' 

Question: By  fourth dimension I do not know 72 

Answer: Iusetheworddimensioninthedifferenceofthespace.I t isa 
different dimension. Then I mean a space, the character of 
which is  different. I f  I say different dimension, this7' the 
accommodation which i s  in the space. For instance in the iris 
is  a different 74 . I f  we call this earthly sphere as one 
dimension, and the sphere of the jinn a second, the sphere of 
the angel the third 75 , the sphere of Cod the fourth; so 
not in the meaning of length, breadth and height. And then the 
fourth, which is being sought after. 

Answer: 'Arabian Nights' i s  a very good book to study. After having 
studied the mysticism, and then read 'Arabian Nights,' it 
would throw quite a different light upon it. Because the whole 
is  written in an allegorical language. After having studied 
mysticism, then it explains the whole mysticism. In every story 
there is some mystical secret hidden. Because those who real- 
ized those secrets, i f  they would have given in the Scriptures, 
then people would have troubled them very much. Only just 
here and there a word, that after having found out that it i s  a 
key. I f  the Scriptures would have given this, there would have 
been a revolution. 

Question: Are the "Arabian Nights" written by Sufis? 

Answer: Yes, it is  Sufi novel. There is another Sufi novel. Two 
ways in expressing: one in legend, another in poetry, that 
came from Persians. 77,78~rabs gave it in legends, in novels.78 

Ibid.: t h e  sentence remained incomplete; 
Sr.: "of years1 difference in their  attainmentw added; 
Sk.l.tp.: Ityears (in their attainment)** (copied by Sk. from Sr.) 
Skosh.: the  question was not completed; 
Sr.: **What is the  fourth dlmensi~n?~~; 
Sk.i.tp.: "(What is t h e  fourth dlmension? ..... )*I (copied by Sk. from Sr.) 
Sk.l.tp.: "isw 
Skosh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: *l(..(dimension?)..)l* 
Sk.sh., Sk.i.tp.: a blank; 
Sr.: I1then1* 
No question was taken down 
Sk.i.tp.: llThew added 
Ibid.: "The Arabs gave it in legends, in novelsw inserted a f te r  *lone in 
legend." 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 8th, 1923 

The Art of ~ersona l i t~?  

There is a sense and a tendency of economizing more or less to  be 
found in every soul. And when this tendency works with those around one, 
and w i t p  those3 with whom one comes in contact, one develops one's per- 
sonality. The desire to spare another, i f  one could, of4 patience instead of 
trying to put his patience 5 t o  test, to  i t s  utmost5, is the tendency of econ- 
omy, a higher understanding of economy. To try an& 7save another7, spare 
another of8 using his energy, in the way of thought, speech and action, it all 
saves9 another9 his energy, and for oneself it is adding beauty to  one's per- 
sonality. A person ignorant of this in time becomes a drag upon others; he 
lowi l l  be1 O innocent, but he can be a nuisance, for neither 11 he has1 con- 
sideration for his own energy, nor thought for the others. This consideration 
comes to one f rom the moment he begins to realize the value of life. As man 
begins to consider this subject, he spares himself from12 unnecessary 
thought, speech or action, and economically he uses his own thought, speech 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  bock C h a r a c t e r - B u d d i n g .  T h e  A r t  
of P e r s o n a l i t y  (1931), chapter Vl i l  of t he  second part. 

Where "bookff is mentioned in t he  notes, it refers t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u i l d i n g .  T h e  A r t  of Personality, prepared for  publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 

Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk., Sk.i.tp.: n V I I I f l  added 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: f'wlthff omitted 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read "thoughtw for  "thosen 
Hwr.bk.p.: ffof" omitted; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "haveft lnstead of "ofw 
Hwr.bk.p.: I t to a t e s t  t o  i t s  uttermost" instead of " t o  test,  t o  i t s  
u t  mostm; 
1p.bk.p.: " t o  the uttermost test f1  instead of " t o  test,  t o  i t s  utmost"; 
Bk.: " t o  the test, t o  i t s  uttermostn 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "tol l  instead of ffandfl 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "save anotherw omitted 
Hwr.bk.p.: l fofW omitted. Afterwards Gd. added "from"; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "from" instead of lfoff1 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added "forw before "anothern; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "for the  otherw 
Ibid.: Ifmay beff 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: Ifhas hef' lnstead of "he hasn 
Gd.h.: "ofw lnstead of fffromlt; 
Hwr.bk.p.: fffromtf omltted, but reinserted by Gd.; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "fromff omitted 



and action. And by valuing one's own l i f e  and act ion one learns to value 
13the same13 of t h e  others. The t ime of human l i f e  on ear th  is most pre- 

cious, and the more  one practises economical use of t h e  t ime and energy 
which is most precious, l 4one  knows how to make t h e  bes t  of life. Speaking 
apart, even hearing another one15 speak is a continual tension. It robs one16 

of his t ime  and energy. When one cannot understand or a t  least does not t ry  
to understand something spoken in one word, and wants it17,18 be18 put in a 
sentence wha t  can be said in one word, he  cer ta in ly  has no sense of econ- 
omy. For economizing with one's moneylg is of much less importance com- 
pared  w i t h  t h e  economizing of one's l i f e  and energy, and 20the same20 of 
thS1 others. For t h e  sake of beauty, grace, dignitg2 and respect, when 

deal ing with others, one must go so f a r  and no further. One cannot dr ive 
with s3 same whip a friend, an acquaintance and a stranger. There again 
the question of economy must be considered 24. The person who is sen- 
sible enough to guard his own interest in life may be ca l led clever. But t he  

one who guards the interesS5 of t h e  others, even more  than his own, is 
wise, for in doing so he without know ins6  does things to his own advantage 

also. It is the same sense of economy wh ich  one uses with l i t t l e  things oe7 
one's everyday l i fe a t  home and in theZ8 .business; the same sense used in a 
higher form by thoughtfulness and consideration 29makes one29 more capa- 
ble of serving others, which i s  t he  religion of a lpo religions. 

Tp.bk.p.: " tha tw  instead of "the same1I 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "the morew added 
I bid.: wonell omltted 
Bk.: "a persont1 instead of "onew 
Hwr.bk.p.: "itm crossed out; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: *'it" omitted 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added "ton in sh.; 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., Sk.l.tp.: "to" added; 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: "beu omitted 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "monies" instead of "money'l 
Tp.bk.p., bk.: I f that"  instead of "the samet1 
Bk.: "then omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: wdignityv omltted 
Ibid.: "a" instead of "the" 
Skosh.: a small blank. The following sentence was added by Sk. in sh. in the 
margln: "The goodness, kindness, generosity and endurance of others, 
without the  sense of economy, one might t r y  t o  such a degree t ha t  in the 
end of the  t r y *  it would work out  t o  the  disadvantage of both"; 
Gd.h.: she added the  same sentence ("The goodness .... of both'l) with 
wtr ia lw instead of " t ry ' l  a t  the m*"; 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: addition of the sentence "The goodness .... of 
both1' and "tr ia l"  intead of "trym; 
Sk.l.tp.: addition of the sentence "The goodness .... of both'' 
Gd.h., hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: 'Iinterests" 
Hwr.bk.p.: "itn added, but crossed out  by Gd. 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: "in" instead of "ofm 
Hwr.bk.p.: ''then omitted, but reinserted by Gd.; 
Bk.: "the" omitted 
Gd.h.: "makes one" omitted 
Hwr.bk.p., tp.bk.p., bk.: Ilaii" omitted 



Quest ion:  W i l l  you p l e a s e  e x p l a i n  where  t h e  b a l a n c e  is t o  be 
found in keeping your word or n o t ?  T o  s a y  a prom- 
ise is a promise  seems  t o  me a  l i t t l e  r i g i d .  

Answer: It does not seem rigid to me. On the other hand it seems 
most fine31 . When a person gives his word, it is his soul, it is 
his own being. And the greater importance he attaches to  his 
word the greater the person becomes. What is the person? The 
person i 3 2  his ideal. As high as his ideal is, as high is the 
person. I f  a person is something which he can move away with 
his shoes, it is  nothing; it i s  like a football. A word i s  some- 
thing like a jewel which is mounted on the crowd3 of the 
ki112~. The word is man's beauty, the radiance of his face. 
When it is lost, the radiance is gone. There are men, that when 
their word is lost, they would not want to  live any longer. Life 
has become tastefd5.  There is  something godly in it, some- 
thing divine, because it i s  the divine spark which gives that 
sense. There is something living in it. Therefore what we call 
promise in a word, it is not the word, it is the And I 
think that if there is  anything by which you can test a person 
how high he is, how fine his greatness, his goodness, that is the 
best way of testing him, by his word. 

Answer : The circumstances always change, but Cod never changes. Why 
are we with all the beauty that is in this world, the gems, 
jewels, and beautiful things, why are we seeking for something 
comprehensible 38 3 We are looking for sdndthing that 
does not ~ h a n ~ e . 3 ~  

Sr.: llto consider a promise a promise" added 
Ibid.: llhis word1* added 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read l1thronel1 fo r  llcrownll from her sh. 
Sr.: llit makes man a king1* added 
Sk-sh.: although lltastefulfl was written In sh., th is should be lldistaste- 
ful"; 
Sk.l.tp.: Sk. corrected the  mistake and wrote lldistasteful (tasteless?)ll 
instead 
Sr.: "of honourg1 added 
Sk-she: t h e  question is missing; 
Sr.: "And circumstances may change?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "And circumstances may change." (copied from Sr.) 
Sk.sh.: a small blank; 
Sk-I-tp-: added; 
Sr.: added "When there is something constant, reliable, dependable, we 
must admire Itr1 
Sr.: added "What I mean by a promise is t he  development of t he  depend- 
able nature. We seek fo r  t ha t  which changes not. The ideal must not  be 
turned in to  an idol11 



Question: Speaking of the playing of a part 40 

Answer: No, playing a part i s  the outer thing. I f  his inner being i s  
unmoved, he 4 1  single-minded concentrates4' on a certain spot, 
outer part does not matter. But really speaking, what i s  the 
l i fe of a mystic, of a Cod-realized man, i f  it i s  not a playing 
the part? His life is nothing but playing the part; not one part, 
but thousand parts: a part he has to play as a servant, as a 
master, as a friend, as a son of his parents, as a father of his 
children, as a neighbour of his neighbours, and yet in his mind 
realize that oneness of all, that love of God, that love of the 
whole humanity; in all capacities playing part and yet keeping 
the link with the truth which is within. It is all playing. In this 
way one will have to learn playing a part. The further one 
advances in the spiritual path, the more one will have to learn 
playing the part. When it i s  said that the twelve apostles, 
after the blessing came upon them, they were able to speak all 
the languages, it was playing the part. From that moment they 
have learned to  answer the question of each in his own 
language and his evolution. That inspiration i s  the playing of 
the part. 

And about the word of honour, there i s  Harish Chandra's story, 
very well known in India, and played 42. People have 
never learned 43. 

40. Sk.sh.: a blank a f te r  "part'l, then Sk. added afterwards the words %a- 
pacity for  concentrationw followed by another blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: a blank af ter  "part", then "capacity for concentrationfl, then 
another blank 

41. Sk.l.tp.: "is single minded concentrated" 
42. Sk.sh.: a small blank; 

Kf.: "produced as a playl1 
43. Sk.sh.: the  sentence is incomplete; 

Sk.l.tp.: " ( to  get t i red of it?)I1 added; 
Kf.: wand myself was f i r s t  drama I saw when I was a child, and it made 
such an impression t ha t  I came home and produced It with the children, 
but they would not  trouble t o  learn by heart, so I had t o  stand behind 
each child and say his part. Play very interesting. ideal, whlch shows a 
most high plane. Harichandra was known t o  be a king who always kept 
promise and there was discussion going on among rishis, great mystics with 
miraculous power, they discussed: is there a man who really keeps hls 
promise? They said it exists in ideal but no one really exists, till one said: 
1 know of a king. Can you give proof? Yes, I will. So rishi went t o  court. 
King very surprised t o  see monk of such a high order a t  the court. As a 
rule they never come t o  the  court. He said, King, in my need I have come 
t o  you. The king said: ask anything of me and I w i l l  do it. The rishi said: 
do you promise, Klng, and he said "yes1'. So he asked him t o  give kingdom 
and 3000 pounds more. The king said "Yes, I w i l l  do itf1. So the kingdom 
was given t o  th is  man. Of course it was a great shock t o  his people and 
ministers and his family. He had a queen and a son. He bid farewell and 
l e f t  country, and wife and son followed him. I t  made a great panic. They 
did not  want him t o  go, fo r  he was a very good king, but It was his prom- 



ise and th is  was his l a s t  t r i a l  and he would n o t  fai l  t o  fulf i l  his (one 
word illegible). They went and no wealth was taken from t h e  Sta te  and t h e  
whole kingdom belonged t o  t h i s  rishi. The king and queen suffered as they  
went through fo res t  without shoes, it was a new experience t o  them all 
and then came a f t e r  six months, when they had suffered, came the  r ish i  
again and said: King, you promised t h r e e  thousand pounds and more. The 
king said: no, I have n o t  forgotten. What about it, t h e  r ishi  said, it Is 
j u s t  a mat ter  of t h e  word you gave. The king said: no, I won't t a k e  my 
word back. So they went t o  a l i t t l e  town and a r i ch  man made a c o n t r a c t  
t h a t  he would pay t 2000 i f  queen and son would serve as domestics in 
r i ch  merchant's house. And it was agreed. And the  king went with r ish i  
f u r t h e r  t o  look fo r  t 1000 and they  came t o  another town crematorium 
looking fo r  a t a x  col lector f o r  t h a t  place, glad t o  take H., he did duty 
t h e r e  and so gave las t  t 3000 gold coins he had promised. Not one word, 
no speaking about it, t r y ing  t o  f o rge t  it. No l ight  thrown upon virtue, 
forgotten. And so H. continued l i fe t he re  and queen and prince the i r  time 
as servants. They heard Insults o f  landlady who never knew a queen was 
serving, doing every kind o f  work t h a t  came along, never saying who they  
were. And it so happened t h a t  t h e  prince was b i t ten  by serpent, l a s t  
shock t o  t h e  queen, he only one, he passed away. No friends t o  call f o r  
funeral, she had t o  c a r r y  him t o  another count ry  herself. And when she 
came t o  crematorium, she found H. standing a t  ga te  as t a x  collector. He 
saw a sad woman, he did n o t  recognize. He said, woman, have you brought 
your tax? She said, no, I am t o o  poor. He said, my master does n o t  allow 
anyone t o  be cremated here who does n o t  pay tax. He recognized his son 
and t h e  queen and saw her grief, bu t  he stood f irm on his duty. That was 
l as t  trial. He could have had his son cremated and he s t i l l  stood firm, 
never spoke t o  his wife who did n o t  recognize. This moved all spi r i tual  
hierarchy and proved his ordeal. There appeared t h e  same rishi, bringing 
good tidings t h a t  his son should be awakened and kingdom given back, j u s t  
a tr ial,  all r ighteous souls a r e  pu t  t o  t he  utmost t r ia l ,  t h e  greater  t h e  
soul, t h e  greater  t h e  t r ia l ,  bu t  when they  have passed through t h e  t r i a l  
and stood firm, t he  end i s  nothing but  bliss. 



Sirdar's undated handwritten copy of 
two questions and answers, referring 
to  'The Art of Personality' of Sep- 
tember 8th, 1923, but spoken on 
another occasion. 

Ques t ion:  But a  promise  may be h a r m f u l  for  others and f o r  
y o u r s e l f .  

Answer: That is a different thing, but if that happens it is better 
t o  break it and to repent. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Some man had a  promise  t o  h e l p  some s p i r i t u a l  move- 
men t .  A f t e r  some y e a r s  he found t h a t  i h s t e a d  of 
h e l p i n g  the c a u s e ,  of  h e l p i n g  God, t h a t  s o c i e t y  
d id  n o t  h e l p ,  b u t  h e l d  the l i g h t  b a c k .  

Answer: Discovering of the truth one should not blindly follow one's 
promise, one has not taken it away by dishonesty, but realizing 
wisely that another thing i s  better. 



Sakinafs shorthand repo r t i ng  tran- 
scr ibed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 8th, 1923 

The S o u l  towards2 the Coal. 

The soul during i t s  journey towards2 mani fes ta t ion  and during i t s  s tay  

on any plane, whether in t h e  sphere3 of the angels, 40f t h e  jinns4 or5 of 
human beings, fee ls  a t t r a c t i o n  towards2 his6 source and goal. Some souls 

f e e l  more a t t r a c t i o n  t h a n  the7 o the rs  but t h e r e  is a n  8unconscious or con- 
scious8 indrawing9 felt  b y  eve ry  soul. It is the ignorant soul, ignorant  of i t s  
source and goal, who dreads1° l eav ing  the spheres llit has become a t t a c h e d  
tol l .  It is the soul  who knows not what is  beyond, who is  a f r a i d  to be l i f t e d  

up above t h e  ground i t s  f e e t  a r e  touching. Is  t h e  f i sh  a f r a i d  of going to the 
d e p t h  of the sea? 1 2 ~ i s h  apart,12 even  men, who are born on earth l3, I4 

have been brought up 150n t h e  earth15, 16but who16 m a k e t 7  p r a c t i c e  of l8 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f i r s t  published in t h e  book T h e  Soul Whence and 
W h i t h e r ? ,  Towards t h e  goal, t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  chapter 1 (1924). 

Where "bookff i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t he  book T h e  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ? ,  prepared f o r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a l a te r  date Sk. added Ifp.97 The Soul Whence and Whitherff in 
t h e  margin o f  her sh. 
Gd.h.: "towardw instead of fftowardsfl 
Bk.: ffHeavenlf instead of ffsphereff 
Ibfd.: I f the  sphere of t h e  Genlilf instead o f  "of t h e  jinnsn 
I bid.: I f the  planeff added 
Gd.h., bk.: f f i t sw  instead o f  Ifhis"; 
Skosh.: afterwards Sk. replaced "hisff by f f i t s f l  
Bk.: flthen omit ted 
I bid.: "conscious o r  unconsclous~ 
Gd.h.: flindrawlng" changed by Gd. i n t o  fldrawing within1'; 
Sk.sh.: "indrawingff wr i t ten  in sh. as well as in Ih. was afterwards changed 
by Sk. i n to  "drawing withinw; 
Bk.: "drawing withinN 
Bk.: f f fearsf f  instead o f  ffdreadsv 
Ibid.: " t o  which it has become attachedM instead of "it has become 
at tached t o "  
Ibid.: Ifbut, apa r t  from fish,ff instead o f  ffFish apart,ff 
I bid.: fllandw instead o f  f fearthf l  
Ibld.: ffandff instead o f  a comma 
Ibid.: ffupon t h e  landn instead o f  Ifon t h e  ear th f f  
Ibld.: I tbut whon omit ted 
Ibid.: Ifam added 
i bid.: uswimming andrf added 



diving deep into the sea and bringing outlg from there20p21 earl shells. 
f3 There are sea-men who are happier in22 the sea than on the land. And 

their heroism24 to those unaccustomed to the phenomena25 of water, 
26gives a great bewi~derment~~. 

Life i s  interesting in i t s  every phase; on the journey towards2 manifes- 
tation as well as on the soul's return towards2 the goal. Every moment of 
life has its peculiar experience, one better than the other, one more valu- 
able than the27 other. In short, life may be said to be full of interest. 
Sorrow i s  interesting as well as joy. There i s  aZ8 beauty in every phase 290f 
life2' i f  only one can learn to appreciate it. 

What dies? It i s  death that dies, not life. what30 is the soul then30? 
The soul is  life, i t  never touches death. Death is its illusion, its impression. 
Death comes to something which i t  holds, not to itself. The soul becomes 
accustomed to identify itself with the body it adorns31, with the 32environ- 
ment that33 surrounds32 it, with the names 34tkat-tt-ts-knew19-by34 by 
w+th which it i s  known, by i t s  rank and possessions which are only35 out- 
ward signs which belong to  the world of illusion. The soul absorbed in its 
childlike fancies, in things that it values and 36gives importance to36, and in 
the beings that37 it attaches itself with37, blinds itself by the veils of38 
enthusiasm 390ver it39, thus40 covers i t s  own truth with a thousand veils, 
with41 i t s  own eyes. 

19. ibid.: '*upw instead of ' foutn 
20. ibid.: " the  depthsm added 
21. Gd.h., bk.: "the1' added; 

Sk.sh.: af terwards Sk. added "thev 
22. Skosh.: Sk. crossed o u t  *Iinw and then wrote '*onv, as probably Pir-o- 

Murshld inayat Khan cor rec ted himself while speaking; 
Gd.h., bk.: '*on1* 

23. Gd.h.: lIthett omit ted 
.24.: Bk.: "daring" instead of MheroismN 
25. Ibid.: nlphenomenonll. Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan o f ten  used t h e  word "phe- 

nomenal' f o r  t h e  singular wphenomenonl* 
26. Ibid.: Itis sometimes perfect ly  amazingw instead o f  llglves a great  bewilder- 

ment" 
27. ibid.: Itan'' instead o f  l'the11 
28. I bid.: @'aw omit ted 
29. ibid.: "of lifet1 omit ted 
30. Ibid.: **thenf* placed a f t e r  "What1* 
3 1. I bid.: lladoptsl* instead o f  lladornstl 
32. Gd.h.: wenvironments t h a t  surroundH 
33. Bk.: "whichn instead o f  I * tha t t *  
34. Gd.h.: shows t h e  same correct ions as in Sk.sh. 
35. Bk.: '*the1' added 
36. Ibid.: " t o  which it gives importancem 
37. ibid.: " t o  whichw instead o f  I1thatn1, and Mwithw omitted 
38. Ibid.: added 
39. Gd.h.: "over It1' changed by Gd. i n to  woverwhelmlngm; 

Bk.: Itover it*' omitted 
40. Bk.: *lit1' added 
41. Gd.h., bk.: nlfroml' instead o f  Itwith" 



What is the return journey? does one return43? does 
one return? The return begins from the time the flower has come to  a45 full 
bloom; from the moment the plant has touched i t s  summit, from the time the 
object, the purpose for which a soul is  born on46 earth, is fulfilled. For then 
there i s  nothing47 to hold it48 and the soul naturally draws back as35 
breath49 drawn in. But is  man dead by drawing in the breath? 50 So the 
soul 5 1 i ~  not dead by51 his52 drawing in, though apparently it gives53 54the 
man dying54 and53 those who note55, an impression of death.  is^^ physical 
body may be likened to a clock. It has it mechanism and i t  requires winding 
and this winding keeps it up. ~ n d ~ ~  it is  the healthiness of the physical body 
which 58is able58 by i t s  magnetic power to hold t n - t t - t h ~ t ~ ~  the soul which 
functions in it. As this body by some reason or the7 other, either by 60the23 
cause of the60 disorder or by having been worn out, loses that power of 
keeping together, by which power61 it holds 62in it the soul, which func- 
t i o d 2  gives63 way and the soul naturally departs, leaving the material body 
as one would throw away a coat which one no longer needs. 

The connection of the body and the soul i s  like man's attachment 
and64 his dress. It is  man's duty to keep his dress in good order, for he 
needs it65 to live in the world; but it 66is an ignorance, a great ignorance 
indeed, when man forgets himself and knows himself to  be his d red6.  
6 7 ~ n d  so man does as a rule.67 How few in this world stop to think on this 

Gd.h.: "When1' instead of ''Wherew 
Bk.: " tow added 
Gd.h.: "When1' changed by Gd. into "Where1' 
Bk.: " i ts" instead of ''a1' 
Ibid.: lfuponll instead of "onv 
I bid.: mmorefl added 
Gd.h.: "on1' added 
Bk.: "1s" added 
Skosh.: a small blank; 
Gd.h., bk.: *'No1' added 
Bk.: "does not die owing to" instead of "1s not  dead byf1 
Gd.h., bk.: "this" instead of "hisIf 
Bk.: "ton added 
Ibid.: "the dying person1' instead of "the man dying" 
Gd.h.: "notice" instead of *'note1'; 
Bk.: llwatchll instead of "notew 
Gd.h., bk.: "This" instead of "His" 
Bk.: "Andf1 omitted 
Ibid.: f'enables it" instead of "is able1' 
Gd.h.: l1in It that1' crossed ou t  by Gd. 
Bk.: "the cause of thew omitted 
I bid.: "powerm omitted 
Ibld.: "within, itn instead of ''In it the soul, which functionv 
Gd.h.: "a1' added 
Qd.h., bk.: fltow instead of "and" 
Bk.: "in order" added 
Ibid.: llwould be ignorance if he thought his dress t o  be himself1' instead 
of "is an ignorance, a great ignorance indeed, when man forgets himself 
and knows himself t o  be his dress" 
Ibld.: "Yet as a rule this is what man does;" instead of "And so man does 
as a rule." 



subject: 'whether 68it is myself, this body, or myself apart from this 
body, higher or greater 69than this body69, more precious 70and long- 
livins70 than this body?' Nhat 71is then7' mortality? There is  no such a7' 
thing as mortality except the illusion and the impression of that illusion 
which man keeps before himself as a7' fear during his lifetime and as an 
impression after he has passed from this earth. 73~evertheless, 'All souls 
have come from God and to Him i s  their return' ( ~ u r ' a n ) ~ ~ .  

Question: Would it be possible for a soul t o  come on earth, 
and yet remain free from ill usion 'and attachment? 

Answer : Yes, but to  some extent there must be illusion and attach- 
ment. But it can be 74even least attachment and illusion74. 
But i f  there were not illusion and attachment, it would have 
been just like a day all the time, and no night. We need day 
and night both. We can enjoy the sun by having had the night; 
the rising and the setting of the sun, all gives us a joy, a75 
happiness. But in the illusion and attachment there is a motive 
power, and by that a purpose in life is  accomplished. And i f  
there were not attachment and illusion, even to a small extent, 
the soul would not be able to hold the body, because even that 
is attachment. Therefore another thing, in connection with 
this: that there are many people who become so ill, and yet 
they do not die. For years and years they go through an ill- 
ness, and they do not die. The reason i s  the attachment with 
the body. They may say they would like to leave the body, but 
s t i l l  they are attached to it. And as long as they hold this 
attachment the soul cannot leave it. Because attachment is a 
soul power, the magnetism is there. 

Question: Are there not three di f ferent  kinds of space76? W i l l  
you explain a l i t t l e  more on this question? 

Answer: I f  you say that there are four dimensions, I will say 
that there are four. I f  you say that there are three, I will say 

Ibid.: Itthis body Is myself, o r  whether I amw instead of stit Is myself, this 
body, or  myself Is" 
Ibid.: "than this bodyN1 omitted 
Ibld.: "or longer-livlngNN instead of Itand l~ng- l lv ing~~ 
Ibid.: 'Ithen IsNN 
I bid.: NNatl omitted 
Ibld.: t h e  last  sentence (NNNevertheless .... Qurtann) has been omltted 
Sr.: NNvery littleN1 Instead of "even least attachment and illusionw 
Sk.l.tp.: "aN omltted 
Sr; Itand th ree  dlfferent kinds of timeNN a f te r  NNspacelt 
Sk.l.tp.: llwillN1 omltted 



that there are three. Because there are two : the 
three kinds of space: this sphere, and the sphere of the jinn, 
and the sphere of the angels. And then there i s  another aspect 
of looking at it, according to the explanation of the four 
dimensions: the length, the breadth, and the height, besides 
that there i s  the fourth dimension,, that is  what the mystic 
calls within. There came a scientist one day to hear my lec- 
ture. He was very interested in some of the ideas, but he 
asked me that ' I f  you can say 'in the body' then I can under- 
stand, but when you say 'within,' now I cannot understand 
what you mean by this?' He is right. But I explained to him 
that what is  the space: space is  which accommodates; that is  
the definition of the space. Then your mind is a space also, it 
accommodates a space which is  wider than the world. Your 
eye i s  a space also. But mind is not necessarily the brain; nor 
these eyes, which outwardly appear to be the eyes, are the 
only space; but behind it there i s  another space connected 
with the eye. Therefore eye is  te++ rope7' between man and 
God, therefore it is  ' I.' It means the self; it has a different 
spelling, but it is the same thing: the ego. It sees. What sees? 
God Himself sees through it. Therefore there is  a direct road 
between the earth and the Heaven through the eyes. The eyes 
are two which appear before us. The sight is one. That is  the 
third eye. The third eye i s  where the two eyes are linked to- 
gether and become one. That is the key to the whole Egyptian 
mystery, where there is  the sign of eye. In that eye there i s  
eye and the ego both. And when we say that there are three 
different kinds of space, naturally there are three different 
kinds of time, incomparable. The times of the higher Heavens 
are more durable, are longer, compared with the times of this 
world. The time of the highest Heaven is s t i l l  longer. And 
therefore there are three different worlds, and three different 
times. However, t o  the one who realizes the ultimate truth, 
the time and space both are of l i t t le importance. He rises 
above it. This yard, and foot, as and inch i s  nothing. Once you 
begin to think of the eternity, day or month or year is  nothing. 

Question: A rapid oneS0 seems t o  give a  l e s s  profound experi- 
ence than the  s low  progress .  I s  it one's choice, 
o r  a  quest ion o f  temperament? 

Answer: I should say, it is  a question of temperament. But I think 
that the happy medium is the best. Too slow i s  monotonous, 

78. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "ways of iooklng a t  Itft added 

79. Sk.l.tp.: "rope (road)" 
80. Ibid.: Sk. wrote "non?" in Ih. over "one" 



and too quick i s  undesirable. I think the joy of the journey is  
in the balance. For instance, i f  the speed of the ant or worm 
or germ, i f  by that speed man travelled, he would not go very 
far; he is not made to travel like that. He i s  made to travel in 
his own way, in his own speed. But when he adopts an artifi- 
cial speed, that is not his own speed. Therefore always re- 
member, a person who will go in the aeroplane, or railway 
train, he will not enjoy the full pleasure of the journey than8' 
the man who goes travelling on foot. I one day met a gentle- 
man in the train. He said: 'I have been about twenty times 
this journey, and then travelled walking.' That i s  the joy. The 
man who travels in the train, he cannot imagine to what 
extent the one who walks can enjoy. Because that is his 
natural speed. In everything we can see the same thing. From 
the gramophone we hear the human voice, but it loses the 
magnetism82. Because it is the human voice which gives the 
full joy to  human being. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  those who d i e  w i t h  a n  o b j e c t  unaccompl i shed  d o  s o  
in a moment of despa i r?  

Answer: It so happens that when their mind i s  not strong enough to 
hold that object which 83they want83 to accomplish, then it 
gives way. Besides that, sometimes the body is  not in a f i t  
state to hold it, and therefore one dies with the object unac- 
cornplished. But that is  in accordance to his mind; not in the 
scheme of nature. It would be in harmony with the scheme of 
nature i f  his object were accomplished as well as the scheme 
of nature, because that i s  the natural death. 

Q u e s t i o n :  D o  those who make s u i c i d e  o u t  of d e s p a i r ,  a l s o  d o  so 
o u t  of i Z l  usion? 

Answer: Yes, certainly. It is  just like breaking two things which are 
attached with one another. It i s  cutting them84, by will, sep- 
arating them by will, which are not meant to  be separated. 
The scheme of nature would have accomplished something. By 
separating it they have deprived themselves of what the 
scheme of nature would have given them. 

81. Sr.: wllke" Instead of "thanw 
82. Ibld.: "as It has not I t s  own speed" added 
83. Sk.l.tp.: "It wantsw Instead of "they wantt1 
84. Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added wsoul and bodyn In the margln 



Murshida Green's longhand reporting. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
septemberl 1923 

Address to ~ h e r a g s . ~  

3 ~ h a t  name3--either of these two names. From the4 practical point of 
view Universal Worship i s  5more acce~table5, but the name Church of All 
6given inspir.6 So7 this name may remain to be used for the sacred cere- 
monies and ordinations, but for9 world outside10 Universal Worship is  more 
practical1 1. 12church word12 is  not always agreeable to those13 inclined 
against it. In some countries9 word Church 14difficult 14 Univer- 
sal Worship does not excite people. To us 15name is 
15a necessity, i f  not, we could have been more satisfied without it16. 

Now about the Scriptures. We have Scriptures on our altar17 more for 
the principle than18 the study. By keeping9 Scriptures there we lgare set- 
ting19 an example of tolerance towards different religions and of different2() 
belief, that wisdom comes from all sources. Therefore the 21discussions or 

Notes: 

It may be deduced from a l is t  of Addresses t o  Cherags in Sakina9s hwr. 
t ha t  t he  date was September loth, 1923, although the day is not mention- 
ed with the lecture. 
Sr.: lllnstruction t o  the Cherags. Subject of the  way or  workingv1 instead 
of "Address t o  Cherags"; 
Gr.1h.r.: possibly "Address t o  Cheragstl was added by Gr. afterwards 
Sr., Sr.tp.: "By what name w i l l  it be called, the  Church of A l l  o r  t h e  
Temple of Universal Worship?" instead of "What name--" 
Ibid.: llall instead of *ttherp 
Ibid.: "a more acceptable namet1 instead of "more acceptablell 
Ibid.: "has been given by i n s p i r a t i ~ n ~ ~  instead of llgiven i n ~ p i r . ~ ~  
Ibid.: flThereforefl instead of ttSolf 
Ibid.: l~ordinations~l 
Ibid.: llthell added 
Ibid.: "the wordw added 
Ibid.: "practicable as you w i l l  understandn instead of wpracticalv 
Ibid.: "The word Churchw instead of "Church wordw 
Ibld.: "the people, in some countries they areg1 instead of "those" 
Ibid.: "is difficult t o  be accepted, and the  word" instead of "difficult 
Ibid.: "names are" instead of "name isw 
Ibid.: "it1t omitted 
S t - :  "This is" added 
Sr., Sr.tp.: "foru added 
Ibid.: "settt instead of "are sett ingfp 
Ibid-: llourll instead of "different" 
Sr.: "discussion and argumentationv instead of wdiscussions o r  argumentsw; 
Sr.tp.: ltdiscussion and argumentsl1 



arguments over the question why one22 Scripture and23 not another, i s  of no 
value24, for it must be known that i f  the Divine Scripturez5 would have been 
kept always authentic, there would not have been so much need of26 
another Scripture. But for this reason and for anotherz7, that is  t o  give to 
the world the needed Message for the time, 29is the reason why28*29 Mes- 
sage has been sent time after time. 

As to the candles, we have seven candles, not eight, and the eighth30 is  
a burning flame, 31and it is in the absence of that burning flame we use a 
candle31. 32~p i r i t  of Guidance, to  which we attach the name of the Mes- 
sengers of all the known and unknown souls who have come 33 . 

9~herag is the priest to  perform duties pertaining to the religious cer- 
emonies. But it must be understood that we34 have a formless service, and 
at 35the time of necessitiesM the work of the37 Cherag is to  be performed 
by any follower of the Message. The Sufi Movement keeps itself free from 
form and priesthood. It does not discard it, i t  uses i t  for the purpose, but it 
does not bind itself with it. Therefore we have in our Movement a freedom 
given to our members to choose the Service which takes place with a form 
or to  come to the3' Service which has no form, and to feel that they are not 
bound to  any priesthood in the Sufi Movement, for there is no such thing 
except t o  answer9 need of life. 

We never have hadg distinction of woman or man for the Ordination in 
the Church of All and we never shall have it. 

Music i s  allowed at'the ceremony, at the same time i t  i s  not necessary. 
Nothing in our Service i s  binding. The central theme of the Sufi h4essage40 
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4lhas been41, is, and will be the freedom of the soul towards spiritual devel- 
oprnen t42. 

These things 431 have spoken before you not to  be spoken to others 
but43 to be kept in your hearts44 45and to know what may be done45. It is  
not necessary 46to be spoken before46 everyone. 

Sirdar's handwritten copy of six ques- 
tions and answers given after the lec- 
ture. 

Quest ion:  What d o  you mean b y  say ing  t h a t  we a r e  bound t o  
no th ing  in the Serv ice?  

Answer: Binding means not that. Suppose a Roman Catholic says the 
Service i s  such and such and i f  it is  not believed he i s  an infi- 
del. In the Sufi Movement there i s  not such a thing, no one 
needs to come to the Service if he does not47. It is a provision 
made for those who can be blessed, but nobody is bound to 
come in order to be a Sufi. 

Ques t ion:  What d o  you mean b y  a f o r m l e s s  ceremony? 

Answer : A formless ceremony will be sent to all the Cherags in 
time. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Must Cherags a l s o  go  t o  pray  t o  the ill and the 
dy ing  if t h e y  a r e  c a l l e d ?  

Answer: Yes. To refuse anyone i s  refusing Cod. 

Q u e s t i o n :  A l s o  if t h e y  a r e  n o  members? 

Answer : Yes; i f  they do not belong to us, we belong to them. 
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Question: Must we not be careful not t o  marry those who are 
not married according t o  the law of the State? 

Answer: Yes, in every country it is  most necessary to regard the 
law of man, and first to  ask for the certificate of the civil 
marriage, before performing marriage according to the Sufi 
rites. 

Question: What do you mean by the necessity, which may a l l  ow a 
non-Cherag t o  do the Service? 

Answer: Suppose some Sufis are travelling, among which there is no 
Cherag, and they wish a child t o  be baptized. Then one of the 
mureeds can do i t  and the blessing is the same. By death also, 
when death takes place and there is no Cherag, a mureed can 
and must do it. 
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The Ar t  of ~ersona1ity.l 

After having acquired refinement of character, merits and virtues that 
are needed in life, the personality can be finished by the wakening of the 
sense of justice. The art of personality makes a statue of2 fine specimen of 
art, but when the sense of justice is wakened, that statue comes to  life. For 
in the sense of justice there is the secret of the soul's unfoldment. Everyone 
knows the name of justice, but rarely %here can3 be found someone who 
really is just by nature, in whose heart the sense of justice has been awak- 
ened. What generally happens i s  that every person claims to  be just, though 
he may be far from being so. The development of the sense of justice lies in 
unselfishness. One cannot be just and selfish at the same time. The selfish 
person can be just, but for himself. He has his own law best4 suited to him- 
self, and he can change it, and his reason wil l  help him to do so in order t o  
suit with5 his own requirements of life. 

A spark of justice is to be found in every heart in every person, what- 
ever be his stage of evolution in life. But the one who loves fairness, he so 
to speak blows that spark, thus raising it t o  a flame, in the light of which 
life becomes more clear to  him. There is so much talk about justice, and 
there is  so much discussion about it, %here is so much dispute over it, and in 
the end one will find that7 two persons arguing upon one certain point, and 
differing with8 one another, yetg both thinking that they are just. Yet nei- 
ther loof themlo will admit that the other is l l just as much as himselfll. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the  book C h a r a c t e r - B u d d i n g .  T h e  A r t  
o f  Pe l -Sona l i t y  (19311, chapter IX of the  second part. 

Where flbookN is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  the book C h a r a c t e r -  
B u d d i n g .  T h e  A r t  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y ,  prepared for  publicatton by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 
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Those who really learn to be just, their first lesson is what Christ has 
taught: 'Judge ye12 not lest ye be judged.' One may say, i f  one will not 
judge, how 3one will1 learn justice? But the one who judges oneself l can 
learn justice, not the one who is occupied in judging others. In this life of 
limitations, i f  one only explored oneself, one will find within oneself so many 
faults and weaknesses, and when dealing with others, so much unfairness on 
the part of oneself, that15 the soul who really wants to learn justice, 16for 
him16 his own life will prove to be a sufficient object1 to practise justice 
withl7. 

~ h e n l ~  again comes a stage in one's lifelg, a stage of life's culmina- 
tion, a stage of the soul's fuller development, when justice and fairness rise 
to  such a height that one 20arrives to20 the point of being blameless21. He 
has nothing to  say against anyone, and i f  there be, it is only against himself. 
And2* it i s  from this point that one begins to  see the divine justice hidden 
behind this manifestation. It comes in one's life as a reward bestowedz3 
from above, a reward which is as a trust given by God to see all things 
appearing24 just and unjust in the bright shining light of perfect justice. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it not v e r y  d i f f i c u l t  t o  a v o i d  judging ,  b e c a u s e  in 
o r d e r  t o  become  j u s t  one h a s  t o  come  t o  a c e r t a i n  
concl us ion?  

Answer: Yes, but what man generally does is not only that he 
judges anyone in the mind, he is very ready to give his judge- 
ment25 out, he is not patient enough to wait and analyse the 
matter and think about it more. But as a rule a person is not 
only ready to judge, but without any restraint on his part he 
will express his judgement instantly. He does not think: 'Have 
I the right to  judge that person, have I risen to that stage of 
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evolution?' When Jesus Christ himself refused to judge himself, 
and said that 'Whoever is faultless, it is  this26 person's place 
to accuse or t o  punish.' That teaches a great lesson, that even 
in order to  learn justice it is not necessary that we should be 
ready t o  judge and ready instantly to express our judgement, 
our opinion. The idea of the Sufis who see in every form the 
divine form, in every heart the divine shrine, for them to  judge 
anyone, whatever be his position, his action, his condition, is in 
the first place against their religion, their attitude, for it is  
their respectful attitude towards everyone, and in this manner 
they develop that philosophy which has been learned by them 
as intellectuality. 

Question: Does the fact of not'blaming others mean that one 
does not see their faults  any more, that we are 
above seeing them? 

Answer: No, in the first place, it is a question of self-restraint or 
a self-control, politeness, of kindness, of sympathy, of gra- 
ciousness, of a worshipful attitude towards God, the Creator 
of all beings, and that all are His children, good or bad. I f  any 
person's child happened to  be homely in appearance, would it 
be polite to  say before the parents that 'your child is 
homely?' Then the Father and Mother of all beings is there 
ever-present, and knows what is going on in every person's 
heart. His creatures with their faults and their merits before 
us, when we are ready to judge and express our opinion against 
them, it is  certainly against the Artist Who made them, and not 
behind His back, but 2 7 28it would not be 
difficult t o  feel the presence of God everywhere, if we only 
were conscious of this. Besides this, it is not only the faults 
and merits of people which we judge impartially, it is always 
our favour and disfavour which is  connected with it. Our 
favour is always inclined to see the merit, 29 disfavour 

29 fault. I s  there any person, however great, without a 
fault? Any person, however wicked, without a merit? Then i f  
we see more faults, it means that we close our heart and30 
favourable attitude, and we open that attitude which is unfa- 
vourable, in order to  criticize that person. 
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Now the other question, are we above seeing them? 

Yes, there comes a time, after a continual practice of this 
virtue, there comes a time when we see the reason behind 
every fault that appears to us in anyone we meet in our life. 
We see the reason behind, we become more tolerant, more for- 
giving. For instance, there is a person who is ill, he is creating 
disturbance in his atmosphere, by crying or weeping or shout- 
ing. It disturbs us, and we say: 'how terrible, how bad, annoy- 
ing, what a bad nature that person has got.' It is not the 
nature, it is the illness. If we looked from a different point of 
view; it is the reason that makes us tolerant, which can give 
rise to  that forgiveness, the only essence of Cod which can be 
found in the human heart. 

Question: Lf death as we understand it is not necessary, what 
is the alternative? 

Answer: Change. Life is  change. What we call death is  our impres- 
sion of that change. It is  change just the same. And i f  life is a 
change, then death is only a change of life. 
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The Story of Hatim. 

The life of Hatim is written by the Persians, and there are many stories 
told about him, but there i s  one story which is best known by the people in 
the East, and that story is  that a princess, who was very much known for her 
beauty and greatness, had made a condition for those who loved her and 
desired her hand, that 'only someone who will bring me that desired pearl 
that I long to have, will be able to marry me'. And there was one lover of 
this princess who really loved her. But he did not find the way of getting 
that pearl from anywhere. And the work of Hatim was to roam about from 
country to country, and to do what he could for those who needed his ser- 
vice. And he met this man, who was most unhappy because he could not find 
that pearl. Hatim consoled him and said: 'Continue in your path of love, 
even i f  it be difficult, and remember that I shall not rest until I have 
brought you, to your heart, the rest, by bringing that pearl that you wish.' 
Hatim then went in the pursuit of that pearl. And then the story tells what 
difficulty he had in obtaining that pearl. And when he obtained the pearl he 
brought it. And then the princess was won by that pearl, and when she con- 
sented to accept Hatim as her lover, then he said that this promise must be 
granted to his friend, who was really her lover, and that Hatim was the lover 
of those who were in need. 

This story explains to us that there are two stages of the workers. The 
one stage of the work: who works for himself; and the higher stage of work- 
ing is the work for the other. The one who rises above that stage of working 
for himself, he comes to that stage of working for the others, bringing in 
their life that blessing which is  the need of their life. 
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The Soul towards2 the Goal. 

-A- Xi fe and death both3 are contrary aspects of one thing and that 
i s  the change. I f  there remains anything of death with this4 soul who has 
passed away from this earth, it is  the impression of death according to the 
idea i t  has5 of death. I f  the soul had6 a horror of death, it carries that 
horror with it. I f  it had7 an8 agitation againstg death, it carries that 
impression lo. Besides I, the dying soul carries with i t s d f  l2 the impression 
of the idea and regard that ' 4 t s  surroundings l3 in life had for death, espe- 
cially at the time of i t s  passing from the earth. This change for some time 
paralyses every activity of the soul. The soul which has become impressed 
by the idea that it 14held itself l4 of death, and by the impression which was 
created by I5its surroundings l5 roundI6 the death bed, that l7 keeps it l8 in 
a state of inertia, 19call i t  l9 fear, horror, depression or disappointment. 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book T h e  Soul Whence and 
W h i t h e r ? ,  Towards the Goal, the second pa r t  of chapter 1 (1924). 

Where "book" is mentioned in the  notes, It refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

wGd.hwr.copy" stands for a copy in Gd. abbreviated ih. of the questions and 
answers, with many omlsslons. 
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B U ~ ~ O  it takes some time for the soul to  recover from this feeling of inac- 
tivity21. It is  this which 22from the metaphysical point of view22 may be 
called purgatory. Once the soul has recovered from this state, it again 
begins to progress, advancing towards2 i t s  goal on the tracks which it had 
laid before. 

2*he picture of this idea may be explained thus: a simple24 man who 
was told in jest by his friend that, when a person is yawning, that i s  the sign 
of death. He was impressed by this idea and after once he had the experi- 
ence of yawning, he thought certainly he was dead. He was very sad over 
his death and went to  look for a grave for himself, despairing over the idea 
that 'how false are friends that no one came to his funeral.' He found a 
hole 25in the round25, dug by the wolves and he thought to  himself: 'how 
nice, I do notB6 need to dig a grave for myself, at least that much i s  done 
for me'. He threw himself in that hole and was lying comfortably sorrowing 
over his death. A man happened to pass that way, who was looking for 
someone to  carry some of his load and who was talking to himself: ' if only I 
had someone in these woods who could carry half of my load, + wedd be se 
it would be so nice.' In answer to  his thought he heard someone say: 'Alas, 
now I am dead; i f  I was living, I would certainly have helped you.' This man 
could not understand how a person who is  dead would speak. As he turns 
back and looks, he finds a man lazily lying in a hole dug under the ground. 
He thought, perhaps he was ill; he could help him. He came near and 
asked27: 'what i s  the matter with you? ' The simpleton said: 'nothing is  the 
matter with me, I am quite well, only that I am dead.' This man said: 
' 2 8 ~ o w  can you be dead, you do not look like a dead man, you are speaking. 
How could you be dead and speak29 at the same time? You are not dead'. 
But the simpleton was good at argument; he s t i l l  continued saying: 'no, no, 
I am dead' until that man had to  kick him out of that hole. Then he got up 
and tried to believe that he was not yet dead. 

Behind this humorous story there is  a wonderful secret hidden.23 How 
many souls 30prove simple30 in believing31 the idea of death and carrying 
with them 32the same idea32 while passing from the earth to a life which is  
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a 3Breater life s t i l l  33. And how many souls 3%e will 34 find in the world, 
who believe the end of life 3?n the death, a belief of mortality which 
cannot be rooted out from their minds. The whole teaching of Jesus Christ 
has as i t s  central theme to rise36 towards * the realization of immortality. 

Question: How can we make 37 believe in this immortality, and 
make them rise above the fear of death? 

Answer: Gradually, and not suddenly. Because suddenly the knowl- 
edge3' frightens a person more than death. It i s  therefore that 
the knowledge of truth is  made a mysticism, a secret science. 
I f  not, there was no necessity of hiding from one's fellow 
man3', before whom one can bring anything, however precious, 
i f  it was for his good. And such a spiritual wealth, the more 
you give, the more it i s  increased. By giving another soul you 
have not lost, only gained. What one has is doubled when one 
has given to another. But the thing i s  that one must know 
whether a person is prepared. Do you know what happens 
sometimes when a person i s  fast asleep, and you suddenly wake 
him1 He gets a shock on his mind and body both, from which 
with a great difficulty he recovers, and which does him a 
great deal of harm, physically and mentally. And the same 
thing i s  with the truth. That i s  why all these initiations, all i s  
secret; the vow of secrecy. I f  not, there is  no one's loss in 
giving the truth to any soul, to  friend and foe both. A sage 
would be as willing to  give the truth to friend and foe. 
Because once he has raised40 the truth there will be no longer 
a foe. The difficulty is that it cannot be given at once. One 
cannot place dinner before the newborn infant, who must be 
fed first with the milk. 

Question: D o  some souls remain under the impression of death 
for a great length of time? 

Answer: Time of the next world is quite different from the time 
here. Certainly, the length of the time which they have to  
pass through purgatory depends how deep was the impression. 
The deeper the impression, the longer the time--the impression 
of the horror of death. The sages, the prophets, have shown 
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their spiritual advancement at the moment of their death. That 
is the time when the truth comes out, and falseness has no 
chance to make a play. It i s  their last moment, when the soul 
is passing from this earth. It then shows where was i t s  heart, 
on the earth or in Heaven. I f  it i s  on the earth, then the4' last 
time shows it. I f  i t  was42 in43 Heaven, then also the last time 
shows it. Besides that, the person who has earned peace 
throughout his life, then he shows his wealth, when passing 
away, that he is passing away peacefully, that shows the 
riches; and his willingness to  meet with what comes in the life 
beyond, that shows his nobility. 

Question: W i l l  you please t e l l  us about the scenery of the jinn 
world; does that world interpenetrate this world? 

Answer: The scenery of the jinn world i s  peculiar to  itself. I t  is a 
negative state of what one sees positive in this world; but 
more in beauty than what one sees on the earth. In this way it 
interpenetrates. But at the same time it has i t s  own peculiar- 
ity, which is incomparable with the beauty of this earth. The 
reason is that the manifestation on this plane has more limita- 
tions; owing to i t s  rigidity. The higher the world, the less are 
the limitations to be met with44. 

Question: You spoke in "The Mysticism of Sound" of the power 
there i s  in the word. Would it not be of great in- 
fl uence if those who believe in a continuation of 
l i f e  in another world, l e f t  o f f  Cke using the 
word "death", but spoke instead of that "passing 
over" or "passing into the unseen"? 

Answer: Much better. 

Question: Is there not much symbolism in the mirror which i s  
made t o  re f l ec t  objects by the substance called 
Mercury, which was also an ancient name of the 
~ e s s e n g e r s ~ ~  of God? 

Answer: Yes, there is a great connection there. But the story of 
~ a t i m ~ ~  also explains the same thing: that the princess was 
God, and the pearl that the princess wanted was the knowl- 
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edge of Cod. And there was a lover of Cod, but he would not 
go and take that trouble which one has to take to obtain it. 
There was someone else ready: his work was to take the 
trouble and go deep, even i f  it was not for himself but for the 
others, and to get the knowledge and to give to the one who 
has the love to  have it. This also is  the same thing. 

Question: Will you p lease speak about t h e  sub jec t47  o f  God's 
j u s t i c e 4 %  

Answer: By giving49 a little simile I will show you what difference 
there is between man's justice and Cod's justice. There are 
children of the same father and they are quarreling over their 
toys.   heir^' quarreling over toys, for which they have a 
reason. The one thinks that that certain toy is more attractive 
to  him, why should he not possess it? The other says, that toy 
is given to him, he must have it. Both have their reason, and 
both are just. But the father's justice is different from theirs. 
The father has not only given them the toys to play, but at the 
same time he knows what i s  the character of that child, and 
what he wishes to bring out of that child, and whether that 
particular toy will help to bring out from him that which he 
wishes to come out. It happens perhaps that the toy seems 
poor to  him, and to his sense of justice he cannot understand 
why that toy was given to him, and not t o  the other. I f  he was 
a grown-up child, he would have accused his father of injus- 
tice. But one does not know the justice of his father. He has 
to  grow to'that state of evolution where his father is, in order 
t o  understand the meaning behind it. The same i s  with the jus- 
tice of Cod and man. Man's justice is  covered by his limited 
experience in life, by his favour and disfavour, by his precon- 
ceived ideas, by the learning he has, which i s  nothing com- 
pared with the knowledge of God. When one compares the 
father with his innocent child they are too near to be com- 
pared with Cod and man, where there is  such a distance. I f  we 
counted the human beings that exist, they will be like drops 
tnte the compared with the ocean. There is no comparison 
between Cod and man. Therefore man's justice i s  imperfect, 
Cod's justice is perfect. And i f  one ever gets a glimpse of 
divine Justice, the only way i s  first to  believe in the justice of 
Cod, against all the proofs which contradict His justice. And 
there are many proofs which will contradict His justice. I f  one 
began to see: 'Why this person i s  rich, why the other person is 
poor, why that person in a high position, why this person has 
suffered so much, why the other has lived long and had a 

47. Sk.l.tp.: "the subject" omitted 
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pleasant life?', i f  one will judge their actions, their intelli- 
gence, their stage of evolution, one will not find justification. 
By judging this one will come to a conclusion, when he will say 
that 'Oh, there is no justice. It is all mechanical working per- 
haps behind it.' The idea of K a r m a  and Reincarnation will 
satisfy one. But at the same time it will root out God behind 
it. Then God, He has no power, i f  everyone has the power of 
making his own K a r m a .  Root out Cod, then everything is  
mechanically working. I f  so, then there cannot be a machine 
without an engineer; for a machine there must be an engineer. 
I f  there is  an engineer, then He must be powerful. I s  He sub- 
ject of His power, or the Controller? I f  He is  subject, then He 
is  not powerful enough, then He i s  limited. Then He no more 
can be God. God i s  He Who i s  perfect in His Justice, in His 
Wisdom, and in His Power. 
But i f  we question the cause of all such happenings which do 
not give us a justification, we then come to another question. 
And that is: can a composer give a certain justification to 
every note that he has given in his composition? He can only 
say that 'It i s  the stream that has come out of my heart. I 
have tried to maintain certain laws, but i f  you ask me the jus- 
tification of every note, 1 am unable to  do it. I am not con- 
cerned with every note; I am concerned with the effect that 
the whole produces.' I t  i s  not true that there is  no law. There 
is  a law. But i s  law predominant or love? Law is  a habit, and 
love i s  the being. Law i s  made, love was never made. I t  was, 
it is and i t 5 1  will be. Therefore love5*, what do we read in the 
Bible? God is love. So God is beyond the law. Love is above 
the law. Therefore, i f  we come to any solution to  our ever 
rising question: 'Why 5 1 s  it53 so?', it i s  not by the study of 
the law; never. It i s  only: increasing the study of the law54 
will give an increasing appetite, and will never &re bring sat- 
isfaction. In diving deep into love, and let the love inspire the 
law, that will open up a realm of seeing the law55. Then we 
wil l  see that there is nothing in this world, which has no justi- 
fication. It is inexplicable, but it i s  perceptible, that all has i t s  
justification. Then we shall not have one word to say, that 
this56 i s  unjust. Even the cruelest thing we saw. That is the 
point where the wise reach, and call it the culmination of 
wisdom. 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
September I l th,  1923 

The Art of Personality. 

The art of personality is  like the art of music; it wants ear-training and 

voice-culture2. To a person who knows life's music, the art of personality 
comes naturally, and it is  unmusical of3 a soul, not only inartistic, when it 
shows lack of this art in its4 personality. When one5 looks at every soul as a 

note of music, and learns to recognize what note it is, flat6 or sharp, or high 
or low, and what pitch it belongs to, then he becomes the knower of souls, 
and he just7 knows how to deal with everybody; in his own actions, in his 
speech, he shows the art. He harmonizes with the rhythm of the atmosphere, 
with the tone of the person, with the theme of the moment. To become re- 
fined is  to become musical; it is  the musical in8 soul who is artistic in his 
personality. One word spoken in different toneg, the same word changes its 
meaning. A word spoken at the proper moment and held back at the moment 
when it should not be expressed, completes the music of life. It is a contin- 
ual inclination to produce beauty which helps one to  develop art in personal- 
ity. It is  amusing how readily man feels inclined to learn the outer refine- 
ment, and how slow many souls are loto be foundlo to develop ' lthat beauty 
of personality11 inwardly. It must be remembered that the outer manner i s  

I 
meaningless i f  i t  was not prompted by the inner impulse towards12 beauty. 

Notes: 

This lecture was first published In the book Character-Building. The A r t  
of Persona l i t y  (1931), chapter X of the second part. 

Where l'book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers to the book Character- 
Bui lding. The A r t  of Persona l i t y ,  prepared for publication by Murshi- 
da Goodenough. 
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How 13is God13 pleased with man, can be learned by14 the story of Indra, 
the king of Paradise, at whose court Gandharvas sing and Upsaras dance. 
When interpreted in plain words this means that God is  the essence of 
beauty. It i s  His love of beauty which has caused Him to express His own 
beauty l5 in the manifestation. And He is pleased when He sees beauty in His 
manifestation16, for it is His desire fulfilled in the abject-of-the objective 
world. It i s  amusing sometimes to watch how a good manner annoys someone 
who i s  proud of his bad manner. He will call it shallow, because his pride i s  
hurt by1' the sight of something which he has not got. AS" the one whose 
hand does not reachlg 20the grapes upon2O the tree, says at21 his failure 
that the grapes are sour. And to some it i s  too fine to become refined, just 
as many will not like good music, they22 are quite satisfied with the popular 
music. And many even become tired of a good for it seems foreign 
to  their nature. As it is not a merit to  become unmusical, so it is  not wise to 
turn against refinement. One must only try and develop beauty, trusting that 
the beauty is24 the depth of one's soul, and i t s  expression in whatever form 
is the sign of the soul's unfoldment. 

Answer: Individuality is  the consciousness of the soul of i t s  oneness, in 
spite of i t s  various possessions with which it s t i l l  identifies 
itself to  be one. And that individuality can be seen in the child 
who says: 'NO, I do not want this toy, I want another toy.' 
The moment it says 'I,' it becomes conscious of an individuali- 
ty in spite of having the different organs of the body and dif- 
ferent thoughts, and in spite of knowing that this is my hand, 
this i s  my foot, this is  my head; seeing one's various parts and 
yet the tendency of attributing oneself all the different parts, 
and yet realizing that 'I am one.' It i s  that realization that in 
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spite of 'I am many, I am one.' In plain words, I am composed 
of many aspects. Personality is a development, an improvement 
of an individuality. When an individual becomes a person, in 
becoming a person that beauty which is hidden in an individual, 
which is  divine, develops itself, and it i s  the development of 
that beauty which is personality; what we express from our- 
selves as an improvement to what we are.26 

Question: ~f a child does not show a desire for beauty, can one 
teach the beauty or can beauty not be taught? 

Answer: I f  the child does not show inclination towards beauty, it i s  
only that something i s  closed in him. It does not mean that the 
beauty is  missing there; in no soul, however wicked or stupid it 
might seem, the beauty is s t i l l  hidden there. And it is our trust 
and confidence in the greatness of the soul which will help us 
to  draw out that beauty; in some sooner and some later, but 
some day it27 must come out, which is  hidden. Only the diffi- 
culty i s  for everyone to  have patience; we have not patience 
enough, that is  the difficulty. The lack of beauty in some 
people strikes us so hard that we lose our patience, and 
become pessimistic and try t o  run away from them. In doing so 
we encourage them to become s t i l l  worse. But i f  we had the 
patience to bear it, t o  endure it, and trust that in every soul 
there is  a goodness and a beauty somewhere hidden; with pa- 
tience we can ex lore it and dig it out; some day or the other 
we shall 28.  that 30brings one to the belief in ~ 0 d ~ O .  I f  
once one believes that Cod is the Father. The fatherhood 
teaches us that every child has the heritage of the father. It 
is not only a philosophy, it is a religion, a moral; and by trust- 
ing in the divine beauty in every person, we at the same time 
develop that beauty in ourselves, automatically, because we 
have the belief. It shall not develop when one thinks: I have 

26. Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: added nindividuaiity is nature, personality is a r t w  
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that beauty, but another person has not got it. So many per- 
sons do. He thinks: I have got it. Instead of forgetting oneself 
and think that it could be found one day in the other, only i f  
we had patience to  wait. As soon as we think that 'here is 
someone who is  lacking beauty; away, away from him1 He has 
not got what I have,' one shows a pride and one locks the 
door which otherwise could have kept open for one to toil and 
work. And it is a weakness to  turn our backs to anyone who 
might seem lacking that beauty which we expect. It is  the 
opening of the heart to  every soul, whatever will be the state 
of evolution, it i s  that3' alone which will inspire that heart 
with that beauty, and by opening that beauty one wil l  find it 
coming to life. 

Ques t ion:  Where d o e s  the q u a l i t y  of c o n c e i t  come f r o m ,  and 
why i s  it so d i f f i c u l t  t o  conquer? 

Answer: It i s  such a difficult thing to  conquer, and it is  almost 
impossible to get rid of. The reason is that where there i s  a 
light there is  a shadow, there will be darkness as a contrast. 
So i s  the conceit, 32it is, an attribute of the ego we call it32, 
because it is the intoxication of the ego. The soberness of the 
ego may be called divine vanity. The intoxication of the ego is  
conceit of man. 
It is so subtle. The word vanity has been used in a very ordi- 
nary sense of the word, and there being no equivalent word it 
is very difficult to  express it in any other way. Just like Vai- 
ragya,  indifference and independence; K i b r i a  for the di- 
vine vanity. But i f  plainly explained, it is  that satisfaction of 
God which He wanted to derive by this manifestation. But it i s  
not again the satisfaction of the ignorant soul, which makes 
him conceited. Only satisfaction is  now in i t s  proper place, 
then it is the greatest virtue. Sin and virtue is only the change 
of place. 

It i s  the inspiration which i t s  own beauty gives, which 
causes33 the peacock to dance. 

31. Sk.l.tp.: "thisn instead of " thatn  
32. Ibld.: Sk. read this sentence as follows from her sh.: "it is an a t t r ibu te  
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Question: Where does conceit begin? 

Answer: No doubt the conceit begins wherever there comes compar- 
ison. Therefore, even to a small extent, it begins in the 
angel34 sphere, also in the jinn sphere, and completes one- 
self35 in the human nature sphere, when it shows itself to the 
utmost. But really speaking the understanding of vanity is the 
most enjoyable vision of life's phenomena. What the Sufi calls 
'wine' i s  the pleasure that he derives from that36 phe- 
nomena3'. As soon as this phenomena37 is  disclosed to his soul, 
and he sees different actions from life, nothing disappoints 
him, but gives him a wonderful joy, and offers him such an 
amusement, that it is almost like a drink. That is what Omar 
Khayyam calls wine. 'Amuse yourself and38 by seeing the phe- 
nomena of life, and get above the worries and anxieties that 
come from self-pity.' And always you will find the seers, the 
most evolved seers, always amusing themselves with life. 
Therefore they are pleasant to  speak with, pleasant in their 
atmosphere and pleasant and39 every 40 . When self i s  for- 
gotten then there is no worry. Worry comes from fear. What 
the fear is  made of? The clouds of ignorance. The life will 
break it. One who wishes to  be happy he can find a thousand 
things to  amuse himself with, and be happy. And i f  one wants 
to  sorrow over things, he will find a million things to sorrow 
over. 

Question: How about living of worrying about others? 

Answer: By worrying about them we do not help them. 
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The Soul towards2 the Goal 

What is  purgatory? Purgatory in the Sufic terms may be called 
kema13, 4suspension of activity. I f  there i s  any death, it is  the5 stillness 
6or inactiveness6. It is  just7 like a clock, which for some time i s  stopped, 
which8 wants anotherg winding; and a little movement sets a clock going. 
So there comes the impulse loof lifelo, which breaking through this cloud of 
mortality, makes the soul see the daylight after the darkness of the night. 
And what does the soul see in this bright daylight? It sees itself living as 
before, having the same name and form and yet progressing. The soul finds 
a greater freedom in this sphere and lesser1' limitation, which12 it has pre- 
viously experienced in i t s  life on the earth. Before the soul now is a world, 
a world not strange to it, but the13 world which it had made during i t s  life 
on the earth. That which the soul had known as mind, the14 very mind 15to 
the sou115*16 now is16 a world. That which the soul called17, while on earth, 
imaginations18, i s  now before it a reality. I f  this world is  artistic, it is the 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f i r s t  published In t he  book The Soul Whence and 
Whither?, Towards t h e  Goal, t h e  las t  p a r t  o f  chapter 1 (1924). 

Where ttbooktl i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t h e  book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared fo r  publication mainly by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 
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art produced by thislg soul. I f  there i s  the5 absence of beauty, that i s  
also20 the neglect of the soul towards2' beauty while on earth. 

The pictures e f - t h e - ~ e a v e n ~ ~  of paradise, the ideas about 23the heav- 
e n ~ ~ ~  and the conception of the infernal regions now 24to the soul is24 an 
experience. I s  the soul sent to one or the other place among many who are 
rejoicing there or suffering thete for their sins? No. This i s  the kingdom 
that the soul has made while on earth, as 25a bird builds i t s  nest t o  stay 
there during the autumn25.  his^^ i s  the of the soul, which i s  
the28 hereafter. It passes this autumn27 in the world which it has made, 
either agreeable or disagreeable for itself. 

But one might ask, 29'do you mean to say that the soul lives29 a soli- 
tary life in this world30 it has made?' No, how can it be solitary?  his'^ 
mind the secret of which so few know31 in the world31, this mind can be as 
large as the world and larger still. This mind can contain all that exists in 
the world and even all that the universe 32contains in32 itself. ' ~ u t ~ ~  what 
a wonderful phenomena34,' 330ne might say33. 'I never thought that the 
mind could be so large; I thought35 mind was even smaller than my body, 
36it was hidden somewhere in thet3 corner of my brain.' The understanding 
of mind indeed widens one's outlook on life. It first produces bewilderment 
and then the vision of the nature of Cod, which is a phenomena34 in 
itself37. Does one 38then see38 all those39 one has known, while on the 
earth? Yes, especially those whom one has loved most and40 hated most. 
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What will be the atmosphere of this4 world? It will be the re-echo of the 
same atmosphere which one has created in 42the world42. I f  one has 
learned while on earth how43 to create joy and happiness for oneself and 
for the5 others, in the other world that joy and happiness surround44 one; 
and if one has sown the seeds of poison while on earth, the fruits 45he has 
to reap there45, he46 must reap there. That is  where one sees justice as the 
nature of life. The idea of the prophets which one reads in the ancient 
Scriptures, that there will be a Judgement Day and36 man will be called 
before the great Judge to answer for his deeds, it47 must not be understood 
literally 48as it is 4 9 ~ n  the first place the Judge would not have suf- 
ficient time to hear the numberless cases; since every soul would have a 
world full of faults, his merits would amount to  nothing when compared with 
his faults.49 No, 51~udgement Day i s  every day and one52 knows it 50the- 
m ~ e - k e e n e t ~ ~  50as 53more keen50,53 his sight becomes53. Every hour, 
every moment in life has i t s  judgement, as the Prophet has said that54 
'55the will have to give account for every grain of corn it56 eats.' 
There i s  no doubt about it, but why especially57 the Judgement Day has 
been57 mentioned in the Scriptures 58to take58 place in the hereafter, is  
because in the hereafter one cover 59from the soul has been lifted5' up5'. 
Therefore the judgement which every soul experiences here on earth, and 
yet remains ignorant, being unconscious of it, that6' becomes more clearly 
manifest to  the view of a6' soul who62 has passed from this earth. 

What ~ o n n e c t i o n ~ ~  the soul who64 has passed from the earth has63 
with those who are s t i l l  on the earth? No doubt there is a wall now which 
divides those on this earth from those in the other plane; yet the connection 
of the heart s t i l l  keeps intact and it remains unbroken as long as the link of 
sympathy is there. But why do the lovers of those who have passed away 
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from the earth not know of the conditions of their beloveds on the 
other side? They know it in their souls but the veils of the outer66 illusions 
of the physical world cover their heart67. Therefore they cannot get 
through clear reflections. Besides, it is not only the link of love and sym- 
pathy, but i t  i s  the belief in the hereafter to  the extent of conviction in 
that belief which lifts people68 on earth to know about their beloved ones 
who have passed on69 the other side. Those who deny the hereafter, they70 
deny7 themselves that knowledge which i s  the essence of all learning. 

It is more easy for those who have passed from the earth to the other 
side, 72for them72, to get in73 touch with those on the earth, for they have 
one veil less 74than those on the earth74. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Are  the s o u l s  who h a v e  passed ,  n e a r e r  t o  u s  t h a n  
those who live w i t h  us? 

Answer: In one way they are nearer, and in another way they are 
further. They are nearer in this way, that i f we wanted to get 
in connection with them, or they with us, it i s  more quickly 
and easily done than with the souls who are here on the earth. 
But in 750ther way they are much further. When one sees the 
difference of the plane that we live, and they, those on earth 
are nearer t o  us, because we live on the same plane; therefore 
there are many different means of communication. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it n a t u r a l  f o r  the s o u l s  who have passed ,  t o  come 
in c o n t a c t  w i t h  the s o u l s  on e a r t h ?  

Answer: Yes, it is quite natural. 
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Q u e s t i o n :  How d o  these s o u l s  you a r e  t e l l i n g  a b o u t ,  move  f r o m  
p l a c e  t o  p lace?  

Answer: They move from place to place much quicker, even beyond 
hulran+rr?agi.nati.an what one can imagine being on the earth. 
Their form is  not so dense as the earthly. They are more capa- 
ble of moving about than a bird. Yet they have a form. And it 
i s  for this reason that every child longs to have wings. 
Because his soul feels deprived of that freedom which it has 
known. Therefore the only consolation for a poor child is t o  
think of fairies, that there are beings who move about with 
wings. It is therefore that one often dreams of flying. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What a r e  t h e y  engaged in doing? 

Answer: They are engaged in the same thing, what they have been 
doing before. Everything they have had here, they have there 
but with a greater freedom. ~ e c a u s e ~ ~  they cannot improve 
upon it, hindered by the limitations of the earthly law. There 
they can improve i f  there is  only the impulse behind it towards 
improvement. 

Q u e s t i o n :  T h e y  d o  e v e r y t h i n g  w i t h  the mind ,  not w i t h  the head? 

Answer: Yes. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is the wor ld  o f  mind more  b e a u t i f u l  t h a n  the n a t u r e  
on e a r t h ?  

Answer: Certainly i t  is. For mind i s  nature also. Mind i s  an 
improvement upon nature, and natural at the same time. For 
instance, the idea of paradise is  an improvement upon nature. 
And as now on earth, the paradise is  a mere imagination, but in 
the hereafter the same idea will become a reality. 

Q u e s t i o n :  T h o s e  who h a v e  made m e n t a l  p i c t u r e s  of hel l  fire, 
w i l l  t h e y  l i t e r a l l y  e x p e r i e n c e  t h a t  

76. Sk.sh.: a t  a la ter  date Sk. hesitatingly added "hereu in Ih. 
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Answer: Certainly. Ornar Khayyam says: 'Heaven is the vision of 
fulfilled desire, hell is  the ,o&s-w~en shadow of the soul on 
fire.' Therefore it is no use impressing people on the earth to 
experience horrors and78 tortures, except that they offend us 
so much that we do not listen. 

Answer: It i s  a continuation of the impressions of all that it has col- 
lected. I f  he knows how to throw them off, he need not take 
them with him. Then comes the question of mysticism. That is  
why always the wise have said to  have constructive thought, 
tendency to joy, beauty, happiness for ourselves and others, 
that it will multiply and 80mre and more abundant, and 
in the hereafter it will make a world of happiness, i f  he will 
continue to keep that idea through life. It is  the whole relig- 
ion and philosophy there. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 12th, 1923 

The A r t  of Personality.' 

A friendly attitude expressed in sympathetic thought, speech and deed 
is  the principal thing in the art of personality. There is a limitless scope to 
show this attitude, and however much the personality is developed in this 
direction, it i s  never too much.   he' spontaneity, the tendency of giving, 
giving that which is  dear to  one's heart, in this one shows the friendly atti- 
tude. 

Life in the world has its numberless obligations towards3 friend and 
foe, towards3 the acquaintance and the stranger. One can never do too 
much to  be conscientious of one's obligations in life, and do everything in 
one's power in fulfilling4. To do more than one's due i s  perhaps beyond the 
power of every man, but to5 in doing what one ought t o  do one does accom- 
plish one's life's purpose. Life is  an intoxication, and the effect of this in- 
toxication is negligence. The Hindu word7 dharma and adharma, religious- 
ness and irreligiousness, both signify, the6 one's duty in life to be dharma, 
and the neglect of the same is  adharma. The one who is  not conscientious 
of his obligations in life towards3 every being he comes in contact with, is  
indeed irreligious. Many will say that8 we try to do our best, but we did not 
know it, or we do not know what is  our due, or how are we to find i t9 out 
which is really our due and which is not? No one in this world can teach 
what is  anyone's10 due, and what i s  not. I t  is for every soul to know for 
himself by being conscientious of his obligations. And the more conscientious 

Notes: 

This lecture was first published in the book Character-Building. The A r t  
o f  Pe rsona l i t y  (1931), chapter X i  of the  second part.  

Where "bookm is mentioned In the notes, it refers to  the book Character- 
Bui lding. The A r t  o f  Persona l i t y ,  prepared for publication by Murshl- 
da Goodenough. 
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he is  the more obligations he will find to fulfil, and there will be no end to 
them. Nevertheless in this continual strife which1' might seem a loss to him 
in the beginning, 12in the end is12 the gain. For he will come face to face 
with his Lord, who13 is  wide awake. 

The man who neglects his duty to his fellow man, absorbed in the14 
life's intoxication, his eyes certainly will become dazzled, and his mind 
exhausted before the presence of Cod. It does not mean that any soul will 
be deprived of the divine vision. It only means that the soul who has not 
learned to open his eyes wide enough, will have the vision of Cod before him 
15during his eyes15 closed. All virtues come from the wide outlook on life; 
all understanding comes from the keen observation of life.  he' nobility of 
soul therefore i s  significant16 in the broad attitude that man takes in life. 

Question: How can one work for personality unconsciously? 

Answer. The best thing i s  to  develop in nature love for beauty. And 
that can be developed by admiration of beauty. 17~eauty's 
best expression is17 in human nature. And i f  the beauty of 
human nature we learn to appreciate and admire, and we are 
impressed by all we admire, then by all we come intola con- 
tact, that becomes our property. In that way we can make a 
beautiful collection of every person, what he has to  offer. It 
i s  the critical tendency and the lack of appreciation which 
keeps the personality back from progress, Because the best 
opportunity that life offers to get all good from every person, 
that opportunity is  lost by seeing the bad side and overlooking 
the good. But i f  we saw some good in every person, we can 
take and collect it, and in this way we develop the love of art. 
Just like a man went from here to  China, and different coun- 
tries, and found the best pieces of art, and collected them and 
then made a museum ~ u s 6 e  Cuimetlg. When in a material 
way a person can do this, in a higher way it can also be done. 
By taking the good of a person one does not rob that person of 
the good. We only appreciate it and come closer to  that 
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person, and by that become richer and richer with beauty. And 
beauty so collected in the end results into a beautiful person- 
ality. There i s  never an end; in the most ordinary person there 
is something to  be found, something we can learn from every 
person, i f  we only had the desire to appreciate and find good 
in that person. And i f  the good was hidden, to try and draw it 
out. And to draw out good from another person, what does it 
want? It wants currency. What is  currency? Goodness in one- 
self. Give that currency; it gives back which i s  hidden there. 

Ques t ion:  How c a n  a s o u l  a1  ways know i t s  d u t y ?  May n o t  over- 
s c r u p u l o s i t y  bring c o n f u s i o n  of t h o u g h t  and wrong 
a c t i o n ?  

Answer. Over-goodness or over-kindness or over-lovene~s~~, 'over' 
is  always bad. But what generally i s  the case, what one always 
finds is the intoxication. Soberness is very difficult. The l i fe 
has i t s  effect upon every soul of intoxication, on a saint, sage, 
on2' everyone. That intoxication i s  overwhelming, it i s  keeping 
a person back from a clear understanding. And therefore, 
however far advanced a person, even in the spiritual life, he 
can never be too sure of himself that he will not be taken up 
in this22 intoxication. Because he is breathing it in with eve- 
rything he smells or tastes or hears, which veils, and veils eve- 
rything else, and therefore one cannot be too much conscien- 
tious. For instance such a case may be found in the mind of a 
person who i s  unbalanced, who has already a confusion. He 
does not know whether he has done wrong or right. I am not 
talking about that person at all. That person I do not call con- 
scientious. That person I call confused. He does not know 
what he is  doing. A conscientious person does not discuss over 
it, only continually he is wide awake, and he always sees 
'where should I have done something, and why have I not done 
it?' In every situation, condition. But he does not confuse 
himself. He.just does what he thinks right. And i f  it happened 
that i t  turned out to  be wrong, next time it will be right. The 
one who wants to do right will do wrong 230nce, twice, 
thrice23, but in the end he will do right, because he wants to 
do right. 

20. Sk.sh.: the sh. sign for ~lloveness~ may also be transcrlbed as tlloving- 
nessw 
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Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you p l e a s e  te l l  u s  if it i s  p o s s i b l e ,  and24 
guard a g a i n s t  t h e  moments of kemal in  which acc i -  
d e n t s  may happen? 

Answer. No; one must not trouble about it. Because the thought of 
accident attracts accident. It is  best not t o  trouble about it. 
But in order to avoid such accident the best thing i s  to keep 
tranquil. Because all accidents come when the tranquillity of 
mind i s  disturbed. And i f  one kept one's mind in a proper bal- 
ance, no accident will come. Accident always follows the 
broken rhythm of mind. When mind has lost i t s  rhythm, then 
there is  an accident. But you may say, when a person has a 
motorcar accident, is  it his fault? Not the fault of the chauf- 
feur? But the answer may be May be it i s  the fault of the 
chauffeur, may be it is  his fault, that his mind has upset the 
chauffeur, or someone else, also by his mind. The accident 
might come from another motorcar, and also reflected by his 
mind. No one can blame the other, because they do not know. 
Accident is not natural. It i s  something unnatural, and some- 
thing undesirable. For instance the false note and lack of 
rhythm was not meant by the composer, he did not mean it. 
When the person is  playing it, it is a mistake, it is  not a desire. 

24. Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: fltofl instead of "andm 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
September 12th, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Goal. 

What does a soul do after having arrived at the sphere of the jbn3? 
It continues to  do the same4 which it has5 been doing6, right or wrong, good 
or bad7. It goes along the same lines that it 'had gone8 through life. I s  
there no irrptavement progress for that soul? Yes, there is, but in the same 
direction. No ultimate change necessarily takes place[?]g yeslo, the soul 
finds itself in more clear spheres, therefore" knows its way better than it 
had 12known before12 when on earth. 

What i s  i t s  destination? The same destination13 may be hidden under a 
thousand objects; every soul is  bound tot4 the same goal. How can it be 
otherwise? ~ a n c ~ ' ~  how a person becomes attached t o  a place where he has 
been before, how one is attracted to  a spot in a solitude, where once he16 
has sat and enjoyed the beauty of nature. How much then the soul must be 
attracted, either consciously or unconsciously, to i t s  source, which is  i t s  
eternal abode. 
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enough. 
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What connection the souls who have passed from the earth have with 
those 17who have left fromi7 the earth? No particular connection, except 
lethe connection l8 which is  made by the link of l9 sympathy. 

Do they all know of the condition20 on the earth? yes21, i f  they 
care22 to. How can they know i f  they care to? I s  there no wall between the 
people on the earth and those who have passed 23away from this earth23? 
Yes, there is a wall, which only stands before those who are s t i l l  on the 
earth, but not before the ones who have passed on24 the other side. They 
md+25 rise above this wall, so they see, i f  they care to see, the condition26 
of27 the world as clearly as we do and even more so. Do they 28have to 
have28 some medium in order t o  observe the conditions on the29 earth or 
30they can30 observe without any medium? No, they must have a medium, a 
medium on the earth, as their instrument. For they must have the physical 
eyes to  see and the physical ears to  hear and31,32 physical senses to  experi- 
ence the29 physteat l ife on33 the physical world. Then what do they do in 
order t o  experience the29 life on34 the physical world? They seek for an 
accommodation in the heart of a being on the earth and35 focus themselves 
on36 the mind of the37 person and receive through this medium all the 
knowledge and experience of this earth38 as clearly as this39 person him- 
self. For instance if40 a scientist wishes to  learn something from the earth 

'and he happens4 to  focus himself upon the mind of an artist42, the43 art- 
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i s t  who knows nothing about thez9 science,44 will perhaps remain as igno- 
rant as before of science, and yet through this artist the spirit of that45 
scientist wil l  learn all he wishes. Except some vague idea of scientific dis- 
covery which will be felt to the mind of this artist44. 

Do they46 always learn from the earth or47 they teach to48 those on 
the earth? Both, they learn 49as well as they49 teach. 

Are there any spirits who care l i t t le for the life they have left behind? 
hiany50; among them good ones who are only concerned with the journey 
onwards. It is those as a rule whose heart 51so to speak51 is s t i l l  attached 
to  the life of the earth and in whose heart thez9 interest for the journey 
onwards has not yet been kindled, it is  they who are inclined to keep in 
communication with 52this world52. 53~here are exceptions, there are spi r- 
i t s  who out of kindness to some54 few or t o  many, wish 55to keep in 
connection with the earth in order t o  serve and to be useful. the 
spirits of the latter kind s t i l l  go on advancing towards2 the goal instead of 
57detaining themselves in communicating57 with the people on the earth. 

What connection 59the58 spirits have59 with the jinns60 inhabitant6' 
of the 62jinn world62? They are as far removed from them as one planet63 
from the other, yet being in the same universe. Do they ever meet with 
j i n n ~ ~ ~ ,  the inhabitants of that sphere? yesz1 they do, but only such spirits 
who65 are not closed, and66 imprisoned 67and become67 captive in their 
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own world; those who have gained that68 strength and power even while on 
earth, to  break any ropes that bind them, and liberate7' themselves from 
all7' situations, however difficult. But how72 these brave ones arrive at this 
stage? By rising above themselves. If this limited self, which makes the 
false ego, i s  broken, and one has risen above the limitations of life in73 all 
the planes of existence, that69 soul will break all boundaries and will exper- 
ience ~ ibe ra t i on~~ ,  which i s  the longing of every soul. 

Q u e s t i o n :  You said  y e s t e r d a y 7 5  t h a t  it was better if the sou l  
a f t e r  passing c o u l d  t h r o w  o f f  a l l  t h a t  it had 
l e a r n e d  w h i l e  o n  e a r t h .  S u r e l y  t h e  s p i r i t u a l  de- 
ve lopment  and wisdom m u s t  be v a l u e d ,  e v e n  a f t e r  
passing? O r  d o e s  the s o u l  l e a r n  t h a t  a l l  over 
again,  and much q u i c k e r ,  and t h u s  loses n o  t ime? 

Answer: I doubt whether I have said exactly the same words: that 
it was better that the soul . . . . . And i f  I had said it, I think 
it was my mistake. I may have said in other words, in other 
capacity. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is the s o u l  h indered in i t s  p r o g r e s s  b y  being c a l l e d  
back t o  e a r t h  b y  mediums and76 sorrowing f r i ends?  

Answer: Certainly. Suppose a person was going from here to Paris, 
and he has not yet gone as far as that door and someone 
calls77 him: 'Please, stop, come here, I Is' Perhaps he 
has gone further, and there a person calls: 'Please stop, I 
want to speak to you.' It means that he always will be de- 
tained, he will never arrive there. Then the purpose for which 
he was going i s  hindered. Now it is meant that he must go 
further; to  call him backward, I should think is  a fault against 
the nature itself. With all our love and affection, the one 
whom we love, i f  it happens that that soul has passed, and is 
going forward, it i s  better to  help that soul to  go forward; and 
that one can do by sending one's loving thought, helping it on 
to go forward. 
It amused me, sometimes people telling me: 'I have loved 
someone so much, that I would not like that person to go far, 
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that I might not be able to  catch him. W i l l  he stay in the same 
place until I come?' It is  most amusing: t o  detain a person, 
that that person was meant that a person should be with 
another person, he should not have gone! It is for his good. 
Detaining him would be pulling him back from that progress 
which i s  the longing of every soul. 

Question: When the soul coming towards manifestation meets a 
soul on i t s  return journey, 79the l a t t e r  one 
aware79 of the meeting? 

Answer: Not always awareB0. It depends upon the soul. Are there 
not in this world many souls who are unaware of any pres- 
ence? There are other souls who are conscious. 

Question: Do the souls who come t o  realization here, not go t o  
the jinn- or angel8'-world a f t e r  death, b u t  
straight back t o  God? 

Answer: But it is  the same way; they go by the same way, the way 
they came, that is  the way to  Cod. But the ones who go to  
Cod, they do not stop here. Even on the earth, they can go to 
Cod, not be on the earth. To go to Cod, one need not go 
through death. Crucifixion i s  the condition. They can go to  
Cod even from here. For Cod i s  nearer t o  them than any 
sphere of angels or anything else. Even to the jinn world, 
perhaps one step journey; to the angel8' world two steps. But 
to  go to  Cod: no step. He i s  there; i f  one was only conscious, 
He i s  there. 
Now also can say by this question82 that the last, or the 
highest stage that the soul perceives, is  that stage attained 
without experiencing the jinn world? I should say, yes, but 
there is no joy in it. The joy of life is the joy in the journey. I f  
one closed one's eyes, and was immediately put on the top of 
the Himalayas, he would not enjoy it so much as the one who 
would climb and see the different scenery, and meet with dif- 
ferent people, and breathe the different atmosphere and air. 
That is  the joy of it. I f  he was put there with closed eyes, he 
would be frightened. The whole joy is of the journey. 

79. Sk.l.tp.: Itare they unawarett instead of #'the l a t t e r  one aware"; 
Sr.: Ills the  l a t t e r  unawaret1 instead of Itthe l a t t e r  one awarew 

80. Sk.sh.: Sk. afterwards added wun" before "awarew; 
Sr., Gd.hwr.copy: ttunawarett 

81. Sk.l.tp.: nangellctl instead of "angelw 
82. Ibid.: "by this question I can also saytt lnstead of " 1  also can say by this 

questiont' 



Question: Are there in jinn- and angel8'-world the opportuni- 
t i e s  for the souls t o  do the same things as they 
were busy with on the earth? How can that be? 

Answer: That can be. Nothing is  impossible. 8 3 ~ h y  must it not be? 

Question: Is it not possible that souls on the other side may 
wish t o  communicate with some on earth who have 
no fai th or conviction of the truth and reality of 
the spiritual world? How can th is  conviction be 
given? 

Answer: There are many souls who communicate with the people on 
the earth, but the people on the earth do not clearly receive 
their communications. But at the same time unconsciously they 
receive them. And very often they do errands, thinking that 
they are doing them at their free will, or because they wish to 
do it; 'really speaking they were doing an errand of a spirit 
gone beyond. And in order to  give a conviction to a person of 
the world above, why must spirits strive, why must man not 
develop his faith? And i f  man is  so obstinate as to keep away 
from developing himself, he will keep the same obstinacy in 
the other world. So the angels need not come to wake him. 
For in man i s  the possibility of faith. The interference of the 
jinn world i s  not necessary. 

Question: Do spirits see the mental bodiesB4 on earth the same 
as they see one another? 

Answer: Certainly they do. 

Question: Do they have day and night, sunrise and sunset? 

Answer: Certainly they have. 

Question: Do they have forms and factoriesa5? 

Answer: Certainly, all things that you have here, you have there 
made exactly on the same model. 

83. Sr.: added "Why not, bullders of houses go on buildlng. Cooklng will go on 
cooking, he cooks for some people, so the re  will be some who eat." 

84. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "from those" inserted" 
85. Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read lffiguresll for llfactoriesll from her sh. 



A typewritten text to  which Sakina 
gave the seal of the 'Biographical 
Department' and in which she made 
some corrections. ' 

Hejrat ~ a ~ ' ,  1923 

Beloved Ones of God, my mureeds, 

Words cannot thank you enough for the expressions of your affection, devo- 
tion and sympathy that you have expressed at this momentO3 

Sacrifice is  no sacrifice when one considers the ideal t o  be most precious, 
compared with all things that the world can offer. And if I have left my 
home, I have found in the sympathy of my mureeds that happiness of home, 
or even more than that. For me there i s  no greater joy than to rejoice in 
your joy, and to  sorrow in your sorrows. And the ideal for which we all are 
working takes away the importance of the home, as our home now is  the 
whole humanity. It i s  for4 this ideal that we are working, and therefore, the 
home is never forsaken; the home is  here or wherever I live or I work. 
Besides this, the Message which i s  being given to my friends, what does it 
teach, what has it brought? it has brought the memory of that home which is  
the home of us all. A home to which all souls belong, a home in which we 
are all living now and in the future, and a home to which we are 5bound 
all5. 

When I came I was alone, and now I find some few but sincere souls 
like you around me, willing to  do all that is  in their6 power, with their devo- 
tion and sympathy. So you can imagine how strong I feel, and how grateful I 
am for this blessing. And only what I have to tell you is that among you all, 
my mureeds, I feel at home, and I feel in my country, and we are all to- 

Notes: 

1. it is not known by whom these words were reported. There exists a ver- 
sion in Kf.'s hwr., but this does not  seem t o  be an exact reporting of 
Pir-o-Murshld's words. The same address was arranged by Murshida Green 
fo r  publication in the magazine Sufism, where it appeared in the  number 
of September 1923. 

2. Hejrat  Day is the birthday of the Sufi Message, celebrated on September 
13th, the  day when Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan le f t  India in 1910, in order 
t o  bring the Sufl Message t o  the world. 

3. From the  magazine Suf ism, September 1923: "In the evening of September 
13th a meeting was held a t  which Pir-o-Murshid received t he  expressions of 
deep devotion and gratitude for  the blessing and inspiration of his pres- 
ence In the  Western world from members of t h e  Sufl Movement speaking for  
America, Great Britain, France, Switzerland and Holland." 

4. Sk. crossed out  #*forw and wrote "towardsn over it. 
5. Sk. changed "bound allw t o  "all boundff 
6. Sk. crossed out  Iftheir" and wrote "your" over it. 



gether. And let us ask on this day, on Hejrat Day, for God to  grant us that 
strength and power that we may keep united7 for the work of God and hu- 
manity. We shall not be disappointed or discouraged, however small we may 
be in number, and limited in our means, trusting in the great power of God 
and in His wisdom and goodness, Whose Message it i s  and in Whose path we 
are walking. 

Thank you all again a thousand times. 

May God bless you. 

7. After  "unitedtt Sk. indicates t h a t  p a r t  of the  sentence may have been 
omitted: "7 and t h a t  we It. 



Newspaper article from New York 
World, December 23, 1923 

The Indian Mystic Who Prophesies a Golden Age of Happiness 
by Freeing Mankind of Fear 

By ERNEST BRENNECKE 
HE Golden Age of happlness Is a t  

hand! The world Is soon to for- 

get Its strlfe and Is about to en- 
ter lnto a new perlod of pros- 

perlty and tolerance. Indlvlduals, famllles and 

natlons are  golng to break down the barrlers 
of selflshness, greed and hate that now separate 
them from one another. All peoples wlll mlngle 
together lnto one human brotherhood. There 

wlll be no more slavery, no castes, no bltter- 
n e s  between master and servant o r  between 
labor and capltal. no sex IneQuality, no  war. no  
bloodshed. All manklnd wlll form one natlon. 

and practice one religion." 

This Is the confident prophecy tha t  was de- 

Ilvered to me recently In a beautiful Httle 
shaded garden a t  Suresnes, a auburh of Parls. 
where I last  sa t  and conversed wlth Inayat 

Khan, Plr-DhIurshld, head of the Sufl Order 
of the World. 

He had just flnlshed hls afternoon dlscoune 

to his dlsciples--a score or  so of men and 
women-who y e r e  wandering about under the 
trees and drlnklng t e a  He leaned back In hls 

chalr, a large. p o ~ e r f u l l y  built man In a flow- 
ing black Orlental robe. The only ornament 

he wore was the gleamlng wlnged Sun  emblem 
hanglng on hls breast. ~ i n d l y , , m i  k t l v e  dark 
eyes shone out from 'a s,warthY untenance 

E l  

wlth great care. 

PJ &i,Fded'&th long grayish h a l r , . , ~  he spoke to. 
m e . 1 ~  aa.slow, mellow volce. chooslng hls words, 

This was the modest, almost shy personality 

from the mysterious lnterlor of Indla whose 
everlncreasln,o band of followers is begiinlng 

to spread forth his gentle gospel. deslgned to 
brlng joy and peace Into'a clvlllzatlon torn 
by war and distress. And the world seems 

gradually to be awakenlng to tlfe Importance 

o: thls message: the need foi  eomblnlng the 

a l m .  anelent wlsdom of the Hfndu wlth the 
thoughtless, drlvlng energy of the Western 

World. Thls falth the Plr-O-Nur8bld flrst 

hlgher than the slmllar work of the far  more 
"popular" Sir  Rablndranath Tagore. 

Inayat Khan was in New York a few mont.hs 

ago. He told me a t  that time that he con- 
sidered the United States a s  the best field in  
the world for the sowlng of his gospel. His 
visit, however. unheralded as i t  was, created 
no startling "sensation" a t  the tlme. A !em 
people had their curloslty aroused, perhaps, by 
the sight of a Hlndu priest walklng along 
Upper Rlverslde Drive on a fine mornlng, and 
a few earnest audlences listened wltb care to  
his addresses on "The Solutlon to  the Prob- 
lems of the Day." But now that  he has re- 
turned to France, these latter a r e  beginnlng 
to  reallze more and more keenly the large. 
perhaps world-shaklng slgnlflcance of hls gently 
propounded proposals, and to dlscuss the new 
prophet from Baroda and Suresnes with In- 
creasing eagerness. 

"And In England you have found restless- 
ness and poverty.'' H e  was commenting on my 
Impressions of a summer of travel. "And In 
Germany. starvation both splrltual and physl- 
cal. And in France, hatred and discontent. 
Yea, the world may well Indeed seem hopeless 
to you." An undertone of lnflnlte plty .made 
Itself felt through his soft accents. "We a re  
In a woeful state. The natlons a re  flying a t  
each other's throats, and wlll not be reconciled: 
one rellglon Bghts another as  H each bad a 
different God; In buslness there Is savage. mercl- 
less rlvalry. and every individual i s  out to get 
the better of ,his neighbor. Your clvlllzatlon 
Is qulte, qulte worthless." - 

"That Is a bold statement." I remarked. "DO 

you see notblng good In our Western.culture? 
Thlnk of our scientific progress,, for instance." 

He nodded and folded .his arms, then .replied. 
"Quite so. I do admlre your tremendous ad- 
vances In the mere mechanics of Hvlng: your 
bulldlngs, steamshlp3. railroads. alrplanes. tele- 
phones. and all manner of comforts and con- 
venlen$es. Wlth all these thlnga a t  your com- 
mand. you practical people should be Hvlng In 
a true earthly pamdlse. in Inflnltc happlnass. 

"nut you a r e  not! Your 'advances' a rc  the 
advances of a hllnd man and do not hrlng you 
any nearer to the llght of happlnesa. 

"What has your 'progress' brought you? I 
look lnto your world. What do I scc? I see 
war. and nlways preparations for new anti 

brought. from the East In 1910, sprcarllng it 1110re frightful wars, nnd fa~nlne nnfl pcnti!~?nrc. 
dlscoorses to his pupils, Lhrollgh poverty and misery an11 dlnconle~~t all a r o ~ ~ r ~ f l .  

Yolrr Inventions wl~lch ~nlght  I I ~ I : . ~  I I ~ : ~ I I  . \VOII- 
ures and through a series of benutllul little 

derfui hlesslngs!'have renlly beconle curaca. 11 
o t  v c k e  and prose which, according :, a pity!1* 
comb&nt crltlea. may be rated f a r  "But how can l t  k helped? 11.11at do you 



propose to do about it?" I inalsted. "YOU 
can't tell people to shut themselv& up and live 
a life oC Hlndu meditation. We are too actlve 
for that: we must get out and be dolng and 
accompllshrng t h l n g y a n d  then there a re  
clashes and  frlction wlth other people--one 
group interferes with another, and hate and war 
~ O I I O W .  How can  you remedy that?" 

"1 do not believe In Isolated meditation." he 
explained. patiently. "I believe In work and 
movement. Tha t  1s why I came out Of India. 
Instead of spending the rest of my 1ifCi.n a 
Thibetan monastery. I saw that  you had euch 
wonderful thlngs. and were not happy. that 
your world was a hopeless world-while our 
wise men had the secret of happiness and were 
keeplng .it  to themselves. You have all ,the 
instruments. the amazing methods of communl- 
cation: a'e, not having them. have had to keep 
our secrets of right llving to ourselves. Tbere- 
fore I am quietly, urglng America and Europe. 
war-torn, Impatient and miserable, to take the 
best that  the  wlsdorn of the East  has to offer. 
Combine your practlcal progress and movement 
with our idealism, sympathy and calm. and the 
world will again become a good place to live in." 

I urged hlm to tell me just what thls Eastern 
attitude implled, and just how I t  could brlng 
our distresses to  a n  end. 

"Let us see where the root of'all our trouble 
lies." he sald. "As indivlduals, In'. the 'flrst. 
place, you a re  strlving for practical, not . for  
spiritual. goals. for what you term 'succws.in 
life. Others strlve for the same material. 
things. You hate these others. and do yoyri 
best to defeat them. Wheoiall a re  greedy. t h e v ,  
is never enough In the wor!d to satisfy all.. The 
more there la. indeed. the more bitter becomes 
the struggle. 

"Next. you have observed tha t  small groups 
n.orklng together for  material ends a re  more 
powerful than  indlvlduals. And so you have 
one family contendlng agalnst another. one 
business organlzatlon flghtlng another. The 
strong has no mercy for the weak in thls con- 
test. Your nations. Ilkewine, arc  ~ i c k  a l t b  
jealousy and fly a t  each other's throats; be 
cause each one Is surrounded by barriers of 
anlbftion. selfishness. prlde. greed and hate. 

"These ugly barrlers between lndivlduals. b e  
t\Veell KrollDS and families and nations. must 
he l~roken down! They must glve way before 
l;n(lcrstall(ling. s ~ m p n t l i ~ ,  tolerance and Iovc. 
One lllnll 1nUSt serve not only 111111self and those 
I'l'clnl \\'llolll I l C  cierivcs benefit, all other 
lllcn 011 eal.th i7.9 well. no matter of what (am- 
fly. social caste. natlon or rellg'lon they may be. 

"Now tho Eastern thinker, the sun, .&a 

- 
searcher after truth,. finds lilmself completely 
free from the greatest enemy of the Western 
peoples. That enemy i s  Fear. For It Is fear. 
fear of the other fellow's getting the thlllgs 
you want that makes you hate hlm and t ry  to 
throttle him. And he In turn hates you and 
trlcs .to choke you. Likewise, i t  is really fear 
that makes one nation hate another. But the 
greatest Hindu philosophers have found the 
lneann for overcoming this fear. They realize 
that thelr fellou- creatures a r e  not their naturnl 
enemies. There 1s only one real enemy. and 
that is falsehood or  illusion. If all men sought 
for the true ikay of living, they would all be 
moving in the same, dlrection, and there would 
be 30 frlction, no clashes, no tugging in con- 
trary dire~tions. 

"The Sufi can feel no jealoosy, for he knows 
that jealousy Is the most unreasonable of all 
vices. preventing him from getting any pleas- 
ure out of the soclety of his fellow men. He 
shares hls happiness wlth others. and thereby 
multiplies its good effects. He looks upon every 
man. no  matter how dlfferent he may be, a s  hls 
brother, and treats him accordingly. 

"One natlon dlffers from another. I know. 
They talk dlfferent languages, because their 
forefathers talked different languages. They 
wear dlaerent clothes, because tbey live in  dif- 
ferent climates. They have different ideas and 
customs. How unreasonable, then, for one na- 
tion to regard Itself proudly as  the only possible 
nation for any one to  llve in, and to  desplse and 
make war on other nations1 If natlons would 
only t ry  to understand .:the Inevitable , dlber- 
ences between them{el?es. and also 16 ;eco&ize 
their  common' humanity, there could 'be no 
international jealousies and wars. W h y  will 
tbey not develop tolerance? Tolerance Is tue 
very keynote of my message. A t ~ l e t a n t  world 
1s a world at peace. 

"It'fs, indeed, high time'for a nave of toler- 
ance to  sweep away the misery of the world. 
Color prejudice. class distinctions, sex Inequal- 
Ity, are  all on the Increase. Your education 1s 
quallfylng your students to become selfish to 
the best of.thelr nblllty, to get the best of each 
other always. Your constant striving after ma- 
terial inrentions. In the absence of any higher 
ideals. has led to such works ns have set the 
world on fire. I'ou aro S te~d l ly  going from bad 
to worse. In fact. tlle world Is noxv almost as  
bad as  i t  can posslbly become." 

"Ancl what do YOII  Imngine the rcsl~lt 110 
i f  yo11 succeed in Irloculntlng I I I C  aor ld 
t l ~ e  tolerant ~wlnc l~~len  of 111c Sl~li?" I nslted, 

Ijere tlle Prophel rnlllc into his i~jrll. - ~ l ~ ~  
coming era will be an ern of regcllcrntiou, o f  
new Joy, s y m p a t h ~  and hope. I t  , ~ ~ x s t  a good 
one." he explaiued. 'Tur wke11 t l ~ c  \yursc has 



already Ilappened, the  only posslble deve lo~men t  band and wlfc wlll .be companions. Indepcndeut 
1s toa.ard the good. and detached. Sen-ant and master meill be $0 

y - h e  races i n  the comlng era  wlll mlngle t e  only dur ing working hours. Afedlclne \vIII take  
gether more and more. forgetting their diUer- away the  need for surgery. Grudges abo:lt 

relatives, complaints against serranta  nnd all  

C A r a M -  

INAYAT KHAN 
cnces 3-2 hates. 336 w!11 Cerclop flnally Into 
one slnzle world-\vide race. The natlons wlll 
develop In the dlrectlon of democracy and will 
overcome ercry  element ~ N c h  embitters one 
against the other. There  ~ v i l i  be alliances of 
~ ~ a t l o n s  untll there Is a rcal world-alliance, s o  
that  no nation may be OpprCssed by another. 
but all work in harmony and frecdom lor  t h e  
common peace. 

"Rel:gions wlll draw closer together and thel r  
followers will be tolerant o i  0110 another. Edu- 
cation \vlll cul~ninnte in the  study of human 
I!fe. trade wlll bccome f r ce r  nnd more iiniversal. 
and wlll he arranged on the  basis of a common 
proflt. Labor will work hnnd in hand with 
capltal. 

"Titles will I~avo Illtlc in~portnncc. Woman 
wlll becollie freer: ninrrlcd \rorncn. will be 
called by their own n:lilles. Chilrlren \vIIl be 
calletl by tlic riatlle of tliclr 111n.11. city o r  nation. 
instead of I I ~  IIlc n:l!llns of  111rir I~:lrcllt.s ant1 
families. KO \vt~rl; !rill 110 c i ~ ~ ~ s i ~ l ~ ! r ~ ~ l  ~neninl.  
no pocltinn ill lifc \rill Itc I ~ l l ! ~ ~ i l i : ~ l i ~ ~ ! : .  every- 
body \$,ill ~ninci his U ~ I I  l ~ ~ ~ s l l ~ r s s .  Z I I I I  pcople 
wlll convcrsc frccly \villi cnrll ntllrr wilhoc~t 
requiring the formality of intruiluctious. Hue- 

fault-flndlng wlll cease io  exlet. The reign of a 
new and altogether delightful way of life will 
be inaugurated." 

At thls polnt I ventured to point out that  all  
this was  a rather large task for one man. o r  
even fo r  a single Order. to accomplish. 

"nut I a m  only modestly pointing the way." 
explained the  Plr-Qhlurshld. "I a m  merely try- 
ing to  spread these Ideas among my  pupils. niy 
'Mureeds.' and'  among such educators and per- 
sons of importance a s  I a m  able to reach. I t  18 
not even necessary to  join the Sufl Order o r  to 

:'bBIl, one's self a Sufl In order  to ass ls t  111 Ihe 
work '  of tolerance and the search for t r u l l ~ .  
Every one who adheres t o  the principles I ba re  
k e n  outllnlng to  you may  do 111s share  to hasten 
the  coming of t he  Golden Age." 

The talk whlch I h a r e  ra ther  crudely re- 
ported above can  give only the  vaguest idea of 
the. charm of Inayat  Khan's conversation a?id 
of tho plcturesaueness and a i n n l n g  quallty of 
hls personality. These things become manlfest 
when one reads hls  l i terary u'orlr: w e n  one. 
for instance, comes across aphorisms llke tho 
following. from his "No:es f rom the  Unstruck 
Yusic": 

"Heaven and bell a r e  the  material manifesta- 
tlon of ngreeable and dlsagreeable thoughts. 

"A tender-hearted s lnner  i s  better t han  a 
salnt hardened by pletj .  

"When the  mlser ahowa a n y  genemslty he  
celebrates It wlth trumpets. 

"To offend a low person Is l lke throwlng a 
stone i n  the  mud and  gettlng splashed. 

"Self-pity Is t he  cause of a l l  t he  grlef of Il:a 
"Elndurance makes  thlngs preclous a n d  men  

great. 
"Rlght and wrong depend upon a t t l tude a n d  

sltuatlon, not upon the  actlon. 
"Slmpllcity of nature  la the  s lgn of aalnta. 
"Fallure In l l fe  does not mat ter ;  t he  greatest 

misfortune Is s tanding still. 
"Happlness alone i s  natural,  and  Is  attnlned 

by llvlng naturally. 
"It la easy to  become a teacher. bu t  dllllcult 

to become a pupll. 
"The present spl r l t  of humanlty has  commer- 

clallsm a s  Its crown and  niatcriallsm as I ts  
throne. 

"You must  ncrer  jol(e \':ltll a fool; If yt;u 
throw a floc-er a t  lii111 1;. !v\.IIl throw bac!i a 
stone. 

"Ilaii wonders about h ls  past al!d f u t ~ ~ r e :  I:q\v 

\~ondc r fu l  wou!d llfe bccome to Urn If be  only 
realized the  prcscnf" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 14th, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Goal. 

The soul which functions on i t s  way to manifestation in different 
bodies, covering3 itself thus with a4 body over another body5, 6has a 
power6 which it uses to a smaller of greater degree in7 renewing of the t i s -  
sues of the body and8 in healing it9. The child born inlo thel1 family in 
which there are physical infirmities, is often born already healed12 and13 
tissues renewed. The reason is  because the soul is the divine breath; it puri- 
fies, revivifies and heals the instrument in which it functions. On i t s  return 
journey the soul shows the same phenomena14 in a different way. 1 5 ~ 1 1  the 
impressions of illness, of l6 sadness, of l6 miseries17, which lethe soul hadla 
experienced while on the earth, and hadlg taken 21the same impressions21 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book T h e  Soul Whence and 
W h i t h e r ? ,  Par t  Ill Towards the  Goal, as the second pa r t  of chapter II 
( 1924). 

Where  book^ is mentioned i n ,  the  notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Skosh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "p. 107 of The Soul Whence and 
Whithern In the  margin 
Gd.h.: "towardw instead of "towards" 
Bk.: "coversw instead of mcoverlngM 
Ibid.: "onem instead of "am 
I bid.: "body" omitted 
Ibid.: "has a powern omitted 
I bid.: "the" added 
Ibid.: "oru instead of "andt1 
Gd.h.: "Itn omitted 
Bk.: "intow 
Ibid.: "am in placed of "them 
Ibid.: *, from hereditary conditionsw added 
Ibld.: "with Its1' added 
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in22 the spirit world, it heals its23 being and renews the tissues of that 
body, which s t i l l  remains with it after having24 left the physical body25. It 
purifies it26 from all illness and 27its impressions27, and thus renews its2' 
l i fe in the spirit world in accordance to its2' evolution. But, apart from 
evolution, it is  the tendency of the soul to repel3' all that is  foreign to  it, 
either from the physical body or from the mental body, which it s t i l l  has in 
the spirit world. 

The soul is on a continual journey; in31 whatever plane32, it is journey- 
ing all the time and in31 this journey it has a purpose to  accomplish; many 
purposes contained and hidden in one purpose. There are objects which 
remain unfulfilled in one's lifetime on the33 earth. They are accomplished in 
the 34further journey34 in the spirit world. For nothing that the human 
heart has once desired, remains unfulfilled. I f  it i s  not fulfilled here35, it is 
accomplished in the hereafter. The desire of the soul is  the wish of Cod, 
small or great or36 right or wrong and37 it has a moment of fulfilment. I f  
that moment does not come while the soul is on the earth plane, it comes38 
39in i t s  further journey39 in the spirit world. 

~ h e ~ O  soul proves its divine origin in31 all4\ planes of existence, 
42wherever it happens to pass42, in creating for itself all it desires, in pro- 
ducing for itself 43its heart's object43, 44in gratifying itself with all it 
wishes44 and in attracting and drawing45 to  itself it wants. The source 
of the soul is perfect and so i s  i t s  goal. Therefore even through i t s  limita- 
tion the soul has a47 spark of perfection. The nature of perfection is: no 
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want48.  AS^^ the limitation that the soul experiences50 on the earth where 
i t  lives the l i fe of limitation, s t i l l  its one desire i s  perfection, 51to achieve 
and obtain all that it wants5', so this52 want is  supplied for the very53 
reason that the Perfect One, even in the world of variety, does everything 
possible to  experience perfection. 

Question: Do children who die as infants come t o  maturity, and 
on which plane? The angel- or the jinrr ? 

Answer: Yes, they do; often on the jinn plane, and sometimes in 
the plane of the angels. It depends upon the quality of the 
soul, and upon the object it was meant to accomplish. 

Question: Is there then no i l lness,  or impression of i l lness 
on the jinn plane? 

Answer: Yes, there are. As there are illnesses tn-the-human-p+ane 
on the plane of the earth, so there are certain discomforts on 
the other plane54. But in telling you the healing power of the 
soul, I have explained that it heals the body that it functions 
in, even on the earth. And the illness that it takes from the 
earth, it heals again in the hereafter. No doubt, the discom- 
forts of that plane s t i l l  remain; for life is  a continual struggle. 
The struggle there is  more easy to combat with, for the reason 
that the facilities of the other plane are greater, as the limi- 
tations of this plane are great. 

Question: I f  a soul desires wrong or cruel things, how can 
that be a wish of God? 

Answer: To the person who has asked me this question, I will ask 
'Why did Cod make a person desirous of wrong wishes?*55 
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Q u e s t i o n :  Can s o u l s  b y  evil t h i n k i n g  and doing d e l i b e r a t e l y  
k i l l  their s p i r i t s ,  and so per ish? 

Answer: No, they only cover themselves by the clouds of ignorance, 
which causes discomfort. But no soul is  perished. Soul is not 
meant to  be perished. 

Q u e s t i o n :  You s a i d :  the d e s i r e  o f  the s o u l  is the wish  o f  God, 
s m a l l  or g r e a t ,  r i g h t  or wrong. How c a n  the wish  
of G o d  be wrong? 

Answer: There are many things for which man accuses God to have 
done wrong. It is only out of his respect t o  God that he does 
not say anything. I think'there is  no person in the world who 
can be accused so many times for wrong doing as God. The 
reason i s  that it is  our limited self who judges, who is not 
capable of judging. 

Q u e s t i o n :  You once said  t h a t  this Message would t e a c h  the 
l a b o u r  men t o  make f r o m  the l a b o u r  their way of 
m e d i t a t i o n .  W i l l  you p l e a s e  speak more on t h i s  
s u b j e c t ?  

Answer: By this I had meant that the chief work of this Message is  
t o  make the everyday life of man a religion, his profession his 
religion, his work his religion. Whatever he is capable to do, he 
must do it, and at the same time while doing it, he can medi- 
tate on the same work, by knowing the secret56 meaning of 
that work which he is  doing, and in this way turning the57 life, 
the same life, from worldly life into spiritual life. From every- 
thing he is qualified to do, and which he i s  needed to  do, while 
doing this, he will be accomplishing his religion, and attaining 
spirituality by it, by his meditation on58 the evolution of his 
work, however uninteresting59 his work, as soon as he knows 
how to do the meditation rightly. 60~esterday I was envying a 
fisherman, sitting there. Looking at that fisherman, who was 
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sitting with patience and peace, and yet making his efforts to  
get the fish, I thought: what a place of meditation, sitting in 
the woods near the water. Of course the man in the factory 
has not that facility. Nature is a bliss. S t i l l  the man in the 
factory, his wages will be nothing compared with the bliss he 
gets if he knows 61 . Now it is  a loss. By that he is  
gaining what he gains, and at the same time 62 . What 
will happen when the initiated ones, some of the mureeds, who 
have the interest in the factory or the trade, then they will 
have the leading of the thing? Then they will be giving the 
Message at the factory.63 
There is  no other thing to think about, when the right teach- 
ing64 is given. Even better than other people, because his mind 
will be concentrated. My own experience: I came at the sta- 
tion of Rajputan; I had to send a telegram. There I saw a man 
who was busy with his telegraphic work and at the same time 
he was doing his meditation. lt65 interested me very much, a 
man so busy as that, who had to  listen every time to  the bell, 
and do the work. A mistake of one letter would have held him 
responsible. He came to  me, and I said: 'I have come to give 
you this telegram. But I marvel at you.' I said: 'It is  wonder- 
ful how you are keeping your concentration during this work.' 
He smiled instantly, and we became friends, and had a very in- 
teresting talk afterwards. But i f  not, the spiritual work would 
be a nuisance. And especially in such times when the life's 
need is  so great, that everybody has a certain work to  do, and 
they have very few hours of rest. And i f  only once in a week a 
person, or66 if a person thought that after he had reached a 
certain age, he will have a leisure, then the whole life is  
wasted. The best method therefore i s  to  use the way of medi- 
tation in one's everyday life. Whatever one does must be done 
with meditation. One will not only have the benefit of earth, 
but also from Heaven. The benefit will be a thousand times 
greater. 
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Question: 67 

Answer: Meditat ion means t h e  soul's action6' towards spiritual unfold- 
ment. And th is  endeavour may be pract ised in d i f fe ren t  ways, 
in order to sui t  one's own profession and work. 

67. Sk-sh.: a blank; 
Sr.: "What is meditation?"; 
Sk.l.tp.: "What is meditation?"; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "What is meditation In th is  sense?'I 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 14th, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Goal 

The soul's3 coming on4 earth and i t s  return, in both there is  a process 
to be seen. When coming on earth, it is  adept5 adorning itself with the 
covers6 of the particular planes through which it passes and on i t s  return it 
uncovers7 itself from the bodies it has8 adornedg for i t s  convenience of lo  
experiencing that particular plane. In this way it1 l i s  a process of covering 
and uncovering. The soul so to speak +eaves throws1* i t s  garment in1= the 
same plane from which it borrowed14, when it has no more to do with it. 
Then what happens l of these bodies? The bodies are composed of phy- 
sical atoms and so all that i s l a  composed lgbecomes d e c ~ m p o s e d ~ ~  and 
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Where "bookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book T h e  Soul 
Whence and W h i t h e r ? #  prepared for publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 
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turns20 into i t s  own element, the21 air22 to air, the23 heat to  the fire, 
water24 to water and 25earth to the earth25. In spite of all the diverse 
aspects that26 the body 27apparently may have been taken absorbed27; tn2' 
many insects may eat it, birds may share it in their food 29and animal such 
as30 lion29 may swallow31 it or it may be eaten32 b a fish, 330ne fish or 
many fishes33, 340r it turns35 into a soil in timer4, or wasM used to 
strengthen37 38a tree or plants38. In every case the first rule remains. 

As a39 physical body composes and decomposes, so does the mental 
body4' or spirit41 body, a42 body which has43 incomparably longer life than 
the physical body has on the earth. I t s  end is 44in the similar way as44 the 
end of the physical body. When the soul uncovers45 itself of this mental 
garb, it falls flat as46 the body of the earth, in that plane in47 which it 
belongs. For it i s  not the body which has the16 strength to stand. The 
strength of standing belongs to the soul. It is therefore that man, in whom 
the soul manifests in a4' most pronounced form, stands upright, all other 
animals bowing and4' bending naturally50 by their natural form. 
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I s  the decomposing of the spirit body used in making the bodies there? 
Certainly it is. 5 1 ~ o t  in such a crude way as it5' happens with the earthly 
body, buts3 in a much finer way, for this i s  a finer body. There is  a54 
p+easate joy55 in the composing ands6 decomposing of this body, as there is  
even a57 pleasure in the composing and decomposing of the physical body. 
5&rhe question what the body that ene-adetns the soul has, looks like in the 
spirit plane?58 5 9 ~ t  looks exactly the same as one was on the earth59. ~ u t ~ ~  
why there-shedd-net-be-a-ehange60 61it mustd1 be so? Because of man's 
love for his body. Does it62 change? Yes, i f  he63 wishes it52 to change. I f  
the soul wishes 64it to be changed64, it can be changed65 to  i t s  own ideal. 
It can be made as young and as beautiful as possible but it must be remem- 
bered that by nature the soul becomes so attached to i t s  form, that it 
66holds on66 to it. 67 lt does not like to become different as a rule67. 

The condition of the next world i s  most like the condition of the dream 
world. In the d read8  one does not see oneself different to  what 
one appears except in some cases and at some times and for that there are 
reasons. Nevertheless the power that the soul has in the next world i s  much 
greater than i t70 has in this world of limitations. The soul in the other 
world, so to speak, matures and finds within itself the power7I of which it 
was ignorant through life, the power of creating and producing it 
wishes73 74through life74; and i t s  movements75 being not 76hindered so 
much76 by time and space, it is  more77 capable of doing for itself and78 
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accomplishing things which are difficult for the sameT9 soul to do and 
accomplish on the earth plane. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is there a compensa t ion  for a being w i t h  a s o u l  
c rav ing  for e x p r e s s i o n  in a r t ,  mus ic ,  80et~.,  ase0 
y e t  bound t o  strive a l o n g  l i f e  of drudgery? 

Answer: Certainl there is. I f  it was not so, there would not be a 
justice8! What i s  not gained in this life is  accomplished in the 
next. Therefore there is a scope for the hope throughout life. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is the person  who d e f i n i t e l y  communes many h o u r s  a 
day  w i t h  God closer t o  Him t h a n  he who mus t  con- 
c e n t r a t e  on his d u t i e s ,  w i t h o u t  chance  o f  commun- 
ing  d e f i n i t e 1  y? 

Answer: One must make one's duties a religion, and find a means of 
communication through one's everyday life. I f  the Sufi Mes- 
sage has to  bring anything to  the world, it i s  this. By the med- 
itations and concentrations which are given to the mureeds, it 
is  not meant that that is  the only means for them to  communi- 
cate with Cod. That i s  a way, that is  a key. From that8* way 
they must develop to learn to  communicate with Cod in all 
things that they do in their life. It is  not sufficient to  s i t  for 
half an hour or an hour in the thought of Cod. Every moment 
of our life must be devoted to it. I remember the words of my 
Murshid, answering my question one3 the sin and virtue. He 
said: 'There is one sin, and one virtue. The moment which is 
passed in the absence of Cod i s  the sin, and every moment in 
life which is passed in the presence of God i s  virtue.' The 
whole working in the Sufi culture, i t s  object is  that we must 
arrive to a stage in our life, after learning this way of concen- 
tration, that every moment of our life we are in communion 
with Cod. When we are talking with others, when we are 
walking, sleeping, in every action we do, Cod must be before 
US. 
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Question: Is that in everyone's reach? 

Answer: We are meant to  that. Just think, when a person i s  in love 
with someone, he is capable of doing it. He thinks of the same 
person all the time, while eating, drinking, or walking; the 
image of the beloved is there. That shows that man i s  capable 
of it. When the same love is  developed for God, it is natural to 
think that84 at every moment of our life of God, all we do. 

Question: Do souls on the mental plane retain the memory and 
knowledge of their experience on the earth? 

Answer: Retain? They are engraved by it. It is  just like a white 
cloth which has its colours and impressions, and all that is 
printed upon it. I t  is  printed with it. With this it has made i t s  
world. The soul comes alone, but goes with a world with it. 
And really speaking, the soul would have liked to have taken 
the earthly body, i f  it could. But is i s  not allowed there; 
therefore it has to leave it here. 

Question: Are there courtship and marriages85, and are chil- 
dren born on the mental plane? 

Answer: It is not necessary that the law of the spiritual plane 
should work so much in accordance with the law of the physi- 
cal plane. Even on the physical plane the law differs. Among 
the living creatures there are egg-born and there are different 
creatures. Then there are living creatures who are born out of 
the animal world, come from the leaf, 86from thee6 fruit; quite 
a different process. When there are such varieties here, so the 
laws of the spirit world must not be compared exactly with the 
law of this. " Stil l ,  one law remains all through, in all 
planes, and that is the law of duality, negative and positive, 
the law of expression and conception; that every issue in 
whichever plane, it comes subject t o  this law. 

Question: How can the belief in God and the conviction of His 
existence and reality be brought home t o  those 
who have none? 
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Answer: We must not trouble much about it. We must concern with 
ourselves, because there is  so much to  be done with ourselves. 
When once Cod becomes reality in ourselves, then we have a 
living God to give to the other. One person speaks of gold; the 
other has gold coins, he can give them. Why should we 
believe8' . There is  no need. When our belief has become 
living, it must have influence upon others; it cannot fail, it will 
not fail. 

Question: Do the personalities of unevolved souls, such as 
those of primitive natives, and those sunk in ma- 
terialism, persist through death? 

Answer: Certainly, they all do. Every soul that has wakened on the 
earth has a next station to make, and that station i s  the spirit 
world before it starts for the next world. Not only human 
beingh9, but this also applies to  all living creatures. 

Question: When the soul decomposes i t s  bodies, a f t er  using 
them, does the matter of the decomposed body, 
thus used by man, do anything t o  l i f t  the matter 
of the planes they return to? 

Answer: Yes, matter evolves, and used by the higher entities it 
evolves sti l l .  But the nature of evolution is different. For in- 
stance, the matter as a whole, it is  evolving to a much better 
condition and more fresh than the matter which has gone again 
in i t  and taken by it. But at the same time the aspect of the 
evolution is different from the general evolution of matter. 

Question: Is there an advantage for the animal,g0 ? 

Answer: It is not the advantage for theg1 animal, but it is  an 
advantage for the whole. All that is absorbed by man, either in 
the way of eating, whether fruit or flower, it i s  all blessed, 
because in man the soul has reached i t s  ultimate state. There- 
fore to give that soul an experience, or pleasure, or life, or 
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strength, or satisfaction, whatever is  used, it is all used for i t s  
best purpose, for it is  used for the best expression of the soul. 
Of course, when a person stands on another level, he can see it 
from another point of view. From that point of view he may 
see the justice or injustice of it. But from this point of view it 
has i t s  reason also. 

Quest ion:  "There is a pleasure in composing and decomposing o f  
t h e  physical body." What d o  you mean by  th i s?  

Answer: 92 example of a drunken man: he knows that he 
drinks alcohol, which is  poison, It is  killing the germs of his 
body and blood, and doing him all the harm. And yet that very 
reason of being decomposing, that gives him the joy of it. It is 
the dying process which gives him the joy. It is  gradual dying 
which is  his pleasure. And it will amuse you, that I once asked 
a drunken man: 'Oh, why are you doing this drinking all the 
time, killing yourself for!' 'I do not care, I would rather die 
than not drinkl' Because it is  the pleasure of dying. There i s  a 
pleasure in dying. 

92. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Gd.h.: "In l i t t l e  time I can only te l l  by giving you the  example ..."; 
Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "I w l l l  answer by the example ..." 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 15th, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Goal. 

The Transmigration of the Soul. 

~ h $  soul who has passed from the earth and is  in the spirit world, 
can4 live on the earth by5 one way and that way is 6the transmigration of 
the soul6. Very often7 have wrongly explained this idea when they have said 
that aa spirit takes hold of a dead body, and entering into it, makes use of 
it. The body once dead is dead. It 9is on9 the process of returning to  i t s  
own origin. It has lost that magnetism which attracts the soul and holds it 
in order to allow it to function itselflo in the physical body. If the dead, 
body m s  hadl1 the12 magnetism, then it would not have13 allowed the soul 
to return, it would have held it back, for it is  the body which holds the soul 
towards14 the earth, the soul 15which has got15 a pull from within which 
draws it continually towards its source. But there are many living dead in 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published In the book T h e  Soul Whence and W h i t h -  
e r? ,  Par t  Ill Towards the Goal, as the last pa r t  of chapter 111 (1924). 

Where Itbook" is mentioned In the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared fo r  publicatlon mainly by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 

Skosh.: a t  a later date Sk. added Icp. 112 The Soul Whence and Whitheru In 
the  margin 
Gd.h,: I1towardn ra ther  than "towards" 
Gd.h., bk.: "At1 ra ther  than Thelo 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added "stl l lw in her sh.; 
Gd.h.: ~s t i l l l l  written above the Ilne; 
Bk.: ~ s t l l l ~  
Bk.: "inn instead of 
Ibid.: "by obsessing another soul1' instead of "the transmlgratlon of the 
soul" 
Skosh.: Sk. later added I1peoplel1 in her sh. 
Bk.: "the1' Instead of I1a1' 
Ibld.: "has entered uponn In place of "is onm 
I bid.: nitself" omitted 
Gd.h.: Gd. originally wrote "wasI1, then wrote ''hadn over It 
Ibid.: "them appears above the space between "had1' and llmagnetlsm~; 
Bk.: "them omitted 
Gd.h.: "have notn instead of "not have11 
I bid.: "towardll; 
Bk.: "to" 
Bk.: "has" In place of "which has got" 



the 16good sense or the bad sense16 of the word. It is  in these cases that a 
single-pointed spirit takes hold of their minds and bodies as its own instru- 
mentsl 7, using them to i t s t 8  best advantage. It is  this which is  generally 
known as obsession. In point of fact there is no soul who has not experi- 
enced obsession in the true sense of the word. For there are moments in 
one's everyday life when those on the other side take the souls on the earth 
as their medium1 to experience life on the earth20. 21 ~ransmi~rat ion of 
the soul is a much deeper impression upon the soul than what obsession 
might give.21 For in time the sea) spirit22 who enters into the being of a 
person on earth, makes the23 person entirely void of himself. He loses in 
time his identity and becomes ond4 like the spirit who has obsessed5. Not 
only in his thought, speech and action, but also in his attitude and outlook, 
in his habits and manners, even in his looks he becomes as26 the 27entity 
which obsesses him27. One might say28 then it is  a good thing from a mysti- 
cal point of view to  become thus selfless. No, that29 is not the way of 
being selfless. In this way one is  robbed of the self. The mystical way of 
being selfless is  meant30 to realize the self by 31unveiling the self with the 
numberless covers, of32 the false egd l .  

Question: Is it a great lack in  a character when a person 
cannot give the love which friends require? To 
receive love and be unable t o  return; t o  have 
forgotten friends, while absorbed in work and 
occupation? 

Answer: The question is what work or occupation? There are works 
and occupations which are of the higher character, which take 
one's whole attention, one's life. And such works may require 
renunciation and sacrifice. Then one does not become loveless, 
i t  i s  the duty. One cannot be regardless. But i f  one can 
manage to  give and take love at the sanie time, it is prefer- 
able. 

16. Ibid.: "good or  bad sense1' instead of "good sense or  the  bad sensew 
17. I bid.: "instrument" 
18. Ibld.: "thet1 ra ther  than " i tsm 
19. Ibld.: "through whichw added 
20. Ibid.: "physical planew in place of "earth1' 
21. Ibid.: th is sentence rewri t ten t o  read: ~lmpression upon the soul is a 

much deeper experience than t ha t  which obsession gives." 
22. Gd.h.: "soulw crossed ou t  with "spiritn written above 
23. Bk.: " thatm 
24. I bid.: wonell omitted 
25. Ibid.: "himm added 
26. Sk.sh.: "asm crossed out, "like1' added above afterwards in sh.; 

Gd.h.: flas'l written f i rst ,  then "likew written over it; 
Bk.: wiikell 

27. Bk.: "obsessing entity1* in place of "ent i ty which obsesses himw 
28. Ibid.: "Might one sayt1 
29. Gd-he, bk.: "this@* 
30. Bk.: "meantm omitted 
31. Ibld.: rewri t ten t o  read: "unveiling It from I t s  numberless covers which 

make the  false egow 
32. Skosh.: cancelled and replaced with llwhich makew in sh.; 

Gd.h.: "ofn cancelled, "which makew written above 



Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  a p e r s o n  s u f f e r  one day t h r o u g h  i n a b i l i t y  t o  
1 ove, mere1 y g iv ing  a cool a f f e c t i o n ?  

Answer: Love, whether hot or cold, it i s  love. 
I s  there cold love? Since God is  love, the whole manifestation 
is  love. The cold water or the hot water. 

Quest ion:  Is it not a p i t y  t h a t  a p e r s o n  w i t h  a r t i s t i c  c o u l d  
n o t  33 ? 

Answer: No, that person must do his best to  come out in the world, 
and express the art and literature he is capable of. He must 
not keep it back: 'Raise your light on high'; all that is  in 
the34 heart, bring it out. If the conditions are against you, 
come through it. That i s  the struggle of life. In order to make 
the life a success one must make a part of life a soldier, to  
struggle along, to  make it out. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Which is  the power b y  which man a t t r a c t s  his food t o  
him,  and the t h i n g s  he n e e d s  and 35 ? Is 
it b y  his God r e a l i z a t i o n  c o n s c i o u s l y  or uncon- 
s c i o u s l  y? 

Answer: If there i s  any power which is  mighty power, it is the 
power of love. All that one desires i s  also love. Even i f  one 
desires food it i s  the love of food. All that one desires, it is 
the love. And it is according to the power of love that he will 
attract. Only what does he love more; something more than 
the ordinary things of life? Then that must be one's aim.36 

33. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
S~.'S reconstruct ion o f  t he  questlon from Kf.: "1s It no t  a p i ty  i f  a 
person who is  g i f ted  cannot bring o u t  his talent, and remains hidden?"; 
Gd.hwr.copy: ''1s it n o t  a p i ty  t h a t  a person who could help o the rs  should 
remain hidden, wlthout ~ p p o r t u n l t y ? ~ ~  

34. Sk.l.tp.: "yourw instead of "thew 
35. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sr.: "... and which hls wishes a r e  granted?" 
36. Sr.: adds: I1Hunger is  an aspect o f  love; t h e  love o f  t h e  hea r t  i s  what we 

call affection. Love o f  t e r r i t o r y  has caused many deaths and what you 
love you must get. To my mlnd t h e  words seeking, wantlng, requiring, 
searching a re  ail words f o r  loving. Love Is the  r o o t  o f  t h e  whole phe- 
nomena. (Even i f  a poor man does n o t  find his food, you w i l l  find the re  is  
something he loves more)#' 



Question: Shall we see the great being of  Christ, and come 
nearer t o  H i m  in the other worlds? 

Answer: Certainly. 

Question: What was the lesson of the raising of Lazarus from 
the dead? 
And why are we told, if we had faith we could 
raise the dead? 

Answer: Explanations of miracles, and especially of the great ones, 
is difficult to  make. For the sake of the idea of the people, to 
preserve the idea faith3' of3* people who believe39 in it 

40 . It has a symbolical side, which is  the interesting 
part of the story. That, in spite of the sisters being interested, 
the brother remains the same. Dead is  he; with his ears open, 
and eyes 40 cannot see and hear. That person is more 
dead4'. The stone was the stone over his own thought, which 
was the hindrance for him to see. When the moment came that 
a new life may be brought t o  his soul, that his soul should see 
the42 Christ and His Message, when such moment came, then 
the Master came, and then his heart was melted. And that life 
which was to spring up, sprang. That is  the real miracle, and 
even greater sense than the outer miracle. 

Question: Where is the soul before it comes on the angel 
plane, and t o  where does it go when it leaves the 
angel plane on i t s  return journey, and what kind 
of existence has it there? 

Answer: The soul has not yet come43 as the so1.11~~. 

37. Sk.l.tp.: llideall; 
Gd. hwr.copy: llldeall' 

38. Sk.l.tp.: "the" added 
39. I bid.: "bring" ra ther  than "believe" 
40. Sk.sh.: a blank 
41. Ibid.: a blank; 

Sr., Sk.l.tp.: "than a person in his gravev added 
42. Sk.l.tp.: "thatt1 instead of "the" 
43. Sk.sh.: answer incomplete and crossed ou t  by Sk.; see the  f i r s t  q.a. af ter 

llConclusionn of 19 September, 1923 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September ISth, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Goal. 

The soul on i t s  way3 towards the goal in the spheres4 of jinn5, 6has 
some riches collected during i t s  l ife on the earth6, in the form of merits, 
qualities, experience7 and convictions, talents, attitude8 and a certain out- 
look on life. In spite of the belongings of the earth which it has returned to  
the earth on i t s  passing, this9 the soul in the spirit world loofferst allows lo 
it1 l to be taken from it and imparts to the 12coming souls, from their 
sourcet2 who13 are on their way to the earth. ~ h e l ~  souls on their way to 
the earth, full of heavenly bliss but poor in the earthly riches, purchase15 
the current coin16 of 17the earth in the jinn plane17; guarantees and1' 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book T h e  Soul Whence and W h i t h -  
e r ? ,  Part  Ill Towards the Goal, as the  f i r s t  pa r t  of chapter I V  (1924). 

Where "bookn is mentloned In the notes, it refers t o  the book T h e  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whlther. Chapter 
I V  11311 In the  margin 
Gd.h.: "towardt1 in place of ntowardsfl 
Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out  tlway" and wrote flreturnw above in her sh.; 
Gd.h.: "way1' crossed out, flreturn" above; 
Bk.: ' 'returnw 
Bk.: "sphereu instead of "spheresm 
Ibld.: I t the Genli" in place of "Jinn" 
Ibid.: reordered t o  read: 'I... has collected during i t s  life on the  ear th  
some riches ...I1 
Gd.h., bk.: wexperiencesm 
Bk.: "at t i tudew omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added ltrichesm In her sh.; 
Gd.h.: "riches" written above the  line; 
Bk.: "these richest1 
Bk.: "offers or  allowsn rather  than '#offers, allows11 
Sk.sh.: Sk. later crossed out "itv1; 
Gd.h.: "itu crossed out  
Bk.: reordered t o  read nsouls coming from their  sourcen 
Gd.h.: "and who11 instead of mwholl 
Bk.: "Thesef1 instead of "Then 
I bid.: llwithll Inserted 
Gd.h.: "coins" 
Bk.: rewri t ten t o  read "the plane of the Genli" 
I bid.: *'and" omitted 



contracts andI8 mortgages and all the accountslg that the spirit who20 had 
let2' unfinished on the earth, 22they have 23taken on their charge23 to pay 
240r t o  receive24 when coming on the earth. Among these souls who come 
250n the earth25, there are some who take from one spirit all they can as 
their heritage from the spirit world, some 26from many. Yet such26 souls 
who absorb, attract, conceive and receive all that i s  given to them in27 the 
spirit plane, they28 have perhaps29 300f the i f t  of one spirit30 than all the 
other gifts they have3' from the different3$ spirits they have met. Does 
this exchange rob the spirit on his way to the goal of his merits and quali- 
ties? No, not in the least. The riches that the soul can take to  the spheres 
of the jinn33 safe and secure. Any knowledge or learning, merit or 
talent given to another person, i s  not lost from3' the person who gives. It 
only makes the giver richer st i l l .  When the Hindus thought36 in the ancient 
times to a wicked person 37that 'the37 next38 when39 you are born, you 
will come as a dog or a monkey,' it was to tell him who did not know 40the 
end of the life except by4' himself40, that 42he may know that his qualities 
will come again and will bring him a ain in a s t i l l  worse form than what he 
was before.42 When they said that4' your good actions will bring you back 

Gd.h.: **accountn 
Bk.: "who1* omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed o u t  "let1* and wrote w le f t f f  above in her sh.; 
Gd.h., bk.: ttleftfl 
Bk.: f*thesefl inserted before !*theyw 
Gd.h.: "taken in t h e i r  chargef*; 
Bk.: l r t o  undertake1* 
Bk.: I tor  t o  receivef* omitted 
Ibid.: **on t h e  ear th"  omitted 
Ibid.: ** take from many. Yet the"  
Ibid.: f*on18 instead o f  I8in** 
I bld.: "theyf* omitted 
Skosh.: Sk. added I*more1* in her sh.; 
Gd.h.: "more of"  wr i t ten  above t h e  line; 
Bk.: "received more1* added 
Bk.: **from one spir l t t l  r a t h e r  than Inof t h e  g i f t  o f  one sp i r i tw  
I bid.: "receivedt* inserted 
I bid.: wvarious** r a t h e r  than "differentu 
ibid.: *gGenlusw Instead of "jinnl1 
Ibld.: "arew instead o f  flisn 
Ibid.: **byf8 in place o f  ltfromt* 
Sk.sh.: Sk. replaced "thought1* with ftsaid8* in her sh.; 
Gd.h.: t*thoughtt* crossed out, *tsaidn above; 
Bk.: "saidw 
Bk.: "... t h a t  8the11* became ..., 'The..."' 
Sk.sh.: "timef8 omitted, apparently by mistake; 
Gd.h., bk.: "timew 
Bk.: lfwhen** omitted 
Ibid.: r ewr i t t en  t o  read !*anything of l i fe except h i m ~ e l f * ~  
Gd.h.: ftabout*l instead of ttbyf* 
Bk.: rewr i t ten  t o  read: "... his animal qualities would come again as t h e  
her i tage o f  t h e  animal world, so t h a t  he would n o t  come again t o  t h e  
knowledge o f  his human frlends, as a man, bu t  as an animal.** 
I bid.: " tha t t *  omit ted 



as a 44better person, 45as a higher person44n45, it was46 in this47 sense, 
that the man who did not know the two extreme poles of his soul, 48for him 
to48 understand that no good action was to49 be lost, ands0 the man who 
had no hopes5I in the hereafter, 52as he did not know what it was52, and 
who only knew of life 53to be a life53 on the earth, 54for that man54 it was 
a55 consolation to know that good that he has57 done 58is coming 
back58 and it is5' true in this60 sense of the theory which 61is explained in 
this61. 

It i s  only 62a matter of words, of63 difference of words62; the soul 
who comes from above has no name or form, has64 no particular identity. It 
makes no difference to that soul what it was6' called; since it had no name, 
it could66 just as well adopt the name of the coat which was put on it, as 
that i s  the nature of life. The robe of justice, put on a person, makes him a 
judge and the uniform of a policeman makes him a constable.  either^^ the 
judge was6' born as a judge nor the constable a policeman. They were born 
on earth nameless if not formless. Distinctions and differences belong to  
the lower world, not to the higher; therefore 69the conception of the Sufi 
has no argument69 against the idea of reincarnation. The difference i s  only 
in words, and it is  necessary that a precaution may70 be taken that the door 
may be kept open before7' souls who wish to  enter the Kingdom of God, 
that they may not feel bound by a7* dogma, that they will have to be 
dragged back after having left the earth plane, by their karmas73. The soul 
of man i s  the spark of Cod. Though Cod is  helpless on the earth, s t i l l  he is 
all-powerful in Heaven and by teaching the prayer 'Thy Kingdom come, Thy 

Gd.h.: It... good person, as a b e t t e r  person ..." 
Bk.: "as a higher personn omit ted 
Gd.h.: "saIdl1 inserted 
Bk.: "them instead of llthlsw 
Ibld.: nmightn instead of l1for him t o w  
Ibld.: Instead of "was t o w  
I bid.: " fo rw added 
I bld.: "hopell 
Ibld.: "as he did n o t  know what It wasw omlt ted 
Ibld.: "as Ilvedv instead of l1to be a lifet1 
Ibid.: I t fo r  t h a t  manm omltted 
Gd.h.: "thew r a t h e r  than "av 
Sk.sh.: Sk. l a te r  added "thew in her sh.; 
Gd.h., bk.: I t thew 
Gd.h., bk.: "hadv 
Gd.h.: "is coming againw; 
Bk.: mwould come againw 
Bk.: "wasf1 instead of "Isw 
Gd.h., bk.: llthatll instead of nthisll 
Bk.: "was thus  explalnedI1 lnstead o f  "is explained in th is"  
Ibid.: I1a difference of wordsm 
Gd.h.: "aw r a t h e r  than I1ofw 
Bk.: "hasw omitted 
I bid.: "Isw 
Ibid.: wmightl( r a t h e r  than wcouldw 
Ibld.: I1But" lnstead o f  "Neitherf1 
I bid.: "notw Inserted 
Ibld.: r ewr i t t en  t o  read I t the Sufi does n o t  arguew 
I bid.: "mayw omitted 
Ibld.: " for  thes1 instead of "beforeI1 
Ibld.: lithei@ in place o f  "a1! 
I bld.: "Karma" 



W i l l  be done on earth as74 in Heaven,' the Master has given a key to every 
soul who 75will repeat75 this prayer, a key to  open that door wherein is the 
secret of Almighty Power and Perfect Wisdom, which raise76 the soul above 
all limitations. ---------- 
Q u e s t i o n :  Would it be p o s s i b l e  i n s t e a d  of send ing  the s p i r i t  of 

a c r i m i n a l  into the s p i r i t  wor ld  t o  spread i ts  
wickedness ,  t o  t a k e  p r e c a u t i o n s  so a s  t o  l e s s e n  
the power of t h a t  wickedness?  

Answer: Such a punishment, it purifies. Suffering purifies a person 
from sin. Life is  dear, more so to  a material person than to a 
spiritual person. Therefore his pain is  great. And that pain 
comes as a rescue for his spirit.77 

Q u e s t i o n :  What d o  you mean, t h a t  God i s  h e l p l e s s  on e a r t h ,  b u t  
a l l - p o w e r f u l  in Heaven? 

Answer: For the very reason that Cod is  divided in the world into 
different personalities. In Heaven He remains in one personal- 
ity, then all His power is  in one. But His object in all limited 
personalities is - the which are on the earth, is the same as 

78 His W i l l  be done. Therefore every person, whether 
poor or rich, has the wish: 'My wish be done.' Whose desire is  
it? Cod's desire. This desire can only be fulfilled i f  he would 
give up his desire to  the desire of Cod. Only on one condition: 
I f  he can give up his self for the Self of Cod. That is  the 
meaning of Abraham's sacrifice of his son. And that i s  the true 
meaning of crucifixion: give up the false self for the Self of 
Cod. Then there is  perfection, that His W i l l  i s  done. That soul 
i s  His W i l l  when once he has given up his own will. Then he is  
the W i l l  of Cod. 

Ques t ion:  Are  there n o  d i s t i n c t i o n s  and d i f f e r e n c e s  o n  the 
m e n t a l  plane? 

Answer: Certainly there are. But as higher we go, less there is 
difference and distinction. 

74. Ibld.: #'It  Is1' added 
75. Ibld.: "repeatsI1 In place of llwlll repeatn 
76. Gd.h.: nralsesll 
77. Gd.hwr.copy: Gd. has written a f t e r  t h e  answer: ll(Executlon of Landru)I1, 

referr ing t o  a well-known case of t h a t  time 
78. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: 'lln Heaven, that1' 



Ques t ion:  P l e a s e  t e l l  u s  if you think c a p i t a l  punishment i s  
wrong? 

Answer: Could you ask Murshid to tell you anything is wrong? Does 
Murshid say anything i s  wrong? ~ o t h i n ~ . ~ '  

Ques t ion:  Can a s o u l  on  i ts  downward journey receive bad q u a l -  
ities a s  w e l l  a s  good q u a l i t i e s  f rom r e t u r n i n g  
s o u l s  on  the j inn  plane? 

Answer: Certainly, both. How can there be light without shade? It 
is  the light and shade which make the picture complete. 

Ques t ion:  They h a v e  a c e r t a i n  choice? 

Answer: Yes. As every step they go and every impression they take, 
that becomes the guide to their further step. For instance, 
when we are walking in a forest, the way we do not know, we 
only walk by the inspiration from all we see; so we go. So the 
impression of the soul is from the place it starts. It always 
goes, hearing that music, where the music comes; all the 
vibrations and beauty, all it becomes accustomed to, it goes 
and receives it. For instance, i f  all people were fond of good 
music, no one would go and hear the jazz band. But it seems 
there are more who are fond of the jazz band. It has become 
a society custom to go to operas. It is very good that it is  
made a custom. They go because they pay more there. I f  that 
was not the thing, then very few people would have gone. I f  
that is  the case, then everyone is  attracted to that beauty 
which particularly appeals to his mind, that the mind has 
beforehand a preparation which makes i t  appreciate that. 

Answer: In the first place it begins with music. It does not know 
whether it is  a false note or a . It is  the rhythm and 

of a particular nete soul aeeetding in accordance to 
the mysticism of sound. The next step, the same beauty out- 
wardly. In this way it goes on. These three stages, the j i n n ,  

79. Sr.: "here follows another q.a.: 
~~Quest ionn~ Do you think capital punishment Is good? 
Answer: If there is no wrong, how can there be good? A l l  Is perfect.l1 

80. Skosh.: no question recorded 
81. Ibid.: a blank 



human and angel8* plane, that83 I have spoken for the facility 
of my mureeds. Just like there are seven notes the musicians 
have given for the facility of those who want to  study music. 
But are there seven notes? No, as many as you can create and 
perceive. It i s  the  imitation^^ of our , finer than that 
we cannot perceive. It is only the grades of a distinction 
which are perceptible; so these planes are perceptible. But 
there is one life running, there is no gap between, except that 
there are walls to  divide. What are these walls? They are to 
our perce tion, because we are unable to go beyond in reality. 8: 
Dividing is  for our understanding, because we ate we compare 
everything with our condition. As we ate we have a rhythm in 
our 
I f  we had no breath, we would never have perceived time. I f  
it is finer, it is  difficult to  perceive. We can only perceive to a 
certain extent. For instance, the musicians in India have four 
quarter tones between two notes. The mystics could realize 
that there are four quarter notes. But i s  it finished with four? 
No, there could be a thousand, 87 the power of our sense. 
But in reality the life is  from God to  the earth, and from the 
earth to God. One single stream of life, running through. What 
we call this space, we may call it is empty. Is  it empty? Our 
eyes are so limited, then88 we can only see a certain thickness 
of substance. I f  it is not so thick, we cannot see it. We call it 
g89nothing'; it i s  not nothing89, it is  something out of which 
all things come. 

Sk.l.tp.: wangel lc~ 
I bld.: 81thlsn 
I bid.: 881imltness11 
Skosh.: a small blank; 
Sk.l.tp.: "In reali ty" omitted 
Sk.sh.: a break; 
Sk.l.tp.: "without the rhythm of our pulse we would never have known 
time." 
Skosh.: a small break; 
Sk.l.tp.: 81according tou 
Sk.l.tp.: Icthatn instead of I1thenv 
Ibld.: Sk. read "nothing; it is nothlng81 in her sh. 



A text in Sirdar's handwriting, copied 
possibly from his own longhand re- 
porting, or from a longhand reporting 
by Murshida Green which has not been 
found in the archives. 

Summer School, Suresnes, 
September 16th, 1923 

Address of Pir-o-Murshid i n  the Church t o  the ~ub1ic.l 

What is  religion? Religion is  a lesson, a lesson which 2will teach2 the 
manner of living aright and reaching the object for which we are born. This 
religion has come time after time to the world through those who have 
brought the Message of ~ o d ~ .  Those who came with the Message of religion4 
have given it in diversa15 forms in accordance with the evolution of the 
people at that particular time. But the religion was one and the same. There 
6has never been6 any other religion than the7 one that8 God i s  one andg 
truth i s  one, and so the religion is one. I f  there is  any difference, it i s l o  
difference of form, not o f lo  soul. It is  the same purel1 water 12poured 
into12 several pitchers, one13 made in India, one14 in China, one14 in Arabia, 
one15 perhaps16 in the Western World. It is like a stream, which comes 
through fountains17 and falls in various drops18, but lgwhich i s  the same 
water19 . 

Notes: 

This address has become Religious Gatheka no. 35. 

Hq-t.: "Religious Gatheka" instead of "Address of Pir-o-Murshid ... Publicm 
ibid.: "teachesm instead of w w i l l  teachm 
Ibid.: " to  the worldn added 
Ibld.: ", theyw added 
Sr.tp.: "diverse"; 
Hq.t.: "diversw 
Hq-t.: "never has beenn instead of "has never beenw 
I bid.: litheqv omitted 
Ibld.: ", forw instead of " thatw 
I bid.: "andn omitted 
Ibid.: "then added 
I bid.: "purew omitted 
Ibid.: "the pure water, perhaps filled inw instead of "poured intow 
Ibid.: "pitcher Isq1 added 
Ibfd.: "the othern instead of "onen 
I bid.: "oneN omitted 
I bid.: "the othern added 
I bid.: "fountainw 
I bid.: "streamsw instead of "dropsw 
Ibld-: "it is one and the same stream, in i t s  stemw, instead of "which is 
t he  same water" 



20~nderstanding of religion is  not in disputing over the diversity oflo 
forms, arguing21 : 22my religion is better 23than yours23. 1°~tue religion is in 
recognizing 24the one light24 in all 25the different religions25.   he^^ can- 
dles2' on the altar28 29are of different 30religions and ~eachers30, but 310f 
ones1 and the same light. does the33 Service teach34? 350ne light 
and different lamps, 36not the lamps that are37 taken first by38 the mind, 

it i s  the One Light that should be taken 40by the40 heart. 

It is the religion of unification which Jesus Christ came to teach, the 
teachings of Moses and the efforts of h4ahorned41, 42all are43 toward44 this 
one object. All that ~ u d d h a ~ ~ ,  all that ~ r i s h n a ~ ~  said, 47is all summed up47 
in one light48, 49the 'divine Light, and50 the light51 that comes52 the 
path 540n which humanity should walk54. The Sufi Movement, though in i t s  
infancy, is  destined to serve God and humanity in this way55. The Sufi Mes- 

Ibid.: "The realn added 
Ibid.: llsayingw instead of "arguingm 
Ibid.: "Your religion is worse and" added 
Ibid.: "than yours" omitted 
Ibid.: " tha t  one lifen instead of "the one Ilght" 
Ibid.: "the different religlonsn omltted 
Ibld.: "There are differentn instead of "The" 
I bid.: "herew added 
Ibid.: ", each candle named by an added 
I bid.: "are of" omitted 
I bid.: "teacher and religion" 
I bid.: "it isv1 Instead .of "of onew 
I bid.: "thenn added 
Ibid.: nthisw instead of llthell 
Ibid.: nus18 added 
Ibid.: "This servlce teaches ust1 added 
Ibid.: "It isn added 
Ibld.: " to  bew added 
Ibid.: lltoll instead of "byw 
Ibid.: It, non added 
Ibid.: Vo l t  instead of "by thet1 
Sr.tp., hq.t.: "M~hammed~~ 
Hq.t.: "they were" added 
I bid.: "areg1 omitted 
Sr.tp., 'hq.t.: "towardsv 
Hq-t.: "has taught" added 
I bf d.: "hasn added 
Ibid.: "this all sums upm instead of "is all summed upn 
Ibid.: "thingn instead of wllghtll 
Ibid.: added "and t h a t  is: it is one Light t h a t  isw 
I bid.: "it added 
Ibid.: "guldancen instead of 
Ibid.: added "from t h a t  Light t ha t  becomes" 
I bid.: wisll omltted 
Ibid.: "for humanity t o  t read upontf instead of "on which humanity should 
walkw 
Ibid.: "direction" instead of llwayll 



sage is  the re-echo of the same divine word56, which has always come and 
57always will be for the blessing of humanity. 

56. Ibid.: '*Messagem instead of "word" 
57. Ibid.: "w i l l  always enlighten humanityn instead of "always will be for t h e  

blesslng ofw 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 17th, 1923 

The Soul towards2  the Coal. 

Does the spirit impart i t s  merits, talents, experience3 and knowledge4 
to the new coming soul, passing through the spirit plane to5 the earth, 
4consciously or unconsciously4? sometimes6 it imparts consciously, in 7some 
cases7 unconsciously, but in the conscious action there i s  the greatest 
pleasure of8 the spirit. For this soul, which is  taking the knowledge from a 
spirit as i t s  heritage of the world of the jinng, is  considered by the spirit as 
a child by his parents or a pupil by his teacher. In lothe heritage of lo  this 
soul there is a great joy for that spirit. 

Do they keep connection in any way? No connection except a sym- 
pathetic link, for one goes to the north while the other goes1 l to the south, 
one ascending to Heaven, the other descending to the earth. A connection 
or an attachment between them would do nothing but hinder the progress of 
both. ih+sl2 3p)ri.t t n  the spbete ef the jtnn13 A soul 14in the spirit world 
lives14 while it is  busy accomplishing the purpose of i t s  life, which may last 
for thousands of years. ' ~ o e s  a soul in the spirit world continue to do the 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f i r s t  published In t h e  book The Soul Whence and W h i t h -  
er?, P a r t  Ill Towards the  Goal, as t h e  l a s t  p a r t  o f  chapter IV (1924). 

Where I1bookw is mentioned in t h e  notes, It re fe rs  t o  t h i s  edition o f  The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared f o r  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a l a te r  date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whither, p. 116" in 
t h e  margin 
Gd.h.: * l toward~~ instead of wtowardsn 
Bk.: wexperiencest* 
Ibid.:  consciously o r  unconsciousiy~~ placed a f t e r  "knowledgen instead o f  
a t  t h e  end of t h e  sentence 
Gd.h.: fltoward" instead of "tov; 
Bk.: I * t o ~ a r d s ~ ~  
Bk.: "In some casesm in place of l~Sometimes~~ 
Ibld.: I1othersf1 in place o f  Ifsome casesw 
Ibid.: nforvg instead o f  flofw 
Ibid.: tlGeniusm in place o f  l1jinnV 
Ibid.: "giving t h e  heritage t o w  instead o f  " the  heritage of t f  
Gd.h.: wgoesw mlsslng 
I bid.: "The", also cancelled 
I bid.: l l g e n i ~ s ~ ~ ,  also cancelled 
Bk.: wllves in t h e  sp i r i t  worldg1 



same work which it did during i t s  l ife on the earth? yes15, it does in the 
beginning, but it is not bound to  the same work for this reason, that is is not 
subject to the16 limitations as it was while on the earth. The soul eventually 
rises to that standard which was the standard of i t s  ideal. It does that work 
which was i t s  desire. Are there difficulties in the spirit world as on the 
earth in doing something and in accomplishing something? Certainly there 
are, but not so many as here on the earth. But 17if there was17 one object 
that was desired by various spirits, how can they all attain to i t? W i l l  they 
all get some particles of that object? And i f  it be a living being, what 
18about it18? The law of that world i s  different from thelg world of these20 
limitations. There souls will find in abundance all which i s  scarcely here21 
to be found21 on earth. The picture of this22 spirit world is given in the 
story of Krishna. The Copis of ~ a n d r a v a n a ~ ~  all requested young Krishna to  
dance with him24. Krishna smiled and answered each one thatz5 260n the 
evening of the full moon27 
2 7 ~ 1 1  Copis gathered in the Vandravana and a miracle happened that as 
many Copis were there so many 28~rishnas there were28. 

The spirit world is incomprehensible to the mind which is only ac- 
quainted with the laws of the physical world. An individual who is  a limited 
being here is as a world there. A soul is a person here and a planet there. 
When one compares29 the helplessness of this plane, one cannot for a single 
moment imagine30 the facility, the convenience, the comfort as31 the possi- 
bilities of the next world. And it i s  human nature, that 3 2 a ~ ~  which i s  not 
known32 to  man, 33with all i t s  greatness and riches,33 means nothing to 
him. 

I bid.: "Yest1 omltted 
I bid.: Itthe" omitted 
Ibld.: "what If there wasN instead of "if there wasw 
Ibid.: Ilthen" in place of "about Itn 
Gd.h., bk.: "law of this" inserted 
I bid.: tlthesew omitted 
Ibld.: tlheretl moved t o  a f te r  "foundtt 
Ibld.: Itthe" in place of "thisw 
Bk.: "BrlndabanW lnstead of "Vandravanatt 
Ibld.: "themn lnstead of "himn 
Gd.h.: "whenw written f i rs t ,  then crossed out and "onn substituted 
Bk.: elaborated t o  read: "In t he  night of the  full moon he would do so. A l l  
the Gopls gathered in the valley of Brlndaban, and a miracle happened. 
However many Gopls there were, every Gopl had a dance with Krlshna, and 
all had their  desire fulfilled; which Is a symbolical way of teaching t h a t  t he  
One Dlvlne Being may be found by every soul." 
Sk.sh.: Sk. hesitated writing af ter  Itmoon" and then put it on t he  
next line; a repetit ion of "on the  evening of the  full moonn may have been 
intended 
Ibid.: Sk. cancelled "there werew and wrote "werew before "Kr1shnasn; 
Gd.h.: "were Krishnasw 
Bk.: "considerst1 
Ibld.: Itthe greatnessu inserted 
Gd.h., bk.: "andt1 instead of "asn 
Bk.: " that  whlch Is knownll lnstead o f  teal1 which Is no t  knowns1 
Ibid.: ent i re phrase omitted 



A pessimist came to Ali and said: ' I s  there really a hereafter for 
which you are preparing34 us to refrain from things of our desire and to live 
a life of goodness and piety? What i f  there 35was no such a thing as here- 
after?35' Ali answered: ' I f  there 36were not36 such a thing as3' hereafter, 
I be in the same boat39 as you40, and if there be a hereafter, then I 

be the gainer and you will be the loser.' Life lives and death dies; 
the41 one who lives will live, must live42, no alternative. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Has it ever happened that  a s o u l  which had meant t o  
g o  forward t o  the phys ica l  p l a n e  remained in the 
s p h e r e  of the jinn for the 1 ove o f  a s o u l  there? 

Answer: It does happen very often. It i s  the love that takes one 
forward in one's progress, and again it i s  love sometimes which 
changes one from progress. Only it is the difference of the 
higher love. Higher love always takes one forward. When the 
love is  not high enough, it has not the power to go forward. 
And sometimes it pins one to  the same point where one stands. 
Love is  the battery which should be used to go forward. 

Ques t ion:  Could a s o u l  only43 persuade a s o u l  who was meant t o  
s t a y  i n  the jinn plane  t o  g o  w i t h  it t o  e a r t h ?  

Answer: 4 4 ~ s  a soul has individualized itself in a certain plane, it 
becomes the inhabitant of that certain plane; it does not go 
forward. 
It stops as long as it wishes to stop, or as it is  meant to  stop, 
which is thousands of years of this earthly plane. It can go 
quicker. Se It is  possible, like a person who wishes to  finish his 
life here on the earthly plane, so it is  possible there also. 

Ibid.: "by tellingw added 
Ibid.: "be no such thing as a hereafter?'' 
Ibld.: Itis no1' lnstead of "were not1' 
Ibid.: "aw Inserted 
Ibid.: "shall" Instead of nwilill 
Ibid.: ~situatlonn instead of nboat'l 
I bid.: "are" added 
Gd.h.: "thew missing 
Skosh.: Sk. l a t e r  added "there Isw, possibly followlng Gd.h.; 
Gd.h., bk.: " there is" Inserted 
Skosh.: Sk. l a t e r  wrote walsoll in place of llonlyll; 
Sk.l.tp.: nalsoll 
Sk.sh.: l a te r  Sk. added "Non; 
Sk.i.tp.: "Now 



Ques t ion:  In " T h e  Soul  t o w a r d s  Mani fes ta t ion" ,  i s  said t h a t  
Jabrut 4 5 

Answer: The plane is  the astral plane and J a b r u t  is the word 
for both. The astral plane is  the 

Ques t ion:  Is there belief and u n b e l i e f  on the s p i r i t u a l  
plan? Would not a n  u n b e l i e v e r  in i m m o r t a l i t y  be 
convinced o£ his error b y  phys ica l  dea th?  

Answer: He would be looking forward to  death there 
s t i l l  he has the impression that there is a death. The one who 
will not be convinced, 48no one can convince nothing48. 

Q u e s t i o n :  49 

Answer: As planets, as large they will be here, so large a planet they 
will be there. In the Old Testament one reads that the earth 
was made first, and the Heavens afterwards. Plainly speaking, 
it i s  the souls as planets will form the cosmos there in the 
spiritual world. Therefore it was the Heaven or the cosmos 

45. Sr.: Where Sk. le f t  an open space, Sr. added "1s the world of  angels, and 
in the book T h e  Message of S p i r i t u a l  L i b e r t y  Is said t ha t  Djabrut 
is the  ast ra l  world. How can we understand this?"; 
Sk.l.tp., and also added later by Sk. in her sh.: "1s the  world of angels, 
and in the  book The  Message of S p i r i t u a l  L i b e r t y  It Is said t h a t  
Jabrut is the  ast ra l  world." 

46. Sr., Sk.l.tp.: wangellcn Instead of wangelll 
47. Sr.: two q.a. whlch are not  found In Sk.Sh.: 

"Question: Djabrut Is translated by 'astral plane' and Ajsam is also trans- 
lated by 'astral planet. What a re  t he  differences? 
Answer: The only difference is t h a t  one Is in sleeping state, and the other 
is t he  waking state, but it is t he  same plane. 

Question: Lahout is called spirlt, and Arwah Is called splrlt. What are t he  
differences? 
Answer: Arwah is t ha t  spir l t  whlch has concentrated i t s  light, and lahout 
Is the  attainment of certain spiritual realization, known t o  t he  meditating 
soul.'' 

48. Sr.: Itno one can convince himu 
49. Sk.l.tp.: "As what do the souls who are splritually evolved live In t he  

hereafter?", whlch may come from Km.'s sh. 



was dependent50 upon the creation of the earth to make there 
the cosmos perfect. 

Question: How do the souls coming out get impressions from 
the souls coming back from the earth? 

Answer: They absorb, conceive, learn and receive all that is given 
to  them by the souls coming from the earth. But what mostly 
happens is  the reflection, reflection of the souls coming from 
the earth, falling upon the souls coming from Heaven - become 
impressed. Just like an impression becomes impressed upon the 
photographic plate5 , so the photographic plate is  devel- 
oped, and when on the earth the photo i s  finished. 

Question: W i l l  there be silence on the jinn plane52 

Answer: Yes, silence i s  a necessity, just as sleep. Where there i s  an 
activity there i s  a repose. Silence is reaction of work; and 
that must be there. But at the same time there will be action 
just the same. The speed of action will be incomparably great- 
er than the speed of action on the earth. 

50. Sk.l.tp.: "dependingtt 
51. Sk.sh.: Sk. later wrote tlwhiiet~, which Is followed by a blank 

a. St. :  ttQuestion: Are there In the  sp i r i t  plane different languages, 
races, nations? 
Answer: There are as many races and nationalities as on the earth, war 
and batt les and peace. Each ear th  has I t s  separate heaven." 

52. I bid.: unflnlshed 
53. Sr. includes another q.a.: 

vQuestion: Shall we not  take our worries there, as we do now In the peace 
of nature? 
Answer: Yes, j u s t  the same; the  speed of action is incomparably greater 
than t he  speed of action on the  earth." 



Question: 54 

Answer: The way of the Yogi i s  to  work in order to dive deep within 
himself, and so pass through all the different planes which 
stand between himself and God, the Self within. The way of 
the Sufi therefore is  the way of expansion; as he draws within, 
so he widens his outlook on life. So that in the end when he 
has touched the innermost of his being, by that time he has 
embraced almost all that i s  living. And it i s  this idea which i s  
pictured by the sign of cross. Reaching +n one's innermost 
being is  signified by the perpendicular line, and the expansion 
which widens man's outlook on life is signified by the horizon- 
tal line. Therefore the cross in the end becomes the heart- 
round. For the circle does not show the two aspects in their 
essence as the heart shows. When you see in the centre of the 
heart, it shows the perpendicular line to the mind with keen 
imagination, and also i t  gives an idea of the horizontal line. 
The difference between the circle and the heart is  that the 
circle which expresses the cross is the heart. Therefore the 
leaves are of heart shape, rather than round. And the veins of 
the leaves show the cross. The Yogi's attitude is  keeping away 
everyone at a distance. He will bless, but he will bless a 
person from a distance, and say kindly: 'Do not come near.' 
He does not hate, but he would rather be left alone. The Sufi 
comes with the open arms to welcome all who come. For in 
every person he sees the spark, the divine Being. Therefore he 
becomes all embracing; in this way he widens his outlook. 

54. Sk-sh.: no question reported by Sk.; 
Sr.: "What Is the Sufi idea of cross and e~pansion?~~; 
Sk.i.tp.: written in later, "What Is the difference between the  Yogi and 
the  SufI?'l 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 17th, 1923 

1 The Soul towards2 the Coal. 

The3 life in the 4spheres of the jinns4 i s  the phenornena5 of mind. 
The mind i s  not the same there, with all the thoughts and imaginations 
which it carries from the earth to this plane. h4ind6 is a mind here and7 the 
whole being there8. g+mginatien,-and thelo thoughtsg are imaginations 
here but reality there. One thinks here but the same action there instead of 
a thought becomes a deed. For action which here depends upon the physical 
body, there the act of mind. There is  a picture of this idea in a 
story: there was12 a man who was hea+ing had heard of there being a tree 
of desiresls, was once travelling and happened to corne14 under the shade 
of a tree, which was15 16cooling and restful16 7and which made him s i t1  
there leaning the against Isthe tree18. He said to himself: 'How beautiful is 
lgthe nature herelg, how cooling is the shade of this tree, and the breeze 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book The Soul Whence and W h i t h -  
e r ? ,  Par t  Ill Towards the Goal, as the  f i r s t  pa r t  of chapter V (1924). 

Where wbookfl Is mentioned In the notes, It refers  t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi ther? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whither, Chapter 
V, 118" in t he  margin 
Gd.h.: lltoward" instead of "towards" 
Bk.: "Thev omitted 
Gd.h., bk.: "sphere of the  geniusn 
Bk.: mphenomenonw 
I bid.: "whichn added 
Ibld.: "isw instead of wandm 
Ibld.: "on the  re tu rn  journeyw added 
Gd.h.: "The imegbneHens-and thoughtsI1 
Bk.: "then omitted 
Ibld.: "Isw In place of flbecomesm 
I bid.: "there wasv omitted 
I bid.: "desire11 
Ibld.: "find hlmself~ substituted fo r  "comew 
Ibld.: "he fe l t  t o  be" substituted for  "wasw 
Ibld.: "restful and instead of "cooling and restfulw 
Ibld.: "so he satg1 instead of "and which made him s i tm 
Ibld.: Instead of " the treea1 
I bid.: shortened t o  Ilnature" 



most exhilarating20. 211f only21 I had a soft carpet to  s i t  on and some 
cushions to lean against.' No sooner22 he thought about it, 23he saw him- 
self sitting in the midst of soft cushions. 'How wonderful', he thought, ' to 
have got it24. But now,' he thought, ' if 25there was25 a glass of cooling 
drink,' and there came a fairy with 26the glass of cold drink, most deli- 
c i ~ u s ~ ~ .  He enjoyed it but he27 said: ' I  would like a 28dinner, a good 
dinner28.' No sooner22 he thought of a dinner, than29 a golden30 tray was 
brought to  him, 31beautifully arranged dishes of all sorts. Now he thought 
'if 321 had only32 a chariot, then33 I might take a drive into the forest.' 
3 4 ~  four-horse chariot was already there, coachmen35 greeting him with 
bent headsJ6. He thought: 'Everything I desire comes without any effort. I 
wonder i f  it i s  true or3' all a dream.' No sooner22 he thought this, 23eve- 
rything there38 disappeared and he found himself sitting on the same ground 
leaning against the tree. This is the picture of the spirit world; it is the 
world of the optimist.   he^^ pessimist has no share in its great glory for the 
reason that he den+es refuses to  accept the possibility which i s  the nature 
of life, thereby40s41 denies to himself all his42 desires and43 possibility of 
achieving his desires. 43~essimist stands against his own light and mars his 
own object here, and44 more so in the hereafter, where the desire i s  the 
seed which i s  sown on45 the soil of the spirit world. optimism is  the 
water which rears the plant. But knowledge47 at the same time gives that 

Sk.sh.: Sk. wrote this word in Ih. and la ter  changed It t o  **exhilaratedt1 
Bk.: "but I wishm substituted for  "if onlyw 
I bid.: l*had*l added 
I bid.: "thann added 
Ibld.: sthlsn rather than "itn 
Ibld.: "only I had" substituted fo r  "there was1* 
Ibld.: rearranged t o  "a most delicious glass of cold drinkw 
I bid.: **hen omitted 
Ibld.: rearranged t o  @*a good dinnert* 
Gd.h.: "thann missing 
I bid.: **gold** Instead of **golden** 
Bk.: "withw added 
Ibld.: "only I hadn instead of "I had onlym 
Gd.h., bk.: " thatf*  
Bk.: *landw added 
Ibld.: "the coachmann instead of *@coachmenw 
I bid.: Ithead" 
Gd.h.: Itwhether it isn added above the line 
Bk.: "therem omitted 
Gd.h.: **Thet1 missing 
I bid.: *lthereCe~ebyn 
Bk.: added 
Sk.sh.: in Sk.'s sh. system, **hisn and "hem are indicated by the  same 
sign; 
Gd.h., bk.: "he" 
Gd.h., bk.: @Ithen added 
Bk.: "evenu added 
Ibid.: **Inv lnstead of wonv 
Ibid.: "andw omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. later crossed out  "knowledge" and wrote  intelligence^; 
Gd.h.: **knowledge** crossed out, ~ I n t e i l i g e n ~ e * ~  written above; 
Bk.: @*the Intelllgence*~ 



sunshine which helps the plants48 to flourish on the earth as well as in the 
spheres of the j i n n . ~ ~ ~ .  

i s  there a50 death to5' the spirits in the spheres of the j i n n ~ ~ ~ ?  Yes, 
they have53, but after a much longer time; a death not so severe as on the 
earthly plane, where everything is  crude and coarse, but a change which is 
slightly felt after a long life, after54 the fulfilment of every desire. 

What causes their55 death? Are there illness or diseases? Yes, there 
are discomforts or56 pains peculiar to  that plane57, not to  be compared to58 
the plane of the earth. 

What especially59 brings about death60 in the sphere of the jinns 
(genius)61, is  the moment when hope gives away62 and there i s  no 
more63 ambition there64. It i s  the loss of enthusiasm which i s  65a death65 
there and the cause of death here on the earth.   he^ souls in the sphere ef 
the 66spirit world have more control on67 their life and death than those on 
the earth. The world of the spirit i s  his own world, it is  a planet. When it 
loses the68 strength and magnetism69 which hold70 the soul which i s  func- 
tioning7I in it, it falls like a star from heaven and the soul departs to its 
own origin. 

Itplantw 
Gd.h., bk.: "geniusm instead of tnjinns" 
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Gd.h., bk.: "holdsfl 
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Ques t ion:  When s e v e r a l  s o u l s  a r e  impressed  b y  the same s o u l ,  
d o  t h e y  r e c o g n i z e  t h e m s e l v e s  when on e a r t h ,  and 
d o  t h e y  r e s e m b l e  each72 other in  mind and charac- 
ter? 

Answer: They do73 resemble as the children of the same parents 
te9errb)e, and yet they are different, as brothers and sisters 
differ from one another. They are attracted to one another, 
and they find their thoughts and ideas akin to each72 other. 
Also they show this nearness in the similarity of their works74. 

Ques t ion:  Does it t a k e  a s o u l  coming t o w a r d s  m a n i f e s t a t i o n  a 
l o n g  t i m e  t o  g e t  the i m p r e s s i o n  f rom s o u l s  coming 
back? Is the i m p r e s s i o n  impar ted  i n s t a n t l y 7 5 ?  And 
if not, is  it like t a k i n g  l e s s o n s  w i t h  someone,  a s  
we d o  on the e a r t h ?  

Answer: No, as a rule the reflection i s  just like a photographic 
plate. The difference is of the quality of the soul. There is  one 
soul upon which the impression instantly is  made. There i s  
another soul which takes time to  take the impression. That is  
because of the intensity of power and the radiance that the 
soul brings with itself76. It is like the children born on the 
earth. There are some intelligent, they are quick to  perceive 
and willing to learn. There are others unwilling to learn, and 
not quick in their perception77. 

Ques t ion:  How d o  we see the 1 me of God i n  the book of na ture?  
W e  see a l l  around'18 f r u i t s  and p l a n t s ,  and animal 
l i f e  brough t  t o  f r u i t i o n ,  and then d e s t r o y e d .  And 
among men79 c r u e l t y  and m i s e r y  and t r a g e d i e s  and 
enemy q u a l i t i e s  e v e r y  where .  

Answer: It is  the focus. Difference of focus. I f  we focus our mind 
upon all that is good and beautiful, we shall see, in spite of all 
the ugliness that exists in the nature, and especially more pro- 
nounced in the human, that will cover itself. We shall spread a 
cover over it, and we shall see all that i s  beautiful; and what 

72. Sk.l.tp.: "the" instead of "eachn 
73. I bid.: wwouldtt Instead of "dom 
74. Ibld.: wworksn instead of Itwords" 
75. Sk.sh.: later Sk. crossed out tllnstantlyn and wrote uInstantaneously~ 
76. Ibld.: possibly a small blank 
77. Sk.l.tp.: mpercelvingfl instead of wperception~ 
78. Ibid.: "round" 
79. Ibld.: "manw instead of "mena 



lacks beauty we shall be giving80 because of all that i s  beauti- 
ful in us we can add to  it, by taking it from our own heart, 
where the beauty is  collected sufficiently. But i f  we focus our 
mind alle1 the ugliness that exists in nature and in the human 
nature, there wil l  be much of it; and it will take up all our 
attention, and there will be a time that we will not be able to 
see any good anywhere. We shall see all cruelty and ugliness 
and unkindness everywhere. 

Ques t ion:  D o  the p l a n e t s  of d i f f e r e n t  s o u l s  i n t e r p e n e t r a t e ,  
or a r e  t h e y  

Answer: There are entirely aparte2 from the other. But at the same 
time the law of the cosmic system is the same here and in the 
next world. For they all hold one another by their power of 
magnetism, by their power of attraction. And so we, the 
human beings on earth, attract one another and repel one 
another, subject t o  the law of magnetism. Furthermore, as 
human beings on the earth, each stands apart, and yet have in- 
fluence on one another, and have friendship and attachment 
and acquaintance, a connection, a relation; the same can be 
found in the cosmic system with the planets, and the same law 
is to  be seen in the sphere of the j inns .  

Ques t ion:  In f o c u s s i n g  o n  on1 y the b e a u t i f u l ,  i s  there not a 
danger  of s h u t t i n g  our  e y e s  t o  the u g l i n e s s e 3  and 
s u f f e r i n g  we might  a1 1 ev ia  teB4? 

Answer: In order to  help the poor one ought to  be rich. And in 
order t o  take away the badness of a person, we ought to  be so 
much more good. And that goodness must be earned, as money 
is earned. And that earning of goodness is herding collecting 
goodness. And if we do not focus on goodness, we shall not be 
able to collect sufficiently. What happens is that man becomes 
agitated against all the absence of goodness that he sees; and 
being himself poor, he cannot add to it. But unconsciously he 
develops in his own nature what he sees. He says: 'Oh, poor 
person, I would like you so much to  be good.' But that does 
not help. His agitation, his looking to the badness, only adds 
one more wicked person. When one has focussed one's eyes on 
the goodness, one will add to  the beauty. But when his eyes 
are focussed on the bad, he will collect the wickedness suffi- 

80. Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Gd.hwr.copy: "able t o  give itn instead of "givingm 

81. Sk.l.tp.: missing 
82. Ibid.: "onew added 
83. Ibid.: "uglyv instead of nuglinessw 
84. I bid.: "elevate" instead of l~allevlate" 



ciently to  add to  the number of the wicked in the end. Besides 
byE5 criticizing, judging, by looking at the wickedness with 
contempt, one does not help the wicked, ef eatirse one does 
not help the stupid. The one who helps is the one who is  ready 
to  overlook, who is ready to  forgive, t o  tolerate, t o  take dis- 
advantages that he may have to  meet with patiently; it is  he 
who can help. 

Question: A s  the spirit world brings the fulfilment of every 
desire, a soul who has died before death w i l l  
only stay there for a very short time? 

Answer: 'Died before death,' what do you mean with i t ?  He i s  the 
king of this world. And never think, that the one who has died 
before death, has no desire. The desire springs up again, only 
he is not beneath the desire, he is above the desire. The pic- 
ture of the god Vishnu showsE6 Vishnu sitting upon the lotus. 
Lotus is  the desire, every petal. Sitting upon is does not mean 
that he does not possess them. But they are under him, instead 
of being under8' his head. 

Question: Is the length of the time the spirit remains in the 
plane of the jinnE8 dependableE9 from the l i f e  on 
earth? 

Answer: Not necessarily. But to  some extent there is a relation. 
Because it is what one takes from the life of the earth, 
according to the largeness of his life. I f  a person has sta ed 
on the earth for a shorter time, his task a more little &I 

the duration in9' his stay in the world of jinns will be less: 
But at the same time there is  another condition, and that is: 
the one who has stayed less here has much more to accomplish 
there than the one who has sta ed for longer here. This, t o  be 
taken more in a spiritual senseJ2. For him it i s  not a necessity 
that he should stay there long, unless it was his desire. But in 
the case of the other, it necessitates him to stay there longer 
to  accomplish his task. 
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Ibid.: lloverm instead of ffunderlf 
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margin; 
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Q u e s t i o n :  You sa id :  t h a t g 3  wor ld  b r i n g s  the f u l f i l m e n t  of 
e v e r y  d e s i r e .  Also f rom those d e s i r e s  which a r e  
c a l l  ed pass ions? 

Answer: From every desire. But the tree of passions is raised, only 
not in the same sense as it is  on the earth. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is there the d i f f e r e n c e  in the jinn s p h e r e  t h a t  there 
we s h a l l  see o u r  g o a l ,  and have  hope,  w h i l e  here 
it is dark? 

Answer: Yes, for the possibilities of the sphere of the j i nn  are 
greater than we have here on the earth, owing to  the limita- 
tions caused by the earthly life. 

Q u e s t i o n :  What i s  the phye4ee4 psych ica l  e f f ec t  o f  the f a l l i n g  
s t a r s ,  c a l l e d  s h o o t i n g  s t a r s .  

Answer: The physical94 effect of the stars i s  only with souls living 
on the earth who have any relation or connection, any link 
with that particular star. Because the falling of that particu- 
lar star i s  the falling of that person, the death of the person, 
or at least failure. 

Ques t ion:  D o  the s p i r i t s  mee t  w i t h . a c c i d e n t s  or be k i l l e d ?  

Answer: They meet with all sorts of experienceg5, as they do on 
the earth 

Ques t ion:  Does the p l a n e t  of  e a c h  s o u l  h a v e  i n  it j u s t  the 
t h i n g s  which t h a t  s o u l  thinks or imagines ,  or 
other t h i n g s  a l s o ?  

Answer: Just the things which that soul thinks or imagines, also 
things which that soul creates. 

93. Sk.l.tp.: wthisll 
94. I bid.: "psychicalm 
95. I bid.: vexperiencesw 
96. Sr.: 

I1Question: When a spirit  dies, do those who stand around it, sorrow over 
i t?  
Answer: Certainly they do, not  so much perhaps as on the  earthn 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
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Summer School Suresnes, 
September 18th, 1923 

The Soul towards2 the Coal. 

The soul3 enters the Angel4 Heavens and it is allowed to enter 5the 
Heaven with5 the same condition6 as before: it has to  leave all that be- 
longed7 to the sphere of the jinnies8 in that sphere. Thus, by uncoveringg 
itself from the garb of the spirit world, it finds i t s  entrance into the world 
of the Angels. Does it take therelo anything froml1 the world of the 
Angels? Yes, I2not thoughts, I3but feelings that it may collect13. The l i fe 
of the Angd soul therefore in this sphere is more felt by i t s  vibrations. 
Every soul that enters the spherest4 of the Angels, vibrates15 16the same 
whatt6 i t  has gathered during i t s  life in the physical world and in the world 
of the jinnies17. The example of this is manifest t o  our view here, i f  we 
only18 observelg life more keenly. Every person before he does anything or 
says one word, begins to  vibratei5 aloud what he is, what he has done, what 
he will do.20 'What you are speaks louder than what you say.' 
Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book T h e  Soul Whence and 
Whi ther? ,  Par t  I l l  Towards t he  Goal, as the  last pa r t  of chapter V 
(1  924). 

Where llbookw is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  this edition of The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshlda Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: Sk. later wrote "The Soul Whence and Whither 121" in the margin 
Gd.h.: "towardn instead of "towardsn 
Bk .: "now" added 
Gd.h., bk.: wangelicll 
Bk.: "the Heaven withw replaced with wunderll 
I bid.: "conditions" 
Ibid.: "be l~ngs*~ 
Sk-sh.: see note 61 under Sept. 17, 1923, "The Soul towards t he  Goaln 
("The life in t he  spheres of t h e  jinns .... 
Bk.: wunveilingn 
I bid.: @*theren omitted 
Gd-h.: "fromn crossed out, "ton added; 
Bk.: "to" 
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Gd-h.: "but feelings t h a t  it has collectedn; 
Bk.: "it takes t he  feelings t h a t  it has collected" 
Bk.: "Heavenn instead of "spheresn 
Sk.sh.: "vibratesn Is t ransi t ive in this use, see Ox. 
Bk.: "in the  same way t o  all t h a t  ..." instead of "the same whatn 
Gd-h., bk.: "geniusn instead of "jinniesn ' 

Bk-: "would" in place of "onlyw 
Gd.h.: "observed" 
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The soul, apart from the body and mind, is a sound, a note, a tune2I 
which is  called in Sanskrit sura. I f  this note is inharmonious and has disso- 
nant vibrations, it is  called in Sanskrit language asura:22 out of tune. The 
soul therefore in the Heaven of the Angels has not got sins or virtues to 
show, notz3 has it24 a Heaven or hell to experience, 25it does not25 show 
any particular ambition or desire. 1t24 is  either in tune or out of tune. I f  
it24 is in tune, it takes i t s  place in the music of the Heavens as a note in 
the tune. I f  it is  not in tune, it falls short of it26, producing a dissonant 
effect for itself and for the others. 

What occupation 27the soul has27 there? I t s  occupation i s  to  be around 
the Light and Life like the bee around the flower. 

What i s  its sustenance? I t s  sustenance i s  Divine Light and Divine 
~ i f e ~ ~ ;  divine beauty it sees, divine air it breathes, in the sphere of freedom 
it breathes dwells and the Presence of God it enjoys. 

  he^' life in the sphere14 of30 Angels i s  310ne single music3', one con- 
tinual music. Therefore it is  that the wise of all ages have called32 music to 
be33 celestial34 music35, a divine art. The reason is  that the Heaven of30 
Angels is all music; in36 the activity, the repose and the atmosphere it37 i s  
all continually working towards2 greater and greater harmony. 

What connection 39now the soul has39 with the spheres40 of the 
jinn4 I , once it has arrived in the ~ n ~ e l ~  Heavens? No connection necessar- 

ily except a sympathetic link, i f  it happens to have it42 with anyone there, 
or i f  it happens that the body in which it has43 functioned, has given 
away44 before it has accomplished what it wanted to accomplish. 
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The fey happiness of the ~ n g e l ~  Heavens is  so great that the joy of the 
sphere of the j i n n . ~ ~ ~  cannot be compared46, and the pleasure of the earth 
47must not even be47 talked about, for earthly leasures are mere shadows 
of that happiness which belongs to the Heavensg8 of the Angels and the joy 
of the sphere of the jinnies4' is  like the50 wine that 51may touch5' the lips 
but 52ha9 one has never drunk52. That wine one drinks on arriving 
at the Heavens of the An els; in the Sufi terminology that 54\reine tank ef 
wine54 is  called X a ~ s a r ~ ~ .  There i s  a ~ i n d u ~ ~  saying that there are four 
things which intoxicate the soul: physical energy, wealth, power, learning57; 
but the intoxication that music gives, excels all other forms of intoxication. 
Then fancy58 the music of the Heavens, where harmony is  in i t s  fulness; 
59what happiness59 that could60 give, man6' on earth cannot imagine. I f  
the experience of that music is  know to anyone, it is  t o  the wakened62 
souls, whose 63body is  here, heart63 in the spheres of the j i n n i e ~ ~ ~  and 
s o d 4  in the t - l e a v e n ~ ~ ~  of the Angels, who while sitting on the earth can 
experience all the planes of existence. They term the music of the angel4 
sphere s a u t - e - ~ a r r n a d ~ ~ ,  the66 happiness which carries them to the high- 
est Heavens lifting them from the5' worries and anxieties and from 
limitations of the plane of this earth. 
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Question: How does a soul that is not in tune manage t o  enter 
the Heavens? Surely it must spoil the harmony for 
a l l  the others? 

Answer: Yes, that shows that even there is no peace in Heaven. 
The inharmonious people follow the harmonious one as far as in 
the Heaven. But as the soul goes further, it becomes more and 
more in tune. But at the same time, the vibrations are differ- 
ent; one i s  more harmonious than the other. But they in 
the one music of the Heaven, for the reason: in music you do 
not want all alike; all different notes are necessary. 

Question: D o  the souls who are s t i l l  out of tune a f t e r  reach- 
ing the ~ n g e 1 ~ ~  Heavens have a chance of becoming 
harmonious? 

Answer: There i s  a chance of harmony at every step, even as far 
as the Heavens, and in the Heaven. For life is progressive70, 
and therefore there is always a hope i n  erde te of improving. 

Question: We of ten  speak of people on earth having guardian 
angels; is this  so, do we each have one? 

Answer: That is quite another thing which has nothing to do with 
this subject. Yes, those who are one's well wishers are7' 
either in the sphere of the jinn or in the ~ n ~ e 1 ~ ~  Heaven, i f  
the link of sympathy is  existing, certainly their7* light is 
thrown upon those walking on the earth. Just like the love and 
good will of the parents, so their72 love and kindness, forgive- 
ness and good wish73 every now and then shines upon the 
people on the earth and in the spheres of the jinn. In short, 
illuminated souls wherever they will be, they will show the 
light, whatever sphere, whatever plane. 

68- Skash.: t h e  sign a f te r  "alln could Indicate I'fit1', but  it is not  certain; 
Sk-letp.: "f i t"  

69- Sk-I-tp.: nangellcn lnstead of "Angeln 
70. I bid.: nprogressing" 
71. Sk.sh.: Sk. later  crossed out  "aref1 
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Ques t ion:  Is it because  d i s c o r d  is n e c e s s a r y  for harmony some- 
t i m e s ?  

Answer: Not at all. Discord is not necessary for harmony. It can 
be harmonized, when there are more and there is  a 
large part of harmony; then even the dissonant notes can be 
taken in. They are tuned also, because the note which is  a dis- 
cord will come to its perfection. But the answer in a few 
words i s  that the soul is continually on the journey towards 
improvement. Therefore even in the angel world the soul is not 
yet perfect, it towards the goal. The perfection is  in the 
goal, not in the soul. 

Ques t ion:  Is there any d i f f e r e n c e  i n  the degree  o f  e x p e r i e n c e  
o f  happ iness  o f  the s o u l s  going t o w a r d s  mani fes-  
t a t i o n ,  and those re turn ing?  

Answer: Certainly there is. But this degree is like the difference of 
notes in music. Particularly the souls returning to the goal 
have acquired something from the earth, and something from 
the sphere of the jinn which has influenced the tone and the 
rhythm of their being. And therefore they so to speak tell the 
legend of their past in the music they make in the Heavens of 
the angels. 

Ques t ion:  Are the s m a l l  b e i n g s  t h a t  a r e  somet imes  seen, 
c a l l e d  p i x i e s ,  brownies ,  l i t t l e  men or the l i t t l e  
peop le ,  genera l  1 y el e m e n t a l s ?  

Answer: Yes. 

74. Ibid.: wcordsw 
75- Ibld.: llgolngw added 
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The Soul towards2 the Coal. 

What body3 the soul has in the ~ e a v e n s ~  of the angels? The soul 
though it continues in the spheres5 of the genius6 7the body on the likeness 
of the one it had before while on earth, but an enormous change takes place 
in i t s  body and form while in the spheres of the Go6 By the time it departs 
from there, there is hardly left any trace of the body it had in the spheres 
of the c . ~  and before.   or^ it i s  turned into a luminous being. I t s  body is  
then of radiance, 'light itself. The on1 difference i s  that light, as we 
understandg on the physical plane, i s  ofr0 different character, for it i s1 '  
visible, but there it is both, light and life in one; so the light is  audible as 
well as visible besides12 intelligent. One may say, butI3 the physical body is 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  book T h e  Soul Whence a n d  W h i t h -  
e r ?  (1924). Par t  ill Towards the Goal, as the main pa r t  of  chapter VI. 

Where "book" is mentioned in the notes, it refers  t o  the  book The  Soul 
Whence and Wh i t he r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date Sk. added "The Soul Whence and Whither 12411 in 
t he  margin 
Gd.h.: Voward" instead of l'towardsv 
Bk.: "hasu before Itthe soulw rather  than a f te r  
I bid.: "Heaven1' 
I bid.: "spherev 
Skosh.: the  word may have been nJinnies,*l with which Sk. was not  familiar; 
here she wrote "genius11 and later "G."; see note 61 Ifoilowing "The Soul 
towards the  Goal" ("The Llfe in the Spheres of the  Jinns ... ") September 
17, 1923.1; 
Gd.h., bk.: "genius1' 
Bk.: rewri t ten t o  read: "... with a body of the likeness of h a t  one it had 
while on earth, has undergone an enormous change, which has taken place 
In i t s  body and form while in the  sphere of the  Genius, and when it 
reaches t he  Angelic Heavens there is s t i l l  a greater change; for  there 

'1 ... 
Ibld.: "it isw added 
ibid.: llitw added 
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I bid.: "heren added 
I bid.: "being*' added 
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intelligent also14. yes15, it is; it i s  i t s  intelligence which we call sensitive- 
ness. But the body in the sphere of the c . ~  i s  even more intelligent. And 
the body that remains in the h g e l l 6  is  more intelligent st i l l .  it may be 
called intelligence itself. 

The life of the souls in the 17ange118 spheres1' is incomparably longer 

than the life of those onI9 the spheres5 of the G . ~ , ~ ~  No more desires, no 
more ambitions, no more strivings 21they havez1; on1 aspiration to reach 
furtherz2, to  experience 23a greater23 happiness, 24aJ5 tendency to go on 
f ~ r t h e r ~ ~ r ~ ~ ,  26closer to  that light which is  now within their sight. They 
27are flyingz7 around this light like the moth around the hght  lantern. The 

magic lanternz8, which i s  the seeking of all souls, i s  now within their hori- 
zon. Nothing elsez9 has a greater attraction for them than this light which 
is  continually burning before them. They live and move and make30 their 
being in this divine light. 

Have they anything to offer to  the souls going towards manifestation? 
Yes, their feelings. In what way do they offer3!?   he^' souls coming from 

the source and going towards the earth are tuned by them, are set en to a 
certain rhythm. It is this offering which decides determines the line33 they 
tread in the future. The Sufis call that day of tuning r o z  a ~ a l ~ ~ ,  the day 

when35 the36 plan was37 designed of the life of that particular soul. Does 
one impress 39the new-coming towards2 earth with i t s  tune 

and rhythm, with i t s  feeling and sentiment40?  NO^', not necessarily one 

14. Gd.h.: walsol* is followed by a "7" which Is crossed out 
15. Bk.: "Yesw omitted 
16. Sk.sh.: Sk. later added "heavens"; 

Gd.h., bk.: "angelic heavens1* 
17. Bk.: "Angelic Heavensw 
18. Gd.h.: wangelicw 
19. Bk.: "in" 
20. I bid.: "Genllm 
21. Ibid.: "have they" 
22. I bid.: "fartherw 
23. Gd.h.: "mepew, replaced by "greaterw (without "an) 
24. Bk.: "a tendency to go on furtherw omitted 
25. Gd.h.: "au omitted 
26. Bk.: "and to  getn Inserted 
27. Ibid.: "flyM Instead of "are flyingw 
28. "magic lantern" was the common term used in Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's 

day for a projector 
29. Bk.: %Isel omitted 
30. Ibid.: "havet* instead of "makew 
31. Ibid.: "themm added 
32. Ibid.: "Then omitted 
33. Ibid.: "pathn instead of l*linew 
34. Gd.h.: a letter, possibly "PIt, crossed out, then l*Azalw; 

Bk.: Wozn omitted 
35. Sk.sh.: Sk. later added "firstw 
36. Gd.h.: "first" added 
37. Bk.: "firstn added 
38. Ibid.: "only1* added 
39. Ibld.: "the soul newly coming" in place of "the new-coming soulw 
40. I bid.: "sentimentsn 
41. Ibid.: "Now omitted 



soul; even42 many souls may impress, but it is  the one impression which i s  
dominant. Is there any link or connection established between the souls who 
give and take thus43 one from the other? a link of sympathy, a feel- 
ing of love and friendliness, an impression of joy which a soul carries with it 
even to  the destination when45 it comes on the earth. 461nfant's crying is  
very often the47 expression of i t s  longing for48 heavens; even49 the smiles 
of an infant are50 narrative of their51 memories of heaven and of the 
spheres above. Does the52 soul who meets with the new-coming soul 
receive anything? It does not require much; it is full of joy in approaching53 
the culmination of life, the goal of i t s  journey. Yet the54 purity that the 
new-coming soul brings with55 a new life and light,56 it gives56 ease to this 
57striving towards2 the goal and illuminates i t s  path.58 

I bid.: llevenw omltted 
I bid.: llthusl# omitted 
Ibid.: flYes,#l replaced with "there isw 
Ibid.: I t to  which## instead of llwhenfl 
Ibid.: "The crying of an infant" instead of t l lnfantls cryingn 
Gd.h.: *lthell omitted 
I bid.: 18the11 added 
Bk.: meven#l omitted 
Ibid.: #*a## added 
Ibid.: " i tsf*  Instead of ##thelrV1 
I bid.: #nreturningw added 
Ibld.: ~ l i t s  approach1# instead of wapproachlngw 
Gd.h.: " there Is a" Instead of llthell 
Bk.: uglvesfl In place of "withI1 
Ibld.: l#andl# in place of I#, it givesw 
Ibld.: "soul strivingw instead of llstrlving souln 
Ibid.: here a passage was Inserted, taken from one of Kf.'s copybooks. 
This passage is apparently a product of those sessions mentioned In the  
ItPreface1# t o  this book under #lNotesw, where a group of mureeds would 
gather in the evening t o  reconstruct what Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan had 
said t ha t  day, using their  notes and memories. However, there is no indi- 
cation of a time o r  place fo r  this passage, and it may posslbly have been 
a response t o  a question put privately t o  Pir-o-Murshld lnayat Khan. 
Clearly It was edited for inciuslon in the bk. There is no way t o  determine 
who Is the source of this passage, although It Is In Murshida Greenls 
handwriting and placed separately in one of Kefayat LLoydls copybooks (not 
t he  one In which a reconstructed version of thls lecture appears). Nor 
can it be determined how accurately the passage repor ts  Plr-o-Murshld 
lnayat Khanls words, though obviously It should be considered less exact 
than a sh. reporting. Usually these reconstructed t ex t s  cannot be consid- 
ered of value for  determining the original text,  and so they are seldom 
cited o r  quoted In these notes; however occasionally, as in thls case, 
they provide the  earliest known t e x t  of a passage not otherwise reported; 
Kf.: In the  margln of Kf.1~ version of this lecture appear these words In 
Gr.1~ Ih.: fllsizes of bodies1 end page of Book 111 2.11, with the 
crossed out; 



There is almost too much that a soul has to do on the earth, 59also 
much the soul has to accomplish in the spirit world60, but 6'much less there 
i s  to accomplish6' in the heavens4 of the angels. For as the soul proceeds 
forward, so its burden becomes lighter62. The only condition of proceeding 
forward and drawing closer to the goal, is by63 throwing away the heavy 
burden which the soul has taken upon itself through64 its journey. 651f 
thousands of years one might say that the soul lives in the sphere of the 
j i n n ~ ~ ~ ,  66it is67 millions 680f years68 that one can say for the conven- 
ience of expression66 that the soul has-te passes in the heavens4 of angels, 
until 69there comesdg the moment when the soul is most willing to depart 
even from that plane of love, harmony and beauty, in order to embrace the 
Source and coal of love, harmony and beauty which has attracted 70the 

a t  t h e  end of Kf.Is book I l l  t h e  following passage is found in Gr. Ih.: 
IISept 18th 

To be added-- 
The sizes o f  t h e  bodles In t h e  sp. of genll and In t h e  Heaven of t h e  Angels 
a re  as numerous as on t h e  ea r th  plane. The size o f  t h e  6eRC) Cs muek 
+ e ~ g e ~  body t h a t  t he  soul brings from t h e  spheres o f  t h e  Genlus Is much 
larger than t h e  slze of t h e  phys. body; and t h e  size o f  t h e  body adorned 
by t h e  soul from t h e  Angelic Heavens is  larger still. But  when t h e  soul 
dons t h e  body from t h e  sp. of G. t h a t  body does no t  only cover t h e  phys. 
body but  also en te rs  in to  it. And so t h e  body brought from t h e  Angelic 
Heavens covers both t h e  bodies o f  t h e  Sp. o f  G. as well' as of t he  Phy. 
Plane. and ye t  en ters  ln to  t h e  innermost p a r t  of one's being. In t h i s  way 
t h e  Angellc and the  Genic ( I )  bodles n o t  only surround t h e  phys. body bu t  
ex is t  within It. When t h e  soul Is on i t s  way t o  t h e  Phys we4d plane i t s  
bodles grow develop and become more een d is t inc t  and as t h e  soul gees 
advances toward t h e  Goal i t s  bodles become more ethereal  lumlnous bu t  In- 
distinct:ll 
The l as t  sentence i s  overleaf in Kf .1~ copybook, and was apparently over- 
looked in preparing t h e  passage f o r  publication; 
Bk.: t h e  passage appears In t h e  bk. as follows: 
"The sizes o f  bodies in t h e  sphere of t h e  Genius, and In t h e  Heaven of t h e  
Angels, a re  as numerous as on t h e  earth-plane. The slze of t h e  body t h a t  
t h e  soul brings from t h e  sphere o f  t h e  Genlus Is much larger than t h e  
size of t h e  physical body, and t h e  slze of t h e  body adorned by t h e  soul 
from t h e  Angelic Heavens is  larger still. But  when t h e  soul dons the  body 
from t h e  sphere o f  t he  Genlus t h a t  body n o t  only covers t h e  physlcal 
body, bu t  also enters  i n to  it. And so t h e  body brought from t h e  Angelic 
Heavens covers both the  bodies of t h e  sphere o f  t h e  Genius as well as o f  
t h e  physlcal plane, and ye t  en te rs  l n t o  t h e  innermost p a r t  o f  man's being. 
in  t h l s  way t h e  Angelic and t h e  Genil bodies no t  only surround t h e  physlcal 
body, bu t  ex is t  within it." 
Ibid.: "There Isft added 
Ibid.: "or plane of t h e  Genllll added 
Ibid.: I t there  i s  much less t o  be doneft instead o f  llmuch less the re  Is t o  
a c c ~ m p i l s h ~ ~  
Sk.sh.: without crossing o u t  Itlightert1, Sk. wrote ltlightenedft in Ih. above; 
Gd.h.: lliightenedll 
Bk.: I t t ha t  off1 instead of I1byu 
Ibid.: wthroughouttt lnstead o f  tlthroughw 
Ibld.: reordered t o  read, l t l f  one may say t h a t  t he  soul lives in t h e  
spheres o f  t h e  Genli f o r  thousands o f  years ..." 
Ibld.: reordered and rewr i t ten  t o  read, I*... f o r  t he  sake of convenience 
one may use t h e  expression mllllons o f  years in speaking o f  t h e  length of 
timet1 
Gd.h.: titheii added 
I bid.: I fof yearstt omitted 
I bid.: s t there comesI1 added 
I bid.: "itf1 Instead o f  " the  soul1* 



soul70 throu h a1171 3phete planes. ~ n d ~ ~  as t h e  soul 73has approached73 
nearer, so ifmore close74 it has been drawn. It is t h e  75unveiling that 

arrnent which is  t he  body of t h e  soul in the  76angel 3phete rzt::7{ tha t  brings it to i t s  real  destination, the goal which it has contin- 
ua l ly  sought e i ther  consciously or unconsciously. 

Verily, 'From Cod every soul comes and to God is his return.'77 

71. Ibid.: Ifthem inserted 
72. Ibid.: I1Andn8 omitted 
73. Ibld.: "approachesw In place of "has approachedt1 
74. Ibid.: "the closerN Instead of "more closeft 
75. Sk.sh.: Sk. later crossed out  "unvelllng of1' and wrote "throwing off"; 

Gd.h.: l'unveiling~~ crossed out, uthrowlngtl written below; 
Bk.: 91throwlng off" 

76. Gd.h., bk.: tlangelic heavens" 
77. Sk.sh.: Sk. later wrote "128, end of Chapterw; Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan 

was probably referr ing t o  Sura XCVl of t he  Qurlan, verse 8: ItVerlly, t o  
thy  Lord is the re turn (of all)" (translation by A. Yusuf All); 
Bk.: the last sentence was omitted, and a passage from Kf. on a separate 
sheet in Kf.'s Ih. was inserted in an edited form. The f i r s t  three sen- 
tences are also found In Sr.1~ Ih. In Identical words (except Sr. spells out 
the  word ~'spirltual" in the  last sentence); 
Kf., Sr.: "What w i l l  be t he  mystery hidden behind t he  accompllshment of all 
desire in the next world? W i l l  power wlth optlmlsm. It is the convlctlon 
whlch is called Yakeen by the  Sufis w l l l  be the  guiding llght which w l l l  Illumi- 
nate the paths of the souls in the spir(itual) world.11; 
Kf.: continues: "What w i l l  hinder the  path of the  spir i ts Is the lack of t he  
same--though it Is not  necessary t h a t  the soul who has been pessimlstlc 
here must remain pesslmistlc in the next world. I t  Is possible t ha t  M3 i t s  
journey onward w l l l  brlng about the  change once the  soul becomes ac- 
quainted with the  mysterles of hopefulness. In what way w l l l  t he  splr i ts 
communlcate wlth one another. It Is not t ha t  all splrlts w i l l  necessarily 
communicate only those spir. who wish t o  communlcate who w i l l  do so. In 
what language in their  own language i f  splr l ts did not know one anothers 
language in the  splr. then w i l l  not  be such a d i f f ~ l ? l  of language as on 
the  earth, for  there Is one common language of t ha t  plane a language of 
t he  &ad sp1rit.I' 
A t  t he  end of the lecture In Kf., Gr. has wrltten In Ih.: "here comes 
'What w i l l  be the  mystery' etc: on loose leaf", and on the  top of the page 
wlth the  passage quoted above: "For Lecture of Sept 18th H; 
Bk.: The passage appears edited in the  bk. as follows: 

"What w i l l  be the mystery hidden behind the accomplishment of all 
deslre in t he  next world t o  t he  earth-plane? Will-power with Optimism. It is 
the  convlctlon which is called Yakeen by the Sufis t ha t  w i l l  be the guldlng 
l ight which w i l l  illuminate the  path of the soul In the  spiritual world. What 
w l l l  hinder the progress of the  spir i ts Is the  lack of the same, though it 
Is not necessary t ha t  the  soul who has been pesslmlstlc here must remain 
pesslmistlc in the next world. It is possible t ha t  I t s  journey onward w l l l  
bring about a change once the soul becomes acquainted with the  mysterles 
of hopefulness. 

"In what way w l l l  t he  splrlts communlcate wlth one another? A l l  splr- 
i t s  w i l l  no t  necessarlly communicate; only those spir i ts who wish t o  com- 
municate w l l l  do so. In what language? In their  own language. I f  spir l ts did 
no t  know one another's language In the  sp i r i t  world there would not  be 
such dlfflculty as on the  earth, fo r  there Is one common language of t ha t  
plane, a language whlch is the language of the ~p l r l t . ~ '  



Question: When does the returning soul leave God again? Comes 
the soul many times out of God, t o  Gcd again? 
Comes the soul never more than once on the 
earth? 

Answer: We have not yet come so far as that78 

Question: W i Z l  you explain the sentence that the soul has 
sought the goal instead7' 

Answer: 80 

Question: Is there a relationship bet ween the body of the soul 
on the different planes? Is a higher body in every 
sense formed from the body of the 1 ower plane? 

Answer: There i s  a relationship between bodies of the souls on the 
different planes, certainly. Because they borrow their clay 
from that particular clay where they are; and there comes the 
connection caused by that clay, that matter, which i s  taken. 

Yes, on the design of that, because it i s  the continuation. For 
instance, after coming one1 the earth the soul continues the 
same life. There is net there no definite breaking. Therefore 
there i s  something of the earth which can be taken. All cannot 
be taken; or the soul would have taken not only the bodies, but 
their houses also. 

We shall know more there than here, because that i s  the plane 
where the knowledge is possible, which is not possible here. 
Do we not say to our friends here: 'I cannot understand you, 
you are a mystery t o  me'? Perhaps you have been for f i f ty 
years with him. That mystery becomes known, that knot is  
unravelled, as one goes further. For instance, the language of 
the spheres of the jinns i s  more indistinct compared with the 
language of the earth. And yet more expressive. And the 
language of the sphere of the angel s t i l l  less distinct, and even 

78. Sk.sh.: t h e  answer is incomplete; 
Kf.: "Now we a r e  on t h e  way t o  goal. In tomorrow's lesson t h a t  will be 
e~pialned.~~;  
Sk.l.tp.: thls q.a. omitted (see second q.a. on p.716) ISept. 19, Conclu- 
sion 1 

79. Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out this question; 
Kf.: in Sr. Ih., wW1li you explain what the  sentence means: ' the  soul has 
sought the  goal consciously or  unconsciously~~ 

80. Sk.sh.: no answer recorded by Sk.; 
Sr.: "A. As it approaches closer, so the  more conscious it becomes, 
because now it is within I t s  horizon.11 

81. Sk.l.tp.: "fromw Instead of llonll 



more expressive than that of the jinn. It i s  this mystery 
which can be found in that miracle of the descending of the 
Holy Ghost. It i s  not in the outer sense of the explanation that 
they knew the language of all the people in the world. They 
knew the language of the soul, and that language of the soul 
expresses more than the language of the people on the earth. 

Answer: Building of tower i s  collecting of mind. When the mind which 
: i s  brought of the world of the jinn i s  filled with the impres- 

sions of names and forms gathered on the earth, is then: a 
tower built, when this tower i s  built, everyone knows his own 
language from the country from which they have come. 

Answer: The prophets and seers have come time after time; and the 
people have battled with them and disputed with them, and 
brought them to all sorts of grief and difficulties. When there 
is an Angel quality, that the person possesses a little more 

-than his fellow men, then there i s  always a war raised upon 
him. In every waya4 i s  pulled down, either criticized, or cru- 
elly treated; all sorts of ill doings and insults upon the one who 
shows perhaps a little more Angel qualities than average per- 
sons. And giants born of the angel, all human beings are the 
sake: born of the Angels every human being, who has already 
an Angel soul in him. 

Question: In the account of his mystical journey t o  the Angel 
Heaven Dante t e l l s  how he enters the sphere of 
the moon, and hea5 

Answer: No, it is  in support of the same which has been given this day, 
that the angels are of luminous body, as solid, as concrete as 

82. Sk.sh.: no question reported; 
St.: **Q. What does t h e  s t o r y  o f  building the  tower o f  Babylon mean?" 
(Babylon is  called l*Babel** in t h e  Bible.); 
Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: Sk. l a te r  added t h e  q. from Sr. in Ih. 

83. Sk.sh.: no question reported; 
Sr.: "Q. What is meant in t h e  Old Testament by t h e  giants who were f ight-  
ing with t h e  gods?**; 
Sk.sh., Sk.l.tp.: Sk. l a te r  added th i s  q. In Ih. 

84. Sk.l.tp.: llhe** added 
85. Sk.sh.: t h e  question is  incomplete; 

Sr.: *I... calls it a sphere o f  solid light. I s  t h a t  an imagination?**; 
Sk.sh., Sk.1.I-p.: Sk. l a te r  completed her q. from Sr. in Ih. 



the light one sees. It is  his own vision of this plane. The 
sphere of the moon i s  the sphere of harmony. Because the 
moon responds to the sun, it is  the respondent attitude of the 
moon which i s  harmonious. Therefore it i s  the sphere of har- 
mony which is  Heaven. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 19th, 1923 

Introduction. 

Before the manifestation, 2what did existg2 2at3, "he essence4, the 
Truly Existing, the Only Being. In what form? In no form. As what? As 
nothing. 5 ~ l y ,  the6 definition7 that words can give is: as8 Absolute. In the 
Sufi terms this existence is  termed ~ h d i a t ~ .  

~ h e l O  consciousness arose out of this Absolute, thelt  consciousness of 
existence. There was nothing of which the Absolute could be conscious, only 
of l ts12 existence. This stage i s  called wahdan13. Out of this consciousness 
of existence a feeling14 developed, a I5feeling that 'I exist.' l5 It was a 
development of the consciousness of the16 existence. It is  this development 
which formed the17 Ego, Logos, which i s  termed wahdaniat by the Sufis. 
With the feeling of the I-ness, the innate power of the Absolute so to speak 
pulled itself together, in other words, concentrated on one point. Thus the 
All-pervading Radiance formed I t s  centre, the centre which is  the Divine 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published as the  tlintroduction'l t o  The Soul Whence 
and Whither? ( 1924). 

Where "bookg1 is mentioned In the notes, it refers  t o  the book The Soul 
Whence and Whither?, prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sk.sh.: a t  a later date, Sk. added '#The Soul Whence and Whither, 7" in the  
margin 
Bk.: "what existed?11 instead of "what did exist?fl 
Gd.h.: llZatll f l r s t  omitted, then wrltten in, connected t o  "the essence of 
beingn below the line and circled 
Bk.: "the essence1' omitted 
I bid.: "Thev1 added 
I bid.: 'lthell omitted 
Gd.h.: "definitions1' (with "s '~  crossed out) 
Skosh.: Sk. later added stthew; 
Gd.h., bk.: "the" 
Bk.: "Ahadiatn 
Ibid.: "Aw ra ther  than "The1' 
I bid.: 18aw Instead of '#thew 
I bld.: 181ts1' omitted 
Skosh.: Sk. put a "ttl above the "nl* without crossing out the "nW; 
Gd.h., bk.: "Wahdatw 
Bk.: llsensen instead of tlfeeling'l 
Ibid.: "sense ' that  I exist.fl' instead of "feeling t h a t  'I exlst.lw 
Ibld.: "then1 omitted 
I bld.: " f i r s tm inserted 



Spirit or the l8 . In sufi19 terms 20it is20 called arwah. This cen- 
tred2' light then divided existence into two forms, the6 light and darkness. 
lnZ2 fact there i s  no such a thing as darkness; there has never been a23 
darkness; it is only more light compared with less light. This light and dark- 
ness formed akasha 24in Sufi terms24 asman, an accommodation, a mould, 
and the phenomena2$ of light and shade, working through this mould, furth- 
ered the manifestation into a great many accommodations, asmans or aka- 
shasZ6. Every step the6 manifestation has taken, 2 7 t ~ e  variety of forms 
has been the result2' and it is  the plane ofz8 definite forms of nature which 
is  called in the Sufi l9 terminology a j ~ a m ~ ~ .  Out of these forms came out30 

radually from the mineral, the vegetable kingdom, 31from the vegetable, 
g2animal kingdom3', and from3' animal34 theJ5 human race, thus providing 
to36 the Divine Spirit the a r ~ a h ~ ~ ,  6bodies, which It has needed upon38 the 
time It has39 centred Itself on one point and from there spreading40 I t s  
rays as various4' 

Sk.sh.: a space, over which Sk. wrote "moon?tl; 
Gd.h., bk.: "Nurtt 
Bk.: wSuficm 
I bid.: "it isn omitted 
Ibid.: "Centraln 
Ibid.: "point ofn added 
I bid.: !law omitted 
Ibid.: "ortt instead of "in Sufi termst1 
I bid.: ttphenomenonw 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added In the  margin, Itone within the  other and one over t he  
other"; 
Gd.h.: written above the line, "one within the other and one over t he  
other"; 
Bk.: Itone within the otherw 
Bk.: reordered and expanded (source unknown) to, read: It... has resulted 
in a variety of forms made by the  different substances which are produced 
during the process of spir i t  turning in to  matter; the working of this pro- 
cess has been according t o  the  law of vibration, which Is the  secret of 
motion." 
I bid.: Itthew added 
Ibid.: I1Asmantt ra ther  than "ajsam" 
I bid.: "outn omitted 
Ibid.: ttfrom the  vegetable, animal kingdomv omitted 
Gd.h.: "then added 
Gd.h., bk.: "the" added 
Gd.h.: written above iine, "insaan," 
Skosh.: Sk. later cancelled ttthett and wrote in the margin, "insaann 
Bk.: tlforN instead of "ton 
Ibid.: ttAjsaamtt, ra ther  than "arwahtt 
Ibid.: tlfromw instead of wupontt 
I bid.: lthastt omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. later crossed out  It-ingw on the  end of ttspreadlngm 
Gd.h.: ttvariousn omitted, then written above the  iine 
Sk-sh.: here occurs a sign polnting t o  a passage recorded a t  the  end of 
the  lecture, indicating t h a t  it is t o  be inserted a t  this point; apparently, 
Pir-0-Murshid lnayat Khan le f t  th is passage out  of the lecture, and then 
added it a t  the  end. 



There has been the phenomena25 of four elements; besides one which 
is the source and goal of all elements43, the ether, making them five: tke- 
&pi-the-++re baad - the air, a t i ~ h ~ ~  - the fire, aab - water, khaak - 
the earth. These elements have worked in consonance with one another 
45and against one another45 in order to  bring about the 46desired results46 
by the Divine Wisdom working behind it47. In every akasha or asman4' 
they have been present more or less; one without the other did not exist. 
The four together brought the fifth. In this way the whole manifestation 
has taken place through a gradual process of development. 

 he^ manifestation has49 50half finished50 i t s  task in the creation of 
man, in whom is  born the51 wisdom of controlling and realizing52 all that i s  
on the earth to  i t s  best advantage. And in man the purpose of the6 manifes- 
tation is  fully . accomplished, especially in such53 man who54 has on his 
return journey become more and more conscious of the purpose by widening 
his outlook and by living a fuller life, thus55: the man who has reached that 
stage of realization, which i s  called divinity and56 in which i s  the fulfilment 
of the purpose of this whole manifestation. 

Thus six definite steps towards57 manifestation are recognized by the 
Sufis. The first three are called t a n ~ i h ~ ~  and next three are called tash- 
bih59, the first three imperceptible, 60the next three distinguishable. 

Bk.: "Nur," inserted 
I bid.: ttAteshn 
Ibid.: "and against one anothern omitted 
I bid.: reordered t o  "results desired" 
Gd.h., bk.: "themw instead of "ltIt 
Sk.sh.: Sk. originally wrote in Ih. t*asmadw and then put ontt r ight  over the  
ltd". 
Gd.h., bk.: "Asmanu 
Gd.h.: a f te r  11has8t, "++nu; 
Bk.: whasll omitted 
Bk.: reordered t o  ftflnished halftt 
Sk.sh.: !@thew written very lightly 
Ibld.: Sk. crossed out  ltrealizing~ and wrote in the  margin in Ih. ltdividis- 
ingv (perhaps ndevisingm was Intended?); 
Gd.h., bk.: nutillslngw 
Bk.: "aw added 
Ibld.: Itas" instead of ttwhow 
Ibid.: "..., thus" omitted 
I bid.: "andM omitted 
Gd.h.: lltoward*t 
I bid.: "tanzW1; 
Bk.: "Tan zit@ 
Gd.h.: ttTashbi*8; 
Bk.: ltTashbiw 
Bk.: "andw added 



Question: The f i r s t  cond i t i on  of consciousness w h i c h  i s  uncon- 
sc ious i s  impossib le f o r  t he  human mind t o  grasp, 
i s  i t  no t?  

Answer: Certainly it is. But it i s  possible for the soul to understand 
it. I f  it were not so, the revelation would not have been 

61 The revelation comes not only as an inspiration, but it 
comes as a soul's experience. And therefore 62it is6*, for the 
mind it i s  impossible to understand, but for the soul it is i t s  
own experience. 

Question: Why i s  t h e  moon used as  a symbol, and n o t  the  sun? 

Answer: Both are used as symbols for different purposes, the sun as 
well as the moon 63 . The sun for power, the moon for 
inspiration. 

Question: What language are64 baad, khaak? 

Answer: They come from ~ e b r a i c ~ ~  origin, Arabic and Persian words, 
which have been used by Sufis of the ancient times. 

Question: '%as t h e r e  a66 de f i n i t e  s tage in c r e a t i o n  when God 
breathed H is  S p i r i t  i n t o  man? 

Answer: It is  that definite stage of creation which i s  recognized by 
the Sufis: Insaan, which i s  mentioned just now. This was the 
period when Adam was born, when the creation of man took 
place. 

61. Skosh., Sk.l.tp.: a blank; 
Sr.: wvouchsafed'~ 

62. Sk.l.tp.: Itit Is" omitted 
63. Sk.sh.: a blank 
64. Ibid.: one illegible word in Ih.; 

Sk.l.tp.: "Zat, Baad, Khaakw and added la ter  In ink "lnsaan, Vahdatw; 
Sr.: "Vahdat, Zat, insaan, Khak, etc., etc." 

65. Sk.l.tp.: 'lHebrewic'l instead of wHebraicll 
66. Ibid.: "What is thew instead of "Was the re  a'' 



Question: Before manifestation d i d  not the Being a f  God exist  
as a t r in i ty  in unity? 

Answer: Before manifestation the Being of Cod existed as all. All 
in it: unity, trinity, duality, no duality 67 not distinct. I f  
it was not there, how would it have come? It all existed. But 
beyond and above, what existed? God, the Only Being. The 
knowledge of two, three, four, five, is for us, for our benefit, 
for us to understand things better. But the is the 
knowledge of unity, One, the Only Being. 

Question: Were the four elements p a r t  of the manifestation, 
l i f e  of the O n l y  Being? 

Answer: They are all the outcome. The duality is  the outcome of 
manifestation. In the origin there is unity, oneness; all duality 
i s  manifestation. 

Question: We hear them spoken of a s  great beings. 

Answer: These four powers are great powers which work through all 
planes of existence, and which play their role in every form. 

Question: As thoughtdg necessitates movement or mental ac- 
tion, it is d i f f i c u l t  t o  see how it arose in  the 
absolute before the manifestation. 

Answer: In the absolute thought69 did not rise. It was the con- 
sciousness which was i t s  predisposition, which was in it, in i t s  
being. That woke, just like a person who is asleep. It does not 
mean that it is not his disposition to wake up. It is  his nature 
to wake up, but he wakes up from the sleep. 
The waking was the first impulse towards manifestation. That 
distinct impulse i s  called WaMat. But to understand these two 
distinct planes is rather a difficult thing, because it is most 
fine and delicate; the difference between wahdat and wah- 
daniat: to  become conscious i s  one thing, and to become 
self-conscious i s  another thing. One person i s  asleep, just a 
l i t t le awake; a l i t t le noise would tell him something is  going 

67. Skosh.: a space between lldualityll and I1notv 
68, I bid,: a blank; 

Kf.: "natural knowledgem, added by Sk. in ink to her I.tp. 
69. Sk.l.tp.: " that "  instead of "thoughtI1 (very  similar in sh.) 



on. S t i l l  he i s  not self-conscious yet; that comes when he i s  
wider awake. Wahdat: when the Absolute became conscious 
wahdaniat: when the Absolute became wide awake, and felt 
His Being as 'I am.' That action brought about that power of 
breathing in, that is the pulling oneself together. As soon as 
He thought 'I am,' He became a conscious existence for Him- 
self as ' I am.' Therefore it i s  the Logos. 

Question: Are not a l l  f ive elements in their essence colour- 
1 ess? 

Answer: In the essence everything i s  colourless. The nearer to  the 
essence, the less colour there is. But it is  the colour by which 
they are distinguished in the outer planes. 

Question: Has the rnanif estation reached the same oint in evo- 
1 ution throughout the who1 e universe? & 

Answer: Yes, various stages in different places. Some more advanced 
and some less. 

Question: Was there then ever a period of time when there was  
no consciousness in  the Absolute Beirg of God, no 
1 i f e  any where? 

Answer: Silent consciousness. We cannot call silent consciousness no 
consciousness. I f  there was no consciousness there would 
never have been a consciousness. It was the development of 
the consciousness of the Only Being which brought the Self- 
consciousness. Out of the silent or deep consciousness the Only 
Being arose, and came to the Self -consciousness. 

70. Kf.: Sr. added in his writ ten-in question, It... o r  a re  the re  various stages 
o f  manifestation a t  t h e  same time and place?" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 19th, 1923 

Conclusion. 

What is  this journey taken by the soul from the Source to  the manifes- 
tation and from the2 manifestation again to  the same Source, which is i t s  
goal? I s  it a journey or 3is it3 not a journey? I t  is  a journey4 in fact and not 
a journey4 in truth. It is the5 change of ex eriences6 which makes it a 
story and yet the whole story9, produced "on al0 moving picture1 l, i s  in 
one film which does not travel12 for miles and miles as it 13is seen13 on the 
screen. 141s i t 1 4  many whoI5 journey, or one? l61t is16 many while s t i l l  in 
an17 illusion and 1 6 i t  is16 one when the spirit has disillusioned itself. Who 
journeys, is  it thela man or Cod? Both and yet one - 19two ends of one 
line. 

What i s  the nature and character of this manifestation? It is an inter- 
esting dream. whatz0 this illusion i s  caused by? By cover upon cover, soz1 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published as the  nConcluslonM t o  T h e  Soul Whence 
and W h i t h e r ?  ( 1924). 

Where llbook~l is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  the book The  Soul 
Whence and Whi the r? ,  prepared for  publication mainly by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

1. Sk.sh.: Sk. later wrote "The Soul Whence and Whither 12g1* In the margin 
2. Bk.: Itthem omitted 
3. Gd.h.: "it isw instead of Ills Itw 
4. Bk.: Ifin f ac t  and not  a journey1! omitted 
5. Ibid.: "a1* instead of "them 
6. I bid.: ttexperiencew 
7. Gd.h.: llmakegl 
8. Bk.: "journey, a" added 
9. Ibld.: Njourneylt instead of wstoryll 
10. Gd.h.: "on then instead of Iton a"; 

Bk.: win11 
11. Bk.: wPicturesw 
12. Ibid.: f*journeym instead of lltravell* 
13. Ibld.: "appears t o  dot1 In place of I1ls seenn 
14. Gd.h.: originally "it isw with I t is itw written over; 

Bk.: "Do" 
15. Bk.: l*whom omitted 
16. I bid.: Itit isw omitted 
17. I bid.: "ann1 omitted 
18. Sk.sh.: Sk later crossed out Itthe1*; 

Bk.: s8thet1 omitted 
19. Bk.: Itthe" added 
20. Ibid.: "isf1 added 
21. Ibld.: I1sow omitted 



the soul being22 covered by a thousand covers23. Do these covers 
happiness to the soul? Not happiness but intoxication. The furtherf5 the 
soul is  removed from i t s  Source, the greater its26 intoxication. Does this in- 
toxication suffice27 the purpose of the 28soul and of i t s  It does 
in a way, but the purpose of the soul is in29 i t s  longing; and what 30that 
longing is30 for3'? Sobriety. And how 32that sobriety is32 attained? By 
throwing away the covers which have covered the soul and thus divided33 
from its real Source and Goal. What 34does uncover3'l the soul from these 
covers35 of illusion? The change which is  called death. 36~i ther  this change 

forced upon one3' against one's38 desire, which 39we death and 
which i s  the40 most disagreeable experience. 41 It is41 like snatching away 
the bottle of drink42 from the5 drunken man, which is for the time often43 
disagreeable44 to him. Or, 45the other way is that at will that45 change is  
brought about46 and the soul4' throws off48 the cover that surrounds it. 
4 9 ~ y  that it49 attains50 the same experience of sobriety51, even if it be52 a 
glimpse of it, the same ex erience which after millions and millions of years 
the soul, drunken by t h i ~ ~ ~ i l l u s i o n ,  arrives at, and yet not exactly the same 

Ibld.: "lsI8 instead of t1belng81 
Ibld.: @ ~ ~ e l l s ~ ~  instead of ~covers t t  
Gd.h.: I8at1 added 
Bk.: " fartherm 
Ibld.: Itthen rather than "itstt 
Ibld.: ~ ~ h e l p w  In place of ~lsufficev 
Ibid.: "soul's journey towards i t s  accompllshment~ in place of 8vsoul and of 
I t s  journeyw 
I bid.: ~accompllshed byn lnstead of I8lnf1 
Ibld.: "does It longn In place of " that  longing 1s" 
Gd.h.: f*ls81 instead of "forf1 
Bk.: "1s" moved from af ter  t o  before "thatt1 
Gd.h., bk.: v8itl@ added 
Bk.: ~uncoversw lnstead of "does uncoverw 
Ibid.: "veilsw lnstead of "coversw 
Ibld.: reordered t o  "This change Is either ...It 
Ibld.: "the soulw In place of "onew 
Ibld.: f l i tsm lnstead of wonelsll 
Ibld.: Ills then called" instead of "we callt8 
Gd.h., bk.: "am in place of "thew 
Bk.: ltlt Isu omitted 
Ibid.: llwinell instead of 
Gd.h., bk.: wmostw lnstead of ttoftent8 
Bk.: "painfult1 lnstead of 18dlsagreeablew 
Ibld.: 88theft instead of Itthe other way Is t ha t  a t  w i l l  t ha tw  
Ibld.: **at  w i l l "  Inserted 
Gd.h.: originally g8soulsw, with the  final "stt crossed out  
Ibld.: "overM lnstead of "offm; 
Bk.: 
Bk.: "andw instead of "By t h a t  itt8 
Skosh.: Sk. later added I1togt; 
Gd.h.: "to" 
Bk.: "while on earthu added 
I bid.: 8fbutt1 added 
I bid.: glthlsw omltted 



experience 54 . The soul, drawn by the magnetic power of the divine 
Spirit, falls into it with a joy inexpressible by55 words, as a loving heart lays 
itself down in the arms of i t s  beloved. The i n t o ~ i c a t i o n ~ ~  of this joy is  so 
great that nothing ever57 the soul has57*58 experienced in i t s  life, which5' 
made it so unconscious of the self as this joy does. But this unconsciousness 
of the self in reality becomes the true Self-consciousness. It is then that 
the soul realizes fully that 'I exist.' 

6 0 ~ h e  soul who6I arrives at this stage of realization 620f conscious- 
n e d 2 ,  has a different experience.63 The difference is64 of one person 
having been pulled back, 65his back turned to the source, and another 
person having journeyed toward@ the goal, enjoying at every step each 
experience 67that it67 met with and68 rejoicing at every moment of this 
ourney 69the-near +n-the-near69 approaching near70 to7I the goal. What 
"this conscious soul7' of i t s  progress towards66 the goal realizes7'? It 
realizes at every cover74 i t  has thrown off75 itself, 76a better life76, a 
greater power, an increased inspiration, until i t  arrives at a stage, after 

Skosh.: there may be a blank here; 
Gd.h.: a mark slmllar t o  a large "FI1, usually noting an insertion; 
Kf.: in the margin, Gr. has written, "the experience of the former Is Fana 
annihilation but the  realization of the l a t t e r  Is Baka the  resurrectionw; 
Bk.: llexperiencev omitted, and this sentence Inserted: "The experience of 
the  .former is Fana, annihilation, but the  reallsation of the la t te r  Is Baka, 
the  Res~ r rec t i on .~~  
Bk.: "inw instead of Itby" 
Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out ~intoxicat ionw and wrote "increasingn above in Ih.; 
Gd.h.: f l intoxlcat ion~ crossed out, wlncreaslngw written after; 
Bk.: ,mincreaslngll 
Bk.: "ever" moved t o  a f te r  "hasm 
Skosh.: Sk. crossed out  "hasn and wrote "hadw instead; 
Gd.h.: "hadn 
Bk.: "hasn instead of llwhich" 
I bid.: "Butw added 
Ibid.: I1whichw instead of 
Gd.h., bk.: ~consclouslyfl instead of "of consciousness11 
Sk.sh.: perhaps a blank 
Bk.: "like tha tn  instead of "isn 
Ibld.: nwithn inserted 
Gd.h.: utowardw 
Bk.: "it has" instead of I t that itn 
I bid.: "orI1 instead of "andN 
Sk.sh.: Sk. added "In" in the  margin; 
Gd.h.: "+Re n e w w  missing; 
Bk.: "inu 
Bk.: 'Inearern 
Gd.h.: originally "ofN, crossed out  and "near tot1 written instead 
Bk.: "does th is  soul,  conscious^ in place of "this conscious soulv 
I bid.: "reallse" 
Ibld.: "veilM in place of wcoverll 
Gd.h.: "of1# inserted 
Bk.: "a be t te r  life" omitted 



having passed through the 77planes of the spirit world 78and of the sphere 
of the jinns77*78 and79 the ~eavens~O of the angels, elit realizes that 
thata2 error which it had known and yet hadB3 not 84known fully84, thata5 
error %hat it had attt+bated identifieda6 itself with i t s  reflection, with i t s  
shadows87 falling on thea8 different planes;89 neither on the earth plane 
gohe wasg0 his own self nor in the sphere of jinnsgl nor in the tieavenssO 
of the angels. He was only a captive by his own illusion caught in a frame, 
and yet92 was not inside it. It was only his reflection. But he saw himself 
nowhere, so he could butg3 identify himself with his various reflections until 
nowg4 heg5 realizes 96that 'I was what I am and I wil l  be what I was. It 

Ibid.: "sphere of the Genllm lnstead of "planes of the spir i t  world and of 
the.  sphere of t he  jlnnsw 
Gd.h.: "and of the sphere of the  jlnnsw omltted 
I bid.: "ofm added 
Bk.: nHeavenm 
Ibld.: Itwhen" added 
Gd.h., bk.: second "thatn omitted 
Bk.: "had" omltted 
I bid.: reordered t o  18fully knownu 
Ibld.: "thett instead of l f thatt t  
Ibld.: "it made In Identifyingw instead of " that It had Identified itself withw 
I bid.: wshadow*l 
Skosh.: Sk. later crossed out "thet8; 
Bk.: "thesem 
Kf.: Gr. wrote in the margln, "as t he  sun had thought by looking a t  the  
sunflower I am the  sunflower forgett ing a t  t h a t  moment t h a t  the  sunflower 
was only i t s  footprint."; 
Bk.: beginning a new paragraph: "As t he  sun had thought by looking a t  the  
sunflower, 11 am the  sunflower,f forgett ing a t  t h a t  moment t h a t  the sun- 
flower was only I t s  footprint.8t 
Bk.: "was Man" in place of Ithe wasw 
Ibld.: "the Geniiw lnstead of "jinnsW 
I bid.: "hen added 
Ibid.: "onlyn lnstead of "butw 
Gd.h., bk.: " thatn insertedn 
Bk.: " the soulm lnstead of "hen 
Kf.: th is passage is crossed out, and on another page, a f ter  q.a., Is 
written in Grots handwriting: 
"copied 

contlnuatlon 
2 

( I t  is I who is the Source, Traveller and the Goal of this exlstence/lf 
there was any before it was I, it Is myself all t h a t  is there and I w l l l  be 
whatever or  whoever w i l l  be.) 
Verlly It Is Truth wh. Is The only Religion and it Is Truth wh. w l l l  save." 

This passage was also crossed out, and Is followed by this one: 
"What I had thought myself t o  be was not myself but it was my experi- 
ence. +-was-wbeevep-+bepe-was; I am all t ha t  there Is and It Is myself who 
w i l l  be whoever there w l l l  be. I t  is I who am the  Source the  Traveller 8 
the  Goal of  this Existence. 
Verily Truth is all the religion t h a t  there Is; 8 it Is Truth which w l l l  
save." 
In the margln next t o  the  crossed out  "I was whoever there wasw appear 
the  words "It is I who was If there were anyw; 
Bk.: "... It is I who was, i f  there were any. What I had thought myself t o  
be was no t  myself, but was my experience. I am all t ha t  there Is, and It 
Is myself who w i l l  be, whoever there w l l l  be. It is I who am the  Source, the  
Traveller, and the Goal of this existence. Verlly Truth is all the  Rellgion 
t ha t  there is; and It is Truth which w l l l  save." 



was I who was, i f  there was any, and it is  I who will be, i f  there will be 
any; it i s  I who is the source, the traveller and the goal of this whole exis- 
tence' .96 

Verily, Truth i s  all religion and it i s  Truth which will save.97 

Question: From where does the soul come which appears in the 
angel sphere, and goes into manifestation; and 
t o  where does the returning soul, a f t er  leaving 
the angel sphere 63 ? 

Answer: From the Spirit of God it comes, and to the Light of God 
it goes. 99 

Question: Does the soul travel many times from the angel 
spheres - on the earth - t o  the angel spheres, or 
from God via earth t o  God? loo 

Answer: lo Does the soul never come more than once? 

Question: Would you please explain a l i t t l e  more how, if God 
i s  the goal and final attainment, that the trav- 
e l l er ,  the source and the goal is the "I," that 
is, the soul i t s e l f ?  

Answer: Not only soul itself, even God Himself. 

97. Sk.sh.: la ter  Sk. added tt132w, the page number of the end of The Soul 
Whence and Whither? 

98. Sk.l.tp.: "angelic" 
99. See last q.a. on "The Transmigration of the  Soultt, September 15, 1923, p. 

670. 
100. See f l r s t  q.a. in "What body the  soul has ...It, September 18, 1923, p. 

703. 
101. Skosh.: although this Is designated ttAtn (answer), it appears t o  be another 

simllar question; no answer Is recorded by Sk.; 
Sr.: t he  same two questions, followed by this mAnswertt: 
"A. When the  soul is dlsillusloned and flnds lit was my reflection and not  
me'. (In thls sentence of the  lecture the answer Is t o  be found)" 



Sirdar's handwritten copy, taken down 
during the Summer School 1923 after 
September 19th. 

Social point of view that all property is  theft is an extreme attitude. Those 
who say this do not know that i f  there was not this theft, the-sad-wed$ as 
an inner impulse behind this manifestation, the souls would not have come on 
the earth. What induces the soul to  come on the earth is in approaching 
near, in taking possession of, in utilizing it to i t s  best advantage and in 
guarding it against being taken away from i t s  hand. 

That is the nature of the soul. 

This is the difference between the socialistic point of view and the mystical 
idea. The socialistic person says this is unjust, and he does not see that it i s  
nature and natural; without this the life would not have been possible. 



Sirdar's handwritten copy, probably of 
his own longhand reporting. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 20th, 1923 

My mureeds, 

The Message for which we have 2so long2 been preparing2 by3 the 
workers of the Sufi hlovement, i s  in reality now being born. We do not need 
to think or trouble about i t s  greatness, when it is  yet so small, for the 
greatness of everything is  according to our own ideal4, and there i s  One 
only, Who can be called great and that i s  Cod. As to the devotion 5among 
many of5 my mureeds I have not the slightest doubt; in order for me to know 
the devotion of my mureeds I do not need words or any outward6 expression, 
for devotion itself is a living thing; if there is anything living, it i s  devotion, 
but there is something more that could be done to  utilize7 the8 power of 
devotion to i t s  best advantage. The Sufi orderg is  an embodiment, a body 
which is  being formedl0 to deliver ~ i s l l  Message, 12the Message of God. 
Therefore my mureeds are the organs13 of that body, the particles14, and 
the more they realize15 this16, the more they will know their responsibility. 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Sangatha no. 88, Wasiat. 

The abbreviation Al. stands for Miss Angela A l t ,  an early English disciple of Pir- 
o-Murshid lnayat Khan (see Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Inayat Khan). 

The t ex t s  of t he  hq.t. and the  hq.st. are identical, so only one of these, the 
hq.st., is mentioned in the  notes. 

Sr.tp.: "Mureedst Classn added; 
Al., hq.st.: Issangatha I, Wasiatn added 
Ai., hq.st.: "so longt1 placed a f te r  "preparingu 
ibid.: slasss instead of "byrn 
ibid.: stideast instead of llideaist 
Ibid.: stof many amongst instead of sfamong many ofts 
ibid.: "outerst instead of "outwardl~ 
Ibid.: Itthus utilizing" instead of sfto utilizes1 
Ibid.: *tthat" instead of "thew 
In the  year 1923 the word "Orders* s t i l l  was used by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat 
Khan t o  denote the  ent i re Sufi Organization. 
Al., hq.st.: stcomposedw instead of ~I formed~* 
Ibid.: I t that"  instead of ssHisw 
ibid.: Itwhich isll added 
Ibid.: ssparticles" instead of worgans@l 
Ibid.: ssorgans of t ha t  bodyw instead of sspartlclesn 
Ibid.: sswl i l  realizefs instead of Itrealizest 
Ibid.: stthat" Instead of ssthisss 



171f they do17 not realize, they standl8 apart in spite of19 devotion, think- 
ing20 the Message i s  the work of2' Murshid, but in fact it is  not so. The 
Message is  the Message of Cod, and you all, including Murshid, make that 
embodiment. It i s  this embodiment which i s  to give the Message. But now 
there are rules to keep this body22 in perfect health and in a condition 
23through which23 the Message 24could be given to24 the world, and that 
can be learned by understanding how one hand 25depends on the other for 
help25, how one finger bends with the other finger26 in order to help the 
finger2'l next to it, how the nerves of the body are in sympathy 280ne with28 
another. So my mureeds must work harmoniously with the thought of co- 
operation. I f  they thought: i f  I am not harmonious with my c o - w o r k e r ~ ~ ~ ,  
what does it matter, if30 my Murshid is  31in harmony with31 But 
i f  Murshid wishes to walk forward and if one leg goes to the ~ o r t h ~ ~ ,  and 
the other to  the he cannot walk one step forward35, because his 
legs 36do not co-operateM. So my mureeds can see something which very 
few37 think about, how important it is  in the work of the orderg that there 
should be harmony38 among the workers. How can this harmony be brought 
about? When we consider the39 faults every person has40, you will find 
unlimited faults, even in your Murshid, and i f  that i s  the condition of life, we 
shall be always 41agitating one against another on account of our faults41. 
I f  your ~ u r s h i d ~ ~  admits to have numberless faults, you can naturally expect 
43to find43 at least as many among44 the mureeds. 

Ibid.: InBut as long as they w i l l m  instead of " I f  they dov 
Ibid.: lnwi i l  stand1* instead of 
I bid.: lnalltl added 
I bid.: " thatw added 
Ibid.: "the" added 
Ibid.: nlembodlmentnn instead of "bodyw 
Ibid.: (Ithatl* instead of I1through whichn 
Ibid.: "may be easily delivered Inrn instead of "could be given tot1 
Ibid.: llis dependent upon the other hand t o  help itt1 instead of Independs 
on the  other for  help" 
Ibld.: !*when it bends" added 
I bid.: nlwhich isn1 added 
Ibid.: Itwith onenn instead of Inone with" 
I bid.: "co-wor ker1I 
Ibld.: Inlfln instead of Itas long asfn 
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In order to  meet 45each condition45 in life, the only thing i s  to toler- 
ate, t o  endure, to  forgive, and that one can do by thinking: 'I am subject to  
faults also, and therefore if I will endure, tolerate and forgive the tres- 
passes of46 others, I be forgiven also'. That you can do not only with 
your co-workers, but also with your Murshid, for you know that Murshid 
48makes no claim4' to do it, but he tries 49to do so4'. 

Now, coming to the actual working, we can work as an institution by 
considering one principle and that50 is  that the mind has i t s  influence upon 
all i t s  organs, and the health of46 body and the secret of anything that can 
be accomplished depends5' on52 the influence of the desires of the mind, 
which are carried out by the body. Therefore your trust and confidence in 
your Murshid must give you the53 desirew 55that you may55 become an 
organ of this institution and to56 consider thoughtfully what is the desire of 
57your mind57. It i s  just like58 the army, when the59 general says: 
advance160 and one61 goes62 to the right 63and one63 to the left and64 
others retreat, that army will never have65 success, or67 if6' 
there i s  revolution 69among them, i f  they ask69: 70why is  one a general or 
one a colonel or one a captain, one a lieutenantt70 7'there never will be 
victory7'. ln72 Persian language there is  a saying: when two hearts become 
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one, then they can remove mountains. VJe, by the favour of God in this73 
Sufi Movement, are more than two hearts, i f  we unite74 in the real sense of 
the word unity, however small our group, the great purpose, which is the 
purpose of God, by 7 5 ~ i s  help, His might75 and wisdom will 76be accom- 
plished76. 

Think of the history of France, one person77 started, which78 ended in 
a79 new France; what was thata0 power? elsincerity and ae2 high ideal. 

83~here is  no doubt about the sincerity of my mureeds, it is only for 
them to  consider this ideal. The more we consider it, the more able we shall 
be to accomplish it.83 What is our need? Our need i s  of active workers, who 
are ready to sacrifice their time and toa4 take every troublea5 anda6 to  do 
87all in their power toa7 spread the Message. And how can one be a suc- 
cessful worker? By forgetting72 self. Once a person stands to work in the 
Cause of Cod and humanity, he does not %hink of self88, and the moment 
hea9 has forgotten selfg0, he isg1 on the right road andg2 success i s  sure. 

We need among us some tog3 practise to become speakers, and it 
won'tg4 do for us to  say: ' I cannot do it, another will do itmIg5 each one 
must think: ' I f  Murshid desires me tog6, I will do it whatever happens', that 
i s  our greatest need to-day. The other need i s  writingIg7 practice must be 
made in order to  develop the faculty of putting into words the ideas gathat 
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the Message gives98. We shouldg9 have loo many among usto1 able to  give in- 
terpretation of the Message, and we shall never have too many workers for 
the Cause. lo2we must be thankful to  feello2 that there are now after 
many lo3 years of patient waiting some among us104 able to do something 
tangible Io5to servelo5 the Cause, and it must be our prayer, lo6the prayer 
of everyonelo6 that we may be enabled to do everything possible in107 life 
t o  serve the Message of God. 
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A text in Saida's handwriting, most 
probably dictated to her by Sirdar 
from his own longhand reporting or 
notes, or from Murshida Green's in- 
complete longhand reporting, which 
has not been found in the archives. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 23rd, 1923 

Beloved ones of God,l 

2 ~ e f o r e  the Service begins I would like to speak a few words to  intro- 
duce the Universal What i s  this Universal Worship, 3this Church of 
AII~? Although in i t s  infancy, it is the religion of the day and the faith of 
to-morrow. But what religion is it? It is  the same religion of which Jesus 
Christ has said ' I have not come to give a new law, I have come to give the 
old law'. Therefore, this new Message, what i s  it? It is the same old Mes- 
sage that has ever been. 

Are the workers of this Message priests? No, they are the soldiers of 
the army of peace, the army which is working to bring about4 peace in the 
diverse5 religions of this world, who6 have disputed and argued, and have7 
kept themselves away from one another, looking upon one another's religion 
as something wrong. Then what i s  our idea in this Service? Our idea in this 
Service is the8 learning, we learn something here. We learn by this Service 
that wisdom, gwhenever and wherever timeg it came to  the world, was one 
and the same truth, the truth which is the only religion, and it is truth which 
will save. 101s i t l o  not then the religion of Christ, without limiting the 
Master only t o  a certain period and only to a certain book? To the thought- 
ful person it is  the Message of Christ. But is it not also the Message of 
Buddha, is it not of Mohammed, and Moses, of Abraham, and Solomon? Have 
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they come with many truths, or have they come with one truth? I f  they 
came with many truths, there must be many Cods, and if there are many 
Cods and many truths, then we cannot understand one another's language, 
beyond it we cannot understand onel l  another's heart. But it is not so. We 
can understand one another's heart, even if we cannot understand one 
another's language. But what does it teach us? I t  teaches us that in this 
world of variety, in this world of names and forms, where we see each other 
separated and divided, individually and collectively, by being different 
nations and religions, in that spirit we are one and the same, and in that 
spirit we can unite. Can that be religion for one moment which can separate 
the children of God from one another by l2 the name of faith, by the name 
of religion? Where lies true happiness? In the understanding of one another, 
in our unity with one another, in our harmony with one another. 

Imagine the troubles that the13 humanity has gone through the past 
few years, do these troubles seem to end? Not at all. I f  the troubles seem 
to end in one form, then in some other form they arise. It seems as a blood 
poisoning, that i f one wound i s  healed, at some other place it takes i t s  
outlet. And how can the world be purified and rise above this difficulty? 
Not by political and financial activities. No, the religion i s  the healing of 
the world of humanity. And which religion? Not this religion or that relig- 
ion. 'The '  religion, the only religion. The religion which i s  the religion of 
Hindu, of Moslim, of Christian, and of Jew, and of everyone. For we all, 
whatever be our cast, creed, race, nation or religion, can only unite in one, 
and that i s  that one God and in truth. And our only happiness is in this unity 
which unites us in God and in truth. 

14hiay God bless you.14 
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A text in Saida's handwriting, most 
probably dictated to  her by Sirdar 
from his own Ih. reporting or notes. 

Summer School Suresnes, 
September 27th, 1923 

My mureeds, l 

3~h is  is  not the last address of the season, no it i s  always the first ad- 
dress you hear. It is the first address even i f  we have heard2 thousand ad- 
dresses before, it is  s t i l l  the first and many more will be given after. But 
now that we shall soon depart and that this Summer School will come to a 
close, I should like to say a few words which will be of great use in helping 
the ~ a u s e . ~  Life i s  an opportunity and to  know this in itself is  making the 
best4 of this opportunity. Everything in this life has i t s 5  pain or i t s 6  pleas- 
ure, for it i s  a privilege to live. who have united7 here8 to discussg 
spiritual ideas and to meditate together and to offer our prayers to God, 
l0no doubt l1 have had a great l l privilege12. 1 3 ~ n d  as13 the more deeply 
one thinks of it, the greater it will appear to be. The prophets in the past, 
14in their history we read14 they15 had fo l~owers~~ ,  some more, some less1'. 
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The word follower18, however misused, has a very deeplg meaning, more 
deep20 than the word disciple. I f  only one knew21 what is  really meant by a 
follower. 22~ollower is a follower22, whether one is  led to life or death; it i s  
following, and therefore you can understand that the 23thousands and23 mil- 
lions of followers24 of the prophets25 were not9 followers of the prophets, 
they wereg followers of9 followers26, andz6 there i s  a great27 difference 
between 28these two things28. It is easy to be29 a follower of the followers, 
for that is  what the sheep do, 30the birds do. Wherever two or three go31, 
f i f ty or32 hundred33 follow them, but the real following i s  the imitation of 
the prophet. And what i s  it? It is greater than study and even greater than 
meditation.. Among a thousand disciples perhaps there will be nine hundred 
for study, one34 hundred for meditation, but hardly one who will follow. It 
need not be said what 35must one35 follow in one's Teacher, it must come 
naturally out of the heart of the is  there in one's Teacher 
that could be followed?37 It i s  hopeless when one says: 'The Teacher i s  a 
Teacher and I am what I am'. There is no use thinking like this. with3' the 
real Murshid and mureed the relation existing39 between them is  the desire 
to  do one's very40 utmost t o  follow the Murshid and this is  the most difficult 
thing, more difficult than study and even41 than meditation, and it i s  in con- 
nection with 42the true42 disciple that it i s  said that for him one moment43 
presence of the Murshid is  equal to  one 44rnonth of44 meditation and one 
45year of45 study. When you33 go to  your countries46 among your friends, 
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what souvenir47 will you take4' from this Summer School? I f  you49 allow 
me, 1 would suggest some:50 patient endurance50, trying to like, to  love and 
to become friendly51 with those who are even52 repellent to you, hopeful- 
ness in the face of every possibility of failure, patient waiting for the good 
tidings to come. Tolerance must become our nature53.  now^^ that human 
nature is  full of faults 54(these faults)5{ and how will you meet them551 
You will meet them55 with forgiveness 56and understanding.56  he^^ one 
mystery of life, the greatest58 and yet59 so l i t t le unders t~od~~ ,  is6'  that the 
self must be the l a d 2  63to be sympathized63 with, for the more we sympa- 
thize with the self64, the heavier becomes the burden65. 6 6 ~ r y  to  be ab- 
sorbed in the welfare of9 others, 67every moment6' spent in that blessed 
task, that moment6' is most7' precious in life. ~ a v e ~ '  always a friendly at- 
titude and make72 every effort73 to retain that relation of friendship in 
spite of everything that may74 come to turn 75into sourness what75 is 
sweet. One thing more, and that i s  the thought of the Message you will con- 
tinue to keep in your mind76. 77~hink of the Message more than of your 
Murshid, for you all--including Murshid--are the servants of this Message, 
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and we all have our part t o  perform78. Our hearts are79 connected by80 the 
link of initiation in the Sufi order8'. we81 are as one heart, aB2 heart which 
is offered to  God, the Perfection of love, harmony and beauty. That this 
heart may become t-lis Shrine, that83 the need of the living God in the84 
world to-day may be answered. The more you33 think, the more you will see 
the importance of the humble little work we 85all do85, 860ur number is  

s t i l l  the power behind is great, and trusting in that mighty Power we 
work87. We do not fearB8 that there is89 no material means gofor us to 
depend upon. In a world Movement like this we must work on hopeg0. 
' l ~ v e n  i f  we had all the wealthg2 the world can offer, 93that would not be 
sufficientg3; the wealth for us is God Himself. Our caseg4 in working for the 
Cause is in harmonizing with one another. Among us we have our brothers 
and sisters in this family of the Sufi Order, everyone may have some faults, 
as none of us can sayg2 we are withoutg5. But what is the duty of 96the 
true brother and sisterg6? 9 7 ~ t  isg7 to  cover the faults of one another. When 
thatg8 tendency i s  not awakened, there i s  no sympathy, 99no ~ n e n e s s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
We must learn to  seelO1 in the faults of another our lo2 own faults.lo3 We 
must live104 brotherhood lo5as we work for brotherhoodlo5. It is  by proving 
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has a sufficiency. Our hope is in Him Whose Cause it is, and we shall work 
upon t h a t  hopef1 instead o f  " fo r  us t o  depend upon. In a world Movement 
like t h i s  we must work on hopen 
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thus our feeling for brotherhood that we106 build the foundation lo70f 
the107 Movement which is destined to be for the service of108 humanity. 

& 
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Sakina's undated' handwritten copy of 
her reporting (which has not been 
found in the archives). 

3~eloved ones of 

4l would like to speak a few words before the Service begins on the 
subject of our Sufi ~ovemen t .~  h e  wonders what this Movement is; i s  it a 
religious Movement, i s  it a philosophical Movement, or is it a social Move- 
ment? In reality this Movement is  the answer to the cry of humanity. Whose 
answer? Cod's answer. I f  it is a religious Movement, it is not a Move- 
ment t o  make6 propaganda for a7 particular creed. It is  a religious Move- 
ment in this sense that this Movement is  meant to  bring about peace 
between the followers of all religions. It is  a religious Movement in this 
sense that we all may learn, whatever be our belief or faith, whatever be8 
the faith of our ancestors, that we may learn to respect the religion of 
another. That eventually by doing so we may rise to that state of under- 
standing, when to  our mind comes one religion as the sum total of all relig- 
ions. At that moment we rise above the differences and distinctions which 
come from the narrow outlook of man, from his limitation, and we begin to 
understand that this religion or that religion, its name and i t s  form, was only 
a cover. A cover over that religion which always was and which always i s  
and which always will be. 

God i s  one, the truth is one; how can there be two religions? There i s  
one religion, the only religion. It is9 the smallness of human nature that he 
has snatched the credit from his fellowman. I f  there was any religion, it was 
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Sk.lh.: a blank 
Sr., Hq.st.: t'all added 
Ibid.: "onew instead of "an 
Hq.st.: "may have been" instead of "be" 
I bid.: "fromn added 



one religion, at any time, at any part of the world, followed by any people 
or nation. Yes, we are living in different lands, but under one sky; so we 
have many Churches, but one Cod, many Scriptures, but one wisdom, many 
souls, but one spirit, the only Spirit of Cod. 

It is  to understand this ideal that we have this Movement. And we have 
several different ways in which we study and in which we practise this 
ideal. 

The devotional side of our Movement is  this, this churchlo l l to  which 
you will attend just now1 l . These candles, representing12 the lights l3 of the 
different religions known to  the world. And on this altar you wil l  see all dif- 
ferent Scriptures that the great ones have given to humanity from time to 
time. It i s  a form, and yet it is  all embracing. There is14 Cita of the Hindus, 
14~ur 'an  of the Muslims, the Bible of the Christians, there is14 Kabala of the 
Jews on this altar. What does it mean? We put on our altar wisdom, not the 
name. What i s  Christianity? True wisdom, Christ spirit. What is15 Christ 
spirit? That spirit which always united humanity and which will always 
16unite if there i s  any Christianity. This is16 Christianity: to  rise above the 
distinctions and differences which separate 17humanity. Humanity which17 
was meant to unite in one brotherhood in the Fatherhood of Cod. 

We have among us some who perhaps enjoy a formless Service. There i s  
no restriction, whether you come in1' the Service of1' form, or 20if you do 
not come to this form of Service20, as long as Cod, Who is  the Father of 
humanity, i s  pursued in2' the search for His truth, it does not matter. 

Do we call the members of our Movement infidels i f  they went to any 
other Church or assisted22 another Service? Never; 23whatever Service, 
whatever Church, whatever ceremony they wil l  go with the same feeling of 
universal worship, wherever they will go with the same sentiment, they will 
receive the benediction of Cod. 

Does this not show that, as time after time, when the true religious 
ideal is confused, then the Message has come to humanity Z It is not for one 

Sr., Hq.st.: ttServicew instead of ttChurchl* 
Ibid.: " t o  which you wi l l  at tend jus t  noww omitted 
Hq.st.: "represent" 
I bid.: ttlightM 
Ibid.: "then added 
I bid.: Itwas the1( instead of tlisw 
Sr., Hq.st.: "unite. i f  the re  is any Christianity, t h a t  is" instead of '(unite 
if the re  is any Christianity. This is" 
Hq.st.: "humanity, humanity whichtt instead of tthumanity. Humanity whichn 
Ibid.: Itton instead of tllnn 
Ibid.: ttwlthlt instead of "of" 
Ibid.: "whether you come t o  the  formless servicet@ instead of "if you do 
not  come t o  this form of Servicet1 
Ibid.: @landn instead of "intt 
Ibid.: tlattendedtl instead of flassistedtt 
Ibid.: "tot1 added 



community, it is for the whole world. And the question: 'We are very few' 
may be answered: 'Not in reality'. The members of this particular Move- 
ment may be limited, but the members of our ideal are not limited in this 
world. We have millions and millions and millions of members in the world. 
When we go with our hearts open, with the thought of brotherhood, when we 
open our arms and welcome, without asking what nationality, what race, 
what faith, what religion 24you have,24 then certainly we become the broth- 
ers of humanity and humanity becomes our brothers. 

25 

2 6 ~ o w  all thanks to  all those who have given all their response during this 
season. And although the meetings will cease, the absence i s  the absence of 
the outer part, no absence of sympathy. The link of sympathy i s  formed, this 
remains unbroken, especially that sympathy and link which i s  formed in Cod 
and truth. 

24. Ibid.: "have youlW1 instead of '*you have," 
25. Sk.lh.: reported by Saklna 
26. Hq.st.: The following lines which do not pertain t o  the  address, were omit- 

ted 



Sirdar's typewritten copy of his hwr. 
text in his brown ringbook, 
Summer School 1923. 

2*3~ovements of the ~ r a y e r s . ~  

What i s  real prayer? Praise to God. And the meaning of praise? Apprecia- 
tion4, thus opening the heart more and more to  the divine beauty one sees in 
manifestation5. One can never be too grateful. Children, also the servants in 
the house, must be taught appreciation. Not for one's own sake, but for the 
benefit they derive 6out of6 learning to  value, t o  appreciate things. By not 
teaching them this one deprives them of a great virtue. For the' joy and 
happiness lies8 in the appreciation of a certain thing of9 condition. 

Prayer trains the soul to  be more appreciative of God's goodness. One can 
pray silently, yes; but sensation is psychological. Saying words lohas power, 
they gol0 through the akashas of the body, re-echot1 in the inner plane of 
our being. So prayer repeated1* has greater effect on the soul than si l- 
ence13. Prayer is  done for our own benefit, and not for God's benefit. 

Notes: 

This lec ture  was f l r s t  published in The U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, P a r t  
V I I  The Sufi Movement, l as t  p a r t  o f  chapter 5 (1929). 

Where "book" i s  mentioned in t h e  notes, it re fe rs  t o  t he  book The U n i t y  of 
R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared f o r  publication by Murshida Good- 
enough. 

Sr.tp: added by Gd. I'Religious Gatheka", although it has no t  been included 
in t h e  series of Religious Gathekas 
Ibid.: '!Thew added by Gd.; 
Sk.tp.: "The" added 
Bk.p., bk.: "Movements of t h e  Prayers." omitted 
I bid.: *tAppreciatingfl instead o f  tlAppreciation*l 
Bk.: flmanifestationsl' 
Gd.t., bk.p., bk.: flfromu instead of "out  ofw 
Ibld.: "thew omitted 
Sk.tp.: "lies" changed i n to  Itlie"; 
Bk.: flliell 
Sr.tp.: mofll changed by Gd. i n to  "orw; 
~d.t., sk.tp., bk.p., bk.: "orm 
Gd.t., bk.p., bk.: f*goesw instead of Ithas power, they go" 
Ibid.: "reaches" instead o f  flre-echoql 
Gd.t.: vtaloudw a f t e r  l'repeated"; 
Sk.tp.: "aloudM added afterwards by Sk.; 
Bk.p., bk.: *'aloud" 
Gd.t., bk.p., bk.: ''silent prayer1' instead of "silencef*; 
Sk.tp.: afterwards Sk. changed nsllenceft i n t o  "si lent prayer" 



� he'^ action is psychological. It makes pictures on every atom of the body, 
of the thought which i s  behind it. 15~very atom of the body prays, even the 
blood cells, the whole being becomes a prayer.15 The movements of the 
prayer are a psychological action. With every movement that you perform 
you make as it were a kind of picture which impresses every atom of your 
body, 16even your blood cells are praying. Your whole being becomes 
prayer.16 The circulation is  also affected by movement, and by this17 circu- 
lation the whole being is affected, i t  is even registered on the skin. 

1 8 ~  singer ought to  feel as19 a king when he i s  singing before the public. He 
ought not to be obliged to stand in a rigid attitude before the public, but2' 
ought to feel as a king, and express himself with his hands. The movements 
of the Russian dancers was21 a revelation to the public. Pharaoh fell through 
the psychological influence of the dancers. I t  was the dancers who actually 
brought about their d o ~ n f a l l . ' ~  

~ u e s t i o n : ~ ~  Are the  movements o f  Zikar taught23 f o r  the '  same 
purpose a s  prayer?  

Answer: They are taught more especially for developing the chak- 
r a s  (centres).22 

Sr.tp.: I1Thet1 crossed out, probably by Sr.; 
All o ther  documents: glThefl omitted 
Sr.tp.: t h i s  sentence ("Every atom .... a prayer.") was crossed o u t  bu t  
then reinserted, probably by Sr. 
Ibid.: these sentences (", even your blood cells .... prayer.") were 
crossed out, probably by Sr. 
Bk.p., bk.: "the" instead o f  t*thistl 
Bk.pr., bk.: t h i s  en t i r e  paragraph was omit ted ("A singer .... downfall.") 
Gd.t.: "asf1 omitted 
Sr.tp.: "hef1 added in Sk.hwr. 
Gd.t.: gtwerell instead of llwasu 
The q.a. was omitted in Gd.t., bk.p. and bk. 
Sk.tp.: q8taughttt omit ted 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, Salle de I'Athine'e, 
October 6th, 1923 

The Christ 

Generally what i s  known by everyone in the world about the Christ is 
in1 the idea of the Lord and Master Jesus Christ, in whom the2 humanity had 
seen that divine spirit reflected on the3 earth in the form of man. Recogniz- 
ing that in that particular being, humanity has held forever that thought of 
Jesus Christ. 

No doubt there has always been a dispute over the question whether 
the Master was human or divine. ~ n d ~  some, those5 who had6 considered the 
Master divine, they separated him from human; and some who considered him 
human, they tried to keep him from that divine identity which was in the3 
point of fact his own. 

However, it can never be out of place, it can never be an exaggera- 
tion, i f  one said that it was in Jesus Christ that the likeness of Cod was to  
be seen, proving the phrase of the Bible that 'We have created man on7 Our 
Own Image ' . 

In reality the art of the artist is  expressive of his soul, of his being; 
and so the whole creation is  the expression of the divine spirit of God. And 
why is  it that in the Bible there must be that special hint that 'We have 
created man on7 Our Own Image"? Not the trees, nor the plants, nor the 
stones, nor the rocks. Why not the animals and birds? All are the creation of 
the Lord. The reason i s  a most subtle one, most complex. The creation i s  the 
creation of God, but the aspect of the creation through which God expresses 

Notes: 

An unusual document was found in t h e  archives, a handwritten t ranscr ipt ion by 
Sakina o f  her sh. report ing ("Sk.h~r.sh.tr.~O, probably made in la ter  years. It 
could be t h a t  Sk.1~ t ranscr ipt ion of her shorthand, made immediately a f t e r  t h e  
lecture was given and sent by her t o  lnternatlonal Headquarters in Geneva, had 
gone as t ray  and that ,  therefore, she made a new one, in which Gd. made sev- 
eral  corrections. 

1. E.t.: Sk. la ter  replaced tlinu by "asn 
2. Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: ''thew omitted; 

E.t.: Sk. la ter  crossed ou t  I1thetl 
3. E.t.: Sk. la ter  crossed o u t  lithei' 
4. Ibid.: Sk. la ter  omitted I1AndM 
5. Ibid.: "thoughttt instead o f  tlthosetl, Sk. la ter  crossed ou t  "thoughtn 
6. Ibid.: Sk. la ter  crossed o u t  "hadta 
7. Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: *'in1' instead o f  "onN; 

E.t.: Sk. la ter  replaced "ontt by nln81 



Himself, it i s  that expression with which Cod identifies Himself. In the crea- 
tion of man Cod has experienced8 His Divine Being and it i s  an9 example of 
that divinity which was proved to humanity by the Lord Jesus'Christ. 

Now as we go further in the same thought, we come to realize some- 
thing m t e  deeper, something greater. I f  there was something especiallo 
which was called divinity, what was it? It was something which won1' the 
hearts of humanity. It was something that attracted every soul that the 
Master met, as he had said to the fishermen: 'come12 hither, I .wil l  teach 
you the fishing of the hearts of men.' What does it mean? It means that to  
this13 end man was created, that he may cultivate, that he may develop in 
his heart, in his character, that beauty which i s  called divine. I f  there i s  any 
religion, i f  there is  any moral, i f  there i s  any education, i f  there i s  any civi- 
lization, it i s  the unfoldment of the soul, it i s  the development of the char- 
acter. It is  the finishing of human character, it i s  the finishing of the per- 

, sonality, in which i s  the fulfilment of that divine manifestation. . 
What is, therefore, Jesus Christ? The example to take before one and to 

develop. why14 humanity is14 going backward15 in i t s  progress, in i t s  l ife? It 
is  because today the ideal i s  lacking. It does not mean that there i s  no re- 
ligion. There i s  religion. It i s  not that there i s  no education. There i s  educa- 
tion everywhere. And by 16a11 means, there i s  no16 lack of civilization. 
18~he present civilization i s  this17 c i ~ i l i z a t i o n ~ ~ .  But what is  lacking? The 
ideal. The ideal which i s  just like the soul in the body lg. And when the ideal 
i s  missing in the education, in the religion or in civilization, with all i t s  per- 
fection, it i s  lifeless. 

And what has caused the lack of the ideal? On one side ever-growing 
mater ia~ ism,~~ on the other side21 the all-absorbing commercialism. And you 

Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Gd, changed "experiencedn into 18expressedf8 
Sk.sh.: "anw crossed out and replaced with "thelt; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., e.t.: litheti 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: the  "el1 of ttespecialfl was crossed out; 
E.t.: g8especiailym 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Itwon" omitted 
I bid.: "6e Cornelf 
Ibid.: " thatn  instead of ttthist8 
ibid.: Gd. placed llisw a f te r  l1Whyt1 
Ibid.: Nbackwardsrv changed back t o  tfbackwardn; 
E.t.: v*backwardsu 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Gd. changed "ail means the re  is no" into t'no means is 
therett  
Sk.sh.: Sk. replaced "thisIf by l1thetI in she; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: IftheIt 
E.t.: Sk. la ter  corr. "There is civilizationtn instead of "The present civili- 
zation is civilizationv 
Sk.sh.: Sk. replaced ttbodyll with ffworidtf in sh.; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., e.t.: wworldw 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: ltandIf added 
ibid.: "handff instead of I*side1l 



may ask: 'What i s  ideal?' I remember a popular 22song in ~ n ~ l i s h ~ ~ ,  a line 
of 23the popular song, it23 says 'I love you, not because your eyes are blue; 
1 love you, not because you are good and true; 1 love you because you are 
you.' 24~hen where comes the The jewel which is  in the shop and 
the price of which is  marked, and upon which 25a bargain is  discussed25, 
that jewel is  not a jewel. The jewel becomes a jewel when it is  in the crown 
of the king, when i t s  price i s  not questioned, when it is  in i t s  right place. 

When people have discussed from the material point of view, from the 
commercial point of view spiritual sacred ideals, they 27remain no 
longer27 religion28. It i s  analysis of something which cannot be analysed. 
Cod apart, Christ apart, when we think of the mother, i f  we define, i f we 

29 words what service she has rendered, what kindness she has shown, 
and how she has forgiven, what sacrifice she has made, one cannot say 
enough in words. So it i s  with a kind friend, with a loving father, with an in- 
spiring Teacher and with a true friend in life. It i s  the ideal; the one who 
has30 the3' ideal, he knows it, words cannot tell it. Discussions, disputes,32 
arguments cannot prove it. Ideal is something subtle and i t s  place is  in the 
heart.  heref fore^^ that argument that Christ is  divine or Christ is  human or 
Christ is  a prophet, or Christ is  Christ, 34there is  nothing coming out from 
that argument34. The answer 350f this can be given in one word: that 
Christ is  that divine ideal which the sincere devotee holds in his heart. But 
as soon as man has realized that Christ is  the ideal, he raises then the word 
ideal to  the utmost height, for he alone knows what i s  the meaning of the 
ideal. Then there remains no reason for him to dispute on something which 

E.t.: Sk. later corr. llEnglish songtt instead of "song in Englishm 
Ibid.: Sk. later replaced Itthe popular song, Itw by ltwhichw 
Eat.: "That is where comes the Ideal." instead of "Then where comes the 
Ideal?" 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "a bargain is discussedw changed by Gd. into "bargained 
aboutw 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: tlidealsfi 
Ibid.: Gd. placed "remainw af ter  Ifno longerw 
I bid.: ~ re l ig10us~~ instead of ltrellgionu 
Sk.sh.: a small blank; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "say in" added; 
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Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Gd. inserted "fromw 
Ibid.: " there Is nothing coming out 4 from t ha t  argumentt1 changed by Gd. 
into ltnothlng comes outw 
Ibid.: Gd. changed "of this allw into " t o  all thisw 



is36 ideal, either37 the followers of that ideal 38 390r th0se3~ who do 
not know or who do not follow the same ideal in the same way as one does 
onese If. 

A few girls were playing together, four or five, and disputing among 
themselves whose mother was most charming, whose mother,was most ami- 
able, and the discussion became hot as it went on, until it came40 that the 
girls began to quarrel among themselves. Among the l i t t le girls the wise one 
said that 'there is  no reason to dispute. It i s  the mother who is  most charm- 
ing, it i s  the mother who i s  most amiable; it i s  the mother, whether it i s  
yours or mine.' And when one sees from the4' point of view, it i s  only then 
that one begins to see the fulfilment of the Christ on the earth. Because it 
is  then that he realizes that 'who on earth would have attracted and given 
the right way to the4* millions of people? ' I f  there i s  one moon and if there 
i s  one sun, then there is  one spirit of guidance. The only difference is  that 
when a person stands on the earth and wishes to see the ideal which is  in 
Heaven on the earth, on the same level, he only limits his ideal. What has 
Jesus Christ said? He has given to the world that key, 43that key43 to the 
knowledge of his own being, in44 saying that: 'I am the45 Alpha and 
Omega.' And what does it mean? It means that 'you have known me as 
Jesus Christ, you have known me 46as was born46 in a particular part of the 
world, you have limited me in a certain name and a certain form bat not 
knowing that I was before and that I will be after.' 

471f this key one takes47, then one opens the Bible, the Bible which i s  
locked for every person and which can be opened. It can be opened by one 
who has this48 key. Then every letter of the Bible will become a living 
being49, and there will be life instead of a book. 

E.t.: 18an11 added la ter  by Sk. 
Skosh.: "eitherm changed by Sk. into "neither withm; 
E.t., Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: I1nelther with1! 
Skosh.: a blank first, then Sk. added *!who have dlfferent ideas1!; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: I1who have dlfferent ideels Ideas1!; 
E.t.: I1who have different Idealsw 
Skosh.: Sk. afterwards changed Itor t o  thosew into I8nor with thoser1; 
E.t., Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "nor with thoset1 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Gd. added "aboutf1 
Ibld.: !Ithatnl in place of l1thel1; 
E.t.: l1that1t 
E.t.: Sk. later crossed out I8theln 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Gd. cancelled " tha t  keyn1 
Ibid.: l*the11, changed back by Sk. Into lllnm 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., 8.t.: ltthel1 omit ted 
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Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: Itas I was bornt1; 
E.t.: "AS one bornnt 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "If th is  key one takesw changed by Gd. into "If one takes 
this keyw 
Ibid.: In that "  Instead of mthls" 
Ibid.: Inbook" In place of lIbeingw 



It would be unfair to think that Cod, Who i s  the perfection of justice, 
50to leave alone His children5' before the coming of the Master as Jesus, 
and after the going of the Lord, forever.  his^' earthly mother and father 
will not allow their little children to be left alone, they will look after52 
and53 leave them to someone who has the same love as the mother and 
father. Therefore if wisdom existed before the coming of Jesus Christ in the 
form of philosophy, in the form of religion, in the form of music, poetry and 
art, what was it? The person who limits the Master, he, so to speak, takes 
away from the Master the phenomena54 which i s  attached to his being. The 
person who limits the Master, who55 also limits the phenomena54 which con- 
tinues afterwards. 

There has been a belief, 56a belief56 about the5' promise of the coming 
of the Master. And this58 belief was supported by two statements of the 
scripturesSg. One statement of the Scripture says that 'I will come back.' 
The other statement says that 'Someone else will come to make you under- 
stand the Truth and the real sense of the right and wrong, their nature, 
character and effect.' What does it mean? Does it mean that two persons 
were coming? But that cannot be i f  there is one God, i f  there i s  one Master, 
i f  there is  one sun, i f  there i s  one fight moon, i f  there is  one light. There- 
fore 600ne coming60. Then why such contrary statement6' and two state- 
ments? The reason is  one: that there are two different mentalities. One 
answer is  given to two different mentalities in order to  make it sure that 
the light will be received whenever it 62will be62 given. The man who i s  so 
keen about the name and form and63 he will 64not adhere but to64 the par- 
ticular name; and the man who will not recognize his ~ o r d ~ ~ ,  but66 the one 

Ibld.: l1to leave alone His childrenw changed by Gd. lnto " lef t  his children 
alonem 
Sk.sh.: the sh. sign for  Nthislt and "thesen is the. same; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: "thesett changed by Sk. t o  "thisn, which Gd. changed in to  
"The" 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. wrote in "them themselvesn; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., e.t.: "them themselvesw 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed "andv into Itorw; 
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Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added ltisM a f te r  "onetr; 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: tttherefore one Is comingw, changed by Sk. into Itthere is 
one comingn; 
E.t.: "there is one coming" 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., e.t.: llstatementm 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr.: ttisfl, changed back by Sk. into l ~ w i l l  belt 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed "andw into " thatu 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr,, 8.t.: "adhere t ow  instead of "not adhere but tow 
Sk.sh.: added afterwards "under another name and formw; and so in 
Sk.hwr.sh.tr., e.t. 
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he supposes though67, for him it i s  said: Someone will come who will tell you 
the same things as I have told you.68 

But then there are other souls, the awakened souls, whose hearts are 
open, whose souls can see. To such souls that was the consolation of the 
Master, that ' i t  i s  you who will recognize him, i f  I came from69 East or from 

the West, from70 South or from the North, from Heaven or from the earth.' 

But at the same time man by nature is  a child. Whatever be his age, 

whatever be his qualification, there is  some l i t t le  part in him just the same, 
in one more, in another less. Man has always refused, has always denied the 
Truth when it did not come in the same form, in the same way as he i s  
accustomed to see it coming. Think of the lives of all the great ones from 
the day of the creation of man, that7' they have suffered in the cause of 

Truth. Whatever part of the earth you go--take the traditions of the Hindus, 
of the Arabs, of any race, of any creed--you will find72 that they have car- 
ried the cross in the same way which is  seen in the picture of Christ. What 
does it show? It shows that the cross is  not the tradition, cross is the condi- 

tion. A condition through which the good, the kind, the honest73, the virtu- 
ous and the sympathetic and the loving ones have to pass. Was Moses not 
opposed, was Jesus Christ not supposed74 from the beginning to the end, all 

the time? And when we read the history75 of all other Teachers of the world 
who are so l i t t le known perhaps in one part of the world, but in another part 
millions and millions76 have been impressed by them, and the77 impression 

can never be erased from the78 heart. 
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No doubt the subject of religion i s  very delicate and very subtle, and 
very little can be spoken. And the less it i s  spoken about, the better it is. 
But would79 any believer of Christ could80 consider himself 82as inB1 depriv- 
ing the  aster^**^' the credit of the phenomena54 of enlightening millions of 
souls bye4 limiting him frome5 this phenomena54 and by closing his eyes to  
the vastness of his dignity? 

And now coming to a s t i l l  more deepe6 subject, a subject which tells us 
the purpose of the coming of Christ, what naturally is  in the life of a 
Teacher and especially what was seen in the life of Jesus Christ, who said 
ase7 'the evidence ofS8 prophecy i s  the devotion of my disciples.' When the 
disciples of the  aster's'^ gathered around him and had loved him so much 
and idealized him and thought what will happen when thisg0 our beloved 
Master will not be with us, what did Christ say? In that he has given the 
purpose, the purpose of his coming, the spirit of Christianity; not only of 
Christianity, butg1 all religions. He said: 'Eat my flesh and drink my blood.' 
And what symbol did he 92 ?   he^^ bread and wine. What i s  bread and 
what i s  that wine? Man has seen that wine and bread being given in the 
Church for thousands of years. What has he learned from it? It gives a 
lesson, and the receiving of the real sacrament i s  the learning of that lesson 
which the Lord has given. The wine i s  theg4 love, and love i s  Cod. And what 
i s  bread? Bread i s  the sustenanceg5, and sustenance i s  life. And what i s  l ife? 
Life i s  light. And what did he mean by this? He meant by it thatg6 'It i s  not 
my self which you think to be myself, this my flesh and blood. My self is  
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love, my self is  light, and it i s  love and light which i s  &vtne divinity.' The 
one who has idealized the Master, the one who has read his Scripture, fol- 
lowed his word, believed his religion, he can only finish his religion by 
understanding his religion in i t s  true sense, in i t s  true meaning. 

What i s  the Sufi Message? It i s  the endeavour, it i s  the serviceg7 to 
humanity t o  bring to the memory of man this sacred sacrament, thisg8 light 
and life. And now the question is how can it be brought? The light which i s  
the sustenance of the body, heart and soul i s  always there. It is  omnipotent 
and omnipresent, it is  all-pervading, it is the Only Being. And it i s  the real- 
izing of this in one's everyday life; it i s  this which gives thatg9 sustenance, 
by the lack of which, in spite of all the food and nourishment and every 
luxury that the world can offer, man remains starving, hungering after 
something whichloo he does not know what. And what is  love? Love is a 
word we knowlo' as a word, the realization of which means our lips closed, 
we cannot speak one word. And when these two things, love and light, when 
they are seen as two forces, as two powers and yet in one, then we come to 
the conception of divinity, the divinity of Christ. 
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Geneva, October 7th, 1923 

Brotherhood meetingsi 

Beloved ones of God, 

I have a great pleasure and happiness in opening today the Brotherhood 
section in Geneva. I would like to tell my mureeds what responsibility it is  
and what an opportunity it is to  be on the soil of Geneva to work for this 
Cause of Brotherhood. This place, the soil of Geneva, is not only the place 
which is chosen by all the nations to form a league of nations to work for 
the humanity and for peace, but also destined by God that the centre of this 
universal harmony and peace from a spiritual point of view may also be 
formed here. It is  therefore our privilege, which i s  our blessing, t o  be here 
together and to think of forming that2 league of friendship beyond all the 
difference3 and distinctions of faiths or beliefs. 

What is  the meaning of the word Gen'eve? The meaning of the word 
Ceneve in Sanskrit language is  the sacred thread. And who must prove the 
meaning and the value of this sacredness? It is us who are serving in that 
sacred Cause to bring about harmony and peace for humanity. We unite here 
on the soil of this land, coming from different countries, being4 born in dif- 
ferent lands, and yet come here with that brotherly love to  do good for one 
another, and we are welcomed by the people of this land with open arms to 
discuss the affairs of the world and the affairs of humanity for the benefit 
of which all the people are anxious and happy5. 

Now what benefit there is 6for our Movement in storet6 From the spir- 
itual point of view it i s  destined, it is promised that the Message must 
spread, that the Message must reach in7 all the parts of the earth. But the 
other benefit which is  attached to the centre being here on the soil of 
Geneva is, that people coming from all different nations with the idea of 
uniting the world, bringing about better understanding, harmony or peace, 
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the atmosphere that we shall create of love and of sacredness and of spiri- 
tuality will envelop all the souls coming here or passing here from the North 
to the South, or from the South to the North. 8 ~ h e  benefit that we have in 
store is this, that we shall create that atmosphere of love and harmony and 
beauty which will envelop those coming here to work from all nations and 
those coming from the South going to the North and from the North going to 
the southO8 Therefore, however small the number of our group, s t i l l  i t s  re- 
sponsibility, its privilege and its blessing is  indeed great. But from a mystical 
point of view number is  not counted, it is the depth, it is the sincerity, it is  
the solidarity of the faith which is  the thing and which is9 counted. 

Now I should like to explain a l i t t le more what work we have to do in 
the Movement of Brotherhood. Is it political work,? Not at all. We have the 
League of Nations here to discuss for it, we do not need to discuss uponlo 
that matter. Our love for humanity, our good will, our desire for the1 l fra- 
ternity, that itself will spread as an atmosphere congenial to  those who will 
come to discuss matters at12 the League of Nations. Then are we to discuss 
socialism? That i s  also not necessary. There are several unions and there are 
various movements working on that question. That is  not our promise13, that 
is not our work. Then are we to discuss the difference of the faiths and re- 
ligions? Not even that. The problem that is before us is  that problem, that, 
when that problem is solved, the divine light will manifest. And that problem 
is  what purpose is  behind this whole creation, what purpose is behind the life 
of an individual. And how 14best we can14 solve this problem, that i s  the 
subject of our study. And it is the work of our practice. When a person has 
studied perhaps for his whole life psychology, when a person has perhaps 
meditated all through his life, or a person has been practical15 all through 
life l6 , what result in the end1' he comes to? He arrives at one stage, 
and that stage is the stage of brotherhood. What does it show? It shows that 
the first lesson that we have to learn in this world is  brotherhood, and the 
last lesson, after learning all philosophy and mysticism, and18 our efforts, is  
brotherhood. Then remember my friends, that19 you studied Sufism for 
twenty years, all the problems of metaphysics and philosophy, and i f  that 
spirit of brotherhood were not developed in you, you must be sure that prog- 
ress has not been made. Or i f  you meditated for thirty years in a solitude, 
and i f  you communicated with God, and yet i f  the spirit of brotherhood is  
not 20bee,' made20 in you, no progress is  made. A person who i s  loved by 
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everybody in the world, and yet i f  he has not loved anybody, he has done 
nothing. A person who has possessed the wealth of the whole world, but i f  
he has given nothing, he has not earned. A person tespeeted honoured by 
everyone in the world, but i f  he has not respected, he has not lived. What 
does it mean? It only means that what we gain is  nothing, it i s  what we give 
that counts. It is nothing what has been done to us, i f  only we did all we 
wished to do, that is  what counts. Either learning or wisdom, possession or 
power, or wealth, all these things gained are very small compared with what 
one can give to the others. Therefore, my friends, it i s  not talking about 
brotherhood, nor discussing about this subject, that does much good. It i s  
living that brotherhood, and realizing that one Source of all which is  the 
Father, and in Whose Fatherhood we observe brotherhood. Let us therefore 
all unite together in silence with the intention of doing what l i t t le we can in 
endeavouring to serve and promote the good work of Brotherhood; and let us 
pray to  God to bless us all to do our l i t t le part in this big scheme of life. 
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My mureeds, 

It i s  my greatest happiness to see today our Service of Universal Wor- 
ship started here on the soil of Geneva, where4 international centre has 
been destined to be. The great pleasure that I feel is the joy to  see our 
very reverend Siraja Murshida Green, who has been with me at the begin- 
ning of this religious activity, this devotional expression of divine Message, 
i s  today here and is opening the Service herself. I am also happy to see our 
reverend Cheraga the ~aroness~, to  who the credit of our Movement being 
in the land of Switzerland is greatly due, who was one of the first members, 
the pioneer mureed, t o  look after the plant which was sown on this ground. 
She has watered it and reared it faithfully and sincerely and devotedly, 
which wil l  always remain on the record of the Sufi tradition. 

And now you will all be happy with me to know that our most sincere 
workers in whose house today this blessed meeting and Service is held, Mr. 
Dussaq and Countess Pieri, are to  be ordained as Cherags, the first Cherags 
being ordained on the soil of Switzerland. And you will also pray and wish 
with me that, 'May they be granted by God. Almighty the strength and in- 
spiration and power to strive in the Cause of God and humanity'. 

Notes: 

1. The following words were spoken by Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan after Murshi- 
da Green had given t he  opening sermon a t  this f i r s t  Universal Worship in 
Geneva, and j u s t  before the  ordination of two mureeds as Cherags took 
place. 

2. Sk.tp.sh.tr.: "Geneva, Quai des Eaux-Vives 46" added 
3. Sk-sh.: Above the  address In t he  l e f t  corner: llMurshidn, which may be a 

reminder t o  ask Plr-o-Murshid lnayat Khan about the  t i t l e  t o  be given t o  
th i s  address. Then Sk. added "Universal Worship s tar ted on soil of Geneva" 
in Ih. above. 

4. Sk.tp.sh.tr.: "then added 
5. Ibid.: t he  following annotation a t  t he  bottom of the  page: "The Baroness 

mentioned here is Baroness van Hogendorp" 
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Geneva, October 8th, 1923 
Salle de I1Ath6n&e. 

The Coming Religion of the ~ o r l d . ~  

*he subject this evening is  the coming religion of the world.3 There 
are many prophecies and several beliefs on this subject. But 4in this lec- 
ture4 I have no desire to make any prophecy on the ~ u b j e c t . ~  I only wish to 
explain what religion means. The present religion, or the coming religion, or 
the past religion is5 for those who divide the Truth, which i s  one, into many. 
In  the6 point of fact, what was is, and what is  will be. Was this idea not 
supported by Jesus Christ, who said: 'I have not come to give a new law, I 
have come to fulfil the law'? I f  Jesus Christ said this, who else can come 
out and say that 'I give you a new religion'? There cannot be a new relig- 
ion; one could as well say that7 ' I wish to teach you a new wisdom.' There 
cannot be a new wisdom; wisdom is the same which was and i s  and 8will 
always8 be. 

There arises a question in the heart of the enquirers: 'Then what is 
this variety of religions which has engaged humanity for years in conflict of 
one another, andg most of the wars and battles were fought in the cause of 

Notes: 
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ligious Gathekas nos. 18 and 19. 
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religion?' This only shows the childish character of human nature. ~ h e l O  
religion which was given and which i s  given, wherever it i s  given, thelo re- 
ligion which was given for unity, for harmony, for brotherhood, was used by 
the childlike human nature to  fight and to dispute and to engage themselves 
in battles for years and years. And the most amusing thing for a thoughtful 
person is t o  think and to see how they have given in the past history a most 
sacred character t o  the war, to  the battle, and called it sacred war, or holy 
war. And the same tendency of making a war with one another which began 
in their religion, pursued11 in the time of materialism; the same tendency 
turned into a12 war between nations l3 . And at the same time 
the differences and distinctions which existed between the different faiths 
and beliefs s t i l l  exist, and that prejudice and that difference which14 the 
bigotry which existed between nations, s t i l l  exist in a smaller or greater 
degree. What does it show? It shows that the meaning of true religion has 
not been understood by the majority. And therefore that mission that the15 
religion had to fulf i l  in connection with humanity, s t i l l  remains to  be ful- 
filled. And it is  to16 that fulfilment that Jesus Christ has hinted: 'I have 
come to fulf i l  the law, not to  give a new law'. 

Religion can be seen from five different points of view17: Isreligion 
which is known to us as certain dogmas, laws or teachings. And when we 
think and see the condition of the world, we see that the law i s  now given 
by the nation. Every nation now i s  responsible for the order and peace of 
the people. 

Besides this, the otherlg aspect of the religion wasz0 the church and 
the form of the service. In this of coursez1 there are differences and there 
will always be differences; it is the22 matter of temperament, it i s  the 
matter of tendencies and it also depends upon the customs and beliefs of 
the people who have inherited those tendenciesz3 of their ancestors. Some 
have in their house of prayer different forms and different ceremonies 
which help them to feel elevated; the others have a simple service. 240ne 
appeals to  one and the other appeals to the other.24 
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No doubt the world is evolving to uniformity, and as now we see a25 
very great difference between the form26, the form2' of everything, of dif- 
ferent customs of meetings28, of dressing and many other things, that 
people are coming to a certain uniformity. At the same time when we look 
at the subject from a different point of view we shall find that uniformity 
very often takes away the beauty of life. 2 9 ~ h e  countries so civilized and 
advanced where the architecture and houses are all 30built on the same 
custom30, 31all dress3', they become so tired that they like to go to a dif- 
ferent country and see houses distinct and different one from the other, 
32also the people. For instance the method of writing music and the form of 
the-ho+e notation for the whole Western world is  the same, but the dis- 
tinction of33 the music of the ~ r e n c h , ~ ~  ~ e r m a n ~ ~ ,  ~ u s s i a n ~ ~ ,  it gives 
a s t i m u ~ e n c e ~ ~  to the lover of music. And so it i s  in the distinctions of the 
forms. To want to  make all people live alike, and39 do40 all alike, it4' 
means to turn all people in42 the same form and same face. And what would 
happen43? The world would become very uninteresting. It is  like turning44 
all the keys of the piano in45 the same note. It i s  not necessary to  change 
the notes of the piano. What is necessary is hew to  know the way of har- 
mony, to  know how to create harmony between the different notes.46 

The third aspect of the4' religion i s  the religious ideal, the Lord and 
Master of the religion48, the Lord and Master that the a soul has esteemed 
as the ideal. It is something which cannot be discussed, something which 
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cannot be argued upon. The less spoken about it, the better it is. It is  the 
outcome of the devotion of a sincere heart which gives birth to that ideal 
which is  too sacred to  man49, an ideal which cannot be compared, an ideal 
which cannot be explained. And 50in the50 followers of diverse5I religions 
come to this question and dispute over their ideals, the sacred ideals 52they 
have only a tradition which they have had52, and wish to prove one better 
than the other, they' only52a lose time and they destroy that sacred senti- 
ment, which can only be preserved in the heart. The religious ideal i s  the 
medium, the medium by which one rises towards perfection. Whatever name 
a person gives to his ideal, that name i s  for him, and that name is  most 
sacred for him. But that does not mean that that name limits that ideal. 
There is  only one ideal, the divine ideal. Call him Christ, and let the same 
Christ be known by different names, given to him by various communities. 
For instance, a person who has a great devotion, a great love and attach- 
ment for his friend, and he53 i s  speaking about friendship in high words, and 
he is saying what a sacred54 thing55 it i s  to  become friends. But then there 
is  another one who says: 'Oh, I know your friend, what he is; he i s  no 
better than anybody else.' The answer to this idea is given by ~ a j n u n ~ ~ ,  
where someone 57asked Majnun that57 'Leila, your beloved, i s  not so beau- 
tiful as you think.' He said: 'My Leila must be seen by58 my eyes. I f  you 
wish to see how beautiful Leila is, you must borrow my eyes.'  heref fore^' 
the object of devotion of whatever faith, of whatever community, of what- 
ever people, 60if you wish to regard him60, you will have to borrow their 
eyes, and you will have to borrow their heart. There is  no use6I disputing 
on62 the points of history, or63 each tradition in history; they are64 made by 
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62. ibld.: llover*l instead of "onn 
63. Ibld.: *loverv instead of "orw 
64. Bk.p., bk.: "often" inserted 



the65 prejudice. Devotion i s  a matter of heart and the65 i s  made by 
the devotee.66 

6 6 ~ h e  fourth aspect of the67 religion i s  the idea of Cod. There wil l  
always be fights and discussions that68 'The Cod of our family i s  one and 
the God of your family is  another.' There have always been fights. In the 
old times there was a dispute between69 people saying that the God of 
Beni70 Israel was a special God; and so every community and every church 
made i t s  God a special Cod. I f  there is  a special God, it is not only a spe- 
cial God of 7 1  community, but a God of every being72. For man has to make 
his own Cod before he realizes the real Cod. But that God which man 
makes within himself becomes in the end the door by which man73 enters 
that shrine of ~ o d ~ ~ ,  the real Cod which75 is in the heart of man. And then 
one begins to realize that God i s  not a Cod of a certain community76, but77 
Cod is  the God of the whole being. 

And when78 we come to another aspect of religion, which i s  not nec- 
essarily the law or the ceremony or the divine ideal or God, which i s  apart 
from all these four, that is  something living in the soul, in the mind, and in 
the heart of man, the absence of which keeps man as dead, and the pres- 
ence of which gives him life. I f  there i s  any religion, it is  that particular 
sense, and what 79that sense is79? The Hindus have called it ina0 Sanskrit 
language ~harma," which-hasin-an-ar&naq. The ordinary sense mean- 
ing of the word i s  dutyB1. But it is something much greater than what we 
know in our everyday l i fe as duty. I do not call it dutys2, 8 3 ~  call it lifea3 
itself. When a erson is thoughtful, when a person is  considerate, when a 
person feels 8<ympathy, when a person feels his obligation as a sacred 
thing, that is religion. The man who feels the honour of the word he has 

Hq.st., hq.?., bk.: "then omitted 
%st., hq.t.: a t  a later date Gd. divided this lecture into two Religious 
Gathekas (nos. 18 and 19). The last word of no. 18 is "devotee1*, and no. 
19 begins with "The fourth aspect ...I* 
Bk.: "thell omitted 
Ibid.: "about it, one saysw instead of "that1# 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "then added; 
Hq.t.: I*the1I later crossed out  
Hq.t.: *IBeniw not In the  typescript, but was later written in 
Hq.st., hq.?., bk.: "an added 
Sk.Sh.: Sk. later crossed out  "beingw and wrote vindivldualn above; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: ~ ind iv ldua l~  
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "he" instead of "manw 
Sk.sh.: annotation by Sk.: " t o  be added: his innermost being"; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "his innermost beingw 
Bk.: l*whol* instead of wwhlchM 
Skosh.: Sk. later added "or peoplew 
Bk.: "thet1 added 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "then" instead of "whenw 
Ibid.: **is t ha t  sense1* instead of " that  sense isu 
Bk.: "thet1 added 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: tlwhlch in t he  ordinary meaning of t he  word is 'duty'" 
Bk.p.: "1 call it lifew crossed out, "duty but" written In the margin 
Bk.: "but life1* instead of "1 call it lifen 
Hq.st., hq.?., bk.: th is ent i re section is missing from all but Sk.sh. 



given, when he i s  in that feeling that 'I have given my word, I will stick to 
it at any sacrifice in life,' what i s  it? It is something living in him, i t  i s  a 
phenomena. When a person feelsa4 the obligations that he has towards his 
fellow man, towards his friend, towards his father or mother ora5 whatever 
relation he stands to man, it is  something living, it is something like water 
which gives the sense of the living soul. The soul is  not dead. It i s  this 
livinga6 which really makes a person alive. And the person who i s  not con- 
scious of this, this tenderness, this sacredness of life, he lives but the 
bodya7 is  in the grave. You do not need to ask that man what is  his religion, 
what i s  his belief, for he i s  living ina8 88 . Life itself isa9 religion and 
thatg0 i s  the true religion.  an conscious of honour, glman who has the 
sense of shame, mang2 who has the feeling of sincerity, 93man who 
receivesg3 sympathy, mang2 whose devotion is alive, that man i s  living; that 
man i s  religious. And it i s  this religion which has been the religion of the 
past and which will be the religion of the future. 9 4 ~ n d  it i s  this religion 
which everg4 was taught by Christ or any of theg5 great ones, itg6 was to 
awaken in man that sense 97that has been awakened in man. wheng7 this 
religion i s  living, it does not matter ing8 which house you go and pray, for 
every moment of your life then i s  religion. Then it is  not a religion in which 
you believe, but it i s  a religion which you live. 

What is the Message of Sufism? Sufism is  the Message of digging out 
that-fae)t)ty thisg9 water like life which has been buried by the impres- 
sions of this material life; when one has dug thoroughly that grave. There i s  
an English phrase: ' 1°"The soul i s  lost100'. The soul is not Ipst, the soul is 
buried; when i t  i s  duglO1, then the divine life springs out like lo* . And 
the question is 'What i s  digging? What does one dig in oneself 3 '  I s  it not 
true, is  it not said in the Scriptures that Cod is  love? Then where i s  Cod to 

85. Sk.sh.: Sk. later added l1inV; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "in" 

86. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: wsoulw added 
87. Sk.sh.: Sk. later crossed out  "bodyw and wrote "soulw above; 

Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: wsoulw 
88. Sk.sh.: a blank; 

Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "itw in place of Itinn 
89. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: whis" added 
90. Ibld.: "thisw instead of " tha tw  
91. Ibid.: "Then added before "manw 
92. Ibid.: "manw omitted 
93. Ibld.: wwhosew in place of "man who receivesn; 

Sk.sh.: Sk.'s sh. sign for  wreceivesw may have been meant t o  be "sW only 
and attached t o  "whom t o  read vwhosem 

94. Sk.sh.: Sk. later changed "And it Is this religion which everf8 t o  "And the  
religion If ever"; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "and religion, i f  ever itfl 

95. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "otherff added 
96. Ibid.: "it" omitted 
97. Skosh.: Sk. later changed " that  has been awakened in manw t o  f1which has 

t o  be awakenedw; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "which Is awakened whenw 

98. Bk.: *fintow 
99. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: *'thatw 
100. I bid.: @*A lost  soulw Instead of !!The soul is lostIf 
101. Bk.: "outIt added 
102. Skosh.: a blank, later filled in In Sk.lh. with "a spring of waterf1; 

Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "a spring of waterw 



be found? I s  He to be found in the seventh Heaven, or is  He to be found in 
the heart of man? He i s  t o  be found in the heart of man which is His shrine. 
But i f  thatto3 heart i s  buried, the heart which has lost that light, that life, 
that warmth, Io4what that heart becomeslo4? It becomes as a grave. There 
is105 a popular song in English, a beautiful line; it106 says: 'The light of life 
dies when love is  done.' That living thing in the heart is love. It may come 
as kindness, as friendship, as sympathy, as tolerance, as forgiveness; in 
whatever form this living water rises from the heart, i t  proves the heart to  
be a divine spring. And when once this spring is open and is  rising, a11107 
that man does as an action, as a word, as a feeling, i t  is all religion; that 
man becomes religion lo'. 

I f  there i s  any coming religion, a new religion to  come, it wil l  be this 
religion, the religion of the heart. After all the suffering that has been 
caused to humanity by logthis heartlessnes~'~~, man i s  beginning to open his 
eyes. And as thel10 time will comelll; he will open his eyes to know and 
understand that the true religion i s  in opening the heart, in widening the 
outlook and in living the religion which i s  one religion. 

103. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: t l t h l s ~ ~  
104. lbid.: "What does this hear t  becomet, instead of "what t h a t  hear t  

becomes" 
105. I bid.: Itintt added 
106. Ibld.: wwhlchtl instead of "itt1 
107. Bk.: tleverythingIc Instead of ttallw 
108. I bid.: wreliglous~t in place of ltreligiontl 
109. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: "the recent warw in place of lVhis heartlessness" 
110. Bk.p., bk.: "thew omitted 
11  1. Hq.st., hq.t., bk.: t8pass" instead of l@come" 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, Class, 3 o'cl., 
October 9th, 1923 

Divine Manner. 

In the terms of the Sufis the divine manner is called A k h l a k  Allah. 
Man feelsI1 thinks, says2 and acts according to the pitch3 his soul is tuned. 
The highest note he could be tuned4 i s  the divine5, and it is %hat pitch that 
once man arrives at6, he begins to express the manner of God in everything 
he does. 

And what i s  the manner of God? It i s  the kingly manner, a manner 
which is not even known to the kings. For it is  a manner which only the King 
of the Heaven and of the earth knows, and that manner is expressed by the 
soul who is tuned t o  God. A manner which is void of narrowness, a manner 
which is  free from pride or7 conceit, the manner which is not only beautiful 
but beauty itself. For Cod is beautiful and He loves beauty. The soul who 
becomes8 tuned to God also becomes as beautiful as God and begins to 
express Cod through all lothat theg soul10 does, expressing in l i fe the divine 
manner. Why is  it a kingly manner? ~ ~ 1 1  word 'kingly' i*it only signifies12 

Notes: 

This lecture was f l r s t  published In T h e  U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, Par t  
II The God Ideal, as the  f i r s t  p a r t  of  chapter XX, "Divine Manner1' (1929). It 
also became Gatheka no. 21. 

Where "bookw is mentioned in the  notes, it refers  t o  this edition of The  
U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for  publication by 
Murshida Goodenough. 

Only "hq.st." Is mentioned in the notes, as "hq.t." and "hq.st.** are identical 
except fo r  one addition in the  hq.t., which Is mentioned. 

1. E.t., hq.st.: "feels," omitted 
2. Hq.st.: "speaksn instead of llsaysl' 
3. Ibid.: " t o  which1' added 
4. Ibid.: " tow added 
5. Gd.h., e.t., hq.st., bk.: "note** added 
6. Hq.st.: "once man has arrived a t  t h a t  pitchw instead of " that  pitch t h a t  

once man arrives at1'; 
Bk.: "itn added 

7. Gd.h., e.t., hq.st., bk.: "andw instead of "orw 
8. E.t., hq.st., bk.: "isw instead of "becomes" 
9. Gd.h., e.t.: "then omitted 
10. Hq.st.: "he1' Instead of " tha t  t he  soul"; 

Bk.: "itw instead of "the soulw 
11. Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "the" in sh.; 

E.t., hq.st., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "then added 
12. Hq.st.: "Is only signifiedn instead of "it only sIgnlf1esn; 

Bk.: "we only signifyw 



someone who possesses the power13 in abundance. The soul tuned to God, 
before whom all things fade away and14 the importance of all l i t t le things15 
which every person thinks so much about16, is  less17 in his eyesla. That soul 
begins to express19 divine manner in the form of contentment. It might seem 
to an ordinary person that20 this person21 nothing matters. No gain is  excit- 
ing, no loss is  alarming. I f  anyone praiseb2, it has no consequence, i f  
anyone blameb3, it does not matter to him.   he^^ honour and the24 insult, 
this all to him is a game.25 In the end of the game neither the gain is a gain 
nor the loss is a loss. It was only a pastime. 

One might think what does such a person do td6 the others? What 
good 27he is2' t o  those around him? That person for the others and those 
around him is a healing. That person is an influence of28 uplifting the29 
souls, the souls who are suffering from the narrowness and from the limita- 
tion of the30 human nature. For human nature i s  not only narrow and lim- 
ited, but it is foolish and it is tyrannous. The reason is that the nature of 
l i fe is intoxicating. I t s  intoxication makes people drunken. And what 31the 
drunken person wants3l? He wants his drink. He does not care32 about 
another. In this life there are so many liquors that man drinks: the love of 
wealth, 33the passion, the anger, the greed, the love of power, the desire of 

Sk.sh.: Sk. crossed out  "the powern and inserted "power and wealthn in 
Ih.; 
Gdeh.: "the wealthv, changed in to  "the power and wealthm; 
E.t.: "the power and wealthv; 
Hq-st., Sk.l.tp., bk.: "power and wealthm 
Hq.st., bk.: "in whose eyesw added 
Gd.h.: "ofw added; 
Eet., hq-st., bk.: "ofn 
Gdeh., e.t., hq.st., bk.: "aboutn omltted 
Ibid.: "lessenedn Instead of "lessw 
Hq.st., bk.: "In his eyesn omltted 
Ibid.: "then added 
Gd.h.: "ton added; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "ton In very light pencil; 
Eet., hq-st., bk.: "to" 
Eat., hq.st., bk.: nsoul" instead of "personn 
I bid.: "praisesw 
Hq.st., bk.: "blamesn 
Ibid.: "then omitted 
Bk.: "for" instead of full stop 
Hq-st., bk.: "forn Instead of "ton 
Bk.: "is he" instead of "he isw 
Ibid.: "forn instead o f  "ofn 
Ibid.: "then omitted 
Gd-he, e.t., hq.st., bk.: "then omitted 
Bk.: "does .... wantn instead of "the drunken person wantsw 
Gdeh., e.t., hq.st., bk.: "thinkn instead of "carew 
E.t.: "the passlon, the  anger, t he  possessionw instead of "the passion, 
the  anger, t h e  greed, t h e  love of power, t h e  desire of possessionu; 
Hqost., bk.: "passion, anger, possession"; 
Hq-t.: afterwards Sk. added "greed, t he  love of power, t h e  desire o fw 
af ter  "angern 



posse~sion~~. Man is not 340nly satisfiedB4 with possessing the29 earthly 
properties, but he also wishes to possess those whom he pretends to  love. In 
this way he35 proves to be tyrannous and foolish. For all things of this world 
that man possesses, he does not in reality possess them, only he is possessed 
by them, 36may it be36 wealth or property, or37 friend or possession38 or 
rank. 

The soul with divine manner i s  therefore sober compared with the 
drunken man of this39 world. It i s  this soberness that produces in him that 
purity which is called Sufism, and it is through that purity that God reflects 
in his mirror-like soul. For the soul who reflects Cod, nothing frightens, for 
he is above all fright; for he possesses nothing and all fright i s  connected 
with the possession40 that man has. 

Does it mean that he leaves the world and goes and passes his life in 
the cave4' of the mountain? Not in the least. He may have the wealth of 
the whole world under4* his possession, he may have the kingdom of the 
whole universe under him, but nothing binds43 him, nothing ties him, nothing 
frightens him. For that only belongs to him which i s  important44. And when 
his soul is  his own, all i s  his own.45 What belongs to him, 46no one can 
take46 and i f  anyone takes47 it away, it i s  he himself who did it. He i s  his 
friend and his foe and so there is no longer a pain or suffering, a complaint 
or grudge. He is  at peace, for he i s  at home, 48either on earth or in 
~ e a v e n ~ ~ .  

Q u e s t i o n :  W i l l  you te l l  u s  more about  the manner t o  adop t  for 
ob ta in ing  this peace,  when l i f e  i s  so d i f f i c u l t  
f o r  many49? 

Hq.st.: "satisfied onlyt1 instead of "only satisfiedw 
Gd.h., e.t., bk.: "hen omitted 
Hq.st., bk.: Itbe itc1 instead of Itmay it betf 
Gd.h., e.t., hq.st., bk.: added 
Gd.h.: flpositlonn; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. changed flpossessionl~ in to  "position" in sh. 
E.t., hq.st., bk.: "theff instead of "thisv 
Bk.: ~possess lons~  
A l l  other documents: "cavesff 
E.t., hq.st., bk.: tlinu instead of Itunder" 
Gd.h.: f i r s t  fttiestf, then changed back by her into "bindstf 
Ibld.: Ifhis ownn instead of "important"; 
Sk.sh.: "importantw crossed out by Sk. and Ifhis ownf1 written above; 
Bk.: tlhis owntf 
Bk.: ftandfl instead of full stop 
Gd.h.: *Icannot it awayw (while copying Gd. skipped one line), then corr. by 
Gd. t o  tlcannot be taken awayM instead of "no one can takew; 
E.t., hq.st., bk.: Ifcannot be taken awayll 
Gd.h., e.t., hq.st., bk.: "tookt1 instead of "takesfl 
Gd.h.: fils he on ear th  o r  in Heaventt, changed into Ifbe he on earth or  be 
he in Heavenw; 
E.t., hq.st., Sk.i.tp., bk.: "be he on earth or  be he in Heavenn 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added Itof usf1 in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: Itof usft 



Answer : No doubt, life is difficult for many of us, but very often 
we make it even more difficult for ourselves. When we do not 
understand the real nature and character of life, we make our 
difficulties. I can assure you that in every man's life 5 percent 
of the difficulty is that which the condition of life brings 
about, but 95 percent is  the difficulty which is caused by our- 
selves. And now you will ask me, where does it come from 
when it comes from ourselves? We do not love struggle in life, 
we do not like strife, we only want harmony, we only want 
peace. But it must be understood that before making a peace, 
a war is necessary and that war must be with oneself. Our 
worse enemy is our self, our faults, our weaknesses and our 
limitations. And our mind is such a traitor. What it does? It 
covers our faults even from our own eyes and points out to  us 
the reason for all our difficulties: 'others.' And so it deludes 
us constantly, keeping us unaware of the real enemy, and 
pushing50 us towards the others, t o  fight with the others, 
showing us that they are our enemies. But beside51 this we 
must tune ourselves to Cod; as higher we rise, so high becomes 
our point of view and as higher our point of view, so wide the 
horizon of our sight. And in this way when a person evolves 
higher and higher, his point of view becomes wider and wider 
and so all that he does; in it he strikes that divine note, the 
note which is healing and comforting and peace-giving to all 
souls. 

Question: 521 am asked t o  52 the meaning of t h a t  s u b t l e  
phrase which is i n  Gayan: "The mother was the 
stepping-s tone o f  ~ e s u s "  .53 

Answer: The human nature is such that he very often forgets, seeing 
the great glory of the Master, that modest and humble help 
which was given in the time of need and which enabled the 
Master to show forth his divine glory. That soul which was to 
manifest as Jesus and that soul which was to expand as Christ, 
was enabled to come on earth by the mother. It is therefore 
that in every case the thought and consideration for the 
mother is important. This saying only shows that even Jesus 
Christ, the Master and the manifestation of the Almighty God, 
was dependent upon his mother for his manifestation. 

50. Sk-latp.: Sk. read "pushv1 for "pushingv1 from her sh. 
5 1. I bid.: "besldesn 
52- Sk-sh.: a blank; 

Sk.l.tp.: "Would you please explain t o  usn instead of " I  am asked ton 
53. See Sayings Part  I (1981), Chala 26, Gayan (p. 126) 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, Class, 
October 9th, 1923, 5 o'cl. 

Sadhana, the ~ttainrnent.' 

. The secret of all attainment is  in the realizing2 of the Self. The im- 
pulse to attain a thing, and the control of that impulse, both things are nec- 
essary. Very often what happens? A man loses the chance of attaining 
something by his over-enthusiasm, because it puts the3 life out of balance. 
At the same time the power of impulse is  a great power. The person who has 
no strength in his impulse must certainly lose. It is to  strike a balance 
between impulse and control. There must be an impulse, but it must be under 
control. A person who is over-joyous 4at the4 having the5 riches, must be 
sure that he will very soon lose. And the same is with everything. And the 
balance is  kept by knowing that 'there i s  nothing too good for me in this life 
of the earth', %hat 'compared to all things that the earth can offer, my 
soul t o  me i s  more precious.' The one who runs after things, the things of 
his pursuit run from him, frightened of his continual pursuit. But the one 
who is  not running in the pursuit of the objects, 7after the objects7, then 

Notes: 

This lecture, a f te r  1927, was made into Gita Sadhana, Series II no. 7. 

The abbreviation wKm./Sk.'l re fers  t o  a document, typewritten by Km, and made 
from the  tlo.t.lt. In the margin Sk. wrote corr., made af ter  comparison with 
her own sh. 

1. Tp.copy of Gd.h.: added in Gd.hwr. "Githa Series II. Number 711, '"The 
Attainmentw omitted; 
Km./Sk.: th is version was used by Sk. fo r  the set  of Gitas in the Bio- 
graphical Department, and above the whole se t  Sk. added "Githa Sadhana 
(The path of attainment)"; 
Hq.st.: "Gita, Series 11, number 7. The Path of Attainmentw 

2. Gd.h., tp.copy of Gd.h., hq.st.: ttanaiyslngw instead of nrealizingw; 
Sk.l.tp.: nrealislng (analyzing)" 

3. A l l  other documents: "the" omitted 
4. Gd.h.: "on1t instead of ''at thew; 

Skosh.: "a t  then changed by Sk. into Iton" In sh.; 
A l l  other documents: "onI1 

5. Gd.h., tp.copy of Gd.h., Km./Sk., hq.st.: "thew omitted 
6. KmJSk., Sk.i.tp.: wand" added 
7. Tp.copy of Gd.h.: "af ter the  objects" crossed out  by Gd.; 

Km./Sk.: "af ter the obJectsm crossed out  by Gd.; 
Hq.st.: "af ter the  objectsw omitted 



the objects will neeessat++y of necessity will8 become his own. When Cod 
will become one's own, who else will not become hisg own? 

In the attainment confidence is necessary. It i s  according to one's 
confidence that the object of attainment i s  drawn closer. It i s  not by over- 
enthusiasm, for over-enthusiasm i s  intoxicating. A person intoxicated by 
enthusiasm i s  liable to do the wrong thing instead of the right thinglo. It i s  
always the inner power which is  the secret of attainment. And the less the 
inner power i s  expressed the better it is. A person who allows his power an 
outlet, he only wastes it. It is  the conserving of the power which makes man 
a reservoir of power, the power with which all things can be accomplished. 
To the person who has attained to the mystery of Sadhana, the attainment, 
for him there i s  nothing in thisl1 world which12 cannot be attained; all i s  
within his reach, all within his power, all within his grasp. As high as13 one's 
object se-high I40f attainment14, asI5 high one arises; and as low the object 
of attainment be, so low stands16 the person. If the object i s  honour-giving, 
the person i s  honourable; i f  the object is painful, the person is  sad; i f  the 
object be pleasant, the person i s  joyous; i f  the object i s  exalting, the person 
is  holy; and therefore a17 person must know what object to  keep before 
one's view, what object one should pursue through life. There are many 
childlike people who do not know what i s  their object in life. One minutel8 
they think of one thing, another minute they think 19it i s I 9  another thing. In 
the end they arrive to20 nothing; because they have no object set before 
their view. A person who becomes like this, no one can depend upon him2'; 
even the 22birds are22 frightened to sit upon a moving branch. The person 
whose object i s  set, i t  i s  that person whose life is  settled, whom one can call 
serious, on whom others can depend. The person who does not know his own 

Gd.h.: wwi l l r t  f i r s t  placed before Ifof necessity1#, then crossed out  and 
placed af ter  Itof necessityw; 
Sk.sh.: Sk. inserted 'lwil lv a f ter  "necessitytf, neglecting t o  cross ou t  ' lw i l l "  
a f ter  llobjectsll; 
Sk.l.tp.: I1wllil' a f te r  "objects" 
Gd.h., tp.copy of Gd.h., hq.st.: 180nelsN instead of t'hisw 
I bid.: monetl instead of "thingtf; 
Km./Sk.: instead of "thingw, changed back by Sk. into l1thing1@ 
Tp.copy of Gd.h., hq.st., Km./Sk.: #'then instead of "thisw 
Gd.h., tp.copy of Gd.h., Km./Sk., hq.st.: "that1! instead of "which** 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. crossed out  I1asm; 
A l l  other documents: instead of tlasw 
Gd.h., tp.copy of Gd.h., KmJSk., hq.st.: Itof attainment" omitted 
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mind, he cannot help his fellow man. He only will upset. Neither he can 
attain for himself, nor 23he can23 help another. Therefore it is  a thing to be 
remembered continually that one must make one's mind so clear as to see 
one's object before oneself; t o  see i t s  character, i t s  nature, i t s  value, and 
then to  set forth in i t s  pursuit, every effort to  pursue the object patiently 
till one has attained it. No matter how small the object, the attainment of it 
builds one step towards the final goal. 

Q u e s t i o n :  "The i d e a l  is the means,  b u t  i t s  break ing  is the  
goal  ." What is the break ing  o f  the i d e a l ?  

Answer: 2 4 ~ h e  true ideal always i s  hidden behind a man-made ideal 
which covers it. For instance, the fragrance is  hidden under 
the petals of the beautiful rose. And when you have to take 
the spirit out of it, you have to crush it. By that the same rose 
which was to last for twenty-four hours, has been turned into 
the spirit, into the essence which can last for you for the 
whole life. That is what i s  made by the ideal. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it n o t  o f t e n  n e c e s s a r y  t o  r a i s e  one's i d e a l  still 
h i g h e r ,  e v e n  before a t t a i n i n g  t o  it? 

Answer: It depends upon what ideal. I f  that ideal i s  such which 
could be made higher, no doubt, in raising the ideal, the soul is  
certainly raised. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Is it not g e n e r a l l y  t h a t  one's i d e a l ,  the more one  
approaches  i t ,  the more the i d e a l  i s  going f u r t h e r  
away; b u t  when you come n e a r e r  t o  it you still 
more feel f a r  f rom it, because  the o b j e c t  becomes  
g r e a t e r ?  

Answer: The keener your sight becomes, the greater becomes the 
beauty of the ideal. In that way it becomes larger. But in that 
way you are not removed further; in reality you are brought 
closer t o  your ideal. 

23. Gd.h.: "can he" instead of Ifhe can1@ 
24. Gd.hwr.copy: added "A very subtle question which has been asked from 

Gayan" (see A u t h e n t i c  V e r s i o n s  o f  the Teach ings  of P i r - e  
Murshid I n a y a t  Khan on S u f i s m ,  Sayings P a r t  I: Bola 52, Gayan.) 



Question: 25 t he  idea Murshid has about k i l l ing  ani- 
mal s and vegetarianism?26 

Answer: There are two things to be considered in connection with that 
question. One thing is harmlessness. That it i s  a human ten- 
dency to hurt and harm, which man has inherited from the 
lower creation. It i s  that tendency which prompts him to kill 
the poor creatures and make out of them his food in spite of 
all the vegetables and cereals and fruits and nuts that are pro- 
vided for him by nature. 
And the other point i s  that for the purification of the blood 
and for the health of the muscles and for a general purity of 
the body the vegetable diet i s  much more preferable to the 
flesh food. At the same time the training in the Sufi Order is  a 
spiritual treatment, and as a physician sees in every case what 
is  best for that particular person, so the Murshid prescribes to 
his mureeds what is  best for him27. There is one person, per- 
haps for him a vegetarian28 diet i s  not sufficient, or is not 
good; there2' meat for him is like a medicine. And therefore in 
the Sufi Order there i s  no such restriction, because the need of 
every individual i s  according to his health, and we do not make 
a dogma out of it. 
In connection with the same question I may make one30 
remark, that the shepherds of the ancient times used to clad 
themselves with a tiger skin in order to secure their lives from 
wild animals when moving about in the forest, taking care of 
their herds. When a wise person, a good person, a kind person 
lives in this world of all different natures, for him it becomes 
more difficult to  live in the gross vibrations than for the 
others who are perhaps more or less of the same kind. Very 
often therefore one hears of a person who has died young, 
they say: he was a good person. And there i s  some truth about 
it too. Many souls, fine and good and beautiful, come on the 
earth and cannot withstand the coarseness of the human ordi- 
nary nature. And what i s  diet? Diet i s  not for the soul, it i s  
only for the body. And what is  body? Body is  a cover, a 
blanket. I f  the body is  covered with the armour, then it can 
stand the struggle of life. And it was this reason, i f  ever great 
ones allowed themselves to  partake of the flesh food, which in 
reality was meant for an average person. 

25. Sk.sh.: t h e  f i r s t  words of t h e  question a re  missing; 
Sk.l.tp.: ltWould you please tel l  usw added 

26. Addressing someone In the  third person instead of '  in the  second is an old 
form expressing respect. 

27. Sk.l.tp.: Sk. read "themN for nhlmn from her sh. 
28. Ibid.: Sk. read tlvegetablen for "vegetarlanN from her sh. 
29. Sk.sh.: it is not quite clear if Itthen or  "there" was written in sh. 
30. Sk.l.tp.: "at1 instead of "onett 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, Salle de 11Ath6n6e, 
October loth, 1923 

Beloved ones of God, 

My subject of this evening is  the YJorld ~econstruction? 

Especially after the war, the pain that the world has experienced, 
people are beginning to think on the subject of reconstruction. But no doubt 
every person looks at it according to his own mentality, and in this way the 
ideas about the reconstruction of the world differ very much. 

Considering the condition of the world as it is  today, in the first place 
when one thinks of the financial condition, which is  most essential for the3 
order and peace, it is so confused and has become so difficult to  solve, that 
it seems that 4there are4 many, with their intellect and brain and under- 
standing, 4helpless before this most difficult problem. No doubt there are 
many who will tell us that there is no other remedy for the betterment of 
humanity but5 the solution of the financial problem. But at the same time it 
seems that %he problem6, the financial problem, is  becoming every day 
more and more difficult, and bringing nations and races and communities to 
a greater and greater destruction. And before this problem will be7 solved 
there8 is  no wonder, andg great deal of damage will be7 done to many 
nations. And although intoxicated by thelo absorption in one's1 l own prob- 
lems12 of life, man does not think enough about these things, nevertheless in 
the end the world in general will realize the weakness, the feebleness, 
caused by this disorder and unbalanced condition of the financial problem of 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the  booklet The Solution of the Prob- 
lem of the Day, chapter 1 1 1  (1936). 

Sk.sh.: A t  a later date Sk. added wSocial Gatheka 11 + 12" in the  margin 
Hq-st., hq-t., bk.p.: omltted "Beloved ones of God, My subject this evening 
is the  World Reconstru~tion.~; 
Hq-st., hq-t., bk.p.: added "World Reconstruction" as a t i t le; 
Bk.: added "I I I World Reconstructionw 
All other documents: "thew omltted 
Bk.: "there areN omltted and "aren inserted before "helpless" 
All other documents: "thanw instead of "butn 
I bid.: "the problemn omitted 
Ibid.: "is" instead of " w i l l  ben 
Ibid.: "It" instead of "therew 
Ibid.: "if a" instead of "and1' 
Bk.p., bk.: "then omitted 
All other documents: "his" instead of wone'sw 
I bld.: "problemn 



the world. As long as the3 nations and the3 people who13 profit by the loss 
of other nations and people, for the moment they may think that they are 
benefited, but in the end all will realize that we, the3 hcn?an kings, 14indi- 
viduals or as a multitude, we15 all depend upon one another. For instance, i f  
16for the cause l6 of one part of one's body, i f  l7 the other part suffers, in 
the end it will prove an unbalanced condition, a lack of health in the physi- 
cal body. What does health mean? Health means all the organs of the body 
in good condition, and so the health of the world means all nations, all 

la. 

When one leaves this financial question and comes to the problem of 
education, in spite of all the progress that has been made in the educational 
world, no one with thought 19will deny the fact that a19 little child, what is  
his age, what is his strength and what work is  given to him to accomplish. 
It seems that in the enthusiasm of making the3 education richer and richer, 
a kind of load has been put on the mind of the children, and what 20does 
happen20? It i s  like a dish which was meant to be ready after half an hour's 
cooking, 21that dish is2'  made ready in five minutes' It is perhaps 
burnt, it wanted a longer time. The child knows too much for his age what 
he does not require, what he does not value, 23, i s  forced 
upon his mind. And how few of us stop to  think of this question that child- 
hood i s  a kingliness in itself. It i s  a gift from above that the child i s  grow- 
ing and 25when it is towards25 his growth, that it26 is unaware of the woes 
and worries and anxieties of life, his27 only days experiencing the 
kingliness of life, the days when he should play, when he should be near to  
the3 nature, when he should grasp what nature gradually teaches. Imagine 
then that the29 childhood i s  devoted to the3 study, study of the material 
knowledge. And as soon as the child has grown30, on30 the youth the burden 
of life is put on his shoulders, the burden of life which is becoming every 

I bid.: 'lwhos8 omitted 
Ibld.: "as1' added 
I bid.: lbwew omitted 
Bk.: 'lbecause'l instead of "for the  causew 
A l l  other documents: "ifv omitted 
Ibid.: '(in a good condition" added 
Ibld.: Itcan refuse t o  consider the" instead of w w i l l  deny the fact t h a t  a'' 
Ibid.: llhappens'l instead of "does happen1* 
Ibld.: " t h a t  dish Is'l omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. Inserted "What has happened?" after "time."; 
A l l  other documents: "What has happened?" 
Sk.sh.: a blank; 
Km.sh.: ftwhlch is a load t o  himf8 afterwards added by Sk. in her sh.; 
Hq.st., hq.t., bk.p., bk.: "what Is a load to  him" 
A l l  other documents: "whatn instead of tlwhlcht' 
Ibid.: Induring the  time of" instead of "when It Is towardst1 
Ibid.: 'lhel' instead of "ltll 
Ibld.: 'IThese are" instead of "his1'; 
I3k.p.: Itthen added by Gd. before 'qonlyw; 
Bk.: "then added before ~~onlym 
Al l  other documents: Itfor*' lnstead of ffof" 
Hq.?.: "them omitted 
A l l  other documents: "into" instead of ", onff 



day heavier and heavier for the31 rich and poor. And the result of that32 is  
that there are parties, there i s  disagreement between labour and between33 
capital: the life full of struggle to which the child opens his eyes, and34 has 
never the time to be one with nature, or to  dive deep within himself, or to  
think beyond this life in the crowd. 

When 35we leave35 the problem of education and come36 to the prob- 
lem of nations, one becomes s t i l l  more perplexed. The enmity 37and the37 
hatred and the3 prejudice which exist between nations and nations, and the 
antagonism and the utter selfishness which i s  the central theme 38between 
communication and c o n n e c t i ~ n ~ ~  between nations, 39that shows39 that the 
world is  turning from bad to  worse, and unrest seems to  be all-pervading. 
There seems to be no trust between nations, no sympathy40 except their 
own interest. And what is the outcome of it? I t s  impression falls as a re- 
f lection, as a shadow upon the individual4 ', touching42 the individuals also 
in42 that egoism, in43 that selfishness. 

And the only thing in the world which was meant to  be 44the source, 
of taking refuge under it44, was religion. But at the present moment, with 
the increase of ever-growing materialism and of45 overwhelming cornmer- 
cialism, the46 religion seems to  become47 fading away. A silent indiffer- 
e n ~ e ~ ~  seems to be increasing 48towards religion4', especially in the coun- 
tries foremost in civilization today; that being the condition, where could 
man find the solution of the problem of the day?49 

Bk.: "thent omitted 
A l l  other documents: l l t h i ~ ~ ~  instead of ltthatlt 
Ibid.: "between" omitted 
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Bk.p., bk.: "one leavestt instead of Ifwe leavet# 
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A l l  other documents: " t o  bet8 instead of I t to becomew 
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4 9 ~ o w  looking at the question from a philosophical point of view, 
what does50 construction, what does50 reconstruction? 51~onstruction i s  
that which Is made a!ready= .A chI!d h r n  1s a c e ~ s t r ' ~ c t i m ;  but after a 
disorder in the health 520r in52 mind there comes again a need of recon- 
struction. English language there is  a phrase54 'To pull oneself to- 
gether.' The reconstruction of the world today means 55for the world t~~~ 
pull itself together.  he^^ education, the56 political, the56 social condi- 
t i ~ n ~ ~ ,  the56 financial condition58, the3 religion, all these things which 
make59 civilization, 60seem to have dropped downd0, seem to have been6' 
scattered, and in order for these things to  come together, there must be a 
secret of life t o  .be studied. What i s  the secret of healing power? The secret 
i s  to make oneself strong enough to pull oneself together. And that is the 
secret of the life of the mystic. The world has lost i t s  health, and when one 
can picture the world as an individual, one can see what it is  to  lose one's 
health. It i s  just like illness in the life of an individual. And as for every ill- 
ness there is  a remedy, so for every disaster there is a reconstruction. 

But now there are different ideas that people have. There i s  the 
62pessimisti~ man6*, he says: 'Well, i f  the world has got to  this state of 
destruction, who can help it, how can it be helped?' It i s  like an 
person who says: 'Well, I have been so ill, I have 64so much64 suffered64, I 
do not care. How can I be well now? It is almost too late.' In this way he 
holds his disease and he keeps it, he cherishes it, although he does not like 
it. And then there i s  a65 curious person, who i s  very66 67astonished to see67 
the newspaper and see that this money has gone up and that money has 
gone down, and 68sees69 that there will be a war68, whe-+++-be-vety 
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Km.sh.: "sees t h a t  t h e r e  is  t h e  probability of a war, t h e r e  may be an- 
o ther  warv; 
Sk.sh.: afterwards Sk. added "sees t h a t  t he re  Is t h e  probability of a war, 
t h e r e  may be another warf', copled from Km. 
Hq.st., hq.t., Km., bk.: " t o  seev lnstead o f  wseesm ( " tha t  t he re  Is t h e  
probability of a war, t h e r e  may be another warg1) 



excited and also70 wil l  excite his friends 7iat the dinner table71, 72a person 
some societies, some leagues must be formed, something definitely must be 
done72. And in this way there are now so many societies and congresses 
formed, and discussing, and so many more meetings, so many more discus- 
sions. But there seems to be no end to the discussions and disputes in order 
to  find out the ways and means how the conditions73 must be bettered. 

7 4 ~  do not mean74 to say that any effort in whatever form made to- 
wards the reconstruction or towards the betterment of conditions, 75it is7' 
worthwhile, however small 76 . But what i s  most needed for us is  t o  un- 
derstand that religion of religions and that philosophy of philosophies, and77 
which i s  the3 self-knowledge. We shall not understand the life outside i f  we 
do not understand ourselves. It i s  in78 the knowledge of the self that is7' 
the knowledge of the world. The politician, the statesman, however quali- 
fied, hea0 will dispute overa1 things for years and years, he will never come 
to a satisfactiona2 unless he understands the psychology of life and the psy- 
chology of53 situation. And so the educationist, 83year after year83 will try 
t e  a new scheme and will never come to a satisfactory conclusion, unless he 
has thea4 knowledge of life, which will teach him the psychology of human 
natureIa5 what is  the manner toa6 the problem. Vihat i s  today called psy- 
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chology is  not 87the onea7 mean88. 89n901 do not mean89 by the word 
psychologyg0 what they call psychoanalysis. 911  callg1 psychology92 the 
understznding c?f the se!f, the understanding nf the nztcre 2nd the character 
of the mind and ofg3 the body. 

~ r i e n d s , ~ ~  what i s  the3 health? Health i s  the3 order. And what is  
order? Order is  music. Where there is  harmony, 95where there isg5 rhythm, 
95where there isg5 regularity, 95where there isg5 cooperation, there i s  har- 
mony, there i s  sympathy.  he'^ health of mind, therefore, and theg6 health 
ofg7 body depend upon the preserving of that harmony, upon keepingg8 that 
symphony which . is  going on in the mind and body, intactg8. And remember 
that life in the world, and especially suchg9 as we live loo amidst the crowd, 
will loltry and testlO1 our patience every moment of the day, and it will be 
most difficult to  preserve that harmony and peace which i s  calledlo2 happi- 
ness. For what i s  the definition of life? Life means struggle with friends and 
battle with foes. It i s  all the time giving and taking, and it i s  most difficult 
in this to  keep the symphony103, to  keep the harmony, which i s  the3 health 
and the3 happiness. 

l o 4 ~ o w  you will ask: lo4 'Where are we to learn it?' 1 0 5 ~ y  friends,lo5 
all the3 education and learning and knowledge isto6 acquired, but this one 
art is  a divine art, and man has inherited it. But absorbed in the outer 
learning, he has forgotten it. ~ u t l O ~  it i s  an art which i s  known to his soul, 
but107 it i s  his own being, it i s  the deepest knowledge that he has in his 
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heart. No progress in whatever linelo8 man will make, will give him that 
satisfaction which his soul is  craving for, except this one, which i s  the art 
of life, the art of being, which is  the pursuit of his soul. 

In order to  serve the reconstruction of the world the only thing possi- 
ble and the only thing necessary i s  t o  learn the art of being, the art of life 
for oneself, andlog be an example oneself, before trying to serve humanity. 

What i s  the Sufi Movement? What i s  Sufism? It is  that art l lOof which 
I have just spoken1 lol the art by which that music and symphony of life can 
be preserved, and by that man can enable himself to become the proper ser- 
vant of Cod and humanity. 

108. A l l  other documents: flthatff added 
109. ibid.: "toff  added 
110. 6k.p.: "of which I have jus t  spokenw changed by Gd. into ffwhich has jus t  

been spoken ofw; 
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  he^ D i v i n e  Manner. 

The difference between Cod and man is that Cod is omnipotent3 and 
man only knows of his own affairs. As Cod i s  omnipotent3, He loves all and 
His interest i s  in all, and so it is with the godly soul. The divine personality 
expressed through the godly soul, shows itself in i t s  interest for all, whether 
known and4 unknown to the that soul. His interest i s  not only for another 
because of his kind nature or of his sympathetic spirit. He does not take in- 
terest in another person in his welfare and well-being because it i s  his duty, 
but because he sees in another person himself. Therefore the life and inter- 
est of another person to the godly soul is as his own. In the pain of another 
person the godly soul sorrows, in the happiness of another person the godly 
soul rejoices. So the godly soul who has almost forgotten himself, forgets 
also the remaining part of the self in taking interest in others. From one 
point of view it i s  natural for the godly soul to take interest in another. The 
one who has emptied himself from5 what i s  called "self' in the ordinary 
sense of the word, i s  only6 capable of knowing the condition of another7; 
who7 sometimes knows perhaps more than the person himself, as a physician 
knows the case of his patient. 

Divine manner therefore is not like that of the parents to their chil- 
dren, of a friend towards8 his beloved friend, of a king to his servant or of 
a servant to  his master. Divine manner 'is consistentg of all manners. It is  

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the book The U n i t y  of  R e l i g i o u s  
I d e a l s ,  Par t  II The God ideal, as the second par t  of chapter XX, "Dlvine 
Manner1' (19291, and also became Gatheka no. 22. 

Where "book'1 is mentioned in the notes, it refers t o  this edition of The  
U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  compiled and prepared for  publication by 
Murshlda Goodenough. 

Only 'lhq.st.l' is mentioned In the  notes, as "hq.t." and "hq.st." are identical. 

Skosh.: afterwards Sk. added "Gatheka 22" above; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Gatheka 22'8 added 
Hq.st., Sk.l.tp.: "The" omitted 
E.t., hq.st., bk.: "omniscient" 
A l l  other documents: wor'l instead of "andw 
E.T., hq.st., bk.: Itof" instead of I1from" 
Hq.St.: walonew Instead of "onlyf' 
E.?., hq.st., bk.: ". Het1 Instead of 'I; who1' 
Gd.h.: "towardm instead of "towards1' 
E.T., hq.st., bk.: t ~ ~ ~ n ~ l ~ t ~ ~ ~  instead of "is consistentw 



expressive of every form of love and i f  it has any peculiarity, that peculiar- 
i ty is one and that is divine. For in every form of love and affection there 
i s t 0  somewhere the self is  hidden, which asks for appreciation, for reciproc- 
ity, for recognition. The divine manner i s  above all this. It gives all and 
asks nothing in return in any manner or form; in this way proving the action 
of God through man. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Would you p l e a s e  t e l l  u s  if e v e r y  s o u l  c a n  a t t a i n  t o  
h e a l i n g ,  if n o t  a  s p i r i t u a l  h e a l i n g ,  a t  l e a s t  t o  
magne t i ca l  hea l ing?  

Answer: I have very often said at different times that there i s  
nothing which is not latent in human soul. It i s  only a matter 
of wakening it. There are certain qualities which are asleep. 
I f  you keep them sleeping, they will keep asleep, but i f  you 
wish them to wake1 l, you can wake1' them. Once they are 
awake you can use them. Why should one not have a spiritual 
healing power i f  the soul i s  there? No one exists without a 
soul. It i s  after all the power of the soul. 

Ques t ion:  W i l l  you p l e a s e  e x p l a i n  what you mean b y  t h e  g o d l y  
s o u l  who h a s  a l m o s t  f o r g o t t e n  h i m s e l f ?  

Answer: I call musical soul who has almost forgotten himself in mu- 
sic; I call poetical soul who has almost forgotten himself in 
poetry; I call worldly soul who has almost forgotten himself in 
the world and I call godly soul who has almost forgotten him- 
self in God. All the great musicians, such as Beethoven, Wag- 
ner, who have left in the world their work, which the world 
will always keep as a sign of their works, they would not have 
done that work i f  they would not have forgotten themselves. 
They altogether lost the idea of their being themselves and in 
that way they became deepened in the thing they had come to 
give. Therefore, forgetting the self is  the key to perfection. 

Ques t ion:  Could you p l e a s e  t e l l  u s  what i s  the best way f o r  a  
s o u l  t o  l e a r n  n o t  t o  look f o r  a p p r e c i a t i o n  and 
r e c i p r o c i t y ?  

10. Bk.: "Istt omltted 
11. Sk-sh.: t h e  same sh. sign stands for "wakett and Itwakentt; 

Sk.l.tp.: "waken" 



Answer: To develop independence in nature. When one loves, one 
must love for the sake of love, not for return. When one 
serves, one must serve for the sake of service, not for return. 
In everything one does, i f  one did not think of reciprocity or 
appreciation in any manner or form, that person in the begin- 
ning may seem perhaps a loser but in the end that person is  
the gainer, for he has lived in the world and yet held himself 
t h e - d d 1 2  above the world cannot touch him. 
Furthermore that tendency to doubt, the tendency to be de- 
pressed, the tendency of fear, suspicion, confusion and puzzle, 
where does it all come from? I t  all comes from that thought of 
getting back, whether another one will give me back what I 
have given him. That is the thought behind it. ' I f  I will get 
the just portion back or less,' that i s  the thought. There will 
be fear, doubt, suspicion, puzzle and confusion. Because 
doubt--what i s  doubt? Doubt i s  a cloud that stands before the 
sun, keeping i t s  light from shining. So is doubt. Doubt gathers 
on the soul, keeps i t s  light from shining out. So man becomes 
confused and complexedt3. Once selfishness14 i s  developed, it 
breaks through the cloud. He says: 'What do I care whether 
anyone appreciates? I only know to do, to  give the service and 
that is all my satisfaction. I do not look forward to get it 
back; that i s  where my duty ends. I have done and it is  fin- 
ished.' That person i s  blessed because he has conquered, he 
has won. 
Furthermore it is  the lack of' the knowledge of divine justice 
that man doubts: ' I f  I will get my just portion, or whether the 
other person will,, get the best of me.' I f  one looked up and 
saw the perfect Judge, God Himself, Whose Justice i s  so great 
that in the end the portion i s  made equal and even; it i s  only 
the question of the beginning, not of the end. I f  he only saw 
the Justice of God, Ishe would not become gave 15, he would 
trust and he would not trouble about return. I f  man will not 
return, God i s  responsible to return it in thousandfolds what 
man ever has given. 

12. Sk.sh.: I t  apparently confused Sk. t o  hear the  words "the worldm pro- 
nounced twice. She probably should have taken down "and ye t  held himself 
above t h e  world, t h e  world cannot touch himw; 
Sk.l.tp.: "and held himself above; the  world cannot touch hlmm 

13. Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed wcomplexedw into llperplexedH in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: "perplexedw 

14. Skosh.: afterwards Sk. changed ~se l f l shness~~  into ~selflessnessn in sh.; 
Sk.l.tp.: Itself lessnessw 

15. Gd.hwr.copy: "he would become brave" Instead of "he would not  become 
gravew; 
Sk.l.tp.: "he would become grave" 



Q u e s t i o n :  16"~he on1 y thing t h a t  i s  made through  l i f e  i s  o n e ' s  
own nature." How t o  unders tand this? 

Answer: One makes one's nature by one's likes and by one's dislikes, 
by one's favour and disfavour. When one has said: 'I do not 
like a certain thing in the eatables,' he has built a nature in 
himself. I f  afterwards he would eat the same, it would disa- 
gree with his nature. It i s  not because it was not meant to  
agree with him, but because he has built up that it does not 
agree with him. When one says: ' l cannot endure it, not with- 
stand it,' in all these things one makes one's nature, either 
agreeable or disagreeable. Either one makes one's nature so 
hard as a rock, the rock which will not allow anything to come 
in, or one will make one's nature so pliable as the water that 
the boats and ships all can pass through it without hurting. It 
gives a way to all to pass. The water is  there just the same. 
Man by his thought makes his nature. When he says: 'I cannot 
agree with that,' he will not agree with it; he has made a wall 
before himself, he cannot agree. When one says that 'I cannot 
bear that person,' i f  he has said it once, he has made in him- 
self something; when that1' person comes again, that person 
makes him sick, that person becomes his master, he wants to 
runla from him, he i s  his master. wheneverlg this person 
comes, it makes him ill. It is  not because that person brings 
him ill, but that illness he has brought it upon himself. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  madzub? 

Answer: In short one can say, I might quote a verse of a great 
Persian poet, the meaning of which is that 'Be thou friend 
within and indifferent without.' This manner i s  very becoming, 
yet very rare. The manner of madzub is that. Of course one 
need not go as far as the madzub to find this manner, but 
very often one finds among friends and relatives, perhaps you 
may have seen some father2'--of course among mothers it i s  
very difficult to  find one--but a father, full of affection for 
his children, great kindness and love and yet no expression, no 
outward expression, and sometimes this manner i s  to  be found 
among kings who have great love and affection for someone, 
or favour around him, but it is never expressed. It is there or 
perhaps it is  expressed, but in a form that no one knows how it 

16. Gd.hwr.copy: added "What Is the meaning of the saying in Gayan'', (see Bola 
6, Gayan, also under a) In "Sayings P a r t  I" 

17. Sk.l.tp.: "this1' instead of "that1* 
18. Ibld.: "away'' added 
19. Ibld.: Sk. read "whereverw for I1wheneverw from her sh. 
20. Ibld.: Sk. read "fathers1' for l1fatherl1 from her sh. 



i s  expressed. And sometimes one finds among friends also that 
manner. There i s  the great feeling of friendship and warmth 
and yet it i s  not seen. I will tell you a funny experience. I was 
traveiiing in Scotland and I was speaking in Clasgow. A young 
Highlander used to come and stand behind the crowd and listen 
to the lecture, and the response that one could see on the face 
of the people, there was no expression, there was a stone 
standing there, but standing there all the time. But the 
wonderful thing was that after2' the lecture was finished and 
when the people were looking at the literature, the Highlander 
was standing there also. I came out and there was a person 
who asked if anybody wanted to see me. There came some 
people, but this Highlander had not offered himself to come. 
He was standing there. All the people went away; he was 
standing there. When I went out, he did not speak to me. I 
went away. He was standing there. Next day he was again in 
the lecture. I thought: one day he did not show any response; 
why was he there again? The whole series of lectures went on 
and many showed their response. The Highlander was every 
day there. He would stand there, he would not be coming, but 
he was there till the finish of the whole affair. I felt that this 
man perhaps tried to understand. Then, after the series was 
finished, many people were very sorry, but this man was 
standing there just like a statue. And to my great surprise, 
after I had left Clasgow, on myz2 day that I came in Edin- 
burgh, there was the Highlander, standing with the same 
expression. He had followed me. I thought that he must be in- 
vited, so I sent someone. Of course then he was pleased that 
the invitation was sent, but would you believe, he did not 
speak one word during the whole interview. All that he had 
heard was so much that he could not say one word. But the 
friendly feeling and appreciation, he was holding it back, just 
like a person would hold back his tears. There is  an example; 
of course the extreme of everything is not something that one 
should follow. I f  everybody followed it, the world could not go 
on. But it i s  something which one can appreciate; a side of it 
is  most beautiful: that it i s  so sincere and true. It gives the 
idea that there can be a love, appreciation and friendliness, it 
i s  so secure and sincere and lasting, and yet it has no outer 
expression. 
Of course, what we call madzub i s  the friend of Cod, the 
lover of God, who hides his love for Cod before his fellow 
men. He does not want them for one moment to think that he 
i s  in love with God. Everything he does to hide his love; he 
puts it in such a form that it confuses the other manz3, who 

21. Ibld.: Sk. read lllfw for llafterll from her sh. 
22. Ibid.: "then Instead of "myI1 
23. Ibid.: "ment1 lnstead of "manN 



cannot find out from his speech or action, his idea. In this way 
he keeps the others free to  think about him what they will. 
Either they call him foolish or insane. He does not discuss with 
them. He is a harmless person and in that way he gives himself 
the24 leisure and the scope to let his whole heart be given to 
the love of God. That person i s  called madzub in the Eastern 
language. 

24. Ibld.: " the t t  omi t ted  



C a k i ~ a ' s  shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, October 1 lth, 1923 

The Attainment. Sadhanal 

The secret of life i s  the desire to attain something, the absence of 
which makes life useless. Hope is a sustenance of life; and hope comes by 
the desire of attaining something. Therefore the wish to attain something is 
in itself a very great power. The object a person holds to be an object of 
attainment may be much smaller compared to the power one develops in the 
process of attainment. Therefore the Hindus call the attainment Sadhana; 
the power gained through attainment i s  called in Sanskrit Siddhi, which is  
the sign of spiritual mastership. By learning the mystery of attainment one 
learns the divine mystery which i s  suggested in that phrase of the Bible 
which says: 'Thy will be done on earth as is2 in Heaven.' This phrase is  a 
veil which covers the mystery of attainment. The man who is the instrument 
of Cod on coming on the earth loses so to speak a connection with that 
divine power, whose instrument man is; thus depriving not only himself but 
even Cod aeeempItsIt+nd helping His will to be done. Man, who i s  born to be 
the instrument of Cod, when he does not perform his mission properly he 
naturally feels dissatisfied. It does not mean that he does not accomplish 
what he desires, that is why he is unhappy, but he does not help God to 
make His will be done, by keeping himself disconnected with Cod, Who i s  his 
innermost being. This condition is like a hand coming out of joints; for it is 
not that the hand suffers only, but the person whose hand it is, not being 
able to use his hand, suffers also. Therefore in accomplishing the work one 
undertakes, in attaining to the aim one has in life, man does not only help 
himself, but also he serves God. 

Notes: 

This lecture, a f t e r  1927, was made into Glta Sadhana, serles I I  no. 8. 

The abbreviation ttKm./Sk.lt r e fe rs  t o  a document typewritten by Km. and made 
from the  "o.t.". In the  margin Sk. wrote corr., made a f te r  comparison with 
her own sh. 

1. Gd.h.: a t  a la ter  date added above in Sk.hwr.: ttGitha Sadhana 1 1 ,  8"; 
Km./Sk.: omitted ItThe Attainmenttt; Sk. wrote Itsee Sangatha I I w  above; 
Sk.l.tp.: "Sadhana, t h e  Attainment. (has become Gltha 1 1 ,  8)" 

2. Gd.h.: lilt Isw omitted 
3. Sk.sh.: added "of11 and one illegible sh. sign; 

Gd.h.: lllntl added; 
Km./Sk., Sk.l.tp.: ltoftt added 



Q u e s t i o n :  Gayan t4 "I would have  either Heaven or h e l l ,  
b u t  not purgatory." Why d o  you p r e f e r  hell t o  
purgatory? 

Answer: It is  a metaphorical expression; but at the same time one 
can understand by this a philosophical truth: that life means 
pain or pleasure. The absence of pain or pleasure i s  death. The 
Heaven as expressed by the Scripture, or hell--both--have 
either pain or pleasure. What is  void of pain and pleasure i s  
not what may be called in our ordinary sense of the word 
'life.' Life i s  either pain or pleasure. And i f  one wishes to 
live, either he must accept pain or pleasure, whatever he can 
gain. But where these two are absent it i s  no life, it i s  death. 
Now coming to the Bible. From the beginning to the end, what 
is  the teaching of Jesus Christ? To rise above mortality, to find 
out eternal life, )which means:) to learn the art of being, the 
science of being. All Scriptures, all religions, every philosophy, 
or mysticism teaches this. Now there i s  the question, why do 
they teach this? The answer i s  that-what: there is one thing 
undesirable, and that i s  mortality. Death, no sane person will 
ask death. Desire for death i s  unnatural desire. And if mind is  
craving for death, the soul i s  longing to live. The soul is  living, 
is  life; it does not want to die. Death is  something foreign to 
it; it does not know death. Therefore the smallest insect, 
whose life i s  most insignificant, protects itself in every way in 
order to avoid death. And so it is  the longing of every soul. I f  
any soul thinks that it longs to die, it i s  i t s  mind, not the in- 
nermost being. 

Ques t ion:  Is it n o t  t r u e  t h a t  t o  e x p r e s s  a1  ways weakens a 
t h i n g ,  and t o  r e p r e s s  s t r e n g t h e n s  it? 

Answer: There i s  always a limit to expression and repression. Too 
much expression might kill a thing, and too much repression 
might deaden a thing. Too much of everything must be avoid- 
ed. For instance, sometimes prisoners who are sentenced to 
the life's imprisonment, after being in a prison for a certain 
length of time, they lose their mind. Because the prisoner is 
alone there, no one to speak to, there i s  no expression. And by 
being by himself all the time he loses his mind. I f  this person 
were brought among people again, he proves to be insane. 

4. Km./Sk., Sk.l.tp.: "In the  Gayan we find1' instead of 1' Gayan . . II . 
(See "Sayings P a r t  I t ' ,  Gamaka 26, Gayan, p. 195) 

5. KmJSk.: "which means:" omitted, but reinserted by Sk. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, October 12th, 1923 
1 

Brotherhood. 

One can see the beginning of the spirit of brotherhood when one sees 
the flocks of birds flying in the sky together, when one sees the herds of 
animals in the forest together and the swarms of l i t t le insects all living and 
moving together. No doubt in man this tendency of brotherhood is pro- 
nounced, for man i s  not only capable of realizing the spirit of brotherhood 
but2 fulfilling that purpose which is  hidden in this natural tendency. What i s  
called good or bad, right or wrong, sin or virtue, the secret behind %his all3 
diversity is one, and this secret i s  that all that lea& to happiness is right, is 
good, and is  virtuous; and what leads to unhappiness, that i s  wrong, that is  
evil, and i f  there is  any sin, it is that which may be called a sin. When 
corning to the idea of brotherhood, it is not something which man has 
learned or acquired, it is something which is  born in man, and according to 
the development of this spirit man shows the unfoldrnent of his soul. 

Coming to the great religions which have been given to  the world, for 
instance when we read in the Bible the words of Jesus Christ, what do we 
read? 'Love your fellow man, love your neighbour,' from the beginning to  
the end. l f 4  any moral that the Master has5 taught and has repeated con- 
stantly, it was this moral, the moral of brotherhood. The different religions 
which 6are existing6 in the world, the followers of which are perhaps mil- 
lions and millions, 'if one studies their religion, what is the central thing of 
it all? It is  the one and the8 same brotherhood; love one another, serve one 
another, be sincere one to  the other. 

Notes: 

This lecture was made Into Social Gathekas numbers 13 and 14. These exist  in 
the  form of an hq.t. and an hq.st. which are virtually Identical; therefore, t he  
l a t t e r  Is mentioned in the  notes only in t he  very few places where it differs 
from t he  former. 

1. Sk-she: Sk. later added "Social Gatheka 13" in the  margin 
2. Hq.t.: "of" added 
3- Ibid-: "all this1' instead of "this alln 
4. Ibid.: "there wasv inserted 
5. Ibid.: "hasn omitted 
6. Ibid.: "exist" Instead of "are existlngn 
7. Ibld.: "If one studles what Is the central theme of them all?" Instead of 

"if one studies ... central thing of It all?"; 
Hq-st.: the  same except "... of it all?" 

8. Hq.t.: "the" omitted 



But as man is  more capable of loving his friend, so he i s  more capable 
of hating his neighbour. The first tendency of brotherhood, of love, brings 
him satisfaction, and happiness to the other. The other tendency of hating 
his brother brings him dissatisfaction, and unhappiness for the other. Broth- 
erhood therefore is  creative of happiness, and what+ the spirit which is 
contrary to it, is  productive of sorrow. 

When we read the Scriptures of great religions in this world, be it 
Bible or Kabbala, or Qur'an, Gita, or Buddhist scriptures, in some form or 
the other, the manner best suited to the people to whom the religion was 
given, i t  was the sameg symphony, it was the same music which was per- 
formed before them. The great teachers of the world, lowhenever, and 
whatever time they came to  the world,1° were they especially engaged in 
giving the mystical or occult teachings to the world, or were they engaged 
in discussing the philosophical problems? Not at all. Though they were mys- 
tics, they knew philosophy, they knew occultism. But that was not the prin- 
cipal thing that they came to give. I f  ever they have done anything, or 
given to the world anything, it was that simple philosophy which i s  never 
new to anyone. Even a child knows: love one another, be kind, be sincere, 
be serviceable to one another. 

And one might ask +f-+t+s 'when it i s  a simple thing, and so simple 
that even a child knows it, what necessity1' that the great ones, the godly 
souls should have come and taught i t ? '  It is most simple and yet most diffi- 
cult to  live, and man does not accept 12any teaching1* from someone who 
does not live it. And if he accepts it, he will not hold i t  long. Therefore 
they came with the love from above to the world, and lived that simple 
moral, that simple philosophy of brotherhood. The Mogul emperor of Hindu- 
stan who was a great poet--in the history we read his name, Chasnavi-- 
13he writes that 'having been born13 in a palace, and having reigned from 
the first day that I came on the earth, I saw nothing but thousands and 
thousands of people bowing before me. But the day d e n  in my life when I 
learned my first lesson of love, my proud head bowed and bent before every 
slave that was14 standing before me l5 ; then16 those who were 
standing before me as my1' servants I then felt that I was their slave.' 

6 What does it show? It shows that the coldness of heart hardens one's feel- 

Sk.sh.: "moral, t h e  samet1 added la ter  by Sk.; 
Hq.t.: wmoral, t h e  samew 
Hq.t.: phrase omitted 
Sk.sh.: Sk. la ter  added "is theref1; 
Hq.t.: "is there" 
Hq.t.: "anythingw in place of "any teachingu 
Ibld.: "writes that ,  'Born ..." 
Sk.sh.: " 1  sawm In place of I1wasw, changed by Sk. a f t e r  consultation with 
Km.; 
Hq.t.: " I  saw1' 
Sk.sh.: f i r s t  a blank, then filled from Km. with "In attendancew; 
Hq.t.: "in attendancew 
Sk.sh.: Sk. la ter  crossed out  Ifthen" and wrote "andw; 
Hq.t.: Itand" 
Hq.t.: "myw omitted 



ings and closes one's eyes from that light which shows the path of brother- 
hood. 

There are many relations, there are many connections in this world, 
o f t 8  blood, and byI8 law19. But the great relationship is  friendship. But 
what is the culmination of friendship? It i s  the culmination of friendship 
which is  called brotherhood. Brotherhood means perfect friendship20. 

2 0 ~ ~ t  now comes 21a question, a question that21 how this brother- 
hood-principle22 may be lived, how may it be practised? I t  i s  most difficult 
to  teach this principle to anyone. The best of way of teaching 23its princi- 
ple23 i s  of24 living it oneself. The parents, either father or mother, who 
show to their children besides fatherly love and motherly tenderness that 
brotherhood, the feeling of a brother with his brothers, in this hei5 can 
express himselfz5 the best to  his25 children and in this way the children are 
able to  express their best to  their parents. A father may be most kind, a 
mother 26may be26 most loving, but as long as he or she 27forms the hold2' 
themselves as father, as mother, something different from the children, the 
childrenz8 grow to love them but they29 will never look 30as friends on 
them30. 3 1 ~ h e  children3' look for friends 32somewhere else32, because 
there is  no brotherhood. And when we come to  the teacher, a teacher may 
be respected by his pupils, 33the teacher33 may bear a great dignity before 
his pupil34, but at the same time there cannot be established that communi- 
cation of inspiration, of love, of sympathy, of understanding, till 33the 
teacher33 has practised with his t ~ l a t + e l e a ~ ~  that manner of broth- 

Ibid.: "byw rather than I1ofl1 
I bid.: walsofl added 
Ibid.: when a t  a later date this lecture became Social Gathekas numbers 
I 3  and 14, 13 ended here and 14 began with the  following paragraph 
Hq.t.: "the questlonw in place of "a question, a question t ha tw  
I bid.: llprlnciple of brotherhoodw 
Skosh.: Sk. later crossed out the "sn of and the word nprlnclple~~; 
Hq.t.: "it*' In place of " I ts principlen 
Hq.t.: llofw omitted 
Skosh.: Sk. later altered Ithe ... himself ... hisw t o  "they ... themselves ... theirm; 
l4q.t.: "they ... themselves ... theirw 
Hq.t.: "may be" omitted 
Skosh.: Sk. later crossed out "forms the  hold1! and wrote In Ih. wmalntains 
the  at t i tude of holdingw; 
Hq.t.: "maintains the att i tude of holding himself or  herselfm Instead of 
"forms the hold themselvesw 
Hq.t.: u w l l l w  inserted 
I bid.: "theyw omitted 
Sk.sh.: @'upon them as friendsn written later by Sk.; 
Hq.t.: "upon them as friends" 
Hq.t.: "They wl l l "  instead of "The chlldrenl* 
I bid.: "elsewhere" 
Ibld.: "hem instead of Itthe teacherw 
I bid.: "pupilsw 
Skosh.: it Is not clear whether Sk. crossed out  " that  Idean while Pir-o- 
Murshid lnayat Khan was speaking o r  later 



erhood. 36~he  great kings and generals for whom the soldiers 37have 
given37, millions of them37 their lives, it was not for the general, it was for 
the b r o t h e r h o ~ d ~ ~ , ~ ~ .  No king, no general, no commander, whatever be his 
order3g and his position, has been able to own40 the heart41 of those who 
followed him; never. 

When we hear of the great ones, the prophets, the seers, the mystics, 
in what way 42they have42 treated their pupils, their disciples? The story of 
Jesus Christ is  known to all, calling the fishermen to come and to43 s i t  and 
to43 talk together44. The Master never felt comfortable when they called 
him 'good', and45 said: 'Call me not good.' The whole idea was that46 
'Consider me not superior to you, I am one of you and47 .' Think 
then48: the picture of the Master washing the feet of his disciples. What 
does it teach us? It all teaches us brotherhood. No miracle, no great power, 
no great inspiration, occult or mystical, can equal the49 phenomena 

49 

whenS0, friends, we hear51 about the condition that humanity has 
passed through during the last few years, and 52when we think52 what 
result has been achieved from all the prejudice53 and disagreement and in- 
harmony which has come up between nations and between people, and it 
seems that even now it i s  not lessening, the world seems to be going from 
bad to worse, the suffering in every way caused to humanity, it seems, has 
not yet ended. No doubt the l i fe in the world is so intoxicating, that man 
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hardly stops to think about it, and the life such as it is just now, has so 
many responsibilities, that everyone, rich or poor, is so absorbed in his 
affairs, that he hardly has a moment to think what is going on in the world. 
Nevertheless illness is illness, the world is ill. Yes, a person may neglect his 
illness and may engage his mind in something else, but if that illness is  not 
attended54, that illness remains just the same. 5 5 ~ n d  when we sees5 the 
cause of all that56 disaster, we may be able to find a thousand causes and 
yet there i s  one principal cause, which is the lack of brotherhood. And the 
absence of anything, one could have endured, but the world cannot be 
happy and the order and the peace of humanity attained57 in the absence of 
brotherhood, the brotherhood which can be learned and that every person 
has the facility of learning in his life. Think of that master who i s  kind and 
who is loving to his servant, who considers his servant his brother; he is 
blessed. Think of that family, a family in which two members or threeS8 or 
four or five members, whatever be their relation, that they consider that 
idea of brotherhood in sharing with one another the pain and pleasure, how 
happy, how blessed that family will be. Think of that a nation, whatever be 
i t s  government, whatever be i t s  constitution, i f  there was this spirit of 
brotherhoods9 different position, of different ranks or occupation. How 
blessed that nation would be! From where does injustice come, from where 
unfairness comes60? It all comes from the lack of brotherhood. Think of the 
conditions today, the courts full of cases, the prisons full of prisoners. How 
many disagreements between people, inharmony between nations. All thisd1 
is caused by the lack of brotherhood. 

Now, when we consider this6' question from a s t i l l  62rnore deep62 
point of view, we shall find that in the spirit of brotherhood there is the 
way of illumination. A man perhaps, who lives by63 great princi le 64 

or65 prays all day, or meditates in the caves of the mountain6{ and i f  he 
does not show the spirit of brotherhood 67he does not know (do)68p67 good 
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to himself or69 others, because brotherhood is the way to develop spiritu- 
ally. It is not exclusiveness, it is not running away from the world, which is  
the way of the real spiritual man70. It is  to consider one's obligations, it is  
to  keep by one's word, one's honour, it is to prove sincere in every l i t t le 
capacity that7' one may be working, faithful to friends and true before 
everyone. ~ h e s e ~ *  are the merit which 73by themselves develop73 when the 
spirit of brotherhood has become mature in man. 

But when we come to the metaphysical point of view, we see that ele- 
ment attracts element. For instance two streams of water will be attracted 
to one another. There will come a time that74 they will join together, but 
there will be efforts made by both to come together. Fire starting from two 
ends of a certain line, will be attracted75 to the other flame, which is 
coming from the opposite end and will meet and will become one. And so an 
artist is  attracted to an artist, thinker t o  thinker,76 and the man of action 
to the man of action. It is not that they are attracted because there i s  the 
same element in them. No, no. 77~ecause there i s  a comfort, there i s  a 
happiness there 78to be78 attracted by the same element. Think of the joy 
when two people of79 the same thought meet together. It is greater than a 
joy, greater than a satisfaction, it i s  that happiness which is promised in 
heaven. 

But behind all this world of various names and forms, there is one life, 
there i s  one spirit. That spirit, which i s  the soul of all beings, that spirit i s  
attracted towards unity. It is  the absence of that spirit which keeps it 
unhappy. A person who has just had some unpleasantness with his brother, 
with his sister, to him, 80he will feelS0 the foodS0 tasteless, the night with- 
out sleep, the heart restless, the soul under clouds. I f  one may ask: ' What 
is the matter, what is closed before you?', he would give one answer i f  he 
knew, and that answer is thatsoa that sunshine has been covered by 
clouds80a. What does it show? It shows that we live not necessarily on the 
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food. Our soul lives on love, the love that we receive, that we give and 
take. The absence of this is our unhappiness and the presence of it is  every- 
thing we need. Nothing in the world there is  which8' is  a greater healing 
power, that is  a greater remedy, 82happiness, than to be conscious of broth- 
erhood and to be able to give that feeling to one's child, master, neighbour, 
friend. 

The humble efforts made by the Sufi Movement in the service of Cod 
and humanity are towards brotherhood. In the form of devotion, 83in the 
forme3 of philosophy, 84mysticism or metaphysics, art or science or what- 
ever form the Sufi Movement will present to the world85 the central theme 
of which is always brotherhood. 
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Salle de I1Ath6ne'e. 

Fate and Free Wil l .  

2, a subject which comes up3 in4 the mind of every intelligent person. 
Very often a person asks of5 himself i f  it is a fate6 which governs his life or 
i f  it i s  his free will. And there is  one7 temperament that takes one point of 
view and there is  another temperament who8 takes the other point of view. 
And when the people of these two opposite points of view meet together 
and discuss, geach hasg a thousand reasons to  give in support to  their own 
argument. For instance the man who thinks that thelo fate governs life, 
hel l  can find a thousand reasons by examining his own life, by looking at 
the life of another, when one12 thinks of the mystery behind what we call 
coincidence, when one finds the secret of what one calls accident, and 
when one finds the times in life when success comes continually, other 
times when failure follows failure. Besides that, when a person has perhaps 
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one13 pain, there are thousand other pains also attracted14. Often it hap- 
pens that in one week's time a person has heard from several places a15 bad 
news, and there are times when in one day's time perhaps, from many 
corners a good news comes. I f  a person wishes to see the truth behind what 
one calls fate, there are a thousand reasons. For instance, is i t  always the 
qualified who i s  successful? 161s it always the most learned &-wses-the 
name-bigh-ef whose name and fame rises1' high? l6 I s  it always the most 
capable who becomes rich? Not always, very often quite the contrary. 
Often you will find a businessman, very l i t t le he knows about his business, 
but every move he makes, there is a success. And there is another man, 
perhaps he has learned and experienced and understood business, and yet he 
tries all. his life18 i s  not l9 there. 

And when we come to think about the point of view of those who 
think that there i s  a20 free will, there i s  no such thing as fate, we can give 
a thousand arguments in support to21 their idea also. There are many in this 
life who are lazy and inactive, and they will always say that 'it i s  because 
of my fate that things go wrong, there is  no use taking any step.' They 
remain where they are. Besides, a person who has the desire22 to attain 
either health or wealth or power or rank or position, learning or wisdom, it 
i s  all attained by wisdom23, by hope. One finds in the lives of individuals, 
as well as of the people collectively24 those who make the effort to  
advance: there is  the advance. In support to25 the idea, to25 the belief of 
the fatalist, one may quote a saying of the English language that 'man pro- 
poses, Cod disposes,' and in support to26 those who believe in free will, one 
might quote an English saying that 'where there is a will there is a way.' 
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Now a question arisesz7 in the mind of an intelligent one28: then 
which to believe, the point of view of a fatalist or the point of view ofz9 
those who believe in free wil l? And we come to a realization that from the 
point of 30view of29,30 metaphysics, from a mystical point of view, both are 
right, and yet both lack the complete idea. It is  like the blind people after 
having seen the elephant by touching: one day some blind people were 
allowed to see the elephant. As they could not see, they went near the ele- 
phant and touched it. And coming together, they began to dispute and to 
fight. 31Che had felt that the trunk was the elephant, the other had felt i t s  
leg to  be the elephant. When the argument went s t i l l  further, there came a 
fight3' on32 fists. And only33 someone who had seen the elephant, he34 
said: 'My friends, both are right, only that you have seen the part of the 
elephant, I have seen the whole.' The mystical point of view comes from 
the study of life, from the observation of life. The nature of creation i s  
such that not only every object 35is an but even every person is  
an object. A chair is made to s i t  upon and a table i s  made to write upon, 
and so every object i s  made for a certain purpose, and so36 there is  a 
37pu rpose 38 . Of course a person will become offended i f  he was told 
that they are3g a thing, not a being. But one must know that a soul begins 
i t s  l i fe as a thing. As everything, every object is affected by the climate, 
and the weather has i t s  influence upon every object, so on human beings. 
Then what appeals to the human sense40, what appeals to the sense, and 
what deludes man, what makes him intoxicated? All these things show that 
man is  so to speak an object which is  used by conditions. Where does a 
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sorrow come4', where does a joy come4I in life? And then depression and 
fear and doubt and confusion? ln42 all this man shows that he i s  the instru- 
ment which is  handled by the whole life, by all conditions. But that43 is  one 
part of his life, but the next part of his life, or the advance of human life i s  
different. And that life i s  that when man begins to distinguish and when 
man has choice, and when man can attract and repel by his power, there i s  
something, a new life develops44 in man. And what 45this life represents45 
in man? It represents Heaven. The sense of distinction and the sense of 
desire, the sense of attaining and the power together with it of attaining, 
all this45a shows the heritage that46 man has from Heaven. 47And this 
shows that man has earthly heritage and the heritage from ~ e a v e n . ~ ~  The 
heritage that man has from the earth, makes man a thing, the heritage that 
man has from Heaven makes him a being. Then, 48what fate belongs to?48 
 he^^ fate belongs to the heritage in man, the heritage which he has from 
the earth. And to what part of man's being 50the free will belongs50? It 
belongs to Heaven, for it i s  from God. It i s  not only that the weather and 
conditions affect 51upon man5', and have their influence over52 him, but 
also man i s  a tool in the hands of the planetary influence53, in the hands of 
visible and u n v i s i b ~ e ~ ~  inf~uences~~.  And therefore the more heritage from 
the earth he has, and56 the more he holds to the heritage he has from the 
earth, the more helpless he is, and the more influenced57 to fate58. But the 
more heritage he has from above, from Heaven, 59the more59 portion of 
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free will he has to rise above the inf luences60 of effect61 and conditions or 
of the planets or of the beings, visible or unv is ib~e~~.  

I s  it necessary for a man then, to hold the heritage of the earth? Why 
should he not give it away and just keep and cling to the heritage he has 
from Heaven? Certainly it is necessary to hold tewateb on to  the heritage 
man has from the earth, for it i s  the only condition of living on earth, 62to 
be on the earth, to  keep the coat of the earth62. And therefore there i s  no 
fault on the part of man that he holds63 the heritage of the earth. For it 
was meant and necessary for his existence on the earth that he should have 
the heritage of the earth. Only it is  his fault when he clings to the 
heritage he has from the earth and neglects and ignores that heritage he 
has from Heaven, which is  the secret of his safety. 

~ r i e n d s ~ ~ ,  life is  a continual rising, it i s  climbing a mountain, it is 
going to the top of it from i t s  bottom. And when a person is standing at the 
bottom of this life's mountain, he i s  a thing, he i s  subject to fate; he is  not 
only subject to the planetary influences and to the effects from %he visi- 
ble and an invisible world, but he i s  also under the influence of his own 
thought, speech, and action. And in this way there i s  no end to his limita- 
tion. But as 'a person rises upwards, so he feels a freedom from all influ- 
ences which belong to the earth, all influences to which the earthly beings 
are subject. And experiencing this freedom as he goes upwards, so more67 
and in this experience he finds that secret of free will. Do not be surprised, 
therefore, in this world where one68 man 69from the other man69 is not 
much different69 in his size of tallness or thinness, if you find such a vast 
difference between two men. I f  you heard one70 saying, '0h70a, l i fe is 
hopeless, nothing can be done; on one side there is a river, on the other side 
there is  a stone wall. There is  no way to go, there is  nothing to be done. I 
wish I was dead.' And there is  another person who is saying: 'There i s  
nothing which is  impossible, there i s  nothing which cannot be attained.' 
Think of the vast difference between two souls: one in captivity, the other 
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flying in freedom. What does it show? It shows one is conscious of his 
Heavenly heritage, the other i s  buried in his earthly heritage. A success for 
the first one i s  not a difficult thing. Whatever be the situation, whatever be 
the difficulty, he will make his way. The condition will be heartbreaking, 
but his heart is  something which cannot break, it breaks conditions that 
stand against it. A person of the latter kind, he is hopeless71, he i s  pes- 
simistic, he has no courage, he has nothing to look forward to in life. His 
life becomes worse than death. For what i s  l ife? Life i s  not even the exper- 
ience you have just now, life i s  something you look forward to. Rich envi- 
ronments, comfortable surroundings, these do not give happiness; they give 
pleasure, comfort for the moment, they do not give life. Life is hope, life i s  
aspiration72, that which raises the eyes looking at the horizon, that some- 
thing which I expect will come, must come. That soul is living, not only 
living, but life-giving to those who have lost their life. Therefore, friends65, 
it is good for a pastime to dispute whether it73 is fate or whether it73 is  no 
fate, whether it73 i s  free will. Both these contrary beliefs are true, and yet 
the truth i s  beyond it. 

What is, then, the teaching of the ~ u f i s ~ ~  in this respect? The teaching 
of the ~ u f i s ~ ~  is  to  observe life keenly, to analyze oneself, one's being, and 
to fight within oneself what heritage one has from the earth and what heri- 
tage one has from Heaven. Then one knows how to make the best of these 
heritages, when one knows how to expand oneself in order to draw from 
Heaven the divine which i s  given to man. And by doing this one raises above 
life's difficulties and troubles and worries which make one helpless. And as 
one goes on in one's study and practice of what we call Sufism, one begins 
to see every moment of the day an expansion of the soul and unfoldment of 
the spirit. The development of each being wil l  not be at the same speed, but 
it will be in accordance to every individual's response to that divine heri- 
tage. For the conception of the Sufi i s  that life lives and death dies. The 
faith of the Sufi is in God, the Creator, the Almighty, and it i s  this faith in 
the Almighty as it develops, so the power and influence over76 all things 
develop and there arrives77 a day in his life, when he begins to see the 
truth of that prayer which has been repeated by Christians for thousands of 
years: 'Thy W i l l  be done on earth as78 in Heaven.' 7?hen he sees in his life 
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through.79 And as God's Will is done, the promise of the life of man is ful- 
filled. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Geneva, October 15th, 1923 
Salle de I '~ th in6e.  

1 
Man, the Seed of God. 

There are various ideas and beliefs as to the relation2 between Cod 
and man. And it i s  natural that there should be various beliefs, for the 
reason that every man has 3his own conception3, his own conception of 
Cod. There is no comparison between Cod and man. The. reason is that, 
man being limited, he4 can be compared with another being; Cod being per- 
fect, He is beyond comparison. The prophets and Masters in all ages have 
tried their best to  give man some idea of Cod's being. But it has always 
been difficult for it is impossible to define Cod in words. It is like trying to  
put the ocean in a bottle. However large a bottle, 5the ocean5 it can never 
accommodate5. The words that we use in our everyday language are the 
names of limited forms, and we give God a name for our convenience, 
someone who is above name or form. And i f  there is  any possibility of 
understanding Cod and His Being, it is only possible6 in finding the relation 
between man and Cod. The reason why the7' subject 8of this evening8 was 
called 'Man, the seed of Cod'? ~ e c a u s e ~  it is  this picture which gives to  
some extent that idea of the relationship which exists between man and 
Cod. 'O~here i s  a root and there is  a stem, and there are branches and 
there are leaves. There comes a flower, but in the heart of the flower there 
i s  something which tells the history of the whole plant. One might say that 
it is for the sake of the flower that the plant was purposed; but really 
speaking it i s  the seed which comes in the heart of the flower which con- 
tinues the race of that plant. It is that seed which is the secret of the 
plant, which i s  the source and the goal of that plant. It is  that seed which 
was the beginning, it is  from out of that seed that the root came, and the 
seedling came out, and so it became a plant, and then that seed disap- 
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peared. But after the coming of the leaves and branches and the flowers it 
appeared again. It appeared again, not as one seed, but l1 several seeds, in 
multiplicity, and yet it is  the same. And it i s  this seed which told12 us the 
story that first it was the seed, and then the whole plant appeared. And 
towards what goal, what result? In order to come again as the result of a 
whole plant. 

~0~~ the man of simple belief, to13 the man who believes only in his 
particular idea, for him14 there i s  no relation between God and man. ~ u t l ~  
the man who wishes to understand the relation between man and God, for 
him the proof of this argument i s  to be found in everything. And it i s  this 
idea which i s  spoken of in the Bible, in the words where it is said that 
'on l6 Our Image We have created man.' I f  the seed out of which the plant 
came, and which came in the result, had said that 'Out of my own image I 
have created the seed which will come forth from the heart of the flower,' 
it would have been the same thing. Only that seed out of which the plant 
came could have said that 'I shall appear in plurality, although in the be- 
ginning I am one grain.' It i s  this idea again which tells us of the reason 
that why it is  said that 'We have created man on17 Our Image,' when the 
whole manifestation, the whole creation has come eat-ef from Cod, that 
the leaf and the branch and the stem, all have come out of the seed. But 
that is not the image of the seed. The imagela is  the seed itself. But not 
only this, the essence of the seed is in the seed. No doubt, there i s  some 
energy, some power, some colour, some fragrance in the flower, in the 
leaf19 and in the stem; but at the same time all the property that i s  in the 
stem, flower, petal and leaves is to  be found in the grain, This shows to us 
the result that man is the culmination of the whole creation, and in him 20is 
the whole universe manifest20. ~ i t h e r ~ l  the mineral kingdom or22 vegetable 
kingdom or animal kingdom, these are all to  be found in the being, in the 
spirit of man. It does not mean that the different properties such as mineral 
and vegetable arez3 to be found in the physical body that i s  made for man. 
But also his mind, his heart, show all different qualities. The heart is  just 
like a fertile soil or a barren desert; it shows love or lack of love, produc- 
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tive faculty or destructiveness. There are different kinds of stones: there 
are precious stones and there are pebbles and rocks. And so there 24are 
a m ~ n g / i n ~ ~  human heartsz5 s t i l l  larger variety. Think of those whose 
thoughts, whose feelings have proved to be more precious than anything 
that the world can offer. The poets, the artists, the inventors, the thinkers, 
the philosophers; then the servants of humanity, the inspirers of man, the 
b e n e f i t e r ~ ~ ~  of mankind! No wealth, no precious stone, whether diamond or 
ruby, can be compared with itz7. And yet it is  the same quality. And then 
there are rock-like hearts. One might knock against them, and break one- 
self, and yet they will not move. Then there is  wax-like quality in the 
heart. Then there i s  the quality of the stone. There are melting hearts, and 
there are hearts which will never melt. I s  there anything in the nature 
which is not to be found in man? Has he not in his feeling, in his thoughts,28 
his qualities, the picture of the running water, a picture of a fertile soil, 
and29 picture of fruitful trees? I s  it not in the heart of man the picture of 
the plants30, of fragrant flowers? The 31flower that comes3' from human 
heart lives31 longer, their fragrance will spread throughout32 the whole 
world, and their c ~ l o u r ~ ~  seen by all the people. The fruits that human 
heart34 can bear, how delicious35, 36it  immortalize^^^ souls and lifts them 
up. And then there are other mentalities where nothing springs up except 
the desire to hurt and harm their fellow men, producing though37 the38 
fruits and flowers of poison, hurting another person by thought, speech or 
action39; and they can hurt more than the thorns. There are some whose 
feelings, whose thoughts are like gold and silver; and there are others whose 
thoughts are just like iron,40 steel. And the variety that one can see in 
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human nature is  so vast that all objects that one can get from this earth are 
too small in number4'. 

But does he42 only show in his nature, 43his qualities, 43his body, 
43his44 thought and feeling the heritage of this earth? No, also of Heaven. 
Man has the influence of the planets, he has the influences 450f the moon,45 
of the sun,45 heat and cold and air and water and fire, all different ele- 
ments which make this whole co~mos~~-s~stem.  All these elements are to be 
found in his thoughts, in his feelings, in his body. You can find a person with 
warmth, representing heat; another person 47~old, representing47 water. 
There are human beings, 48in their thought, in their feeling they49 represent 
the air element, their quickness, their restlessness, their ' 50 it all shows 
the air element in them. Does man not represent the sun and moon in his 
positive and negative character? 5 1 ~ o e s  sex not show this? Not only this, 
but in every man and in every woman there i s  the sun quality and there i s  
the moon quality. And it i s  these two opposite qualities which give a bal- 
ance in the character of man. When there is one quality most predominant, 
another not to  be found, then there is somewhere balance lacking. And if 
one goes s t i l l  further in the thought of mysticism one will find that not only 
all the visible manifestation is to be found in man, but also all that is invisi- 
ble. The angels or fairies or ghosts or elementals or any imagination that 
man has made, i f  it52 can be found anywhere it is to be found in human 
nature. The pictures of the angels in all times, one finds in the image of 
man. I f  all that exists in the world and in Heaven i s  to be found in man, 
then what remains? Cod from53 Himself says54 in the Scripture: 'I have 
made man on55 My Own Image.' In other words, i f  you wish to see Me, I am 
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dse to be found in man. How thoughtless56 on the part of man who57, 
absorbed in his high ideals, 58begins to condemn man, to look down upon 
man, however low and wicked59 and60 sinner man may be. Since in man 
there i s  the possibility of rising so high that61 nothing else in the whole 
manifestation can rise, eitherd2 something on the earth, or any being in 
Heaven, none can reach that height which man in meant to reach. What 
point of view therefore 63the mystics, the thinkers of all ages had63? Their 
point of view you can see in their manner: a respectful attitude to all men. 
Jesus Christ, the Master of mankind, in his life's example one can see what 
compassion: 64a sinner was brought before him,65 %here was66 forgive- 
ness, %here was66 tolerance, there was understanding the Master showed. 
One can be called a religious or a pious man, but one cannot be called a 
truly spiritual or wise man who has a contempt towards his fellow man, 
whatever be his condition. Man who has no respect for mankind has no wor- 
shipful attitude towards He may be the most religious man; the man 
who has not recognized the ima e of Cod in man, he has not seen the Artist 
Who has made this creation, fghe i s  deprived of that vision h i m s e ~ f ~ ~ n ~ ~  
which i s  most sacred and most holy. A person who thinks that man is  
earthly, he does not know where his soul comes from. 70 It i s  in the 
soul of man that God is reflected. 
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Man who has hatred, 7icontempt, 72whatever be72 his belief, faith, 
religion, he has not understood the secret of all religions, which i s  +n-man in 
the heart of man. And certainly, however good a person, however virtuous 
he may be, at the same time i f  he has no73 tolerance,74 i f  he does not rec- 
ognize God in man, he has not touched the religion. 

No doubt, there i s  another side of the question. As man evolves, so he 
finds the  limitation^^^, the errors, and the infirmities of human nature. And 
so it becomes difficult for him to live in the world and to withstand all that 
comes. Also it becomes very difficult for man to be fine, to be good, to be 
kind, to  be sensitive, and at the same time to be tolerant. And what comes 
as a tendency, i s  t o  push away everything, and to find oneself76 away from 
everybody and every being. But the purpose of being born on earth is dif- 
ferent. The purpose of being born on earth i s  to  find that perfection which 
is within oneself. And however good and kind man77, i f  he has not found the 
purpose, for what purpose he is born on earth, he has not fulfilled the 
object of his life. There are as many different aspects of that purpose 78as 
many people there are7* in the world. But behind all different aspects of 
that purpose there is  one purpose. It i s  that purpose which may be called 
the purpose of the whole creation. And that purpose is79 when the inventor 
looks at his invention working, when the great architect builds a house 
which he hads0 designed and which was his8'; 82when83 he enters i t  and 
sees how nicely it is accomplished. The purpose is  accomplished when the 
producer of a play produces the play he has desirede4, and when the play i s  
produced, and he looks at it, that is  the purpose. Every man seems to have 
his purpose; but the purpose is  nothing but a step to the purpose which i s  
one purpose, and which i s  the purpose of God. Our small desires, i f  they are 
granted today, tomorrow there i s  another wish; and whatever be the desire, 
when it is granted, next day there is  another desire. That shows that the 
whole humanity and every soul is directed towards one desire, and that is  
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the object of Cod, which is  the fuller experience of life within and without, 
a fuller knowledge of life, the life above and below. It is the widening of 
the outlook that it may be so wide that85 the soul which i s  vaster than the 
world, %hat in ita6 all may be reflected. That the sight may become so 
keen that it may prompt87 the depth of the earth, and the highest of the 
Heavens. It i s  in this that there i s  the fulfilment of the And the soul 
who will not make every effort possible with every sacrifice for the attain- 
ment of this, that soul has not understood religion. What i s  the Sufi Mes- 
sage? It i s  that esoteric training, working, practising through life, towards 
that attainment which i s  asa9 the fulfilment of the object of Cod. 
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A Headquarters typescript (hq.t.) and 
stencil (hq.st.), identical in wording, 
of which no shorthand or longhand re- 
porting has been found in the ar- 
chives. 

Religious Catheka. Number 14 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

Before the service commences I would like to speak a few worck to in- 
troduce the idea of our movement. The Sufi Movement has three aspects of 
its work: the esoteric work, the devotional service and the third, the activ- 
i ty of brotherhood, the activity the meeting of which took place this after- 
noon and the religious activity you will see here, In spite of all the different 
opinions of the different people in the world, i t  is  an undeniable fact that 
humanity needs religion greatly. But which religion does it need? Does it 
need the sectarian religions as of old? No. Mankind is getting tired of that 
idea of being confined in a sect. And the new generation today is  beginning 
to see that there is no such religion in this world which can be considered 
inferior to i t s  own and therefore that narrow outlook of the sectarians of 
the religions does not appeal to him. 

Now the question--if the Sufi Message is a new religion. 'certainly i t  
cannot be a new religion. When Jesus Christ has said that: 'I have come to 
fulfil the law, not to give a new law.' It i s  the same religion which Jesus 
Christ has brought s t i l l  continued further.' It is one and the same stream 
which all prophets have brought and given to humanity, i t  is carried along. 
It is  the same stream which is  always there. The 2~essage of the Sufi2 is  
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the answer to the cry of humanity today, 4for it i s  in agreement with the3 
science and it stands to defend all religions.4 The Sufi does not say this re- 
ligion is greater than the other, nor does he come out and say this religion 
and that religion are equal. He leaves it to  the individual to think as he 
thinks. He only holds his service as the proof of adhering all the teachers 
and respecting all the Scriptures which are respected by the collectivity. 

5 ~ u t  with all i t s  forms the Sufi idea has also the formless ideal of wor- 
ship. The form is  to help the one who can be helped by seeing the form 
because all education i s  an education of names and forms. I f  there was 6no 
form and no name6 we would not have learned them. The form i s  only sug- 
gestive of what is behind it, of the one and same truth which i s  behind all 
religions. Therefore this service i s  a teaching at the same time and yet 
every Sufi is free to take up a form or not to  take up a form; a Sufi is  not 
bound by a form. The forrn i s  for his use, not to make him captive. And one 
may ask, is there a priesthood in the Sufi Movement? Priesthood, not in the 
sense as it i s  understood; priesthood only to conduct the service and to 
answer the need of a priest which is always in our everyday life. And those 
ordained in the Sufi Movement, are called Cherags and by other names. 
There is no distinction of woman or man; the worthy soul i s  ordained, 7who 
has the desire to serve humanity7, by this showing the8 example to the world 
that in all places, in the church, in the school, in the houseg of parliament, 
in the court, it i s  woman and man together who complete evolution. But at 
the same time every Sufi i s  a priest, is  a preacher, is  a teacher and is a pupil 
of every soul that he meets in the world.5 

Since the only ideal in working is to  qualify oneself in order to  be a 
proper servant to  serve the cause of God. 

To be read at the Service of the Universal Worship. 

It is  advisable not to read the first six lines when this is read during a Ser- 
vice of the Universal Worship, and to begin: In spite of all the different 
opinions ...... 

3. Ibld.: ttthell omltted 
4. Ibid.: this one sentence appears on p. 323 
5. Ibid.: the  followlng paragraph appears as th ree  paragraphs of the  bk. on 

pages 319-320 
6. Bk.p., bk.: reordered t o  l1no name and no form" 
7. Ibid.: "who has the  desire t o  serve humanity, ..." omitted 
8. Ibld.: l1anV ra ther  than "thev 
9. Bk.: frHousesll Instead of llhousell 



Sakinafs longhand reporting copied by 
the compiler. 

The first thing for the mureeds is  to know the real object of our work. 
We have three objects in view, l2 brotherhood, 1 l2 Message, and 1 1  l2  eso- 
teric school as - the - th i t d -eb jee t .  

The more we notice the condition of the world at the present moment, 
the more we wil l  realise the necessity of human brotherhood. There has 
never been a greater need of human brotherhood than at the present 
moment. There are trade-unions, political institutions and socialist institu- 
tions, they all work towards t h i s - e n d  the same object3. S t i l l  there is a very 
great necessity of spiritual work4 done toward the unity of mankind. We are 
doing this work in different places in America, in England, in'Holland, in 
Belgium, in France and in Switzerland, where the centre of the Sufi Order is 
being established. 

No doubt we would prefer5 if we could do5 the work without an 
organisation or centre, for6 it is  impossible, it is  just like imagining the soul 
to walk about on earth without a physical body. To be without a centre 
means for a person to live in the cold and heat without having a house. 
Even the insects need a hole to live7, even the birds need nests. 

There are reasons 8in favour and against8, both, why the international 
centre of the Order must be in Geneva. But as one sees that Geneva i s  
privileged at this time by the work that is  done by the League of Nations, 

Notes: 

Although these words were indicated much la ter  by Sk. as having been given 
around 1923, from Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan's words Ifhere in Genevaff (see 
f o u r t h  paragraph) as well as from t h e  contents, and t h e  f a c t  t h a t  Sk. stayed 
In Geneva only t h e  f i r s t  two weeks of October, 1923, it can be surmised t h a t  
t h e  date  should be October, 1923. 

A l a te r  annotation in Sk.hwr. on t h e  same document reads, I1blj loriginals' 
voegen in B.D.", which means, t rans la ted from Dutch, I f t o  be added t o  'origl- 
nalsl in t h e  Biographical Department." From th is  it is  known t h a t  t he re  was no 
shorthand report ing, as t h i s  document is t h e  origlnal one. 

1. Afterwards Sk. added ffWords o f  Pir-o-Murshid lnayat Khan, + 192311 above 
t h e  address. 

2. Sk. l a te r  (bu t  soon a f t e r  t h e  lecture, and so below) added Ifthefa 
3. Sk. la ter  changed "objectf l  t o  lfend*I 
4. Sk. l a te r  added ffbeingfl 
5. Sk. l a te r  changed Ifif we could dow t o  ", If  we could, t o  dotf 
6. Sk. l a te r  changed I1forl1 t o  Ifbut1l 
7. Sk. l a te r  added ffinff 
8. Sk. l a te r  crossed o u t  "In favour and againstff and replaced it with "pro 

and conn 



which so to speak forms the body of the worldly9 unity, whereas our Order, 
however small and humble in i t s  infancy, rests here in Geneva. ~ n d ' O  the 
spirit of that object of unity, which the league of nations in i t s  way works 
to accomplish. 

The second object of the Order is  the spreading of2 Message in all 
parts of the world. And mureeds who really value the Sufi Message and who 
recognise the destiny of our Movement must try to  help in every way. This 
main centre which is  made to collect the Message given in different places, ' lwil l  l call it l1 to reproduce it, to circulate i t  and to preserve it for the 
coming generations. 

Whenever a spiritual Message given to humanity was given there has 
been a struggle between people to whom it was given. A few recognised 
and s t i l l  fewer understood, but many opposed, and it has always been diffi- 
cult to find the 12records authentical12 of the Messages, of the wisdom of 
Cod which have-been were given at different times in 13worldfs history 13. 

The mureeds cannot show a greater sympathy to their teacher and 
devotion to the Cause than l4 receiving the Message, following it, giving it 
to  the others and preserving it for the15 future generations. 

The third work of the Order i s  the study and meditation in the school 
of occult16, the Sufi School which is1' originated from that ancient school 
of ancient mysteries. A school which existed even before Abraham, the 
father of three great religions: Christianity, Judaism and Islam. Those who 
know Sufism from the superficial writings and sometimes from the transla- 
tions of the15 Arabic or Persian literature, they18 are apt to think that 
Sufism is the mystical side of Islam. In reality it is  not true. Sufism existed 
before Mohammed, before19 Christ, even before Abraham. It i s  true that the 
mystics in the world of Islam are Sufis, but that does not mean that the Sufi 
means the mystic of Islam. For an20 instance green colour21 is  the national 
colour of the Irish, but that does not mean that everybody who dresses in 

Sk. later changed "worldlyff t o  mworld-ff 
Sk. later changed flAndu t o  "as alsoff 
Sk. put f f w l i l M  between brackets, then crossed out  w(wlll) call itf1 and 
replaced it with "Is called uponv 
Sk. changed "records authenticalff t o  "authentic recordsff 
Sk. changed flworld's historyw into "the history of the worldf1 
Sk. later added "byff 
Sk. later crossed out  "thef1 
Sk. later crossed out  noccultff and replaced it with "(inner cult)". A t  t he  
bottom of the  page Is written the followlng annotation by Sk. In Dutch, 
"dl*: inner cult s.v.p. tussen haakjes plaatsen, om aan t e  tonen, dat we 
nlet zeker zljn of Murshid d l t  gezegd heeftff ("please put this 'inner cult1 
between brackets, t o  show t ha t  we are not sure t ha t  Murshid said this") 
Sk. later changed wisfl t o  "hasff 
Sk. later crossed out  fftheyw 
Sk. later added flJesusff 
Sk. later crossed out  Ifan" 
Sk. later crossed out vcolourfl 



green colour21 is from Ireland. The 22green c o ~ o u r ~ ~  existed even before 
the people inhabited in23 Ireland. There are initiations one after the other 
which are given as a trust to those who are sincere and who wish to tread 
the path steadily, full of faith and confidence. The Sufis of all nations are 
one. They are a nuc~eus*~ for human brotherhood. It i s  not our wish that all 
people in the world must25 become thet5 members of our Order, but it is  our 
wish that we, the members of the Sufi Order, may be able to serve the 
world. Our Movement, no doubt, is in i t s  infancy. But the power that gives 
us courage is Truth. There is  no question about the success of the Sufi 
Movement, it i s  certain, since it i s  no man-made enterprise. It i s  the Mes- 
sage of Cod and Truth must be successful. We at the same time do not work 
for success. We work for the sake of the work. It is  the direction that we 
are given from above; we take it and we shall go on through life, making a 
way until the Message of God i s  fulfilled. 

22. Sk. la ter  wrote ~~co lou r  greenm Instead of Itgreen co lour~~  
23. Sk. later crossed out win## 
24. Sk. later added "madet1 
25. Sk. later replaced  must^^ wlth nshould" 

It seems clear t ha t  these editorial changes (e.g., note 8 above), quite unchar- 
acter ist ic of Sk., were made wlth some collaboratlon (v. note 16, Itwe are not 
sure1#) with the  intention of publlcatlon. However, neither the identity of the  
collaborator nor the date and place of publlcatlon (If any) is known. 



A Headquarters typescript (hq.t.) and 
stencil (hq.st.), identical in wording, 
of which no shorthand or longhand re- 
porting have been found in the ar- 
chives. 

Gatheka. Number 18. 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

The Sufi Message. 

The message of the Sufi Movement is a call t o  humanity in general t o  
unite in a world brotherhood beyond the boundaries of caste, creed, race, 
nation or religion. The Sufi Movement has no particular creed, dogma, or 
doctrine. I t s  philosophy teaches tolerance to all, and, above all things 
understanding of one another, thereby awakening sympathy with one 
another, and the realization that the wellbeing of each depends upon the 
well-being of all. 

The voice of God has always warned and guided man through the divine 
message given by the prophets and reformers of all ages, who came in 
answer to the need of man. Every religion, in whatever period it was given 
and accepted by the people, was an answer to  the cry of humanity. As the 
rain falls from the clouds, drawn by the need of the plants and trees, so the 
divine message has ever responded to the longing of souls seeking guidance. 

The battles that have been fought throughout the ages are chiefly 
caused by religious differences. The true religious ideal has as its principal 
aim the harmonizing of man in the unity of God. But it has always happened 
that the religious authorities have used religion for selfish purposes and 
thereby destroyed its purpose, turning the form of religion, which was a 
living spring of immortal life to souls, into a stagnant, dead form. 

The increasing materialism and overpowering commercial influence 
which has veiled the heart of humanity from Truth, has caused the greatest 
distress during the last few years. In spite of the great advancement of 
modern civilization man is beginning to  doubt today whether humanity is 

Note: 

AIthough undated, this Iecture, whlch has become Gatheka no. 18, was given In 
Switzerland, autumn 1923. 



really progressing. In point of fact there is no doubt that humanity is pro- 
gressing. The proof of progress is  to  be found in all the wonderful phe- 
nomena that have been created in the form of marvellous scientific inven- 
tions. But all these inventions have only helped to carry out the greatest 
disaster in the history of the world, a war that has swallowed up numberless 
lives, among them youths who had inherited the culture of many genera- 
tions. In  spite of the prosperity and flourishing condition that one sees, 
there is a total absence of the ideal. The minds of the generality seem to be 
centred in one thing only, and that i s  the struggle of life. Millions are busily 
occupied, physically and mentally, every moment of the day and night, in 
collecting wealth or treasure, the nature of which i s  to  pass from hand to 
hand. As long as they have it in their possession there is a kind of intoxica- 
tion; when it is  lost there i s  nothing to hold on to. This has made man more 
avaricious in the strife of material life. 

Today he i s  considered the most practical man who is  most capable of 
guarding his own interests to the best advantage. The same i s  true of 
nations--each i s  working for i t s  own interest. In any nation he who i s  called 
the man of the day is not the one who feels for the welfare of humanity, but 
the one who, exclusively, stands by the interest of his own party, community 
or nation. Patriotism can only be a virtue when used as a stepping-stone 
towards a universal brotherhood. It can be justifiable only i f  it i s  made a 
means to  conserve forces in order to  work for the welfare of all. But today 
patriotism has become a lock upon the hearts so that no alien may be admit- 
ted into a country, except only those of their own kind. 

What i s  missing in modern education, in art and science, in the social, 
political and commercial life, is  the ideal--the ideal which i s  the secret of 
heaven and earth, the mystery hidden behind both man and God. Man, with 
all he pdssesses in the objective world, is poor in the absence of the ideal, 
and it is  that poverty which creates irritation, conflicts and disagreements, 
causing thereby wars and disasters of all kinds. Man's greatest necessity 
today is  the exploration of the human personality, to find there the latent 
inspiration and power, and upon this to  build the whole structure of life. For 
life is  not only to live, but to ennoble oneself and reach that perfection 
which is  the innate yearning of the soul. The solution to the problem of the 
day i s  that the consciousness of humanity may be awakened to the divinity 
of man. The undertone of all religions is the realization of the One Life 
which culminates in the thought of Unity. It i s  to  raise humanity to this 
consciousness that the efforts of the Sufi Movement are directed. 

To be read before Candidates for Initiation in the Sufi Order. 



A Headquarters typescript (hq.t.) and 
stencil (hq.st.), identical in wording, 
of which no shorthand or longhand re- 
porting have been found in the ar- 
chives. 

Religious Catheka Number 30. 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

The Sufi Movement i s  a preparation for a world service, a world service 
chiefly in three directions. One direction is  the philosophical understanding 
of life, the other direction i s  bringing about brotherhood among races, 
nations, and creeds, and the third direction i s  the world's greatest need, 
which i s  the religion of the day. Now you may ask 'What need i s  there for a 
new religion?' The answer i s  that1 it is not a new religion, it is  the continu- 
ation of the same old religion which has always existed and will always 
exist, a religion which adheres to all the great teachers and all the great 
scriptures accepted by large numbers of mankind, 2an altar upon which 
there are the scriptures of the Hindus, the Hebrews, the Zoroastrians, the 
Buddhists, the Christians and the believers in Islam; an altar upon which are 
placed candles representing all the different religions of the worlde2 Can it 
be ever called a new religion, are these new religions, are these scriptures 
new scriptures? 31t is the unification of religion which was the dream of 
Jesus ancl the inspiration of Mohammed, which was the object of Abraham 

Notes: 

Pa r t s  of t h i s  lec ture  were f i r s t  published in The U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  
Ideals (1929) in P a r t  V I I ,  The Sufi Movement, chapters V and V I  (see 
Appendix). 

Where wbooktl Is mentioned in t he  notes, it re fe rs  t o  th is  edition o f  The 
U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared f o r  publication by 
Murshlda Goodenough. 

Although th is  address is  undated, t h e  contents make it seem likely t h a t  it was 
given during t h e  autumn o f  1923. 

1. Bk.p., bk.: t h i s  passage is  made i n t o  two sentences without any change in 
words, bu t  with another passage inserted where t h e  f l r s t  comma appears 
(see note 1 on p. 795, Religious Gatheka 14); it appears on p. 317 o f  t h e  
bk. 

2. Ibid.: th is  passage appears in th is  form: "On t h e  a l t a r  a re  placed t h e  
Scriptures of t h e  Hindus, t h e  Buddhists, t he  Zoroastrians, t h e  Hebrews, 
t h e  Christians, and t h e  believers in  Islam. Upon t h e  a l t a r  a re  candles rep- 
resenting all t h e  d i f fe rent  religions o f  t h e  world."; 
th is  appears on pp. 318-319 of t h e  bk. 

3. Ibid.: t h i s  sentence appears unchanged on p. 324 o f  t h e  bk. 



and the desire of Moses. What the prophets of the past could not bring 
about, owing to the difficulty of conditions at the time of their coming, i t  i s  
this which is  brought about today as the granting of their prayers which 
have been made for thousands of years3 in the past. Therefore although the 
Sufi Movement is in i t s  infancy, yet it is servant of God and the whole hu- 
manity, and the fulfilment of the object of this mission is  the world Message, 
and 4the blessing that5 we receive in this service i s  the blessing of all the 
great teachers and prophets and illuminated souls, all in one.4 

To be read at the Service of the Universal Worship. 

4. Ibld.: th is passage immediately follows the one indicated in note 3, with 
one word altered (see note 5 )  

5. Ibid.: "which" in place of I t thatt t  



A Headquarters typescript and stencil, 
identical in wording, of which no 
shorthand or longhand reporting have 
been found in the archives. 

Religious Gatheka Number 29 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

%he different candles which are lighted only mean our adherence and 
our respect t o  all different teachers, different religions and different scrip- 
tures. Therefore this universal worship the Church of All is in reality all 
Churches. It i s  a service, it is a worship and at the same time it is a training 
to our mind to tolerate the religion of different people. And i f  one reads the 
history of religions, how the followers of different religions have had bat- 
tles, wars against one another for the defence of the outer form of religions 
a person with a just mind will admit that the followers of the great teachers 
have not followed their belief or the teachings of the great ones thoroughly. 

It is this universal worship, it i s  this religion which is the religion of all 
those teachers who have come and gone. It is this which was the Message of 
Jesus Christ and all other great teachers of humanity. Therefore i t  is not a 
separate line, it i s  the same line, it i s  the same Message which is being given 
to the world. It is the continuation of all the great religions which have 
come from time to time, and a unification of all which was the desire of all 
prophets. And in reality the wish of the great teachers of humanity i s  fully 
gratified in this worship because it was this that was their idea, to come as 
the result of their teaching and of giving the Message to humanity, and al- 
though we are very few whose destiny it is  to  serve God and humanity in 
this direction, we ought to  feel ourselves blessed, and in the strength of that 

Notes: 

Although thls materlal Is undated, t h e  contents indicate t h a t  I t  may well have 
been given in t h e  autumn of 1923. 

One sentence from this document was Incorporated into The Uni ty  o f  Re- 
l igious Ideals (1929), P a r t  V11, chapter V. 

Where #@book" Is mentioned In the  notes, I t  re fers  t o  this edltion of The 
U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  Ideals, compiled and prepared for publlcatlon by 
Murshlda Goodenough. 

1. Bk.p., bk.: this sentence appears in thls form: ##The different candles 
which a r e  lighted, mean our adherence and respect t o  all t h e  dlfferent 
Teachers, religions, and scriptures." 



blessing we should feel fully encouraged and helped to serve Cod and hu- 
manity. 

To be read at the Service of the Universal Worship. 



An undated l manuscript in Sakina's 
longhand. 

Suppose someone came and said: ' I cannot believe you to be a Murshid, 
but I will call you a friend and I will listen to all you say.' It is much better 
he calls3 me his friend all his life and listens to all I say. Besides this we 
have no desire in the least to  form the4 community of the5 Sufis. We would6 
have been much more7 pleased i f  there %as not a8necessity for an organi- 
sation: We would6 have been much %re happyg without a name i f  we could 
have existed in the world without a name. Remember it is not the soul's 
desire to become body. It is  because it is. For the nameless to be bound to a 
name, it lo is a pain. And since we are ''walking in the direction l1 what 
does it matter what anybody calls us, i f  anybody calls us Sufis or no Sufis, or 
what. What we are concerned with is  with l2 our duty to God and humanity, 
and i f  we have been able to fulf i l  the work that we are here to do, we are 
most happy. What I mean to say is  we must concern ourselves with the work 
and the13 accomplishing the work must be our satisfaction. What does it 
matter what anybody calls us? Even Cod is  not called by the same name. 
The English call Him by one name, the Germans by another. Should He be 
displeased, because He is not called by the same name? As God is  beyond 
name so i s  the truth. Name is  only for convention 14, and therefore we can 
always be lenient to  those who cannot stand the name; we shall only tell 
them to forget the name. For after all the name does not belong to us. I f  
anybody came to me and said, ' ,I  would be willing to learn from you, if only 
you call it Hinduism,' I would call it Hinduism. I would be quite pleased for 
him to  benefit by the knowledge which is the need of his soul, instead of 

Notes: 

Although It is uncertain, these words may well have been said during the  
autumn of 1923, when the  whole Sufi organization was given a more definite 
shape. 
Gd. used this manuscript, apparently t he  only available text,  fo r  the  
hq.p., and wrote above It, llAdvice t o  t he  Workersw 
Gd. changed llcallsw t o  %ihould calln 
Gd. replaced "the" with "atf 
Gd. crossed out ('them 
Gd. changed "would" t o  lfshouldll 
Gd. f i r s t  crossed out  llmorev and wrote "bet terw above, then she replaced 
"better" again with 
Gd. changed "was not  a" t o  ''were nof1, then changed It back t o  flwas not 
a 
Gd. f i r s t  changed "more happy1' t o  "happierw, then changed it back t o  
"more happyn 
Gd. crossed out  "it" 
Gd. f i r s t  put ((walking in the  between brackets with a "?I' and 
substituted nuorking'' for  l*walkingn, then again took away the'  brackets 
Gd. cancelled '*with" 
Gd. replaced "them with l'lnw 
Sk. afterwards changed l(conventlonll t o  llconvenlencelf 



going away from me, being antagonistic against l 5  the name. Many have 
threatened me very often, ' I f  people ran away with your teaching, calling it 
something else, what then?' By this I lose nothing, and they have gained. 
We are both benefited. 

15. Gd. corr. wagalnstll t o  "tof1 



I t  i s  not known who reported this lec- 
ture and no original MS. of it has as 
yet been found in the archives. The 
text here presented is the 'hq.t.', 
which is  the oldest available docu- 
ment. 

Social Catheka no. 20. 

The Solution of the Problem of the Day. 

The hustle and bustle of life leaves very l i t t le time to man to think of 
his general condition. The only news he' receives in life i s  from the newspa- 
pers, and so he depends upon the papers to have some idea, and the intoxi- 
cation of life leaves him very l i t t le time to think about the real meaning of 
life. When looks around one and considers2 the condition of nations 
today, one3 finds in spite of all the progress there is  an ill-feeling rising4 
between nations. Friendship exists only for self-interest. One5 nation thinks 
about i t s  own interest whether it has to deal with friend or enemy. And i f  
we consider the world as a body, we could say that a poison has been put 
into the heart, owing to the feeling of hatred which arises from every 
person toward every other. 

No period like this i s  to  be traced in the history of the world, this age 
has accomplished a much greater destruction than ever before. It reminds 
one of a spider, which weaves i t s  web in order to  get comfort, but it6 
cannot get out of the web it has made itself. And i f  we go to the root of the 
subject we see all these disasters, all this disorder has7 been caused by a 
spirit of materialism. Money seems to be the only gain and aim. It is undeni- 
able that when one is  continually thinking of such a subject, all one's 
thoughts and energy will go in that direction. And in the end perhaps man 
awakes and finds that all his life he has given his thoughts to something 
which does not last, which does not even exist and is  only an illusion. 

Notes: 

This lecture has become Social Gatheka no. 20, and was f i r s t  published in t h e  
booklet The Solution of  the Problem of the Day, chapter I. 

1. The date on which t h e  lecture was given is not known, but could be 
assumed t o  be autumn 1923. it seems t o  have been given in t h e  same 
period as the  lecture "World Reconstructionw of October loth, 1923. 

2. Bk.p., bk.: Ifwe look around us and considerm Instead of 'lone looks around 
one and considers" 

3. Ibid.: "wew instead of "onew 
4. Bk.: 'larislngn instead of "risingw 
5. Ibid.: 'IEachw instead of 'lOnew 
6. Bk.p., bk.: "itn omitted 
7. Bk.: "have" 



No doubt this pessimism is  the bridge from one optimism to another. 
This may be called disinterestedness: Vairagya. It i s  not the man who leaves 
the world, but the one who lives in the world, understanding the difficulties 
and troubles that belong to humanity, who is great. It is he who sees, not his 
l i t t le self but the whole. Jesus Christ says: 'Think of your fellowmen, love 
your fellowmen'. And what do we see today? Difficulties arising between 
masters and workmen; peace conferences where nothing can be decided 
concerning peace. And all this because this point of view is not there, the 
point of view that 'I will do for you and you will do for me.' 'No' says 
everyone, 'I wil l  do for myself and you will do for yourself.' To serve one 
another, t o  love one another, to  work for one another, that should be the 
aim of life, which man has lost hold of altogether. Look at the central theme 
of the education of today. Only a short time i s  given to the child to  prepare 
him for the kingliness of l i fe and the freedom of the spirit. And every year 
the child's intellectual burden is  getting heavier, and the older the child 
grows, the more he sees life before him as an ocean which he has to cross, 
as something dark awaiting him. And later on, the child, having become a 
man, gives all his time to  work, to his office, and there is  even no time for 
love or friendship, and yet, after all, he cannot even take all these things 
with him. After sacrificing all his life to  these things, what has he really 
gained? By his external l i fe in the world the complications of life have in- 
creased. 

The more laws are given, the more prisons are filled with criminals; the 
more contracts are signed, the less peace and brotherhood are to be found 
among men; something more genuine in human life seems to be neglected. 
And yet no man is  deprived of this human inheritance. There is a treasure in 
himself which has to be found. There is religion which should have helped 
man on. The authorities of religion have very often failed to uphold the 
inner qualities of their religion. The question i s  not what religion one fol- 
lows, but t o  live one's religion. When religion has lost i t s  hold on inner life 
and faith, there i s  nothing else. Many people, especially among the intellec- 
tual ones, have lost their religion, and among the younger ones there are a 
good many who even fear the name of Cod. 

Now what is needed today? It is the education which will teach hu- 
manity t o  feel the essence of their8 religion in everyday life. Man is  not put 
on this earth to  be an angel. He need not be praying in church all day long, 
nor go into the wilderness. He has only to understand life better. He must 
learn to take a certain time in the day to think about his own life and 
doings. He must ask himself: 'Have I done an honest deed today? Have I 
proved myself worthy, in that place, in that capacity?' In this way one can 
make one's everyday life a prayer. Among politicians, doctors, lawyers, mer- 
chants it might be possible to have love as the battery behind every deed, 
every action and a sense of harmony behind all these doings. 

8. Bk.p., bk.: "its" instead of wtheirm 



We need today the religion of tolerance. In daily l i fe we cannotg 
meet on the same ground, being so different, being in different capacities 
and different states of evolution, and with our different tasks. In the homes 
we are not onlo the same state of evolution. So i f  we had1' no tolerance, no 
desire to forgive, we shouldtL never bring harmony into our soul. For to  live 
in the world is  not easy, every moment of the day demands a victory. I f  
there i s  anything to learn it is this tolerance, and by teaching this simple 
religion of tolerance to  one another, we are helping the world. It is no use 
keeping the idea that the world is  going from bad to  worse. That germ of 
disease will spread and bring greater consequences. Every man's being i s  
good, in the depth of his heart there is something certainly good. 

There are teachings about healings, but the best way is  the way of 
character healing, healing one's own character and instead of accomplishing 
miracle13, in this way one's whole life becomes a miracle. The lack of relig- 
ion today has created a strange belief in speaking with ghosts, fairies, etc. l4 
or about things one does not 15, nor can l5 understand. But this has very l i t t le 
to do with religion. The Bible is full of simple things, one would be happy i f  
one could accomplish onet6 of these things. There has been a great demand 
for getting knowledge of occult powers etc.14 but what has man reached 
with all his intellectuality but the destruction of his brother? 

The need of the world today i s  not of learning, but how to become 
considerate to one another. To try and find out in what way happiness can 
be brought about, and so to realize that peace which i s  the longing of every 
soul and to impart it to  others, so attaining our life's goal, the sublimity of 
life. 

'90 be read at the Meetings of the World Brotherhood. 
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Note on missing lectures. 

From accounts and notices published in the local press, the following 
nine lectures are known to have been given in Switzerland, but no reportings 
or typewritten copies of these lectures have reached the Biographical De- 
partment t o  date: 

'Sufi Philosophy' Geneva October 8, 1923 

'Sufism' Basel October 17, 1923 

'The Alchemy of Happiness' Basel October 18, 1923 

'The Coming World Religion' Basel October 19, 1923 

'Fate and Free W i l l '  Kapperswil October 21, 1923 

'Fate and Free W i l l '  Zurich October 22, 1923 

'Man the Master of his Fate' Zurich October 23, 1923 

'Brotherhood' Zurich October 24, 1923 

' Nature's Religion ' ( ? )  Zurich October 25, 1923 

'Spiritual Attainment by Music' Morges October 26, 1923 

'The Coming World Religion' Morges October 26, 1923 



A Headquarters typescript (hq.t.) and 
stencil (hq.st.), identical in wording, 
of which no shorthand or longhand re- 
porting has been found in the ar- 
chives. 

Religious C a t  heka Number 43. 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

The Religion of the  Heart. 

When we think of the different religions which are known to humanity 
we shall find that each of them brought to  the world the message of love in 
some form or other. And now the question arises who brought religion in the 
world? And the answer is that religion has always existed in the heart of 
man. Religion is  the outcome of the heart, and among all races, however 
primitive, a certain religion has existed, perhaps incomprehensible to people 
more evolved in different directions. For religion is instinctive, and as it is 
instinctive, not only in the world of man but also in the lower creation one 
sees a glimpse of religious tendency. For instance, one finds among pet ani- 
mals, such as the dog, the cat, the horse, some such faithful creatures, and 
sometimes one has such experiences with them that one cannot today expect 
from mankind. 

Besides this, the absorption that one sees among the birds, the l i t t le 
sparrows in the morning absorbed in the beauty of nature; so to speak, sing- 
ing a song, a hymn to Cod--that all i s  religion; i f  we can understand it. For 
man has made his religion so narrow that he is not able to appreciate the 
broad religion of nature. By being narrow he has named his creed a religion, 
or the particular place of worship religion, or the book religion, or the form 
of service religion. I f  one would only think that the religion when one goes 
in the woods, in the forests, and stands alone in the forest near the silent 
trees standing in contemplation through the summer and winter, through all 
seasons! That silent contemplation, what does it give one, what thought 
arises? It lifts one up and makes one think that there i s  a religion. 

Notes: 

This lecture was given in Florence on November 4th, 1923, and was made into 
two Rellglous Gathekas, numbers 43 and 44. 

No reportlng of the lecture has been found In the archlves t o  date, only the 
hq.t. and the hq.st. which are  practically Identical. The la t ter  is glven here as 
the basic text. 



One may call i t  a legend or a superstition or a story, but s t i l l  there are 
experiences--we have the experiences in India with the cobras--they never 
bite unless someone hurts them. The affection and the attachment that the 
doves show to  their mates, it i s  something to learn and to understand. And 
there are many instances, many experiences of thoughtfulness, of considera- 
tion, and of the nature of attachment that one sees in the lower creation, 
and that make1 one think that there i s  an instinctive religion. 

But then, there are stories known in the East about the elephants. In 
the herd of elephants there i s  one who always leads them and he has a stem 
of a tree in his trump, and he goes on feeling the earth--if there be a pit or 
i f  it be a good way for the elephants to pass. And if there was a pit, he 
gives a warning to his followers, that they may not fall victims to this. When 
we consider the birds we see that there i s  among them a leader who knows 
and understand the coming and the continuing of rain and storm, and 
according to  that he guides them, and they all follow him. B~~ what i s  it all 
accounted for? This taking care of those who depend upon one, and then to 
yield, to  respond, to trust someone who guides one, it is  not only in the 
human beings, but even more in the animals. And man, who is  always sup- 
posed to have a religion and thinks that he has a religion, has always 
opposed in all ages the ones who have served him, those who have wished to 
awaken him from his errors. The saints and the sages and the great souls 
who have continually tried to work for him they have always had to suffer 
and they were the ones who found opposition from all directions. And in this 
way man has shown a lesser tendency to religion than the animals. 

But now coming to understand what is  the religion of the heart - It i s  
said by the Sufis, ' lshq Allah, Ma' bud Allah,' the same that one reads in the 
Bible, that 'Cod i s  love.' And i f  God i s  love, where is  He to be found? I s  He 
to be found in the seventh heaven or is He to  be found in the heart of man? 
I f  He were so far away as to be in the seventh heaven then it is most unfor- 
tunate for man to be kept far away from the very life and the very reason 
of his being. And it is toward this realisation that Cod is in the heart of man 
that all religions have taught in different ways and different forms. 

But so many in this world only know the word 'love', but to understand 
what love is or to  speak about it or explain it i s  impossible. For whoever 
tries to express love makes an effort in vain, it is  like trying to express God 
in words. Neither Cod can be expressed in words nor love. There is a saying 
of a Persian poet who was an emperor, 'I was destined to have so many 
slaves serving me, but from the moment love was born in my heart I became 
the slave of my every slave.' The moment love i s  produced, that person does 
not need to go and find out where the Truth is, the Truth is born. For it i s  
the loving one, the loving heart which is  capable of understanding, of com- 
prehending Truth. The reason is that the Truth is not outside of self, it is  
within us. For instance when a person's heart is melted by a terrible suffer- 
ing in life, it i s  then that what he says, or what he thinks, or what he does, 

1. Hq.t.: flmake" changed into "makesw by Sk. 
2. Ibld.: "By" changed into "Butm by Sk. 



in all is a fragrance of love. What is  called in the Old Testament by words, 
'tongues of flame' or 'words of flame,' what are they. It rises when love 
has risen, it revivifies the thought, word, and action. 

What, generally, man knows about love is the give and take: ' i f  you 
give me 12 pence, I will give you a shilling.' For as long as one sees life in 
the form of business, in the form of give and take, he does not know love, 
and it is a great pity, when, after knowing something of love, the heart has 
turned cold and bitter. And what reason is there? The reason is  this, that 
when one digs the ground one must dig until the water comes. But i f  one 
digs halfway, then there is no water, there is mud. 

But what i s  love? Love is  a continual sacrifice. And what does sacrifice 
mean? Sacrifice means forgetting of the self. As Rumi says in his poem, the 
Masnavi: 'The Beloved is  all in all, the lover merely veils him. The Beloved 
is all that lives, the lover a dead thing.'" But what i s  this death? The death 
in life is  life. Can anyone say, 'I practise in life to be good,' or ' to be re- 
ligious,' without having the love element? But what use can his religion be 
i f  he i s  praying perhaps all day, or seems to be all goodness i f  there is no 
love in his heart, what use i s  his religion to him? 

There i s  a story told of a young girl who was passing through a farm, 
and there there was a person who was offering his prayers to Cod. And 
according to the custom of the East, no one should cross the place where a 
person is offering his prayers; and she did not mind, but passed. And when 
she came back, this pious man was s t i l l  sitting there, and he called the girl 
and said, 'How thoughtless of you, girl; here I was offering my prayer and 
you passed this place.' This simple peasant girl said, 'What were you doing? 
To whom were you praying?' He said, 'Praying to God.' 'Oh,' she said, 'I 
am so sorry. But I cannot understand how you who were praying to God, at 
the same time could see me. I was going to see my young man and did not 
see you.' 

To be read at the service3 of the Universal Worship. 

3. Hq.t., hq.st.: llMeetlngsll changed into wServlcew by Sk. 



RELIC IOUS CATHEKA Number 44. 

Toward the One, the Perfection of Love, Harmony and Beauty, the Only 
Being, united with All the Illuminated Souls, who form the Embodiment of 
the Master, the Spirit of Guidance. 

The Religion of the Heart. 
(cont.) 

The power of love is  seen in all things, and in whatever form it acts it 
shows in it a great virtue. And one does not know always what power love 
has behind it, that there is nothing in the world which is more powerful than 
love. Think of the hen with its little chickens. At the time when they are so 
young that they seek her protection, i f the horse came, i f  the elephant came 
she would fight in defence. 

And how man has abused the word: love,  how he uses in his false pre- 
tences the word: l ove1  What happens is that man has made a false world 
and in this false world he is so absorbed that he cannot see the reality. It is 
for this that the saints and the sages and the upraisers of mankind have been 
sent from time to  time, because he is in a dream and he cannot awake from 
it. And of what does he dream? He dreams of this false world that he has 
created. 

And what i s  religion? Religion is  what breaks away the barriers of 
falsehood and shows man, guides man toward the Truth. What we call kind- 
ness, helpfulness, gentleness, meekness, or humility, what do all these virtues 
come from? Are they all not made of love? They are different forms of 
love. That shows that there i s  only one stream of virtue and that is love, and 
all different virtues that man knows, they are all different drops falling in 
different directions. And the idea of right and wrong, good and bad, we can 
find among all different people in different ways, but in love we all unite, 
whether from East or South, or West or North, for no one who is  thoughtful 
will argue on the question that cruelty is virtue and kindness a sin. There- 
fore from the point of view of love we can all unite in one conception of 
good and bad, of right and wrong. All that is guided by the principle of love 
has its virtue and all that is  done by coldness, it i s  that which i s  wrong. 

And when we think of the condition through which humanity has passed 
in all different times--in the name of religion there have been wars and 
battles--one wonders i f  it was taught by the religion. Not at all, religion 
was the pretence, that men by this pretence wanted to cause bloodshed, 
absorbed in selfishness. And i f  ever there has been a kind of accusation 
against any religion in the world, it is  not against the religion, it is  against 
the misunderstanding of that religion by the followers of that religion. 

Think of the l i fe of the great Master Jesus Christ who was the soul of 
religion. One sees that from beginning to end there was nothing but love and 
forgiveness. The best expression of love is  that love which is  expressed in 



forgiveness. Those who came with their wrongs, errors, imperfections, 
before the love, that was all forgiven, there was always a stream of love 
which always purified. 

I f  one had followed the idea of forgiveness and of tolerance, humanity 
would not have come to the condition to which i t  has come today. The 
hatred and prejudice and bitterness that exists today between nations i s  
beyond words to explain. And if there were one religion or a thousand relig- 
ions i f  that were to go one4, one doubts i f  there be a religion. It seems that 
man has now the profession of it, but what is  needed is to  live it. Why i s  
humanity not coming together more? It is  the lack of tolerance, the lack of 
forgiveness, it is  the lack of love. And there may be a thousand different 
schemes that people will make in order to  make the conditions better, and 
every effort made in that direction is worthwhile, but at the same time 
there remains a question what effort would be most worthwhile. It is  the 
waking of the divine spirit which i s  called love, which has been buried in the 
heart of man. There are many political institutions, social institutions, and 
moral institutions, but what is  most necessary today is  the wakening of the 
religion of the heart. It does not matter what religion they profess if they 
know the depth of the religion, which is love. And then, all the different 
forms, the forms of religious service and the forms of prayer, behind them 
what secret is there? The secret is to prepare the heart of that bliss which 
love only can give. 

The school of the Sufis, in whatever age, has been the school of the 
mystics. I t s  religion has been the religion of the heart, and it is  therefore 
that there is a verse of Abul Allah, who says, 'Koran, the Bible, or a 
martyr's5, all these my heart can tolerate, since my religion is  love alone.' 
For the religion of love is the religion of tolerance, the religion of love is 
the religion of forgiveness. 

The life in the world is such that it is as difficult for the rich as for 
the poor. A world such as this, made by falsehood, has i t s  blows, continual 
blows, that a person of good heart has to stand. And there is  only one safety 
from all these blows that might destroy the heart altogether, it is  t o  learn 
how to tolerate, to  learn how to forgive. For everyone says or does or thinks 
only according to his own particular evolution, and he cannot do better. Why 
not, therefore tolerate? Why not, therefore, forgive? And i f  there is  intoler- 
ance, then there must be a continual reciprocity, i t  is giving and taking in- 
tolerance. It means killing the element of love and giving life t o  the element 
which is death itself. 

And i f  there is  any inspiration, any revelation, that also is attained by 
a loving heart. The life's purpose i s  to make use of this shrine which is  the 
human heart and which was made for Cod. And i f  there is  a shrine and no 
Cod, the shrine i s  purposeless. And i f  there is a heart and the heart has not 

4. Hq.t.: "one1' changed into "on1' by Sk. 
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yet attained to that ideal, the only ideal which is  worthy of love, that heart 
has not yet attained i t s  purpose. 

But no doubt it can be worthless i f  a person says, 'I love God, but I do 
not love mankind.' That profession is worthless. It i s  like saying, 'Friend, I 
love you very much, but I cannot look at your face.' The creation is  the 
manifestation of God. It i s  in the art of the artist that we recognize him. I f  
we refuse to acknowledge the art, we do not know the artist. The man who 
does not express his love, who does not forget himself in love, expressing it 
as a respect, tolerance, forgiveness, does not know religion. 

Of course this is the first step, that one loves those one meets on the 
surface of the earth. Someone asked a great teacher if he would initiate him 
in mysticism. The great teacher answered, 'Young man, have you ever 
loved?' The young man said, 'I have not.' The great teacher said, 'Then go 
and love first, then come to me, that is  the second step.' 

No doubt the love of the human being which is not progressive and has 
not developed to the love of God, is not yet perfect. For love, i s  for the real 
Beloved, Who really deserves it and Who alone deserves it. As children learn 
the lesson of'home l i fe by playing with the doll so the soul that learns, he 
learns in human love and completes his study in the love of God. And the 
love of God is that which i s  the purpose of the whole creation, and i f  that 
were not the purpose, the creation would not have taken place. As the 
whole creation i s  from God, then it i s  of God. I f  it is of God, then it is the 
manifestation of love, and the manifestation of God is purposed to realize 
the perfection of love. 

To be read at the Service of the Universal Worship. 



A typewritten copy probably of the 
reporting, which i s  lacking in the 
archives. 

Florence1, November 6th, 1923 
Filosof ica. 

From Limitation to Perfection. 

One often asks, 'No doubt l i fe has i t s  many tragedies, but which i s  the 
greatest tragedy in l i fe?' The greatest tragedy is the one only tragedy 
which i s  veiled by a thousand tragedies but which stands as the root of all 
tragedies; and that tragedy may be called limitation. Humanity apart, i f  the 
heart could listen to the cry that rises out of a rock, out of a tree, a plant, 
one would hear that even from there the cry comes of limitation. What did 
the saints and sages of all ages realize in their seclusion in the solitude? 
What did they hear after sitting under the shade of a tree for about six 
hours in silence? And what did they hear who perhaps passed many years of 
their lives in the caves of the mountains, hearing the word coming from 
there, that word of great patience in which the voice and cry in a rock, a 
tree, a mountain speaks aloud, saying, 'Patiently I have waited, waited for 
that moment when this limitation will break.' And those who know the 
language of the animals and birds, what do they hear from i t? They also hear 
the same voice: When that day, when that hour of freedom will come, then I 
shall be free as I would like to be.' I f  one would hear the cry of the whole 
universe as one single cry, the cry i s  one and the same; 'When shall I be lib- 
erated, when shall I be free, when wil l  this limitation end?' 

No doubt man whose life is active, whose responsibility i s  great, whose 
intellect i s  advanced, compared with the lower creation, his cry is greater 
sti l l .  I s  there anyone in this world who i s  without this cry, without a com- 
plaint? Every soul has his complaint, every soul has his reason for complaint, 
only the story of every soul will be different. The servant will find the limi- 
tation of his master, the master will find the limitation of his servant, the 
friend i s  finding the limitation of his friend. From every side one finds the 
limitation of man, saying, 'He does not give me', or 'he does not do to  me 
what he must'; which means, in other words, for a servant to  say, 'My 
master is not generous enough', and for a master to say, 'My servant is not 
diligent enough', for a lover to say, 'My beloved i s  not listening', and for 

Notes: 

This lecture was f i r s t  published in the magazine The Sufi, Vol. I no. 1 of 
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the beloved to say, 'My lover has not sufficient love'; the mother saying, 
'My child does not listen', the child saying, 'My mother is not understand- 
ing'; then the people of the world saying, one about someone, one about the 
world, one about the universe, one about Cod; then one has perhaps a com- 
plaint against his own weakness, follies, health, and condition. 

And when we leave this as perhaps only an idea, then it comes to this, 
that every soul without knowing what it waits for, is  waiting most earnestly, 
not knowing for what, and yet it is waiting. You may find a person, perhaps, 
in such misery, before whom there is  no possibility of getting above it, yet 
he i s  waiting he does not know for what. Yet his soul knows; he waits, he 
does not know for what. And i f  there were not this spirit, this something 
which seeks, that waits and looks forward to  something, man does not know 
what, ( i t  is the only thing that makes him live) i f  not, how many would die! 
Man awaits the moment of getting above his misery perhaps all through life, 
and yet there i s  something that is  promising from within he does not know 
what; and yet he waits, not knowing for what. 

But what does it all mean? It means that there are things that man 
loves. There is wealth man loves, beauty, justice, kindness. He loves them, 
but he cannot get them sufficiently, because there i s  limitation. And then he 
blames, saying: 'This person does not give me goodness*, 'That person was 
not kind', 'That person was not just.' He i s  right, but at the same time he 
does not know that no person here is perfect. And man must know that nei- 
ther he will give anything perfect nor will he receive it. For this world of 
illusion is  a phenomenon of limitation. It is a wine press where the glass of 
wine i s  offered, but only offered to touch your lips, not for you to drink it. 
There is  that tragedy of the soul that cries out, 'Oh, I would like to have a 
glass of wine,' not knowing that it will only touch his lips. And the idea, 'I 
have found my ideal', is a dream, an illusion. In the morning he will realize, 
'It is not so.' On this earth the ideal does not arrive. But it i s  the ideal 
again which i s  the beauty interest2 of life. The man who is interested by 
touching with his lips only the glass of wine, he is s t i l l  in limitation, he does 
not know the mystery of life. And that may be said of those who are 
absorbed in the material life, they do not know what is within it, what i s  
beyond it, they do not know what real joy means. 

The world is  a market, a market where all that is sold costs more than 
it i s  worth. One i s  delighted at having something, considering it precious and 
a good bargain; but that joy has a limited time. And then a man i s  like 
Buddha, who came in this life and who looked at i t s  limitation, and who saw 
every soul complaining of it, and then awoke to another consciousness. It i s  
said that Buddha was kept by the king, his father, in a palace, and all pleas- 
ures and comforts were around him, and he was never allowed to go out in 
the world or to see the pain of the world. But the day when he was allowed 
to go out, what did he see? He saw the cry of limitation, the cry of help- 
lessness, and the longing of mankind for something, they knew not what. And 
he since then engaged himself in finding the remedy for the pain of life, that 

2. So..: "interestn omitted and ffbeauty@l reinserted 



at any cost i f  he could find it, in order to serve humanity, as the servants of 
humanity have done in every age. 

Now what is  it seeking, what i s  the soul seeking in seeking different 
things? It is  seeking only one thing, to  rise above limitation, and it is that 
which is  called perfection3. In a small way one sees this phenomenon in the 
world, and one wonders what the true perfection may be. For instance, from 
a child I had a great love for seeing the persons who have accomplished 
sornething in their lives, whatever it is4. For me it was a satisfaction to see 
a great poet, i f  I did not hear one poem of his, to  see that personality. And 
once it so happened that I heard the name of a great wrestler who was the 
greatest of his time in my country. Personally having no interest in fighting, 
boxing and wrestling, yet hearing that was the greatest person, I had a 
longing to go and see. And when I went there and saw this man I was imme- 
diately won by his personality. A wrestler so great as he had a child's nature 
and the innocence of an infant. Being so young, standing before him just like 
a l i t t le plant before a large tree, and yet to  find in that great man that 
love, meekness, gentleness, and that friendly attitude, it surprised me very 
much. And that became for me a key5 to understand what greatness means. 
Greatness is  a reflection of perfection. And since then, after leaving that 
country of religion, of spirituality and devotion, after coming to the Western 
world and travelling in America, what did I find? That greatness is  great- 
ness, whether in the East or in the West. A person who, in whatever direc- 
tion has touched the top note, in him there is  perfection, and one can feel it 
in his personality. What does it mean? A person who has striven in art, phi- 
losophy, science, scientific inventions, in whatever line, i f  he has gone to 
the depth of what he has been interested in, he really touches perfection, 
which manifests in him in a special sense and in a particular quality. 

Nevertheless, there is  one object which i s  the object of the seeking of 
every soul, and that object is  the realizing of the divine perfection, and it is 
in that divine perfkction that there is the fulfilment of the soul's coming on 
earth6. And how can one find that perfection? Only by a belief in Cod? No, 
the belief in God is  the first step, there i s  another step needed. And that 
step, the next step, is  the understanding of the perfection of God. And how 
does one comprehend it? One comprehends it by finding all that he misses in 
the world of limitation in his ideal of Cod. For instance, a true worshiper of 
God, when he finds injustice done to him by his fellow man, does not give up 
the seeking for justice, for he finds justice in God. When he misses friend- 
ship and love and sympathy in this world of limitation, he does not become 
discouraged. He says, 'This i s  the world of limitation. What more can I 
expect? I will find it in the ideal of God'. When man is disappointed in the 
beauty of this earth which is  so illusionary, and when one has found out that 
there is  no perfection of beauty here, he is not discouraged; he finds the 
perfection of beauty in his God. The world has never given to anyone all 
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that man has wanted and desired, because the world i s  poor and cannot 
grant what man desires. It is Cod alone Who is  rich and it i s  Cod alone Who 
has all that i s  missing in this world and that one can only borrow. And i f  
man has found a glimpse of perfection, of justice and love from the examples 
of humanity such as Jesus Christ, that he has found from such souls who bor- 
rowed from Cod and have given to man. Man has said, 'This is the saint', 
'This is  the prophet', 'This is  the sage', 'the holy man', of him in whom he 
has recognized kindness, love, greatness, justice, but he knows not that it i s  
Cod's love, God's justice, and it i s  that which i s  reflected through them.7 

But now there is  a question: How can one arrive at this perfection? I s  
it so very difficult that it i s  unattainable by man? And how long does it take 
to attain that perfection? That is another question that arises in the heart 
of the intellectual man. But this question may be answered by saying, 'How 
does one want t o  proceed i f  one makes a journey from here to Moscow? ' I f  
one wants to walk there is  a different time; i f  one wants to motor there is  a 
different time; i f  one wants to go by train, or by *aeroplane, the time i s  dif- 
ferent again. Nevertheless the desire to attain perfection is  the deepest 
desire of every soul, and it is through not knowing this mystery that one 
feels that8 'I am unhappy because I have not got this or that position, 
power, wealth, a friend.' Man at once finds some answer for that longing, 
because he does not know for what he longs. But after you have given a 
person what he desires, you will find that he is not happy, he wants some- 
thing else; because it i s  true he does not know his need. It i s  just like a 
child. Give a child a toy, he i s  pleased for a moment and after a moment he 
throws it away and wants something else; he does not know what he wants. 

And how is  this perfection to be attained? It can be learned by seeing 
how the earthly perfection is to be attained. I f  a person becomes very 
wealthy, what sacrifice he makes1 He has forgotten himself, he has not 
cared for himself; 9he attains to  name or fame or position or wealth. Verily 
it is  self-sacrifice from beginning to end, either for material gain or for that 
gain which i s  the seeking of every soul. 

But what does this sacrifice mean? Does this mean that man should 
live a certain kind of life, a life of poverty and seclusion? One may be living 
a l i fe of poverty, a life of seclusion, and yet he may be holding himself so 
fast in hand that he may be far from perfection. It i s  rising above the false 
conception of one's own being and what may be called the false ego. It i s  
that musician who has learned music who has forgotten his name. It i s  that 
poet who has written the true poetry, a living poem, who has lost himself. In 
the same realm you wil l  see the way to perfection, the highest perfection, 
of which Christ has promised in the Bible, 'Be ye perfect as your Father in 
Heaven i s  perfect.' l o  
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The fbwer of the Word. 

3~ Lecture given by lnayat Khan, 
Rome, November 13, 1923.~ 

The word is  in itself a profound mystery in every sense, and every 
scripture has considered the mystery of the word as the most profound mys- 
tery4 compared to all other secrets of life. ln5 the scripture that6 is  most 
known to the Western world we read that first was the word and the word 
was Cod, and then again one reads that it was the word which was first and 
then came light. These two sentences7 convey to  us two things. The first 
conveys 8to us8 that if gthere existed anything9, loand i f  we can express 
what existedlO, we can only express it by the name 'word" And when we 
come to the second sentence1 l it explains another phase of the mystery, and 
that is  that in order for the soul 2that was1 surrounded by the darkness of 
this world of illusion to  come to the light, the word was first necessary; 
which means that the original spirit was in the mystery of the word and by 
the mystery of the word the mystery of the spirit was to be found. And 
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when we come to the ~edant ic l3  scriptures, which existed many 14thousand 
years ago14, there also we realize the same thing. For instance there is  a 
phrase in the Sanskrit language which says, 'Nada Brahma:, which means, 
'the mystery of creation was in Nada', which means, 'in the word'. In the 
Qur'an one reads in the15 Arabic word16 ' ~ u n f a u k u n ' ~ ~ ,  that first was the 
exclamation 'Be', 'and it became.' The One Who said, 'Bew,--and it 
became--was not a mortal being; He was and is and will be all the life there 
is. And i f  that is so, then the word was not the mystery of the past, but the 
word is  a continual and everlasting mystery. And at this time when man has 
engaged himself in the material phenomena and has progressed very far 
compared with the past in industry18 and commercial activities, 19at this 
time19 this one aspect of discovering the might which lies under the word is 
s t i l l  unexplored. 

In the first place the mystic who knows the value of the word finds 
that word in himself first. For the secret of all knowledge that one acquires 
in the world, whether worldly knowledge or spiritual knowledge, i s  the 
knowledge of the. self. For instance, music is  played outside, but where is it 
realised? It is realised within. A good word, or a bad word, is  spoken out- 
side, but where is it realised? It is  realised within. Then where is  the reali- 
sation of this whole manifestation, all this creation that stands before us in 
all i t s  aspects? I t s  realisation is within. And at the same time the error of 
man always continues; instead of finding it within he always wants to find it 
without. It is  just like a man who wants to  see the moon and looks for it on 
the ground. And i f  a man sought for thousands of years for the moon by 
looking on the earth, he will never see it. He will have to l i f t  up his head 
and look at the sky. And so with the man who is in search of the mystery of 
l i fe outside; he will never find it, for the mystery of life is to  be found 
within. There is the source and goal, and it is there that, i f  he seeks, he will 
find. What is  sound? ls20 soundz1 outside, or is  it something within? The out- 
side sound also becomes audible because the sound within is continued, and 
the day when the sound within is  closed, this22 body i s  not capable of hear- 
ing the outside sound. 

Man today, living in the l i fe of externality, has become so accustomed 
to the outside life that he hardly thinks of sitting alone. When he is alone he 
engages himself with a newspaper or with something. Always working with 
the life which i s  outside, always23 occupied with the l i fe outside, in this way 
man loses his attachment with the life 24which within; his life there- 
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fore25 becomes superficial. And the result is  nothing but disappointment. For 
there i s  nothing in this world which i s  so attractive in the form of sound 
which26 is  visible or audible, as the sound within. For all that the senses 
touch and all that i s  intelligible to the mind of man, 27it a1127 has i t s  limita- 
tion, 28it has i t s   imitation^^ of time and of effect, it does not make effect 
further than it does. 

2 9 ~ h e  mystery lies in the breath, that30 it i s  the breath and the pulsa- 
tion that goes on, that keeps the3' mechanism of the body going. And it 
seems that the people of32 ancient times had a greater thought33 of this 
mystery than man today;  or^^ by the lute of Orpheus, 34what is  meant34? It 
means the human body; it is a lute, it is meant to  be played upon. When this 
lute i s  not realised, when it is not understood, when it is  not used for i t s  
proper purpose, then that lute remains without that35 use for which it was 
created, because then it has not fulfilled the purpose for which it36 was 
made. 

The breath is  n0t3~ as far as the man of material science knows of38 it, 
he only knows the vibrations of the air going out and coming in, and he sees 
no further. Besides this, pulsation, the beating of the heart and head, the 
pulse, all these things which keep a rhythm, man very rarely thinks what 
depends upon this rhythm. The whole l i fe depends upon this. 39~esides this, 
the breathi11~3~ which one breathes, it40 is  certainly a secret in itself. It is  
not only a secret but the expression of all mystery, something upon which 
the psychology of life depends. 

The science of medicine for thousands of years has to some extent 
depended upon finding out the physical by the rhythm and by 
the breath. The ancient medicine knew that health depends4* upon43 vibra- 
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tion44, and now again a time is  coming when45 in the western46 world physi- 
cians are striving to find out the law of vibrations, upon wh'ich depends 
man's health. ~ u t ~ ~  man absorbed in the material l i fe goes so far and no 
further. The mystery of vibrations does not concern only the material plane 
but it goes s t i l l  further. 

I f  the human body is a lute, then every word man speaks, every word 
he hears, has an effect upon his body; it has 48not only an effect48 upon the 
body, but also upon the mind. For instance, if a person repeats, or hears 
himself called by the. name 'foolish', even i f  he was wise in time he will 
turn foolish. And it is  true also that a man who is  simple, call him wise and 
in time he will become wise. The effect of the name that man has, has a 
great deal to do with man's life, and very often one sees that the name 
49that man has49, has an effect upon his50 life5' and his career; 52the 
reason is only that so often in the day he is called by that name5*. And i s  it 
not true that a man saying a humorous thing bursts out laughing, and a man 
saying a sad thing breaks into tears? I f  that i s  true, then every word that 
one speaks in one's everyday life, what effect 53it has53 upon oneself and 
upon one's surroundings! 

And the superstition that has existed in all times about not saying an 
unlucky word, an undesirable word, one can see that that superstition has a 
meaning. In the East there has always been a training given to a child that 
he must think before he utters a word, for it has a psychological meaning 
and effect. Very often people reading a poem or singing a song with a54 
great love, a song of sorrow or tragedy, are affected by it, and very often 
their l i fe takes a turn, and is  affected by it. Besides a person who speaks of 
his illness55 nourishes his illness 56by his speaking56. Very often I have 
heard people say that i f  there exists a pain,.it is a reality, 'and how can one 
deny it? ' It is  so amusing to hear them say this, because reality is so far 
away, and our everyday life i s  such that from morning to evening we do 
nothing but deny it. I f  one only knew where lies the truth, i f  one only knew 
what is the truth, if57 only were to know it and see it, one would think that 
all else is non-existent in reality. And i f  one s t ~ d i e 8 ~  the depth59 of this 
idea then one must admit the power of the word. But then it is a science, a 
metaphysics that must be studied. 
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And yet the depth of the word of each person i s  very different. I f  a 
person has spoken a hundred words in one day, do you think that every word 
has the same power? No, the power and2 effect of a60 particular word 
depends upon the state in which that person was. It depends from what 
depth the word rises, and upon that depends the power and light of that 
word. For instance, a person who has a habit of telling a lie, who i s  insin- 
cere, you will always find his word dropping down, his words have no force. 
And the one who speaks with conviction, who is sincere, who tells the truth, 
his word has a strength, his word has a light, his word penetrates. And 
besides this, sometimes a person full of sadness, heartbroken, 61 from there61 
a voice comes, a word comes, which is full of sincerity, and it has all the 
power to penetrate, 62it has62 such an effect62 upon the listener! Then 
there i s  another person, who is  lighthearted, who i s  not deep, 63not serious 
enough in life, everything he says and does i s  always on the surface, 64no 
one he inspires64 with confidence, for he himself has no confidence. 

But besides that there is a power of the word according to the illumi- 
nation of the soul, because then that word does not come from the human 
mind, that word comes from the depth, from behind, that word comes from 
some mysterious part that is  hidden from the human mind. And it65 in con- 
nection with such words that one reads in the scriptures of words such as 
'sw0rds6~ of flamem, or 'tongues of flames. Whether it is67 a poet, or 
whether it were a prophet, when that word came from the burning heart, 
then the word rose as a flame. In accordance with the divine spirit which is  
in the word, 68in accordance to it68, that word has 69power, life69 and in- 
spiration. Think of the living words of ancient times, think of the living 
words that one reads in the scriptures, the living words of the holy ones, of 
the illuminated ones! They live, and will live forever. It is as70 a music 
which may be called a magic, a magic for all times. Whenever such words 
are repeated they have that magic, that power. 

7 1 ~ h e  sages of all ages, what they have said,71 their72 words have 
been kept by the people, by their pupils. In whatever part of the world they 
73have been born73 or 74have lived74, what they have let fall as words, that 
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has been taken as the15 real pearls, that has been kept as scriptures75. And 
therefore wherever one goes in the East one finds the followers of different 
religions whenever they pray have the words of the illuminated ones, and 
they do not need to put them in their own language. And one finds in this 
way that the words said by the great ones have been preserved for ages 
76to be used76 for meditation. 

Besides this there i s  a s t i l l  more scientific and a greater mystery of the 
word. It is not only what the word means, it is not only who has said the 
word, but the word in itself has also a dynamic power. The mystics and77 
sages and seekers of all ages, knowing the mystery of the sacred word, have 
been always in i t s  pursuit. The whole meditative life of the Sufis is built 
upon the mystery of the word. For the word 'Sufi', according to the expla- 
nation o f .  the initiates, is78 from 'Sophia', which means 'wisdom'. But 
wisdom, not in the outer sense .of the word, because worldly cleverness 
cannot be wisdom. The intellect, which 79very often man79 confuses with 
wisdom, is  only an illusion of wisdom. Wisdom is that which i s  learned from 
within, and intellect i s  that which is  acquired from without. The source of 
wisdom is above, the source of intellect is  below. And therefore it is  not the 
same method, it i s  not the same process whichB0 one adopts in order to8' 
acquire intellect. And82, in short, the attainment of that wisdom is  made in 
various ways by various people, but at the same time the great mystery of 
attaining the divine wisdom is  in the mystery of the word. 
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The Meaning of .Life. 

After a great enquiry made regarding the depths of l i fe one finds that 
the only seeking of all souls is the knowing of the meaning of life. The sci- 
entist looks for it in his search in the realm of science, and the artist finds 
it in his art. People in all the different interests, whatever they are inter- 
ested in, their only inclination behind it i s  to  find the meaning of life. And 
this shows that it is the nature of the soul, that the soul has come here for 
this purpose, that it may realise, that it may understand the meaning of life. 
Therefore either through the material way or through a spiritual way, every 
soul in his particular way is  striving for that seeking which i s  i t s  longing all 
the time. And this one can see even in the l i fe of an infant. The desire of an 
infant to look at a thing, to tear it to pieces and see what is in it, shows 
that it is the soul's desire to look into life, to understand life. 

No doubt the effect and the influence of the l i fe on earth is  intoxicat- 
ing and man through this intoxication becomes so absorbed in himself and his 
own interest that he, so to speak, loses the way, the way which was inborn 
in man. And it is not t o  be found only in man, but even in the lower creation 
one finds the same attitude. In the animals, in the bird, the deepest desire is  
not looking for the food or seeking for a comfortable nest, the deepest ten- 
dency is  to understand the nature of life, which then culminates in man. One 
sees in the life of the youth the continual asking of questions to the parents, 
'What does this mean?" 'What does that mean?', that continual longing to 
know the meaning of life, that continues all through life. 

And what does it teach us? This teaches us of that principle that the 
Source and Coal of the universe being one and the same, that the Creator 
created all this in order to  koow His own creation nature. But how does the 
Creator see and understand His creation? Not only in i t s  highest and deepest 
aspect but also through every thing and every being He is continually know- 
ing and understanding His creation. For instance if a person were to tell me, 
'What is art? Is  it not made by man?' I would answer, 'Yes; made by Cod 
also, through man.' And i f  that is  the case, then what is this whole mecha- 
nism of the universe doing? It is working. Working for what purpose? Work- 
ing for understanding it. And what is  this mechanism of the world, is  it living 
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or i s  it dead? All that we call living i s  living, and all that we call dead is 
living too. It i s  for our convenience that we say 'thing' and 'being'. In 
reality there are no things, thete they are all beings. Only it is  a gradual 
wakening, a gradual wakening from that witnessing aspect to the recognising 
aspect. And no science, however material, will deny the truth of this, for 
the truth is  to  be realised from all things, from religion, from philosophy, 
from science, from art, from industry, it i s  t o  be realised from all things. 
Only the difference is  that one takes a longer way and the other takes a 
shorter3 way; one goes round about and the other takes a straight way. 
There is no difference in the destination, the difference is on the way, 
whether one goes on foot or whether one drives, whether one is  awake or 
whether one is  asleep and is  taken blindly to the destination not knowing the 
beauties of the way. 

I f  the destination4 may be divided into two parts it i s  only in this way, 
that one part is the mechanism that works the destiny and the other part is  
the soul that knows. Therefore the mechanism i s  the machine and the soul 
therein i s  the engineer who i s  there in order t o  work this mechanism and to 
produce from it what is  to be produced. There are many methods, there are 
many systems, there are many ways men adopt in order to  know and under- 
stand, and the mind is the vehicle, is  the tool by the help of which, by taking 
this as a medium, man experiences life in the accomplishment of this pur- 
pose. And it i s  therefore that in the Sanskrit language the mind i s  called 
'mana', and from the word 'mana' the English word 'man' i s  derived. And 
that means that man is mind, not his body. And as the soul has i t s  tool, 
according to the readiness of i t s  tool, it experiences and it knows life. It i s  
the condition of mind which enables the soul to see life clearly. The mind i s  
likened to the water, when water i s  troubled there is  no reflection to be 
seen, when the water is  clear then it shows the reflection. But the thing i s  
this, that man in the pursuit of material gains through life, which he values 
the most, (as it is  said in the Bible, 'Where your treasure is, there will your 
heart be also') in this way man has absorbed himself in the material life and 
has lost the benefit of life. At this moment when one gives the explanation 
of civilisation as commercial or industrial progress, when that becomes a 
civilisation, then that becomes the ideal of every soul; and it becomes diff i- 
cult for a soul to keep that tranquillity in order to  accomplish that purpose 
for which the soul was born. Do I mean by this that industrial or commercial 
development i s  not necessary for the life of man? Not at all, as long as it 
does not ruin the purpose, as long as it does not hinder the life's purpose for 
which he was born. I f  not, in spite of all his progress, he has wasted his life, 
he has not attained the purpose for which he was born. 

There are superstitions in the East, also in the West, saying that the 
animals such as the horses, dogs, and cats, and the birds, give warning of a 
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person's being ill, or of death, and many have perhaps found that there is  
some truth in these superstitions. I f  one were to ask and investigate the 
truth in this, where lies the truth in this, why does not man understand and 
perceive life as the animals do? The answer is that the animals live a more 
natural life, they are nearer to nature than man, who i s  taken up in the arti- 
ficial life. A thinker will not deny for one moment how many things one 
thinks and does and says that are far from what i s  true, from what i s  
natural. The more one will be one with nature and one with the deeper life, 
the more one will realise that it is  a continual agitation against reality that 
man does. I do not mean in doing wrong or evil, but even in doing good. I f  
the animals can know, man i s  more capable of knowing and it i s  knowledge 
alone which i s  the satisfaction of his life, not all external things, as there is 
the word of the Bible, 'The spirit quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing.' A 
man with all his wealth, what i s  his wealth? It i s  in his knowledge. I f  it is 
only in the bank and not in his knowledge he has not got that wealth, it is  
the property of the bank. All good things and great things, values and titles, 
position and possession, where are they? Outside? No, outside i s  only that 
which that knowledge which one has within, and therefore the real 
possession i s  not without but within. Therefore it is  the self within, it is  the 
heart which must be developed, it i s  the heart which must be in i t s  natural 
rhythm and in i t s  proper pitch. When it is  tuned to i t s  natural rhythm and 
pitch, then it can accomplish the purpose for which it is  made. 

There are five different ways by which the knowledge of life i s  per- 
ceived. One way which is known to many of us, to  woman perhaps more than 
to man, and that is  the impression. Very often a person comes in the house 
or one meets a person, before one has spoken to that person one gets a kind 
of impression, a pleasant impression or an unpleasant impression, a certain 
knowledge of that person's being. Sometimes at the sight of that person one 
feels, 'Keep away'; sometimes at the first glance one feels drawn to that 
Person, [ [ I ]  The mind does not know, but the soul knows it. It 
i s  not only that one gets the impression of a person whom one meets, but 
even i f  a person is more sensitive to impression, he can also feel the impres- 
sion of a letter that comes to him from a stranger. And there are many who 
say that they know the character, or physiognomy, or phrenology, but i f  
they have not the sense of impression in their heart, i f  a thousand books of 
physiognomy or phrenology %hey ready they will never get the impression 
in their heart. And what does it show? It show that the true knowledge, 
from beginning to end, does not belong to the material realm. 

And that there i s  another way, that is  the intuitive way, by which one 
knows before one does something whether there will be a success or 
whether there will be a failure. There are some more intuitive people who 
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feel before doing anything, before undertaking anything, and it is  not rare, it 
is  very often to be found, that people before doing anything know what will 
be the result. 

But then there is  the third way, and that i s  the dream or the vision. 
Some wil l  say that the dream has a meaning, and there are many who will 
say that there is no meaning in the dream. But in point of fact there is 
nothing in this world which has no meaning, there is  no situation, no action, 
no [ [  I ]  l o  that has not i t s  meaning. All that one does with intention 
and all that is  done without intention, all that has a meaning behind it, i f  
one only can understand it. And there is  a reason why one should see more 
clearly in the dream than in the wakeful state, because when a person i s  in 
a dream his mind is  naturally concentrated. For when man i s  in his wakeful 
state all that is perceived through his senses calls his attention at every 
moment. But no doubt one thing one finds, that the impression or intuition 
or a true dream is not manifested to every soul and it i s  manifested to  one 
soul more than to another, and also one finds that it i s  not everyone who 
always [ [  ] ] l2 lives in the rhythm and tune l3 of receiving impressions 
and intuitions. No, at different times his impression differs and it shows that 
in accordance to one's evolution he i s  able to experience the knowledge of 
life. The more evolved spiritually, naturally the more he receives from 
within the knowledge of life. 

And the fourth form in which one perceives the knowledge of l i fe is  
what may be called inspiration. It may come to an artist, it may come to a 
musician, it may come to a poet. At the time when it has come he can write 
or compose or do something that afterwards he will be surprised that did he 
really do it, or did someone else do it? I f  it were not for that inspiration 
that same poet might strive for six months and would not be able to write 
that verse which he wrote in three minutes' time. And what is the explana- 
tion of it? I s  it the development of man's mind by which he receives inspira- 
tion? No, it is  the receiving quality of mind, it i s  the purity of mind, it i s  the 
absorption in the art, the l4 in which he has devoted his life. The great 
souls whose inspirational works have become immortal, where have they got 
them? They have got them from inspiration. And how did they get i t? They 
have got it by forgetting themselves, by being absorbed in the object of 
their love. That is  the meaning of sacrifice, sacrificing to the beauty of the 
ideal. One has the ideal t o  stand before one, that i s  the way to get it. 

And then one step further there comes the realisation which may be 
called a revelation. When the soul i s  tuned to that state then the ears of the 
heart are open, the eyes of the heart are open to see and hear the word 
that comes from all sides. In point of fact every atom of this world15 
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speaks, and speaks aloud. It i s  the deaf. ears of the heart and the closed 
eyes of the soul that makes man not see it and not hear it. There i s  a verse 
of a Hindustani poet who says, '0 self, it is not the fault of the Divine Be- 
loved that you do not see Him, that you do not hear Him. He is  continually 
before you and He is  continually speaking to you. I f  you do not hear it and 
i f  you do not see it, it is  your own fault.' It is  for this that every soul has 
been created and it is  in the fulfilment of this that man fulfils the object of 
God. When that spark that every heart has, that spark that may be called 
the divine spark in man, when it is  blown and when the flame arises the 
whole life becomes illuminated and he hears and he sees and he knows and 
he understands. As there is  a verse of a Sufi that every leaf of the tree 
becomes as a page of the sacred book when the heart is  open to read it and 
when the soul has opened i t s  eyes. 
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Rome, November 17th, 1923 

The Maturity of the Soul. 

The maturity of the soul may be pictured in the same way as that a 
l i t t le girl coming towards her youth, does not give that importance and that 
attention to her dolls. Her sentiment, her desire is changed from that idea. 
It does not mean that she did not have love before; she had it. It does not 
mean that she did not have sentiment before; she had it. But here, with the 
maturity, a consciousness has developed. The development of that con- 
sciousness has made all the toys and dolls, and all different things she' used 
to p+ay-6th pay such attention to, 2not to2 matter. I s  this maturity de- 
pendent upon a certain age? No. Does it depend upon certain environments? 
Yes. It i s  just as3 a fruit put in the warmth ripens, so environments help the 
maturity of the soul. Nevertheless the ripening of the fruit on the tree i s  
ideal, for that i s  the place for the fruit to ripen. And all different attempts 
made in order to make the soul ripen, they all help, but they are like a fruit 
being put in some warmth, it is  no longer on the tree. 

There are people, who think that by renouncing the world they4 will 
arrive at the maturity of the soul. There are others who think that by 
suffering all kinds of torture, by inflicting torments and suffering on5 one- 
self one will arrive at the maturity of the soul. Often to me friends 6have 
come6 and asked me, i f  they would have some kind of suffering, some kind 
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of torture, 7would they arrive at the maturity of the soul?7 I told them that 
i f  they wanted to torture themselves, I would tell them a thousand things or 
they might8 themselves find out a thousand things, but, as far as I know, 
there is no necessity. I f  one wants to torture oneself for the sake of tor- 
ture, one may do so, but not for spiritual perfection. As the ripening of the 
fruit is in the course of nature, so it is  in the course of nature that the soul 
should mature, and there i s  no use in being disappointed, being disheartened, 
about oneself andg those dear and near to us, worrying over the question,10 
'why my husband' . . . 11 
'my wife' . . .l 'my father' . . .l 'my mother does not look at life12 

in the13 way14 I doll5 I am worrying about it.' In the first place no man, 
however great or pious, has the right to  judge another soul. Who knows 
behind what action, what appearance, what speech, what manner, what i s  
hidden. No-one knows it. And when a person begins to know what i s  hidden 
behind the human soul, he, in spite of all deluding appearances, will have a 
respect, a respect for mankind, thinking that in the depth of man's16 soul 
there is He Whom one worships. 

There is  a story told in the East, that a wife was very much troubled, 
thinking that her husband was not religious enough, and the reason was that 
besides all the17 goodness that the man had shown l8 she had never heard 
him say the Name of the Deity. She continually prayed and prayed for a 
long, long time, and after many years it happened that she heard her hus- 
band utter the Name of the Deity, while asleep, when changing sides. The 
simple wife, she was full of joy. In the morning, as the husband awoke, she 
began to prepare all sorts of ceremonies and everything in the house, cele- 
brating that day, that the day of her desire had arrived. After the whole 
celebration the husband asked, "My good wife, will you tell me what it i s  all 
about?' But she said, 'It i s  too sacred and secret 19to be saidlg.' He said, 
'No, you must tell me.' She said, ' l have been in a kind of illusion and now 
I was disillusioned. For I was most unhappy knowing you, my husband, to  be 
a good man, and yet as20 thought godless. But last night I happened to hear 
you utter the Name of the Deity while changing sides, and this has made me 
most happy.' 'Did I?' said the husband. 'Ah!' And he was finished. That 
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was the last breath he took on the earth. He had no desire 21for it2' to be 
known that he loved that Beloved Whom he had concealed in the deepest of 
his heart. Who knows what i s  a person's inner religion, his inner conception? 
No-one knows it. And many true souls one wil l  find whose heart i s  in a kind 
of shell, a hard shell, closed. No-one knows that the very Essence of Cod i s  
in their heart. The outer shell of the heart i s  so hard that no-one can under- 
stand it. Therefore a Sufi from Persia says, ' I went among the pious and the 
godly, and was so often deceived; and I went among those looked down upon 
by others, and I found among them real souls.' It is  easy to blame, it is easy 
to look down upon someone, but it is difficult to  really know how deep i s  the 
soul of a person. 

No doubt there are signs of maturity, but who knows22, and how to 
know them? The signs of maturity are such as23 is the subtlety between24 
youthful lovers. When the soul i s  matured a passion has wakened in it, a pas- 
sion for what? A passion for that incomprehensible, for that which i s  the 
longing of every soul. And what is  that passion like? That passion is like 
Culliver's travel. The life on the earth i s  just like 25~ul l iver 's travelling25. 
All souls, all persons, that all seems26 to be of a different world, that all 
seems26 to be of a different size, that all seems26 to be different from what 
27it claims27 to be. Before one28 there are many little children, before him 
there are numberless l i t t le children, before him there appear many drunken 
people, drunken souls. There is  a saying of the that there will 
appear in the Hereafter, on the Day of Judgement, a being in the form of a 
witch, and man will be frightened at the sight of this witch, and will cry 
out, '0 Lord, what a hqrrible sight is  this! And-what Who is  this?' and he 
will receive the answer from the angels,10 'This is  the same world, the 
world which all your life attracted you, wtmm which30 you have worshipped, 
which30 you have adored and have esteemed most valuable and all that you 
desired. This i s  the same world that is  before you.' All things of people's 
desire3 ', whether32 wealth, rank, possession, position or honour, whether32 
33fame or33 pleasure, all these fade away when the maturity of the soul 
comes. All claims of love, 'I am your brother', or 'your sister', or 'your 
son', or 'your daughter', all these claims mean very l i t t le to  the mature 
soul. A mature soul does not need to wait for the Day in the Hereafter in 
the form of a witch. He sees it now. No sooner has the soul matured than he 
sees the unreality of the world, which man has always considered real, and 
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all such words that one usesM every day, all these words become meaning- 
less. They have no meaning as soon as the soul has matured. All distinctions 
and differences such as sect and creed and community, and all different 
sections, 35all that35 means vety l i t t le to  the soul that36 has matured3'. 
And the experience of the mature soul is  like the experience of the man who 
has looked at a play performed on the stage at night, and in the morning 
s e e ~ 3 ~  the same stage in the sun, and ~ e e s ~ ? # ~ O  all the palaces and gardens 
and all the17 actors 41are unrea141. 

When a person has arrived at this stage, this maturity, what happens? 
It happens in the same way as a mature person, a grown-up person, either 
takes the right way or the wrong way. There are three aspects of the reac- 
tion that this realisation of l i fe 42rmkes produces on42*43 a person. Thete 
+944 One reaction it 45produces in45 a person is'?6 that one says in answer to 
every claim of love and attention and respect, 'Oh, no, no. I don't believe 
you, I have had enough. I understand what your claims are, I don't belong to 
you. I don't listen.' all that attracts him he thinks, 'Oh, you are a 
temptation. Go away, away from me. I want to  be alone. I know what you 
are.' And in this way48 he49 becomes more and more indifferent to the 
world and50 isolated in the crowd.' He feels51 solitary. Either he goes to 
the 52caves of the or to  the forest. 5 3 ~ e  lives the life of an 
ascetic, at war with the world, at peace with God. 

There is  another aspect of the reaction. This aspect54 i s  that a man 
who understands the unreality of all things, he becomes more sympathetic to 
his fellow man. It is  that man who, out of sympathy, sacrifices his love fet 
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of55 solitude, his love fet of55 being exclusive, and goes in the crowd; and56 
stands amidst those who do not understand him, but he continually tries to 
understand them, from morning till evening. And the more he goes on in this 
path, the more he develops love. He mourns over the unreality, over the fal- 
s i ty57 of life, but at the same time he i s  there, he i s  in the midst of it. 

his work is58 to help those who may be disappointed at the result of 
every l i t t le expectation they had in their love and devotion, as for every 
soul every disappointment, every heartbreak i s  a surprise, is  a shock, some- 
thing suddenly 59come before him59, and for 60this mad0 it is  continua^+^^^ 
38, it is  not new, it is  the nature of life. He stands by the side of the disap- 
pointed ones, he comforts them, he strengthens them. 62~-sees;62 for in- 
stance, in the realm of religion, i f  he happens to be among those who have a 
form, 63a certain belief, a dogma, he may be above it, yet64 he will stand 
with them in that particular form, that dogma. He does not consider that he 
i s  different, above them. No, he stands with them. I f  he happens to be in a 
business, in an65 industry, in seme a worldly affair, although he has not id6 
view any monetary affair, any profit, it, yet64 at the same time, in 
order to keepz4 harmony, he stands with them. He will sacrifice his life in 
this way, and he enjoys doing all things and caring nothing for it. There is a 
manner of this, it i s  the68 manner of 69an actor69, an actor who acts on the 
stage. I f  he is made a king he is not very proud of his kingship, i f  he is  made 
a servant he i s  not impressed by that, for he knows and understands, in his 
robe of a king or a servant, 'Neither am I a king nor am I a servant. I am 
myself.' And it i s  such souls really who come to save the world. They are as 
the elder brothers of humanity, who help the younger brothers. Te onT0 
them there is no impression of that position, that title, that spiritual grade. 
They are one with all, and they take part in the pain and joy of all. 

7 2 ~ u t  then there i s  a third reaction apen7I in a soul, and that 
reacts by thinking,10 ' I f  all that I touch, all that I see, and all that I per- 
ceive i s  unreal, I must find out, in whatever way I can, what isz4 real.' This 
one is a' warrior, for he has a battle before him to fight. And what i s  this 
battle? This battle is  that he i s  going to seek the Truth, just like a person 
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swimming in the water, making his way, but 73with, at73 every step74 he 
advances75, the waves of the sea coming in his face, pushing him back, and 
at every effort he makes +n-gei to go76 forward the billows cohnge to 
push him back. And this is a continual struggle for the seeker after for the 
Truth. Imagine, the industrial and business and domestic life apart, even in77 
things that might seem to be covering the Truth, even in such things the 
seeker may be deluded. For there is a very important thing that the seeker 
has to consider. As Christ has said, 'I am the Truth, and I am the way.' 
That shows that there are two things; there i s  the Truth and there is  the 
way. The way may lead a person, and the way may become a puzzle for a 
person. Hew It shows78 how careful he one has to be, for79 even through the 
way that seems to lead to the Truth, even in that way he may be puzzled. 
For in reality life is  a puzzle, a continual puzzle, and soman seems to'have 
the love of a puzzle80, and therefore he goes in this puzzle, andB1 even a 
seeker after Truth, as he has ita2 in his nature to go into the puzzle first. 
For instance, i f  a man of Truth calls the seeker who has the love of the 
puzzle, and tells him, 'Here is  the Truth', 'Oh', he says, 'this is something 
unheard of. Truth at the first step1 How is  it possible? It must be 9errseth a 
thousand years before I can arrive at it. One life is  not sufficient, tt-m9t 

Lse-a-tbea9and-+tve9-befere-+-ean-arti.ve-atit a thousand lives I must 
live 83before I cana3 realize the Truth.' But verily, the lover of the puzzle, 
for him even a thousand lives are not 9aff+e+ent enough. Besides, every man 
i s  not ready to accept the bare Truth, he is  not accustomed to it. On hearing 
the Truth he says, :It is  too simple. I want something which I cannot under- 
stand.' In point of fact, i f  it is too simple, certainly it is  simple; it is man 
who makes it difficult for himself. Because all other aspects of knowledge 
one has to get from outside, the Truth i s  something which is  within man him- 
self. It is something which is nearest to us we imagine to be farthest from 
us. It is  something which is within we imagine to be without. It is something 
which is knowledge itself, we want to acquire it. The seeker, therefore, has 
a continual struggle, struggle with himself, struggle with others and struggle 
with life. And always the end and the result is  that the one who has jour- 
neyed finds in the end,1° 'I have journeyed because it was my destiny to 
journey; but in the end I found out that it was the starting point which was 
my final goal.' 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Paris, 25th November, 1923 
Rue du Dragon. 

Sunday afternoon. 

Beloved ones of God, my friends and mureeds, 

Words are too inadequate to express the joy and happiness which I feel 
to  find myself again with my friends in Paris. And it i s  a great pleasure and 
surprise together to have met with my friends in these new quarters, which 
are offered by the devotees of the Cause. True i t  is  and it gives me a great 
joy 'to think, as our great and sincere worker Merne L. has said, that all the 
devotees of the great Cause have contributed to it in thought, in feeling, in 
prayer, in every form they could, in order to  make this be realized. I cannot 
forget a friend whose thought i s  just now with me, our faithful friend Colo- 
nel Guillon, who is  not here today, but I feel his spirit with us. But I am 
most delighted to find with us today Meme Baronne d'Eichtal, who has been 
our backbone for the blessed work in Paris; and the devotional work most 
beautifully carried, quietly and modestly by Rev. Cheraga Meme Detraux, 
has always brought exaltation in our group. And I do not need to say in 
words, as you all know and you have seen, the most valuable efforts that 
from the beginning of the work in France M. L. has been doing and to whose 
most earnest efforts we credit this joy of today. 

You all know as well as I the present condition of the world and the 
need of a work of uniting the divided sections of humanity together. Our 
Movement is  not a new religion; i t  has no desire to form a sect or communi- 
ty. On the contrary, our efforts are to invite the followers of different com- 
munities and different religions to come and meet on one single platform 
where everyone professes respect for all religions. 

Do we therefore call humanity to  leave their own community or par- 
ticular way of worship? No, only what is  studied in the Sufi Order, it is the 
essence of all religions, which brings man to the realization that there i s  one 
religion; there cannot be two religions. 

At this present condition when humanity is  divided into many sections, 
one section opposing the other, at this moment it is  most necessary that a 
Movement such as this, the impulse of which i s  directed by God, may work 
and work to i t s  utmost to  serve the divine Cause. 

No doubt efforts are being made by many different institutions, many 
different Movements, in order t o  bring about brotherhood, a better condi- 
tion, and we are perfectly in sympathy with any Movement of the kind. 



Every effort made in the direction of unity in bringing this harmony and 
peace which is  the Ibnging of every soul, is  worthwhile and is  worth being 
appreciated. 

There are efforts made through educational channels, there are efforts 
made through social and economic efforts. But it must be remembered that 
there i s  a certain work which religion can perform, which spiritual activity1 
can perform, and that i s  the work to  which our Movement is  destined. 

And what is  mostly needed in the world today i s  the spiritualising of 
the world, and it is towards this end that the work of the Sufi Movement is  
directed, No doubt, as in every work, there are difficulties. So there i s  no 
end of difficulties that we have to  go through. And i f  we had no belief in 
that saying that there is  no difficulty that cannot be surmounted, we would 
have given up such efforts long ago. But through all these difficulties I must 
admit that there has always been a divine blessing in one form, a tangible 
form, and that form is: faithful friends, sincere workers, under all condi- 
tions, with all difficulties they have gone through, and they have proved the 
tests that very often came to try them, and they have proved in the end sin- 
cere. 

I f  we have any treasure just now, counting upon the treasure we have 
undertaken, the service of God and humanity, that tangible form in only 
these sincere hearts faithful. The phenomena3 of this is  seen in this 
accomplishment and i f  there is  any power behind, it is the power of God, our 
conviction of the power of the Almighty God, Whose responsibility it is, 
Whose service it is, t o  Whom we have all given our lives. 

Let us therefore l i f t  our heart in prayers before Him Whose service we 
have undertaken to perform and pray that His blessing may remain, and 
maintain this place of the work which we have arranged for His service. 

Notes: 

1. Sk.sh.: a question mark a f t e r  " a c t i v i t y ~  Indicates t h a t  Sk. was not  cer- 
tain t h a t  she understood this word correct ly 

2. Ibid.: a small gap a f t e r  "heartsm, followed by t h e  word flfalthfuln, may in- 
dicate t h a t  Sk. had skipped t h e  word, then added it; Pir-o-Murshld lnayat 
Khan thus may have said  faithful hearts" 

3. Ibid.: from the  verb "1s" it can be seen t h a t  t h e  singular, properly I1phe- 
nomenonu, was intended 
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Tuesday evening class 

Man. 

Man is  likened to the light; his soul the glow, his mind the flame, and 
his body the end of the flame. The heat that comes out of the light i s  the 
atmosphere of man, and the smoke that rises out of the light, i t  in reality 
does not belong to the light. I t  belongs to  the fuel. As ignorance of man is  
troublesome, so the smoke rising out of the light disturbs. As different lights 
differ in the1 degree of radiance, so different souls differ in the degree of 
radiance. However, the element in every man is the same, and that is light. 
We read in the ancient Scriptures that the angels were made of fire. It is 
not fire, it is light. But when we ask to2 ourselves the question that3, 'Were 
the angels made of light, and no one else?', the answer will be that all, each 
and every one, were created of the light. The difference between our soul 
and body, which sometimes we consider as great as4 the earth and the5 
Heaven, is  not so different6. It i s  one light; and therefore the external7 of 
the5 man is expressive of his inner being, and the inner being of man i s  also 
dependent in many ways of8 his external being. But inner and outer part of 
one's being is for our convenience. In reality there is one being, there i s  one 
light. I f  man lacks magnetism, 9if man lacksg enthusiasm, 9if man lacksg 
courage, 9if man lacksg power of accomplishment, it i s  all owing to the lack 
of thatlo radiance which belongs to his being. The health of the body, the 
balance of mind, the purity of the soul, these1 l all depend1* upon the radi- 
ance of his being. Therefore the health of the body is  spiritual, the balance 
of mind is  spiritual, and so is  the purity of the soul. All these are the signs 
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of spirituality. A good atmosphere 13is the sign of spirituality 13. The power 
in14 the word 13is a sign of spirituality13.   he^ courage without fear 13is 
the sign of spirituality 13, fearlessness, self-confidence 15is also the sign l5 of 
spirituality. The capability of accomplishing something, also the strength to 
struggle through life, all these are the signs of spirituality. The purpose of 
the life of an individual is to  perfect the light which i s  in himself, which is 
his very being. Whatever may be the qualification of the person, whatever 
be his source16, position17 and rank, if the light within himself is  not bril- 
liant, he cannot fulf i l  the purpose of his life. In the Bible there is  a story 
which explains somewhat the same idea, in the analogy l8 of the ten wise 
virgins andlg ten foolish virgins: the foolish ones who did not keep the oil in 
the lamps and the ten who kept it. The ten wise ones therefore answered 
the purpose on the day which was promised, the ten foolish ones repented. 
Now ten means one, zero means nothing: one wise soul and one foolish soul. 
The wise soul collected all the material in order to make thisz0 light more 
brilliant for that day, the day which was the day of romise. And the foolish 
soul wasted it, and found i t  absent at the time wheng1 needed. 

 NOW^^ when we come to our life in the world, in our material strife, in 
our spiritual struggle, whatz3 we need? We need that light, the spark of 
which is  within us, is  our being. Every time when we are without it, when 
we lack it, it causes us failure and all distress of life, since our health, our 
balance, and the clearness of vision all depend upon the light that is within. 
As every light needs aZ4 fuel, so the light which i s  ours, ourself, that needs 
fuel also. For the hysical part of our life, what we call food is  the fuel, but 
for the lifeZ5 of '?mind, intellectual sustenance i s  necessary. I f  the body i s  
fed and the mind i s  not fed, then naturally that26 light becomes less. Then 
the sustenance of the soul is divine ideal, divine ideal which i s  love and light 
both. i f  the soul does not receive that nourishment which is necessary for it, 
then the soul is starved. The body may be nourished, but that is not suffi- 
cient for it. Therefore, before our physical eyes we see many famine- 
struckz7 souls, but i f  we saw with the spiritual eyes, we should see s t i l l  more 
famine in humanity. 
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What do. we learn in Sufism? We learn in Sufism that mysticism which 
teaches us how to  collect that fuel which is  necessary, not only for the 
body, but for our mind and soul, by concentration, by meditation, by all 
other ways of contemplative practices. The purpose that is  accomplished by 
the Sufi is  that purpose which is  the longing of every soul. 

Question: What are the means, except contemplation and medi- 
tation, t o  develop and strengthen in oneself that 
light? 

Answer: Right living. 

Question: What means a right way of living? Is it as everyone 
thinks right? 

Answer : I f  each person's way of right living would be, there would 
be anarchy. The right living I would consider which is right t o  
oneself and to others. I f  not, all those who do good or who do 
wrong, they all justify themselves by thinking that what they 
do i s  the best. And reason i s  the slave of man; it always comes 
to  sympathize with him: 'Have I not done right, or wrong?' 
The reason says: 'Yes, you have.' 

Question: How can one l ive  so that it i s  approved of by oth- 
ers? 

Answer: It is  impossible to live the life that one considers best and 
others consider best. But one can do one's best. 

Question: Is it an ideal which one cannot reach, but one can 
have? 

Answer: Yes, it would be a help to do right. But one can always 
try t o  live that ideal. But no man on earth can live that ideal. 
But ideal is always that which cannot be lived. 

Question: One cannot reach, yet one sees people in whom the 
divine spark of light is more or l e s s  extinguish- 
ed, still they l i ve  an apparent virtuous l i f e .  



Answer : An apparent virtuous life is  a different thing. Apparent i s  
apparent. Right living, in my meaning, i s  not only a virtuous 
living. Right living has a deeper meaning st i l l .  Because what I 
call right life is  the first step to that which may be called true 
life. The third step i s  truth itself. Therefore the mystics say: 
there are three steps to the goal: right, true and truth. A 
person who loves to live a right life, and who tries to do it, 
even i f  he was not a contemplative or meditative or religious 
person, he must certainly arrive to that high stage, to, that 
goal which is  the ideal goal. Because within man there is  
truth; and seeking of man is  truth. Therefore right living helps 
him to realize the truth. But if I were to interpret the words 
of Christ which say: 'Strait is  the gate, and narrow is  the 
wayw28, I would say that there is a path in life, a path of 
going straight, and that path i s  walking upon a wire in the 
circus. They make a show of this. That is  exactly the picture, 
that at every step you take there i s  a fear of falling, either 
this side or that side. But even a better picture is  made by the 
jugglers in India in the same way. They take two very high 
bamboos, and tie a rope on the top of the bamboos, and the 
man stands is  a brass tray, and that brass tray is  on the rope. 
His task is  to go from one point to the other point, and while 
he i s  travelling thus his colleagues from below beat drums, and 
sing horrible songs, in order to  distract his mind, and he has to 
keep his concentration and secure balance in spite of all the 
musical calling that he hears from below. That i s  the picture 
of right living. 

Q u e s t i o n :  Y e s ,  b u t  once one i s  f a l l i n g 2 9  

Answer: Truth is merciful. One cannot fall but on the truth. I f  he falls, 
he will only fall in the arms of the truth. A seeker after truth 
has no loss. I f  he apparently loses anything, in the end it is  not 
a loss. 

Ques t ion:  What i s  it t o  f a l l  i n  the arms  of t r u t h ?  

Answer: Every struggle, i f  a fall is caused in a certain struggle, one 
has fallen in the arms of that particular struggle. I f  in the 
struggle of love, then he i s  in the arms of love that he falls. I f  
in the struggle of righteousness he falls, he falls in the arms of 
righteousness. Just like they have said that the holy war means 
that a person gives his life for a holy purpose. And therefore 

28. Quotation is from Mat t .  vii.14, A.V. 
29. Sk.sh.: it is not clear tha t  the question ends here 



he i s  in the arms of that holy object. In the struggle of truth, 
i f  a person has fallen, he has fallen in the arms of truth. 
Besides, the hopeful has never fallen. His rise and fall both 
mean success. Failure is  the loss of hope. As long as there is 
hope there i s  no failure. 

Question: And those who do not hope any 1 onger? 

Answer: There the success is  finished. 

Question: Is there n o t k i  which can help them? 

Answer : A miracle can do something. Nothing i s  impossible. There is  
nothing more painful than the loss of hope. A hopeless person 
i s  a dead person. A person who i s  dead, with hope i s  living; but 
a person walking on earth without hope i s  as dead. 

Question: How can one revivify a soul? 

Answer: Impart one's life into him, as a lighted candle can light 
another candle which is put out. When the fire is  gone out in 
the stove one must bring some other fire to light it again. One 
has to give from one's own hope. Therefore the one who gives 
must be powerful enough to give it. 

Question: When can a person consider himself suf f iciently 
powerful t o  give? 

Answer: One can judge it from one's own self-confidence. Because 
that life which one gives from one's own life to another, that 
comes from the self-confidence. In the Sufi terms it is  called 
Iman, which is  the most sacred thing in the whole religion. 
Self-confidence i s  the secret of all miracle. 

Question: Is love for one's neighbor not the 30force31 t o  
he1 p? 30 

Answer: Love i s  the substance. By self-confidence you make that sub- 
stance, by the power of self-confidence you are able to impart 
it. For instance, in healing. I f  you saw a person, and saw 

30. Sk.l.tp.: "... t o  help (hope)?It instead of "force t o  help?'' 
31. Sk.sh.: "forcen difficult t o  make out In the sh. 



that32 this'person i s  very ill; and you felt: what can I do, how 
can 1 do it? Then you can do nothing. In healing it i s  all self- 
confidence, in healing the self, and in healing another, it is all 
self-confidence. But not only healing, but all things, business, 
industry, in all work self-confidence is  necessary. 

Question: How can self-confidence, 330neself, in  one's own a f -  
fairs ,  help another person? 

Answer: Self-confidence gives you the power to manage your affairs 
better, and help others also. Now suppose there is a doctor 
who came to see a patient, who was in a bad condition. He 
says, 'Oh, it is too late that you have called me. Now this 
person has gone very far: S t i l l  I shall write a prescription now 
that you have called me here.' There is  another doctor, he 
says: 'It is  never too late, I am sure that all will be well. I 
shall do my very best, and certainly he will recover.' He may 
give the same prescription as the first doctor, but his prescrip- 
tion will be of a much greater value. Why? Because besides 
the medicine he has given his self-confidence, which i s  a mil- 
lion times greater in healing than prescriptions. In all things it 
is  the same. A person may be starting a business enterprise; a 
man may come and take away all his strength by saying: 'What 
a fool you are to have begun this. Have you thought of this?' 
Then all the power and radiance the man has can be lost in a 
moment's time. There is  another person34: 'It i s  a noble un- 
dertaking, I am sure you wil l  succeed; therefore my prayer, my 
thoughts35 with you, we shall do all we can to36 your enter- 
prise. We wish you success.' 

Question: To be quite sure t o  be able t o  give t o  another, one 
m u s t  have a great deal of v i ta l i ty  oneself? 

Answer: Vitality also comes from self-confidence. But again I shall 
tell you. For instance very often you will see a person not 
with an extraordinary strength and vitality has sometimes a 
much greater strength than a  ando ow^^. Independence is  the 
sign of self-confidence. It i s  just like a wealthy person, who 

32. Sk.l.tp.: " that "  omitted 
33. Ibid.: "Inn added 
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has wealth enough for himself, can always give to others. A 
person with limited means after the generosity of one day, 

38 next day he will be broke . 

Q u e s t i o n :  What c a n  one  d o  t o  h e l p  peop le  who s u f f e r  f rom 
psych ic  f o r c e s ?  

Answer: They are more difficult to help, because they become 
moody, they have moods. In one mood they will say yes, and in 
the evening they will say no to the same thing. Just now a 
person wil l  think that now he is  your friend; next day he will 
doubt, that i s  i s  his mistake. Such person once will listen to 
you, another time wil l  refuse. That person may be a very good 
person, but at the same time changeable in moods. For such a 
person a kind of very great power is needed to tune that 
person gradually. 

Ques t ion:  39~here one  is s t r u g g l i n g  w i t h  unseen  f o r c e s .  O n e  
m u s t  s t r u g g l e  perhaps his ~1.101 e 1 if e? 39 

Answer: Not necessarily. He can do it all the same. 

Q u e s t i o n :  If you d o  n o t  f e e l  c a p a b l e  you mus t  not under take  
i t ?  

Answer: Yes, one must feel first fully confident that one can man- 
age such a case; else better not undertake it. 

38. Ibid.: "broken" instead of llbroke" 
39. Ibid.: t h e  question appears In this form: "The one who is struggling with 

unseen forces must struggle perhaps his whole 
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The Sufi Ideal. 

The word Sufi, althoug# comes from the3 Creek origin which means 
wisdom, s t i l l  there is another meaning which i s  from the Arabic meaning: 
Sufi means pure. Often one wonders what this purity means. Because as in 
our everyday language we have corrupted many words, and we give in- 
terpretations4 to such words, our own interpretation, and so many call good- 
ness purity, many call moral character a purity. But for a mystic purity is 
quite different; for a mystic purity has i t s  natural meaning. Pure water 
means nothing mixed with it, no other element in it, and therefore purity is  
t o  find that substance within oneself which is  pure. No sooner that sub- 
stance i s  realized, 5one finds all such things as good or bad, right or wrong, 
besides that purity. Since there is no such goodness which is not touched 
with what may be called evil nor there is  evil which has no touch of good- 
ness, there is no such wrong which has no right side to it, and there is no 
right side which has not got the wrong of it. So as one realizes this purity, 
so one feels backward in expressing his opinion upon anything or anybody. 
You will always find that it is the foolish ones who are more ready to  
express their opinion upon a person; the wiser the person, the less inclined 
he feels to form an opinion on anyone. I f  he has to say anything it is  only 
good of the person. Besides, no person who has once realized this purity, 
tries to force his belief or his opinion upon another. For the reason is  that 
no sooner the purity which is  within is  realized, 5he has no longer an opinion 
which can be expressed in words. 

There are three steps to this purity. When a person takes the first step 
towards this purity, he distinguishes between right and wrong. When he 
takes the second step, he only sees the right, and overlooks the wrong. But 
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as he takes the third step, then his heart can dfind in the wrong6. One might 
say, a realization like this would upset the whole conception of right and 
wrong, and the standard made by the nations and by religion. Yes, it i s  true, 
but at the same time in order to  keep in harmony with the world, with those 
one lives with, it does not mean that one should close one's eyes and not see 
the truth. It is  therefore that the Sufi says that ' l i v e  as the others live, 
think as the others think, but feel as you feel8, and realize as your soul 
guides you to realize life.' There i s  one error which is  the greatest sin, i f  
ever sin exists, and it is  that sin which is  expressed in the story of Adam; 
and that sin begins from the time that the infant begins to come to child- 
hood. That i s  the exile from the Garden of Eden of that soul who experi- 
ences the kingship of infancy and began to feel 'Im, 'I am somethingg sep- 
arate from the others.' No sooner the soul begins to say 'I' he i s  exiled 
from heaven. For all blessing belongs to that state that the soul has experi- 
enced before having claimed to be '1',  a separate entity. And every curse 
has come upon man from that time that he has realized himself to be an 
entity separate from the others. I it therefore that man whatever be his 
position, whatever be his situation in life, he is  not fully happy. The trouble 
of one may be perhaps greater than of the other; but the one resident in the 
heaven-like palaces, and the other inhabitant, he lo had a grass hut, both 
have their troubles, both have their pain. But the reason of all the trouble 
man finds in the life outside of him. ' ~ u f i  finds the reason of all trouble in 
that one sin, having claimed 'I.' With this claim all the trouble came. It 
continued, and continues always. There is  such a hold that this sin gets upon 
the soul, that it i s  like the eclipse upon the sun, covering i t s  light from shin- 
ing. In the practical life one finds this claim and the spirit of 'I' sometimes 
helpful, and so l2 the practical man looks upon a person who has less of this 
element, he thinks that he is weak, he thinks that he i s  unpractical. I f  that 
person seems l3 more simple he calls him dreamy. A practical man in connec- 
tion with this man says he is floating in the air. But after all how long this 
practical sense lasts, and to what end 14it does l4 lead? The end of the one 
who was l5 practical and the inpractical l6 one i s  the same. 
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There i s  a story of a Sufi who met a young man travelling and said to 
him: 'See me, if you pass through the village that I7 1 live you might la call 
on me.' This young man asked: 'May I know what i s  the name of the place 
where you live?' 'The place of liars, it is  near a Temple.' This young man 
was very confused; he thought: he was speaking of truth all the time and he 
lives in the place of liars. Only he found the place in the end by coming near 
that Temple. When this young man saw the Sufi, he says: 'The first question 
that rises in my mind is: why do you call this place the place of liars?' The 
Sufi said to the young man: 'Come along with me, we shall have a l i t t le 
walk in the l i t t le graveyard', which was just close to it. He said: 'Here they 
say that that prime minister was buried, and here the king was buried, and 
here the chief judge was buried, and here a very great general was buried. 
Were they not liars? They prove here to be liars. There are nothing but the 
same in the same ground; they are buried, with anyone else, the same end 
they had as anyone else.' I f  that is  the end then think of the beginning. In 
the beginning there also was no such a thing as distinction. No infant is  born 
in this world saying that 'I am so and so, my name is so and so, my position 
i s  such and such.' This all the soul has learnt after coming here. The soul 
has learnt the first lie in saying 'I' as a separate identity 19; and after that 
first lie he says numberless lies. Therefore the teaching and the occupation 
of the Sufi is  to  erase that error from the reeerd surface of his heart. And 
therefore the first lesson and the last lesson that the Sufi learns is 'I am 
not, Thou art.' And when this20 false claim does not exist in his conscious- 
ness, then that claim which i s  called in the Bible 'the Word', that 'First was 
the Word, and the Word was God', begins. And by listening to that divine 
Word and by giving oneself to that Word, it is by this that the Sufi experi- 
ences that joy, that heavenly joy, which is  incomparable, that joy which is  
ecstasy. 

The belief in God leads to that perfection which i s  the seeking of the 
soul. But is  is not only the belief; for there are numberless souls in this 
world who have belief in God. Do you think that they are very much 
advanced? Very often you find that those who claim a belief are much more 
backward than 21those who perhaps21 do not claim a belief in Cod. Belief in 
God must serve the purpose of that purification, that purity which is  the 
ideal attainment for man. And it i s  that purity which is  attained by the med- 
itation. And in that purity is  fulfilled the purpose of life. 
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Q u e s t i o n :  Why peop le  who are22 evil ,  d o  wrong, succeed;  w h i l e  
t h e r e  a r e  p e o p l e  who d o  r i g h t  who never succeed? 

Answer: That is  not a rule. The rule i s  that the one who succeeds 
through wrong will only succeed through wrong. By doing right 
he will have a failure. The one who succeeds by right will 
always succeed by right. I f  he will do wrong he will have a 
failure. Furthermore, the one who descends2! for him right 
and wrong all become as steps to  descend23. And the one who 
descends, for him good or evil all become a step to descend. 
Yet it is  a consoling thing because it takes one to the ideal 
that 24 there must be the ideal before one to ascend, and even 
his error will help. For instance, to25 a person who is to  be 
cured, the medicine and no medicine, both help him towards 
the cure. And the one who is  not meant to be cured, neither 
medicine nor i t s  absence helps him. It teaches us to find out 
what we are seeking, what is  our ideal, do we ascend, how do 
we descend2q Another picture of this, that i f  a person is  
climbing a staircase, if he is  going up, i f  his foot slips, even he 
wil l  go up, because he i s  bound to go up. And the one who i s  
going down, i f  he slips he will go down, because he i s  bound to 
go down. There is  no man in this world who can say: 'I am 
faultless.' But that means27 that he i s  not destined to reach 
that to which he is bound to reach. I t  is  a great pity if a 
person does right or does good because he wants to progress or 
to  become spiritual. For what is  goodness after all1 It is  a very 
small price to be paid for spirituality. And the man who de- 
pends upon his goodness to attain to spirituality, he may just 
as well wait a thousand years. For i s  i s  just like the picture of 
a man who i s  collecting all the sand he can in order to 
mount 28 a hill in order to mount to heaven. I f  one is  not good 
for the love of goodness, if one does not right for his love 
for justice, for his own satisfaction, there is  no meaning in 
doing right, there is  no virtue in doing good. To be spiritual is 
to  become nothing; to become good i s  to become something; 
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and to be something i s  like being nothing; and to be nothing i s  
like being all things. Because this claim hinder the natural 
perfection; i t s  the self-effacement is a return to the Garden 
of Eden. 

Question: Is there no risk for a person endeavouring t o  become 
this, t o  become a prey t o  a l l  the conditions of 
l i f e ?  

Answer: On the contrary. Because all the strength and wisdom is  in 
perfection. The absence of perfection i s  the tragedy of life. 
The person who holds himself fast is  even a burden to the 
earth. The earth can easily bear mountains upon i t s  back, but 
the person who is egoistic is heavier. And what happens in the 
end? The-sed-d-the-egeist His own soul cannot bear that 
person. It is  therefore that many make a suicide. The-teasen 
is-that-the-sdf-has The claim of the self has become so 
heavy upon the soul that the soul wants to depart from it. 
Therefore a hint has been made by Jesus Christ that ' Blessed 
are the poor in spirit.' What does 'poor in spiritn mean? The 
ego that is effaced. 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Paris, December I s t ,  1923 

The Secret o f  Life. 

I would like to speak this evening on the subject of the secret of 
1ife.l Man's attitude i s  the secret of life. For upon man's attitude depends 
the2 success and failure. Man's rise and fall both have behind it3 his atti- 
tude. One may ask what do I mean by the word attitude? Attitude is that 
impulse which i s  as a battery behind the mechanism of thought. It i s  not 
man's thought which is man's attitude, it is something behind man's thought 
pushing it outwardlfl; and according to the strength of that impulse that 
that5 thought is6 becomes realized.  he beginning of every work 
hasg the attitude aslo the most important factor in bringing l to i ts1 l suc- 
cessf ul accomplishment. 

Now there are three different sides connected to12 this subject, that 
one could observe. One side of it i s  one's attitude to oneself. Whether one 
treats oneself as a friend or as an enemy; i f  one is harmonious to12 oneself 
or inharmonious. And remember, it i s  not everyone who is harmonious to12 
himself, and it is  not everyone who treats himself as friend, although he13 
may think so. For man generally is his own enemy; he does not know it, but 
he proves it in his doings. 140ne reads14 in the Qur'an, 15which sayst5: 
'Verily, man i s  foolish and cruel.' Foolish because he does not even know 
his own interest, and cruel because he very often proves to be his own 
enemy. 1 6 ~ 0  be16 cruel to others apart, man begins his cruelty on himself. 
But that cruelty 17is the cause of17. foolishness. That foolishness is impru- 
dence. Imprudence means ignorance. The best explanation . of . ignorance 
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could be found in the example that Buddha has given about ignorance. 
Someone asked Buddha: 'What is  ignorance? What is it like? Quddha said: 
'A person was clinging to a branch of a tree, his feet not touching the 
ground, all night l9 was hanging in the air, and was every moment afraid lest 
he might fall and hurt himself. Neither 20he knewz0 that there was a 
ground, nor 21he thoughtz1 that there was water. He was only afraid of his 
life, he only felt his own body. And in order to  protect his body he was 
clinging to the tree all night. But with the breaking of the dawn he saw that 
he was but two feet'sz2 distance from the earth. He could have just let 
loose that hold he had upon that l i t t le branch, if only he hadz3 that trust, 
that faith, that the ground was just beneath his feet. And this is  the igno- 
rance of man'. Man mayz4 consider himself very practical and very clever, 
but at the same time he very often proves to be his own enemy. As Saadi 
says, the great writer of Persia, 'My cleverness, very often thou provest to  
me25 my worst enemy.' Very often worldly cleverness without that faith 
and strength and trust i s  iiothing but a delusion. It i s  the development of the 
trust in the heart, the development of faith, that gives man a friendly atti- 
tude first to  himself. But how must one become one's own friend first? By 
bringingz6 one's external 27 in 28 harmony to one's inner being. For it i s  when 
the inner being seeks something else, and the external being does something 
else, then 29 there is  inharmony in oneself. 3%hen one's good self, 30 when 
one's higher self desires one way, and the lower self strikes another way, 
then there i s  inharmony. And what i s  the result of this inharmony? The 
result of that inharmony i s  like the3' volcanic eruption. The two parts of 
one's own being which should unite together in love strike together, and 
fire comes out of it. What causes people to 3 ~ a k e  af2 suicide? What brings 
that illness and depression and despair? Very often that conflict which exists 
within oneself. Therefore the attitude towards oneself must be first friendly, 
must be first kindly and harmonious. Even in such thing 33 as spirituality one 
must not go against oneself. I remember when beginning my interest in spir- 
itual lines, I once asked my teacher: 'Murshid,' 3 4 ~  asked him,34 'Do you 
approve of my keeping35 up ha++ most part of the night for my night vigils?' 
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'Whom could36 you torture?' said37 Murshid, 'Yourself. I s  God pleased with 
it?' I had no word to say more. I thought, i f  I ~ i l l ~ ~ g o  further, he will say: 
' Do not do it.' 3 9 ~  thought 3g 40 then I shall4' be free to do or not do 
it. 

When one thinks about one's dealings with one's friends, with one's rel- 
atives, with those with whom one comes into42 contact in one's everyday 
life, 4%ne attracts them or repels44 them according to one's attitude. 
Whether a person is in business, in commerce, 43n whatever walk of life, he 
either repels 44 or attracts them, and in 46 that depends his success or failure 
of 42 life. That secret of magnetism, whether you consider yourself friend 
or47 enemy, whether a stranger or a friend, and to the one who considers 
anyone else a stranger, to him even the friend is a stranger. And the one 
who considers one 48 a friend, t o  him even a stranger i s  a friend. I f  you are 
afraid of someone who will, you think, harm you, then you inspire that 
person to harm you. I f  you distrust someone, and think: one day that person 
will deceive you, certainly you will inspire that person to deceive you. But 
49even in the enemy 49, i f  you have the trust 49, the power of your trust 
may someday turn him from your enemy in50 your friend. In everything one 
does, honesty and dishonesty is  51 reflected in the same way. I f  the attitude 
is  not right, whatever work one does, whoever one sees, that wrong attitude 
is  reflected upon that person, and that person will answer in the same way. 
Therefore right-doing and wrong-doing is  51 not only 52a teaching 52 of a re- 
ligion, some virtue which is  forced upon the2 people; 5?t is53a scientific, a 
logical truth. For with the wrong attitude nothing right can be accom- 
plished, and with the right attitude nothing can go wrong, even if there are 
difficulties. I was so54 interested in the story of a friend, in 55 his56 own 
experience. A young friend of mine, he was a jeweller, and he used to take 
jewelry to the houses of people who like to buy, and in this way he made his 
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business. 5%his man,57 one day I told58 him: 'What is the psychology of 
your business, will you explain?' 'Every day more and more I am convinced 
of the spiritual truth, while doing this business,' he said. ' 59~usiness of 
jewelry, there is a very great scope of dishonesty, but,' he said that 'the 
day when I had60 taken some jewels and people have seen it, and I have 
honestly told them that this is  the right price, mostly I have seen that it was 
sold, and I have profited by it. But', he said, 'you cannot be always a saint 
in the2 business. Sometimes I 6'feel now this6' person has really seen some- 
thing which he wants to take, and on seeing that I have just62 added a l i t t le 
more to the price. And it seems63 that some power me64 was 
robbed 64 a9-seen and all day I prove 65 nothing but the loss of the day.' He 
said: 'It is not one day, but many times; I thought it may be an accident, 
but whenever that temptation has robbed that sacred power which is  in me, 
then that day I was not successful in my business.' What does it show us? It 
shows us that there i s  hidden in our heart a wonderful power, a power which 
can be called divine power, a sacred power, a power which can be developed 
and cherished by keeping our attitude right. But then it i s  not always66 to 
keep the attitude right. 6?he influence of this life on the earth that one 
has, this life full of changes, ful l  of temptations, full of falsehood, continu- 
ally upsets that steadiness of 68 attitude. Nevertheless, the2 strength st i l l6 '  
lies in the steadiness of the attitude. And any lack in that steadiness is  the 
cause of every failure and disappointment. There i s  a Hindustani saying, 
that 70 ' 'steady attitude secures success.' And when we come in the spiri- 
tual region the same rule applies. It is  not the prayer that man says, it is  
not the house where the man prays, it is  not the faith that man claims, it is 
the72attitude that counts in religion. It is just l ike73a ticket i s  wanted74 at 
the gate door75 of the railway station. Yea They do not ask what position 
you have, what property you have, what  ancestor^^^. No, they ask: 
'Ticket', and you are admitted. That ticket is  man's attitude. In order t o  
enter in the spiritual spheres that right attitude is  needed, and77 that short- 
ens the path. 
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Now the question i s  how to know the right attitude from the wrong? 
To know the right attitude from7' wrong is as easy as seeing all things when 
the eyes are open. When one does not see the wrong attitude, it means that 
at 79 that time 8%e closess0 his eyes. His eyes do no fail him; he closes 
them. He does not want to admit to  himself his wrong attitude, he i s  afraid 
of his own fault. But if one 82 looks at one'sa3 own error face to face, it is  
that man who criticizes himself, he has no time to criticize others. It is  that 
man who will prove to be wise. But mostly human nature seems to be doing 
quite another thing. Everyone seems to be most interested in criticizing 
another. I f  one would criticize oneself, there are endless faults; however 
saintly or sagely, there is no end of faults in a soul. And it i s  only the2 con- 
s c i o u ~ n e s s ~ ~  of 85 correcting one's faults, of making oneself better, of 
taking hold of that right attitude, which is the secret of success, by which 
one attains to that goal which i s  the object of every soul. 

Now adding to this subject what the Sufi Movement, especially the Sufi 
Order, has to teach in this direction. According to the Sufi point of view 
there i s  only one Teacher, and that Teacher is  God Himself. No man can 
teach another man. Only what one can do to another is to give one's experi- 
ence to another to  make 8%ne's success86. For instance, i f  a person happens 
to know a road, a way, he can tell another man: 'That i s  the road that leads 
to the place which you wish to find.' The work of the spiritual teacher is 
like the work of the Cupid. The work of the Cupid is  to bring 87about thea7 
two souls together; and so isa8  the work of the spiritual teachera8 to bring 
together Ged the soul and God. But what i s  taught to  man who seeks after 
truth? Nothing i s  taught. What is taught is only how he should learn from 
God. For it is not man who teaches spirituality, it is  God alone Who teaches 
it. 

And how i s  it learned? These ears which are open outwardly when from 
outward they are closed and when they are focussed to the heart within, 
then instead of hearing all that comes from the outward life whena9 begins 
to hear the words within. Therefore, in a few words, if one were to say 
what is meditation? That is also the attitude, the right attitude to God. 
Right attitude to  God is a direct response to  God. For the voice i s  continu- 
ally coming as an answer to every call. It is  the ears of the heart which 
should be open and focussed to that source from where the voice is coming. 
And once that i s  done, then the Teacher within i s  found; and there is  a 
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continual guidance, and theng1 only remains to what extent one keeps close 
to that guidance, to that extent one i s  guided. It i s  true that one needg2 no 
other guidance than the inner guidance. But 93if oneg2, in order to come 
nearer to the inner guidance, i f  there i s  any guidance to come to that 94 is 
necessary. The Sufi Order therefore i s  the way to that inner guidance. Once 
a person has come into contact with that inner guidance, then one can 95go 
along 95 through life. 

96~t t i tude builds a channel for an effort. A right attitude builds a 
channel for a right effort. The world i s  the3' place of tests and trials. I f  
one does not live in the world one has no chance of doing 97 or bad 97, 
and i f  one lived a very spiritual life in the wilderness, it hasg8 no good for 
anybody, not even for oneself, because one has not gone through the testsg9 
and trials of the world. Neither one can praise the life of a hermit, nor can 
one condemn keaase loo. I f  he i s  happy, it is  good. Each knows his own life. 
When he is  happy he will give happiness to others also. For instance, a man 
i s  born to live a hermit's life. In living a hermit's life he does not find 
any torture or trouble in it. Let him live that life; in that he will prove to be 
his own friend. In the second step he will be the friend of another. I f  my 
friends asked me: i s  the hermit's life ideal? I will say: I t  may be ideal for 
him, you need not follow it. 96 

Question: Is it notlo' that the l i f e  of  a hermit is sel f ish? 

Answer: It i s  very difficult, i f  we observe life, to  say who is not 
selfish. But at the same time the life of a hermit is  not a life 
which one should make all sacrifices Io3 in order to follow it. I 
vtould be the last person to recommend it to anyone. But i f  
one followed it form his own pleasure and found happiness in 
it, I would not prevent it. For a Sufi maintains from the first 
to  the last freedom of soul. 
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Question: What must be the attitude t o  come near t o  that d i -  
rect communication with God? 

Answer: The attitude must be that first to seek Cod within. And 
after seeking Cod within, then to  see God without. And the 
story of Aladdin, that we hear in the 'Arabian Nights', that 
Aladdin went to  find some lantern. That lantern i s  the divine 
light within. And that fight+-feand-by lantern i s  very diffi- 
cult t o  find. And once a person has sought that lantern, the 
next thing to do i s  to  throw that light on the life outward, in 
order to  find God within and without, both. For instance, a 
prayer, a night vigil, a form of worship, all these things are 
helpful. But i f  man was not inclined to make peace with his 
brother, to  make harmony with his fellow man, to seek the 
pleasure of those around him, then he has not performed the 
religious duties. For what can man give to Cod, Who is per- 
fect? His goodness? His goodness i s  very little. His prayers? 
How many times wil l  he pray? The whole day he spends for 
himself. I f  two times, three times he prays, it is'  nothing. I f  
man can do lo4 in order to please Cod, it is  only to  please His 
creatures, to  seek their pleasures. There cannot be a better 
prayer and a greater religion than being conscientious to the 
feeling of man, being ready to serve him, to please him in 
every way, to forgive him, to tolerate him. And in doing 
wrong, i f  the thought that he was doing wrong to Cod, and in 
doing right i f  he was thinking: I am doing right to  God, his 
attitude is right. 
All mysticism and philosophy and meditation, and everything 
that we learn and develop, the end and the sum total of the 
whole thing is to  be a better servant to humanity. The whole 
thing, from the beginning to the end in the spiritual path i s  a 
drilling, is  a training to be better able to serve mankind. And 
i f  one does not do it with that intention, he will find in the 
end that he has accomplished nothing. There are many who 
seek wonder working, or great power to accomplish things. 
Yes, they may try to  and gain perhaps this or that power. But 
the soul will never be satisfied. The true satisfaction of the 
soul is in an honest and humble service of Io5 another. I f  there 
were two people before me: one had a great power of wonder 
working, one could perform phenomena; and another, humble 
and kind and gentle and willing to do all he can for his fellow 
men, I would d w y 9  prefer this last man. I would say: He i s  
wonderful, and the other i s  a sage Io6. 
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The soul of man is goodness itself. If he only begins to love it. 
I t  is  not something that is acquired, it springs from itself. 
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The Intoxication of Life. 

It is  not only what one eats or drinks gives a certain amount of stimu- 
lance to him, but also what one smells, what one sees or hears, even that 
has an influence and effect on man's being. And stimulance that one experi- 
ences by the food and drink in the real sense of the word is a small intoxi- 
cation. But i s  i s  not only the food that one eats and the water that one 
drinks and all that one sees and hears and touches gives man intoxication, 
but even breathing the air that man breathes from morning to evening, it i s  
continually giving to him a stimulance and an intoxication. And i f  this i s  
true, then is  there one moment when man i s  not intoxicated.? He is  always 
intoxicated, only sometimes more than other times. But this is  not only the 
intoxication. Then his absorption in his affairs of life, which keep him also 
intoxicated. Besides that second intoxication of the work and affair in 
which one's mind i s  absorbed, there is  that third intoxication. And that third 
intoxication i s  that attachment that man has with himself, the sympathy that 
man has with himself. It is  this intoxicatiori which makes him selfish, which 
makes him greedy and very often unjust towards his fellow men. The effect 
of this intoxication is that man continually i s  busy feeling, thinking and 
acting: what would be to my interest, what can bring me a certain interest 
and profit? And in that his whole time and life becomes fully . lt i s  
through this intoxication that he says,  h his^ my friend, and that i s  my 
enemy; he i s  my well-wisher, and he i s  against me,' and it i s  by this intoxi- 
cation that the ego, the false ego of man, i s  made. And it i s  this third intox- 
ication which keeps man continually in the thought of attaining that which is 
for the profit of himself. But as an intoxicated man does not really know 
what i s  profitable to him, so man, selfish, in his selfishness he never knows, 
he does not understand what really i s  to his benefit. And at the moments of 
soberness man wonders, ' I f  this i s  intoxication, what is  in the reality? I 
would like to know what reality is.' But for the reality it i s  not only the 
eyes and ears that are necessary, but it i s  the soberness besides it which is 
needed to hear and see better. One might ask, 'HOW could we call this in- 
toxication i f  this seems to be a normal state and this seems to be the state 
of every person?' Yes, it may be called normal condition only because it i s  
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the condition of everyone. But intoxication i s  intoxication. Intoxication i s  
not satisfactionary3. 

And then there is  an innate longing for a certain satisfaction which 
man does not know, and for that satisfaction, man seeks 4for it4 and never 

5 that satisfaction which i s  the continual longing of his soul. No active 
person with some wisdom will deny the fact that always every effort he 
makes for a happiness seems to bring out a disappointing result. And that 
shows that the effort i s  made always on the wrong direction. But ' to make 
an effort to  find reality is  apart. The first thing is  to  realize what this in- 
toxication is. And the first step in the path of truth is to  know that there 
exists such a thing as intoxication. The intoxication that the childhood has, 
i f  one can only imagine what attention, what service, what care the child 
demands. At the same time he does not know how6 take the trouble, who 
takes care of it. It plays with i t s  toys, it plays with i t s  playmates, it knows 
not what is  awaiting i t  in the future. What it wants, what it is  pleased with, 
i s  what is  immediately around him. He does not see far7. No child has ever 
known in his childhood what value i s  his mother or his father or those who 
care for him, except when man arrives at that stage when he begins to see 
for himself. And when see8 the condition of youth, which i s  another in- 
toxication again, that time of blossoming, that time of the fullness of 
energy, the soul in that time of spring never thinks that there can by any- 
thing else. The soul never thinks that this is a passing stage. The soul only 
thinks that at that time it i s  full of intoxication. It knows not anything else 
but itself. How many errors, how many follies, many thoughtless things and 
many things of inconsideration a youth has done, which it afterwards re- 
pents, but the timeg it never thinks about it. It i s  not the fault of the 
souls10, it is  the time, it i s  that intoxication. The person who is intoxicated, 
what he does he i s  not responsible for it; he is  intoxicated. Neither child is  
to be blamed for his not being responsible or appreciative enough, nor the 
youth for being blind in its energy. It is  natural. This intox- 
ication goes on as .a person goes on in life. Only it is the change of wine. 
The wine of childhood i s  different from the wine of youth, and when the 
wine of youth is  passed, then some other wine is taken. Then according to 
the different walks of life that man goes along, so he drinks that wine which 
absorbs his life, either collecting of wealth or requiring power or looking 
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after a position. All these things are13 in texkat ien l2 14the intoxi- 
cated14 man l2 . And even i f  one went further in life, s t i l l  intoxication 
pursues. It may be joy15 in music or fondness of poetry, i t  may be a love of 
art or a delight of learning, it is  all intoxication. 

But now a person may ask, ' I f  all these different occupations and 
things of interest are like different wines, then16 what is  there in the world 
what can be called a state of soberness?' It is wine, no doubt, from begin- 
ning to end. Even those who are good and advanced spiritually and morally, 
they also have a certain wine. Wine one has to take all along, but it is a dif- 
ferent wine. A highly advanced artist, a great poet, an inspired musician will 
admit that there are moments of intoxication which come to him as a joy, 
&ten1' as an upliftment from his art, music, poetry, and it makes him 
exalted; lahe i s  i f  he i s  not living in this world. 

The higher intoxication cannot be compared with the lower intoxication 
of this l1 world, but that i s  intoxication. What is  joy, what is  fear, 
what i s  anger, what is  passion, what i s  the feeling of attachment and what i s  
the feeling of detachment? All these have the feeling of wine, all ate- 
different have their intoxications. Understanding this mystery, the Sufis 
have made their culture founded upon this principle of intoxication. The in- 
toxication of which I have said, the Sufis call it hal, and ha1 means in i t s  
verbal meaning: condition, state. And there is  a saying of the Sufis that man 
says and does according to his condition. 

One cannot say differently and cannot do differently than the wine one 
has had l1 . The one who has had the wine of anger, what he says or 
does, it i s  irritable, it i s  irritation. The one who has drunk the wine of de- 
tachment, in his thought, speech, action, you will find nothing but detach- 
ment. One who drinks the wine of attachment, you will feel in his presence 
that all are drawn to him and he i s  drawn to all. A person does and says all 
that he does and says according to the wine that he has taken. And-if that i s  
true, then the Sufi says: 'the Heaven and hell i s  in the hand of man, i f  he 
only knew i t s  mystery.' The world therefore for a Sufi i s  a winepress, a 
store in which all sorts of wine are collected. He has only t o  choose what 
wine he will joicelg and what wine will bring him that delight which is the 
longing of his soul. 

I had once an experience in India, which was my first impression and 
deep impression indeed, in this direction of life. When walking in the district 
of dervishes, where the dervishes have their solitude, I found ten or twelve 
dervishes together sitting under the shade of a tree, in their ragged clothes 
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sitting together, talking with one another. As I was curious to hear and see 
the path of different thoughts and ideas, I curiously stood there watching 
this assemble and what was going on there. These thinking souls sitting on 
the ground without a carpet made first 20 impression as i f  poor people, 
helpless ones, who have nothing perhaps in their possession, sitting in disap- 
pointment. But as they began to speak with one another, I could not keep 
any longer that impression. For when they addressed one another, they 
addressed by saying: 'Oh King of Kings, oh Emperor of Emperors.' And all 
that was to be said was said afterwards, but that was the address. I took 
aback first on hearing these words, but after giving a l i t t le thought of it, I 
thought, 'What is  an emperor, what i s  a king? I s  the real king and emperor 
within or without? And the emperor who i s  the emperor of the environments 
without i s  dependent on all that is without. The moment he is  separated 
from the environment2', he i s  no longer an emperor.' But these emperors 
sitting on the bare ground were real emperors. No one could take away 
their empire, for their empire, their kingdom was not an illusion; their king- 
dom was a real kingdom. It seemed as i f  an emperor had a bottle of wine 
before him but these emperors had drunk that wine and had become real 
emperors. Do we not see in our everyday life a person who says: ' I am ill, I 
am sorry, I am miserable, I am wretched'? Put him in a palace and put a 
thousand doctors and nurses around him, he wil l  still be wretched. And one 
may have a great suffering and pain and at the same time he says: 'No, I 
am well, I am happy.' All i s  well, all goes right, for that person is right. 
Does i t  not show to us that we are, we become 22that, which wine we 
drink22? The man who i s  drunken with the wine of success, he knows not 
failure. And i f  circumstances made him fail nine times, the tenth time he 
will succeed. The one who has drunk the wine of failure, you may give him 
all the possibility of success, but he has drunk the wind of failure, he cannot 
succeed. 

But with all this there is  one subtle feeling every soul has, a feeling 
which cannot be explained in words, a feeling which makes man more corn- 
fortable in his armchair at home than befete perhaps before ten thousand 
people standing before him paying him homage. To a person he may be 
loaded with wealth, but the moment when all the pearls and jewels he has 
set aside and he has sat without anyone, and taken a rest, that is  the time 
when he breathes a free breath. And what i t  teaches us? It teaches us that 
all else in the world that man has, i t  may have the greatest value in his 
eyes, but yet there i s  something hidden which he i s  seeking. When he has 
that, then he is  happy. One might explain it with perhaps more examples, the 
same idea: that a person, however beloved, one does not want to have all 
the time; one wants to have one moment away from even the dearest person 
in the world. However proud one23 of his thought24, the thoughts may be 
great, deep and good, but his greatest joy is the moment when he is not 
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thinking. One25 may have best feeling of love, tenderness and goodness, but 
there are moments when there are no feelings. That moment i s  more exalt- 
ing. 

What does this26 show? This shows that the whole life i s  interesting 
because it is all intoxicating. But what is desired by the soul is one thing 
and that i s  a glimpse of soberness. this glimpse of soberness, how 
one experiences this glimpse of soberness, which i s  the continual longing of 
the soul? One experiences it by the way of meditation, by the way of con- 
centration. But i f  it i s  a natural thing, why one has to make an effort for it? 
The reason i s  that one enjoys this intoxication so much that afterwards one 
becomes addicted to drink. And that is  the condition of every soul in this 
world. Every soul becomes addicted to drink the wine of life, and at the 
same time there comes a moment, i f  not in the28 early part of life, then 
later, i f  not when a person is happy, then when he i s  unhappy, then a time 
comes when he begins to look for that soberness which i s  a continual longing 
of his soul. 

The Sufi culture therefore i s  a culture in order to experience that 
soberness. It is  no doubt very difficult to  explain how this soberness i s  at- 
tained, and yet after having explained this subject of intoxication, it is  not 
so very difficult. For it is  as simple as saying that how to get rid of a drink 
i s  to  keep away the drink for a time being and let one be without a drink. 
And therefore, as I have said that there are three principal wines, three 
principal intoxications: the intoxication of oneself and the intoxication of 
the occupation, and the third intoxication is29 the what the senses every 
moment feel. Now these three wines could not be taken away at once. It is  
just like taking away from a person who lives on wine his life's sustenance. 
But one can give a person a certain time, that during that time he may keep 
sober, he may take two wines, not three. And try another time only one, not 
two. And as in meditative l i fe a person advances, he may arrive to that 
stage that the three wines on which he lives may be kept away, and yet he 
feels he lives and he becomes convinced that he exists without these three 
intoxications. Verily, this conviction of existing independent of these three 
wines, which brings man the realization of &vine eternal 301ife, which i s  the 
essence of 31 all religions.30 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
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Paris, Rue du Dragon, 
December 4th, 1923 

lI would like to speak this evening on Sufism. It happens that often my 
mureeds who meet their friends, they are mostly asked what is Sufism. And 
you know already what human nature is. It wants to ask you about your 
whole life in one word, for it i s  very easy to ask a question; the difficulty is 
in answering. Perhaps these words that I will now say will to some extent 
help my mureeds to  answer these questions, but at the same time they must 
know that the answer must come from their heart; that alone will make an 
effect. Only my explaining will make things clear.' 

Sufism in the meaning of the word is wisdom, wisdom which i s  a knowl- 
edge acquired from within and without, both. Therefore Sufism i s  not only 
an intuitional2 knowledge, nor it is only a knowledge acquired from the life 
in the world and outside. Sufism in itself i s  no religion nor even a culture3 
as a distinct or definite doctrine. 4~here  is,4 no better explanation of Sufism 
can be5, than6 saying that any person who has a knowledge of life outside 
and within is a Sufi. Therefore, there has not been in any period of the 
world's history a founder or an exponent of Sufism, but Sufism has been all 
the time. 

No doubt, as far as we can trace, we find that since the time of Abra- 
ham there have been esoteric schools, many of them were called Sufi 
schools. The Sufi schools of Arabia had7 Arabic culture; it was more meta- 
physical. ' ~ n d  sufism8, the Sufi schools of Persia, developed more the liter- 
ary aspect, and the Sufi schools of India developed9 meditative faculty. But 
the truth and the ideal has remained the same as the central theme of 
Sufism in all these schools. Seme Different of these schools have been called 
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by different names, but alllo schools are considered to be Sufi schools. 
These schools even till now exist, and it would not be an exaggeration if I 
said that there are millions of souls of the followers of different religions 
who are benefitted by the of these schools. No doubt every school 
has i t s  own method and in every method it is coloured by the personality of 
the leader. There are the schools of dervishes and there are the schools of 
f a k i r s ,  there are schools of the Sal ik ,  who teach the12 moral culture with 
the philosophical truth. 13~ersonally I owe every obligation to the Sufi 
school of the Chishtis, in which I was initiated by my Murshid, Abu Hashim 
Madani.13 But there the account of the ancient history of Sufism finishes. 

1 3 ~ o w  I wish to explain to you our Movement. l3 Our Movement i s  a 
movement of the members of different nations and different races, united 
together in the ideal of wisdom. That wisdom does not belong to any partic- 
ular religion or any particular race. Wisdom belongs to human race; it is  a 
divine property which mankind has inherited, and it i s  in this realization that 
we, in spite of different nationalities and races and different beliefs and 
faiths, stil l unite and work for humanity in the ideal of wisdom. 

NOWI~ we have three aspects of our activity. The one aspect of our 
activity is what we call the Sufi Order, in which a member is  admitted by 
the initiation. You may ask, 'By this initiation, to  what school do we 
belong?'. We belong to the International School of the Sufi Order. What 
method i s  i t? The Sufis of the ancient times, when they brought wisdom 
before the Muslim world, they have presented that wisdom in the realm of 
Muslim terminology. Our school today, having a wider field of work, we are 
presenting l5to the followers l all religions, besides to those who have per- 
haps no religion: to  a spiritual person, to a material person, both. Therefore 
the realm in which the Esoteric School of the Sufi Order presents i t s  method 
is necessarily different and distinct in itself. The representatives of this 
school, therefore, and those who are initiated, have a more general idea of 
Sufism than those belonging to special schools, who have an idea of that 
particular section. Therefore, you should not be surprised i f  one of our initi- 
ated members of the Sufi Order proved 16in his outlook a wider outlook 
compared with another member16 of the Sufis which is only a sectional 
school of the Sufis. However, you will find the central theme the same. This 
I have not said in order for us to be proud of our broadness. It is  only said 
in order that we may try in our life that we may keep up to that ideal and 
not fall short of that broader17 outlook and that broader17 ideal. For the 
life on the earth has a tendency to drag us to narrowness, and therefore we 
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must know that we have continually that fight all along in our progress in 
the spiritual path. 

The other part of our work i s  the part of the Universal Worship. Now 
in this, there is no doubt, religion is a subject which is most delicate to 
touch. The less spoken, the better. 1 3 ~ w e v e r ,  every problem that is before 
us, must be spoken when we are only mureeds together.13 No one can live 
with food and without water, and so no one can live with only esoteric re- 
ligion18, without a religion. And when one says that 'I will only live in the 
esoteric ideal and will not care for the outer religion,' that person may just 
as well say 'I will live in my soul and not be conscious of my body.' Besides 
providing that religion which is destined to be the religion of today, the 
great work that this activity is  doing is  to bring about that possibility of the 
people of different religions worshipping together, for all worship one God. 
However great be the possibility of opposition--every good work has to 
meet with opposition--nevertheless every man with clear sense and just and 
clear conscience will certainly approve of the idea which i s  behind it. 

And now coming to the third idea, of the brotherhood. The need of this 
idea no one with any thought can deny, and the one who will deny it does 
not know what he denies. The more one will study the12 life in i t s  deeper 
sense, the more one will realize that the whole wisdom is summed up in the 
idea of brotherhood. 

lgBut now so far I have spoken to you the explanation of our work,lg 
but now 201 wish2' to give a more intimate idea of our work. Beside all the 
three special works that we are engaged in, it i s  the Message. It is  not a 
man-made scheme of work, it is destined by God; and 2'mureeds, as they 
wi1121 advance, so this22 will be the one thing which will develop with their 
advancement, to be the real witness of the Divine Hand behind. I have en- 
gaged myself after having received the Call, without anything before me or 
by my side to encourage me on this path, and no words can explain how in 
this world of changes and difficulties I made my way. But at the same time 
I had within me that voice continually; that was all the consolation I had, 
without any encouragement that the outer world can offer. Now you are 
beginning to see the evidences of it. And if there are ninety-nine things to 
discourage you, perhaps23 there i s  one thing now for you to be encouraged. 
But think of your Murshid, that he has passed through a way when there was 
nothing to encourage24 except discouraging. And i f  you believe in the 
teaching and guidance and advice of your Murshid, you certainly wil l  believe 
that it 25not even will be25 ten years before you will see the phenomena26 
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becoming real. It is  not that I am speaking, it i s  the sphere; the sphere i s  
continually speaking of the Message. It is the answer of Cod to humanity. 
And i f  by my side there were five or five thousand or five million souls 
standing, or i f  I were standing alone, I will say the same, think the 27same, 
hope the same.27 But I value the devotion and the trust of my mureeds at 
such time when we are so few, because it is  more valuable when we are 
poor, without any goods of this world, and yet striving to serve humanity 
together, hand in hand. And you will see that our sincere answer to the 
Divine Call will prove to be more successful than perhaps we had all the 
means that the world can offer. Only I want my mureeds to realize their 
responsibility and not to  allow themselves to be discouraged by anything, 
and feel 28more strong28 for the very reason that we are small in number. 
Remember that unity is strength, and working for the unity of the world i s  
greater strength sti l l .  29~emember that this year my blessings have been 
with you and so it will be this year. And I expect that your prayers will be 
for your Murshid and that our task becomes always easier.29 
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The Ideal and Work of the Sufi Movement. 

2 ~ h e  Sufi word2 itself i s  significant of i t s  meaning since it comes from 
sophas or sophia, which means wisdom; wisdom not in the sense as every- 
body understands, for in our everyday language we confuse intellect with 
wisdom. But wisdom is not only intellectuality but i s  that knowledge com- 
bined with intellectuality which comes from within. Sufism, therefore, has 
never been in any period of history as a religion of a certain creed. It has 
always been as the essence of every religion and of all religions. When it 
was given to the world of Islam, it was presented by the great Sufis in 
Muslim terminology, and so, whenever the Sufi ideal is presented to a certain 
people in order to make it intelligible to those people, it has been presented 
in the realm of their own understanding. 

Now coming to the principal points, 3l should first say that3 Sufism i s  
not necessarily a dogma or a doctrine. It is neither a form nor a ceremony. 
It does not mean that a Sufi does not make use of a doctrine or a dogma, of 
a ritual nor4 ceremony. He makes use of it but he i s  free of5 it. It i s  neither 
dogma, doctrine nor ceremony..nor ritual that makes a Sufi a Sufi. It i s  
wisdom alone which i s  the property of the Sufi; all cither things he uses for 
his convenience, his benefit. %ufi is  not against any creed, any doctrine, 
any dogma, any ritual or ceremony. To be against a creed or a religion 
apart, he i s  not even against the man who has no belief in God or spirit, for6 
Sufi has a great respect for man. The God of the Sufi is  the God of all; his 
ideal, His very Being. The Christ of the Sufi i s  his ideal. Therefore to a Sufi 
no one's Saviour is foreign to him. For he sees the beauty and greatness and 
the perfection of a human being in one ideal. Therefore he does not mind i f  
that ideal is called by one person Buddha, by another person Krishna, by one 
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person7 Mohammed, 8by another . ~ a m e s ~  make l i t t le difference for 
the Sufi. His ideal does not belong to history or tradition, His ideal belongs 
to the sacred sentiment of his heart. So how can he dispute and compare the 
ideals of the different creeds who dispute in vain, without making' impression 
upon one another, on historical and traditional points of view? The idea of 
the Lord, the Lord in the form of man, i s  the outcome of the deepest senti- 
ment, of devotion in-the of the heart. An ideal like this cannot be disputed 
and argued1° and compared. %ufi therefore considers the less spoken ''the 
better on the subject1 l, as he has the respect of that one ideal which i s  
called by different people by different names. 

To a Sufi the life, human nature, the nature around, all this1* is  a 
revelation, all this12 i s  a sacred Scripture. Does that mean that6 Sufi does 
not look upon the sacred Scriptures held in esteem by humanity in13 re- 
spect? No, on the contrary, he holds them as sacred as the followers of 
those Scriptures, only the Sufi sees14 that all Scriptures are different in- 
terpretations of thisf2 one Scripture which is before us constantly as an 
open book, if we could only read it and understand it. 

The object of worship for the Sufi is  beauty. Not only the beauty in 
form and colour and line, but beauty in all i t s  aspects, from gross to fine. 
The moral for the Sufi i s  the understanding of the harmony: in what way one 
can harmonize with one's soul, how one can harmonize with one's fellow 
man15. lnstead of labelling one action as a sin, another action as a virtue, 
instead of arguing on the subject of right and wrong of certain actions, he 
tries16 himself, as a musician trains his ears, to  see what is harmonious and 
what lacks harmony in himself and in dealing with others. It is this continual 
development of understanding the law of harmony which produces in the Sufi 
that goodness which he calls divine. But harmony, the harmony l7 is the sign 
of life, and what is  life? Life in poetic words may be called love. The heart, 
l o ~ e l e s s ~ ~ ,  may have all the religion, all the knowledge, and yet it i s  dead. 
As the Bible says: 'God i s  love.' ~ h e n l ~  God is in the heart of man, and the 
heart of man is the highest Heaven. When that heart is  closed by the 
absence of love, then God is  closed. When that20 heart i s  open, God is open 
and man is  living from that time. For the21 action, the21 conscience is  the 
guide for a Sufi, and he seeks continually for justice. No doubt, his way of 
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looking for justice i s  different from the way that everyone adopts. For the 
idea of everyone i s  to  e ~ a m i n a t e ~ ~  if another person treated him justly or 
unjustly. AndZ3 this way justice is  sought by every soul, though 24far from 
the true justice the soul seems to have kept away24. 2 5 ~ u f i  therefore under- 
stands one justice and that i s  i f  he has been just, i f  he can be just, i f  he can 
satisfy himself with his action and with the26 sense of justice, he i s  pleased, 
and that i s  his path. 

And now, coming to the question what i s  his highest aim? His highest 
aim i s  to  probe the depth of life, that he might penetrate through that veil 
which keeps man ignorant of his life's secret. 1 t - 1 ~ ~  this attainment he con- 
s i d e r ~ ~ ~ .  his greatest happiness28 'and it i s  this seeking which is his seeking 
for God, and in this realization he realizes truth, and in this truth he finds 
the peace which is  the yearning of every soul. 

Now 291 should like to speak a few words29 to explain the mission and 
work of the Sufi Movement in the world. Do we intend to do away with 
wars? Do we intend to disarm the whole world? Do we intend to make the 
whole world one nation? Do we intend to make the whole humanity the fol- 
lowers of one religion? Do we intend to make all men spiritual Z Do we try 
to  make all people wise? We would be the first people to accuse our self30 
for such a presumption. The world is as it is. All different institutions and 
movements are working in whatever they think would be the best thing for 
humanity. Our work is  a humble service to Cod and humanity, to call our 
friends to3' right attitude, an attitude which will bring all different results. 
But we are not working for any particular result, we are working for the 
Cause which will produce results. I f  the attitude will not change, even i f  
better results are brought about, they will not last. Therefore no doctrines, 
dogmas or principles we force upon people. Our work is  only to  present that 
attitude which is  a natural attitude, that every soul from i t s  depth is seeking 
for that attitude which is  not new to human nature. The Sufi Movement, 
therefore, is  a group of friends, belonging to different religions, different 
nations, different races, who have united in wisdom, in understanding, to  
serve at this juncture32. And the only source of protection 33that we draw 
from33 the energy and courage, is that one source, the Source in Whose ser- 
vice we devote our lives. 
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Question: Have the S u f i s  a method of concentration by which 
they can attain t o  this  inner harmony? 

Answer : Yes, certainly there is  a method in which a person is  initi- 
ated, the one who is  seriously seeking for truth and would 
steadily go on in that path with patience and trust. 

Question: What is the difference f rom34 S u f i s m  and other move- 
ments? 

Answer : In the first place i f  a person says that 'my wisdom i s  dif- 
ferent from the wisdom of others,' he defeats his own argu- 
ment. Sufism would rather take away i t s  name Sufi i f  it did 
not believe in the word wisdom not only belonging to  Sufism 
alone, but as a divine heritage of man. And therefore there i s  
no pretence nor intention of proving the Sufi wisdom as supe- 
rior to any other wisdom, but i s  acknowledging it as the same 
wisdom which has always existed, and calling35 it wisdom. 
Besides at this moment when the mechanism of the world's life 
has become so upset by the spirit of competition which i s  aris- 
ing, by the spirit of commercialism at this36 time, i f  we, those 
who try to  do our best in serving God and humanity, i f  we had 
also the same view to prove our own way perhaps superior to 
the others, it will be the same spirit, we shall be doing no 
good. Our deepest sympathy goes to all those who are doing, in 
whatever way they can, good to humanity by their service, by 
bringing humanity together. And if we leave any opinion to 
form, we leave it to those who tread the path of Sufism, for 
them to find out for themselves how it has helped and whether 
it has been more suited to their nature or not. But apart of 
your question that3' 'how +t is-mele it can be applied to the 
practical life,' I will answer that Sufism, the central theme of 
our esoteric working, i s  practising so to speak the Presence of 
God. But in metaphysical terms it may be called: to  keep 
before one's view reality in spite of the continual illusions 
which come before us from morning till evening. Those who 
tread this path, whatever be their method, we respect it, we 
consider they are treading the same path that we are. As to 
the name, we must call ourselves something; i f  we did not have 
a name, someone will give us. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

At Bar."e d'Eichthalls, 
December 8th, 1923 

I should like to speak a few words on the ideal and work of the Sufi 
Movement. 

The word Sufi denotes wisdom. Wisdom, not necessarily the cleverness 
which we often confuse with wisdom, but wisdom which is learned from 
within in addition to all the knowledge that man acquires from without. In 
the Muslim world no doubt the Sufis had to give their knowledge in the 
Muslim terminology, as the Sufi always i s  inclined to present that wisdom 
which is  the essence of all religions in the language of the people that he 
meets. The ideal with which the Sufi Movement has2 formed today, is  the 
idea of uniting the divided sections of humanity in the medium of brother- 
hood. There are many ways that people are trying to adopt in order to bring 
about a better understanding between people, social, industrial, commercial, 
but wisdom is  the best way to bring about a better understanding. 

And now coming to the question of what i s  the Sufi Ideal. The God of 
the Sufi is  the God of all people, God, Who i s  the means for the greater 
understanding of life, the highest ideal that man can conceive and at the 
same time his own being. The Master of the Sufi, his Saviour, i s  that Spirit 
Who is  recognized as the Perfect in humanity. But does a Sufi dispute over 
this question, does he blame the Buddhist he thinks Buddha his Saviour, or 
does he doubt in the ideal ~ i n d u ~ ,  Krishna? He, behind all different names 
and forms idealized by different people, sees one and the same Spirit, Who 
claims: ' I am Alpha and Omega.' 
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What is  the moral of the Sufi? Every religion, every creed has i t s  cer- 
tain moral teachings4 as to this particular principle i s  right, that particular 
principle is wrong. No principle or action is labeled by a Sufi as such and 
such. It is  i t s  application which makes it right or wrong. That light which 
guides the Sufi in the is  his proper conscience, and harmony i s  the 
justification which guides him step by step onward to his idealized goal: to 
harmonize with oneself. And that i s  not sufficient. Also to harmonize with 
others in thought, speech, and action, that is the attitude of the Sufi. The 
highest Heaven of the Sufi is  his own heart, and that love which man only 
knows as love, for a6 Sufi i s  Cod. And different people have called the 
Deity as the Creator, as the Judge, as the King, as the Supreme Being, but 
the Sufi calls Him: Beloved. Are there any dogmas, are there any rituals, 
ceremonies, which may be called Sufi? There i s  no such thing as this which 
restricts a Sufi, that by following them he can only be a Sufi. At the same 
time he is  free to make use of any ritual, any ceremony that he thinks suited 
for his purpose. 

But now one might say: 'Then what can you tell us in order to make us 
intelligible the Sufi Idea?' In answer to this I will say that truth i s  that 
which can never be spoken in words, and that which can be spoken in words 
is  not the truth. The ocean is  ocean; the ocean is  not some little water that 
one puts in the bottle. So the words cannot limit the truth. The truth must 
be known, as it is natural that the knowledge of truth comes sometime or 
the other. The disputes and discussions and arguments that people of one 
community have with another community, ' ecrn these things do not in- 
terest much the Sufi, for he sees the right in all things and the wrong of dif- 
ferent things also. There i s  no such right which has no wrong side to it, nor 
there is such wrong8 which has not a right side to it. Very often the wrong, 
made inside out, may appear right and very often the right made inside out, 
may appear wrong. Therefore, as Christ says: 'Judge ye not.' lnstead of 
judging the others, i f  a Sufi judges, he judges tt himself. I f  he acts right, 
that i s  whereg he i s  concerned with, because i f  man judges another, there i s  
where man makes a mistake. For it is everybody who judges another; rarely 
anyone judges himself. The one who really judges himself, has no time to 
judge another. He has so many things to judge in himself, that he-has-ne 
time-te jaelge-anet her this l o  occupies him . But one may ask: ' I s  
i t  a creed, i s  12sufi i s  l 2  a community? ' I t  has never been a creed or a com- 
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munity and never shall it be. For i t s  whole motive is  to recognize the com- 
munity of the whole humanity. I t s  object is  to recognize the universal 
creed. But one might sat that it has a name. But i f  we did not have a name, 
people will give us one. It is  just as well that we have one. 

And now coming to the question what is  the striving of the Sufi. The 
striving of the Sufi is  the13 self-realization. It i s  to this self-realization 
that he arrives by the means of his divine ideal, his Cod. He, by this, 
touches that truth which is the ultimate goal, and which is the yearning of 
every soul. It is not only realization, it is  a happiness which words cannot 
explain. It i s  a peace, the peace which is the yearning of every soul. And 
how does he attain to it? By practising the presence of Cod. By realizing 
the oneness of the whole Being. By working every moment of the day con- 
sciously or in his subconsciousness that continual holding of the truth before 
his vision, when14 in spite of the waves of illusion which come every moment 
of the day dividing the glance of man from the absdate truth15. And no 
matter what name, any sect, cult or creed has, so long as the souls are 
striving to that object, to a Sufi they are all Sufis. 

But what is  this Movement? This Movement i s  a group of the people 
belonging to different nations, different faiths and different creeds, to  work 
by understanding the inner wisdom for the good of the whole humanity. A 
group who is in full sympathy with any other institution or activity, which i s  
engaged in the same sort of work to whatever degree. The attitude of the 
Sufi to  all different religions is o f I6  respect. His religion is  the service of 
humanity and his only attainment is the realization of truth. 
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Paris, MusEe Guimet, 
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The Divine Blood Circulating through the 
Veins of the Universe. 

Often man has vague ideas as to the meaning of the word 'divine'. The 
word 'divine' has become his ideal, but this ideal is  to be made first a real- 
ity. Ideal can only serve i t s  proper purpose when it is made into reality. I f  
the ideal is not made into reality the purpose is not accomplished. In the 
first place we must inquire, what is it that reminds us of the divine, what 
brings to  us a feeling of the existence of the divine Being? It is what may 
be called beauty: the beauty, the delicacy, the colour in the flower and the 
brilliancy and the light of the precious stone. For in all this what i s  beauti- 
ful i s  intelligence, even manifest through material objects. The definition of 
the secret of fragrance, the secret of the brilliancy of the diamond, %eauty 
of the pearl, the secret behind3 all that appeals and attracts man, it is intel- 
ligence. Only true intelligence in all things is  so to speak imprisoned, cov- 
ered, and in living beings this intelligence begins to manif.est and in man 
there i s  the great possibility of the manifestation of this intelligence. There- 
fore in things or beings, i f  anywhere, there is  a trace te-be-feanel of the 
divine to be found; it is  in the intelligence. And as many different degrees 
may be found in the beautiful flowers, one better than the others4, and as 
many different degrees may be found between the pebble5 and the diamond, 
a million more different degrees may be found between man and man. 

At this present time when man has disregarded that6 beauty and the 
value which is  hidden in human personality, by this he has disregarded that 
divine substance which is  hidden in man, Today there i s  no place, there i s  no 
recognition to human culture, whereas every other object is  classified and a 
value has been fixed7. There are different studies and different practices 
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and different degrees in the university8 and colleges; there are ranks and 
divisions in all other parts of life, but there i s  not distinct place for the 
understanding, for the intelligence of man in i t s  true aspect. There is  no loss 
to the person who possesses this wealth; only by this before the world there 
i s  nothing distinguished, and there i s  no chance for every man to find out 
what i s  behind the veil. I f  one could explain the real meaning of education, 
and a true education, it would be, from the beginning to the end of man's 
life, realization of the circulation of the divine blood through the veins of 
the universe. For there is no limitation of time for the study and practice of 
this, for it is  endless. 

The secret behind magnetism, which has i t s  different aspects, is one 
and the same. No doubt, thelo magnetism, thelo personal magnetism, is 
divided into several different parts. There is a physical magnetism which 
comes llwith the l1 youth, with energy, with the healthiness of the body. 
The more healthy the person is, especially at the time of the lo youth, the 
person begins to show a certain energy in every action and in his every 
movement, and by this he expresses magnetism. Then there i s  a greater 
magnetism than that and that is the magnetism of mind. A person with a 
living mind i s  like a light; and as light attracts, and i t s  warmth comforts, so 
a comfort comes out of that l2 person as a radiance. Besides, there is a 
magnetism of culture; a person who is well trained and has a certain culture, 
then his action, his word, his thought, all become rhythmic. And the fourth 
magnetism i s  the magnetism of the soul, the soul which is living. By living I 
mean which is  not closed or covered by a grave, but which manifest l3 
outwardly ad well as inwardly. It is  that6soul which has another magnetism, 
a magnetism which is greater s t i l l  and greatest of all other aspects of 
magnetism. 

Now the question is that l4 in order to attain l4 to that l2 highest mag- 
netism which alone is the endurable magnetism, '%ow can one attain it 15? 

It is by watching the divine essence, by noticing the divine essence in all 
things. You will always find the difference between two men of different 
temperament: there is  one man appreciative of music, poetry and art, re- 
spondent l6 and ready to admire all that is good and beautiful; and there is 
another person who closes himself, he i s  not open to appreciate anything, 
17ready to respond to anything or willing to admire anything. And when the 

door is  closed from the divine manifestation which is  in all things, then that 
continual source of attracting that new life and magnetism i s  closed. Then 
the soul dies of poverty. For the physical body, since it is  limited, i t s  suste- 
nance i s  also limited. But the soul, as the soul i s  not limited, so i t s  suste- 
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nance i s  not limited. Soul is not satisfied with one moment's meditation only, 
nor l8 the soul is  j9 satisfied with20 one good action in the week, nor l8 the 
soul is21 satisfied by attending one prayer perhaps in a week's time. The 
soul's hunger is greater than the hunger of the body or mind. I t s  hunger i s  
satisfied by beauty, beauty in a11 22 aspects: beauty of colour, beauty of 
thought and imagination. Therefore naturally the soul of the artist, of the 
poet, of the musician, of a thinker, i s  always living. ~ u t  at the same time 
the difference i s  this, 23 that the one who is  fond of beauty and derives that 
nourishment which comes from beauty, also has only a limited food. For the 
perfect satisfaction can only come when one knows all beauty to be one 
beauty, and that one beauty to be the divine beauty. 

Very often man questions to the idea of communication, a divine com- 
munication. But it is not an impossible thing, it is the most desirable thing 
there is. Only the person who thinks that the divine communication can be 
made by 24 Heaven and leave 25 this earth, he may well wait for some 
time. As for the example, we have no lack of examples in the world, i f  only 
we can see. For instance, to  a true musician, a real musician, the music is  
not only an art, a symphony; it is  something which speaks to him it i s  some- 
thing with which he communicates. A musician who arrives toi this stage, 
he may be perhaps striking one chord, and the continual striking of that 27 
one chord will bring him to an ecstasy. For another person it is only striking 
a chord, but for him it is speaking with the piano; he is conversing with it. 
Besides all the great men that I have seen in my country, I having28 the 
great pianist of the Western world, Paderewsky, and I valued my privilege of 
hearing him at his house, when there were not many people, when he was29 
himself. When he began to play and his play it seemed as i f  there was a 
question of his soul and an answer of the piano; the whole time it was a 
question of his soul and an answer of music. In the end it seemed as i f  at 
the close of the whole thing, that 30 the soul of the player and the music 
became one and perfect. 

Now this is  one3' example, but there can be many other examples such 
as this. In order to  attendJ2 to this perfection, one need not be a musician. 
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The whole life from morning to evening before us can speak to us, i f  we are 
able to speak to  it, if we establish the communication with life. When man is 
not open, he i s  not even open to himself, he cannot communicate with life. 
Then he i s  lonely. But the man who is in communication with himself, he may 
be in the forest, in the wilderness, yet he i s  in the world, the whole universe 
i s  around. How many souls are among one's33 friends who, living in this 
world of crowd and34 yet are lonely, when it i s  so natural and possible that 
a man outside the world may keep in connection35 with the whole being. 

The scientist today has discovered that by touching or attaching one- 
self to the e l e ~ t r i c a l ~ ~ ,  one can get37 in a certain part where the energy i s  
less, more can be attained by it. I f  this material aspect of electricity can 
give a new life, a new vigour to the body, then this continual battery, i f  one 
came in contact with this, could he not attain from that l2 all he desires? 
An38 energy which is everywhere, and everywhere one can get in touch with 
it, i f one only knew how to communicate with it, an energy which is  not 
without an intelligence, but which i s  the perfection of intelligence, and the 
mind and soul which39 become more and more intelligent by coming into 
contact with it. But now one might ask: how can one attain to40 it? As it is 
necessary that, in order to  sing well one must cultivate one's voice, and as it 
i s  necessary, in order to get muscularly strong one has to make physical 
exercises, so it is most necessary to get in touch with the divine life which 
i s  all around and above41 us, which is  within and without us, to  practise to 
get in touch with it and to keep in eentaet touch with it. We see that in all 
different occupation42 of life, whether it is  scientific inventions or in indus- 
try or in business, one must be so absorbed in it in order to do something 
worthwhile in life. 

The same law43 can be applicable to the spiritual work as it is  to  the 
material work. Concentration is  the main thing, and when the concentration 
i s  not attained44, then whatever a person will do, it will not bring about 
worthwhile results. You can find in all different occupations the cause of 
failures in ninety-nine among a hundred cases is  the lack of concentration. 
When a student fails in passing his examination, when a businessman fails in 
making his45 real success, when an industrial man fails to bring about a cer- 
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tain 46, in all this47 it i s  lack of concentration which causes the fail- 
ure. 

A spiritual or religious attitude apart, even from a material and selfish 
point of view a48 cannot deny the greatest value of concentration in life. 
But when we come to realize that there is one great49 energy, an energy 
which is  not only an energy, but intelligence itself, and which is divine, and 
which is  all over, then one has come face to face to the object one i s  
searching50. 0 1 1 1 ~ 5 ~  then what remains for him is52 that intellectual knowl- 
edge does not satisfy his purpose. For him37 remains to try and find out how 
he can communicate, how he can come into touch with that l 2  all-pervading 
energy. And the answer is: one has to mould oneself, one has to prepare 
oneself in order to become a fitting instrument in order to f i t  in with this 
all-pervading energy. And the question is  thati3, how one has to prepare? 
The answer is that every soul has been made to answer in this symphony of 
the whole universe as a certain note, and when he will not give that note, 
he will not be fulfilling his life's purpose, and thereby he will always feel 
dissatisfied with himself and others. And how will he arrive54 to attain or to  
tune himself to that note? By the ear training, in symbolical expression; 
plainly speaking, by studying the law, the nature and secret of harmony in 
life. 5 5 ~ u t  how will he f i t  in with the rhythm? All distress, all misunder- 
standing, all the tragedy that one experiences through life is also the lack of 
keeping in l i fe a certain rhythm, which is  asked of him by56 life.55 Does it 
not teach us that there are two important things to remember? One is to  
develop the sense of harmony in one's everyday l i fe and to develop the sense 
of rhythm in everything one does. I f  one has developed the sense of har- 
mony and yet has not known the secret of rhythm he s t i l l  will have difficul- 
ties. And i f  one knows the rhythm and how to f i t  in with the rhythm of the 
universe, and yet has no sense of the nature and secret of harmony, then 
also he will meet with failures. It teaches us that the whole life i s  as a 
music; and to study it, we must study it as music. It is  not only study, but it 
is  only 57 practice which makes man perfect. I f  anyone told me, that person 
is a miserable or a wretched person, or a distressed person, the answer will 
be, 'He i s  out of tune.' A distress or disappointment or failure i s  caused by 
falling short of answering one's own duty in playing the part in the sym- 
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phony. Very often people ask that53, 'There i s  a good man; why must he 
suffer? There is a very nice person, a religious person; why has he distress?' 
And there are others who will answer a thousand different reasons. They 
will say that perhaps in the life before he had done something wrong; there- 
fore, he has to pay his debts. Or some will say, 'The goodness must always 
suffer."ut when we come to the practical side of the question, the answer 
i s  simple: that man-made goodness is  not nature's 58 goodness. Nature de- 
mands, life demands a certain standard of understanding, of thinking, of 
living, and this59 can be learned by learning the tune and the rhythm, not 
only by learning, but by putting oneself to  that tune and setting oneself to 
that particular rhythm which makes the music of life. It is  by this, in this 
manner, that the happiness is attained, that happiness which is  the seeking 
of every soul. And it i s  in this manner that one will progress continually 
until he will touch the divine spirit, the spirit that pervades all through and 
which i s  everywhere. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Brussels, Avenue de ~ lo r&a l ,~  
December 15th, 1923 

2 It is  my great happiness today to be able to speak from the same 
platform where I have once spoken before, when the founder and the leader 
of this group which exists of this centre was living and when I had received 
in this house the great kindness and love and appreciation of those who 
have met here. 

Now coming on the subject, the subject of the power of3 word, I 
should like to first mention that a subject which is  so l i t t le thought of today 
stands in the Bible on the foremost. it says, 'First was the Word and the 
Word was God.' In another place we read in the same Bible that the 'First 
Word came, then became light'. By this we learn that the origin and the 
source of light4 is  to  be found in the word. 

But when we go a few thousand years before, a few thousand years 
before the Bible, in the most ancient scriptures of Hindus, there we read 
also that 'Word was Brahma', in other words that the Creator was existing 
in the form of Word. He created by the power of Word. When we come to 
the latest scripture, which had its direct or indirect influence upon the 
whole humanity, that scripture, the Qur'an, that scripture says that 'God 
said the word be and it became.' It i s  not only these three, but many other 
scriptures also. They all give evidence of the power of the word. But a 
thing so known to the prophets of all times, where has that gone, where 
that science has gone? That science has been lost t o  the view of generality. 
The reason i s  that man engaged himself with the things of the earth and the 
knowledge of material things, and in that way he has lost the art of the 
ancient times. But by losing this5 great science, this5 mystical secret, what 
the soul has attained? The soul has attained an increasing deafness. And this 
increasing deafness prevailed with the prevailing for6 material life. Nev- 
ertheless there have been some thinkers at every time, and there have been 
some servants of God working knowingly or unknowingly in every period. 
They have always admitted that the Word was lost. It was not lost to  them, 
they saw that from generality that word was lost. By the loss of this word 
it is meant that the secret of the whole life was lost. But it i s  an exagger- 
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ated saying. The word which is  existent cannot be lost, only man has lost his 
capability of knowing, of hearing that word. 

Besides, man did not hear that word from the sky, but he heard that 
word from the earth, the outcome of which i s  the great progress and awak- 
ening in the material science. All these great inventions which are just like 
miracles from this time, they have come to  such great minds who have so to 
speak communicated with the matter and the matter so to speak has spoken 
with them face to face. All these great inventions are the answers from the 
earth to their communication with the matter. In this way the word was not 
lost, only the direction was lost. Man learned continually from the objective 
world things that he can touch and can make them intelligible, and always 
disbelieved in things that are not intelligible to him, and so became far re- 
moved from the main part of life's mystery. Nevertheless i f  at any time in 
the world's history, i f  man has probed the depth of life, he has found by 
communicating with the inner life in artistic expression, by communicating 
with the heavens. And what that communication is? That is  the word. 

Now coming to the ancient usages, Zarathustrians who existed before 
the Jewish and Christian religion, and whose religion is  till now being fol- 
lowed by a limited number of people, till now repeat their prayers and their 
words in the same language in which they were given in that time. Hindus 
after their thousand of years' progress in wisdom, they have kept for their 
meditation the same words of Vedanta. And it i s  from that that science of 
Mantra yoga has come. There are many yogas among Hindus, but no yoga 
can be compared to  Mantra yoga. 

Now coming to the Moslims whose religion was modern. The Prophet 
when he thought that there is  someone to communicate with, he went away 
from the town and had solitude on the top of a mountain. Sometimes fast- 
ing, standing, staying there for two, three days, night and day, what in the 
end he found? He found that a voice began to come to him, a voice in 
answer to his soul's cry. His soul so to speak went, pierced through all the 
planes of existence and so to speak touched the source of all things. But 
how the answer came, in what form? The answer was coming from every- 
thing, the wind, the water, the sphere, the air, everything bringing the same 
answer. But it is not limited to a certain person or a certain time. In our 
everyday life there are times when a sadness comes, and it seems as i f  
everything in the world, even the voice of the beasts and birds, cause the 
sadness. There comes again the hour of profound joy. 7 ~ t  that time the sun 
helps to give the joy, and the clouds covering the sun also give the joy; the 
cold, the heat, the friend, the enemy, all help to give the joyO7 This world to 
a mystic is like a dome, a dome that gives the re-echo of all that is spoken 
in it. But what is  spoken from the lips only reaches as far as the ears, but 
what i s  spoken from the heart reaches the heart. The word reaches as far 
as it has come. It depends from what source it has come, from what depth 
it has risen. The Sufis of all ages have therefore given the greatest impor- 
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tance to the word, knowing that word is  the key to the mystery of the 
whole life, the mystery of all planes of existence. There is nothing that is  
not accomplished m, there i s  nothing that achieved or known by the power 
of the word. Therefore esotericism or mysticism has word as i t s  principal 
and central theme. 

But what is  the word? I s  word just what we say, i s  that the word? No, 
that is the word of the surface. Our thought is  a word, our feeling is a 
word, our voice, our atmosphere i s  a word. There i s  a saying, 'what you are 
speaks louder than what you say.' That shows that man does not always 
speak, but his soul speaks also. And not only that. How the fortune-tellers 
read the future? They hear it. They say %hat they read it from the lines, 
from the astrology. They will say8 that they see from the action of man. 
But what i s  it all? It is all a word. Because word means expression, expres- 
sion in voice, in word, in form, in colour, in line, in movement. 

And it i s  in this that 9we see thatg all are united in one thing and that 
is esoteric side of mysticism. Of course many people in the Western world 
have said that 'for us it is  very difficult to have a meditative life in the 
activity of the Western world. We have so many responsibilities and occupa- 
tions.' But my answer i s  that for the very reason they need more medita- 
tion. Then a person may say that 'I have loweaknesses to over~ome,'~ 
things to  do, how can I go in a meditative l i fe?lO' But the answer i s  that 
the way of getting above weaknesses is, one must go through meditation. 
Besides, when there are many responsibilities1 l of life, the very reason tells 
that it is  better to meditate and make the responsibilities" lighter. It i s  not 
the getting worried over one's responsibilities that helps man, it i s  being 
responsible, but at the same time being strong enough to l i f t  it up12. 

There are words, the words which are known by the mystics, words 
which do not belong to any language; but the words of many languages may 
seem to have sprung from these mystical words. And it is  by the help of 
these words that one develops two faculties: seeing and hearing. Seeing, I 
do not mean seeing by the eyes as everybody sees. By seeing 1 mean pene- 
trating, and it is  the penetrating quality of seeing that makes man a seer, 
and it is that word really which was meant by clairvoyance. Of course now 
people have used the word so much, that one would not even like to use it. 
But the people have not left any word that exists in this world without 
having misused it, and for this one has to leave the whole language, i f  one 
was so sensitive about words. But then there is  hearing. By hearing I do not 
mean to listen. But by this I mean to respond, to respond to heaven or to 
the earth, to respond to  every influence that helps to unfold the soul, and 
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by such respondence and by such penetration that he gains by the power of 
the word, one in the end attains that goal, the goal which i s  the yearning of 
every soul. 

13. Ibld.: IfGod bless youf1 added 



Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Brussels, Rue de la concordel1 
December 16th, 1923 

Sunday afternoon 

Beloved ones of God, 

My subject this afternoon is, 'Man, the Seed of God'. 

It i s  in this secret that man finds that key that has been lost, the proof 
of which i s  that the religions of the world seem to be losing their hold upon 
people, in the Eastern part of the world, as well as in the West. Why i s  there 
an increasing number of the ungodly? Why materialism is ever on the in- 
crease? That itself answers that man has lost the key, the key which opens 
the secret of life. And it is  God Who is the key of that secret. During my 
travelling of some years throughout the Western world, I found that in every 
part of the civilized world people getting tired of not only religion, but also 
of the belief in God. It seems that the deity's name is  repellent to an 
advanced thinker. He thinks that tha? was something which was a creed of 
the past. The old people, who did not know life better, they had some cer- 
tain idea. And now we are too advanced to hold on to the ideas of the past. 
Many know it, but very few will admit it, and many will not say it, but 
almost all know it, In the East perhaps it i s  different, but the whole world 
moves on in the same direction. If the material3 direction is  humanitf' 
direction, then the whole world goes in the material direction. I f  it is a 
spiritual5, naturally the whole world must go in the spiritual direction. In 
spite of all the material progress which had raised the value of civilization 
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so high in the eyes of the new generation, 6could not keep on i t s  pedestal. 
It fell down during this ' which this new construction has shown during 
the war. It has made 8at least8 the thinking world to, at least, think for a 
moment that theg civilization that we thought to be the best, has not proved 
to be the best. And no just person, a person with some thought, will deny 
the fact after having reflected upon it. I f  we ask to ourself, 'has the world 
advanced?' there i s  no doubt, the answer will come, 'yes'.' The new inven- 
tions which have brought about the miraculous phenomena, and the organi- 
zations which have brought alllo the countries closer in communication by 
telegraphy and telephone and by the wireless, it all shows that the1 ' human- 
ity has progressed, but only progressed in a certain direction. The progress 
which cannot bring all the satisfaction, it can only bring that outer happi- 
ness and pleasure, but that inner happiness remains. It would seem to be a 
saying of a simple believer, that in the belief of God there is the remedy 
for12 all diseases. But I should declare that even the wisest person can 
claim the same after having arrived to a certain realization of life's secret. 

Now coming to the question of this evening, that i f  we ask to ourselves 
the definition of the seed, we shall find that the seed is  not only the begin- 
ning of the plant, but the seed is  the end of the plant's destiny too. Because 
the plant i s  meant to  bring out the seed. When we take the whole manifes- 
tation as a plant, then all the different grades in which the manifestation 
has manifested, we shall find that tt-mrr the final thing was the bringing up 
of man. One may say in connection with a plant that the stem sprung first, 
then leaves, then came the flower, and from the flower came the seed. And 
one may say the same thing in connection with the whole manifestation, that 
there was the mineral, then vegetable, then animal, but in the end it finished 
in man. And this idea, although the scientist today says that this is a new 
discovery, I have discovered that from the animal life comes the man13 life. 
I can show you in the scriptures of Persia perhaps thousand14 or two thou- 
sand years before, in which you can find the statements which give you the 
proof of them having known this idea. But what this idea tells us? This tells 
that this whole creation was intended to bring about a certain purpose and 
one purpose. But it i s  the incapability of every man of understanding that 
purpose, which brings about life's catastrophes. I f  majority understands that 
purpose, then the minority follows. But i f  those who know the purpose are in 
minority, then the majority may have their thought. I f  I were to explain the 
picture of the material conditions of the world which directed15 man to such 
occupations as war and disasters and bloodsheds, besides the hatred between 
nations and races, one will understand that this all comes from the lack of 
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the understanding of that one secret. Knowing this, the great souls like 
Buddha or Krishna, they have all tried their (utmost)16; for an instance in 
the 'Prayer of the Lord' one reads that 'Thy W i l l  be done on earth as in 
Heaven.' I f  one could only understand the meaning behind it, it i s  the whole 
philosophy. For it makes one know and understand that by this only it i s  
meant that i f  every man has his purpose 17as a17 separate from another, 
there will always be the lack of order and peace outwardly and inwardly 
both. Why the wars come, why ladifferences come?18 Because of the differ- 
ence of purpose. When the nations have their different purpose, when 
everylg individuals have their different purpose, then there will be no unity. 
But at the same time it is unnatural too. For the purpose of every tree i s  to 
bring about the seed. And so the purpose of all nations and each individual 
as the final purpose is  to bring about that seed, that seed which i s  the 
source of this whole manifestation. It i s  not the trees who have declared 
God, nor mountains, neither the birds have taught the Gospel, nor the ani- 
mals have preached religion. I f  ever it has been taught, i f  ever God has 
been brought to  the idea of mankind, it has been brought by man. I t  is not 
only one man's right but it is the right of every man to bring about that 
source, the source of which all has come. By this do not think that I at all 
mean that one must not do one's occupation in life, but what I mean, that 
one must think that every occupation, everything that he does, that the fin- 
ishing of that i s  not only the aim. His aim i s  to bring about that seed, the 
source of his whole life, in his life. The modern psychologist says that, 'Well, 
any idea like this is acquired', but it must be remembered that teaching has 
made this idea clear, but God-ideal is the inborn tendency of man. The best 
explanation of the word God is to be found in the Persian word, which i s  
Klluda, because it is  not only a name, but it is  the meaning of the idea. For - 
it means that self-revealing. This itself shows that if God is self-revealing, 
theGO man i s  not always depending upon the teaching of another, but his 
natural longing is for God. Very often I have met the people without a 
belief in God, but I have always found that there is some craving behi~d, in 
spite of their denying. But the craving is there all the same. Besides this, 
man by nature is  vain. And when once his vanity has taken up21 the idea of 
disbelief, it i s  very difficult to make his vanity believe what his soul craves 
for. Besides, a person feels proud sometimes to think that, ' l do not believe 
as everybody believes, because I am more intelligent, and I am different 
from others.' But at the same time there are many among those who have 
all their l i fe denied the idea of God, after having a kind of sorrow in their 
life, or a heartbreak or a disappointment, or after having gone through life, 
in the end they have gone to search for somewhere. It was aZ3 very 
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interesting that a very great material scientist very often depended upon his 
wife, who was a believer in God-ideal, and she was a kind of healing during 
his illnesses, and during his fits of depression she was a consolation. And 
whenever she said, 'But you do not believe in God, how can you be happy?', 
the answer was, 'But you believe in God, and I believe in you, so that is  the 
same.' No doubt, I do not by this mean to say that belief in God is suffi- 
cient for our lives. The belief in God i s  only a first step, first step towards 
the accomplishment of the purpose for which this whole universe is  formed. 
But i f  a person with his belief in God i s  content, there are millions and mil- 
lions and millions who believe in God, and they are not all saints, nor they 
are the best people. You may find perhaps among those who seem to be 
unbeliever more true and just people than you might find among those who 
have such belief. Nevertheless for a thinker, for a wise person, God-ideal i s  
the key to the life's secret. The person who only stands on his belief, he i s  
like a man standing on a step instead of walking on the staircase. But the 
person who goes along on the stairs, he i s  the person who is  reaching to a 
realization which can only come by the belief in God. Therefore there are 
many people whose feet are so to speak stuck in the path of truth. Neither 
they are in the world nor in Heaven. They become stuck in their belief and 
they do not move from there. By the belief in God, the first thing that we 
have to learn i s  the source. And as soon as we know the source, we begin to 
feel differently from an average person. For the difference i s  this, that the 
person who is  wise in God and the person who i s  worldly wise, now, i f  these 
both people happen to be good, the person in the world, he will say that,' I f  
lZ4 good to another person, it i s  a pleasure to me and the other person will 
learn to do good also.' But the man who is wise in Cod, he will say that, 
'When I do good to that person, it means that I am doing good to myself.' 
That makes a great difference, because when a person realizes the source, 
he becomes one with another, and whenz5 does not meet with another 
person in the realization of that source, then another person is another 
person. In this there are two ideas: there is  one idea of unity and there i s  
an idea of duality. The idea of unity comes from the realization of God, 
which is  the ultimate truth. The idea of duality comes by the absence of 
that knowledge, and if one has not attained through the idea of God that 
idea of unity, his realization is  not complete. And if one has belief in God 
and hag6 not arrived to the idea of unity, he has not accomplished the pur- 
pose of life. 

Therefore the destination of the Sufi Movement i s  to serve humanity 
towards this end. It is not a new religion, it is  not a certain cast or creed, it 
i s  only wakening the people of all different religions or of no religion to the 
divine ideal. To waken humanity to the understanding of truth, which is  to 
be learned by the understandingz7 of God, especially after such time that 
humanity has gone through, after these passed years, and the hatred that 
exists in the heart of man for one another i s  ever on the increase. People 
know about different diseases, but they do not know that the worst disease 
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of the world i s  the disease of the heart. 28 when the heart bitter- 
n e ~ s ~ ~ .  And it seems that this plague is  vastly spreading in the world. The 
bitterness in the heart, i f  one could only think that what psychological 
effect the thought of prejudice, of hatred, of bitterness gives man. It i s  not 
only that 0 u t w a r 8 ~  make persons ill, but the great many illnesses come 
from inner reasons. To take a bitterness and to keep it in the heart, it is 
worse than keeping a drop of poison in the boddo. 

Now the time has come that humanity, after i t s  contemplation on ma- 
terial gain must contemplate on another gain. These gains which are taken 
away in a moment of time, and leave man in his grave alone, without any of 
these3'; and this earth which has not even kept the wealth of the pharaohs 
near to their heart, eved2aftet my-take-the , that even after so 
many years that wealth which has been buried with them, has been taken 
from them. That shows that this world has never allowed anyone to have his 
belongings33 forever. It i s  a disappointing world. The true conso~at ion~~ of 
man does not belong to the earth or in i t s  knowledge. It does not mean that 
the knowledge of the world i s  useless, but the knowledge of the world does 
not suffice the whole purpose of life. There i s  only one thing in which the 
true satisfaction can come, and that i s  the knowledge of the deeper side of 
life, the knowledge of the source and goal of all things. And it i s  the reali- 
zation of that knowledge which can be called divine light and i f  there i s  any 
happiness ever to be found, i f  there i s  a peace to be found, it i s  in this. And 
in35 absence of this all the good of the earth that the earth can offer man, 
it will not suffice one's36 life's purpose. Whether man is young or old, what- 
ever age, whether he i s  wise or not wise, that is another question. But every 
person's life has need of spiritual guidance. And the only object that man 
has to accomplish today, i s  to become acquainted with his own self which i s  
in-the-betief - the-knededge-d-Mmdf -and in the belief id7 Cod. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Brussels, December 17th, 1923 
at Mme. Craeffe's. 

I have the great happiness of meeting my friends again in Brussels, 
and in this house where the Message commenced. It is a great pity, %ur 
friend Madame Craeffe, is  not with us just now, owing to her poor health. 
Nevertheless we feel her with us in the heart just the same, and we pray 
from the bottom of our hearts that from this moment that we all pray to- 
gether for her, that she soon will be better and well. 

Now coming to the question of the work of the Message since I left 
you. I should like to say a few words in what way the work has been done. 
The Message was given in the different parts of the United States, in New 
York, in Chicago, 3~et ro i t ,  in San Francisco. Of course the time was too 
short for a large place like the United States. In four months I had to finish 
my visit, whereas four months only a city like New York would take. No 
doubt, after having spread the Message, there was a great demand for insti- 
tutions to be founded in different places for the study of the philosophy, and 
only I was able to do so in4 few places like Detroit, New York, Santa Bar- 
bara and Los Angeles. In San Francisco already a society existed. Of course 
my.greatest difficulty in the United States was that the response i s  greater, 
and to answer that response there is a lack of workers who are trained and 
ready to answer the great demand of the place. I returned with the hope 
that soon some of our friends will be ready, with enthusiasm and with their 
study and practice to do what little they can, i f  not in their own countries, 
then in the United States b h o  have taken a deeper interest 5. 

In America no doubt I found that there i s  one thing which appeals to 
an American, whatever be his occupation, Aatevet-be or position, and that 
i s  the idea of brotherhood. It being a place where in that6 ideal the national 
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constitution7 has been built as a person8, any other problem might 
divide theirg intentions, but in the idea of brotherhood all lo will unite. There 
has been a great difficulty between America and Japan, but when the diffi- 
culty came in Japan, this disaster, when the president wanted some few mil- 
lions, twice as much was at once contributed, because the feelin of broth- 
erhood touches the heart of these people. When we think of thatf1, it shows 
that brotherhood i s  needed evervwhere. No man who has some deeu12 sense 
of divine ideal, will deny the fact that brotherhood is  the main thing which 

13 on l3 . 
It i s  a great pity that religions, whether in the East or West, have their 

own creeds and church. When it comes to brotherhood they say, 'We have 
our brotherhood, you have yours.' Each thinks14 they have their own broth- 
erhood. But the way we have to look at it, is as one brotherhood. Therefore 
the work of the Sufi Movement i s  not to create a Sufi brotherhood. It i s  
noti5 a brotherhood, but a means to create a brotherhood, it i s  working for 
a human brotherhood. 

There i s  a necessity of a certain organization. Therefore the organiza- 
tion has not only supplied the need for a brotherhood, but also it has helped 
to support the two activities l6 . The one part i s  the devotional part; 
that what the world i s  lacking today is  devotional attitude. People study and 
they want to practise i f  they can attain some certain power. But what they 
lack of17 devotion, which means the lack of a fuller life. I f  there i s  a trace 
of God is to be found, it is  in the heart of man. I f  it is not open enough, 
then the natural flow i s  closed and the life becomes incomplete. To live a 
complete life is to live a life of that sympathy and friendliness which pours 
outl8 another person, to the one who deserves it in the form of love, to the 
one who does not deserve it, in the form of tolerance. 

Therefore our l9 if we have any religious work, it is the work of 
recognizing that great spirit which is called the Christ spirit, in all different 
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aspects, names, houses for20 worship, not to limit that spirit to a certain 
community or creed, but to find it as a 21 and recognizing it as such, 
that in whatever time or period, i f  there has been a spiritual awakening, a 
guidance given, it all has been given from one and the same source. People 
have quarreled because the source has been covered by different veils. But 
for us to know it as one 22 . If there has come enlightenment to 
people, it has come form one source instead of quarreling about it. When- 
ever it has come, it has come from one light23 and one source. And if there 
have been different scriptures and teachers, they have been just veils over24 
one truth. Mat-deeg Why to dispute over names? The spirit i s  one, God i s  
one, religion and truth are one. 

Now coming to even more important work that on which25 strength our 
whole Movement 26 , that i s  the esoteric work in which anybody is  
received by the initiation. It is not in the ordinary word of initiation, it is a 
word, there is  no other word to interpret, Baya t ,  we call it. Initiation, it i s  
a trust, when the pupil says, 'I give you my trust, that whatever you give 
me I am sure I shall be benefited.' The teacher says, 'All that27 I shall give 
to you, you will keep as your sacred trust', that is  the teacher's trust. When 
the trust is given from both sides, that i s  an initiation. What is  attained by 
the initiation? One is to  acquaint oneself with the deeper side of life. What 
i s  the deeper light28 of life? The education, whatever it is, it is  not compete 

one is  keeping to the outer side of life and not yet entered into the 
deeper side of life. 

And now the question is, how can one attain to the deeper side? It is  
quite a different meaning. One method i s  to  acquire the knowledge from the 
life without, and that i s  going to the school and attaining the knowledge in 
that way. Another method is  quite different; not going to a school or insti- 
tution and study, but closing the door of one's room, sitting in solitude, clos- 
ing the eyes, being oneself once again, and try and put one's mind within, 
and seek the source within, to get the knowledge which can be got only 
from within. Of course that art has i t s  rules and regulations, which are not 
applicable to each in the same way. Like the science is  one and the same, 
s t i l l  when a physician receives different people, to each he gives a separate 
prescription for each condition to get it right. In the same way with the 
Sufi esoteric work, every person that i s  initiated does not get the same thing 
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to  do, and in a different way. All the same it is one art or a science, a sci- 
ence of tuning oneself within. By this person gets great power over oneself; 
will-power becomes strengthened. One develops in oneself discipline, the 
vision becomes more clear, more control, more magnetism. ~ 0 ~ '  power, not 
only upon oneself, but upon everything. Every action one does, even upon 
the weather one has a certain power, upon everything one has a power. I do 
not mean that one has a power on the weather, but by self-discipline one 
gets a power of restriction 31 circumstances which upset a person. Often 
a fine person has jarring influences from around. Those with whom he comes 
into contact, friends, enemies everywhere one finds, one finds life most dif- 
ficult. I f  one goes on like this, it becomes nothing but a terrible life, one 
becomes irritated and one becomes32 difficult object. for others. But by 
attaining that strength which comes from the deeper side of life, one is able 
to get above things, to 33put 33 the influences which come up and jar 
one's sensibility34. They are all thrown back and one can keep oneself in the 
right tune35 and rhythm. The purpose of life i s  to keep oneself in the right 
tune35 and rhythm. The nature of life i s  to put us off the right tune35 and 
rhythm. Every moment there36 is that struggle. Even for a saint or sage 
there i s  this struggle to meet; from the37 first moment one gets up in the 
morning, one has to meet with this struggle. 3 8 ~ o  if38 the advanced souls, 
then what with the ordinary people? Therefore there are so many suicides, 
people unhappy. Very few you will find content, those who say they are 
content. But s t i l l  really content you will find 39 . That shows that life 
is  a continual struggle. It is  no need to say that it is no struggle. One must 
develop one's strength to combat with this struggle and to harmoniously40 
and4' rhythm and tone cope with this struggle, creating at the same time 
harmony in life. Therefore Sufism is called the philosophy of love, harmony 
and beauty. That means to understand really what it means and4* to create 
in one's everyday's43 life that44 which i s  the seeking of every soul. 
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Coming to our work in Belgium, I should like to say that we have not 
yet organized so that the work should go on in a way that it ought to  go on, 
and to let it go like this, it means that we do not love our work properly. 
Not to  do for the work means that the work which needs now spreading, is  
starving of that help which i s  necessary. Now that I have come, I feel s t i l l  
greater hope than I have ever had. I feel that from now the work will go on 
by every means possible, and only I ask the help of all those here, their 
most45 kind thoughts, prayers, action46 in whatever way you can do, to help 
this work advance in Belgium. When in England there are four branches 
working just now, in ~ o v e ~ ~ ,  London, Southampton, Brighton, it will spread 
s t i l l  more in America, it i s  growing in France, it is prospering in Holland. 
Now I am going to Denmark. I am sure that my mureeds certainly are my 
great well-wishers, and when they see me work day after day in spite of all 
the different difficulties and oppositions, and knocking against the stone 
walls that are in my way, and yet going on patiently and never think, 'this is 
a place where the work cannot go', never. I f  you had only known that in 
England, when for six months I was speaking to three people, there was no 
fourth people48 to be found. I f  I would have lost courage, I would have 
gone to my country. I did not. After six fourth person came, 50he 
brought perhaps51 fifteen persons, and so it went on. We do not know, we 
cannot say. After all this work that I have seen and done, and now find that 
there have been terrible disappointments, gloom and clouds, and feel, 'noth- 
ing can be done herem, but I felt the Prophet Mahommed in the desert, 
where men as thick as stones would not listen. He was crying aloud wisdom. 
They would not listen, threw him out of his country three times, killed his 
disciples, he s t i l l  was going on. What happened52? There was a time when 
the whole Arabia, Persia, Afghanistan, India, China, was benefited by what 
he brought, gave53. But he had to give in the mountains who would not 
listen. Difficulties before a practical person, they are different. He says, ' l 
must have a result.' I f  I would have been waiting for result, I would have 
gone mad or have made a suicide. For years there was no result. In B . ~ ~  
now two years I have been working. The result from a practical point of 
view may seem poor, but I have some valuable mureeds still. One may be 
valuable to  a thousand. But from now I feel that the work must grow and a 
mechanism must be made, and the whole world must know that the B . ~ ~  so- 
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ciety must live. And I am sure that by the help of my workers in B . ~ ~  there 
will 55 

56 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Brussels, Palais Mondial, 
December 18th, 1923 

East and west.' 

2~eloved ones of God, 

It i s  my great happiness to speak to you this afternoon on the subject 
of East and West, being invited by Mr. Otlet, the friend of East and West. 
For it is the friendship for the East and for the West which gives him that 
scope of serving the world at large. I very much wish that at this time there 
were more souls like he, who are open with their heart to all the wisdom 
coming from different sources, from different parts of the world; so as the 
Palais Mondial accommodates of the world, so the heart of our friend. 

Now coming to the question of East and In order to  distinguish 
East from West, it is natural that I shall give the points where they differ. 
Now the points that differ, and if we thought about them more we shall say 
the same thing as the great English poet3 has said, that 'East is East, and 
West is West, and they can never meet.' I should like to first give those 
points which prove his saying true. The idea is  that the people in the East, in 
all ages had one object in view, and that object was to get in touch with the 
deeper side of life. Some came sooner to that point, some later, some had to  
struggle along, and for some it was easy. But naturally t o  the wise and fool- 
ish4 the outer world 5had a5 less contact. By this I do not mean to say that 
there are not people who are after the material gain and material things and 
that there are not people who love wealth and all that belongs to the earth. 
There are earth worshippers in all places and there are hell worshippers in 
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all places. It is  just talking about the6 generality. Now, for an instance, i f  
you go among the most learned people in the East, they wil l  show their great 
learning and knowledge about things, about science and about art, but at the 
same time you wil l  find that it is all to  gain the-deepet the knowledge of 
the deeper side of life. You can see an artist there, you can talk to  him, you 
can find that in any work he is doing, you can see that his whole motive is 
to  gain the deeper side of life. 

In the same way the politicians and warriors of that time, their minds 
always7 attached to that same idea. For instance we have before us the his- 
tory of the Prophet Mahommed8, a Prophet who was not only a mystic, but a 
general of his army and a statesman, who wasg first in the history of the 
Orientals who made a constitutional government in Mecca, the first consti- 
tutional government in the world. Those who formed the first parliament in 
Medina, that group was called Madina, and every man and every woman in 
the city had the right to vote in that parliament. Remember, it i s  now 1500 
years10! Besides, about the policy, MahornmedB was born in Mecca, and was 
three times exiled from his place because he was giving to his people the 
new ideas of religion, which was not agreeable to his people. There were 
people who killed his disciples, and made every kind of difficulty, and apen 
H m  all sorts of sufferings were thrown upon him. There camel1 a time that 
he has now a large number of disciples, when he says, 'Shall I go again to 
my motherland? I want to go and give again the message which I have tried 
to give.' They said, 'Prophet, we shall come with you and we shall give our 
lives in the cause, and we shall see that your messa e is  received1' in the 
same land where from they have insulted you andy3 thrown14 you have 
been14 out.' h4ahomrned8 went with his d e l e  army of disciples, not for in- 
vasion, but t o  give the message. But hearing that he came with an army, 
they prepared an army and there was a battle. In the end Mahommed was 
victorious and entered Mecca. When he entered, the whole arrangement l5 
there, all the leaders were16 surrendered and all those people were brought 
before him. When they were brought before him, he asked, 'What treatment 
do you expect from me? ' 'What treatment could we expect', they said, 
'except the fitting treatment which would come from the Prophet of Cod?' 
And the answer of the Prophet was, 'Yes, the same treatment wil l  be given 
to you. All you have done to me and my people I have forgiven.' He turned 
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to  his army and said, 'Have you come here for a territorial ambition?' 'Not 
in the least,' said the warriors, 'for truth and for the ideal.' 'Do you then 
not wish any money from these men?' 'No,' said the warriors to the Proph- 
et. 'Then what do you want?' They said thati7, 'we have come, we have 
followed you to your country, but we want you.' The Prophet said, 'Yes, 
they will take my message, but I will go with you.' After all that war and 
bloodshed, lawhat the Prophet didla? He left, the Qur'an and gave the prin- 
ciplelg, left20 Medina and died. 

The brotherhood between the people 2 1 ~ .  and M . ~ '  that was founded22 
then, s t i l l  exists now. And i f  today you saw the effect of that teaching in 
the most ordinary working men23 in the deserts, 24they would not simply 
surprise24. Arabs as a rule are ready to fight, and it takes them not one 
single moment to take their knives and to grab each25 others'26 necks. 
~ u t ~ ~  such a furious and angry race as that when the two Arabs were2' 
fighting together, and i f  a third person says, 'forgiveZg another' or 'love 
another in the name of the Prophet', they throw their knives and shake 
hands together. lust on hearing that. No longer they continue their grudge 
or complaint, they do not judge one another. As soon as forgiveness has 
come, it is  finished. 

I have very often seen a domestic servant, a person who has never had 
an education, who does not know how to write his name as soon as you 
begin to touch his sentiment and his heart, the worthlinessjO of the material 
life i s  known to him as much perhaps as to a great philosopher. He will talk 
to you on philosophy perhaps for an hour, and from his deepest sentiment, 
with a full understanding of this worthlessness3' of this four days' life on 
the earth. It does not mean that the East did not make a particular progress 
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in material things, because i f  one takes for instance the science of medicine, 
the books of ~ v i c e n n a ~ ~  give us the proof that made a foundation for the 
whole world. Today I know one of my friends, a doctor in ~ n ~ l a n d ~ ~ ,  who 
has studied ~ v i c e n n a ~ ~  and who has found out that the outline of medicine 
was made by him, which was first introduced in Spain. Besides, music; the 
music of the Vedas was not only a music, but a psychological expression of 
sound and rhythm, and therefore it was not only a music. but it was also a 
mystery for life and for health35, a science so perfectly formed, that not 
only for the worldly things it was useful, but for the meditative purpose the 
music became the most essential thing part in religious things. Now today a 
man comes and tells the world about the repetition of a word which cures 
people from illnesses. The scientific and unscientific world seems to be 
moving about, and says, 'What is  this? It seems such a new thing.' I f  the 
same man happens to go to the East, every man in the poorest house will 
say, 'We have known this36, we are doing that37 every day. We know what 
'power of9 word means. They will not be able to give38 definition, for that 
one must ask a learned man. In the form of Vedanta 39what a science has 
always existed39. Only it was not given to the world in an alphabetical 
manner. Someone with an alphabetical science tell it and it astonished eve- 
ryone. 

Now coming to the Western world. In the first place a race which 
came from the ancient Aryan sources, in a country where they had the diffi- 
culties of climate, where it was necessary that life had, owing to the cli- 
mate, great responsibilities, it naturally made them more active, and being 
active, activity with the things of matter gave them that communication 
with the matter, the result of which is a phenomena40. All these inventions 
that we see today are no less than a phenomena40, a miracle. But this mira- 
cle has come from a communication with the things from the earth, and as 
the product of things of the earth is  as visible and tangible as the earth. 
 NOW^', for instance, i f  a father has two sons and one son i s  producing 420ne 
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day, makes one day a rattle, second42 a bicycle, 43third day an aeroplane, 
he has something to show his father and say, 'Look here, I have got some- 
thing, look here.' Another one is  sitting one hand upon another hand, and 
perhaps in his character thoughts, feelings developing, something, but he has 
nothing to show. It is something developing in himself which he himself 
cannot define very well, nor eon-he-himdf others can see it. Therefore it 
is  natural that a progress made in the objective line is  visible and tangible, 
44a progress in the 45p46 i s  difficult to say4' how far one has reached. 

However, with all 48that difference" human nature is  the same. Those 
who have developed in their thought, in their feelings, they are not only in 
the East, there are many of them to  be found in the West also. Besides those 
who have a material inclination and produce49 from the matter something4', 
they are not only in the West, they are in the East also. But in the West 
there is a scope to bring it out what one has invented, what one has found 
out, but in the East there is no scope to bring it about, and in this way the 
difficulty arises. Nevertheless the East and West both have their actions 
directed in two different poles, the material progress of the East has been 
hindered by one thing which is the climate, a climate which makes the whole 
day useless. One would rather s i t  and dream than be active and work. That 
also makes difference in inclinations. Besides that, very much of the West- 
ern progress is  due to the uniformity of the people; and the backwardness of 
the East in that line of progress is the lack of uniformity. Every man in the 
East has his individual progress, and whenever there is  an i nd i v id~a l i s t i c~~  
progress, it is a very free progress but at the same time a progress which is 
not recognized by the ones " individualistic progress, I mean if a sci- 
entist comes with a new invention, which is not understood by another sci- 
entist, he will certainly oppose him. Therefore every intelligent person in 
the East, whenever he progresses in his own line, he52 has a great opposition 
to meet with, and no one he finds who can perfectly understand him. But in 
the West it is on53 the contrary. There are academies and associations and 
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people who understand things..There are people to54 understand and encour- 
age people55. No doubt, uniformitys6 pulls people back from that progress 
which comes from individualistic progress. Nevertheless the idea i s  this, that 
now the time has come when owing to the ships and trains and all theses7 
different communications, the East and west have been brou ht together. 
And thats8 brings us a great hope that East and West, whoh depend for 
their progress fromd0 their mutual exchange and understanding, will soon 
come 61 . In industry, in politics, in all things they can unite and bene- 
f i t62 each other. But the greatest benefit that can come from the meeting 
of East and West together63#64 by the interchange of thought and ideal, 
and65 in order to meet in that light which is  the light of intelligence and 
which is divine by nature. 

The Sufi Movement has directed all i t s  efforts that the East may be 
able to appreciate all that is  good and worthwhile in the West and that the 
West may understand and sympathize with all that i s  worth understanding 
and sympathizing66 in the East. Words cannot explain to what extent the 
world wil l  become benefited i f  once this67 idea is  realized, because just now 
the East working in i t s  own way, the West working in i t s  own way, is  like 
working with one eye, the other eye closed. 

It i s  in the unity of East and West that the vision will become com- 
plete, and in this completion68 the great disasters6' and troubles which have 
kept the world in a kind of uneasiness, will be rooted out. And by the unity 
of East and Viest in wisdom there is a real peace to be anticipated. 
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Question: 7 0 ~ h e  s c i e n t i f i c  point  of view o f  the Eas t .  There is 
a7' r e a l l y  a  method t h a t  guides  t o  t h a t  t r u t h .  
There is one t r u t h  observe? 72 by  t h e  appl i -  
c a t i o n  o f  t h a t  methcd f o r  t h a t  t r u t h .  Zs Can that 
s c i e n t i f i c  point o f  v iew bring sympathy in73 East  
t o  the point o f  view74 ind i v idua l i s t i c  progress? 

Answer: I thank . Mr. Otlet for his kind words and for his question. 
I f  as I understand the question you ask i f  there is75 individual- 
istic tendency among the people of the East also in the realm 
of science? 

Yes, there is  a scientific tendency, a great deal. No doubt 
there is never a separation between science and metaphysics 
in the East, and therefore to us there is  no such a thing as re- 
ligion as a separate subject. To us all that educates our life is  
religion. For instance science in the West i s  considered as a 
science. Science in the East i s  considered as a part of religion. 
Grammar for instance is  grammar. In the East it is a petal of 
religion also. For instance astronomy is a separate part, it is  
an education, perhaps a science, but   rot in^^^, we call it 
  rot in^^^, is part of the religion. We do not separate one part 
of knowledge from the other part, but we take all different 
aspects of knowledge as one, and that knowledge is to  probe 
the depth of life. But one thing is very much against us and 
that is  our individualistic effort. Our individualistic effort 
sometimes goes so far that the man on our side does not 
understand and he wants to pull i t  down. For instance you will 
find the example of Wagner's music, that when he began his 
music, people began to throw stones at him before he met with 
the king; he  appreciated and first became his audience, then, 
after that all went well. That is  individualistic effort. And you 
can see how individualistic effort is met with by the masses 
who cannot understand fully. No doubt that77 the organization 
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and system and classification which78 are the great merits of 
the people of the West; besides the system which is  the great 
thing that the East has to learn, their inventive faculties and 
scientific researches will become more fruitful. Perhaps you 
know that our present scientist, Chandra Bose, by his study of 
horticulture has shown what connection horticulture has with 
metaphysics. And after having79 the Western culture, he has 
established now in Calcutta an institution on the Eastern prin- 
ciple. He gives his inspirational work free of charge to  any 
man of the world who would be willing to come and learn. Not 
only to the people of his land, but to anyone. And that is the 
ideal behind the institution of Rabindranath Tagore; that i s  in 
the depth of the Eastern person: t o  share his loaf with all. 
Now the time has come when we in the East and West will 
waken and to share our loaf one with the other. There i s  a 
greater happiness. I f  only we can learn this one lesson, we 
have learned all that religion can teach. 
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Sakina's shorthand reporting tran- 
scribed by the compiler. 

Brussels, Rue de Loxum, 
18th December 1923 

' Ar t  and Religion. 

2 ~ y  subject of this evening is  art and religion.2 

Very few in the world link religion with the3 art or art with religion. 
But in the3 point of fact the3 art i s  much more important than an average 
person realizes it to be, in spite of the saying that the3 art is  what man 
makes and nature i s  what Cod makes. But I would like to say that the3 
nature is what Cod makes as Cod, and art is what Cod makes as man. The 
artist who has arrived to4 some perfection in his art, whatever be his art, 
he5 will come to realize that it is  not he who ever did. It i s  someone else 
who came forward at every time. And in the perfect things that the artist 
produces he hardly can imagine that it is produced by him, for6 he can do 
nothing but bow his head in perfect humility before that unseen power and 
wisdom who7 takes his body, his heart, his brain and his eyes as i t s  instru- 
ment. Whatever be that art, be it a8 music or poetry or painting or writing 
or whatever manner, whenever the3 beauty is  produced, it must not be 
thought that man producesg it. It is through man that Cod finishes His cre- 
ation. Therefore art is not only an imitation of nature, it is  an improvement 
upon it. '?here i s  nothing that is  done in this world and in heaven, which is 
not a divine immanence, which is  not the divine creation. It is the dividing 
of that divine work that makes that perplexity that separates man from his 
Lord. 

Notes: 
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In the first place all things that we see in this world, all our occupa- 
tions that we engage ourselves1' willingly or unwillingly, this12 all leads us 
to  accomplish a certain purpose. No doubt there are certain things in life in 
which we accomplish a greater purpose, and that can be accomplished by an 
inspiration from within. Art i s  a r e d m  domain through which the3 inspira- 
tion has a great facility to  manifest. In order to become spiritual it is  not 
necessary that man should be very religious or extra good. In order to  
attain to inspiration, what is necessary i s  love for beauty. 

What i s  art? Art is  a creation of beauty, in whatever form it be cre- 
ated. As long as an artist thinks that whatever he creates in the form of 
art, that l 3  it is  his own creation, and as long as the artist becomes vain 
over his creation, he has not learned the true art. For the true art can only 
come by one condition, and that condition is  that the artist forgets himself. 
He forgets himself in the vision of beauty. And there is  one condition when 
his art can be s t i l l  more valuable, and that condition i s  when14 the artist 
begins to  recognize15 divine in the art. As long as the artist has not real- 
ized it, he has not touched the perfection of art. The artist in the true 
sense of the word, is  the king of a certain kingdom, which is even greater 
than the kingdom of the earth. There is a story known in the East, that 
Farabi was a great singer, a singer who was invited to the court of the 
Sultan. The Sultan received him very warmly in the court and as the singer 
entered, the Sultan went to  the door to receive him. On coming in the 
drawing room, the Sultan asked the singer to take his seat. 'Where shall I 
si t? ' ,  said the singer. The Sultan said, 'S i t  in any place that may be fitting 
to you.' On hearing this he took the seat of the king. No doubt, it aston- 
ished the Sultan very much, but after hearing his art he thought that even 
his own seat was not quite suitable. For the kingdom of the Sultan had a 
certain limitation, but the kingdom of the artist is  everywhere, wherever 
beauty prevails. As beauty is everywhere, so the kingdom of the artist i s  
everywhere. 

But art is  only a door, a door through which one can enter in16 s t i l l  a 
wider area. The religions have in17 different times considered art as some- 
thing outside, but this has been very often a kind of fanaticism on the part 
of religious authorities. And it is not only in the East, but l8it i s l 8  in the 
West and15 East l9 one finds a kind of idea existing to separate art from re- 
ligion. It does not mean that all religions do it, not 20it means20 that any 
great teacher of the3 religion has taught it. It has only come from people 
who have not yet realized the beauty of the3 religion except i t s  form, they 
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have forced its simplicity on it. No one who has touched the depth of relig- 
ion can ever deny the fact that religion itself i s  an art, an art which 
accomplishes the greatest thing in man's life, and2' that art, to  be made 
void of beauty, +s there cannot be a greater error than that. 

In the first place we can see in the ancient times in all the Hindu and 
Buddhist churches and pagodas there was music, there was poetry, there 
was sculpture and there was painting. At the time when there were not 
printing presses, nor 22books be brought out on philosophy and re- 
ligion, i f  one can find an scriptures expressing the ancient religious and 
philosophical ideas, they2! can be found in the old24, ancient art. For in- 
stance the mysticism and the religion of ancient Egypt, of which so much 
has been spoken and so l i t t le has been known, i f  there is any sign of it to be 
found, it is  not in a manuscript, i t  is in art. Besides, the ideas of the ancient 
Sanskrit age are yet to  be found in India in engravings on the carved stones, 
rocks and temples. Very often the3 travellers of25 the Western world go to 
the East in order to see in how far the art had26 attained i t s  perfection. 
But very few really know that it is  not only 27the art that2' came to a cer- 
tain perfection, but the art which28 has been given as something to com- 
municate to those who can read. Besides that, the art of the3 ancient 
Greece, i t  is  the sign and proof of their great perfection in divine wisdom. 
Every movement that29 in the Greek pictures 29you see29, it is not only a 
graceful movement, but it has a meaning, and ever l i t t le statue30 it3' de- Y; notes a great meaning, 32with a great meaning32 3only if33 a person can 
read it. 

But from this we come to learn that, in order to do34 the work of art, 
and in order to  be able to understand the work of art, for both intuition is  
necessary. And it i s  the very thing that today15 human race seems to be 
losing more than in any time in the world's history. One might ask, 'What is  
the reason that man has lost that intuitive faculty?' 35~ecause man has 
become so absorbed in material gains, that he has so to speak become in- 
toxicated by the earthly life, and intuition, which is  his birthright and his 
own property, he has lost to36 view. It does not mean that it has gone out 
from him, it only means that it has become buried in his own heart. 
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~ r i e n d s , ~ ~  we are vehicles or instruments who3' respond. I f  we re- 
spond to  goodness, goodness becomes our property, i f  to  evil we respond, 
then evil becomes our property. I f  to  love we respond, then love becomes 
our possession. I f  we respond to hatred, hatred becomes our life, and so i f  
we respond to the things of the earth so much that our whole life becomes 
absorbed in earthly thin s, then it i s  quite natural that we do not respond to 
3gthat riches which is3' within us, and yet we are far removed from it4'. 
lntuition is  not somethin that a person can read in the3 books and learn. 
Nor the3 41intuition is4? a thing that one can buy and sell. lntuition i s  
something which is the very self and the deepest self of man and it can be 
realized by that soberness which i s  desirable in life. Absence of the3 intui- 
tion means absence of soberness. One might ask, 'Why is every person in- 
toxicated and what that soberness is  l ike?' I would answer, 'It is just like a 
l i t t le pool of water. When the water of that l i t t le pool is troubled, you 
cannot see the reflection. But when it is not troubled, then it is  quiet, then 
you can see, when the water is  clear. So is  the heart of man. By the heart I 
do not mean the piece of flesh. By heart I only42043 that inner being of man 
which very often in the Bible is called 'spirit'. It is  the calmness and qui- 
etness of that spirit which quickens that tendency of inspiration. But when 
the mind is  troubled by worries and anxieties and r e s p o n ~ i b i l i t ~ ~ ~ ,  then. 
naturally that intuition is lost. But man i.9 asks often tf-it-i.9, 'how can it 
be possible to leave out45 worries and troubles 450f l i fe?' That is quite 
true, but at the same time i f  one is thinking that one cannot leave out the 
troubles and anxieties, 46if one 46, one is going further and further 

the truth, the truth which is  the safety of man. Many think that13 if 
we cannot be spiritual, then we shall be material; of course then we shall be 
more and more material, because we cannot be spiritual. But really speak- 
ing the right thing would be to strike the happy medium. I f  life forces one 
to go in48 material things so much, so much the more necessary49 to go into 
spirituality. I t  matters very little what religion a person claims and what 
faith he says he has, what way of prayers he adopts. What really matters is 
i f  he is  really religious from his heart. The admission to that field of happi- 
ness is by tickets. For at the door of the station, they do not ask you whose 
son you are, what class you belong to, what are your ancestors, how much 
money you have. What they ask is  for the ticket, and the same thing is 
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there. In that field of happiness one has no entrance by saying, 'I belong to 
a very high church', or 'my prayers are better than others150.' No, there it 
is not so, it is only here we hate one another by saying, 'You are of a dif- 
ferent religion, your belief is  bad, my belief i s  good.' There is  no distinction 
there. The question is i f  you are sincere. I f  you really are seeking after 
truth, then they do not ask what channel you are coming from. They open 
the door, you are allowed in. 

But now coming to the question that13, how can that art which is  re- 
ligion be attained? Even a religion is a kind of art. Of course i t s  elementary 
aspect makes it a religion of form. 510f course5! form is  the outward art, 
whether it is a ceremony, a ritual, a form of service, it is a form of art, no 
doubt. But as one goes further, i t  is another art. Among the Sufis that art is  
called Akhlak Allah, which means the manner of God. That the first step 
in life is  to know and understand how to become a human being.  or^^ as 
there are two words, in15 English language, man and gentleman, and there is 
such a vast gulf between man and a gentleman. No doubt if one bought a 
nice dress and put it on, he can become a gentleman very soon, but this12 is 
not what I mean. A true gentleman the real sense of the word, 54what 
the word itself expresses. And what makes one gentle? Man by nature is 
just like an uncut diamond. And that diamond wants cutting in order to re- 
f lect i t s  light fully. A man becomes a gentleman, not by becoming rich or55 
a high position. No, when the rough edges of his character are cut, just like 
a diamond, then he becomes a gentleman. And i f  one judged oneself 56and 
not judges56 the others, one will find how very difficult it is to becomes a 
gentleman. Of course man keeps on in a kind of intoxication, not knowing 
his own faults. He is  always busy finding fault with the others. Always he as 
complaining that the rough edges trouble him from the others and so the 
whole life goes, the life which i s  the greatest opportunity to  rise and to 
become better. And that one who feels that after having the rough edges of 
the other hurt, 57who feels57 that, 'also58 the rough edges of my part 
must5' hurt the others.' ~ n d ~ '  when he begins to cut those rough edges, 
then he begins to learn the art. For other arts cannot be compared with the 
art of personality. The character is not born with man's birth, the character 
i s  built after coming here. But even a person can call himself as60 a human 
being, s t i l l  he ha$ not yet known that greater art st i l l ,  which may be right- 
fully called a true religion. For there is  another grade to pursue, and that 
grade is the personality of Cod. As soon as one seeks for the personality of 
God, it is different from a human personality, for in the character of man, 
man has to make his point of view a human point of view. But in the point 
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of view of Cod, man has to make a6I Cod's point of view. And it is such 
personality62n63, whenever and at whatever time64 came on the3 earth, 
have not only taught to65 humanity but have given an example to humanity 
by their own lives. Some of them known, some of them unknown came and 
went away. But each one of them was accepted by some and rejected by 
some; none of them i s  was accepted by the whole religiod6 nor rejected. 
But in spite of accepting and rejecting, the truth will prove 67but truth67. 
For to  nothing else victory belongs. Victory only68 belongs to truth, and 
that victory which comes from falsehood, is a false victory. The true vic- 
tory only belongs to truth and 69the man, as69 more and more will probe the 
depths of life and i t s  secret, 70will more and more realize it. Falsehood, 
whatever apparent success it has, it has its limitation and i t s  end, for at 
every step the false person will feel falseness, and every step a erson 
takes to falsehood, he will feel his feet7' heavier and heavier. is 
towards the truth,72 those who will walk73, they will feel their feet 
lighter74 every step they take and it is by learning the art of l i fe and by 
practising it, that one is  led in the path of truth, to  arrive at that goal 
which is  the longing of every soul. 

I bid.: llall omltted 
I bid.: wpersonalitiesn 
I bid.: "whow added 
I bid.: "theyt1 added 
Ibid.: l'tow omitted 
I bid.: "humanitym instead of vrellgionl' 
Skosh.: a t  a later date Sk. crossed out  "but truth1' and replaced it with 
nby i tsel f  a victory"; 
Hq.t.: Itby itself a vlctoryw 
Hq.t.: nonlyll omitted 
Ibfd.: "as manw Instead of "the man, asv1 
Ibid.: "hell added 
Ibid.: "towards t he  Truthv added 
Ibid.: "It Is towards t he  truth," omitted 
Ibid.: "in the path of Truth1' added; 
Hq-st.: "In the  path of Truthn no t  included 
Hq.t.: Itat" added 



APPENDIX A 

In the left-hand column are listed the titles and chapter numbers of 
the books as they originally were published; in the right-hand column appear 
the titles and dates of the corresponding lectures which formed the basis of 
each book. Some books, such as T h e  U n i t y  o f  R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s ,  are 
based on lectures given in different years. In such cases only those parts of 
the book are mentioned in the left-hand column which correspond to lec- 
tures given in the period covered by the present volume. 

Questions and answers following a lecture are considered to be part of 
that lecture and therefore have not been mentioned separately in the right- 
hand column. Generally such questions and answers were not included in the 
books. Undated questions and answers referring to a particular lecture but 
given on another occasion, are not considered to form a part of the lecture. 
With a few exceptions, these were not included in the books either. In the 
present volume they can be found following the lectures to which they 
apparently refer. 

T h e  S o u l  W h e n c e  a n d  W h i t h e r ?  C o m p l e t e  W o r k s  of P i r - o - M u r s h i d  
First edition. ( 1  924) Ina y a t  Khan:  O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

Introduction. = ' Introduction' 19 Sept. 

Part 1. Toward Manifestation: 
chapter 1 = 'Tasawwuf. The Soul 

towards Manifestation' 10 Aug. 
'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation' 11 Aug. 

chapter I I = 'Tasawwuf. The Soul 
towards Manifestation' 13 Aug. 
'Tasawwuf. The Soul 
towards Manifestation' 14 Aug. 
'Tasawwuf. The Soul 
towards Manifestationm 15 Aug. 
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chapter I I I 

chapter IV 

chapter V 

= 'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation' 17 Aug. 
'Tasawwuf. The Soul 
towards Manifestation' 18 Aug. 

= 'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation ' 20 Aug. 
'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation' 21 Aug. 

= 'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation' 22 Aug. 
'The Soul towards Mani- 
festation' 24 Aug. 

Part I I .  Manifestation: 
chapter I = 'The Manifested Soul. The 

Arrival o f  the Soul on the 
Physical Sphere' 
'The Manifested Soul' 

chapter I I  

chapter I l l  

chapter IV 

chapter V 

= 'The Soul's Manifesta- 
t ion ' 
'The Soul's Manifesta- 
t ion ' 

= 'The Soul's Manifesta- 
t ion ' 
'The Soul's Manifesta- 
t ion ' 

= 'The Soul's Manifesta- 
t ion ' 
'The Soul's Manifesta- 
tion' 
'The Soul towards Mani - 
festation' 

= ' I .  Metaphysics. The Body' 
' I I .  Metaphysics. The 
Organs o f  the Senses" 
Three undated q.a. refer- 
ring t o  the lecture 
' I. Metaphysics. The Body' 
of 
' I I I. Metaphysics. Centres' 
' IV. Metaphysics' 

25 Aug. 
27 Aug. 

28 Aug. 

29 Aug. 

31 Aug. 

1 Sept. 

4 Sept. 

6 Sept. 

7 Sept. 

2 Jul. 

3 Jul. 

2 jul. 
4 Jul. 
6 Jul. 



chapter VI 

chapter VI I 

Not included in 
the book 

= 'VI. Metaphysics' 8 Jul. 
'V. Metaphysics' 7 Jul. 
'VI 1. Metaphysics' 10 Jul. 
Three undated q.a. refer- 
ring to  the lecture 
'V. Metaphysics' of 7 Jul. 
'VI 11. Metaphysics. Mind' I1 Jul. 

= 'IX. Metaphysics. The 
Soul' ( ' I t  has been asked ...') 1 Aug. 
'X. Metaphysics. The Soul' 
('The intelligence ...') 1 Aug. 

'The Soul's Manifesta- 
tion' (see Sangatha I, no. 87) 3 Sept. 

Part 1 11. Towards the Coal : 
chapter I = 'The Soul towards the 

Coal ' 8 Sept. 
'The Soul towards the 
Coal ' 10 Sept. 
'The Soul towards the 
Coal ' 11 Sept. 

= 'The Soul towards the 
Goal ' 12 Sept. 
'The Soul towards the 
Coal ' ( 'The soul which 
functions ...') 14 Sept 

chapter II 

chapter Ill 

chapter IV 

chapter V 

= 'The Soul towards the 
Coal' ('The soul's coming 
on earth ...') 14 Sept 
'The Soul towards the 
Coal. The Transmigration 
of the Soul' 15 Sept. 

= 'The Soul towards the 
Coal ' 15 Sept. 
'The Soul towards the 
Coal' ('Does the spirit 
impart i t s  merits ...') 17 Sept. 

= 'The Soul towards the 
Coal' ('The l i fe in the 
spheres ...') 17 Sept. 
'The Soul'towards the 
Coal ' ('The soul enters 
the Angel heavens ...') 18 Sept. 
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chapter VI 

Conclusion. 

= 'The Soul towards the 
Coal' ('What body the 
soul has ...') 18 Sept. 

= 'Conclusion' 19 Sept. 

C h a r a c t e r - ~ u i l d i n g  Complete Works o f  ~ i r - o - M u r s h i d  
T h e  A r t  of P e r s o n a l i t y  I n a y a t  Khan: o r i g i n a l  T e x t s  
First edition (1931) 

Character-Building 
I 'Character Building' ('The 

will-power plays a great 
part in ...') 11 Aug. 
'The Character Building' 
(' In character building 
it is most necessary ...') 13 Aug. 
'Character Building ( ' In 
every day during speech ...') 14 Aug. 
'Character Building' ( '  It 
is  most important thing ...') 17 Aug. 
'Character Building' ('Sub- 
tlety of nature ...') 18 Aug. 
'Character Building' 
('There are two attitudes ...') 20 Aug. 
'Character Building' ('The 
best way of working ...') 21 Aug. 
'Character Building' 
('There is  one thing ...') 22 Aug. 
'Character Building' ( ' I t  
must be remembered ...') 25 Aug. 
'Character Building' ('The 
spirit of generosity ...') 27 Aug. 

The Art of Personality: 
I = 'The Art of Personality' 

('There i s  one thing: t o  
be man ...') 29 Aug. 

I I = 'The Art of Personality' 
('Gratefulness in the 
character ...') 28 Aug. 

I I I = 'The Art of Personality' 
'Every impulse has its 
influence ...') 1 Sept 



T h e  U n i t y  of 
R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s  
First edition. (1929) 

Part I. Religion: 
IV. The Coming 

World Religion 

Part I I. The God- ldeal : 
V. The Cod-Ideal 

(continued) 
VI. The Cod-Ideal 

(continued) 

VI 1. The Cod- ldeal 
(continued) 

VI 11. The God-Ideal 
(continued) 

I X. The Self and the 
Merit of God 

'The Art of Personalitym 
('There is  a tendency hid- 
den in ...') 
'The Art of Personality' 
('The whole manifestation 
is  the expression ... ')  
'The Art of Personality' 
('The consideration of dig- 
nity ...') 
'The Art of Personality' 
('A nobleminded person 
shows ...') 
'The Art of Personality' 
('There is a sense and a 
tendency ... ' ) 
'The Art of Personality' 
('After having acquired 
refinement ... ' ) 
'The Art of Personality' 
('The art of personality 
is  like the art of music ...') 
'The Art of Personality' 
( 'A  friendly attitude ...') 

3 Sept 

4 Sept 

6 Sept. 

7 Sept. 

8 Sept. 

10 Sept 

11 Sept. 

12 Sept. 

Complete Works o f  Pir-o-Murshid 
Ina y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

= 'The Coming Religion of 
the Norld' 

= 'Cod Ideal' ('The existence 
of Cod ...') 23 Jul. 

= 'The Cod Ideal' ('There are 
different conceptions of 
Cod ...') 24 Jul. 

= 'Cod Ideal' ('The concep- 
tion of many gods ... ') 25 Jul. 

= 'The Cod Ideal' ('Very often 
many ...') 27 Jul. 

= 'The Cod Ideal. The Self 
and the Merit of God' 28 Jul. 



X. The God-Ideal - - 
(continued) 

XI. The God- Ideal - - 
(continued) 

XI 1. The God- Ideal - - 
(continued) 

XI I 1. Three Steps to  - - 
Spiritual 
Dernoc racy 

XIV. Cod the Infinite = 

XVI I I. Kaza and Kadr. = 
The Will,  human 
and Divine 

XX. Divine Manner - - 

Part 1 1  1. The Spiritual Hierarchy: 
. I. The Spiritual - - 

Hierarchy 

I I I. The Attributes of = 
the Five Great 
Degrees of 
Initiates 

IV. The Master, the - - 
Saint, the 
Prophet 

Part IV. The Spirit of Guidance: 
I. The Spirit of - - 

Guidance 
II. The Form in which = 

the Message i s  
received by the 
Prophetic Soul 

11 I. The Nature and - - 
Character o f  the 
Prophetic Soul 

IV. The Prophet's Soul = 

'The Cod Ideal' ('Why i s  God 
called the Creator? ') 
'The Cod Ideal' ('God i s  
called as 'the King of  the 
Heaven' ... ') 
'The God Ideal' ('The 
reason why the soul seeks 
for God ...') 
'The God Ideal. Three Steps 
t o  Spiritual Democracy' 

'The Cod Ideal. God, the 
Infinite' 
'Tasawwuf. Qaza and Qadr' 

'Divine Manner' ( ' In the 
terms of the Sufis ...') 
'The Divine Manner' ('The 
difference between Cod and 
man ...' 

30 Jul. 

7 Aug. 
18 Jul. 

9 Oct. 

'The Spiritual ~ ie ra rchy '  
('The idea of the spiritual 
hierarchy ...') 
See note 39. 24 Jul. 
'The Attributes of the 
Five Great Degrees of 
Initiates' 27 Jul. 

parts of ' Religious Gatheka. 
 he Message' 16 Jul. 
parts of ' The Prophet ' 

25 Jul. 

'The Spirit of Guidance' 28 Jul. 

'The Spirit of Guidance. 
The Form in which the 
Message i s  Received by the 
Prophets ' 30 Jul. 
'The Nature and the Char- 
acter of the Prophetic 
Soul ' 31 Jul. 
'The Prophet's Soul' 3 Aug. 



V. The Prophet = 'The Prophet. What is 
Asked of a Prophet ' 7 Aug. 

VI. The Spirit of = 'The Spirit of Guidance' 8 Aug. 
Guidance 

Part V. Prophets and Religions: 
I. Rama - - 
I I. Krishna - - 
I I I. Buddha, 2nd part = 

of chapter Ill 
( Buddha was the 
t i t le of Cautama ...) 

IV. Abraham - - 
V. Moses - - 
VI. Zarathushtra - - 
VI I I. Jesus - - 
IX. Mohammed - - 
X I  I I. The Symbology - - 

of Religious Ideas: 
The Brahmin Symbolical 
Form of Worship 

' Rama' 
' Krishnag 
'Buddha' 

'Abraham' 
' Moses ' 
' Zarathushtra' 
'Christ' 
' Mahommed ' 
'The Hindu Symbolical Form 
of Worship' 

8 Jul. 
4 Jul. 
3 Jul. 

10 Jul. 
7 Jul. 
6 Jul. 
2 Jul. 
11 Jul. 

17 Jul. 

Part VI. The Message 
I. The Message, = 'The Message', part of the 

1st par. first paragraph 
Ibid., 11th par. 'The Message', last par. 6 Aug. 

Part VII. The Sufi Movement: 
IV. The Ideal of the - - 

Sufi Movement 
V. The Sufi Movement 

mainly compiled 
from: 

'... the ideal and work of 
the Sufi Movement' 8 Dec. 

parts of 'Address of Pir-o- 
Murshid in the Church to  
the Public' 2 Sept. 
'Movements of the Prayers' ? Sept 
three parts from ' Religious 
Gatheka no. 14.Before the 
service commences ... to  intro- 
duce the idea of  our movement 1st  Oct. 
parts of 'The Sufi Movement 
is a preparation ...' Autumn? 
one sentence from 'The di f -  
ferent candles which are 
lighted ...' Autumn? 



2 Sept 

VI. The Symbol of : partsof 'Addressof 
the Sufi Move- Pir-o-Murshid in the 
ment, 2nd part, Church to the Public ' 
compiled from : : one sentence from 

'Religious Catheka no. 14. 
Before the service com- 
mences ... to introduce 
the idea of our rnove- 
ment ...' I S ?  Oct. 

: parts of 'The Sufi Move- 
ment is  a preparation ...' Autumn? 

T h e  S o l  u t i o n  o f  t h e  
Prob lem o f  the Day 
First edition. (1 936) 

I .  The Solution of 
the Problem of 
the Day. 

I I .  The Problem of 
the Day. Home 
and Reform. 

I I I. VJorld Recon- 
struction 

Complete  Works o f  pir-o-Murshid 
I n a y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

= 'Social Catheka no. 20. 
The Solution of the Prob- 
lem of the Day' Autumn? 

= 'On the Problem of the 
Day' 8 Jul. 

- - '... the World Reconstruction' 10 Oct. 

In the left -hand column are listed the names of the series (see Expla- 
n a t i o n  o f  Abbrev ia t ions :  hq.p.) and i t s  numbers; in the right -hand 
column appear the titles and dates of the corresponding lectures in their 
original form. 

U.R .I. stands for the book The U n i t y  of R e l i g i o u s  I d e a l s .  

Re1 i g i o u s  Gathekas:  Complete  Works o f  P i  r-o-Murshid 
Ina  y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

ReligiousCathekano.12 = 'ReligiousCatheka. 
(also in U.R .I.) The Message' 16 Jul. 

Religious Catheka no. 14 = 'Religious Catheka no. 14, 
(partly also in Before the service com- 
U.R .I. ) mences ... to introduce 

the idea of our move- 
ment ' I S ?  Oct. 

Religious Cathekas'nos. = 'The Coming Religion of 
18,19 (also in U.R .I.) the World' 8 Oct. 



Religious Catheka no. 21 = 
(also in U R  .I. ) 

Keligious Catheka no. 22 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Keligious Gatheka no. 23 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 24 = 
(also in U R  .I. ) 

Religious Catheka no. 25 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Catheka no. 26 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 27 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Keligious Catheka no. 29 = 
(partly also in 
V R  .I. ) 

Religious Catheka no. 30 = 
(partly also in 
U R  .I. ) 

Keligious Catheka no. 33 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Catheka no. 34= 

Religious Gatheka no. 35 = 

Religious Gatheka no. 37 = 
(partly also in 
V R  .I. ) 

Religious Cathekas nos. = 
43, 44 

Religious Gatheka no. 47 = 

Religious Catheka no. 48 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 49 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Keligious Catheka no. 50 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 51 = 
(also in U R  .I.) 

'Christ' 

' Buddha ' 

'Zarathushtra' 

' Rama ' 

'Abraham' 

'The different candles 
which are lighted ...' 
'The Sufi Movement i s  a 
preparation for a world 
service ...' 
'Moses ' 

'Before the Service begins ... to introduce the Universal 
Worship ...' 
'Address of Pir-o-Murshid 
in the Church to the Public' 
'Address of Pir-o-Murshid 
in the Church to the Pub- 
lic' 
'Religious Catheka no. 43. 
The Religion of the Heart ' 
'Religious Catheka no. 44. 
The Religion of the Heart 
(cont.) ' '... a few words before the 
Service begins on the subject 
of our Sufi Movement' 
'Cod Ideal' ('The exis- 
istence of Cod ...') 
'The Cod Ideal' ('There 
are different concep- 
tions of God ...') 
'Cod Ideal' ('The concep- 
tion of many gods ... ' ) 
'The God Ideal' ('Very 
often many who are ...') 
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2 Jul. 

3 jul. 

4 Jul. 

6 Jul. 

8 Jul. 

10 Jul. 

11 Jul. 

Autumn? 

Autumn ? 
7 Jul. 

23 Sept. 

16 Sept. 

2 Sept. 

4. Nov. 

? Sept. 

23 jul. 

24 Jul. 

25 Jul. 

27 Jul. 



Religious Catheka no. 52 = 
(also in U.R .I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 53 = 
(also in U.R .I.) 

Religious Catheka no. 54 = 
(also in U.R.I.) 

Religious Catheka no. 55 = 
(also in U.R.I.) 

Religious Catheka no. 56 = 
(also in U.R.I.) 

Religious Gatheka no. 60 = 
(also in U.R.I.) 

Social Gathekas: 

b i a l  Lathekas nos. 
11, 12 (also in the 
book The Solution 
of the Problem of 
the D a y )  

Social Cathekas nos. 
13, 14 

Social Catheka no. 15 
(also in the book 
The Solution of 
the Problem of 
the D a y )  

Social Catheka no. 20 
(also in the book 
The Solution of 
the Problem of 
the D a y )  

Social Gatheka no. 25 
Social Catheka no. 31 

Social Gatheka no. 35 
Social Gatheka no. 39 
Social Catheka no. 40 
Social Catheka no. 42 

Social Catheka no. 43 
Social Catheka no. 46 

'The Cod Ideal. The Self 
and the Merit of Cod' 28 Jul. 
'The God Ideal' ('Why is 
Cod called the Creator?') 30 Jul. 
'The God Ideal' ('Cod is  
called as 'the King of the 
Heaven' ...') 31 Jul. 
'The God Ideal' ('The 
reason why the soul seeks 
for Cod ...') 3 Aug. 
'The God Ideal. Three 
Steps to Spiritual 
Demc rac y ' 6 Aug. 
'The Cod Ideal. Cod, the 
Infinite' 7 Aug. 

Complete Works of Pir-o-Murshid 
Ina y a t  Khan: Original Texts 

'... the World Reconstruction' 

'Brotherhood' 

'On the Problem of the Day' 

'Social Gatheka no.-20. The 
Solution of the Problem of 
the Day' 

'Art and Religion' 
'Fate and Free W i l l '  
(the 1 s t  part) 
' East and West ' 
'Man, the Seed of Cod' 
'The World Brotherhood' 
'The Divine Blood Circulating 
through the Veins of the 
Universe' 
'The Power of the Word' 
'The Maturity of the Soul' 

10 Oct.. 

12 Oct. 

8 Jul. 

Autumn ? 

18 Dec. 

13 Oct. 
18 Dec. 
15 Oct. 
22 Jul. 

9 Dec. 
13 Nov. 
17 Nov. 



Gathekas  : 

Catheka no. 16 - - 

Catheka no. 17 - - 
Catheka no. 18 - - 
Catheka no. 21 - - 

(also in U R  .I.) 
Catheka no. 22 - - 

(also in. U R  .I. ) 

Catheka no. 23 - - 

Catheka no. 30 - - 
Catheka no. 37 - - 
Catheka no. 38 - - 
Catheka no. 43 - - 
Catheka no. 45 - - 
Not included in 
this series 

Gathas : 

Etiqad, Kasm u Ravaj = 
Superstitions, Customs 
and Beliefs 
Series Ill no. 1: Toasts 

Kashf - Insight - - 
Series I I I no. 9 

Kashf Insight - - 
Series I I I no. 10 

Naqshibandi - Symbology = 
Series I l no. 10: The 
Hindu Symbolical 
Form of Worship. 

(also in U R  .I.) 

Naqshibandi - Symbology = 
Series Ill no. 1: Leili and 
Majnun 

Complete  Works o f  Pir-o-Murshid 
I n a y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

'The Ideal and Work of the 
Sufi Movement ' '... on Sufism' 
'The Sufi Message' 
'Divine Manner' ( '  In the 
terms of the Sufis ...') 
'The Divine Manner' ('The 
difference between 
Cod and man') 
'Address to Cherags" 
('... our sacred task ...') 
'Man' 
Graciousness ' 
'Saluk. Dar Gusar' 
'Tasawwuf. Resignation' 
' Insight ' 

7 Dec. 
4 Dec. 
Aut urnn 

9 Oct. 

11 Oct. 

13 Aug. 
27 Nov. 
14 Jul. 
15 Jul. 
4 Aug. 
18 Jul. 

' Reconciliation' (see note 1 
on this lecture) 16 Jul. 

Complete Works o f  ~ i r - o - ~ u r s h i d  
I n a y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  T e x t s  

'There i s  a custom in the 
Western world ...' 10 Aug. 

' Insight' 17 Jul. 

' Insight' 16 Jul. 

'The Hindu Symbolical 
Form of VJorship' 17 Jul. 

'Majnun and Laili' 13 Jul. 



Pasi Anfas - Breath - - 
Series I l no. 10 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series I I I no. 4: 
Kaza and Kadr, 
The Will, Human and Divine 

(also in U R .I. ) 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series Ill no. 5: Opinion 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series 1 I I no. 6: 
Conscience 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series Ill no. 7: 
Conventionality 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series I I1 no. 8: Life 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series I1 I no. 9: 
The Word 'Shame' 

Tasawwuf - Metaphysics = 
Series Ill no. 10: 
Tolerance 

Gitas : 

'Breath is the medium be- 
tween the outer l i fe ...' 
'Tasawwuf. Qaza and Qadr. 
The will, human and 
divine 

'Thought. Opinion' 

'Tasawwuf. Conscience' 

'Conventionality' 

'Tasawwuf. Life' 

'Tasawwuf' ('The word 
shame ...') 

'Tolerance' 

13 Jul. 

18 Jul. 

20. Jul. 

20 Jul. 

21 Jul. 

23 Jul. 

4 Aug. 

Complete works of ~ir-o-~urshid 
Ina yat Khan : Original Texts 

Gita Sadhana - = 'Sadhana, the Attainment' 9 Oct. 
The Path of Attainment 
Series II no. 7 

Gita Sadhana - = 'The Attainment. Sadhana' 11 Oct. 
The Path of Attainment 
Series I l no. 8 



Sangathas: 
Complete Works o f  ~ i r - o - ~ u r s h i d  
I n a y a t  Khan: O r i g i n a l  Texts  

Sangatha I no. 87 = 'The Soul's Manifestation' 3 Sept. 
(Sk.tp. pp. 54-55) 

Sangatha I no. 88 = 'The Message for which we 
(Sk.tp. p. 56) have so long ... ' 20 Sept. 

Sangatha I no. 93 = 'This is not the last 
(Sk.tp. pp. 58, 59, 60) address of the season ...' 27 Sept. 

Note: Sk.tp. means Sakina's typescript. - 



A communication in the handwriting of Mahtab van bgendorp. 



APPENDIX B 



The following pages contain reproductions of some of the documents 
used in the preparation of this book. In most cases they have been reduced 
in size to f i t  on the pages. The intention of this appendix i s  to give the 
reader a clearer idea of the kinds of manuscripts from which the text and 
footnotes of this book were made. The originals are all presently in the ar- 
chives in Suresnes, France. 
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ram. They addr r r r  one mothe r :  0 king of k lngr ,  o m ~ u r h  of reunds. 
tb.t 18 &@ir -1 88J 0f d d ~ e 8 8 i I l g  One Pll0tb.T. 9hl.t V0i.e 18 
tha m i o r  d t rue  demooraal, f o r  thlr olaim of %birr  ir  tha m a r -  
r i o a  of $LIT k i n #  eonroiopr of the klagdem of Ood. 

Und b8 not  on18 tho t rouarmhorue  of a l l  on8 l r r n r ,  but  
e r r t i r e  b l  nature.  Tbo a n d  improvlror upon w h a t  it h a a n 8  snd 
oreater  no t  .only i n  i m g i n a t i a n ,  but I t  f l n l r h r 8  i t 8  t u k  when thr 
i r # l . t i o n  b e e o r r  u t e r i a l l 8 e d .  rp. .nnr o r  the i n f a m a 1  r rg ion r  . 
a l l  m tha a l r a t i o a r  of a n d ,  d a l l  ere u p e r f i o e 1  i n  a n d .  Put 
tho qumrtiena 18 tho body no t  born d t h  r ind ,  114 a n d  not  e x i s t  

fbofore  t h e  b o w l - w  b mrwered: Yam, I t  d i d  ex lo t  a8 an A k u h c r ,  M 
mo&db~iae .  And the quert1on:how t h i q  +oohodation ru f o r u d ,  an 
.ny oer t a ln  m d e l  o r  der ig l t+The first b 8 i 8 n  of thlr %-ha 18 
n o u ~ e d  upon tho i l lprerrion t h t  fall8 d e r p ~ ~ ~ p o n  tiu roul, t* roul 
oomlng tmul m i f e 8 t a t i O a  from the i n f l n i t o  r p i r l t .  If w p lo t9 re  
tb. i n i l s i t e  r p i e t  u t ho  m, tho rou1 1. am it. my. m e  n e t ~ n  . 
of  tha m u 1  i r  t o  g.thir on i t 8  u y  a11 t h a t  .it o m  p t h o r  and i t  
L.pp.ar to ptbr  uadl-nkol a mould put of  it. It l a  this lmprerrlo-t 
wuoh ha8 . holped mould of r ind  t~ k t o r ~ a ~ r m t ~ e r t s  i t 8  r k  

L o r i s l r u l  n a t u ~ e  an& / two* %ha M y  w l t h  .hioh it i r . e o m w  
04 am4 i&ont i f la&.  

Zb -remaion of th8 r u t o r e  anB o h u a o t o r  of tho r-to, o f  t h e  
m e e a t  rr. of the n a t i a a  ub raee  fe l low a i t e r  tho f l r r r i m p r e s e i o n  
t r r  a t e  r o u l  w t a e n  on i r r  .y. If it happurr t o  be the i .pn88- 
108 of a w r r o u l i t y  f a l l e n  upon tha r ind  going tomud u n i f e L t a t l o n ,  
i n  U e  U f o  of t b t  p r r o n  the  d l r t l n o t  nharaotor of a oor t  ln per- 
8ollaliy who l l ~ o d  i n  the part dl1 ahom o l ~ a r l y .  I t  18 id tb18 
tht the w o r o t  of  a h  dootr ine  of h i n o r m t i o n  rb ioh  the u in&~.  
b V 8  hold b# r ~ o o @ i r e d .  

t h e m  pro rou l r  who o o w  from the i n f l n i t o  t o  t b  mite eximt- 
e n w ,  and thore  .rr rplrltr who rat- from tha f i n i t e  u l r t e a q e  
r r io tu roo  t o  t b  infinite. Their  mooting ground l o  on the r y .  It 
y be oaa t ~ r e r s i a o  o r  i t  may be e e r e r a l  impramrlonr whloh he& 
t o  rllU thlr A h 8 k  whloh, a f t a r  it 18 on00 oonneoted wlth the !04r 
b e r o u r  d a d .  ?or eta4 w o t  be oomplete before it h u  e n . 6  
umwp .~rd .rp.ri.rrae by tho h r i p  of tba  phpri0a1 body. 

?b q t u 8 t i m . w f i  ? 'hole who l @ a V @  tho b d ; l  .d p.88 u *olP 
8he oar#, 18 .air d n d  n o t  o.omplote d t h o u t  tho bdy!  mny%b. 
ulrurodrthat thoiw d n d  18 a l ready oompleted by the  erp.r ienoe tb.0 
L t e  W e  i n  t M b r  l i fe  en e a r t h  by the  ardlmm of tb p Q r i o a 1  b d y .  

An early typewritten copy of Sakina's shorthand transcription, with correc- 
tions by Sakina. 'VI. Metaphysics', 8 July 1923 (e.t.). 



Sherifa Coodenough's handwritten text, 'The Soul towards Manifestation', 
10 August 1923 (Cd.h.). 
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~heri fa  Cmdenough's abbreviated longhand of questions and answers follow- 
ing 'Conventionality', 21 July 1923. 



Sophia Saintsbury Green's reporting of 'Address to Sirajas and Cheragas', 20 
August 1523 (Cr.). 



- -- Thursday I THE MEB.WE. I '  JU!.Y be ul. &23. 
I--,--- ---,,,,,,,-,, 

The Ueoowe uhlch ha oorre in a l l  w a n  and has beon c ~ l l e d  m d  known by dirw 
rerent  n m e a m t b i a  uRW v k  ueosase i a  now m e  our1 u e ~ s . u r e . n d  a e r e r o n  

e r  i n  hi& emteem and d l e r e g u d l n g  the otber  TeaQhero.8cn? 
pture the  only or1:lture ond t he  otherv of no Worth, . 

rntroduoed i n  our aervlcee proves by it. m t u r e  two 
a t  a o  ruue t h e  i t g b e i l y  the n e e e y o  of the  ti... 

r e  i m  need of t he  aao te r i c  e lde . tba t  nod r a i n s  rrPP ' 
18 aepeot has  been taught i n  t h e  anoient  .ohoOlr .Db 
l t r u t h  rfiioh wee ever t rugh t  i n  echoolr of Sufl,a)%% " 
e only d i f l e r ence  i e  t h e  d l f forenoe  of the  form i n  + 

whlcti it 1s n r e a e n t d  witb the cone aa ra t ion  of t h e  poyohology of the t $ a O  I 
AM the Wa!rli t o  m h ~ a  It l a  61ven.bn t h l e  8-t work h l c b  ha8 been t h e  6"s. 
t i n y  of our fivsment t he  only th ing  t h a t  given me etren@.oourtuy and Oon80- .; 
1 a t ~ o 1 1 , i n  e n l t e  of d l f f i c u l t i e a  and t r o u b l e a m i s  t o  f i r d  eonre r incere  mureed* 
aro tnd c ~ t l  whqae earnoatneea I f e e l  and In whoae fmith I have not the r 1 1 ~ b t - g  
doubt. brru t a v i w  a w e  few -0 are s ince re  i n  t h e i r  f a i t h  and bil leimrrrO a-t 
dLng rim end atesdy with t h e i r  ~ u r a h l d  i n  the  s t r i t e , t o  them I would 1- b 

bOF b l ~ : o w  ear. are oloeed t o  both, pra iee  Pnd blame. We do pot need t o  thi.)l 
whether it w i l l  be a auccero o r  not; i f  oo,we do not  know what the  H e o w  W 
oP moee  it i a  . We need not l e t  t h a t  queotlon e n t e r  our millde l o r  one a ~ d ,  
f o r  the  rummesa k l o n s e  to t he  one moee  Meeaane it is.Wbo 18 the O m r  of - .  

&?- e workere-and we muit wok. 
u r l ~  my America I here  f e l t  more than ever t h i s  g rea t  4. 

of field-workere, If one thlnka he l e  not o a ~ b l e ,  he  w i l l  ba inoavable ud :, 
withal1 good in tent ion  oot able  t o  he lp)  but the  one d o  hao t r u e t .  md eanih 
dence i n  Murahid w i l l  aee thci reaeon behind nurehid'e 8u~gaat ion8,  

The t rue  teaoher l a  the t r u e  p u ~ l l  and the  t r u e  pil l>il  the t rue  teacher .The , 

mth of teQ@aer.hip 18 from beglnnisg t o  end pupllehlp,  and the  path o f . t h e  
t r u e  puoll %a al l  along a ~ e a o h e r a h i o  whoee h e m  beomom re f l eo t sd  by a 9 4 ,  
oher,eo that a11 he  aayn&daes is  . h a t  the teaoher himeelf mould say a d  .. 
do. Anb' thereiore every one of my m ~ r e m l a ~ a l n o e r e  and i n  en.rneat,muat b w  b 
i e  the  ohannel ef besa(le.plrd must await pa t i en t ly  t h e  o i l 1 . e d  W w e r  it 
m1t.hout doubt o r  healtatboa .with couriue and with hope . 

j u r t  now 18 the  need of, a ample f o r  the 

A Headquarters' preparation with corrections in Sherifa Coodenough's 
handwriting (Hq.p.). 



F*Qrfcc;2kj"+; ~ e a w ~  l'gwar&tLe h e ,  
OnlyeBeing, Unit with A l l  t : ~  ~ l l ~ m ~ . i i a t e d  u l s ,  nh> f 
*bodyent 3f Master, S p i r i t  of ' dance. 

Buddha was the  t i t l e  of Gautama. He was ce l l ed  Buddha 
becauae h i s  s p i r i t  expressed the  meaning of the. word Buddh. The 
Word Buddh i n  Sanscri t  means reaPon. I n  t h e  Budcihictic torminology 
t h e  S p i r i t  of Guidance is  named 3uddhi S a t ~ a ,  which meanv the  essence 
of reason. Reason,in i t s  essence, i s  of a l i qu id  f ~ m ;  I t  i s  the  
cream of i n t e l l i gence .  When it i s  c r  t & i @ d , i t  becomes  rigid.^ Very 
Often in t e l l e t z tua l i t y  explains a h o w  1" edge formed by r e a s m s ,  mat 
O f  them of r i g i d  character .  The f i n e  reason i s  subtle ,  %e f i n e r  
t h e  reaeon, t he  l e s s  it can be explained In  ~ 3 r d ~ .  It is the re f s r e  
t h a t  people with f i n e  reason cannot very well  put t h e i r  reas3n int:, 
words. Reason i n  i t s  essence i s  the  depth of i n t e l l i gence .  The 
in t e l l i gence  knows, not because i t  has learned; i t  knows because 
it knows. I n  t h i a  higher reason the  Spiri-6 of Guidance i s  cmceived,  
and from t h a t  fauntain of reason a l l  t he  grea t  2rophei.s have drunk. 

I n  the  teaching of t r u e  Buddhism Buddha has never been 
considered a s  an exclusive personal i ty .  B ~ ~ d d h a  has Seen kmwn t o  
the  Buddhists wh5 hove understoed U s  Message r ight ly ,aa  a man who 
a t t a ined  the  r e a l a a t i a n  of t h a t  eosence of reeson i n  which i e  tho  
fUf i lment  of l i f e ' a  purpose. 

Worshippiag Buddha doez n ~ t  mean tha t  the  Buddhist wsrships 
the  personal i ty  3f h i s  s p i r i t u a l  & s t e r .  He 3nly means by t h i s  
worship t h a t  i f  there  is any sb j cc t  t h a t  deserves wmshlp m s t ,  it 
l a  a human being, it i e  the  persJn from wh~so  hear t  the  essence 
of reaeon, Buddhi, has r i s e n  8s a spriag. By t h i s  howledge he 
recsgnime t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  f u r  every soui, xhatever be n i s  grnde 
of evolu t i sn ,  of a t t a in ing  f-hat b l i s s ,  t m s t i n g  i n  t h a t  t he  i~erm3sq 
being of every s ~ u l  i s  ' divine.  

The honey of l i f e  P a  b p e .  If the  knowledge 3f God d3es not 
g ive  hope t o  a t t a i n  the  divine b l i s s  v h l c t  is a t t a ined  i n  l i f e ,  
t h a t  kaowledge is of no use .  kac. mzy believe i n  GoC f o r  years, and 
ye t  may not be benefi ted by the s p i r i t n e i  b l i s s ;  f a r  the  s p i r i t u a l  
b l i s s  i s  not only i n  b e l i o v i w ,  b u t  1'; i s  i n  knming GoC. 

Buddhi, which i z  subt le  reasoning, is  the  path which leads 
t o  t h e  goal .  The absence of t ha t  keeps P. person i a  obscuri ty.  A6 
t b e  sun io t h e  source of l i g h t  mhioh ,qhor;,:,out~vardly,things,in l i f e ,  
30 Buddhi is  the  i m e r  source of l i g h t  which enables t h e  person 

A Headquarters' stencil used also as a book preparation (handwriting by 
Sherifa Goodenough), 3 July 1923 (Hq.st. + bk.p.). 



&IliIbU;i G ~ T k U h .  Number I I  

Toward t h e  One, t h e  Por feo t ion  of Love, Harmony and Beauty, 
t h e  Only Being, u n i t e d  wi th  all t h e  I l luminated Souls,  who 
foam t n e  h b o a i m e n t  of t h e  Master,  t h e  S p i r i t  of Guidance. 

Buddha was t h e  t i t l e  of Gautaiaa. He was c a l l e d  Buddha 
because h i s  s p i r i t  expressed tire meaning of tile . ~ o r d  h 6 U .  
The word Wladh i n  S a n s c r i t  means raaeon. In the  Ducdhistlc 
terminology t h e  S p i r i t  of Guidance is nrued Uui~dhl Satwa, 
which means t h e  essence of reaeon. Beason i n  i ts essence is 
of a l i q u i d  form, i t  is t h e  cream of i n t e l l i g e r ~ c e .  ii'hen i t  
i s  c r i s t a l i e e d  i t  becoines.rigid.  Very o f t e n  i n t e l l e c t u a l i t y  
exp la ins  a knowledge formet by reasons,  moat of them of 
r i g i d  charac te r .  The f i n e  re:lson 1:; riubtlt,, t h e  f i n e r  t h e  
reason, t h e  l e s e  it can be exk le i i~er l  i n  words. I t . i s  there -  
f o r e  t h a t  people with  f i n e  reason  cannot very wel l  put 
t h ~ i r  reavoll i n t o  words. Reason i n  as essence is t h e  deyth 
of i n t e l l i g e n c e .  The i n t e l l i g e n c e  knows, not  because i t  has  
l ea rned ;  it knows because i t  knows. I n  t h i s  h igher  reason  
tha  S p i r i t  of Guiaance is conceive.d, and froffi t h a t  f o u n t a i n  
of reason a l i  the  c r a a t  propirets have urunk. 

In  the  t each ing  of t r u e  buduhisru Buadha has  never been 
consioered aa an  exclueive p e r s o n a l i t y ,  &ddkra has been 
known t o  the  8uddhis . t~  who have underetood h i s  ffiessage r i g h t -  
l y  a s  a man who a t t a i n e d  thu r a a l i s a t l o n  of t h a t  eosence of 
reason i n  which is t h e  f u l f i l m e n t  of l i f e ' e  puryoee. 

U o r s h i y y i ~  a d d h a  aoea n o t  mean that t h e  !hddhis t  wor- 
ships t h e  peruona l i ty  of h i s  a t ~ i r i t u a l  master. He only means 
by t h i e  worship t h a t  i f  t h e r e  l a  any o b j e c t  t h a t  deeervos 
worship @out, it Is a hu;nan being, it i o  t h e  person from 
whose h e a r t  t h e  essence of reason,  h d d h i ,  has  r i v e n  a s  a 
spr ing ,  By t h i s  knowleue  he  recognises  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  f o r  
every sou l ,  whatever bu h i s  e r a d e  of evo lu t ion ,  of a t t a i n i n g  
t h a t  b l i o s ,  trusting i n  t h a t  t h e  innermoat being of every 
~ o U l  1s divine.  

The honey of l i f e  is hope. I f  t h e  knowledge .of God does 
no t  g ive  hope t o  a t t a i n  t h e  a i v i n e  b l i s s  wnich is a t t a i n e d  
I n  l i f e , ' t h a t  knowledge is  of no use.  bian may b e l i e v e  i n  God 
f o r  yeure ,  a116 y e t  m y  no t  be benaf i t ed  by tile s p i r i t u a l  b l i u a ;  
f o r  t h e  e i ~ i r i t u a l  b l i s s  i e  n o t  only i n  be l iev ing ,  bu t  it is i n  
knowing God. 

Buddhl, which is s u b t l e  reasoning,  i s  t h e  path which l e a d s  
t o  the  goel.  The absonoe of t h a t  keeps a person lnobscur i ty .  
AS t n e  sun ie tte source of l i g h t  ahich shows outvtardly t h i n g s  

i n  - 

A Headquarters' typescript, 3 July 1923 (Hq.t.). 



A page from ~ e f a ~ a t  LLoyd's copybook which contains reconstructed texts 
, 

made in the evening by a group of mureeds. This page shows some words in 
the handwriting of Sophia Green and a question in Sirdar's handwriting, 'The 
Soul towards the Coal' ('Does the Spirit impart ...'), 17 September 1923 
(Kf.). 
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A page of Kismet's shorthand reporting, 30 April 1926, for illustration only, 
as Kismet's shorthand of 1923 did not survive (Km.). 



THR ATTRIBUTES OF THE FIVE GREAT DEGnEBS OP INITL!l!!g. 

a -- TALI is t h e  i n i t i a t e  whose w i l l  h a s  come c l o s e  t o  t h e  d i v i n e  
W i l l ,  and he shows it by t h e  harmony which r e i g n s  i n  h i s  own l i f e .  

d Harmony wi th  f r i e n d s ,  and he himself  w i l l  be i n  hannony wi th  t h e  
adve r sa ry  a l s o .  He shows harmony wi th  t h e ' c h a n e i n g  wea the r ,  and 
i ts  d i f f e r e n t  i n f luences :  and is  i n  harmony wi th  a l l  he e a t s  and 
d r i n k s .  He is i n  harmony wi th  t h e  p l a c e  he l i v e s  and moves abou t  
i n ,  and he harmonizes wi th$  a l l  attmospheres, and 30 h i s  w i l l  be- 
comes t h e  rill of God. I n  o t h e r  words t h e  w i l l  of  God bccornes 
h i s  rill. He does  t h a t  work f o r  which he is  appo in ted ,  ums t ly  

$ 2  i n  an unkdwn way. The g r e a t e r  a per son  is i n  s p i r i t u a l  advance- 
men+he l e s s  assuming he  becomes, and he avo ids  eve ry  show o f  

r s p i r i t u a l i t y .  
P I  is t h e  n e x t  g r a d e  o f  t h e  i n i t i a t e s .  The i n f l u e n c e  

is i d .  He g i v e s  up h i s  p e r s o n a l i t y  rho11y t o  
t h e  d i v i n e  guidance, ' ihe.r  o r e  i n  t h e  d i s t r i c t  wherever t h i s  &ous 
may be ,  an atmosphere &e c r e a t e d  o f  p r o t e c t i o n  from a l l  k i n d s  
of d a n e e r s  caused by f l o o d s , a n d  s to rms ,  and by p l a e u e s  and famines.  

H E  is t h e  t h i r d  d e g r e e  of  a Master  of  2 st i l l  h i g h e r  
g r a d e  whose mind becomes focussed  t o  t h e a i v i n e , M i n d ,  and who has  

s m a l l e r  o r  g r e a t e r  e x t e n t  power o v e r  a l l  e l emen t s ,  and - 
i n f l u e n c e  upon l i f e .  The re  is an a r e a  given p n d e r  h l s  

dominion i n  which he is  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  o r a e r  and 'peace  o f  s o u l s .  

7 + t J p . w e  whose s i r i t  r e f l e c t s  t h e  S p i r i t  o f  Guidance 
c a l l e d  i n  o a n s c r  Sa t twan ,  ~ s c w o r k  mainly is t h e  g i v i n g  of  
t h e  Message i n  t h e  form o f  warning,  awakening, p reach ing ,  t e a c h i n g ,  
and i n s p i r i n g  thone  t o  whom he may be  s e n t .  He comes i n t o r t h e  

8 l i v e s  of  t h o s e  who a r e  meant t o  be ~ u i d e d  a l o n ~  t h e  s p i r i t u a l  p a t h .  * ,He is s e n t  t o  t h e  n a t i o n s  when t h e  n a t i o n s  a r e  meant t o  chariee t h e i r  
condi t ions& He is s e n t  t o  a  community o r  r a c e  t o  ~ i v e  ,warninp;s. ' He i8  t o  be a  r e f o r n e r  m t h e  t i n e s  when a r c f o r m e r  is needed. < RASSOUL is t h e  m r l d  Messenger who comes t o  t h e  world f o r  2 1 1  

t h e  people  i n  t h e  t ime  o f  t h e  wor ld ' s  need ,  and bnings  wi th  him 
t h a t  i n s p i r a t i o n ,  i n f l u e n c e ,  and power which w i l l  harmonize kuman- 
i t y .  He 'may be a  k ing o r  a  pauper .  I n  a l l .  c o n d i t i z n s  ,he  -ti'll 
f u l f i i  t h e  purpose  o f  h i s  coning on e a r t h ;  answer ing  -0 t h e  c ry  o f  
human'ity h e  f u 1 f i l ~ s t h ~ ~ r p o ; e  o f  h i s  m i s s  -arth. ihahb- 

-%%%%%. 1- 

6 
The q u e s t i o n  where does  one r e c e i v e  t h e  i n i t i a t i o n  o f  t h e  

h i g h e r  o r d e r s  may be answered, t h a t  no.man i n  t h e  wor h a s  t h e  
power t o  g i v e  t h e a d o i e  s a i d  h i g h e r  i n f i a t i o n s .  T h d b  
a r e  i n i t i a t e d  by God Himself ,  and t h e y  prove t h e i r  i n i t i a t i o n s ,  
n o t  i n  t h e i r '  c l a ims ,  bu t  i n  t h e i r  works. 

w c;r 

An old typewritten copy also used for book preparation (handwriting by 
Sherifa Coodenough), 27 July 1923 (0.t. + bk.p.). 
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A page of Sakina's shorthand reporting, 'Conclusion' to The Soul Whence 
and Whither?, 19 September 1923 (Sk.sh.). 



Ootober 9th 1923. 
(Reported by M n a )  

DIVINE UME!Zl. (Gatheka 2l. ) 

In the term8 ef the Sufis tb,o div ine  manner i e  oa l l ed  
AYhlak Allah. Itn f e e l s ,  thinke, w u ,  and -to, aooording 
t o  the  9 l t o h  hi e moul i e  tuned. Tho higheat  note  he oould be 
tuned i e  the divine. And i t  i e  t h a t  > i toh  that onoe m m  a r r i v e s  
at he begina t o  w r e e u  the  mpnrrer of God i n  everything h e  
does. .ad what i e  t h e  mariner of God? It is: IAe  kingly nranner. 
A mwlner whiah is no t  bven l m o m  t o  the kin;a; f o r  it  in a 
amner  wirioh otily t h e  Lint: of the  kictavea &ad of the  e a r t h  knows. 
iud t2~irt raumer is eXdreb8ed by the  eoul who i e  tuned t o  Cod. 
A mnnner b i o h  i e  void of narroameua u, muiner whioh i e  free 
f'roni & r i d e  or aonceit .  ?he mlinner dlfch is  not  only beau t i fu l ,  
bu t  beauty i t e e l f ;  f o r  God l a  beautit 'ul ,  mu he loveu beauty. 
Yhe ~ o u l  who beoornes tuned t o  God, a l so  beaomee oe beautir 'ul ae 
Ciod, u n ~  begino t o  e q p e e o  God through e l l  that the  eoul doee, 
expetmin& i n  l i f e  the d iv ine  mannelr. blzy i e  it a kingly manner? 
;isy t1.e word "kin&rM it only s i g n i f i e s  eolLeoiie who &oseeesrte 
power m d  wealth i n  abundanoe, the soul tuned t o  Gods before 
whom all tldnge fade owc~y, a d  t he  importsmnoe of all l i t t l e  th ing8  
ash ever/ permon th inks  eo muah about i s  l e s s  i n  h i n  eyee. That 
eoul bekina t o  m e e o  d iv ine  manner in. the  form of fau+Gwa&. It 
might eeen t o  an ordinary pereon t h a t  t o  t h i e  yereon notldrlg 
arrrttsra. IIo ga in  i a  exci t ing,  no l o s e  i e  a l l d n ~ ,  i f  atlyone 
yraieed i t  haa no ooneecluence, i f  myone b l m e d  it does not  
u t t e r  t o  l.h. m e  honour rmd the  i nuu l t ,  t l ~ i u  all t o  him i e  a 
gnue. In t he  end of t h e  e w e  ne i the r  t h e  ga in  i e  a gain, nor t h e  
l o s e  i s  a 1086. It wcre O-A~J- p, t aqd t ime .  

Gne miat th ink ,  what doos such ;; bereon do t o  the others?  
vhat ~ o o d  he i e  t o  thoee around bin. Yhdt gereon f o r  the  o t h e r s  
gnrl thoee around him i e  u healing. That pm8on i e  an in f luenao  
of uglit'tiry;: the souls;  the  aoule nho rrre eu f ' f e r iw  from t h e  
nmrowneda and from the l i m i t a t i o n  of t he  haman nature. ir'or hum 
nature i e  no t  only narrow end l ini i tsd,  but i t  iu f o o l i e h  and it 
i o  t y r m o u o .  The reveon is  that the  nature of l i f e  i e  i n t o d o a t -  
i r q i  i t e  in toxioa t ion  &em p e w l o  iI.runken; and *ahat t he  cirunken 
pormon wanto? Ho w u r t 8  h i e  dr ink;  he doe6 not  oare  about another. 
In this l i f e  t he re  a r e  eo many l i quoro  t h a t  man drinker  the love  
of wealth, t he  peeeion, t h e  anger; t ho  greed; the love  o f  power1 
tha doe i r e  of poaeeeeion. U n  ie not  only eatifsfled w i t h  pobmeem- 
ing  t h e  earthly proper t ies ,  bu t  ha a l s o  d & e s  t o  poeeeee thoee 
whom he  pretend@ t o  love. In t h i e  way he yrovev t o  be tyrannoue 
and foolieh. F'or a l l  thing6 of t h l e  world that man poeeeeeee h e  
does not i n  r e t l r i t y  poeeees t h m ,  o n l y  he i e  poeeeeeed by them; 

d it be wealth o r  property,  o r  f r iend ,  o r  poei t ion,  o r  rank. 
Tho eoul  w l t h  div ine  manner Is therefore  eober oompsred 

A page of Sakina's transcription of her shorthand reporting made some thirty . - 

years later (Sk.l.tp.). 



A page from Sirdar's copybook, dictated by Sirdar from his original notes to 
his wife Saida, of questions and answers after 'The Soul towards Manifesta- 
tion', 17 August 1923 (Sd.). 



GLOSSARY OF FOREIGN WORDS 

The language to which the word belongs i s  indicated after the word: 

Arabic 
Greek 
Hebrew 
Hindustani, Hindi 
Latin 
Persian 
Sanskrit 
Tibetan 
Turkish 
Urdu 

The usual meaning of the word, i f  any, is given first; i f  the word has a spe- 
cial use in Sufi terminology, this meaning is given second, indicated by (Suf); 
the number(s) at the end indicates the page number(s) where the word 
appears. 

Transliterations were made according to the following systems: 

for Arabic: The ~ n c y c l o p a e d i a  o f  I s l zm (New edition, Leiden, 
1960-). 

for Persian: F. Steingass, Comprehensive Persian-English 
Dictionary (8th edition, London, 1977). 

for Sanskrit: M. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary 
(New Delhi, 1976; originally published in 1899), 
mainly following the Transliteration Committee of the 
Geneva Oriental Congress, September, 1894). 

Vowel length is, however, indicated only where it assists otherwise dubious 
pronunciation. 

5b (P) 

%am (A) 

adharma (S) 

- water, 708 

- the first man 
- (Suf) when the breath, the life, begins to 

move, 263 

- the opposite of dharma 
- (Suf) irreligiousness, neglect of duty, 639 



adjslm (A) 
(ajssm) 

ahfiyat (A) 
(abadiyat) (U) 

Akbar (A) 

akhlzq - (A) 

CAIZ'al-DTn (A) 
Al addTn 

CalTm (A) 
fem. CalTmah (P) 

ami'n (A) 

ammZr (A) 
fem. ammlrah (P) 

apsaras, upsaras (S) 

Carsh (A) 

- pl. of djism (jism), body 
- (Suf) the plane of definite forms of nature, 

707 

- unity; individuality 
- (Suf) existence of the Absolute, 706 

open space, vacuity; ether; sky 
(Suf) - accommodation, 7, 15, 26, 60f., 707; 

see also Bsm5n 
- capacity (mind), 47, 60, 75, 89 
- dome, 26 
- elements in every -, 707 
- - formed of light and darkness, 707 
- intelligence outside -, 324 
- the soul, 539 

- superlative of kabir, great; 
name of Mogul emperor (1542-1605) of Hin- 
dustan. He founded the DTn-e-ilahi, a cere- 
monial court cult of religious character in 
which different religions were included, 370 

- pl. of khulq; morals, ethics; morality, virtues; 
disposition; manners 

- (Suf) akhllq - Allah, the manner of Cod, 754 ,913 

- a well-known figure in one of the stories of 
Arabian Nigh t s ,  862 

- wise 
- (Suf) nafs-e-dli'ma, condition of the ego when 

thinking, speaking and acting with justice, 561 

- trustee, trustworthy, faithful; 
name by which the Prophet Mubammad was 
known in his youth, 81, 591 

- stubborn, refractory 
- (Suf) nafs-e-ammlra, condition of the ego 

when blinded by passion, lowest state of the 
ego acting under the influence of the senses, 
560 

- a dancer in lndra Loka, 439, 516, 629 

- roof, canopy; highest heaven where the 
throne of God is-, 347 note 53 



arwZb (A) 

Bsmln (P) 

asura (5) 

Stish (P), a'tesh (U) 

ltman, l t m l  (S) 

aura (L) 

avatlra (S) 

%yna-khineh - (P) 

bad (P) 

bZgh - ( P) 

bahZr (P) 

bayCat (A) 

- (Suf) Carsh-al afam, one of the five centres 
of inner perception, 25 

- pl. or collective of rCh, soul, spirit 
- (Suf) the centred light of the all-pervading 

radiance, the divine spirit, 707 

- heaven, sky, see also ZkSa 
- (Suf) - accommodation, 707 - dome, 28 notes 82 & 83 

- a spirit, a ghost 
- (Suf) - a being who has lost the conscious- 

ness of his soul, 376 
- lifeless, 346 
- out of tune, 694 

- fire, 708 

- soul, breath, 261, 535 

- subtle emanation 
- (Suf) the atmosphere created around man, 

which is  composed of semi-material atoms, 
41, 429 

- descent, appearance of a deity upon earth; 
the incarnations of Vignu; incarnation of a 
deity 

- (Suf) Godhead, 315, 318 

- hall or house of mirrors 
- (Suf) temple of mirrors (= the body), 15 

- air, wind, 708 

- garden, orchard, 268 note 48 

- spring, flourishing state, 268 note 48 

- the act of promising allegiance and obedi- 
ence, submission; homage; oath of fealty - (Suf) to become a disciple of a murshid, initi- 
ation, 897 



ben Israel, beni Israel 
(Hb, A) 

BhagavadgTtZ (S) 

bhakti (S) 

bhii-loka (S) 

binayHz, be-niyIz (P) 

bodhi (S) 

bodhisattva (S) 

Bohemian l i fe 

Brahma (S) 

brzhma~a (S) 

b r Ihma~i  (S) 

buddh, budh (S) 

- the sons of Israel - (Suf) descendents of Abraham, comprising Ju- 
daism, Christianity and Islam, besides Zoroas- 
trianism, 70, 74, 250, 315, 318f. 

- the Song of the Lord; one of the sacred books 
of the Hindus 

- (Suf) - Song Celestial, 20 - Song of Cod, 305 

- attachment, devotion as a religious principle, 
love, 29 

- world of being, of existing; terrestrial world, 
physical world, universe, 507 

- without want, independent 
- (Suf) hidden beauty, 256 

- perfect knowledge, wisdom; enlightened intel- 
lect; see also buddh 

- one whose essence is  perfect knowledge; the 
essence of reason 

- (Suf) - the spirit of guidance, 13 
- Nabi, 519 
- perfection of wisdom, 520 

- a l i fe of free and easy habits, manners, and 
sometimes morals, named thus after the Cyp- 
sies, erroneously believed to come originally 
from Bohemia, now in Czechoslovakia; also, as 
their name indicates, believed to have come 
from Egypt since they entered Spain from 
North Africa, rather than from India, their 
actual original homeland, 162 

- Cod, the Creator in the Hindu religion, 22, 
24 note 4, 138, 234f ., 337 

- a member of the highest Hindu caste of tradi- 
tional religious leaders and scholars, 54, 
128ff. 

- that which is  divine, 335 

- wise, intelligent; reason, intelligence, 13 



buddhi (S) 

buddhisattva (S) 

bulbul (P) 

caitanya (S) 

chaudah (H) 

chaudafabaq (H) 

- intelligence, reason, discernment 
- (Suf) essence of reason, purest intelligence, 

535 

- (Suf) essence of reason, 13 
See also bodhisattva. 

- nightingale, 268 note 48 

- consciousness, intelligence; the universal Soul 
or Spirit - (Suf) the spirit or the light of Cod, 334 

- fourteen 

- fourteen covers; -worlds, -spheres, - degrees; 
-stories of a house 

- (Suf) fourteen planes of existence, seven 
heavens and seven earths, 518 

chersgh - (U), chirlgh - (P) - lamp, light 
- (Suf) a person authorized to officiate in the 

Universal Worship, 357, 363, 416, 551ff., 
613f., 799 

Cupid (L) 

dakhl (A, P) - 

- in Roman mythology the god of love, called 
'Eros' in Creek mythology; desire, lust; god 
of love 

- (Suf) the soul, the angel towards manifesta- 
tion, 41 1, 482 

- entrance, intrusion 
- dakhl dar maCqi l~t ,  interference with the 

expert (macqil l t  = intellectual things, intelli- 
gible things), 150 note 37 

dam (P) - breath, moment; blood, life, 263 

darguzar - (P) - passing by, overlooking, excusing, 112 

darvesh (U), darwish (P) - a poor man, religious mendicant, faGir, 59, 
dervish (Tk) 142f., 158 

deva (S) - heavenly, divine; a deity, god; celestial being, 
light 

- (Suf) the divine soul, 325, 381 



deva-loka (S) 

dharma (S) 

- the world of the gods - in terms of Veda'nta, the world of angels, 507 

- that which is established or firm, law; duty; 
morality; religion, 390, 584, 639 

d k t  - (A), (zzt) (P) - nature, essence, origin - (Suf) - aspect of God, 232 
- the essence, the Only Being, 706 
- the Self, 266 note 40 
- the Spirit of Cod, see purusha 

dhikr - (A), (zikar) (PI ti) - to remember, to  mention; remembering, mem- 
ory; recital; reading or reciting of the Qur'Bn 

- (Suf) the praise and glorification of God, a 
certain practice 
See also mantra. 

djabarfit (A) 

djal%l (A) 

djamzl (A) 

djannat (A) 

djinn (A) 

Essenes, 
School of the 

etef%q (P) 

'etiq%d (P) 

fan8 (A) 

faqTr (A) 

- v. jabarfit 

- v. jannat 

- v. jinn 

- an esoteric school of Jewish mysticism in Pal- 
estine (2nd century B.C. - 70 A.D.) 

- (Suf), 319 and note 54 

- v. i t t i f i q  (A) 

- v. ' i t iq~d (A) 

to  pass away, to perish; mortality, death 
(Suf) - annihilation of the false self, 44 

- fan8 fi 'IlZh, annihilation into Cod, 
5 88 

- fan% fT rasfil, annihilation into the 
Prophet, 588 

- fan3 f i  shaykh, annihilation into the 
mystic teachz, 588 

- v. darvesh 



farishteh (P), firishtah - angel, ambassador, messenger 
- (Suf) angel (of a certain kind), 347, 388 

- mother of blessing; the name given by Pir-o- 
Murshid ' l n~ya t  - KhZn to Mrs. Egeling , v. 97'1 

gzndhlrva (S) - a singer in lndra loka, 439, 516, 629 

gandha'rva-loka (S) - world of the gods 
- (Suf) the world of jinn, 507 

- verse, song, metre 
- part of the scripture of the Parsis, 305 
- (Suf) name of a part of Pir-o-Murshid 'lniiyat 

KEn's teachings. - 
See also Appendix A 

g l f  haka (S), (glfheka) - chanter, chanting of a sacred poem 
- (Suf) name of a part of Pir-o-Murshid 'ln5yat 

KEnls teachings. - 
See also Appendix A 

- singer, singing, a song, a chant 
- (Suf) one of Pir-o-Murshid 'lniyat KEnls 

books containing sayings and prayers: Notes 
f rom the U n s t r u c k  Music f rom the 
Gayan of I n a y a t  Khan 

glyatra, (S), g lyatr i  (adj.) - a sacred verse from the Rig Veda recited as a 
prayer; sacred chants, prayers; ancient metre 

- (Suf) prayers in Pir-o-Murshid 'lna'yat Kh5n1s 
book Notes f r o m  the U n s t r u c k  Music 
f rom the m y a n  and sacred chants in Pir- 
o-Murshid 'lnzyat KEnls book The  Divine 
Symphony or v a d a n  

genius (L), pl. genii - v. jinn 

ghauth - - (A), (dJous) - tit le of a Muslim saint - (Suf) degree in the Sufi hierarchy, 190, 381, 
5 70 

gita (S) - song, tune, hymn; 
see also BhagavadgitZ 

- (Suf) name of a part of Pir-o-Murshid 'lnlyat 
KMnls teachings. - 
See also Appendix A 



babib Allah (A) 

hadyat 
l jairat (A) 

b l f i f  (A) 

hahnt (A) 

(A) 

Hanuman (S) 

Harii Candra (S) 

. - cowherdess, milkmaid, devotee of Sri Krishna 

- teacher, venerable or respectable person; a 
spiritual preceptor, 129, 569 
See also murshid, 

- the friend of Cod; Muslim name for Abraham, 
31 5 

- v .  nadjlt 
- presence, dignity, respectful t i t le 

- guardian, protector, preserver; one who 
knows the Qur'an by heart; al-t;llfif, one of 
the ninety-nine Names of God, 329 

- lit. he-ness; consciousness of Him, God, as 
the Only Existence 

- (Suf) highest spiritual experience, samldhi; a 
state in jabarct, 541 

- condition, state - (Suf) intoxication, ecstasy, 142, 866 

- aboriginal man, monkey-god (Rlmlyana), 57, 
326 

- a legendary, benevolent king in the Markan- 
dya PurZna (a sacred scripture of the Hindus), 
591, 604 and note 43 

hat ha yoga (S) - forced yoga (forcing the mind to withdraw 
from external objects), yoga of austerity, a 
yoga which concerns the physical body and 
control of breath, 286 note 52, 517 

hijrat (A), (hejrat) - a severance of ties, a separation (of friends), 
departure from one's country and friends; mi- 
gration of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca 
to Medina; departure from, or return to, the 
realm of believers 

- (Suf) the day of Pir-o-Murshid 'lnSyat KhZn's 
departure from India to the West: 13th-Sep- 
tember 1910, and also the date of his depar- 
ture from Suresnes to India: 13th September 
1926 

hidjrat (A) - v. hijrat 



homa, huma (S) 

homa tree 

iblis (A) 

TmHn (A) 

lndra (S) 

Indra-loka (S) 

ins% (A) 

'ishq (A) 

'itiqad (A) 

itt i fzq (A) 

jabariit (A) 

Jain (S) 

- the act of making an oblation to the gods by 
casting clarified butter into the fire 

- a tree under which the homa sacrificial act 
takes place, 36 

- chief of all angels; the devil, Satan, 409 

- to be safe or secure; belief (in God), faith, 
religion; trustworthiness; faithful, true 

- (Suf ) self-confidence, 848f. 

- an old Aryan god, the King of Heaven 
- (Suf) the personal aspect of God Himself, 519 

and note 47, 629 

- the world of lndra 
- (Suf) the world of jinn, 439 

- human being 
- (Suf) the stage of the creation of man, 709 

- love 
- (Suf) greeting of the darveshes, 'Cishq Allah, 

macbCid Allah' (God is  Love and God' is  the 
Beloved), 81 6 

- confidence, faith, belief; to t ie firmly 
- (Suf) 'eteqa'd, rasm o ravIj, beliefs (supersti- 

tions), habits and customs 
(When using 'Etekad, rasm o ravaj' as the 
t it le of a series of Gathas, Pir-o-Murshid 
'lnlyat KhZn changed the sequence of the 
words w E n  giving the English translation: 
'Superstitions, customs and beliefs') 
(Cf. analogy of ' QatH and Qadr', 137ff.) 

- agreement, harmony, concord 
- (Suf) conciliation, 118 note 1 

- might, power, omnipotence, dominion; heaven 
- (Suf) the plane of the soul, astral sphere, 540, 

683 

- follower of the Jain religion. I t s  great leader 
MahLvTra died in 476 B.C., 131 



954 

jalZl (A), ( jel i l )  - greatness, majesty; power 
- (Suf) positive power, energy, the light of the 

sun, 189, 191 f., 207, 386, 568 
See also rajas. 

jamil (A), (jemil) - beauty, elegance 
- (Suf) beauty; responsiveness, the light of the 

moon, 189, 191f ., 207, 386, 568 
See also sattva. 

jannat (A), (jennat) - garden; paradise, 634 note 22 

jinn (A), genius (L) - elf, demon; a spirit 
- (Suf) inhabitant of the world between the 

earth plane and the world of the angels, of 
the world of intellect and arts, a being of 
knowledge, an entity with mind, 427ff., 
436ff., 452ff., 459, 464ff., 686ff., 691f 

jfiana (S) 

jyotisha (S) 

kaCba (A) 

Kabbalah (Hb) 

kadar 

kalZm Allah (A) 

KBlT (S) 

kam (P) 

- knowledge, spiritual knowledge; conscience, 
42 9 

- the science of the movements of the heavenly 
bodies, and divisions of time dependent there- 
on, astronomy; astrology, 907 and note 76 

- a geometrical cube; Muslim sanctuary in 
Mecca, 193 

- lit. meaning tradition; 
name of a Jewish mystical movement, which 
came into existence already in the Talmudic 
days. All through the centuries there have 
been different Kabbalistic Schools and innu- 
merable writings and books on the subject; - Jewish mystical scriptures (post testamen- 
tary), 778 

- v. qadr (A) 

- the word of Cod; the communicator of God; 
Muslim name for Moses, 316 

- Hindu goddess; 
goddess of war, 209 

- slight, l i t t le (amount); deficient, wanting, 176 
See also - kMm. 



kamll (A), (kemll) 

karmi (S) 

- completion, perfection 
- (Suf) - the moment between ja l l l  and jamll, 

442f., 633 
- inertia, 443 
- - in the planet, 192f., 204 note 52 
- line of prophet, 125 
- purgatory, 633 

See also tamas. 

- act, work; result, the rhythm of past actions; 
law of action and the consequences it pro- 
duces in the present or in a future birth, 171, 
509, 627, 673 

kashf (A) - opening, disclosure, revelation 
- (Suf) - insight, \i. n o t e  1 ; .121.;.132,142 

- name of a part of Pir-o-Murshid 
lnlyat - KGn's teachings 

kauthar - (A), (kousar) - name of a fountain and a river in paradise, 
the source of all other rivers 

- (Suf) the wine in the angel heavens, 695 

khair (A) - - good, goodness 
- (Suf) the angel who records the good deeds of 

a person after his death, 384 

kMk (P) - - earth, dust; one of the elements, 708 

khalTf (A) - - successor (particularly the successors of the 
Prophet Mubammad), representative, vice- 
regent 

- (Suf) deputy appointed by a Murshid or the 
Shaykh - of an Order 

khZm (P) - 

khar (P) - 

khar (A) - 

Khudi (P,LI) - 

- raw, uncooked 
- (Suf) unaware, uninitiated, inexperienced 

See also kam. 

- donkey, 384 
See also khar (A). - 

- (Suf) bad, evil, the angel who records the evil 
deeds of a person after his death, 384 

- The Lord, God, 892; 
the self-revealing Cod (popularly explained as 
'He Who comes by Himself' as a counterpart 



khulq (A) - 

kibriya' (A) 

Krishna (S) 

kshatriya (S) 

kufw (A) 

kutikuma (S), 
kumkum, kan ku (H) 

kursi (A) 

kutub 

lahot (A) 

Laili and Madjntn 

Ism6 (T) 

aspect of Hari, 'He Who draws all unto Him- 
self' 

natural disposition, politeness, graciousness, 
106 notes 

grandeur, power, pride; logos; name or attri- 
bute of the deity 
(Suf) - divine vanity, 631 

- inner reason for intolerance, 284 
- spirit of the Logos, 566 

dark, black; incarnation of God as the eighth 
avata'ra of Vishpu 
(Suf) God; the God-conscious one, 17ff., 105, 
422, 681 

governing, endowed with sovereignty; a 
member of the military or reigning order; 
knight; one belonging to the warrior caste, 
130 

equal, alike, of the same kind or tribe; tribe, 
caste, family, brotherhood; fellow caste- 
member, intermarriable 
(Suf) a name given to Sufis, 317 

saffron, crocus sativus; red powder which 
Hindus touch with their fingertips and apply 
to sacred images and to their foreheads by 
way of communion, 126f. 

seat, throne of Cod, seat of justice and dis- 
tinction 
(Suf) one of the five centres of inner percep- 
tion, 25 

divinity, divine nature; spirit 
(Suf) a sphere of malaknt as experienced 
through meditation; a state of malakijt, 541 

v. Majntn and Leili 

Buddhist priest or spiritual preceptor, 504 



lawb (A), lauh (H) 

lawwlmah (A, P) 

laya, layam (S) 

loka (S) 

madjdMb - (A) 

Mahideva (S) 

maitreya (S) 

majdhib, madzu'b (U) 

Majniin and Leili 

malak (A) 

malakiit (A) 

- to rise, to  appear; a tablet, a board on which 
anything is written 

- (Suf) - the fount of inspiration 
- one of the five centres of inner per- 

ception, 25 

- irascibility - (Suf) nafs-e-IawwZmah, condition of the mind 
full of thoughts over which the ego reigns, 
560 

- absorption, disappearance; destruction (or the 
end of the world) 

- (Suf) true self-denial, 44 
See also fans and pralaya. 

- world; universe, a division of the universe, 
439, 507, 518 

- v. majdhu'b - 
- the great Cod; h a ,  Vish?u; chief of the 

ascetics, 534, 536 

- friendly, benevolent; name of the f i f th Bodhi- 
sattva of the present age, and of the future 
Buddha - (Suf) Manu; Rasiil, 216, 519 

- (Suf) drawn, attracted; abstracted, ab- 
sorbed; one lost in divine meditation, often 
considered a madman, 772f. 

- majniin, possessed by a jinn or (evil) spirit; 
mad, desperately in love 
leili, nocturnal, the pitch-black beauty; Urdu 
for LailZ (A), the beloved of MajnGn. This 
famous love story is  the subject of a cele- 
brated poetic work of the Persian poet 
Nizim? (12th century), 100ff. 

- angel 
- (Suf) - angel, 345 note 3 

- a certain kind of angel, 388 

- kingdom; royalty; Heaven, the invisible world 
- (Suf) sphere of thought and imagination, 

540f. 
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mana, manas (S) - intellect, understanding; internal organ of 
perception and cognition; the root of the 
word 'man', mind, 49 

mantra, mantram (S) - sacred text, prayer, sacred word to be re- 
peated for the purpose of spiritual attain- 
ment, 126, 211 
See also dhikr. - 

mantra yoga (S) 

manu (S) 

manvantara (S) 

mZyZ (S) 

mukti (S) 

munkir (A) 

- mantra (man-trai): to free the mind. 
Yoga means union; liberation or Cod-realiza- 
tion by the repetition of a sacred word or 
text, 887 

- a thinking creature, man; the name of four- 
teen successive mythical progenitors and sov- 
ereigns of the earth, 519 

- (Suf) the rasiil, maitreya, 519 

- the period or age of a manu (= 4,320,000 
years), 519 

- a substance subject to change, death and de- 
struction; cosmic illusion 

- (Suf) - illusion,76; 157  
- puzzle, 267 

- liberation, freedom, 499 

- the one who denies, an atheist; a kind of an- 
gel who in Muslim belief, together with nakir, 
examines man after his death, 385 

murid (A), (mureed) - willing; aspiring; an aspirant, a follower, a 
disciple of a murshid, 463, 531, 721 

murshid (A) - guide, spiritual teacher, 72, 569 
- (Suf) - the guidance of a -, 125, 531 

- the murid's devotion for the mur- 
shid, 552 

mufma'innah (A, P) - benevolence 
- (Suf) nafs-e-mu~ma'innah, a state of balance, 

of harmony, 560 

nabi (A) - prophet - (Suf) the initiatic degree in the spiritual hier- 
archy next below rasiil, 190, 215f., 220, 225, 
381, 519, 570 



nadjlt (A), najat 

nafs (A) 
(nufs) 

nakir (A) 

- l ibe ra t ion ,  sa lva t ion ;  i n  Hinduism, 
m u k t i ,  500 
(appears erroneously i n  l ec tu re  as  
hadyat I 

- breath; essence; self; desire; evil eye 
- (Suf) - ego, false ego, 395, 397 

- nafs-e-Calima, see CalTm 
- nafs-e-ammZra, see ammZr 
- nafs-e-lawwa'ma, see lawwamah 
- nafs-e-muyma'innah, 

see mu!ma1Tnnah 
- nafs-e-salima, see salimah 

- derived from the same verb as munkir; 
a kind of angel who, in Muslim belief, togeth- 
er with munkir, examines man after death, 
385 

nama'z (U), nima'z (P) - prayer, adoration, worship; the prayers, sala't 
in lslZm 

- (Suf) former indication of the prayer Saum 
(see A u t h e n t i c  V e r s i o n s  a f  the Teach -  
i n g s  of P i r - o - ~ u r s h i d  I n a y a t  Khan on 
S u f i s m ,  S a y i n g s  - P a r t  I (London, 
1982), p. 200), 506 

naqshband - (P) 

nZr (A) 

naqikat (A) 

n8sGt (A) 

- embroiderer or printer on cloth, designer; 
painter, inventor 

- (Suf) - symbology. The name of a series of 
Cathas about symbology in Pir-o- 
Murshid 'lnayat Khln's teachings 

- the Naqshbandi Order, a Sufi Order 
named after Khwa'dja BahZCud-Din 
Naqshband, born near Bukh3ra in 
1 3 1 c i n  which symbolism and ritual 
take an important place 

- fire, hell; mind; counsel, advice 
- (Suf) a certain kind of angel, 386 

- advice, admonition, 725 notes 
- (Suf) a name given by Pir-o-Murshid 'lnayat 

KMn to a category of aphoristic teaching in - 
his Sangathas and Sangitas 

- humanity, human nature 
- (Suf) the physical plane, 539 
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nafr (A) 

nimiz (P) 

nirvZ?a (S) 

Nizim (A) 

nOr (A) 

Padma (S) 

Padmani (S) 

pala (5) 

PZrsi (P) 

PZrvatT (S) 

plsi  anfZs (PI A) 

- sight, observation 
- (Suf) sight of the mind, 268 note 46 

- v. namiz (U) 

- no difference, no distinction, 338, 525 
- (Suf) realizing the soul's freedom, 394 

- governor; t i t le of the ruler of bderabld, 
India; 
Mir MabbGb ' ~ l i  K&n, the Ni@m of Hyder- 
abZd at whose court Pir-o-Murshid '\nZyat 
KMn sang and played the v i n i  as a young - 
man, 598 

- light, splendour; one of the five elements; 
an-NGr is one of the ninety-nine Names of 
God 

- (Suf) - current of power, 395 
- divine spirit, 347 
- light, 28 
- angels 'who are inhabitants of the 

Heaven, 386 
- the centre of ail-pervading radiance, 

707 note 18, 708 no te  43 
- - and zuhGr, 195 

- lotus flower; name for Lakshmi, goddess of 
beauty and fortune, consort of Vishpu, 55 

- graceful like Padma or Lakshmi; name of S i t l ,  
the consort of Rima, 55 

- straw; a moment; a weight (1/100 of a to l i )  
- (Suf) pulse, pulsation, 335 

- native of Persia; the community of Persian 
migrants in India, followers of the Zoroastrian 
religion, 305 

. - mountain stream; consort of Siva, Mahgdeva's 
wife 

- (Suf) property (purusha), 536 

- pas, watching, observing; anfls, pl. of nafs, 
breath, watching one's breath 



- (Suf) the name of a series of Cathas in Pir-o- 
Murshid lnzyat - KWn's teachings. 
See Appendix j\, 

pfta'la loka (S), (pa'ttiloka) - infernal region, lowest of the fourteen planes 
of existence, 518 

pralaya (S), parlai (U) - dissolution, destruction of the world, of the 
universe, 334 note 33 
See also kama'l. 

prf?a (S) 

poj5 (S) 

purusha (S) 

qalam (A) 

- breath, vitality, l i fe 
- (Suf) the central breath, 111, 451, 479 

- Hindu form of worship; honour, homage, wor- 
ship, adoration of the gods, 126 

- the primeval man as the soul and original 
source of the universe; the personal and ani- 
mating principle in men and other beings; the 
soul or spirit; the supreme Being or Soul of 
the universe; the spirit as passive and a spec- 
tator of the prakgiti or creative force, 232 - (Suf) property, .536 

- greatness, dignity, power; measure, degree, 
portion; whatever is  fixed or ordained of God, 
divine providence, fate, destiny 

- (Suf) human will, 137 

- divine decree; fate, destiny; sentence (of a 

judge) ; 
qa$-o-qadr, fate, predestination; the angels 
who preside over destiny, the recording 
angels 

- (Suf) divine will, 137 
Pir-o-Murshid 'InHyat Khtin's translation into 
English of the t i t le of ylecture, given on 18 
July 1923, does not follow the sequence of 
the words 'Qa@ and Qadr', as first spoken 
by him, but has 'qadr' first and then 'qadi': 
'The Vdill, Human and Divine'. [c f ;  
o f  "Etekad, rasm o r a v a j " ,  3281 

- pen, handwriting 
- (Suf) one of the five centres of inner percep- 

tion, 25 



rajas (S) 

rZjpGt (S) 

rBkshasa (S) 

RBma (S) 

RBmZya~a (S) 

rZml (A) 

- axis, pole, polar star; lord, chief 
- (Suf) degree in the spiritual hierarchy, next 

below nabi, 190, 215, 218, 225, 381, 570 

- darkness, passion, one of the three forms of 
energy, 442 
See also jalll. 

- the sons of the regents, or kings; the main 
kshatriya subcaste in India with high tradi- 
tions of honour and courage, 591 

- demoniacal, infested by demons; demon, 
goblin - (Suf) primitive men, cruelty in man, 57 

- dark, black; pleasing, beautiful; joy, delight; 
descendant of DZSaratha, 53f., 57, 422 

- relating to RBma (Dltarathi); Valmiki's cele- 
brated epic about KZma and STta', 54 

- a science of astrology, known to the Sufis, 
322 

rama4Zn (A), ramzZn (H) - the ninth of the Arabian months; the fast 
observed by Muslims during this month, 355 

rasm (A, P) 

rasiil (A) 

- marking out, designing; model, plan, way fol- 
lowed (in respect of doctrine and'practices of 
religion); custom, usage, precept, law; 
rasm-o-riwBj, custom and usage, established 
practice 

- (Suf) belief; part of the title, rendered as: 
'Etekad, rasm o ravaj', which Pir-o-Murshid 
ClnZyat - KhZn gave to a series of his Gathas,328 

- messenger, prophet, apostle 
- (Suf) the highest initiatic degree in the Sufi 

Hierarchy, 190, 202 note 21, 215, 225, 519, 
570 

- the Prophet of God, the designation of the 
Prophet Mu9ammad in the Qur'gn 

- (Suf) the messenger of Cod, the highest re- 
cipient of divine inspiration, 316 



Ravana (S) 

rawldj 

rawl j  (A), riwZj (U) 

cishi (S) 

roz-e-azl (A, P), 
(ruz-e-azl) 

ri$ (A) 

Riib Al l lh (A) 

Kustam (P) 

ZZdhanl (S) 

slf, saf l  (A) 

Zalimah (A, P) 

- king of Lanka (Ceylon) mentioned in the 
Rlmlyana, 55 

- being in great demand, being current, custom- 
ary; usage, custom, 328 

- a singer of sacred hymns, an inspired poet or 
sage; the authors or rather seers of the Vedic 
hymns, 53 

- day of beginning: 
roz (P): 24 hours; a day; 
azal (A): eternity, existence from eternity, 
beginning, origin; the day of one's birth on 
which one's destiny is registered, the day of 
manifestation 

- (Suf) the tuning of the souls going towards 
manifestation by the souls coming from the 
earth, 699 

- sing. of arwlb: soul, spirit, essence, life, the 
breath of life, 261 

- a name for Jesus in the Qur'ln, spirit of Cod, 
31 6 

- a well-known figure mentioned in the S B h -  
XGmeh, in the story of a Persian wrestler 
and his son, 556 

- mastering, accomplishing 
- (Suf) - attainment through spiritual power, 

758 
- tit le of. sections of PSr-o-Murshid 

'lnlyat KMn's teachings collected 
in the series of Citas. 

See Appendix A. 

- pure, purity, 262, 851 

- perfect, sincere, mild 
- (Suf) nafs-e-salimah, condition of the ego, 

sacrificing oneself to  Cod and to 'others, 561 
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samlC (A) 

sangatha - (S) 

sattva (S) 

- hearing (of music) 
- (Suf) music session, especially of the Chishtr 

Order, 142 

- meeting-place, centre, confluence 
- (Suf) name of a section of Pir-o-Murshid 

'lnlyat - Khiin's teachings, 559 note s 1,2; 71 8 
note 1 
See also Appendix A. 

- goodness, virtue; one of the three guvas, 442 
See also jam21 

ShZh NBmeh - The Book of Kings ,  a history of the shHhs of 
Persia by Firdausi, 556 

shaykh - (A), sheikh (P) - - a venerable old man; head of a tribe or of a 
mystic confraternity 

- (Suf) initiatic teacher, spiritual guide, 328f. 

siddhi (S) 

?ifat (A, P) 

Sikh (H) 

sirHdj (A) 

siraj (A) 

h'va (5) (Shiva) 

- hitting of a mark, success; accomplishment, 
attainment; acquisition of supernatural 
powers 

- (Suf) spiritual mastery, the power gained 
through attainment (siidhanl), 775 

- description; adjective; quality; praise; manner 
- (Suf) - a conceivable or perceptible aspect 

of Cod, God's attributes (prakyiti), 
Cod's qualities, Cod's merits, 232, 
235 

- what is known by the self, 268 note 

41 

- disciple, pupil; follower of Guru Na'nak 
(1469-1538), founder of the Sikh religion, 131 

- v. siriij 

- lamp, candle 
- (Suf) one who i s  entitled to ordain cherzghs, - 

41 6 

- consort of Rlma, 54 

- the auspicious one; name of the absorbing and 
reproducing deity, the third god of Hindu 
Trimiirti, represented as a great Yogi and 
ascetic 



Sfidra (S) 

y f r  (A) 

Sufism 

sulfik (A) 

sura (S) 

svar (S) 

svar-loka (S) 

Talmud (Hb) 

tamas (S) 
( tammas) 

- (Suf) one of the great prophets, 22, 129, 139, 
169, 319, 337 

- a person belonging to  the lowest, servile 
caste, 130 

- usually derived from 2fif (A), wool, a piece of 
wool, or cloth, or thread; woollen (woollen 
garments were worn by a certain group of 
ascetics as a mark of penitence and renuncia- 
tion); 
often related by preference to  59f (A), pure, 
clean, 851 ; 
with possible influence from the Creek 
sophos, wise, intelligent, 851, 869, 873, 877 

- may be described as mysticism per se, i.e. as 
the spiritual essence of  religion, 316, 768, 
846, 869, 873 
Cf. Biography of Pir-o-Murshid I n a y a t  
Khan (London, 1979), p. 583. 

- road, way; manner; treatment, behaviour or 
conduct; journey 

- (Suf) - cultivation of graciousness, 106f; 
- morals, moral culture; name of a 

section of Pir-o-Murshid Clna'yat 
KMn's serialized teachings (Cathas, - 
Gitas, Sangathas and Sang itas, 
courses for initiates;. - overlooking, 112f. 

- deity; sun; angel, breath, life, 346; 
tune, sound, 694 

- a god, deity, divinity 

- the heavenly world, the world of the gods; 
used for the world of the angels, 507 note 9; 
used instead of deva, 507 note 14 

- teaching; a collection of rabbinical traditions 
interpreting the Torah, the law of Moses 

- darkness; ignorance; one of the three forms of 
energy (the three gu?as); the destructive 
rhythm, 434, 442 
See also kama'l. 
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tanzrh (A) 

tazawwuf (A) 

tashbrh (A) 

fok (S) 

triloka (S)  

Vidan (S) 

vairZgya'(S) 

Vaishtava (S) 

vaigya (S) 

vanavisa (S) 

- purity, holiness; - (Suf) the first three steps towards manifesta- 
tion: abflyat, wabdat, wabdlniyat, 708 

- probably formed from SifT; the theosophy of 
the Sufis or mystics, mysticism; metaphysics 

- (Suf) the t i t le of some of Pir-o-Murshid 
ClnZiyat Khin's lectures on metaphysics, and 
of a section of his Cathas and Gitas, 7, 15, 
25, 35, 47, 137, 148, 161 note 2, 167, 176 

- similitude; allegory - (Suf) the last three steps towards manifesta- 
tion: arwib, Lsmln, ajsim, 708 

- hindrance, interruption; influence of the evil 

eye 

- three worlds: heaven, earth, the lower 
regions, 507 

- playing on musical instruments; musical sym- 

phony - (Suf) one of Pir-o-Murshid Clniyat KhIn's 
books containing sayings, prayers and sacred 
chants: The Divine Symphony or Vadan 

- change or loss of colour; disgust, aversion; 
freedom from all worldly desires, indifference 
to  life, asceticism 

- (Suf) indifference, independence, 30, 631 

- related or belonging or devoted to Vish~u; 
name of one of the great divisions of modern 
Hinduism. The Vaish?avas i9entify Vishcu 
rather than BrahmZ and Siva with the 
supreme Being, 129 

- belonging to the caste of those working in 
such occupations as trade and agriculture, the 
'middle classes' below the brahmins and 
kshatriyas, 130 

- roaming in the forest; Rhma's twelve years' 
roaming in the forest, 55 



Veda ( S) 

Vedanta (S) 

- knowledge, true or sacred knowledge; name 
of celebrated works which constitute the 
basis of the first period of the Hindu religion. 

end (complete knowledge) of the Veda; name 
of the second and most important part of the 
third of the three great divisions of Hindu 
philosophy, called Vedlnta either as teaching 
the ultimate scope of the Veda, or simply as 
explained in the Upanishads which come at 
the end of the Veda. I t s  chief doctrine is  that 
of advaita, non-duality, 195, 334, '507, 51 8, 
81 6 

- passing over, traversing; a chariot of the 
gods; a mythical, self-moving aerial car, 
sometimes serving as a seat or throne, some- 
times carrying i t s  occupant through the air 

- (Suf) vim%, aeroplane, 57 

vTnl (S), bTn (H) - Indian musical stringed instrument, often used 
for meditation purposes, played with great 
mastery by Pir-o-Murshid 'lnzyat - Khln, 
344 

Vish?u (S) - name of one of the principal Hindu deities, 
consituting the trimiirti as \he preserver, with 
Brahml, the creator, and Siva, the absorber. 
He is  said to have manifested in the world as 
incarnations (avatlras), of which the seventh 
is RIma, and the eighth Krishna, 129, 168, 
315, 691 

wadjd (A) - v. wajd 

wabdlniyat (A, P) - unity, singularity; the belief in the oneness of 
God 

- (Suf) the feeling of I-ness developing from 
wabdat, Ego, Logos, 706 

wabdat (A, P) - the being single or alone; unity, oneness, soli- 
tariness 

- (Suf) the consciousness of existence, 706 

wajd, wajada (A) - to be enraged; ecstasy, rapture, 143 
See also bal. 
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walT (A) 

wllT (A) 

waziyat (A) 

- to be master of; master, lord, prince; guardi- 
an; helper, defender, comrade; friend (of God, 
hence:) saint; al-Wali i s  one of the ninety- 
nine Names of God 

- being near; prince, ruler, governor; chief 
magistrate; guardian; owner, proprietor, 190, 
214, 217, 224, 446. 

- precept, command; testament; legacy - (Suf) instruction; name of a category of Pir- 
o-Murshid 'lnlyat KhZn's teachings (in the 
Sangathas and sangitas), 718 notes 

wazifah (A, P), (wazTfah) . . - (from wazafa, to  follow) pension, allowance; 
scholarship; a task, daily performance, daily 
worship 

- (Suf) a certain esoteric practice 

wil ldat (A), vilzdat (U) - birth 
- (Suf) Willdat day, 5th July, the birthday of 

Pir-o-Murshid 'lnZyat - Kha'n, celebrated by his 
followers, 31 

zZt (P) - v. d E t  - 
Zeppelin - a huge dirigible airship, named after i t s  con- 

structor, the German aeronaut and industrial- 
ist, Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin, 535 

zikar (P, H) - v. dhikr - 
fuhijr, fahijr (A) - manifestation, appearance, 195 



LIST OF PERSONS, PLACES AND EVENTS 

CAli  (A) 

Persian writer and poet, 11th century, 819 
(appears i n  lecture as Abul Allah) 

cousin and son-in -law of the Prophet Muhammad, and 
fourth KhalTf in succession to the Prophet; patriarch 
or saint of the ancient Sufi Orders, 58, 275, 
682 

great poet and composer of Panja'b, India, and an 
ascetic Sufi saint. He trained Pir-o-Murshid ClnHyat 
KMn's father, Mashaykh Rabmat KMn, in the ancient, - 
classical music of lndiC Identionedin the Biography 
of Pir-o-Murshid Ina ya t Khan ( London, 1 979), 
p. 301, as 'Saint Alias', the actual pronunciation in 
fact was 'sain' (nazalized i)  deriving from 'Sayyid', 
lord, 331, 537 

Avicenna Latin rendering of Ibn Sn5, q.v. 

Bavaria a province of Germany (Bayern) with Munich (MUn- 
chen) as i t s  capital,, 472 

Bernard, Sara real name: Henriette Rosine Bernard, born about 
1844, a famous French actress. She acted the chief 
parts in many French classical dramas and went on 
tour all over the world. She died in 1923, 344 

Bose, YagaGJ well-known Indian horticulturist of the 20th century 
Chandra who studied the connection between horticulture and 

metaphysics, 908 

Buc kingham the ducal palace in London, England, which has be- 
Palace come the main residence of the royal family, 369 

Channel, the large arm of the North Sea between France and Eng- 
land, 349 

Chishti, Abii a mystic regarded as being in the ninth initiatic gen- 
lshhq Sha'mi (P) eration of spiritual succession from Ijaerat GAIT, and 

as the founder of the Chishtiyya Order of the Sufis, 
1 44 



Connaughton, 
Edward Patrick 
Augustine 

Cushing, 
Mrs. Marya 

Dante Alighieri 

Detraux, 
M.me Yvonne 

Dowland, Miss 
Jessie Eliza 

Dussaq, Emilien 

born 1887 in Ireland, he joined the Sufi Movement, 
then called 'Sufi Order', in 1918 in the U.S.A., 
where he met Pir-o-Murshid 'lniyat Khin in 1923 
and took an active part in the spreadingof the Sufi 
Message, 32 note 11 
See Biography a f  Pir-o- Murshid Ina yat  Khan 
(London, 1979) p. 494. 

an American lady who became a murid in 1922 during 
the SummsrSchool at Suresnes, France. For some 
time she was the representative of the Sufi Move- 
ment in New York, and she arranged Pir-o-Murshid 
'InHyat KhZn's visit in New York in February/March, 
1923. ~h rass i s ted  in typesetting the MS of Notes 
f rom the U n s t r u c k  Music f rom the Ga'yan of 
I n a y a t  Khan, published in 1923, 32 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Inaya t  Khan 

(London, 1979), p. 495. 

famous Italian poet (1265-1321) whose Divine Com- 
e d y ,  divided in three parts: 'Hell', 'Purgatory' 
and 'Paradise', is a grandiose vision of the condition 
of souls after death. Through his preceptor, Brunetto 
Latini, a very learned man, politician and philosopher, 
Dante became acquainted with the original and influ- 
ential ideas of the great medieval philosopher and 
mystic, Mubi 'ud-Din Ibn '~ rab i ,  704 

French artist, who in 1920 became a disciple of Pir- 
o-Murshid 'lnayat Khin, 31, 842 
See Biography oF~ir -o-  ~ u r s h i d  Ina ya t  Khan 
(London, 1979) p. 559. 

hotel manager in Southampton and author of several 
books inspired by the wisdom of the Sufi teachings. 
She became a murid of Pir-o-Murshid 'lna'yat KhZn in 
1919 and closely cooperated with him in t h y  Sufi 
work. From 1921-1933 she was the National Repre- 
sentative of the Sufi Movement in England, 32 
See Biography o f  Pir-o-Murshid Inaya t  Khan 
(London, 1979) p. 496f. 

Born in 1882 in Havana (Cuba), he came to  Paris in 
his early twenties and met Pir-o-Murshid 'lna'yat 
KhZn in Geneva. He became his follower in 1921 and - 
took an active part in establishing the International 
Headquarters of the Sufi Movement in Geneva. From 
1922-1924 he was the acting National Representative 



of the Sufi Movement for Switzerland, and from 1923 
until his death in 1953 he held the post of Secretary- 
General of the Sufi Movement, 32 
See Biography o f  P i r - ~ M u r s h i d  Inaya t  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 498. 

Edison, (1847-1931), inventor of an electric voice recorder, 
Thomas Alva an automatic telegraph system, an electric pen which 

was the forerunner of the office duplicator, an in- 
candescent lamp, and many other inventions, 63 

Egeling, Mevr. (1861-1939), a Dutch lady, who met Rr-o-Murshid 
Nelly Grol ClnZyat KhZn in Switzerland in 1921 after the death 

of her husband, and became his murid. She dedicated 
her further life to the spreading of the Sufi Message 
and to Pir-o-Murshid Clna'yat Kha'n, at whose disposal 
she placed a mansion in ~ures%s, Rue de la Tuilerie 
(France). The name which he gave to this house was 
' Fa$ Manzil ', blessed house. On Pir-o-Murshid 
ClnIyat KEn's request Mrs. Egeling came to Suresnes 
in 1922 to l i ve  with the family. Her devotion to her 
master, her quiet presence in the house, the help she 
gave in taking care of the children and the household, 
and her unwearied efforts in working for the Sufi 
cause, can never be valued enough, 31, 526 
See Biography o f  P i r -  P Murshid Ina ya t  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 185f, 498f 

Eichthal, M.me M. a French disciple of Pir-o-Murshid Clniyat Khin, who 
C. Baronne d' joined the Sufi Movement in 1920/1921. shywas the 

National Representative of the Movement in France 
from 1924 until her death in 1929. She did remark- 
able pioneer work for the spreading of the Sufi Mes- 
sage. From 1926-1929 she was the editor of the mag- 
azine S o u f i s m e .  Pir-o-Murshid Clnhyat ~ h 5 n  often 
gave lectures in her apartment in Paris, 31342 
See Biography of P i r - ~ M u r s h i d  Inaya t  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 501 

Einstein, Albert (1879-1955), German-born physicist, who had his 
education in Switzerland. He made great discoveries 
in physics, of which his theory of relativity is  perhaps 
the one most generally known. After 1933 he became 
an American citizen and did much work in conjunc- 
tion with charitable and social organizations for 
refugees from Nazi Germany, 157 note 6 

EICazar (Hb) q.v. Lazarus 



Eliah, Eliyah, 
Elijah 

Emerson, 
Ralph Waldo 

Ghaznawi, Mabmiid - 
Goens, Mevr. M.J. 
F.E.D.G. van 
Beyma van- 

Goodenough, Miss 
Lucy Marian 

Green, Miss S. 

Guillon, 
Colonel 

meaning 'God i s  Jahweh', prophet in Israel of the 
9th century B.C., who defended the worship of 
Jahweh against the cult of Baal, 318 note 48 

meaning 'God has helped', a disciple of Eliah, proph- 
et in Israel of the second half of the 9th century 
B.C., 318 

(1803-1882), American thinker, an original mind, 
called by Nietzsche 'the man most fertile in thoughts 
of this century'. His father was a minister of the 
Unitarian Church and the son, after studies in theol- 
ogy at Harvard University, first became a Unitarian 
preacher in Boston, but then followed his own spiri- 
tual ideas, nourished by the doctrines of all religions. 
He was a lover of truth, a poet and a writer, 76 

mother of blessing; the name given by Pir-o-Murshid 
InZyat Khin to Mrs. Egeling, q.v. - 

(935-1020), great Persian poet and writer of the 
ShZh Na'meh (Book o f  Kings), 556 
See also ShZh Nimeh. 

v. MahmUd of Ghazna - 
(1880-1972), who in 1924 became the mother-in-law 
of Pir-o-Murshid ClnZyat - KhEn's younger brother, 
Mahebib - KhZn, 31 

(1876-1937), born in London, she became Pir-o- 
Murshid Cln%yat KhZnls disciple during the First World 
War, in England, and acted as his secretary. She was 
a gifted linguist. In 1921/1922 she was in charge of 
the International Headquarters of the Sufi Movement 
in Geneva. She wrote several books, inspired by Pir- 
o-Murshid ClnZyat Khin's teachings, 31 
See Biography o r ~ i r - e ~ u r s h i d  Inaya t  Khan 
(London, 1979). p. 506f 

v. Sainstbury Green, Miss Sophia 

born in 1871, one of Pir-o-Murshid ClnZyat KMn's 
first murids in Paris. Afterwards he became thrhead 
of the Sufi Movement, then called Sufi Order, in 
France. Several of the lectures given by Pir-o- 
Murshid ClnIyat KhZn in Paris were translated by Col. 
Guillon simultan&dy in French, 842 



Guimet, ~ u s 6 e  

F f i ~  
shamsucd- DTn 

Havre, le 

Hegel, Friedrich 

Herod (the Great) 

Hogendorp-van 
Notten, Mevr. 
Agathe Baronesse 
van 

Ibn Sin5 

lsmPCil (A)  

J acob 

Joseph 

See Biography of P i r -  o- Mu r s h i d  Ina  ya t Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 514. 

Museum in Paris, having a remarkable collection of 
art from Eastern countries, such as Japan, China and 
India. It was founded by Emile Guimet, a French 
scholar and industrialist (1836-1918). Pir-o-Murshid 
ClnPyat Kh5n gave several public lectures in this 
museum, 640 

the famous Persian poet of the 14th century, who 
spent most of his l i fe in Shiraz. His best known work 
i s  the DiwZn, containing a collection of his poems, 328 

an Arabian chief, known for his great generosity, 621, 
62 5 

French port, where the river Seine flows into the 
Atlantic Ocean, 349 

(1 770-1 831 ), German philosopher. He created a phil- 
osophical system of absolute idealism which influ- 
enced Karl Marx, 234 

king of Judea (40-4 B.C.), notorious for his Massacre 
of the Innocents in Bethlehem, 475 

She became a very interested and active murTd of 
Pir-o-Murshid ClnZyat KhZn in 1921 and formed a 
group in Vevey where she was living with her husband 
and daughter. Often Pir-o-Murshid =lnZyat Kh5n was 
a guest in their house. Mrs. van Hogendorp a E  acted 
as a secretary at the International Headquarters of 
the Sufi Movement in Geneva, 32, 527. 928 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid I n a  ya t  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 154, 194, 202. 

(980-1037), famous Persian Sufi scientist, physician 
and philosopher, whose Canon of Medicine greatly 
influenced the development of medicine in later cen- 
turies, 904 

eldest son of Abraham. His twelve sons became the 
ancestors of twelve Arabic tribes, 71 



974 

KabTr (A) 

KhadTja (A) - 

Lafitte, M.me 
Crace Helen 

Lazarus 
(EICazar (Hb)) 

Lewis, Samuel L. 

LLoyd, Mrs. 
Gladys I. 

MahmEd of Chazna - 

Martin, Mrs. Ada 

meaning great, immense; name of Indian poet, sage 
and saint of the second half of the 15th century, 
venerated by both Hindus and Muslims, 9 

pronounced KhatTja in India. The name of the Prophet 
~uhammad'sfirst wife, 81 
The name of Pir-o-Murshid Cln6yat - Kh6n's mother. 

a French murTd of Pir-o-Murshid ClnZyat Khln, prob- 
ably from 1922, who helped in building up the Sufi 
centre in Paris, 31 

meaning 'Cod helpsm; 
brother of ~ a r ~  and Martha, resuscitated by Jesus, 
670 

(1896-1971), he began his studies on Sufism with Mrs. 
Martin, who was Pir-o-Murshid 'lniiyat Khln's first 
disciple in America (1911). In 1923 he m e t  Pir-o- 
Murshid ClnPyat Khln in San Francisco and became 
his murid. In la terears he also was initiated in sev- 
eral other Sufi Orders and in Hindu and Buddhist 
mystic schools, 32 

a most dedicated follower of Pir-o-Murshid 'lniiyat 
Kh6n who lived in London, where she put her house at - 
the disposal of the Sufi Master, to stay there when he 
came to London, and to give his lectures and inter- 
views. After the creation of the activity of the Sufi 
Movement called Spiritual Healing, she became very 
interested in this branch, and later on was made the 
head of it (Kefayat), 32, 526 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Inayat  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 518f. 

(971-1030), SultZn, the Muslim conqueror of northern 
India, whose court was a centre of learning and Per- 
sian poetry. 
(Suf) The story of his slave Aylz, who became his 
treasurer, illustrates the supreme value of humble- 
ness, generosity and loyalty, 502f. 

(1871-1947), an American pioneer worker for the Sufi 
message who had become Pir-o-Murshid ClnPyat 
KhZn's first disciple in the United States (1911). She - 
was living in San Francisco with her husband and 
daughter. She met her master again in 1923 on his 



~ a p o l h n  
Bonaparte 

tour through the United States, and in Europe in 
1924. He called her the mother of the Sufi Movement 
in America, 31f. 
See Biography of P i r - o -  Murshid Ina yat Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 520f 

Guru Nanak (1469-1538), Indian poet, and founder of 
the Sikh religion, of which the sacred book i s  the 
Granth Sa4i.b (granth: verse, composition, book in 
prose or verse), 281 

French emperor (1 769-1 821 ), born in Corsica, which 
had become a province of France in 1768. His many 
successful campaigns as a general made him ever 
more famous, until in 1804 he became the emperor 
~ a p o l b n  I. More victorious battles followed until 
finally he was defeated in Russia. He was banished 
first to the Isle of Elba, then to St. Helena where he 
died, 555 

Khayya'm - born near NTsha'pir (prov Khurasa'n, Persia). The year 
of his birth is  taken to be7025, 1040 or s t i l l  later. 
His name KhayyEm, meaning tent-maker, shows the 
profession of his ancestors. He studied at NishZpir 
and became a well-known scientist (mathematician, 
astronomer) and poet. His sharp intellect conflicted 
with his deep religious feelings. He died at Nisha'pir 
in 1123. His collection of hundreds of quatrains, the 
~ u b a ~ i y z t  (pl. of rubECT, quatrain, stanza of four 
lines) is  s t i l l  famous today and has been translated 
into many languages, 384 note 31, 406, 564, 632, 638 
See Biography of P i r - e  Murshid Ina yat Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 568. 

Paderews ki, (1860-1941), Polish composer and pianist, a man with 
Ignace, Ian a highly trained and original mind. He dedicated him- 

self, heart and soul, to  his country's service, and in 
1919 became Poland's first President, 164, 882 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Inayat Khan 

- (London, 1979), p. 191. 

Paul, St. born in Tarsus (Asia Minor) from Jewish parents. Saul 
(later named Paul, after his conversion) came to 
Jerusalem as a youth and became a convinced oppo- 
nent of the group of Jesus Christ's followers, and a 
persecutor of the Christians. One day on his way to 
Damascus he had a vision of Christ, which meant a 
complete change in him and his life: he became an 



Pieri - Dussaq, 
Comtesse M. L. 

Reformation, the 

Kouen 

Rsmi, Ja l l l  ud- 
Din 

Saintsbury Green, 
Miss Sophia E. 

Salomon, Solomon, 
SuleymZn 

apostle of Christ. (See New Testament: Acts and St. 
Paul's letters), 425, 564 

(1 879-1 937), born in Havana (Cuba), sister of Emilien 
Dussaq, q.v., whom she helped with the work at the 
International Headquarters of the Sufi Movement in 
Geneva, after she had been initiated by Pir-o- 
Murshid lnlyat Khln in 1921, 31 
See Biography of P i r - o -  Murshid Ina yat  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 524. 

a religious revolution of the 16th century which di- 
vided Western Christianity into two camps: Catholic 
and Protestant, 64 

a city on the river Seine, 160 km. northwest of Paris, 
capital of the province Normandie, 349 

(1205-1273), 'the Roman' in the sense of 'one hailing 
from Asia Minor (Rtlm); born at Balkh (Persia), as a 
youth he had come to Konya (~oni~a,conium). After 
extensive Sufi training, he became a poet, widely 
considered the greatest in the Persion language. 
Kiimi's most famous works are the mwa'n-e-Shams- 
e-TabrizT and the Ma thna  wi-e-Ma'na wi  (the 
'spiritual couplets') (Tk: Mesnevi, H: Masnavi), 243, 
251, 360f ., 405, 445, 564, 81 7 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Inaya t  Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 579. 

(1184-1291), Persian poet and writer. His main works 
are the BUsta'n, the Gulis ta 'n ,  and the Diwln, 160, 
244,281, 582,857 

one of Pir-o-Murshid Clna'yat Khln's early murids, 
and pioneer worker in ~n~ landTand his close collabo- 
rator in the Sufi work. She was a poet and author of 
several books. She passed away in 1939, 32, 526 
See Biography of P i r -  o- Mursllid Ina ya t Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 509f 

the celebrated teacher of the Veda'nta philosophy of 
?on-duality (advaita), held to be an incarnation of 
Siva because of his great learning and sanctity, 456 

meaning 'the peaceful'; the prophet-king of Judah 
and Israel, son of David, famous for his wisdom and 
for the construction of the Temple of Jerusalem, 63 



Tagore, 
RabTndranZth 

Tuyll van 
Seroos ker ken, 
H.P. Baron van 

VZlmTki (S) 

VandrZvana, 
Vgindavana, 
Brindhvan (S, H) 

Vasishfa 

Wagner, Richard 

YZqiib (A) 
(from Hb Jaqob) 

Yiisuf (A) 

Joseph (from Hb) 

Zoroaster (C) 

(1861 -1941 ) BengBlT poet and mystic. He won the 
Nobel Prize for literature in 1913, and founded a 
school of Indian and Western literature in Calcutta, 
908 

(1 883-1 958), an early Dutch murid of Pir-o-Murshid 
ClnEiyat KhZn (1921), pioneer worker for the Sufi 
~ e s s a ~ e x  Holland, and i t s  National Representative 
there. He made his house at The Hague, Netherlands, 
into a Sufi Centre and had a church hall built as an 
annex to it for the Universal VJorship to be held, 32 
See Biography of Pir-o-Murshid Ina yat Khan 
(London, 1979), p. 529f 

ancient sage, said to have written the Ra'mZya~a, one 
of the two great sacred epics of the Hindus, 53 

a wood near the town Co-kula, district of Mathura', 
India, on the lef t  bank of the Jumna, the place where 
Krishna, in the character of go-pZla or cowherd, 
spent his youth, 681 

an ancient sage to whom several hymns of the Vedas 
are ascribed; a great gishi by whom RBma was given 
spiritual training, 53 

(1813-1883), Cerman composer and musical reformer, 
writer of operas mainly based on Cerman or Scandi- 
navian mythology, 3, 217, 472f. 

Hebrew patriarch, son of Isaac and Rebecca, ancestor 
of the twelve tribes of Israel, 385, 393 

son of Jacob and Rachel (Old Testament Cen. 30-SO), 
325 

(1 768-1862), last Mogul emperor, Indian poet, 57 

Creek form of the name Zarathushtra, 36ff., 39 
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above, 
the Message from -, 94 

Abraham, 70 ff. - the friend of God, 315 
prophecies of -, 71, 79 
-'s sacrifice, 72f., 674 

Absolute, 
the - before manifestation, 706 
God the -, 308, 310 
waking of consciousness in the -, 

706, 710f. 
acceptance, - of ideas, 157ff. 
accident, 

t o  avoid -s, 642 - and intention, 62 
liability t o  - and rhythm, 325 

accommodation, - of the eye, 597f. 
see also akasha in Glossary 

accomplishment, - in the next life, 663 
- of unfulfilled desires, 655 

acting, - feeling etc. and - a t  the 
same time, 90 

action, 
control of  -s, 366, 533 
-s on earth and in spheres of 

jinns, 686 - and reaction, 159 
silence and - on jinn plane, 684 

Adam, - and Garden of Eden, 538 
sin in s tory  of  -, 852 

advice, 
following a friendls -, 379 

agreement, - and argument, 119 
sign of spirituality, 118 
see also reconc i l ia t ion 

akasha, see also Glossary 
elements in every -, 708 - formed of light and darkness, 

7 07 
meaning of -, 7, 15, 26 
mind an -, 47, 60, 75, 89 
outside the - containing the uni- 

verse, 324 
soul an -, 539 

All, see also Glossary 
-'s ,answer t o  a pessimist, 682 
control of  anger, 58 
11- is the door", 275 

Alias, Saint, see also Glossary 
qualities of -, 537 
s tory  of -, 331 

anarchy, 162 
angel, 

b i r th  and death for  -s, 399f. 
-s coming on earth, 379 
-st creative power finished, 396 

- of death, 374, 376, 381 
-s different from devas etc., 381 
differences of souls in - world, 

562ff. 
experiencing -s a t  time of death, 

374 
form of -s, 349 
good and bad -s, 430 
grades of -s, 377 
guardian -s, 381f., 383, 696 
heaven of the  -s, 597, 599, 693f., 

696 (see also llworld of the -sw) 
-s and human beings, 345, 347ff. 
Jacob wrestling with an -, 385 
life of -s, 595 
-s made of light, 361 
-s male and female?, 372 
man's connection with - world, 

372f., 644, 646, 648 
music of  -'s heaven, 41 1, 694f., 

696 
no communication between -s and 

man, 372f. 
picture of an -, 395 - qualities in man, 346 
recording -s, 383ff., 387, 389 
-s si t t ing on clouds, 346, 562 - souls, 360ff. 
virtues producing -s, 396 
which -s experience life on earth, 

397 
worlds of the  -s, 595ff., 647f. 

anger, 
control of -, 57f. 

animals, 
body absorbed by insects, birds,-, 

fish, 661 
-, fruits, flowers absorbed by man, 

665 
on higher planes, 323f. 
killing -, 314 - liking t o  be touched, 313 
-Is perception of life, 831ff. 
prayer of - and birds, 310 
soul of -, 431 

annihilation, - the. a r t  of the  mystic, 22 - of false self, 44 
three steps of path of -, 588 

answer, 
gett ing an - by the book, 307 
questions and -s before a prophet, 

229, 306 
apostles, 

speaking many languages, 375, 604 
appreciation, 

t o  overcome onels looking for  -, 
770f. 

Arabian Nights, 392, 600, 862 
argument, see reconc i l ia t ion 



ar i s toc racy ,  - and democracy, 162 
a r t ,  - of personality, 579f., 913 - and religion, 909ff. 
a r t i f i c i a l i t y ,  8 
a r t i s t ,  - and conventionality, 163 

inspiration of an -, 242 
jinn heritage of the -, 429 
-s among jinn souls with deep im-  

pression, 455 
-, a type of person, 573, 577f. 

ascet ic ism, 207, 536 
aspi ra t ion,  185f. 
ast ro logy,  322, 570f. 
atom, 

-s of  every plane different, 452 
di f ferent -s a t t racted in different 

spheres, 449 
every - has divine light, 401 
-s' making body and mind, 121f. 

a t tachment ,  
t he  soul's -, 610 

a t ta inment ,  
desire of  -, 775f. - of one's ideal, 760 
power gained through. -, 775 
secret of all -, 758 
spiritual -, 37, 44, 104, 126, 144, 

199, 201, 207, 430f. 
a t t i t u d e ,  419ff.. 856ff. 

broad -, 640 
ever co,mplaining and ever smiling, 

4 19 
friendly -, 639 - t o  God, 860, 862 
hopeful -, 420f. 
man's -,the secret of life, 856 
- t o  oneself, 856f. - t o  others, 858f. 
respondent -, 531 
r igh t  and wrong -, 419, 858ff. 
steadiness of -, 859 
what is -7, 856 

a t t r a c t i o n ,  - of the  elements by breath, 96 
law of vibration in -, 285 - by the same elements, 782 

aura, (see also Glossary), 41, 429 

Baby Ion, 
tower of  -, 704 

Bach, 
difference between Handel, -, 

Wagner, Beethoven, 217 
bad. 

g&d and -, 170, 223f., 384, 389, 
577f. 

good and - angels, 385f., 430 
good and - jinris, 429 

balance, - of head and heart, 25, 29 

idea o f  -, 184ff. 
religion must have -, 424 - in understanding morals and 

psychology, 423f. 
ba t t l e ,  - of life, 19 - of master and saint, 124ff. 
beauty, 

a r t i s t ' s  vision of -, 910 
at t ract ion t o  -, 675f. - of human nature, 640 
impulse towards -, 628 
love for  -, 640 
path of -, 459 
- of personality, 630f. 
soul's hunger for -, 882 
standard of -, 505 - reminds us of the divine, 880 
- and ugliness in nature, 689f. 

Beethoven, v. Bach 
being, 

- o f  God and - o f  man, 310 
God t he  only -, 38, 234 
things and -s, 832 

belief, - in God, 630, 664f., 853, 890 - in God is process, 280 - and unbelief, 683 
Beni Israel ,  74, 250 

prophets of --, 315f. 
Bernard, Sara, 344 
Bhagavad Gita, 20, 305 
Bhak t i  Yoga, 29 
Bible, the, references: 

Gen. 1.26, 437, 792ff. 
Gen. 111.16-19, 581f. 
Matt. v.10, 775 
Matt. v.21 and 44, 421 
Matt. vi.21, 832 
Matt. vIi.14, 585 
Matt. xxv.1-13, 845 
John 1.1, 825, 853, 886 
John vi.63, 833 
Acts xvii.28, 310 
"Qur'an, t he  - o r  a martyr's 

bone...", 819 
birds, 313 
b i r th ,  - and death, 399 

immaculate - of Jesus, 4 
- of man and of God, 509 

blaming, - no one, 322 
blessing, - of all prophets, 806 - of faithful friends, 843 - of life, 369 

receiving -s, 328 
receiving curses as well as -s, 330 

bliss, 431 
bod Y - of angel, jinn and man, 507 

at t ract ion between -s, 556 
- composing and decomposing of -, 

660ff. 





-Is dying t o  save, 368 
family of -, 71 
forgiveness of sins by -, 5 
form of -Is prophetic message, 250 
humanity of -, 475f. 
-Is immaculate birth, 4 
-Is innocence, 230 
limiting the  master t o  -, 741 - the  only begotten son, 230 
-Is personality, 1 
- recognizing image of God in man, 

795 . - 

renunciation of -, 394 - riding on donkey, 491 
salvation through -, 4 - the  soul of  religion, 818 
sword in message of -, 422 
-Is teachings, 144, 243, 245, 515 
-Is words: 

I1Be ye perfect..." (Matt. v.481, 
824 

"Blessed are the  poor in spir- 
it..." (Matt. v.31, 219, 855 

"Eat my flesh...I1 (John vi.541, 
74 1 

l l F ~ r g i ~ e  US our trespassesw 
(Matt. vi.121, 425 

" 1  am the  truth...I1 (John xiv.61, 
84 1 

"I have not come t o  give you a 
new law...11, (Matt. v.171, 747 

"I w i l l  teach you t o  be fishers of 
men,I1 5 15 

"Judge not..." (Matt. vii.11, 
480, 6 18, 878 

"Lead us not  into temptation11 
(Matt. vi.131, 425 

I1Love your fellow man..." (Matt. 
v.43ff.1, 461, 812 

"My Father, why hast Thou aban- 
doned me?" (Mk. xv.341, 475 

llStrait is the  gate..." (Matt. 
vii. 141, 847 

llThou shalt not kill...11 (Matt. 
~~21,441, 421 

"Thy kingdom come...11 (Matt. 
vi.101, 297, 673f. 

"Thy w i l l  be done..." (Matt. 
vi.101, 297, 821 

llUnshield the  sw~rd...~~ (Luke 
xxii.361, 422 

"Whoever is fa~ltless...~~ (John 
viii.71, 619 

Chr is t ian i ty ,  
idea of Trinity in -, 233 

Church of All, 
candies lighted in the ---, 614, 

731, 807 
cherags foundation stones of ---, 

416 
the name --- o r  Universal Worship, 

6 13 
the  service of the ---, 544 --- supplies religion and roo ts  out  

narrowness, 4 17 

circ le,  
everything a - 564 
heart  a -, 684 

civ i l izat ion, 163f. 
classes, 

understanding between -, 165 
cleverness, - and light-heartedness, 582 - often a delusion, 857 
cobra, 

Shiva with -, 170 - as symbol, 337 - with ta i l  in mouth, 338 
communication, 

divine -, 882f. - with God through everyday life, 
663 - with inner life, 887ff. - between jinns and men, 466 

the  souils - with those on earth, 
644f. 

comparison, - between prophets, 2 
compassion, 

developing divine -, 505 
God of love and -, 523 

comprehension, - and intelligence, 232f. 
conceit, 
- intoxication of ego, 631f. 

concentrat ion,  
becoming objects of -, 321 
effect and -, 135 
experience in - is never lost, 135 - for material and spiritual work, 

883f. - and meditation by animal, 31 1 - of Sufis, 132f. - and w i l l  power, 323 
condit ion, 
- of soul a f te r  death, 321 
wars, storms, etc., caused by - of 

humanity, 382 
confidences, 

being t r ue  t o  -, 390 
conscience, 

finer and grosser -, 155 - a living voice, 154 
- a testing instrument, 158 

c ~ n ~ c i o u ~ n e ~ ~ ,  
blessing in - of blessing, 369 
control of -, 450 
development of -, 836ff. - of environment makes king, 509 - of God, 470 
l i f t ing - of sad soul, 424 
- and self-consciousness, 7 10 - and soul, 260f. 
universal -, 313 - and waking in Absolute, 710f. 

consideration, 
gentleness coming from -, 533 - need of world today, 813 - for  energy, 601 



- and persuasion, 555 - of what another expects, 356 
contentment,  755 
con t rac t ion ,  - and expansion, 336, 338 
cont ro l ,  - over oneself, 353, 366, 533 - over one's activity, 168 
convent ional i ty,  16lff. - taught by spiritual life, 164 
co r rec t ,  

trying t o  - ourselves, 90 
cosmos, 

forming of -, 683 
COW, 

sacred -, 198 
creat ion,  - brings satisfaction t o  God, 469f. - and destruction, 12, 22 
- of God, 242 
law of -, 168 - of man, 708f. 
mystery of - (Vedanta, Bible, 

Qur1an), 826 
process of -, 195 
purpose of -, 233 
wisdom behind -, 242 

cremation, - and burial, 301 
cross, 598, 685 
cruci f ix ion, 5f., 
- condition for  God-realization, 647 
meaning of -, 674 

Cupid, - the angel toward manifestation, 
41 1 

what is -7, 41 1, 482 
work of -, 860 

cur ios i ty ,  444ff. 
cur l ,  - of the  beloved, 406 
curse, 

earth does not accept a -d per- 
son, 353 

receiving -s and blessings, 330 

d a r  guzar, see overlooking 
dead, 

the - among the Egyptians, 308 
living -, 303, 667f. 

death, 
b i r th  and -, 399 - and change, 620 
- comes not t o  the person, 266 
condition of soui a f ter  -, 321 
experiencing angel sphere a t  -, 

374 
fear of -, 624f. 
impression of -, 624f. 
life and -, 608, 612, 622f. 
natural -, 612 
moment of -, 625 
t o  overcome -, 624f. 

seeming change called -, 266 - and sobriety, 713 
soui a f ter  -, 432 
soui does not  know -, 415 - in spheres of jinns, 688 
time of -, 381 - of young people, 44 1 

democracy, - and aristocracy, 162 - in Islam, 84 
spiritual -, 297ff. 

dervish, 59, 142, 
-es working against accepted 

facts, 158 
desire, 

changing object of -, 567 
fulfillment of every -, 686f., 691 - and love, 669 
man's - and God's -, 674 
man's - and w i l l  of God, 78, 139 
possessing -s, 691 
the  t r ee  of -s, 76, 686 - of wrong things, 656f. 

destiny, 
building one's -, 379 - divided, 832 

dest inat ion, 
the soulls -, 643 

des t ruc t ion ,  - and creation, 12, 22 
law of -, 169f. - overcome by inoculation, 169 

-, sudden o r  gradual?, 337 - of world, 334 
deva, 

angels, -s, nature spirits, 381 
what is -, 325f. 

devotion, - lacking today, 896 - of mureeds, 718 
dharma, 390, 584, 639 
di f ferences, 

the higher the plane, the fewer -, 
398, 674 

life interesting because of -, 364 - remain beyond earth, 398 - between souls, 364, 559ff. 
d igni ty,  582f. 
dimension, 

-s the  difference of space, 600 
the four th  -, 610f. 

disbelief, 181f. 
disciple, 552 
dissonance, 

tuning of -, 694, 697 
d is t inc t ion,  - of robes and names, 461 
- of duties, 461 

divine, 
meaning of -, 880 

divini ty,  
Christ's -, 4 - of human soul, 357 

division, 676 
dizziness, 448 



djeia l ,  djemal, see je la l ,  jemal  
d j inn,  see j i n n  
donkey, 

cross on -Is back, 490 
- Is cry, 490 

doubt,  771 
dream, 
- and mind, 89 
- one way t o  ge t  knowledge o f  life, 

834 
dua l i ty ,  710 - creative, 483 - s t a r t s  from angelic spheres, 372 

uni ty and -, 893 
du ty ,  

dist inction o f  -ies, 462 
doing one's -, 390f. - and kindness, 581 
mureed's -, 463 
one's -ies a religion, 663f. 

dying, 
pleasure o f  -, 666 

East,  - and West, 95, 901 
ebb, - and flow, 122, 123 
echo, - creat ive in man, 481 
economy, 

higher understanding of -, 601 
spir i tual  -, 367 - in thought, speech, action, 601 

Eden, Garden of, 538, 852, 855 
educat ion,  165f. 
- of  children, 763f. - fo r  humanity, 812 
music in -, 472 
real meaning o f  -, 881 - today, 812 

e f f e c t ,  - and concentration, 135 
ego, 

a t t r i bu tes  o f  -, 631 
- and breath, 395 - collects atoms, 395 
conquering t h e  -, 582 - and eye, 6 1 1 
false -, 502, 505 - f i f t h  aspect o f  mind, 86, 89ff. 
f ive conditions o f  -, 559 
t h e  -istic, 536f., 582 - and God, 410 
t r u e  - and false, 342, 570, 864 
see also n u f s  

Egypt,  
Moses killing an -ian, 45 - and mummies, 307f. 

-ian sign o f  an eye, 61 1 
e l e c t r i c i t y ,  - and magnetism, 485 

secre t  o f  -. 449 

elementals, - small beings, 697 
what are  -?, 447 

elements, 
all - found In man, 792 - in every akasha, 708, 710f. - of every sphere, 452 
t h e  f ive -, 193 
four - and t h e  f i f th, 708, 710 
four types o f  men corresponding 

with -, 577 
Eli jah, 
-, Elisha, and o ther  prophets, 318 

env l ronaen t ,  163 
envy, 489 
equal i ty ,  461 
equil ibrium, 367 
e r r o r s ,  

one's own -, 860 
e s o t e r i c  school, -- leading t o  brotherhood, 114f. 
Essenes, 319 
evi ldoing, 155 
evolut ion,  - of birds and animals, 310 

f ive principal stages of -, 559 - of  matter, 665 
- o f  t h e  vehicle, 495f. 

exaggerat ion ,  435 
exerc ises ,  16 
exhaling, 336ff. 
existence, - in lower and higher planes, 323 

separate -, 323 
expansion, - and contraction, 333, 336 
experience, - of  life, 7, 16 

man's -s, 507f. 
-s preparations for  something 

else, 135 
-s a step on a staircase, 135 
tendency t o  go t o  utmost o f  -, 

4 13 
expression,  402 406 
eye, - and ego, 6 1 1 

evil -, 152, 477 
key t o  Egyptian sign o f  -, 61 1 
space in t h e  -, 597f. 
t h i rd  -, 61 1 

fa i rness,  499 
fa i t h ,  - of  cherags, 417 - and reason, 36 
fana, see also Glossary, 44, 588 
fa te ,  - and f ree  will, 271, 379, 784ff. 
f a t h e r ,  - of  t h e  four great  religions, 70 

God t h e  -, 4 
-, mother, son o f  God, 4 



faul t ,  
blaming others for -s, 619 
covering our own -s, 393 
finding - with another's religion, 

583 
seeing reason behind every -, 620 

fear, - of death, 450 - shadow on soul's light, 415 
- of spiritual t ruth,  447 - and worry, 632 

feeling, 
sense of human -, 176ff. - of soul in angel sphere, 699 
-, thinking, speaklng and acting a t  

same time, 90 
fire-worship, 39 
f ighting, - against oneself, 370 note 37 
fish, 

symbol of -, 367f. 
f la re,  448f. 
floods, 382 
flowers, 
-, fruits, animals consumed by 

man, 665f. 
picking -, 314 and notes 57, 58 

focus, - of mind, 689f. 
followers, 74, 725f. 
foolishness, - and wisdom, 490 
forg iver ,  

God the -, 245 
forgiveness, - of anotherts faults, 619 - the best expression of love, .. 

818f. - from God's love, 245 
overlooking f i r s t  lesson in -, 113 - of sins by Christ, 5 - of trespasses, 425f. 

form, - of angel Gabriel, 238 - of jinn, 452 
fortune, 

good and bad -, 486 
freedom, - of action, 156 

man's - from influences, 787f. 
t rue  -, 505 

f r e e  will, 
angels come on earth by fa te  o r  
--, 379 

fate- and --, 27 1, 379, 784ff. -- makes mureeds responsible for  
Message, 272 

power of --, 430 
predestination and --, 300 -- and scheme of nature, 213 
use and abuse of --, 445 -- and w i l l  of God, 141 

friends, - a blessing, 843 
friendliness, 520 

friendship, 174f., 391, 778ff. 
f r u i t ,  - touching ground, but connected 

with branch, 439 
-s, flowers, animals absorbed in 

man, 665f. 
fulf i l lment, - of every desire, 692 

see also deslre, the t r ee  of -s 

Gabriel, 238, 241, 386 
Ganges, 126, 599 
gaus, see ghous 
Gayan, 757 note 53, 760 note 24, 

772 note 16 
generosi ty,  488 
Geneva, 743, 746, 8OOf 
gentleness, 535 
Ghost, Holy, 382, 704 
ghous, 190, 214, 216, 219, 225, 

381, 570 
giants,  - in Old Testament, 704 note 83 
giving. - away, dependence and inde- 

pendence, 331 
glass, - breaking, 492 
God, - accused by man, 657 - is all, 310 - alone, 372 

at t r ibutes of: - the absolute, 308 - the  creator, 242 - the  father, 4 
- the  forgiver, 245, 248 - the infinite, 308 - the judge, 244f., 523 - a king, 256 - of love, 523 - the  sustainer, 243 - the  teacher, 860 

being of -, 471 
belief in -, 664f. - as beloved, 20 
communication with -, 663f. 
conceptions of -, 187, 196f., 221f. 
existence of -, 18lf. 
finding -, 181f. 
greatness of -, 299 
idea of -, 751 - i s  and - has?, 225 - helpless on earth, 673f. 
how t o  please -, 862 
inhalation and exhalation of -, 333 - is happiness, 420 - is not the  soults goal, 539 
justice of -, 210f. 
knowledge of -, 14, 153 
-s, life, 333f. 
love for -, 664 



- and man, 103, 18lf., 222, 235, 
769 

man's relation t o  -, 230, 310f., 
79 1 

manner of  -, 754f., 913 - and master, 307 
merit of -, 232, 235 
message o f  -, 34 
name(s) of  -, 187, 209, 212, 809 
nature of -, 232ff. 
one -, 197, 209, 578 - the  only belng, 38, 197, 222, 234 
-Is perfectlon, 234f., 280 
personality of  -, 197, 225 
-'s pleasure and displeasure, 329 
presence of -, 209, 876 - and prophet, 194 - and Satan, 223 
seeklng fo r  -, 183 
self of  -, 232, 235, 309f. 
soul going t o  -, 647 - kpeaklng of Himself as "Usf1, 593 
sp i r l t  of -, 2, 232 
vision of -, 640 
way of -, 171 
w i l l  of -, 78, 137f., 674 
w i l l  of  - and wali, 214 
worship of -, 39 

god, 
conception of many -s, 318 
making a -, 310 
the  war -, 211 

God-consclousness, 
attainmgnt o f  -, 586 
journey toward - 585ff. 

God ideal, 181ff., 196ff., 208ff., 
221ff., 232ff., 242ff., 256ff., 
279ff., 297ff., 309ff. -- evolved in three steps, 297ff. 
Ideals based on --, 546 

God-realization, 181f., 586f. 
good, - and bad, 170, 223f., 389, 429f., 

577f., 675, 690, 780 
doing -, 90, 330 
finding - In a person, 640 
no one only - or  bad, 384 

goodness, - in angelic souls, 361 
collecting - and badness, 690 

gopis, 
the  - dancing with Krishna, 20, 681 

gossip, 480 
graciousness, 106ff., 1 12 
grades, - of initiation, 461 
gratefu lness,  501f. 
graveyards, 302 
greatness, 823 . . 
guidance, 

inner -, 861 
the Splrlt of -, 13, 36, 228ff. 

Guimet, Musee, 640 

guru*  
guidance of a -, 129 
-, master o r  saint, 569 

Haflz, 328f. 
Handel, 

the  difference between - and Bach, 
217 

happiness, - in angelic souls, 360 - of comlng and returning souls, 
697 - of different spheres, 695 - on ear th  a realization of heaven, 
412 

giving people -, 329 
God, soul, spirituality is -, 420 - and intoxication of soul, 713 
-, joy and pleasure, 695 
seeking for  -, 239 - and sorrow, 171 - and soul, 12 

Harlsh Chandra, 
s tory  of  --, 591, 604f. note 43 

harmony, - in angel heavens, 696f. 
cultivating -, 140 
developing sense of -, 884 - of external with inner being, 857 
keeplng - in life, 767 - In life of wall, 214 
method t o  at tain inner -, 876 - among mureeds, 719 - of music In heavens, 694, 696f. - with oneself and others, 878 
sphere o f  moon is sphere of -, 705 - tunes soul t o  Infinite, 390 

harp, 
heart  ~f prophet as -, 305f. 

Hatha Yoga, -- taught by Shiva, 517 
--, Yoga of austerity, 286 note 52 

Hatim, 
s to ry  of  -, 591, 621, 625f. 

hat red,  
psychological ef fect of -, 894 

head, - and heart, 25f., 29 
headquarters,  - of Sufi Movement, 32 
healing, - only by self-confidence, 849f. - power, 770 
health, 

complaining about -, 420 
reconstruction and -, 765 

hearing, 506 
hear t ,  - accommodation for  experience, 

508 - aspect of  mind, 86 
danclng -, 328 - depth of mlnd, 153 



- and head, 25f., 29 - inner being of man, 912 - of man, - of universe, 404 - not  flesh, 400 - of prophet, 305 
-, soui, body as lamp, 404 
symbology of -, 45 
taking things t o  -, 366 - a two-sided mirror, 400 

heaven, 
connection t o  -, 381 
realization of -, 412 

HedJrat, 649 
Hegel, 234 
help, 379 

giving -, 690 - t o  people suffering from psychic 
forces, 850 

herea f te r ,  
All's answer about -, 682 - made on earth, 635, 637f. 
soul's connection with earth in -, 

636 
heredi ty ,  163 
her i tage, 

different -s of man, 507f. 
4 classes of men by earthly -, 

577). 
manls - from heaven and earth, 

787f. 
hermit, 861 
hierarchy, 

nature's -, 188 
spiritual -, 188, 298, 570 
- in world, 190 

Hinduism, 
goddess of war, Kaii, in -, 209 
idea of many gods in -, 209 
Krishna and -, 17ff. 
power of  Shiva in -, 22, 24 
prophetic message In -, 250, 315 
purusha and prakr i t i  in - , 232 
theory of reincarnation in -, 667 
worship in -, 126f. 

home, 
a - t o  which ail souls belong, 649 

honour, 
word of -, 589, 593, 603 

hope, - t o  attain divine bliss, 14 - coming by desiring t o  at tain 
something, 775 

loss of -, 848 
scope for  - throughout Iife, 663 
strength of -, 548 

horizon, - as equilibrium, 524 - 1s God, 281 
humanity, - in Christ, 515 

evolution of -, 413f. - one single body, 358 
humility, 107f. 
humour, 477 

1, 
claim t o  be -, 852 
- and the  eye, 61 1 
the  - of God, 410 

I blis, - refusing t o  bow before man, 409 
Idea, 

God t o  be found in -, 183 - of many gods, 318 
ideal, 

attainment of -, 760 
breaking of -, 760 - of devotion, 553 
divine -, 199 
- lacking today, 736f. - t o  be made a reality, 880 - man's greatest need, 547 
need for - t o  ascend, 854 - and practical life, 547f. 
religious -, 749f. - stepping stone t o  liberation, 4 

idealism, 546ff., 575 
ideal ist ,  573, 577f. 
ignorance, 

Buddha's example of -, 857 - of self gives fear of death, 450 
illness, 

impression of -, 654, 656 - is inharmony, 90 - on jinn plane, 656 - of the soul's bodies, 656 - of the world, 781 
illumination, 

way of -, 781 
illusion, 

enjoyment of  -, 412 - and reality of Iife, 238 
image, 

man in Godls -, 235 
imagination, 

are angels -7, 376 
form and -, 437 - making a design, 77 - making a god, 222 - and reality, 633f. 

immortal i ty,  
belief in -, 624 - taught by Christ, 624 

imperfection, 
limitation is -, 576 

impression, 
f i r s t  - is continual, 581 - of great personalities on soui, 

464 
one - predominant, 464 - one way t o  get knowledge of life, 

833 
purification from - of Illness, 655 
-s received by soui, 454f., 468 - of several souls on one soul, 689 - of t o r t u re  in hereafter, 638 

impulse, 533 
independence, 367, 77 1 
indi f ference, 367 

love hidden behind -, 256, 259 



individual, 
law fo r  - and law for  state, 421 

individuality, - a conception of Imagination, 323 - of dogs, 324 
Improvement of -, 513 - t o  be kept pliable, 369f. - making personallty, 515 - only unti l  t ruth,  323 - and personallty, 509, 559, 629f. - of plants, animals, etc. 323 
3 things which make -, 559 
what completes -7, 507 

indra, 
dancing in court  of -, 516 
meanlng of -, 519 
story  of -, 629 

ine r t ia ,  - of kemal, 442f. 
in fant ,  482 

crying of -, 700 
i n f  iuences, 

freedom from -, 788 
inhaling, - and exhaling, 336ff. 
i n i t i a tes ,  

degrees of -, 214ff. 
in i t ia t ion,  

grades of -, 461 
higher -, 190, 214ff. 
meanlng of -, 363 - a t r u s t  from both sides, 897 

innocence, - of Jesus Christ, 230 - a natural condition, 360 - and virtue, 363 
inoculation, - overcoming destruction, 169 
inquisi t iveness, 444 
insan, 709 
insects,  

killing -, 314 note 64 
insight,  

development of -, 12lff. - reached by dervish, 142 
secret of -, 121 

inspirat ion, - for an ar t is t ,  519 - manifesting through a r t ,  909f. - one way t o  get knowledge of life, 
834 - of prophets, 373 - seemingly coming from outslde, 
236. 241 

source of -, 229, 231, 380 
in te l lec t ,  232 
intell igence, 

body a vehicle for  -, 7 
-burled in every atom, 401 
captivity of  -, 266 
creative -, 266 
culmlnation of -, 1 
divine -, 557 
- and intellect, 235 - life of  llfe, 324 

light of -, 333 
manifestation o f  -, 267, 880 - outslde akasha, 324 - and reason, 13 - secret behind attraction, 880 
- and sensitiveness, 699 - and soul, 267 - and subtlety, 402 

Intent ion, 62, 379 
i n t e res t ,  - a blessing, 449 

developing by taking -, 481 
intoxicat ion, 

kinds of -, 864f. 
Ilfe's -, 639, 641, 755 
soul's -, 41 1, 7 13 

in tu i t ion,  - and art ,  911 - a heavenly bliss. 457 - one way t o  get -knowledge of life, 
833 - realized by soberness, 912 - and reason, 110 - seemingly coming from outslde, 

24 1 
source of -, 228 

Islam, 84f. 

j ab ru t ,  540, 683 
Jacob, 

ladder seen by -, 393f. - wrestling with angel, 385 
Jalns, 131 
Jazz, 675 
jealousy, 489 
Jelai, 
- and jemal, 191f., 568f. 
-, jemal and kemal, 207, 442 

Jemal, see Jeiai 
Jesus, see Christ ,  Jesus 
Jinn, 

communication of a -, 466ff., 
645ff. 

forms of -s, 438, 452 
good and bad -s, 429 
llfe of -s, 595f. 
mind in spheres of -s, 686 
path of -, 453ff. - plane, 427, 436ff., 656, 671, 684 
what Is 7, 428f. - world, 595ff., 680ff., 686ff. 

Joseph, - In the well, 325 
Journey, 

joy of life in -, 647 - of the soul, 712 
Joy, 173 
judgement, - of prophets, 2 - wakening sense of justice, 619f. - day, 156, 245, 635 



Judging, 
"Judge not...", 77, 113, 618f. 
- oneself, 77 

just ice,  
divine -, 771 - in depth of heart, 160 - of God, 208f., 244 
God's - and man's -, 626f. 
-, injustice and truth,  499 - in life, 663 
light of -, 154 
sense of -, 617ff. - and unselfishness, 617 

jus t i f i ca t ion ,  627 

kanba, 
pilgrimage t o  -, 193f. 

kadr, see qadr 
karma, 

accepting suffering as - not giving 
peace, 523 

doctrine of -, 171 
dogma of -, 673 
- and God's justice, 627 - and recording angels, 389 - and reincarnation, 62 
secret of -, 509 

kaza, see qaza 
kera l ,  see j e l a l  
Khan, Pir-o-Murshid Inayat,  

autobiographical accounts: --- believing his Murshld was God 
on earth. 552 

business and honesty (jeweller), 
858f. --- as child, meeting wrestler, 
823 --- as child, taking b i t te r  
leaves, 287 --- controlling intolerance of 
disturbances during music, 
369f. 

Highlander not expressing himself, 
773 

telegraphist doing meditation, 658 --- watching assembly of der- 
vishes, 866f. 

k ib r ia  (divine vanity), 631 
- reason for intolerance, 284 
logos as vanity, 566 

killing, - animals, etc., 314 
necessity of -, 421 

kindness, 
duty and -, 581 

knowledge, 
accommodation for  -, 428 
- of a child, 454 
- of God, 14 
intellectual -, 1 10 
source of jinnls -, 429 
- of t ruth,  429 
- of the world, 894 

Krishna, 1 
life of -, 17ff. - made religion new, 20 
name -, 17 
picture of spirit worid in s tory  of  
-, 681 

- in poetry of India, 105 
sword and message of -, 422 

kutub, see qu tub  

ladder, 
- of Jacob, 393f. 
symbol of -, 393 

Laila, - and Majnun, 100ff. 
lamp, 

symbol of  -, 404 
language, 886f. - of the soul, 375, 703f. 
law, - of action, 156 - of creation, 168 
- of destruction, 168f. 
different -s on different planes, 

664 
divine -, 43 - of duality, 664 - for  individual and for state, 421 
justice and -, 244f. - and love, 245, 626f. - of magnetism, 690 
- of manner, 162 - on physical and spiritual plane, 

690 - of soul's manifestation, 521f. 
- and spir i t  world, 681 - of sustenance, 168 
- of transmutation, 96 

Lazarus, 670 
l iberat ion,  646 
life, - all-short compared t o  Godls, 334 - of artificiality, 8 

-Is battle, 19 
bright side of -, 420 
- of a cherag an example, 417 - and death, 608 
deeper side of -, 897 
demand of - for  correct  pitch, 

351f. 
eternal -, 169 
experiencing - fully, 7, 16 - full of interest, 608 - in the  hereafter, 91 
how t o  make the best of -, 549 
initiation a step further in -, 365 
intoxication of -, 864ff. - is progress, 135 
knowledge of -, 831 
living the  r ight -, 163 
longer - for people, 441 
meaning of -, 831f. 
nature of -, 167 



- an opportunity, 33 
secret of -, 856ff. - o f  souls in angel spheres, 699 
spiritual -, 164 - symbolized by ladder, 393 - a symphony, 523 
3 aspects of  -, 233 
understanding -, 353ff. 

l ight,  - in angel heavens, 698f. 
essence of -, 361 
evolution of -, 495 - food for  body, mind and soui, 

845 - of intelligence, 333 
man likened t o  -, 844 - and rays, 51 1 

l ighthear tedness,  582 
l imitat ion, 

human - and God's perfection, 414 
life's -, 430 - only tragedy in life, 821 
sadness comes from -, 10 

link, - between descending and ascending 
souls, 680 

lion, 292 note 46 
Ilving, 

r ight  - compared t o  tightrope 
walking, 847 

lotus, 691 
love, 627 - and cool affection, 669 

expressing -, 583 
God is -, 816 
God of -, 523 - of God In nature, 689f. 
giving and taking -, 668 - hidden under indifference, 256f.. 

259 
imparting - by power of self- 

confidence, 848 - and just ice of God, 247 
law and -, 626f. - one stream of virtue, 818 
power of -, 669, 818f. - takes soul forward, 682 - and truth,  818 - and understanding, 11 - and wisdom, 324f. 

lover, 
either - lives o r  beloved, 392 

machine, 
and engineer, 832 

magic t r ee ,  
s to ry  of --, 76 

magnetism, - of body, mind and soui, 881 - and electricity, 485 
how t o  a t ta in  the highest -, 881 
law of -, 690 

- of the moon, 193 - pass of admission, 420 
Mahadeva, 534, 536 
Mahommed, see Muhammad 
Maitreya, 216, 519 
MaJnun, see Lai la 
majzub, 

what is -?, 772 
man, 

all a t t r ibutes make -, 529 
angelic qualities in -, 345 
ar t is t ic  -, 573 
conventionality -made, 16 1 
desire of - and God's wi l l ,  77f. 
different natures of -, 573ff. - and gentleman, 913 
God and -, 228f., 769, 791f. 
happy-go-lucky -, 575 
human in -, 529 
idealistic -, 573 - is a universe, 528 - Is his mind, 59 - is made in the  image of God, 405 - is made of atoms, 121 - is made of clay, 409 
Laili and Majnun like God and -, 103 - iike light, 844 - manifestation of intelligence, 880 
material -, 574 
no communication between - and 

angel, 372 
perfect -, 6,17 - responsible for  his thought, 87 
r ight  of - t o  Itbring aboutfg 

source of ail, 892 
signs of -, 844f. 

manifestat ion, 
before -, 706, 710f. - caused- by light of intelligence, 

334 - and creation of man, 707 
development in -, 706 - exhalation of God, 334 - and God realizing Himself, 233, 

235 - iike growing of plant, 891 
nature and character of -, 712 
purpose of -, 584 
6 steps toward -, 708 - of soul, 345f., 349, 521 
threefold aspect of  -, 233 

manner, 
divine -, 754ff. 
law of -, 162 

mantra, - sacred word t o  be repeated, 
1 26 

what is -7, 21 1 
mant ra  Yoga, 

science of --, 887 
Manu, - is rasul, 519 
marriage, 

civil and religious -, 616 



mar ty rs ,  
blood of -, 422 

master, - being human, 37 
God's voice speaking in -s, proph- 

ets, 551 - and murshid, 569 
path of -, 134, 141, 206 - and pupil, 190f. 
road of -, 201 
way of -, 342 

materialism, 8, 81 1 
mater ia l is t ,  574 
mat ter ,  

evolution of -, 665 - and spirit, 195, 268, 556 
spiritual realization of -, 401 

matur i ty ,  
reactions t o  -, 838ff. 
signs of -, 838 - of the soul, 836ff. 

mayan 
what is -?, 76, 157 

Mecca, see Medlna 
Medina, 

Mecca and -, 194 
meditation, 

concentration and - by animals, 
310f. - making responsibilities of l i fe 
lighter, 888 - a need In artif icial life, 512 

what is -? 860 - during work, 657f. 
medium, 

soul needs a -, 644 - calling soul back, 646 
memory, - aspect of  mind, 86 - and forgetting, 598 

man's - of angel and jinn worlds, 
508 

merit, - of God, 235 - not creative, but spir i t  is, 212 
Message, - from above, 94 - being born, 718 

central theme of -, 460 
chief work of -, 657 - compared t o  rain, 293 
divine - sung when recited, 305f. 
embodiment of the -, 718 
esoteric and exoteric aspects of 

the -, 145 
form of -, 236f., 241 
4 forms in which prophets have 

given -, 250 - given in words or symbols, 321 
giving the  -, 215, 657f. - of God, 34, 189, 236f. - and Murshid, 726 - now Sufi, 145 
new and old -, 723 
place of sword in -, 422 

- sent by man, not angel, 476 
spreading and decline of -, 271 
Sufi -, 357f., 417, 544f. - and teacher, 553 
trustees of the  -, 147 
working for the  -, 7 19f. 

messenger, - and current  of divine light, 229 
God's Message and -, 215f. 
power of -Is influence, 35 
rasul, t he  world -, 215f. 

mind, 47ff.. 59ff., 75ff., 86ff. - and body, 40, 59, 86f., 89 
creative power of -, 75 
divine -, 63, 160, 228 - and dream, 89 - on ear th  and in jinn sphere, 

686 
5 aspects of -, 86f. 
form of -, 47, 50 
- and heart, 153 - and intuitlon, 110 
jinn -, 427f., 436f., 686f. 
key t o  -, 50f. 
knowing one's -, 760 - is light, 322 
living in one's -, 295 - as magic tree, 76 
opinion and -, 148 
power of -, 77 
reflection on - of mineral king- 

dom, 531 - showing all kingdoms, 529 
-, soul and body, 50 
steady -, 132 - surface of heart, 508 - tool t o  understand life, 832 
of what is - made?, 529 
when is - complete?, 62 - world, 436f., 633ff., 637 

mineral kingdom, 
development of --, 326 

miracles, 
explanation of -, 670 
importance of -, 3 

mir ror ,  
body a glass-house of -s, 15f. 
minds likened t o  -s, 87 

mistake, 
-s follow a soul everywhere, 518 
-s in speaking, 593 

Mohammed, see Muhammad 
moon, 

influence of -, 193f., 425 
magnetism of -, 194 
sphere of - in Dante, 704f. 
sun and -, leaf., 191, 193, 568ff., 

709 
morals, 42 If. 
mor ta l i t y ,  

belief in -, 623f. 
what Is -?, 607f. 

Moses, 1, 43ff. - breaking the  tablets, 45 - dying o f  kiss o f  God, 392 



- killing the  Egyptian, 45 - raising the  serpent, 325 - sometimes pictured with 
horns, 46 

s tory  of -, 43ff. - striking the  rock, 45 
sword and message of -, 422 - word of God, 315f. 

mother, 
-s a f ter  death protecting chil- 

dren, 558 
-, Father, Son of God, 4 
-, stepping stone of Jesus, 757 

motive, - belongs t o  God, 558 
- increases power and robs it, 270 

mountains, 323 
movements, - of prayers, 733f. - of zikr, 734 
Muhammad, 1, 79ff., 249f. 
- called the  tttrustworthyv, 591 
family of -, 7 1, 79 
history of -, 902 
message of -, 84f. 
-'s mission, 397 
opening of -Is heart, 80 
privilege of kissing -, 491 

mummies, 307f. 
mureed, 

cooperation of -s, 7 19 
devotion of -s, 718 
-st duties and responsibilities, 

462f. 
sincerity and ideal of  -, 721 

murshid, - and master o r  saint, 569 - and the Message, 553 - and mureed, 531 
music, 

a r t  of -, 628 - a divine art ,  694, 696f. - in education, 472 
influence of - on plants, 313 - received by soul, 675f. 
soul a t t racted by -, 675 
- of souls in angel heavens, 

694, 697 
spiritual listening t o  tune one- 

self with -, 504 
studying life as -, 884f. - a t  Sufi service, 614 - used for meditation and 

health, 904 
musicians, 476 
mystery,  - in everything, 403 - in silence, 403 
mysticism, 

Arabian NI hts  explaining -, 600 
97 

secret of -, 87 

nabi, 190, 215, 220, 225, 570 
bodhi sattwa is -, 519 
devas and -, 381 

name, - of Sufi organization, 809 
- of Sufism, 873 

nature,  
-building one's -, 772 - of creatures and Creator, 

234 
4 classes of men showing 

earthly -, 573f. 
God's love in book of -, 689 
meaning of -, 39 
nothing in - foreign, 170 
perfection of -, 242 - of prophetic soul, 249 
religion in, 815 
study of -, 312 
ugliness and beauty in -, 689f. 
wisdom of -, 484 - in Zarathushtrars teaching, 

38, 39 
nirvana, 

meaning of -, 338 
-: no color, 524f. 
who cannot reach -, 394 

nobi l i ty,  488, 580 
no tes  (musical), 565 
nufs, 

t r ue  and false -, 397 
what is -, 395 

nur, - and zuhur, 195 - divine Spirit, 347 
-, light, 28 

obligations, 639, 64 1 
obsession, - by angels, 397 - and body, 378 - o r  inspiration, 398 
- of living dead, 667f. 
transmigration and -, 668 

Omar Khayyam, -- on cause behind cause, 564 -- on heaven and hell, 638 -- on l i t t l e  difference between 
goodness and badness, 384 
note 31 -- using subtlety, 406 

One, - revolts on knowing there is 
another, 283 

oneness, 
- of God, 576 

opera, 675 
opinion, 148ff. 

forming -, 851 
oppor tun i ty ,  
- of serving cause, 33 

optimism, - and pessimism, 687f. 



ordinat ion, 
meaning of -, 363 

organizat ion, 
need for  -, 462, 809 

outlook, 
wide -, 640, 797 

overlooking, 1 12 

Padererski, - and convention, 164 - conversing with piano, 882 
pain, 

rising above -, 450 
Paris, 

Sufi quarters in -, 842 
par t ,  

playing a -, 604 
Parvat i ,  536 
passion, - in spir i t  world, 692 
path, 

keeping t o  - one has started, 
332 

what is the -?, 569f. 
patience, 
-, but also eagerness, 253f. - t o  control activities, 168 - in drawing beauty out, 630 - t o  learn graciousness, 108 

pat r io t ism,  804 
Paul, Saint, 564 
peace, 

obtaining -, 756f. 
secret of -, 121 
war and -, 211, 757 

peacock, - feather, 152 - inspired by i t s  own beauty, 
63 1 

penetrat ion,  132 
percept ion, 

fuller -, 26 
subtlety in -, 402, 405 

perfect ion, 
attaining divine -, 6, 37, 136, 

2 17 - in goal, not soul, 697 
Godls -, 234f. 
Godls - and manls limitation, 

414, 583 
how t o  attain -, 824 - and imperfection, 576f. - of nature, 242, 312 
no - in angel sphere, 576 - the one desire, 655f. - reached on earth?, 479 
realization of -, 310, 823 - rising above limitation, 823 

Personal i ty,  The A r t  o f  ( t i t l e  of  
lecture series from 28 Aug. 
through 12 Sept. 1923), see Table 
of Contents for  dates and pages 

personal i ty,  - of Buddha, 13 
- of Christ, 1 
comparison of prophets1 -ies, 
If. 

development of -, 118 - of ghous, 214f. - of God, 197, 221, 225 
how t o  learn a r t  of -, 515f. 
human - and divine, 913 - and individuality, 509, 629f. 
making of -, 108 - of prophets, 1 
secret of  -, 456 
soul essence of -, 408 
subtle and rock-like -, 402 - of unevolved soul, 665 

persuasion, 554 
phenomena, - full of danger, 415 
pixies, see eiementals 
P i t y  

self--, 341 
plane, 

helping on earth - o r  higher, 
379 

the  higher the -, the  fewer 
distinctions, 398 

no - in which we do not exist, 
304 

planet, 
beings on other -s, 312, 353 
influence of -s, 570f., 787 
kemal of -s, 192f. 
-s and their  messengers, 476 
-s and souls, 683, 690, 692 

plants,  
feeling of -, 312f. 
individual existence of - on 

higher plane, 323 
play, 

taking pa r t  in a -, 587 
pleasures, 

earthly -, 413 
po in t  o f  view, 

seeing from other -s --- , 276 
poison, 

taking the  - we fear, 5-17 
polygamy, - in Islam, 85 
power, 
- t o  a t t r a c t  is love, 669 - of God behind accomplishment, 

842f. 
three -s, 11 - of word, 886ff. 

praise, - of God, 518, 733 
prana, - central breath, 451 - and different breaths, 479 
prayer,  - aloud and in silence, 733 

at t i tude toward God in -, 320 
democratic -, 84 



- for  the dead, 303 - key t o  open secret, 673f. 
meaning of -, 733 - by men and birds, 31 1 
movements of -s, 734 

predest inat ion,  - and free wi l l ,  300 
pr iesthood, - in Islam, 84f. - in Sufi Movement, 614, 723, 

799 
privi lege, 49 1 
progress, - o f  humanity, 890ff. 

l i fe Is -, 135 - and love, 682 
rapid and. slow -, 61 If. 
secret of -, 69 
spiritual -, 144 - steps on staircase, 135f. 

promise, 
value of a -, 601ff. 

prophet ,  - answers all questions, 306f. - can r ise above planes, 373 
, - cannot seek solitude, 306 

comparison of -s, 2, 551 
form In which message received 

by -, 236ff. 
God and the -, 194 
Hindu conception of -s, 315 
-s human, 36f. 
- Is knowledge about different 

worlds, 439 
l i fe o f  -, 274 
nature and character of -, 

249ff. 
one voice in all -s, 551 - of our time, 553 
path of -, 125, 204 
path of.saint, master, -, 

134f., 201f., 206 
personality of  -, 229 
-s reflections of divine mind, 

229 
what are -s in Old Testament?, 

318 
what is asked of the -?, 305ff. 
words of - are seal, 253 

p rophe t i c  genius, 380 
providence, 

Saadi's words about -, 244 
prudence, 272, 552 
psychology, - and moral principles, 423 

Sufism and modern -, 177 
what I mean by -, 767 

psychic  forces, 
helping those suffering from 
--, 850 

punishment, 
capital -, 675 - purifies from sin, 674 

 PUP^^, - and teacher, 146 

purgatory ,  - autumn of soul, 634 - s ta te  of inertia, 622 - suspension of actlvlty, 633 
time t o  pass in -, 624 

pur i f icat ion,  - In Hindu worship, 126 
pu r i t y ,  

attainment of - besides belief, 
851, 853 - comes from soberness, 756 - and impurity, 223 

meaning of -, 851 - in teachlng of Zoroaster, 39 
purpose, 

every person's -, 2 
final -, 893 - of individual's life, 844ff. - of life on earth, 796 
nothing without -, 364 
ripening fulfills -, 91 

purusha, - and prakriti, 232 
-, property, 536 

qadr, 137ff. 
qaza, 137ff. 
qualit ies, 

jinn -, 427ff. 
origin of - in heritage, 578 

question, - and answer, 182f., 229 - automatically draws answer 
from prophet, 306 - of God's existence, 181 

Qur8an, - kept authentic, 84 
quotations from: 

"God said 'Be' and it be- 
camen, 826, 886 

"Creation came out  of dark- 
nessI1, 486 

'Verily man is foollsh and 
cruelm, 856 

"We have made man our 
khaiifn, 529 

-, Bible or  martyr's bone, 819 
qutub, 190, 215ff., 225, 570 - and devas, 381 

Rakshasa, 57 
Rama, 53ff. 
rasul, 190, 207, 225, 570 - and devas, 381 

manu is -, 519f. 
planetary system and spiritual 

hierarchy, 570 
-ship, stage reached by mas- 

ter, 202 



what makes the prophet a -?, 205 - world messenger, 215 
rays*  

spreading of -, 395, 399 
real, 

man seeking the -, 219 
rea l i ty ,  

imagination and -, 633 
real izat ion, 
- of consciousness, 714 
- of essence of reason, 13 
- of heaven only happiness, 412 - by personality of God- 

conscious soul, 4 
spiritual -, 380, 401 - of t ruth,  431 - within, 826 

reason, - in Buddhism, 13 
faith and -, 36 - and intuition, 110 
realization of essence of -, 13 

recognit ion, 
- of initiate, 217 

reconci l iat ion, 1 18ff. 
recons t ruc t ion ,  762ff. 
re f lec t ion,  - of desirable and undesirable 

thoughts, 87 
- of God in man, 409 
identification by soul with i t s  -. 715 - mirrored upon man, 481 
-s of spir i ts upon coming 

souls, 684, 689 - of sun in celestial bodies, 
568f. 

- of thought, 558 
re format ion,  64 
reincarnat ion, 61 

claim of being personality in -, 456 
doctrine of - and Sufism, 499 
idea of -, 513, 673, 703, 716 
karma and -, 62 

relat ion, 
law of -, 394 

religion, - of all teachers, 807 - of animals, 31 1 - and art ,  909ff. 
coming world -, 747ff. - in everyday life, 657f., 812 - fading away, 764 
5 points of view on -, 748ff. 
followers add merits and faults 

t o  -, 74 
great -s, 777 
- healing of humanity, 724 
living one's -, 751ff., 812 - losing hold, 892f. - in lower creation, 815 
new - made by Krishna, 20 - outcome of heart, 815 
Sufi Message not new -, 805 
Sufi Movement not  a new -, 842 

Sufi Order studies essence of 
all -s, 842 - of tolerance, 813 

t r u t h  in different -s, 74 
wars fought in name o f  -, 818 
what is -?, 307, 677 
- of the whole humanity, 544 

renunciatlon, - of Jesus and Buddha, 394 
repe t i t i on ,  - of sacred word, 28, 30 
resignat ion, - manner of water, 288 

meaning of -, 289 - quality of saintly souls, 288 
respect ,  - for  every soul, 461 - for mankind, 839f. - for oneself and others, 579 
response, 

stages of -, 190 
responslbi l i t les,  

mureeds1 -, 460ff. - and spiritual grade, 462 
rest lessness, - and activity, 471 notes 103, 

1 04 - sign of tamas, 434 
r e tu rn ,  - journey of soul, 607ff. 
revelat ion, 

eagerness t o  at tain -, 253f. - one way t o  get knowledge in 
life, 834f. 

source of -, 228 
rhythm, 

change of -, 193 
developing sense of -, 884 
keeping oneself in -, 898 
liability t o  accidents and -, 

32 5 - of body and mind, 121f. 
r i gh t ,  - and wrong, 156ff., 331, 641, 

851f., 854 
Rumi, 

book of - has lived, 405 
-Is explanatlon of heart  of 

prophet, 251 
-'s words: 

"The Beloved is all in allw, 817 
"People are drawn t o  me...@@, 

27 1, 360f. 
about the  cause behind every 

cause, 564 
about God's supply for this 

creation, 243 
about not troubling about 

others, 445 
Rustam, 556 



Saadi, Sa'di, 
sayings of: 

"Let me confess my faults be- 
fore Thee alone...", 160 

"My cleverness, thou acts so 
often against me", 582, 857 - teaching gratefulness, 502 

-Is words about God's supply 
for His creatures, 244 

sacrament, 6 
sacr i f ice, 

Abrahamls -, 72 - in path of God and love, 104 
love a continual -, 817 - the  t e s t  of life, 6 

sadness, - fe l t  by Christ, 475f. 
sages, 
- being human, 37 

saint, 
-s being human, 37 
path of -, master, prophet, 

124f., 134, 141, 206f. 
road of -, 20lff. 
way of -, 342 

Salat, 
prophets mentioned in -, 225 

salvation, - through Christ, 6 
sama, 142 
sa t tva ,  
-, rajas, and tamas, 442 

saut -e  sarmad, --- music of angel sphere, 695 
science, - of breath, 96 - creation of God, 242 - and mysticism, 97 

progress in material -, 887 - and religion, 907 
sc i en t i f  ic, - genius and angel sphere, 380 
- people and jinn qualities, 429 

sc r ip tu res ,  - on al tar in Universal Worship, 
613 

contradictlons in -, 251 
world -, 250 

seal, - protecting secret, 253 
secrecy, - in knowledge of t ru th ,  624 - with Sufi Message and Move- 

ment, 472 
secre t ,  

keeping a -, 572 
seed, 
- source and goal of plant, 

791, 891 
man, - of God, 791ff. 

seer, 
-Is power, 571 

self, 
claim of -, 855 
false - and - of God, 674 

fight between w i l l  power and -, 
369f. 

forgetting -, 770 - of God, 232 - and worry, 632 
self-confidence, 848ff. 
self-consciousness, 

consciousness and --, 7 1 1 
t r ue  --, 714 

sel f-control ,  366f. 
self-denial, 44, 127 

how t o  learn --, 391 
r ight  meaning of --, 144 

selfishness, - between nations, 762f. 
man's -, 864 

self-knowledge, -- and knowledge of world, 766 
selflessness, 770f. - and obsession, 668 
sel f-pi ty,  341 
self-realization, -- for attainment of  God- 

consciousness, 585ff. 
development of  --, 299 -- striving of Sufi, 879 

sel f-respect,  -- o r  dignity, 582 
sense, 

how souls experience -s, 412 
the  inner -, 8f., 40 
organs of the -s, 8, 15, 40 - of perception, 25 
through -s physical l i fe intelli- 

gible, 412 
work of the -s, 7 

sensit iveness, - and intelligence, 699 - of mystical temperament, 41 
serpent,  - guarding places, 557 

Moses raising -, 325 - around Shivals neck, 517 
- sign of death, 325 - with tai l  in mouth, 524 

service, - in Church o f  Ail, 544, 614, 
678 - with form and formless, 614, 

. 731 - of God, 843 
- of Universal Worship, 723 

shadow, - on soul of unknown, 415 
Shah Namah, 

the s tory  about Rustam in --, 
5 56 

shame, 
idea of -, 176ff. 
meaning of -, 176, 180 - a virtue in r ight  place, 378 

Shams Tabriz, 
--Is verses on the sun, 334 -- was ecstasy, 320 



Shiva, 
-, the  destroyer, 139 
form of worship of -, 129 - is the inhaling of God, 337 
was - a man o r  imaginary?, 319 - overcoming destruction, 169f. 
power of -, 22 

sickness, - caused by inharmony, 87 
s i fa t ,  235 

zat and -, 232 
Sikhs, 131 
silence, 

expression of mystery in -, 403 - on jinn plane, 684 
sin, 

destroying -, 12 
example of - in s tory  of Adam, 

852 
forgiveness of -, 5 
impression of -, 5 - and virtue, 631, 663 

s incer i ty ,  162 
s i ra j ta) ,  

advice t o  -s, 416 
sleep, 

absorbing energy during -, 555 
journey of soul during -, 380 

smile, 
looking a t  everything with a -, 

420 
soberness, 

longing of soul for  -, 867f. 
Son, - of God. 4 

Holy G ~ O S ~  is divine sun and -, 
382 

sorrow, 
cause of -, 171 
God and -, 172 - and happiness, 171 

soul, 
for all -s on earth, next world 

is sp i r i t  world, 665 
angel -s, 360f. - in angel sphere on return, 

693f. 
-s are rays of the Sun, 335 
-s arriving on earth, 482f., 

493 
-s attachment, 610 
-Is a t t ract ion t o  forms, 51 1 

note 76 
-Is a t t ract ion toward source 

and goal, 607, 643 - before and af ter  angel plane, 
7 16 

-Is bodies, 507, 510 
-Is body in jinn world, 452 - and body, 16, 48, 609f. - born in miserable conditions, 

522 - and breath, 263f. 
bridge between two -s is path 

t o  God, 391 

-Is captivity, 261, 267 
child - and old -, 352, 354, 391f. - choosing place of b i r th  and 

family, 479 - coming on earth, 478, 528 
coming - tuned by returning 
-, 699 

-1s communication with earth, 
644, 648 

condition of - when leaving 
body, 321 

connection between coming - 
and returning -, 680f. 

-Is connection with earth, 
635, 644 

-Is connection with jinn 
sphere, 694 - and consciousness, 261 - af ter  death, 667f. 

- and death, 415 
death and spiritual - , 361 
departed - guiding those on 

earth, 478 
-Is design of life, 701 
-Is destination, 643 
differences between -s, 364 
difference between old and 

young -s, 391f. - on earth, 538f. 
freedom of - , 633 - functioning in lower cre- 

ation, 493f. 
godly -, 770 - going straight back t o  God, 

647 
group - 431 - and happiness, 8ff. 
help by jinns t o  returning -s, 

466 
hereafter made by -, 633f. 
heritage of the -, 673, 680 
illuminated - finds i t s  way in 

darkness, 429 
impressions on - , 61, 477, 51 1 

note 76 
influence of one - on another 

on jinn plane, 680 - inhabitant of a certain 
plane?, 682 - and intelligence, 261 

-1s intoxication, 7 13 
- is breath of God, 264 - is a current, 408, 449, 451 
- is  happiness, 420 - in jinn world, 437, 643f., 

647, 671f., 675 - is light, 322 
journey of - during sleep, 380 
knowledge of -, 182 
-1s liberation, 646 
life in hereafter of spiritually 

evolved -s, 681 
living in mind o r  -, 295 
-s needing a medium, 644 
nobility of - 106 



- and mind, 60 
-, mind and body, 63 
nature of -, 60, 182 
no - enters heaven unpurified, 

362 - not  centered in body, 399 - not  meant t o  perish, 657 
- ls  offering in sp i r i t  world, 671 
- Is power t o  renew and heal, 

654, 656 
-Is process of covering and 

uncovering itself, 660f. 
-Is progress, 646f. 
purifying the  -, 262 
-s are rays, 395, 495ff. 
real destination of -, 702 
-Is re tu rn  journey, 609 
sad - is child's -, 424 
satisfaction of -, 862 
secret of  - , 449 - is a sound, 694 
sp i r i t  a t  back is -, 381 
-s and spirits, 61 
tendencies of -, 508 
travelling of -? , 513 
tuning of - towards manifes- 

tation, 699 
what is - ? 63 
in what plane does - exist ?, 

304 
-, where from and to?, 716 - who compares limitation with 

perfection, 414 
why some -s go deeper into 

manifestation, 348 - and will, 123 
- w i l l  be where treasure is, 368 - wishes t o  see God in manifes- 

tation, 414 
space, 

different kinds of -, 597, 611 - and dimension, 600 - in i r is  and heart, 611 
time and -, 95, 324 

speech, 
control over - , 366 

speaking, 
-, thinking etc. a t  same time, 

90 
speed, - of action on jinn plane, 684 - of journey, 611f. - of progress, 61 If. - of soul in different worlds, 

599 
sphere, 

5 -s of which soul conscious, 
539ff. 

sp i r i t ,  
angels, ,devas, nature -s: 

difference?, 38 1 
- ls  connection with earth and 

jinns, 645 
everything has - a t  back of it, 

38 1 

evil -s, 350 
experiences of -s, 692 
- of God, 2, 232 
-s imparting experience t o  

coming souls, 680, 684 
matter and -, 191, 268, 557 
no creature on ear th  deprived 

of bliss of -, 431 
"poor in -I1, 219 

S p i r i t  of Guidance, 231, 236ff. --- born from human family, 36 
nabi and ---, 215 

s p i r i t  world (see also jinns), -- is a planet, 688 
life of soul in --, 681 
t r ee  of desires a picture of 
--, 687 

sp i r i tua l i t y ,  
affairs of world and -, 332 - attained by ail beings, 31 1 - is becoming nothing, 854 - is development of angel qual- 

ities, 361 - is happiness, 420 
signs of -, 218, 844f. 

spir i tual iz ing, - the world the work of Sufi 
Movement, 843 

s t a r s ,  569 
influence of - and planets, 

570f. 
shooting -, 692 

s ta te ,  
law fo r  individual and -, 421f. 

s t o r y ,  (see also Khan, Pir-0-Mur- 
shid inayat,  autobiographical ac- 
counts), - of Akbar, minister and der- 

vish, 370f. 
- of A l i  controlling anger, 58 - of A l i  and pessimist, 682 - of ambitious man wanting t o  

kiss Muhammadls back, 491 - of baker ill with kingls se- 
cret, 571f. - of batt le between Rajput and 
Mogul emperors, 591 - of dervish standing in royal 
road, 107 - of donkey and camel, 434f. - of 11 pupils called Hafiz, 
328f. - of enthusiastic servant, 434 - of fairy taking prince t o  
heaven, 362 - of gir l passing where man was 
praying, 817 - of guru and chela (mentioned 
only), 146 - of Harish Chandra, 591, 604 
note 43 - of Hatim, 591, 621, 625 - of lblis not  bowing before 
man, 409 - of king and robber, 392 



- about magic tree, 76, 6866 - of Majnun and Laiii, 100ff. 
- of man who thought he was 

dead, 623 - of mureed1s impatience and 
murshidls glance curing mad dog, 
53 1 - of murshid and mureeds of- 
fered meal during fast, 355 - of natural a t t ract ion be- 
tween father and son, 556f. - of the place of liars, 853 - of proud maharaja and em- 
peror of Delhi, 591 - of Saint Alias, 331 - of seemingly unreiigious 
husband, 837f. - of singer Farabi taking 
king's seat, 910 - of soul being frightened t o  
enter .man, 409ff. 

- of Slave Ayaz, 502f. - of two Afghan porters, 165f. - of two Sufis meeting af ter  
many years, 120 - of word given by Rajput gir l  
t o  marry maharaja, 593f. - of young Highlander, 773 

streams, 
existence of - in different 

planes, 323 
struggle, 

falling in - of righteousness, 
847 - needed t o  make l i fe success, 
669 

subt le ty ,  - is curl of beloved, 406 - is found in a spiritual person, 
404 

how t o  acquire -, 405f. - and intelligence, 402 - and lack of -, 402 - of perception and expression, 
402 - produces beauty, 405 

success, 
struggle needed for  -, 669 

suffer ing, 
alleviating -, 690f. 

Sufi, 
atmosphere of -, 30 
-s called dervishes, 142 
-'s conception of God as Be- 

loved, 164 
-'s ideal, 417, 873, 877f. 
-'s idea not t o  judge anyone, 

619 
meaning of word -, 851, 869, 

873, 877 
moral of -, 118, 878 
name given t o  -s in olden 

times, 317 
-Is object in Ilfe, 108 

- organization necessary?, 
800, 809, 896 - poets expressing philosophy 
of love in story of Laili and 
Majnun, 100 - saying, 43 

schools of -s, 92, 145, 801, 869 
spiritual attainment of Yogi and 
-, 542 

s tory  of Moses as told by -s, 
43 

teaching of -s, 789 - training and Yogi training, 
29f. 

use of peacock feathers by -s, 
152 

way of Yogi and way of -, 685 
Suf i  Message, 803f. -- t o  bring t o  man memory of 

sacrament of love and light, 742 -- connects Hindu line with 
Beni Israel, 317 -- t o  dig out  living water, 752 

exoteric and esoteric aspects 
of --, 145 -- is Message of God, 4 18 -- most important feature of 
Sufi Movement, 92 -- no new religion, 798 

preserving -- fo r  the future, 
801 -- re-echo of divine Word, 679 

spreading the --, 801 
what is the --, 797 
work of the --, 871, 895 
workers for the --, 92, 146 

Suf i  Movement, 
how t o  build the foundation of 

the --. 729 
ideal and work of --, 875, 

877ff. 
-- meant as a world movement, 

4 62 -- not a sect, 842 -- preparation fo r  worid ser- 
vice, 805 

--'s service in 3 directions, 
805 

--'s spiritual activity, 843 
3 aspects of work of --, 798, 

870 
-- wakening people t o  divine 

ideal, 893 
work for  --, 33, 92 
work of --, 145, 801, 842 
workers for --, 31 -- working for human brother- 

hood, 896 -- worid service, 544 
Suf i  Order, 

activities of --, 416 -- an aspect of Sufi Move- 
ment's activity, 870 -- gives teaching of Teacher, 
God Himself, 860 



Sufism, -- connects two lines of pro- 
phetic mission, 317 

explanation of -, 869 - is wisdom, 151 
modern psychology and -, 176f. - and orthodoxy, 316 
pur l ty called -, 756 
principal points o f  -, 873f. 
secret of -, 14 - teaches how t o  collect food 

for body, mind, soul, 846 
what is -?, 768 

suicide, 612, 857 
Summer School (Suresnes), 

privilege of going t o  the  --, 
725 

what t o  take with you from 
the  --, 727 

sum to ta l ,  
-- of everyone's difficulties 

the  same, 524 
sun, - and ail celestial bodies, 568f. 

Holy Ghost is divine Son and -, 
382 - and moon, 189, 191f., 568ff. 

rays of divine - are angels or  
souls, 395 

souls are rays of - which is . 
God, 335 

- symbol of God, 333f. 
Suresnes, 

temple of Universal Worship a t  
-, 146 

surroundings, 
miserable - of a soul on earth, 

486, 522 
sustainer,  - word attached t o  God's name, 

243 
sustenance, 

law of -, 168 
sword, - and Message of Moses, 422f. - needed in iife, 423 

unshield the  -, 422 
symbols, 
- in Catholic Church and absence in 

Protestant, 322 
symbolical, 

are angels -?, 387 
symbology, - of burning bush, 45 
- of fish, 367f. - of Hanuman and monkeys, 57 
Hindu -, 126f. - of Moses striking rock, 45 

symphony, 
iife a -, 523 
playing correct ly in - of life, 

352f. 

Tagore, Rabindranath, 
institution of --, 908 

tamas, - and kemal, 442 
teacher,  

avoid comparing the great -5, 
225 

devotion t o  -, 552 - and Message, 553 - and pupil, 146 - and teaching, 250f. - within, 860 
teachings, 

comparison of - of prophets, 
2f. 

temper, 
is a rhythm, 476 

temple, - for Universal Worship, 146 
temptat ion, 

"lead us not into -,I1 425 
Testament, New, 250 
Testament, Old, 250, 

angels appearing t o  man in --, 
347 

creation of earth and heavens 
in --, 683 

things, - tha t  matter and - tha t  do 
not, 367 

thinking, 
-, feeling, acting, etc. a t  the 

same time, 90 
good and bad depend on -, 331 

thought,  - and imagination, 686 
-s keeping connection with dead 

body, 557 
life of a -, 87 
man produces everything out  of  
-, 497 

mind creates -, 86 
reflection of -s, 558 

thoughtfulness, 
dignity springs from -, 582 
sense of economy used b,y -, 

602 
time, - and breath. 676 

appointed - for everything, 
253f. 

length of - on ear th  and Jinn 
plane, 691 

making - intelligible, 95 
man's conception of - and 

angel's and jinn's, 596 - and space, 95, 324, 610f. 
to lerance, 283ff. 

awakening -, 359 - and intolerance, 819 - Is conquering what revolts 
one, 285f. - and love, 283ff. 

religion of -, 813 



- by seeing reason behind 
every fault, 619f. 

t rance,  487 
t ranqu i l l i t y ,  - of mind by w i l l  power, 123 - secret of Insight, 121 
t ransmigrat ion,  - and obsession, 668 
t ransmutat ion,  

law of -, 96 
t r ee ,  

feeling of -s and plants, 312ff. 
magic -, 76 

t r i n i t y ,  . 
-, duality, unity, 710 
Idea of -, 233 

t r u s t ,  
power of -, 858 
proving t rue  t o  confidence, 39 1 

t r u t h ,  - is all religion, 716 
the  arms of -, 847 - born In subtlety, 404 - and facts, 295f. 
-, falsehood and victory, 913f. - given In different forms in 

different religions, 74 - t o  be gradually given, 624 - greater than fairness o r  un- 
fairness, 499 - hard as hammer, 404 - above justice and injustice, 
499 

- within man, 847 - is merciful, 847 - and method of presenting It, 
74 - beyond name, 809 

one - In all divine Messages, 
7 24 

realization of - gives bliss, 
43 1 

stiuggles of seekers af ter  -, 
84 1 - and way, 841 

tuning, 
day of -, 699 

twin, 
what are - souls, 484f. 

ugliness, - and beauty in nature, 689f. 
Una (play), 

meaning of -, 526f. 
unbelievers, see disbelief 
understanding, 

lack of -, 9 - of life, 9, 831 - and love, 10f. - things and people, 21 1 
unhappiness, - from lack of mastery, 10 

uni formity,  
world evolvlng t o  -, 749 

unity,  710 - and equality, 461 
idea of -, 893 
realizing -, man sees God In all 

things, 498 
Universal  Worship, -- aspect of Sufi Movement, 

87 1 
candles lighted in --, 807 
-- of Church of All, 544 
form of --, 145, 613 -- leading t o  brotherhood, 114 
name of --, 613 -- religion of all teachers, 807 
Temple for  the --, 146 
what Is --?, 723 

universe, 
model of  -, 595 

Vadan, 582 note 34 
vairagya, - freedom from all worldly de- 

sires, 30 - Indifference and lndepen- 
dence, 631 

vaccination, 
Is - desirable?, 517 

vaishnava, 
form of worship of -, 129 

vanity,, 566f. 
divine -, 631f. - power behind every Impulse, 

578 
Vedanta, 334, 826 

lokas In -, 518 
matter and spir i t  in -, 195 
trl loka In -, 507 

vegetarianism, 761 - t r ue  o r  Illusory?, 477 
vehicles, 

evolutlon of - used by soul, 
495 

vibrat ions, 
different - of souls, 562ff. 
law of -, 563, 827f. - of music Influencing plants, 

313 
- by repeating certain word, 30 
soul is -, 408 - of souls, 693, 696 

Vi iadat Day, 31 note 1 
v i r tue,  - forced loses beauty, 356 

human -s and angels, 395f. - and Innocence, 363 - not appreciated by those who 
do not  have, 378 

sin and -, 631, 663 
Vishnu, 

form of worship of -, 129 - si t t ing upon lotus, 691 



- the  sustainer, 168 
was - a man o r  imaginary?, 319 

vision, - of God, 640 
separate existence only t o  our 
-, 323 

source of -, 228f. 
v i t a l i t y ,  - comes by self-confidence, 849 
voice, - from within, 860 - makes thought complete, 506 

one - within scriptures, 250 - of Spirit of  Guidance, 236f. 
volcano, 

-es, wars, floods, storms caused 
by humanity, 382 

Wagner, 
difference between Bach, etc., 

217 
opinion on music of -, 3 - and time for  appreciation of 

his music, 472f. 
wail, 190, 214, 216ff. 224f. - and devas, 381 

planetary system and spiritual 
hierarchy, 570 

war, 
cause of -, 891f. 
even - from God, 209 
the - god, 209, 211 
-s, storms, etc. caused by 

condition of humanity, 382 
warning, - comes t o  those who look for  

it, 325 
wickedness, 

goodness and -, 577f. 
w i l l ,  

breath and -, 98 - four th  aspect of mind, 86f. - of God and soul's own will, 
674 - of God and wall, 214 - human and divine, 137ff. 

soul and -, 123 - with wisdom, 99 
w i l l  power, -- t o  attain peace and tran- 

quillity, 121, 123 -- and concentration, 323 -- and character building, 340 -- gathering and controlling 
atoms, 12lf. 

--, how developed, 340 
wine, 

-s of intoxication, 865f. - in jinn and angel spheres, 
69 5 

wings, 
why a child longs t o  have -, 

637 

wisdom, - best way t o  bring under- 
standing, 877 - denoted by word Sufi, 877 - behind creation, 242 

explanation of -, 110 - and foolishness, 490 
intellectual knowledge and -, 

110 - and love, 324 - of nature seen in infant. 484 - not only belonging t o  ~uiisrn, 
876 

Sufi ideal of -, 869 
two ways of learning -, 18 

wish, 
-es fulfilled by heart  full of 

joy, 328f. 
-es granted. 330f. 
is i t7r lght  t o  - for oneself?, 

33 1 
within, 
-, the fourth dimension, 610f. - and without, 598 

woman, 
duties of -, 582 - and man, A78 
nature of -, 478 

wonder working, 16 -- shown by advanced souls, 
3 18 

word, 
checking one's -s and actions, 

533 
effect of -s on man, 828f. - given by murshid or  guru, 

129 - of honour, 589, 593 
keeping one's -, 603 - origin and source of life, 

887f. 
repetit ion of sacred -s, 28, 

829f. 
-s like veils around an idea, 

4 03 
what is the -, 886f. 

work, 
man's - his religion, 657f. 

workers, 
sincere - a divine blessing, 843 

working, 
noisy - and quiet -, 435 - for  oneself and - for others, 

62 1 
world, 

affairs of - and spiritual exer- 
cises, 332 

condition of -, 762, 8 1 1 
how t o  face -, 351 

worry, - comes from fear, 632 
worship (see also Universal  Wor- 

ship), 
birds and animals - with sin- 

cerity, 31 1 



formless Sufi -, 799 - of God in Zarathushtra's 
rellglon, 39 

what is -7, 21 1 
wrong, 

r ight  and -, 641 
seeing - everywhere robs mag- 

netism, 419f. 

Yogas, 
four different -, 129 

Yogi, 
atmosphere of -s, 29f. 
spiritual attainment of - and 

Sufi, 542 
Sufi and -, 29f., 685 - training and Sufi training, 

2 5 

Zarathusht ra ,  36ff. 
zikr, 

movements of -, 734 
Zoroas te r  (see also Zarathush- 

t r a ) ,  74 
form of Message of -, 250 

zuhur, 
nur and -, 195 
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